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With Ralph Stolkin, head of the
week pursyndicate which laststoc
k interest
chased the controllingin RKO Pictures from Howard
ve here toHughes scheduled to arri
day from Chicago, preparations were
scale meetmade yesterday for as fullwith the new
ing of company head rrow
.
owners today and tomo
ot
Presumably the meetings will be no
as
uch
inasm
e
natur
tive
execu
an
notice of a meeting of the board of
directors had gone out up to last night.
One explanation offered was that the
new owners, under their purchase
agreement with Hughes, will not have
voting rights to the stock until early
next week— two weeks after the closing of the deal.
Nevertheless, an RKO Pictures
spokesman indicated yesterday that a
statement probably will be issued folthe meeting tomorrow. lowing the close of
Meanwhile, unofficial reports con{Continued on page 4)
AT&T
Cost

Promises
Data

by Dec.

TV
31

Washington, Sept. 30. — Officials
of the American Telephone and Telegraph Co. promised to try to have
end of the year"
"before
ready
detailed theatrethetelevision cost figures long sought by the film industry.
The promise was made at a lengthy
afternoon meeting today between officials of A. T. and T.'s long lines division and spokesmen for the Motion
Picture Association and the National
{Continued on page 4)

Aylesworth
After

Long

Dies

Illness

Merlin Hall Aylesworth, 66, former
president and chairman of RadioKeith- Orpheum Corp. and Radio Pictures, Inc., first president of National
Broadcasting Co., and former pub
lisher of the New York World. Tele
gram, died here yesterday after a long
illness, at St. Luke's Hospital.
Aylesworth was president and chair
man of RKO in 1937-38 after 10 years
{Continued on page 2)
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FORUM*
Frisch of Randforce EXHIBITOR Says *
He
Will Meet With
Amusement Co.
Allied Leaders Soon to
'Because,' 'Loves,'
yesterday was
Discuss Exhibitor Unity
elected presi- 'Widow'OpenStrong
dent of the
Alfred Starr, newly-elected TheMetropolatre Owners of America president,
itan Motion
lst-runs
At B'way
yesterday said he will take steps to
Picture Theatres Assoe bring about the formation of a
ciation at the
"BecauseMe"You'r
gs for Loves
openinbody
Strong
and single, all-embracing exhibitor organi" "Some
annual meeting Mine,
"The Merry Widow" featured this
of the organiza- week's grosses at New York first-run
Here
from Nashville, where
zation or "forum."
tion's member- theatres
he
makes
his business headship and board
At Radio City Music Hall, a fine
quarters, Starr told trade press
at the
St. here.
Mo- $145,000 is forecast for the first seven
reporters in his first interview
ritz
Hotel
Emanuel Frisch
since his election on Sept. 15
His term of days of "Because You're Mine," while
a solid $90,000 is indicated in the inithat the day when exhibitors
office will be two years.
are thus united for the purpose
week of "Somebody Loves Me" at
Frisch succeeds the late Edward N. the tial
Roxy. Both the Hall and Roxy
of solving common problems
Rugoff, whose duties as president feature stage shows.
"can't come too soon."
were handled since his death on Sept.
Loew's
"Theis Merry
17 by Solomon M. Strausberg, first State
a healthy
to hit at
expectedWidow"
The TOA chief executive indicated
{Continued on page S)
{Continued on page 4)
that the first step he will take in the
direction of achieving this goal will
be to confer with such Allied leaders
2 -Theatre
Premiere
as
Abram F. Myers, board chairman ;
Ignore
Says Films
Wilbur Snaper, president, and Trueman T. Rembusch, ex-president.
Vast Patronage
Set for 'Andersen'
Starr said he expected to be invited
to attend {Continued
Allied's national
Completion of arrangements for a
on page 5)convention
The industry is overlooking a "gold
two-theatre world premiere here of
estian
get
mine" by not acting to
mated 25,000,000 persons in towns
Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
Andersen" at the Criterion and Paris
ons under 200,000 to attheatres around Thanksgiving time with populati
tend theatres, Alfred Starr, Theatre
was announced yesterday.
Anti-Trust
Owners of America president, said Film
The simultaneous pre-release en- here yesterday. He said these persons
Cases on the Rise
gagements will be on a continuous are in the "over age 30" group.
performance policy at both theatres.
They are the kind of persons, Starr
According to spokesmen for the the- said, who seem to be unable to deterWashington, Sept. 30. — Henry P.
mine whether pictures showing in their
atres, regular admission scales will be
{Continued on page 4)
{Continued on page 5)
Chandler, director of the administrative office of the Federal courts, noted
in his annual report that the number
of private anti-trust suits increased to
the greatest figure in recent years and
N. Y.
ASK
TO
NOT
DECIDE
"a considerable proportion of private
cases were brought against motion picSUIT
.
16mm
OF
L
TRIA
Chandler cited a study in the Yale
ture companies."
Law Review of June- July which
shows the large percentage of film inProduction-distribution company defendants in the governdustry private anti-trust suits.
ment's anti-trust suit to compel the licensing of 16mm. feature
films to television and other non-theatrical users have decided
not to ask for a change of venue which would transfer trial
TOA Poll on 16mm.
of the suit from the Los Angeles Federal District court, where
jurisdicwhose
in
Suit
Starts Soon
court,
Federal
York
New
it was filed, to the
tion the defendants have their principal places of business.
TOA within a week will
The matter has been under study by the defendants since
send its member units a bulthe filing of the suit last July. A much earlier trial of the
letin asking them to vote on
government action is now in prospect as a result of the decision
whether the organization
New
in
docket
court
Federal
The
transfer.
the
not to request
should seek defendant status
and predicYork is the most congested of any in the country
tions had been made that the case might not be tried for
in
the government's
anti-trust
suit, Alfred 16mm.
Starr,
several years if it were to be transferred here.
president, said here yesterWhile there are no reliable estimates of when the case might
day. The complaint dubbed
it
that
believed
generally
is
it
Angeles,
Los
in
come to trial
TOA
a
"co-conspirator."
might be anywhere from a year to two years earlier than in
New York.
Emanuel
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Newsreel
Personal

Construction

Mention

Pushed

Back

Controls

Cut
Parade

to

May

1

A LL current newsreels except Tele-fl news Digest offer an identical
special feature on Gen. Eisenhower,
compiled from the footage of the participating companies. It is to be folloivcd with a similar feature on Adlai
Stevenson. The listing follows:
FOX MOVIETONE
NEWS, No. 80.— The
Eisenhower
Story.

SAMUEL GOLDWYN and Mrs.
Washington, Sept. 30. — National Cinerama
Process
Goldwyn plan to leave here for Production Authority officials have
Hollywood tomorrow
made a surprise decision to push back
• night.
Impressive
to May 1 the proposed relaxation of Found
William W. Howard, RKO The- theatre construction curbs.
Earlier, this relaxation had been
atres vice-president in charge of op"This Is Cinerama" premiered beeration, accompanied by Edmund promised for April 1. NPA was supfore a packed audience of notables at
Grainger, head of RKO Theatres film
posed to issue tomorrow the order the Broadway Theatre here last night
NEWS
OFStory.
THE DAY, No. 210.— The
buying and booking, and Harry making this relaxation official. Now and revealed itself as an amazing Eisenhower
Mandel, national director of adver- the date for issuing the order is Fri- process capable of capturing audiences
tising-publicity, wil leave here tomorPARAMOUNT
Story. NEWS, No. 13. — The
day, and NPA officials said one rea- hitherto untouched or television-bound. Eisenhower
row for the Coast • by plane.
son for the delay was that the effecAt
its
best
in
breath-taking
panotive date has been shoved back and
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 40A.— French
and startling close-ups, this
Harding Macdona has been ap- this required some last-minute changes process ramas
enrapts
an
audience
with
its
troops
drop behind Red lines. Cattle roundorder.
pointed account executive and con- in the
three-dimensional effect. The color by
for
bell tries
up
by
tact man on most of the major motion
The May 1 date is still tentative, Technicolor film opened with a roller record. helicopter.
Eden visitsNewFigldivingin Vienna.
Churchill ends vacation. John Cobb killed testpicture accounts for Cosmopolitan and it might be April 1 again by the coaster ride that elicited excited mur27—
State
boat. Michigan
jet International
"Ike"ingStory.
new 13.
magazine. He will make his office time the order is isued. But NPA
murs and spontaneous applause, as did Michigan,
sailing
regatta.
here.
officials said they doubted this. They the sequences that followed.
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 600. — The
declared that the reason for pushing
The two-hour program included
the
date
back
was
that
they
felt
it
Samuel Pinanski, president of
films of a prologue by Lowell Thomas ;
WARNER Story.
PATHE NEWS, No. 15.— The
American Theatres Corp. of Boston, better to be safe and put the proposed a dance of the priestesses from Eisenhower
has been reelected chairman of the relexation further off, and then move "Aida" ; a helicopter view of Niagara
board of trustees of the Lowell Tex- it up later, rather than to put it too Falls ; the Long Island Choral Soearly and have to postpone it later.
tile School, at Lowell,
Mass.
•
ciety singing- Handel's "The Mes- Three 20th-Fox Films
They pointed out that a meeting of
siah"
Venetian
;
boatmen in gondolas ;
Aubrey C. Couch, Wilby-Kincey construction industry officials has been the Gathering of the Clans in Scot- Set for Roxy Here
Knoxville, Tenn., city manager, has called for Oct. 29, and that this meet- Ian ; a bullfight and native dances in
Three
20th Century-Fox's
been discharged from the hospital
an earlier recolor
in of
Technicolor
productions top
of
ing might
laxation ofrecommend
theatre construction curbs, Spain ; the triumphal march from
there after treatment for a hand inthe year have been dated into the
"Aida,"
performed
by
the
La
Scala
possibly as early as Jan. 1 or Feb. 1.
jury.
Opera Company in Milan; the Vien- Roxy Theatre, it was revealed by the
•
Under the proposed relaxation, perna Boys Choir singing ; a tour of the company yesterday.
sons planning to build theatres could Tyrol in Wolfgang; the Water CarThe pictures, which will be shown
Seymore Mayer, Loew's Interna- self-authorize — write their own priorinival at Cypress Gardens in Florida ; at the house starting in late October
tional regional director for the Far
ties— for limited amounts of steel, copEast, returned yesterday from a three"America the Beautiful," sung or early November, are "Way of A
per and aluminum, and would stand and the
week visit to his territory.
Salt Lake City Tabernacle Gaucho," produced by Philip Dunne
a far better chance of getting NPA by
•
Choir while an aerial tour of U. S. A. and directed by Jacques Tourneur ;
allotments of even larger amounts.
landmarks is shown.
Damon Runyon's "Bloodhounds of
Robert H. O'Brien, United Paramount Theatres secretary-treasurer, is
For the special process William Broadway," produced by George JesLescaze Associates, architects, de- sel and directed by Harmon Jones,
in Greenbrier, W. Va., and will re- AM PA Class In
signed mechanical construction for the and "Pony Soldier," produced by
turn to New York next Monday.
Broadway Theatre. Three projection Samuel G. Engel and directed by JoLarger
Quarters
booths were set into the balcony, each
John Wolfberg, head of Wolfberg
seph M. Newman.
The Associated Motion Picture AdTheatres, with headquarters in Denprojector filling one third of the Cinvertisers
classes
on
advertising
and
ver, arrived here yesterday en route to
erama screen, which is 51 feet wide
promotion has been required to find and 26 feet high. The curved screen
Washington.
Aylesworth
{Continued- from page 1)
larger quarters for the weekly seswas specially designed by Fred Walsions.
Tomorrow
evening's
class
will
ler, inventor of the process, and is
Max E. Youngstein, United Arto'clock at the 20th Cen- not one great sheet, but consists of as president of NBC beginning in
ists vice-president, has returned to meet at six
1926. Aylesworth left RKO to join
tury-Fox Little Theatre.
1,100 vertical strips of perforated tape
New York from a swing around the
Paul
N.
Lazarus,
Jr.,
Columbia
the
Scripps-Howard newspapers mancountry.
agement and was named publisher of
executive, will discuss the home office set at angles like louvres of a side•
ways Venetian blind. The stereo- the World-Telegram in 1938. He was
advertising and publicity operations
phonic sound effect is obtained with
Kenneth Grossman, assistant to of a motion picture company at this
a lawyer by profession but was active
L. K. Sydney, M-G-M studio ex- second lecture in the ten-week course. the placement of five speakers behind for most of his life in radio, motion
the
screen,
one
on
each
sound
wall,
ecutive, is in New York from the
and public utilities.
and one at the rear of the theatre. pictures
Coast.
From 1934 to 1945 he was board
•
These speakers convey the sounds as chairman of Radio City Music Hall.
Small, Todd to Make recorded at similar positions by the In 1941 he was appointed chief of the
E. S. Gregg, vice-president and gensame number of microphones during
eral manager of Westrex Corp., left Second Joint Film
radio section of the Office of the Cothe original shooting.
ordinator of Inter-American Affairs
here yesterday for Hollywood.
"Sodom and Gomorrah," to be
William R. Latady, vice-president and its executive consultant. Aylesfilmed in color, has been chosen as tine of Cinerama, Inc., expects that in
worth was the first to lease a theatre
Disney to Represent second of three pictures which Ed- future theatre design the projection for the "live" presentation of radio
ward Small and Mike Todd will make booths can be built directly into the
before an audience.
Independent Artists
in association abroad for United Art- balcony. Estimates of installation programs
From 1914-18 he was chairman of
ists
release,
UA
announced.
Frederick Brisson and Roy Disney
costs vary from $35,000 to $70,000 the Colorado Public Utilities Comhave completed negotiations whereby
The film is on the producers' com- with an average of about $50,000. All
and then was executive vicebined slate for late in 1953, after com- equipment is designed to be portable president mission
Walt Disney Productions will be the
of the Utah Power & Light
world sales representatives for Brispletion of "The Vikings," their first
plug-in, and will be leased to Co. Later he was managing director
joint color picture for which Todd and
theatre
owners by Cinerama. The of the National Electric Light Assoson's
Independent
Artists
Pictures,
Inc.
is now in Europe organizing facilities. second Cinerama
ciation and toward the close of his
camera has been
career
was
chairman of the executive
"Never Wave at A WAC," which
completed and projection equipment
producer Brisson has just completed,
committee of Ellington & Co., Inc., an
is
ready
for
installation
in
theatres
First
Drive
for
Audio
with Rosalind Russell, Marie Wilson
advertising firm.
Audio Pictures has started its first in the United States and England.
and Paul Douglas, will be the first
of the Independent Artists films to sales drive, during which it will honor
Mrs. Gala Levy, 84
be handled by the Disney organiza- its president, Arthur Gottlieb. The Kearney Promoted
Mrs. Gala Levy, 84, mother of Joel
tion. The arrangement marks the first drive is to run through Dec. 11, and
The appointment of Don L. Kearney
time Disney has accepted the sales has as its goal a quota of $150,000 in as national sales manager of Ameri- Levy of Loew's Theatres film booking
representation for an independent. screen advertising rentals for the 400
department here, died Monday after
can tions
Broadcasting
Co.'s television
statheatres with which Audio holds
was announced
by Slocum
a long illness. The funeral, held yesRKO Radio is distributing "Never
agreements.
terday, was private.
Wave at A WAC."
Chapin, vice-president.
MOTION PICTURE DAILY. Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Terry Ramsaye, Consulting Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco,
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Inc.,Jr.,1270
Company,
Publishing
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New York."
Martin Quigley,
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Quigley,
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Other
Quigley
Publications:
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Herald; matter,
Better Theatres
each published
13 times
a year
aBurnup,
section Editor;
of Motion
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National
Pre-Selling

Exhibitors Theatre Television Comexecutive $35,000 for its first week. ; At the mittee.
cerning the company's futurehour.
One,
the
ated
by
ased
indic
incre
p
was
set-u
for October
Rivoli, a strong $68,000
MPAA and NETTC have been /COSMOPOLITAN
ng con"Snows of
of
widely circulated, but dlacki
week
d
secon
fullthe
for
four-color,
strong
for
a
months
for
faces
W
T.
one
and
T.
prodding A.
firmation, was that Arnol Grant,
detailed transmission cost figures, for
Snows
at
o."
"The
of the attorneys who acted for the Kilim
for
anjar
today
advertisement
page Kilimanjaro"
"Son of Paleface" opens
opposite Louella
coming Federal Communi- of
negoTheatre and the pre- use in the
Stolkin group in the purchase man
Parson's
equally strong praise for
ount
Param
the
theon
hearings
Commission
cations
of
hout
throug
tiations, would become chair
ghted
highli
miere will be
atre television. The A. T. and T. "Hemingway's Magic Touch," with
the board; Stolkin would assume the
al appearances of
person
by
day
the
that all their a following page of pictures and arguLos
ed people have been saying
presidency and Sherrill Corwin,
ment to support her theory. She says,
Bob Hope, who recently return
is based on a four megacycle
data
cost
final
Angeles exhibitor and a member of from
and
The second
.
Europe
"All the romance, poetry, and thrillasing group, would head the
the purch
sion band, and that theyon can't
'at ..the transmis
ing action of one of the great stories
McLan
the
studio.
tion
l informafilm
$53,UUU
week
hit e"
supply financia
due to
was Jim
unt "Big
Paramoof
industry of our time is faithfully translated to
10 mc band that the
Earlier reports were that Stolkin
the screen."
Continuing, she gives
second inning of "One Minute wants to use.
would be named board chairman and to The
Zero" at the Criterion is forecast
The meeting was set up today
as
_
e
a
e
"A musical comedy
whil
to
00,
credit
$27,0
caption
Ned E. Depinet would continu
lent
excel
an
hit
to
t
out a middle
work
"an operatta, 'The
and
You',"
try
for
to
week
'Just
—
president. Queried yesterday, Depine
sixth
the
for
seen
is
00
$36,0
said he had no information concerning nice
ground,
and
was
apparently
"the inspiringol.
and
Capit
the
Widow',"
at
Merry
Man"
t
of "The Quie
successful. Participants said the
the plans of the new owners.
story of a miracle, 'The Miracle of
erness" replaces
Wild
the
of
e
"Lur
Arrived Yesterday
"You for Me" on Friday at the Globe,
of Fatima'," which are
Our Lady
session, held at MPAA headrated
this month's best . . . Redbook
ter a rather
pleas"very
been
portrait of Kathryn
Arriving here yesterday from the which is expected to regis
quarters,
had
cover
fine
a
has
ant" and that "a very helpful
Coast for the sessions were Grant, ment.
weak $8,500 for its seven-day engagestory
"the solved,
caption,
and thegirl
Grayson,
exchange of ideas on engineerwho has
an amazing
of
Sidney Korshak and Gordon Young'Noon'
in
10th
Week
place.
reptaken
who
had
ys
problems"
man, Hollywood attorne
The ing
upshot
of the meeting was
— men."
her problems
all
spreadAnd,in
resented the Stolkin group in the necolor
a one
Redbook, but
inside
that
the
A. T. and T. people said
addition
the
for
gotiations. Arriving today in
ated
indic
is
00
$17,5
A good
which she says, "I don't have dates
to Stolkin will be Corwin and Greg
effort"
every
"make
wouldready
theyhave
week of "High Noon" at the
10th
to
by
Dec.
31
the
for
counsel
of
an unusual
also
latter
them"— girl.
the
,
I marry
Bautzer
men ;from
with
Movie
an unusual
statement
"World in His Arms ' bows
Stolkin.
financial data sought by the film
Mayfair.
Oct 9. For the sixth stanza
there
industry.
as
selection
editor Florence Somers'
Advance reports on the meetings
a"
is
Lady oftheFatim
Picture-of-the-Month
cie ofis Our
Redbook's
"Mira
of
.
•
Astor
forecast by
' a nice $15,000
in "Sudden Fear."
delay
the
RKO Pictures
said
officials
one bethat
Industry
included
given extended and "Affair in Trinidad" at the Victoria
financing will
getting information from the phone
immediate attention by the new own- is expected to hit a more than satis- company would not interfere with
American Legion Magazine for
ers. The company has a $5,000,000
$13,000 for its ninth week.
factory
tells the story of how the
on
October
hearings
FCC
the
start
to
plans
revolving credit with Bankers Trust
a sucker of Edward G.
made
Reds
"The
,
the
that
houses
out
ay
pointed
roadw
They
20.
Oct.
Among off-B
Co. here, which reportedly is shared Magi
c Box" opened to a healthy FCC had specified that the week or Robinson, and gives the screen
by the Mellon Bank of Pittsburgh. $10,400 for its first seven days at the so of hearings starting Oct. 20 was star's view-point to its 3,600,000
Re-negotiation of the credit by the
Normandie. Still doing well is "Ivory to be devoted to a presentation of the readers: "If any man is accused
new owners may be necessary, accord- Hunter" at the 52nd Street Trans- film industry's own engineering and of Communism falsely, he owes it
ing to one report. In this connection, Lux where $5,200 is seen for the picand that the phone com- to himself and the nation to make.
Hughes confirmed last week that if
ture's sixth week. At the Park Ave- cost plans,
could well come later, a statement of his true position
testimony
pany
called upon to do so by the new own$6,000 is estimated for in the lengthier hearings scheduled to If he will not do so, I for one would
robust
a
nue,
ers, he is committeed to making an the third inning of "The Amazing start Jan. 12.
take the charges against him seri$8,000,000 loan to RKO Pictures.
No
Further
Meetings
"
Fabre.
eur
ously." Life carries a striking twoMilton Pickman, vice-president of Monsi
The long-standing hold-over, Man
on "The
Wald-Krasna Prod., arrived here from in the White Suit," at the Sutton is
from "aRKOfastRadio
ad
color
No further meetings are scheduled Lusty Men"—
buck, a fast
trie Coast yesterday in connection with expected to do a fine $5,400 for its at this time between the two groups,
an approach made to Jerry Wald by 26th week, while the seventh round officials said.
bronc, a fast thrill." And another
ng
Corwin for the former to head pro- of "Stranger in Between" at the Fine
The A. T. and T. delegation con feature article on "The Shrinki
the
how
showing
Ferrer,"
Jose
of
duction at the RKO Pictures studio. Arts is due to register a nice $4,000.
sisted of six men, headed by Ernest actor is shortened 15 inches to play
Pickman returned to the Coast last
"This is Cinerama" opened last North, general counsel of the long the dwarfed Lautrec, a role that
night. Before his departure he _indi- night at the Broadway Theatre to a lines division, and Frank A. Cowan, will be more talked about than
cated that it was premature to discuss capacity audience and the advance
top engineer for the division. NETTC "The Hunchback of Notre Dame."
such a deal at this time but might re- two-a-day sale of tickets indicates an was
represented by attorney Marcus
develturn here later, pending future
eight-week sell-out. The advance sale Cohn and engineer Stuart Bailey.
Ruth Harbert in Good Housekeepopments.
for "Limelight," which will open on MPAA was represented by attorneys
ing's November issue tells zvhy history
Street
60th
the
at
basis
a roadshow
James L. Fly and Vincent Welch, en- teachers are going to have a tall job
Trans-Lux on Oct. 23, was described
gineering adviser Andrew Inglis, Ed
W.C. Stober Leaves
Cooper of the MPAA staff, Earl explaining
"Plymouth
ture" comeswhen
to both
city andAdventown
yesterday as "excellent."
Sponable of 20th Century-Fox, Frank theatres. Helen Deutsch, who wrote
Cahill of Warner Brothers, Lester
General Register
the screenplay after two years of
'Andersen'
Isaac
Loew's and Richard Hod- research here and in England, has
son of of
Paramount.
(Continued, from page 1)
challenged many of our favorite fables
W. C. Stober, general sales manager of General Register Corp. for in effect for the premiere engageSchlanger Returns
about passengers on the Mayflower's
the past six years, has resigned as
ments. While terms were not disheroic voyage. You'll be stunned to
Ben
Schlanger,
New
York
theatre
of today. Saul Hammer, officer of
learn what caused the loudest comclosed, itwas reported that the highthe General Register Corp. for many
est guarantees ever given a picture architect, and William A. Hoffberg,
plaints during the damp, 96-day^ jourthe sales depart- by comparable Broadway houses are engineer associated with him, have
heads
now
years,
It's not
seas! producer
the winter
ment.
ney over that
involved. In the case of the Paris, returned here from a six-week visit surprising
Dore Schary,
Stober has accepted a position with
the guarantee is under- to Europe where many installations
for example,
stood to be a minimum of $150,000, of their synchronous-surround motion of the picture, says that 102 passenthe Burroughs Adding Machine in the
and
sailors were "Men just
transportation division. He plans to with provisions which could boost the picture screen are in progress. RCA Womengers andof33flesh
and blood, with
Photophone, Ltd., recently took over the' same outlooks and foibles as we
reside in Chicago, and have head- producer's take well above that distribution
of the screen in Europe,
amount.
quarters there.
Prior commitments of Radio City marketing it, as RCA does in the
All of Stober's employment has been
today."
in the theatre equipment field begin- Music Hall left it with no open date U. S., under the name of "Synchro- have
Life is giving interesting coverage
creen.
ning in 1934 as shipping clerk for earlier than around Jan. 15. With
jaro"
Snows of
"The coming
the issue
on
this Friday,
up Kiliman
in its
National Theatre Supply Co.'s Seattle Goldwyn aiming for a pre-Christmas
branch.
premiere, a Music Haill engagement Milland Air Promotion
and for the first time in history, Wide
had to be ruled out.
Photos, the syndicated picture
World
Ray Milland will make a series of
"Andersen," in color by Technioriginating with the New
e
servic
color, stars Danny Kaye, with Jean- three taped broadcasts for the U. S. York Times, is servicing a total of
When 1/cu Weed a
maire and Farley Granger co-starred. State Department's "Voice of AmerSPECIAL TRAILER
Moss Hart wrote the screenplay in
ica" series about his latest starring six photographs taken at the world
conjunction with Frank Loesser, who vehicle, "The Thief," for Central premiere, to its syndicate list of 1,100
'GOOD' and FAST
composed the musical score. Charles
newspapers. . . . Stars of two RKO
GOOD OLD DEPENDABLE
Thief"
"The at
Europe
Vidor directed. Goldwyn told a press will
haveandits Germany.
world premiere
the pictures will appear on two covers
FILM
AC K
conference here last week that the New York Roxy Theatre following of the New York Sunday News rotoCHICAGO 5, 1327 S. WABASH AVE. picture will have to gross $8,000,000
gravure color magazine, first, Janis
NEW YORK 36, 630 NINTH AVE.
the current feature, "Somebody Loves
to break even.
Gloria GraCarter, and next week,
Walter Brooks
hame.
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Films

Motion

One

Ignore

(Continued- from page 1 )
towns are of the intellectual quality
they demand. He said they are potential film-goers who would enjoy
"High Noon" while disdaining an ordinary Western. But, he asked, how
that "High Noon"
to know Western
arenotthey
?_ They are
an ordinary
is
not persons who necessarily would
"art" pictures, Starr emphapatronize
sized.
'Pet Project'
educating this potential
of
The job
audience to the existence of intelligent, artistically significant product,
Star said, is one for distributors, exhibitors, small city film critics and any
others who can be recruited for the
task. He described the job as his own
"pet project."
These 25,000,000 non-film goers,
Starr held, are individuals who are not
to be seduced by television, the comics,
or other such media of entertainment.
They are people who read good books
and lean to other intellectual pursuits, he said.
Could Achieve Improvement
Starr believes also that the difficulties that distributors experience in
supplying prints can be solved by
"mathematical algebraic logic" as performed by outside independent analysts. A 20 per cent improvement in
the print situation could be achieved
by such analysts, he claimed. A survey "wouldn't cost the distributors a
nickel," he said. Starr, who is_ reputed to be a "mathematical genius,"
had trade press reporters straining to
understand his theory.

Picture

Exhibitor

5

Daily

Forum

(Continued from page 1)
about the establishment of an
in Chicago, Nov. 17-19, thus implying
arbitration system that would
that he would broach the subject to
Allied leaders at that time._
be universally satisfactory, repeated this opinion yesterday.
Commensurate with his visions of a
He said that no exhibitor or
single, nationwide exhibitor organizadistributor could expect to see
tion, or "forum," or "conference" (he
a workable system if he seeks
appeared to regard the terms as interto get "undue advantage" in
changeable), Starr said he is "banking
proceedings.bitration
Hecan minimize
said that the
aron greatly improved exhibitor-distribnumber of industry suits, not
future.utor relations" in the not-too-distant
do away with them entirely.
Such improved relations, he conThe exercise of goodwill, he
indusan
in
inherent
be
would
tended,
added, will spell the success of
try system of arbitration. But, he rea system.
minded, arbitration, "which can result
Starr credited Myers with having
in an entirely new era for the industry," must be built "on the good faith made many valuable contributions _to
of all sides." He added : "We all are the establishment of an arbitration
in the same industry, and we know
we can't succeed in the job unless all system.
The conciliation provisions of the
arbitration
plan have been approved
e."
Starr
and
Herman
M.
Levy,
TO
A
cooperat
segments
Starr said.
general counsel, who sat in on the by all minded
parties,
that conciliation
first He
will rebe
interview, told the reporters that the
essayed before any case goes to arbiarbitration draft amending work cur- tration.
rently being done by distributor lawWill Not Take Action
yers was approved by both Myers and
Levy at the recent arbitration parley
will not take any action on
in Washington among distributor, theTOA
General Mills Corp. proposal at
Allied, and TOA officials.
the convention to give away theatre
The lawyers' task, it was deteralong with distribution of free
passes
mined yesterday, will be completed in
time to allow the presidents of the samples of the company's products.
distribution companies to act on the Levy interjected that it was likely that
amendments at a meeting around the individual exhibitor members of TOA
middle of next week. Upon approval may try out the idea.
Herman Hunt, Cincinnati theatre
by the presidents, the draft will be
turned over to Allied and TOA for owner, has indicated to Starr that he
will sponsor a luncheon of Southern
action, Levy assumed.
Ohio exhibitors in that city with a
Starr, who
told the TOA
view to forming a Southern Ohio
convention he was optimistic
TOA unit. Starr said that this TOA

Elect

Frisch

(Continued from page 1)

vice-president. The latter was reelected first vice-president.
Other officers elected for the next
two years are: Samuel Rosen, board
chairman; Robert Weitman, second
vice-president, and Russell V. DownOscar A. Doob was
ing, treasurer.
reelected
chairman of the executive
committee for a fourth successive
term. D. John Phillips continues as
executive director.
New Executive Committee

The new executive committee includes :Samual Rinzler, Rosen, Sol
Schwartz, Strausberg and Weitman.
The board for the next two years
will consist of Herman Becker, Leo
Brecher, Doob, Downing, Harry
Goldberg, Julius Joelson, David C.
Katz, Rinzler, Fred J. Schwartz, Sol
Schwartz, Strausberg and Weitman.
Strausberg at the meeting eulogized
Rugoff as having been one of the organization's "best beloved and most
valued members."
convention development is expected to
bear fruit "in a few weeks." Both
Starr and Levy said TOA has opened
its doors to any Western Theatre
Owners units who wish to join. WTO
is leaderless at present.
Starr left here last evening by plane
for Kansas City. He will attend the
meeting next week in St. Louis of
the MPTO of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois. Starr
said he will attend many TOA regional and unit meetings during the
coming months.
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Monday,
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DEAN

MARTIN

In HAL

JERRY
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W ALUS'

LEWIS

Production

THE
Co-starring
MARION

MARSHALL
POLLY

• EDDIE

MAYEHOFF

BERGEN

Directed by NORMAN

TAUROG

Screenplay by FRED F. FINKLEHOFFE
and MARTIN RACKIN
Additional Dialogue by ELWOOD ULLMAN
From a story by
Fred F. Finklehoffe and Sid Silvers

TIME
PLACE OF SCREENING
CITY
2.30 P.M.
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1052 Broadway
ALBANY
2 P.M.
W
N.
St.,
Walton
154
ROOM,
PROJ.
PARAMOUNT
ATLANTA
2 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 58-62 Berkeley Street
BOSTON
2 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 464 Franklin Street
BUFFALO
10 A.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 305-7 South Church Street
CHARLOTTE
3 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1306 South Michigan Avenue
CHICAGO
2:30 P.M.
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1638 Central Parkway
CINCINNATI
8.-J5 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1735 East 23rd Street
CLEVELAND
2 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 401 N. Pearl Expressway
DALLAS
2 P.M.
et
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 2100 Stout Stre
DENVER
' P-M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1125 High Street
DES MOINES
P.M.
2
e
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 479 Ledyard Avenu
DETROIT
P-M'
t
Stree
INDIANAPOLIS PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 116 West Michigan
P.M.
2
Bldg
Thea.
Florida
ROOM,
JACKSONVILLE FLORIDA THEATRES SCREENING
P.M.
2
t
Stree
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1800 Wyandotte
KANSAS CITY
P.M.
J-30
LOS ANGELES PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1613 West 20th Street
J2.I5 NOON
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 362 South Second Street
MEMPHIS.
2 P.M.
MILWAUKEE ...PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1121 North Eighth Street
8 P.M.
ue
Aven
Currie
1201
ROOM,
PROJ.
PARAMOUNT
MINNEAPOLIS
P.M.
2
et
Stre
State
82
ROOM,
PROJ.
PARAMOUNT
HAVEN
NEW
2 P.M.
NEW ORLEANS PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 215 South Liberty Street
2:30 P.M.
NEW YORK CITY. . .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1501 Broadway (9th Fl.)
A.M.
T0:30
OKLAHOMA CITY. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 701 West Grand Avenue
P.M.
2
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1502 Davenport Street
OMAHA
P.M.
2
t
PHILADELPHIA PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 248 North 12th Stree
2 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1727 Boulevard of Allies
PITTSBURGH. .
2 P.M.
e
Avenu
19th
W.
N.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 909
PORTLAND
P.M.
3
t
Stree
Olive
2949-2953
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM,
ST. LOUIS
P.M.
7:30
Street
South
1st
East
270
ROOM,
SALT LAKE CITY PARAMOUNT PROJ.
2 P.M.
SAN FRANCISCO. . .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 205 Golden Gate Ave
P.M
1:30
Ave
Third
2400
ROOM,
PROJ.
SUPPLY
THEATRE
MODERN
E
SEATTL
2:30 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 306 H Street, N.W
WASHINGTON

Motion

Boston, Sept. 30.— American
Theatres Corp. will sponsor a
radio program to promote
current attractions at all of
its Greater Boston theatres.
The program will be in the
form of a "movie bulletin of
the air" and will be called
' Movie Tonight." It will be
broadcast over Station
WHDH five times a week,
Monday - through - Friday, at
to3:55 to 4:00 P.M., effective will
morrow. The program
run indefinitely.
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Attendance
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Review
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Picture

Set

Record

Captive Women it
{RKO Pictures)
war year of 3,000
DEMOLISHED New York City, in the post-Atomic
ample exploitation
has
that
entry
AD is the setting of this minor
and » divided
round
underg
caves
features "'The populace lives mostly in led
by power-mad Stuart Randal
nto three groups the evil Uprivcrmen,
in exile when Randall
1 e devil-worsh pping Norms, led by Robert Clarke the
Mutations who are
and
ry,
treache
by
hip
leaders
overthrows the Norm
the 20th Century,
physically disfigured from the atomic radiation let loose in
leThereR<is ^three-minute documentary introduction in which a serious
occur in. the future while
voiced narrator warns that this is what might the
atomic _explosions and
building,
Nations
United
the
of
familiar foota-e
c level and the
is on the familiar melodramati
Hi oh im i " used. The film
of the Mutations to propagate healthy
the attempts
from Norm
derived
is
title
women.
stealing
hv
r-Viilrlren
caught by Ron Randell
Clarke and aide Robert Bice flee Randall and are river.
William Seha lert
the
across
live
to
them
force
who
ns
and the Mutatio
has a fight foi
and
ent
discont
up
stirs
a Mutation seeking Randell's throne,
d to leave and
allowe
is
he
d,
defeate
When
l.
Randel
with
ship
kade
the
the under-river cave
deserts to Stuart Randall, giving him the secret of captured by Randall
is
Randell
safety
ns'
Mutatio
the
whS had guaranteed
Uprivermen are
but later freed by Clarke and Bice while the pursuing
ends happily
All
cave
river
under
destroyed when the Mutations flood the
of love, and
when one of the Norm women, agrees to marry Randell out
tion
propaga
healthy
a
of
assured
are
ons
Mutati
ing
thus the God-worshipp
This
ion.
attract
ne
femini
Margaret Field and Gloria Saunders provideg the
en.
Pollexf
Jack
and
Wisber
Aubrey
by
ed
produc
wis written and
ication. Release date
Running time, 65 minutes. General audience classif
not set.
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in
Decrease
Sharp
Tax Collections for
August

Reported

Washington,
Sept. 30. for
— General
admission
tax collections
August,
reflecting July box-office business,
were $6,000,000 below those for Aug.,
1951,
the today.
Bureau of Internal Revenue
reported
Most industry officials had expected
these figures to show a large increase,
reflecting a box-office upturn that
started in July. The Bureportedly
reau's figures indicate one of two
things : either reports of the motion
picture box-office upturn were exaggerated, or admission tax returns are
no longer very good indicators of
theatre business. This latter would
be due to the fact that theatre taxes
might be accounting for a smaller
percentagemissionoftaxes,the
on
taxes adthatgeneral
andtotal
admissions to such events as ball
games and prize fights might be
throwing a proportionately greater
weight in the total.
The Bureau's figures put general
admission tax collections for August

An all-time paid attendance record
for any sporting event was set by the
recent Walcott-Marciano bout, according to figures compiled by Theatre
Network Television, the agency which
booked the bout for theatre television.
compared to $34,142,at
Over 120,000 fight fans saw the
for the23,previous August.
531 $28,067,6
TV50
in
bout
heavyweight title
The August figures were down
equipped theatres stretched across the
in the preslightly from collections
country, while 41,000 persons were at
Attendance
vious month, when the total was $28,h
Hig
d
te
the
m,
le
Stadiu
pal
mp
Co
Philadelphia's Munici
Program
369,934. However, in recent years,
site of the match, bringing the total
Meet
TA
ions have risen seasonally from
K-M
ks
collect
Mar
,
161,000
to
event
the
et
for
attendance
For St. Louis Me
to
July . August, frequently by large
amounts
TNT. The old attendaccording to TNT
stated, was set by
ance record,
Kansas City, Sept. 30.— The 34th
The drop from August this year
the second Dempsey-Tunney match in
s, Sept. 30.— Hotel reser- annual convention of the Kansas-MisLoui
St
the sharpest
was .
Augustar
last ye
indis
agains
sale
et
Philadelphia more than two decades
tick
touet
month t this
vations and banq
souri Theatre Association opened
the
for . any
for
1951
ing
with
meet
al
red
.
persons
compa
annu
rd
122,000
ed
cate a reco
ago, which attract
registration like that of the drop
day
with
of
ers
Own
theatre
tre
total
the
TNT added that
best attended meetings of recent years.
Motion Picture Thea
tions
General admission tax collecsports
- TV gross, including Federal admission St Louis, Eastern Missouri and
to pres- includ
devoted
was
to
n
sions
afternoo
The
admis
on
taxes
e
with
niza
orga
taxes, was in excess of $400,000,
Southern Illinois whenandtheTues
entations bybranch managers of curday at
an average gross of $8,000 per theatre.
tion gathers Monday
ts, legitimate theatre and
rent and new product. Several showed events, conceral
the Chase Hotel here.
entertainment events,
gener
other
product,
on
talked
some
and
trailers
n picture theatres.
General chairman Tom Edwards,
motio
to
as
well
as
nd of the picand co-chairmen William H. Waring, explaining the backgrou
Crouse
Suit Goes
tures or phases of them that offered
and Bill Williams, along with the particularly good exploitation values.
Jr.,
a
To Federal Judge
Blaustein,
program committee have laid out
s re- Lasky,
exhibitor
the
that
noted
was
It
ring.
gathe
the
for
Minneapolis, Sept. 30. — The suit busy schedule
to Lecture
sponded to the trailers and to special Kramer
of William Crouse of Eveleth, Minn.,
stunts with spontaneous exclamations
Open Forums Featured
wood. Sept. 30.— Jesse Lasky,
Holly
charging Minnesota Amusement Co.
red much as the patrons in their theatres Julian Blaustein and Stanley Kramer
Open forums will be featuwill
and distributors with conspiracy, has
are likely to do.
ers
Speak
ons.
have been named the first three Screen
sessi
the
been transferred from a slated jury throughout
councers Guild members to deliver
: Herman Levy, general
president of the Asso- Produes,
C. E. Cook,
trial to judgment by the Federal Dis- include
which will be photographed
lectur
sel, Theatre Owners of America, on
ciation, opened the convention.
trict Court here.
.
16-mm
prest
n," "The
on sound film before the Cinema DeThere will be further produc
Crouse charges the Maco circuit "Industry Arbitratio
ibilities of lax
as well as the
"Poss
tomorrow,
and
entations
uit"
Laws
partment ofthe University of Southern
conspired with film companies to keep
Reduction in the Next Congress ; business session with elections, ad- California. Lasky will tee off the
thea.cries Thursday evening, with A
product away from his Eveleth
dresses and discussions.
tor, then, executive direc
tres in favor of Maco's nearby Vir- Ray ColviEquipm
n
iatio
ent Dealers Assoc
atre
Industry" as his
The convention ends with the ban- History of the Film
ginia, Minn., houses.
will speak on Oct. 16
Stan Kane is counsel for Crouse, of St. Louis, on "The Motion Picture Biechelquet
e. tomorrow night, honoring R. R. topic. Blaustein Idea" (the film subon "The Basic
Art and Sowhile David Shearer represents the Industry as a Business,
Leon Bamberger, RKO
Force";
cial
ject followed from its inception to its
distributors, except Paramount, which
Your
and
ions
Relat
ic
screenplay). Kramer follows next
"Publ
final
is represented along with Maco by Radio, on
manM
M-Gn,
Benni
Herb
Mandt Torrison.
;
c"
Publi
on Oct. 30 with a discussion of "PreShipboard
. Hold
U.S.A
me
ieti
"Mov
on
,
Louis
St.
ager,
"
3.
Production and Its Problems."
in 1952-5
1 ,.
mbia
Also, Jack Keiler of the Colu
Cite Ornstein Stories
Amusement Co., Paducah, Ky., on
Top SMPTETAward
Four of the 20 stories which Wil- "Exploitation and Publicity" ; Al Rey- Bow
of 4Gaucho'
s Crahtree
liam Ornstein, M-G-M home office
The shipboard world premiere of To Kodak'
nolds of Claude Ezell and Associates
Y., Sept. 30.— John
N.
ter,
Roches
his
in
trade press liaison, included
Dallas, on "Drive In Concesions and 20th Century-Fox's "Way of A I. Crabtree, Eastman Kodak research
here last night
book, "Ma and Me," just published Operations"; Pat Magee, Denver, on Gaucho" was held McCorm
ack liner, chemist, has been named as the 1952
by Story Book Press of Dallas, are "COMPO and the 16-mm. Anti-Trust aboard the MooreMedal"
5.5". Argentina, before an invited recipient the
"Progr
Davee, Century Pro- the
tive Mention" by
Pic"Distinc
Motion
of ess
given Foley
Society
audience of 500 guests.
award of of the
in the 1952 edition of Suit" ; Larry W.
Martha
rs.
Enginee
ion
Televis
and
ture
Dird
"Thi
City,
York
New
jector,
, which included offiThe cials notables
mensional Projection"; Senn Lawler,
"Best American Short Stories." The
selected for his conCrabtree tributiowas
of New York City, the United
ns inthe fields of photographic
four originally were published in the Fox Midwest, Kansas City, "Publicity
a,
Nations and Argentin
in addition to
American Jewish Times Outlook and
motion picture film procProduces."
at the pier chemistry,
met
That
were
ermen,
newspap
essing and film processing equipment.
e,"
Apprentic
trailde
are as follows: "The
The program will also inclu
by 20th-Fox representatives and the He will receive the award at a dinner
"Eventide Song," "Badge of Honor"
ers of top pictures to be released dur- vessel's captain.
naexpla
with
and "Tea on Wednesday." In addition
n
seaso
g
ing the comin
during the Society's annual convention
The tured afashion
evening's
entertainment
fea-a in Washington next week.
tory talks by advertising and publicity
to this group, Miss Foley also mentions
show,
the
staging
of
in her anthology six other stories representatives of film companies. The
is the Society's
The Progress
award. Medal
It is given
annually
King Neptune ceremony, and a special highest
of latest developments in theatre equip- drawing
by the same author: "The Crime and
among
newspapermen
for
a
to
the
be
individual
whose
work
has rewill
ies
suppl
and
ces
Fast
applian
ment,
"Fun,
These Corners,"
be free South American cruise. There nology. sulted in significant advances in the
Feast," "Harold (The Sham us) on display at the trade show to the
were
also
deck
games,
dancing
and
a
cted in conjunction with
condung.
development of motion-picture techbuffet dinner.
Klein," "Ocarina Nocturne," "Family meeti
Tree" and "Same Line, Old Tune."
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NEW

RKO

Launch

Today

Here

in; Expect
Decisions

Stolkin Due
Management

With Ralph Stolkin, head of the
h last week pursyndicate whicollin
g stock interest
chased the contr
from Howard
ures
Pict
in RKO
arrive here toto
Hughes, scheduled
day from Chicago, preparations were
scale meetmade yesterday for as fulling of company head with. the new
owners today and tomorrow
Presumably the meetings will be of
an executive nature inasmuch as no
notice of a meeting of the board of
directors had gone out up to last night.
One explanation offered was that the
new owners, under their purchase
agreement with Hughes, will not have
voting rights to the stock until early
next week— two weeks after the closing of the deal.
Nevertheless, an RKO Pictures
spokesman indicated yesterday that a
statement probably will be issued folof the meeting tomorrow. lowing the close
al reports conMeanwhile, unoffici
(Continued on page 4)
AT&T
Cost

TV

Promises

Data

by Dec.

31

Washington, Sept. 30. — Officials
of the American Telephone and Telegraph Co. promised to try to have
end ofn the
ready
figcostyear"
theatrethetelevisio
detailed"before
ures long sought by the film industry.
The promise was made at a lengthy
afternoon meeting today between offi
cials of A. T. and T.'s long lines divi
sion and spokesmen for the Motion
Picture Association and the National
(Continued on page 4)

Aylesworth
After

Long

Fritzs

U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

/^ec^

MMPTA
President;
Rosen Heads
Board

Meet

Radio

YORK,

Dies

Illness

Merlin Hall Aylesworth, 66, former
president and chairman of RadioKeith-Orpheum Corp. and Radio Pictures, Inc., first president of National
Broadcasting Co., and former publisher of the New York World. Telegram, died here yesterday after a long
illness, at St. Luke's Hospital.
AylesWorth was president and chairman of RKO in 1937-38 after 10 years
(Continued on page 2)

Frisch of Randforce
Amusement Co.
%
mm, 4
yesterday was
elected president of the
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TEN
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STARR'S
g^JJJgJ

AIM:

TQR

Emanuel

'Loves,'

'Because,'
'Widow'OpenStrong

CENTS

ONE

'FORUM'

Says He Will Meet With
Allied Leaders Soon to
Discuss

Exhibitor

Unity

Alfred Starr, newly-elected Theatre Owners of America president,
yesterday said he will take steps to
bring about the formation of a
"BecauseMe"You're
gs for Loves
openinbody
Strong
and single, all-embracing exhibitor organi" "Some
Mine,
"The Merry Widow" featured this
of the organiza- theatre
week's s.grosses at New York first-run
Here
from Nashville, where
zation or "forum."
tion's memberhe
makes
his business headAt Radio City Music Hall, a fine
ship and board
quarters,
Starr told trade press
seven
first
the
for
at
St. here.
Mo- $145,000 is forecast
ritzthe
Hotel
reporters in his first interview
Emanuel Frisch
His term of days of "Because You're Mine," while
since his election on Sept. 15
a solid $90,000 is indicated in the inioffice will be two years.
that the day when exhibitors
"Somebody Loves Me" at
week of Both
are thus united for the purpose
Frisch succeeds the late Edward N. the tial
Roxy.
the Hall and Roxy
Rugoff, whose duties as president feature stage shows.
of solving common problems
were handled since his death on Sept.
"can't come too soon."
Loew's
"Theis Merry
17 by Solomon M. Strausberg, first State
expectedWidow"
to hit at
a healthy
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 5)
The TOA chief executive indicated
that the first step he will take in the
direction of achieving this goal will
be to confer with such Allied leaders
2 -Theatre
Premiere
Ignore as Abram F. Myers, board chairman ;
Says Films
Wilbur Snaper, president, and TrueVast Patronage
man T. Rembusch, ex-president.
Set for 'Andersen'
Starr said he expected to be invited
Completion of arrangements for a
Allied's national
on page 5)convention
The industry is overlooking a "gold to attend (Continued
two-theatre world premiere here of mine"
by not acting to get an estimated 25,000,000 persons in towns
Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
Andersen" at the Criterion and Paris with populations under 200,000 to attheatres around Thanksgiving time
tend theatres, Alfred Starr, Theatre
was announced yesterday.
Owners of America president, said
The simultaneous pre-release en- here yesterday. He said these persons
gagements will be on a continuous are in the "over age 30" group.
performance policy at both theatres.
They are the kind of persons, Starr
WASHINGTON, Sept. 30.-According to spokesmen for the the- said, who seem to be unable to deter- Private anti-trust suits
mine whether pictures showing in their
atres, regular admission scales will be
(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page, 4)
increased to the greatest figure in recent years
with "a considerable portion" of these
cases
N. Y.
ASK
TO
NOT
DECIDE
against the mobrought
tion picture companies,
SUIT
16mm.
OF
TRIAL
Henry P. Chandler, director of the administrative
office
of the Federal
Production-distribution company defendants in the governcourts, report.
noted in his anment's anti-trust suit to compel the licensing of 16mm. feature
nual
films to television and other non-theatrical users have decided
•
not to ask for a change of venue which would transfer trial
where
court,
District
Federal
Angeles
of the suit from the Los
Alfred Starr, Theatre
it was filed, to the New York Federal court, in whose jurisdiction the defendants have their principal places of business.
Owners of America president, said here yesterday
The matter has been under study by the defendants since
that within a week TOA
the filing of the suit last July. A much earlier trial of the
will send its member units
government action is now in prospect as a result of the decision
not to request the transfer. The Federal court docket in New
a bulletin asking them to
York is the most congested of any in the country and predicvote on whether the organtions had been made that the case might not be tried for
ization should seek de- . •
several years if it were to be transferred here.
f endant status in the
While there are no reliable estimates of when the case might
come to trial in Los Angeles, it is generally believed that it
government's
antitrust suit. TOA16mm.
was dubbed
might be anywhere from a year to two years earlier than in
New York.
a "co-conspirator."
Metropolitan
Motion
Picture Theatres
ciation Assoat the
annual meeting
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Construction

Mention

Pushed

SAMUEL GOLDWYN and Mrs.
Goldwyn plan to leave here for
Hollywood tomorrow
• night.

Washington, Sept. 30. — National
Production Authority officials have
made a surprise decision to push back
to May 1 the proposed relaxation of
theatre construction curbs.
Earlier, this relaxation had been
was suppromised for April 1. NPA the
order
posed to issue tomorrow
making this relaxation official. Now
the date for issuing the order is Friday, and NPA officials said one reawas that the effecson' for thehasdelay
been shoved back and
tive date
ed some last-minute changes
thistherequir
order.
in
The May 1 date is still tentative,
and it might be April 1 again by the
time the order is isued. But NPA
officials said they doubted this. They
declared that the reason for pushing
the date back was that they felt it
better to be safe and put the proposed
relexation further off, and then move
it up later, rather than to put it too
early and have to postpone it later.
They pointed out that a meeting of
construction industry officials has been
called for Oct. 29, and that this meetreearlier
an ction
ing might
curbs,
constru
theatre end
laxation ofrecomm
possibly as early as Jan. 1 or Feb. 1.
Under the proposed relaxation, persons planning to build theatres could
self-authorize — write their own priorities— for limited amounts of steel, copper and aluminum, and would stand
a far better chance of getting NPA
allotments of even larger amounts.

William W. Howard, RKO Theatres vice-president in charge of operation, accompanied by Edmund
Grainger, head of RKO Theatres film
buying and booking, and Harry
Mandel, national director of advertising-publicity, wil leave here tomorrow for the Coast • by plane.
Harding Macdona has been appointed account executive and contact man on most of the major motion
picture accounts for Cosmopolitan
magazine. He will make his office
here.
Samuel Pinanski, president of
American Theatres Corp. of Boston,
has been reelected chairman of the
board of trustees of the Lowell TexMass.
tile School, at Lowell,
•
Aubrey C. Couch, Wilby-Kincey
Knoxville, Tenn., city manager, has
been discharged from the hospital
there after treatment for a hand injury.

Loew's InternaSeymore Mayer,
tional regional director for the Far
East, returned yesterday from a threeweek visit to his territory.
•

Back

Cut

Controls
to

May

Cinerama
Found

Parade

1
Process

Impressive

"This Is Cinerama" premiered before a packed audience of notables at
the Broadway Theatre here last night
and revealed itself as an amazingprocess capable of capturing audiences
hitherto untouched or television-bound.
At its best, in breath-taking panoramas and startling close-ups, this
process enrapts an audience with its
three-dimensional effect. The color by
Technicolor film opened with a roller
coaster ride that elicited excited murmurs and spontaneous applause, as did
the sequences that followed.
The two-hour program included
films of a prologue by Lowell Thomas ;
a dance of the priestesses from
"Aida" ; a helicopter view of Niagara
Falls ; the Long Island Choral Society singing Handel's "The Messiah" Venetian
;
boatmen in gondolas ;
the Gathering of the Clans in ScotIan ; a bullfight and native dances in
Spain ; the triumphal march from
"Aida," performed by the La Scala
Opera
in Milan;
the of
Vienna BoysCompany
Choir singing
; a tour
the
Tyrol in Wolfgang; the Water Carnival at Cypress Gardens in Florida ;
and "America the Beautiful," sung
by the Salt Lake City Tabernacle
Choir while an aerial tour of U. S. A.
landmarks is shown.
For the special process William
Lescaze Associates, architects, designed mechanical construction for the
Broadway Theatre. Three projection
booths were set into the balcony, each
projector filling one third of the Cinerama screen, which is 51 feet wide
and 26 feet high. The curved screen
was specially designed by Fred Waller, inventor of the process, and is
not one great sheet, but consists of
1,100 vertical strips of perforated tape
set at angles like louvres of a side
ways Venetian blind. The stereo
phonic sound effect is obtained with
the placement of five speakers behind
the screen, one on each sound wall,
and one at the rear of the theatre.
These speakers convey the sounds as
recorded at similar positions by the
same number of microphones during
the original shooting.
William R. Latady, vice-president
of Cinerama, Inc., expects that _ in
future theatre design the projection
booths can be built directly into the
balcony. Estimates of installation
costs vary from $35,000 to $70,000
with an average of about $50,000. All
equipment is designed to be portable
and plug-in, and will be leased to
theatre owners by Cinerama. The
second Cinerama camera has been
completed and projection equipment
is ready for installation in theatres
in the United States and England

except Telenewsreel
current
offers an identical
Digest
SiALLnews
special feature on Gen. Eisenhower,
compiled from the footage of the participating companies. It is to be followed with a similar feature on Adlai
n.
The listing follows:
Stevenso
FOX MOVIETO
Eisenhower
Story.NE

NEWS, No. 80.— The

THE
OFStory.
NEWS
Eisenhower

DAY,

PARAMOUNT
Eisenhower
Story. NEWS,

No. 210.— The
No. 13. — The

TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 4CA.— French
troops drop behind Red lines. Cattle roundfor
up by helicopter. New diving- bell tries
Churrecord. Eden visits Figl in Vienna.
chill ends vacation. John Cobb killed test27—
State
boat. Michigan
jet Internation
new 13.
"Ike"ingStory.
regatta.
al sailing
Michigan,
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 600. — The

PATHE NEWS, No. 15. — The
WARNER Story.
Eisenhower

20th-Fox Films
Set for Roxy Here
y-Fox's top
Centur
20tholor
Three
productions of
Technic
in of
color
the year have been dated into the
Roxy Theatre, it was revealed by the
company yesterday.
The pictures, which will be shown
at the house starting in late October
are "Way of A
or early November,
Gaucho," produced by Philip Dunne
Tourneur;
Jacques
and directed by
Damon Runyon's "Bloodhounds of
Broadway," produced by George Jessel and directed by Harmon Jones,
and "Ponv Soldier," produced by
Samuel G. Engel and directed by Joseph M. Newman.
Three

Robert H. O'Brien, United Paramount Theatres secretary-treasurer, is
in Greenbrier, W. Va., and will re AMP
A Class In
turn to New York next Monday.
•
Larger Quarters
John Wolfberg, head of Wolfberg
The Associated Motion Picture AdTheatres, with headquarters in Denvertisers classes on advertising and
ver, arrived here yesterday en route to
promotion has been required to find
Washington.
orthfrom page 1)
Aylesw
•
{Continuedlarger quarters for the weekly sessions. Tomorrow evening's class will
Max E. Youngstein, United Art
at six o'clock at the 20th Cen
as president of NBC beginning in
ists vice-president, has returned to meet
1926. Aylesworth left RKO to join
New York from a swing around the tury-Fox Little Theatre.Jr., Columbia
Lazarus,
N.
Paul
Scripps-Howard newspapers man-of
the
country,
agement and was named publisher
executive, will discuss the home office
the World-Telegram in 1938. He was
operations
publicity
and
ng
advertisi
Kenneth Grossman, assistant to
was active
of a motion picture company at this
a lawyer by professionin but
radio, motion
L. K. Sydney, M-G-M studio ex- second lecture in the ten-week course.
for most of his life
ecutive, is in New York from the
public utilities.
pictures
Coast
t rom and
1934 to 1945 he was board
•
chairman of Radio City Music Hall.
Todd to Make
In 1941 he was appointed chief of the
E. S. Gregg, vice-president and gen- Small,
eral manager of Westrex Corp., left Second Joint Film
radio section of the Office of the Cohere yesterday for Hollywood.
ordinator of Inter- American Affairs
be
"Sodom and Gomorrah," to
consultant. Aylesexecutive
its
and
the
as
chosen
filmed in color, has been
worth was the first to lease a theatre
Disney to Represent second of three pictures which Edfor the "live" presentation of radio
ward Small and Mike Todd will make
before an
Independent Artists
programs
in association abroad for United ArtFrom 1914-18
he audience.
was chairman of
ists release, UA announced.
Frederick Brisson and Roy Disney
the Colorado Public Utilities Comhave completed negotiations whereby
is on the producers' comThe binedfilm
mission and then was executive viceWalt Disney Productions will be the
slate for late in 1953, after compresident of the Utah Power & Light
world sales representatives for BrisCo. Later he was managing director
pletion of "The Vikings," their first
joint color picture for which Todd
son's
Independent
Artists
Pictures,
the National Electric Light Assoof
Inc.
is now in Europe organizing facilities.
ciation and toward the close of his
"Never Wave at A WAC," which
career was chairman of the executive
producer Brisson has just completed,
committee of Ellington & Co., Inc., an
with Rosalind Russell, Marie Wilson First Drive for Audio
advertising firm.
Audio Pictures has started its first
and Paul Douglas, will be the first
of the Independent Artists films to sales drive, during which it will honor
Mrs. Gala Levy, 84
be handled by the Disney organiza- its president, Arthur Gottlieb. The Kearney Promoted
Mrs. Gala Levy, 84, mother of Joel
tion. The arrangement marks the first drive is to run through Dec. 11, and
The appointment of Don L. Kearney
time Disney has accepted the sales has as its goal a quota of $150,000 in
Levy
of Loew's Theatres film booking
Ameriof
r
representation for an independent. screen advertising rentals for the 400 as national sales manage
department here, died Monday after
staon,
televisi
theatres
with
which
Audio
holds
Co.'s
ting ced by Slocum
Broadcas
can tions
was announ
a long .illness. The funeral, held yesRKO Radio is distributing "Never
VVaVC
elL
v»n.^.
-j.
»
_
agreements.
WAC."
A
at
terday, was private. Wave
Chapin, vice-president.
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ceniing the company's future executive
set-up increased by the hour. One,
ng conwidely circulated, but dlacki
firmation, was that Arnol Grant, one
of the attorneys who acted for the
negoStolkin group in the purchase man
of
tiations, would become chair
the board ; Stolkin would assume the
presidency and Sherrill Corwin, Los
Angeles exhibitor and a member of
the purchasing group, would head the
studio.
Earlier reports were that Stolkin
would he named board chairman and
Ned E. Depinet would continue _ as
president. Queried yesterday, Depinet
said he had no information concerning
the plans of the new owners.
Arrived Yesterday
Arriving here yesterday from the
Coast for the sessions were Grant,
Sidney Korshak and Gordon Youngman, Hollywood attorneys who represented the Stolkin group in the negotiations. Arriving today in addition
to Stolkin will be Corwin and Greg
Bautzer, the latter also of counsel for
Stolkin.
Advance reports on the meetings
RKO Pictures'
one that
includengd will
be given extended and
financi
immediate attention by the new owners. The company has a $5,000,000
revolving credit with Bankers Trust
Co. here, which reportedly is shared
by the Mellon Bank of Pittsburgh.
Re-negotiation of the credit by the
new owners may be necessary, according to one report. In this connection,
Hughes confirmed last week that if
called upon to do so by the new owners, he is committeed to making an
$8,000,000 loan to RKO Pictures.
Milton Pickman, vice-president of
Wald-Krasna Prod., arrived here from
the Coast yesterday in connection with
an approach made to Jerry Wald by
Corwin for the former to head production at the RKO Pictures studio.
Pickman returned to the Coast _last
night. Before his departure he _indicated that it was premature to discuss
such a deal at this time but might return here later, pending future developments.

the
$35,000 for its first week. At ated
Rivoli, a strong $68,000 was indic
for the second week of "Snows of
anjar
Kilim
ofo."Paleface" opens today at
"Son
the prethe Paramount Theatre andthrough
out
miere will be highlighted
of
nces
appeara
the day by personal
d
Bob Hope, who recently returne
final
and
second
The
.
Europe
from
of "Big Jim McLaire" at the
week
Paramount was due to hit $53,000.
The second inning of "One Minute
to Zero" at the Criterion is forecasta
to hit an excellent $27,000, while
nice $36,000 is seen for the sixth week
of "The Quiet Man" at the Capitol.
"Lure of the Wilderness" replaces
"You for Me" on Friday at the Globe,
which is expected to register a rather
ment.
weak $8,500 for its seven-day engage-

Exhibitors Theatre Television Committee.
MPAA and NETTC have been
A. T. and T. for months for
prodding
detailed transmission cost figures, for
use in the coming Federal Communications Commission hearings on theatre television. The A. T. and T.
all their
people have been saying thatmegacycle
cost data is based on a four
transmission band, and that theyon can't
the
information
supply financial
10 mc band that the film industry
wants to use.
The meeting was set up today
to try and work out a middle
ground, and was apparently
successful. Participants said the
session, held at MPAA headhad been
"very helpful
pleasant" and quarters,
that
"a very

W.C.

Stober

Leaves

'Noon' in 10th Week

A good $17,500 is indicated for the
10th week of "High Noon" at the
"World in His Arms ' bows
Mayfair.
there Oct. 9. For the sixth stanza
of "Miracie of Our Lady of Fatima"
a nice $15,000 is forecast by the Astor.
"Affair in Trinidad" at the Victoria
satisis expected to hit a more than
factory $13,000 for its ninth week.
Among off-Broadway houses, "The
Magic Box" opened to a healthy
$10,400 for its first seven days at the
Normandie. Still doing well is "Ivory
Hunter" at the 52nd Street Transfor the picLux, where $5,200 isAt seen
the Park Aveture's sixth week.
nue, a robust $6,000 is estimated for
the third inning of "The Amazing
Monsieur Fabre."
The long-standing hold-over, "Man
in the White Suit," at the Sutton is
expected to do a fine $5,400 for its
26th week, while the seventh round
Fine
Between" at the
of "Stranger toinregiste
r a nice $4,000.
Arts is due
"This is Cinerama" opened last
night at the Broadway Theatre to a
capacity audience and the advance
two-a-day sale of tickets indicates an
eight-week sell-out. The advance sale
for "Limelight," which will open on
a roadshow basis at the 60th Street
Trans-Lux on Oct. 23, was described
yesterday as "excellent."

General

Register

W. C. Stober, general sales manager of General Register Corp. for
the past six years, has resigned as
of today. Saul Hammer, officer of
the General Register Corp. for many
departyears,
ment. now heads the sales
Stober has accepted a position with
the Burroughs Adding Machine in the
transportation division. He plans to
reside in Chicago, and have headquarters there.
All of Stober's employment has been
in the theatre equipment field beginning in 1934 as shipping clerk for
Seattle
National
branch. Theatre Supply Co.'s

'Andersen'
(Continued, from page 1 )
in effect for the premiere engagements. While terms were not disclosed, itwas reported that the highest guarantees ever given a picture
by comparable Broadway houses are
involved. In the case of the Paris,
the guarantee is underfor example,
stood to be a minimum of $150,000,
with provisions which could boost the
producer's
take well above that
amount.
Prior commitments of Radio City
Music Hall left it with no open date
earlier than around Jan. 15. With
Goldwyn aiming for a pre-Christmas
premiere, a Music Haill engagement
had to be ruled out.
"Andersen," in color by Technicolor, stars Danny Kaye, with Jeanmaire and Farley Granger co-starred.
Moss Hart wrote the screenplay in
conjunction with Frank Loesser, who
composed the musical score. Charles
Vidor directed. Goldwyn told a press
conference here last week that the
picture will have to gross $8,000,000
to break even.

National

Pre-Selling
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for or,
AN four-col
COSMO
fulla strong
facesPOLIT
(_V
page advertisement for "The Snows
of Kilimanjaro" opposite Louella
Parson's equally strong praise for
"Hemingway's Magic Touch," with
of pictures
page her
a following
says,
She argutheory. and
ment to support
"All the romance, poetry, and thrilling action of one of the great stories
of our time is faithfully translated to
the screen." Continuing, she gives
caption credit to "A musical comedy
—'Just for You'," "an operatta, 'The
Merry Widow'," and "the inspiring
story of a miracle, 'The Miracle of
of Fatima'," which are
Our Lady
this month's best . . . Redbook
rated
has a fine cover portrait of Kathryn

caption, "the story
and thegirl
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an amazing
of
— men."
one
her problems
all
spreadAnd,in
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Redbook, but
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men ;from
an unusual
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Somers'
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editor
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Industry officials said the delay in "Sudden Fear."
getting information from the phone
American Legion Magazine for
company would not interfere with
plans to start the FCC hearings on October tells the story of how the
Oct. 20. They, pointed out that the Reds made a sucker of Edward G.
FCC had specified that the week or Robinson, and gives the screen
so of hearings starting Oct. 20 was star's view-point to its 3,690,000
to' be devoted to a presentation of the readers: "If any man is accused
film industry's own engineering and of Communism falsely, he owes it
to himself and the nation to make
cost plans, and that the phone com- a statement of his true position.
pany testimony could well come later,
in the lengthier hearings scheduled to If he will not do so, I for one would
start Jan. 12.
take the charges against him seriNo Further Meetings
ously." Life carries a striking twofrom RKO Radio on "The
ad
color
No further meetings are scheduled
at this time between the two groups, Lusty Men"— "a fast buck, a fast
bronc, a fast thrill." And another
officials said.
feature article on "The Shrinking
The A. T. and T. delegation con- of Jose Ferrer," showing how the
sisted of six men, headed by Ernest actor is shortened 15 inches to play
North, general counsel of the long the dwarfed Lautrec, a role that
lines division, and Frank A. Cowan, will be more talked about than
top engineer for the division. NETTC "The Hunchback •of Notre Dame."
was represented by attorney Marcus
Cohn and engineer Stuart Bailey.
Ruth Harbert in Good HousekeepMPAA was represented by attorneys
ing's November issue tells tvhy history
James L. Fly and Vincent Welch, en- teachers are going to have a tall job
gineering adviser Andrew Inglis, Ed
Cooper of the MPAA staff, Earl explaining
"Plymouth
ture" comeswhen
to both
city andAdventown
Sponable of 20th Century-Fox, Frank theatres. Helen Deutsch, who wrote
Cahill of Warner Brothers, Lester
the screenplay after two years of
Isaacof of
Loew's and Richard Hodson
Paramount.
research here' and in England, has
challenged many of our favorite fables
exchange of ideas on engineerproblems"
taken place.
The ing
upshot
of had
the meeting
was
that the A. T. and T. people said

Schlanger Returns
Ben Schlanger, New York theatre
architect, and William A. Hoffberg,
engineer associated with him, have
returned here from a six-week visit
to Europe where many installations
of their synchronous-surround motion
picture screen are in progress. RCA
Photophone, Ltd., recently took over
distribution of the screen in Europe,
marketing it, as RCA does in the
U. S., under the name of "Synchro-

about passengers on the Mayflower's
heroic voyage. You'll be stunned to
learn what caused the loudest complaints during the damp, 96-day^ jourIt's not
seas! producer
the winter
ney over that
Dore Schary,
surprising
of the picture, says that 102 passenand
gers and 33 sailors zvere "Men
ivith just
Women of flesh andandblood,
tve
as
foibles
the same outlooks

have today."
Life is giving interesting coverage
jaro"
Snows of
"The coming
the issue
on
this Friday,
up Kiliman
in its
Wide
history,
in
time
first
the
and for
Milland Air Promotion
Screen."
the syndicated picture
Photos,
World
Ray Milland will make a series of
originating with the Nczv
three taped broadcasts for the U. S. service
York Times, is servicing a total of
State ica"
Department's
"Voice
Amer- six photographs taken at _ the world
series about his
latestofstarring
premiere, to its syndicate list of 1,100
vehicle, "The Thief," for Central newspapers. . . . Stars of two RKO
Thief"
"The at
will
haveandits Germany.
world premiere
the pictures will appear on two covers
Europe
New York Roxy Theatre following of the New York Sunday News rotogravure color magazine, first, Janis
the current feature, "Somebody Loves
Gloria GraCarter, and next week,
Walter Brooks
hame_
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towns are of the intellectual quality
they demand. He said they are potential" film-goers who would enjoy
"High Noon" while disdaining an how
ordinary Western. But, he asked,
Noon"
that "HighThey
to know Western?
are
are
an ordinary
is notthey
not persons who necessarily would
patronize
"art" pictures, Starr emphasized.
'Pet Project'
The job of educating this potential
audience to the existence of intelligent, artistically significant product,
Star said, is one for distributors, exhibitors, small city film critics and any
others who can be recruited for the
task. He described the job as his own
"pet project."
These 25,000,000 non-film goers,
Starr held, are individuals who are not
to be seduced by television, the comics,
or other such media of entertainment.
They are people who read good books
and lean to other intellectual pursuits, he said.
Could Achieve Improvement
Starr believes also that the difficulties that distributors experience in
supplying prints can be solved by
"mathematical algebraic logic" as performed by outside independent analysts. A 20 per cent improvement in
the print situation could be achieved
by such analysts, he claimed. A survey "wouldn't cost the distributors a
nickel," he said. Starr, who is reputed to be a "mathematical genius,"
had trade press reporters straining to
understand his theory.

Exhibitor

•

in Chicago, Nov. 17-19, thus implying
that he would broach the subject to
Allied leaders at that time.
Commensurate with his visions of a
single, nationwide exhibitor organization, or "forum," or "conference" (he
appeared to regard the terms as interchangeable), Starr said he is "banking
on greatly improved exhibitor-distribthe not-too-distant
future.utor relations" in
Such improved relations, he contended, would be inherent in an industry system of arbitration. But, he reminded, arbitration, "which can result
in an entirely new era for the industry," must be built "on the good faith
of all sides." He added : "We all are
in the same industry, and we know
we can't succeed in the job unless all
e." M. Levy, TOA
Starr sandcooperat
Herman
segment
general counsel, who sat in on the
interview, told the reporters that the
arbitration draft amending work currently being done by distributor lawyers was approved by both Myers and
Levy at the recent arbitration parley
in Washington among distributor,
Allied, and TOA officials.
The lawyers' task, it was determined yesterday, will be completed in
time to allow the presidents of the
distribution companies to act on the
amendments at a meeting around the
middle of next week. Upon approval
by the presidents, the draft will be
turned over to Allied and TOA for
action, Levy assumed.
Starr, who
told the TOA
convention he was optimistic
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PARAMOUNT

Monday,

Picture

- EDDIE

MAYEHOFF

BERGEN

Directed by NORMAN TAUROG
Screenplay by FRED F. FINKLEHOFFE
and MARTIN RACKIN

Additional Dialogue by ELWOOD ULLMAN
From a story by
Fred F. Finklehoffe and Sid Silvers
i

about the establishment of an
arbitration system that would
be universally satisfactory, repeated this opinion yesterday.
He said that no exhibitor or
distributor could expect to see
a workable system if he seeks
to get "undue advantage" in
proceedings. He said that arbitration can minimize the
number of industry suits, not
do away with them entirely.
The exercise of goodwill, he
added, will spell the success of
a system.
Starr credited Myers with having
made many valuable contributions _to
the establishment of an arbitration
system.
The conciliation provisions of the
arbitration plan have been approved
Starr said.
parties,
by all minded
that conciliation
first He
will rebe
essayed before any case goes to arbitration.
Will Not Take Action
TOA will not take any action on
the General Mills Corp. proposal at
the convention to give away theatre
passes along with distribution of free
samples of the company's products.
Levy interjected that it was likely that
individual exhibitor members of TOA
may try out the idea.
Herman Hunt, Cincinnati theatre
owner, has indicated to Starr that he
will sponsor a luncheon of Southern
Ohio exhibitors in that city with a
view to forming a Southern Ohio
TOA unit. Starr said that this TOA

Elect

Frisch

(Continued from page 1)

vice-president. The latter was reelected first vice-president.
Other officers elected for the next
two years are : Samuel Rosen, board
chairman ; Robert Weitman, second
vice-president, and Russell V. Downing, treasurer. Oscar A. Doob was
reelected chairman of the executive
committee for a fourth successive
term. D. John Phillips continues as
executive director.
New Executive Committee
The new executive committee includes :Samual Rinzler, Rosen, Sol
Schwartz, Strausberg and Weitman.
The board for the next two years
will consist of Herman Becker, Leo5;
Brecher, Doob, Downing, Harry
Goldberg, Julius Joelson, David C.
Katz, Rinzler, Fred J. Schwartz, Sol
Schwartz, Strausberg and Weitman.
Strausberg at the meeting eulogized
Rugoff as having been one of the organization's "best beloved and most
valued members."
convention development is expected to
bear fruit "in a few weeks." Both
Starr and Levy said TOA has opened
its doors to any Western Theatre
Owners units who wish to join. WTO
is leaderless at present.
Starr left here last evening by plane
for Kansas City. He will attend the
meeting next week in St. Louis of
the M'PTO of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois. Starr
said he will attend many TOA regional and unit meetings during the
coming months.

TIME
PLACE OF SCREENING
CITY
2.30 P.M.
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1052 Broadway
ALBANY
2 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 154 Walton St., N. W
ATLANTA
2 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 58-62 Berkeley Street
BOSTON
2 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 464 Franklin Street
BUFFALO
70 A.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 305-7 South Church Street
CHARLOTTE
3 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1306 South Michigan Avenue
CHICAGO
P.M.
2:30
y
Parkwa
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1638 Central
CINCINNATI
P.M.
8.75
Street
23rd
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1735 East
CLEVELAND
P.M.
2
way
Express
Pearl
N.
401
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM,
DALLAS
2 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 2100 Stout Street
DENVER
I P.M.
et
Stre
High
1125
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM,
DES MOINES
P.M.
2
e
Avenu
Ledyard
479
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM,
DETROIT
P.M.
J
Street
Michigan
West
116
ROOM,
PROJ.
INDIANAPOLIS PARAMOUNT
P.M.
2
Bldg
Thea.
Florida
ROOM,
SCREENING
JACKSONVILLE FLORIDA THEATRES
P.M.
2
Street
Wyandotte
1800
ROOM,
PROJ.
PARAMOUNT
KANSAS CITY
P.M.
7:30
t
Stree
20th
West
1613
I LOS ANGELES PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM,
NOON
12:75
Street
Second
South
362
ROOM,
PROJ.
PARAMOUNT
MEMPHIS.
2 P.M.
MILWAUKEE .. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1121 North Eighth Street
8 P.M.
MINNEAPOLIS PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1201 Currie Avenue
2 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 82 State Street
NEW HAVEN
2 P.M.
NEW ORLEANS PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 215 South Liberty Street
P.M.
2:30
Fl.)
NEW YORK CITY. . .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1501 Broadway (9th
A.M.
10:30
Avenue
OKLAHOMA CITY. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 701 West Grand
2 P.M.
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1502 Davenport Street
OMAHA
P.M.
2
t
Stree
PHILADELPHIA PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 248 North 12th
P.M.
2
s
Allie
of
PITTSBURGH. .... .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1727 Boulevard
2 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 909 N. W. 19th Avenue
PORTLAND
P.M.
3
t
Stree
Olive
2949-2953
ROOM,
PROJ.
PARAMOUNT
ST. LOUIS
P.M.
7:30
Street
South
1st
East
270
ROOM,
PROJ.
SALT LAKE CITY PARAMOUNT
2 P.M.
SAN FRANCISCO... PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 205 Golden Gate Ave
P.M
7:30
Ave
Third
2400
ROOM,
PROJ.
SUPPLY
THEATRE
MODERN
E
SEATTL
2:30 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 306 H Street, N.W
WASHINGTON
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Sharp
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Institutional Air
Series for ATC

Review

Tax

Boston, Sept. 30.— American
Theatres Corp. will sponsor a
radio program to promote
current attractions at all of
its Greater Boston theatres.
The program will be in the
form of a "movie bulletin of
the air" and will be called
' Movie Tonight." It will nbe
broadcast over Statio
WHDH five times a week,
Monday - through - Friday, at
to3:55 to 4:00 P.M., effective will
morrow. The program
run indefinitely.
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oi_ 3,000
DEMOLISHED New York City, in the post-Atomic war year
is the setting of this minor entry that has ample exploitation
AD
divided
in caves underground and »s Randal
features ''The populace lives mostlymen,
led by power-mad Stuart
into three groups : the evil Upriver
Randall
when
the devil-worshipping Norms, led by Robert Clarke in exile
who are
overthrows the Norm leadership by treachery, and the Mutations
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the
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Rondisfigur
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There is a three-minute documentary introduction in which a
while
future
the
_
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occur
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what
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r
voiced narrato
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atomic
the
,
building
Nations
familiar footage of the United
and the
Hiroshima is used. The film is on the familiar melodramatic level
te healthy
is derived from the attempts of the Mutations to propaga
title
.
_
children by stealing Norm women.
Randell
Clarke and aide Robert Bice flee Randall and are caught by Ron
,
and the Mutations who force them to live across the river. Wi ham Schallert
for
fight
a
has
and
nt
disconte
up
stirs
throne,
s
Randell'
a Mutation seeking
and
the leadership with Randell. When defeated, he is allowed to leave
cave
ver
under-n
deserts to Stuart Randall, giving him the secret of the
Randall
which had guaranteed the Mutations' safety. Randell is captured by
are
hut later freed by Clarke and Bice while the pursuing Uprivermen
ends happily
destroyed when the Mutations flood the under river cave All
and
when one of the Norm women, agrees to marry Randell out of love,
ion
propagat
healthy
a
of
assured
are
s
thus the God-worshipping Mutation
on. This
Margaret Field and Gloria Saunders provide the feminine attracti
n.
Pollexfe
Jack
and
Wisberg
was written and produced by Aubrey
date
Running time, 65 minutes. General audience classification. Release
not set.

Washington, Sept. 30. — General
admission tax collections for August,
reflecting July box-office business,
were $6,000,000 below those for Aug.,
1951, the Bureau of Internal Revenue
reported today.
Most industry officials had expected
these figures to show a large increase,
reflecting a box-office upturn that
reportedly started in July. The Bureau's figures indicate one of two
things : either reports of the motion
picture box-office upturn were exaggerated, or admission tax returns are
no longer very good indicators of
theatre business. This latter would
be due to the fact that theatre taxes
might be accounting for a smaller
total general adpercentagemissionoftaxes,the
and that taxes on
admissions to such events as ball
games and prize fights might be
throwing a proportionately greater
weight in the total.
The Bureau's figures put general
admission tax collections for August

Walcott

Bout

Attendance

Set

Record

An all-time paid attendance record
for any sporting event was set by the
recent Walcott- Marciano bout, according to figures compiled by Theatre
Network Television, the agency which
booked the bout for theatre television.
Over 120,000 fight fans saw the
heavyweight title bout in 50 TVequipped theatres stretched across the
country, while 41,000 persons were at
Attendance
High
Completed
pal Stadium, the Program
Philadelphia's Municibringin
total
the
g
site of the match,
Marks
K-MTA
Meet
attendance for the event to 161,000, For St. Louis Meet
attendaccording to TNT. The old
ance record, TNT stated, was set by
Kansas City, Sept. 30.— The 34th
the second Dempsey-Tunney match in
Louis, Sept. 30.— Hotel reser- annual convention of the Kansas-MisSt.
Philadelphia more than two decades
souri Theatre Association opened tovations and banquet ticket sales indicate a record annual meeting for the
ago, which attracted 122,000 persons.
day
with registration like that of the
of
TNT added that the total theatre Motion Picture Theatre Owners
best attended meetings of recent years.
TV gross, including Federal admission St Louis, Eastern Missouri and
The afternoon was devoted to prestaxes, was in excess of $400,000, with Southern Illinois when the organizaat
entations bybranch managers of curday
Tues
and
day
an average gross of $8,000 per theatre.
s
Mon
tion gather
rent and new product. Several showed
the Chase Hotel here.
trailers
and
some talked on product,
General chairman Tom Edwards,
of the picand co-chairmen William H. Waring, explaining the background that
Crouse
Suit Goes
offered
tures or phases of them
the
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Bill
Jr., and
values.
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exploitat
good
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particula
a
To Federal Judge
out
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program committee have
s reexhibitor
the
that
noted
was
It
Minneapolis, Sept. 30. — The suit busy schedule for the gathering.
sponded to the trailers and to special
of William Crouse of Eveleth, Minn.,
Open Forums Featured
stunts with spontaneous exclamations
charging Minnesota Amusement Co.
red
as the patrons in their theatres
featu
much
be
will
Open forums
and distributors with conspiracy, has
are likely to do.
been transferred from a slated jury throughout the sessions. Speakers will
al coune : Herman Levy,of gener
ent of the AssoC. E. Cook, presid
trial to judgment by the Federal Dis- includsel
America, on
Theatre Owners
ciation, opened the convention.
trict Court here.
presration," "The 16-mm.
There will be furtheras product
Crouse charges the Maco circuit "Industry Arbit
well as the
it" and "Possibilities of Tax
entations tomorrow,
conspired with film companies to keep Lawsu
;
Reduction in the Next Congress
with elections, adbusiness session
product away from his Eveleth theadresses and discussions.
tor, thedirec
tive
execu
n,
Colvi
Ray
tres in favor of Maco's nearby Viratre Equipment Dealers Association
The convention ends with the banginia, Minn., houses.
Stan Kane is counsel for Crouse, of St. Louis, on "The Motion Picture Biechelquet
e. tomorrow night, honoring R. R.
and Sowhile David Shearer represents the Industry as a Business, Art
cial Force"; Leon Bamberger, RKO
distributors, except Paramount, which
on "Public Relations and Your
,
Radio
is represented along with Maco by
Mandt Torrison.
Public" ; Herb Bennin, M-G-M manShipboard
U.S.A. Hold
on "Movietime
Louis, 3."
ager, St. 2-5
in 195
, _ , ...
Also, Jack Keiler of the Columbia
Cite Ornstein Stories
Amusement Co., Paducah, Ky., on
Four of the 20 stories which Wilof 'Gaucho'
oitation and Publicity" ; Al Rey- Bow
liam Ornstein, M-G-M home _ office "Expl nolds of Claude Ezell and Associates,
The shipboard world premiere of
trade press liaison, included in his Dallas, on "Drive In Concesions and 20th Century-Fox's "Way of A
book, "Ma and Me," just published Operations" ; Pat Magee, Denver, on Gaucho" was held here last night
by Story Book Press of Dallas, are "COMPO and the 16-mm. Anti-Trust aboard the Moore-McCormack liner,
■S'.-S". Argentina, before an invited
Mention" by
W. Davee, Century Pro- the
"Distinctive
given Foley
audience of 500 guests.
Martha
in the 1952 edition of Suit" ; Larry
"Third Dijector, New York City,
"Best American Short Stories." The
, which included offimensional Projection"; Senn Lawler,
Thecials notables
of New York
City, the United
the
in
published
were
four originally
icity
"Publ
City,
s
Nations and Argentina, in addition to
American Jezvish Times Outlook and Fox Midwest, Kansa
That Produces."
newspapermen, were met at the pier
are as follows: "The Apprentice,"
The program will also include trail- by
20th-Fox representatives and the
dured
Honor"
releas
of
be
to
"Badge
es
ers of top pictur
"Eventide Song,"
vessel's
captain.
aaddition
In
explan
and "Tea on Wednesday."
ing the coming season with
ty
mentions
publici
also
and
ising
Foley
advert
tory talks by
to this group, Miss
The tured afashion
evening's
entertainment
fea-a
show,
the staging of
in her anthology six other stories representatives of film companies. The
developments in theatre equip- King Neptune ceremony, and a special
by the same author: "The Crime of latest ment,
appliances and supplies will be drawing among newspapermen for a
These Corners," "Fun, Fast and
be free South American cruise. There
Feast," "Harold (The Sham us) on display at the trade show to the
were also deck games, dancing and a
with
ction
conjun
in
cted
condu
Klein," "Ocarina Nocturne," "Family meeting.
buffet dinner.
Tree" and "Same Line, Old Tune."

Collections

for

Reported

compared to $34,142,at
for the previous August.
531 $28,067,623,
The August figures were down
preslightly from collections in the $28,vious month, when the total was
369,934. However, in recent years,
collections have risen seasonally from
amounts
July to. August, frequently by large

The drop from August this year
against last August was the sharpest
red with 1951 for any
drop compa
this year.
month
General admission tax collections
include taxes on admissions to sports
events, concerts, legitimate theatre and,
other general entertainment events
as well as to motion picture theatres.

Lasky, Blaustein,
to Lecture
Kramer
Hollywood, Sept. 30.— Jesse Lasky,
Julian Blaustein and Stanley Kramer
have been named the first three Screen
Producers Guild members to deliver
lectures, which will be photographed
on sound film before the Cinema Department ofthe University of Southern
California. Lasky will tee off the
-eries Thursday • evening, with "A
Industry" as his
of the
HistoryBlaust
will speak on Oct. 16
ein Film
topic.
on "The Basic Idea" (the film subject followed from its inception to its
final screenplay). Kramer follow^ next
on Oct. 30 with a discussion of "PreProduction and Its Problems."
Top

SMPTE

Award

To Kodak' s Crabtree
Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 30.— John
I. Crabtree, Eastman Kodak research
chemist, has been named as the 1952
ess Medal"
"Progr
of the
recipient
Picof Motion
Society
of the
award
ture and Television Engineers.
selected for his conCrabtree tributiowas
ns inthe fields of photographic
chemistry, motion picture film processing and film processing equipment.
He will receive the award at a dinner
the Society's annual convention
during
Washington next week.
in
is the Society's
The Progress
annually
It is given
award. Medal
highest
has rework
whose
al
individu
the
to
nology. in
sulted significant advances in the
development of motion-picture tech-
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Myers

Meetings ofstockholders
the new RKOwerePictures'
controlling
begun
day.
Washington, Oct. 1. — Abram F. here yesterday and will continue to39-Week Profit Equal
Myers, general counsel of Allied
The company issued no official
To $1.63 Per Share
States Association, said today exhibitor organizations should continue to statement following yesterday's meeting but it was reported that members
work on common problems through
A $625,290 increase in profit for
of
the
board submitted their resignaOrPicture
Motion
of
Council
the
ry
al
Pictures and subsidia
Univers
tions and that a new board of direcganizations, rather than attempt to set
companies was reported yesterday up new exhibitor groups.
will be elected
at today's
session.
for the 39 weeks ended Aug. 2, on
The torsboard
subsequently
is expected
This was Myers' comment on the to elect officers.
consolidated net earnings of $1,752,472.
yesterday in New York
Members of the old board are :
The net was after provision of proposal made
by Alfred Starr, president of the The- Noah Dietrich, chairman ; Ned E.
atre Owners of America, who sugfor estimated Federal in$2,650,000
come and excess profits taxes and
Howard Hughes, Francis J.
gested that a single unified exhibitor Depinet, (Continued
on page 2)
(Continued on page 7)
after provision of $250,000 for contingencies, the company stated, comparing the net with consolidated earnings of $1,127,182 for the corresponding Let Ad
Men
Advise
39 weeks of the previous fiscal year,
Pre-release 4Pan' in
after provision of $1,675,000 for estiSituations
mated Federal taxes and after provi- Producers: Bergman 200-300
sion of $400,000 for contingencies.
After deducting dividends on the
"Peter Pan," the new Walt Disney
The time has come for advertising
preferred stock, consolidated net earn- and publicity personnel to be consulted feature production, will be pre-released
ings for the 39 weeks ended Aug. 2
in 200 to 300 situations throughout
are equivalent to $1.63 per share on about motion pictures before they are
the
country, beginning in about Februproduced,
Maurice
Bergman,
assistant
the 961,698 shares of common stock
to the president
ary, before the
outstanding. For the corresponding
by Tech
of Universal- color
period of the previous fiscal year,
nicolor film is
{Continued on page 7)
International,
declared
leased, Roy
here yesterday generally rein an address
Disney,ident ofpresK-MTA
Reelects
Walt
before a lunch-eon-me ting of
ProducCook
President
the Associated Disney tions,
disclosed
Motion Picture here yesterday.
Advertisers a t
He said the
Kansas City, Oct. 1.— C. E. Cook
the Hotel
film, which
Piccadilly.
Maryville, Missouri, exhibitor, was reDisney hopes to
elected president of the Kansas-MisBergman told world premiere
souri Theatre Association at the anthe gather
during the
Roy Disney
nual business meeting here today at
Maurice Bergman
ing,
which
as
the President Hotel.
Christmas holisembled in trib
days, costs in
H. B. Doering, exhibitor for 30 ute to the motion picture critics of
expenexcess of $4,000,000, thebymost
years at Garnett, Kan., and represen- the Metropolitan New York news
the Disney
sive picture ever d made
tative in the State Legislature, was
(Continue on page 7)
(Continued on page 7)
elected vice-president. Doering is unopposed for reelection to the legislature this fall. George Baker was
elected secretary and Homer Strow- Meet Here Today on
May Ask More Time
ing, treasurer.
16mm. Replies
For
Most directors were reelected but
{Continued on page 2)
Japanese Licenses
With answers of defendant
to the governcompanies
Motion Picture Export Association
ment's suit to force the sale
Skouras
to Survey
of 16mm. feature films to
member companies' presidents and
foreign managers at their meeting
Far East Interests
television and other nonhere today will wrestle with the
theatrical users due in anCompany interests in Australia, admittedly difficult problem of dividother two weeks, attorneys
including Hoyts Theatres, which 20th
ing among their companies the 59
yesterday expressed the
Century-Fox controls, will be the sub Japanese import licenses which have
opinion that more time will
ject of a survey to be undertaken been allocated to them, for the second
be required and that another
by Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox presi- half of the fiscal year ending next
extension of the time for
dent, who is scheduled to leave here March.
tomorrow night by plane on the first
filing may have to be reAdditionally, the meeting, which
leg of a journey to the Far East.
will be attended by Eric A. Johnston,
The time for filing answers
Skouras will make his first stop
quested.
Picture Association of Amerwas
extended in mid-August
in Los Angeles over the weekend, Motion
president, will decide when it
for 60 days to Oct. 15.
flying to Honolulu on Tuesday. He wouldica be
advisable for Johnston to
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 7)

Big
r
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on
Questi
Industry

Executives Wonder If It
Has Commercial Future
By C. L. FRANKE
Cinerama, the triple-projection,
"efthree-dimensional
screen,
huge fect"
system which
made its public
debut at the Broadway Theatre
here Wednesday evening, has left the
impress of a big question mark on the
motion picture industry.
The enthusiastic respect for Cinerama's achievement both visually and
sound-wise which was voiced yesterwas temdaypered
by industry
somewhat byexecutives
their acknowledged
inability to possibilities.
speculate on the system's
commercial
Some industry leaders who were
Is
the Broadway's
present at premiere,
Cinerama"
such as "This
Louis B.
Mayer, were enthusiastic in general
termscialabout
the innovation's
future. Others
who havecommerseen it
said they were overwhelmed by its
accomplishments, but had reservations
concerning its possible impact in a
(Continued on page 7)

DETROIT, Oct. l.~Earl
J. Hudson, president of
United Detroit Theatres
and

a member of the Detroit exhibitor committee

surveying future c o n ditions, reported that
this city's showmen are
enthusiastic about the
number and quality of
top -flight films available from the studios in
Hollywood for the coming
•
BUFFALO , Oct. 1. — A
year.
meeting of the directors
of MPT0 of New York has
been called for Monday
here by George Gammel,
president of the Western
zone. Plans will be discussed for aiding the
fight to repeal the 20 per
cent Federal admissions
tax.
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Wolfbergs,
Named

in

UA
Suit

Denver, Oct. 1— Suit for $100,000
that
Allied Artists
The Mexican Congress yesterday passed a new film industry law
JOHN C. FLINN,
damages,
be trebled if won, has
in
,
is
y
ctor
icit
dire
publ
annual screen been filed to
advertisingin TJ. S. District Court by
requires every Mexican theatre to devote at least half of its
New York following the company s time to Mexican-made films, accord- >
Kar-Vue Theatres, headed by Lem '
Chicago sales convention and plans to
United Artists and theareturn to the Coast tomorrow.
mgT£niawws SS?
'Solomon'
First UA Lee, treagainst
companies headed by Harris and
#,
theatres in Mexico City and other
large cities which feature American Cma|l
H l I|T1 111 DO
John Wolfberg, father and son. The
re ediClyde Gilmour, motion B.pictu
suit alleges that Kar-Vue was unable
Sun,
C,
r,
r. uma"
tor of the Vancouve
sively all inyea
to buy a proper run at proper prices
excluspokesmen
t film
almos
films
ico
Mex
■ American
of United Artists films for the Monaco
Canadian "Broadcasting System film
commentator and entertainment editor immediately described the law as "dis- Hollywood, Oct. 1.— United Artists drive-in, Denver.
Edward Small's
today that
ean's "'magazine, is in New criminatory."
The Wolfbergs have six theatres
of MacL
The law placed all phases of the announced
1953 production
program will be
York from Vancouver.
Denver, including four drive-ins.
in
industry under Federal Government headed by "King Solomon's Wives," They recently won a $300', 000 judgHarold Wirthwein, Allied Artists regulations and established the Min- a "color spectacle" to be filmed in
and
ment against
industry's this country. Six black-and-white 20th-Fox
and RKO
have Radio,
another Loew's
suit pendWestern sales manager, has left Chi- ister of the Interior as the
1952
Small's
on
remain
productions
by
described
wood.
was
what
Holly
with
boss,
for
cago
asking for $1,000,000 from the
an American spokesman as "enough program of which "Kansas City Con- same ingcompanies
for alleged inability
us out of business in fidential," is completed, and "Bandits
put
to
power
prot
moun
Para
om,
at proper .runs and pricesof Corsica" is nearly completed
for
the films,
Broadway.
Joseph Sistr
to buy
ducer, left here yesterday for London.
"King Solomon's Wives" is inde
a week.'
of Small's arrangement with RKO
pendent
Pictures
EastRadio
Arthur Willi, RKO
in
to film "The Viking"
Todd
go.
Mike
Chica
in
(Continued
from page 1)
ern talent chief, is
currently
is
to
Europe, where Todd
'Salute'
Rogers
making preparations for production. - O'Hara and J. Miller Walker. The
on Nov. 1
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Christmas
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Salute"
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and R. J. respectively,
produc- and gue
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"Flat Top," Walter Mirisch with
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Pictures'
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It was learned yesterday that the
Day,
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of the amusement industry Durwood.
closed here today by Capt. Lewis S. members'
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use of banners and full line acces- and $200,000 in contributions.
He said : "It is a crying shame that remains if the purchasing group avails
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of the full two-year period.
and state officials, in addition to the
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protect
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Jack
while the motion picture industry
press, will attend the premiere.
Meanwhile, officials of Bankers
Following the premiere, the picture, Leaves Academy
continues to be the target of crackwhich co-stars Sterling Hayden and
pots and self aggrandizing publicity Trust Co. here stated that no conversations whatever had been held
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'Peter

Pan'

Motion

Cinerama

Here 2 or 3 Weeks

Disney said he expected to remain
in New York about two or three
weeks to set up a sales policy for
"Peter Pan" and co-ordinate the _ extensive advertising, publicity and tie-in
campaign. He would not comment
whether advanced admission prices
would be sought for the pre-release
engagements.
Disney, although he saw the use of
the TV medium for exploitation purposes, reiterated his belief that TV
theatrioffers a very poor market for theatre
s
cal films and motion picture
are the best medium for such films.
He said the same views apply_ to subscription home television, adding that
home TV interests "would fall down
dead" if they had to pay $4,000,000 for
a film as "Peter Pan."
such
It was also disclosed that a new
True-Life Adventure film, the first
one described to be "on the comic
side," will be released about the same
time as "Peter Pan." Its title is "Bear
Country."
Plans for an extensive "Peter Pan"
advertising campaign, to be launched
Nov. 17 in Look magazine, were also
disclosed.

go to Paris to resume negotiations
for a Franco- American film pact. The
first effort at negotiation collapsed
a few weeks ago.
The Japanese licenses for the first
half of the year, numbering 63, were
shared by the companies as follows
Loew's, nine ; 20th- Fox, eight ; Para
mount, seven ; Warner, seven ; Colum
bia, six ; RKO Radio, six ; Universal
six ; Republic, five ; United Artists
five, Allied Artists, four. The Society
of Independent Motion Picture Pro
ducers companies will share 15, the
same number they received for the
first half.
The MPEA companies agreed at
half"to
firstnot
the was
time they
the
allotment
that divided
the ratio
become a precedent for the second
half's allocations. Last Sept. 24 they
failed at a special meeting to reach
an agreement, but resolved that each
company be permitted to release two
pictures in Japan pending the final
decision on the allocation by the
presidents today.
. MPEA unsuccessfully opposed Ja
pan's formula based on the number
of domestically-produced pictures in
the fiscal year 1951, which signifie
only 59 permits for the MPEA com
panies for the second half of this
year.

Question

broad, commercial sense.
However, it was evident that the
scores of top industry executives who
attended private demonstrations of
Cinerama at the Oyster Bay, L. I.,
experimental laboratories during _the
past 18 months, and whose opinions
of it ranged from strong interest to
enthusiasm at the time, now are doubly
interested in the system in light of the
n at the
favora
ay. audience reactio
Broadwble

Sol Schwartz, RKO Theatres president, said yesterday that the public reception given Cinerama did not surprise him. The question now, he added,
is' not whether a circuit could afford
to put Cinerama in a theathe tre—$50,000
"it can." Rather, the question is
whether it will be advisable for the
milentire theatre industry to invest
lions of dollars in converting from
conventional projection to Cinerama,
Schwartz said.
Schwartz said he would have been
more than willing to have the Cinerama premiere at one of the RKO
theatres here, if only for the sake of
the showmanship it represented. _ He
described Cinerama as "a very exciting
thing." But, he wondered, "will it become reality" for the industry ?
This is what Mayer had to say fol: "I consider Cinethe premiere
important advancement
a more
ramalowing
than either the advent of sound or
the arm'
'shot in
is thepicture
Thismotion
color. the
business so
that
badly needs. This is not simply a new
kind of motion picture — it is a revoluThe commercial possibilities of Cinerama have been studied by major film
tion!"
companies over the past 18 months
following the demonstrations by the
inventor, Fred Waller, at Oyster Bay.
Rubin, Loew's vice-presiJ. Robert
dent, told company stockholders last
spring that Loew's engineers who exLet

Presidents Meeting
(Continued from page 1)

Daily
Cinerama

Future,

Box-office,

Strong

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

organization. Disney said his firm was
"marking time" on future commitments with RKO Pictures, pendingclarification of the new management's
policy. "Peter Pan" marks the last
feature commitment under the present
pact between Disney and RKO Pictures, while Disney's last short to be
distributed by RKO Pictures under
the current contract is due in May of
:■■
next year.
"We have a great admiration for
RKO distribution personnel," said
ng else beingDisney, "and everythi
equal, we would like to stay with
them." He added that the Disney
organization at this time was not
around for any new distribushopping
tion outlets.

A

Picture

Ad Men Advise
(Continued from page 1)

es that "if the subhe believ
, matter
papersject
of a picture represents an
advertising problem, then that picture
should not be made unless the particular company can offord to make it for
the sake of making it."
He added: "Let us keep in mind
that solvency in our business depends
upon mass acceptance of our pictures.
If we can make sufficient commercial
succeses, then we can afford to gamble
on selective subjects. Whether we like
it or not, the cultural level of the motion picture can only be raised in ratio
to the profit level. 'Red Badge of
Victory' were
and 'Bright
Courage' failures,
but thank goodness,
box-office
Metro and Universal could afford
such glorious failures."
Bergman and Harry K. McWilliams, AMPA persident, who presided
at the luncheon, praised the pro-industry efforts of the film critics, who
were represented by Kate Cameron,
JournalO'Connor,
Jim Mishkin
Daily News;
, Morning
an; Leo
Americ

amined the process, did not think that
it wastres at economically
feasible
for theathat time. About
a month
ago,
Paul Raibourn, Paramount vice-president, commented that he was "impressed" with Cinerama, but that its
economic feasibility for the industry
has to be proven

Cinerama,
motion may
picture inventionthe
thatnewest
some believe
create a boxoffice resurgence, marked
a milestone in film history Tuesday

Loew'sof
R. Vogel,
Joseph
Neither
ident
manager
and general
vice-pres
its theatres, nor Harry M. Kalmine,
president and general manager of
Warner Theatres, have seen Cinerama,
they acknowledged yesterday. Leonard
Goldenson, United. Paramount Theatres president, who is in New York,
could not be reached at his office for
comment on Cinerama.
Adolph Zukor, Paramount Pictures
board chairman, was quoted as having
remarked following the premiere that
it would 'be profitable to make Cinerama films for distribution to only
40 or 50 theatres throughout the country, "because they would run almost

Press, radio and television reviews
roused the public which stood in line
yesterday from 10 A. M. until evening purchasing tickets, so that there
is a sell out for approximately the
next eight weeks.
The process is still being perfected
and the enthusiastic premiere audience
occasionally noticed the merging of
the three images thrown on the oversized curved screen by the three projectors. A slight, vertical shadow gap
appeared at the joining point of the
images but Cinerama experts advised
that this is a since-remedied condition
inherent in the original camera and
was not due to the projection equipment.
Aside from the different size equipment including reels, sprockets, camera, projectors and screen, Cinerama
offers a technical challenge to the
industry. While its visual range is
almost as far as the human eye and
the illusion of depth is greatly enchanced thus making for unsurpassed
panorama views, it will require discretion and skill for the depiction
of dramatic continuity with human
beings instead of mountains as the
objects viewed.
Best Moments

y."
indefinitel
There appeared
to be general agreement in the industry that Cinerama
exceeds in many respects the achievements of Magnascreen and other earlier large screen and tri-dimensional
processes. But a question raised by
many was : "Is Cinerama good for all
types of films or just special kinds,
or panoramic pictures?"
like action
Another
was : "Is Cinerama for one
or two big, or small, theatres to each
theatres?"
or for all
city,
Lowell Thomas and MeObviously,
rian C. Cooper, who head the firm
sponsoring the system, will have to
supply the answers to all the questions
before the shrewd minds of most industry leaders are convinced that
Cinerama is commercially practicable.
In the meantime, it is virtually certain
that enthusiasm, however qualified,
will continue to be expressed concerning, the process as it now stands.
Through
Compo
(Continued from page 1)
organization be created or, if this
could not be done, that at least a
working arrangement be set up among
exhibitor groups to handle common
problems.
"COMPO was created," Myers said,
"as the medium of cooperation among
all elements in the industry on those
matters in which all had an interest.
Trueman Rembusch, Col. H. A. Cole
and other Allied leaders are doing
their utmost to make COMPO the
success it deserves to be. Until all
others in the industry match their
zeal in the common cause, I do not
think anything would be gained by
planning additional organization."
Universal Net
(Continued from page 1)
consolidated earnings were the equivalent of 98 cents per share on the
960,498 shares of common stock then
outstanding.
The figures are preliminary and
subject to verification by independent
auditors and to year-end adjustments.

with the opening of "This Is Cinerama," a Lowell Thomas-Merian C.
Cooper presentation, at the Broadway
Theatre, seat
now basis
showing
on a two-a-day
reserved
at advanced
prices.

In "This Is Cinerama" the best
moments were those in which vast
landscapes or spectacles were shown
or
which the
cameraThus,
"participated"
in inthrilling
atcion.
the final
sequence viewing such scenic beauties
of the United States as Crater Lake,
Yellowstone National Park, Bridal
Veil Falls, Yosemite National Park,
and including a thrilling airplane ride
through Zion National Park, was the
best.
The opening roller-coaster ride was
most realistic and the Saragossa bull
fight with the roaring crowd sound
enveloping- the audience was extremely effective. On the other hand, the
Vienna Boys Choir singing showed
to no especial advantage as they just
stood and sang. An airplane landing
and a speedboat going through a
sheet of flame pointed up the value
of rapid motion.
Therefore, it could be that eventually outdoor adventure pictures,
musicals and westerns could be made
in Cinerama, and any spectacle would
be greatly effective. Sporting events
and musical pagents in the new process would have an immense presence
of reality. However, it remains to
be seen how this process would be
used in dramas.
Walter P'ashkin
Skouras to Survey
(Continued from page 1)

is scheduled to arrive in Tokyo on
Thursday, leaving from there on a
journey
through the Far East and
ComTelegraph; Milton Shapiro, The
the Antipodes.
pass, and Oscar Goodman, Times.
Skouras will confer with 20th Cenr
■ McWilliams, in a financial report on
tury-Fpx
representatives throughout
AMPA's showmanship courses, said
his trip on forthcoming product, as
UA Tribute to Cohen
Gen$1,700.
totaled
receipts
tuition
Sam Cohen, United Artists foreign well as meet with exhibitors and goveral expenses were $300, rent for hotel
ernment officials in the various nations
"classroom" space came to $60, and publicity manager celebrating his 20th to discuss mutual cooperation of the
anniversary with the company, is being
$100
has the
been
20th _CenturyAmerican and foreign film industries.
Fox for
use paid
of itsto screening
room. paid tribute this week by UA.

ALBANYSueening Room
Warner
ATLANTA
HON. Pearl Si. • 17:30 P.M.
20th Century-fox Screening Room
197 Walton St. N.W • 2:00 P.M.
BOSTON
RKO Screening Room
122
Arlington St. • 2:30 P.M.
BUFFALO
Paramount Screening Room
464 Franklin St. ' 8:00 P.M.
CHARLOTTE
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
308
S. Church SI. • 2 00 P.M.
CHICAGO
Warner Screening Room
1307 So. Wabash Ave. ■ 1 30 P.M.
CINCINNATI
RKO
Palace Th. Screening Room
Palace Th. Bldg E. 6th ■ 8 00 P.M.
CLEVELAND
Warner
DALLASScreening Room
2300 Payne Ave ' 8 30 P.M.
Republic Screening Room
410
So. HarwooSl. • 2 00 P M.
DENVER
Paramount
Screening Room
2100 Stout St. ■ 2:00 P.M.
DES MOINES
Poramount Screening Room
1 12S High St. • 12:45P.M.
DETROIT
Film
Exchange Building
2310 Con Ave. • 2:00 P.M.
INDIANAPOLIS
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
326 No. Illinois St. • 1 00 P.M.
JACKSONVILLE
Florido Theatre Bldg. Sc. Rm.
128 E. Forsyth St. • 2 00 P.M.
KANSAS CITY
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
1720
LOS Wyandotte
ANGELESSI. • 1 30 P.M.
Warner Screening Room
2025 S. Vermont Ave. • 2 00 P M

KARL

MEMPHIS
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
151 Vance Ave. • 12:15 P.M.
MILWAUKEE
Warner Theatre Screening Room
212 W. Wisconsin Ave. ■ 2 00 P.M.
MINNEAPOLIS
Warner Scceening Room
1000 Currie Ave. ■ 2 00 P.M.
NEW HAVEN
Warner Theatre Projection Room
70 College St. • 2:00 P.M.
NEW ORLEANS
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
200 S. liberty
NEW
YORK St. • 8:00 P.M.
Home Office
321 W. 44th SI. • 2:15 P.M.
OKLAHOMA
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
10 North lee St. • 1-30 P.M.
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
OMAHA
1S02
Davenport St. • 1:30 P.M.
PHILADELPHIA
Warner Screening Room
230
No. 13th St. • 2:30 P.M.
PITTSBURGH
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
1715 Blvd. of Allies • 1:30 P.M.
PORTLAND
Jewel Box Screening Room
1947 N.W.Kearney St. ' 2:00 P.M.
SALTCentury-ton
LAKE Screening Room
20th
SANEastFRANCISCO
216
1st South • 2:00 P.M.
Paramount Screening Roam
205 Golden Cate Ave. • 1:30 P.M.
SEATTLE
Modern Theatre
2400 Third Ave. • 10:30 A.M
ST. LOUIS
S'renco
Screening Room
3143 Olive St. • 1: P.M.
WASHINGTON
Warner Theatre Building
UlhSE.Sts.N.W. • 7:30 P.M.

MAUN

.thPAUL PICERNI - LESTER MATTHEWS
DAN O'HERLIH Y • 1AY NOVELLO
SCREEN PLAY BY
JAMES R.WEBB and HAROLD MEDFORD
PRODUCED BY HENRY BLANKE
DIRECTED BY LEWIS SEILER
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$1,752,472

Meetings ofstockholders
the new RKOwerePictures'
controlling
begun
day.
here
yesterday
and
will
continue
toWashington, Oct. 1. — Abram F.
39-Week Profit Equal
Myers, general counsel of Allied
The company issued no official
States Association, said today exhibiTo $1.63 Per Share
tor organizations should continue to statement following yesterday's meeting but it was reported that members
work on common problems through
A $625,290 increase in profit for the Council of Motion Picture Or- of the board submitted their resignaUniversal Pictures and subsidiary
tions and that a new board of direcganizations, rather than attempt to set
companies was reported yesterday up new exhibitor groups.
will be elected
at today's
session.
for the 39 weeks ended Aug. 2, on
The torsboard
subsequently
is expected
This was Myers' comment on the to elect officers.
72.
$1,752,4
of
earnings
net
dated
consoli
proposal made yesterday in New York
Members of the old board are :
The net was after provision of
by Alfred Starr, president of the The- Noah Dietrich, chairman ; Ned E.
atre Owners of America, who sugfor estimated Federal in$2,650,000
Howard Hughes, Francis J.
come and excess profits taxes and
gested that a single unified exhibitor Depinet, (Continued
on page 2)
(Continued
on
page
7)
confor
after provision of $250,000
tingencies, the company stated, comparing the net with consolidated earnings of $1,127,182 for the corresponding Let Ad
Men
Advise
39 weeks of the previous fiscal year,
Pre-release 'Pan' in
after provision of $1,675,000 for esti00
200-3
Situations
mated Federal taxes and after provi- Producers: Bergman
sion of $400,000 for contingencies.
After deducting dividends on the
"Peter Pan," the new Walt Disney
The time has come for advertising
preferred stock, consolidated net earn- and publicity personnel to be consulted feature production, will be pre-released
ings for the 39 weeks ended Aug. 2 about motion pictures before they are in 200 to 300 situations throughout
are equivalent to $1.63 per share on
in about Februthe 961,698 shares of common stock produced, Maurice Bergman, assistant the country,
ary, before beginning
the
to the president
outstanding. For the corresponding
of Universal- color by nicolor
Techperiod of the previous fiscal year,
film is
(Continued on page 7)
International, declared
leased, Roy
here yesterday generally rein an address
Disney,ident ofpresK-MTA
Reelects
Walt
before a lunch-eon-me ting of
Producthe Associated Disney tions,
Cook
President
disclosed
Motion Picture here yesterday.
Advertisers a t
He said the
Kansas City, Oct. 1. — C. E. Cook,
the Hotel
film,
which
Piccadilly.
Disney hopes to
Maryville, Missouri, exhibitor, was refew
elected president of the Kansas-MisBergman told world premiere
souri Theatre Association at the anduring the
Roy Disney
nual business meeting here today at
the gatherMaurice
Bergman
the President Hotel.
Christmas
holiing, which
assembled in tribdays, costs in
H. B. Doering, exhibitor for 30
ute to the motion picture critics of
of $4,000,000, the most expenexcess
years at Garnett, Kan., and represen- the Metropolitan New York newssive picture ever made by the Disney
tative in the State Legislature, was
(Continncd on page 7)
(Continued on page. 7-)
elected vice-president. Doering is unopposed for reelection to the legislature this fall. George Baker was
elected secretary and Homer Strow- Meet Here Today on
May Ask More Time
ing, treasurer.
For 16mm. Replies
Most directors were reelected but
Japanese Licenses
(Continued on page 2)
With answers of defendant
to the governcompanies
Motion. Picture Export Association
ment's suit to force the sale
Skouras
to Survey
member companies' presidents and
of 16mm. feature films to
foreign managers at their meeting
Far East Interests
television and other nonhere today will - wrestle with the
theatrical users due in anCompany interests in Australia, admittedly difficult problem of dividother two weeks, attorneys
including Hoyts Theatres, which 20th
ing among their companies the .59
yesterday
expressed the
Century-Fox controls, will be the sub- Japanese import licenses which have
opinion that more time will
ject of a survey to be undertaken been allocated to them for the second
be required and that another
by Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox presi- half of the fiscal year ending -next
extension of the time for
dent, who is scheduled to leave here March.
tomorrow night by plane on the first
filing may have to be reAdditionally, the meeting, which
leg of a journey to the Far East.
will be attended by Eric A. Johnston,
The time for filing answers
quested.
Skouras will make his first stop Motion Picture Association of Amerwas
extended in mid-August
in- Los Angeles over the weekend,
ica president, will decide when it
for 60 days to Oct. 15.
flying to Honolulu on Tuesday. He would be advisable for Johnston to
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 7)

Executives Wonder If It
Has Commercial Future
By C. L. FRANKE
Cinerama, the triple-projection,
"efthree-dimensional
screen,
huge fect"
system which
made its public
debut at the Broadway Theatre
here Wednesday evening, has left the
impress of a big question mark on the
motion picture industry.
The enthusiastic respect for Cinerama's achievement both visually and
sound-wise which was voiced yesterwas temdaypered
by industry
somewhat byexecutives
their acknowledged
inability
speculate on the system's
commercialto possibilities.
Some industry leaders who "were
present
the Broadway's
Is
Cinerama"at premiere,
such as "This
Louis B.
Mayer, were enthusiastic in general
termscialabout
the innovation's
future. Others
who havecommerseen it
said they were overwhelmed by its
accomplishments, but had reservations
concerning its possible impact in a
(Continued on page 7)

Detroit
Happy

Exhibitors

About

Quality

Detroit, Oct. 1.— Detroit showmen
are enthusiastic about the number and
quality of top-flight pictures available
from Hollywood- for the coming year,
"Under long-range production planning, the studios have announced a
record lineup of scripts already assigned to producers, designed to carry
through 1953," said Earl J. Hudson,
president of United Detroit Theatres,
member of the Detroit exhibitor committee surveying future prospects.
"This will further stimulate the upward box-office trend which has been
in evidence in recent months. In some
studios the percentage of films to be
made in color is as high as 82 per
cent, and in no major instance is it
less than 50 per cent."
Anti- Admission

Tax

Buffalo Meet Oct. 6
Buffalo, Oct. 1. — George Gammel,
president of the Motion Pictures
Theatre Owners of Western N. Y.,
has called a directors meeting Monday
to discuss plans for aiding the fight
to abolish the 20 per cent U. S. admission tax.
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Picture

Screen
Home

Time
Films

Wolfbergs,
Named

in

UA
Suit

Denver, Oct. 1— Suit for $100,000
s
The Mexican Congress yesterday passed a new film industry law that
FLINN, Allied Artist
JOHN C. g-pub
damages,
to be trebled if won, has
in
is
or,
y
licit
direct
tisin
J adver
requires every Mexican theatre to devote at least half of its annual screen been filed in U. S. District Court by
accordny's
Kar-Vue Theatres, headed by Lem
time to Mexican-made- films,
New York following the compa
Chicago sales convention and plans to
reports from that country.
news
to
ing
row.
tomor
return to the Coast•
and theaFirst UA Lee, treagainst
The law would affect particularly 'Solomon'
companiesUnited
headedArtists
by Harris
and
theatres in Mexico City and other
John
Wolfberg,
father
and
son.
The
edi- large cities which feature American
. Clyde Gilmour,- motion picture
suit alleges that Kar-Vue was unable
tor of the Vancouver, B. C, Sun, films almost exclusively all year.
to buy a proper run at proper prices
'53
in
Film
Mexico
in
en
film
Small
American film spokesm
Canadian Broadcasting System
of United Artists films for the Monaco
editor
t
ainmen
entert
and
Artists
drive-in, Denver.
commentator
Hollywood, Oct. 1.— United
ely described the law as "disne, is in New immediat
of MacLean's magazi
The Wolfbergs have six theatres
Small's
Edward
that
today
criminat
York from Vancouver.
law placed all phases of the announced
The ory."
1953 production program will be
in
Denver, including four drive-ins.
nt
Governme
Federal
industry under
Wives," They recently won a $300,000 judg"King Solomon's
by
headed
MinArtists
the
ed
Allied
in
filmed
be
to
spectacle"
"color
a
establish
wein,
and
Wirth
ons
regulati
Harold
ment against
and
and RKO
have Radio,
another Loew's
suit pendas the industry's this country. Six black-and-white 20th-Fox
ister of the Interior
Western sales manager, has left Chiwhat was described by
with
boss,
cago for Hollywood.
9
ing asking for $1,000,000 from the
productions remain on Small's 1952
an American spokesman as "enoughin program of which "Kansas City Con- same companies for alleged inability
out of business
fidential," iscompleted, and "Bandits to buy films at proper runs and prices
pro- power to put us
for the Broadway.
Joseph Sistrom, Paramount
of Corsica" is nearly completed.
.
London
for
day
yester
here
left
ducer,
•
"King
Solomon's
Wives"
is
indea week."
pendent of Small's arrangement with RKO
Pictures
Arthur Willi, RKO Radio EastMike Todd to film "The Viking" in
(Continued
from page 1)
ern talent chief, is in Chicago.
currently
is
Todd
'Salute' to Europe, where
Rogers
making preparations for production.
on Nov. 1
O'Hara and J. Miller Walker. The
Open
The remaining- films on Small's new board will include members of
'Flat Top' Promotion
"Barbarossa,"
The annual "National Christmas 1952 program are
Stolkin
purchasing _ syndiGets Navy Support
"Crosstown," and the Ralph
cate and their
representatives.
Salute" to the Will Rogers Memorial 'Johnny Ringo,"
' Washington, Oct. 1.— Navy ap- Hospital will open on Nov. 1 and
Screening Eagles."
The preponderance of opinion in
collaboratrade and financial circles yesterday
proval has been given for
Monta- Reelect Cook
Abe
1,
Jan.
gh
throu
ue
contin
promoting
in
Artists
Allied
tion with
was that Depinet will be reelected
O'Donnell,
(Continued from page 1)
J. respec
and R.
the
of ent
tively,presid
"Flat Top," Walter Mirisch producman,
chair
and gue
tion filmed in cooperation with the
RKO Pictures'
president andwillthat
Will Rogers Memorial Hospital Fund the following are new on the board: management
be left intact. StolNavy, highlighted by a world premiere board, disclosed yesterday.
kin
is
expected
to
become
chairman
Glen Hall, Don Burnett, and Stanley of the board.
aboard the U'.S.S. Princeton off San
Durwood.
Salute
"Christmas indust
the
g
Durin
ry
It was learned yesterday that the
Diego on Armistice Day, it was_ dismembers of the amusement
Alfred Starr, Theatre Owners of
closed here today by Capt. Lewis S.
ng Christmas
ile-lo
five-m
the
sign
will
Stolkin syndicate under its stock purParks, USN.
chase agreement with Hughes can
o-reeting to patients at the hospital at America, president, the main speaker,
In addition, Navy recruiting sta- Saranac Lake, N. Y., and will contrib- emphasized the desperate need for acquire the 1,050,000-share block for
in the motion picture
tions throughout the country will aid
ute toward its support. The goal of organization
lest its hostile critics destroy $6.50 per share by completing paydirectly in exploiting the film by the the 1952 "Salute" is 150,000 ..signers industry
it entirely.
ment in less than the two years allotted to it. The $7 per share price
use of banners and full line acces- and $200,000 in contributions.
He
said:
"It
is
a
crying
shame
that
Naval
Navy.
the
to
sories, at no cost
remains
if the purchasing group avails
other industries are able so effectively
and military dignitaries, civil leaders
itself
of
the full two-year period.
and state officials, in addition to the
publicize their interests
and
protect
to
er
rn
Wa
No
Conversations Held
L.
Jack
while the motion picture industry
press, will attend the premiere.
Following the premiere, the picture,
Meanwhile, officials of Bankers
continues to be the target of crackves Academy
which co-stars Sterling Hayden and Lea
pots and self aggrandizing publicity Trust Co. here stated that no conversations whatever had been held
Richard Carlson, will open day and
with
the
Stolkin
group concerning
theatres
West-Coast
Foxthree
in
Wardate
'Free Riders'
Hollywood, Oct. 1.— Jack L.
in San Diego.
a- seekers."
financing for RKO Pictures. The
ner has tendered his personal resign
statement was in reply to reports
terized as "freeno riders"
tion from the Academy of Motion
He charactors
finan- that a first order of business for the
who make
Picture Arts and Sciences which _ he thosecialexhibi
contribution of any kind to their
Aylesworth Services
ained since the organiza- regional or national trade association new owners might be the re-negotiahad maintinception
.
tion's
credit
of the company's revolving Mellon
Set for Tomorrow
even though it is obvious that no with tionBankers
Trust and the
He said, in a statement, I have single exhibitor is in a position to Bank
of
Pittsburgh.
Funeral services for Merlin Hall resigned from the Academy because
defend himself and his industry.
The new owners have scheduled a
Aylesworth, who died here Tuesday, the demands of my production duties
Several speakers emphasized the
for members of the new
reception
will be conducted at 11 A. M. tomor- and my efforts on behalf of various
ema- board and of management at the 21
row in the Frank E. Campbell Fun- charities leave me no time to main- value of projects and proposalsexhibithe experience of
eral Home, Madison Ave. and 81st
tain active membership. When such
in thefrom several regions, for their Club here today, following the election
tors nating
Street.
will meet
posr
longe
no
is
rship
active membe
own advancement and for guidance meeting. Tomorrow, they
Aylesworth, former president and
atives at Toots
sible, Ido not believe in membership of national groups. In discussions of with press represent
Shor's restaurant.
chairman of Radio-Keith-Orpheum in any organization just for sake of
devel, proposals were
public relations
Corp. and Radio Pictures, Inc., first
At yesterday's meeting in addition
oped and put into specific outline by
president of National Broadcasting, belonging."
were A. L. Koolish, SherHe
_
Midwest.
Fox
of
Lawler
Stolkin
Senn
to
New
Corwin, E. J. Burke, Ray Ryan,
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and a former publisher of the
a
p
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Grou
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s
proposal
Film
an
several
Itali
quoted
York World Telegram, is survived by
Chicago conference four years ago, Greg Bautzer, Arnold Grant, Gordon
the widow, Caroline, and two children
ri
litte
then set up these fields of effort: Youngman, Sidney Korshak, all of
Impel
and
s
Meet
by his first wife.
representaand Hughes.
ng group,
com- the purchasi
two, visits toatives,
ent and
tives of managem
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represent
industry
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meet top executives
briefed
Grace Goldberg Barber
film industry today at City Hall and including actors who have been
Funeral services were held at
commitscriptions on the industry for local use
tative
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procl
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informat
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comment or mention of current proday for Grace Goldberg Barber, wife the delegation will be Dr.
of Frank C. Barber of the Music Gaulino, general director of Italian from which anybody in the industry
a nation-wide radio and
Publishers Holding Corp., who died Films Export ; Dr. Emanuele Cassuto, might get promptly desired material perhapsgrams ;asix,
television show, by and for
at her home on Friday. For the past managing director of Unitalia ; E. R. for meeting a trend against films or the industry, as a whole, with it doing
as- Zorgniotti, U. S. representative of for promoting a project benefiting the for itself what several prominent com20 years Mrs. Barber had beenstory
mercial sponsored programs have
sistant at the Warner Brothers
I.F.E. ; and Jonas Rosenfield, Jr.^ industry ; four, a series of industry done.
five, tran
.■
er advertisements; ^
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Play SOMETHING

YOU

HAVE

FOR THE BIRDS before
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1st, 1953.

February

ign immediately. Here's what
Start planning your prize-winning Showmanship campa
this slogan to tie up
you can do now!— Arrange for full-page cooperative ads with
. . NewsIN THE FAMILY".
EVERYONE
FOR
with the title: "SOMETHING
ON
I'D LIKE TO SEE MOST
paper letter-writing contest on the theme: "WHAT
life
bird
on
D.C.". . . Tie up with libraries on books
A TRIP TO WASHINGTON,
Red Cross Blood Donor
Contact local chapter of Audubon Society . . . Join in the
Drive,

the slogan:
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"SOMETHING
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$
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$
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$
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complete
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See below.
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Motion

A

Picture

Question

Pan'
Teter
(Continued from page 1)

Cinerama

organization. Disney said his firm was
"marking time" on future commitments with RKO Pictures, pendingclarification of the new management's
policy. "Peter Pan" marks the last
feature commitment under the present
pact between Disney and RKO Pictures, while Disney's last short to be
distributed by RKO Pictures under
the current contract is due in May of
next year.
"We have a great admiration tor
RKO distribution personnel," said
Disney, "and everything else beinglike to stay with
equal," weHe would
added that the Disney
them."
organization at this time was not
around for any new distribushoppin
tiongoutlets.

broad commercial sense.
However, it was evident that the
cores of top industry executives who
of
attended private demonstrations L,
Cinerama at the Oyster Bay, L.
experimental laboratories during the
past 18 months, and whose opinions
of it ranged from strong interest to
enthusiasm at the time, now are doubly
interested in the system in light of the
on at the
favora
ay. audience reacti
Broadwble

Here 2 or 3 Weeks

go to Paris to resume negotiations
for a Franco-American film pact. The
first effort at negotiation collapsed
a few weeks ago.
The Japanese licenses for the first
half of the year, numbering 63, were
shared, by the companies as follows
Loew's, nine; 20th- Fox, eight; Para
mount, seven ; Warner, seven ; Colum
bia, six ; RKO Radio, six ; Universal
six; Republic, five; United Artists
five, Allied Artists, four. The Society
of Independent Motion Picture Producers companies will share 15, the
same number they received for the
first half.
The MPEA companies agreed at
the time they divided the first half
allotment that the ratio was not to
become a precedent for the second
half's allocations. Last Sept. 24 they
failed at a special meeting to reach
an agreement, but resolved that each
company be permitted to release two
pictures in Japan pending the final
decision on the allocation by the
presidents today.
MPEA unsuccessfully opposed Ja
pan's formula based on the number
of domestically-produced pictures in
the fiscal year 1951, which signified
only 59 permits for the MPEA com
panies for the second half of thi
year.

Cinerama

Future,

Box-office,

Strong

(Continued from page 1)

Sol Schwartz, RKO Theatres president, said yesterday that the public reception given Cinerama did not surprise him. The question now, he added,
is not whether a circuit could afford
0 to put Cinerama in a theathetre—$50,00
"it can." Rather, the question is
whether it will be advisable for the
milentire theatre industry to invest from
lions of dollars in converting
conventional projection to Cinerama,
Schwartz said.
Schwartz said he would have been
Cinemore than willing to have the RKO
rama premiere at one of the
theatres here, if only for the sake of
the showmanship it represented. He
described Cinerama as "a very excitingthing." But, he wondered, "will it become reality" for the industry?
This is what Mayer had to say following the premiere : "I consider Cinerama a more important advancement
than either the advent of sound or
This is the 'shot in the arm'
color.
that the motion picture business so
badly needs. This is not simply a new
kind of motion picture— it is a revolu-

Disney said he expected to remain
in New York about two or three
weeks to set up a sales policy for
"Peter Pan" and co-ordinate the _ extensive advertising, publicity and tie-in
campaign. He would not comment
whether advanced admission prices
would be sought for the pre-release
engagements.
Disney, although he saw the use of
the TV medium for exploitation purposes, reiterated his belief that TV
for theatrioffers a very poor market
cal films and motion picture theatres
are the best medium for such films.
He said the same views apply to subscription home television, adding that
home TV interests "would fall down
dead" if they had to pay $4,000,000 for
Pan."
film as "Peter
such awas
also disclosed that a new
It
ties of CineThe commercial possibili
major film
True-Life Adventure film, the first
!" have been studied by
tionrama
months
18
past
the
over
comic
es
the
"on
compani
be
to
one described
side," will be released about the same following the demonstrations by the
Bay.
time as "Peter Pan." Its title is "Bear inventor, Fred Waller, at Oyster
siCountry."
Rubin, y Loew's
lders last
stockhovice-pre
dent, told compan
ve "Peter Pan' J. Robert
Plans for an extensi
d
advertising campaign, to be launche
engineers who exNov. 17 in Look magazine, were also spring that Loew's
disclosed.
Let Ad Men Advise
(Continued from page 1)
Presidents Meeting
(Continued from page 1)

Daily

es that "if the subhe believ
, matter
papersject
of a picture represents an
advertising problem, then that picture
should not be made unless the particular company can offord to make it for
the sake of making it."
He added: "Let us keep in mind
that solvency in our business depends
upon mass acceptance of our pictures.
If we can make sufficient commercial
succeses, then we can afford to gamble
on selective subjects. Whether we like
it or not, the cultural level of the motion picture can only be raised in ratio
to the profit level. 'Red Badge of
Victory' were
and 'Bright
Courage' failures,
box-office
but thank goodness,
Metro and Universal could afford
such glorious failures."
Bergman and Harry K. McWilliams, AMPA persident, who presided
at the luncheon, praised the pro-industry efforts of the film critics, who
were represented by Kate Cameron,
JournalO'Connor,
Jim Mishkin
Daily Nezvs;
, Morning
an; Leo
Americ
Telegraph; Milton Shapiro, The Compass, and Oscar Goodman, Times.
McWilliams, in a financial report on
AMPA's showmanship courses, said
tuition receipts totaled $1,700. General expenses were $300, rent for hotel
"classroom" space came to $60, and
to 20th Centurybeen
has the
$100
Fox for
use paid
of its screening room.

amined the process, did not think that
it wastres at economically
feasible
for theathat time. About
a month
ago,
vice-presiParamount
Paul Raibourn,
that he was "imdent,pressed"
commented
with Cinerama, but that its
economic feasibility for the industry
has to be proven

Cinerama,
motion may
picture inventionthe
thatnewest
some believe
create a boxoffice resurgence, marked
a milestone in film history Tuesday

Loew'sof
R. Vogel,
Joseph
Neither
ident
vice-pres
and general
manager
its theatres, nor Harry M. Kalmine,
president and general manager of
Warner Theatres, have seen Cinerama,
they acknowledged yesterday. Leonard
Goldenson, United Paramount Theatres president, who is in New York,
could not be reached at his office for
comment on Cinerama.
Adolph Zukor, Paramount Pictures
board chairman, was quoted as having
remarked following the premiere that
Cineit would 'be profitable to make
rama films for distribution to only
40 or 50 theatres throughout the country, "because they would run almost

Press, radio and television reviews
roused the public which stood in line
yesterday from 10 A. M. until evening- purchasing tickets, SO' that there
is a sell out for approximately the
next eight weeks.
The process is still being perfected
and the enthusiastic premiere audience
occasionally noticed the merging of
the three images thrown on the oversized curved screen by the three projectors. A slight, vertical shadow gap
appeared at the joining point of the
images but Cinerama experts advised
that this is a since-remedied condition
inherent in the original camera and
was not due to the projection equipment.
Aside from the different size equipment including reels, sprockets, camera, projectors and screen, Cinerama
offers a technical challenge to the
industry. While its visual range is
almost as far as the human eye and
the -illusion of depth is greatly enchanced thus making for unsurpassed
panorama views, it will require discretion and skill for the depiction
of dramatic continuity with human
beings instead of mountains as the
obj ects viewed.
Best Moments
In "This Is Cinerama" the best
moments were those in which vast
landscapes or spectacles were shown
or
which the
cameraThus,
"participated"
in inthrilling
atcion.
the final
sequence viewing such scenic beauties
of the United States as Crater Lake,
Yellowstone National Park, Bridal
Veil Falls, Yosemite National Park,
and including a thrilling airplane ride
through Zion National Park, was the

y."
indefinitel
to be general agreeThere appeared
ment in the industry that Cinerama
exceeds in many respects the achievements of Magnascreen and other earlier large screen and tri-dimensional
processes. But a question raised by
many was : "Is Cinerama good for all
types of films or just special kinds,
like action or panoramic pictures?"
Another was : "Is Cinerama for one
or two big, or small, theatres to each
or for all theatres?"
city,
Obviously, Lowell Thomas and Merian C. Cooper, who head the firm
sponsoring the system, will have to
supply the answers to all the questions
before the shrewd minds of most industry leaders are convinced that
Cinerama is commercially practicable.
In the meantime, it is virtually certain
that enthusiasm, however qualified,
will continue to be expressed concerning the process as it now stands.
Through
Compo
(Continued from page 1)
organization be created or, if this
could not be done, that at least a
working arrangement be set up among
exhibitor groups to handle common
problems.
"COMPO was created," Myers said,
"as the medium of cooperation among
all elements in the industry on those
matters in which all had an interest.
Trueman Rembusch, Col. H. A. Cole
and other Allied leaders are doing
their utmost to make COMPO the
success it deserves to be. Until all
others in the industry match their
zeal in the common cause, I do not
think anything would be gained by
planning additional organization."
Universal Net
(Continued from page 1)

consolidated earnings were the equivalent of 98 cents per share on the
960,498 shares of common stock then
outstanding.
The figures are preliminary and
subject to verification by independent
auditors and to year-end adjustments.

with the opening of "This Is^ Cinerama," a Lowell Thomas-Merian C.
Cooper presentation, at the Broadway
Theatre, seat
now basis
showing
on a two-a-day
reserved
at advanced
prices.

best.
The opening roller-coaster ride was
most realistic and the Saragossa bull
fight with the roaring crowd sound
enveloping- the audience was extremely effective. On the other hand, the
Vienna Boys Choir singing showed
to no especial advantage as they just
stood and sang. An airplane landing
and a speedboat going through a
sheet of flame pointed up the value
of rapid motion.
Therefore, it could be that eventually outdoor adventure pictures,
musicals and westerns could be made
in Cinerama, and any spectacle would
be greatly effective. Sporting events
and musical pagents in the new process would have an immense presence
of reality. However, it remains to
be seen how this process would be
used in dramas.
Walter Pashkin
Skouras to Survey
(Continued from page 1)
is scheduled to arrive in Tokyo on
Thursday, leaving from there on a
journey
through the Far East and
the Antipodes.

Skouras will confer with 20th Century-Fox representatives throughout
his trip on forthcoming product, as
UA Tribute to Cohen
Sam Cohen, United Artists foreign well as meet with exhibitors and government officials in the various nations
publicity manager celebrating his 20th
anniversary with the company, is being to discuss mutual cooperation of the
American and foreign film industries.
paid tribute this week by UA.

ALBANY
Warner Screening Room
110 N. Pearl St • 12:30 P M.
ATLANTA
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
197 Walton St. N W • 2 00 P.M.
BOSTON
RKO
Screening Room
122
Arlington
BUFFALO St. • 2:30 P.M.
Paramount Screening Room
464 Franklin St. ' 8:00 P.M.
CHARLOTTE
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
308 S Church St ■ 2 00 P.M.
CHICAGO
Warner Screening Room
1307 So Wabash Ave • 1 30 P.M.
CINCINNATI
RKO
Polace Th. Screening Room
Palace
Ih. Bldg. E. 6th • 8:00 P.M.
CLEVELAND
Warner
DALLASScreening Room
2300 Payne Ave. • 8:30 P.M.
Republic Screening Room
4l0So.HarwooSt.
• 2:00 P.M.
DENVER
Poromount Screening Room
2100 Stout SI. • 2:00 P.M.
DES MOINES
Paramount Screening Room
1125 High St. • 12:45 P.M.
DETROIT
Film Exchange Building
2310 Cass Ave. • 2 00 P.M.
INDIANAPOLIS
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
326 No Illinois St. • 100 P.M.
JACKSONVILLE
Florida
theatre Bldg. Sc. Rm.
I28E. ForsythCITY
St. • 2:00 P.M.
KANSAS
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
1 720 Wyandotte St. ■ 1 30 P.M.
LOS ANGELES
Warner Screening Room
2025 S Vermont Ave • 2 00 P M.

MEMPHIS
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
151 Vance Ave. • 12:15 P.M.
MILWAUKEE
Warner Theatre Screening Room
212 W.Wisconsin Ave. • 2-00 P.M.
MINNEAPOLIS
Warner Screening Room
1000
Ave. ' 2 00 P.M.
NEW Currie
HAVEN
Warner Theatre Projection Room
70NEWCollegeORLEANS
St. ■ 2:00 P.M.
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
200 S. liberty St. • 8:00 P.M.
NEW YORK
Home Office
321 W. 44th St. • 2:1 S P.M.
OKLAHOMA
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
10 North Lee St. • 1:30 P.M.
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
OMAHA
1S02
Davenport St. • 1:30 P.M.
PHILADELPHIA
Warner Screening Room
230 No. 13th St. • 2:30 P.M.
PITTSBURGH
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
1715 Blvd. of Allies • 1:30 P.M.
PORTLAND
Jewel Box Screening Room
1947 N.W. Kearney SI. • 2:00 P.M.
SALT LAKE
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
SAN FRANCISCO
216EostlstSouth
• 2:00P.M.
Paramount Screening Room
205 Golden Gate Ave. • 1:30 P.M.
SEATTLE
Modern Theatre
2400 Third Ave. • 10:30 A.M.
S'renco
Screening Room
ST. LOUIS
WASHINGTON
3143 Olive St. • 1:P.M.
Warner Theatre Building
UthSE.Sts.N.W. • 7:30 P.M.

withPAOL PICERNI- LESTER MATTHEWS
DAN O'HERLIHY - JAY NOVELLO
SCREEN PLAY BY
JAMES H. WEBB ... HAROLD MEDFORD

BLANKE
„JENRY
DIRECTED BY LEWIS SEILER
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President

Arbitration
Arnold

Johnston Foregoes Trips
Until Issue Is Settled

Depinet
Stirs

Resignation

Officially

Sets

May

1 Controls

Cut

Washington, Oct 2.— The antici
pated National Production Authority
order officially relaxing theatre construction controls, effective May 1,
was announced here today by Richard
McDonald, new NPA director.
The relaxation will permit theatre builders to self-authorize up to.
five tons of carbon steel per quarter
per project, up to 500 pounds of copper and up to 300 pounds of aluminum.
At present, no self-authorization is
(Continued on page 4)

Widespread

in '51-52
Big Drop
Ticket Tax Income

Washington, Oct. 2. — General admission tax collections during fiscal
1951-1952 dropped more than $15,000,000 from the previous fiscal total,
the Bureau of tnternal Revenue reported today.
The 1952 collections for general
admissions were reported at $330,782,072. This compares with the 1951
figure of $346,491,715.
The figures for general admissions
(Continued on page 6)
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Chairman

and

The resignation of Ned E. Depinet as president and member of
the board of directors of RKO Radio Pictures Corp. was accepted
yesterday by the Ralph Stolkin syndicate, which last week acquired
the controlling stock interest in the company from Howard Hughes.
Stolkin, the syndicate's head, took over the presidency.
The action by the new owners came as a shock to the industry
which had regarded such a move earlier as unlikely to occur. Depinet, one of the best liked and most experienced executives in the
industry, likewise had not been apprised in advance that the action
was contemplated, although rumors to that effect had circulated in
the trade on Tuesday and were reported in Motion Picture Daily
on Wednesday. It was stated that

RKO
Production
William Dozier, executive-producer
of CBS-TV dramatic shows, yesterday
confirmed reports that he had received
overtures to head production at the
RKO Pictures studio.
Dozier, who has a long backlog of
(Continued on page 4)

SA

Is New

General Counsel; Sherrill Cor win, Vice
President in Charge of Studio; Board Named

Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture Association of America presi- Regret in Industry
dent, yesterday told distributor
Expressions of surprise and regret
throughout the
company presidents that he plans
industry met the
to forego overseas trips pending the
arrival at a final exhibition-distribuannouncement
yesterday
of artion agreement on the questionation
is
arbitr
said
Johnston
bitration.
that
Ned
E. Dethe number one subject on his agenda.
pinet's resignation as presiThe company presidents, who
dent of RKO
met at MPAA headquarters
Pictures Corp.
here with Johnston and foreign
had been acmanagers, have scheduled a
cepted by the
meeting on arbitration for next
new owners of
they
time
that
At
ay.
Wednesd
the
will act on distributor atstock controllinginterest in
the company.
torneys' proposals for changes
in the draft of a projected inNed Depinet
One
of the
dustry system.
best known, and
best liked chief executives in the inay's meeting
told edyesterd
(Continued on page 4)
Johnst
from
to receive
he onexpect
that
Paris
in
sources
tic
American diploma
(Continued on page 6)
Bid Dozier to Head
NPA

Grant

Ralph

RKO

MATTER

Stolkin

FILMS

FOR

TO

TV

STUDY

Reversing the positive statement it made in Hollywood last
week that it had no intention of releasing RKO Radio films to
television, the Ralph Stolkin syndicate in control of the company yesterday stated that the matter will be determined "with
unprejudiced minds which will seek solutions looking to the
future unbound by any dedication to the past."
"Solutions which seem the best answer for the benefit of the
continued. "Specuthe statement
adopted,"results
corporation
lation as towill
thebeultimate
of such approach is futile.
There has been no pre-determination thereof."
The statement issued by the Stolkin group in Hollywood last
week on closing the deal for the purchase of the Howard Hughes
controlling stock interest in RKO Pictures was:
"We want to make it clear that at this time we have no intention of releasing any of the studio's stock of films for the use
of television. Such a move is a part of a much broader economic
question involving a tremendous investment on the part of
theatre owners, and it is our intention to assist exhibitors in
every way possible to protect such investments."

Depinet will act as "consultant arid
adviser
to the executive
corporation."
The other
changes announced yesterday at the conclusion of
two days of meetings of the new controlling group were, as reported in
Motion Picture Daily Wednesday :
Arnold Grant, attorney for the new
group, becomes chairman of the board,
succeeding Noah Dietrich, and also
was named general counsel of the company ;Sherrill Corwin, Los Angeles
exhibitor and a member of the syndidate, was named vice-president and
will supervise studio operations.
Corwin will not head production.
The new group still is looking over the
field for a new head of production
and this week approached Jerry: Wald
and William Dozier, among others,
for that post.
The new members of the RKO
Pictures board elected yesterday are :
Stolkin, Corwin, Grant, Edward
Burke and A. L. Koolish, members of
(Continued on page 4)

New RKO Owners to
'Screen' Executives
The new RKO Pictures
owners announced yesterday
that they would begin an immediate
of all executives in "screening"
the distribution
operations of the company,
including exchanges, with the
hope that it could be completed "in the very near fuThereafter, it was stated, a
similar screening of studio
executives will be undertaken.
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MIAMI BEACH BONANZA1.
Second highest M-G-M opening in more than two years!
presents Mario Lanza in "BECAUSE
M-G-M
YOU'RE MINE" ■ Introducing Doretta Morrow with
James Whitmore • Color by Technicolor • Screen Play
by Karl Tunberg and Leonard Spigelgass • Based on a
Story by Ruth Brooks Flippen and Sy Gomberg
Directed by Alexander Hall • Produced by Joe Pasternak
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Depinet
{Continued from page 1)

dustry, Depinet's friends in every
branch and nook of the industry,
throughout the .country and around
the world, are legion. He is highly
respected by those in modest as well as
high positions and is as well known
for his untiring efforts on behalf of
the industry as a whole as he is for
years of distinguished serhis many
vice to his company.
Depinet, who sold his own stock,
some 36,000 shares, to the Ralph Stolkin syndicate, along with Howard
Hughes last week, will continue as
adviser and consultant to the company, the new owners said yesterday.
Depinet's most recent service to the
improvement of internal and external
industry welfare was the leadership he
gave to the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations, whose president he was
for the first three years of its existence. Only recently he was chosen
toastmaster to preside at the annual
Picture Pioneers dinner here next
month.
All of Depinet's business life has been
spent in the industry. Pie started in
1907 with Imported Film & Supply Co.
as New Orleans booker and salesman
immediately upon leaving high school.
Now 62 years old, Depinet became
Southern division manager when his
company was taken over by General
Film. He joined Universal Pictures
in 1911 and in 1924 was made one of
the company's three home office sales
directors. Later he joined First National as a member of its sales cabinet,
soon becoming general sales manager.
With First National's merger with
Pathe, he became identified with the
company and, through it, with RKO.
He was elected president of RKO
Distributing Corp. in 1934 ; vice-president of RKO Radio and Pathe News
in 1937; executive vice-president and
vice-chairman of the board of RKO,
the parent company, and in 1942 was
named president of that company.
Prior to divorcement, he also was
president and chairman of the board of
RKO Theatre Corp.

'CompoDay'Monday
At Texas
Fair
Dallas, Oct. 2. — The Texas State
Fair has designated Monday as
"Texas COMPO Day" in "honor of
a great industry," James Stewart,
executive vice-president and general
manager of the fair, disclosed here.
The fair, which will open Saturday,
runs through Oct. 19.
In designating a day for the state's
Council of Motion Picture Organizations, Stewart listed many of the
benefits offered by the industry and
derived by the state from, motion
picture theatres. Among those listed
were :
"Approximately 3,500,000 persons
go to films in Texas every week,
attending 1,485 conventional and 375
drive-in theatres. These theatres employ more than 15,000 people, and
their combined weekly payroll is more
than $650,000.
"The average price of admission
to a Texas theatre is only 36 cents.
Since most of these theatres show
single features and the average program, lasts two hours and eight minutes,
Texans are enjoying
the 17world's
finest entertainment
for only
cents
an hour."

Stolkin

Succeeds

Depinet

{Continued from page 1)
the syndicate ; Gordon Youngman, a
member of the New York and Los
Angeles law firm of Bautzer, Grant,
Youngman and Silbert, and William
Gorman, an associate of Stolkin's.
W. H. Clark, RKO Pictures
treasurer, was the only member
of the old board reelected.
Those going off the board, in
addition to Depinet and Dietrich, were: Robert Mochrie,
vice-president and general sales
manager; J. Miller Walker,
secretary and former general
counsel, Francis O'Hara and
Hughes.
The company's announcement covered only the board and executive
changes in RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.,
which is the producing and distributing subsidiary of RKO Pictures Corp.,
parent company. Absence of any reference in the statement to changes in
the board of the parent company was
ascribed unofficially to technical reasons. A formal explanation could not
be obtained as all officials of the company, both new and old, repaired to
the 21 Club for a reception following
yesterday's
meeting and were
not availablebusiness
to reporters.
Meet Press Today
The new slate will meet press representatives today at a reception at
Toots Shor's restaurant.
It was also announced that the
Bautzer, Grant, Youngman and Silbert law firm was appointed counsel
for the company in California, succeeding the firm of Mitchell, Silberberg and Knupp. That change will not
be effective until next Dec. 31, it was
stated, and the latter firm also will
conclude litigation being handled by it
which still is pending after that date.
In addition, it was announced that
Sidney Korshak, Chicago attorney
who also participated in the Stolkin
negotiations with Hughes, had been
retained as labor counsel for RKO
Radio.
No Other Changes

exchanges and at the studio. It is
hoped, the statement said, that all
"major" changes may be consummated
in the "very
future."
Look near
to the
Future
The statement then said that the
problem of "the use of television as
a film outlet" will be determined "with
unprejudiced minds which will seek
solutions looking to the future unto the :past."
Text boundofby any
the dedication
statement follows
"The problems of the company are
manifold and extremely difficult but
not insoluble or insurmountable. The
job at hand is a careful screening of
all executives in the sales and distribution offices. This will be done immediately and on a daily basis in the
hope that all major changes may be
determined and consummated within
the very near future. Thereafter, a
similar job will be undertaken in the
exchanges and at the studio. From
this reshuffling the rebuilding process
will go forward, perhaps not with the
speed that those who do not have the
job to do like but with all the speed
that thoughtful, unhurried judgment
will allow.
"While production of new film
is of major importance, because
it is so important, deals for
product and personnel will
proceed slowly and carefully.
The studio problems cannot
and will not be solved overnight.

"Problems that have plagued the
industry as a whole for a long time,
such as the use of television as a film
outlet, will be approached, analyzed,
and determined with unprejudiced
minds which will seek solutions look
ing to the future unbound by any
dedication to the past, and such solutions which seem the best answer for
the benefit of the corporation will be
adopted. Speculation as to the ultimate results of such approach is futile.
There has been no predetermination
thereof.
"It is and will be impossible to
listen to, deny, or comment on all
No other executive changes or ap- the rumors and gossip that flow from
pointments were announced, leaving a a change such as this. Stockholders,
and the public to the ex
number of question marks in the ex^ employees,
ecutive set-up of RKO Radio as well tent that it has any proper interest
therein, will be promptly notified by
as RKO Pictures Corp.
the board of directors of the corpora
Perhaps referring to that circum
lion as soon as further changes of
stance,
"message
employes,"
text of a which
was toincluded
in the
the
policy or personnel are decided upon."
Was With RKO Before
company's press statement, said :
"Of necessity, a number of
Youngman, one of the new board
executive changes will be made
members, is a former vice-president
to bring in and promote youth
and general counsel of RKO Pictures.
with its vitality, fresh approach
He was transferred from New York
and aggressive thinking.
to the studio by Hughes and resigned
Changes below the executive
from the company early last year to
level will be kept to a minijoin the Gregson Bautzer law firm in
Hollywood. Grant also has been identified with the industry for many years
The message to employes also said
as attorney for David Selznick and
thatmum."
"It is not their (the purchasers)
Pickford and until recently was
intent, and they do not believe it the aMary
member of the board of Columbia
Pictures.
desire of the majority of the stockholders, to liquidate or destroy.
Rather, the objective is to revitalize
and build.
May 1 Controls Cut
{Continued from page 1)
"A realistic approach," the message
continued, "must recognize the company's large losses and the urgent allowed except minimum amounts for
need for sure steps to stem and turn maintainance, repair and operating
work. In addition to the self-authorpress statement announced that
izations under the new order, wouldtheThetide."
an immediate screening of all execu- be theatre builders can now apply for
tives in the "sales and distribution NPA allotments of additional amounts
offices" will be undertaken and will of the three metals with much better
be followed by "a similar job" in the chances of success than heretofore.

{Continued from page 1)
experience as a production executive
in Hollywood, said the overtures came
from Stolkin
a "purported
the
group. representative"
He declined of
to
give any further details, explaining
that, asriousyet,
thereonhasthenotoffer.
been any sediscussion
Dozier's experience encompasses the
post of general production aide to the
vice-president in charge of production
of RKO in 1944. Two years later he
joined Universal-International as vicepresident and associate head of production. His association with CBSTV began in Oct., 1951.
The approach to Dozier is the second such move made by representatives of the Stolkin group. Jerry Wald
was approached recently by Sherrill
Corwin, a member of the Stolkin
group.
Upholds Lobby Firm
A Supreme Court ruling has upheld
the claim of the Lobby Display Frame
Corp. to compel Nat Steinberg of
the Square Theatre, Bronx, to defend
in court an action based on a judgment for $6,750 against the Westchester Square Theatre Corp.
STATEMENT REQUIRED BY THE ACT
OF CONGRESS
OF AUGUST 24,
1912, AS AMENDED
BY THE
ACTS OF MARCH 3, 1933,
AND
JULY
2, 1946
(Title 39, United States Code,
Section 233) SHOWING THE
O'WNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT AND CIRCULATION.
Of Motion Picture Daily, published daily
(except Saturdays, Sundays and holidays),
at
1952.New York, New York, for October 1,
1. The names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, and business
managers are: Publisher, and Editor-inChief, Martin Quigley, 1270 Sixth Ave.,
New York City; Editor, Sherwin Kane,
1270 Sixth Avenue, New York City; Managing Editor, Sherwin Kane, 1270 Sixth
Avenue, New York City; Business Manager,
J. Sullivan, 1270 Sixth Avenue,
New YorkTheo. City.
2. The owner is: (if owned by a corporation, its name and address must be stated
and also immediately thereunder the names
and addresses of stockholders owning or
holding one per cent or more of total
amount of stock. If not owned by a corporation, the names and addresses of the
individual owners must be given. If owned
by a partnership or other unincorporated
firm, its name and address, as well as that
of each individual member, must be given.)
Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., 1270
Sixth Avenue, New York City; Martin J.
Quigley, 1270 Sixth Avenue, New York
City; nue,
Gertrude
Quigley,
1270Quigley,
Sixth AveNew York S.City;
Martin
Jr.,
1270 Sixth Avenue, New York City.
3. The known bondholders mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding one per cent or more of total amount of
bonds, mortgages, or other securities are:
(If there are none, so state.) None.
4. Paragraphs 2 and 3 include, in cases
where the stockholder or security holder
appears upon the books of the company as
trustee or in any other fiduciary relation,
the name of the person or corporation for
whom such trustee is acting; also the
statements in the two paragraphs show the
affiant's full knowledge and belief as to
the circumstances and conditions under
which stockholders and security holders
who do not appear upon the books of the
company
trustees, other
hold stock
ities in aas capacity
than and
that securof a
bona
fide
owner.
5. The average number of copies of
each issue of this publication sold or distributed, through the mails or otherwise, to
paid subscribers during the twelve months
preceding
shownfrom
abovedaily,
was:weekly,
(This
informationtheis date
required
semi-weekly and tri-weekly newspapers
only.) 5,322.
(Signed) Theo. Business
J. Sullivan,
Manager
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
29th day of September, 1952.
(seal) Rose W. Hornstein.
(My commission expires March 30, 1953.)
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everywhere
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"Singin'

M'-G-M presents Lana Turner
as "THE MERRY WIDOW"
co-starring Fernando Lamas
with Una Merkel • Richard
Haydn • Thomas Gomez • Color
by Technicolor • Screen Play
by Sonya Levien and William
Ludwig • Based on the Operetta
Written by Composer Franz
Lehar and Authors Victor Leon
and Leo Stein • Directed by
Curtis Bernhardt • Produced by
Joe Pasternak
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Motion

Eidophor
'Snows'

Says Italian Films'
Popularity Rising

and

Cited

Twentieth Century-Fox' Eidophor,
the large-screen color television proc"The
ess, and Darryl F. Zanuck's
are featured
Snows of Kilimanjaofro"
Life magazine.
in the Oct. 6 issue
The publication, which hits the
newsstands today, devotes two illustrated pages to the television process
which was demonstrated recently. A
full-color photograph showing an
audience watching an experimental
Eidophor program and a diagram explaining how the system brings stage
images to theatre screens illustrate
the text.
"The Snows of Kilimanjaro" is
pregiven three picture pages. They
sent the story line of the color in
Technicolor adaptation of Ernest
Hemingway's short story. Stars Gregory Peck, Susan Hayward and Ava
Gardner are pictured in key scenes
from the story in the layout dramatizing how Hollywood adapts a Hemingway work.

Map

Engineers

Will

Technical

Advances

Hollywood, Oct. 2. — Approximately 100 to 150 industry engineers
who serve on Society of Motion Picn Engineers' techniand Televisio
will confer on ways to
calturecommittees
improve theatre exhibition of films
through better sound, screen brightness, improved film laboratory practices and release print inspection, at
the forthcoming 72nd semi-annual
convention in Washington all next
week, stated Peter Mole, president of
SMPTE, prior to his leaving here
for the meetings.
The committee meetings, 14 in all,
will be open to the press and to others
in the trade who have interest in the
subjects. All will be arranged by
Hank Kogel, SMPTE staff engineer
from the New York office.
Scheduled subjects are the following, with other meetings also on the
film projection practice, unagenda:
der the direction of Ralph Heacock
of RCA ; screen brightness, led by
Wallace Lozier of National Carbon,
and theatre engineering, conducted
by Jack Servies of National Theatre
Supply.
Zukor

Feted

Oct.

Picture

6

By Midwest
Owners
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the
board of Paramount Pictures, will be
paid tribute at a luncheon to be given
him by more than 100 Midwestern exhibitors on Oct. 6 at the Bismarck
Hotel, Chicago.
Zukor and other Paramount home
office executives will also attend the
company's
three-day division sales
managers meeting.
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Daily

Chi.
Show

Tax

Collections

Summer

Gains

Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)

Chicago, Oct. 2.— The city of
within the next few days advice re"Italian pictures are constantly inChicago's
three per cent city
creasing in popularity in the United
garding "theFrench
best time"
for him
to aramusement tax collections for
rive in the
capital
to reopen
States," Eric Johnston, president of
September (on August rethe Motion Picture Association of
negotiations for a new Franco- Americeipts) reflect the upsurge of
can film pact. Negotiations between
America, declared in a letter to Winbusiness experienced by theFrench and U. S. government officials
throp W. Aldrich, honorary chairman
atres here from midsummer
collapsed a few weeks ago.
to Italian Films Week"
of "Salute
Unless such advice bespoke genuine
to Labor Day, showing an inwhich
will begin on Monday.
crease of approximately 20
urgency,
Johnston said, he would not
Johnston will honor Nicola De Pirper cent over the previous
make the trip until the arbitration sitItaly's; Entermonth's collections (on July
general
ro, director tainment
uation had been settled to the satisfacIndustryofBureau
Eitel
receipts).
tion of all parties to the drafting.
Monaco, president of the National
September collections this
Association of the Motion Picture
The the
presidents'
meeting
solve
problem of
dividingfailed
amongto
year were $93,939, a drop of
and Allied Industries of Italy and of
roughly 10 per cent from the
their companies the 59 Japanese imItalian Films Export, and other memport permits which have been allocated
corresponding month last
bers of the delegation of film stars,
to them for the second half of the fisyear, when collections were
directors and executives who arrive
cal year ending next March. They
$104,868. The year to date also
this weekend from Rome at a lunchdecided to tackle the problem again at
shows a drop of 10 per cent
eon at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel
a meeting scheduled for Oct. 14, if,
with collections down about
on Tuesdav.
in the meantime, efforts to get the
$76,000 from 1951 to $758,000
In his letter to Aldrich, the MPAA
Japanese to raise the allotment to 63,
in
1952.
Part
of
this
drop
unhead who is a member of the "Salute
doubtedly is due to a large
the first half's quota, do not meet with
Week" sponsoring committee, said :
number of theatre closings in
success.
"It is a pleasure to greet the ItaCol. Richard T. McDonnell, MPAA
1951 and early 1952.
lian motion picture industry on the
foreign remittances expert, was reoccasion. Italian producers are makported to be en route to Tokyo where
ing pictures that Americans audiences
he
will
join with Irving Maas, Molike.
. tion Picture Export Association offiEnrollment
Heavy
"Good pictures are good for everycial, in pressing for the higher allotone. They are good for the producer,
ment. Maas has been in Tokyo
wherever he lives, and they are good
several weeks.
for his competitors as well. Good For Rogers Drive
The presidents were informed by
pictures bring audiences into the theaJohnston, who previously conferred
Enrollments of individual theatres with government officials in Washingtres, just as poor pictures keep people
away from theatres. Good pictures and circuits in the Will Rogers Mem
ton, thatisWestern
enrich the ' cultural experience and orial Hospital collection-can campaign position
at presentEurope's
at a low economic
ebb and
the enjoyment of movie-goers every- have now passed the 3,000-mark, na- the outlook is not bright. Johnston
tionally, according to drive officials did not refer specifically to theatre
The mark was topped by the addition business prospects in Europe, but his
MGM
Will Distribute of Schine's 91 houses. Other new listeners were not optimistic about
where."
additions include : The Trueman Rem- them after hearing the MPAA president's over-all report.
Cinema Prod. Film
busch circuit in Indiana, Penn-Para
mount's theatres and the Los Angeles
Hollywood, Oct. 2.— M-G-M will Paramount Theatres.
Johnston reported that MPAA
distribute Cinema Productions' "Main
efforts
to winonrepeal
of Brazil's
100% Circuits Listed
restrictions
American
films
Street to Broadway," CP president
M. A. Lightman told Motion Picture
have
not
been
successful.
He
Circuits
now
enrolled
100
per
cent
Daily on his arrival here for a
said
he
still
intended
to
go
to
in
the
hospital
campaign
include
the
following :
fortnight's conferences with Lester
Rio de Janeiro in the not-tooCowan, who will produce the multiAffiliated Theatres, Basil Enterprises, Bidistant future.
starred feature in cooperation with
jou Amusement Co., Comerford Circuit,
Commonwealth Amusement Corp., Communthe Council of Living Theatre.
The meeting yesterday did not
ity Theatre Circuit, Dipson Theatres. Florida
Lightman said the deal with M- State Theatres, Fox Intermountain Theatres, touch on the reports from Mexico
G-M, which is tantamount to partner- Fox Midwest Circuit, Fox Wisconsin Cirabout time
Mexico's
effortsfilms
to limit
the
ship, was finalized with Nicholas
cuit, Intermountain Theatres, Interstate Cir- City
screening
of foreign
to half
Schenck after conferences resulting
cuit,
Kerasotes
Theatres,
Loew's
Theatres,
of
the
usual
time.
When
questioned
Malco Theain complete agreement on all aspects E. M. Loew Theatre Circuit, Northio
Thea- about this, John G. McCarthy, MPAA
Theatres,
tres,
of the undertaking.
tres, Neighborhood
Paramount Buffalo Theatres, United international division chief, explained
Paramount Theatres, Penn-Paramount Corp.
the lower house of the MexiAlso, RKO Theatres, Rowley-United Thea- that only
can Congress has voted the action,
tres, Schine Circuit, Strand Amusement Co.,
Brooklyn
Theatre
Tenarken- and the Senate has yet to act. Other
of Indiana,
Syndicate Theatres
Paramount
Corp., Warner
Brothers, Yamins
Files Trust Suit
Theatrical Enterprises, Brandt Circuit, Leo sources said there apparently was not
Brecher Theatres Century Circuit, Inter- much chance of heading" off Senate apA triple-damage $375,000 anti-trust boro
Circuit, Randforce Circuit, Walter
proval ofcumbent
the measure,
since the
insuit against eight majors and a number Reade Theatres.
Mexican president,
whose
of exhibitor corporations was filed
term expires on Nov. 30, has backed it.
here in Federal District Court by the
A similar bill was defeated last year
Charben Cinema Corp., which owns 'V Branch Managers when Mexican exhibitors secured a
the Jewel Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
court injunction against it and later
To Tour Coast Studio
mation"
"discri
won a ruling that the measure was und
claime
Jewel
The
by the defendants and complained of
constitutional. The MPAA is exAlbany, N. Y., Oct. 2. — Universal
its inability to procure feature films. is sending branch managers in groups
pected
to
throw
its
weight behind the
The period of its alleged damages of 10 to Hollywood for tours of its exhibitors this time if there is any
runs from Aug. 13, 1951 to the pres- studios, the company here discloses. threat of a reverse decision.
ent, according to the suit. Others Leo Greenfield of Albany is _flyingnamed include Randforce Amusement tomorrow
with the second contingent,
Corp., Metropolitan Playhouses Inc. which will remain on the Coast for
Rantru Operating Corp., and Springer a! week.
Sidney Wins
MGM
Theatres Inc.,
Promotion
Prize
Reports on OMPI Today
An 18-month report on progress
achieved by the Organization of the
Motion Picture Industry of New York
City will be delivered by Fred J.
Schwartz, OMPI executive, at a
meeting of the organization here today. Following the meeting, which
will be held at the Hotel A s t o r.
Schwartz will hold a press conference.

Ticket Tax
(Continued from page 1)

Jack Sidney,
of Loew's
Century
Theatremanager
in Baltimore,
has
been named winner of M-G-M's first
reported by the Bureau have shown a prize
for his campaign
"Promotion- of
of -$500
the - Month"
on
steady annual drop during the past Prize
"When
in
Rome."
The
judges
were
six or seven years
The general admissions category Walter Brooks, conductor of the Motion Picture Herald's Round Table ;
includes taxes on admissions to motion
Tom Kennedy, executive editor of
picture theatres, legitimate theatres,
s Trade Reviezu; and Chesconcerts, sports events and other Shoimncn'
ter Friedman, of Boxoffice.
general amusement events.
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Product

. . .
RKO

Radio

Board

CENTS

Seen

Members

ACCENT on youth program which the Ralph Stolkin
last week said would
ate
syndic
guide it in making executive
changes in RKO Pictures will be
an experience which, if carried to a
conclusion, will be watched with
the utmost interest by every company in the industry.
In recent years, when problem
was added to problem in a seemingly endless succession and it often
to responsible observers
ared
appe
deterthat the industry lacked the
mined leadership and agressiveness
that is commonly associated with
the young, who perhaps have it
because they are untamed by experience, there was a widespread belief that the industry was sorely in
need of new blood.
It was voiced not only by the
"outs" but also by many who were
"in." The criticism that too many
in high places in the industry had
served their best days and there
were too few capable of succeeding
RKO RADIO board members: (Left to right) A. L.
NEW
them
e
replac
to
ng
them or in traini
Koolish, Ralph E. Stolkin, new president of RKO Radio;
ve
entati
repres
at
Grant, chairman of the board and Sherrill Corwin,
heard
Arnold
be
to
was
kinds.
many
of
ngs
who will supervise studio operations. Gregson
meeti
esident
vice-pr
industry
Generally, it appeared to be agreed
Bautzer (right) is a member of the law firm of Bautzer, Grant,
that, at least, the industry had not
Youngman and Silbert, which has been appointed counsel for the
execunew
company in California. Members of the board not appearing in
encouraged promising, given little
tive blood and had
are Edward Burke, Gordon Youngman, William Gorthe photo
man and William Clark.
providing its leadership
thought to
of tomorrow.
New blood in any industry is a
m
good thing but free-running sap te
Meeting
SMPTE
At
the veins is not the only requisi
800
(Continued on page 7)

First

Problem

THE

FCC
UPT,

Bureau
Para.

Calls

Station

'Illegal'
Ownership
Washington, Oct. 5.— The Broadcast Bureau of the Federal Communi-at
cations Commission told the FCC
the weekend that Paramount Pictures
and United Paramount Theatres have
and telebeen operating their lyradio
vision stations illegal and said that
if their licenses were not surrendered
the FCC may have to seek injunctive
relief.
The broadcast bureau also asked
the FCC not to approve the UPT-on
American Broadcasting Co. merger
the grounds that a grant of the merlead to monopolistic patger might
terns within the TV industry.
The broadcast bureau made these
allegations in the proposed findings
relating to the issues involved in the
(Continued on page 7)

Opening

in

Capital

Today

Oct. 5.— The Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers' 72nd' semi-annual convention will open here tomorrow with
a luncheon in the Congressional Room of the Statler Hotel at which
will be Major General George I. Back, Chief Signal
guest speakers
Officer of the United States Army;
Brigadier General Brooke E. Allen,
Commanding General of the Air Pho- Disney,
Goldwyn
tographic and Charting Service, U. S.
Air Force, and Captain A. D. Fraser,
Await RKO
Changes
Chief of Naval Photography.
from
rs
membe
Approximately 800
all parts of the U. S. and several forRoy Disney, president of Walt Diseign countries — a record registration —
ney Productions, at the weekend exweek-long
pressed "shock" at the resignation of
are expected. During the reports
on
convention 93 papers and
Ned E. Depinet as president of RKO
equipment and technical advancement Radio Pictures Corp., but added that
in motion pictures and television will it would be "premature" now to comment on the future relationship of
be presented by leading scientists,
engineers and industry leaders from his company with RKO.
Meanwhile, Ralph Stolkin, the new
, Germany, Canada,
Englan
and
thed,U. France
S.
RKO Radio Pictures president, visited
The new SMPTE president will be and conferred with Samuel Goldwyn,
announced at the luncheon. Newly another leading independent producer
through RKO. Neither
elected officers and governors of the releasing (Continued
on page 7)
(Continued on page 6)
Washington,

By

RKO

Group

Financing , Executive
Plans in Fore, Also
The most pressing problems confronting the new RKO Pictures
owners are product supply and
long-range financing, in that order,
according" to a consensus of views of
members of the Ralph Stolkin syndicate expressed at a press reception
here on Friday.
The company has no plans for
any attempt to buy a block of
completed pictures from another company to tide it over
future months until the studio
again is in full activity, it was
stated. Instead, it will rely on
available product, either new
and unreleased, or reissues to
tide it over what might be an
18-month period when it expects to have a steady flow of
pictures coming from the studio
It was estimated by members of
again. (Continued on page 7)

Distributors have abandoned the proposal that
newsreels be produced in
color, it was learned here
at the weekend.
The reasons given for
dropping the idea were
that it would prove too
costly in light of what
the newsreels earn and
that the mechanical difficulties pose too big a
hurdle .
CHICAGO , Oct. 5. —Three
trust suits brought by the
Wicker Park Amusement Co.
against the major film
companies, Balaban & Katz
Theatres, Warner Brothers
Theatres
and Warner
Brothers Circuit Management were settled out of
court here through negotiations between opposing
attorneys .
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Personal
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Motion

FCC

Sets

Theatre

Picture

Agenda

TV

Monday, October 6, 1952

Daily

For

OMPI

May

Extend

Its Air

Promotions

Hearing
Over

N.Y.

Stations

ARTHUR DE BRA, director of I Washington, Oct. 5.— The Federal
community relations of the Mo- Communications Commission over the
Further tie-ups with other radioTells Allied
Organization of
tion Picture Association of America, week-end made formal announcement Myers
TV stations by the
Motion Picture Industries here m
and Martorie Dawson, assistant di- of the time and place for the Oct. 20
ing good motion pictures, simrector on Friday will address the hearing on the engineering- and ac- TOA
publiciz
Meet Tailed'
ilar to the current three-program deala
phases of the theatre televi
Films' Councils of Chicago and De- counting
with National Broadcasting, are
sion case.
troit, respectively.
Washington, Oct. 5.— In a special
•
This portion of the hearing is not
definite possibility in the near future,
Allied' ins it was revealed by OMPI chairman
forthn plans
month
next for
conventio
national setting
Lt Col. Vincent G. Hart, who for expected to last over a week, with the bulletin
Friday.
ation
10 years headed the Eastern office of major portion of the case to be pre Chicago, Abram F. Myers, Allied Fred Schwartz, after his organiz
on
s
counsel,
member
general
or
and
exhibit
to
chairman
Com
d
The
board
reporte
Code for the former sented beginning Jan. 12'.
the Production
Motion Picture Producers and Dis- mission noted that the Oct. 20 session
leadon'scountry
organizati
ers in various theparts
of the
tributors of America, will be awarded would cover only direct testimony has cautioned
No Deals Yet
Janu_the
to
off
put
ioning
cross-quest
|
outfor
the de°ree of Doctor of Laws
he said conwhich
pitfalls
the
against
of the hearing. The ComSchwartz emphasized that no comtributed tothe "failure" of the Theatre
standing Americanism, at St. Bona- ary portion
mission asked that a list of witnesses
venture University,• on Saturday.
mitments had been made but that innational
recent
Owners of inAmerica's
and a summary of their testimony be convention
terest had been evinced by other air
Washington.
general reaction
filed by Oct. 9.
Myers said the TOA convention chains. He said the
Edward L. Hyman, United ParaAttorneys for the Motion Picture was a "fiasco" and that "the whole
on the
"plugs"
mount Theatres vice-president, and asnute
the five-mi
to
Skitch Henderson, Herb Sheldon, and
of America and the Nasistants Bernard Levy and Al Sicig- Association
because
up"
blew
program
advertised
tional Exhibitors Theatre Television of "TOA's weak and vacillating pernano, will be in Buffalo today, from
Conrad Nagel daily programs was exhere.
Committee, who will present the intremely favorable. Within the next
formance" at that time in handling
dustry's coordinated case to the Com- "the larger issues — arbitration, the week or two the theatres involved will
mission, have estimated that there will
start showing a trailer with every
Universal short
Sochin,
Irving
16mm. case and the tax campaign."
dozen
a
than
less
be
probably
|
Wrote Myers: "We do not gloat program plugging the programs and
subjects sales manager, left here last
ses at he ct. 0 hase. hese
night for a trip through the Midwest will innescludte aOmong 2 thpe engineTering
display posters doing likewise.
'national'
TOA's
An unfriendly press, quick to print
over the failure
and South.
nor doof we
delight
in its
e, tuart convention,
es
•
witness
Earl Sponabl
S
film
industry stories without checking
present
difficulties.
On
the
contrary,
Bailey, Andrew Inglis and a witness
of facts, caused the forDavid Lipton, Universal advertis- on tubes. In addition, there will be we sincerely smpathize with those in- the accuracy
mation of the organization. Its policy
dependent exhibitors who joined TOA
witing-publicity vice-persident, is due to several occounting witnesses.
arrive here from the Coast on
in good faith and relied on it for pro- of only checking facts without attempting to sway opinion is said to
Wednesday.
tection. Their disillusionment follow•
'Price Quotations'
ing the fiasco in Washington must be
conthe organization's
for existence.
The membership
The FCC included in its list of mat- very great. Perhaps it is just as well account tinued
John P. Byrne, M-G-M Eastern
is
comprised
of
exhibitors
and
the
ters on which it expects to hear testi- so few of them were on hand to witsales manager, will be in Buffalo toMPAA.
Close
touch
has
been
mainfrom
York.
New
day
mony "price
quotations"
from the
tained with the Council of Motion
dismal that
proceedings."
•
American
Telephone
and Telegraph
Heness the
added
Allied now has a
Picture Organizations.
Company.
It
said
the
list
had
been
"great opportunity and a grave reSam Shain, Council of Motion PicOMPI has provided the information
tentatively outlined" by MPAA and
ture Organizations field officer, will be NETTC
sponsibility" to see that it stages "a on films for use in the NBC-NBT
in
their
joint
petition,
filed
in Buffalo today from New York.
last summer, requesting an early date truly
The great
Allied
convention plans, ac- tie-up ; special care has been taken to
convention."
case.
_
the
of
phase
plug only pictures of merit.
the technical
"contemplate
Donald A. Henderson, 20th Cen- for
ofto Myers,
set speeches
and amplea
At that time attorneys and engineers minimum cording
Intentions of holding the longtury-Fox secretary-treasurer, is vaca- for NETTC and MPAA expected that time for open discussion. Instead of planned Grand Central Palace expositioning this week.
tion were proclaimed by Schwartz.
A. T. and T. would be able to supply another of those boring first sessions
with a lot of hot air from the dais, The contemplated date is Dec. 1953
the data by Oct. 20.
Last week, however, A. T. and T. there will be only a short prayer, the for when a commitment is held on the
Paramount
Chicago
said it would be unable to supply the Mayor's address of welcome and the Palace. However, this will be discussed at the next seminar in January
information before the end of the year. keynote address. The session will then
or
February
and it is hoped that plans
NETTC attorney Marcus Cohn said adjourn so that the exhibitors can atSales Meet Opens
tend the (trade practice film) clinics. may be finalized thereafter.
over the week-end that the theatre
television attorneys would inform the In this way they can become acExposition Plans
Commission of the delay on the part
. Chicago, Oct. 5.— A. W. Schwal
quainted,-can 'loosen up' and gain the
plans originally called
berg, president of Paramount Film of A. T. and T. and that they would necessary confidence to plunge into the forExposition
the transporting from Hollywood
Distributing Corp., will preside at the present the A. T. and T. data during discussion at the next general session."
of actors, technicians and equipment
the January phase of the hearing.
special three-day division sales mana
for public display. The idea was to
ger meeting that opens at the Bis
Among the other points on which
inform the public of the various opermarck
Hotel here tomorrow. The the Commission said it expects to hear Bezel Now
Operates
ations involved in producing and dismeeting will be devoted to a. discussion testimony
tributing motion pictures and produce
were : technical require- Branch in Chicago
ments
and
standards
for
theatre
teleof the company's sales and merchan
more
goodwill
thereby.
Chicago, Oct. 5.— Albert Dezel todising plans for forthcoming product. I vision ; sample
theatre television
OMPI
is
participating
in the curmorrow
will
start
operating
the
Division managers who will attend I microwave distribution systems ; mat
rent campaign against the admission
include J. J. Donohue, Central ; A. M. ters relating to the accounting phase Lippert exchange here. Contracts were tax. Morton Sunshine of the ITOA
executed between Dezel and Eid Baum- and D. John Philips, of MMPTA
Kane, South Central ; Howard Min- 0f the theatre television hearing,
representing Lippert Produc- licity.
sky, Mideastern; Hugh Owen, EastThe FCC said the hearing would be garten, tions.
Harris Dudelson remains as have been in charge of OMPI pubern-Southern ; George
A.
Smith, held before the Commission en ban
Western,
and Gordon
Livingstone, |and would open at 10 A.M. on Oct. 20 district manager for Lippert, supervising the Midwest territory, and will
Canadian general manager.
of the National MuHome office officials who will be in the seumauditorium
also have charge of the Chicago ex- Harry H. Seal, 63
here.
present include Adolph Zukor, chair
change. Sam Kaplan takes over as
Hollywood, Oct. 5. — Harry Hambooker and office manager and Jack
mond Beal, 63, veteran film publicity,
man of the board; E. K. O'Shea, vice Ambrose Guest of Tent
Rubin has been added to the sales died unexpectedly at home here
president of Paramount Film Distrib
uting Corp. ; Jerry Pickman, vice
Cincinnati,
Oct.- 5. — James S. staff.
Thursday afternoon. One time a leadpresident and director of advertising, (Jimmy) Ambrose will be honor guest
ing independent publicist he had been
publicity and exploitation; Oscar A. at a testimonial dinner to be given by
active in other fields for the past
Traub's
Name
on
Seal
number
of years.
Morgan,
general sales manager of I the Cincinnati Variety Club, Tent No,
Baltimore, Oct. 5. — The name of
short subjects and Paramount News ; I 3, here at the Netherland_ Plaza,
Sid Blumenstock, advertising manager tomorrow, in recognition of his recent Sydney Traub, Maryland State Board
of Motion Picture Censors chairman,
and assistant to Pickman; Robert J. promotion from local Warner Broth- has been ordered returned to the cen- Snaper Press Confab
Wilbur Snaper, president of national
Rubin, assistant to Barney Balaban ; ers branch manager to district mansor board seal after it had been Allied, today will hold a trade press
and Monroe R. Goodman, executive ager. He will continue to make his omitted since last July.
conference at his office here.
assistant to Schwalberg.
I headquarters here.
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Trial
Suit

- Loew's

- RKO
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in $15,000,000
in

3

Months

triple-damage antiThe $15,000,000Chesap
eake Industries
trust suit which
in
''formerly Pathe Industries) filed
U S. District Court here against
Loew's and RKO Theatres will come
to trial in three months, according
to William C. MacMillen, Jr., Chesapeake president.
The action, filed over a year ago,
charged that the defendants conspired
to exclude independently-produced
pictures from the Metropolitan New
York market. Pathe Industries was
at the time the parent company of
Eagle Lion Classics, distributor of
independently-produced films, whose
physical assets were acquired in the
interim by United Artists.
MacMillen said that pre-trial hearings have been completed so far as
Chesapeake is concerned. Whether
depositions will be sought between
now and the end of the year by the
defendants remains to be seen.
Raibourn

Sees

Bright

3

Daily

"The Stooge"
(Wallis-Paramouiit)
Hollyivood, Oct. 5
THIS vehicle for the dynamic Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis duo happens to
have beeiTmade before some of their pictures that hold house records
that's no reason why it shouldn't better even
country, butmarks.
throughout
As a matter of fact, it has more of story
Martin-Lewis
standing the
the
and a deal more of heart than the boys' later productions, and these points
could make a difference in the attitude of the middle-aged toward these young
men's robust talents, if that attitude isn't already perfect. It is a favorable
circumstance, too, that the picture is beneficiary of a more orthodox structure
and development than some of their others, with the result that it builds more
steadily and satisfyingly from a relatively moderate beginning to a powerful
finish in which a tear divides importance with the laughs. The attraction is as
nearly failure-proof as a picture can be.
Eight songs from various sources are handled in the course of a story (by
Fred F. Finklehoffe and Sid Silvers, scripted by Finkelhoffe and Martin
Rackin) of the days when vaudeville was in its prime and playing the Palace
for Ziegfeld
was the professional's loftiest ambition, unless it were starring
in a Follies. The story has Martin marrying Polly Bergen at the opening and
setting out to do a single in vaudeville, against the advice of his agent and
(Lewis)
former partner. He flops, and is persuaded to pick up a song-plugger
to be used as a stooge in the audience. (With Martin using an accordion m
his singing act, this gets to look very similar to the Phil Baker routine, but
that does it no damage.) From this start the story follows plausible and
logical lines, with Lewis faithfully sticking to Martin through adversity and
fame despite Martin's neglect, until each comes into his own finally in an
all-around happy ending. Marion Marshall,cast.Eddie Mayehoff, Richard Erdman
and Frances Bavier lead the supporting
The attraction appears certain to add another box-office smash to producer
successes, and it is a notoble directorial credit for
B. Wallis'
Hal
Taurog.long list of
Norman
ion. Release date
time, 100 minutes. General audience classificat
William R. Weaver
notRunning
set.

Future for Cinerama
Paul Raibourn, Paramount Pictures
vice-president, who on Sept. 12 told
the Centennial of Engineering Symposium in Chicago concerning Cinerama that "public response in revenue
Wife's Best Friend'
(20th Century-Fox)
as compared with costs incurred will "My
determine the final acceptance of the
R and MacDonald Carey are the stars of this amusing
idea," at the weekend declared in New ANNE BAXTE
around the novel situation in which a husband confesses to
built
comedy
York that he considers the triple-prowith her best friend several years before, because the
affair
slight
t" sys- his wife a
ensional "effec
to
three-dimically
jection,econom
feasible for crash.
plane carrying them to a wedding anniversary vacation seems destined
tem to be
y.
the motion picture industr
The engine trouble that caused the plane to turn back is remedied before
Cinerama was introduced to. the
the
at
public last Tueseday evening
the safe landing and wife Baxter, a domineering shrew, goes into a ragingBroadway Theatre here.
outside of a few
assures her that "nothing happened"
silence although Carey Catherine
McLeod is unaware of the damaging revelaMartinis Best friend
tion and when Miss Baxter becomes sickeninglv noble and forgives everyone
, Miss McLeod suffers barbed taunts and Miss Baxter twice spills
13 U-I Exploitation coffee
ceaselessly
on her hand.
Richard Sale directed with an eye toward broad comedy which should
on 'Willie'
Men
Thirteen exploitation representatives please some audiences. There are fantasy sequences in which Miss Baxter
have been assigned by Universal-In- thinks herself Joan of Arc, a medieval slaving wife, and character switches
with
ternational to help promote "Willie accordingly. While this ensues Carey tries to put over a lumber deal
plain
the
as
Baxter
Miss
in
Erickson.
Leif
Front"
re"
the
"millionai
te
At
sophistica
cash-needing
and Joe Back
key dates when it opens Coast to wife almost ruins the deal but when she becomes her sophisticated, wellCoast on Oct. 15. Included are Ben dressed self the deal is consummated.
Katz, Robert Ungerfeld, A. Mike
When Carey and Miss McLeod get caught in a rainstorm and go to his
Vogel, Guy Biondi, John McGrail, house to change clothes separately, the wife catches them as Carey emerges
Ben Hill, Julian Bowes, Duke Hickey, from the shower wearing a bathrobe and Miss McLeod is putting on stockings
David Pollard, Maurice (Bucky) Miss Baxter assumes the worst, quarrels vulgarly with her best friend and
Harris, Ed Borgan, William Gandall takes up with Erickson. The final complication has Miss Baxter leaving for a
and Joe Blaufox.
with Erickson but changing her mind, only to come back to an empty
The film is slated to play more weekend She
traces Carey to a sanitarium, and he happily accepts her back.
house.
than 1,000 dates in the 30-day period
Robert Bassler produced and Isobel Lennart wrote the screenplay, based
starting Oct. 15.
The story sometimes becomes conon a story by John Briard Harding. by
the fine performances of the stars
fusingly serious but is usually overcome
Casey Adams and Miss
Kellaway
Cecil
Wolfe Story
Manny
and a "supporting cast headed byBavier,
Mary Sullivan, Martin Milner and
includes Frances
that
McLeod,
Billie Bird.
,
.
_
_ x ,
Editor for Small
October
For
ation.
Hollywood, Oct. 5.— Manny Wolfe
Running time, 87 minutes. General audience classific
has been named story editor for Ed- release.
ward Small Productions. He was formerly story editor and head of the
Texas
Compo
In
writing staff at Paramount and subse- Army
for
t
or
pp
Su
quently at RKO Radio.
'Ivanhoe' Drive
Wolfe will primarily scout material 'Rifle' Premiere
mer"Ivanho
5.— is
Oct.
Dallas, chandising
in Texas
being e"handled
Springfield, Mass., Oct. 5— The
supits
ng
lendi
is
Army
s
State
d
Astor Books Unite
Boston
jointly by M-G-M, the Council of
ng- Motion Picture Organizations and
"Spri
ere ofprodu
premi
world
to the
portfield
ction
lor
erCo
Rifle," Warn
National Screen. Circuit heads and
'Hans' on Pre-release
advertising directors have pledged
Phyllis ThaxCooper, at
Gary
ing
starr
ol
the Capit
Samuel Goldwyn's Technicolor pro- ter and David Brian,
complete support in the merchanising
duction "Hans Christian Andersen" Theatre here Tuesday evening. The of the film.
TheaAstor
has been booked into the
will begin regular performM-G-M exWillie,
Raymondploitation
tre in Boston for a pre-release en- pictureances at the Capitol and Art theatres
director forJr.,
the Southwest,
gagement starting Dec. 26, James A. on the following day. A contingent announced the details at a special
Mulvey, president of Samuel Goldwyn of stars will participate in the ceremonies.
productions, announced.
luncheon. '

Lists Kodak as 50Yr. Dividend-Payer
Eastman Kodak is listed in
the 50th anniversary number
of Financial World as a memof stocks
on the Club"
New
ber of the listed
"Fifty-Plus
York Stock Exchange or New
York Curb Exchange that
have paid dividends for 50
years or more. According to
the list, which cites 81 common stocks, Eastman has
been paying dividends since
1902.
The company is said to have
increased its stockholders
from 39,014 to 69,510 and its
employes from 21,100 to 49,400
in the 20 years from 1931 to
1951.

Skouras
10th

Honored

on

Anniversary

Honoring Spyros P. Skouras, on
his 10th anniversary as president of
20th Century-Fox, and wishing him
a bon voyage on the eve of his trip
to the Far East and Australia, 20th
Century-Fox executives feted the
company
Fridayoffice.
at a luncheon held head
at theon home
The luncheon also served as an
advance bow to Skouras whose name
will be given to the week of Oct. 1218 in the key period of the company's
current "Branch Managers' Testimonial," annual sales drive salute to
the exchange heads by distribution
department personnel.
Skouras departed for the Far East
Friday evening on a trip which will
take him to the West Coast, then to
Honolulu and Tokyo, before visits
to the Far East and the Antipodes.
He is expected to be away at least
five weeks.
On his tour Skouras will survey
company interests and confer with
exhibitors and government officials
on strengthening film industry ties
with the United States.
Attending the luncheon on Friday
were W. C. Michel, Murray Silverstone, Al Litchtman, Charles Einfeld,
Donald Henderson, W. C. Gehring,
Toseph Pincus, Emanuel Silevrstone,
Edwin W. Aaron, Arthur Silverstone,
Spyros Skouras, Jr., Plato Skouras,
Allan Freedman, Edmund Reek, Peter
Levathes, Edward Cohen, Ulric Bell,
Leslie AVhelan, Roger Ferri, ; Otto
Koegel, and Earl Sponable.

20th- Fox's

Zanuck

'Plugs' 'Paleface'
Paramount's "Son of Paleface,"
starring Bob Hope, Jane Russell,
Roy Rogers, and Trigger, gets an
unprecedented "plug" from Darryl F.
Zanuck, vice-president in charge of
production for 20th Century-Fox, in
the
zine. October issue of Coronet MagaAs guest reviewer for the publication, Zanuck writes: "A welcome
sequel to the Bob Hope-Jane Russell
satire on the Old West, 'Son of Paleface' adds Roy Rogers to the funmaking. With Bob as the offspring
of a legendary Indian fighter, Jane
as the head of a robber band, and all
hands contributing a laugh a minute,
Paramount has another winner."
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ical Heat Wave"
"Trop
(Republic Pictures) .
by her uncle,
ESTELITA portrays a fiery singer in. a nightclub - owned
Hutton,
Robert
ion.
product
age
han-aver
better-t
this
in
a,
Garralag
Martin
ng data for a doctorate's thesis m
as the handsome college professor gatheri
, as a criminal big shot who muscles
criminal psychology, "anti Grant Withers
his way into a half interest in the club, provide veteran support.

organization who will take office Jan.
1 will be introduced at the Wednesday
night banquet.
At that time also, distinguished
technical leaders will receive the
SMPTE engineers' award, and fellowships will be awarded to 15 members of the,Society.

the passes of Withers and trying to wrest Hutton's attenBetween
his fiancee, Kristine Miller, Estelita sings three songs m pleasant
tions from dodging
and
Recipients of the Society's anstyle. They are "My Lonely Heart and I." "I Want To Be Kissed,
l
successfu
nual award will be: "Progress
the
-follows
nce
performa
Her
You."
to
Happen
Should
"What
a
Medal Award," John I. Crabstyle of the late Lupe Velez. She bounces her way' sthrough
comedy
broad
direction
. 5— It s the melodramatic plot deftly spiced with slapstick. R. G. Springsteen
tree, Eastman Kodak; "David
WASHINGTONg, of Oct
the Society_oi
Sarnoff Gold Medal Award" for
Eall meetin
going rapidly."
pace
the
keeps
n Enachievement in
When Hutton's naive efforts to quiz criminals, in jail fail, Estelita prevents ; outstanding
Motion . Picture and Teldeviassiowe put
televisipn engineering, Axel G.
newa
that
gineers that's on our min
arotrnd
word
g
his return to college with Miss Miller by spreadin
Jensen, Bell Telephone Laboraiter for this columnei. bio- shot is moving in on the town hoodlums. She fronts as hi.s moll and
paper in typewr
riot
the
at
g
tories; "Samuel L. ,Warner
nin
'gets
and
ation
This convention, ope
imperson
the
over
works a tape recorder while Hutton puts
Memorial Award" for outstandStatler in Washington tomorrow tor much material. He is so successful he is jailed but' released when he promises
ber to turn over the recordings to imprison the crooks.
ing achievement in motion pica five-day run, is the 72nd, a num
red
ture engineering, Herbert T.
wn but comes
that means the Society has figu
show-do
first
the
in
Hutton
by
k.o.'d
lly
accidenta
is
Withers
ory.
hist
e
tur
pic
Kalmus,
Technicolor Motion
ion
mot
In
of
dad.
her
lot
and
a
Miller
in
•
back with new hoods who mistakenly imprison Miss
of
most
and
Withers
chase
rooftop
a
into
evolves
which
n
showdow
the final
Award"
"Journal technical
Picture
for
the Corp.;
outstanding
More than 300 wives of attending his gano- follow the thread unravelling from Estelita's skirt and walk into the
. paper published in the SMPTE
members will have tea at the White police station. Hutton and Estelita clinch for the happy ending.
Journal during the preceding
aid
Lee
Earl
and
n
Krusche
Jack
Bremen,
Lennie
House Wednesday afternoon with
Lubin,
Lou
Max,
Edwin
year, D. I. MacAdam, Eastman
the First Lady of the land. . . • in comedy roles. The story was written by Arthur T. Horman. Sidney Picker
Kodak. Honorable mentions in
Rose Golden, wife of N. D. Golden, was associate producer.
the latter category go to F. C.
government motion picture chiet,
74 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
time,
Running
Williams, Kodak, and to Otto
reare
n
Oct. 1.
and Mrs. Joseph E. Aikethe
H. Schade, RCA.
ladies
sponsible for arranging
also
will
s
wive
Tomorrow afternoon and evening
program. ... The
be feted at a reception to be given
Tuesday morning and afternoon
and
or at the "Strange Fascination"
by the Greek Ambassad
sessions
'dealing .with television equipn.
rnoo
afte
ay
(Columbia
Pictures)
•
:
'
■/"
,
Embassy Frid
•
which
aft.
drama
ssive
unimpre
this
d
ment
and technique "will be held. At
produce
and
d
directe
has
HUGO HAAS
for an umntellec- the luncheon Wednesday afternoon
passion
whose
pianist
an
Europe
d
talente
led
a
ashand
stars
he
has
who
A.
C.
Keller
of Bell Telephone, will
of
Bill Kunzmann,
tual night club dancer causes his undoing. The emphasis is on the tragedy
beety
speak
on
high-speed
photography.
Soci
Cleo
the
d
e
endowe
alt conventions sinc
the romance ot the middle-aged pianist for the physically amply
farewell appearcharacgan is making histhis
half his age, but Haas' screenplay does little to evolve
week. _ He is Moore, whoterization-is
ance in that role
ormake the story credible.
Naivith
retiring from his positron
Revenue
Bureau
-Haas' talent and personality attract wealthy widow Mona Barrie ■who
<f
tional Carbon as well as
all
m to the United States to further his career. He is progressively
l
brinoVhi
nt. {Wel
convention vice-preside
)
successful in the concert field until he meet,s and marries the blonde Miss Lists Tax Refunds
be missing you, Bill.
•
setMoore His jealousy of his wife and fate combine to cause Haas various
sponsorship Evenand
friendship
Barries
Miss
.of
loss
the
including
backs,
Another familiar face at Society
his hand for $10U,U0U
tually his wife leaves him and Haas' effort to mangle
Washington, Oct. 5.— The Bureau
egger of In- insurance
him a crippled, piano-playing bum on the Bowery. of Internal Revenue has issued a list
leaving
fails,
conventions, H. F. Heid
to
ternational Projector is on) hand
and
film
the
t
An abundant amount of concert pieces are played throughou
of companies in the industry which
handle the motion picture projection,
of Miss Moore
proceedings are also aided by the eye-arresting presence
the
ment.
equip
during the 1951-52 fiscal year got acKaren
Vallin
Rick
with capable aides and fine
are
cast
tion on claims for relief from taxes
and the acting of Miss Barrie. Also in the
If you like the pictures he projects, Sharpe, Marc Krah, Genevieve Aumont, Maura Murphy, and Patrick Holmes. levied under the World War II excess
Eric
the
of
gh
thank Jack McCullou
Running time, 80 minutes. Adult audience classification. September profits tax. The claims were all based
son Yorke.
Johnston office andjn,±Emer
.release.
...
on a contention that the government

with

RAY

GALLO

inA lapel pin of the Society's acsigne is now available tocreditall
s.
member
ed
Those desiring to
purchase one may
do so by sending
a check or money
order for $4 to
thedquSoc
ers;y's
artiet
or,
hea
er
still, pick
bett
conup one atventionthe
this week.
It will be on display at the membership and subscription committee
desk.

Have you seen Bill Kunzmann or
lack Servies about your banquet
ticket yet? . . • Ben Schlanger will
be made a Fellow at the banquet in
n of his many contriburecognitio
tions to theatre design. ... We
hope that at the fall convention
many non-members attending this
one will have become full-fledged
members. Stop by the membership
desk and ask Gerald Badgley how
to go about it. •

// you haven't seen Cinerama yet,
ask Larry Davee of Century Projecfor furtor Corp., or "Buzz" Reeves Walle
rs
Fred
on
tion
informa
ther
cornc
Hazelti
of
en
A. V. Loughr
are pretty proud of
They
tion.
inven
evening
ow
tomorr
poration reports
way reception. . . - And
on the accomplishments and recom- the Broad
mendations ofthe NTSC in the field speaking of Cinerama, Earl V alien
of curtain track
of theatre, color television. . . . East- supplied a special kind
man Korak's new 16mm, projector for
tion. the Broadway theatre presentafor optical and magnetic sound will
be described on Thursday morning
inues
by John R. Rodgers. . . . Proper main- Coast Charity Cont
Hollywood, -Oct. 5. — A large
tenance ofequipment in the fast-developing 16mm. market will be an group of Hollywood stars served as
from Ber- hosts and hostesses at the Holy Faminteresting report to hear
nard A. Cousino Thursday night. . . .
ily Adoption Service Festival today,
' dis- held Sunday at Gilmore Field, it was
John J. Fraynes
And don'tcussionmiss
on Friday evening of the announced by Mrs. Bob Hope who
was general chairman of the charity
dual photomagnetic intermediate studio affair.
recording.

had not allowed the taxpayers sufficiently high excess profits credit.
Subscription
TV
List Firms
Firms
receiving
tax refunds of more
Needed:
McDonald
HolParamount
follow:
than $5,000
lywood Theatre
Corp.,
21,943; Shea
Chicago, Oct. 5.— Hopes for _ the Theatre Corp., $28,823; Parkchester
expansion of theatre television Amusement Corp., $61,610; St. Louis
throughout the country were coupled Orpheum Corp, $28,936; Northwest
with enthusiasm for subscription home Automatic Candy Corp., $14,651;
television in an address by Comman- Michigan Newsreel Co., $9,823; Bufder E. F. McDonald, Jr., president
falo 20th Century, Inc., $16,292; Allof Zenith Radio Corp., owner of the ston Theatres, Inc., $10,861 ; United
$6,256, and PalPhonevision "pay -as -you -see" TV TheatremettoEnterprises,
Theatre Co, $7,518.
system.
McDonald, speaking before a meeting of Zenith distributors at the weekend, said it would be "unfair and
legally impossible to force sports or
other producers to put their important
spectacles on home TV at a financial
disadvantage to themselves.
"Home television is a world's champion wrecker
of box-office
he added,
explaining
thatattendance,"
home TV
cannot reverse the trend until it can
compete with theatres on a pay-perviewer basis with subscription TV.
He said with the advent of subcription TV, promoters and producers
will find it advantageous to put top
events on both home and theatre, TV
so that practically everybody will have
an opportunity to view them.

Says TV Production
In August
High
Washington, Oct. 5. — Production
of television receivers in August of
this year was 171 per cent higher than
production in August of 1951, the
Radio-Television Manufacturers Association said over the week-end.
RTMA said that 397,769 television
sets were manufactured in August of
this year as against 146,705 units in
August of the previous year.
The total number of television sets
produced through August of this year
was set at 2,914,926 by the RTMA.
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(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
s catch-all UPT-ABC merger hearings. regulations," the bureau said, "in con- Events
the group that within three month
nection with the unauthorized transfer
studio
At the same time, Allen B. DuMont
the
at
p
set-u
tive
execu
the
time
of
control
involved in these proceed- Oct. 6-7 — Motion Picture Theatre
fullLaboratories Inc., in its proposed findwill have been determined and
ings
for
which
there appeared to be
Owners of St. Louis, Eastern
ings, asked the commission not to
scalehed.production planning can be
and Southern Illinois
Missouri
launc
the
because
merger
the
approve
annual
meeting,
Chase Hotel, St.
To
grant
the
merger,
the
bureau
no
condonation."
the
ot
rs
membe
Louis.
It was conceded by
merged companies would be in violawould "sow the seeds in the same
tion of the Clayton Anti-Trust Act said,
syndicate that renegotiation of the
fertile grounds from which sprung Oct. 6-10' — Society of Motion Picture
and would be "an overwhelming danRKO Pictures open loan withn Bankand Television Engineers 72nd
monopoly in the Paramount case — ■
ers Trust Co. and the Mello Bank
the publictointerest."
semi-annual convention, Hotel
declaring that the namely, concentration of the producInger toaddition
of Pittsburgh will be necessary. Howtion,
distribution
and
exhibition
phases
and
Statler, Washington.
been
have
companies
t
Paramoun
company's curstated,
waspositi
ever, itcash
theatre television proon isthenot strained and were still operating their stations of network
rent
grams in the hands of a few large Oct. 19-21 — Motion Picture Exhibithe new owners expressed the opinion illegally, the broadcast bureau maintors of Florida annual convention,
companies.
obtain
to
ed
Paratained that neither UPT nor
that the company is qualifi
DuMont
Says
Jacksonville.
much larger bank credits than are
mount "possessed the necessary charOct. 20-22 — Allied Theatres of
available to it now.
licensee."
a
be
to
conduct
acter and
Much of the DuMont proposed findMichigan annual convention, TulIt was made clear by several of the
The bureau's 345 page-findings apler Hotel, Detroit.
Television
ings attacked the commision's August
Paramount
KTLA,
plied
to
foreign
s'
Picture
RKO
that
group will be subjected to close scrudeclaring that the order "pre- Oct. 27-29 — Motion Picture TheaProductions' Los Angeles station ; 1 order,vents afair
income
determination of the recposhing
establis
of
idea
Chicago
tiny with the
Katz'
and
tre Owners of Tennessee, ArkanBalaban
WBKB,
sibilities of increased revenue from TV station; three DuMont Television
ord and perverts the entire record."
sas and Mississippi annual conthe foreign markets.
network stations— WDTE, Pittsburgh, With
the order,
DuMont
said, "the
vention, Hotel Gayoso, Memphis.
commission
chose
to
aid
a
competitor
Present at the press meeting, held at WTTG, Washington, WABD, New
Oct.
27-29
—
Motion Picture IndusWSMB, Paramount Gulf of DuMont" by ignoring 35 years of
Toots Shor's restaurant, were : Stol- York, and New
FM
and
"activities
constituting
anti-trust
vioAM
try
Council
of Canada and naOrleans,
kin, new RKO Pictures president; Theatres,
tional committee of the Motion
stations.
lations"
on
the
part
of
"individuals
and
n
chairma
board
Grant,
Arnold
constituting the top management of
Picture Exhibitors' Association of
Next Step
Canada joint annual conventions,
general counsel ; Sherrill Corwin, vicethe
merged
company."
In
addition,
operaChateau Laurier, Ottawa.
DuMont said, by making a finding of
president and head of studio
KooL
L.
A.
and
Burke
;
tionsEdward
ers'
The next step will be the examin
ly financial difficulty on the. part of ABC
probab
ish, board members and members qf initial decision, which will
in the August 1 order, the commission
the purchasing syndicate ; Gordon come down in about a month. Follow- prejudiced the record.
Tradewise...
out
put
will
sion
ing that the commi
Youngman, attorney and director;
If the commission carries out the
William Gorman of Evansville, Ind., its final decision. Since the commission has indicated that it would like order, DuMont declared, the result
who is the representative on the board
(Continued from page 1)
will be "an arbitrary distortion of
of Ray Ryan, Texas oil operator and a speedy determination on the merger essential
evidence
designed
under
the
member of the syndicate, and William case the period for filing objections
There are young failH. Clark, RKO Pictures treasurer to the proposed findings will probably stated issues solely to qualify the of success.
ures, too.
merged company as a licensee and
and the only member of the old board be quite short.
to be reelected.
The bureau based its charge that would be in disregard for the public
Of late, the industry has been observing the brilliant handling of at
Paramount and UPT were operatStolkin said he would spend
least two important companies by
on the
illegally
stations
Hits
Order
their
ing
approximately half his time in
grounds that although the companies interest."
New York at the home office
sons of its younger generation —
United Artists, headed by Arthur
tary" the
as "involun
characterized
Characterizing
the
order
as
"a
reand the other half in Hollystations
transfer of control of the
traction of the courageous anti-trust
wood. He has no immediate
and United Paramount Theparent company to Para- policy which the commission promul- Krim,
from the
tres, under Leonard Goldenson.
plans to establish residence
mount Pictures Corp. and UPT, the
here. Grant and Burke are
gated one year ago," DuMont declared Both have weathered some very
bureau found the transfer in fact that the
order was "a scheme designed
scheduled to make New York
"voluntary." As such, it pointed out, to white-wash the qualifications of the trying times with a full measure of
their headquarters, devoting
on
the rules set down by the commissi
merged company and foreclose the distinction. While young, the execuvirtually all of their time to the
tive personnel of both companies
for a voluntary transfer have not been thorough investigation to which the
company here. The three will
the transferor or the merged company would ordinarily be was well trained and thoroughly
by
observed
be the most active of the new
transferee.
subjected after January 1953.
experienced in the complexities of
operaDuMont attacked UPT as well, de this sometimes baffling industry
administrative
group in
"The applicant in this proceeding
tions of the company here.
has committed clear and absolute vio- claring that "the record makes it ex when it took over.
doubtful that the management
Members of the syndicate declined
lation of the commission's rules and tremely
The Stolkin group would be wellof the home office of United Para
comment on further executive changes
advised to look for know-how as
mount
Theatres
has
any
desire
to
in RKO Radio, explaining that_ the board of directors last Thursday to
as youth. One is as important
operations of individual executives, RKO ' Radio Pictures, the operating cleanse itself of its dangerous proclivi- well
as the other. And they are not
both in distribution and production,
ties," and adding that UPT's New
rather than to RKO Picwill be studied carefully before deci- subsidiary,
management "failed to sustain always found together.
tures Corp., the parent company, as a York
sions are made either on their reten- consequence of a decision of the new its burden of proving that it has
tion or replacement. The home office
owners to regard the subsidiary as the purged itself of unlawful proclivities." Reade Will Continue
and distribution organization in the important
functioning company and
field, both domestic and foreign, will
Foreign Film Plan
a technical holding com- Disney-Goldwyn
as
parent
the
be surveyed first and every effort will
"Curtain at 8 :40," the program dewhich
its
owes
existence
pany
only^
to
(Continued from page 1)
be made to complete the work in as Securities and Exchange Commission
vised last year by the Walter Reade
short a time as possible, perhaps one requirements.
Theatres to bring key foreign films
Stolkin
nor
Goldwyn,
who
left
for
month, it was stated. Thereafter, a
to smaller communities which norMembers of the syndicate showed
similar survey will be made of studio reluctance to discuss the commitment the Coast at the weekend, would commally could not support such pictures,
ment on the meeting.
operations.
corwill
be
the
loan
to
Hughes
this fall.a part of the circuit's program
Burke will devote particular atten- by Howard
Under
his Andersen"
contract, is
Goldwyn's
poration $8,000,000 if called upon to "Hans
tion to the foreign operations, it was
Christian
believed
Walter Reade Jr. announced that a
do so. They left the impression that
indicated.
it was bound up with supplementary to be committed to RKO, but he has fall series of four evenings of such
conditions and would not be resorted an option to cancel before the next films will be started this month at
Members of the syndicate depicture is due. Presumably, Goldwyn the four theatres which tested the
to under normal circumstances.
clined to be drawn out on the
will await the results of any changes
All
of
the
partners
appeared
agreed
possibilities of the sale of RKO
the Stolkin group will make in its program last year — the Carlton in
Red Bank, N. J., Paramount in Plainthat young blood is desired in the com- distribution organization before tak- field,
Radio's backlog films for teleN. J., Kingston, Kingston, N. Y.,
vision use. They rested on the
pany, with or without experience in
and the Community in Saratoga
motion pictures.
statement issued Thursday
ing any action.
Praises Depinet
"The personal traits that make for
Springs, N. Y.
which said that no pre-detersuccessful administration in one inmination of the question has
Disney
praised
Depinet,
not
only
Contest Promotion Kit
been made and that after
dustry," one said, "are equally useful
in the motion picture industry. The for his successful handling of personA promotional setup designed to
thorough study they will do
nel, but his long leadership in the
same basic, general problems are pres- industry.
what is best for the company
The Disney contract with power campaigns in the $7,500 exand stockholders in the best
hibitor showmanship contest for
ent in allmembers
industry."of the group, other RKO Radio Pictures expires in May
Most
"Something
for the Birds" will be
judgment of minds "unbound by
than Stolkin, Grant and Burke, plan of next year. Disney, who is due to
made
available
shortly by 20th Cenremain
in
New
York
for
the
next
any dedication to the past."
to leave here early this week for their
tury-Fox in an advertising, publicity
Grant explained restriction of the respective headquarters in the West two weeks, may confer with Stolkin
and exploitation kit.
before leaving for the Coast.
and on the Coast.
company's
announcement
of a new
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ORGANIZED WITH THE COOPERATION OF THE
HON. ALBERTO TARCHIAIII#ltalion Ambassador to the United Statei
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WINTHROP W. ALDRICH, Honorary Chairman
RALPH BELLAMY, Pres. Actors Equity • RUDOLPH BING, Director of Metropolitan Opera Association Inc
FLOYD BLAIR, Pres. Philharmonic Symphony Society of N . Y. • DR. CLEMENTE BONIVER, Commercial
Counsellor Italian Embassy • CHARLES BRACKET!", Pres. Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences
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Tradewise
By SHERWIN KANE

PICTURE

Product

. . .
RKO

Radio

Board

Seen

Members

ACCENT on youth pron
gram which the Ralph Stolki
ld
syndicate last week said wou
°-uide it in making executive
changes in RKO Pictures will be
an experience which, if carried to ha
conclusion, will be watched wit
the utmost interest by every company in the industry.
In recent years, when problem
was added to problem in a seem
often
it
and
on
ingly endless successi
s
appeared to responsible observer
deter
the
ed
lack
stry
indu
the
that
mined leadership and agressiveness
that is commonly associated with
the young, who perhaps have it
because they are untamed by experience, there was a widespread belief that the industry was sorely m
need of new blood.
It was voiced not only by the
"outs" but also by many who were
"in." The criticism that too many
in high places in the industry had
served their best days and there
right) A. L.
were too few capable of succeeding
RKO RADIO board members: (Left to RKO Radio ;
NEW
of
dent
presi
new
in,
them or in training to replace them
Stolk
E.
Koolish, Ralph
n,
was to be heard at representative
Arnold Grant, chairman of the board and Shernll Corwi
son
kinds.
Greg
ns.
many
industry meetings of
vice-president who will supervise studio operatio zer Grant,
Baut
Generally, it appeared to be agreed
Bautzer (right) is a member of the law firm of
counsel for the
nted
appoi
been
has
which
t,
that, at least, the industry had not
Silber
Youneman and
appearing in
new execuencouraged promising,
company in California. Members of the board not
tive blood and had given little
rd . Burke, Gordon Youngman, William GorEdwa
are am
the phot
Clark
man ando Willi
to providing its leadership
thought row.
of tomor
New blood in any industry is a
in
good thing but free-running sapite
Meeting
SMPTE
the veins is not the only requis
At
800
(Continued on page 7)

First

Problem

THE

FCC
UPT,

Bureau
Para.

Calls

Station

'Illegal'
Ownership
Washington, Oct. 5.— The Broadcast Bureau of the Federal Communi-at
cations Commission told the FCC
the weekend that Paramount Pictures
and United Paramount Theatres have
their radio and telebeen operating illega
lly and said that
vision stations
if their licenses were not surrendered
may have to seek injunctive
the
relief.FCC
The broadcast bureau also asked
UPTthe FCC not to approve the
American Broadcasting Co. merger on
the grounds that a grant of the mer
olistic pat
ger might lead to monop
terns within the TV industry.
The broadcast bureau made these
allegations in the proposed findings
relating to the issues involved in the
(Continued on page 7)

By

RKO

Group

Financing, Executive
Plans in Fore, Also
The most pressing problems confronting the new RKO Pictures
owners are product supply and
long-range financing, in that order,
according to a consensus of views of
members of the Ralph Stolkin syndicate expressed at a press reception
here on Friday.
The company has no plans for
any attempt to buy a block of
completed pictures from another company to tide it over
future months until the studio
again is in full activity, it was
stated. Instead, it will rely on
available product, either new
and unreleased, or reissues to
tide it over what might be an
18-month period when it expects to have a steady flow of
pictures coming from the studio
It was estimated by members of
again. (Continued on page 7)

Newsreels
Plan

in

Color

Abandoned

The proposal that newsreels be
produced in color has been abandoned
by the distributors, it was learned
here at the weekend. Two reasons
Today
were given for dropping the idea : ( 1 )
in Capital
Opening
color would prove to be too costly
e and Television
light of what the newsreels earn,
Washington, Oct. 5.— The Society of Motion Pictur tomorrow with in
mechanical difficulties pose too
(2)
here
open
will
ntion
conve
l
Engineers' 72nd semi-annua
which
at
big a hurdle.
Statler Hotel
The mechanical difficulties which
a luncheon in the Congressional Room of the
Signal
Chief
Back,
I.
e
Georg
al
Gener
Major
be
will
ers
speak
guest r of the United States Army;
foreseen for production of newswere
Office
reels in color relate to the additional
Allen,
E.
e
Brigadier General Brook
time and effort which would be rePhoCommanding General of the Air U.
quired to turn out such reels.
dwyn
Gol
,
ney
Dis
b.
e,
Servic
ng
tographic and Charti
,
Fraser
D.
A.
Air Force, and Captain
Changes
Await RKO
Chief of Naval Photography.
Settle
3 Chicago
Approximately 800 members from
Anti-Trust Suits
all parts of the U. S. and several fory, president of Walt DisDisne
Roy
ontrati
regis
d
recor
a
eign countries—
weekend ex, Oct. 5.— Three theatre
ney Productions, at the resig
Chicago
During the week-tslong
nation of anti-trus
t suits
against the major film
are expected. paper
pressed "shock" at the
on
repor
and
s
93
RKO
ntion
of
conve
Ned E. Depinet as president
& Katz Theatres,
Balaban
s,
companie
equipment and technical advancement Radio Pictures Corp., but added that Warner Brothers Theatres, and Warwill
ision
telev
and
res
pictu
in motion
ner Brothers Circuit Management
now to commatu
"prefutu
it wouldment onbethe
rere"relationship of
be presented by leading scientists,
settled out of court here through
were
engineers and industry leaders from his company with RKO.
ons between attorneys for the
Canada,
Meanwhile, Ralph Stolkin, the new negotiati
and,U. Fran
Englthe
S. ce, Germany,
and
and defendants.
plaintiffs
visited
nt,
RKO Radio Pictures preside
The three suits were brought by
n.
Goldwy
be
Samuel
will
with
ent
red
presid
confer
E
and
The new SMPT
the Wicker Park Amusement Co.
announced at the luncheon. Newly another leading independent producer
through RKO. Neither (operating the Royal Theatre) askelected officers and governors of the releasing (Contin
ued on page 7)
(Continued on page 6)
ing $750,000 damages, after trebling.
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Motion

Personal
Mention
of
ARTHUR DE BRA, director
Mothe
of
ions
y
communit relation of America,
tion Picture Associat
and Maetorie Dawson, assistant director, on Friday will address the
Films Councils of Chicago and Detroit, respectively. •
Lt. Col. Vincent G. Hart, who for
10 years headed the Eastern office of
the Production Code for the former
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors ofAmerica, will be awarded
the degree of Doctor of Laws for outstanding Americanism, at St. Bonaventure University,• on Saturday.

Edward L. Hyman, United Paramount Theatres vice-president, and assistants Bernard Levy and Al Sicignano, will be in Buffalo today, from
here.
•
Irving Sochin, Universal short
subjects sales manager, left here last
night for a trip through the Midwest
and South.
•
David Lipton, Universal advertising-publicity vice-persident, is due to
arrive here from the Coast on
Wednesday.
•
John P. Byrne, M-G-M Eastern
sales manager, will be in Buffalo today from New York.
•
Sam Shain, Council of Motion Pic
ture Organizations field officer, will be
in Buffalo today from New York.
•
Donald A. Henderson, 20th Century-Fox secretary-treasurer, is vacationing this week.

Paramount
Sales

Meet

Chicago
Opens

Chicago, Oct. 5.— A. W. Schwal
berg, president of Paramount Film
Distributing Corp., will preside at the
special three-day division sales manager meeting that opens at the Bis
marck Hotel here tomorrow. The
meeting will be devoted to a discussion
of the company's sales and merchandising plans for forthcoming product.
Division managers who will attend
include J. J. Donohue, Central ; A. M.
Kane, South Central ; Howard Minsky, Mideastern ; Hugh Owen, Eastern-Southern ;George A. Smith
Western, and Gordon Livingstone
Canadian general manager.
Home office officials who will be
present include Adolph Zukor, chairman of the board; E. K. O'Shea, vicepresident of Paramount Film Distrib
uting Corp. ; Jerry Pickman, vicepresident and director of advertising
publicity and exploitation ; Oscar A
Morgan,
general sales manager of
short subjects and Paramount News.
Sid Blumenstock, advertising manager
and assistant to Pickman ; Robert J
Rubin, assistant to Barney Balaban
and Monroe R. Goodman, executive
assistant to Schwalberg.

FCC

Sets

Theatre

Picture

Agenda

TV

Washington, Oct. 5.— The Federal
Communications Commission over the
week-end made formal announcement
of the time and place for the Oct. 20
hearing on the engineering and accounting phases of the theatre television case.
This portion of the hearing is not
expected to last over a week, with the
major portion of the case to be presented
Commission beginning
noted thatJan.
the 12'.
Oct. The
20 session
would cover only direct testimony,
cross-questioning put off to the January portion of the hearing. The Commission asked that a list of witnesses
and a summary of their testimony be
filed by Oct. 9.
Attorneys for the Motion Picture
Association of America and the National Exhibitors Theatre Television
Committee, who will present the industry's coordinated case to the Commission, have estimated that there will
probably be less than a dozen witnesses at the Oct. 20 phase. These
will include among the engineering
witnesses Earl Sponable, Stuart
Bailey, Andrew Inglis and a witness
on tubes. In addition, there will be
several occounting witnesses.
'Price Quotations'
The FCC included in its list of matters on which it expects to hear testimony "price
quotations"
from the
American
Telephone
and Telegraph
Company. It said the list had been
'tentatively outlined" by MPAA and
NETTC in their joint petition, filed
last summer, requesting an early date
for the technical phase of the case.
At that time attorneys and engineers
for NETTC and MPAA expected that
A. T. and T. would be able to supply
the data by Oct. 20.
Last week, however, A. T. and T.
said it would be unable to supply the
information before the end of the year.
NETTC attorney Marcus Cohn said
over the week-end that the theatre
television attorneys would inform the
Commission of the delay on the part
of A. T. and T. and that they would
present the A. T. and T. data during
the January phase of the hearing.
Among the other points on which
the Commission said it expects to hear
testimony were : technical requirements and standards for theatre tele
vision ; sample theatre television
microwave distribution systems ; matters relating to the accounting phase
of the theatre television hearing".
The FCC said the hearing would be
held before the Commission en banc
and would open at 10 A.M. on Oct. 20
in the auditorium of the National Mu
seum here.
Ambrose Guest of Tent
Cincinnati, Oct. S. — James S.
(Jimmy) Ambrose will be honor guest
at a testimonial dinner to be given by
the Cincinnati Variety Club, Tent No.
3, here at the Netherland Plaza,
tomorrow, in recognition of his recent
promotion from local Warner Brothers branch manager to district manager. He will continue to make his
headquarters here.
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OMPI

May

Its Air

Promotions

Over

N.Y.

Extend

Stations

Further tie-ups with other radioTV stations by the Organization of
Motion Picture Industries here in
publicizing
good motion pictures, simMeet Tailed'
ilar to the current three-program deal
TOA
with National Broadcasting, are a
Washington, Oct. 5. — In a special definite possibility in the near future,
Allied'ins it was revealed by OMPI chairman
forth plans
bulletin
national setting
convention
next for
month
Friday.
Chicago, Abram F. Myers, Allied Fred Schwartz after his organization
board chairman and general counsel, reported to exhibitor members on
has cautioned
organization's
leadNo Deals Yet
ers in varioustheparts
of the country

Myers

Tells

Allied

against the pitfalls which he said contributed tothe "failure" of the Theatre
Owners of America's recent national
convention in Washington,
Myers said the TOA convention
was a "fiasco" and that "the whole
advertised program blew up" because
of "TOA's weak and vacillating performance" at that time in handling
"the larger issues — arbitration, the
16mm. case and the tax campaign."
W rote Myers : "We do not gloat
over
the failure
TOA's
'national'
convention,
nor doof we
delight
in its
present difficulties. On the contrary,
we sincerely smpathize with those independent exhibitors who joined TOA
in good faith and relied on it for protection. Their disillusionment following the fiasco in Washington must be
very great. Perhaps it is just as well
so few of them' were on hand to witdismal that
proceedings."
Heness theadded
Allied now has a

Schwartz emphasized that no commitments had been made but that interest had been evinced by other air
chains. He said the general reaction
to the five-minute "plugs" on the
Skitch Henderson, Herb Sheldon, and
Conrad Nagel daily programs was extremely favorable. Within the next
week or two the theatres involved will
start showing a trailer with every
program plugging the programs and
display posters doing likewise.
An unfriendly press, quick to print
film industry stories without checking
the accuracy of facts, caused the formation of the organization. Its policy
of only checking facts without attempting to sway opinion is said to
account tinued
for existence.
the organization's
conThe membership
is comprised of exhibitors and the
MPAA. Close touch has been maintained with the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations.
OMPI has provided the information
on films for use in the NBC-NBT
tie-up ; special care has been taken to
plug only pictures of merit.
Intentions of holding the longplanned Grand Central Palace exposition were proclaimed by Schwartz.
The contemplated date is Dec. 1953
for when a commitment is held on the
Palace. However, this will be discussed at the next seminar in January
or February and it is hoped that plans
may be finalized thereafter.
Exposition Plans

"great opportunity and a grave responsibility" to see that it stages "a
truly
convention."
Thegreat
Allied
convention plans, according to Myers, "contemplate a
minimum of set speeches and ample
time for open discussion. Instead of
another of those boring first sessions
with a lot of hot air from the dais,
there will be only a short prayer, the
Mayor's address of welcome and the
keynote address. The session will then
adjourn so that the exhibitors can attend the (trade practice film) clinics.
In this way they can become acquainted,-can 'loosen up' and gain the
Exposition plans originally called
necessary confidence to plunge into the
for the transporting from Hollywood
discussion at the next general session." of actors, technicians and equipment
for public display. The idea was to
inform the public of the various operBezel Now
Operates
ations involved in producing and distributing motion pictures and produce
Branch in Chicago
more goodwill thereby.
Chicago, Oct. 5.— Albert Dezel toOMPI is participating in the curmorrow will start operating the
rent campaign against the admission
Lippert exchange here. Contracts were tax. Morton Sunshine of the IT OA
executed between Dezel and Ed Baum- and D. John Philips, of MMPTA
garten, representing Lippert Produc- have been in charge of OMPI pubtions. Harris Dudelson remains as licity.
district manager for Lippert, supervising the Midwest territory, and will
also have charge of the Chicago ex- Harry H. Beat, 63
change. Sam Kaplan takes over as
Hollywood, Oct. 5.— Harry Hambooker and office manager and Jack
mond Beal, 63, veteran film publicity,
Rubin has been added to the sales died unexpectedly at home here
staff.
Thursday afternoon. One time a leading independent publicist he had been
active in other fields for the past
Traub's Name on Seal
number of years.
Baltimore, Oct. 5.— The name of
Sydney_ Traub, Maryland State Board
of Motion Picture Censors chairman, Snaper Press Confab
has been ordered returned to the cenWilbur Snaper, president of national
sor board seal after it had been Allied, today will hold a trade press
omitted since last Julv.
conference at his office here.
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Future for Cinerama
Paul Raibourn, Paramount Pictures
vice-president, who on Sept. 12 told
the Centennial of Engineering Symposium in Chicago concerning Cinerama that "public response in revenue
as compared with costs incurred will
determine the final acceptance of the
idea," at the weekend declared in New
York that he considers the triple-prothree-dimensional "effect" sysiection,
tem to be economically feasible for
the motion picture industry.
Cinerama was introduced to the
public last Tueseday evening at the
Broadway Theatre here.
I -1

Exploitation

on 'Willie'
Men
Thirteen exploitation representatives
have been assigned by Universal-International to help promote "Willie
At the Front" in
and Joe Back
key dates when it opens Coast to
Coast on Oct. IS. Included are Ben
Katz, Robert Ungerfeld, A. Mike
Vogel, Guy Biondi, John McGrail,
Ben Hill, Julian Bowes, Duke Hickey,
David Pollard, Maurice (Bucky)
Harris, Ed Borgan, William Gandall
and Joe Blaufox.
The film is slated to play more
than 1,000 dates in the 30-day period
starting Oct. 15.
Manny
Wolfe Story
Editor for Small
Hollywood, Oct. 5.— Manny Wolfe
has been named story editor for Edward Small Productions. ■ He was formerly story editor and head of the
writing staff at Paramount and subsequently at RKO Radio.
Wolfe will primarily scout material.
Boston

Astor

Books

'Hans' on Pre-release
Samuel Goldwyn's Technicolor production "Hans Christian Andersen"
has been booked into the Astor Theatre in Boston for a pre-release engagement starting Dec. 26, James A.
Mulvey, president of Samuel Goldwyn
productions, announced.
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in $15,000,000

antiThe $15,000,000 triple-damage
trust suit which Chesapeake Industries
''formerly Pathe Industries) filed in
U S. District Court here against
Loew's and RKO Theatres will come
to trial in three months, according
to William C. MacMillen, Jr., Chesapeake president.
The action, filed over a year ago,
charged that the defendants conspired
to exclude independently-produced
pictures from the Metropolitan New
York market. Pathe Industries was
at the time the parent company of
Eagle Lion Classics, distributor of
independently-produced films, whose
physical assets were acquired in the
interim by United Artists.
MacMillen said that pre-trial hearings have been completed so far as
Chesapeake is concerned. Whether
depositions will be sought between
now and the end of the year by the
defendants remains to be seen.
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"The Stooge"
(Wallis-Paramount)
Hollywood, Oct. 5
THIS vehicle for the dynamic Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis duo happens to
have been made before some of their pictures that hold house records
throughout the country, but that's no reason why it shouldn't better even
the standing Martin-Lewis marks. As a matter of fact, it has more of story
and a deal more of heart than the boys' later productions, and these points
could make a difference in the attitude of the middle-aged toward these youngmen's robust talents, if that attitude isn't already perfect. It is a favorable
circumstance, too, that the picture is beneficiary of a more orthodox structure
and development than some of their others, with the result that it builds more
steadily and satisfyingly from a relatively moderate beginning to a powerful
finish in which a tear divides importance with the laughs. The attraction is as
nearly failure-proof as a picture can be.
Eight songs from various sources are handled in the course of a story (by
Fred F. Finklehoffe and Sid Silvers, scripted by Finkelhoffe and Martin
Rackin) of the days when vaudeville was in its prime and playing the Palace
was the professional's loftiest ambition, unless it were starring for Ziegfeld
in a Follies. The story has Martin marrying Polly Bergen at the opening and
setting out to do a single in vaudeville, against the advice of his agent and
former partner. He flops, and is persuaded to pick up a song-plugger (Lewis)m
to be used as a stooge in the audience. (With Martin using an accordion
his singing act, this gets to look very similar to the Phil Baker routine, but
that does it no damage.) From this start the story follows plausible and
logical lines, with Lewis faithfully sticking to Martin through adversity and
fame, despite Martin's neglect, until each comes into his own finally in an
all-around happy ending. Marion Marshall, Eddie Mayehoff, Richard Erdman
and Frances Bavier lead the supporting cast.
The attraction appears certain to add another box-office smash to producer
list of successes, and it is a notoble directorial credit for
Hal B. Wallis'
Norman
Taurog.long
Running time, 100 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
William R. Weaver
not set_

Lists Kodak as 50Yr. Dividend-Payer
Eastman Kodak is listed in
the 50th anniversary number
of Financial World as a memof stocks
on the Club"
New
ber of the listed
"Fifty-Plus
York Stock Exchange or New
York Curb Exchange that
have paid dividends for 50
years or more. According to
the list, which cites 81 common stocks, Eastman has
been paying dividends since
1902.
The company is said to have
increased its stockholders
from 39,014 to 69,510 and its
employes from 21,100 to 49,400
in the 20 years from 1931 to
1951.

Skouras
10th

Honored

on

Anniversary

Honoring Spyros P. Skouras, on
his 10th anniversary as , president of
20th Century-Fox, and wishing him
a bon voyage on the eve of his trip
to the Far East and Australia, 20th
Century-Fox executives feted the
company
Fridayoffice.
at a luncheon held head
at theon home
The luncheon also served as an
advance bow to Skouras whose name
will be given to the week of Oct. 1218 in the key period of the company's
current "Branch Managers' Testimonial," annual sales drive salute to
the exchange heads by distribution
department personnel.
Skouras departed for the Far East
Friday evening on a trip which will
take him to the West Coast, then to
Honolulu and Tokyo, before visits
to the Far East and the Antipodes.
He is expected to be away at least
five weeks.
On his tour Skouras will survey
company interests and confer with
exhibitors and government Officials
on strengthening film industry ties
with the United States.
Attending" the luncheon on Friday
were W. C. Michel, Murray Silverstone, Al Litchtman, Charles Einfeld,
Donald Henderson, W. C. Gehring,
Toseph Pincus, Emanuel Silevrstone,
Edwin W. Aaron, Arthur Silverstone,
Spyros Skouras, Jr., Plato Skouras,
Allan Freedman, Edmund Reek, Peter
Levathes, Edward Cohen, Ulric Bell,
Leslie Whelan, Roger Ferri, Otto
Koegel, and Earl Sponable.

Wife's Best Friend'9
"My
(20th Century-Fox)
ANNE BAXTER and MacDonald Carey are the stars of this amusing
comedy built around the novel situation in which a husband confesses to
his wife a slight affair with her best friend several years before, because the
plane carrying them to a wedding anniversary vacation seems destined to
crash.
The engine trouble that caused the plane to turn back is remedied before
the safe landing and wife Baxter, a domineering shrew, goes into a raging
happened" outside of a few
assures her that "nothing
silence although Carey Catherine
McLeod is unaware of the damaging revelaMartinis. Best friend
tion and when Miss Baxter becomes sickeningly noble and forgives everyone
ceaselessly, Miss McLeod suffers barbed taunts and Miss Baxter twice spills
coffee on her hand.
Richard Sale directed with an eye toward broad comedy which should
please some audiences. There are fantasy sequences in which Miss Baxter
thinks herself Joan of Arc, a medieval slaving wife, and character switches
accordingly. While this ensues Carey tries to put over a lumber deal with
cash-needing sophisticate "millionaire" Leif Erickson. Miss Baxter as the plain
wife almost ruins the deal but Hvhen she becomes her sophisticated, welldressed self the deal is consummated.
When Carey and Miss McLeod get caught in a rainstorm and go to his
house to change clothes separately, the wife catches them as Carey emerges
from the shower wearing a bathrobe and Miss McLeod is putting on stockings.
Miss Baxter assumes the worst, quarrels vulgarly with her best friend and
takes up with Erickson. The final complication has Miss Baxter leaving for a
weekend with Erickson but changing her mind, only to come back to an empty
house. She traces Carey to a sanitarium, and he happily accepts her back.
Robert Bassler produced and Isobel Lennart wrote the screenplay, based
on a story by John Briard Harding. The story sometimes becomes confusinsrly serious but is usually overcome by the fine performances of the stars
and Miss
Cecil Kellaway, Casey Adams Milner
and a 'supporting cast headed byBavier,
and 20th- Fox's Zanuck
Mary Sullivan, Martin
McLeod, that includes Frances
Billie Bird.
'Plugs' 'Paleface'
Running time, 87 minutes. General audience classification. For October
Paramount's "Son of Paleface,"
release.
starring Bob Hope, Jane Russell,
Roy Rogers and Trigger, gets an
Texas
Compo
In
unprecedented "plug" from Darryl F.
Zanuck, vice-president in charge of
Support for
Army
'Ivanhoe' Drive
production for 20th Century-Fox, in
'Ride' Premiere
the October issue of Coronet Magamer- zine.
"Ivanhoe
5.— is
Dallas, chanOct.
dising inTexas,
being "handled
Springfield, Mass., Oct. 5— The
United States Army is lending^ its sup- jointly by M-G-M, the Council of
As guest reviewer for the publicang- Motion Picture Organizations and
"Spri
ofprodu
ere
premi
Zanuck writes : "A welcome
world
to the
portfield
ction
Rifle," WarnerColor
National Screen. Circuit heads and sequel tion,
to the Bob Hope-Jane Russell
Thaxng
is
directors have pledged
advertisi
starring Gary Cooper, Phyll
on the Old West, 'Son of Paleter and David Brian, at the Capitol complete support in the merchanising satire face'
adds Roy Rogers to the funThe
ng.
eveni
ay
making. With Bob as the offspring
Theatre here Tuesd
of the film.
of a legendary Indian fighter, Jane
begin regular performpicture atwill
Jr., M-G-M exWillie,
Raymondploitation
ances the Capitol and Art theatres
director for the Southwest, as the head of a robber band, and all
on the following day. A contingent announced the details at a special hands contributing a laugh a minute,
of stars
. will participate in the cere- luncheon. '
monies
Paramount has another winner,"
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Tropical
(Republic
Pictures)Heat Wave"
ESTELITA portrays a fiery singer in a nightclub owned by her uncle,
nt
Equipme
Martin Garralaga, in this better-than-average production. Robert Hutton,
as the handsome college professor gathering data for a doctorate's thesis in
criminal psychology, and Grant Withers, as a criminal big shot who muscles
• . • his way into a half interest in the club, provide veteran support.
World
dodging the passes of Withers and trying to wrest Hutton' s attenBetween
tions from his fiancee, Kristine Miller, Estelita sings three songs in pleasant
with RAY GALLO
I," "I Want To Be Kissed," and
style. They are "My Lonely Heart and performance
follows the successful
"What Should Happen to You." Her
broad comedy style of the late Lupe Velez. She bounces her way through a
5— It s the melodramatic plot deftly spiced with slapstick. R. G. Springsteen's direction
WASHINGTON, Oct.
Eall meeting of the Society of keeps the pace going rapidly.
When Hutton's naive efforts to quiz criminals in jail fail, Estelita prevents
Motion Picture and Television Enput
we
as
d
min
our
gineers that's on
his return to college with Miss Miller by spreading word around that a newfor this column. big shot is moving in on the town hoodlums. She fronts as his "moll" and
paper in typewriter ing
at the Hotel works a tape recorder while Hutton puts over the impersonation and gets
This convention, open
orrow for much material. He is so successful he is jailed but released when he promises
n
tom
gto
hin
Was
in
ler
Stat
a number to turn over the recordings to imprison the crooks.
,
72nd
a five-day run, is the
that means the Society has figured
Withers is accidentally k.o.'d by Hutton in the first show-down but comes
in a lot of motion• picture history.
back with new hoods who mistakenly imprison Miss Miller and her dad. In
the final showdown which evolves into a rooftop chase Withers and most of
ding
and walk into the
More than 300 wives of atten
his gang follow the thread unravelling from Estelita's skirtending.
members will have tea at the White police station. Hutton and Estelita clinch for the happy
Edwin Max, Lou Lubin, Lennie Bremen, Jack Kruschen and Earl Lee aid
House Wednesday afternoon with
.
.
land.
the
of
Lady
in comedy roles. The story was written by Arthur T. Horman. Sidney Picker
the First
Rose Golden, wife of N. D. Golden, was associate producer.
Running time, 74 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
government motion picture chiet,
reare
Oct.
1.
n
Aike
E.
ph
Jose
Mrs.
and
sponsible for arranging the ladies
program. . . . The wives will also
be feted at a reception to be given
nge Fascination"
by the Greek Ambassador at the "Stra
(Columbia Pictures)
Embassy Friday •afternoon.
HUGO HAAS has directed and produced this unimpressive drama in which
he stars as a talented European, pianist whose passion for an unintellecBill Kunzmann, who has handled tual night club dancer causes his utpbing. , The emphasis is on the tragedy of
all conventions since the Society be- the romance ot the middle-aged pianist for the physically amply endowed Cleo
rfarezvell appea
gan, is makingrolehisKthis
Haas' screenplay does little to evolve characage, but
his story
half the
week. He is Moore, whoterization oris
and in that
credible.
make
his position with Naretiring from
Haas' talent and personality attract wealthy widow Mona Barrie who
tional Carbon as well as his post as
all
him to the United States to further his career. He is progressively
U
brings
We
(
dent.
presi
vicention
conve
successful in the concert field until he meets and marries the blonde Miss
be" missing you, Bill.)
•
Moore. His jealousy of his wife and fate combine to cause Haas various setbacks, including the loss of Miss Barrie' s friendship and sponsorship. EvenAnother familiar face at Society
leaves him and Haas' effort to mangle his hand for $100,000
tually'
gger of In- insurance his wife
conventions, H. F. Heide
fails, leaving him a crippled, piano-playing bum on the Bowery.
ternational Projector is on hand to
An abundant amount of concert pieces are played throughout the film and
handle the motion picture projection,
the eye-arresting presence of Miss Moore
the proceedings are also aided by Also
with capable aides and fine equipment. and
in the cast are Rick Vallin, Karen
the acting of Miss Barrie.
ts,
projec
he
es
If you like the pictur
Sharpe, Marc Krah, Genevieve Aumont, Maura Murphy, and Patrick Holmes.
thank Jack McCullough of the Eric
Running time, 80 minutes. Adult audience classification. September
Johnston office and e Emerson Yorke.
release.

s inA lapel pin of the Society'
all acsigne is now available tocredite
d members.
Those desiring to
purchase one may
do so by sending
a check or money
order for $4 to
iet;y's
Socters
the quar
or,
head
better still, pick
conup one atventionthe
this week.
It will be on display at the membership and subscription committee
desk.

Have you seen Bill Kunzmann or
Tack Servies about your banquet
ticket yet? . . . Ben SchWhger will
be made a Fellow at the banquet in
of his many contriburecognition
tions to theatre design. ... We
hope that at the fall convention
many non-members attending this
one will have become full-fledged
members. Stop by the membership
desk and ask Gerald Badgley how
to go about it. •

If you haven't seen Cinerama yet,
ask Larry Davee of Century Projector Corp., or "Buzz" Reeves for furA. V. Loughren of Hazeltine corther information on Fred Waller's
poratioreports
n•
tomorrow evening invention. They arc pretty proud of
And
on the accomplishments and recom- the Broadway reception
mendations ofthe NTSC in the field speaking of Cinerama, Earl Fallen
of theatre color television. . . . East- supplied a special kind of curtain track
tion. the Broadway theatre presentaman Korak's new \6mm. projector for
for optical and magnetic sound will
be described on Thursday morning
by John R. Rodgers. . . . Proper main- Coast Charity Continues
tenance ofequipment in the fast-deHollywood, Oct. 5. — A large
veloping 16mm. market will be an group of Hollywood stars served as
interesting report to hear from Ber- hosts and hostesses at the Holy Famnard A. Cousino Thursday night. . . .
ily Adoption Service Festival today,
John J. Fraynes' dis- held Sunday at Gilmore Field, it was
And don'tcussionmiss
on Friday evening of the announced by Mrs. Bob Hope who
dual photomagnetic intermediate studio was general chairman of the charity
affair.
recording.

Subscription
Needed:

TV

McDonald

organization who will take office Jan.
1 will be introduced at the Wednesday
night banquet.
At that time also, distinguished
technical leaders will receive the
SMPTE engineers' award, and fellowships Society.
will be awarded to IS members of the
Recipients of the Society's annual award will be: "Progress
Medal Award," John I. Crabtree, Eastman Kodak; "David
Sarnoff Gold Medal Award" for
outstanding achievement in
television engineering, Axel G.
Jensen, Bell Telephone Laboratories; "Samuel L. Warner
Memorial Award" for outstanding achievement in motion picture engineering, Herbert T.
Kalmus, Technicolor Motion
Picture
"Journal technical
Award"
for
the Corp.;
outstanding
paper published
SMPTE
Journal
during in
thethepreceding
year, D. I. MacAdam, Eastman
Kodak. Honorable mentions in
the latter category go to F. C.
Williams, Kodak, and to Otto
H. Schade, RCA.
Tomorrow afternoon and evening
and Tuesday morning and afternoon
sessions dealing with television equipment and technique will be held. At
the luncheon Wednesday afternoon
A. C. Keller of Bell Telephone, will
speak on high-speed photography.
Revenue
Lists

Tax

Bureau
Refunds

Washington, Oct. 5.— The Bureau
of Internal Revenue has issued a list
of companies in the industry which
during the 1951-52 fiscal year got action on claims for relief from taxes
levied under the World War II excess
profits tax. The claims were all based
on a contention that the government
had not allowed the taxpayers sufficiently high excess profits credit.
List Firms
Firms receiving tax refunds of more
than $5,000
Paramount
lywood follow:
Theatre Corp.,
21,943 ; HolShea

Chicago, Oct. 5.— Hopes for the Theatre Corp., $28,823; Parkchester
expansion of theatre television Amusement Corp., $61,610; St. Louis
Orpheum Corp.,
$28,936;
throughout the country were coupled Automatic
Candy
Corp.,Northwest
$14,651;
with enthusiasm for subscription home
television in an address by Comman- Michigan Newsreel Co, $9,823; Bufder E. F. McDonald, Jr., president
falo 20th Century, Inc., $16,292; Allof Zenith Radio Corp., owner of the ston Theatres, Inc., $10,861 ; United
TheatremettoEnterprises,
$6,256, and PalTheatre Co, $7,518.
Phonevision "pay -as -you -see" TV
system.
McDonald, speaking before a meeting of Zenith distributors at the weekend, said it would be "unfair and Says TV Production
legally impossible to force sports or
High
other producers to put their important In August
spectacles on home TV at a financial
Washington, Oct. 5. — Production
disadvantage to themselves.
of television receivers in August of
"Home television is a world's cham- this year was 171 per cent higher than
pion wrecker
of box-office
he added,
explaining
thatattendance,"
home TV production in August of 1951, the
cannot reverse the trend until it can Radio-Television Manufacturers Association said over the week-end.
compete with theatres on a pay-perRTMA said that 397,769 television
viewer basis with subscription TV.
sets were manufactured in August of
He said with the advent of subcripthis
year as against 146,705 units in
tion TV, ' promoters and producers
will find it advantageous to put top August of the previous year.
The total number of television sets
events on both home and theatre TV
so that practically everybody will have produced through August of this year
was set at 2,914,926 by the RTMA.
an opportunity to view them.
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RKO

Pictures

{Continued from page 1)
the group that within three months
time the executive set-up at the studio
will have been determined and fullproduction planning can be
scale
launched.
It was conceded by members of the
syndicate that renegotiation of the
RKO Pictures open loan with Bankers Trust Co. and the Mellon Bank
of Pittsburgh will be necessary. However, itwas stated, the company's current cash position is not strained and
the new owners expressed the opinion
that the company is qualified to obtain
much larger bank credits than are
available to it now.
It was made clear by several of the
foreign
group that RKO Pictures'
income will be subjected to close scrutiny with the idea of establishing possibilities of increased revenue from
the foreign markets.
Present at the press meeting, held at
Toots Shor's restaurant, were: Stolkin, new RKO Pictures president;
Arnold Grant, board chairman and
general counsel ; Sherrill Corwin, vicepresident and head of studio operations; Edward Burke and A. L, Koolish, board members and members of
the purchasing syndicate ; Gordon
Youngman, attorney and director;
William Gorman of Evansville, Ind.,
who is the representative on the board
of Ray Ryan, Texas oil operator and
member of the syndicate, and William
H. Clark, RKO Pictures treasurer
and the only member of the old board
to be reelected.
Stolkin said he would spend
approximately half his time in
New York at the home office
and the other half in Hollywood. He has no immediate
plans to establish residence
here. Grant and Burke are
scheduled to make New York
their headquarters, devoting
virtually all of their time to the
company here. The three will
be the most active of the new
group in administrative operations of the company here.
Members of the syndicate declined
comment on further executive changes
in RKO Radio, explaining that the
operations of individual executives,
both in distribution and production,
will be studied carefully before decisions are made either on their retention or replacement. The home office
and distribution organization in the
field, both domestic and foreign, will
be surveyed first and every effort will
be made to complete the work in as
short a time as possible, perhaps one
month, it was stated. Thereafter, a
similar survey will be made of studio
operations.
Burke will devote particular attention to the foreign operations, it was
indicated.

FCC

Bureau

Calls

(Continued from page 1)
catch-all UPT-ABC merger hearings.
At the same time, Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories Inc., in its proposed findings, asked the commission not to
approve the merger because the
merged companies would be in violation of the Clayton Anti-Trust Act
and would be "an overwhelming danthe publictointerest."
Inger toaddition
declaring that the
Paramount companies have been and
were still operating their stations
illegally, the broadcast bureau maintained that neither UPT nor Paramount "possessed the necessary character and conduct to be a licensee."
The bureau's 345 page-findings applied to KTLA, Paramount Television
Productions' Los Angeles station ;
WBKB,
Balaban
Katz'Television
Chicago
TV station;
three and
DuMont
network stations— WDTE, Pittsburgh,
WTTG, Washington, WABD, New
York, and WSMB, Paramount Gulf
Theatres, New Orleans, AM and FM
stations.
Next Step

s'
be the
step, will
The next
probably
willexaminer
which
decision
initial
come down in about a month. Following that the commision will put out
its final decision. Since the commission has indicated that it would like
a speedy determination on the merger
case the period for filing objections
to the proposed findings will probably
be quite short.
The bureau based its charge that
Paramount and UPT were operating their stations illegally on the
grounds that although the companies
characterized as "involuntary" the
transfer of control of the stations
from the parent company to Paramount Pictures Corp. and UPT, the
bureau found the transfer in fact
"voluntary." As such, it pointed out,
the rules set down by the commission
for a voluntary transfer have not been
observed by the transferor or the
transferee.
"The applicant in this proceeding
has committed clear and absolute violation of the commission's rules and

board of directors last Thursday to
RKO Radio Pictures, the operatingsubsidiary, rather than to RKO Pictures Corp., the parent company, as a
consequence of a decision of the new
owners to regard the subsidiary as the
important functioning company and
the parent as a technical holding corii
pany which owes its existence only to
Securities and Exchange Commission
requirements.
Members of the syndicate showed
reluctance to discuss the commitment
by Howard Hughes to loan the cor
poration $8,000,000 if called upon to
do so. They left the impression that
it was bound up with supplementary
conditions and would not be resorted
Members of the syndicate deto under normal circumstances.
clined to be drawn out on the
All of the partners appeared agreed
possibilities of the sale of RKO
that
young blood is desired in the comRadio's backlog films for telepany, with or without experience in
vision use. They rested on the
motion pictures.
statement issued Thursday
"The personal traits that make for
which said that no pre-detersuccessful administration in one inmination of the question has
been made and that after
dustry," one said, "are equally useful
in the motion picture industry. The
thorough study they will do
same basic, general problems are preswhat is best for the company
and stockholders in the best
ent in allmembers
industry."of the group, other
Most
judgment of minds "unbound by
than Stolkin, Grant and Burke, plan
any dedication to the past."
to leave here early this week for their
Grant explained restriction of the respective headquarters in the West
and on the Coast.
company's
announcement of a new

Events
regulations,"
the unauthorized
bureau said, "in
connection with the
transfer
of control involved in these proceed- Oct. 6-7 — Motion Picture Theatre
ings for which there appeared to be
Owners of St. Louis, Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois
annual meeting, Chase Hotel, St.
grant the merger, the bureau
no Tocondonation."
Louis.
said, would "sow the seeds in the same
fertile grounds from which sprung Oct. 6-10' — Society of Motion Picture
monopoly in the Paramount case —
and Television Engineers 72nd
namely, concentration of the producsemi-annual convention, Hotel
tion, distribution and exhibition phases
Statler, Washington.
of network theatre television programs in the hands of a few large Oct. 19-21 — Motion Picture Exhibitors of Florida annual convention,
companies.
DuMont Says
Jacksonville.
Oct. 20-22 — Allied Theatres of
Much of the DuMont proposed findMichigan
• ler
Hotel, annual
Detroit. convention, Tulings attacked the commision's August
1 order, declaring that the order "pre- Oct. 27-29 — Motion Picture Theavents afair determination of the rectre Owners of Tennessee, Arkanord and perverts the entire record."
sas and Mississippi annual conWith
the order,
said, "the
vention, Hotel Gayoso, Memphis.
commission
chose DuMont
to aid a competitor
Oct.
27-29
—
Motion Picture Indusof DuMont" by ignoring 35 years of
'activities constituting anti-trust viotry tional
Councilcommittee
of Canada
naof the and
Motion
lations" on the part of "individuals
constituting the top management of
Picture Exhibitors' Association of
Canada joint annual conventions,
the merged company." In addition,
Chateau Laurier, Ottawa.
DuMont said, by making a finding of
financial difficulty on the part of ABC
in the August 1 order, the commission
prejudiced the record.
Tradewise . . .
If the commission carries out the
order, DuMont declared, the result
(Continued from page 1)
will be "an arbitrary distortion of
essential evidence designed under the
stated issues solely to qualify the of success. There are young failures, too.
merged company as a licensee and
would be in disregard for the public
Of late, the industry has been observing the brilliant handling of at
least two important companies by
Hits Order
interest."
sons of its younger generation —
Characterizing the order as "a re- United Artists, headed by Arthur
traction of the courageous anti-trust
Krim, and United Paramount Thepolicy which the commission promul- tres, under Leonard Goldenson.
gated one year ago," DuMont declared Both have weathered some very
that the order was "a scheme designed trying times with a full measure of
to white-wash the qualifications of the
merged company and foreclose the distinction. While young, the executive personnel of both companies
thorough investigation to which the
merged company would ordinarily be was well trained and thoroughly
subjected after January 1953.
experienced in the complexities of
DuMont attacked UPT as well, de- this sometimes baffling industry
claring that "the record makes it ex- when it took over.
tremely doubtful that the management
The Stolkin group would be wellof the home office of United Para- advised
to look for know-how as
mount Theatres has any desire to
well as youth. One is as important
cleanse itself of its dangerous proclivi- as the other. And they are not
ties," and adding that UPT's New
York management "failed to sustain always found together.
its burden of proving that it has
purged itself of unlawful proclivities." Reade Will Continue
Foreign Film Plan
"Curtain at 8 :40," the program devised last year by the Walter Reade
Theatres to bring key foreign films
Stolkin nor Goldwyn, who left for to smaller communities which northe Coast at the weekend, would commally could not support such pictures,
ment on the meeting.
will be a part of the circuit's program
Under his contract, Goldwyn's this fall.
"Hans Christian Andersen" is believed
Walter Reade Jr. announced that a
to be committed to RKO, but he has fall series of four evenings of such
an option to cancel before the next films will be started this month at
picture is due. Presumably, Goldwyn the four theatres which tested the
will await the results of any changes program last year — the Carlton in
the Stolkin group will make in its Red Bank, N. J., Paramount in Plaindistribution organization before tak- field, N. J., Kingston, Kingston, N. Y.,
and the Community in Saratoga
ing any action.
Praises Depinet
Springs, N. Y.
Disney praised Depinet, not only Contest Promotion Kit
for his successful handling of personA promotional setup designed to
nel, but his long leadership in the
industry. The Disney contract with power campaigns in the $7,500 exhibitor showmanship contest for
RKO Radio Pictures expires in May
"Something
for the Birds" will be
of next year. Disney, who is due to
remain in New York for the next made available shortly by 20th Century-Fox inan advertising, publicity
two weeks, may confer with Stolkin
and
exploitation
kit.
before leaving for the Coast.

Disney-Goldwyn
(Continued from page 1)
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Is Named
President;

ALLIED

DECLARES

Assured,

Zukor

Asserts

'Rebuild Confidence/ He
Urges Midwest Showmen

Chicago, Oct. 6. — "Motion pictures will live forever," Adolph
Zukor, chairman of the board of
Paramount Pictures, today told the
specialmountParadivision
managers meeting in his honor
at the Bismark
Hotel. He called
for more showmanship so that
"the public will
know in advance what is to
come to their
theatres and not
after the product has come

CENTS

7, 1952

VP'
Top
Frayne,
Washington, Oct. 6. — Herbert
Barnett, assistant to the president of
General Precision Equipment Corp.,
has been elected president of the Society of Motion
Picture and
Television Engineers for a
two-year term,
it was announced today
at the organization's 72nd
convention at
the Statler
Hotel here.
Other officers
elected for the
same term
Herbert Barnett
were : executive
vice-president,
Dr. John G. Frayne, Westrex Corp. ;
editorial vice-president, Dr. Norwood
L. Simmons, Eastman Kodak Co. ;
(Continued on page 6)

WAR

N.Y.

ON
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First-Runs

Would

Expose

Managers,

Too, Who Offend in
Dealings, Snaper Says

Firm; 'Paleface,'
Cinerama
Bow
Big

One of the bitterest public blasts
at distributor sales policies to come
from an exhibitor leader in recent
With hold-overs predominating, memory was issued here yesterday
New York's first-run theatres _ this
by Wilbur
week are enjoying good business.
Allied
Snaper,tionalnaNewcomers "Son of Paleface" and
accompanying stage show at the
president,
a warning with
that
Paramount, and "This Is Cinerama"
"if
exhibitorstrongat the Broadway bowed to
grosses, the former indicated as drawdistributor relaing $75,000 for the first week, and
the latter $3,500 for advanced-sale,
tionsprove"
don'tthe imor-will
ganization
revenue.of "Cinerama"
was
said to be assured
that figure
capacity-house
publicize
the
each week for at least six weeks.
names
of
Strong in their second weeks are
"Because You're Mine" at Radio City
branch man(Continued on page 3)
m e n w ho, he
Wilbur Snaper
agers and salescharged,
have
been using
Italian Films Week
questionable tactics in dealing with
theatremen.

Adolph Zukor andAfter
gone."
reciting MPTO
of St. Louis
his experiences as a boy in Chicago
where he was born, lived, and marAt a trade press conference deFestivities Begin
signed(Continued
to provide onreporters
ried, Zukor stated : "I have not Meet Big Success
page 2) with a
{Continued on page 3)
St. Louis, Oct. 6. — The annual
to festival
Italian Films
Week,"to
the"Salute
first film
of its kind
the Motion Picture Thea- be held in the United States, was
of
meeting
Cinerama
Pays for
tre Owners St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois got under officially proclaimed here last night
Four Installations
way here at the Chase Hotel today in by Mayor Vicent M. Impellitteri at
what promises to be the most success- the Little Carnegie Theatre before
LOUISVILLE, Oct. 6. —
an audience of American motion picmeeting in the
unit's history.
Aful kickoff
luncheon
followed by
Boston, Oct. 6. — Costs for the first
ture executives, Italian government Kentucky Association of
four theatre installations of Cinerama important trade speeches by visiting and film notables, United Nations
Theatre Owners has dis(Continued on page 3)
equipment and a part of film producclosed plans to prepare a
(Continued on page 3")
tion costs are to be borne by Cinefilm for showing in the
rama, according to a report on the
company just issued by Lamont &
state's theatres, much
Co., local investment firm.
like the one made several
'MOVIE TIME
U.S.A.9
TOURS
The report, written since the openyears ago, which will emARE
ONE
YEAR
OLD
TODAY
ing of the "This Is Cinerama" program at the Broadway Theatre in
phasize the hardship
j. share
New York,
also statesreceipts
that Cinerama's
forced upon theatre ownin exhibition
is 25 per
ers by Federal and state
OrganizaPicture
(Continued on page 3)
Motion
of
Council
the
of
Today is the first birthday
admission
taxes . This was
Holly360
tions' "Movietime U.S.A." tours. Since they were launched,
decided at a meeting here
wood personalities have each given a week's time to make 38 tours to
Rackmil
Buys 1,000 1,300 cities and towns from Coast to Coast to promote industry goodwill. to discuss ways of aiding
Movietime U.S.A. is the first public
COMPO's tax fight.
relations operation of its kind ever sent out weekly during the spring and
Universal Shares
•
undertaken by the industry in its 50
Both chairmen urge the need for
years of existence.
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 6. ~
Many advances have been made in more active participation on the part
Washington, Oct. 6. — Milton R.
Rackmil, president of Decca Records, the operation during the year. Under of players in giving a week for the The first meeting of the
which owns 43 per cent of Universal the guidance of national chairman tours.
board of directors of NaPictures, and also president of the R. J. _ O'Donnell and- Hollywood
tional Theatres since its
"If every actor on the- rolls of the
latter company, has personally pur- chairman Marvin Schenck, the tours Screen Actors Guild' would .give one divorcement f r o m 20th
chased his first 1,000 shares of Uni- have been -streamlined and perfected. week to Movietime," Schenck stated,
Launched with no precedent or pat- "the list would 'not be exhausted for Century-Fox will be held
versal common, according to a Securities and Exchange Commission report tern'fori a 'guide, the tours had1 to pro- four years.;,The:re are , many towns and at company headquarters
' the; United States which here on Oct. 23, it was
today.
ceed by a trial and error method. The cities. -yet in
An SEC report on stock trading original plan of blanketing the U. S. have notfallhad these tours. Exhibitors disclosed by NT president
They help the industry
by company
officers and directors, in one week with the tours was re- want them.
(Continued on page 6)
Charles Skouras.
(Continued on page 3)
placed by a policy of staggered tours
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Allied

Picture

Declares

War

{Continued from page 1)
Mention

preview of the tone which could be
expected at Allied's annual convention
RKO
of
PHIL REISMAN, head
in Chicago, Nov. 17-19, Snaper spoke
Radio foreign distribution, is
also
in terms of "going to the governrow
tomor
n
here
retur
to
uled
sched
ment for regulations" to restrict cerfrom Europe.
tain sales practices.
•
These were two of three steps he
Charles J. Feldman, Universal indicated Allied was in a mood to
general sales manager, and F. J. A. take against distributors. The third
McCarthy, Southern and Canadian
sales manager, left here yesterday for would be "a stronger set-up for the
interchange of information among exCincinnati.
hibitors," with the specific aim of
"deterring
over-aggressive salesmen."
Harold Boxall, director of LonThis third step, Snaper said, enviss,
don Film Production
will arrive here
aged the broadening of the scope of
today from Europe aboard the S.S. Allied's "Caravan," a vehicle for disQueen Mary.
seminating information on rentals and
other sales policies among Allied and
John Ford, M-G-M director, is due non-Allied exhibitors.
here today from the Coast en route
Snaper said that during the
to Nairobi, Africa, tomorrow via
past eight months he, in his
London.
capacity as Allied film committee co-ordinator, has been
"overwhelmed by a deluge of
RKO Radio's EastWilli,
Arthur
ern talent head, has returned here
exhibitor complaints and refrom Chicago.
for solutions"
in the
area of queststrade
practices.
He
New
To

Jersey
Elect

Oct.

Allied
14

said distributors "have lost
sight of the fact that they're
dealing with customers." Acknowledging that as co-ordinator he has been "criticized by
some members for trying to
work out a broad, national
basis for settling difficulties instead of narrowing down the
issues," Snaper said the criticism was justified.
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control of the industry was to be
disdained.
When asked if his proposal for "a
stronger set-up for the interchange of
information among exhibitors" fitted
in with the recently-announced intention of Alfred Starr, Theatre Owners
of America president, to strive for an
all-embracing single exhibitor organization or "forum," Snaper said he
had no comment on Starr's plan.
Asked also if he did not think arbitration would be the solution to some
of the problems he enumerated, Snaper replied that he believed Myers was
"conservative" in estimating that "it
wouldarbitration
be a mattersystem
of months"
before
an
was agreed
upon. Snaper said he would advise
that distributors "go in for some soulsearching." "Frankly," he added, "we
don't care who gets hurt — when
branch managers and salesmen are
proven to have injured exhibitors they
should be discharged or pensioned
In the Allied president's
opinion producers "need exhibitor advice" in making pictures. He claimed that remakes and biographical pictures
seldom succeed at the box-office. When exhibitors participate in conferences with prooff." ducers, such as those sponsored
by the Council of Motion Picture Organizations, "it's like
talking to a blank wall," he
said.

100 Booths Rented
For TESMA
Show
The Theatre Equipment
Supply Manufacturers Association trade show, which will
be held in conjunction with
the national Allied convention
in Chicago, Nov. 17-19, already has rented space for
100 booths and more space
will be rented before convention time, Wilbur Snaper, Allied president, reported here
yesterday.

4 Wide
Meeting

Open'
for

Allied
Press

The national Allied convention in
Chicago, Nov. 17-19, will be "wide
open" to the trade press, Wilbur
Snaper, president of the exhibitor
organization, declared here yesterday.
He pointed out that it has been
customary for Allied conventions to
exclude the press from trade practice
film clinic sessions, although he
ackowledged that at last year's convention inwere
New
York to
"a sit
few"in reporters
permitted
on
these meetings for background pur-

At the private board meeting which
will
poses. precede the Chicago convention,
Snaper will recommend that this
year's clinics be opened to all trade
press repersentatives on an off-therecord basis so that when the same
subjects are taken up on the floor
"There's no sense kidding any
However, he said he was pleased of the convention proper the reporters
more,"
Snaperhome
exclaimed.
said
distribution
offices He
disavow
to note the naming of Sherrill Cor- will have a fuller grasp of what
charges against practices, attribute win, West Coast circuit owner, as transpires. Floor proceedings, he adhead of the RKO Radio studio under
ded, will be open to unqualified press
difficulties to "over-aggressive sales- the new management arrangement. coverage.
men," and the practices continue.
The practices he chose to specify "That's what I mean is needed," he
were "advanced admission pictures on said. Corwin is a member of TOA.
Snaper said that perhaps many an
which exhibitors can't make a profit,"
exhibitor's
problems would
percentage selling, "exorbitant rentals, be solved if financial
top pictures were provided NEW YORK THEATRES
such as 60-40," and "specializing picfor mid-week showings as well as on
tures out of existence."
Snaper said distributors regard per- week-ends. However, he added deRADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
spairingly that "when we pleaded for
centage selling as a "panacea" in dealRockefeller Center
ing with exhibitors and "as the only big pictures in September with the
MARIO LANZA in
logical, businesslike way of merchan- return of top TV shows we didn't
dising." Taking exception to this apThe convention, Snaper said, is exproach, he said "certain heads of disintroducing DORETTA
"BECAUSE
YOU'REMORROW
MINE"
tribution have agreed with me — but
pected to set forth "concrete action
them."
get
against
the
policies"
in
consequence
of
what do they do about it ?" He added meetings of trade practice film clinics
Color by TECHNICOLOR - An M-G-M Picture
that while big key runs do lend themwhich
will
be
a
part
of
the
annual
selves
to
percentage
deals,
the
vast
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
Depinet
Gets New
meeting. Convention clinics will be
majority
of
small
independents
"would
RKO
Radio Office
do better, from a profit and loss staffed as follows, he announced :
Ned E. Depinet, former RKO standpoint, to close down Monday small-towns of 3,500 population or
plus
Radio president, now adviser and through Thursday" in the absence of less — Charles Niles (chairman), Col.
consultant to the new management a sliding-scale "incentive" selling ap- H. A. Cole, John Mohrstadt, A. B.
proach which would allow them a Jeffries and J. R. Smith ; large towns
group, has been given a 14th floor
larger margin of profit after grosses up to 25,000 population — Ben Marcus
office at the company's headquarters reach a certain figure.
(chairman), Trueman T. Rembusch,
in the RKO Building, Rockefeller
Snaper,
Fred Beedle and Max Matz ;
Center.
The Allied president contended that some salesmen have
large cities — John Wolfberg (chairDepinet's former office on the 16th
man), Nathan Yamins, Ben Berger,
Nighlly
floor is being used by Ralph Stolkin,
"personal" policies in dealing
with
exhibitors.
The
salesmen
Alan
Johnson
and
Henry
Green
the new president.
Midnight FMtvf*
berger ; key neighborhood and subhave a "get-even-with-the-exruns — Morris Finkle (chairman), Leon
hibitor" attitude, he maintained.
Back, Norman Glassman, Louis Gold
HOWARD
L. A. Date for 'Hans'
ONE MINUTE
"Allied doesn't want government and S. G. Prat ; outdoor theatres —
HUGHES
Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
Andersen" has been set for a Los An- control in the industry," Snaper said. Rube Shor (chairman), C. Elmer
geles pre-release engagement at the "That would be an extreme measure," Nolte, O. F. Sullivan, Jay Wooten
Warner Beverly Theatre on Dec. 26, he acknowledged when reminded by and Leo T. Jones ; circuit buyers and
Starring
ROBERT M ITCH UM - ANN BLYTH
presents
according to an announcement by a reporter that Abram F. Myers, Al- bidding — Irving Dollinger (chairman),
BROADWAY
lied general counsel, admonished last A. Berenson, Jack Kirsch and Arthur
CRITERION
James A. Mulvey, president of the
AND 45th ST.
Howard.
company.
year's convention
that government
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A one-day meeting highlighted by
election of officers will be held by
New Jersey Allied on Oct. 14 at the
Hotel Astor here, Wilbur Snaper,
national Allied president who also
heads the New Jersey unit, announced
yesterday.
Asked if he is a candidate for reelection to the unit's presidency,
Snaper said he had not given the
matter consideration. At present, he
said, "there are no candidates."
The meeting will feature a luncheon
at the Astor for members and a dinner following adjournment for members and their wives at the Latin
Quarter here.
Snaper, as national Allied president,
will address the annual convention
of Allied Theatres of Michigan at the
Tuller Hotel, Detroit, Oct. 20-22, _ he
said. His topic will be arbitration,
he added, if the final draft of an industry system of arbitration is in
shape by that time.
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Zukor

Asserts

(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
Way of a Gaucho
Music Hall with $132,000 indicated, (20th Century-Fox)
changedtures since
my itopinion
about50 motion
picall began
years ago.
and "Somebody Loves Me" at the TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX and the Moore-McCormack Lines comare
houses
Both
Roxy with $75,000.
I feeltureas
strongly
today
the fu-I
of our
business
as Iabout
did when
of "Way of a Gaucho" in a fine
premiere
the worldsetting
bined to presentrn-lighted
presenting spectacular stage shows as festive Oriental-lante
with loads of fun and food aboard the financed, caused to be produced and
has IS."The Thief" deck of the South American plying steamer S. S. Argentine, tied to a dock in distributed the first feature length
well. Theto Roxy
open Oct.
scheduled
New York's North River.
Still doing big business at the
motion picture, 'Queen Elizabeth,' 40
The production is a very robust "Western"-type affair produced in the
is "Snows of Kilimanjaro,"
Rivoli
the
third stanza being on the way Argentine in color by Technicolor with the Pampas and the Andes in beauZukor told the more than 100 Midteous display for background. As a matter of fact one of the main achieveis the scenic
western exhibitors present that "everyMerry Widow" is
Tourneur
"The
Jacques
director
and
$57,000.
Dunne
to
Philip
producer
of
ments
in store for a hefty $35,000 for the
one must devote all their time and ensplendor which at times resembles fine pastel etchings. Then, too, there are years ago"
second week.
ergy to rebuild
the public's
confidence
remarkable native horses who streak over the plains guided by the thrilling in motion
pictures.
We must
work
"Just for You" is scheduled to bow horsemanship of scads of Argentians who are known far and wide for their harder in this transition period until
tomorrow at the Capitol, replacing
prowess in the saddle.
the public is sold on the idea that mo"The Quiet Man," for which a solid
good enExcept for some slowly-paced intervals the production is pretty
tion picture entertainment is worththe
for
up
chalked
being
$30,000 is
improved by cutting a bit from its 91 minutes.
be
could
which
tertainment
seventh frame. The Criterion still is
hand
at
are
Tierney
Gene
and
Calhoun
Rory
of
names
The marketable
He closed
by ofstating,
"If scope,
exhibitors
going strong with "One Minute to for the use of the showman, capably aided and abetted by the leading sup- expect
pictures
the size,
and
Zero," with $20,000 indicated for the
port of Richard Boone, Hugh Marlowe and Everett Sloane, with hundreds of
Wilderness"
the
of
third week. "Lure
quality out
of those
are now studios,
beinglending impressive color in their many hued native costumes.
turned
by allthat
Hollywood
is seen grossing a nice $15,000 in its extras
The screenplay by producer Dunne, based on the novel by Herbert Childs,
initial week at the Globe.
which are proving their ability to at"three quarters of a century
tract the public, you must put forth
is explained in a foreword and tells about how,unfenced,
Thursday will see "The World In ago,
the free preserve of extra
while."
the Argentine Pampas still lay virtually
effort and employ all your inHis Arms" taking over at the Maygauchos.
the
—
own
those spirits who for many generations had called it their
genuity in presenting these pictures to
fair where "High Noon" is bringing As a special breed of men, answering only to their own laws and codes, they
$15,000 for the 11th and final seven have vanished. The pampa they knew is fenced and cultivated. The lean
Zukor expressed considerable interdays. At the Astor, "The Miracle cattle they herded have been replaced by blooded stock of modern Argentina.
public."
is holding But the memory of the gauchos still lives — enshrined forever in the heart of the est
of Our Lady of Fatima"
possible
get thein doing
widest everything
possible support
by "to
the
firm with $15,000 due for the seventh
industry
for
smaller
theatres
in
week. Tenth week of "Affair in theIt nation."
Calhoun
is against this invasion by modern men that head gaucho Rory
Trinidad" is giving the Victoria a rides with his roaring fellow horsemen in some mighty bloody and at times smaller communities."
satisfactory $11,000.
James J. Donohue, Central division
fighting. Calhoun and Miss Tierney are the principals in a ropresided over the special
The off-Broadway houses are con- intriguing
mance that is threaded through the tale and results in her being with child manager,
meeting. Donohue introduced A. W.
tinuing to do nicely with their holdand
gaily
live
all around them in the over-long tale-telling
Schwalberg, president of Paramount
overs : "The Amazing M. Fabre," as the gauchos
Park Avenue, fourth week, $4,700 ; freely with utter disregard and contempt for established 1 government. Many Film Distributing Co., who in turn
show.
the
on
put
to
helped
introduced Zukor at the luncheon.
Argentine performers
"Man In the White Suit," Sutton, capable
Runnino- time, 91 minutes. Adult classification. For October release,
rg and Jerry Pickman, viceSchwalbe
Bein
James
P.
Cunningham
27th week, $5,000; "Stranger
president in charge of advertisingtween," Fine Arts, eighth week,
, conducted discussions on
publicity
day.
$3,900; "Ivory Hunter," 52nd Street
product
and promotion later in the
Italian
Film
Week
Trans-Lux, seventh week, $4,900. "O. Rackmil Buys
Henry's Full House" will take over
(Continued from page 1)
at the 52nd Street house on Oct. 16.
■ (Continued from page 1)
Also present at the meetings were
officials,
and
cultural,
economic
and
E.
K. O'Shea,
vice-presidentCorp.,
of Paramount Film Distributing
and
also noted that the David J. Greene civic leaders of New York.
of
shares
5,000
acquired
had
Trust
MPTO
of St. Louis
Morgan, general sales manRKO Theatres common, bringing its
Phil- Oscar agerA.
of the
president
Floyd Blair,
accepted
Society,
harmonic Symphony
of short subjects and Paramount
(Continued, from page 1)
this,
Besides
30,800.
to
holdings
the scroll of proclamation, on behalf News.
Zukor returned to New_ York late
dignitaries paved the way. Leon Greene holds 10,000 shares in partner- of honorary chairman Winthrop W.
Bamberger, sales promotion manager family.ship and 3,600 with members of his Aldrich, after the Mayor noted that tonight, accompanied by Sid Blumenand asfor RKO Radio, spoke on film adsistant to Pickman. manager
Steve Broidy, Monogram president, "it was the critics and public of the stock, advertising
vertising in newspapers, stating that
purchased 2,000 shares of common, city of New York who first acclaimed
in some parts of the country news- bringin
post- Cinerama
merits of
g his holdings to 45,299, in and populari
papers were taking advantage of the
a group
films,theinspiring
war Italian zed
addition to the options which he holds
(Continued from page 1)
exhibitor. While stressing the^ im- for 2,000 shares. Norton V. Ritchey of representative citizens to organize
portance of newspaper advertising,
enand
honor
to
tribute
city-wide
a
Monogram
the speaker spotlighted the fair _ and gave away 1,000 shares ofholding
cent, after certain operating costs but
s to
, reducing his
common
achievem
courage theseinterview
edents."
lobby before taxes, under its agreement with
in the Noted
arrivals were
advertisingrate
desirable insertion
Thomas-Todd Productions, w h i c h
extended by some newspapers.
2,594.
Other SEC transactions reported by Martin Starr on a live WINS runs to Dec. 31, 1956. After the first
t while WOV and the Voice
broadcas
Larry W. Davee, sales manageron of
engineer for the Century Projecto were: Austin Keough's acquisiti
100 shares of Paramount Pictures of America tape-recorded interviews.
Cinerama's
gross,
$1,000,000
tage declines
gradually
to percen10 per
Corp. of New York, spoke on "three common, bringing his holding,s to
"The
was
film
night
pointopening
cent,
the
report
states.
Davee
/'
The
projection
l
dimensiona
750
of
ion
acquisit
the
;
shares
350
ed to the recent successful debut
Thomas-Todd Productions and /or
Earlier in the day the first event
of Cinerama — the three camera, three shares of Trans-Lux common, his of the Festival was the presentation Reeves Soundcraft Corp. owned about
; Overcoat."
projector — process in the Broadway entire holdings, by Joseph M. Viertel
common
Theatre in New York as a sign of and Loew's, Inc. acquisition of 57 of two stones from the ancient Forum stock
of Cinerama's
last reported
in March,
1952,
picture 53 peras cent
the future.
shares of Loew's Boston Theatres of Rome by the Italian motion
according
to
the
report.
Cinerama
common, making total holdings of industry to the people of New York
Also on today's program were Wil- 129,991
"as a symbol of the cultural and does not own the patents to the threeshares.
liam Powell, district manager for the
democratic heritage that America and dimensional process, but is licensed
Mid-West Drive-in Theatres, speakby their owner, Vitarama Corp. Roycontemporary
alties- payable range from five to 10
A.
Rockefeller Italy
and share."
Deputy Nelson
Mayor
ing on "new product" of the major Services Held for
film companies, illustrating his talk
Charles Horowitz acknowledged the per cent of Cinerama's gross income,
s
e
Doyl
G.
Jame
with trailers of forthcoming pictures ;
the report states.
d'ltalia
Herman Levy, general counsel of
Palazzo
the
of
gift on thein roof
The report concludes that Cinerama
Boston, Oct. 6. — Funeral services building
Rockefeller Center.
would have to gross approximately
Theatre Owners of America, on "in- were held today in Jamaica Plain,
$35,000,000 to earn $1 per share on
dustry arbitration ;" and Ray Colvin, Mass., for James G. Doyle, theatre
executive director of Theatre Equip- owner and ex-state Senator, who died Lipton to Confer on
its presently outstanding common
ment Dealers Association, who talked there at his home on Friday at the
stock, and if outstanding debentures
Four New Releases
were converted and all stock options
on "The Motion Picture Industry as age of 85.
Theatre
y
Broadwa
the
David
A.
Lipton,
Universal
Pictures
of
and stock purchase warrents were
Owner
A Business, An Art and A Socia'
he was a partner vice-president in charge of advertising exercised, the gross wou'd have to
Boston,
South
in
Force."
The estimated 500 guests in at- of the American Theatres Corp. of and publicity, will arrive here tomor- be approximately $50,000,000 to_ astendance were invited to a cocktail Boston in the Embassy and Central
sure the same $1 per share earnings.
row for 10 days of conferences with
home office executives on promotion
and
,
Waltham
in
theatres
Square
'"The
business.
party at the close of
Doyle,
Flags," starring Errol Flynn and
of The Gaucho" was screened the Newton in West Newton.
Way
on four releases for the coming- All
three months.
Maureen O'Hara ; "It Grows on
for the gathering in the evening.
who retired from public life 40 years plans
He will outline promotional plans Trees," starring Irene Dunne, and
Tuesday's program, which gets ago after serving three terms in the
Me at the Fair," starring Dan
under way at 10 A. M. will feature State Senate, is survived by a son on "Because of You," starring Loretta "Meet
Dailey and Diana Lynn.
the election of officers.
and two daughters.
Young and Jeff Chandler ; 'Against

I

Outgrossing'Song In My Heart"!
LURE OF THE

C£NTURY^F^

Hew Record, Los Angeles!

Top Money Everywhere!
MONKEY

WILDERNESS
Technicolor

USsE
LLHeHO
FU
nry'
0.
12 GREAT STARS!

BUSINESS

Jean Peters • Jeffrey Hunter
Constance Smith
Based on a Story by Vereen Bell

5 GREAT DIRECTORS!

Cary Grant • Ginger Rogers

5 GREAT WRITERS!

Charles Coburn • Marilyn Monroe

Hottest Musical!

Super-Tension!
THE

STEEL

TRAP
Joseph Cotten * Teresa Wright
A Bert Friedlob Production
Released by 20th Century-Fox

The Year's
yon
on
Dam
DS's
OUN
ODHRun
BLO

OF

BROADWAY
Technicolor

Mitzi Gaynor • Scott Brady

There's No

Spectacle . . . Adventure!
THE
OF

THIEF
VENICE

Maria Montez • Paul Christian
A Robert Haggiog Production
Released by 20th Century-Fox

Business

Life

7

liMftl

Boxoffice Excitement!

TheyllJ^oveThisOne!

Big In 3 -Theatre
Miami Premiere!

Mr. 880 Is Back 881 Times Funnier!
NIGHT

WAY

WIFE'S
FRIEND

MY
BEST
Anne
Baxter

OF

A

Macdonald
Carey

GAUCHO
Technicolor
Rory
Gene
Calhoun • Tierney

Your Thanksgiving Date!
PONY

It'll Steal Your Heart!
MY

PAL

GUS

SOLDIER
Technicolor

Richard Widmark
Joanne Dru
Audrey Totter

Tyrone Power
Cameron Mitchell

George (Foghorn) Winslow

WITHOUT

SOMETHING
SLEEP
FOR

THE

BIRDS

Victor Mature • Patricia Neal
Edmund Gwenn

Linda Darnell * Gary Merrill
Hildegarde Neff

Your Big One For Christmas !
CLIFTON WEBB in

JOHN PHILIP SOUSA'S
STARS
AND
STRIPES FOREVER
Technicolor

• Robert Wagner
Debra Paget
Ruth Hussey

ERNEST HEMINGWAY'S
OF
SNOWS
THE
KILIMANJARO
Technicolor

Ava Gardner
Hayward •Screen
• SusanDirected
y Peck
GregorProduced
Play by
by
by
Darryl F. Zanuck • Henry King • Casey Robinson

Branch Managers' Testimonial Sept. 28 - Dec. 21
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usmess: P
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(Continued from page 1)
convention vice-president, John W.
Servies, vice-president, National Theatre Supply ; secretary, Edward S.
Seeley, Altec ; governors — East, Gordon A. Chambers and Charles L.
Townsend; governors — Central, Frank
E. Carlson and Malcolm. G. Townsley ; governors — West, William A.
Mueller and Leroy M. Dearing".
Assuming the office of engineering
vice-president today, to serve through
Dec. 31, 1953, is Henry J. Hood, Eastman Kodak. He was appointed last
July to fill a vacancy.
All officers will start their terms on
Jan. 1.
Televised to Pentagon
At today's
luncheon,
the
convention,
members
heardopening
three high
level Army, Navy and Air Force offi
cers discuss communications and pho
tography in the service. The program
was televised to a specially selected
audience in the Pentagon by the
Army. Captain A. D. Fraser, of the
office of the chief of naval operations
and chief of naval photography, told
the group that the Navy was dependent on the motion picture films shown
to its forces. "The entertainment motion pictures provide is probably our
greatest morale booster," he said. He
pointed out that the motion picture
industry "very generously operates a
comprehensive on-the-job training
course for selected personnel," with a
"completeness of instruction" that
could not be given by a service
school."
Major General George I. Back,
chief signal officer of the Army, asked
the group for its continued coopera
tion in the research and development
of motion pictures and television. He
emphasized the importance of sound
motion picture films in training, in
public information and as a means
of "pictorially documenting military
history," calling motion pictures "an
irreplaceable
tool."
Television
has
become
available
as another
medium
of communications, he said, "which
offers tremendous possibilities with its
potential of speed and accuracy."
11 Branch
At

U-I

Managers

Studio

Hollywood, Oct. 6. — Universal Pictures' newexecutives
program to
its
field sales
withacquaint
forthcoming product and studio operations is
slated to get under way tomorrow
when 11 branch managers from all
sections of the country attend a series
of conferences.
Besides viewing new films and getting acloseup of studio functions, the
branch managers will meet with studio executives headed by N. J. Blumberg, chairman of the board; Milton R. Rackmil, president; William
Goetz, in charge of production ; Edward Muhl, vice-president and general manager of the studio.

HAS SO SWELL IDEAS
for Selling Your _^>—

Ouod %h\iiM3jjyrC . . Select cvrilciea
woyi Uj* FILMACK For All Tour Trailer CIc qulrcmsrvic
Ff LM AC K TRAILER
CO AT PANSY
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Daily

Brief

...

Television--Radio
with

Pinky

Herman

O ALLOTS FOR Motion Picture Daily — FAME poll (15th
*-* radio and fourth television, respectively) have already been sent
out to more than 800 radio and TV editors, columnists and critics
of newspapers, magazines and periodicals all over the country. This
exclusive audit of personalities survey is more important today than
ever clue to the rapidly expanding- TV field and the ever-increasing
interdependence of both the motion picture and television industries
upon each other. The winners and runners-up, based upon the combined opinions and votes of impartial judges, best qualified to pass
on the merits of performers and programs, will be revealed near the
end of the year. To all candidates we say, "Good Luck" and to our
hundreds of friends who year after year have taken the time and
trouble to fill out and mail in to us their selections, "Thanks
again." . . .
In a most unusual step local 411, Bethlehem, Pa., of the
American Federation of Musicians, has voted Charles Sanford, musical director of "Your Show of Shows" 'the man
responsible for the finest music heard on TV today.' He
will be feted next Monday with a testimonial dinner at the American Legion Hall
in nearby Hellertown, Pa. and will be presented with a plaque. . . . Segmentation of
the "Mike & Buff" 45-minute CBSeries of
telecasts into three different 15-minute stanzas has resulted in a vast improvement.
Change should attract a larger share of the
3:15 to 4:00 P.M. viewers. . . . Bill Slater's
sparkling WABDuMontage, "Broadway To
Hollywood," has been renewed for the
tenth time by Tidewater Associated Oil Co.
Agency is Lennen & Mitchell. ... In the year
Charles Sanford
since he started his WPTZippy series, "Let
George Do It," emcee George Skinner has
sold the good citizens of Philadelphia and
environs a variety of household items. However, last Wednesday morning on his (9:00-10:00 A.M.) program George added
another co-op sponsor, the Pineway Stables of Pineville, Pa.
Believe it or not, he is SELLING thoroughbred race horses
ik "Skinner never skins
on easy payment terms. His punchline?
you." ...

After a couple of semesters on- his new CBSaturday (8:00 P.M.)
telecasts, comic Jackie Gleason has definitely established himself
as a formidable foe to NBC's "All-Star Revue." If lie can ■maintain the pace he's been setting week in and week out, the initials
'J.G.' will also mean 'Just Great.' . . . Energetic and lovable Bob
Ring of the Newark Public Safety Commission has recovered
from 'a severe illness and his radio and TV performer pals
(who've helped him countless times to put on successful shows
for the PAL and other worthy causes) are much
happier. . . .
Sid Feller, Capitol Records A & R exec, who is responsible for
the Jane Froman orchestral arrangements for her wax sessions,
will likewise make all special arrangements for the thrush's new
TVehich "Canteen USA" which CBStarts next Tuesday. . . .
This scribbler is neither a Yankee nor a Dodger Fan but rather
a baseball fan so we've just got to bow low to the producers and
cameramen for transmitting via WOR-TV practically every important bit of acton in the fifth World Series game Sunday at
the Stadium. The stellar roles portrayed by Duke Snider, Andy
Pafko, Bill Cox, Carl Erskine and Johnny Mize, were matched
by Mutual's TV WORkers. . . .
ft

LOTSA DOTS . . . Ventriloquist "Skeets" Minton will star on
a new_ series of TV shows, "All Aboard," starting CBSunday, Oct.
19. Lionel (Trains) Corp. will sponsor the Lester Lewis Package,
scripted by Lawrence Markes and Mort Lewis. . . . Football WABDopesters Win Elliot and Denny Meyer have teamed up to present
an interesting series every Sunday following the pro games.
Former movie star Jeffrey Lynn's performance Sunday on Phiko's
"The Black Sheep," was a masterpiece of underplaying a difficult
role. Jeff, who's been out of town playing stock, should be seen more
often on TV. . . . Paula Stone, Mike Sloane and Jack Donohue, "Top
Banana," execs have formed a company to discover new talent. . . .

Washington, Oct. 6. — Atlantic
Video was granted a permit for the
construction of a commercial television station at Asbury Park, by the
Federal Communications Commission.
President and majority stockholder
of Atlantic Video is Walter Reade,
Jr., head of Walter Reade Theatres.
•
Springfield, Mass., Oct. 6. — A
sellout at the Capitol and Art theatres here and a turnout of approximately 100,000 are expected at the
world field
premiere
of Warner's "SpringRifle" tomorrow
night. Mayor
Daniel Brunton has honored the Gary
Cooper-starrer by declaring "Springfield Rifle Week." Cast notables on
hand for the festivities are David
Brian, Guinn (Big Boy) Williams
and Phyllis Kirk.
•
The Century Room of the Hotel
Woodstock here will become the
permanent home for the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers' class in
showmanship starting Thursday, according to Harry K. McWilliams,
AMPA president. S. Barret McCormick, advertising director of RKO
Radio, will be the guest lecturer
for that, the third meeting.
•
M. R. (Duke) Clark, formerly
Central South and Southwest division
manager for Paramount Pictures,
has been appointed special representative for the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations, it was announced by
Robert W. Coyne, COMPO special
counsel.
Oct. 14 Pre-H earing
On Theatre TV
Washington, Oct. 6. — A prehearing conference for attorneys at the
theatre television hearing on Oct. 20
will be held on Oct. 14 to establish
procedure and order of testimony at
the hearing, the Federal Communications Commission announced today.
The main portion of the theatre
TV hearing will commence on Jan.
12 but the first phase of the hearing,
on engineering and accounting aspects,
is slated to open here on Oct. 20
and run for about a week.

'Movietime' Tours
(Continued from page 1)
and stimulate business. This has been
Movietime has not set any definite
schedule for the number of tours to be
O'Donnell
sent out during
stated. the coming year,
proven."

MITCHELL

MAY,

Jr.

CO., INC.
INSURANCE
•
Specializing
in requirements of the
Motion Picture Industry
75 Maiden Lane, New York
3720 W. 6th St., Los Angeles
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President;

Assured,

SALESMEN
ON
WAR
VP'
Top
Frayne,
Washington, Oct. 6. — Herbert
Asserts
Zukor
Would Expose Managers,
Barnett, assistant to the president of
First-Runs
General Precision Equipment Corp., N.Y.
Too, Who Offend in
has been elected president of the SoDealings, Snaper Says
'Rebuild Confidence/ He
ciety of Motion
Firm; 'Paleface,'
Urges Midwest Showmen Picture and
One of the bitterest public blasts
rama
Cine
Bow
Big
Television Enat distributor sales policies to come
gineers
for
a
picon
"Moti
6.—
Oct.
Chicago,
two-year term,
from an exhibitor leader in recent
tures will live forever," Adolph
With hold-overs predominating, memory was issued here yesterday
it
was
anof
board
the
of
man
chair
,
Zukor
nounced today
New York's first-run theatres this
Paramount Pictures, today told the
by Wilbur
week are enjoying good business.
at the organiAllied
specialmountParazation's 72nd
division
and
Paleface"
of
"Son
Snaper,tionalnaNewcomers
convention at
stage show at the
accompanying
president, with
managers meet- the Statler
a warning that
ing in his honor Hotel here.
Is Cinerama"
and "This
Paramount,
"if exhibitorat
the
Broadway
bowed
to
strong
at the Bismark
Other
officers
Hotel.
He
called
mm
grosses, the former indicated as drawdistributor relaelected for the
ing $75,000 for the first week, and
for more show- same term
advanced-sale,
for
$3,500
manship so that
latter
the
Herbert Barnett
tions don't imwere : executive
"the public will
prove" theganization
or-will
revenue.of "Cinerama"
was
said to be assured
that figure
capacity-house
vice-president,
know in adpublicize
the
vance what is to Dr. John G. Frayne, Westrex Corp.; each week for at least six weeks.
names
of
fa' "1 come to their editorial vice-president, Dr. Norwood
Strong in their second weeks are
theatres and not L. Simmons, Eastman Kodak Co. ; "Because You're Mine" at Radio City
branch man(Continued on page 3)
{Continued on page 6)
m e n w ho, he
Wilbur
Snaper
after
the
prodagers and salesI
uct has come
charged,
have
been using
Adolph Zukor
reciting MPTO
questionable
gone."
of St. Louis Italian Films Week
andAfter
theatremen. tactics in dealing with
his experiences as
boy in Chicago
where he was born, lived, and mar
At a trade press conference deFestivities Begin
signed(Continued
to provide onreporters
ried, Zukor
stated : "I have not Meet Big Success
page 2) with a
{Continued on page 3)
to Italian Films Week,"
St. Louis, Oct. 6. — The annual the"Salute
first film festival of its kind to
of the Motion Picture Thea- be held in the United States, was
meeting
Cinerama
Pays for
tre Owners St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois got under officially proclaimed here last night
Four Installations
way here at the Chase Hotel today in by Mayor Vicent M. Impellitteri at
the Little Carnegie Theatre before
what promises to be the most successan audience of American motion pichistory.
unit's
the
in
meeting
ful
A kickoff luncheon followed by
Boston, Oct. 6. — Costs for the first
ture executives, Italian government
four theatre installations of Cinerama important trade speeches by visiting and film notables, United Nations
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 3)
equipment and a part of film production costs are to be borne by Cinerama, according to a report on the
company just issued by Lamont &
Co., local investment firm.
TOURS
U.S.A.9
MOVIETIME
The report, written since the openTODAY
OLD
YEAR
"This Is Cinerama" proONE
ing ofgramthe
ARE
at the Broadway Theatre in
that Cinerama's
also statesreceipts
New York,
share
in exhibition
is 25 per
(Continued on page 3)
Today is the first birthday of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations' "Movietime U.S.A." tours. Since they were launched, 360 Hollymake 38 tours to
wood personalities have each given a week's time to industry
goodwill.
Rackmil
Buys 1,000 1,300 cities
and towns from Coast to Coast to promote
'Movietime U.S.A. is the first public
Universal Shares
relations operation of its kind ever sent out weekly during the spring and
undertaken by the industry in its 50 fall.
Both chairmen urge the need for
years of existence.
Washington, Oct. 6. — Milton R.
Many advances have been made in more active participation on the part
Rackmil, president of Decca Records, the operation during the year. Under of players in giving a week for the
which owns 43 per cent of Universal the guidance of national chairman tours.
Pictures, and also president of the R. J. O'DonnelL - and Hollywood
"If every actor on the rolls of the
latter company, has personally pur- chairman- Marvin Schenck, the tours Screen Actors Guild would give one
chased his first 1,000 shares of Uni- have been streamlined and perfected. week to Movietime," Schenck stated,
Launched with no precedent or pat- "the list would not be exhausted for
versal common, according to a Securifour years. There are many towns and
ties and Exchange Commission report
tours had to protern for a guide,' theerror
today.
method. The cities yet in the United States which
ceed by a trial and
An SEC report on stock trading original plan of blanketing the U. S. have not had these tours. Exhibitors
They help the industry
officers and directors, in one week with the tours was re- want them.
by company
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 3)
placed by a policy of staggered tours

KATO

to Make

Aiding

Tax

Film

Fight

Louisville, Oct. 6.— Noting that
Kentucky and Federal amusement
taxes together total about 30 per cent
of the gross box-office collections in
the state, the Kentucky Association
of Theatre Owners has disclosed plans
to prepare a film for showing in the
state's theatres, much like one made
several years ago, which will emphasize the hardship forced upon theatre
owners by these taxes. This was decided at a meeting held to discuss
ways of aiding COMPO's tax fight.

1st NT Post-divorce
Board Meet Oct. 23
Hollywood,
Oct. president
6. — National Theatres
Charles Skouras today announced that the first meeting of the board of directors
of the newly organized company since its divorcement
from 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp. will be held at company
headquarters here Oct. 23j

2

Motion

Personal

Allied

Picture

Declares

Daily

War

(Contimi.ed from page 1)
Mention

preview of the tone which could be
expected at Allied's annual convention
PHIL REISMAN, head of RKO in Chicago, Nov. 17-19, Snaper spoke
Radio foreign distribution, is
scheduled to return here tomorrow also in terms of "going to the governto restrict cermentsales
for regulations"
from Europe.
tain
practices.
•
These were two of three steps he
Charles J. Feldman, Universal indicated Allied was in a mood to
general sales manager, and F. J. A. take against distributors. The third
McCarthy, Southern and Canadian
sales manager, left here yesterday for would be "a stronger set-up for the
interchange of information among exCincinnati.
•
hibitors," with the specific aim of
"deterring over-aggressive salesmen."
Harold Boxall, director of LonThis third step, Snaper said, envisdon Film Productions, will arrive here
aged the broadening of the scope of
today from Europe aboard the SrS: Allied's "Caravan," a vehicle for disQueen Mary.
seminating information on rentals and
other sales policies among Allied and
John Ford, M-G-M director, is due non-Allied exhibitors.
here today from the Coast en route
Snaper said that during the
to Nairobi, Africa, tomorrow via
past eight months he, in his
London.
capacity as Allied film committee co-ordinator, has been
"overwhelmed
by a deluge of
Arthur Willi, RKO Radio's Eastern talent head, has returned here
exhibitor complaints and refrom Chicago.
for solutions"
in the
area ofqueststrade
practices.
He
New
To

Jersey
Elect

Oct.

Allied
14

A one-day meeting highlighted by
election of officers will be held by
New Jersey Allied on Oct. 14 at the
Hotel Astor here, Wilbur Snaper,
national Allied president who also
heads the New Jersey unit, announced
yesterday.
Asked if he is a candidate for reelection to the unit's presidency,
Snaper said he had not given the
matter consideration. At present, he
said, "there are no candidates."
The meeting will feature a luncheon
at the Astor for members and a dinner following adjournment for members and their wives at the Latin
Quarter here.
Snaper, as national Allied president,
will address the annual convention
of Allied Theatres of Michigan at the
Tuller Hotel, Detroit, Oct. 20-22, he
said. His topic will be arbitration,
he added, if the final draft of an industry system of arbitration is in
shape by that time.

said distributors "have lost
sight of the fact that they're
dealing with customers." Acknowledging that as co-ordinator he has been "criticized by
some members for trying to
work out a broad, national
basis for settling difficulties instead of narrowing down the
issues," Snaper said the criticism was justified.
"There's no sense kidding any
more,"
Snaperhome
exclaimed.
said
distribution
offices He
disavow

charges against practices, attribute
difficulties to "over-aggressive salesmen," and the practices continue.
The practices he chose to specify
were "advanced admission pictures on
which exhibitors can't make a profit,"
percentage selling, "exorbitant rentals,
such as 60-40," and "specializing pictures out of existence."
Snaper said distributors regard percentage selling as a "panacea" in dealing with exhibitors and "as the only
logical, businesslike way of merchandising." Taking exception to this approach, he said "certain heads of distribution have agreed with me — but
what do they do about it ?" He added
that while big key runs do lend themselves to percentage deals, the vast
Depinet
Gets New
majority
of small
"would
RKO
Radio Office
do better,
from independents
a profit and
loss
standpoint,
to
close
down
Monday
Ned E. Depinet, former RKO
Radio president, now adviser and through Thursday" in the absence of
consultant to the new management a sliding-scale "incentive" selling approach which would allow them a
group, has been given a 14th floor
larger margin of profit after grosses
office at the company's headquarters reach a certain figure.
in the RKO Building, Rockefeller
Center.
The Allied president contended that some salesmen have
Depinet's former office on the 16th
floor is being used by Ralph Stolkin,
"personal" policies in dealing
with exhibitors. The salesmen
the new president.

have a "get-even-with-the-exhibitor" attitude, he maintained.
L. A. Date for 'Hans'
"Allied doesn't want government
Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
Andersen" has been set for a Los An- control in the industry," Snaper said.
geles pre-release engagement at the "That would be an extreme measure,"
Warner Beverly Theatre on Dec. 26, he acknowledged when reminded by
according to an announcement by a reporter that Abram F. Myers, Allied general counsel, admonished last
James A. Mulvey, president of the
company.
year's convention
that government
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100 Booths Rented
For TESMA
Show
The Theatre Equipment

control of the industry was to be
Supply ciation
Manufacturers
trade show, whichAssowill
disdained.
be held in conjunction with
When asked if his proposal for "a
the national Allied convention
stronger set-up for the interchange of
in Chicago, Nov. 17-19, alinformation among exhibitors" fitted
ready has rented space for
in with the recently-announced inten100 booths and more space
tion of Alfred Starr, Theatre Owners
will be rented before convenof America president, to strive for an
tion time, Wilbur Snaper, Alall-embracing single exhibitor organilied president, reported here
zation or "forum," Snaper said he
yesterday.
had no comment on Starr's plan.
Asked also if he did not think arbitration would be the solution to some
of the problems he enumerated, Snaper replied that he believed Myers was 'Wide
Open' Allied
"conservative" in estimating that "it
wouldarbitration
be a mattersystem
of months"
before
an
was agreed
Meeting for Press
upon. Snaper said he would advise
The national Allied convention in
that distributors "go in for some soulsearching." "Frankly," he added, "we Chicago, Nov. 17-19, will be "wide
don't care who gets hurt — when open" to the trade
Wilbur
branch managers and salesmen are Snaper, president of press,
the exhibitor
proven to have injured exhibitors they organization, declared here yesterday.
should be discharged or pensioned
He pointed out that it has been
customary for Allied conventions to
exclude the press from trade practice
In the Allied president's
film clinic sessions, although he
opinion producers "need exackowledged that at last year's conhibitor advice" in making pictures. He claimed that revention inwere
New
York to
"a sit
few"in reporters
permitted
on
makes and biographical pictures
these meetings for background purseldom succeed at the box-office. When exhibitors particiAt the private board meeting which
pate in conferences with prowill precede the Chicago convention,
off." ducers, such as those sponsored
poses.
Snaper will recommend that this
by the Council of Motion Picyear's clinics be opened to all trade
ture Organizations, "it's like
press repersentatives on an off-thetalking
to a blank wall," he
record basis so that when the same
said.
subjects are taken up on the floor
However, he said he was pleased of^ the convention proper the reporters
to note the naming of Sherrill Cor- will have a fuller grasp of what
win, West Coast circuit owner, as transpires. Floor proceedings, he adhead of the RKO Radio studio under
ded, will be open to unqualified press
coverage.
the new management arrangement.
"That's what I mean is needed," he
said. Corwin is a member of TOA.
Snaper said that perhaps many an
exhibitor's financial problems would
be solved if top pictures were provided NEW YORK THEATRES
for mid-week showings as well as on
week-ends. However, he added deRADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
spairingly that "when we pleaded for
big pictures in September with the
Rockefeller Center — —
MARIO
LANZA in
return of top TV shows we didn't
The convention, Snaper said, is ex"BECAUSE
YOU'REMORROW
MINE"
introducing DORETTA
pected to set forth "concrete action
them."
get
against the policies" in consequence of
Color by TECHNICOLOR - An M-G-M Picture
meetings of trade practice film clinics
which will be a part of the annual
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
meeting. Convention clinics will be
staffed as follows, he announced :
small-towns of 3,500 population or
JAMS plus
less — Charles Niles (chairman), Col.
SOB
H. A. Cole, John Mohrstadt, A. B.
EOY
Jeffries and J. R. Smith; large towns
up to 25,000 population — Ben Marcus
(chairman), Trueman T. Rembusch,
Snaper, Fred Beedle and Max Matz ;
large cities — John Wolf berg (chairman), Nathan Yamins, Ben Berger,
Nightly
Alan Johnson and Henry GreenA Paramajnt Prturt TfechlUCcJt*"
Midnight Faotvr*
berger ; key neighborhood and subruns — Morris Finkle (chairman), Leon
Back, Norman Glassman, Louis Gold
and S. G. Prat ; outdoor theatres —
presents
JQ ZERO"
Rube Shor (chairman), C. Elmer
Nolte, O. F. Sullivan, Jay Wooten
and Leo T. Jones ; circuit buyers and
Starring ROBERT M1TCHUM - ANN BLYTH
bidding — Irving Dollinger (chairman),
MINUTE
"0NEBROADWAY
GHB
HU
CRITERION
AND 45th ST.
A. Berenson, Jack Kirsch and Arthur
Howard.
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Way of a Gaucho
indicated,
$132,000
Music Hall with
{20th Century-Fox)
picabout50 motion
my itopinion
changed
tures since
all began
years ago.
the
and "Somebody Loves Me" at are
comLines
k
Moore-McCormac
the
and
CENTURY-FOX
WENTIETH
T'
houses
I feeltureas
strongly
today
Roxy with $75,000. Both
the fu-I
of our
business
as Iabout
did when
of a Gaucho" in a fine
"Wayof fun
premiere
worldsetting
bined to present theighted
presenting spectacular stage shows as festive Oriental-lantern-l
and food aboard the financed, caused to be produced and
with ofloads
has "The Thief"
well. Theto Roxy
deck of the South American plying steamer 6". 5. Argentine, tied to a dock in distributed the first feature length
open Oct. 15.
scheduled
New York's North River.
Still doing big business at the
motion picture, 'Queen Elizabeth,' 40
The production is a very robust "Western"-type affair produced in the
"Snows of Kilimanjaro," Argentine
is stanza
Rivoli
in color by Technicolor with the Pampas and the Andes in beauthe
third
being on the way
Zukor told the more than 100 Midof the main achieveteous display for background. As a matter of fact oneTourneur
is
scenic
the
is
Widow"
Jacques
western exhibitors present that "everyMerry
director
and
"The
Dunne
Philip
producer
of
$57,000.
ments
to store for a hefty $35,000 for the
ago"devote all their time and enone must
in
splendor which at times resembles fine pastel etchings. Then, too, there are years
second week.
remarkable native horses who streak over the plains guided by the thrilling in motion
ergy to rebuild
the public's
confidence
pictures.
We must
work
"Just for You" is scheduled to bow horsemanship of scads of Argentians who are known far and wide for their harder in this transition period until
tomorrow at the Capitol, replacing
prowess in the saddle.
the public is sold on the idea that mo"The Quiet Man," for which a solid
the production is pretty good enExcept for some slowly-paced intervals
tion picture entertainment is worththe
for
up
$30,000 is being chalked
cutting a bit from its 91 minutes.
by
improved
be
could
which
tertainment
seventh frame. The Criterion still is
hand
at
are
Tierney
Gene
and
Calhoun
Rory
The marketable names of
going strong with "One Minute to for the use of the showman, capably aided and abetted by the leading sup- expect
He closed
by of
stating,
"If scope,
exhibitors
pictures
the size,
and
Zero," with $20,000 indicated for the
port of Richard Boone, Hugh Marlowe and Everett Sloane, with hundreds of quality of those that are now being
Wilderness"
many hued native costumes.
their
third week. "Lure of the
in
color
impressive
lending
extras
turned out by all Hollywood studios,
is seen grossing a nice $15,000 in its
The screenplay by producer Dunne, based on the novel by Herbert Childs,
initial week at the Globe.
which are proving their ability to atexplained in a foreword and tells about how, "three quarters of a century
tract the public, you must put forth
Thursday will see "The World In is
while."
ago, the Argentine Pampas still lay virtually unfenced, the free preserve of extra
effort and employ all your inHis Arms" taking over at the Maythose spirits who for many generations had called it their own — the gauchos.
genuity in presenting these pictures to
fair where "High Noon" is bringing As a special breed of men, answering only to their own laws and codes, they
$15,000 for the 11th and final seven have vanished. The pampa they knew is fenced and cultivated. The lean
Zukor expressed considerable interdays. At the Astor, "The Miracle cattle they herded have been replaced by blooded stock of modern Argentina.
public."
is holding But the memory of the gauchos still lives— enshrined forever in the heart of the est
of Our Lady of Fatima"
"to
possible
get thein doing
widest everythin
possible gsupport
by the
firm with $15,000 due for the seventh the nation."
,,-■<,
,
n
^
«
industry for smaller theatres in
week. Tenth week of "Affair in
It is against this invasion by modern men that head gaucho Rory Lalhoun
Trinidad" is giving the Victoria a rides with his roaring fellow horsemen in some mighty bloody and at times
smaller communities." Central division
satisfactory $11,000.
James J. Donohue,
in a roare the principalswith
and Miss Tierney
fighting. Calhoun
The off-Broadway houses are con- intriguing
child
manager, presided over the special
mance that is threaded through the tale and results in her being
meeting. Donohue introduced A. W.
tinuing to do nicely with their holdas the gauchos all around them in the over-long tale-telling live gaily and Schwalberg, president of Paramount
Fabre,"
M.
Amazing
overs: "The
Many Film Distributing Co., who in turn
Park Avenue, fourth week, $4,700 ; freely with utter disregard and contempt for established government.
helped to put on the show.
introduced Zukor at the luncheon.
performers
Argentine
capable
"Man In the White Suit," Sutton,
Runnino- time, 91 minutes. Adult classification. For October release.
rg and Jerry Pickman, viceSchwalbe
Be.in
James P. Cunningham
27th week, $5,000; "Stranger
president in charge of advertisingtween," Fine Arts, eighth week,
, conducted discussions on
publicity
day.
$3,900; "Ivory Hunter," 52nd Street
product
and promotion later in the
Italian
Film
Week
Trans-Lux, seventh week, $4,900. "O. Rackmil Buys
Henry's Full House" will take over
(Continued from page 1)
at the 52nd Street house on Oct. 16.
Also present at the meetings were
(Continued from page 1)
of Paraofficials,
and
cultural,
economic
and
vice-presidentCorp.,
K. O'Shea,
E.
mount Film Distributing
and
also noted that the David J. Greene civic leaders of New York.
of
shares
5,000
d
Trust had acquire
MPTO
of St. Louis
sales manPhil- Oscar A. Morgan, general Paramount
of the
RKO Theatres common, bringing its
president
Floyd Blair,
accepted
Society,
harmonic Symphony
subjects and
short
ager
of
(Continued from page 1)
this,
News.
Besides
30,800.
holdings to
the scroll of proclamation, on behalf
Zukor returned to New York late
dignitaries paved the way. Leon Greene holds 10,000 shares in partner- of honorary chairman Winthrop W.
his
of
s
member
Bamberger, sales promotion manager family.ship and 3,600 with
Aldrich, after the Mayor noted that tonight, accompanied by Sid Blumeng manager and asfor RKO Radio, spoke on film ad"it was the critics and public of the stock, advertisin
t,
Steve Broidy, Monogram presiden
sistant to Pickman.
vertising in newspapers, stating that
first acclaimed
purchased 2,000 shares of common, city of New York who
in some parts of the country news- bringin
in
45,299,
post- Cinerama
to
s
merits
holding
the
his
zed
g
populari
and
the
of
papers were taking advantage
a group
war Italian films, inspiring of
addition to the options which he holds
exhibitor. While stressing the im(Continued from page 1)
citizens to organize
portance of newspaper advertising, for 2,000 shares. Norton V. Ritchey of representative
enshares of Monogram a city-wide tribute to honor and
cent, after certain operating costs but
the speaker spotlighted the fair and gave away 1,000 ng
his holdings to
desirable insertion rate advertising common, reduci
achievem
courage theseinterview
edents."
lobby before taxes, under its agreement with
in the Noted
arrivals were
Thomas-Todd Productions, w h i c h
extended by some newspapers.
2,594.
WINS
' Other SEC transactions reported by Martin Starr on aandlive
Larry W. Davee, sales manager
to Dec. 31, 1956. After the first
runs
Voice,
the
of broadcast while WOV
engineer for the Century Projecto were: Austin Keough's acquisition
s.
Pictures
interview
orded
of America tape-rec
100 shares of Paramount
Cinerama's
gross,
tage declines
gradually
to percen10 per
$1,000,000
Corp. of New York, spoke on "three common, bringing his holdings to
"The
was
pointfilm
Davee
cent,
the
report
states.
night
projection."
opening
dimensional
The
750
of
acquisition
Thomas-Todd Productions and /or
ed to the recent successful debut 350 shares; the
Earlier in the day the first event
of Cinerama — the three camera, three shares of Trans-Lux common, his
Reeves
Soundcraft Corp. owned about
was the presentation
; of the Festival
"
projector — process in the Broadway entire holdings, by Joseph M. Viertel
Overcoat.
Forum
ancient
the
from
stones
two
of
common
Theatre in New York as a sign of and Loew's, Inc. acquisition of 57
of Cinerama's
last reported
in March,
1952,
53 peras cent
motion picture stock
the future.
shares of Loew's Boston Theatres of Rome by the Italian
Cinerama
report.
the
to
according
common, making total holdings of industry to the people of New York
Also on today's program were Wil- 129,991
"as a symbol of the cultural and does not own the patents to the threeshares.
liam Powell, district manager for the
democratic heritage that America and dimensional process, but is licensed
Mid-West Drive-in Theatres, speakby their owner, Vitarama Corp. Royalties- payable range from five to 10
contemporary
A.
Rockefeller Italy
and share."
Deputy Nelson
Mayor
ing on "new product" of the major Services Held for
film companies, illustrating his talk
the per cent of Cinerama's gross income,
acknowledged
Horowitz
Charles
s
e
G. Doyl
with trailers of forthcoming pictures ; Jame
the report states.
d'ltalia
Herman Levy, general counsel of
s
Palazzo
the
service
of
l
The report concludes that Cinerama
roof
Funera
the
6.—
on
gift
Oct.
,
Boston
building in Rockefeller Center.
would have to gross approximately
Theatre Owners of America, on "in- were held today in Jamaica Plain,
$35,000,000 to earn $1 per share on
dustry arbitration ;" and Ray Colvin, Mass., for James G. Doyle, theatre
executive director of Theatre Equip- owner and ex-state Senator, who died Lipton to Confer on
its presently outstanding common
ment Dealers Association, who talked there at his home on Friday at the
stock, and if outstanding debentures
ses
Four New Relea
were converted and all stock options
on "The Motion Picture Industry as age of 85.
A Business, An Art and A Social
Owner of the Broadway Theatre
David A. Lipton, Universal Pictures and stock purchase warrents were
in South Boston, he was a partner vice-president in charge of advertising exercised, the gross wou1d have to
Force."
The estimated 500 guests in at- of the American Theatres Corp. of and publicity, will arrive here tomor- be approximatelv $50,000,000 to_ asrow for 10 days of conferences with
tendance were invited to a cocktail Boston in the Embassy and Central
sure the same $1 per share earnings.
home office executives on promotion
and
m,
Waltha
in
s
theatre
Square
"The
business.
party at the close of
Doyle, plans on four releases for the coming All Flags," starring Errol Flynn and
of The Gaucho" was screened the Newton in West Newton.40 years three months.
Way
for the gathering in the evening.
Maureen O'Hara; "It Grows on
who retired from public life
He will outline promotional plans Trees," starring Irene Dunne, and
Tuesday's program, which gets ago after serving three terms in the
Me at the Fair," starring Dan
under way at 10 A. M. will feature State Senate, is survived by a son on "Because of You," starring Loretta "Meet
Dailey and Diana Lynn.
the election of officers.
and two daughters.
Young and Jeff Chandler; "Against

Outgrossing'Song In My Heart"!
LURE OF THE

Hew Record, Los Angeles!

MONKEY

WILDERNESS
Technicolor
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12 GREAT STARS!

BUSINESS

Jean Peters • Jeffrey Hunter
Constance Smith
Based on a Story by Vereen Bell

5 GREAT DIRECTORS!

Cary Grant • Ginger Rogers

5 GREAT WRITERS!

Charles Coburn • Marilyn Monroe
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Hottest Musical!

Super-Tension!
THE

STEEL

TRAP
O

Top Money Everywhere!

Joseph Cotten • Teresa Wright
A Bert Friedlob Production
Released by 20th Century-Fox

The Year's
Runyon's
on
Dam
BLOODHOUNDS

OF

BROADWAY
Technicolor

Mitzi Gaynor • Scott Brady

There's No

Spectacle... Adventure!
THE
OF

THIEF
VENICE

Maria Montez • Paul Christian
A Robert Haggiag Production
Released by 20th Century-Fox

Business

Ufo

MY
BEST
Anne
Baxter

WAY

WIFE'S
FRIEND

OF

Mr. 880 Is Back 881 Times Funnier!
NIGHT

A

WITHOUT

SOMETHING
SLEEP

GAUCHO
Technicolor

Macdonald
Carey

Rory

Gene

Calhoun • Tierney

Your Thanksgiving Date!

It'll Steal Your Heart!
MY

PONY

PAL

6US

Richard Widmark

SOLDIER
Technicolor

Joanne Dru
Audrey Totter

Tyrone Power
Cameron Mitchell

$0*

Boxoffice Excitement!

Big In 3-Theatre
Miami Premiere!

They'll Love This One!

George (Foghorn) Winslow

FOR

THE

BIRDS

Victor Mature • Patricia Neal
Edmund Gwenn

Your Big One For Christmas !
CLIFTON WEBB in

JOHN PHILIP SOUSA'S
STARS
AND
STRIPES FOREVER
Technicolor
Debra Paget
Robert Wagner
Ruth • Hussey

Linda Darnell * Gary Merrill
Hildegarde Neff

ERNEST HEMINGWAY'S
THE
SNOWS
OF
KILIMANJARO
Technicolor
Screen Play by
Directed by
Produced by Susan Hayward * Ava Gardner
Gregory Peck •
Henry King
Darryl F. Zanuck
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convention vice-president, John W.
Servies, vice-president, National Theatre Supply ; secretary, Edward S.
Seeley, Altec; governors — East, Gordon A. Chambers and Charles L.
Townsend; governors — Central, Frank
E. Carlson and Malcolm G. Townsley; governors — West, William A.
Mueller and Leroy M. Dearing.
Assuming the office of engineering
vice-president today, to serve through
Dec. 31, 1953, is Henry J. Hood, Eastman Kodak. He was appointed last
July to fill a vacancy.
All officers will start their terms on
Jan. 1.
Televised to Pentagon
At today's luncheon, opening the
convention, members heard three high
level Army, Navy and Air Force officers discuss communications and photography inthe service. The program
was televised to a specially selected
audience in the Pentagon by the
Army. Captain A. D. Fraser, of the
office of the chief of naval operations
and chief of naval photography, told
the group that the Navy was dependent on the motion picture films shown
to its forces. "The entertainment motion pictures provide is probably our
greatest morale booster," he said. He
pointed out that the motion picture
industry "very generously operates a
comprehensive on-the-job training
course for selected personnel," with a
"completeness of instruction" that
could not be given by a service
school."
Major General George I. Back,
chief signal officer of the Army, asked
the group for its continued cooperation in the research and development
of motion pictures and television. He
emphasized the importance of sound
motion picture films in training, in
public information and as a means
of "pictorially documenting military
history," calling motion pictures "an
irreplaceable
tool."
Television
has
become
available
as another
medium
of communications, he said, "which
offers tremendous possibilities with its
potential of speed and accuracy."
11 Branch
At

U-I

Managers

Studio

Hollywood, Oct. 6. — Universal Pictures' new program to acquaint its
field sales executives with forthcoming product and studio operations is
slated to get under way tomorrow
when 11 branch managers from all
sections of the country attend a series
of conferences.
Besides viewing new films and getting a closeup of studio functions, the
branch managers will meet with studio executives headed by N. J. Blumberg, chairman of the board; Milton R. Rackmil, president ; William
Goetz, in charge of production ; Edward Muhl, vice-president and general manager of the studio.
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BALLOTS FOR Motion Picture Daily— FAME poll (15th
radio and fourth television, respectively) have already been sent
out to more than 800 radio and TV editors, columnists and critics
of newspapers, magazines and periodicals all over the country. This
exclusive audit of personalities survey is more important today than
ever due to the rapidly expanding TV field and the ever^increasing
interdependence of both the motion picture and television industries
upon each other. The winners and runners-up, based upon the combined opinions and votes of impartial judges, best qualified to pass
on the merits of performers and programs, will be revealed near the
end of the year. To all candidates we say, "Good Luck" and to our
hundreds of friends who year after year have taken the time and
trouble to fill out and mail in to us their selections, "Thanks
again.
ft
ft
In a most unusual step local 411, Bethlehem, Pa., of the
American Federation of Musicians, has voted Charles Sanford, musical director of "Your Show of Shows" 'the man
responsible for the finest music heard on TV today.' He
will be feted next Monday with a testimonial dinner at the American Legion Hall
in nearby Hellertown, Pa. and will be presented with a plaque. . . . Segmentation of
the "Mike & Buff" 45-minute CBSeries of
telecasts into three different 15-minute stanzas has resulted in a vast improvement.
Change should attract a larger share of the
3:15 to 4:00 P.M. viewers. . . . Bill Slater's
sparkling WABDuMontage, "Broadway To
Hollywood," has been renewed for the
tenth time by Tidewater Associated Oil Co.
Agency is Lennen & Mitchell. ... In the year
Charles Sanford
since he started his WPTZippy series, "Let
George Do It," emcee George Skinner has
sold the good citizens of Philadelphia and
environs a variety of household items. However, last Wednesday morning on his (9:00-10:00 A.M.) program George added
another co-op sponsor, the Pineway Stables of Pineville, Pa.
Believe it or not, he is SELLING thoroughbred race horses
on easy payment terms. His punchline? "Skinner never skins
you." . . .
ft
ft
ft
After a couple of semesters on his new CBSaturday (8:00 P.M.)
telecasts, comic Jackie Gleasoii has definitely established himself
as a formidable foe to NBC's "All-Star Revue." If he can maintain the pace he's been setting week in and week out, the initials
'J.G.' will also mean 'Just Great.' . . . Energetic and lovable Bob
Ring of the Newark Public Safety Commission lias recovered
from a severe illness and his radio and TV performer pals
{who've helped him countless times to put on successful shozvs
for the PAL and other worthy causes) are much happier. . . .
Sid Feller, Capitol Records A & R exec, who is responsible for
the Jane Froman orchestral arrangements for her wax sessions,
will likewise make all special arrangements for the thrush's new
TVehicle "Canteen USA" which CBStarts next Tuesday. . . .
This scribbler is neither a Yankee nor a Dodger Fan but rather
a baseball fan so we've just got to bow low to the producers and
cameramen for transmitting via WOR-TV practically every important bit of acton in the fifth World Series game Sunday at
the Stadium. The stellar roles portrayed by Duke Snider, Andy
Pafko, Bill Cox, Carl Erskine and Johnny Mize, were matched
by Mutual's TV WORkers. ...
ft
ft
ft
LOTSA DOTS . . . Ventriloquist "Skeets" Minton will star on
a new series of TV shows, "All Aboard," starting CBSunday, Oct.
19. Lionel (Trains) Corp. will sponsor the Lester Lewis Package,
scripted by Lawrence Markes and Mort Lewis. . . . Football WABDopesters Win Elliot and Denny Meyer have teamed up to present
an interesting series every Sunday following the pro games. . . .
Former movie star Jeffrey Lynn's performance Sunday on Philco's
"The Black Sheep," was a masterpiece of underplaying a difficult
role. Jeff, who's been out of town playing stock, should be seen more
often on TV. . . . Paula Stone, Mike Sloane and Jack Donohue, "Top
Banana," execs have formed a company to discover new talent. . . .

Washington, Oct. 6. — Atlantic
Video was granted a permit for the
construction of a commercial television station at Asbury Park, by the
Federal Communications Commission.
President and majority stockholder
of Atlantic Video is Walter Reade,
Jr., head of Walter Reade Theatres.
•
Springfield, Mass., Oct. 6. — A
sellout at the Capitol and Art theatres here and a turnout of approximately 100,000 are expected at the
world premiere of Warner's "Springfield Rifle" tomorrow night. Mayor
Daniel Brunton has honored the Gary
Cooper-starrer by declaring "Springfield Rifle Week." Cast notables on
hand for the festivities are David
Brian, Guinn (Big Boy) Williams
and Phyllis Kirk.
•
The Century Room of the Hotel
Woodstock here will become the
permanent home for the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers' class in
showmanship starting Thursday, according to Harry K. McWilliams,
AMPA president. S. Barret McCormick, advertising director of RKO
Radio, will be the guest lecturer
for that, the third meeting.
•
M. R. (Duke) Clark, formerly
Central South and Southwest division
manager for Paramount Pictures,
has been appointed special representative for the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations, it was announced bv
Robert W. Coyne, COMPO special
counsel.
Oct. 14 Pre-Hearing
On Theatre TV
Washington, Oct. 6. — A prehearing conference for attorneys at the
theatre television hearing on Oct. 20
will be held on Oct. 14 to establish
procedure and order of testimony at
the hearing, the Federal Communications Commission announced today.
The main portion of the theatre
TV hearing will commence on Jan.
12 but the first phase of the hearing,
on engineering and accounting aspects,
is slated to open here on Oct. 20
and run for about a week.

'Movietime' Tours
{Continued from page 1)
and stimulate business. This has been
Movietime has not set any definite
schedule for the number of tours to be
O'Donnell
sent
out during
stated. the coming year,
proven."
MITCHELL

MAY,

Jr.

CO., INC.
INSURANCE
•
Specializing
in requirements of the
Motion Picture Industry
75 Maiden Lane, New York
3720 W. 6th St., Los Angeles
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Rise

Sharp

Payrolls
Film

in

Reflected in 1st Quarter
Labor Department Report

Washington, Oct. 7. — Industry
payrolls for employes covered by
unemployment insurance were more
than $7,000,000 higher in the first
the same quarquarter of 1952 than in ment
of Labor
ter of 1951, the Depart
reported today.
The over-all industry figure
for the first quarter of 1952 was
$163,161,000, compared with a
1951 first quarter figure of
$155,875,000.
ls for producFirst quarter payrolwere
$79,467,000
tion and distribution
in 1952 and $71,811,000 in 1951, showing an increase of more than $7,500,000. Payrolls in the service category
also showed an increase— $9,847,000
for 1952, against $8,825,000 for 1951.
Payrolls in the category of theatres,
including vaudeville, dropped slightly,
however, with $73,847,000 for the first
1952 quarter and $75,239,000 for the
(Continued on page 5)

Suit

to 16mm.

Defendants

Hollywood, Oct. 7. —Defendants in
the Government's suit charging conspiracy in withholding 16 mm. prints
from television and other outlets today
of
month's extension
were given aanswer
in Federal Court
date for filing
here, W. C. Dixon, West Coast chief
of the. anti-trust division of the Department ofJustice, told Motion Picture Daily today. The original answer date was Oct. 15.
Dixon said the extension was granted under the stipulation that defendants would not seek to transfer the
case from here to the East for trial.
Ohio
Appeal

Arnold

OCTOBER

TEN

8, 1952

Picker

Is

CENTS

Named

of

Industry

Extension

YORK, U. S. A., WEDNESDAY,

Reels

Action

Still Pends

Toledo, O., Oct. 7.— If the
City of Toledo does not file
an appeal by Friday in the industry's Ohio newsreel censorship case, or does not ask
meanwhile for a deadline extension, an appeal cannot be
taken.

Radio

RKO

Arbitration
Need
Trade

for

Kills

Fair

Code:

Levy

St. Louis, Oct. 7. — Since "almost
all trade practice grievances are arbitrable" under the pending draft of
an industry arbitration system, the
industry for the first time in its history will not need a code of fair
trade practices, Herman M. Levy,
Theatre Owners of America general
counsel, today told the convention of
M. P. T. O. of St. Louis, Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois at the
Chase Hotel here.

Executive

Artists'
United
Head Will Direct
Stolkin's

Group;

V-P

Distribution
Foreign
Sales for
Worldwide
Choice

a

Popular

One

Arnold Picker, vice-president in charge of foreign distribution for
United Artists, and a partner in that company, will become executive
vice-president of RKO Radio Pictures on Nov. 15, it was announced
place Picker in charge of all
yesterday. The post, a new one, will
RKO Radio sales and distribution
Daff
Cites Injury
operations.
The appointment, made from industry ranks, is a popular one with
Crisis
French
the trade. It
From
was viewed as
American distributing companies in particularly significant because

France will sufof the imporloss this
fer anable
irretrievtance of the pothe first
season due to of its sition,
kind to
the delay in
be filled by the
Sees New
Color TV
Franco - Ameritions,
namely,
"one -half
the new managecan
negotiament since takSystem by Mid-1953
istration of the
season will be
ing over admingone before any company last
Washington, Oct. 7. — The National
new American Week, and for
Television System Committee will
Arnold Picker
films will be the insight it
probably have a new color television
played there, provided into
system to demonstrate to the Federal
excluding one the
thinking of the new owners of the
Communications Commission by midor two left over controlling stock interest in RKO
Alfred
Daff
1953, an NTSC officer told the SoPictures.
ciety of Motion Picture and Television it was disclosed here yesterday
by
Al
from last year,"
thatl deEngineers.
indicated
Company
e personne
cisions as toofficials
executiv
in
vice-president of UniA. V. Lougtigren told some 500 Daff, executive
versal,
following
his
return
from
a
RKO Radio's distribution organiza(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 5)
tion, both domestic and foreign, will
99
be entirely Picker's responsibility.
Radio's
Robert Mochrie
domestic
sales andheads
Phil RKO
Reisman,
due
"Limeli
ght
here today from a European business
[United Artists]
trip, heads the foreign.
According, to sources outside RKO
HARLES CHAPLIN'S first film in exactly five years is an Radio, the offer which tempted Picker
U. A. includes a block of
c enthralling- emotional experience that harkens back to his earlier to leave (Continued
on page 5)
great films for much superb stylized comedy that made Chaplin
one of the greatest boxoffice draws in motion picture history. This is a
simple, appealing tale about a young ballet dancer who falls in love with
A MP A Enlists Four
an aged, once-famous, English music hall clown that for the greater
part of two hours and twenty-one minutes should prove immensely enter- More
for Faculty
taining- for any audience.
A continuous juxtaposition of sequences of success and failure, joy
Four more industry promotional exand sorrow, results in the remarkable illusion of the tragi-comic aspects
ecutives have joined the faculty of the
of life, as one minute you howl at the pantomime of a tramp-clown not Associated Motion Picture Advertisunlike the old Charlie and the next are saddened by the protagonist's
ers' school in showmanship, Harry K.
realization that his once great fame is gone.
McWilliams,
AMPA president, anWhile the story is effective the great moments of the film are those in
nounced here yesterday.
The new lecturers are : Maurice
which Chaplin's comic genius is evident, such as the1 clown's' drunken,
rolling ascendance of the stairs, his perplexed sniffing of cigar, and shoes Bergman, assistant to the president
while the suicide-by-gas is being attempted by dancer Claire Bloom, his of Universal-International ; Seymour
rising to the occasion by determinedly battering the door down, and his later Morris, director of advertising-publicity-exploitation forthe Schine Cirimitation of flowers, and playing up to the landlady when the rent is overdue.
(Continued
on
5)
cuit,
Gloversville;
Sidpage
Mesibov,
Paraand
Trainer,"
fleas,4) "The Animal
(Continuedwith
on page
Chaplin's low comedy monologue
Said Levy
: "I sincerely
that
{Continued
on page believe
5)
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DEITZ, advertisHOWARD
ing - publicity vice-president of
M-G-M, will be guest speaker at the
Club weekly
Advertising
Boston
day, Jan. 27.
Tues
luncheon meeting on
•

Tentative plans to establish a U.S.
distribution agency for Italian films by
the Italian Film Export organization
were disclosed here yesterday by Dr.
t of the NaEitel Monaco, presiden
tional Association of Motion Picture
and Allied Industries of Italy, and Dr.
Renato Gualino, general director of
IFE.
Gualino said the decision _ on IFE
comsetting up its own distribution would
pany for the American market weeks,
be made within the next two
before his return to Rome. Both
Gualino and Monaco saw the necessity
of broadening the American market
for Italian product.
The IFE director acknowledged
that other avenues for distribution are
exploraalso being explored. He said
tory talks have been held with United
Artists and new Lippert franchise
holders, among other distribution companies.
The main stress, however, was put
on the possibility of the IFE establishing its own agency, with funds accruAmeriing to the IFE under IfthetheItaloIFE takes
can film agreement.
such a step, Gualino said that the Lux
Film Distribution Co., which handles
Italian films in the American market
and which is headed by Gualino, would
cease operation.

James R. Grainger, Republic executive vice-president in charge of distribution, will leave here today for
New Orleans, the first stop on a trip
through the West and Southwest. He
will return to New• York on Oct. 27.
Mannie A. Brown arrived in Buffalo Monday from Cleveland to take
over as United Artists manager there
succeeding Dave Leff, who will manage the UA branch in Cleveland.
Betty Barnstead, secretary to
Charles M. Reagan, M-G-M general
sales manager, will be married Nov. 8
to Thomas Bernard Rice at bt.
Agnes Church here.

John Schlesinger, executive of the
Schlesinger film interests in bouth
Africa, and Dick Harmel, general
manager, were in Hollywood from
that country.
e
Pandro S. Bekman, M-G-M producer, and Richard Thorpe, director, are due in New York from the
Coast Friday en route to Jamaica,
B. W. I.
e

May
for

Set

Italian

Distribution

Parade

Films

the'
all curre
IESnewsriseels,
SERnt
WORofLD
E ight
rHhighl
along with the Presidential
red top"
.eatutle-s
war, the death of speed- .
"whis
Sullivan
Is Named
king John Cobb, Tito and his new
wife. Complete contents follow:
20th Publicity Head
No. 82—
NEWS,
FOX MOVIETONE
U. S. unveils first atomic artillery. SpeedEdward E. bullivan has been named king Cobb dies in explosion. Tito shows off
new bride. Football. World's Series.
publicity manager of 20th CenturyNEWS OF THE DAY, No. 212— GreenFox, by Charles Einfeld, vice-presiTito's
battle ship.
Gales atomic
land rescue drama.
dent, bullivan replaces btirling Silli- wife makes
debut. First
gun. Football. Cobb meets death beating speed record.
re- World's Series.
phant, who
signed to proPARAMOUNT NEWS, No. IS — The
duce.
bullivan, who
World's Series. Soviet vs. Ambassador
has been with Kennan. Football game of the week: Wisconsin beats Illinois.
20th
Fox Centurysince 1946
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 41A— Stevenfollowing five
son scores Republicans. Italian film stars
arrive. Films of Tito and wife. Italian
years
of
service
with the Eighth peasants get reclaimed land. NATO commanders meeting. Roller skating. World's
Air Force in Series.
Europe, has
been assistant
No. 402—
,
NEWSREEL
L
UNIVERSAStevenson
Truman,
and Eisenhower on
John Cobb's
stops. Greenland
Yanks
highlights.
Football rescue.
boat crackup.
publicity
ager ofmanthe whistle
Edward Sullivan
the
new
world
champions.
company for the
past three years.
WARNER
PATHE
NEWS,
No. 17—
During that period he has been on Death of John Cobb. Amazing Arctic resArmyon Midwest
cue.hower
unveils atomic
cannon.
Eisen-in
the national committees of the Cancer
swing. Stevenson
Fund Drive, the Heart Fund and the Midwest. Truman on whistle-stop tour.
American Red Cross.

billiphant, who will start production on "The Joe Louis Story" in Lippert Franchise
with the com- In N.Y, to Favorite
January, will remain in
an advisory
pany until that time
capacity.
Favorite Pictures, owned by Moe
earmentation of IFE's
Imple
lier decision to provide EnglishKerman
and Joe Felder, has taken a
dubbed Italian films for the
three-year
franchise on the Lippert
disAmerican market was also
Burger, Loew's Interof the Italian government, who stress
Samuelnational N.
Pictures exchange in New York, it
sales manager, will leave here
closed. A sound-recording cored the "dollar situation" _ in future was disclosed here yesterday with the
d-the-world
poration, capitalized at $200,by plane today on an arounximat
negotiations
for a new Italian-Ameri
resignation of D. M. Swhmer as branch
10
ely
inspection tour of appro
000, will begin operation here
can film agreement.
While here, he manager
of the exchange as of Oct. 25. .
weeks.
within the next few months, it
said he would talk with Motion Pic
Sohmer,
who resigned after five
was stated.
ture Association of America officials,
post, has no immediate
the
in
years
Sid Goldstein of M-G-M's publi
The tentative plans of the projected but added that it would be "pre- plans ; he will vacation for three to
mature"
to
describe
such
talks
as
city department yesterday became the
four months. No successor has yet
distributing organization, which would
father of a girl, born to Mrs. Gold- be operated on a commercial basis in negotiations. The current agreement been named.
expires in June, 1953.
stein at Brooklyn • Women's Hospital.
competition with other distribution
the Italpresident
the
Gemini,organizati
for
Italo
calls
corporations, Gualino said,
Harry Fellerman, Universal spe
on,ofand
ian exhibitors
E. R.
Story'
'Louis
cial films division sales head, has re setting up of from five to seven ex- Zorgniotti, U.S. representative of IFE, Promo
ting
National
magazine
publicity
camoffices in the U.S. He said the were also present.
turned to New York from a three- aim of change
the
new
agency
would
be
to
week tour of exchanges.
"The Joe
kicKed paign
off foryesterday
with Louis
a color Story"
cover
distribute about 25 films designed for
Johnston
Stresses
and a story in Ebony, it was anthe
Italian-speaking
public
per
year
nounced by Stirling Silliphant, the
Edward L. Hyman, United Para
Reciprocity in Trade
and from six to 12 "major" Italian
mount Theatres vice-president, and his pictures
film's
producer.
As producer-publicist
for the general public yearly.
Reciprocity in international trade of the Louis screen biography, Silliassistant, Bernard Levy, are in Det
would
producers
Italian
said
Gualino
was underscored here yesterday by
roit from New York.
phant has planned a two-phase nabe free to distribute through the IFE
tional magazine campaign for the picJohnston, president of the Motion
or American distribution agencies Eric
Picture Association of America, in a
ture, with breaks now, in advance of
Richard Brandt, Brandt Theatres
the projected set-up. The pur- luncheon address at the Waldorf As production, concentrating on Louis, to
under
left
have
Brandt,
Mrs.
and
executive,
pose of the IFE organization would
before top representatives of the be followed by breaks just prior to
New York for a two-week Florida be to group Italian product in an toria
American and Italian film industries. and
vacation.
film with
itself.the July release covering the
of
effort to gain a greater penetration
The
necessity
of
increased
buying
the American market he said. The
abroad was also stressed by Johnston,
John Parsons, division manager, dubbing program of the IFE was also who was host at the luncheon in honor
Telenews Theatres, San Francisco, is cited by Gualino as an effort to exwill insure "a continued open door"
industry.
of
the visiting leaders of the Italian for American films in Italy.
a father for the first time.
pand in the American market.
Among those on the dais, besides
The possibility of independent film
the
speakers, were : Arthur B. Krim,
Dr.
Clemente
Boniver,
consular
of
importers
launching
an
Italian
picture
Helen Deutsch, M-G-M screen
writer, will leave here for the Coast in the New York market, with the the Italian Embassy, one of the three president of United Artists ; Barney
IFE distributing elsewhere, was ac- guest speakers of the Italian industry, Balaban, president of Paramount Picby plane Sunday.
tures Dr.
;
Renato Gualino, general diknowledged byGualino and Monaco. said that Italy is counting on increased
rector of Italian Film Exports ; Italo
film business in the United States as
Frank H. McCormick of DuPont The IFE president said that no films
has announced his retirement from the have as yet been committed to the pro- one of the ways of reducing its sizable Gemino, head of the Italian exhibitors'
j ected organization, but during his stay gap in dollar balances. He praised the organization ; Baron Carlo de Fercompany.
here he will confer with major Italian support given to Italian films by the rariis, Italian consul general, and John
public and the American McCarthy, MPAA vice-president.
producers, currently visiting New American
industry.
Harold G. Harris, Detroit booker
to
"balute
In conjunction with "Salute to Italwith
conjunction
in
York
for M-G-M, is in town vacationing.
Nicoli de Pirro, director general of
ian Films Week," independent proItalian Films Week."
the
Entertainment
Industry
Bureau
of
ducer and importer Jules Levey was
Also present at the press conference
Joseph Kaufman, producer, has was Nicoli de Pirro, director general the Italian Government, said the suc- host at a supper last night to Italian
cess of Italian films in this country film executives at the Plaza Hotel.
left here for the Coast.
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Pre-Selling

Review
Something
for the Birds
(20th Century-Fox)
A BRIGHT, though unpretentious comedy about Washington lobbyists
has been tailored by script-writer I. A. L. Diamond and Boris Ingster
to accommodate the whimsical histrionics of Edmund Gwenn, the pattern for
"The Miracle
whose future screen performances was set several years ago in
on 34th Street." Herein he emerges as an obscure engraver of invitations to
gay Capital parties who pockets copies of his handiwork and, attired in dinnera
joins in the affairs in the guise of a retired Navy admiral with
jacket,
of influence to peddle.
bit
as a proCo-starring are Victor Mature and Patricia Neal, thetheformer
game who was
fessional utilities lobbyist and the latter an amateur at
sent by a committee of California bird-lovers to persuade Congressmen to
vote against a Continental Gas Co. project which threatens the California
Condor with extermination. Gwenn, who develops affection for both, soon
finds himself drawn into the antagonism their respective aims engender. After
Mature, over Gwenn's protest, sends the latter's landlady one of several
new refrigerators he is at liberty to dispose of as gifts, Congressional probers
gleefully find themselves conducting a spectacular hearing, replete with TV
cameras. At this point audience snickers mount into belly laughs, for pro-to
ducer Samuel G. Engel and director Robert Wise forego no opportunity

'Fun
Show

vs. Vandalism'
at Ohio House

"Fun
7.— Awill
and,
ism"Oct.show
vs.Clevel
Vandal
be
presented Friday, Oct. 31 at
the Hilliard Square Theatre
in coSamwith aFritz
by manager operation
group
of
merchants, the Lakewood
school board and PTA and
the Palewood police and lire
departments, with intent to
keep as many youngsters as
possible off the streets on

r OP-SIDE national pre-selling for
this week is the double-truck
in Look, dated Oct. 21, now on the
news stands, which features Universale "Back at the Front"— and lists
all the runs starting Oct. 15— from
Anniston, Alabama, to Anchorage,
\laska, with theatre names and playdates. This is David E. Lipton's
in naMerchants
are providing
policy, which is worthtonsmore
'en.
Hallowe
of national
tional pre-selling than
free
doughnuts
and cider to
s
magazine space four or five month
the youngsters, served by
removed from any theatre playdate
PTA members. They are also
outside of pre-release engagements.
providing prizes for contests
We hope that theatre managers will
involving costumes, pie eating
Look,
s
week'
this
of
s
copie
al
buy sever
and apple ducking. All school
make a lobby display of the advertisbulletin boards will carry anfact
the
of
proof
as
it
show
and
ing,
nouncements of the special
"on the pan."
hearingas techniques
that you are running a first-string put TV and
"spook"
show
which manager
Washingin
welcomed
is
still
but
course,
of
fraud,
a
exposed
Gwenn is
picture. Don't wait for your patrons
Fritz has promoted without
ton society because he has become so beloved for himself. Mature and Miss
to ask for it; the risks are against
any cost to the theatre other
Neal, by now very much in love, arrive at a happy ending compromise. Others
than the cost of a couple of
you. The same issue has a five-page who contribute to the farcical proceedings are Larry Keating, Gladys Hurlbut,
urn—
Hepb
"horror" features to be flashed
pictorial story on Audrey
Alvin M. Josephy,
by
stories
on
Based
Rub.
Christian
and
Sanders
Hugh
"the new Hepburn"— whom, they say,
on
the screen at 10:30 P.M.
at
shouldonfare
for the
"capitivated Paramount executives Joseph Petracca and Ingster; "Something
public
the well
capitalizes
thatBirds"
campaign
with the same puckish charm that the box-office under a promotional have excited of late.
interest Congressional investigations
• Broadway."
release.
October
brought bravos from
Runnino- time, 81 minutes. General audience classification.
Charles
L. Franke
ers,
teen-ag
4 M -G-M
Foreign
Seventeen, magazine for
has sent copies of the issue which re
Fla. Theatre
Files
viewed "The Big Sky" to 600 exhxbi
tors, with a folder offering free tieup 4IA' Poll Underway
Managers Promoted
promotional material to the theatres. . . .
Trust Action Here
r
The Octobe issue of The fSign, a
Pacts
The retirement of Luis Sarmiento
On Exchange
Catholic publication, reviews "Because
manager for Metro-GoldwynYou're Mine" and says in parts "A
John J. and Agnes Gillooly, oper- as
in Peru after 19 years, has
Technicolor musical rich in entertainators of the Capital Theatre, St. Mayer
IATSE exchange locals representresulted in four company promotions
ment value for all -the family." The
and back room "white Petersburg, Fla., yesterday filed a in the foreign field, it was disclosed
office
ing"frontemplo
yes yesterday began to $1,800,000 triple-damage anti-trust suit here
picture is also selected by American collar
yesterday by Morton A. Spring,
against eight major distributors in
magazine as its "Picture - of - the- receive from "IA" headquarters here
tional Corp.
Month" for October. . . . A special ballots to be used in a national re- U. S. District Court here. Florida first vice-pres
ident of Loew's Internathe
r
whethe
on
er
questi
the
on
Novemb
ferendum
the
in
Coastal Theatres also was named a
photographic layout
The Peruvian post will be taken by
locals in- defendant.
Pageant lists "the beauties of four union's headquarters or the
Alberto Walker, who moves from the
dividually should negotiate with the
nations," including Elizabeth Taylor,
Greta
,
be
in Colombia. Robert Schmitt
Monroe
Asks
Injunction
n
will
top
Marily
which
on,
cts
Car
Leslie
companies for contra
will post
become manager in Colombia,
Garbo, Jean Simmons and Sarah effective Dec. 1.
Churchill.
The complaint asked for a court in- vacating the top position in Austria.
Present contracts were negotiated
junction toenjoin the defendants from Wolfgang Wolf will go from manager
rheadqua
"IA"
the
by
ago
"allocating first and subsequent runs of Venezuela to manager of Austria.
American Weekly, next Sunday, two years
ters following a similar referendum. to
affiliated theatres, and to enjoin Bernard Blair of the M-G-M office
will have a four-color, center-double Excepted were the New York ex- defendants from granting any clear- in Sao Paulo, Brazil, has been named
the 24 - sheet
change workers whose contracts hereance to affiliated theatres competing manager in Venezuela.
truck, reproducing
by "IA"
Kilimanof
tedLocal
Snows
negotia
beenEmploy
have
poster for "The
tofore
No.
| with the Capital.
es
jaro" which may be displayed in Home Office
Charging discrimination against the Gem Theatre Destroyed
theatre lobbies to advertise the H-63 under the guidance of Russell
coming attraction. It has real poster M. Moss, H-63 executive vice-presi- Capital in allocating product, the comBoston, Oct. 7— The Gem Theatre
plaint asserts that the location and size
dent. That local this year will parin
East Boston was completely dequality. . . . Photoplay is advertisfirst
of
the
St.
Petersburg
house
entitles
it
the
for
ing
ballott
ticipate in the
ing in the New York Daily News to time.
stroyed by a fire started by an exto product that is superior to what
issue to the
sell its November
plosion of an oil tank. Damage to the
it
has
been
getting.
some
ing
cover
,
house
was
estimated at $45,000.
endum
The refer
public, with an exclusive story, "Liz
ex33
in
All," as the lead arti- 5,000 members of 65 locals
Taylor Tells
cle. . . . Coronet for October does
change cities, is being conducted on
the unusual by using an article on the principle of majority rule. Thus,
AN OPEN
LETTER
TO ALL SHOWMEN!
Marilyn Monroe without a picture if a majority of the 65 locals vote
procedure,
ating
negoti
ular
partic
a
for
line
Tag
blonde."
blowtorch
of "the
all others are bound by this result.
REMEMBER
THE GOOD
OLD DAYS?
of the piece is "Don't believe those
At the "IA's" recent biennial congirl."
a good
she's next
hear—
you
stories
acted
be
to
yet
Sunday,
vention aresolution,
. . . Pictorial Review,
reon the
early 1933,
Backissuein
road which
us and
for bigsuccess
a greatAstor
resultedwe instarted
will have a political interview by upon, asked the union's executive
our franchise distributors. As a result, the reissue was
born and other Independents followed suit tabbing Astor,
Louella Parsons with Clare Boothe board to rule whether committees representing the individual locals could
of theof Reissue."
theA "Father
Luce, who believes that all good
great part
this success stemmed from the good
Republicans should come to the aid join in talks if the national vote reold
showmanship
days! . . . How many of you showmen
arof their party.
ation of headqu
remember
the
thrill
it was to plan a small exploitation
design
in the negoti
sultsas the
ating principal. _
ters
campaign
and
be
rewarded
with above normal business —
and
cost of Believe
this campaign
nil compared
The 1951 negotiations resulted in a
to thethegrosses.
me, we— practically
are not preaching,
but
Ebony magazine for November has
the
for
raise
pay
bringing
back
fond
memories
of
days
gone
by that can
year
per
,000
$1,000
an
and
Lewis
Joe
of
e
pictur
a cover
verv well be again.
5,000 workers.
inside story which proves that promoBack in those days, copy like— "Back BY POPULAR
REQUEST MANDED
. THE. RETURN
. HUNDREDS
PATRONS
DE" has
OF THISOF GREAT
MOTION
tion for "The Joe Lewis Story
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Reope
House
Akron
s
month
six
About
.
.
.
really started.
PICTURE"
—
and
backed
by
a
little
honest
showmanship,
ALWAYS scored top results at your boxofnee! IT CAN
ago, a man walked into the office of
Akron, O., Oct. 7.— The Liberty
HAPPEN AGAIN— AGAIN and AGAIN. Good motion
e, dark for the past year, will
tation
exploi
Theatr
Dan Terrell, M-G-M's
pictures, like good stage plays,
are worth repeating over
Sincerely,
director, placed a strip of clear plastic shortly be reopened with Ray Brown
and
over again, especially when
you can snare a big
R.
M.
SAVIN
on the window and there it stuck, no as managing director in charge of buyreissue at a fair rental leaving a larger profit
tape, no gum, no glue! Since that
ing, booking and management. Brown,
R. M. Savini, President
ASTOR PICTURES CORP.
day, Morris Frisch public relations former manager of the State Theatre,
for
the
ns
ISO West 46th St., Advt.
N.Y.C.
in
sticko
tly
these
curren
ced
is
produ
has
Falls,
man,
Cuyahoga
•
ss. His theatre acindustry use.
advertising busine
Walter Brooks
tivities will be in addition to this.
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State
Department
Will Act Strongly

Closing

6-10,000

Theatres

In

Few

Next

Picture

Years

Washington, Oct. 7.— Ted Gamble,
former exhibitor and currently a large
stockholder in two corporations applying for television stations, said today that the impact of television
would force about half of the theatres
in the country to close.
Estimating that there are
now about 18,000 theatres in
operation, Gamble told a Federal Communications Commission hearing examiner that he
thought between 6,500 and 10,000 of them would be closed
within the next few years as a
result of television.
,Gamble testified as a 20 per cent
stockholder and a director of Aladdin
Radio and Television Co., which now
operates radio station KLZ in Denver
and is an applicant for a Denver television station on channel 7. Competing with Aladdin for channel 7 is the
Denver Television Co., in which Denver exhibitors Harris and John Wolfberg are principal stockholders.
Following Gamble's appearance,
Harry A. Huffman, former Denver
district manager for Fox Intermountain theatres, testified briefly. Huffman is chairman of the board of Aladdin, with a 13 per cent interest in the
company. Frank A. Ricketson, president of Fox Intermountain, and a
13.7 per cent stockholder in Aladdin,
is due to testify tomorrow, at the completion of Huffman's testimony.
Decided in 1949
Gamble told hearing examiner
James Cunningham that he decided in
1949 to "get out of the motion picture
theatre business" and into radio and
television because he was "quite concerned about television and its impact
on a great many theatres." Although
he was not very specific about the
type of theatre he thought would be
affected, he included in those which
would be forced to close "some marginal theatres, most subsequent-run
theatres and some multiple first-run
theatres in small towns." He said that
although some of his theatres were
"good" theatres, he had an interest in
many in the category which he
thought would be "permanently" affected by television.
He had about a $2,500,000 investment in theatres in 1949,
Gamble said, which he began to
liquidate. At the present time,
he continued, he has roughly
$400,000 invested in theatres
and he expects to have liquidated that within six months.
He now holds substantial interests
in four radio stations, he said, with a
43.5 per cent interest in a Seattle and
a Portland station, and a 49 per cent
interest in a Palm Springs, Cal., station, and his interest in Aladdin. Both
Aladdin and the Mount Hood Radio
and Television Co., operator of the
Portland station, are now involved in
FCC hearings for television stations.
Asked by his attorney how he would
vote as a director if the Aladdin board
had to make a decision about the "acquisition of product which would be
adverse to motion picture interests,"
Gamble replied that he would "vote to
protect KLZ because my investment
will be in radio and television and I
will have no interest in theatres."

"Limelight^
{Continued from page 1)

In Mexican
Crisis
his delightful reaction to love, in "Spring Is Here," are memorable and his
rendering of "The Sardine Song" is good, but perhaps the most hilarious is
his finale with Buster Keaton in which they satirize a violinist and pianist
The U. S. State Department has
playing classical music.
promised to make strong representations in behalf of the Motion Picture
THE story, which Chaplin wrote in addition to directing, producing and Association of America to the Mexicomposing a hauntingly sad musical theme, musical score and ballet, has the
government
against
the latter's
establish
a screen
quota
comedian save the dancer and infuse in her a will to live and dance. The movescanto
comcken
which
would
cut
showings
of
Ameripoverty-stri
a
portrays
setting is London in 1917. Sidney Chaplin
can pictures in that country.
poser whom Miss Bloom as a store clerk, had aided by giving extra
music sheets and change. Their love is unconsummated as Miss Bloom is
A quota bill has passed the Mexican Congress and is being considered
by her employer for aiding Chaplin and he goes on to . symphony
discharged
success.
hall
by the Senate. If passed by the latter
Although suffering from a heart condition brought on by alcoholism, Chap- it will go to President Aleman for
lin's mental and emotional support help Miss Bloom overcome a psychosomatic
The State Department has informed
leg paralysis and she goes on to become a prima ballerina, maintaining her approval.
affection for him. Sidney Chaplin shows up as composer for the new ballet the MPAA that protests on legal
in which Miss Bloom is to star and Charlie is to play the clown. Miss Bloom grounds cannot be made to the Mexican government since there is no
suffers opening night jitters but Charlie slaps her out of a temporary paralysis
and into a great debut. Sidney Chaplin declares his love before being drafted reciprocal trade agreement between
into the army but Miss Bloom maintains she loves Charlie, whose performance the two countries. This fact is unis unsatisfactory to impresario Conrad Nagel. Charlie is replaced and bows
derstood to weigh against the posout sure that Sidney Chaplin and Miss Bloom will fulfill their love.
sibility for success of U. S. government protests.
CHARLIE is reduced to performing for donations in various taverns but
Meanwhile, Mexican exhibitors
is accidentally found by Sidney, Nagel and Miss Bloom and they bring him were said to be preparing to move for
is sensationally
himself.
benefit for
injunction against the measto open
back
the orchestra pit causes an a court
drum in performance
into aCharlie's
tumble
but hisa fade-out
received
ure if Aleman signs the bill. The
aggravation of his heart condition and he dies in the wings watching Miss Mexican Supreme Court has before
Bloom dance.
it at present an action relating to the
constitutionality of a similar bill which
Charlie's performance is superb and he is ably supported by the competent
and attractive Miss Bloom, Sidney Chaplin, Nigel Bruce, Norman Lloyd, was passed by the Mexican legislature
Buster Keaton and Marjorie Bennett. Andre Eglevsky and Melissa Hayden last year.
dance the ballet. While this starts slowly and is overlong, it is an outstanding
production. Those worried about a Chaplin message will find one but it is
that although life is often painful, cruel and bitter, it is nevertheless amazing
32 Pre-release Dates
and wonderful and should be lived fully.
Runnino- time, 141 minutes. General audience classification. For November
t-plpasp °
Walter Pashkin
For
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Albany, N. Y., Oct. 7.— Schine
Chain Theatres of Gloversville, has
registered a certificate amending its
corporate powers to include the conduct of a general radio and television broadcasting business, a _ hotel
business and a candy-confectionery
vending business.
John A. May, vice-president _ of
Caroga Corp., and Louis W. Schine,
secretary-treasurer of Schineboro,
Inc., as holders of record of outstanding shares of Schine Theatres,
executed the certificate.
The Schines now operate, through
subsidiaries, a hotel chain, including
,the Ten Eyck, Albany, and a theatre
concession business. The Schinecontrolled Patroon Broadcasting Corp.,
managing radio station WPTR here,
has applied for a television station
license.
Howard Antevil, Schine attorney,
recorded the change of purposes for
the company.

Codes'
India-US
ty
Similari
Cited
Hollywood, Oct. 7. — Chandulal
Shah, president
of India's
Motion cited
Picture Producers
Association,
India's practice of film censorship as
similar to American adherence to the
Production Code, before a dinner audience of 300 at the Beverly Hills
Hotel last night.
Shah declared, "Voluntary censorship is strict among producers because of the influence our films have
on the great rural public. W,e think
we have reached a point in our industry's development where we can
produce films which project our nonviolence philosophy and culture to the
film audience of all other countries."
The dinner was given in honor of
the
visiting
motion
picturedelegation
industry. from India's
Ned

Pines

Acquires

2 Fan Magazines
Two motion picture fan magazines,
Screen-land and Silver Screen, have
$20,000 Repayment
been purchased by Ned L. Pines, New
York publisher, from the Henry PubIn Columbia
Suit
lishing Co. No changes in policy or
Judge Morris Eder of the New personnel are contemplated, the new
York Supreme Court yesterday ap- management stated. The magazines
proved the repayment of $20,000 by will continue to be sold to advertisers
Harry Cohn, president of Columbia, as a group, without any changes in
to the company in settlement of a current guaranteed circulation or adminority stockholders suit alleging
vertising rates, it was said.
waste by various officers and directors
Pines last month launched a new
of the corporation.
monthly for men, Real.
The payment of $20,000 was proposed as a settlement by Cohn and
approved by Referee Arthur G. Klein. dominated by Cohn when they approved an employment contract for
The sum of $40,000 requested as repayment by one of the suing stock- him in 1949 and that the company had
holders was rejected by the court.
paid legal fees of $40,000 which should
The suit charged directors were have been paid by Cohn.

'Kilimanjaro'

Darryl F. Zanuck's "The Snows of
Kilimanjaro" will open in 32 key cities this month, launching its national
pre-release run.
The 20th Century-Fox version of
the Ernest Hemingway story will
start this month at the Paramount,
Atlanta ; Hippodrome, Cleveland ;
Midtown, Philadelphia ; Des Moines,
Des Moines; St. Louis, St. Louis;
Orpheum, Kansas City ; Fifth Avenue,
Seattle ; Paramount, Toledo ; Columbia, Washington ; Fox, San Francisco;
homa
City.Rialto, Salt Lake City; Paramount, Syracuse ; Criterion, OklaAlso, the Fulton, Pittsburgh; Lyric,
Minneapolis ; Riviera, St. Paul ; California, San Diego; Los Angeles and
Chinese, Los Angeles; Ritz, Birmingham ; Orpheum, Spokane ; Orpheum, Portland; Circle, Indianapolis; Omaha, Omaha; United Artists,
Detroit; Colonial, Akron; Paramount, Youngstown ; New, Baltimore ;
Fox, Phoenix ; Rogers, Chattanooga ;
Lincoln, Lincoln ; State-Lake, Chicago; and the Paramount, Rochester.
$10,000
Profit to
TO A on Convention
Owners
of America's
on Theatre
its recent
national
conventionprofit
and
trade show was approximately $10,000
against a profit of $20,000 on last
year's convention and trade show, it
was learned here yesterday.
The difference in the figures was
accounted for by the fact that trade
show booths at the convention last
month in Washington numbered only
60 compared to the 80 which carried
displays at the 1951 convention in
New York. Moreover, it was said, the
social events which marked this year's
convention were larger and more expensive than those held in conjunction
with the New York event.
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Arbitration

Motion

Picker

(Continued from page 1)
arbitration is here. The plan needs
only the finishing touches. There are
no suggested changes important
enough to become roadblocks to completion. The vast majority of exhibitors in this country want arbitration.
That voice must and will be heard."
He added that "much credit must
go to distribution for the great effort
it expended in the formulation of the
parties to
plan." If accepted by all conferenc
e,
the industry arbitration
TOA
to
d
explaine
be
will
the plan
member units "the country over" by
TOA officers in person, Levy said.
Levy discussed in strong terms the
need for moral and financial support
of exhibitor associations by memhers.
He derided "gravy-train riders" as
cowards who "sit idly by acceptingof
benefits without paying their part
the toll." He noted that, despite the
problems that face exhibitors at present, showmen in general "are becoming a bit lax in the proffer of moral
and financial support. It is the old
story of cancelling an insurance policy
either because no accident has happened in years, or because at times it
becomes a bit difficult to meet the

premiums."
Continued support of trade associations at local and national levels "is
most essential," Levy said.
Tom Bloomer Reelected President
Of MPTO of St, Louis

St. Louis, Oct. 7. — A committee
resolution to approve a recent Theatre
arOwners of America suggestion for for
bitration and election of officers
1952-1953 were the high lights of the
closing day's activities of the annual
meeting of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of St. Louis, Eastern Mis
souri and Southern Illinois.
The resolution concerns the approval
of TOA's plan of arbitration of industry problems. At the Washington
convention it was suggested that all
regional groups approve the plan, subject of course to any changes which
come about by TOA and regional
group talks. The regional group meeting here was the first approval of the
plan though it is expected others will
follow suit.
Officers elected at today's session are
Tom Bloomer of Belleville, 111., reelected president ; Tom Edwards of
Farmington, Mo., past president elected
as ex-officio member of all boards of
the organization; Louis K. Ansell of
St. Louis, chairman ; Thomas James
of St. Louis, vice-president ; Joseph C.
Ansell, treasurer; Lester R. Kropp ;
secretary. L. J. Williams of Union,
Mo. was elected Missouri regional
vice-president and William E. Waring, Jr. of Cobden, III, regional vicepresident for Illinois.
AMPA
Enlists Four
(Continued from page 1)

mount exploitation director, and Dan
S. Terrell, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer exploitation manager.
n will speak on public relaBergma
tions at the final Thursday evening
session on Dec. 18, sharing the program with Arthur DeBra and Gordon
White of the Motion Picture Association of America.
Morris will lecture on Oct. 16 with
Ernest Emerling of Loew's, Walter
Brooks, of Motion Picture AlHerald's
FloerManagers Round Table, and
sheimer of Walter Reade Theatres.

to

Picture

RKO

5

Daily

Radio

Color

(Continued from page 1)

RKO Pictures stock and a salary of
five-year
around $1,500 weekly, on acontract
at
contract with options. His
U.A. had about four years to go and
also included options.
The new RKO Radio board, after
electing Ralph Stolkin, head of the
te which purchased stock consyndica
trol from Howard Hughes, president
last week; Arnold Grant chairman of
the board, and Sherrill Corwin vicepresident in charge of studio operations, said: "Of necessity, a number
of executive changes will be made to
bring in and promote youth with its
vitality, fresh approach and aggressive

thinkin
Theg."statement provoked widespread interest in the industry
first
and the new management's with
appointment was awaited
Its revelagenuine curiosity. greeted
with
tion yesterday was
rewith
mixed
on
ndati
comme
lief.

Picker is 39 years old. Before joining United Artists last year, he had
ubeen with Columbia's foreignanddistrib
at the
tion department since 1935,
time of his resignation was vice-president of Columbia International.
Agreed to Release Picker
On joining United Artists he was
a block of stock
given a contract and ng
in the 50 per
in' the company, shari
cent interest in U.A. held by five
others. Arthur Krim, U.A. president
said yesterday that the company had
his conPicker from
release to
agreed tracttoin order
accept the RKO
Radio offer. He will leave here on
Friday for Europe in the company ot
Max E. Youngstein, U.A. vice-presiof approxiess trip
businek
s.
a we
for two
dent,mately
On his return, Picker will divide
RKO Rahis time between U.A. and an
orderly
dio until Nov. 15 "to effect
stock
U.A.
His
."
ness
transition of busi

Cerebral

Palsy

Unit

s
Appeals for DriverYork
New
of
Palsy
ral
United Cereb
City, Inc., has issued an appeal for
transportavolunteer drivers to supplyfrom
clinics.
tion of children to and
The children are unable to receive
treatment unless such transportation
can be supplied. Last winter, reportsat
Mrs. Harry Fellerman, chairman
n's division,h
the wometrips
tion,
transporta
1,500
made
teers
volun
ty.a mont .
in
New
York
Ci
Those wishing to help must use their
own cars, carry minimum Newto York
offer
State insurance, and be able
are
They
.
week
per
hour
one
at least
asked to call PL 3-3005, and ask for
"Motor Corps," or write to U.C.F.A.,
of NYC, 47 W. 57th Street, "Motor

."
Corpsrp
Rise
Sha
(Continued from page 1)
comparable 1951 quarter.
Labor defines the service category
as including miscellaneous items such
as film processing, repair and rental
g bureau exof equipment and castin
penses. The theatre category covers
all motion picture theatres, including
vaudeville expenses.
The figures include all industry emce. by state unemployinsurancovered
mentployes

will
date. revert to the company on that
U.A. officials said that no successor
to Picker would be named immedidistribuforeign
The company's
tionately.
is well
organized
at this
time,
Lober, asLou qualified
out, and
they pointed
sistant to Picker,
is well
to
direct it.
That Picker's parting with U.A.
was wholly amicable was clear from
Krim's statement. He said "the company is releasing Picker with sincere
regret, but it was the unanimous opiboard of diUnited
nion ofrectors
that theyArtists'
did not want the
company's contract with Picker to
stand in the way of his accepting the
offer. Our association has been a most
happy one and all of the U.A. part
ners join me in wishing Arnold every
in his new assignment."
success
The statement from the RKO Radio
board said it was "extremely gratified" to acquire the services of Picker
who "has done an outstanding job (at
U.A.) and has been one of that group
of executives which have made such
a dramatic change in the affairs of
United Artists over the last two years.
"This move," the board's statement
other
continued, "together with all
moves being made by the board, is
for the purpose of strengthening and
revitalizing the affairs of RKO in
order to bring it to the position of
eminence which it once occupied. The
board is extremely appreciative of the
wonderful attitude of the heads of
United Artists who so graciously released Mr. Picker to undertake this

TV

(Continued from page 1)

SMPTE members gathered here for
their semi-annual convention that the
NTSC has tested and worked out an
all-electronic compatible system signal
which will be "adequate for all commercial color television."
Minor Improvements
There will be minor improvements
made on the system, Loughgren said,
and the committee will make further
tests to determine what improvements
can possibly be made. Then, by midthe individual com1953, hepaniescontinued,
that have worked on the system,
said, and the committee
Loughgren
will
make further tests to determine
what improvements can possibly be
Then, by mid-1953, he conmade. tinued,
the individual companies that
have worked on the system will be
hearing.
able to petition the Commission for a

opportunity." parallels that
challenging appoint
ment
Picker's
of Al Daff, who became executive
vice-president of Universal in charge
de distribution last sumof worldwi
mer when Decca Records acquired
stock control of that company and its
president, Milton Rackmil, became
president of Universal.
Daff Cites Injury
(Continued from page 1)

tour of France, England, and Holland.
Daff noted : "This happens at a time
when quite a few very important, very
good American films would have been
available and could have done very
France will sufstrong. The peopleofofentertai
nment for
fer a great loss
American films are gaining in popularity there but the exhibitors will
probably resort to reissues or inferior

French film proHe did notcould think
duction take up much, if any
." and noted that the French
the slack
ofproducts
patrons suffer unjustly for they are
own g.films even with
their playin
ting films
supporcan
Ameri
Business is generally holding up
but
very well elsewhere, Daff said,
noted that an unusually hot summer
's box-offic
had
back.e
now bounced
It has England
down.brought
In Holland a reconstruction program
on damaged theatres is in progress.
Manley's Plant Burns
Kansas City, Oct. 7.— The North
Kansas City popcorn processing plant
Inc., selling popcorn mateof Manley,
rials and machines to theartes and
other places, has been completely destroyed by fire, with an estimated
crop of
damage of' $90,000. A new however
,
tion,
popcorn escaped destruc
plant.
the
at
arrived
not
had
it
as

Loughgren touched on the Eidophor
theatre television system and told the
group that the system appears to provide "better color." He said it may be
that the system will present the best
theatre size color print, but added that
"from the long range consideration
the system may be more important
than the apparatus.
Cautions Industry

He cautioned the motion picture industry not to select a system with
"inherent limitations."
The add-a-unit approach to film processing machines was presented to the
meet today. The need for a reasonably
, self-conaccessible
quickly
priced,tained
stations
television
developer for
and small laboratories was emphasized.
This need led to the design of the
Bridgamatic.
This device, it was shown, embodies
standard commercial design plus^ a
continuous overdrive, tension-relieving
clutches, straight-line film flow and
ease of handling; 16mm. and 35mm.
negative/positive, also reversal models
were described. The presentation was
A. Tanney and Edmade by
Krause of S.O.S. Cinema
ward B.Joseph
who explained how the
Corp.,
Supply it
idea was adopted, permitadd-a-un
Bridgabasicessential
the.bare
e of its
the purchas
tingmatic
s,
machine with
to which recirculation, replenishment,
aeration, filtration, refrigeration and
other refinements could be added as
desired.

only $626* for a
10-DAY
HAWAIIAN
VACATION!

Includes Mainliner transportation, hotel
accommodations and sightseeing.

Air Lines'
That's just one of United
low-expense Hawaiian Air Vacations.
There are six others from which to
choose, lasting up to 23 days. Call or
ve New
* From
York
folder.
write for a free descripti
plus tax.)
UNITED(Fares AIR
LINES
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Pictures take months to make . . .
may be unmade in split seconds.
For the superlative showings of which
modern projection equipment is capable
depend upon superlative film care.
Film coating, for example, lubrication,
and inspection— all require precise
knowledge, expert handling. And in
cleaning, splicing, and winding, the film
must be held "just so" in hands wearing
the right type of glove; here, the
slightest scratch means trouble.
On subjects such as these— ranging
from choice of film to projection and
film storage — representatives of the
Eastman Technical Service for
Motion Picture Film are trained to advise
and work with the industry.
To maintain this service, the Eastman
Kodak Company has branches at strategic
centers . . . invites inquiry on all phases
of film use from all members of the
industry. Address: Motion Picture Film
Department, Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester 4, N. Y. East Coast Division,
342 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Midwest Division, 137 North Wabash Avenue,
Chicago 2, Illinois. West Coast
Division, 6706 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood 3.8, California.
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in 1st Quarter

Department

Report

Washington, Oct. 7. — -Industry
payrolls for employes covered by
unemployment insurance were more
than $7,000,000 higher in the first
quarquarter of 1952 than in the same Labor
ter of ,1951, the Department of
reported today.
The over-all industry figure
for the first quarter of 1952 was
$163,161,000, compared with a
1951 first quarter figure of
$155,875,000.
quarter payrolls for producFirst
tion and distribution were $79,467,000
in 1952 and $71,811,000 in 1951, showing an increase of more than $7,500,000. Payrolls in the service category
also showed an increase — $9,847,000
for 1952, against $8,825,000 for 1951.
Payrolls in the category of theatres,
including vaudeville, dropped slightly,
however, with $73,847,000 for the first
1952 quarter and $75,239,000 for the
(Continued on page 5)

LOS ANGELES, Oct. 7.Under the
stipulation
that no transfer of the
U.S. 16mm. suit to the
East for trial would be
sought, the government
gave the defendants a
month extension of the
date for filing answer in
Federal Court here, it was
learned. The original answer date was Oct. 15.
•
TOLEDO, 0. , Oct. 7. -If by
Friday the City of Toledo
does not file an appeal in
the industry's Ohio newsreel censorship case, or
does not ask meanwhile for
a decline extension, an
appeal cannot be taken.
The state is still receiving reels for approval, despite the industry's victory in the
Toledo court fight.

Radio

RKO
Arbitration
Need

for

Kills

Fair

Executive

United
Artists*
Head Will Direct
Stolkin's

Trade

Code:

Levy

St. Louis, Oct.. 7.— Since "almost
all trade practice grievances are arbitrable" under the pending draft of
an industry arbitration system, the
industry for the first time in its history will not need a code of fair
trade
■ Levy,
Theatrepractices,
Owners Herman
of AmericaM. general
counsel, today told the convention of
M. P. T. O. of St. Louis, Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois at the
Chase Hotel here.
Said Levy : "I sincerely believe that
(Continued on page S)
Sees

New

System

Color
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by Mid-1953

Group;

V-P

Foreign
Distribution
Worldwide
Sales for
Choice

a

Popular

One

Arnold Picker, vice-president in charge of foreign distribution for
United Artists, and a partner in that company, will become- executive
vice-president of RKO Radio Pictures on Nov. 15, it was announced
yesterday. The post, a new one, will place Picker in charge of all
RKO Radio sales and distribution
operations. ,
Daff
Cites Injury
The appointment, made from industry ranks,- is a popular one with
From
French
Crisis
the trade. It
was viewed as
American distributing companies in particularly significant because
France will sufimporloss this of the
fer anable
irretrievtance of the position, the first
season due to
the delay in of
its kind
to
be .filled
by .the
Franco - Amerinamely,
cantions,
negotia"one<-half
the new management since takistration of the
season will be
ing" over admingone before any company
last
new American w'eek, and for
Arnold Picker
films w ill be the insight it
played there, provided into
e x c 1 uding one the
thinking of the new owners of the
or two left over controlling
Alfred Daff
stock interest in RKO
Pictures.

Washington, Oct. 7. — The National
Television System Committee will
probably have a new color television
system to demonstrate to the Federal
Communications Commission by mid1953, an NTSC officer told the Society of Motion Picture and Television it was disclosed here yesterday
Al
from last by
year,"
that deEngineers.
indicated
Company
cisions as toofficials
executive
personnel in
vice-president of UniA. V. Loughgren told some 500 Daff, executive
versal, following his return from a RKO Radio's distribution organiza(Continued on page S)
(Continued on page 5)
tion, both domestic and foreign, will
be entirely Picker's responsibility.
Radio's
Robert Mochrie
domestic
sales andheads
Phil RKO
Reisman,
due
"Limeli
ght
here today from a European business
trip, heads the foreign.
[United Artists]
According to sources -outside RKO
C>t HARLES CHAPLIN'S first film in exactly five years is an Radio, the offer which tempted Picker
to' leave U. A. includes a block of
j, enthralling emotional experience that harkens back to his earlier
(Continued on page -5) ■
great films ' for much superb stylized comedy that made Chaplin
one of the greatest boxoffice draws in motion picture history. This is a
simple, appealing tale about a young ballet dancer who falls in love with AMPA
Enlists Four
an aged, once-famous, English music hall clown that for the greater
part, of two hours and twenty-one minutes should prove immensely enter- More
for Faculty
taining for any audience.
A continuous juxtaposition of sequences of success and failure, joy
and sorrow, results in the remarkable illusion of the tragi-comic aspects
Four more industry promotional executives have joined the faculty of the
of life, as one minute you howl at the pantomime of ?i tramp-clown not Associated Motion Picture Advertisunlike the old Charlie and the next are saddened by the protagonist's
ers' school in showmanship, Harry K.
realization that his once great fame is gone.
McWilliams, AMPA president, announced here yesterday.
While the- story- is effective the great moments- of the film are those in
The new lecturers arc: Maurice
drunken,
clown's,
the
as
'such
evident,
is
which Chaplin's comic genius
rolling ascendance of the stairs, his perplexed sniffing of cigar and shoes Bergman, assistant to the president
while the suicide-by-gas is being attempted, by dancer Claire Bloom, his of Hniversal-International ; Seymour!
advertising-pubrisin°' to the occasion by determinedly battering. the door down, and his later Morris,' director lof
icity-exploitation forthe Schirie: QJ^
imitation of flowers, and playing up to the landlady when the rent is overdue.
cuit, Gloversville;
Mesibov,
PaEa(Continiied Sid
on page
5)
fleas,4) "The Ammal Trainer/'.'and
(Continuedwith
on page
Chaplin's low comedy monologue
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DEITZ, advertisHOWARD
ing - publicity vice-president of
M-G-M, will be guest speaker at the
Club weekly
Advertising
Boston
day, Jan. 27.
Tues
luncheon meeting on
•

Tentative plans to establish a U.S.
distribution agency for Italian films by
the Italian Film Export organization
were disclosed here yesterday by Dr.
president of the NaEitel Monaco,
tional Association of Motion Picture
and Allied Industries of Italy, and Dr.
Renato Gualino, general director of
IFE.
Gualino said the decision on IFE
setting up its own distribution company for the American market would
be made within the next two weeks,
before his return to Rome. Both
Gualino and Monaco saw the necessity
of broadening the American market
for Italian product.
The IFE director acknowledged
that other avenues for distribution are
also being explored. He said exploratory talks have been held with United
Artists and new Lippert franchise
holders, among other distribution comThe main stress, however, was put
panies.
on the possibility of the IFE establishing its own agency, with funds accruing to the IFE under the Italo- American film agreement. If the IFE takes
such a step, Gualino said that the Lux
Film Distribution Co., which handles
Italian films in the American market
and which is headed by Gualino, would
cease operation.

James R. Grainger, Republic executive vice-president in charge of distribution, will leave here today for
New Orleans, the first stop on a trip
through the West and Southwest. He
will return to New• York on Oct. 27.
Mannie A. Brown arrived in Buffalo Monday from Cleveland to take
over as United Artists manager there
succeeding Dave Leff, who will manage the UA branch• in Cleveland.
Betty Barnstead, secretary to
Charles M. Reagan, M-G-M general
sales manager, will be married Nov 8
to Thomas Bernard Rice at St.
Agnes Church here.
•
John Schlesinger, executive of the
Schlesinger film interests in South
Africa, and Dick Harmel, general
manager, were in Hollywood from
that country.
o

Pandro S. Berman, M-G-M producer, and Richard Thorpe, director, are due in New York from the
Coast Friday en route to Jamaica,
B. W. I.

May
for

Distribution

Italian

Films

Sullivan
20th

Is Named

Publicity

Head

Edward E. Sullivan has been named
publicity manager of 20th CenturyFox, by Charles Einfeld, vice-president. Sullivan replaces Stirling Silliphant, who
resigned to proSullivan, who
duce.
has been with
20th
Fox Centurysince 1946
following five

Parade

SERIES is the
rHE
ht of D
highligWORL
all current newsreels,
featured along with the Presidential
"whistle-stop" war, the death of speedking John Cobb, Tito and his new
wife. Complete contents follow:
FOX MOVIETONE
NEWS,
No. 82—
U. S. unveils first atomic artillery. Speedking Cobb dies in explosion. Tito shows off
new bride. Football. World's Series.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 212— Greenland rescue drama.
Gales atomic
battle ship.
wife makes
debut. First
gun. Tito's
Football. Cobb meets death beating speed record.
World's Series.
PARAMOUNT
NEWS, No. IS — The
World's Series. Soviet vs. Ambassador
Kennan. Football game of the week: Wisconsin beats Illinois.

TELENEWS
DIGEST, Italian
No. 41A—
son scores Republicans.
filmStevenstars
arrive. Films of Tito and wife. Italian
years
of Eighth
service peasants get reclaimed land. NATO comwith the
manders meeting. Roller skating. World's
Air Force in
Series.
Europe, has
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 402—
been assistant
Truman, Stevenson and Eisenhower on
stops. Greenland
John Cobb's
boat crackup.
Football rescue.
highlights.
Yanks
publicity
Edward Sullivan
ager ofmanthe whistle
company for the the new world champions.
past three years.
WARNER
PATHE
NEWS,
No. 17—
During that period he has been on Death of John Cobb. Amazing Arctic resthe national committees of the Cancer
cue. Army unveils atomic cannon. Eisenon Midwest swing. Stevenson in
Fund Drive, the Heart Fund and the Midwest.howerTruman
on whistle-stop tour.
American Red Cross.

Silliphant, who will start production on "The Joe Louis Story" in Lippert Franchise
January, will remain with the com- In N.Y. to Favorite
pany until that time in an advisory
Favorite Pictures, owned by Moe
capacity.
on of IFE's earentati
Implem
lier decision
to provide EnglishKerman
and Joe Felder, has taken a
dubbed Italian films for the
three-year franchise on the Lippert
an
Americ
market was also disBurger, Loew's InterSamuel N.
of the Italian government, who stress- Pictures exchange in New York, it
national sales manager, will leave here
closed. A sound-recording cored the "dollar situation" in future was disclosed here yesterday with the
poration, capitalized at $200,by plane today on an around-the-wyorld10
negotiations
for a new Italian-Ameri- resignation of D. M. Sohmer as branch
imatel
000, will begin operation here
inspection tour of approx
can film agreement. While here, he manager of the. exchange as of Oct. 25.
weeks.
within the next few months, it
said he would talk with Motion PicSohmer, who resigned after five
was stated.
ture Association of America officials,
years in the post, has no immediate
's publiSid Goldstein of M-G-Mbecam
The tentative plans of the projected but added that it would be "pre- plans ; he will vacation for three to
e the
city department yesterday
mature" to describe such talks as four months. No successor has yet
distributing organization, which would
GoldMrs.
to
negotiations.
The current agreement been named.
father of a girl, born
be operated on a commercial basis in
stein at Brooklyn • Women's Hospital. competition with other distribution expires in June, 1953.
Italo Gemini, president of the Italian exhibitors organization, and E. R.
Harry Fellerman, Universal spe- corporations, Gualino said, calls for the
'Louis
Story'
exseven
to
five
rehas
from
setting up of
National magazine
publicity
camcial films division sales head,
Zorgniotti,
U.S. representative of IFE, Promoting
offices in the U.S. He said the
turned to New York from a three- aim of change
were also present.
the
new
agency
would
be
to
"The Joe
week tour of exchanges.
kicKed paign
off foryesterday
with Louis
a color Story"
cover
distribute about 25 films designed for
and
a
story
in
Ebony,
it
was
anthe Italian-speaking public per year Johnston Stresses
nounced by Stirling Silliphant, the
Edward L. Hyman, United Paraand from six to 12 "major" Italian Reciprocity in Trade
mount Theatres vice-president, and his pictures
film's producer. As producer-publicist
for the general public yearly.
Reciprocity in international trade of the Louis screen biography, Silli, Bernard Levy, are in Detassistantfrom
Gualino
said
Italian
producers
would
was underscored here yesterday by
New York.
roit
phant has planned a two-phase nabe free to distribute through the IFE
tional magazine campaign for the picor American distribution agencies Eric Johnston, president of the Motion
ture, with breaks now, in advance of
Picture Association of America, in a
Richard Brandt, Brandt Theatres
set-up. The pur- luncheon address at the Waldorf As- production, concentrating on Louis, to
projected
the
under
left
have
Brandt,
Mrs.
executive, and
pose of the IFE organization would
toria before top representatives of the be followed by breaks just prior to
New York for a two-week Florida be to group Italian product in an
American
and Italian film industries. and with the July release covering the
vacation.
effort to gain a greater penetration of
film itself.
The
necessity
of increased buying
the American market he said. The
John Parsons, division manager, dubbing program of the IFE was also abroad was also stressed by Johnston,
Telenews Theatres, San Francisco, is cited by Gualino as an effort to ex- who was host at the luncheon in honor will
insure "a continued open door"
industry.
of
the visiting leaders of the Italian for American films in Italy.
a father for the first time.
pand in the American market.
Among those on the dais, besides
The possibility of independent film
the speakers, were : Arthur B. Krim,
Dr.
Clemente
Boniver,
consular
of
importers
launching
an
Italian
picture
Helen Deutsch, M-G-M screen
president of United Artists ; Barney
writer, will leave here for the Coast in the New York market, with the the Italian Embassy, one of the three
IFE distributing elsewhere, was ac- guest speakers of the Italian industry, Balaban, president of Paramount Picby plane Sunday.
turesDr.
;
Renato Gualino, general diknowledged byGualino and Monaco. said that Italy is counting on increased
rector of Italian Film Exports ; Italo
Frank H. McCormick of DuPont The IFE president said that no films film business in the United States as
has announced his retirement from the have as yet been committed to the pro- one of the ways of reducing its sizable Gemino, head of the Italian exhibitors'
jected organization, but during his stay gap in dollar balances. He praised the organization ; Baron Carlo de Fercompany.
here he will confer with major Italian support given to Italian films by the rariis, Italian consul general, and John
public and the American McCarthy, MPAA vice-president.
producers, currently visiting New American
industry.
Harold G. Harris, Detroit booker
In conjunction with "Salute to ItalYork
in
conjunction
with
"Salute
to
for M-G-M, is in town vacationing.
Nicoli de Pirro, director general of
ian Films Week," independent proItalian Films Week."
ducer and importer Jules Levey was
Also present at the press conference the Entertainment Industry Bureau of
host
at
a supper last night to Italian
was
Nicoli
de
Pirro,
director
general
the Italian Government, said the sucJoseph Kaufman, producer, has
cess of Italian films in this country film executives at the Plaza Hotel.
of the Entertainment Industry Bureau
left here for the Coast.
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'Fun
Show

Pre-Selling

r OP -SIDE national pre-selling for
this week is the double-truck
in Look, dated Oct. 21, now on the
news stands, which features Universal's "Back at the Front"— and lists
all the runs starting Oct. 15— from
Anniston, Alabama, to Anchorage,
Alaska, with theatre names and playdates. This is David E. Lipton's
in napolicy, which is worth more
tional pre-selling than tons of national
s
magazine space four or five monthte
removed from any theatre playda
outside of pre-release engagements.
We hope that theatre managers will
buy several copies of this week's Look,
make a lobby display of the advertising, and show it as proof of the fact
that you are running- a first-string
picture. Don't wait for your patrons
to ask iov it; the risks are against
you. The same issue has a five-page
pictorial story on Audrey Hepburn—
"the new Hepburn" — whom, they say,
"capitivated Paramount executives
With the same puckish charm that
• Broadway."
brought bravos from

Something
(20th
Century-Fox) for the Birds'
A BRIGHT, though unpretentious comedy about Washington lobbyists
has been tailored by script-writer I. A. L. Diamond and Boris Ingster
to accommodate the whimsical histrionics of Edmund Gwenn, the pattern for
hose future screen performances was set several years ago in "The Miracle
on 34th Street." Herein he emerges as an obscure engraver of invitations to
gay Capital parties who pockets copies of his handiwork and, attired in dinner
jacket, joins in. the affairs in the guise of a retired Navy admiral with a
bit of influence to peddle.
Co-starring are Victor Mature and Patricia Neal, the former as a professional utilities lobbyist and the latter an amateur at the game who was
sent by a committee of California bird-lovers to persuade Congressmen to
vote against a Continental Gas Co. project which threatens the California
Condor with extermination. Gwenn, who develops affection for both, soon
finds himself drawn into the antagonism their respective aims engender. After
the latter's landlady ' one . of several
over Gvvenn's
Mature,
new
refrigerators
he is atprotest,
liberty sends
to dispose of as gifts, Congressional probers
gleefully find themselves conducting a spectacular hearing, replete with TV
cameras. At this point audience snickers mount into belly laughs, for producer Samuel G. Engel and director Robert Wise forego no opportunity " to
pan."
the but
hearingas techniques
TV and
putGwenn
is exposed
a fraud, of "on
course,
still is welcomed in Washington society because he has become so beloved for himself. Mature and Miss
Neal, by now very much in love, arrive. at a happy ending compromise. Others
who contribute to the farcical proceedings are Larry Keating, Gladys Hurlbut,
Hugh Sanders and Christian Rub. Based on stories by Alvin M. Josephy,
well at
shouldonfare
for the
"Something
and aIngster,
Petraccaunder
Joseph
the
box-office
promotional
campaign
thatBirds"
capitalizes
the public
interest Congressional investigations have excited of late.
Running time, 81 minutes. General audience classification.
October
release
Charles
L. Franke

vs. Vandalism'
at Ohio House

7.— Awill
"Fun
vs.Cleveland,
Vandalism"Oct.show
be
presented Friday, Oct. 31 at
the Hilliard Square Theatre
by manager operation
Samwith aFritz
in cogroup
of
merchants, the Lake wood
school board and PTA and
the Palewood police and fire
departments, with intent to
keep as many youngsters as
possible off the streets on
Merchants are providing
Hallowe'en.
free doughnuts and cider to
the youngsters, served by
PTA members. They are also
providing prizes for contests
involving costumes, pie eating
and apple ducking. All school
bulletin boards will carry announcements of the special
"spook" show which manager
Fritz has promoted without
any cost to the theatre other
than the cost of a couple of
"horror" features to be flashed
on the screen at 10:30 P.M.

Seventeen, magazine for teen-agers,
4 M-G-M
Foreign
has sent copies of the issue which reviewed "The Big Sky" to 600 exhibitors, with a folder offering free tieup
IA' Poll Underway
Fla. Theatre
Files Managers Promoted
promotional material to the theatres. . .
The October issw of The Sign, a
Pacts Trust Action Here
The retirement of . Luis Sarmieuto
On Exchange
Catholic publication, reviews "Because
as
manager for Metro-GoldwynYou're Mine" and says in parts "A
John J. and Agnes Gillooly, oper Mayer
in Peru after 19 years, , has
trepresen
Technicolor musical rich in entertainlocals
e
exchang
ators
of
the
Capital
Theatre,
St
IATSE
resulted in four company promotions
Fla., yesterday filed
ment value for all the family." The
ing front office and back room "white Petersburg,
in the foreign field, it was disclosed
picture is also selected by American collar" employes yesterday began to $1,800,000 triple-damage anti-trust suit here
yesterday by Morton A. Spring,
here
rters
headqua
"IA"
from
thereceive
magazine as its "Picture - of
against eight major distributors, in
tional Corp.
renational
a
Month" for October. . . . A special ballots to be used in
U. S. District Court here. Florida first vice-president of LPew's Internaferendum on the question whether the Coastal Theatres also was named
photographic layout in. the November
The Peruvian post will be taken by
Pageant lists "the beauties of four union's headquarters or the locals in- defendant.
Alberto
Walker, who moves from the
the
with
te
negotia
dividually should
nations," including Elisabeth Taylor,
Leslie Caron, Marilyn Monroe, Greta companies for contracts which will be
Asks Injunction
top post in Colombia. Robert Schmitt
will ' become manager in : Colombia,
Garbo, Jean Simmons and Sarah effective Dec. 1.
vacating the top position in Austria.
The
complaint
asked
for
a
court
in
d
Churchill.
negotiate
were
s
Present contract
junction to enjoin the defendants from Wolfgang Wolf will go from manager
headquar
the "IA"referend
ago by
um.- "allocating first and subsequent runs of Venezuela to manager of Austria.
a similar
American Weekly, next Sunday two years
ters following
to affiliated theatres, and to enjoin Bernard Blair of the M-G-M office
will have a four-color, center-double Excepted were ■ the New York ex- defendants from granting any clear in Sao Paulo, Brazil, has been named
change workers whose contracts here- ance to affiliated theatres competin
truck, reproducing the 24 - sheet
manager in Venezuela.
by "IA"
negotiat
poster for "The Snows of Kilimanhave beenEmploye
tofore
s edLocal No. with the Capital.
Office
Home
jaro" which may be displayed in
Charging discrimination against th Gem Theatre Destroyed
theatre lobbies to advertise the H-63 under the guidance of Russell
coming attraction. It has real poster M. Moss, H-63 executive vice-presi- Capital in allocating product, the com
Boston, Oct. 7.— The Gem Theatre
dent. That local this year will par- plaint asserts that the location and size in East Boston was completely , dequality. . . . Photoplay is advertis
ticipate in the ballotting for the first of the St. Petersburg house entitles
ing in the New York Daily News to time.
stroyed by a fire started by an exto product that is superior to what
sell its November issue to the
plosion of an oil tank.. Damage to the
covering some it has been getting.
ndum,
refere
house
was
estimated at $45,000.
The
public, with an exclusive story, "Liz
ex33
in
locals
65
of
artis
lead
the
member
as
All,"
5,000
Taylor
cle. . . Tells
. Coronet for October does
change cities, is being conducted on
the unusual by using an article on the principle of majority rule. Thus,
Marilyn Monroe without a picture if a majority of the 65 locals vote
AN OPEN
LETTER
TO ALL SHOWMEN!
procedure,
of "the blowtorch blonde." Tag line for a particular negotiating
all others are bound by this result.
of the piece is "Don't believe those
REMEMBER
THE GOOD
OLD DAYS?
At the "IA's" recent biennial con— she's a good girl."
you hear
vention aresolution, yet to be acted
.stories
. . Pictorial
Review, next Sunday,
Back in early; 1933, we started Asfor on the big" reissue road which' resulted in a great success for us and
will have a political interview by
e
union's executiv
the
asked
upon,
our
a result,suitthetabbing
reissue'Astor,
was .
Louella Parsons with Clare Boothe board to rule whether committees repborn franchise
and other, distributors."
IndependentsAs'followed,
resenting the individual locals could
the "Father of the Reissue."
, .
Luce, who believes that all good
A' great part ;of this success stemmed from the good
Republicans should come to the aid join in talks if the national vote reold showmanship, days!'. . . How many of you showmen*
of headquarof their party.
sults in the designation principal
remember
the thrill it was to plan a -small exploitation'
.
ters as the negotiating
campaign and .be rewarded with above .normal business—
a
in
and the cost of this campaign — practically . nil compared,
The 1951 negotiations resulted
Ebony magazine for November has
to the grosses. I Believe me, we- are riot" 'preaching, but
for the
raise
pay
year
per
000
$1,000,
an
and
bringing . back- fond memories of -days gone by that can::"
a cover picture of Joe Lewis
5,000 workers.
verv well be again....
'
•
inside story which proves that promoBack in those days, copy like— "Back BY POPULAR .
has
Story"
Lewis
Joe
"The
for
tion
REQUEST MANDED...
HUNDREDS
'-PATRONS
DEAkron House Reopens
THE. RETURN
OF THISOF GREAT
MOTION
really started. . . . About six months
PICTURE" — and backed by. a little honest showmanship,,.
of
office
the
Liberty
into
The
walked
7.—
man
Oct.
a
ago,
ALWAYS scored top results at your boxoffice! IT CAN
Akron, O.,
tion Theatre, dark- for the .past ■ year, will
HAPPEN AGAIN— AGAIN arid AGAIN. ' Good 'motion
Dan Terrell, M-G-M's exploita
pictures, like good stage plays, are worth repeating over
director, placed a strip of clear plastic shortly be reopened with Ray Brown
and . over again, especially - Sincerely,
when you i can. snare a -big.R. M. SAVINI
on the window and there it stuck, no as managing director in charge of buyissue at a fair rental leaving a larger profit.
tape, no gum, no glue ! Since that
ing, booking and management. Brown,
R. M. Swvini, President
day, Morris Frisch public relations former manager of the State Theatre,
ASTOR PICTURES CORP:
for
s
the
stickon
in
these
ly
d
man, has produce
Cuyahoga Falls, is current
ISO. West 46th. St., N.Y..C.
industry use.
His theatre acsing business.
adverti
Walter Brooks
tivities will be in addition to this.
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State
Department
Will Act Strongly

(Continued from page 1)

In Mexican
Crisis
his delightful reaction to love, in "Spring Is Here," are rnemorable and his
rendering of "The Sardine Song" is good, but perhaps the most hilarious is
The U. S. State Department has
his finale with Buster Keaton in which they satirize a violinist and pianist
Washington, Oct. 7. — Ted Gamble, playing classical music.
promised to make strong representaformer exhibitor and currently a large
tions in behalf of the Motion Picture
stockholder in two corporations apand
Association
of America to the Mexiproducing,
directing,
to
addition
in
THE story, which Chaplin wrote
plying for television stations, said totheme, musical score and ballet, has the
musical
sad
hauntingly
a
composing
government
against
the latter's
establish
a screen
quota
day that the , impact of television
infuse in her a will to live and dance. The movescanto
would force about half of the theatres comedian save the dancer and
cut showings of Ameripoverty-stricken com- whichcan would
setting is London in 1917. Sidney Chaplin portrays aaided
in the country to close.
pictures in that country.
by giving extra
poser whom Miss Bloom as a store clerk, had
Estimating that there are
A quota bill has passed the Meximusic sheets and change. Their love is unconsummated as Miss Bloom is
now about 18,000 theatres in
can Congress and is being considered
for aiding Chaplin and he goes on to symphony
employer
her
by
discharged
hcill success.
by
the
Senate. If passed by the latter
operation, Gamble told a Fedit will go to President Aleman for
eral Communications CommisChapalcoholism,
by
on
'brought
condition
a heart help Miss Bloom overcome a psychosomatic
from support
suffering
Although
emotional
sion hearing examiner that he
lin's mental and
The State Department has informed
thought between 6,500 and 10,leg paralysis and she goes on to become a prima ballerina, maintaining her approval.
000 of them would be closed
affection for him. Sidney Chaplin shows up as composer for the new ballet the MPAA that protests on legal
within the next few years as a
in which Miss Bloom is to star and Charlie is to play the clown. Miss Bloom grounds cannot be made to the Mexiresult of television.
can government since there is no
suffers opening night jitters but Charlie slaps her out of a temporary paralysis
into a great debut. Sidney Chaplin declares his love before being drafted reciprocal trade agreement between
and
Gamble testified as a 20 per cent
but Miss Bloom maintains she loves Charlie, whose performance the two countries. This fact is unstockholder and a director of Aladdin into the army ory
to impresario Conrad Nagel. Charlie is replaced and bows
unsatisfact
is
derstood to weigh against the posRadio and Television Co., which now
out sure that Sidney Chaplin and Miss Bloom will fulfill their love.
sibility
for success of U. S. governoperates radio station KLZ in Denver
ment
protests.
and is an applicant for a Denver tele- CHARLIE is reduced to performing for donations in various taverns but
Meanwhile, Mexican exhibitors
vision station on channel 7. Competis accidentally found by Sidney, Nagel and Miss Bloom and they bring him were said to be preparing to move for
ing with Aladdin for channel s is the
to open a benefit for himself. Charlie's performance is sensationally a court injunction against the measDenver Television Co., in which Den- back
ure if Aleman signs the bill. The
received but his fade-out tumble into a drum in the orchestra pit causes an
ver exhibitors Harris and John Wolfwings watching Miss Mexican Supreme Court has before
the
in
dies
he
and
condition
heart
his
of
on
aggravati
Bloom dance.
. ,
,
berg are principal stockholders.
it at present an action relating to the
the competent constitutionality of a similar bill which
by
Following Gamble's appearance,
supported
ably
is
he
and
superb
is
performance
Charlie's
Harry A. Huffman, former Denver
and attractive Miss Bloom, Sidney Chaplin, Nigel Bruce, Norman Lloyd,
passed by the Mexican legislature
district manager for Fox Intermoun- Buster Keaton and Marjorie Bennett. Andre Eglevsky and Melissa Hayden was
last year.
tain theatres, testified briefly. Huff- dance the ballet. While this starts slowly and is overlong, it is an outstanding
man is chairman of the board of Alada Chaplin message will find one but it is
din, with a 13 per cent interest in the production Those worried about cruel
and bitter, it is nevertheless amazing
painful,
although life is often
32 Pre-release Dates
company. Frank A. Ricketson, presi- that
_ ; _ ' November
. ,
dent of Fox Intermountain, and a and wonderful and should be lived fully. _ classificat
For
ion.
audience
General
minutes.
141
time
Running
13.7 per cent stockholder in Aladdin,
Walter Pashkin
is due to testify tomorrow, at the com- release '
For 'Kilimanjaro'
pletion of Huffman's testimony.
Decided in 1949
Darryl F. Zanuck's "The Snows of
S chine Enterprises
Codes'
Kilimanjaro" will open in 32 key citIndia-US
ies this month, launching its national
Gamble told hearing examiner
Similarity Cited
e Video
pre-release run.
James Cunningham that he decided in To Includ
The 20th Century-Fox version of
1949 to "get out of the motion picture
the Ernest Hemingway story will
Hollywood,
Oct.
7.
—
Chandulal
theatre business" and into radio and
Schine
7.—
Oct.
Albany, N. Y.,
,
television because he was "quite con- Chain Theatres of Gloversville, has ture
Pic start this month at the Paramount
Motion cited
Producersof India's
Association,
cerned about television and its impact registered a certificate amending its Shah, president
;
Cleveland
me,
Atlanta ; Hippodro
hia;
Midtown,
Philadelp
Des
Moines,
India's
practice
of
film
censorship
as
on a great many theatres." Although corporate powers to include the con- similar to American adherence to the Des Moines ; St. Louis, St. Louis ;
he was not very specific about the
and televiduct of a general radio s,
type of theatre he thought would be
a hotel Production Code, before a dinner au- Orpheum, Kansas City ; Fifth Avenue.
sion broadcasting busines
dience of 300 at the Beverly Hills
affected, he included in those which business and a candy-confectionery
Seattle; Paramount, Toledo; ColumHotel last night.
.
g
business
vendin
would be forced to close "some marbia, Washington ; Fox, San Franginal theatres, most subsequent-run
Shah declared, "Voluntary censor;Rialto, Salt Lake City ; Paracisco
John A. May, vice-president of
ship is strict among producers be
homa City.
theatres and some multiple first-run Caroga Corp., and Louis W. Schine,
mount, Syracuse ; Criterion, Oklacause of the influence our films have
theatres in small towns." He said that secretary-treasurer of Schineboro,
Also, the Fulton, Pittsburgh; Lyric,
although some of his theatres were Inc., as holders of record of out- on the great rural public. We think
we
have
reached
a
point
in
our
inshares
Theatres,
Schine
of
standing
Minneapolis
; Riviera, St. Paul ; Cali"good" theatres, he had an interest in executed the certificate.
fornia, San Diego; Los Angeles and
many in the category which he
dustry's development where we can
The Schines now operate, through produce films which project our non- Chinese, Los Angeles ; Ritz, Birmthought would be "permanently" afviolence philosophy and culture to the
fected by television.
subsidiaries, a hotel chain, including
ingham ; Orpheum, Spokane ; Or,the Ten Eyck, Albany, and a theatre film audience of all other countries."
pheum, Portland; Circle, IndianapoHe had about a $2,500,000 inThe dinner was given in honor of
lis; Omaha, Omaha; United Artists,
concession business. The Schinevestment in theatres in 1949,
controlled Patroon Broadcasting Corp., the visiting delegation from India's Detroit ; Colonial, Akron ; ParaGamble said, which he began to
mount, Youngstown ; New, Baltimore ;
managing radio station WPTR here, motion picture industry.
liquidate. At the present time,
Fox, Phoenix ; Rogers, Chattanooga ;
has applied for a television station
he continued, he has roughly
license.
Lincoln, Lincoln; State-Lake, Chi$400,000 invested in theatres
Howard Antevil, Schine attorney, Ned Pines Acquires
cago; and the Paramount, Rochester.
and he expects to have liquirecorded the change of purposes for 2 Fan Magazines
dated that within six months.
the company.
Two motion picture fan magazines,
He now holds substantial interests
Profit to
Screenland and Silver Screen, have $10,000
in four radio stations, he said, with a $20,000 Repayment
ntion
TO
A
on
Conve
been purchased by Ned L. Pines, New
43.5 per cent interest in a Seattle and
York publisher, from the Henry PubSuit
a Portland station, and a 49 per cent In Columbia
Owners
of America's
lishing Co. No changes in policy or on Theatre
its recent
national
conventionprofit
and
interest in a Palm Springs, Cal., staJudge Morris Eder of the New personnel are contemplated, the new trade show was approximately $10,000
tion, and his interest in Aladdin. Both York Supreme Court yesterday ap- management stated. The magazines
a profit of $20,000 on last
Aladdin and the Mount Hood Radio
proved the repayment of $20,000 by will continue to be sold to advertisers against convention
and trade show, it
and Television Co., operator of the Harry Cohn, president of Columbia, as a group, without any changes in year's
was learned here yesterday.
Portland station, are now involved in to the company in settlement of a
The difference in the figures was
circulation or adFCC hearings for television stations minority stockholders suit alleging current guaranteed
vertising rates, it was said.
accounted for by the fact that trade
Asked by his attorney how he would waste by various officers and directors
Pines last month launched a new show booths at the convention last
vote as a director if the Aladdin board of the corporation.
monthly for men, Real.
month in Washington numbered only
The payment of $20,000 was prohad to make a decision about the "ac
60 compared to the 80 which carried
posed as a settlement by Cohn and
quisition of product which would be
displays at the 1951 convention in
adverse to motion picture interests
approved by Referee Arthur G. Klein. dominated by Cohn when they ap- New York. Moreover, it was said, the
proved an employment contract for
Gamble replied that he would "vote to The sum of $40,000 requested as re- him in 1949
and that the company had social events which marked this year's
protect KLZ because my investment
payment by one of the suing stockconvention were larger and more exwill be in radio and television and I
holders was rejected by the court.
paid legal fees of $40,000 which should
pensive than those held in conjunction
The suit charged directors were have been paid by Cohn.
with the New York event.
will have no interest in theatres."
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Arbitration
{Continued from page 1)
arbitration is here. The plan needs
only the finishing touches. There are
no suggested changes important
enough to become roadblocks to completion. The vast majority of exhibitors in this country want arbitration.
That voice must and will be heard."
He added that "much credit must
go to distribution for the great effort
it expended in the formulation of the
plan." If accepted by all parties to
the industry arbitration conference,
the plan will be explained to TOA
member units "the country over" by
TOA officers in person, Levy said.
Levy discussed in strong terms the
need for moral and financial support
of exhibitor associations by members.
He derided "gravy-train riders" as
by _ accepting
idly their
who "sit
cowards
part of
paying
benefits without

Motion

Picker

to

Picture

RKO

Radio

{Continued from page 1)
RKO Pictures stock and a salary of
around $1,500 weekly, on a five-year
contract with options. His contract at
U.A. had about four years to go and
also included options.
The new RKO Radio board, after
electing Ralph Stolkin, head of the
purchased stock consyndicate which
trol from Howard Hughes, president
last week; Arnold Grant chairman of
the board, and Sherrill Corwin vicepresident in charge of studio operations, said: "Of necessity, a number
of executive changes will be made to
bring in and promote youth with its
vitality, fresh approach and aggressive

thinking.
The "statement provoked widespread interest in the industry
first
and the new management's with
appointment was awaited
genuine curiosity. Its revelation yesterday was greeted with
dation mixed with recommen
lief.

the toll." He noted that, despite the
problems that face exhibitors at present, showmen in general "are becoming a bit lax in the proffer of moral
and financial support. It is the old
story of cancelling an insurance policy
Picker is 39 years old. Before joineither because no accident has haping United Artists last year, he had
pened in years, or because at times it been with Columbia's foreign distribubecomes a bit difficult to meet the
tion department since 1935, and at the
of his resignation was vice-presitime
premiums." support of trade associadent of Columbia International.
Continued
tions at local and national levels "is
Agreed to Release Picker
most essential," Levy said.
On joining United Artists he was
given a contract and a block of stock
Tom Bloomer Reelected President
in the company, sharing in the 50 per
Of MPTO of St. Louis
cent interest in U.A. held by five
U.A. president,
St. Louis, Oct. 7. — A committee others. Arthur Krim,
company had
the
resolution to approve a recent Theatre said yesterday that
arfor
Owners of America suggestion
release Picker from his conbitration and election of officers for agreed tracttoin order to accept the RKO
1952-1953 were the high lights of the Radio offer. He will leave here on
in the company of
closing day's activities of the annual Friday for Europe
meeting of the Motion Picture Theatre Max E. Youngstein, U.A. vice-presiof approx
ss trip
busineek
Owners of St. Louis, Eastern Misa we
s.
for two
dent,mately
_ .isouri and Southern Illinois.
The resolution concerns the approval
On his return, Picker will divide
of TOA's plan of arbitration of in- his time between U.A. and RKO Radustry problems. At the Washington
dio until Nov. 15 "to effect an orderly
convention it was suggested that all
ition of business." His U.A. stock
trans
regional groups approve the plan, sub
ject of course to any changes which
come about by TOA and regional Cerebral Palsy Unit
group talks. The regional group meeting here was the first approval of the Appeals for Drivers
plan though it is expected others will
United Cerebral Palsy of New York
follow suit.
City, Inc., has issued an appeal tor
Officers elected at today's session are volunteer drivers to supply transportaTom Bloomer of Belleville, 111., re
tion of children to and from clinics.
elected president ; Tom Edwards of The children are unable to receive
Farmington, Mo., past president elected
ment unless such transportation
as ex-officio member of all boards of treatbe supplied. Last winter, reports
can
the organization ; Louis K. Ansell of Mrs. Harry Fellerman, chairman of
St. Louis, chairman ; Thomas James
the women's division
ortation,
of St. Louis, vice-president ; Joseph C. transp
made 1,500 trips a month
volunteers
Ansell, treasurer ; Lester R. Kropp ; in New York City.
secretary. L. J. Williams of Union,
Those wishing to help must use their
Mo. was elected Missouri regional
own cars, carry minimum New York
vice-president and William E. War- State insurance, and be able to offer
ing, Jr. of Cobden, III, regional vice- at least one hour per week. They are
president for Illinois.
asked to call PL 3-3005, and ask for
"Motor Corps," or write to U.C.P.A.,
AMPA
Enlists Four
of NYC, 47 W. 57th Street, "Motor
{Continued from page 1)
mount exploitation director, and Dan
S. Terrell, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer exploitation manager.
Bergman will speak on public relations at the final Thursday evening
session on Dec. 18, sharing the program with Arthur DeBra and Gordon
White of the Motion Picture Association of America.
Morris will lecture on Oct. 16 with
Ernest Emerling of Loew's, Walter
Brooks, of Motion Picture Herald's
Managers Round Table, and Al Floersheimer of Walter Reade Theatres.

Daily

will revert to the company on that
date.
U.A. officials said that no successor
to Picker would be named immediThe company's
foreign
distributionately.
is well
organized
at this
time,
Lober, asLou qualified
out, and
they pointed
sistant to Picker,
is well
to
direct it.
That Picker's parting with U.A.
was wholly amicable was clear" from
Krim's statement. He said "the company is releasing Picker with sincere
regret, but it was the unanimous opinion of United Artists' board of directors that they did not want the
company's contract with Picker to
stand in the way of his accepting the
offer. Our association has been a most
and all of the U.A. parthappyners one
join me in wishing Arnold every
success
in his new
The statement
fromassignment."
the RKO Radio
board said it was "extremely gratified" to acquire the services of Picker
who "has done an outstanding job (at
U.A.) and has been one of that group
of executives which have made such
a dramatic change in the affairs of
United Artists over the last two years.
"This move," the board's statement
continued, "together with all other
moves being made by the board, is
for the purpose of strengthening and
revitalizing the affairs of RKO in
order to bring it to the position of
eminence which it once occupied. The
board is extremely appreciative of the
wonderful attitude of the heads of
United Artists who so graciously released Mr. Picker to undertake this
challenging opportunity."
Picker's appointment parallels that
of Al Daff, who became executive
vice-president of Universal in charge
distribution last sumof worldwide
mer when Decca Records acquired
stock control of that company and its
president, Milton Rackmil, became
president of Universal.
Daff Cites Injury
{Continued from page 1)

tour of France, England, and Holland.
Daff noted : "This happens at a time
when quite a few very important, very
good American films would have been
available and could have done very
France will sufstrong. The people ofentertainment
for
fer a great loss of
American films are gaining in popularity there but the exhibitors will
probably resort to reissues or inferior

Sharp
Rise
Corps."
{Continued from page 1)

film proHe did not think French
duction could take up much, if any
the slack and noted that the French
ofproducts."
patrons suffer unjustly for they are
own films even with
their playing.
ing films
supportan
Americ
Business is generally holding up
very well elsewhere, Daff said, but
noted that an unusually hot summer
box-office
had
now bounced back.
It has England's
down.brought
In Holland a reconstruction program
on damaged theatres is in progress.

comparable 1951 quarter.
Labor defines the service category
as including miscellaneous items such
as film processing, repair and rental
bureau exof equipment and casting
penses. The theatre category covers
all motion picture theatres, including
vaudeville expenses.
The figures include all industry emcovered
. by state unemployinsurance
mentployes

Manley's Plant Burns
Kansas City, Oct. 7.— The North
Kansas City popcorn processing plant
Inc., selling popcorn mateof Manley,
rials and machines to theartes and
other places, has been completely destroyed by fire, with an estimated
damage of $90,000. A new crop of
escaped destruction, however,
popcorn
it had not arrived at the plant.
as

Color

TV

{Continued from page 1)
SMPTE members gathered here for
their semi-annual convention that the
NTSC has tested and worked out an
all-electronic compatible system signal
which will be "adequate for all commercial color television."
Minor Improvements
There will be minor improvements
made on the system, Loughgren said,
and the committee will make further
tests to determine what improvements
can possibly be made. Then, by mid1953, he continued, the individual companies that have worked on the system,
Loughgren said, and the committee
will make further tests to determine
what improvements can possibly be
made. Then, by mid- 1953, he continued, the individual companies that
have
worked on the system will be
hearing.
able to petition the Commission for a
Loughgren touched on the Eidophor
theatre television system and told the
group that the system appears, to provide "better color." He said it may be
that the system will present the best
theatre size color print, but added that
"from the long range, consideration
the system may be more important
than the apparatus.
Cautions Industry

He cautioned the motion picture industry not to select a system with
"inherent limitations."
The add-a-unit approach to film processing machines was presented to the
meet today. The need for a reasonably
accessible,
quickly
priced,tained
stations
television self-condeveloper for
and small laboratories was emphasized.
This need led to the design of the
Bridgamatic.
This device, it was shown, embodies
standard commercial design plus a
continuous overdrive, tension-relieving
clutches, straight-line film flow and
ease of handling; 16mm. and 35mm.
negative/positive, also reversal models
were described. The presentation was

Edmade by
Cinema
S.O.S. and
Krause A.of Tanney
ward B.Joseph
how the
Supply Corp.,
t ideawho
adopted, permitwasexplained
add-a-uni
Bridgabasicessentials,
thebare
the purchase
tingmatic
machine withof its
to which recirculation, replenishment,
aeration, filtration, refrigeration and
other refinements could be added as
desired.

only $626* for a
10-DAY
HAWAIIAN
VACATION!

Includes Mainliner transportation, hotel
accommodations and sightseeing.
That's just one of United Air Lines'
low-expense Hawaiian Air Vacations.
There are six others from which to
choose, lasting up to 23 days. Call or
write for a free descriptive
folder.
* From New
York
plus fox.)
UNITED(Fares AIR
LINES

star's

best

friend

...

Pictures take months to make . . .
may be unmade in split seconds.
For the superlative showings of which
modern projection equipment is capable
depend upon superlative film care.
Film coating, for example, lubrication,
and inspection — all require precise
knowledge, expert handling. And in
cleaning, splicing, and winding, the film
must be held "just so" in hands wearing
the right type of glove; here, the
slightest scratch means trouble.
Oh subjects such as these- — ranging
from choice of film to projection and
film storage — representatives of the
Eastman Technical Service for
Motion Picture Film are trained to advise
and work with the industry.
To maintain this service, the Eastman
Kodak Company has branches at strategic
centers . . . invites inquiry on all phases
of film use from all members of the
industry. Address: Motion Picture Film
Department, Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester 4, N. Y. East Coast Division,
342 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Midwest Division, 137 North Wabash Avenue,
Chicago 2, Illinois. West Coast
Division, 6706 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood 38, California.
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Explained by Spaeth
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Mayer Again Puts
On COMPO
Harness
Arthur L. Mayer, former
executive vice - president of
the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations, yesterday informed the industry agency
that he was ready again to
contribute his time and effort
to the advancement of its
aims and purposes. Mayer
recently completed a book
which will be published shortly by Simon & Schuster.
COMPO promptly accepted
Mayer's offer, and in consequence he will discuss the organization in an address before the Film Council of
Springfield, Mass., on Oct. 16.
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Distributor Revisions Set; Now
Goes
Exhibitors Who Are Free to Suggest
Changes;

Republic,

Monogram

to

Reservation

Following a meeting here yesterday of distributor presidents,
other top executives and attorneys, Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture Association of America president, reported they approved an
industry arbitration system draft which will be submitted promptly
to exhibitor organization representatives for action.
The draft will not be handed to
exhibitor representatives on a
V P,' the
Cox, Wesco
"take-it-or-leave-it" basis, it was emSigns 5-Year Pact
phasized. Said Johnston: "The door
is open for changes in the draft which
emnew
Los Angeles, Oct. 8.— A
25 States
Now
in
be requested by exhibitors."
ployment contract covering the period may
Any proposed changes in the draft
Dec. 1, 1952 to Dec. 31, 1957 has been on which distributor attorneys have
signed by Henry C. Cox as Wesco worked steadily during the past few
Rogers Campaign
s vice-president, it was learned weeks "will be fully considered by the
Theatre
here yesterday.
distributing companies so that an arbiTheatres in 25 states are now partration system can be established as
Under the agreement, which reticipating inthe Will Rogers Hospital
places one for the period Nov., 1945
fund drive.
to Nov., 1952, Cox will receive a speedily as possible," Johnston said.
Participants in yesterday's meeting
MemoRogers
weekly salary of $1,000, plus weekly
the
Signing up for
that was
distributors'
aprial Hospital collection-can-on-candy- expenses of $100. He makes his freely admitted
proval of the draft
not reached
stand project every theatre in the headquarters in Los Angeles, and any
without
a
few
"uprisings"
against
state of Rhode Island is the goal of expenses for traveling on business are
some of its provisions. It was pointed
manager of Loew's to be repaid apart from the regular out that Monogram and Republic still
Druker, nce.
Maurice
Druker yester- allowance.
State in Provide
want ances
Department
assurday sent into the fund headquarters
that they willofnotJustice
be bound
by
event of the executive's death
In thethe
names of 22 additional Rhode Island during
term of the contract, his the industry anti-trust suit decrees if
theatres. There are about 63 houses in wife, Mrs. Jesse L. Cox, will receive
signatories to any arbithe state.
$300 weekly for five years. If, for they become
tration system agreement.
With the enrollment by Henry G. reasons of health, Cox should be unThe distributors were reported to
Plitt of the Paramount Gulf Theatres
able to perform his duties and the be satisfied that they have complied
(Continued on page 5)
(Continued
on
page
5)
with the request of Abram F. Myers,
From Cincinnati, LouisAllied States Association general
ville and Hartford,
l
ona
iti
counsel, "for something I can react
add
e
com
Conn.,
ness
busi
the
that
to and submit to my organization."
reports
It is expected the distributors' draft,
ring
Spur
Is
Video
Says
sLoui
which actually
a distributorupswing continues .
amended
version of is
a document
drawn
ville and Cincinnati exbe
to
hibitors were said
up originally
by exhibitor
(Continued
on page 5)as well as
Gains
Theatres'
Film
more confident of future
business than they had
Toronto, Oct. 8. — The coming
been in a long time, while the r challenge of TV is helping to of radio helped bring "talkies" and
Cravath Law Firm
speed the arrival of third dimensional
a survey of key cities films, according
Advises RKO Radio
"This business cannot remain static.
throughout the Connectito N. A. TayThe retention of the law
cut area by the Bridgeport
lor,
president
of
That fact is the life-blood of our busi20th
Century
firm
of Cravath, Swaine &
ness.
And
if
you
believe
that,
say
so.
ald"
s
s
film
that
show
"Her
Theatres.
asks you if television
Moore
as special counsel was
man
a
When
"I
am
excited
disclosed here yesterday by
are "making a strong come
out of business, tell him
you
put
will
the board of directors of RKO
back" and that "the TV at what is hapthat his grandchildren will be going
to the movies. Talk on the upbeat, not
Radio
Pictures.
ng."
fadi
is
what
o
pening and
bugabo
•
The firm will represent the
can happen," he
whose company operates 70
downbeat."
theTaylor,
told those parin Ontario and recently added
theatres
corporation in its Stock Ext
i
c
i
p
a
t
i
n
g
i
n
the
~
8.
change, Securities Exchange
Oct.
WOOD,
HOLLY
last
of
a
series
"If
in
declared:
res
West,
featu
Commission, corporate and
several in the
There were 14
picthe motion
think
you don't
refinancial matters, it was addtelevision,
willthatsurvive
ture theatre
color by Technicolor in of company
gional meetings
ed. Thomas Halleran, a partit
of
out
get
to
time
the
is
now
then
N. A. Taylor
release, ready for rener in the Cravath firm, will
held in a numsake
the
for
and
sake
own
your
for
or
ber
of
Ontario
be consultant to the board of
lease, in production
cities.
families,". he advised, adding :
of
"I'myoursticking."
directors.
in June,
preparation
"You can't sit on your status quo,
1939. A week ago there
Not only change was normal, he
(Continued on page 5)
his managers, execuTaylor advised office
were 185.
department heads.
tives and head

Tribute to the Hollywood Production code as an instrument
which blocked the growth of "political censorship" in the United
States was paid here yesterday by Dr.
Spaeth, motion picture chairSigmund
man of the National Federation of
Music Clubs,
-. ,
highlight
Spaeth's address was the
of a luncheon at the Hotel Plaza
Board oi
given by the Film Estimateclaim
ing to
National Organizations,
clubcan
,000 Ameri
represent 40,000
women, in honor of the Italian film
industry. It was delivered by. Mrs.
Jessie M. Bader, national chairman of
the Protestant Motion Picture Council, due to Spaeth's illness.
In his observations, Spaeth explored
the historical background of the Code,
which he said, "reflects the composite
stanentertainment taste and moral
dards of our complex population.
it would be "consumthatnued
He added(Conti
on page 3)
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Theatre

Receipts

Mail
For

Mention

ELLIS G. ARNALL, president of
Mothe Society of Independenedt here
tion Picture Producers, arriv
yesterday from Atlanta for three days
of conferences with• SIMPP members.
John R. Patno has been named
manager of the New England Circuit's Empress at Norwalk, Conn.,
replacing John Hassett, resigned.
Patno was formerly assistant manager of the circuit'•s Allyn, Hartford.
John del Valle, former Nat Holt
Productions director of publicity, has
been named editor of TV Family^ a
new national weekly magazine which
this month.
will be launched later
•
Mike Spanagel, formerly vicepresident and assistant general manager of Mid-States Theatres, has
station WCKY in Cinjoined radio
cinnati as an account executive.
•

Norman Friedman of M-G-M's art
department, became a father for the
second time Monday with the birth
of a boy, Lawrence Paul, to his wife
at Brooklyn Women's
Hospital.
•
William Dullum has been named
manager of the Regent Theatre in Ottawa, replacing Henry Marshall,
who was transferred to the Capital in
Toronto.
•
Charles Boasberg, RKO Radio
North-South division sales manager,
"is in Toronto and will return here
over the weekend.
•
Alva E. Smith, radio installation
supervisor of Westrex Corp., has returned here from a three months trip
to Venezuela.
•
Charles McLeary, formerly with
Loew's in Baltimore, is the new manager of Shea's Elmwood,
Buffalo.
•

Increased

11%

Last

Year

Ottawa, Oct. 8. — Total receipts of Canadian motion picture exhibitors, exclusive of taxes, rose 11 per cent in 1951 to $96,319,580 from
$86,713,357 in the previous year, the
government reveals in a preliminary
Hutner Promoted
to
report.
Paid admissions increased four per
cent from $242,396,679 in 1950 to
20th Publicity Aide
$252,159,125 last year; 2,180 exhibicollected $11,887,226 in amusetors
ment taxes.
Meyer Hutner has been named astury-Fox, by
es acEighty-two drive-in theatr
sociate publicity manager of 20th Centotal
counted for $3,347,670 of the
the paid adreceipts, $6,554,572 of
Edward livan,
E. publicity
Sulmissions and $406,611 of the total
manager.
amusement taxes.
Hutner, who
Salaries and wages of regular film
theatres reached $17,137,276 last year.
joined 20th
C entury-Fox
four
years ago
as
newspaper
Corwin, Wald Confer,
contact, was apNo Disclosures Yet
pointed special
events director
8.— Sherrill CorHollywood, Oct. today
from New
win arrived here
last fore
year.
d organizajoining Bethe
York, where he attende
tional meetings of the Ralph Stolkin
company he
Meyer
Hutner
group which recently acquired the
was publicity
controlling interest in RKO Pictures,
manager for
and went into conferences with Jerry Billy Rose, Kate Smith and Mickey
Wald, whose contract with the studio Rooney. Prior to his entry into the
expires Dec. 31, and who has been publicity field, Hutner had been on the
frequently mentioned as most likely editorial staffs of the New York
choice of the new management for Journal American and the New York
production head, but it was under- Post.
stood no disclosure of developments of
He succeeds Sullivan, who was
any kind will be made before the
named publicity manager on Tuesday.
weekend.

Orders
Cinerama

Heavy
Here

Testifying to the spread of
interest in Cinerama, one
day's mail received at the
box-office of the Broadway
Theatre here yesterday, where
the process and program is
in its exclusive premiere engagement, included more than
1,100 orders for tickets, according to a Cinerama spokesman. The mail came from
many sections of the country
as well as from nearby.
The public response has
extended the advance sale indefinitely. It had been set
originally for an eight-week
minimum.

Photoplay
By

Hunter,

Poll

Won

Nelson

Photoplay
been
poll hasannual
Stars" ne's
Your Magazi
"Choose
Uniold
19-yearNelson,
Lori
won by
versal-International actress, and Tab
Hunter, 21-year-old ice skater who has
appeared in only one picture. The
winners and the runners-up were
honored at a Photoplay reception in
Hollywood last week-end at which
Tyrone Power officiated.

vice-president of McFred Sammis,
Publications, and Photoplay
Fadden
editor Tony Gray attended the event.
It was disclosed that Miss Nelson
'Limelight' Music
triumphed over the nearest actress
chosen by a margin of three to one,
'Howdy Doody' Radio On Radio Tonight
one of the highest ever made. Past
Show to 'Plug9 Films
of the poll have usually atCharles Chaplin's musical score for winners tained
In furtherance of the mutual pro- "Limelight"
Hollywood stardom. In the
will
have
its
radio
premotion pact between the Organization
last two years the winners were Mitzi
station
over
9:05
at
miere
tonight
of the Motion Picture Industry of
WQXR as the highlight of the first Gaynor and Anthony Dexter, and
New York and the National Broad- all-Chaplin
musical program on the Sally Forrest and Howard Keel.
casting Co., a one-minute spot announcement listing recommended films air, entitled "Charles Chaplin — the
List Runners-up
for children which are playing in the tramp Who Made Music." The prohad been announced earlier for
in the poll for the femiRunners-up
Metropolitan area will be incorporated airing gram
nine stars were Ursula Theiss, Elaine
tomorrow night. Excerpts from
in the "Howdy Doody" radio show on
Boyd
Sparrow,
manager
of the WNBC
rde Neff, Dawn AdSaturday mornings, OMPI the scores of "City Lights" and "Mod- Stewart, HildegaGabor,
Barbara Ruick,
dams, Zsa Zsa
ern Times" will be included.
Loew's Warfield in San Francisco, reported here yesterday.
Joan Taylor, Helene Stanley, Joan
"Limelight,"
a
United
Artists
reis" in Los Angeles • this week.
OMPI said other program spots
Rice and Beverly Michaels. Male runlease, will open on Oct. 23 in continuners-up were Arthur Franz, Oskar
Philip Gerard, Universal Eastern currently are in preparation and will
ous performances at the Astor Theabe
announced
as
activated.
tre and on a reserved-seat twice-daily Werner, Johnny Stewart, Robert Horpublicity manager, will return here
ton, Keith Andes, Michael Moore,
today from Philadelphia.
schedule
at the Trans-Lux. Advance Gene
Barry, John Forsyth, Rusty
•
reserved-seat tickets go on sale to- Tamblyn and Dean Miller.
Spring
to
Address
day at the Trans-Lux. Priced at $2.40
D. C. Collins, Westrex Corp. vicepresident, has returned to New York NTFC
for all performances except $1.80 for
Wednesday
RCA
Victor
from Hollywood.
week-day matinees, the film will be Haber
•
Samuel Spring, attorney and author shown at 2:30 and 8:30 P.M. daily,
Frank Rosenberg, 20th Century- of the book, "Risks and Rights," will with extra matinees at 5 :30 P.M. on Publicity Director
the membership of the Na- Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, and
Fox producer, is in New York from addresstional
Camden, N. J., Oct. 8. — Julius
Television Film Council at its
the Coast.
Haber has been appointed director of
special
Saturday
night
11:30
showfirst fall luncheon meeting in the War- ings.
DiviVictor
for theNov.
publicsion ofrelations
wick Hotel on Wednesday.
RCA, effective
1, C. M.
Greshler Here on Deal
Odorizzi,
vice-president
Spring, will discuss "The Laws of
the
divisionoperating
announced.
Haber, whoseof
Distributors
Hollywood, Oct. 8. — Abner Gresh- Privacy and the Laws of Libel" as MPAA,
ler is en route to New York from they pertain to the telecasting of films,
career has been in public relations,
here for executive huddles to finalize according to Melvin L. Gold, NTFC Take 3-Day Holiday
publicity and advertising, joined RCA
a deal for RKO Radio release of
Most major film company home of- in 1922. He succeeds James M. Toney
president.
fices will remain closed on Monday who has been appointed director of
"Emergency Call," British film to
in observance of the Columbus Day consumer products distribution.
which he recently acquired global
rights. Greshler revealed before he
holiday. Companies closing include
Haber is now serving as director of
erion Holds 'Zero'
left here that Freddie Mills, British Crit
Edmund Grainger's "One Minute to Columbia, M-G-M, Monogram, Para- advertising and sales promotion for
light-heavyweight champion, is com- Zero," starring Robert Mitchum and
mount, RKO Pictures, RKO Thea- RCA Technical Products. He has
ing to this country to make a series Ann Blyth, will gross $19,500 in its
tres, 20th Century-Fox, United Art- served as publicity chairman for the
of radio and TV shots as part of an third week at the Criterion here and
ists, United Paramount Theatres, Uni- Institute of Radio Engineers, the Raversal-International, Warner and the
exploitation campaign for this Butcher will hold for a fourth week, theatre
dio Club of America, and the Society
Productions, Ltd., feature, in which officials announced. The picture will Motion Picture Association of Amer- of Motion Picture and Television EnMills stars.
ica. Republic will close at 1.00 P.M.
begin its fourth week tomorrow.
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{Continued from page 1)

he added, which would strengthen
mate impudence" to impose the Code film,
on foreign producers, but that they the ties between the two countries.
should understand the reasons for selfForeign Press Critics
Washington, Oct. 8. — Frank Ric- censorship in the United States.
Honor Italian Industry
Spaeth
pointed
out
that
between
unketson, president of Fox Intermo
tain Theatres, told the Federal Com- 1926 and 1940, 42 proposals for FederThe Foreign Language Press Film
munications Commission today that he
al censorship of films were introduced Critics Circle last night presented to
was never named as a defendant in an in the United States and in the House the Italian film industry its scroll of
anti-trust suit.
of Representatives. "None passed," "Highest Merit" for "the deep enterhe didn't
tainment satisfaction, they have given
he added, "and no new state effective
d that
Rickethesonhaddeclare
of
officer
an
been
ever
censorship was enacted into law after peoples throughout the world, and in
believe
as an anti-trust dea company named
Credit for this accomplishment, acknowledgment of the contributions
fendant and said that to the best of
that Italian films have made towards'
had
untain
Intermo
his knowledge Fox
Spaeth
1922." said, is due to the industry's understanding among nations."
never been an anti-trust defendant.
voluntary code and national organizaThe presentation was made from
Ricketson made these statements in
tions, such as the Film Estimate
the
stage of the Little Carnegie Theatwo
on
Board
of
National
Organizations,
testimony at an FCC hearing
television
a
for
prior to the performance of "Umcompeting
applicants
which previews new films and ac- bertotre, D,"
the new De Sica film, one
quaints its membership with their
station on channel 7 in Denver. Ricof the seven festival films of "Salute
ketson is an officer of Aladdin Radio content.
to Italian Films Week." The scroll
and Television Co., one of the applicurrent censor- was presented to Nicola de Pirro,
the
called
Spaeth
the
of
percent
cants, and holds 13.7
ship laws of six states and some 200 director general of the Italian Governcompany's stock. The competing apant" to American pro- ent's Entertainment Industries Bureau
"repugn
cities
ducers and the American people. He
plicant is Denver Television Co., in
are
executive Press
secstockholders
which the principal
also paid tribute, in conjunction with by Sigmund
retary of the Gottlober,
Foreign Language
Harris and John Wolfberg.
the "Salute to Italian Films" week, to Critics Circle.
for Denver Tele- the many Italian films imported into
Asked by counsel ountai
ever
had
n
vision ifFox Interm
this country. He also told his audience 20th-Fox Executives
violated the 1940 consent decree, Ric- that Americans were not interested in Fete Italian Officials
ketson replied that it had not. He "propaganda" films.
admitted that the company had entered
Twentieth Century-Fox will fete
Mrs. Arthur Mayer, acting chairinto franchise deals with Columbia,
Commit- representatives of the Italian industry
Jewish
American
the
man
of
Universal and Republic after the 1940
tee, presented a scroll, acclaiming the
conjunction with "Salute to Italian
renaissance of Italian films , to Eitel in
consent decree, but said that his counFilms Week," at the Latin Quarter
sel had advised him such franchise Monaco, president of the National here tomorrow night.
Association of Motion Picture and
Hosting the party will be Mr. and
deals were legal. Ricketson's attorney Allied
Industries.
decree proexplained that the 1940 with
Mrs.
Murray Silverstone, Miss Marimajor
hibited franchise deals
lyn Silverstone, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
indusItalian
the
of
ves
Representati
companies, but did not outlaw them
try attending the luncheon included : Einfeld, Mr. and Mrs. Emanuel Silwith non-majors.
Gualino, general director of Whelan. verstone, and Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Renato
UniRicketson said that Columbia,
the Italian Film Export organization ;
versal and Republic were all "small, Nicoli de Pirro, director general of
struggling companies" at the time, the Entertainment Industry Bureau of Balaban Hosts Italians
ntain' s the Italian Government ; Luigi Zampa, At Supper This Evening
and that it was Fox Intermou
policy to help such companies in their
director ; Dino de Laurentiis, proBarney Balaban, Paramount Picfinancial "problems."
ducer; Sylvana Mangano, Renato
tures president, will be host to the
Ricketson told hearing examiner Rascel and Sondra Pallavichini.
visiting
Italian film delegation at a
his
of
ng
James Cunningham that he foresaw
gatheri
the
Zampa told
private
supper
this evening at the
the day when motion pictures "would plans to direct a film in New York
complement" television and television about a family of Italian extraction, a Sherry Netherland Hotel here.
would "complement" motion pictures
New
20th-Fox
Firm
Schine Theatres Bid for TV
Station in Rochester
Screen 'Miracle' in
Files With NY State
Chi. Reversal Bid
Washington, Oct. 8.— The Schine
Albany, N. Y.,Oct. 8:— ^Twentieth
Chain Theatres have applied to the
Miracle," Century-Fox Film Corp., incorporated
8.—go"The
Oct.Chica
go,
Chica
censor
ssion
police
Commi
ions
the
nicat
by
d
Commu
banne
al
under
the laws of Delaware, July 18,
Feder
for a television station on channel 27 board for exhibition here, is being- 1952, filed a statement with the Secly
N. Y., the FCC an- screened today for Mayor Kennal
in Rochester,
retary of State that its capital stock
nounced today.
MorJ.
John
and corporation counsel
is
$3,000,000,
$1 par. The certificate,
ies
Libert
Civil
can
timer by the Ameri
executed by W. C. Michel, executive
Union in an attempt to have the vice-president, stated that the new
at MGM
Gardner
s de- corporation is "acquiring the assets
the censor
revers
Mayor cision,
by Police
upheld board'
whiche was
and good will of 20th Century-Fox
ge
'Frisco Exchan
Commissioner O'Connor wheng. the Film Corp., a New York corporation
bannin
Gardthe
ed
Sam
8.—
appeal
Oct.
first
sco,
ACLU
San Franci
ner, assistant M-G-M West Coast
The print, which had been sent back now in the process of dissolution."
in
rs
One business
of its purposes
"carrying by
on
uarte
sales manager with headq
e invita- the
formerlyis conducted
to New York after a privat
the
the
at
by
n
ored
remai
spons
will
showing
es,
tional
Angel
Los
M-G-M exchange here until a suc- ACLU, for a representative group of that concern."
cessor to the late manager L. C.
civic, religious, and educational leadWingham has been appointed.
Films
ers 'in Chicago in the campaign to 'Downbeat'
Charles Reagen, M-G-M sales head, have the picture shown publicly here,
Franto arrive in San
is expected New
ng. t in especially for today's Don't Pay: Harvey
was brough
York this month to screeni
cisco from
San Francisco, Oct. 8. — Rotus
make an appointment.
Harvey has suggested that producers
ask stars who have toured the country
Legion Puts French
and talked with movie-goers what
Film in Class C
B'nai B'rith Award
kind of films the public wants. Harvey
Durante
opined that the consensus of what
To Jimmy
disfilm
"Savage Triangle," a French
tributed here, by Joseph Burstyn, Inc., films pay off at the box-office would
Boston, Oct. 8.— Jimmy Durante
not be "somber pictures, psycholoby the B'nai B'rith was placed in Class C (condemned)
will be honored
gical dramas, or anything on the
lodges of America Sunday, Nov. 16 in this week's Legion of Decency reon a special radio program to be
'downbeat'."
broadcast coast-to-coast by National
The report also places the following
"For years exhibitors have been 'yellport.
ing' for entertaining pictures and for
Broadcasting.' The citation to be pre- four films in Class B "Captive Womof
sented to Durante will read : "For his
en," RKO Radio ; "Limelight," United years have deplored the makingis to
outstanding efforts in behalf of broth- Artists ; "Father's Dilemma" (Italian), those pictures whose sole aim
erhood and for his fine work in pro- Arthur Davis Associates, and "Night preach, sell an idea, or to spread
Sleep." 20th Century-Fox. propaganda.
moting good will between all faiths." Without
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14

Reissue

Set

Motion

Duals

by Realart

Hollywood, Oct. 8.— The first in a
series of 14 re-issue combinations for
1953 has been announced here by Jack
.
Broker, president of Realart Pictures
Lucille Ball and Desi Arnez are
featured in the initial program, which
and
consists of "Lucy Goes Wild"
"Cuban Pete." Both were released
originally by Universal. The other
combinations include : "Inside Job"
and "Mug Town"; "The Body Vanishes" and "Calling Dr. Death";
"When Johny Comes MarchingHome" and "Private Buckeroo" ;
"Dark Streets of Cairo" and "Chinatown Squad"; "Tiger Island" and
Conquest" ; "Song of the
ge
"Stran
Sarong" and "Rhythm of the Islands.

Fear

TV

Will

Injure

Theatres in Portland
PredicPortland, Ore., Oct. 8.—
tions that IS of Portlands 50 theatres will be closed by television competition and values of the others willd
be considerably lowered are reflecte
d by Oregon s asin figures submsitte
sessor Kermit M. Carson, chief
mah
deputy assessor for Multno
County, made these predictions m
annual ascommenting at thetion40th
on assessment
sessors' conven
in the state's largest county.
problems
He said the theatres which will be
in the subhardest hit will be those ion
in two
urbs. Also, TV competit
g
a 20
brin
ly
like
s
will
or three year
of
per cent depreciation in the, valuesaid.
the better downtown theatres he
Portland theatre owners agreed
with Carson's forecast and explained
that suburban theatres will be hardest hit because "their customers are
the people who will be looking at TV."

TV

Picture

Drive-in

Spurring

Mich.

(Continued from page 1)

pointed out, but also opposition in old
and new forms. "The public will put
its money down for whatever interests it, whether it's Bingo, night baseball, stock car races or anything else,"
he said. "We have survived them all
and we will survive television."
He reviewed the effect of TV
in the two Canadian test cities,
Windsor and Chatham, reporting that business was down until installment payments on TV
sets had been completed, after
which it returned to something
approaching the pre-TV level.
The fact that Canada had not
been invaded rapidly by TV
made it possible to utilize the
experience of U. S. operators
with it.

"We need a new approach to 'Showmanship,' "Taylor contended, advising that the public ought to be reminded frequently of how little an
evening's film entertainment cost, the
average admission being 50 cents. All
other forms of entertainment were
higher and even a TV set costs as
much to maintain as the average
yearly expenditures on films, he stated.
"Any business that doesn't meet its
out," heandwarned.
goes
meet
opposition taurants,
others "Resshoe stores
this : Give
to
down
it. It all boils
good entertainment, better service and
more comfort and keep telling the public about them. You may not always
pack your theatre but you'll stay in
businessd.and progress as well," Taylor
conclude
Mutual

Rights

to

Lippert Franchiser
San Francisco, Oct. 8.— An agreement has been concluded between Mutual Productions of the West, headed
Does Not
Says TV
by Irving Levin, and Al Grubstick,
the Robert Lippert franchise holder in
Keep People Home
, for Grubstick to hanLondon, Oct. 8. — "Television's San dleFrancisco
the sales and distribution of Mupower to keep people at home is much
tual features in the San Francisco
less than has sometimes been sug- territory.
gested," the annual report of British
Broadcasting Corp. asserts.
Pictures now in release which
Discussing the increase in time Grubstick will handle include "Models,
devoted to home viewing on this side,
Inc." and "Nightmare in Red China."
the report says : "Most of this time,
it is believed, was found by rearranging home life. Comparatively little Doug fair to Cull
of it came from reducing activities Museum
Footage
outside the home."
The BBC report noted that tele
Hollywood, Oct. 8. — Dougfair
vision reception licenses almost doub
Corp. has disclosed an arrangement
led in the past year— from 764,000 with the American Museum of Natural History, New York, under which
to 1,457,000, but at the same time
there was a slight decline in the Douglas Fairbanks' staff will comb
extent to which Britons listened to the 2,000,000 feet of film acanired bv
sound broadcasts.
the museum over the past 30 years,
se'ectinsr material for theatre and
other use.
Films
Fairbanks also will collaborate with
to Make
UK
the museum in planning future exTV
For Canadian
peditions.
London, Oct. 8— High Definition
Films will start production of pictures
for Canadian television use as soon
'Red
as the Highbury studio here is ready, Dual Lessor's
Norman Collins, company chief, said S<>a' and 'Tarzan'
Sol Lesser's new documentary,
on his return from Canada where he
conferred with Davidson Duncan, "Under the Red Sea" will be comchairman of Canadian Broadcasting
bined with the producer's "Tarzan's
Corp.
Furv" in dual-run houses,
Savage
Collins said there is a big market Robert Mochrie, RKO Radio sales
dis- vice-president, announced.
for TV films in Canada because links
tances there are such that radio
"Tarzan's Savage Fury" was released last spring to single-run houses,
are not practicable and film accordingly isthe answer. However, he said, but has been held up for double-bill
the film programs must be offered
theatres pending preparation of "Unat economic prices.
der the Red Sea."
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Daily
Clinic

Allied

at

Arbitration

Meet

Detroit, Oct. 8. — A special drivein theatre program has been arranged
by Allied Theatres of Michigan during its annual convention to be held
at the Tuller Hotel, Oct. 20-22.
Special displays will be set up in
the Variety clubrooms. A chartered
bus will leave Oct. 22 with Ted Rogvoy and several exhibitors, for the
Bel-Air Drive-in Theatre operated by
Charles Komer and Adolph and Irving Goldberg, of Community Theatres.
Rogvoy, theatre architect, will lead
a panel discussion on the grounds
of the drive-in. A landscape artist,
man, plumber and a concessound
sionair will be on hand to answer
questions. The group will be guests
of the Goldbergs and Komer.
The delegates to the convention
will hear addresses by Wilbur Snaper
national Allied president; Leon Bamberger, RKO Radio public relations,
director; Abram Myers, Allied general counsel; Sam Pinanski, COMPO
co-chairman ; Trueman Rembusch,
president of Allied of Indiana; Allen
Allied's national
Michigan
Johnson,
Griffin
and Lawrence
representative,
of Manton, Mich.
Rogers Campaign
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
distributor attorneys, will be the one
the Allied naMyers will submit to
tional convention in Chicago, Nov. 17the Theatre Ownis likely that
19. ersItof America
board, and the boards
of the Independent Theatre Owners
Association of New York, Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Association and Western Theatre Owners, will act on the distributor-approved draft at meetings soon.
"Before an arbitration system
set up," Johnston reis finally minded,
"it of course must be
the court and the
by
approved
Department of Justice as well
as by the exhibitor organizations and the boards of directors of each of the participating distributor companies."
agree-g
"final
that for
said also
Johnsto
financin
ments
ment onn arrange
the system await further discussions
with exhibitor representatives." In
tors'
distribumeant
opinion
n's action
Johnstole
on the draft
favorab
that "setting up of an industry arbitration system moved a major step
forward." He said approval of the
terms of the draft by the distributors
"is in line with exhibitor requests for

such action."
Circuit, 31 additional Southern houses Cox
Signs Pact
(Continued from page 1)
addihave joined the campaign. InUnited
tion, more than 100 of Rowley
theatres, Dallas, have enlisted. This
therefore should elect to terbrings the Lone Star State participa company minate the pact, he .would receive
300 theatres, including
tion to nearly
commencInterstate.
$400 weekly for two years
with the date of termination.
ing
have
Under the agreement, Cox is not
About 50 Indiana theatres
from participating in any bonus
joined the collection project, accord bared
or stock option plans the company
Loew's
Rutherf
the may put into effect.
Among
ing to Howard
olis. ord,
in Indianap
manager
enrolled
houses
n
downtow
city's
latter
are the Indiana, Circle, Lyric and
Tie-up Lectures Set
Keith's of the Greater Indianapolis
For AMP A Tonight
nt's
Cantor
ent Co.
up
Amusem
signed
ousesAmuseme
rhood-h
neighbo
four
This evening's roster of lecturers at
with the M. Marcus circuit. Marc J.
Associated Motion Picture Adverthe
Manage
W.
&
Y.
of
t
presiden
Wolf,
tisers' class in showmanship at the
31
his
for
ment Co., gave approval
Hotel here will include
Woodstock
houses in Northern Indiana.
Lou Brown, director of advertisingpublicity for the Loew Poli Theatres
Ruling
in Connecticut and Massachusetts ;
Mexican
Saves Heavy Taxes
Mexico City, Oct. 8. — American
and Mexican distributors, headed by
Warner Brothers, won from the Federal Supreme Court a decision that
it is estimated will save them $396,000
utors apyearly in taxes. The distribthe
ruling
pealed to the court against
of the Ministry of Finance that
they must be included for taxation
subject to the
purposes among those
Mercantile Incomes Law. The court
agreed with the distributors that the
classifyMinistry had erred in thus cial
not
ing them as they are commer
law speciindustrial enterprises. Theialists
only.
fies that it covers industr

Weinberg

Titles

Artists'
Unitedevents,
director
of special
and national
Harry
Lige Brien,
Columbia
K. McWilliams,
AMPA
and Pictures'
manager
exploitation
president.
The three will discuss motion picture tie-ups.
Columbia

Winner Here
Pictures InColumbia
A. P. Rose,
ternational Corp. manager in Newcastle-on-Tyne, England, has arrived
in New York as the winner of the
British Isles division of the recent
"Round-the- World" sales drive. Rose,
accompanied by his wife, is the second
of the International division winners
to take advantage of his prize of a trip
to a foreign country.

3

New Foreign Films
Herman G. Weinberg has completed
the English titles for three new Euroni's "Flowers of
pean films," Rosselli
filmed in Italy, and two
St. Francis,
French pictures, "Forbidden Games "
winner of this year's
grand prize
Venice Film Festival, and "Ladies
Hair-Dresser," starring FernandeL
"Flowers of St. Francis" is a Joseph
Burstyn release.

TO A

16mm.

Poll Starts

Theatre Owners of America bullemember units on onthe questins
whether
should
the organizati
tionpolling
or should not seek defendant status in
t's 16mm.
suit
the
Pitts, TOA
Dick anti-trust
been mailed.
havegovernmen
administrative assistant, reported here.
The government's complaint labeled
TOA a "co-conspirator" but not a
defendant.
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Motion

Motion

Picture

Picture

Daily

Because of You
( U niversal-International)
GOOD performances by Loretta Young and Jeff Chandler, together with
the marquee value of their names, are the chief assets of this drama of a
wrecked marriage and frustrated mother love. The Ketti Frings screenplay,
based on a story by Thelma Robinson, is more devious and complex than it is
original. What fresh lustre the stars impart to familiar plot situations accounts in large measure for some better than average box-office possibilities.
It is not to be overlooked that the plight of a woman who loses both husband
and child through misinterpreted transgression is a box-office lure to many
note of some of Universal' s trade advertisanother woman. If you havebemade
apparent why many husbands may accompany
ing of the picture, it will
them when they see it.
Miss Young is sentenced to prison for a loosely defined part in a crime committed by her fiance, Alex Nicol. Released on parole, she becomes a nurse
in a veterans' hospital where she meets the wealthy Chandler. They fall in
lcve and are married without Miss Young having confessed her prison background. Nicol returns to force her to drive him to Mexico, presumably on a
dope-running mission and, in an accident which occurs when they are pursued
by police, both Miss Young and her daughter, played by Gayle Reed, are
background, becomes public.
injured and the story, including Miss Young's
Chandler gets a divorce and custody of the child, believing that his wife
had .been keeping a tryst with her ex-lover. Circumstances bring Miss
sister, played
again at the home of Chandler's
Young and the child togethermother,
unrecognized by the child, cures her by
by Francis Dee, where the
love and attention of a melancholia. Chandler returns from abroad unexpectedly and, unrelenting, causes Miss Young to leave the household. Eventually, the child's melancholia returns and leads to a reconciliation between
Miss Young and Chandler.
Albert J. Cohen produced with a keen sense of economic short-cuts which
emdo not detract from the story-telling. Joseph Pevney's direction places
phasis on what action the story affords and on scenes of courtship and marital
intimacies.
release.
Running time, 95 minutes. Adult classification. For November
Sherwin Kane

The
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Feature
Four

Reviews

Poster

(Columbia)
A WARM, appealing comedy that deals with familiar marriage crises and
is expertly performed by Lilli Palmer and Rex Harrison, this Stanley
Kramer production, based on the successful Jan de Hartog play currently on
Broadway, should do solid box-office business. The stars comprise the entire
cast and the bed of the title is the setting of some of the situations, but the
performances are so fine and the direction is so skillful that neither of these
facts is noted during the viewing. Since the incidents of the film occur over a
wide period of years, there are some fine and witty animated interscenes
created by United Productions of America that serve well as continuity
bridges.
The story opens in 1897 when Harrison and Miss Palmer arrive in their
apartment on their wedding night. The prospect of sharing the four-poster
causes them much embarrassment from which Harrison recovers first but
Miss Palmer finds innumerable excuses for delay, all of which are humorous.
Harrison overcomes these obstacles. A year later Harrison is an ex-school
teacher whose book of poetry has just come back from the last publisher to
reject it. His wife is well along in pregnancy and convinces him to forego
the poetry and write about that which he is familiar. A careless Harrison
shove results in his running five blocks barefoot for the doctor.
Ten years later Harrison is a successful novelist and lecturer with a swelled
head and "another woman" who "understands" him. Miss Palmer's indifference and implication of her own amours causes Harrison to change his mind
and reclaim his husband's rights. In 1916 it is Harrison's discovery of a full
whiskey bottle hidden in his son's closet that has him in an uproar but it turns
out the boy is innocent. Soon after the boy goes off to war and is killed.
In the jazz era it is Miss Palmer who feels she must leave and it is a
young poet who sets her pining for her youth. Harrison talks her out of it.
In a touching scene that, like the final one, is a departure from the play,
Harrison tries to poison Miss Palmer who has contracted a fatal ailment,
but can not do it. The last scene is, an imaginative bit of fantasy in which
Miss Palmer's ghost comes to take Harrison to an afterlife in which their
joyous
.are the
relived.
, Allan moments
Scott wrote
screenplay and a good musical score was composed
by Dimitri Tiomkin. The use of Garutso Balanced lenses kept the setting
in focus even on. medium and long shots, abetting the illusion of intimacy.
This, is a comedy on a sure-fire theme that should attract much of the family
trade.
"Operation Secret"
99
{Warner Brothers)
Running time, 103 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
this
of
background
the
are
not set.
Walter Pashkin
WAR II underground operations
WORLD
fast-moving, exciting feature that contains considerable action and stars
Cornel Wilde, Karl Maiden, Steve Cochran and Phyllis Thaxter. It is susThe Raiders
penseful although there is slight variation from anticipated developments. It
should fare well at the box-office.
( U niversal-International)
is revealed in a series of flash- RICHARD CONTE and Viveca Lindfors star in this superior Western
The story by Alvin Josephy and Johnn Twist
backs beginning with an investigatio by the French secret police of the
that boasts credible characterizations, good performances, fine photogmurder during the war of. an underground agent. Subsequent disclosures graphy, knowing direction by Lesley Selander, and color by Technicolor. Set
by
headed
group
incriminate the guilty ones and show the workings of the
French leader Maiden and including the heroic but reckless Wilde, a former in lawless California in 1849, this has Conte, a hard-panning gold miner, lose
his fortune, his wife and brother to the vicious methods of gun-slingers forcibly
French Legionnaire escaped from Nazi imprisonment and in the employ of building a land empire for powerful Morris Ankrum. He turns outlaw to
the U. S. Marines. Miss Thaxter is on hand and supplies the romantic interest overthrow Ankrum.
with Wilde.
This is made possible by a banding together of all of the land owners whose
There are manv clashes with the Nazis. Steve Cochran performs various claims were stolen, under the leadership of Richard Martin. Ankrum wants
German
stealing
upon
intent
agent
Russian
a
as
murder,
villanies, including
California to remain independent and not become a part of the Union to gain
jet plane plans which the group has captured, and shipping them to Russia. him even greater power. He runs gold mines full blast to get money to
His efforts are foiled and the investigating police, after piecing together the influence Congressional action.
evidence, punish him. Wilde is reunited with Miss Thaxter for the happy
U. S. Marshal William Bishop arrives to look into the outbreak of crime
romantic ending.
Harold
Seiler.
Lewis
by
directed
and
and
Ankrum enlists his efforts to capture Conte's gang, who have stolen his
Blanke
Henry
by
produced
This was
horses and held up his stage coaches. The Conte gang sets up an honest land
Medford and James R. Webb wrote the screenplay. Included in the cast are
in opposition
to Ankrum's.
a holdup the
Conte
spots oneconfesses
of the
Dan O'Herlihy, Jay Novello, Paul Picerni, Lester Matthews, Dan Riss, office
murderers
of his wife.
ThreatenedDuring
with hanging,
desperado
Wilton Graff, Harlan Warde, Kenneth Patterson, Gayle Kellogg, Wayne the murder and reveals the names of his confederates. Conte leads a raid on
Taylor and William Leicester.
Running time, 108 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, the mine and gets the rest of the killers.
Nov. 8.
Bishop has Ankrum apply for a loan to Conte's company and trails the
clerk back to the hideout. Conte escapes the ensuing ambush and in attempting to force a confession from Ankrum personally, kills him in selfdefense. Conte is convicted at his trial but is freed as California becomes a
state and general amnesty is declared. Conte chooses Miss Lindfors at the
"Desperadoes'
Outpost"
(Republic Pictures)
fade-out instead of Ankrum's daughter, Barbara Britton.
This was neatly produced by William Alland and the above-par screenplay
should be well pleased with
LANE'S large following
ALAN (ROCKY)
this latest of .his series, offering an actionful Western with several is by Pollie James and'Lillie Hay ward, from a story by Lyn Crost Kennedy.
novel plot twists. There's plenty of hard riding and fighting to go along with Also in the supporting cast are Hugh O'Brien, Palmer Lee, Dennis Weaver,
mercury mine in the days of the Spanish- Ameri- Margaret Field, John Kellog, Lane Bradford and Francis MacDonald.
a story
can war. about a California
Running time, 80 minutes. General audience classification. For November
Lane is a U. S. agent who arrives !to investigate interruption of the mail release.
service in the area. Although no actual robberies have been committeed, he
discovers the continual sabotage of the mail coaches have forced Postmaster
Shane Due Here Today
Long Run for Silent Bill
home
Waller's
coaches.supply
wrecked
to replace
his home directly
to mortage
Eddy
containsWaller
a kitchen
sink connected
to the
mine water
and when
The silent film reissue of "The Last
Accompanied by Vittorio Gassman,
Lane accidentally discovers mercury pouring through the faucet he gets onto Maxwell Shane is expected to arrive Laugh" and "The Cabinet of Dr. Calian attempt to smuggle mercury away from the miltiary by an unscrupulous in New York from Hollywood today gari,"
playinghere,
at Walter
Reade'sto
is expected
After plenty of shooting and fighting Lane restores order. to complete details for a special pre- BaronetnowTheatre
mine foreman.
remain there until Christmas, Max
view showing before United Nations!
the
suspense
'action and
the maximum
and got story.
directed DeMond
Ford Albert
Philip Orloffusual,
as of
and out
strongly
Lane registers
Arthur
Sanders, manager of the house, disShane-!
closed here yesterday. The program,
Wall," Artists
of "The Glass
employes
- Production
for - United
Waller provides comedy support. Roy Barcroft/ Myron Healey, Lyle Talbot, Tors
released,
by Famous Films ProducClaudia Barrett and Lane Bradford are also in the cast.
release. Gassman, who co-stars; with
tions, opened Monday and a first
Running time, 54 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, Gloria Grahame, is set for a series of
Oct. 8.
week's gross of $7,000 is indicated.
press interviews.
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Italians

Told

Helped

Code
Block

Censors

Self -Regulation Need
Explained by Spaeth

Tribute to the Hollywood Production code as an instrument
which blocked the growth of "political censorship" in the United
paid here yesterday by Dr.
was
States
, motion picture chairSpaeth
Sigmund
man of the National Federation of
Music Clubs.
Spaeth's address was the highlight
of a luncheon at the Hotel Plaza
o-iven by the Film Estimate Board of
National Organizations, claiming to
American clubrepresent 40,000,000
women, in honor of the Italian film
industry. It was delivered by Mrs.
Jessie M. Bader, national chairman ot
the Protestant Motion Picture Council, due to Spaeth's illness.
In his observations, Spaeth explored
the historical background of the Code,
which he said, "reflects the composite
moral stanentertainment taste and
dards of our complex population.
it would be "consumthatnued
He added(Conti
on page 3)

Report
Gross

Continued

Upswing

YORK,

U.S.A., THURSDAY,

Mayer Again Puts
On COMPO
Harness
Arthur L. Mayer, former
executive vice - president of
the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations, yesterday informed the industry agency
that he was ready again to
contribute his time and effort
to the advancement of its
aims and purposes. Mayer
recently completed a book
which will be published shortly by Simon & Schuster.
COMPO promptly accepted
Mayer's offer, and in consequence he will discuss the organization in an address before the Film Council of
Springfield, Mass., on Oct. 16.
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CENTS

'OK'
S
COMPANIEI
N
O
T
A
ARBITR
Distributor Revisions Set; Now
Goes
Exhibitors Who Are Free to Suggest
Changes;

Republic,

Monogram

to

Reservation

Following a meeting here yesterday of distributor presidents,
other top executives and attorneys, Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture Association of America president, reported they approved an
industry arbitration system draft which will be submitted promptly
to exhibitor organization representatives for action.
The draft will not be handed to
the exhibitor representatives on a
'V-P,'
"take-it-or-leave-it" basis, it was emCox, Wesco
ct
Pa
ar
Ye
Signs 5phasized. Said Johnston: "The door
is open for changes in the draft which
emLos Angeles, Oct. 8— A new
25 States
Now
in
requested by exhibitors."
ployment contract covering the period mayAnybe proposed
changes in the draft
Dec. 1, 1952 to Dec. 31, 1957 has been on which distributor attorneys have
worked
steadily
during
the past few
Wesco
signed by Henry C. Cox as
Rogers Campaign
sident, it was learned weeks "will be fully considered by the
s vice-pre
Theatre
here yesterday.
distributing companies so that an arbiTheatres in 25 states are now partration system can be established as
Under the agreement, which reticipating inthe Will Rogers Hospital
places one for the period Nov., 1945
fund drive.
speedily
as possible," Johnston said.
to Nov., 1952, Cox will receive a
Participants
in yesterday's meeting
weekly
plus
Signing up for the Rogers Memo- weekly salary Of $1,000,
that was
distributors'
aprial Hospital collection-can-on-candy- expenses of $100. He makes his freely admitted
proval
of
the
draft
not reached
stand project every theatre in the headquarters in Los Angeles, and any without a few "uprisings" against
state of Rhode Island is the goal of expenses for traveling on business are
some of its provisions. It was pointed
apart from the regular out that Monogram and Republic still
be repaid
to
manager of Loew's
e Druker, nce.
Mauricin
e.
allowanc
Druker yesterProvide
State
want Department of Justice assurday sent into the fund headquarters
ances that they will not be bound by
of the executive's death
event
In thethe
names of 22 additional Rhode Island during
term of the contract, his the industry anti-trust suit decrees if
theatres. There are about 63 houses in wife, Mrs. Jesse L. Cox, will receive
they become signatories to any arbithe state.
$300 weekly for five years. If, for
tration system agreement.
With the enrollment by Henry G. reasons of health, Cox should be unThe distributors were reported to
Plitt of the Paramount Gulf Theatres
able to perform his duties and the be satisfied that they have complied
(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 5)
with the request of Abram F. Myers,
Allied States Association general
counsel, "for something I can react
to and submit to my organization."
It is expected the distributors' draft,
Is Spurring
Video
Says
which
a distributoramended actually
version ofis
a document
drawn
up originally
by exhibitor
(Continued
on page 5)as well as
Gains
Theatres'
Film

Additional reports of an upswing
in box-office grosses are in from Cincinnati, Louisville and Hartford, Conn.
From Cincinnati, it was reported
that the uptrend in grosses at first-run
houses, which became manifest there
weeks ago, is continuing unseveral
abated.
Louisville exhibitors and _those m
neighboring areas were said to be
helped bring "talkies" and
coming
, Oct.
more optimistic currently than they theToronto
challenge
of TV8.—isThe
helping
to of radio arrival
of third dimensional
speed the
have been in a long time regarding films, according
future business.
"This business cannot remain static.
to N. A. TayA survey of key cities throughout
life-blood of our busiof
That fact isifthe
lor, president
ness. And you believe that, say so.
the Connecticut area by the Bridge- 20th Century
port Herald shows that motion pic- Theatres.
When a man asks you if television
"I am excited
tures are "making a strong comewill put you out of business, tell him
that his grandchildren will be going
back."
hapis
at what
to the movies. Talk on the upbeat, not
pening and what
he
can happen,"
whose company operates 70
downbeat."
theTaylor,
told
those par14 Technicolor Films
in Ontario and recently added
theatres
ticipating inthe
last of a series
In '39; 185 Now
several in the West, declared: "If
think that the motion picdon't
you
June,
In
8.—
reHollywood, Oct.
of company
ture theatre will survive television,
gional meetings
1939, there were 14 features
then
now
is
the time to get out of it
N. A. Taylor
a numheld berinof Ontario
in color by Technicolor in resake and for the sake
own
your
for
lease, ready for release, in
cities.
"I'm
sticking."
" he advised, adding:
of
your
families,
production or preparation; a
"You can't sit on your status quo,
185
were
there
ago
week
Not only change was normal, he
(Continued on page 5)
his managers, execuTaylor advised
tives and head office department heads.

Cravath Law Firm
Advises RKO Radio
The retention of the law
firm of Cravath, Swaine &
Moore as special counsel was
disclosed here yesterday by
the board of directors of RKO
Radio Pictures.
The firm will represent the
corporation in its Stock Exchange, Securities Exchange
Commission, corporate and
financial matters, it was added. Thomas Halleran, a partner in the Cravath firm, will
be consultant to the board of
directors.
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Daily

Canadian

Theatre

Increased

11%

Receipts

Mail
For

Mention

ELLIS G- ARNALL, .president of
the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers, arrived here
yesterday from Atlanta for three days
of conferences with• SIMPP members.
John R. Patno has been named
manager of the New England Circuit's Empress at Norwalk, Conn.,
replacing John Hassett, resigned.
Patno was formerly assistant manager of the circuit's• Allyn, Hartford.
John del Valle, former Nat Holt
Productions director of publicity, has
been named editor of TV Family,^ a
new national weekly magazine which
will be launched later this month.
•
Mike Spanagel, formerly vicepresident and assistant general manager of Mid-States Theatres, has
joined radio station WCKY_ in Cincinnati as an account executive.
•

Last

Year

Ottawa, Oct. 8. — Total receipts of Canadian motion picture exhibitors, exclusive of taxes, rose 11 per cent in 1951 to $96,319,580 from
713,357 in the previous year, the
government reveals in a preliminary
Hutner Promoted
to
report.
Paid admissions increased four per
cent from $242,396,679 in 1950 to
20th Publicity Aide
$252,159,125 last year; 2,180 exhibitors
collected $11,887,226 in amusement taxes.
Meyer Hutner has been named asn theatres actury-Fox, by
Eighty-two drive-i
sociate publicity manager of 20th Centotal
the
of
counted for $3,347,670
the paid adreceipts, $6,554,572 of
SulE. publicity
Edward livan,
missions and $406,611 of the total
amusement taxes.
manager.
Hutner, who
Salaries and wages of regular film
theatres reached $17,137,276 last year.
joined 20th
C entury-Fox
four
years ago
as
newspaper
,
Corwin, Wald Confer
contact, was apNo Disclosures Yet
pointed special
events director
CorHollywood, Oct. 8.— Sherrill New
win. arrived here today from
last fore
year.
joining Bethe
York, where he attended organiza
tional meetings of the Ralph Stolkin
company he
Meyer Hutner
was publicity
group which recently acquired the
controlling interest in RKO Pictures,
manager for
and went into conferences with Jerry Billy Rose, Kate Smith and Mickey
Wald, whose contract with the studio Rooney. Prior to his entry into the
expires Dec. 31, and who has been publicity field, Hutner had been on the
frequently mentioned , as most likely editorial staffs of the New York
choice of the new management for Journal American and the New York
production head, but it was under- Post,
stood no disclosure of developments of
He succeeds Sullivan, who was
any kind
will be made before- the named publicity manager on Tuesday.
.
weekend

Norman Friedman of M-G-M's art
department, became a father for the
second time Monday with the birth
of a boy, Lawrence Paul, to his wife
Hospital.
at Brooklyn Women's
•
William Dullum has been named
manager of the Regent Theatre in Ottawa, replacing Henry Marshall,
who was transferred to the Capital in
Toronto.
•
Charles Boasberg, RKO Radio
North- South division sales manager,
is in Toronto and will return here
over the weekend.
'Howdy

Orders
Cinerama

Heavy
Here

Testifying to the spread of
interest in Cinerama, one
day's mail received at the
box-office of the Broadway
Theatre here yesterday, where
the process and program is
in its exclusive premiere engagement, included more than
1,100 orders for tickets, according to a Cinerama spokesman. The mail came from
many sections of the country
as well as from nearby.
The public response has
extended the advance sale indefinitely. It had been set
originally
for
an eight-week
minimum.

Photoplay
By

Hunter,

Poll

Won

Nelson

e's hasannual
y Magazin
Photopla
"Choose
Your
Stars" poll
been
Unid
19-year-ol
won by Lori Nelson, versal-International
actress, and Tab
Hunter, 21-year-old ice skater who has
appeared in only one picture. The
winners and the runners-up were
honored at a Photoplay reception in
Hollywood last week-end at which
Tyrone Power officiated.

ident of McFred Sammis,
ons, and
Fadden
Publicativice-pres
Photoplay
editor Tony Gray attended the event
It was disclosed that Miss Nelson
'Limelight9 Music
triumphed over the nearest actress
chosen by a margin of three to one,
Doody' Radio On Radio Tonight
one of the highest ever made. Past
of the poll have usually atAlva E. , Smith, radio installation Show to 'Plug' Films
Charles Chaplin's musical score for winners tained
In furtherance of the mutual pro- "Limelight"
Hollywood stardom. In the
will have its radio presupervisor of Westrex Corp., has remotion pact between the Organization
miere tonight at 9:05 over station last two years the winners were Mitzi
turned here from a three months trip of the Motion Picture Industry of
to Venezuela.
WQXR as the highlight of the first Gaynor and Anthony Dexter, and
New York and the National Broad- all-Chaplin musical program on the Sally Forrest and Howard Keel.
•
casting Co., a one-minute spot anCharles McLeary, formerly with
List Runners-up
nouncement listing recommended films air, entitled "Charles Chaplin — the
Loew's in Baltimore, is the new man- for children which are playing in the tramp Who Made Music." The proin the poll for the femigram had been announced earlier for
RunnersMetropolitan area will be incorporated airing -tomorrow
ager of Shea's Elmwood,
Buffalo.
were Ursula Theiss, Elaine
nine stars up
•
night. Excerpts from
in the "Howdy Doody" radio show on
Stewart, Hildegarde Neff, Dawn AdBoyd
Sparrow,
manager
of the WNBC
Saturday mornings, OMPI the scores of "City Lights" and "Mod- dams,
Zsa Zsa Gabor, Barbara Ruick,
ern
Times"
will
be
included.
Loew's Warfield in San Francisco, reported here yesterday.
Joan Taylor, Helene Stanley, Joan
is in Los Angeles this week.
"Limelight,"
a
United
Artists
reOMPI said other program spots
•
Rice and Beverly Michaels. Male runlease, will open on Oct. 23 in continuners-up were Arthur Franz, Oskar
currently
are in preparation and will
Philip Gerard, Universal Eastern
ous performances at the Astor TheaJohnny Stewart, Robert HorWerner,
tre and on a reserved-seat twice-daily ton,
publicity manager, will return here be announced as activated.
Keith Andes, Michael Moore,
today from Philadelphia.
schedule at the Trans-Lux. Advance Gene Barry, John Forsyth, Rusty
reserved-seat tickets go on sale to- Tamblyn and Dean Miller.
day at the Trans-Lux. Priced at $2.40
D. C. Collins, Westrex Corp. vice- Spring to Address
for all performances except $1.80 for
president, has returned to New York NTFC
Wednesday
RCA
Victor
from Hollywood.
week-day matinees, the film will be Haber
•
Samuel Spring, attorney and author shown at 2:30 and 8:30 P.M. daily,
Publicity Director
Frank Rosenberg, 20th Century- of the book, "Risks and Rights," will with extra matinees at 5:30 P.M. on
address
the
membership
of
the
NaSaturdays,
Sundays
and
holidays,
and
Fox producer, is in New York from
Camden, N. J., Oct. 8. — Julius
tional Television Film Council at its
Haber has been appointed director of
the Coast.
special
Saturday
night
11
:30
showings.
first fall luncheon meeting in the Warpublicsion ofrelations
for theNov.
Victor
wick Hotel on Wednesday.
RCA, effective
1, C.DiviM.
Greshler Here on Deal
Odorizzi,
operating
vice-president
of
Spring, will discuss "The Laws of
Distributors
the division announced. Haber, whose
Hollywood, Oct. 8. — Abner Gresh- Privacy and the Laws of Libel" as MPAA,
ler is en route to New York from they pertain to the telecasting of films,
career has been in public relations,
here for executive huddles to finalize according to Melvin L. Gold, NTFC Take 3-Day Holiday
publicity and advertising, joined RCA
a deal for RKO Radio release of
Most major film company home of- in 1922. He succeeds James M. Toney
president.
fices will remain closed on Monday who has been appointed director of
"Emergency Call," British film to
in observance of the Columbus Day consumer products distribution.
which he recently acquired global
holiday. Companies closing include
rights. Greshler revealed before he
Haber is now serving as director of
erion Holds 'Zero'
left here that Freddie Mills, British Crit
Edmund Grainger's "One Minute to Columbia, M-G-M, Monogram, Para- advertising and sales promotion for
light-heavyweight champion, is com- Zero," starring Robert Mitchum and
mount, RKO Pictures, RKO Thea- RCA Technical Products. He has
ing to this country to make a series Ann Blyth, will gross $19,500 in its
tres, 20th Century-Fox, United Art- served as publicity chairman for the
of radio and TV shots as part of an third week at the Criterion here and
ists, United Paramount Theatres, Uni- Institute of Radio Engineers, the Raversal-International, Warner and the
exploitation campaign for this Butcher will hold for a fourth week, theatre
dio Club of America, and the Society
Productions, Ltd., feature, in which officials announced. The picture will Motion Picture Association of Amer- of Motion Picture and Television EnMills stars.
ica. Republic will close at 1.00 P.M.
begin its fourth week tomorrow.
gineers. Published daily, except Saturdays,
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Intermountain
Ricketson
Before

9s Code

Helped

Picture

Daily

Block

Censors

(Continued from page 1)

he added, which would strengthen
mate impudence" to impose the Code film,
on foreign producers, but that they the ties between the two countries.
should understand the reasons for selfForeign Press Critics
Washington, Oct. 8.— Frank Ric- censorship in the United States.
Spaeth pointed out that between Honor Italian Industry
ketson, president of Fox Intermountain Theatres, told the Federal Com- 1926 and 1940, 42 proposals for FederThe Foreign Language Press Film
munications Commission today that he
al censorship of films were introduced Critics Circle last night presented to
was never named as a defendant in an in the United States and in the House the Italian film industry its scroll of
anti-trust suit.
of Representatives. "None passed," "Highest Merit" for "the deep enterd that he didn't
he added, "and no new state effective
tainment satisfaction they have given
Ricketsonhaddeclare
of
officer
an
been
ever
he
censorship was enacted into law after peoples throughout the world, and in
believe
as an anti-trust dea company named that
of the contributions
to the best of
Credit for this accomplishment, acknowledgment
fendant and said
that Italian films have made towards
had
untain
Intermo
his knowledge Fox
is due to the industry's
Spaeth
1922." said,
among was
nations."
never been an anti-trust defendant.
voluntary
code and national organiza- understanding
The presentation
made from
Ricketson made these statements in
tions, such as the Film Estimate
the
stage
of
the
Little
Carnegie
TheaBoard
of
National
Organizations,
two
testimony at an FCC hearing on
television
a
for
of
g
performance
competin
the
to
s
prior the new De Sica film,"Umapplicant
which previews new films and ac- bertotre,D,"
one
Ricquaints its membership with their
station on channel 7 in Denver. Radio
of the seven festival films of "Salute
ketson is an officer of Aladdin
content.
to Italian Films Week." The scroll
and Television Co., one of the applicensor- was presented to Nicola de Pirro,
current
the
called
Spaeth
the
of
cants, and holds 13.7 percent
ship laws of six states and some 200 director general of the Italian Governcompany's stock. The competing ap- cities "repugnant" to American pro- ent's Entertainment Industries Bureau
ducers and the American people. He
plicant is Denver Television Co., in
secexecutivePress
which the principal stockholders are also paid tribute, in conjunction with by Sigmund
retary of the Gottlober,
Foreign Language
Harris and John Wolfberg.
Critics
Circle.
the "Salute to Italian Films" week, to
Asked by counsel for Denver Tele the many Italian films imported into
ever
had
vision if Fox Intermountain
this country. He also told his audience 20th-Fox Executives
violated the 1940 consent decree, Ric- that Americans were not interested in Fete Italian Officials
ketson replied that it had not. He 'propaganda" films.
admitted that the company had entered
Twentieth Century-Fox will fete
Mrs. Arthur Mayer, acting chairinto franchise deals with Columbia,
Commit- representatives of the Italian industry
Jewish
American
the
man
of
Universal and Republic after the 1940
from
tee, presented a scroll, acclaiming the
conjunction with "Salute to Italian
coun- renaissance of Italian films to Eitel in
consent decree, but said that his
Films
Week,"
at
the
Latin
Quarter
sel had advised him such franchise Monaco, president of the National here tomorrow night.
of Motion Picture and
Hosting the party will be Mr. and
deals were legal. Ricketson's attorney Association
1940 decree pro- Allied Industries.
explained that the deals
Mrs.
Murray Silverstone, Miss Mariwith major
hibited franchise
lyn Silverstone, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
indus
Italian
the
of
s
ntative
Represe
companies, but did not outlaw them
d
Einfeld, Mr. and Mrs. Emanuel Siltry attending the luncheon include
with non-majors.
, general director of Whelan. verstone, and Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Gualino
Renato
Uni
,
Columbia
that
said
n
Ricketso
the
the Italian Film Export organization ;
versal and Republic were all "small, Nicoli de Pirro, director general of
struggling companies" at the time, the Entertainment Industry Bureau of Balaban Hosts Italians
Intermountain' s the Italian Government ; Luigi Zampa At Supper This Evening
and that it was Fox
policy to help such companies in their
Studio
director; Dino de Laurentiis, prot PicRenato
financial "problems."
no,
Paramoun
Manga
Balaban,
Sylvana
Barney
ducer;
tures president, will be host to the
Ricketson told hearing examiner Rascel and Sondra Pallavichini.
visiting
Italian film delegation at a
his
of
ng
James Cunningham that he foresaw
gatheri
that
Zampa told the
this evening at the
supper
n pictures "would plans to direct a film in New York private
the day when motiosion
d
Sherry
Netherlan
Hotel
here.
sion
televi
and
complement" televi
about a family of Italian extraction, a
would "complement" motion pictures.
Schine Theatres Bid for TV
New
20th-Fox
Firm
Station in Rochester
Screen 'Miracle* in
Files
With
NY
State
Chi. Reversal Bid
brought
Washington, Oct. 8.— The Schine
Albany, N. Y.,Oct. 8.— Twentieth
the
to
d
Chain Theatres have applie
e,"
Century-Fox Film Corp., incorporated
Chicago, Oct. 8.— "The Miracl
Federal Communications Commission banned by the Chicago policeis censor
under the laws of Delaware, July 18,
being
here,
ition
27
l
exhib
channe
for
on
n
board
statio
for a television
1952, filed a statement with the SecN. Y., the FCC an- screened today for Mayor Kennally
retary of State that its capital stock
in Rochester,
nounced today.
MorJ.
John
and corporation counsel Civil
$1 par. The certificate,
$3,000,000,
is
ies
Libert
can
timer by the Ameri
executed
by
W.
C. Michel, executive
the
have
to
Union in an attempt
vice-president, stated that the new
at MGM
Gardner
s de- corporation is "acquiring the assets
the censor
revers
Mayor cision,
by Police
upheld board'
whiche was
good will of 20th Century-Fox
ge
sco
han
'Fri
Exc
when the and
Commissioner O'Connor bannin
Film Corp., a New York corporation
g.
Gardthe
Sam
—
led
8.
Oct.
appea
first
sco,
ACLU
San Franci
in the process of dissolution."
ner, assistant M-G-M West Coast
The print, which had been sent back now
in
rs
uarte
One
of
its purposes
"carrying by
on
sales manager with headq
invitae
the
business
formerlyis conducted
privat
a
to New York after
the
at
the
n
by
remai
ored
will
spons
es,
showing
Angel
tional
Los
ACLU, for a representative group of that concern."
M-G-M exchange here until a successor to the late manager L. C.
ous, and educational leadcivic, . religi
Wingham has been appointed.
ers in Chicago in the campaign to 'Downbeat*
Films
Charles Reagen, M-G-M sales head, have the picture shown publicly here,
in San Franis expected to arrive
ing. ht in especially for today's Don't Pay: Harvey
was broug
cisco from New York this month to screen
San Francisco, Oct. 8. — Rotus Fmn
make an appointment.
tis
Harvey has suggested that producers
ask
stars
who
have
toured
the
country
nch
Fre
s
Legion Put
and talked with movie-goers what
B'nai B'rith Award
Film in Class C
kind of films the public wants. Harvey
Durante
To Jimmy
film dis- opined that the consensus of what
u
"Savage Triangle," a French
o
tributed here, by Joseph Burstyn, Inc., films pay off at the box-office would
Boston, Oct. 8.— Jimmy Durante
y
C (condemned) not be "somber pictures, psycholowill be honored by the B'nai B'rith was placed in Class
gical dramas, or anything on the
lodges of America Sunday, Nov. 16 in this week's Legion of Decency reon a special radio program to be
'downbeat'."
broadcast coast-to-coast by National
The report also places the following
'yell"For years exhibitors have been
port. films in Class B "Captive Woming' for entertaining pictures and for
Broadcasting. The citation to be pre- four
sented to Durante will read : "For his
en," RKO Radio ; "Limelight," United years have deplored the making of
outstanding efforts in behalf of_ broth- Artists; "Father's Dilemma" (Italian), those pictures whose sole aim is to
erhood and for his fine work-in pro- Arthur Davis Associates, and "Night preach, sell an idea, or to spread
Sleep." 20th Century-Fox. propaganda.
moting good will between all faiths." Without
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Reissue

Set

Motion

Duals

by Realart

TV

Will

Injure

Theatres in Portland
PredicPortland, Ore., Oct. 8.— 50
thetions that 15 of Portlands
atres will be closed by television competition and values of the others willd
be considerably lowered are reflecte
d by Oregon s asin figures subms.itte
sessor Kermit M. Carson, chief
mah
deputy assessor for Multno
m
ons
icti
pred
e
thes
e
mad
,
County
asal
annu
commenting at thetion40th
on assessment
sessors' conven
the state's largest county.
problems in
He said the theatres which will be
e in the subhardest hit will be thos
urbs. Also, TV competition in two
or three years will likely bring a 20
per cent depreciation in the value of
the better downtown theatres, he said.
Portland theatre owners agreed
with Carson's forecast and explained
that suburban theatres will be hardest hit because "their customers are
the people who will be looking at TV."
Says

TV

Does

Not

Keep People Home
London, Oct. 8. — "Television's
power to keep people at home is much
less than has sometimes been suggested," the artnual report of British
Broadcasting Corp. asserts.
Discussing the increase in time
devoted to home viewing on this side,
the report says: "Most of this time,
it is believed, was found by rearranging home life. Comparatively _ little
of it came from reducing activities
outside the home."
The BBC report noted that television reception licenses almost doubled in the past year— from 764,000
to 1,457,000, but at the same time
there was a slight decline in the
extent to which Britons listened to
sound broadcasts.
UK

to
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Drive-in
Mich.

Clinic
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at\ Arbitration
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{Cmtinued jrom page 1}

(Continued from page 1)

Hollywood, Oct. 8.— The first in a
series of 14 re-issue combinations for
1953 has been announced here by Jack
.
Broker, president of Realart Pictures
Lucille Ball and Desi Arnez are
featured in the initial program, which
Wild" and
consists of "Lucy Goes
"Cuban Pete." Both were released
originally by Universal. The other
combinations include: "Inside Job"
and "Mug Town"; "The Body Vanishes" and "Calling Dr. Death";
"When Johny Comes Marching
Home" and "Private Buckeroo" ;
"Dark Streets of Cairo" and "Chinatown Squad"; "Tiger Island" and
Conquest" ; "Song of the
ge
"Stran
Sarong" and "Rhythm of the Islands.

Fear

TV

Picture

Films

pointed out, but also opposition in old
and new forms. "The public will put
its money down for whatever interests it, whether it's Bingo, night baseball, stock car races or anything else,"
he said. "We have survived them all
and we will survive television."
He reviewed the effect of TV
in the two Canadian test cities,
Windsor and Chatham, reporting that business was down until installment payments on TV
sets had been completed, after
which it returned to something
approaching the pre-TV level.
The fact that Canada had not
been invaded rapidly by TV
made it possible to utilize the
experience of U. S. operators
with it.

"We need a new approach to 'Showmanship,' "Taylor contended, advisbe reing that the public ought tolittle
an
minded frequently of how
s
inment
cost, the
evening' film enterta
average admission being 50 cents. All
were
inment
other forms of enterta
higher and even a TV set costs as
much to maintain as the average
yearly expenditures on films, he stated.
"Any business that doesn't meet its
out," heandwarned.
goes
meet
others "Resopposition taurants,
shoe stores
this : Give
to
it. It all boils down
good entertainment, better service and
more comfort and keep telling the public about them. You may not always
pack your theatre but you'll stay in
well," Taylor
business
concluded.and progress as

Detroit, Oct. 8. — A special drivein theatre program has been arranged
by Allied Theatres of Michigan during its annual convention to be held
at the Tuller Hotel, Oct. 20-22.
Special displays will be set up in
the Variety clubrooms. A chartered
bus will leave Oct. 22 with Ted Rogvoy and several exhibitors, for the
Bel-Air Drive-in Theatre operated by
Charles Komer and Adolph and Irving Goldberg, of Community Theatres.
Rogvoy, theatre architect, will lead
a panel discussion on the grounds
of the drive-in. A landscape artist,
sound man, plumber and a concessionair will be on hand to answer
questions. The group will be guests
of the Goldbergs and Komer.
The delegates to the convention
will hear addresses by Wilbur Snaper,
national Allied president; Leon Bamberger, RKO Radio public relations,
director; Abram Myers, Allied general counsel; Sam Pinanski, COMPO
co-chairman ; Trueman Rembusch,
president of Allied of Indiana; Allen
Allied's national
Michigan
Johnson,
Griffin
and Lawrence
representative,
of Manton, Mich.

distributor attorneys, will be the one
nasubmit to the Allied
Myers willconvention
in Chicago, Nov. 17tional
likely that the Theatre Own19. Itof is
ers America board, and the boards
of the Independent Theatre Owners
Association of New York, Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres Association and Western Theatre Owners, will act on the distributor-approved draft at meetings soon.
"Before an arbitration system

Rogers Campaign
(Continued from page 1)

Circuit, 31 additional Southern houses
campaign. In addihave joined the 100
of Rowley United
tion, more than
theatres, Dallas, have enlisted. This
brings the Lone Star State participa
tion to nearly 300 theatres, including
Interstate.
About 50 Indiana theatres have
Mutual
Rights to
joined the collection project, accordLoew's
Rutherf
the
ing to Howard
Among
olis. ord,
Lippert Franchiser
in Indianap
manager
San Francisco, Oct. 8— An agree- latter city's downtown houses enrolled
ment has been concluded between Mu- are the Indiana, Circle, Lyric and
tual Productions of the West, headed Keith's of the Greater Indianapolis
by Irving Levin, and Al Grubstick,
nt's
Cantor
ent Co.
Amusemneighbo
up
signed
ousesAmuseme
the Robert Lippert franchise holder in four
rhood-h
J.
Marc
circuit.
Marcus
M.
the
with
hanto
k
Grubstic
for
,
Francisco
San
dle the sales and distribution of Mu- Wolf, president of Y. & W. Managetual features in the San Francisco
ment Co., gave approval for his 31
territoryhouses in Northern Indiana.
Pictures now in release which
Ruling
Grubstick will handle include "Models, Mexican
Inc." and "Nightmare in Red China."
Saves Heavy Taxes
Mexico City, Oct. 8. — American
Doug fair to Cull
and Mexican distributors, headed by
age
eum
Foot
Mus
Warner Brothers, won from the Fed8. ■ Dougfair
Oct.
ood,
eral Supreme Court a decision that
Hollyw
0
Corp. has disclosed an arrangement it is estimated will save them $396,00
Natof
Museum
an
Americ
apwith the
in taxes. The distributors
ural History, New York, under which yearly pealed to the court against the ruling
of the Ministry of Finance that
Douglas Fairbanks' staff will comb
bv
d
acanire
film
of
feet
0
the 2,000,00
they must be included for taxation
the museum over the past 30 years, purposes among those subject to the
selecting material for theatre and Mercantile Incomes Law. The court
other use.
agreed with the distributors that the
Fairbanks also will collaborate with Ministry had erred in thus classifying them as they are commercial not
the museum in planning future exlaw speciindustrial enterprises. Theialists
peditions.
only.
fies that it covers industr

TV
For Canadian
London, Oct. 8.— High Definition
Films will start production of pictures
for Canadian television use as soon
' s (Red
Titles 3
Weinberg
as the Highbury studio here is ready, Dual Lesser
said
chief,
y
compan
,
Norman Collins
rzan'
ign Films
and 'Ta
* Lesser's
Sea
Sol
new documentary, New Fore
on his return from Canada where he
g has completed
Weinber
G.
Herman
conferred with Davidson Duncan, "Under the Red Sea" will be comasting
Broadc
an
Canadi
chairman of
the English titles for three new Eurobined with the producer's "Tarzan's
Corp.
houses,
dual-run
in
Furv"
Savage
pean films, Rossellini's "Flowers of
Collins said there is a big market Robert Mochrie, RKO Radio sales St. Francis," filmed in Italy, and two
dis- vice-president, announced.
for TV films in Canada because links
French pictures, "Forbidden _ Games,"
tances there are such that radio
"Tarzan's Savage Fury" was rewinner of this vear's
grand prize
accordFilm Festival, and "Ladies
leased last spring to single-run houses, Venice
are not practicable and film he
said, but has been held up for double-bill Hair-Dresser," starring Fernandel.
ingly isthe answer. However,
"Flowers of St. Francis" is a Joseph
offered
be
must
s
program
film
the
theatres pending preparation of "Un- Burstyn release.
at economic prices.
der the Red Sea."

up," Johnston reset
is finally minded,
"it of course must be
approved by the court and the
Department of Justice as well
as by the exhibitor organizations and the boards of directors of each of the participating distributor companies."
agree-g
"final
that for
said also
Johnsto
financin
ments
ment onn arrange
the system await further discussions
with exhibitor representatives." In
tors'
distribumeant
opinion
n'saction
on the draft
Johnstole
favorab
y
arbiindustr
an
of
up
that "setting
tration system moved a major step
forward." He said approval of the
terms of the draft by the distributors
"is in line with exhibitor requests for

such action."
Cox
Signs Pact
(Continued from page 1)
elect to tercompany therefore should
minate the pact, he would receive
$400 weekly for two years commenc
ing with the date of termination.
Under the agreement, _ Cox is not
bared from participating in any bonus
or stock option plans the company
may put into effect.
Tie-up Lectures Set
For AM PA Tonight
This evening's roster of lecturers at
the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers' class in showmanship at the
Woodstock Hotel here will include
Lou Brown, director of advertisingpublicity for the Loew Poli Theatres
in Connecticut and Massachusetts;
Artists'
Unitedevents,
director
of special
and national
Harry
Lige Brien,
Columbia
McWilliams,
K.
AM PA
and Pictures'
manager
exploitation

The three will discuss motion picpresident.
ture tie-ups.
Columbia

Here
InPictures
A. P. Rose, Columbia
ternational Corp. manager in Newcastle-on-Tyne, England, has arrived
in New York as the winner of the
British Isles division of the recent
"Round-the- World" sales drive. Rose,
accompanied by his w^e> is the second
of the International division winners
to take advantage of his prize of a trip
to a foreign country.
TO A

Winner

16mm.

Poll Starts

Theatre Owners of America bullemember units on the questins
tionpolling
whether the organization should
or should not seek defendant status in
the
suit
havegovernment's
been mailed.16mm.
Dick anti-trust
Pitts, TOA
administrative assistant, reported here.
The government's complaint labeled
TOA a "co-conspirator" but not a
defendant.
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Reviews

The Four Poster
(Columbia)
A WARM, appealing comedy that deals with familiar marriage crises and
is expertly performed by Lilli Palmer and Rex Harrison, this Stanley
Kramer production, based on the successful Jan de Hartog play currently on
Broadway, should do solid box-office business. The stars comprise the entire
cast and the bed of the title is the setting of some of the situations, but the
performances are so fine and the direction is so skillful that neither of these
facts is noted during the viewing. Since the incidents of the film occur over a
wide period of years, there are some fine and witty animated interscenes
created by United Productions of America that serve well as continuity
bridges.
The story opens in 1897 when Harrison and Miss Palmer arrive in their
apartment on their wedding night. The prospect of sharing the four-poster
causes them much embarrassment from which Harrison recovers first but
Miss Palmer finds innumerable excuses for delay, all of which are humorous.
Harrison overcomes these obstacles. A year later Harrison is an ex-school
teacher whose book of poetry has just come back from the last publisher to
reject it. His wife is well along in pregnancy and convinces him to forego
the poetry and write about that which he is familiar. A careless Harrison
shove results in his running five blocks barefoot for the doctor.
Ten years later Harrison is a successful novelist and lecturer with a swelled
head and "another woman" who "understands" him. Miss Palmer's indifference and implication of her own amours causes Harrison to change his mind
and reclaim his husband's rights. In 1916 it is Harrison's discovery of a full
whiskey bottle hidden in his son's closet that has him in an uproar but it turns
out the boy is innocent. Soon after the boy goes off to war and is killed.
In the jazz era it is Miss Palmer who feels she must leave and it is a
young poet who sets her pining for her youth. Harrison talks her out of it.
In a touching scene that, like the final one, is a departure from the play,
Harrison tries to poison Miss Palmer who has contracted a fatal ailment,
but can not do it. The last scene is. an imaginative bit of fantasy in which
Miss Palmer's ghost comes to take Harrison to an afterlife in which their
joyous moments are relived.
Allan Scott' wrote the screenplay and a good musical score was composed
by Dimitri Tiomkin. The use of Garutso Balanced lenses kept the setting
in focus even on medium and long shots, abetting the illusion of intimacy.
This is a comedy on a sure-fire theme that should attract much of the family
trade.
"Operation
(Warner Brothers) Secret"
Running time, 103 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Walter Pashkin
WAR II underground operations are the background of this not set.
WORLD
fast-moving, exciting feature that contains considerable action and stars
Cornel Wilde, Karl Maiden, Steve Cochran and Phyllis Thaxter. It is susThe Raiders
penseful although there is slight variation from anticipated developments. It
should fare well at the box-office.
( Universal-In ternatio nal).
revealed in a series of flash- RICHARD CONTE and Viveca Lindfors star in this superior Western
The story by Alvin Josephy and John Twisttheis French
the
of
secret police
backs beginning with an investigation by
that boasts credible- characterizations, good performances, fine photogmurder during the- war- of~an underground agent.- ■ Subsequent disclosures graphy, knowing direction by Lesley Selander, and color by Technicolor. Set
by
headed
group
the
of
incriminate the guilty ones and show the workings
French leader Maiden and including the heroic but reckless Wilde, a former in lawless California in 1849, this has Conte, a hard-panning gold miner, lose
fortune, his wife and brother to the vicious methods of gun-slingers forcibly
French Legionnaire escaped from Nazi imprisonment and in the employ of his
building a land empire for powerful Morris Ankrum. He turns outlaw to
the U. S. Marines. Miss Thaxter is on hand and supplies the romantic interest overthrow Ankrum.
with Wilde.
This is made possible by a banding together of all of the land owners whose
There are many clashes with the Nazis. Steve Cochran performs various claims were stolen, under the leadership of Richard Martin. Ankrum wants
villanies, including murder, as a Russian agent intent upon stealing German California to remain independent and not become a part of the Union to gain
jet plane plans which the group has captured, and shipping them to Russia. him even greater power. He runs gold mines full blast to get money to
His efforts are foiled and the investigating police, after piecing together the influence Congressional action.
evidence, punish him. Wilde is reunited with Miss Thaxter for the happy
U. S. Marshal William Bishop arrives to look into the outbreak of crime
romantic ending.
This was produced by Henry Blanke and directed by Lewis Seiler. Harold and Ankrum enlists his efforts to capture Conte's gang, who have stolen his
Medford and James R. Webb wrote the screenplay. Included in the cast are horses and held up his stage coaches. The Conte gang sets up an honest land
Dan O'Herlihy, Jay Novello, Paul Picerni, Lester Matthews, Dan Riss, office in opposition to Ankrum's. During a holdup Conte spots one of the
Wilton Graff, Harlan Warde, Kenneth Patterson, Gayle Kellogg, Wayne murderers of his wife. Threatened with hanging, the desperado confesses
the murder and reveals the names of his confederates. Conte leads a raid on
Taylor and William Leicester.
Running time, 108 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, the mine and gets the rest of the killers.
Nov. 8.
Bishop has Ankrum apply for a loan to Conte's company and trails the
clerk back to the hideout. Conte escapes the ensuing ambush and in attempting to force a confession from Ankrum personally, kills him in selfdefense. Conte is convicted at his trial but is freed as California becomes a
state and general amnesty is declared. Conte chooses Miss Lindfors at the
"Desperadoes'
OutposV
(Republic Pictures)
fade-out instead of Ankrum's daughter, Barbara Britton.
This was neatly produced by William Alland and the above-par screenplay
pleased with
large following should be well with
ALAN (ROCKY)hisLANE'S
several is by Pollie James and Lillie Hay ward, from a story by Lyn Crost Kennedy.
series, offering an actionful Western
this latest of
novel plot twists. There's plenty of hard riding and fighting to go along with Also in the supporting cast are Hugh O'Brien, Palmer Lee, Dennis Weaver,
about a California mercury mine in the days of the Spanish-Ameri- Margaret Field, John Kellog, Lane Bradford and Francis MacDonald.
a story
can war.
Running time, 80 minutes. General audience classification. For November
Lane is a U. S. agent who arrives to investigate interruption of the mail
service in the area. Although no actual robberies have been committeed, he
discovers the continual sabotage of the mail coaches have forced Postmaster
Long Run for Silent Bill
Shane
release.' Due Here Today
Waller's
coaches.supply
wrecked
to replace
his home directly
to mortage
Waller
Eddy
contains
a kitchen
sink connected
to the
mine Water
and home
when
The silent film reissue of "The Last
Accompanied by Vittorio Gassman,
Lane accidentally discovers mercury pouring through the faucet he gets onto Maxwell
Shane is expected to arrive Laugh" and "The Cabinet of Dr. Calian attempt to smuggle mercury away from the miltiary by an unscrupulous in New York from Hollywood today
gari,"
playinghere,
at Walter
Reade'sto
BaronetnowTheatre
is expected
mine foreman.
After plenty of shooting and fighting Lane restores order.
details for a special pre- remain there until Christmas, Max
Philip Ford directed and got the maximum action and suspense out of the to complete
Nations
view showing before United
Arthur Orloff-Albert DeMond story. Lane registers strongly and as usual,
of the
disShane- Sanders,closedmanager
here yesterday.
Thehouse,
program,
Wall," Artists
of "The Glass
employes
Waller provides comedy support. Roy Barcroft, Myron Healey, Lyle Talbot, Tors
Production
for United
Claudia Barrett and Lane Bradford are also in the cast.
release. Gassman, who co-stars with released by Famous Films ProducRunning time, 54 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, Gloria Grahame, is set for a series of
tions, opened Monday and a first
Oct. 8.
week's gross of $7,000 is indicated.
press interviews.

Because of You
( Universal-Inter national)
GOOD performances by Loretta Young and Jeff Chandler, together with
the marquee value of their names, are the chief assets of this drama of a
wrecked marriage and frustrated mother love. The Ketti Frings screenplay,
based on a story by Thelma Robinson, is more devious and complex than it is
original. What fresh lustre the stars impart to familiar plot situations accounts in large measure for some better than average box-office possibilities.
It is not to be overlooked that the plight of a woman who loses both husband
and child through misinterpreted transgression is a box-office lure to many
trade advertishave made note of some of Universal's
another woman. If youwill
be apparent why many husbands may accompany
ing of the picture, it
them when they see it.
Miss Young is sentenced to prison for a loosely defined part in a crime committed by her fiance, Alex Nicol. Released on parole, she becomes a nurse
in a veterans' hospital where she meets the wealthy Chandler. They fall in
love and are married without Miss Young having confessed her prison background. Nicol returns to force her to drive him to Mexico, presumably on a
dope-running mission and, in an accident which occurs when they are pursued
by police, both Miss Young and her daughter, played by Gayle Reed, are
Miss Young's background, becomes public.
injured and the story, including
Chandler gets a divorce and custody of the child, believing that_ his wife
had been keeping a tryst with her ex-lover. Circumstances bring Miss
again at the home of Chandler's sister, played
Young and the child together
by Francis Dee, where the mother, unrecognized by the child, cures her by
love and attention of a melancholia. Chandler returns from abroad unexpectedly and, unrelenting, causes Miss Young to leave the household. Eventually, the child's melancholia returns and leads to a reconciliation between
Miss Young and Chandler.
Albert J. Cohen produced with a keen sense of economic short-cuts which
direction places emdo not detract from the story-telling. Joseph Pevney's
phasis on what action the story affords and on scenes of courtship and marital
intimacies.
release.
Running time, 95 minutes. Adult classification. For November
Sherwin Kane
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Theatres!

U.
Okay

Greeted

by MARTIN

CENTS

S.

Sees

'No

QUIGLEY

in
Problem'
ges
O
an
Ch
RK
Caution
With
coveted goal of progress and betterment in the affairs
THE
of the industry faces a formidable challenge due to the
hopeless obsolescence of large numbers of the theatres Decree
Doesn't Cover
Optimism Is Tempered by
the theatre-going Corwin's Theatre Ties
of
e
hours
leisur
the
to
cater
to
seek
that
s
pect
Pros
Draft Change
Exhibition representatives and
distribution officials, by now accustomed to the "off again— on again"
or so
reports during the past yearindust
ry
concerning prospects for an
rerday
yeste
arbitration, than mildly
system of becom
e more
fused to
elated about the fact that distribution
heads have approved an arbitration
draft and will submit it to exhibition
representatives for action.
While conceding that distribution s
toaction could safely be called a step
ward the establishment of a system,
observers reminded that how long or
short a step this was would not be
determined until after Allied and the
Theatre Owners of America have indicated whether one or both want further changes made in the draft.
At the recent TO A convention in
(Continued on page 4)

Sponable,Raibourn
TV
Are Theatre
Hearing

Witnesses

public.
At one time in the history of the industry it could well be
said that the motion picture theatre was an acknowledged symbol of attractiveness, comfort and service. The physical environment offered to patrons was a magnet to which millions were
drawn to revel in an unaccustomed luxury and comfort. The
theatre was a precious escape from the dinginess of the worka-day world and even, in many cases, from a pervading drabness of the surroundings of the home.
No such condition continues generally as the rule of theatre
environment. It is true indeed that the nation boasts of thousands of beautifully designed, appointed and functioning theatre structures which serve a great public attractively and
efficiently in cities, towns and even in villages. But in sharp
contrast to such play-houses there are far too many, dotting
the whole map of the country, which, in effect, are dragging
their feet in the industry's march of progress and betterment.
Such theatres have been for some time and are continuing to
be a darkening shadow on the prestige of motion picture
entertainment.

The plain fact is that large numbers of the nation's theatres
are out-dated and out-moded and are no longer able to allure
and delight the amusement-seeking public. It is to be realized
that much of the existing exhibition plant in the United States

Washington, Oct. 9.— The Motion
Picture Association of America and
the National Exhibitors Theatre Television Committee told the Federal was constructed in the Nineteen Twenties ; a considerable porCommunications Commission today
tion of it is a carry-over from even earlier decades. Some of it
that seven witnesses will present enadaptation of structures
gineering and accounting facts in the consists of what was merely emergency
first phase of the theatre television which were originally designed for the stage play and for
hearing which opens Oct. 20.
(Continued on page 4)
Among them will be Earl Sponable,
who will give a description of the
Eidophor method and equipment and
A Record
(Continued on page 4)
U-I Has
Sets
Says Subject
0\ erseasProduction
Backlog of 22
Storey Circuit
New
American firms determine overseas
With the windup of shooting on
matand
In Atlanta Area
production on the basis of subject
Universal - International's "Law
ter, rather than the amount of frozen
Order" this week, the studio has 22
funds in a particular country, Dore
pictures in various phases of editing
Atlanta, Oct. 9.— Storey Theatres, or awaiting release. This is the largest Schary, M-G-M vice-president in
y told
to operate a cir- backlog the studio has had m several charge of production, yesterda
Inc., has. been formed theatres
representatives at a
here and
industry
Italian
cuit of 11 suburban
films
ted
comple
years. Fourteen of the
luncheon here at the Hotel Pierre.
in the Decatur, Ga., area by Frederick are in color by Technicolor.
Schary told the luncheon, given by
has
general
ntly
G. Storey, president, formerly
In addition, Universal curre
Salute to Italian Films Week
the
manager of Community Theatres, Inc., five ' pictures before the cameras, four
to newspaper and magazine
committee
r.
icolo
and
Techn
in
ident
vice-pres
and prior to that
New York, that overseas
of
editors
Georgia
of
assistant general manager
Technicolor films now m cuttingTheatre Co. According to Storey, the
of a
by M-G-M is "part
"Hori- production
policy that
term
awaiting release are :Agai
and long
long• . range
(Continued
on
page
4)
new company is not limited by its rooms zonsorWest,"
nst
"
ers,
"The, Raid
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)

Washington, Oct. 9. — The Justice Department sees almost no
major problems growing out of the
sale ofturesHoward
stock to the Hughes'
syndicate RKO
headedPicby
Ralph
Stolkin asstock
longremains
as Hughes'
today.
RKO Theatres
in a
trusteeship, a Department official said
He would not say whether the Department would regard it as a violation of the RKO consent decree if
Hughes were to recover his RKO
Theatres stock from the Irving Trust
Company, which now holds it. Such
an act would pose problems which the
Department would have to study, he
said, but added that the Department
felt there was "no problem" as long
as the theatre stock remains in trust.
The official
said onthere
"quite
(Continued
page were
4)

Will
Says 20th-Fox
ose
High Bids;
Discl
Some

Restrictions

Columbus, O., Oct. 9.— Under given
conditions, 20th Century-Fox will disclose winning bids for films to losers
where the company has invited competitive bidding. The ITO of Ohio
advises members in a current bulletin
it has been so informed by Al Lichtman, head of 20th- Fox distribution.
The bulletin quotes Lichtman as saying that offers will not be opened until
14 days after the invitation date for
that2) date and
that only
bids, and (Continu
ed, ononpage

S. S. Skouras
Skouras

Heads

Theatres

Spyros S. Skouras, formerlyas execuThetive vice-president of Skour elected
atres Corp. here, has been
president of the company ta succeed
George P. Skouras, his uncle. Spyros
S. is the son of Spyros P. Skouras,.
ent of 20th Century-Fox.
presid
George Skouras, who is president
of United Artists Theatre Circuit; is
expected to be named chairman of ,the
.. •
(Continued on page 4)
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to

Brief

in

...

Mention

RUSSELL DOWNING, president
and managing director of Radio
City Music Hall, is due here from
Hollywood on Mond• ay.
Miss Gene Johnson, secretary to
Nathan Halpern, president of Theatre Network Television, will be married to William Edward Howard of
the Clark Equipment Co., on Nov. 1
at the Chapel of St. Bartholomew
Church here. She plans to reside in
Battle Creek, Mich.•
Fred J. Schwartz, chairman of the
Organization of the Motion Picture
Industry of New York and head of
Century Circuit, will be a goiest on
the Herb Sheldon TV show Monday
at noon.
•
Adolph Zukor, Paramount board
chairman, will appear on the ABC
radio
show,
at 10:30
P.M."Time Capsule," Sunday
•
N. A. Taylor, president of 20th
Century Theatres, Toronto, is in New
York.

Quigley

to

Address

R. H. Macy Employes
Martin Quigley will address the
members of Our Lady of Fatima
League of Macy Employes at a Communion Breakfast at the Hotel Astor
on Sunday, at 10:30 A.M. His subject
will be "Entertainment and the Moral
Law." An attendance of 2,200 is expected at the event, including ecclesiastical representatives and the officials
of Macy's.
Indiana

Allied

Wants

Hermann G. Place has become
chairman of the board of General Precision Equipment Corp., in addition to
Indianapolis, Oct. 9. — Take the fight against the government's suit
and chief executive ofto force the sale of 16mm. films to television direct to the people by being ficerpresident
of the firm. Earle G. Hines, forproTV
mer board chairman, will serve the
pointing out to them that, if successful, it will only perpetuate
grams of inferior quality, the current bulletin of Allied Theatre Owners company as a consultant.
•
of Indiana reports one of its members ,
is urging.
Columbus, O., Oct. 9.— Four more
Cinerama Plans 4
"Most exhibitors attack the governOhio congressional candidates, responding to inquiries from members
ment suit on the basis of its unfairFeature Films
of the ITO of Ohio have expressed
industry,"
picture
motion
the
to
ness
themselves either as in favor of rethe ATOI bulletin observes. Here is
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 9. —
peal of the 20 per cent Federal admisCinerama Corp. is planning
attack from a
the suggestion for "an public
sion, tax or not in sympathy with its
will be
new angle— how the
the
production
of
four
feacontinuance,
the organization reports..
adversely affected if the government
ture-length films, and Meriam
•
is successful :
C. Cooper, who helped the
The
first
combined
showing of five
"Why doesn't our industry get
company put together the
smart, quit howling with pain and
of 20th Century-Fox's art film releases
experimental program now
was held here yesterday at the home
appeal directly to the American peoshowing
in
New
York,
has
office
before an audience composed of
ple pointing out the manner in which
been signed to a five-year
television network monopolies _ have
heads
of New York's museum and art
contract as general manager
gallery staffs, artists and art directors,
conspired with the politicians in big
in charge of production.
top illustrators and art and motion
fresh, new entergovernmenttainment offtoTVkeep
Arrangements are under
screens?
picture
critics.
On view
were a series of films made
way to transfer from New
"By forcing the sale of old movies
by
Art
Films
Productions.
York
to
Hollywood
the
speof the 16mm. 'free show' variety to
cial three-headed Cinerama
•
TV, the set owners face the inevitable
camera and other equipment
Baltimore, Oct. 9. — Funeral servprospect of sitting at home night after
used by the process as prenight and viewing entertainment they
ices will be held in Philadelphia tomorrow for Mrs. Louella Ward, wife
liminary to starting producalready have seen at movie theatres.
tion activity here early next
of Sam Ward, manager of the Royal
Not only that, but the reception will
Theatre here.
year. The Cinerama features,
be poor and the TV screen too small
to be made with color in
to capture vividly all the action.
Technicolor, will be filmed
"The public has cried long and loud
simultaneously by the new
about the ancient films now being
shown over TV. If big government
process
and byfor
standard
35mm. cameras
exhibition
NEW YORK THEATRES
and their conspirators, the TV neton normal theatre screens as
work moguls, win this suit, TV set
well.
owners might as well face the proRADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
spect of fewer and fewer live shows,
Rockefeller Center
new faces and fresh entertainment.
They will see hour and hour upon
MARIO LANZA in
end of old movies interrupted every Holdovers Continue
15 minutes with a hopped-up huckster
"BECAUSE
YOU'REMORROW
MINE"
introducing DORETTA
selling beer, wine and cigarettes.
Warner
Brothers' "The Miracle of
'Fatima'
"Why doesn't big government out- On
Color by TECHNICOLOR - An M-G-IM Picture
law old, second-run movies on TV Our Lady of Fatima," WarnerColor
and force the TV network monopolies production, continues to pile up holdSPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
overs and extended runs. Second week
to give the American people more
holdovers have been set in such recent
the playdates as the Warner, Beverly Hills
new programs?
live, moguls
TV
dig down inWhy
their can't
pockets,
JAMS plus
fat with big advertising coin, and pro- and Downtown theatres in Los Anduce their own shows with their own
geles ;the Warner, Wilmington, and
ROY
SOB
the Warner at Youngstown.
talent and their own money?"
Public,

' Exhibitor

Showmanship
Title
Indianapolis, Oct. 9. — The showmanship "crown" of the U. S., currently in the hands of Texas, is being
sought by the board of directors of
Allied Theatre Owners of Indiana, on
the basis of its successfully staged
exhibit at the Indiana State Fair and
its recent "Movietime, U. S. A." tours.
The Allied board has instructed its 20th-Fox Bids
officers to notify the Texas Council
{Continued from page 1)
of Motion Pictures Organizations and
Allied of Texas to immediately ship
at the distributor's office to which the
the "crown" to Indiana.
bids were mailed will the offers be disclosed. Moreover, any affected exhibitor who desires the information, must
Arrange Loesser Concert
have requested in writing at the time
Chicago, Oct. 9. — Terry Turner, of making an offer that such procedure
RKO Radio director of exploitation, be followed.
and Dave Golding, Samuel Goldwyn's
The bulletin comments : "While this
publicity director, are here setting offer
is hedged with restrictions, it is
arrangements for a concert by Frank
nevertheless
a step in the right direcLoesser at the Blackstone Hotel Monday of the songs he wrote for "Hans
Several months ago United Artists
Christian Anderson."
agreed to disclose terms of winning
bids
tion."when requested to do so.
No

Paper

Monday

Motion Picture Daily will
not be published Monday, a
legal holiday, in observance of
Columbus Day.

Mohr

Urges

Gets

Para.

Post

Vacated by Goldberg
Milt Mohr, veteran newspaperman
and film industry publicist, has been
appointed
New YorkPictures,
newspaper
contact for Paramount
effective
Tuesday, it was announced yesterday
by Jerry Pickman, vice-president in
charge of advertising-publicity. Mohr
succeeds Fred Goldberg.

200 at AMP A Class
An SRO crowd of 200 last night
attended the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers' showmanship course
in the Century Room of the Hotel
Woodstock here— now the permanent
Rogers for Tax Repeal
home of the class — to hear Lou
Boston, Oct. 9. — Rep. Edith Mourse Brown, advertising-publicity director
Rogers (R.-Mass.) stated in an in- of Loew's Poli circuit in Connecticut,
terview here that "I am in favor of Lige Brien, exploitation manager of
the repeal of the 20 per cent Federal United Artists, and Joyce Selznick,
admission tax to motion picture special
of the Stanley
Kramer representative
Co.

.„
*• Tivrhnit
A Pinmwnt Picture
ghi Faatvr*
HOWARD
presents
HUGHES
Starring

it
JQ ZERO"
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'QUO VADIS' OWN
Crowds

Reply

ANSWER

To

Famed

W

Query With 'The Ritz'
The current showing of "Que**.— .
Vadis" at the Ritz on its first \
popular price engagement in the
city "is breaking all existing house
records," Joe Simon, theater manager, happily reported yesterday.
"It's wonderful," he said. "All
we do is open the doors, let a
house-full in, then stop selling
tickets."
The M-G-M Technicolor epic of
military Christianity and pagan
imperial Rome features Robert
Taylor, Deborah Kerr, Peter Ustinov, Leo Genn and Buddy Baer.

'All

we

the

do

doors,

house-full

stop
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then
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TV

(Continued from page 1)
Paul Raibourn, who will describe the
film storage method and equipment.
Also testifying in the equipment field
dewill be Herbert Barnett, who will
scribe the kinescope projection method
and equipment.
Andrew Inglis and Frank H. Mcintosh, of the firm of Mcintosh and
Inglis, MPAA theatre television engial requireneers,'will testify on technic
ments and standards for theatre television. Another witness in this phase
will be Stuart I. Bailey, whose engineering firm of Ransky and Bailey
has been retained by NETTC.
Bailey will also go into technical
limitations on the choice of frequencies, the possible location of a theatre
television service in the spectrum and
tive intera design for a representa
city theatre television system.
Bailey, Mcintosh and Manfred K.
Toeppeii will testify on costs for an
inter-city relay, an inter-city multiple
address and an intra-city system for
theatre television.
Schary Says
(Continued from page 1)

began almost as soon as the company
was organized." One major reason
for such thinking, Schary pointed out,
"is that Hollywood has always recognized the need for a world market for
its films."
Paying tribute to Italian films, he
makers to
called upon Italian filmemulate the international flavor of
Hollywood, which hires talent from all
over the world, by hiring artists from
other parts of the globe to work on
and in Italian films. While Schary
praised the realism in Italian films, he
suggested that Italian producers need
not be "afraid" or "ashamed" of the
escapist film.
Among Italian film industry repre-de
sentatives attending were: Nicola
Pirro, director general of the Entertainment Industry Bureau of the Italian government; Dr. Renato Gualino,
general director of the Italian Film
Export organization; Eitel Monaco,
president of the National Association
of Motion Picture and Allied Indus;
Mangano and directors
tries Sylvana
Luigi Zampa, Alberto Lattuada and
Luciano Emmer.
Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)

n's memthat organizatio
Washingto
bers nrecommended
changes in the
original draft. At a special exhibition-distribution attorney's meeting in
the Capital at that time, distribution
also called for changes in the document. It remains to be seen whether
TO A suggestions were included by the
distribution lawyers in amending it.
Abram F. Myers, Allied general
counsel, indicated at the time that he
was certain Allied members would
want to make some changes, but it
would be necessary to poll the members in that connection.
Allied

Artists

Sales

Drive Is Extended
Hollywood, Oct. 9. — Allied Artists
vice-president Harold Mirisch _today
announced a nine-week extension of
the Morey Goldstein testimonial sales
drive, which now will begin with the
week ending Nov. 7 and run through
' Jan. 30.
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Theatres!

RKO

Changes

(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)

vaudeville and never rightly suited the purposes of the Screen.
Others were designed and arranged by architects and showmen
who were just taking their first, faltering steps in the art and
business of theatre design and arrangement.

a few facets about the whole situation" on which the Department will
have to inform itself, but declared that
"there is not too much that would
have to be upset with regard to essen-

tial developments."
Corwin A Question
One question which the Department
is currently studying, he said, is the
fact that Sherrill Corwin, who will
tive arts head the RKO studio .for the new condecora
the
and
ecture
archit
years
ening
interv
the
IN
have changed drastically with respect to every type of
group, has California.
large theatre
intereststrolling
in Southern
If the
s
change
these
from
nces
l
influe
s
genera
building. Beside
company involved in the stock transaction were Warner Brothers, 20th
theatre design itself has developed methods by which the physiCentury-Fox or Loew's, he explained,
cal provisions for motion picture exhibition can be made more
there
would be "an easy answer" to
basic
a
is
today
that question. The Consent decrees of
efficient and effective. The dominant note
those companies, he pointed out, contain a provision prohibiting anyone
approach to the problem of theatre design under which the
with
an
interest in the exhibition phase
tion
exhibi
ing
operat
objective is the creation of a smoothly
of
the
industry
from retaining an inmachine with an environment that expresses a community recterest
in
the
production-distribution
reational service.
phase, and anyone with an interest in
from holding
There is no doubt that the obsolete character of a substantial production-distribution
an interest in exhibition — even though
interests may not be in the
same two
company.
part of the American exhibition plant has been a critical factor the
in tipping the scale of popular interest in favor of competing
The RKO decree has no such provision, he said, and the Department
forms of amusements. There is likewise no doubt that many
role. therefore study Corwin's dual
excellent motion picture productions, exhibited in the frame of must

a theatre building that is obsolete, with tawdry and old-fashCircuit
ioned appointments and time-worn equipment, have gone to bat Storey
(Continued from page 1)
with two strikes already called.
charter to theatres and is planning to
Several important circuits have been conspicuous laggards in
fields of entertainment, inthe maintenance and modernization of physical properties. In enter other
cluding television.
Other officers include T. R. Jones,
the case of one group of forty theatres there has been no new
vice-president, also formerly of Georpurchase of projection equipment since 1938. Another circuit,
gia Theatre Co. and whose past experience includes affiliations with the
selling a theatre to an independent operator, left booth equip- Roxy and Radio City Music Hall in
purchase
the
on
$100
just
ment that received an allowance of
New York, as well as with houses in
Raleigh, N. C, and Columbus, Ga.,
of new equipment. But failure to keep abreast of the march of
and
F. M. Bird, secretary, who is a
time has not been confined to any particular category of theatre widely known Atlanta attorney and
operation. Both independent operation, large and small, as well immediate past-president of the Georgia Bar Association.
as circuit operation are to be found in that unenviable company.
Record Backlog
(Continued from page 1)
to all incondition herein referred to is well-known
THE
ion
situat
the
of
facts
asant
unple
formed persons. The
All Flags," "The Lawless Breed,"
have long been either glossed over or just ignored. The "City Beneath the Sea," "Meet Me at
time, however, has definitely arrived at which plans should be the Fair," "A Man's Country," "The
Redhead from Wyoming," "Missisput in work to provide re-construction, remodelling, re-decoratsippi Gambler," "Seminole," "Desert
ing and re-equipment that are imperatively needed. In some Legion," "Column South," "Law and
and white
"Lonefilms
Hand."
Black and
in the backlog
situations the problem may only be solved by a completely new Order,"
are:
Bill
Mauldin's
Willie
and Joe in
l
logica
structure, perhaps constructed at a new and more
"Back at the Front," "Ma and Pa
location.
Kettle Go to Paris," "It Grows on
There is of course an alternative, but it is none other than Trees," "Abbott and Costello Go to
Mars," "Because of You," "The Black
the exceedingly distasteful one of surrender to the march of Castle," "Ma and Pa Kettle at Waikiki," and "Francis Covers the Big
progress — an acknowledgment of inglorious defeat. In a poorly
equipped operation, to point to competing attractions as wholly
accounting for poor business is an excuse, not a reason.
S. S. Skouras
(Continued from page 1)
But the acceptance of no such alternative is to be expected.
The spirit of enterprise, courage and determination that made Skouras Theatres board, but any anTown."
nouncement tothat effect was said to
the exhibition branch of the American industry the greatest
until his rewithheld
to
likely
be
turn to Newbe York
from the Coast
theatrical institution in the history of entertainment is not
next month.
dead. It has merely been heavily burdened and its pace slowed early
The new Skouras Theatres president, 28 years old, graduated from
by a multitude of difficulties in the past decade of war and post- Yale University
in 1945 and joined the
war disturbances in the nation's economy.
company in 1948. He served in the
But the time is here for realistic appraisal of what the public U. S. Armed Forces here and abroad
between 1943 and 1946. As president
now expects from the motion picture theatre and then — resolute of the company he will guide the operation of some 52 theatres located
action to put the theatre back in the running against whatever
within the 50-mile radius of the New
competing attractions may appear.
York Metropolitan area.
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The hold, arrogant mobsters ... and their brazen women! The xjjjjy witnesses who
wouldn't talk ... the ones who didn't dare! . . . Now you see the story of how they got
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Tradewise...

Manager
SMPTE
Seek

Engineers

to Heighten

Screen

Brightness

Sales

General

Boasberg

RKO

of
Succeeds
Named

Mochrie,

Assistant

Zimmerman,

Radio
Resigned;

General

Pimstein

Sales
Are

Branson

Is

Manager;
Advanced

Charles Boasberg, for the past five years North-South division
manager for RKO Radio, was appointed general sales manager of
Washington, Oct. 13. — In a report made public over the weekend the company, succeeding Robert Mochrie, resigned, on Friday, the
of Motion Picture and
Society
The
new board of directors announced.
Television Engineers asked for the company's
Moving swiftly in the executive realignment of the company following
manufacture of light measuring inas executive vice-president,
struments which would make possible the appointment last week of Arnold Picker
following
the new RKO Radio management
the maintenance of better screen
also announced
the
brightness standards.
changes :
The SMPTE screen brightness Broader
Field for
Walter Branson. RKO Radio
committee included in its report — the
Western
sales manager, was
result of several years of study— specnamed
assistant
general sales
Seen
ifications for two inexpensive instru- Foreign Films
manager, a new post;
ments which could be used by the
William Zimmerman, formerly
A broader market for foreign films
exhibitor himself to test, and thereassistant to Mochrie, was named
fore to maintain effective brightness in the United States and Canada was
head of the legal department,
of his theatre screen.
envisioned here at the weekend by
succeeding
J. Miller Walker, reThe report made clear that opti- N. A. Taylor, president of 20th Censigned ;
tury Theatres of Canada, Toronto,
mum
screen
brightness
wasn't
merely
a matter of how much light was put
Harry Pimstein of the home
saw foreign films filling the prodon the screen but depended upon the who uct gap as Hollywood concentrates on
office legal staff was named asdistribution of light across the screen. bigger, but fewer pictures.
man of sistant
theto Arnold
board; Grant, chairEach point on the screen, the report
Inof
t
presiden
who is also
Taylor,(Continued
(Continued on page 4)
on page 7)
Richard Condon, former publicity director for 20th CenturyFox and Walt Disney Prod., was
named national director of advertising, publicity and exploitHEAD
TO
CONDON
ation, a post which has been
vacant for the past four years.
(See separate story.)
Don
Prince, publicity manager, has
TY
CI
LI
AD-PUB
RKO
resigned. The post will be filled when
Condon
takes over in about two
weeks.
The
company's statement
Former 20th-Fox, Disney Publicity Chief Takes
said : "Reorganization of said departments (advertising, publicity and exOver Oct. 25; To Coordinate 3 Departments
ploitation) and the people therein will
(Continued on page 41
Richard Condon, former publicity manager for 20th Century-Fox and
Walt Disney Productions, was named director of advertising, publicity
SIMPP
Will Attend
by the company's new manand exploitation for RKO Radio Pictures
25.
Oct.
about
post
the
assume
to
agement last Friday. He is scheduled
The post of
Next French
Talks
director of
At that time Don Prince was named
publicity director and Terry Turner
RKO Radio's
The Society of Independent Motion
resigned
advertising, pubexploitati
on
Friday.on director. Prince
Picture Producers intends to be reprelicity and exsented at any future negotiations for
Condon's appointment by the new
ploitation departments was
RKO Radio management came as un- a new Franco-American film agreeexpectedly as that of Arnold Picker,
dispensed with
ment, Ellis G. Arnall, SIMPP presiwho last week was named executive
dent, said here at the weekend.
shortly after
Asked if he planned to accompany
Howard Hughes
vice-president of the company ii
acquired the
charge of distribution. According tc Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture
controlling
a reliable version reported _ in the Association of America president, on
stock interest
trade, Condon returned to his home a trip to Paris in the near future, Arin the company
nall replied in the negative, adding
after midnight last Thursday, having
several years
attended a theatre performance, anc that he assumed any such trip by
ago. It was last
found a message awaiting him to call Johnston would be an exploratory one
held by S. Barret McCormick,
Arnold Grant, new chairman of RKO and not for
the purpose
(Continued
on pageof 7)"negotiat(.Continued on page 4)
has been advertising director

By SHERWIN

KANE

T^HE

Allied States national convention and the Tesma annual
trade show, to be held jointly in
Chicago next month, afford opportunity for a worthwhile public relations accomplishment for theatres
dustry.
generally and, therefore, for the inWith a little astute planning and
no extraordinary effort, press contacts should be able to "suggest" to
reporters for the lay press who
cover the event that this first great
theatre equipment trade show to be
held in conjunction with a national
exhibitor convention is a fresher
and far better story than the one
about the omnipresent popcorn,
confections and soft drink dispensers dominating an exhibitor
meeting, to the exclusion of motion
pictures, equipment
and the "merchandise" which is Hollywood
personalities.
Every exhibitor who in recent
a theatre ownattended
yearsers has
convention
of any size has been
made aware that local newspaper
coverage of the event all too often
is confined to the "popcorn" story.
Important(Continued
as are the
concessions
to
on page
2)

WASHINGTON, Oct. 13.—
The Department of Commerce discloses that pubcash
licly - reported
dividends paid by motion
companies for
picture
to
September amounted
This
than
morerepreof

.
$2,371,000
sents a drop

from the Sep$2,000,000
tember, 1951, figure of
$4,545,000.

•

HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 13. —
The annual Monogram Pictures Corp. fiscal
report, released here at
the weekend,
discloses
that the company's net
profit for the fiscal year
ended June 28 was $589,259, which compares with
$1,061,648 for the preceding year. The profit
is equal to 76 cents per
share.
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Personal

Cole

Mention

Fight

Warns
to

.

present day theatre operations, it is
Michael Mayer*" son of Arthur exasperating to most exhibitors
e vice-presi_L. Mayer, former executiv
dent of the Council of Motion Picture who spend convention days winnowing new ideas for improving
Organizations, is running on the
Democratic and Liberal Party tickets their theatres and their service to
for District Attorney of Westchester
the public to pick up a local newsCounty, N. Y.
•
paper and read that his major interest ispushing more popcorn into
Morris Alin, editor of Progress, patrons while cutting down on the
Universal house organ, became a seasoning.
father for the second time on Friday
With more than 100 of the availwhen his wife, Sylvia, gave birth to a
able 150 exhibit booths at the Tesson, Robert David, at the Mt.Y. Ver- ma trade show already reserved,
non Hospital, Mt. •Vernon, N.
and the opening more than a month
Phil Reisman, RKO Radio Pic- away, the success and impressivetures vice-president in charge of for- ness of the Chicago show already
eign distribution, is due here from Eu- is assured. Without doubt, it will
y he was sched- be the largest such exhibit in the
today. Originall
ropeto arrive
uled
last Wednesday.
•
industry's history.
Any lay reporter worthy of the
Ellis G. Arnall, president of the
properly conducted through
name,
Society of Independent Motion Pic- that exhibit, cannot escape without
ture Producers, who returned to Atlanta from New York at the weekend, a better understanding of the comis due back here in about a week.
plex and costly equipment and sup•
plies essential to the best enjoyment
Sallyann Wakefield, secretary to of the theatre's entertainment. Nor
the comptroller of Walter Reade The- can he escape an impression of the
atres, has become engaged to Paul investment involved.
Baise, assistant advertising-publicity
The reporter will know, from his
director of Reade Theatres.
own observation, that the "popJack Davis, British film executive,
corn" story coverage of an exhibitor convention is a worn-out satire
will sail for England from, here tomorrow aboard the SS. Queen Eliza- and that, therein, lies a new, a
beth after four months in the U. S. truer and better story.
and Canada.
•
It is an opportunity for Allied's
and Tesma's convention and show
Edward L. Hyman, vice-president leaders which can pay fine diviof United Paramount Theatres, and
dends in constructive publicity. It
his assistant, Bernard Levy, have re- should not be overlooked.
turned here from Buffalo, Rochester
and Detroit.
•
Fine
Arts
Theatre

Europebeth,aboard
the by
5.5".
Queen
accompanied
Mrs.
Pine.Eliza•
Edwin W. Aaron, Western sales
manager for 20th Century-Fox, will
return here today from Gloversville,
N. Y.
Cecil B. DeMille has been reelected to the board of directors of the
American Cancer Society.
•
Floyd E. Stone has been promoted
to photo editor of Motion Picture
Herald.
e

20%

Repeal

DORE SCHARY, vice-president in
wise . .
charge of M-G-M production, left Trade
here for Washington yesterday and is
due back today.
{Continued from page 1 )

William
Pine, Paramount producer, will leave here tomorrow for

Defeatism

of

Sues
'O.brought
Henry9
HearingOver
in a suit
against
20th Century-Fox and the Trans-Lux
Lexington Corp. by the Fine Arts
Theatre here concerning exhibition
rights
to "O.
scheduled
to Henry's
be held Full
todayHouse,"
in Newis
York Supreme Court. The suit was
filed Friday by Monroe E. Stein, attorney representing the Fine Arts
Theatre, which sought injunctive relief, seeking to bar the opening of the
film at the Trans-Lux 52nd Street on
Thursday.
The complaint alleged that 20th-Fox
contracted with the plaintiff for a firstrun engagement of the picture in New
York. It further stated that the Fine
Arts put up an advance of $25,000 as
a guarantee of at least a 12-week run.
Neither 20th-Fox nor Trans-Lux
executives would comment on the suit.

in

Tax

Dallas, Oct. 13. — At a meeting
here of exhibitor chairman of the tax
repeal campaign in Texas Col. H. A.
Cole, national chairman of the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations tax
repeal campaign, warned of the two
elements to guard against to insure
the repeal of the Federal 20 per cent
amusement tax : defeatism among the
leaders and other exhibitors and
neglecting to follow the pattern laid
down by the COMPO committee.
"Too many leaders," he said, referring to the second point, "are prone
to taketude inthe
wire-pulling'
this"'political
campaign
instead of attithe
factual business meeting with their
Congressman with several exhibitors
present to put across the acuteness of
were heard from the folsituation."
theReports
lowing district chairmen : Sidney Metcalf, Texarkana ; J. Wood Fain,
Woodville ; R. D. Leatherman, Tyler ;
Leaman Marshall, Terrell; J. O.
Cherry, Dallas; A. P. Boyette, Jr.,
College Station; J. F. Jones, Palestine ;Al Lever, Houston ; Mart Cole,
Rosenberg ; Louie Novy, Austin ;
C. H. Stewart, Waco ; Frank Weatherford, Ft. Worth; J. E. Unger,
Wichita Falls ; Bruce Collins, Corpus
Christi ; Will Pence, Anson ; Jack
King, Amarillo ; Royce Blankenship,
Lubbock; George Watson, San Antonio, Henry Reeve, Menard ; Rubin
Frels, Victoria.
Others attending the luncheon were :
Phil Isley, Paul Short, William McCraw, Don Douglas, R. I. Payne, John
Adams, Raymond Willie, William
O'Donnell, Sam Landrum, Duke Clark,
Alfred Delcambre, Kyle Rorex, Frank
Bradley, Claude C. Ezell and Robert
J. O'Donnell.
Critics

Hear

Goldwyn's new production, "Hans
Christian Andersen." Arrangements
for the event were made by David
Golding, Goldwyn Productions advertising-publicity director.
Golding, Martin Davis of his staff,
and Terry Turner, RKO Radio exploitation manager, were on hand from
New York. Golding returned to New
York over the weekend, Turner will
leave here tomorrow.

NY

NSS

Parade

rHE PRESIDENTIAL campaign
is the highlight of current news*
reels, featured along with a threetrain crash in Great Britain, election
returns in Japan and Chile, and the
Korean War. Complete contents follow:
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 83 — 150,030 hail 'Ike' in San Francisco. Stevenson
talks on subversives to Detroiters. Three;
train crash near London. Premiere on
ocean liner. Olympic star wins 100-mile
walk. Convict cowboys in rough rodeo.
NEWS O'F THE DAY, No. 213-War in
Korea. Campaign in home stretch. Britain's worst disaster in 35 years. Duke of
Windsor golfing. Ocean volcano keeps
roaring. Persimmon festival.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 16— Campaign roars into final week. Election reJapan regain
and Chile.
crash. turns
UNfrom troops
hill. Three-train
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 41B— English
train crash. Japanese election returns.
Canadian record wheat crop. German
mono-rail train unveiled. Italian new
Boys-town dedicated. Texas convict rodeo.
Korean helicopter airlift.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 4<WTrain wreck in England. Reds leave and
Japanese elect. New president in Chile.
Commando memorial in England. Wingless plane. Korea.
WARNER
PATHE
NEWS,
No. 1SThree-train British wreck. The campaign.
Flight of fashion aboard sky-liner. Cards
upset Bears in pro football thriller.
Filmaek Promotion Head
Chicago, Oct. 13. — Larry Goodman,
former staff writer for Film Daily,
has been appointed promotion manager for Filmaek Trailer Co. here,
president Irving Mack disclosed.
Goodman, a World War II veteran,
will assist Lou Kravitz, advertising
manager,
in the company's advertisingsales division.

Loesser

On 'Andersen' Score
Chicago, Oct. 13.— More than 70
representatives of Midwestern newspapers were here today to hear Frank
Loesser discuss the music in Samuel

Ahrams

reel

in Charge

NEW

YORK

THEATRES

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center
© LANZA in
"BECAUSE
MINE"
introducing DORYOU'RE
ETTA MORROW
Color by TECHNICOLOR - Are M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
SOB

cXAHE plus

of

Branch

Nightly
Leo Abrams, National Screen Service district manager here, will handle
the New York office, following the
Midnight Faolur*
transfer of manager Harold Bennett,
Crosby Crew Returning
HOWARD iiAM
to Buffalo. The Buffalo office now
With location shooting in France
becomes a full-fledged branch from
MINUTE
completed for "Little Boy Lost," star Ind. Allied Meets Dec. 1-3 where all trailers soon will be distribBing Crosby and producers William
Indianapolis, Oct. 13. — The Allied
uted directly in the exchange area instead of from New York.
Perlberg and George Seaton head the Theatre Owners of Indiana, Inc., will
Starring
ROBERT MITCHUM - ANN BLYTH
presents
unit of players and crew members hold its 26th annual convention on
HUGHES U BROADWAY
Jack
Goldstein, who had been manwho will head back to the United Dec. 1-3 at the Hotel Lincoln in InAND 45th ST.
CRITERION
ager of the Buffalo office, has been
States beginning this week.
dianapolis, itwas announced.
appointed sales manager there.
MOTION PICTURE DAILY. Martin Ouigley- Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane. Editor; Terrv Ramsaye. Consulting Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue, Rockefeller Center. New York 20, N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco,
New York." Martin Quigley, President; Martin Quiglev, Tr., Vice-President; Theo. J. Sullivan, Vice-President and Treasurer; Raymond Levy, Vice-President; Leo J.
Brady, Secretary; James P. Cunningham, News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; Gus H. Fausel Production Manager; Hollywood Bureau, Yucca-Vine
Building, William R. Weaver, Editor. Chicago Bureau, 120 South LaSalle Street, Urben Farley Advertising Representative, FI 6-3074; Bruce Trinz. Editorial Representative, 11
North
Street,
FR-2-2843.
Washington," London."
J. A. Otten,Other
National
PressPublications:
Club, Washington
C. London
4 GoldenandSq.,Theatre
LondonSales,
WI; each
Hcpepublished
Burnup,13 Manager;
Peteras
Burnup,Clark
Editor;
cable
address. "Quigpubco,
Quigley
Motion D.Picture
Herald; Bureau,
Better Theatres
times a year
a section of Motion Picture Herald; International Motion Picture Almanac; Fame. Entered as second-class matter, Sept. 21, 1938, at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879. Subscription rates per year. $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign; single copies, 10c
Carl Post, Hollywood publicist has
arrived here from the Coast.
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Years

Robert Mochrie, who resigned Friday as vice-president in charge of
domestic distribution for RKO Radio
Pictures, has been well known in
distribution and

Equipment
World

in

POSTS

.

GALLO

opportunity to boostt popcorn
AN sales
at refreshmen stands
a $1,000,000 nathrough tie-ins with
tional advertising campaign is now
being offered theatre operators. The
Popcorn Institute of Chicago is sponsoring the huge promotional program,
which will utilize magazines, newspapers, television and radio in a fullscale campaign designed to increase
popcorn sales. Under a plan submitted to theatres by the Institute, exhibitors are asked to pay a tax of
five-cents per hundredweight on their
corn purchases. This amount will be
matched by the Institute and the total
used for the specific promotion of popcorn sales in theatres. Says the Institute to theatremen : "Make popcorn
as much a part of movies as peanuts
are at the circus !"
•
"Pop-Set" is the tradename of a
new, quick-erecting popcorn container devised for theatre refreshment stands by the Andre Paper
Box Co. of San Francisco. The box
is designed to allow the operator to
pop it open and scoop it full of hot
popcorn in a single motion for fast
service during rush periods. Delivered to the user in flat, glued
and pre-scored form, the containers
are erected by applying pressure
with the thumb and middle finger
of one hand to the lower edges of
the sides, about an inch from the
bottom. This makes the box pop
open along scored lines. Made of
pure Potlatch solid bleached sulphate, the "Pop-Sets" have a design
of red, blue and yellow against the
white of the basic board.
•

Installation of Motiograph "Trad"
large screen theatre television equipment in Milton Schwaber's new Met
theatre at Baltimore, has been announced by Henry C. Dusman of the
J. F. Dusman Co., Baltimore distributors for Motiograph, Inc., Chicago.
Electrical vaporizing units designed
to destroy flies, mosquitoes and other
insects have, been coming on the
market in substantial numbers in consequence ofthe development of chemicals which have been found effective
for this method of insect control.
Mounted on the wall, they are plugged
into an ordinary electric light outlet
and the heat generated by the simple
electrical unit enclosed vaporizes an
insecticide supplied by the manufacturer. Use of such devices is especially indicated for refreshment rooms,
possibly also rest rooms of drive-in
theatres. One such unit recently introduced isthe "Mortron Vaporizer,"
a product of the Bedford Co., New
York City. The insecticide used is
Mortane crystal, which does not harm
food or plants, according to the manufacturer. The unit is designed to
operate in an area up to 10,000 cubic
feet.

CHARLES BOASBERG

WALTER

BRANSON

WM. ZIMMERMAN

bany,
PittS- Robert Mochrie
burg and PhilaRKO
Radio
Sales
Changes
delphia. He then was ^^
Philadelphia
^^^^^
l^
^^
t
A
a
managermanager
branch
for
Warners, becom{Continued from page 1)
ing assistant sales manager at the
home office in 1934. In 1937 he beand in 1947, North-South division
came Southern sales manager for
await his having undertaken and com- manager.
United Artists and joined RKO Radio
pleted athorough study of the operaBranson, new assistant general sales in 1939 as Southern district manations and the personnal."
The company also announced that manager, likewise has been with RKO
ger. Subsequently he was made Eastthe Eastern talent scout, story and for many years. He rose from the
ern and Southern sales manager, and
sales
ranks
to
Midwest
district
manahas been general sales manager for
research departments at the home ofger with headquarters in Chicago in the past 10 years.
fice will be discontinued and their
functions assigned to the studio. In the mid-1930s and has been Western
He was selected a director of RKO
line with the decision, Arthur Willi, division manager for the past five Radio and vice-president in charge of
domestic distribution in 1946.
talent scout ; Leda Bauer, story department, and Harold Hendee, reBoasberg and Branson tosearch department, have resigned.
gether will 1be charged with reyears.
SMPTE
Engineers
Richard Gavin, head of the purchas{Continued from page 1)
organizing RKO Radio's the
domesing department, also resigned.
tic sales department,
new
Awaits Reisman Arrival
board of directors
said, "inown
accordance with their
said, should have proper relative brilliance from every seat in the house.
The company stated that personnel
thoughts and ideas."
in the foreign department will be reThe screen brightness committee's
Zimmerman, new head of the legal report
viewed with the arrival here today
was one of the final papers delivered during the closing sessions of
from Europe of Phil Reisman, foreign department, has been a member of
distribution chief. "Announcements in RKO Radio's home office legal staff the SMPTE's 72nd Convention, which
respect thereto will follow as soon as for many years and only recently had was attended by more than 800 membeen given the title of assistant to the
bers. Among the reports given in the
possible
thereafter,"issued
the company
The statement
on behalfsaid.
of general sales manager. Pimstein like- closing sessions on high-speed phowise has been a member of the home
the new owners of the controlling
tography was one on a high-speed
stock interest in the company said of office legal staff for many years. His 35mm. camera with a magazine capost
as
assistant
to
the
chairman
of
the changes which were announced :
pacity of 1,000 feet and another on a
the board, Grant, is a newly created newly designed series of highly corone.
"It is regretted that a thorrected lenses for high-speed 35mm.
ough consideration of the comWalker, who resigned, entered RKO motion picture photography.
pany's affairs requires the elimin the course of the company's receivOne of the highlights of the conination of persons who have
ership and reorganization in 1932 as
vention's last day was a luncheon
served the company faithfully.
an attorney. Prior to his resignation
to retiring
It is a source of satisfaction,
he was secretary, general counsel and given ident
William C. convention
Kunzmann. vice-preshowever, that the board has
a member of the board.
been able to promote many employes from within the ranks.
Condon
to RKO
exploitation for 20 th Century-Fox.
"The board has been required
{Continued
from
page
1)
Subsequently,
he became publicity dito meet the problem of the
rector of 20th-Fox under the aegis of
company and it has done so
Radio. On communicating with Grant, Max E. Youngstein, who now is a
vice-president and partner in United
squarely.
It
is
the
board's
firm
the
two arranged an immediate meet- Artists.
belief that those who have been
ing and the deal with Condon was
advanced will prove the soundIn 1943 Condon formed his own
concluded about 2 :30 A.M.
ness of the judgment exercised
public relations organization here and
This
also
was
in
the
pattern
of
the
and will inspire all personnel to
in recent years also was active in the
a realization of the opportunity
Ralph Stolkin syndicate's closing of legitimate stage, both as producer and
that exists for them. It is anthe
deal for stock
the purchase
controlling
interestof inHughes'
RKO playwright. When Youngstein was
ticipated that over the coming
Pictures three weeks ago in the early vice-president of Paramount Pictures
months additional promotions
hours of the morning. The Condon Distributing, in charge of advertising,
may be made of persons to
appointment, too, is in keeping with publicity and exploitation, Condon
whom it is not possible to give
the
new RKO
Radio
management's
announced
intention
to make
executive handled special campaigns on "Samimmediate
recognition," the
statement concluded.
son and Delilah" and "Sunset Bouleappointments which will bring into the
vard." He was also national coordinator for Stanley Kramer Productions
Boasberg, new general sales mana- company "youth with its vitality, fresh
ger, has been with RKO Radio since
aggressive
thinking."
1930, when he joined the company as approach
Like theand
39-year
old Picker,
Condon on the campaign for "Cyrano de Bera salesman in the Buffalo exchange. is not yet 40. He was 37 last May.
More recently, Condon was associPrior to that he was a special repre- After a period in the Merchant Marproducer of the stage play, "Stasentative for MGM for three years.
ine, he entered the advertising agency lag ate
17," and co-producer of the play
In 1937 Boasberg was named Buffalo field and in 1938 was named publicity "20th Century." He is the author of
branch manager for RKO Radio; in director of Walt Disney Productions.
the stage farce, "How to Fly with
1940, district manager with headquar- In 1941 lie joined the Hal Home One Feather," to be produced this
ters at Cleveland; in 1944, Metropoli- Organization, which at the time was in season by Chandler Cowles and Ben
tan district manager in New York, charge of advertising, publicity and
gerac."
Segal.

NATIONAL
CARBON
PRESENTS:

• Amazing NeArc-^"sumption
w Li
Stgh
abtilEf
itfi
y ciency
• Lower Curren
t Consume-

"SUPBEX"
TRADE-MARK

• improved Arr c,
,.,

CARBON

ON
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O
ARB increasedCO
current
ST!
L
slightly
at
C
light
More
•
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VISIB
T
but
Not just claims
A
9 mm
ments distinguish the NEW
• Equal light at same current
"Suprex" projector carbon in any 9-8 mm
• Lower carbon consumption and cost
trim.
ty
copper-coated high-intensi
• Better light distribution at all currents
• Above 70 amperes, see your theatre supply dealer
AND THAT'S NOT ALL! With an optifor his equipment recommendations.
mum current range of 65-75 amperes, the
"Suprex" carbon and the 8 mm
"Orotip" C negative carbon can be substituted directly for the 8 mm-7 mm car-

new 9 mm

bon trim up to 70 amperes*. Merely install
appropriate holders and guides in your
and get:

present equipment

WIS
BUY

E- DE

D
MAN

TO

E
"Suprex"
The terms
DIFFand "Orotifi" are trade - marks
THofEUnion Carbide and Carbon Corporation

SEE
COMPANY
NATIONAL CARBON
A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
District Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City,
New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
In Canada: National Carbon Limited, Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg
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Theatre

TV

Washington, Oct. 13. — Denver
exhibitor John Wolfberg told the
Federal Communications Commission
for theatoday that a primarybe field
in connection
tre television would
with "unassembled industry conventions" in the morning hours.
"If we could tap the convention
business, it would be wonderful,"
Wolfberg said. "I can't see anything
else that would provide a steady flow
of product."
Wolfberg's idea has previously been
expressed in other terms by officials
of United Paramount Theatres, who
told the Commission that they saw
closed-circuit sales meetings as the
best use of theatre television. With
salespeople all over the country sitting in theatres equipped with theatre
television,
a company's
could address
all at the home
same office
time,
the UPT people said, over the closed
circuit.
Wolfberg also told the Commission
he thought that the simultaneous release of a motion picture through each
of the country's exchange centers and
fanning out over a local theatre television network would result in great
savings of time and money for the
industry. The Denver exhibitor made
these statements in an FCC hearing
on two stations competing for the
same Denver television channel: Wolfberg owns 21 per cent of the stock
in the Denver Television Co., a competing applicant with Aladdin Radio
and Television Co. for channel 7 in
Denver.
Questioned at length by Aladdin attorney W. Theodore Pierson on his
membership in Allied States Association and Allied's theatre television
policy,
couldn't
recall thatWolfberg
Allied hadsaidanyhepolicy
on the
subject.
Pierson also asked Wolfberg if
there hadn't been "considerable manto-man wagering" during the telecast
of the Walcott-Marciano fight at
Wolfberg's Paramount theatre in
Denver. Wolfberg replied that he
hadn't
seen any itbetting
nor seen
wouldit. he
have condoned
if he had
Dim

Facilities

Field
Television--Radio
with

Sees

on

Conventions

Future

for

Educational TV
Washington, Oct. 13. — Unless educators exert more activity in the next
few months in acquiring and using the
television channels now set aside for
them, there will be "slight basis" for
continuing to reserve those channels,
Federal Communications Commissioner
Robert Bartley said over the weekend.
Bartley told a group of Alabama
broadcasters that educators "failed to
avail
opportunities
given themselves"
to them in ofthetheAM
and FM
fields and it didn't appear to him "that
the pattern has changed very much
during the past six months under the
television allocation plan."
Under the current allocation plan
the FCC has set aside 242 channels
for educational television stations.
Applies for FCC Permit
Baltimore, Oct. 13. — Leon Back,
general manager for Rome Theatre
Enterprises here, has applied to the
Federal Communications Commission
for a permit to operate a television
station in Norfolk, Va.

Pinky

Reported

by AT&T

Herman

THE HALL OF FAME . . . more important than ever before in
the comparatively young record of TV— and of particular significance atthis stage in the history of radio entertainment — is the current poll of those most competent to evaluate the merits of program
and performers in behalf of the public — the TV
and radio editors, and columnists of the nation.
These people of the press have no axe to grind,
and it is their daily job to concentrate upon objective and unbiased reviewing of TV and radio programs. Nothing could be fairer or more constructive than the combined opinion of the men and
women whose only vested interest is the welfare
of the industry in terms of service to its audience.
Their columns in the press are read regularly
by upwards of a hundred million people. Their
.ndividual variance of opinion is, in itself, assurance of independent thinking; and that is what
Pinky Herman
makes the results of the ballot so democratic, and
so reliable. To the nation's TV and radio editors
and columnists whosf ballots have already been returned to us, and
sendto those who are now; Weighing their verdicts in preparation for
ing- in their ballots, a vote of sincere, thanks in behalf of the TV and
radio industries.
Judging from the number of inquiries we have received as to the
publication date for the professional, poll results, advance interest has
reached a new high for the 17-year-period since Motion Picture
Daily
poll.in Motion Picture Daily after the
The established
results willthis
be critics'
published
ballots from all parts of the nation have been received and every vote
in each category has been entered and the final tabulation thoroughly
rechecked. Then comes the complete deluxe presentation in the
HALL OF FAME — the official, ornate record in FAME magazine
for reference by sponsors, agencies, stations and publications everywhere. The 21st edition of FAME will be considerably expanded
editorially and pictorially, with a number of innovations.
So inter-related, talent-wise, nowadays are the fields of motion
pictures, TV andlradio that the progress of talent in any of the three
fields is of significant interest to each. Within separate sections of
a single book, FAME sets forth the popularity status of programs
and talent in each, of the three fields.
■A
ft
ft overseas
ft
Producer George
F. Foley
heads
Saturday to set
up production units in Paris and Rome for 13 full-hour and
26 half-hour TV films. . . . WOR's "The Answer Man/'
marked his 15th consecutive year on the air yesterday and
during that period answered about 8 million questions. ( Wonder it he ever answered the proverbial "How High is Up?")
. . . Sheldon Music is reviving "Walkin' By The River,"
penned by Robert Sour and Una Mae Carlisle which topped
the "Hit Parade" for 17 consecutive weeks back in 1940. . . .
Eddie Albert's new NBComedy TV series, "Leave It To
Lester," bows in Saturday (9:00-9:30 P.M.). Scripts are by
Leo Solomon, Vinnie Bogert and Billie Friedberg. . . . After
two months in Hollywood on a business-vacation trip, Vic
McCleod, formerly producer of the "James Melton Show," is
back in New York with a new TV package. . . . Genial Mort
Barron has been named ass't. sales promotion mgr. by prexy
David H. Cogan of CBS-Columbia. . . . Back from the coast
where he did the announcing chores for several Jerry Fairbanks telefilms and narration for two Kiddie Record series, is
Leon Lederer. . . . To insure authenticity to DuMont's "Captain Video" series, Dr. R. S. Richardson of the Mt. Wilson and
Palomar observatories in California, has been added to the
writing staff by Producer Olga Druce. . . .
■>v
■><■ &
A new book, "Chap pell Television Book," containing suggestions for dramatic treatment for telecasting 40' standard-popular
musical zvorks published during the past 30 years by Chappell &
Co., DeSylvia, Brozvn & Henderson, Inc. and T. B. Harms, Inc.,
has been printed by Chappell & Co. Compiled, and edited by Perry
Lafferty, who had been associated zvith such TV programs as
"Freddy Martin Show," "Kay Kyser Show," "Victor Borgc
Show" and others, this collection of ditties offers unusual ideas
for the staging and presentation of many favorites of the past and
is a MUST for TV producers and directors. In a bid to obtain
greater use of its music and yet, too, as a service to TV execs,
the publisher is offering this valuable book to them FREE.

Washington, Oct. 13. — The American Telephone and Telegraph Co.
said over the week-end that it was
continuing development and research
to make the facilities for theatre teleneeded. vision transmission available when
In a letter' to James Fly and Vincent Welch, theatre television attorneys for the Motion Picture Association of America, and to Marcus Cohn,
attorney for the National Exhibitors
Theatre Television Committee, A T
and T said it believed the attorneys
would
that "the
of
the agree
facilities
was actual
of theprovision
utmost
Work is proceeding as rapidly as
possible,
the company informed the atimportance."
torneys, on the board band service for
theatre television transmission which
A T and T hoped "will meet or
Closely approach the transmission
characteristics" specified by industry
theatre television engineers.
A T and T expressed its hope that
it could continue to work closely with
industry theatre television experts and
repeated its statement that it would
make every effort to have the cost
figures available by the end of the

Delay NFL
Phila.
year.
Trial to Jan. 26
Wa shington, Oct. 13. — The trial in
the government's
suit against
National Football League
and its the
member
companies has been postponed until
said.
Jan. 26, the Department of Justice
The original date for the trial, which
will be held in Philadelphia, was Nov.
6. Attorneys for the League had several times requested postponements,
which the Department opposed. A
crowded Philadelphia court calendar
necessitated the postponement, however. Justice brought the suit against
the League last October because member companies had adopted restrictions
against broadcasts and telecasts of
football games.
WNBC
Promote

Show
N.

Set

to

Y. Films

WNBC's
program,
radio has
Another
"First
Nighter,"
been enlisted
for
g of motion pictures unthe publicizin
der the mutual promotion pact between
the Organization of the Motion Picture Industry of New York and Nanounced.tional Broadcasting, the OMPI anThe Tuesday evening programs will
incorporate one-minute spot announcements listing recommended films currently playing in theatres here.
New Para, TV Sales
Paramount Television Productions
has sold its syndicated film programs
in the nation's two newest television
markets. Bob Clampett's "Time for
Beany" has been sold for 39 weeks,
five times a week, to the Franz Bakery
in Portland, Ore., where it will appear
on the country's first UHF television
station, KPTV, beginning Oct. 20.
KPTV will also telecast Paramount's
"Wrestling from Hollywood," which
has been sold for 26 weeks, beginningThursday to the Blitz Weinhard Brewing Co.
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Foreign

Field

(Continued from page 1)
ternational Film Distributors, Ltd.,
distritone of the largest independent
butors in Canada, was in New York
film industry
[to confer with Italianction
with the
officials, here in conjun
Fol"Salute to Italian Films Week."Renato
lowing aconference with Dr.
Gualino, general director of the Italian
Film Export organization, Taylor exthat his company would
' pressed hope
continue its alliance with Italian films
I in Canada.
.
e that
itabl
"inev
is
Taylor said it
j fewer, but bigger pictures will come
out in Hollywood. This, he said, will
create a "vacuum" which could be
filled by good, off-beat foreign pic■! tures, properly dubbed.
Taylor, whose company operates 70
theatres in Ontario and recently added
several in the West, said a good for1 ei°-n film is better than "a carbon
copy" uninspired, low-budgeted picj ture. The public, he continued, does
not care where the picture is made as
rtainssar.y ente
nece
thelit
ies
it thasqua
\ long asmen
.
The trouble with most foreign films,
they lack suffihe continued, is that
cient action, deadening their interest
with unexciting talk. A suitable foreign film, he added however, properly
dubbed has a growing market.

Motion
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SIMPP
(Continued from page 1)

Bids

for

Heaviest

Pioneers
This

Year

Johnston was tentatively scheFive of the seven one-reel art films ing." duled
to fly to Paris the end of this
Applications for membership in the
which 20th Century-Fox is putting
Motion Picture Pioneers here are
into worldwide distribution were pre- week.
the counfrom all parts of pace
Actual negotiations, Arnall remind- coming ainmuch
viewed here at the weekend. Made
than
more rapid
try at
ed, have been and must continue to be
in color by Technicolor, the^ shorts handled by officials of the French and
Piothe Jack
since ago,
us year
13 years
was formed
deal with world renowned artists and American governments. However, in anyneersprevio
their work. Exhibitors can show them
nt,
Cohn,
preside
reports.
MPAA and SIMPP representatives
Strict adherence to eligibility rules
with pride and profit for they at once are entitled to "sit in" on the official
have a high degree of quality and are talks. An MPAA representative said which require that a candidate for
designed for widest popular appeal.
here at the weekend that it was his membership must have 25 active years
his credit, has led
Arrangements for distribution of the
ding Johnston would seek to in the industry to
films were made about a year ago by understan
reluctant rejection of a number
the
to
"negotiate" during his Paris visit.
20th Century-Fox with Art Films
SIMPP's policy with respect to the
Pioneers'
unit
a
by thepointed
this
He
ing
out.board
Productions. Follow
directors,s Cohn
of applicant
agreetrade
foreign
of
went
negotiation
tone,
Silvers
n
Marily
headed by
ments has been to favor dealings on
years"s
"active
that the lyterm
continuou
mean
abroad to make the films in France, the inter-government level, while the explained
did not necessari
the aggregate had to be a
Italy, England and Holland.
MPAA has taken the position that years but
a century. Cohn also points
of
quarter
in
t
"Ligh
were
ewed
previ
when
The films
quicker results are to be gotten
in
"Curta
;
er
new applications for memberthe Window," by Verme
the American industry itself negotiates out that
ship cannot be serviced after Nov. 15,
Call" Degas; "I Remember the
foreign governments. The Anglo- due to pressure of activity during the
," with film
"Joy of Living
Botticelli; Young
Glory" and
pacts are reached between
US
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CENTS

. . .
Boasberg

Allied States national convention and the Tesma annual
trade show, to be held jointly in
Chicago next month, afford opportunity for a worthwhile public relations accomplishment for theatres
generally and, therefore, for the industry.
With a little astute planning and
no extraordinary effort, press contacts should be able to "suggest" to
reporters for the lay press who
cover the event that this first great
theatre equipment trade show to be
held in conjunction with a national
exhibitor convention is a fresher
and far better story than the one
about the omnipresent popcorn,
confections and soft drink dispensers dominating an exhibitor
meeting, to the exclusion of motion
pictures, equipment and the "merchandise" which is Hollywood personalities.

General

Sales

THE

Every exhibitor who in recent
years has attended a theatre owners convention of any size has been
made aware that local newspaper
coverage of the event all too often
is confined to the "popcorn" story.
Important as are the concessions to
(Continued on page 2)
2,000,000
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Seek

to Heighten
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Mochrie,
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Zimmerman,
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Resigned;

General

Pimstein

Sales
Are

Branson

Is

Manager;
Advanced

Brightness

Charles Boasberg, for the past five years North-South division
manager for RKO Radio, was appointed general sales manager of
Washington, Oct. 13. — In a report made public over the weekend the company, succeeding Robert Mochrie, resigned, on Friday, the
The Society of Motion Picture and company's new board of directors announced.
Television Engineers asked for the
Moving swiftly in the executive realignment of the company following
manufacture of light measuring inPicker as executive vice-president,
struments which would make possible the appointment last week of Arnold the
new RKO Radio management
.
the maintenance of better screen
,
also
the following
changesannounced
:
brightness standards.
The SMPTE screen brightness Broader
Field for
Walter Branson, RKO Radio
committee included in its report — the
Western sales manager, was
result of several years of study — specnamed assistant general sales
ifications for two inexpensive instru- Foreign Films Seen
manager, a new post;
ments which could be used by the
William Zimmerman, formerly
A broader market for foreign films
exhibitor himself to test, and thereassistant to Mochrie, was named
fore to maintain effective brightness in the United States and Canada was
head of the legal department,
of his theatre screen.
envisioned here at the weekend by
signed ;
succeeding
J. Miller Walker, reThe report made clear that opti- N. A. Taylor, president of 20th Century Theatres of Canada, Toronto,
mum
screen
brightness
wasn't
merely
a matter of how much light was put
Harry Pimstein of the home
the prodon the screen but depended upon the who saw foreign films filling
office legal staff was named asconcentrates on
Hollywood
as
uct
gap
distribution of light across the screen.
sistant to Arnold Grant, chairman of the board;
Each point on the screen, the report bigger, but fewer pictures.
Inof
t
presiden
who is also
(Continued on page 4)
Taylor,
(Continucd
on page
7)
Richard Condon, former publicity director for 20th CenturyFox and Walt Disney Prod., was
named national director of advertising, publicity and exploitD
HEA
TO
CONDON
ation, a post which has been
vacant for the past four years.
(See separate story.)
Don
Prince, publicity manager, has
AD-PUBLICITY
RKO
resigned. The post will be filled when
Condon
takes over in about two
weeks.
The
company's statement
said : "Reorganization of said departFormer 20th-Fox, Disney Publicity Chief Takes
ments (advertising, publicity and exOver Oct. 25; To Coordinate 3 Depar
ploitation) and the on
people
will
(Continued
page therein
4)

Washington, Oct. 13. — Publiclyreported cash dividends paid by motion picture companies for September
amounted to $2,371,000, the Department of Commerce said.
This represents a drop of more than
$2,000,000 from the September 1951
figure of $4,545,000.
The major portion of the drop is
due to the fact that 20th Century-Fox,
Richard Condon, former publicity manager for 20th Century-Fox and
which paid a Sept. 1951 dividend of
Disney Productions, was named director of advertising, publicity
Walt
$1,384,000, planned to pay its dividend
this year in October because of the and exploitation for RKO Radio Pictures by the company's new management last Friday. He is scheduled to assume the post about Oct. 25.
company's
The post of
terms
of itsreorganization
consent decree.under the director
of
At that time Don Prince was named
publicity director and Terry Turner
Radio's
RKO
advertising,
pubexploitatio
on
Friday. n director. Prince resigned
licity
and
exMonogram
Profit
Condon's appointment by the new
ploitation deRKO Radio management came as unFor Year: $589,259
partments was
expectedly as that of Arnold Picker,
dispensed with
who last week was named executive
Hollywood, Oct. 13.—
shortly after
The net profit of Monogram
Howard Hughes
vice-president of the company ir
Pictures Corp. for the fiscal
charge of distribution. According to
acquired the
controlling
a reliable version reported in the
year ended June 28 was $589,259, president Steve Broidy
trade, Condon returned to his hope
stock interest
in the company
after midnight last Thursday, having
announced. Figure compares
iMiSili iH
attended a theatre performance, and
several years
Richard Condon
with $1,061,648 for the prefound a message awaiting him to call
ceding fiscal year.
ago. It was last
new on
chairman
held by S. Barret McCormick, who Arnold Grant,
(.Continued
page 4) of RKO
has been advertising director since.

SIMPP
Next

Will

French

Attend
Talks

The Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers intends to be represented at any future negotiations for
a new Franco- American film agreement, Ellis G. Arnall, SIMPP president, said here at the weekend.
Asked if he planned to accompany
Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture
Association of America president, on
a trip nall
to replied
Parisininthe
the negative,
near future,
Aradding
that he assumed any such trip by
Johnston would be an exploratory one
(Continued
on pageof 7)"negotiatand not for
the purpose
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Mention
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Warns
to

Defeatism

of

20%

Repeal

in
DORE SCHARY, vice-president
. .
charge of M-G-M production, left Tradewise
here for Washington yesterday and is
due back today.
(Continued from page 1)

.

Michael Mayer, son of Arthur present day theatre operations, it is
si- exasperating to most exhibitors
L. Mayer, former executive vice-pre
dent of the Council of Motion Picture who spend convention days winnowing new ideas for improving
Organizations, is running on the
Democratic and Liberal Party tickets their theatres and their service to
for District Attorney of Westchester
the public to pick up a local newsCounty, N. Y.
paper and read that his major_ interest ispushing more popcorn into
Morris Alin, editor of Progress, patrons while cutting down on the
Universal house organ, became a seasoning.
father for the second time on Friday
With more than 100 of the availwhen his wife, Sylvia, gave birth to a
able 150 exhibit booths at the TesMt. Ver- ma trade
son, Robert David, at the N.
show already reserved,
Y.
non Hospital, Mt. •Vernon,
and the opening more than a month
success and impressivePhil Reisman", RKO Radio Pic- ness
away, ofthe
the Chicago show already
tures vice-president in charge of foreign distribution, is due here from Eu- is assured. Without doubt, it will
y he was sched- be the largest such exhibit in the
today. Originall
ropeto arrive
uled
last Wednesday.
•
industry's history.
Any lay reporter worthy of the
Ellis G. Arnall, president of the
properly conducted through
name,
Society of Independent Motion Pic- that exhibit, cannot escape without
ture Producers, who returned to Atlanta from New York at the weekend, a better understanding of the comis due back here in about a week.
plex and costly equipment and sup•
plies essential to the best enjoyment
Sallyann Wakefield, secretary to of the theatre's entertainment. Nor
the comptroller of Walter Reade The- can he escape an impression of the
atres, has become engaged to Paul investment involved.
Baise, assistant advertising-publicity
The reporter will know, from his
director of Reade Theatres.
•
own observation, that the "popJack Davis, British film executive,
corn" story coverage of an exhibitor convention is a worn-out satire
will sail for England from here tomorrow aboard the
Queen Eliza- and that, therein, lies a new, a
beth after four months in the U. S. truer and better story.
and Canada.
•
It is an opportunity for Allied's
and Tesma's convention and show
Edward L. Hyman, vice-president leaders which can pay fine diviof United Paramount Theatres, and
dends in constructive publicity. It
his assistant, Bernard Levy, have re- should not be overlooked.
turned here from Buffalo, Rochester
and Detroit.
•
Fine
Arts
Theatre
William
Pine, Paramount producer, will leave here tomorrow for Sues Over 'O. Henry'
Hearing in a suit brought against
Europe aboard the 5\.S\ Queen Eliza20th Century-Fox and the Trans-Lux
beth, accompanied by Mrs. Pine.
Lexington Corp. by the Fine Arts
•
Edwin W. Aaron, Western sales Theatre here concerning exhibition
to "O. Henry's Full House," is
manager for 20th Century-Fox, will rights
return here today from Gloversville, scheduled to be held today in New
York
Supreme
Court. The suit was
N. Y.
•
filed Friday by Monroe E. Stein, attorney representing the Fine Arts
Cecil B. DeMille has been reTheatre,
which sought injunctive reelected to the board of directors of the
lief, seeking to bar the opening of the
American Cancer Society.
film at the Trans-Lux 52nd Street on
•
Thursday.
Floyd E. Stone has been promoted
The complaint alleged that 20th-Fox
to photo editor of Motion Picture
contracted with the plaintiff for a firstHerald.
run engagement of the picture in New
•
York. It further stated that the Fine
Carl Post, Hollywood publicist has Arts put up an advance of $25,000 as
arrived here from the Coast.
a guarantee of at least a 12-week run.
Neither 20th-Fox nor Trans-Lux
executives would comment on the suit.
Crosby Crew Returning
With location shooting in France
completed for "Little Boy Lost," star Ind. Allied Meets Dec. 1-3
Bing Crosby and producers William
Indianapolis, Oct. 13. — The Allied
Perlberg and George Seaton head the Theatre Owners of Indiana, Inc., will
unit of players and crew members hold its 26th annual convention on
who will head back to the United Dec. 1-3 at the Hotel Lincoln in InStates beginning this week.
dianapolis, itwas announced.

in

Tax

Dallas, Oct. 13. — At a meeting
here of exhibitor chairman of the tax
repeal campaign in Texas Col. H. A.
Cole, national chairman of the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations tax
repeal campaign, warned of the two
elements to guard against to insure
the repeal of the Federal 20 per cent
amusement tax : defeatism among the
leaders and other exhibitors and
neglecting to follow the pattern laid
down by the COMPO committee.
"Too many leaders," he said, referring to the second point, "are prone
to taketude inthe
wire-pulling'
this'political
campaign
instead of attithe
factual business meeting with_ their
Congressman with several exhibitors
present to put across the acuteness of

Parade

rHE PRESIDENTIAL campaign
is the highlight of current newsreels, featured along with a threetrain crash in Great Britain, election
returns in Japan and Chile, and the
Korean War. Complete contents follow:
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 83—150,000 hail 'Ike' in San Francisco. Stevenson
talks on subversives to Detroiters. Threetrain crash near London. Premiere on
ocean
liner. Olympic
wins rodeo.
100-mile
walk. Convict
cowboys star
in rough
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 213^War in
Korea. Campaign in home stretch. Britain's worst disaster in 35 years. Duke of
Windsor golfing. Ocean volcano keeps
roaring. Persimmon festival.

PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 16— Campaign roars into final week. Election returns from Japan and Chile. Three-train
crash. UN troops regain hill.
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 41B— English
crash. Japanese election returns.
were heard from the fol- train
situation."
theReports
Canadian record wheat crop. German
lowing district chairmen: Sidney Met- mono-rail train unveiled. Italian new
calf, Texarkana; J. Wood Fain, Boys-town dedicated. Texas convict rodeo.
Woodville; R. D. Leatherman, Tyler; Korean helicopter airlift.
Leaman Marshall, Terrell ; J. O.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,Reds No.
Cherry, Dallas; A. P. Boyette, Jr., Train
wreck in England.
leave 403and
elect. New president in Chile.
College Station; J. F. Jones, Pales- Japanese
memorial in England. Wingtine; Al Lever, Houston; Mart Cole, Commando
less plane. Korea.
Rosenberg; Louie Novy, Austin;
Waco ; Frank WeathC. H. Stewart,
erford,
Ft. Worth; J. E. Unger,
Wichita Falls ; Bruce Collins, Corpus
Christi; Will Pence, Anson; Jack
King, Amarillo; Royce Blankenship,
Lubbock; George Watson, San Antonio, Henry Reeve, Menard; Rubin
Frels, Victoria.
Others attending the luncheon were :
Phil Isley, Paul Short, William McCraw, Don Douglas, R. I. Payne, John
Adams, Raymond Willie, William
O'Donnell, Sam Landrum, Duke Clark,
Alfred Delcambre, Kyle Rorex, Frank
Bradley, Claude C. Ezell and Robert
J. O'Donnell.

Critics

Hear

NY

NSS

Filmack Promotion Head
Chicago, Oct. 13. — Larry Goodman,
former staff writer for Film Daily,
has been appointed promotion manager for Filmack Trailer Co. here,
president Irving Mack disclosed.
Goodman, a World War II veteran,
will assist Lou Kravitz, advertising
manager,
in the company's advertisingsales division.

Loesser
NEW

On 'Andersen' Score
Chicago, Oct. 13.— More than 70
representatives of Midwestern newspapers were here today to hear Frank
Loesser discuss the music in Samuel
Goldwyn's new production, "Hans
Christian Andersen." Arrangements
for the event were made by David
Golding, Goldwyn Productions advertising-publicity director.
Golding, Martin Davis of his staff,
and Terry Turner, RKO Radio exploitation manager, were on hand from
New York. Golding returned to New
York over the weekend, Turner will
leave here tomorrow.
Abrams

WARNER British
PATHE wreck.
NEWS,
No. 18—
Three-train
The campaign.
Flight of fashion aboard sky-liner. Cards
upset Bears in pro football thriller.

in Charge

YORK

THEATRES

RADIO CITY MUSIC

HALL

Rockefeller Center — —
MARIO LANZA in
"BECAUSE
YOU'REMORROW
MINE"
introducing DORETTA
Color by TECHNICOLOR - All M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
JAMB plus
ROY
BOB

of

Branch

Leo Abrams, National Screen Service district manager here, will handle
the New York office, following the
transfer of manager Harold Bennett,
to Buffalo. The Buffalo office now
becomes a full-fledged branch from
where all trailers soon will be distributed
the York.
exchange area instead ofdirectly
from inNew

A Paramount Picluie TfeghniCOtf^

Nightly
Midnight Fiotur*

HOWARD uabj
presents TQ E MINUTE

Starring GH
ROBERT
- ANN BLYTH
m
ES MITCHUM
HU
Jack Goldstein, who had been manBROADWAY
AND 45th ST.
CRITERION
ager of the Buffalo office, has been
appointed sales manager there.
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For

with

RAY
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27

Years

circles in the industry for the

GALLO

y to boost popcorn
AN opportunitrefr
eshment stands
sales at
ns with a $1,000,000 nathrough tie-i
tional advertising campaign is now
being offered theatre operators. The
Popcorn Institute of Chicago is sponsoring the huge promotional program,
which will utilize magazines, newspapers, television and radio in a fullscale campaign designed to increase
popcorn sales. Under a plan submitted to theatres by the Institute, exhibitors are asked to pay a tax of
five-cents per hundredweight on their
corn purchases. This amount will be
matched by the Institute and the total
used for the specific promotion of popcorn sales in theatres. Says the Institute to theatremen : "Make popcorn
as much a part of movies as peanuts
are at the circus !"

Sales

Robert Mochrie, who resigned Friday as vice-president in charge of
domestic distribution for RKO Radio
Pictures, has been well known in
distribution and
exhibition

Equipment
World

in

POSTS

jgreater
part as
of
his 27 years
sales executive.
He started
ith Producers
CHARLES BOASBERG

WALTER

BRANSON

WM. ZIMMERMAN

Distributing Corp. in
Cleveland, becoming successively branch

manager bany,
at Al- PittS- Robert Mochrie
burg and PhilaRKO
Radio
Sales
Changes
delphia. He then was Philadelphia
branch manager for Warners, becom{Continued from page 1)
ing assistant sales manager at the
home office in 1934. In 1937 he beand in 1947, North-South division
came Southern sales manager for
await his having undertaken and com- manager.
United Artists and joined RKO Radio
pleted athorough study of the operaBranson, new assistant general sales in 1939 as Southern district manations and the personnal."
The company also announced that manager, likewise has been with RKO
ger. Subsequently he was made Eastthe Eastern talent scout, story and for many years. He rose from the
ern and Southern sales manager, and
to Midwest district mana- has been general sales manager for
esearch departments at the home of- sales gerranks
with headquarters in Chicago in the past 10 years.
fice will be discontinued and their
He was selected a director of RKO
functions assigned to the studio. _In the mid-1930's and has been Western
"Pop-Set" is the tradename of a ine with the decision, Arthur Willi, division manager for the past five Radio and vice-president in charge of
domestic distribution in 1946.
new, quick-erecting popcorn con- talent scout ; Leda Bauer, story detainer devised for theatre refreshpartment, and Harold Hendee, reBoasberg and Branson toment stands by the Andre Paper
search department, have resigned. years.
gether will be charged with reBox Co. of San Francisco. The box Richard Gavin, head of the purchasSMPTE
Engineers
{Continued from page 1)
organizing RKO Radio's the
domesis designed to allow the operator to
ing department, also resigned.
tic sales department,
new
pop it open and scoop it full of hot
Awaits Reisman Arrival
board of directors
said, "inown
accordance with their
popcorn in a single motion for fast
said, should have proper relative brilliance from every seat in the house.
service during rush periods. DeThe company stated that personnel
livered to the user in flat, glued in the foreign department will be rethoughts and ideas."
The screen brightness committee's
Zimmerman, new head of the legal report
viewed with the arrival here today
and pre-scored form, the containers
was one of the final papers delivered during the closing sessions of
are erected by applying pressure from Europe of Phil Reisman, foreign department, has been a member of
with the thumb and middle finger distribution chief. "Announcements in RKO Radio's home office legal staff the SMPTE's 72nd Convention, which
of one hand to the lower edges of respect thereto will follow as soon as for many years and only recently had was attended by more than 800 members. Among the reports given in the
the sides, about an inch from the possible thereafter," the company said. been given the title of assistant to the
The statement issued on behalf of general sales manager. Pimstein like- closing sessions on high-speed phobottom. This makes the box pop
wise
has
been
a
member
of
the
home
open along scored lines. Made of the new owners of the controlling
tography was one on a high-speed
office legal staff for many years. His
pure Potlatch solid bleached sul- stock interest in the company said of post as assistant to the chairman of 35mm. camera with a magazine cathe changes which were announced:
pacity of 1,000 feet and another on a
phate, the "Pop-Sets" have a design
the board, Grant, is a newly created newly designed series of highly corof red, blue and yellow against the
one.
"It is regretted that a thorwhite of the basic board.
rected lenses for high-speed 35mm.
ough consideration of the comWalker, who resigned, entered RKO motion picture photography.
pany's affairs requires the elimin the course of the company's receivOne of the highlights of the conination of persons who have
ership and reorganization in 1932 as
vention's last day was a luncheon
served
the
company
faithfully.
an
attorney.
Prior
to
his
resignation
"Trad"
ph
Motiogra
of
Installation
It is a source of satisfaction,
to retiring
large screen theatre television equiphe was secretary, general counsel and given ident
William C. convention
Kunzmann. vice-preshowever, that the board has
a member of the board.
ment in Milton Schwaber's new Met
theatre at Baltimore, has been anbeen able to promote many emnounced by Henry C. Dusman of the
ployes from within the ranks.
Condon
to RKO
exploitation for 20th Century-Fox.
J. F. Dusman Co., Baltimore distribu"The board has been required
{Continued
from page 1)
Subsequently, he became publicity ditors for Motiograph, Inc., Chicago.
to meet the problem of the
rector of 20th-Fox under the aegis of
company and it has done so
Radio. On communicating with Grant, Max E. Youngstein, who now is a
vice-president and partner in United
squarely.
is thewhoboard's
firm
the two arranged an immediate meet- Artists.
belief that Itthose
have been
Electrical vaporizing units designed
ing and the deal with Condon was
to destroy flies, mosquitoes and other
advanced will prove the soundIn 1943 Condon formed his own
concluded about 2 :30 A.M.
insects have been coming on the
ness of the judgment exercised
public
relations organization here and
This
also
was
in
the
pattern
of
the
market in substantial numbers in con
and will inspire all personnel to
in
recent
years also was active in the
a realization of the opportunity
sequence of'the development of chemiRalph Stolkin syndicate's closing of legitimate stage, both as producer and
cals which have been found effective
that
exists
for
them.
It
is
anthe
deal for stock
the purchase
for this method of insect control.
controlling
interestof inHughes'
RKO playwright. When Youngstein was
ticipated that over the coming
Pictures
three
weeks
ago in the early vice-president of Paramount Pictures
Mounted on the wall, they are plugged
months additional promotions
into an ordinary electric light outlet
hours of the morning". The Condon Distributing, in charge of advertising,
may be made of persons to
and the heat generated by the simple
appointment, too, is in keeping with publicity and exploitation, Condon
whom it is not possible to give
electrical unit enclosed vaporizes an
the
new RKO
Radio
management's
announced
intention
to make
executive handled special campaigns on "Samimmediate
recognition," the
insecticide supplied by the manufac
statement concluded.
son and Delilah" and "Sunset Bouleappointments
which
will
bring
into the
turer. Use of such devices is espevard." He was also national coordinacially indicated for refreshment rooms,
tor for Stanley Kramer Productions
Boasberg, new general sales mana- company "youth with its vitality, fresh
ger, has been with RKO Radio since
possibly also rest rooms of drive-in
aggressive
thinking."
theatres. One such unit recently in- 1930, when he joined the company as approach
Like theand
39-year
old Picker,
Condon on the campaign for "Cyrano de Bera
salesman
in
the
Buffalo
exchange.
is
not
yet
40.
He
was
37
last
May.
troduced isthe "Mortron Vaporizer,'
More recently, Condon was associa product of the Bedford Co., New Prior to that he was a special repre- After a period in the Merchant Marproducer of the stage play, "Stasentative for MGM for three years.
ine, he entered the advertising agency lag ate
York City. The insecticide used is
17," and co-producer of the play
Mortane crystal, which does not harm In 1937 Boasberg was named Buffalo field and in 1938 was named publicity "20th Century." He is the author of
food or plants, according to the manu- branch manager for RKO Radio; in director of Walt Disney Productions. the stage farce, "How to Fly with
facturer. The unit is designed to 1940, district manager with headquar- In 1941 he joined the Hal Home
One Feather," to be produced this
ters at Cleveland ; in 1944, Metropoli- Organization, which at the time was in season
operate in an area up to 10,000 cubic
feet.
gerac."by Chandler Cowles and Ben
tan district manager in New York, charge of advertising, publicity and
Segal.
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Are
For

Motion
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Work
TV

Field

Theatre

TV

Washington, Oct. 13. - - Denver
exhibitor John Wolfberg told the
Federal Communications Commission
for theatoday that a primarybe field
in connection
tre television would
with "unassembled industry conventions" in the morning hours.
"If we could tap the convention
business, it would be wonderful,"
Wolfberg said. "I can't see anything
else that would provide a steady flow
of product."
Wolfberg's idea has previously been
expressed in other terms by officials
of United Paramount Theatres, who
told the Commission that they saw
closed-circuit sales meetings as the
best use of theatre television. With
salespeople all over the country sitting in theatres equipped with theatre
television,
a company's
could address
all at the home
same office
time,
the UPT people said, over the closed
circuit.
Wolfberg also told the Commission
he thought that the simultaneous release of a motion picture through each
of the country's exchange centers and
fanning out over a local theatre television network would result in great
savings of time and money for the
industry. The Denver exhibitor made
these statements in an FCC hearing
on two stations competing for the
same Denver television channel. Wolfberg owns 21 per cent of the stock
in the Denver Television Co., a competing applicant with Aladdin Radio
and Television Co. for channel 7 in
Denver.
Questioned at length by Aladdin attorney W. Theodore Pierson on his
membership in Allied States Association and Allied's theatre television
recouldn't
policy,
call thatWolfberg
Allied hadsaidanyhepolicy
on the
subject.
Pierson also asked Wolfberg if
there hadn't been "considerable manto-man wagering" during the telecast
of the Walcott-Marciano fight at
Wolfberg's Paramount theatre in
Denver. Wolfberg replied that he
hadn't condoned
seen any itbetting
nor seen
wouldit. he
have
if he had
Dim

Future

Educational

for

TV

Washington, Oct. 13. — Unless educators exert more activity in the next
few months in acquiring and using the
television channels now set aside for
them, there will be "slight basis" for
continuing to reserve those channels,
Federal Communications Commissioner
Robert Bartley said over the weekend.
Bartley told a group of Alabama
broadcasters that educators "failed to
avail themselves" of the opportunities
given to them in the AM and FM
fieldspattern
and it didn't
appear tovery
him much
"that
the
has changed
during the past six months under the
television allocation plan."
Under the current allocation plan
the FCC has set aside 242 channels
for educational television stations.
Applies for FCC Permit
Baltimore, Oct. 13. — Leon Back,
general manager for Rome Theatre
Enterprises here, has applied to the
Federal Communications Commission
for a permit to operate a television
station in Norfolk, Va.
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by A T&T

Herman

THE HALL OF FAME . . . more important than ever before in
the comparatively young record of TV — and of particular significance atthis stage in" the history of radio entertainment — is the current poll of those most competent to evaluate the merits of program
and performers in behalf of the public — the TV
and radio editors, and columnists of the nation.
These people of the press have no axe to grind,
and it is their daily job to concentrate upon objective and unbiased reviewing of TV and radio programs. Nothing could be fairer or more constructive than the combined opinion of the men and
women whose only vested interest is the welfare
of the industry in terms of service to its audience.
Their columns in the press are read regularly
by upwards of a hundred million people. Their
individual variance of opinion is, in itself, assurance of independent thinking; and that is what
Pinky Herman
makes the results of the ballot so democratic, and
ft so
and columnists whose
to those who are how
their ballotl,
radioing inindustries.
jj a

on

and radio editors
reliable. To the nation's TVreturned
to us, and
ballots have already been
weighing their verdicts in preparation for sendvote of sincere thanks in behalf of the TV and

Judging from the number of inquiries we have received as to the
publication date for the professional poll results, advance interest has
reached a new high for the 17-year-period since Motion Picture
Daily
poll.in Motion Picture Daily after the
The established:
results willthis
be critics'
published
ballots from all parts of the nation have been received and every vote
in each category has been entered and the final tabulation thoroughly
rechecked. Them comes the complete deluxe presentation in the
HALL OF FAME — the official, ornate record in FAME magazine
for reference by sponsors, agencies, stations and publications everywhere. The 21st. edition of FAME will be considerably expanded
editorially and pictorially, with a number of innovations.
So inter-related, talent-wise, nowadays are the fields of motion
pictures, TV and radio that the progress of talent in any of the three
fields is of significant interest to each. Within separate sections of
a single book, FAME sets forth the popularity status of programs
and talent in each of the three fields.
-k
"fr "ft
Producer George F. Foley heads overseas Saturday to set
up production units in Paris and Rome for 13 full-hour and
26 half-hour TV films. . . . WOR's "The Answer Man,"
marked his 15th consecutive year on the air yesterday and
during that period answered about 8 million questions. (Wonder if he ever answered the proverbial "How High is Up?")
. . . Sheldon Music is reviving "Walkin' By The River,"
penned by Robert Sour and Una Mae Carlisle which topped
the "Hit Parade" for 17 consecutive weeks back in 1940. . . .
Eddie Albert's new NBComedy TV series, "Leave It To
Lester," bows in Saturday (9:00-9:30 P.M.). Scripts are by
Leo Solomon, Vinnie Bogert and Billie Friedberg. . . . After
two months in Hollywood on a business-vacation trip, Vic
McCleod, formerly producer of the "James Melton Show," is
back in New York with a new TV package. . . . Genial Mort
Barron has been named ass't. sales promotion mgr. by prexy
David H. Cogan of CBS-Columbia. . . . Back from the coast
where he did the announcing chores for several Jerry Fairbanks telefilms and narration for two Kiddie Record series, is
Leon Lederer. . . . To insure authenticity to DuMont's "Captain Video" series, Dr. R. S. Richardson of the Mt. Wilson and
Palomar observatories in California, has been added to the
writing staff by Producer Olga Druce. . . .
#
"fr #
A new book, "Chappell Television Book," containing suggestions for dramatic treatment for telecasting 40' standard-popular
musical works published during the past 30 years by Chappell &
Co., DeSylvia, Brozvn & Henderson, Inc. and T. B. Harms, Inc.,
has been printed by Chappell & Co. Compiled and edited by Perry
Lafferty, who had been associated with such TV programs as
"Freddy Martin Show," "Kay Kyser Show," "Victor Borge
Show" and others, this collection of ditties offers unusual ideas
for the staging and presentation of many favorites of the past and
is a MUST for TV producers and directors. In a bid to obtain
greater rise of its music and yet, too, as a service to TV execs,
the publisher is offering this valuable book ta them FREE.

Washington,
— The American Telephone Oct.
and 13.
Telegraph
Co.
said over the week-end that it was
continuing development and research
to make the facilities for theatre teleneeded. vision transmission available when
In a letter to James Fly and Vincent Welch, theatre television attorneys for the Motion Picture Association of America, and to Marcus Cohn,
attorney for the National Exhibitors
Theatre Television Committee, A T
and T said it believed the attorneys
would agree that "the actual provision
of the facilities was of the utmost
Work

is proceeding as rapidly as

possible,
the company informed the atimportance."
torneys, on the board band service for
theatre television transmission which
A T and T hoped "will meet or
closely approach the transmission
characteristics" specified by industry
theatre television engineers.
A T and T expressed its hope that
it could continue to work closely with
industry theatre television experts and
repeated its statement that it would
make every effort to have the cost
figures available by the end of the
Delay NFL
Phila.
year.
Trial to Jan. 26
Washington, Oct. 13. — The trial in
the government's
suit against
National Football League
and its the
member
companies has been postponed until
said.
Jan. 26, the Department of Justice
The original date for the trial, which
will be held in Philadelphia, was Nov.
6. Attorneys for the League had several times requested postponements,
which the Department opposed. A
crowded Philadelphia court calendar
necessitated the postponement, however. Justice brought the suit against
the League last October because member companies had adopted restrictions
against broadcasts and telecasts of
football games.
WNBC
Promote

Show
N.

Set

to

Y. Films

WNBC's
program,
radio has
Another
"First
Nighter,"
been enlisted
for
g
the publicizin of motion pictures under the mutual promotion pact between
the Organization of the Motion Picture Industry of New York and Nanounced.tional Broadcasting, the OMPI anThe Tuesday evening programs will
incorporate one-minute spot announcements listing recommended films currently playing in theatres here.
New Para. TV Sales
Paramount Television Productions
has sold its syndicated film programs
in the nation's two newest television
markets. Bob Clampett's "Time for
Beany" has been sold for 39 weeks,
five times a week, to the Franz Bakery
in Portland, Ore., where it will appear
on the country's first UHF television
station, KPTV, beginning Oct. 20.
KPTV will also telecast Paramount's
"Wrestling from Hollywood," which
has been sold for 26 weeks, beginning
Thursday to the Blitz Weinhard Brewing Co.
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Foreign

Field

(Continued from page 1)
ternational Film Distributors, Ltd.,
nt distrione of the largest independe
butors in Canada, was in New York
to confer with Italian film industry
officials, here in conjunction with the
"Salute to Italian Films Week." Following aconference with Dr. Renato
Gualino, general director of the Italian
Film Export organization, Taylor expressed hope that his company would
continue its alliance with Italian films
.
in Canada.
Taylor said it is "inevitable that
fewer, but bigger pictures will come
out in Hollywood. This, he said, will
create a "vacuum" which could be
off-beat foreign picfilled by good, dubbed
.
tures, properly
es 7U
Taylor, whose company operatadded
theatres in Ontario and recently
several in the West, said a good foreign film is better than "a edcarbon
piclow-budget
copy" uninspired,
ture. The public, he continued, does
not care where the picture is made as
ary entertainnecesss.
the itie
it hasqual
long asment
.
The trouble with most foreign films,
they lack suffihe continued, is that
cient action, deadening their interest
with unexciting talk. A suitable foreign film, he added however, properly
dubbed has a growing market.

Motion
20th-Fox
Have

Art

Wide

Picture

Films

Daily

SIMPP

Appeal

(Continued from page 1)

Bids

for

Heaviest

Pioneers
This

Year

Johnston was tentatively scheFive of the seven one-reel art films ing." • duled
to fly to Paris the end of this
Applications for membership in the
which 20th Century-Fox is putting
Motion Picture Pioneers here are
into worldwide distribution were pre- week.
of the counActual negotiations, Arnall remind- coming in from all parts
viewed here at the weekend. Made
try at a much more rapid pace than
ed, have been and must continue to be
shorts
the
in color by Technicolor,
handled by officials of the French and
Piothe Jack
since ago,
s year
was formed
13 years
deal with world renowned artists and American governments. However, in anyneerspreviou
their work. Exhibitors can show them MPAA and SIMPP representatives Cohn, president, reports.
Strict adherence to eligibility rules
with pride and profit for they at once are entitled to "sit in" on the official
are
and
quality
of
degree
high
a
have
talks. An MPAA representative said which require that a candidate for
designed for widest popular appeal.
here at the weekend that it was his membership must have 25 active years
Arrangements for distribution of the understanding Johnston would seek to in the industry to his credit, has led
films were made about a year ago by "negotiate" during his Paris visit.
to the reluctant rejection of a number
20th Century-Fox with Art Films
SIMPP's policy with respect to the of applicants
Pioneers'
by thepointed
He
out.board
directors, Cohn
Productions. Following this a unit
agreetrade
foreign
of
negotiation
went
tone,
headed by Marilyn Silvers
been to favor dealings on
ments
has
years"
"active
that the yterm
continuous
explained
mean
not necessaril
abroad to make the films in France, the inter-government level, while the did
t
be a
to
d.
had
Hollan
aggregate
and
the
but
years
England
Italy,
MPAA has taken the position that
points
also
Cohn
century.
a
of
quarter
m
"Light
were
The films previewed
quicker results are to be gotten when
new applications for memberthe Window," by Vermeer ; "Curtain the American industry itself negotiates out that
ship cannot be serviced after Nov. 15,
Call," Degas; "I Remember the
AngloThe
due
to
pressure
of activity during the
foreign governments.
," with
"Joy of Living
are reached between
Botticelli; Young
pacts
Glory" and
film
US
al,
Immort
"The
Renoir,
the American industry and British last 10 days before the "Jubilee Din"Raphael." The others are "The
Candidates accepted for membership
Franco - American film
Night Watch," Rembrandt; and- government.
are
hand,
other
the
on
agreements,
Renais
the
of
of
"Bnrth of Venus, Art
"Dinner"
the Hotel
at the
be inducted at
will organization
sance.",
governmental pacts.
Astor
the
on Tuesday evening, Nov. 25 at which
Each film harks back to the time
slena
N. J. Blumberg, chairman of the
with
r
painte
the
of
locale
s
and
Take
Lux
Elmer
of Universal, will be honored
board
uctory
introd
an
as
g
der story servin
as
the
"Motion Picture Pioneer of
ngly
striki
is
color
The
framework.
Over Lazar Theatres
effective.
1952," with George Jessel acting as
and
Buffalo, Oct. 13.— Management
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operati
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Mildr
by
rios
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Italian
Elmart theatres, Inc., Elmer F. Lux,
-minded exhibitors will president and general manager of the
tion
oita
Expl
At Ship Reception
n nde
tio
nts
find the subjects endowed with special new corporation, said.
. '9
Dec
Con
epe
Ind
N.E.ven
moan
Itali
ial
offic
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of
that can be capitalized at the
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In hono
quali
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'
for
York
:
are
officers
ly arrived in New
other
ation's
organiz
new
vice - president, Howard Antevil, Inc. of New England has been set for
to Italian Films Week," a reception
will be held this afternoon aboard the Rogers Sets Theatre Gloversville, and secretary-treasurer, Dec. 9. It will be held at the. Sheraton-Plaza Hotel, Boston.
S'.S' Conte Biancamano, docked here.
George Kubick of Albany.
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and
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A nationwide series of contests for
are hosts for the occa- child
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ren will be sponsored by cowboy
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Winthrop W. Aldrich, president of star Roy Rogers in theat
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and
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Audrey Hepburn Feted
Paramount Pictures was host to
Audrey Hepburn at a champagne reception at the Sherry - Netherland
Hotel here last Friday. Miss Hepburn recently completed her first
Holiday," for
American film, "Roman
Paramount. She is co-starred with
Gregory Peck in the William Wyler
production.
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Tevlin's Resignation
Tops Moves at Studio
Negotiations are underway between the new management group
at RKO Radio Pictures preparatory to naming a new foreign sales
manager.
Among those to whom overtures
have been made is Alfred Crown,
vice-president in charge of foreign
distribution for Samuel Goldwyn Productions, Inc.
Officially, the post is still occupied
by Phil Reisman, who returned to his
desk at the home office yesterday upon
his arrival from Europe. Reisman declined comment on his reported resignation, indicating that his status
remained unclarified as of yesterday.
Indications are a company announcement will be made today.
If it is, chances are that a new appointment to the foreign sales post
will not be exactly that of a successor
to Reisman, since Arnold Picker, new
executive vice-president in charge of
(Continued on page 4)
Report
Net

of

Columbia
$803,000

Columbia Pictures' net profit for the
fiscal year ended June 30 was $803,000
compared to $1,498,000 for the previous year, Harry Colin, president, reported yesterday.
Earnings per share of common stock
this past year were 80' cents as against
$1.81 in the prior year. Comparative
earnings per share of common after
preferred stock dividends are calculated on the increased amount of common which was outstanding on June
30, 1952. The number of shares outstanding on that date was 670,669, the
(Continued on page 4)
Holiday,
Up

Ends

Product

1st -run

Grosses

The combination of the Columbus
Day holiday weekend and strong
product in many first-run Broadway
situations served to boost grosses to
healthy proportions.
Outstanding were the holdovers
"Because You're Mine," at Radio City
Music Hall, and "Somebody Loves
Me" at the Roxy, as both pictures
(Continued on page 4)
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'Gifts'

Portland, Ore., Oct. 14. — Loren
A. Gillespie, exhibitor at Okanogan,
Wash., is so irritated by the Federal
admission tax he decided to take matters into his own hands and do away
with it now, instead of waiting for a
successful outcome of COMPO's tax
repeal campaign.
Gillespie stopped charging admission and asked patrons instead to donate any amount they like as they enter the theatre. He says he has the
advice of an Internal Revenue deputy
that he need pay no national tax as
long as the contributions are not in
specified sums.
Gillespie says the plan is working
fine. Average donations are about
one-third less than the previous established price with tax included. But,
says Gillespie, refreshment sales have
boomed. Patrons are diverting more
to the concessions stand than they deduct from the old admission charge.

OF

$ 1 7,000,000

Initial Borrowing
New York, Boston

Under
Banks

an Agreement
Is $3,800,000

With

Universal Pictures has concluded with two banks a new loan agreement establishing a four-year revolving credit of $17,000,000, the company disclosed here yesterday in a report filed with the Securities &
;Exchange Commission.
The agreement,
made with
National Bank of Boston
and First
Guaranty
to RKO
Goldsmith
Trust Co. of New York, followed cancel ation ofa 1950 credit contract with
ltant
Consu
As TV
those two banks and the Bank of the
Manhattan Co.
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, engineer^ The company promptly borrowed
and inventor in the motion picture and under the new pact $3,800,000, which
television field, has joined RKO The- was used to liquidate borrowings of
atres as a consultant, Sol. A. Schwartz, $2,800,000 under the 1950 agreement
and to add $1,000,000 to working capital for general corporate purposes.
president, nounced
an-here
This
initial loan was part of $5,000,yesterday.
A former 000 which the company is entitled to
vice - president borrow during the first year, ending
Sept.
1953, under
the agreement.
The 14,
breakdown
of future
loans is as
and general engineer of Radio
follows : second loan year, beginningCorp. of Amer- Sept. 15, 1953, $4,500,000; third loan
ica,
Dr.
GoldReelect
Snaper
to
beginning Sept. 15, 1954, $4,000,smith will un- year,
dertake for 000 ; fourth loan year, beginning Sept.
RKO "detailed 15, 1955, $3,500,000.
Head
N. J. Allied
Of the{Continued
$3,800,000
borrowed
initistudies of poson page
4)
sible technical
and industrial
Wilburn Snaper, national Allied
Dr. A. Goldsmith improvepresident, yesterday was reelected
president of New Jersey Allied at a
ments and addimeeting of the unit at the Hotel Astor
tions in motion picture and television
here.
in theatres," Schwartz said.
Reelected also were Louis Gold and exhibition
Dr. Goldsmith was described as havIt was indicated here
ing been intimately connected with the
John Harwan, vice-presidents, and A.
Louis Martin, treasurer. William development and growth of television yesterday that the result
Basil was elected secretary, succeed- and was credited with having made of Theatre Owners of Amering Haskell Block.
numerous inventions in black-andThe new board of directors con- white and color TV. His past service ica's poll of its member
(Continued on page 4)
units
to determine
(Continued on page 5)
whether the organization
should
seek defendant
Allied Board
to Act on Arbitration
status in the Government's 16mm. anti-trust
Draft at Regular Meeting Next Month
suit is expected to be announced
on or shortly
Washington, Oct. 14. — There will be no call for a special meeting
after Nov. 1. This date
of Allied States' board of directors to act on the draft of an industry arbitration plan completed by distribution attorneys last week,
was made the deadline for
Abram F. Myers, Allied chairman and general counsel, states. The
filing ballots.
plan will go before the regularly scheduled meeting of the board
•
on Nov. 15-16, Myers said.
Myers' statement, in full, follows.
KN0XVILLE, Tenn., Oct.
"Allied cannot act on the plan until the middle of November.
14. — Following a protest
There has been so much delay that a special session of the Allied
board is out of the question. A call for the regular fall meeting,
by the local American Leto be held in Chicago on Nov. 15 and 16, already has been issued.
gion, this city and the
University of Tennessee
I hope Allied's arbitration committee will be prepared to make
suitable recommendations to the board at that time.
will not show any of Char"It goes without saying that a mishmash of the Aug. 20 draft
contrived by film company attorneys behind closed doors and issued
lie Chaplin's films. This
action follows the recent
under Eric Johnston's imprimatur will be carefully scrutinized by
Allied's committee and the board of directors before they reach a
banning of Chaplin's latconclusion.
est film, "Limelight," by
"I hope it will be found worthy."
the Memphis Censor Board.
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Daily
News

Personal

High

Court

to

Mention

Cases;

L. NEWMAN, SR., president of the Evergreen circuit in
Portland, Ore., who is celebrating his
45th anniversary in the motion picture
business, was honored last week by
his managers with a special Banner
•
Week."
ASCAP presiOtto A. Harbach,
dent • George Hoffman, comptroller,
and Irving Caesar of the executive
committee, are in Hollywood from
New York to attend the ASCAF
semi-annual West Coast membership
Beverly Wiltoda
meet
. y at • the
shireingHotel
M. L. Simons, assistant to H. M.
Richey at M-G-M, will address the
e Exconvention of the MotionthePictur
Roosevelt
hibitors of Florida at
Hotel, Jacksonville, Fla., Sunday
through Tuesday. •

Washington, Oct. 14.— The Supreme Court yesterday agreed to
ment's appeal from
hear the govern
a Nashville District court decision
dismissing civil contempt charges
against Crescent Amusement Co.
The decision to review the Crescent
case was one of six actions on in"on
by the ofCourt
cases taken session
the new
the firstdustrybusiness
term. Justices Black and Clark took
no part in the consideration or the
decision in the Crescent case.
The Court also agreed to hear argument in two other industry cases — a
lower court decision which said that
motion picture advertising companies
are not in restraint of trade when they
enter into long-term contracts with
exhibitors ; and a decision declaring
that the American Federation of Musicians had engaged in unlawful featherbedding against the Palace Theatre
in Akron, Ohio.
Argument in the three cases will
probably be heard by the court late
this year or early next year. The
court placed the Palace Theatre case
on the summary docket, indicating it
would allow only half an hour to each
side for argument.
The Court refused to review three
other industry cases. Two involved a
complicated legal squabble over the
"Ecstacy.
the film
hts ato tax
copyrigwas
U. S. other
claim brought
The
against the Internal Revenue Bureau
r, owner of the
by Jeanette Breche
Plaza Theatre in New York.
The Court gave no reason for
refusing to review the two cases,
merely noting them in a list of orders.
Started in May, 1950

FRANK

preMadeleine Carroll has beenAward
sented with the 1952 Americas
by the Americas Foundation for her
work in promoting a closer understanding. between the various American countries
•
Harry Mandel, national director
of advertising-publicity for RKO Theatres, will leave here tomorrow with
Mrs. Mandel for Europe aboard the
S.S. Nieuw Amster• dam.
H. M. Richey, M-G-M exhibitor
relations head, will attend the Allied
Theatres of Michigan convention at
Detroit next Monday through Wednesday.
Douglas T. Yates, Republic Pictures International vice-president, is
in Winnipeg and will stop in other
Canadian cities before returning here
Oct. 28.
•
Edward Lachman, president of
Carbons, Inc., will leave here at the
weekend for Detroit.
•
D. A. Doran, executive assistant to
Don Hartman, Paramount production head, has returned to Hollywood
from Honolulu.
•
Frank Lloyd, producer-director
will leave here for Europe today
aboard the 5.5". Liberie.
Clay Hake, Paramount's managing
director for Australia and New Zealand, has arrived in New York.
Beresin

to

Promote

Variety Meeting
Jack Beresin, chief barker of Variety
Clubs, will visit a number of tents to
stimulate interest in the coming midwinter meeting scheduled for Nov. 2123 in Pittsburgh, the. birthplace of
Variety Clubs International.
John H. Harris, chairman of the
banquet on Nov." 23,
25th
is one anniversary
of the original founders of Tent
No. 1, Pittsburgh. All of the 11
original founders will be present at
the
tne dinner.
dinner.

Rejects

The history of the current Crescent
suit started in May, 1950, when the
Department of Justice brought both
civil and criminal contempt of court
actions against Crescent, four allied
circuits and three circuit officers. It
charged that they had violated the
terms of the earlier consent decree and
asked the court not only to find them
in contempt, but also to modify the
original decree in various respects to
safeguard against further violations.
The U. S. District court at Nashville dismissed the charges against all
defendants and refused to modify the
decree except with regard to three
instances where the court had earlier
given Crescent the right to build theatres at Cleveland, Alcoa and Morristown, Tenn. In these three cases the
court said it would listen to the Justice Department's allegations that the
companies had been deceptive in their
applications to build the theatres.
The Justice Department appealed
the civil contempt proceedings directly
to the Supreme Court and has appealed the criminal contempt charges
to the Sixth Circuit court.
Defendants with Crescent are Rockwood Amusements, Inc., Muscle Shoals
Theatres, Cherokee Amusement, Inc.,
Co., Louis RosenLyric Amusement
Kermit fC. Stengel and R. E.
baum,
Baulch.
In the case of the Motion Picthe
mi^
^^.^
ng Service Co.,.
ture Advertisi..&

Hear
3

3

Film

Others

Studios
Product:

Boost

Top

Downing

Hollywood studios are turning out
more top product today than in previous years, according to Russell V. Downand ing,
managing
president

reel

Parade

DENTIAL campaign activ-,
PRESI
ity continues to highlight newsreels. Also featured are the Korean air
strike, the U.N., ct» nezu German train,
the Holy Rosary celebration and collow: lege football. Complete contents folFOX MOVIETONE
NEWS,
No. 84—
Gen. Eisenhower on South Western tour.
Stevenson
talksshow
abouttrain
Tidelands
in Louisiana. Germans
of future.
Hindu
film stars visit Hollywood. 76,000 attend
New and
York Ohio
RosaryState-Wisconsin
Crusade. Penn-Princeton
football

NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 214— Camgames. paign spotlight. Korean Reds blasted.
director of Ra- Russiaons here for U.N. meeting-. M-G-M
greet India
Ohio football
Statedio City Music stars
Wisconsin
and film
Penn.leaders.
Princeton
Hall, turned
whohere yesrePARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 17— A special
terday from a games.
two - week visit editorialprisesentitled
"Let's All
Vote'' games
comthe news portion.
Football
to the Coast include Ohio
StateWisconsin,
and
Penuwhere he had a Prir.ceton.
look-see at picTELENEWS DIGEST, No. 42A— Truman
tour nears end. Adlai's campaign gains
Russell Downing:
tures
in
production.
Encouraged speed. New Chilean president. D'ucks and
bugs destroy plants. New .jet-booster assists
cargo plane. General Naguib tours Egypt.
by his they
visit, are
Downing
commented, on
"I
think
all concentrating
UNIVERSAL
NEWS REEL,
No. 404—
top product, rather than just turning Air
Truman
gets over
award.Korea.
"Ike" Speedy
speaks inGerman
West.
strike
out another picture." He said he saw train. Rosary celebration at the Polo
19 pictures during his stay, visiting
Grounds. U^.C'.L. A. -Rice, Georgia T'echthe studios of M-G-M, Warner, Para- Tulane, and Penn-Princeton football games.
mount, 20th Century-Fox and CoWARNER
PATHE
NEWS,
No. 19—
lumbia.
Korean air strike. LTnited Nations. New
He said tha't studio personnel have train. Stevenson. Eisenhower. Penn-Princeton, Ohio* Stateto vote.Wisconsin football games.
made strides in their thinking, com- Remember
pared to what he found on previous
annual trips.
'Mirror'
Starts
A
Presidents Meet Again
Directory
Presidents and foreign managers of Theatre
Motion Picture Association of America member companies will meet here
Starting today, the New York Daily
again tomorrow to attempt to settle
the sharing of Japanese import licenses Mirror will feature a classified motion
picture theatre directory similar to the
for the coming fiscal half-year.
one which has been appearing in the
New York Post since last April, the
Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals had
Independent Theatre Owners Associathrown out a Federal Trade Comtion of New York disclosed yesterday.
mission order which found the comThe directory was established folpany had violated the anti-trust laws
lowing aseries of conferences between
by entering into five-year exclusive
screening contracts with exhibitors. representatives of the ITOA's business promotions committee and offiThe FTC then appealed to the Sucials of the Mirror's advertising depreme Court. While only one firm is
involved in the appeal, the practice of partment.
The directory will enable local theamaking long-term contracts has been
tres to advertise their attractions on
a common one, and many other film
a daily basis at special rates. At the
advertising companies will undoubted- outset, more than 40 theatres are exly be affected by the final decision.
pected to participate. The format will
The featherbedding- case arose from give each theatre two lines across two
an unfair labor practice charge brought columns daily under a banner heading
by the Palace Theatre against the
"Neighborhood Movies." The
A. F. of M. The Palace had at- titled,
P.ost's directory now has 90 theatre
tempted to book a name band into the ning.
theatre and had also rejected requests listings in its directory, or double the
from the local union that it hire local number that subscribed at the beginmusicians to play in addition. When
The ITOA said discussions are
A. F. of M. head James C. Petrillo
with other local dailies with
underway
ordered the name band not to play
to securing the adoption of
view
a
the
Palace, the theatre brought the
charges.
similar directories.
Board
Relations
Labor
The National
threw out the unfair labor practice To Aid UJA Benefit
charges, saying that since the local
George Jessel and Ed Sullivan have
musicians actually wanted to work it
masters
act as
ionsthetoforthc
d invitat
accepte
19th
oming
for
wasn't a case of featherbedding. The of-ceremonies
howSixth Circuit Court of Appeals,
annual "Night of Stars," United Jewever, upheld the Palace charges and
ish Appeal benefit show, which will
Garden on
n
the NLRB took the case to the Su- be held at Madiso Square
,
y
.
.
—
.
;
„ ,
Monda
evening
Nov.
24.
preme Court.
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Says

Cinerama

Motion

Is

Bigger Than Sound
Hollywood, Oct. 14. — Cinerama's beneficial effect on film
theatres' future will exceed
that of the transition from
silent pictures to sound,
chairman Roy Brewer told
the AFL Film Council at its
regular meeting today in reporting on his inspection of
Cinerama during his New
York visit.
Brewer, who is also the international representative of
IATSE, revealed, in explaining Cinerama workings to the
Council, that the operation
requires the employment of
17 projectionists.

May

Hold

Film

Fete

Italian
in '53

The possibility , of holding another
Italian film festival, again in New
York, next year, was held out here
yesterday by the Italian Film Export
organization.
The IFE, commenting on the recently concluded "Salute to Italian
Films Week," said that its success
motivated the hope to hold another
festival in New York and elsewhere
next year. As previously reported, the
IFE said it is planning to set up a
distribution organization for Italian
films in the U.S.

IsGoldwyn's
Newman
New Studio Head
Hollywood, Oct. 14. — Robert V.
Newman has been ^appointed vicepresident of Samuel Goldwyn Productions and studio manager. Newman
joined the Goldwyn company in 1951.
He succeeds Marvin A. Ezzell, who
resigned.
Ezzell, who had been with Goldwyn
Productions since 1926, said that he
will take a long vacation before announcing his future plans.
ITOA

to

Honor

RKO

Radio

Heads

The .New York Independent Theatre Owners Association has set aside
the agenda of its regular luncheon
meeting at the Hotel Astor tomorrow
and instead will honor a group of
RKO Radio Pictures' newly-appointed
executives at the luncheon, it was announced by Harry Brandt, ITOA
President.
Among those invited were Charles
Boasberg, general sales manager, and
Walter Branson, assistant general
sales manager,
Columbia

Promotes

Herbert L. Smith
Herbert L. Smith, former assistant
director of purchases for Columbia Pictures, has been promoted to the post
of director of purchases. Smith replaces Max Seligman, former director, who will remain with the purchasing department in an advisory,
executive capacity.
The appointment of Fred Izze to
the post of assistant director of purchases was also announced.

Says

U.

S.

$20,000,000

Picture

Firms
Out

London, Oct. 14. — American film
companies operating here will be
allowed to convert approximately
$20,000,000 of their earnings here
during the year ending Sept. 30, 1953,
Henry Strauss, Parliamentary secretary of the Board of Trade, told questioners in Commons today.
The amount is slightly more than
half the anticipated total earnings of
the American companies here for the
year, and represents somethings less
than two per cent of the dollar expenditure of imports from the United
States.
The Parliamentary questioning of
Strauss was addressed to the recently
concluded
Anglo-American film agreement.

3

Daily

Can
of

National

Take

Pre- Selling

U.K.

DHOTOPLAY for November has a
* full-page, four-color, three-dimensional, pin-up portrait of. Marilyn
Monroe,: which carries the headlines
On Carolina Tours
''I Want Women to. Like Me," and is.
guaranteed to do no such thing. The
Charlotte, Oct. 14. — The annual same issue has a similar color page
"Movietime U.S.A." tour, in the Caro- and stories on Susan Hayward and
linas will get under way here Nov. 9 Jane Powell, and a double color page
with the opening of the 40th annual on Rock Hudson and Pier Angeli.
convention of the Theatre Owners Asapplauds
sociation of North and South Caro- Photoplay
Paris" in this
thriving "Assignment
fan magazine,
lina.
and M-G-M, Warner, 20th CenturyLou Smith, executive director of Fox, Universal, RKO Radio and
"Movietime," came here last week to Paramount carry pages of advertising.
confer
Mrs. of
Walter
.Griffith", ownrex- . . . Trans- World Airlines carried on
ecutive with
secretary
the theatre
a postcard campaign on "Assignment
ers. He said that from six- to eight Paris'.' for the benefit of the OrHollywood personalities will arrive pheum in Minneapolis. . The airline
on Nov. 9, and the group will split provided and mailed the cards, from
Earlier, the Board of Trade had
■into two units, one going to North Paris to the theatre's mailing list.
called a press conference to clarify Carolina towns and one to South . . . What may well be the. longest
misunderstandings which arose here Carolina.
greeting on record is being tape-reover the terms and intentions of the
corded in the. lobby of the Capitol
Smith said stars; writers and others
revised agreement.
engaged in motion picture production Theatre on Broadway, to be sent to
The Board's spokesman emphasized will be asked to go on the tour but
that the £2,100,000 ($5,900,000) which that the names will not.be divulged Bing Crosby with the compliments of
the American companies agreed to untd about ten days before the con- his patrons who are. enjoying "Just
for You" and want . to "say a few
treat as non-convertible related only vention.
words to Bing." It can be done elseto additional film rentals arising from
where, with the tape used on. local staretions as a 15-minute broadcast, . and
seat price increases in the Itrecent
not
does
vision of the Eady Plan.
the voices identified. ■
'Four Poster' Stars
imply, he said, that, at the end of the
! :..- ■-(;;- , r >L<h'S.-u: :<:!>' 'Y.ijj
Heads of museum and gallery
agreement next September there will At Cocktail Party
be a balance of unremittable earnings.
Lilli Palmer and Rex Harrison, staffs, nationally famous artists and
console
ent's
governm
The British
America's top illusstars of "The Four Poster," Columbia art directors,
trators and both art and motion
cern, the spokesman added, was to en- Pictures-Stanley Kramer
sure that the utilization of American observed their 10th weddingproduction,
anniver- picture critics of the country's
earnings here did not create an undue
sary last night at a cocktail party at newspaper, magazine and trade
ll the Hotel Pierre, attended by more
drain on Britain's dollars. Whiteha
wants the dollars set to work in this than 300 representatives from the press witnessed the combined showing of five of 20th Century's new
country, either bv spending, or invest- newspaper, magazine, -television and art-film series in New York last
agreethe
in
nothing
is
ment. Thereradio fields attended.
week. . . . Integration of program
Among those invited were Sid material centering around the life
ment to prevent one American comtransferring unremittable sterl- Caesar, Arthur Godfrey, Milton Berle, and works of O. Henry on four
ing topany
another.
Skitch Henderson, Faye Emerson, major television quiz and panel
Jinx Falkenberg, Tex McCrary, Rob- shows will chalk up publicity for
Zukor
Honored
by
ert Montgomery, John Mason Brown the O. Henry Omnibus production. . . *-. The intensive use of
and
Columbia Pictures' Jack Cohn,
N.Y. State Masons
Joseph McConville, Abe Montague, TV is also planned to promote
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the Rube Jackter, Paul Lazarus, Jr., How- RKO Radio's "The Lusty Men" in
board of Paramount Pictures, was
ard. LaSieur, Lawrence Lipskin, Hor- New England, beginning yesterday,
tenseSchorr, Al Rylander, Abe where the picture opened at the
honored by members of the Centen- Schneider
and Leo Jaffe.
Acceptnial Lodge No. 763, Free and
Empire Theatre, New Bedford. Toed Masons of New York State, at a
day it will open at the Metropolispecial meeting held yesterday at the
tan in Boston, and immediately following, in 14 other New England
Pythian Headquarters here. Zukor Coast Services Today
towns with bookings set to obtain
was presented the Grand Lodge 50- For Jack
Conway
full benefit of the TV broadcasts
by Rayyear service award medal
mond C. Ellis, deputy grand master
from key situations. . . . The
Hollywood,
Oct.
14.
—
Funeral
of the Masons of New York.
services
will
be
held
tomorrow
at
Chicago Herald- American is runDr. Robert M. Cushing, worshipful
ning a full-week serialization and
the
Church
of
the
Recessional,
Forest
master of the Lodge, presided. Will Lawn, for Jack Conway, veteran
H. Hays, former president of the Mo- M-G-M director who died on Satur- picture layout on Warner's "Miracle
•
day. Said to be the star of the first of Our Lady of Fatima."
tion Picture Association of America's
M-G-M will hold the world prepredecessor organization, served as
picture
made
in
Hollywod
—
a
twoNizer,
Louis
ceremonies.
of
master
"Plymouth
Adventure"
called "Her Indian Hero"— the Oldmiere ofColony
Theatre,
Plymouth,at
industry attorney also spoke. The reeler
Conway
appeared
in
many
early
films
Blossom
by
attended
was
meeting
until 1913, when he directed his first Mass., on Nov. 24, and- theatre manaSeeley and Benny Fields.
gers may be thankful for the exploifilm, "The Old Armchair." Conway's
tation and promotion benefits for the
last picture before becoming ill in picture which are already underway.
co
Mai
A
Smith,
1948 was "Julia Misbehaves."
and trade press representaSurviving are his widow, the for- N ezvspaper
tives will attend the opening. At the
Manager,
Killed
mer Virginia Bushman, daughter of recent convention of Westinghouse
Hot Springs. Ark., Oct. 14.— W. silent star Francis X. Bushman, two
and. New Home sewing machine dealof -a circuit sons and a daughter.
manager
Smith,here49,was
Clyde
ers, a$50,000 nationwide contest was
of
theatres
killed early today
when his car crashed into a bridge
set, on how to dress the . "Modern
Priscilla." ... Darryl Zanuc.k is the
on Highway 88. Smith had been man- Harry Yette Dies
guest
reviewer for Coronet magazine's
ager of Malco Theatres here for 15
Buffalo, Oct. 14. — Harry P. Yette, October
issue, and he picks "The
48, with the Schine circuit for 25 years Merry Widow"
and "Son of Paleface"
State
Trooper
Jack
McKinley,
said
years.
for 21 years, of the Riva mere . mention of "Snows of
Smith was driving toward Hot Springs and manager,
Y ' ou-Know-Where."
erside Theatre here, died Sunday after with
The -magazine
when he failed to. negotiate a curve, suffering a stroke while returning to
boasts
a
new
all-time
in oir adapcrashed into a bridge abutment and his home from the theatre. He is surtion— 2,762.830 copies, \high
with the cusplunged into a creek. He died shortly
tomary five readers for each. copy.
vived by the widow, Eva, two daughafter being admitted to,, the Armyters, a brother and four sisters.
; Walter Brooks
Navy Hospital.
Stars

Start

Nov.

9

Motion

N.

Y.

Grosses

Picture

New

Reviews

(Continued from page 1)
either topped or equalled first week
grosses.
At the Roxy, which also features a
a robust $82,000 is instage show,
dicated for the third and final week of
"Somebody Loves Me," which was
ushered in with an initial seven-day
gross of $77,000. Opening today at
is "The Thief."for the third
the Roxy .$145,0
00 seen
A fine
use You're Mine" at
"Beca
inning of
Radio City Music Hall, which features
a stage show, about equals the picture's take for its first week.
'Paleface' Solid

"Son of Paleface" at the Paramount
is expected to hit a solid $70,000 for
its second week. The current Paramount stage headliner is Louis Prima
and his band.
Holding up strong at the Rivoh is
0
"Snows of Kilimanjaro," with $53,00
estimated for the fourth week. Also
Widow" at
doing well is "The Merry
$27,000 is foreLoew's State, where
cast for the third round.
Among the new films, "The World
in His Arms" bowed to a good $30,000 at the Mayfair for its first seven
days. At the Capitol, a fairly nice
$43,000 was registered for the initial
week of "Just for You."
The fourth week of "One Minute to
Zero" at the Criterion is expected to
hit a satisfactory $15,000, while the
second week of "Lure of the Wilderness" at the Globe is due to gross a
moderate $9,500. "The Miracle of Our
at the Astor is foreLady of Fatima"
cast to do a nice $13,000 for its eighth
week. A fairly good $10,500 is seen
for the 11th inning of "Affair in Trinidad" at the Victoria.
Among off - Broadway houses, a
healthy $9,700 was racked up by "The
Magic Box" in its third week at the
Normandie. "The Four Poster" will
premiere today at the Sutton, replacWhite Suit,"
in the
"The Man
with
engagement
its long
whichingended
$4,700 for its 28th week.
"The Amazing Monsieur Fabre"
continues strong at the Park Avenue,
with $4,600 indicated for its fifth
stanza. The second week of "Savage
Triangle" is expected to do a nice $7,
000 at the Paris. The ninth week of
"Stranger in Between" at the Fine
Arts is due to rack up a good $4,000.
"The Promoter" will premiere at the
Fine Arts Oct. 28.

includes employment as a consultant
-to General Electric, Marconi Wire
Co., National
less and Telegraph
corporations.
other
and
Broadcasting,

'IP

Credit

(Continued from page 1)

"The Prisoner Of Zenda"
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
dashing principals who
STUART GRANGER and James Mason are the m resplendant color by
register strongly in this lush adventure story
that served as
Technicolor, based on the captivating Anthony Hope novel
is an especially
It
talkie versions.
1 ighly popular screen fare in prior silent and
o S. German
Pandr
sive
impres
this
m
ed
enhanc
been
appealing story that has
n in p ot
izatio
modern
some
and.
es,
productiSn by colorful settings and costum
g at an absorbing
Sard Thorpe's fine direction has kept the action movin
the year.
pace This should be one of the better box-office films of
dramaion by Wells Root, from the. novel and the Edward Rose
the
The adaptat
tization establishes Granger as a vacationing Englishman arriving m
double, overly fond of wine and whiskey,
ouSy o which hfs cousin8 a physicarl perfor
chancms both roles with proper togethe
is soon to be crowned king. Grange
r
er differentiation which is especially notable when the. cousins drink and Ins
ne
everyo
ks
outdnn
king
real
the night before the coronation. The
r, Robert Douglas.
wine r fs drugged by order of his throne-seeking brothe
onate the King
impers
hman
Englis
the
has
,
The king's adviser/Louis Calhern
y
the superbl
by
ered
engine
d'etat,
coup
s'
Dougla
and
tion,
.
theousCorona
at
Mason, is foiled.
James
villain
forced to
When Mason finds the real king and imprisons him, Granger is
queen
intended
the
for
continue the impersonation, but his newly-found love
does
ambush
Mason
A
king.
the
finding
attempt
to
Deborah Kerr, causes him
Douglas,
of
friend
girl,
not succeed as Granger is- aided by Jane Greer, jealous
Kerr.
who fears the latter's throne ascendance and marriage to Miss the moat to the
swim
Granger
have
to
It is Miss Greer who later arranges
dge for Calhern
castle in which the king is imprisoned and let down the drawbriwith Mason over
battle
a
in
stabbed
is
and hi soldiers to take over. Douglas
Granger, m
Miss Greer's affections and after a tremendous sword battle with
into the
diving
by
escapes
Mason
omitted,
which hardly any cinema trick is
and newly cognizant of his
moat With the proper king restored to the throne
rides away.
duties the Englishman regretfully leaves Miss Kerr and
Capable support
play.
John L. Balderston and Noel Langley wrote the screen and Francs Pierlot.
Brocco
.
Peter
Coote,
Robert
is given by Lewis Stone,
score
Alfred Newman composed the appropriate musical
ication. Release date,
classif
e
audienc
General
s.
minute
101
time,
g
Runnin
Nov.
14.

,000 went to the comally, $1,300
pany's wholly-owned subsidiary, United
World Films. Repayment on the UW
notes will be in the amount of $175,000
in March and Sept., 1953 ; $175,000 in
March and Sept., 1954; $150,000 in
March and Sept., 1955, and $150,000
in the same two months of 1956. The
UW notes bear interest at the rate
of 3y2 per cent per annum.
genthe upon
under
ent interes
Repaym
agreed
credit t was
eral revolving
as follows : "payment on the last day
of each calendar month beginning last
month an amount calculated at the rate
of 1/24 of one per cent per month of
the difference between the average
s under the redaily amount of advance
volving credit outstanding during such
calendar month and the average daily
maximum amount of advances under
the revolving credit that could properly have been outstanding during

"
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Mentation of the
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banalit
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romant
and
s
heroic
rcreenplav by Steve Fisher has avoided mock
for
r
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a
be
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This
story.
and mates for an impressive
and McNally appear as
al Fiimed°with Marine Corps cooperation, Hodiak
They continue the r
division.
hy
photograp
combat
the
in
"
"non-coms
ne
Ma
the love of. Miss
for
competing
War,
Korean
the
in
WorM War II rivalry
from Hodiak to
affections
Christian I Red Cross nurse, who switches hertraining at Camp Pendleton
from
move
Marines
the
McNahv Meanwhile,
finale, a large
to the Inchon tending up to the reservoir area. For the
work by Hodiak, McNally and others
offensive made possible by intelligence gets
underway.
division,
hic
in the combat photograp
which has
is Plenty of action in this neatly balanced producton
Ther
Caiman,
A.
m
Willia
story.
le
plausib
and
e
genuin
effectively emphasized a as
er
produc
te
associa
credit
Ir earned a solid
Included in the cast are Dave Willock, Martin Milner, Jack Larson,
Karnes
Richard Emory, Philip Ahn, John Fontaine, Carleton Young, Todd

$70,000 for 'Ivanhoe'
^Runluifg^tim0"' 82* minutes. General
Chicago, Oct. 14. — The Oriental
Theatre did better, Friday and Sun
the corday with "Ivanhoe" than withweek
with
28. &
responding days of the first
Sept.any
Lists
TOA
Alb
"Quo Vadis." Saturday was almost
Oct. 22 Agenda
good as the first Saturday of "Quo
as
Vadis." The. management predicts that
14.— The naAlbany, N. Y., Oct.
the first week will go over $70,000, a
tional Theatre Owners of Americas
terrific figure for the House.
position in the Department of Justice
16mm. suit, the Council of Motion
re Organizations, campaign to
Pictu
'
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'Sn
$19,500 for
Cleveland, Oct. 14. — Darryl F eliminate the 20 per cent Federal adand state legZanuck's "The Snows of Killiman
mission tax, arbitration agend
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meeti
a" with Albany TOA
ahead of "David and Bathsheb
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d
$19,
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a gross, for its first
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Goldsmith to RKO
(Continued from page 1)
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' Features 'Hans'
'Coronet
The November issue of Coronet
magazine, which reaches newsstands
Oct 27, will carry a 15-page feature
on Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
en."

audience classification. Release date,
Reade's Park Avenue
Is Leased to Bank
The Park Avenue Theatre, here
has been leased on a short-term basis
to an undisclosed local banking institution, it was announced by Walter
Reade Theatres.
The lease is for a period of two
Nov. 1, and proyears videscommencing
for the conversion of the theatre
into banking quarters and office space
for the lessee until a new building is
erected for the bank. There will be
no structural alterations to the theatre, it being contemplated that at the
completion of the lease the premises
will again be utilized for theatrical
purposes. Walter Reade, Jr., president
of Reade Theatres, Inc., declared that
terms of the lease include an annual
-rental for the theatre "in excess of

By-laws Amended
such month."
The company also notified the SEC
amended to. estabtat by-laws were
lish the date for annual meetings of
stockholders as the second Wednesday in March instead of the second
Tuesday in July as previously stipuby-law amendments eslated.theOther
tablish office of board chairman,
executive vice-presiand assign to the duties
vested also in
dent powers and
the company president.
RKO
Foreign Post
(Continued from page 1)

worldwide distribution for RKO Ra's
his new
overReisman
takes of
assumehe many
dio,nswill when
functio
appointThe
15.
Nov.
around
duties
ment to be made, it is believed more
likely, will be that of a foreign sales
n. will operate under Picker's
directio
head who
Meanwhile on the Coast, the resignation of C. J. Tevlin, studio head
under Howard Hughes, topped a num-g
ber of changes there. Also resignin
were J. Kneeland Nunan and Joseph
to Tevlin, and sevRivkin, assistantofs the
studio publicity
eral members
and other departments.
Columbia Net
(Continued from page 1)

number outstanding on June 30, 1951,
was 654,311.
Operating profit for the year was

the dprevious
against
n for
$1,563,000, and
provisioyear's
estimate
$2,668,00
Federal taxes in the respective years
was $760,000 and $1,170,000.
Merrill

Sworn

As

FCC Commissioner
Washington, Oct. 14.— Eugene. H.
Merrill was sworn in today as an FCC
commissioner, replacing by appointment of President Truman, Robert F.
who resigned last month.
Jones,
Merrill is a native of Utah and has
AdDefense' Production
been with theministration
and the National Production Authority for the past two years.
was chief of comPrior to thatmunications he
inthe American zone of
occupation in Germany. Merrill has
a wide background in Public Utilities
and for some time, was a consulting
engineer to the Utah Public Service
Commission.
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Pact

Five-year
Muhl

at U-I

Hollywood, Oct. 14.— A new fiveyear employment contract has been
signed by Edward Muhl as general
ns at the Universalof operatio
manager
International
studio.

effecThe pact, which will become
tive next Jan. 1, is a replacement for
an existing agreement signed Oct. 16,
1951.
Beginning Jan. 1, Muni's salary will
be $1,200 per week. Under the agreement, itwill increase to $1,300 for the
second year, and to $1,400 for the
third year. At the beginning of the
fourth year his salary will rise to $1,500 per week and continue at that
figure for the duration of the contract.

Para.

Mideast

Leading

Sales

Group
Drive

Paramount's Mideastern division,
headed by Howard Minsky, occupies
the number one position in the company's "Greater Confidence Parade of
1952" sales drive, according to a tabulation of the first month's figures.
Detroit, under branch manager Mike
Simon, leads all other exchange cities,
but is closely followed by quota-topping Kansas City, Washington, Omaha,
Denver, Des Moines and Milwaukee.
Winners of the drive, which will
continue, for 13 weeks, through Nov.
29th, will share $40,000 in prize money.
An additional $5,000 will be_ split
among members of non-winning
branches who display outstanding individual effort.
Among the top productions included
in the drive period are : "Just for
You," "Caribbean," "The Turning
Point," "The Savage," "Somebody
Loves Me" and "Hurricane Smith."
Owen

Opens

Stockholder

to

Oregon Drive-Ins
Portland, Ore., Oct. 14. —
Drive-in theatres in this area
have had a dividend in the
form of fine weather this fall
that is keeping attendance at
midsummer peaks. There has
been no general rainfall for
57 days.
Despite the good weather
for the outdoors theatres,
"Ivanhoe" drew capacity business at $1.25 top for its first
week at Hamrick's Liberty
here.

New

Picture

Para.

Meeting in Atlanta
Atlanta, Oct. 14. — Hugh Owen,
Paramount's Eastern - Southern division manager, is here from New
York to conduct a week-long series
of meetings with branch, sales and
company's
of theJacksonville
booking managers
Atlanta,
New Orleans,
and Charlotte exchanges. He is acto the meeting by his assistant, Alcompanied
Fitter.
The meetings will be a follow-up
to Paramount's recent division sales
managers conclave in Chicago.

Sues

on

Decca

Deal

Universal Pictures, Decca Records,
General Cinema Finance Corp., Realart
and certain
"U" employes
havePictures
been named
defendants
in an

Calls

5

Daily

Snaper

Charges

Sales

Political

Milwaukee, Oct. 14. — Commenting
today on recent statements by Wilbur Snaper, national Allied president,
impugning film salesmen's methods in
action filed in New York Supreme dealing
with exhibitors, David Beznoi'j
general counsel for the Colosseum of
Court by "U" minority stockholder Motion Picture Salesman of America,
Bertha T. Aine, charging that common stock and warrants of Universal said :
"What a melancholy commentary
were sold to Decca at prices greater
than their market value and that Mil- upon Mr. Snaper's sense of decency
and fair play that he should stoop to
ton R. Rackmil, "U" and Decca pres- hurling invectives upon the hard
ident, and Nate J. Blumberg, "U" working salesmen who have done more
board chairman, were given employment contracts at excessive salaries tnan any other group to cement relationships between exhibitor and discarrying
and able benefits. other allegedly unreasontributor and whose very livelihood depends upon their success in this unIt was also alleged that other offi- dertaking.
cers and employes of Universal were
"It is a hoary political maneuver
given employment contracts at excessive salaries, and that some of the to lash out and malign another's repudefendants conceived of a plan and comings.tation to cover up personal shortscheme whereby Universal would ac"When the duties of a man's position
quire the assets and assume the liabil- are so onerous as to overwhelm him
Univerfor
exchange
in
ities of Decca
sal stock at a ratio advantageous to with their complexities, he has indicated his inadequacy to hold a posithe Decca stockholders.
tion with the responsibilities that the
Neither Decca nor Rackmil is president of Allied is called upon to
named as a defendant to a second
cause of action, which alleges a plan perform.
"Apparently, Mr. Snaper has cracked
and scheme involving a license for the under
the burden of operating an organization in an orderly fashion.
of Universal's
reissuance of ancertain
e
inadequat
allegedly
pictures for
Surely, the embarrassment to which
consideration:
he has subjected Allied members is
Relief sought by the plaintiff is for such as to place Wilbur Snaper in an
an accounting of profits and damages ; untenable position.
declaring certain confor a judgment
"His gratuitous outburst was comtracts to be unfair and inequitable, and
for an injunction.
pletely incompatible with, the sane, responsible viewpoint of the great majority of the Allied membership.
"For his difficulty in keeping pace
with his mamlold responsibilities, he
Stage for Theatre
has our deepest sympathy. For his
unwarranted vituperation, Wilbur
TV
Hearing Set
Snaper has our unmitigated contempt."
Washington, Oct. 14. — James Fly,
Picture Asso- Wurtzel
Films
Go
attorney for the Motion
ciation ofAmerica, and Marcus Cohn,
attorney for the National Exhibitors Into TV
Release
Theatre Television Committee, will
the
at
make the opening statements
engineering and accounting phase of
Sol M. Wurtzel, veteran Hollythe Federal Communications Commiswood producer, has leased his entire
sion's theatre television hearing scheduled to open here next Monday.
ns to Major Atgroup of productio
tractions, Inc. for a number of years
Fly and Cohn told this to the FCC
ously approved distributoday at a pre-hearing conference at and simultane
tion through United Television Corp.
which some 40 or 50 attorneys were
The deal, as disclosed here in a joint
present. Original estimate of this statement by Wurtzel, who is here
phase of the hearing was that it would from
the Coast, and Arche Mayer,
last one week. But the attorneys to- United President, not only includes
day agreed that it would take two.
Part of the reason for the extended existing pictures, but provides for new
productions as well.
estimate is that the hearing won't
In the first group, produced in
Comthe
when
meet on Thursdays,
d as recently as 1949, the
Hollywoo
mission transacts FCC business. Another reason is that although cross- release schedule will include: "Dangerous Years," "Strange Journey,^
questioning won't take place until the
hearing re-opens Jan. 12, clarifying -Rendezvous 24," "Roses Are Red,"
questions may be asked during this "Crimson Key," "Deadline for Murder," "Back Lash," "Dangerous Milquestions must be submitphase.
ted in All
writing, the attorneys agreed,
lions," "Trouble Preferred," "Night
to Benedict Cottone, FCC general Wind," "Fighting Back," "Arthur
counsel. Cottone will represent the Takes Over," "Half-past Midnight,"
Commission at the hearing, along with "Invisible Wall" and "Second Chance."
four or five other FCC attorneys.
Reelect Snaper
(Continued from page 1)
Mexican Import Duty
sists of Irving Dollinger, Ralph WilOn Film Increased
kins, Maurice Spewak, Howard Herman, Harwan, John Fioranavanzi,
Mexico City, Oct. 14.— American
pictures are affected in particular by Herb Lukin, Jacob Unger, David
increased import duties that have just Snaper and Henry Brown. Board exare Gold, Lee Newbeen enforced by the Mexican govern- officio members
Harry
Lowenstein, Sidney
N.
berry,
formost
ment. Hollywood provides
Samuelson and Edward Lachman. _
eign pictures played in this country.
The duties "now are $4.62, plus 10 members
the atunit's
Following
and the
theirmeeting
wives met
the
per kilogram (2% lbs.) inper cent
dinner.
stead of $2.89 per kilogram.
Latin Quarter here for

Relief Fund Offers
New Christmas Card
A Christmas card for the
exclusive use of persons in
the industry has been added
to the list of cards put on
sale this year by the Motion
wood.
Picture
Relief Fund in HollyThe card,
entitled
"Christthesale
Bijou,"
is
being
offeredmas atfor
exclusively
to
exhibitors and personnel of
the distributing companies.
Printed in full color, it shows
a typical American theatre,
elaborately decorated for
Christmas.

Miss.
Map

Exhibitors

Tax

Battle

Jackson, Miss., Oct. 14.— Meetings
between Mississippi exhibitors and
Congressmen will be held shortly
under a plan to help repeal the 20
per cent Federal admission tax. The
plan was adopted recently by the
board of directors of the Mississippi
Theatre Owners.
The board agreed that Congressmen and Senators would be pressed
for an answer to two questions :
(1.) If a bill to eliminate the tax
is introduced and brought to the floor,
will he vote for it and work for its
passage?
(2.) Will he use his influence to
have the bill reported favorably to the
Ways and Means Committee and to
the floor?
The board meeting, attended by
Duke Clark of the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations, also decided to
use
argument
of "sound
business"
in itstheanti-tax
battle,
emphasizing
the
need of small exhibitors to be saved
from ruinous taxation.
Reserves

Decision

On 'O.Henry' Suit
New York Supreme Court Justice
Morris Elder yesterday reserved decision on the Fine Arts Theatre suit
brought against 20th Century-Fox and
the Trans-Lux Lexington Corp., seeking injunctive relief which would bar
"O. Henry's Full House" from opening at themorrow.Trans-Lux
Street
toA decision is 52nd
expected
today.
The defense claimed that the owner
of the Fine Arts had repudiated the
contract for the picture. In addition,
the defense asked that the case be
brought to trial, declaring that the
suit should not be decided by affidavits. Fine Arts counsel claimed that
even if there was an oral release from
the contract, as a matter of law, such
a release was in operatum.
20th-Fox

to Meet

A series
conferences
to be held
Gusy
'My of Pal
On
20th Centhe
at
nexthome week
during the tury-Fox
office will aid in the
decision to give the company's forthGus,"
Pal it
release, "My
usualcoming
distribution
handling,
was unannounced by Al Lichtman, director of
distribution.
The film is set to get a top advertising, publicity and exploitation promotion for its debut nationally in December.

Currently
in the

Companion -approved"

advertised

tainment to over 4,250,000 women. That's
why Hollywood has invested more money in
the Companion during the past six years than

COMPANION

Because of You. ...Universal-International
The Prisoner of Zenda

MGM

The Merry Widow

MGM

Plymouth Adventure

MGM

Because You're Mine

MGM

THE CROWELL-COLLIER

PUBLISHING

is a sure sign of good enter-

COMPANY-

in any other monthly magazine.*
*Except of course the fan magazines.

PUBLISHERS

OF COLLIER'S, THE AMERICAN

MAGAZINE,

WOMAN'S

HOME

COMPANION

mm."
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RKO

NEW

Foreign

Exhibitor
Ticket

Changes

YORK,

Tax

Ends

Opened

Tevlin's Resignation
Tops Moves at Studio

Negotiations are underway between the new management group
Radio Pictures preparaRKO
at
tory to naming a new foreign sales
manager.
Among those to whom overtures
have been made is Alfred Crown,
vice-president in charge of foreign
distribution for Samuel Goldwyn Productions, Inc.
Officially, the post is still occupied
by Phil Reisman, who returned to his
desk at the home office yesterday upon
his arrival from Europe. Reisman declined comment on his reported resignation, indicating that his status
remained unclarified as of yesterday.
Indications are a company announcement will be made today.
If it is, chances are that a new appointment to the foreign sales post
will not be exactly that of a successor
to Reisman, since Arnold Picker, new
executive vice-president in charge of
{Continued on page 4)

UNIV.

CENTS

CREDIT

$ 1 7,000,000

'Gifts'

Portland, Ore., Oct. 14. — Loren
A. Gillespie, exhibitor at Okanogan,
Wash., is so irritated by the Federal
admission tax he decided to take matters into his own hands and do away
with it now, instead of waiting for a
successful outcome of COMPO's tax
repeal campaign.
Gillespie stopped charging admission and asked patrons instead to donate any amount they like as they enter the theatre. He says he has the
advice of an Internal Revenue deputy
that he need pay no national tax as
long as the contributions are not in
specified sums.
Gillespie
says donations
the plan isareworkingfine.
Average
about
one-third less than the previous established price with tax included. But,
says Gillespie, refreshment sales have
boomed. Patrons are diverting more
to the concessions stand than they deduct from the old admission charge.
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Due;
Accepting

Talks

U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

Snaper

N. J. Allied

to

Initial Borrowing
New York, Boston

Under
Banks

an Agreement
Is $3,800,000

With

Universal Pictures has concluded with two banks a new loan agreement establishing a four -year revolving credit of $17,000,000, the company disclosed here yesterday in a report filed with the Securities &
,Exchange Commission.
The agreement,
made with
National Bank of Boston
and First
Guaranty
to RKO
Goldsmith
Trust Co. of New York, followed cancel ation ofa 1950 credit contract with
Consultant
As TV
those
two
Manhattan banks
Co. and the Bank of the
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith,_ engineer
and inventor in the motion picture and
television field, has joined RKO Theatres as a consultant, Sol. A. Schwartz,
nounced here
president, anyesterday.
A former
vice - president
and general engineer of Radio
Corp. of America, Dr. Goldsmith will undertake for
RKO "detailed
studies of possible technical
and industrial
Dr. A. Goldsmith improve-

Wilburn Snaper, national Allied
president, yesterday was reelected
president of New Jersey Allied at a
Columbia
Report
ments and addimeeting of the unit at the Hotel Astor
tions in motion picture and television
here.
Net of $803,000
in theatres," Schwartz said.
Reelected also were Louis Gold and exhibition
Dr. Goldsmith was described as having been intimately connected with the
John Harwan, vice-presidents, and A.
Columbia Pictures' net profit for the Louis Martin, treasurer. William development and growth of television
fiscal year ended June 30 was $803,000 Basil was elected secretary, succeed- and was credited with having made
compared to $1,498,000 for the previing Haskell Block.
numerous inventions in black-andous year, Harry Cohn, president, re
The new board of directors con- white and color TV. His past service
(Continued on page 4)
ported yesterday.
(Continued on page 5)
Earnings per share of common stock
this past year were 80 cents as against
$1.81 in the prior year. Comparative
Allied Board
to Act on Arbitration
earnings per share of common after
preferred stock dividends are calcuDraft at Regular Meeting Next Month
lated on the increased amount of common which was outstanding on June
Washington, Oct. 14— There will be no call for a special meeting
30, 1952. The number of shares outof Allied States' board of directors to act on the draft of an indusstanding on that date was 670,669, the
try arbitration plan completed by distribution attorneys last week,
(Continued on page 4)
Abram F. Myers, Allied chairman and general counsel, states. The
plan will go before the regularly scheduled meeting of the board
on Nov. 15-16, Myers said.
Holiday,
Product
Myers' statement, in full, follows.
"Allied cannot act on the plan until the middle of November.
has been so much delay that a special session of the Allied
There
Grosses
Up 1st -run
board is out of the question. A call for the regular fall meeting,
to be held in Chicago on Nov. 15 and 16, already has been issued.
The combination of the Columbus
I hope Allied's arbitration committee will be prepared to make
Day holiday weekend and strong
suitable recommendations to the board at that time.
product in many first-run Broadway
"It goes without saying that a mishmash of the Aug. 20 draft
situations served to boost grosses to
contrived by film company attorneys behind closed doors and issued
healthy proportions.
under Eric Johnston's imprimatur will be carefully scrutinized by
Outstanding were the holdovers
committee and the board of directors before they reach a
Allied's
"Because You're Mine," at Radio City
conclusion.
Music Hall, and "Somebody Loves
Me" at the Roxy, as both pictures
"I hope it will be found worthy."
(Continued on page 4)

The company promptly borrowed
under the new pact $3,800,000, which
was used to liquidate borrowings of
$2,800,000 under the 1950 agreement
and to add $1,000,000 to working capital for general corporate purposes.
This initial loan was part of $5,000,000 which the company is entitled to
borrow during the first year, ending
Sept 14, 1953, under the agreement.
The breakdown of future loans is as
follows : second loan year, beginning
Sept. 15, 1953, $4,500,000; third loan
year,
beginning
1954, $4,000,000 ; fourth
loan Sept.
year, 15,
beginning
Sept.
15, 1955, $3,500,000.
Of the $3,800,000 borrowed initi(Continued on page 4)
TOA
Result

16mm.
Due

Poll

Nov.

1

The result of the Theatre Owners
of America's poll of its member units
to determine whether the organization
should seek defendant status in the
government's 16mm. anti-trust suit is
expected to be announced on or
shortly after Nov. 1, it was indicated
here lineyesterday.
Nov. 1 is the deadfor filing replies.
TOA was labeled a co-conspirator
in
the government's
not
a defendant.
Named complaint,
defendantsbutwere
major film companies, the charge being refusal to release product in 16mm.
to TV and other outlets.
Knoxville

Bans

All

Of Chaplin's Films
Knoxville, Tenn., Oct. 14. — Charlie
Chaplin's films will not be shown in
any Knoxville theatre or at the University of Tennessee, following a protest by the local American Legion,
which, also expressed objection to the
showing of Russian-made films. C. E.
Brehm, U. of T. president, pledged
to recognize the protest.
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Daily
News

reel

Personal

High

Mention

PRESIDENTIAL campaign activity continues to highlight newsreels. Also featured are the Korean air
strike, the U.N., a> new German train,
Washington, Oct. 14. — The Su- Studios
Boost
Top
preme Court yesterday agreed to
the Holy Rosary celebration and college football. Complete contents folappeal from
government's
hear the le
District court decision Product: Downing
a Nashvil
low:
dismissing civil contempt charges
FOX MOVIETONE
NEWS,
Na 84—
Gen. Eisenhower on South Western tour.
against Crescent Amusement Co.
Hollywood
studios
are
turning
out
The decision to review the Crescent
Stevenson talks about Tidelands in Louisiana. Germans show train of future. Hindu
case was one of six actions on in- more top product today than in previ- film stars visit Hollywood. 76,000 attend
"on
ous years, ac- New York Rosary Crusade. Penn-Princeby the ofCourt
cases taken session
the firstdustrybusiness
the new
cording to Rus- ton and Ohio State-Wisconsin iootball
term. Justices Black and Clark took
sell V. Downand managing
no part in the consideration or the
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 214— Caming, president games.
decision in the Crescent case.
paign spotlight. Korean Reds blasted.
director of Ra- Russiaons here for U.N. meeting. M-G-M
The Court also agreed to hear argugreet India
Ohio football
Statedio City Music stars
Wisconsin
and film
Penn. leaders.
Princeton
ment in two other industry cases — a
lower court decision which said that
Hall, turned
whohere yesremotion picture advertising companies
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 17— A special
terday from a games.
are not in restraint of trade when they
two - week visit editorialprisesentitled
"Let's All
Vote'' games
comthe news portion.
Football
enter into long-term contracts with
to the Coast include O'hio
State- Wisconsin, and Pennexhibitors ; and a decision declaring
Princeton.
where he had a
that the American Federation of Mulook-see at picTELENEWS DIGEST, No. 4ZA— Truman
sicians had engaged in unlawful feathtour
nears end. Adlai's campaign gains
tures
in
producTheatre
Palace
the
against
erbedding
tion.
Encouraged speed. New Chilean president. Ducks and
in Akron, Ohio.
Russell Downingbugs
jet-booster
assists
cargo destroy
plane. plants.
General New
Naguib
tours Egypt.
Argument in the three cases will
by
his
visit,
Downing
commented,
"I
late
think they are all concentrating on
probably be heard by the court
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 404—
this year or early next year. The top product, rather than just turning Truman gets award. "Ike" speaks in West.
strike over Korea. Speedy German
court placed the Palace Theatre case out another picture." He said he saw Air
Rosary celebration at the Polo
on the summary docket, indicating it 19 pictures during his stay, visiting train.
Grounds. U.CL.A.-Rice, Georgia Techwould allow only half an hour to each the studios of M-G-M, Warner, Para- Tulane, and Penn- Princeton football games.
side for argument.
lumbia, vmount, 20th Century-Fox and CoWARNER
PATHE
NEWS,
No. 19The Court refused to review three
Korean air strike. United Nations. New
a
involved
Two
cases.
industry
other
He said that studio personnel have train. Stevenson. Eisenhower. Penn-Princeton, Ohio Statecomplicated legal squabble over the made strides in their thinking, com- Remember
to vote.Wisconsin football games.
pared
to
what
he
found
on
previous
"
"Ecstacy.
film
the claim brought annual trips.
copyright
U. S. other
wass ato tax
The
'Mirror'
Starts
A
against the Internal Revenue Bureau
owner of the Presidents Meet Again
by Jeanette Brecher,
Plaza Theatre in New York.
Directory
Presidents and foreign managers of Theatre
The Court gave no reason for
cases,
two
Motion
Picture
Association
of
Amerrefusing to review the
ica member companies will meet here
merely noting them in a list of orders.
Starting today, the New York Daily
again tomorrow to attempt to settle Mirror
will feature a classified motion
Started in May, 1950
the sharing of Japanese import licenses
picture
theatre
directory similar to the
The history of the current Crescent for the. coming fiscal half-year.
one which has been appearing in the
suit started in May, 1950, when the
New York Post since last April, the
Department of Justice brought both Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals had
Independent Theatre Owners Associacourt
of
t
civil and criminal contemp
tion of New York disclosed yesterday.
thrown out a Federal Trade Comallied
four
,
Crescent
against
actions
mission order which found the comIt
officers.
circuit
three
The directory was established folcircuits and
lowing aseries of conferences between
pany had violated the anti-trust laws
charged that they had violated the by entering
into five-year exclusive
terms of the earlier consent decree and screening contracts
with exhibitors. representatives of the ITOA's business promotions committee and offiasked the court not only to find them
The
FTC
then
appealed
to the Suin contempt, but also to modify the
cials of the Mirror's advertising depreme
Court.
While
only
one
firm
is
original decree in .various respects to involved in the appeal, the practice of partment.
The directory will enable local theasafeguard against further violations.
making long-term contracts has been
tres to advertise their attractions on
court at_ NashS. District
a
common
one,
and
many
other
film
The U.dismissed
a daily basis at special rates. At the
the charges against all
ville
companies will undoubted- outset, more than 40 theatres are exdefendants and refused to modify the advertising
ly be affected by the final decision.
pected to participate. The format will
decree except with regard to three
The featherbedding case arose from
instances where the court had earlier an unfair labor practice charge brought give each theatre two lines across two
columns daily under a banner heading
given Crescent the right to build thea- by the Palace Theatre against the
Morrisand
Alcoa
d,
tres at Clevelan
Movies." The
titled, "Neighborhood
A. F. of M. The Palace had at- Post's
directory now has 90 theatre
town, Tenn. In these three cases the
tempted to book a name band into the ning.
listings in its directory, or double the
court said it would listen 'to the Jus- theatre and had also rejected requests number that subscribed at the beginthe from the local union that it hire local
tice Department's allegations thattheir
companies had been deceptive in
musicians to play in addition. When
The ITOA said discussions are
applications to build the theatres.
A. F. of M. head James C. Petrillo
appealed
ent
Departm
The Justice
ordered the name band not to play underway with other local dailies with
the civil contempt proceedings directly the Palace, the theatre brought the a view to securing the adoption of
similar directories.
to the Supreme Court and has ap- charges.
pealed the criminal contempt charges
The National Labor Relations Board
to the Sixth Circuit court.
Benefit
threw out the unfair labor practice To AidUJA
Rockare
t
Defendants with Crescen
local
the
Shoals
since
that
Muscle
Inc.,
saying
charges,
wood Amusements,
George Jessel and Ed Sullivan have
Theatres, Cherokee Amusement, Inc., musicians actually wanted to work it of-cere
masters
act asming
d invitati
foronsthe toforthco
19th
wasn't a case of featherbedding. The acceptemonies
Rosenment Co., Louis
Lyric Amuse
Kermit C. Stengel and R. E. Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals, how- annual "Night of Stars," United Jewbaum,
Baulch.
ish Appeal benefit show, which will
ever, upheld the Palace charges and
at Madison Square Garden on
held
be
Suthe
to
case
the
took
the NLRB
In the case of the Motion PicMonday
the
ture Advertising Service Co..^
■.
— evening, Nov. 24.
preme Court

Cases;

L. NEWMAN, SR., president of the Evergreen circuit in
his
Portland, Ore., who is celebrating
re
pictu
on
moti
the
in
ary
vers
anni
4§fh
by
week
last
red
hono
was
,
business
ner
"Ban
ial
spec
his managers with• a
Week."
presiOtto A. Harbach, ASCAP rolle
r,
dent; George Hoffman, compt
and Irving Caesar of the executive
committee, are in Hollywood from
New York to attend the ASCAP
semi-annual West Coast membership
at the Beverly Wiltoday
meet
.
shireingHotel
•
M. L. Simons, assistant to H. M.
Richey at M-G-M, will address the
e Exconvention of the Motion Pictur
hibitors of Florida at the Roosevelt
Hotel, Jacksonville, Fla., Sunday
through Tuesday. •
FJRANK

Madeleine Carroll has been presented with the 1952 Americas Award
by the Americas Foundation for her
work in promoting a closer understanding between the various American countries.
•
Harry Mandel, national director
of advertising-publicity for RKO Theatres, will leave here tomorrow with
Mrs. Mandel for Europe aboard the
S.S. Nieuw Amsterdam.
•
: H. M. Richey, M-G-M exhibitor
relations head, will attend the Allied
Theatres of Michigan convention at
Detroit next Monday through Wednesday.
•
Douglas T. Yates, Republic Pictures International vice-president, is
in Winnipeg and will stop in other
Canadian cities before returning here
Oct. 28.
Edward Lachman, president of
Carbons, Inc., will leave here at the
weekend for Detroit.
•
D. A. Doran, executive assistant to
Don Hartman, Paramount production head, has returned to Hollywood
from Honolulu.
Frank Lloyd, producer-director,
will leave here for Europe today
aboard the .S"..?. Liberte.
•
Clay Hake, Paramount's managing
director for Australia and New Zealand, has arrived in New York.
Beresin

to

Promote

Variety Meeting
Jack Beresin, chief barker of Variety
Clubs, will visit a number of tents to
stimulate interest in the coming midwinter meeting scheduled for Nov. 2123 in Pittsburgh, the. birthplace of
Variety Clubs International.
John H. Harris, chairman of the
25th anniversary banquet on Nov. 23,
is one of the original founders of Tent
No. 1, Pittsburgh. All of the 11
original founders will be present at
the dinner.
MOTION
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Says Cinerama Is
Bigger Than Sound

Hollywood, Oct. 14.— Cinerama's beneficial effect on film
theatres' future will exceed
that of the transition from
silent pictures to sound,
chairman Roy Brewer told
the AFL Film Council at its
regular meeting today in reporting on his inspection of
Cinerama during his New
York visit.
Brewer, who is also the international representative of
IATSE, revealed, in explaining Cinerama workings to the
Council, that the operation
requires the employment of
17 projectionists.

Says

U.

S.

$20,000,000

Picture

Firms
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Pre-Selling

London, Oct. 14. — American film
9 PHOTOPLAY for November has a
companies operating here will be Stars Start Nov.
full-page,
four-color, three-diallowed to convert approximately
mensional, pin-up portrait of Marilyn
On
Carolina
Tours
Monroe, which carries the headlines
$20,000,000 of their earnings here
"I Want Women to Like Me," and is
during the year ending Sept. 30, 1953,
guaranteed to do no such thing. The
Henry Strauss, Parliamentary secreCharlotte, Oct. 14. — The annual same issue has a similar color page
tary of tioners
thein Commons
Board of today.
Trade, told ques- "Movietime U.S.A." tour in the Caro- and stories on Susan Hayward and
The amount is slightly more than linas will get under way here Nov. 9 Jane Powell, and a double color page
the opening of the 40th annual on Rock Hudson and Pier Angeli.
half the anticipated total earnings of with
the Theatre Owners Asthe American companies here for the convention sociationofof North
s "Assig
nment,
applaud
and South Caro- Photopl
Paris" ayin this
thriving
fan magazine
year, and represents something less ina.
and
M-G-M,
Warner,
20th
Centurythan two per cent of the dollar exLou Smith, executive director of
Universal, RKO
Radio and
penditure of imports from the United 'Movietime," came here last week to Fox,
Paramount carry pages of advertising.
States.
The Parliamentary questioning of confer with Mrs. Walter Griffith, ex- . .'. Trans-World Airlines carried on
ecutive secretary of the theatre ownStrauss was addressed to the recently
postcard campaign on "Assignment
ers. He said that from six to eight aParis"
for the benefit of the Oragreefilm
Anglo-American
concluded
Hollywood personalities will arrive pheum in Minneapolis.
The airline
ment.
on Nov. 9, and the group will split provided and mailed the cards from
n
lia
had
Ita
Hold
Earlier, the Board of Trade
May
into two units, one going to North
to the theatre's mailing list.
called a press conference to clarify Carolina towns and one to South .Paris
. . What may well be the longest
here
arose
which
Carolina.
tandings
misunders
greeting on record is being tape-reFilm Fete in '53
over the terms and intentions of the
Smith said stars, writers and others
corded in the lobby of the Capitol
revised agreement.
Theatre
on Broadway, to be sent to
engaged
in
motion
picture
production
The possibility of holding another
The Board's spokesman emphasized will be asked to go on the tour but Bing Crosby with the compliments of
Italian film festival, again in New
the £2,100,000 ($5,900,000) which that the names will not be divulged
patrons who are enjoying "Just
York, next year, was held out here that
the American companies agreed to until about ten days before the con- his
for You" and want to "say a few
yesterday by the Italian Film Export treat as non-convertible related only vention.
organization.
words to Bing."
It can be done elseto additional film rentals arising from
where, with the tape used on local staThe IFE, commenting on the retions as a 15-minute broadcast, and
increases in the recent rethe voices identified.
cently concluded "Salute to Italian seat price
vision of the Eady Plan. It does not 'Four Poster' Stars
Films Week," said that its success
motivated the hope to hold another imply, he said, that at the end of the
Heads of museum and gallery
festival in New York and elsewhere agreement next September there will At Cocktail Party
ble earnings.
unremitta
of
staffs,
nationally famous artists and
balance
a
be
Lilli
Palmer
and
Rex
Harrison,
next year. As previously reported, the
IFE said it is planning to set up a
America's
illusThe British government's sole con- stars of "The Four Poster," Columbia art directors,
trators and both
art andtopmotion
to en- Pictures-Stanley Kramer production,
cern, the spokesman added,of was
distribution organization for Italian
can
Ameri
ation
sure that the utiliz
films in the U.S.
observed their 10th wedding anniver- picture critics of the country's
earnings here did not create an undue
sary last night at a cocktail party at newspaper, magazine and trade
all
the Hotel Pierre, attended by more press witnessed the combined showdrain on Britain's dollars. Whiteh
this
in
wants the dollars set to work
than 300 representatives from the
ing of five of 20th Century's new
's
country, either by spending or invest
wyn
old
IsG
newspaper, magazine, television and art-film series in New York last
man
New
agree
the
in
g
nothin
is
ment. There
week. . . . Integration of program
radio fields attended.
New Studio Head
comAmong those invited were Sid material centering around the life
Hollywood, Oct. 14. — Robert V. ment to prevent one American
sterlCaesar,
Arthur Godfrey, Milton Berle, and works of O. Henry on four
le
ittab
unrem
transferring
Newman has been appointed viceanother.
ing topany
Skitch Henderson, Faye Emerson, major television quiz and panel
president of Samuel Goldwyn ProducJinx Falkenberg, Tex McCrary, Rob- shows will chalk up publicity for
tions and studio manager. Newman
by
Honored
ert Montgomery, John Mason Brown the O. Henry omnibus producjoined the Goldwyn company in 1951. Zukor
tion. . . . The intensive use of
He succeeds Marvin A. Ezzell, who
and
Columbia Pictures' Jack Cohn,
s
Mason
State
N.Y.
TV
is
also planned to promote
Joseph
McConville,
Abe
Montague,
resigned.
the
Rube
Jackter,
Paul
Lazarus,
Jr.,
Howof
man
chair
Ezzell, who had been with Goldwyn
,
Zukor
RKO Radio's "The Lusty Men" in
Adolph
ard. LaSieur, Lawrence Lipskin, Hor- New England, beginning yesterday,
Productions since 1926, said that he board of Paramount Pictures, was
tense
Schorr,
Al
Rylander,
Abe
where the picture opened at the
will take a long vacation before an- honored by members of the Centen- Schneider and Leo Jaffe.
nouncing his future plans.
and Acceptnial Lodge No. 763, Free
Empire Theatre, New Bedford. Toed Masons of New York State, at a
day it will open at the Metropolispecial meeting held yesterday at the
tan in Boston, and immediately folITOA
to Honor
lowing, in 14 other New England
Pythian Headquarters here. Zukor Coast Services Today
towns with bookings set to obtain
was presented the Grand Lodge 50- For Jack Conway
RKO
Radio Heads
full benefit of the TV broadcasts
medal by Rayyear service award
mond C. Ellis, deputy grand master
The New York Independent TheaHollywood, Oct. 14. — ■ Funeral from key situations. . . „ The
tre Owners Association has set aside of the Masons of New York.
services
will be held tomorrow at Chicago Herald-American is runDr. Robert M. Cushing, worshipful the Church of the Recessional, Forest
ning a full-week serialization and
the agenda of its -regular luncheon
meeting at the Hotel Astor tomorrow master of the Lodge, presided. Will Lawn, for Jack Conway, veteran
and instead will honor a group of H. Hays, former president of the Mo- M-G-M director who died on Satur- picture layout on •Warner's "Miracle
day. Said to be the star of the first of Our Lady of Fatima."
RKO Radio Pictures' newly-appointed
ion of America'sas
tion Picture Associatation,
M-G-M will hold the world preserved
executives at the luncheon, it was an- predecessor organiz
picture
made in Hollywod — a twonounced by Harry Brandt, ITOA master of ceremonies. Louis Nizer,
called "Her Indian Hero" —
miere of "Plymouth Adventure" at
President.
industry attorney also spoke. The reeler
Conway appeared in many early films the Old Colony Theatre, Plymouth,
Blossom
by
d
attende
was
g
Charles
meetin
were
invited
those
Among
until 1913, when he directed his first Mass., on Nov. 24, and theatre manaBoasberg, general sales manager, and Seeley and Benny Fields.
gerstationmayandbepromotion
thankful benefits
for the for
exploithe
film,
"The Oldbefore
Armchair."
Conway's
Walter Branson, assistant general
last picture
becoming
ill in picture which are already underway.
sales manager.
Malco
Smifh^A
1948 was "Julia Misbehaves."
and trade p-ress representaSurviving are his widow, the for- Newspaper
tives will attend the opening. At the
ed
Kill
Manager,
mer Virginia Bushman, daughter of recent convention of W estinghouse
Columbia
Promotes
Hot Springs, Ark., Oct. 14.— W. silent star Francis X. Bushman, two and New Home seizing machine dealClyde Smith, 49, manager of a circuit sons and a daughter.
Herbert L. Smith
ers, a $50,000 nationwide contest was
of theatres here was killed early today
Herbert L. Smith, former assistant when his car crashed into a bridge
set,
on how. . to
dress Zanuck
the "Modern
Priscilta."
. Darryl
is the
director of purchases for Columbia Pic- on Highway 88. Smith had been man- Harry Yette Dies
tures, has been promoted to the post
reviewer for Coronet magazine's
ager of Malco Theatres here for 15
Buffalo, Oct. 14. — Harry P. Yette, guest
October issue, and he picks "The
of director of purchases. Smith re- years.
48, with the Schine circuit for 25 years Merry
and "Son of Paleface"
State Trooper Jack McKinley said and manager, for 21 years, of the Riv- with a Widow"
places Max Seligman, former direcmere mention of "Snows of
tor, who will remain with the _ pur- Smith was driving toward Hot Springs
erside Theatre here, died Sunday after
The magazine
chasing department in an advisory, when he failed to negotiate a curve, suffering a stroke while returning to You-Know-Where."
boasts
a
new
alt-time
high
in circulaexecutive capacity.
crashed into a bridge abutment and his home from the theatre. He is surtion— 2,762,830 copies, ztnth the cusThe appointment of Fred Izze to plunged into a creek. He died shortly
tomary five readers Walter
for eachBrooks
copy.
the post of assistant director of pur- after& being admitted to the Army- vived
daugh
ters, abybrother
and Eva,
four two
sisters.
the widow,
chases was also announced.
Navy Hospital.
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Grosses

(Continued from page 1)
either topped or equalled first week
grosses.
At the Roxy, which also feature's a
a robust $82,000 is instage show,
dicated for the third and final week of
"Somebody Loves Me," which was
ushered in with an initial seven-day
gross of $77,000. Opening today at
is "The Thief."for the third
the Roxy $145,00
0 seen
A fine
inning of "Because You're Mine" at
Radio City Music Hall, which features
a stage show, about equals the picture's take for its first week.
'Paleface' Solid
"Son of Paleface" at the Paramount
is expected to hit a solid $70,000 for
its second week. The current Paramount stage headliner is Louis Prima
and his band.
Holding up strong.at the Rivoli is
"Snows of Kilimanjaro," with $53,000
estimated for the fourth week. Also
doing well is "The Merry Widow" at
Loew's forState, where $27,000 is forecast the third round.
Among the new films, "The World
in His Arms" bowed to a good $30,000 at the Mayfair for its first seven
days. At the Capitol, a fairly nice
$43,000 was registered for the initial
week of "Just for You."
The fourth week of "One Minute to
Zero" at the Criterion is expected to
hit a satisfactory $15,000, while the
second week of "Lure of the Wilderness" at the Globe is due to gross a
moderate $9,500. "The Miracle of Our
is foreLady of Fatima" at the Astor
cast to do a nice $13,000 for its eighth
week. A fairly good $10,500 is seen
for the 11th inning of "Affair in Trinidad" at the Victoria.
Among off - Broadway houses, a
healthy $9,700 was racked up by "The
Magic Box" in its third week at the
Normandie. "The Four Poster" will
.premiere today at the Sutton, replac"The Man
in the
White Suit,"
whichingended
its long
engagement
with

Picture

New

Reviews

"The Prisoner Of
(M etro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Zenda"

STUART GRANGER and James Mason are the dashing principals who
register strongly in this lush adventure story in resplendant color by
Technicolor, based on the captivating Anthony Hope novel that served as
y
highly popular screen fare in prior silent and talkie versions. It is anp.especiall
Berman
Pandro
ve
impressi
this
in
appealing story that has been enhanced
in plot.
production by colorful settings and costumes, and some modernization
g
absorbin
an
at
moving
action
the
kept
has
direction
fine
Richard Thorpe's
pace. This should be one of the better box-office films of the year.
from the novel and the Edward Rose dramaThe adaptation by Wells Root,
tization, establishes Granger • as a vacationing Englishman arriving in the
country of which his cousin, a physical double, overly fond of wine and whiskey,
with proper characis soon to be crowned king. Granger performs both roles
ter differentiation which is especially notable when the cousins drink together
the night before the coronation. The real king outdrmks everyone, and his
wine is drugged by order of his throne-seeking brother, Robert Douglas.
The king's adviser, Louis Calhern, has the Englishman impersonate the King
superbly
engineer
d'etat,
and isDouglas'
at the scoronati
.ed by the
ed
il
villainou
James on,
Mason,
focoup
;. .
When Mason finds the real king and imprisons him, Granger is forced to
continue the impersonation, but his - newly-found love for the intended queen,
Deborah Kerr, causes him to attempt finding the king. A Mason ambush does
not succeed as Granger is aided by Jane Greer, jealous girl friend of Douglas,
who fears the latter's throne ascendance and marriage to Miss Kerr.
It is Miss Greer who later arranges to have Granger swim the moat to the
castle in which the king is imprisoned and let down the drawbridge for Calhern
and his soldiers to take over. Douglas is stabbed in a battle with Mason overm
Miss Greer's affections and after a tremendous sword battle with Granger,
the
which hardly any cinema trick is omitted, Mason escapes by diving into
his
of
cognizant
newly
and
throne
the
to
restored
king
proper
the
moat With
away.
rides
and
Kerr
Miss
leaves
duties, the Englishman regretfully
Tohn L Balderston and Noel Langley wrote the screen play. Capable support
Pierlot.
is given by Lewis Stone, Robert Coote, Peter Brocco and Francis
Alfred Newman composed the appropriate musical score. _
Running time, 101 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
14. &
Nov.
Battle

Credit

Hollywood, Oct. 14
(Allied Artists)
WANGER'S best production for AA to date is a fine repre
WALTER
sentation of the Korean War that is authentic, compelling and bears
Christian perform
rare conviction. John Hodiak, Stephen McNally and Linda unusual
ly credible
An
r.
Selande
Lesley
of
well under the excellent direction
banalities
c
romanti
and
heroics
mock
avoided
has
Fisher
Steve
bv
ay
screenpl
for
maker
moneya
be
to
appears
and makes for an impressive story. This

audience classification. Release date,

Reade' s Park Avenue
Is Leased to Bank
The Park Avenue Theatre, here
has been leased on a short-term basis
to an undisclosed local banking institution, it was announced by Walter
Reade Theatres.
The lease is for a period of two
years commencing Nov. 1, and pro
vides for the conversion of the theatre
into banking quarters and office space
for the lessee until a new building is
erected for the bank. There will be
no structural alterations to the thea
tre, it being contemplated that at the
completion of the lease the premises
will again be utilized for theatrical
Features 'Hans' purposes. Walter Reade, Jr., president
'Coronet'
The November issue of Coronet of Reade Theatres, Inc., declared that
magazine, which reaches newsstands terms of the lease include an annual
Oct. 27, will carry a 15-page feature rental for the theatre "in excess of
on Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian

Andersen."

00 went to the comally, $1,300,0
pany's wholly-owned subsidiary, United
World Films. Repayment on the UW
notes will be in the amount of $175,000
in March and Sept., 1953 ; $175,000 in
March and Sept., 1954; $150,000 in
March and Sept., 1955, and $150,000
in the same two months of 1956. The
UW notes bear interest at the rate
of 3yi ■ per cent per annum.
genthe upon
under
t interest
Repaymen
agreed
credit was
eral revolving
as follows : "payment on the last day
of each calendar month beginning last
month an amount calculated at the rate
of 1/24 of one per cent per month of
the difference between the average
daily amount of advances under the revolving credit outstanding during such
calendar month and the average daily
maximum amount of advances under
the revolving credit that could properly have been outstanding during
By-laws Amended
such month."
The company also notified the SEC
amended to estabtat by-laws
for annual meetings of
lish the date were
stockholders as the second Wednes-day in March instead of the second
Tuesday in July as previously stipunts esamendme
by-law
lated.
chairman,
of board
office
tablish theOther
and assign to the executive vice-president powers and duties vested also in
the company president.
RKO
Foreign Post
(Continued from page 1)

Zone

$70,009 for 'Ivanhoe'
^Ru^nin^time,' 82 minutes. General
Chicago, Oct. 14. — The Oriental
Theatre did better, Friday and Sunday with "Ivanhoe" than with the cor28. °
responding days of the first week with
Sept.any
TO A Lists
Alb
"Quo Vadis." Saturday was almost
nda
as good as the first Saturday of "Quo Oct 22 Age
Vadis." The management predicts that
Albany, N. Y., Oct. 14.— The na.the first week will go over $70,000, a
tional Theatre Owners of America's
terrific figure for the House.
position in the Department of Justice
16mm. suit, the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations, campaign to
$19,500 for 'Snows'
Cleveland, Oct. 14. — Darryl F. eliminate the 20 per cent Federal adand state legmission tax, arbitration agend
Zanuck's "The Snows of Kilimana of the
will be on the
islation
jaro" is running more than $4,000
22, it
Oct.
on
ng
meeti
TOA
y
Alban
ahead of "David and Bathsheba" with
a gross, for its first six days, of $19,- was announced here today by presiive di500 at the Hippodrome Theatre.
t and
HarryLewisLaMon
dentrector
rg.execut
A. Sumbe

includes employment as a consultant
A.o General Electric, Marconi Wireless and Telegraph Co., National
Broadcasting, and other corporations.

'IT

(Continued from page 1)

and McNally appear as
alFnmed°with Marine Corps cooperation, Hodiak
Marine "non-coms" in the combat photography division. They continue their
$4,700 for its 28th week.
World War II rivalry in the Korean War, competing for the love of Miss
"The Amazing Monsieur Fabre' Christian a Red Cross nurse, who switches her affections from Hodiak to
continues strong at the Park Avenue,
training at Camp Pendleton
with $4,600 indicated for its fifth McNally' Meanwhile the Marines move fromarea.
For the finale, a large
Inchon landing, up to the reservoir
the
to
stanza. The second week of "Savage
McNally and others
Hodiak,
by
work
intelligence
by
possible
_
Triangle" is expected to do a nice $7,- offensive, made
000 at the Paris. The ninth week of in the combat photographic division, gets underway
has
which
n
producto
balanced
neatly
this
in
action
of
There is plenty
"Stranger in Between" at the Fine
Arts is due to rack up a good $4,000. effectively emphasized a genuine and plausible story. William A. Cahhan,
as associate producer
earned a solid credit are
"The Promoter" will premiere at the Jr.,Included
Dave Willock, Martin Milner, Jack Larson,
in the cast
Fine Arts Oct. 28.
John Fontaine, Carleton Young, Todd Karnes
Ahn,
Philip
Richard Emory,

Goldsmith to RKO
(Continued from page 1)
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Daily

worldwide distribution for RKO Raassumehe many
dio, will when
his new
overReisman's
takes of
functions
duties around Nov. 15. The appointment to be made, it is believed more
likely, will be that of a foreign sales
direction.
head who will operate under Picker's
Meanwhile on the Coast, the resignation of C. J. Tevlin, studio head
under Howard Hughes, topped a number of changes there. Also resigning
were J. Kneeland Nunan and Joseph
and sevto Tevlin,
Rivkin,
eral assistants
members of the
studio publicity
and other departments.
Columbia Net
(Continued from page 1)
number outstanding on June 30, 1951,
was 654,311.
Operating profit for the year was
the previous
against
$1,563,000, and
$2,668,000,
estimated
provisionyear's
for
Federal taxes in the respective years
was $760,000 and $1,170,000.
Merrill

Sworn

As

FCC Commissioner
Washington, Oct. 14.— Eugene. H.
Merrill was sworn in today as an FCC
commissioner, replacing by appointment of President Truman, Robert F.
Jones, who resigned last month.
Merrill is a native of Utah and has
been with the Defense. Production Administration and the National Production Authority for the past two years.
Prior to that he was chief of communications inthe American zone of
occupation in Germany. Merrill has
a wide background in Public Utilities
and for some time was a consulting
engineer to the Utah Public Service
Commission.
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Weather

a Boon

to

Oregon Drive-Ins
Portland, Ore., Oct. 14. —
Drive-in theatres in this area
have had a dividend in the
form of fine weather this fall
that is keeping attendance at
midsummer peaks. There has
been no general rainfall for
57 days.
Despite the good weather
for the outdoors theatres,
"Ivanhoe" drew capacity business at $1.25 top for its first
Liberty
week
here. at Hamrick's

Motion

Univ.
Sues

Picture

Stockholder
on

Decca

Deal

Calls

5

Daily

Snaper

Charges

Sales

Political

Relief Fund Offers
New Christmas Card

A Christmas card for the
Milwaukee, Oct. 14. — Commenting
exclusive use of persons in
today on recent statements by Wilthe industry has been added
bur Snaper, national Allied president,
to the list of cards put on
impugning
salesmen's
methods
sale this year by the Motion
dealing
withfilm
exhibitors,
David
Beznor,in
Picture
Relief Fund in Hollygeneral counsel for the Colosseum of
wood.
Motion Picture Salesman of America,
said :
entitled "ChristThe card,
'What a melancholy commentary
being
isvely
Bijou,"
thesale
to
exclusi
offeredmas atfor
upon Mr. Snaper's sense of decency
ors
nel
of
and person
exhibit
and fair play that he should stoop to
the distributing companies.
hurling invectives upon the hard
Printed in full color, it shows
working salesmen who have done more
a typical American theatre,
than any other group to cement relaelaborately decorated for
tionships between exhibitor and disChristmas.
tributor and whose very livelihood depends upon their success in this unIt was also alleged that other offi- dertaking.
were
l
Universa
of
Pact
employes
and
r
cers
-yea
Five
New
"It is a hoary political maneuver Miss.
Exhibitors
contracts at excesgiven employment
the
of
some
that
and
salaries,
sive
to
lash out and malign another's repuU-I
at
For Muhl
defendants conceived of a plan and comings.tation to cover up personal shortscheme whereby Universal would ac"When the duties of a man's position Map Tax Battle
Hollywood, Oct. 14.— A new fivequire the assets and assume the liabil- are so onerous as to overwhelm him
been
has
ct
contra
Univeryear employment
ities of Decca in exchange for
sal stock at a ratio advantageous to with their complexities, he has indi14.— Meetings
Miss., Oct.exhibito
signed by Edward Muhl as general
Jackson,Mississi
rs and
ppi
cated his inadequacy to hold a posi- between
the Universal- the Decca stockholders.
at
ons
operati
of
r
manage
tion
with
the
responsibilities
that
the
smen
shortly
held
be
will
Congres
International studio.
is
l
Rackmi
nor
Neither Decca
president of Allied is called upon to under a plan to help repeal the 20
second
a
to
nt
defenda
a
as
named
effece
becom
The pact, which willrepla
per cent Federal admission tax. The
cement for cause of action, which alleges a plan
tive next Jan. 1, is a
"Apparently, Mr. Snaper has cracked plan was adopted recently by the
an existing agreement signed Oct. 16, and scheme involving a license for thes perform.
of directors of the Mississippi
under the burden of operating an or- board
1951.
reissuance of certain of Universal
ganization in an orderly fashion. Theatre Owners.
for an allegedly inadequate Surely, the embarrassment to which
picturesation.
will consider
Beginning Jan. 1, Muhl's salaryagreethat Congressagreedwould
Themen board
he has subjected Allied members is
the
and Senators
be pressed
Under
be $1,200 per week.
the plaintiff is for such as to place Wilbur Snaper in an
by
sought
Relief
the
for
$1,300
to
se
increa
it
will
ment,
for
an
answer
to
two
questions
:
;
damages
ing of profits and
untenable position.
second year, and to $1,400 for the an account
tax
the
e
eliminat
to
bill
a
If
(1.)
cong- certain
t declarin
third year. At the beginning of the for a judgmen
ble, and
"His gratuitous outburst was com- is introduced and brought to the floor,
and inequita
to be unfair
tracts
will he vote for it and work for its
fourth year his salary will rise to $1,- for an injunction.
pletely incompatible witti the sane, re500 per week and continue at that
sponsible
viewpoint
of
the
great
mapassage ?
jority of the Allied membership.
figure for the duration of the con(2.) Will he use his influence to
tract.
"For his difficulty in keeping pace have the bill reported favorably to the
with his manifold responsibilities, he the
and Means Committee and to
Waysfloor?
Stage for Theatre
has our deepest sympathy. For his
The board meeting, attended by
unwarranted vituperation, Wilbur
Para. Mideast Group TV
Hearing Set
Duke Clark of the Council of Motion
Snaper has our unmitigated contempt." Picture Organizations, also decided to
Fly,
James
14.—
Oct.
ton,
Washing
business"
Leading Sales Drive
of "sound
argument
use itstheanti-tax
in
battle,
emphasizing
the
Go
the Motion Picture AssoFilms
zel
attorney for
Wurt
need
of
small
exhibitors
to
be saved
Cohn,
ciation ofAmerica, and Marcus
Paramount's Mideastern division, attorney for the National Exhibitors
from ruinous taxation.
Release
headed by Howard Minsky, occupies Theatre Television Committee, will Into TV
the number one position in the com- make the opening statements at the
Reserves
Decision
pany's "Greater Confidence Parade of engineering and accounting phase of
Holly1952" sales drive, according to a tabuveteran
Sol M. Wurtzel,
the Federal Communications Commis'O.Henry' Suit
lation of the first month's figures.
wood producer, has leased his entire On
sion's theatre television hearing schedNew York Supreme Court Justice
Mike
manager
Monday.
Atbranch
Detroit, under
uled to open here next
ions to Major
group of product
tractions, Inc. for a number of years Morris Elder yesterday reserved deciSimon, leads all other exchange cities,
Fly and Cohn told this to the FCC
sion on the Fine Arts Theatre suit
neously approved distribubut is closely followed by quota-top- today at a pre-hearing conference at and simulta
Corp.
ion
Televis
United
through
tion
were
brought
against 20th Century-Fox and
s
attorney
ping Kansas City, Washington, Omaha, which some 40 or 50
in a joint the Trans-Lux Lexington Corp., seekDenver, Des Moines and Milwaukee. present. Original estimate of this The deal, as disclosed ,here
nt by Wurtzel who is here
ing injunctive relief which would bar
Winners of the drive, which will phase of the hearing was that it would statemethe
Coast, and Arche Mayer, "O. Henry's Full House" from openfrom
continue for 13 weeks, through Nov. last one week. But the attorneys toUnited President, not only includes
ing at the morrow.Trans-Lux
Street
today agreed that it would take two.
29th, will share $40,000 in prize money.
A decision is 52nd
expected
today.
pictures, but provides for new
existing
extended
the
for
reason
Part of the
An additional $5,000 will be split
productions as well.
The defense claimed that the owner
among members of non-winning estimate is that the hearing won't
In the first group, produced in of the Fine Arts had repudiated the
Comthe
when
ys,
Thursda
inon
meet
outstanding
display
who
branches
dividual effort.
mission transacts FCC business. An- Hollywood as recently as 1949, the contract for the picture. In addition,
case be
other reason is that although cross- release schedule will include: "Dan- the defense asked that the
Among the top productions included
declaring that the
Journey,
ing won't take place until the
gerous Years,"
vous
Red," brought to trial,
"Roses e Are
24," "Strang
in the drive period are : "Just for question
affihearing re-opens Jan. 12, clarifying -Rendez
suit should not be decided by that
You," "Caribbean," "The Turning
davits. Fine Arts counsel claimed
be asked during this "Crimson Key," "Deadline for Murmay
s
question
Point," "The Savage," "Somebody
der," "Back Lash," "Dangerous Mil- even if there was an oral release from
must be submitquestion
phase.
Loves Me" and "Hurricane Smith."
thes attorneys agreed,
writing,
ted in All
lions," "Trouble Preferred," "Night the contract, as a matter of law, such
to Benedict Cottone, FCC general Wind," "Fighting Back," "Arthur a release was in operatum.
counsel. Cottone will represent the Takes Over," "Half-past Midnight,"
Opens Para.
Owen
Commission at the hearing, along with "Invisible Wall" and "Second Chance."
20th- Fox to Meet
four or five other FCC attorneys.
Meeting in Atlanta
Reelect Snaper
(Continued from page 1)
Atlanta, Oct. 14. — Hugh Owen
es to be held
conferenc
A series
Gus'
'Myof Pal
On
Paramount's Eastern - Southern di- Mexican Import Duty
vision manager, is here from New On Film Increased
at the 20th Cennext week
sists of Irving Dollinger, Ralph Wil- during the tury-Fox
home office will aid in the
York to conduct a week-long series
Howard HerSpewak,
Maurice
kins,
of meetings with branch, sales and
Mexico City, Oct. 14.— American
man, Harwan, John Fioranavanzi,
s forthin particular by Herb Lukin, Jacob Unger, David decision to give the company'
affected
are
pictures
company's increased import duties that have just
Gus,"
Pal
of theJacksonville
"My
managers
release,
coming
booking
anwas unit
usual distribution handling,
Board exAtlanta, New Orleans,
Snaper and Henry Brown. Lee
of
Newdirector
Gold,
Lichtman,
are
Al
s
by
nounced
member
officio
governacis
been enforced by the Mexican
and Charlotte exchanges. He
berry, Harry N. Lowenstein, Sidney distribution.
ment. Hollywood provides most for- Samuelson
companied to the meeting by his asand Edward Lachman.
sistant, Al Fitter.
The film is set to get a top advereign pictures played in this country.
10
plus
$4.62,
are
now
duties
The
publicity and exploitation proThe meetings will be a follow-up
the atunit's
the cember. tising,
wivesg met
Follow
theirmeetin
s ing
and the
motion for its debut nationally in Deto Paramount's recent division sales per cent per kilogram (2%. lbs.) in- member
managers conclave in Chicago.
stead of $2.89 per kilogram.
Latin Quarter here for dinner.
Universal Pictures, Decca Records,
General Cinema Finance Corp., Realart Pictures and certain "U" employes
have been named defendants in an
action filed in New York Supreme
Court by "U" minority stockholder
Bertha T. Aine, charging that common stock and warrants of Universal
were sold to Decca at prices greater
than their market value and that Milton R. Rackmil, "U" and Decca president, and Nate J. Blumberg, "U"
board chairman, were given employment contracts at excessive salaries
and carrying
able benefits. other allegedly unreason-

Currently
in the

"Companion -approved"

advertised

is a sure sign of good enter-

tainment to over 4,250,000 women. That's
why Hollywood has invested more money in
the Companion during the past six years than

COMPANION

Because of You. ...Universal-International
The Prisoner of Zenda

MGM

The Merry Widow.

MGM

Plymouth Adventure

MGM

Because You're Mine

MGM

in any other monthly magazine.*
*Except of course the fan magazines.
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$20,000,000
Italian

Films

Goal

Here

A goal of $20,000,000 per year for Italian films in the American market was set here last night by Dr. Renato Gualino, director general of
Italian Films Export. In order to achieve this goal, Gualino added, the
IFE will organize its own distribution company here.
Governing Trio Expects
Speaking at a farewell dinner at the
Hotel, Gualino dis
Even Higher Figure Soon Waldorf-Astoria
films
who lack such national outlets,"
closed that the IFE has already filed he
added.
the
necessary
papers
to
establish
a
The number of theatres which
The $20,000,000 sought in the Amerseparate distribution corporation which
ican market, Gualino observed, equals
have become members in the Coun- will handle Italian films in the Amerithe
gross
revenue of American mocan market. The dinner was tendered
cil of Motion Picture Organization pictures in Italy, and the speedy
by
the
Italian
film
delegation
in
honor
tions has reached 11,695, it was
achievement of this goal will eliminate
disclosed here yesterday by Trueman of the sponsoring committee of the
dollar gap." The IFE diT. Rembusch, Samuel Pinanski and recently-concluded "Salute to Italian the "film
rector expressed the view that dubbed
Italian films can compete on equal
Al Lichtman, governing' co-chairmen Films Week."
of the industry agency.
Declared Gualino: "IFE will have terms with Hollywood films in the
established before the end of this year United States.
The triumvirate issued the
the nucleus of a national distribution
The Italian-American market will
membership report, which indicompany with five division offices in not be neglected either, Gualino said,
cated that returns still are
New York, Chicago, Cleveland, Los adding that the IFE would offer from
being received and that the
25 to 30 films per year for audiences
Angeles and Atlanta.
final membership figure may be
of Italian extraction.
"We
are
ready
to
offer
the
services
considerably larger, following a
of
our
national
organization
to
those
Next month,
Gualino
(Continued
on pagetold
4) the asmeeting in New York.
independent
distributors of Italian
With Lichtman presiding and Robert W. Coyne, special counsel ; Herman Robbins, treasurer, and Charles
Weiner, Marcus
and
E. McCarthy,
information director, 1,300 N. Y. Theatres
(Continued on page 4)
Wurtele
Honored
Aid Rogers Drive

Total

11,695

Over $300,000 annually is expected
to be collected by the more than 1,300
theatres of New York State which
Board
on Nov. 12
will participate in the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital collection-can-onHollywood, Oct. 15. — Monogram- candy project, according to Joseph R.
Allied Artists' stockholders will meet Vogel, chairman of the campaign.
Among the circuits already signed
here Nov. 12 to elect a board of directors.
are : RKO, Warner, Schine, Loew's,
Management nominees for board Fabian, Brandt, William Berinstein,
membership are W. Ray Johnston, Buffalo Paramount, Leo Brecher,
Steve Broidy, George D. Burrows, Cinema Circuit, Dipson, Interboro,
(Continued on page 4)
Harris, J. J. Theatres, Kallet, Kaybern, Randforce, Raybond, Walter
Reade, Rugoff & Becker, and others.

Elect

10-Man

Canadians
Industry

Mono.

Three of Columbia's sales executives, with a combined total of 75
years association with the company,
were honored at a luncheon yesterday
at the 21 Club. The guests of honor,
each of whom has been with Columbia
for 25 years, were H. E. Weiner, division manager for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey; B.
C. Marcus, Midwestern division manager, and Lester Wurtele, Philadelphia branch manager.
Present at the luncheon were Jack
Cohn, A. Montague, N. B. Spingold,
(Continued on page 4)

to Honor
Pioneers

Toronto, Oct. 15.— Six veterans of the industry in the
Dominion who made their
start prior to 1910 have been
picked by a committee to receive special honors at a 50th
anniversary banquet of the
Canadian Picture Pioneers in
the Royal York Hotel here on
Nov. 5.
Guests will be Jule Allen, Premier Theatres, Toronto; G. N. Ganetakos, United
Amusement Corp., Montreal;
F. G. Spencer, Saint John,
N. B.; A. J. Mason, Springhill,
N. S.; John Schuberg, exhibitor of Vancouver, and L. Ernest Ouimet of Montreal.

4Ivanhoe'

Chosen

for

Bingo

A

TEN

16, 1952

Violation,

Ohio Court Rules
Christopher Award
M-G-M's "Ivanhoe" was yesterday
Columbus, O., Oct. 15. — Bingo,
designated as one of the winners of
whether conducted for charity or
the monthly Christopher Awards "for profit, violates the state constitution,
the inspiration and high quality enter- according to a decision by the Second
tainment (that it provides) to a vast
District Court of Appeals. The unanimous decision upheld the opinion
Father James Keller, M.M., founder
audience."
and director of the Christophers, dis- last December by Common Pleas
closed that the winners for October Judge Cecil J. Randall of Franklin
County, who held that bingo is a lotin other media are "Karen," the bi- charity.tery, whether conducted for profit or
cereography of a youthful victim of
The Court of Appeals decision was
bral palsy, and the "I Love Lucy"
TV show.
Bronze medallions will be presented written by Judges Roscoe G. Hornto the winners for their contribution beck, William C. Wiseman and Fred
that represents "a significant step in
director Donald Cook of
the direction of providing the public J. Safety
Miller. and sheriff Ralph J. Paul of
with entertainment of enduring spir- Columbus (Continued
on page 5)
itual value," it was said.

CENTS

Crown

Is RKO

Radio

Foreign

Sales
Takes

Manager

New

Reisman

Post

Resigns

at Once;
as V-P

Alfred W. Crown, vice-president
in charge of worldwide sales for
Sarnuel Goldwyn Productions, yesterday was named by the new RKO
Radio ment manageas foreign
sales manager.
Crown will
wind up his duties with Goldtionswyn
as soon
as
Producpossible and will
Radio probably
join
RKO
in a matter of
Crown's post,
athenewcompany,
one in
.-. 1
days.
Alfred Crown
marks
a reof RKO
Radio's
distribution alignmentexecutive
setup. foreign
Supervision(Continued
of worldwideon sales,
both
forpage 4)

Jack Kirsch,
Allied
convention chairman, who
is here from Chicago, report ed yesterday that
some 400 Allied members
and

others
tered so far

have regisfor the or-

ganization's annual convention Nov. 15-17 at the
Hotel
Morrison in Chicago. Kirsch is here for
talks with Wilbur Snaper.

COLUMBUS, 0., Oct. 15.—
The latest effort to test,
the constitutionality of
Ohio film censorship was
blocked by the State's
Supreme Court
when it
turned down a petition of
Classic Pictures of New
York which sought to force
the censor board to take
another look at "Native
Son," previously
rej ected.

2

Motion

Personal

Chairmen

Mention

Chicago

WILLIAM M. PIZOR of Lippert
Pictures has returned here from
a three- month European trip and will
shortly leave for the Coast for conferences with Robert L. Lippert, company head.
•
Ben Kalmenson, Warner Brothers
distribution vice-president, became a
grandfather for the second time on
Sunday with the birth of a son, Donald, to his daughter, Mrs. Bert
Levine, at Mt. Vernon Hospital, Mt.
Vernon, N. Y.
•
Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture
Association of America president, and
be
Joyce O'Hara, vice-president, will
here today from Washington for a
meeting with distribution presidents
and foreign managers.

Picture

Are

Named

Charity

Chicago, III., Oct. 15.— The local
Amusement Activities Committee has
endorsed several charity campaigns
for local theatre participation and
named chairmen to head the amusement divisions for the various drives.
Jack Rose of Indiana-Illinois Theatres will head the Will Rogers Hospital campaign, for which theatres are
asked to place collection cans on their
candy counters and ask for donations
from their employes. Herb Sheeler of
Warner Brothers Theatres will be
chairman of the Community Fund;
David B. Wallerstein, general manager of Balaban and Katz, will be in
charge of the March of Dimes campaign, for which a lobby collection
was approved by the committee.
Ralph Smith, general manager of
Essaness Theatres, will serve as chairman of the Variety Club-Laravida
Dore Schary, M-G-M vice-presi- Jackson Park Sanitarium annual audience collection, which raised a total
dent in charge of production, returned
here from Washington yesterday ac- of over $64,000 last year. Smith will
companied by Howard Strickling, be assisted by William K. Hollander,
studio publicity head. Schary will Balaban and Katz advertising and
leave for the Coast on Oct. 26.
publicity head, and Irving Mack,
•
President of Filmack Corp.
William B. Zoellner, head of
M-G-M's short subject and newsreel
sales, will be in Jacksonville from Kunzmann
Honored
New York Monday and then head for
Atlanta, Charlotte • and Washington.
By the SMPTE
Washington, Oct. 15. — William C.
Robert W. Coyne, Council of Kunzmann,
retiring vice-president of
special
ions
Motion Picture Organizat
the Society of Motion Picture and
counsel, and Sam Shain, field repre- Television Engineers, was presented
sentative, will leave here today for with a solid gold life membership card
Philadelphia.
•
by the newly elected executive vicepresident, John G. Frayne, of Westsales
Radio
Leon Bamberger, RKO
rex, at a reception held in the Statler
anHotel.
the
head, will address
promotion convention
of Allied Theatre
nual
Kunzmann is also retiring from his
Owners of Michigan in Detroit Mon- position with National Carbon and
day through Wednesda
may locate on the West Coast where
• y.
he hopes to operate a combination
rep- drive-in and motel.
Warner BrothersBritish
C. J. Latta,
resentative on the Associated
Pictures Corp. board, is here from
England.
•
'Limelight' Opening
Tonight
Bert Orde, manager of the motion On BBC
picture department of Rcdbook magaLondon,
Oct.
15. — Tomorrow evezine, will leave here tomorrow to visit
ning's
world
premiere
of Charles
the Coast studios.
•
Chaplin's "Limelight" at the Odeon
Theatre, Leicester Square, will be
Herman Ripps, assistant to John
the BritishInBroadcasting's
televisionby network.
addition to
P. Byrne, M-G-M Eastern sales man- televised
be in Albany and Glovers- showing the arrival of audience digager,
will
ville for the remainder of this week.
nitaries, aprecedent will be set in
•
BBC televising excerpts from the film
Roy Disney, president of Walt Dis- at the close of the program.
ney Productions, and Card Walker,
Princess Margaret will attend the
advertising - publicity manager, have
premiere. The leading lady of Chapleft here for the Coast.
•
lin's 40th anniversary film is Claire
Bloom, currently portraying Juliet in
appointed
been
has
Arthur Jeffrey
the new stage production here of
public relations director of Magazine
Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet."
Management Co. •
Silas F. Seadler, M-G-M adver
Fear' Big
tising head, is due back Monday from 'Sudden
a vacation abroad.
At NY RKO
Houses
•
Arthur B. Krim, United Artists
Joseph
Kaufman's
"Sudden playing
Fear,"
RKO
Radio
release currently
president, has left here for Hollywood
at Metropolitan RKO houses, is unand will return in •about two weeks.
derstood to have grossed $165,000 in
five
days
at 19 theatres, out-grossing
board
sal
Univer
rg,
Blumbe
J.
Nate
any previous production to play the
chairman, is due here from the Coast circuit
in the past year and a half.
around Nov. 1.
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Campaign

Tatima'
In

for

Extensions

Additional

Spots

Warner Brothers "The Miracle of
Fatima" continues piling up holdovers
and extended runs in its early playdates throughout the country, the com-

New 'U' Bank Loan
Is for $6,300,000
The new loan agreement
concluded by Universal Pictures with the First National
Bank of Boston and Guaranty
Trust Co. of New York provides for a maximum credit
of $6,300,000, Leon Goldberg,
Universal treasurer, said yesterday. Due to an inadvertent error, Motion Picture
Daily had reported that the
new loan amounted to $17,000,000.
Goldberg said the bank
agreement consists of a $5,000,000 revolving fund for
Universal, to be reduced at
the rate of $500,000 annually
for four years, plus a $1,300,000 credit for the Universal
subsidiary, United World, on
which there are repayments
of $175,000 annually for the
first two years and $150,000
annually in the third and
fourth years.

pany reports. run engagements include
Extended
the Astor Theatre, New York, where
it enters its ninth week today; the
Astor, Boston ; Madison, Detroit ;
Boyd, Philadelphia and the Center,
Buffalo, all in fourth weeks, and the
St. Francis, San Francisco, three
weeks.
Second-week holdovers have been
set at the Strand, Albany ; Strand,
Hartford; Roger Sherman, New Haven ; Strand, Scranton ; Paramount,
Wilkes Barre ; Stanley, Utica ; Mayfair, Trenton ; Palace, Stamford ;
Strand, Akron ; Victory, Dayton ;
Strand, Erie and the Majestic, Provi- 'V
dence.
Normal split-week situations where
the picture has been held over for a
minimum of seven days include Ritz,
Clarksburg; Strand, Greensburg ;
Havens, Olean ; Capitol, Dunkirk;
Strand, Shenandoah; Capitol, Hazelton; Hollywood, Pottsville, and the
State, Waterbury.

'Big Five'
Loew's
Promotion Starts
"Loew's Big Five New Movie Season" will be launched at noon tomorrow with a Broadway, send-off from
in front of Loew's State Theatre. A
caravan of floats, with girls in costume, will be greeted by city officials
and stage and screen celebrities, after
which they will tour the city.
Each float will represent one of
the screen programs in "Loew's Big
Five," the first of which is Stanley
Kramer's "High Noon," starring Gary
Cooper, opening at Loew's today. The
second attraction is John Ford's "The
Quiet Man," with John Wayne and
Maureen O'Hara. Following will be
the Rita Hayworth-Glenn Ford starrer, "Affair in Trinidad" ; the new
Betty Hutton musical, "Somebody
Loves, Me," and M-G-M's "The
MerryFernando
Widow,"Lamas.
with Lana Turner
and
Grainger
Reports
'Quiet' Holdovers
James R. Grainger, Republic executive vice-president in charge of sales
and distribution, yesterday declared
that heavy holdover business and many
extended runs have been reported on

Tells

of End

of

Decca Merger Plans
Universal Pictures Co., in its answer to the minority stockholders suit
brought by Florence Long, said that
it has abandoned all plans to merge
with Decca Records, Inc., the company
bought a controlling interest which
in Universal.
Thein plaintiff's
attorney
disclosed
that
its answer
Universal
said
merger plans were discarded in June,
1952. The Long suit was brought in
March of this year in New York
Supreme Court. It charged that Decca
acquired the stock of Universal in
order to gain control of the corporation and pass on the assets of Decca
to Universal at an excessive price.
Services

Tomorrow

For Frederick Ryan
Frederick R. Ryan, a member of the
board of directors of Republic Pictures Corp. for many years, died yesterday at his home here at the age
of 73.
Ryan, who in addition to the general
practice of law, had been a specialist
in corporation law and in the fields
of petroleum and motion pictures. A
Requiem Mass will be offered at St.
Vincent Ferrer Church, tomorrow at
10 A.M. Burial will be in Calvary
Cemetery.

Wife
Dies

of A.H. Blank
in Des Moines

Des Moines, Oct. 15.— Mrs. A. H.
Blank, 70, wife of the president of
Tri-States Theatre Corp., died here
today. She had been ill since March.
Other survivors are a son, Myron,
and a sister, Mrs. B. W. Prusiner of
Springfield, Ohio. Services will be
held Friday at Dunn Funeral Home.
Burial will be at Glendale Cemetery,
both in this city.
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the act of March 3. 1879. Subscription rates per year. $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign;
pre-release openings on "The Quiet
Man," John Ford's Technicolor production.
The picture is going into its ninth
week in Atlantic City ; its fifth week
in Miami, Baltimore, Minneapolis, St,
Louis, and Philadelphia ; its fourth
week in Pittsburgh, and its third week
in Washington.
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Board

{Continued, from page 1)
Howard Stubbins, G. Ralph Branton,
Herman Rifkin, Harold J. Minsch,
Arthur C. Bromberg, Edward Morey
and Norton V. Ritchey.
The official notice of the annual
directors or ofmeeting discloses that
ficers of the company during the fiscal
year ended June 28 received fees and
salaries totaling $348,580 and bonuses
totaling $38,925, the total of these
amounts having exceeded by $17,378
the sum paid to the group during the
previous fiscal year.
saThe following individual compen
tion information also was set forth
in the notice :
Johnston, board chairman, received
$35,440 in fees and salary. Broidy,
president, received $94,582 in salary
and an $8,650 bonus, the total of these
being less by $7,236 than the amount
he- received in the previous year. Burrows, executive vice-president and
treasurer, got $26,597 in salary, or
less by $13,776 than the previous
esident,
year's amount. Mirisch, vice-pr
received a salary of $32,200 and bonus
of $8,650, the total of the two exceedthe prior years' reing by $10,476
muneration. Ritchey, vice-president,
received $27,300, plus $4,325 bonus, or
$1,251 more than previously. Branton, vice-president, received $29,400
salary and $8,650 bonus, his previous
remuneration having been nothing.
Morey, vice-president, received $27,625 salary and $4,325 bonus, or $2,876
more than previously.
According to the notice, the directors having interests in exchanges regross sales commisexchange
ported
received
sions
for the fiscal year as
follows :
Johnston, Cincinnati, 50 per cent
owned, $21,379; Stubbins, Los Angeles, 50 per cent owned, $226,948;
Stubbins, Seattle, 25 per cent owned,
$85,572; Hurlbut, Detroit, 33-1/3 per
cent owned, $72,653 ; Rifkin, Boston,
100 per cent owned, $123,489; Bromberg, Atlanta, 85 per cent owned,
$418,687.
Johnston sold his interest in the
Cincinnati exchange a year ago, and
the commissions indicated were for
the period from July 1, 1951, to Sept.
30, 1951, it was explained.
Weiner, Marcus
{Continued from page 1)
Leo Jaffe, Rube Jackter, Louis Astor, Irving Wormser, Maurice Grad,
Paul Lazarus, Jr., H. C. Kaufman,
Jo.e Freiberg, Seth Raisler and Vincent Borelli.
' Cohn and Montague presented each
of the guests with a silver bowl, suitably inscribed. Facsimile signatures
of all those attending the luncheon
were also engraved.
The trio are the first of the sales
heads to reach the quarter-century
mark with the company, although more
than a score of Columbia's sales staff
has been with the company more than
20 years.
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{Continued from page 1)
"The Iron Mistress"
{Warner Brothers)
ACTION AND ROMANCE are neatly blended in this exciting screen
adaptation of the best-selling novel of recent years by Paul Wellman
that stars Alan Ladd and Virginia Mayo in enhancing color by Technicolor.
In addition to their marquee lure the stars offer one of their better performances asthey make the most out of a James Webb screenplay that traces
the rise of backwoodsman Jim Bowie to wealth and notoriety in New
Orleans.
Miss Mayo portrays the belle with an appreciation of men and money
who inspires Ladd with a desire for better things. After several thrilling
knife and sword duels in which Ladd vanquishes numerous romantic rivals,
a picturesque horse race and a high-stakes card game, Miss Mayo's weakling
love for her
Ladd's
of, butKirk,
is disposedPhyllis
Kjellin, beautiful
husband,
has
ended.wellHe performed
returns tobytheAlfstrikingly
who had saved
his life when he was wounded in an ambush. He discards his Bowie knife and
forswears killing.
Henry Blanke's production is notable in its successful impression of lush
settings. Gordon Douglas directed ably, emphasizing the impressive action and
romance. A large and capable cast that lends support is headed by Joseph
Calleia, Tony Caruso and Douglas Dick, and includes Ned Young, George
Voskovic, Richard Carlyle, Donald Beddoe, Sarah Selby, Dick Paxton, Edward Colmans and Daria Massey.
Running time, 110 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Walter Pashkin
Nov. 22.

Toughest Man In Arizona
{Republic Pictures)
VAUGHN MONROE is one of the big names of the popular music field
success of two years
and this follow-up to his Western debut box-office
.ft
d
ago in "Singing Guns," is a well-performe Trucolor entry calculated to
please. Monroe is notably credible as the hombre of the title, a Deputy
Marshal who tracks down vicious desperado Victor Jory, fights off Indians
and shyly romances Joan Leslie in the process. He pleasantly sings three
songs: "A Man's Best Friend .Is His Horse," "Hound Dog (Bay at the
Moon)" and "The Man Don't Live Who Can Die Alone."
John K. Butler wrote the screenplay which provides Monroe ample opportunity to impress. He has a fine fist fight with Jory in mud and water,
dives head-first out of a locked hearse to grab and fire discarded guns, and
figures in the finale, a gun-battle showdown in a stable full of prancing
horses. Miss Leslie is ably cast as the wife of telegrapher Henry Morgan,
and is thought to be the sole survivor of an Indian massacre. Actually,
Morgan is a moral coward desirous of making quick money and after escaping the Indians he joins forces with Jory's bandit brothers and aids in
Jory's escape.
Morgan's telegraph wire tapping aids the Jory gang rob a stagecoach
bearino- a fortune in silver. Monroe recovers from wounds suffered in the
Jory escape and by deduction and close querying of Jory's dance-hall girl
The gang is shot
whereabouts.
gang's
the the
establishes
Parker,stands
JeanMorgan
friend, and
down
trial for
shooting
of sheriff Edgar Buchanan,
allowing thus the future marriage of Monroe and Miss Leslie.
Sidney Picker was the associate producer and R. G. Springsteen directed.
Also in the cast are Ian MacDonald, Lee MacGregor, Bobby Hyatt, Charlita
and Diana Christian.
Running time 90 minutes. General audience classification. Release date
Oct. 10.
W. P,

sembled group, the IFE sound studios
in the Skouras Theatre Building here
will be available to all importers of
Italian films for dubbing purposes. In
seeking what Gualino described as a
four per cent share of the American
box-office dollar, a strong reliance will
be placed on the consistent release of
Italian films in American language
versions, he said.
Addressing the many exhibitors attending the luncheon, Gualino said the
IFE would seek their skill and experience in launching Italian films.
"We are ready to stand with the promotional and advertising dollars necessary
to
achieve
thisreplied
result,"to Gualino
Greshler Promoting Star declared. He also
Mayor
Hollywood, Oct. 15. — Abner Gresh- Impellitteri's previous invitation to the
ler has launched a quest for stories in Italians to make pictures in New York,
which to star Anthony Steele, one of declaring that already several producers and directors have intentions
the stars of "Emergency Call," made
in England by Butcher Films, Ltd., of making films in the city.
and recently acquired by Greshler.
Gualino, who returns to Rome tomorrow, expressed gratitude to the
. The producer plans to build the star
up with U. S. audiences in a series of sponsoring committee, headed by Winstarring vehicles. "Emergency Call" throp- W. Aldrich, Eric Johnston,
is set for early release in this country. president of the Motion Picture As-

under
the newhasarrangement.
Reisman's
resignation
been accepted
by the
board. Whether Hawkinson will continue in a new capacity appeared not
terday.
to
have been determined as of yes20 Years in Industry
Crown has been in the industry
more than 20 years. He represented
M-G-M in South America in the
early 1930's. From 1935 to 1938 he
was foreign manager of the old Grand
National Pictures. He was co-ordinator of Inter-American Affairs in 1939
and 1940 and served in the Army for
two years thereafter. Returning to
the industry, he was with Charles K.
Feldman in Hollywood and then
joined Film Classics. In 1945,
Crown was appointed worldwide sales
manager for Goldwyn and was elected
a vice-president in 1950. Last summer he was the representative of the
Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers at negotiations in
Paris on a new film import and monetary agreement for American distributors with the French.
Indications are that no successor to
Crown will be appointed immediately
by Goldwyn Productions.
COMPO
Theatres
(Continued from page 1 )
also attending, the meeting reviewed
COMPO's activities since June. The
governing trio .expressed satisfaction
with both the results of the membership, drive and the progress of the
campaign for repeal of the Federal 20
per cent admission tax.
"The COMPO finance committee
and the various exhibitor committees
and sales personnel that conducted

the membership
drive," said
the after
triumvirate in a statement
issued
the meeting, "performed a magnificent job. It was an unprecedented
Italian Pictures
example of what can be done by industry organization and cooperaItalian pictures get a big boost in
the current
stands today. issue of Life, on newsThe co-chairmen made it plain that
The cover is devoted to Italian the COMPO staff, headed by Coyne,
is to devote all of its activities, if
actress Lucia Boce, under the head- necessary, to the prosecution of the
ing, of "New Crop of Beauties in
Italy." The seven-page article, which industry's tax repeal campaign, which
is being conducted under the direccomes following the end of "Salute to
tion of Col. H. A. Cole of Dallas
Italian Films Week," covers such and Pat McGee of Denver, co-chairtion."
topics as realism in Italian films; a
men of the national tax repeal camrun-down of new product, the growpaign committee.
ing popularity of Italian films in the
The co-chairmen also placed on the
American market and arguments pro
record their thanks to the trade press
and con on dubbing,.
for its cooperation in the membership
drive and in the tax repeal campaign.
sociation of America; John McCarthy,
vice-president of MPAA; E. R. ZorgIs Named
niotti, U. S. representative of IFE ; Peterson
and Jonas Rosenfield, executive di- Altec Division Head
rector of the "Salute" committee.
Los Angeles, Oct. 15. — D. A.
Among American industry leaders
on the dais were : Barney Balaban, Peterson, who was with Altec Service Corp. in Philadelphia, has arrived
president of Paramount Pictures ;
here to take over the post of Altec
Murray Silverstone, 20th CenturyFox International president ; George Western division manager, left vacant
by the sudden death of Stanley M.
Weltner, president
of Paramount
ternational Films ; and
McCarthy. In- Pariseau on Oct. 7.

'Life'

Italian Films
( Continued from page 1 )

eign and domestic, will be in the hands
of Arnold Picker, executive vicepresident, who takes over around
Nov. 15. Crown will direct foreign
sales under Picker. Heretofore, RKO
Radio's foreign distribution has been
handled by Phil Reisman as vicepresident, with R. K. Hawkinson as
assistant foreign manager. Both of
the latter posts will be dispensed with

Issue

Boosts
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Pimstein Active
At RKO Radio
Harry Pimstein's duties are in
full swing as assistant to Arnold
Grant, chairman of the board of
RKO Radio Pictures. Pimstein
started w i t h
RKO in 1927,
the year he
was graduated
from Syracuse
University Law
School. He
joined B. F.
Keith Theatres'
legal department, transferring to the
picture company in 1939.
Pimstein has
Harry Pimstein
served in various capacities
in the legal departments of RKO
Radio.
He is a member of the Motion
Picture Pioneers, Variety, Syracuse
University Club of New York, Syracuse University Law Association,
and a trustee of the Bancroft
School in Haddonfield, N. J.
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42

Will
Memphis

Resume

Here

Ruling

Today
Makes

Counter-proposals will be subFilm Producers Asby the
mittedsociation
to the Screen Actors Guild
ns between reptoday when negotiatio
resentatives ofthe two groups resume
here, Mel Gold, president of the National Television Film Council, disclosed yesterday.
Gold, who is also a member of the
producers'dicatednegotiating
inthat a wide committee,
gap currently
exists on provisions governing spot
announcements.
The status of SAG negotiations was
revealed by Gold at an NTFC
luncheon at the Hotel Warwick.
Samuel Spring, prominent attorney
and author of the book, "Rights and
Risks," warned TV producers about
the legal dangers involved in the invasion of privacy. Spring, who was
a guest speaker, advised those attending to seek the aid of counsel
before deciding on whether or not
someone's privacy had been invaded in
a TV show. He explored the complexity of the law in regard to the
problem, both in New York and elsewhere in the country.

'Bank

Nights7

Legal

Now

Pictures

Are

in Production

Hollywood, Oct. 15. — With another
one point increase in production, the
total number of pictures in work
reached 42. Nine new pictures were
started and eight were finished.

Memphis, Oct. 15. — "Bank nights,"
Started were : "Timber Wolf," Alas presently operated in Memphis
film houses, are legal, according to a
lied Artists ; "Love Song," "Pack
decision by City Commissioner Claude Train" and "Slaves of Babylon," Columbia;"Invaders
from Century
Mars" Fox;
(Notional
Pictures), 20th
A. Armour, rendered after an investigation by the city police and receipt
of legal advice from city attorney "Miss Robinson Crusoe," Motion Picture Artists ; "Toilers of the Sea"
Frank B. Giannoti, Jr. Such giveaway schemes were banned in De- (Coronado), RKO Radio; "Sioux
cember, 1936, on the grounds that Uprising"
Universal. and "Vermillion O'Toole,"
they were common gambling.
"We have asked theatres to refrain
Completed were : "Return to Parafrom the use of loudspeakers on the
dise," Aspen Productions ; "Dangerous
outside and the gathering of crowds When Wet," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ;
"Jamaica," Paramount ; "Silver Ship,"
to listen to said.
drawing results," the
commissioner
20th Century-Fox ; "Law and Order,"
Giannoti said he based his legal Universal-International ; "By the Light
the Silvery Moon," "The Jazz
opinion on a Tennessee Supreme of
Singer" and "Sea Rogue," Warner
Court ruling in 1936 in the Crescent Brothers.
Amusement case, originating in Nashville,
the "bank
involved waswhere
similar
to thosenight"
now conOhio Atty. Gen. Seen
ducted jointly at four houses here
owned by M. A. Lightman, Sr., and Behind Appeal Pass
where the court held there was not a
Toledo, Oct. 15. — The City of
lottery. He pointed out that Mem- Toledo declined to appeal the indusphis theatres are going one step furPSI - TV
Opens an
try's victory in the Ohio newsreel
ther from a lottery by allowing regis- censorship
case on the advice of the
ri
sou
Mis
ys
Oka
Office
in
Boston
FCC
iistration for the drawings without
state's
attorney-general,
William C.
a ticket. In the Nashville
Television Station
PSI-TV, Inc., producer-distributor, buying
O'Neil,
according
to
defense
case, it was held theatre patrons got The deadline to appeal, last sources.
Friday,
Washington, Oct. 15.— The Federal has opened a Boston office to service
New
England,
it
was
announced
by
passed
without
the
city
taking
any
full
money's
worth
from
the
film.
authorCommunications Commission
Manny Reiner, vice-president in
action.
ized construction of the first post-in charge
Toledo exhibitor Martin G. Smith,
of sales.
Name
Kaiser-Frazer,
freeze commercial television station
'U'
Prize
backed by the Motion Picture AssoWinners
This marks PSI-TV's third regional
Missouri with a grant to the Indeciation of America and Allied IndeSpring- office opening in the past two months,
in
Co.
ing
Broadcast
pendent
pendent Theatre Owners of Ohio,
field.
Winners of five Henry J. Corsair
the others being in Chicago and
The Commission made four other Hollywood. Edward Ruff and Irv- cars and $2,000 in cash prizes posted several weeks ago won a decision by
ing M. Farber will be in charge at by Universal Pictures and the Kaiser- Municipal Judge Wiley that censorcommercial television grants. They
Frazer Corp. for the best promotional
ship of newsreels by the state was unwere: Bryant Radio and Television, Boston.
constitutional. Failure of the city to
campaigns
developed by showmen for
ting,
Inc.,
Telecas
Texas
Inc., and"
Lubbock, Tex.; the Plains Radio
"Steel Town," were announced by the appeal means that the industry loses
the chance to take the case to the
With ABC
two companies.
Broadcasting; Co., Amarillo, Tex., and WICC-TV
or U. S. Supreme Court for a
Station
WICC-TV
in
Bridgeport,
PetersSt.
rg,
Five sets of prizes were awarded to state
the City of St. Petersbu
decision which could have made the
burg, Fla.
ultrafirst
theatremen
in
five
population
classifiConn., New England's
ruling mandatory across the
high frequency television station and
cations :theatres in cities over 500,- Toledo
entire state.
the second such station to sign a net- 000 ; 100,000 to 500,000 ; 50,000 to 100,Cornell Films Gets 2
work affiliation, will join the ABC- 000 ; 25,000 to 50,000 and under 25,000.
J. Milton Salzburg, president of TV network on or about Jan. 1, it Group one first prize winner of a Article on George Sidney
Cornell Films, announces the acquisi- was announced by Alfred R. Beck- Henry J. was Jack Silverthorne of the
tion of worldwide distribution rights man, national director of ABC's radio Hippodrome in Cleveland ; second
The Sunday issue of Pictorial Review will feature an article by Louella
and
television
station
relations
deprize
of
$250
went
to
Jack
Sydney
of
and
Calling"
to two films, "High
partments. In August of this year, Loew's Century in Baltimore and third O. Parsons on George Sidney, Metro"Pocahontas." Both films will be released theatrically early in 1953 and ABC announced the first UHF net- prize of $150 went to Ken Hoel of Goldwyn-Mayer director. The story
work affiliation with the signing of
subsequently released for non-theatri- station WSBA-TV in York, Pa., as the
will include
trace Sidney's
career about
with M-G-M
his theories
making
burgh.J. P. Harris Theatre in Pitts- and
cal and television use. "High Calling,"
a
basic
ABC-TV
affiliate,
effective
motion pictures. The next Sidneyproduced by Missionary Films, follows
the travels of Paul Miller and his wife Nov. 1. The addition of station
directed
film will be "Young Bess."
McCarthy,
Italians
Meet
WICC-TV to the ABC-TV network
to their mission in Tibet.
.
Various
trade
problems,
including
will bring the total number of network affiliates to 66.
rental ceilings, will be discussed to- ITOA Lunch Oct. 30
Date for the luncheon to be given
day at a meeting- here between John
Brandts Buy Club
by
the Independent Theatre Owners
G.
McCarthy,
Motion
Picture
_
AsAlbany, N. Y., Oct. 15.— Harry India Film Heads Feted
sociation of America international Association of New York to recently
and William Brandt, New York theaHollywood, Oct. 15. — Stars, direc- division chief, and Eitel Monaco and apointed RKO Radio sales executives
tre owners, have purchased the Arcady
tors and producers of India attended Renato Gualino, Italian Film Export is Thursday, Oct. 30. It was incorClub at the Hague-on-Lake George, a luncheon with Hollywood counter- officials.
rectly reported here yesterday that the
an Albany realty firm announced. The
luncheon was scheduled for today.
was
W'arnerstudio
L. formal
club includes a golf course, and is 16 host. This
Jackfinal
parts at which
was the
miles from the Sagamore Hotel en function held for the Indian visitors Tenn. Theatre Burned
Dover, Tenn., Oct. 15. — Fire de- Charlotte Reopens Soon
Lake George, which the Brandts ac- during their week here. The Indian
stroyed the Dover Theatre, and three
quired several years ago. The Arcady notables included Chadulal Shah, Raj
Charlotte, Oct. 15. — The Charlotte
business houses. The loss, estimated
Club
may reported.
be used for a boys' club, it Kapoor, B. N. Sircar and D. Subra- at $20,000, was covered by insurance. theatre here will reopen soon. It has
has been
manyam.
Owners J. T. Scurlock and Leroy been closed since May 17. Owner
S. W. Craver said it will operate on
Cherry expect to rebuild as soon as
a
policy of double feature bills with
On Kodak U.K. Board
Delay Towne Hearings
second-run pictures for family enterpossible.
London, Oct. 15. — Denis Wratten,
Chicago, Oct. 15. — Hearings on a
tainment.
Bingo
change of venue from Chicago to Mil- head of Eastman Kodak's motion picture division here, has been appointed
waukee by defendants in the Towne
Atlanta,
Oct.
15.
—
Topping
last
'
ows
'Sn
$19,350 for
Theatre case (in which attorney
to the company's board of directors. year's box-office "champ," "David and
(Continued from page 1)
Thomas C. McConnell is asking addi- Wratten served as president of the Bathsheba," by a wide margin at the
Paramount
Theatre
here
is
Darryl
F.
tional attorney fees to cover the peri- British Kinematograph Society for
od of the appeal from the original two years and lately was made presi- Zanuck's "The Snows of Kiliman- Franklin County said the current bandent of the Royal Photographic
decision) and the Viking Theatre case
jaro,"" which racked up $19,350 in its tinued.ning of bingo games would be conSociety.
first six days.
have been postponed to Monday.
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$20,000,000
Italian

Films

16, 1952

Goal

Here

A goal of $20,000,000 per year for Italian films in the American market was set here last night by Dr. Renato Gualino, director general of
Italian Films Export. In order to achieve this goal, Gualino added, the
IFE will organize its own distribution company here.
Speaking at a farewell dinner at the
Governing Trio Expects
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, Gualino disEven Higher Figure Soon
films
who lack such national outlets,'
closed that the IFE has already filed he
added.
the
necessary
papers
to
establish
a
The $20,000,000 sought in the AmerThe number of theatres which separate distribution corporation which
ican market, Gualino observed, equals
have become members in the Coun- will handle Italian films in the Ameri- the gross revenue of American mocan market. The dinner was tendered
tion pictures in Italy, and the speedy
cil of Motion Picture Organizations has reached 11,695, it was by the Italian film delegation in honor achievement of this goal will eliminate
disclosed here yesterday by Trueman of the sponsoring committee of the the "film dollar gap." The IFE director expressed the view that dubbed
T. Rembusch, Samuel Pinanski and recently-concluded "Salute to Italian
Italian films can compete on equal
Al Lichtman, governing co-chairmen Films Week."
of the industry agency.
Declared Gualino: "IFE will have terms with Hollywood films in the
established before the end of this year United States.
The triumvirate issued the
the nucleus of a national distribution
The Italian-American market will
membership report, which indinot
be neglected either, Gualino said,
company
with
five
division
offices
in
cated that returns still are
New York, Chicago, Cleveland, Los adding that the IFE would offer from
the
that
and
being received
25 to 30 films per year for audiences
Angeles and Atlanta.
final membership figure may be
"We are ready to offer the services of Italian extraction.
considerably larger, following a
of our national organization to those
Next month,
Gualino
(Continued
on pagetold
4) the asmeeting in New York.
independent
distributors of Italian
With Lichtman presiding and Rob; Herert W. Coyne, special counsel Charles
man Robbins, treasurer, and
Weiner, Marcus
and
1,300 N. Y. Theatres
information director,
E. McCarthy,
(Continued on page 4)
Wurtele
Honored
Aid Rogers Drive

Total

11,695

Over $300,000 annually is expected
to be collected by the more than 1,300
theatres of New York State which
on Nov. 12
Board
will participate in the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital collection-can-onHollywood, Oct. IS. — Monogram- candy project, according to Joseph R.
chairman of the campaign.
Allied Artists' stockholders will meet Vogel,
Among
the circuits already signed
diof
board
a
elect
to
12
Nov.
here
rectors.
are : RKO,
Warner,
Schine,
Loew's,
Brandt,
William
Berinstein,
Management nominees for board Fabian,
Buffalo
Paramount,
Leo
Brecher,
membership are W. Ray Johnston, Cinema Circuit, Dipson, Interboro,
Steve Broidy, George D. Burrows,
Harris, J. J. Theatres, Kallet, Kay(Continued on page 4)
bern, Randforce, Raybond, Walter
Reade, Rugoff & Becker, and others.

Elect

10-Man

Mono.

Canadians to Honor
Industry Pioneers

Toronto, Oct. 15.—rySix vetin the
erans of the indust
Dominion who made their
start prior to 1910 have been
picked by a committee to receive special honors at a 50th
anniversary banquet of the
Canadian Picture Pioneers in
the Royal York Hotel here on
Nov. 5.
Guests will be Jule Allen, Premier Theatres, Toronto; G. N. Ganetakos, United
Amusement Corp., Montreal;
F. G. Spencer, Saint John,
N. B. ; A. J. Mason, Springhill,
N. S.; John Schuberg, exhibitor of Vancouver, and L. Ernest Ouimet of Montreal.

'Ivanhoe'

Chosen

for

Three of Columbia's sales executives, with a combined total of 75
years association with the company,
were honored at a luncheon yesterday
at the 21 Club. The guests of honor,
each of whom has been with Columbia
for 25 years, were H. E. Weiner, division manager for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey; B.
C. Marcus, Midwestern division manager, and Lester Wurtele, Philadelphia branch manager.
Present at the luncheon were Jack
Cohn, A. Montague, N. B. Spingold,
(Continued on page 4)

Bingo

A

Violation,

Ohio Court Rules
Christopher Award
M-G-M's "Ivanhoe" was yesterday
Columbus, O., Oct. 15. — Bingo,
designated as one of the winners of
whether conducted for charity or
the monthly Christopher Awards "for profit, violates the state constitution,
the inspiration and high quality entertainment (that it provides) to a vast according to a decision by the Second
District Court of Appeals. The unanimous decision upheld the opinion
Father James Keller, M.M., founder
audience."
and director of the Christophers, dis- last December by Common Pleas
closed that the winners for October Judge Cecil J. Randall of Franklin
who held that bingo is a lotin other media are "Karen," the bi- County,
ography of a youthful victim of cere- charity.tery, whether conducted for profit or
bral palsy, and the "I Love Lucy"
TV show.
The Court of Appeals decision was
Bronze medallions will be presented written by Judges Roscoe G. Hornto the winners for their contribution beck, William C. Wiseman and Fred
that represents "a significant step in
the direction of providing the public J. Safety
Miller. director Donald Cook of
with entertainment of enduring spir- Columbus and sheriff Ralph J. Paul of
(Continued on page 51
itual value," it was said.

TEN
Crown

Is

Radio

Manager

New

Reisman

RKO

Foreign

Sales
Takes

CENTS

Post

Resigns

at Once;
as V-P

Alfred W. Crown, vice-president
in charge of worldwide sales for
Samuel Goldwyn Productions, yesterday was named by the new RKO
Radio ment manageas foreign
sales manager.
Crown will
wind up his duties with Goldtions as soon as
wyn Producpossible and will
Radio probably
join
RKO
in a matter of
Crown's post,
days.
the
a newcompany,
one in
Alfred Crown
marks
a realignment of RKO
Radio's foreign
distribution executive setup. Supervision(Continued
of worldwideon sales,
page 4) both forAllied
Roll

Convention

Reaches

400

Some 400 Allied members and others
have registered to date for the organization's annual convention, Nov. 1517, at the Hotel Morrison in Chicago,
Jack Kirsch, convention chairman,
who has arrived here from that city,
Kirsch, who arrived yesterday for
reports.
three days of convention planning
talks with Wilbur Snaper, Allied
president, foresaw the possibility of
history.
the "greatest" convention in Allied' s

'Son' Ohio

Censor

Appeal Is Beaten
Columbus, O., Oct. 15. —
Ohio's Supreme Court has
blocked the latest effort to
test the constitutionality of
Ohio film censorship by turning down a petition of Classic
Pictures of New York which
sought to force the censor
board to take another look at
"Native Son," previously rejected.

Motion

Personal

Chairmen

Picture

Are
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Named

for

New

'U' Bank

Loan

Is for $6,300,000
Mention

Chicago

Charity

WILLIAM M. PIZOR of Lippert
Pictures has returned here from
a three- month European trip and will
shortly leave for the Coast for conferences with Robert L. Lippert, company head.
•
Ben Kalmenson, Warner Brothers
distribution vice-president, became a
grandfather for the second time on
Sunday with the birth of a son, Donald, to his daughter, Mrs. Bert
Levine, at Mt. Vernon Hospital, Mt.
Vernon, N. Y.
•
Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture
Association of America president, and
Joyce O'Hara, vice-president, will be
here today from Washington for a
meeting with distribution presidents
and foreign managers.
•

Chicago, III., Oct. 15.— The local
Amusement Activities Committee has
endorsed several charity campaigns
for local theatre participation and
named chairmen to head the amusement divisions for the various drives.
Jack Rose of Indiana-Illinois Theatres will head the Will Rogers Hospital campaign, for which theatres are
asked to place collection cans on their
candy counters and ask for donations
from their employes. Herb Sheeler of
Warner Brothers Theatres will be
chairman of the Community Fund;
David B. Wallerstein, general manager of Balaban and Katz, will be in
charge of the March of Dimes campaign, for which a lobby _collection
was approved by the committee.
Ralph Smith, general manager of
Essaness Theatres, will serve as chairman of the Variety Club-Laravida
Dore Schary, M-G-M vice-presi- Jackson Park Sanitarium annual audident in charge of production, returned
ence collection, which raised a total
here from Washington yesterday ac- of over $64,000 last year. Smith will
companied by Howard Strickling, be assisted by William K. Hollander,
studio publicity head. Schary will Balaban and Katz advertising and
leave for the Coast on Oct. 26.
publicity head, and Irving Mack,
•
President of Filmack Corp.
William B. Zoellner, head of
M-G-M's. short subject and newsreel
sales, will be in Jacksonville from Kunzmann
Honored
New York Monday and then head for
Atlanta, Charlotte • and Washington.
By the SMPTE
Washington, Oct. 15. — William C.
of
Council
Coyne,
Robert W.
Kunzmann, retiring vice-president of
Motion Picture Organizations special the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers, was presented
counsel, and Sam Shain, field representative, will leave here today for with a solid gold life membership card
Philadelphia.
•
by the newly elected executive viceJohn G. Frayne, of WestLeon Bamberger, RKO Radio sales president,
rex, at a reception held in the Statler
Hotel.
n head, will address the anpromotio
nual convention of Allied Theatre
Kunzmann is also retiring from his
Owners of Michigan in Detroit Mon- position with National Carbon and
day through Wednesda
may locate on the West Coast where
• y.
he hopes to operate a combination
Warner Brothers rep- drive-in and motel.
C. J. Latta,
resentative on the Associated British
Pictures Corp. board, is here from
England.
•
'Limelight' Opening
Tonight
Bert Orde, manager of the motion On BBC
magaRedbook
of
nt
departme
picture
London, Oct. 15. — Tomorrow evezine, will leave here tomorrow to visit
ning's world premiere of Charles
the Coast studios.
•
Chaplin's "Limelight" at the Odeon
Theatre, Leicester Square, will be
Herman Ripps, assistant to John
the BritishInBroadcasting's
televisionby network.
addition to
P. Byrne, M-G-M Eastern sales man- televised
ager, will be in Albany and Glover s- showing the arrival of audience digville for the remainder of this week.
nitaries, aprecedent will be set in
•
BBC televising excerpts from the film
Roy Disney, president of Walt Dis- at the close of the program.
ney Productions, and Card Walker,
Princess Margaret will attend the
advertising - publicity manager, have
premiere.
The leading lady of Chapleft here for the Coast.
•
lin's 40th anniversary film is Claire
currently portraying Juliet in
Arthur Jeffrey has been appointed Bloom,
the new stage production here of
public relations director of Magazine
Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet."
Management Co. •

Silas F. Seadler, M-G-M advertising head, is due back Monday from
a vacation abroad.
•
Arthur B. Krim, United Artists
president, has left here for Hollywood
and will return in •about two weeks.

'Sudden
Fear' Big
At NY RKO
Houses

Campaign

'Fatima'
In

Extensions

Additional

Spots

Warner Brothers "The Miracle of
Fatima" continues piling up holdovers
and extended runs in its early playdates throughout the country, the com-

The new loan agreement
rcn?!uded by Universal Pictures with the First National
Bank of Boston and Guaranty
Trust Co. of New York provides for a maximum credit
of $6,300,000, Leon Goldberg,
Universal treasurer, said yesterday. Due to an inadvertent error, Motion Picture
Daily had reported that the
new loan amounted to $17,000,000.
Goldberg said the bank
agreement consists of a $5,000,000 revolving fund for
Universal, to be reduced at
the rate of $500,000 annually
for four years, plus a $1,300,000 credit for the Universal
subsidiary, United World, on
which there are repayments
of $175,000 annually for the
first two years and $150,000
annually in the third and
fourth years.

Extended
pany reports. run engagements include
the Astor Theatre, New York, where
it enters its ninth week today ; the
Astor, Boston ; Madison, Detroit ;
Boyd, Philadelphia and the Center,
Buffalo, all in fourth weeks, and the
St. Francis, San Francisco, three
weeks.
Second-week holdovers have been
set at the Strand, Albany ; Strand,
Hartford ; Roger Sherman, New Haven; Strand, Scranton; Paramount,
Wilkes
Barre ;;Stanley,
■ Utic'a
; , May- ;
fair, Trenton
Palace,
Stamford
Strand, Akron ; Victory, Dayton ;
Strand, Erie and the Majestic, Provi- 'V
dence.
Normal split-week situations where
the picture has been held over for a
minimum of seven days include Ritz,
Clarksburg; Strand, Greensburg ;
Havens, Olean; Capitol, Dunkirk;
Strand, Shenandoah ; Capitol, Hazelton ; Hollywood, Pottsville, and the
State, Waterbury.

Tells

of End

of

Decca Merger Plans
Universal Pictures Co., in its answer to the minority stockholders suit
brought by Florence Long, said that
it has abandoned all plans to merge
with Decca Records, Inc., the company
bought a controlling interest which
in Universal.

Thein plaintiff's
attorney
disclosed
that
its answer
Universal
said
merger plans were discarded in June,
1952. The Long suit was brought in
"Loew's Big Five New Movie Sea- March of this year in New York
son" will be launched at noon tomor- Supreme Court. It charged that Decca
row with a Broadway send-off from acquired the stock of Universal in
in front of Loew's State Theatre. A
control of the corporacaravan of floats, with girls in cos- order tiontoand gain
pass on the assets of Decca
tume, will be greeted by city officials to Universal
at an excessive price.
and stage and screen celebrities, after
which they will tour the city.
Each float will represent one of
the screen programs in "Loew's Big Services Tomorrow
Five," the first of which is Stanley
Kramer's "High Noon," starring Gary For Frederick Ryan
Frederick R. Ryan, a member of the
Cooper, opening at Loew's today. The
second attraction is John Ford's "The board of directors of Republic PicQuiet Man," with John Wayne and
tures Corp. for many years, died yesMaureen O'Hara. Following will be
terday at his home here at the age
the Rita Hayworth-Glenn Ford star- of 73.
rer, "Affair in Trinidad" ; the new
Ryan, who in addition to the general
Betty Hutton musical, "Somebody
practice of law, had been a specialist
"The in corporation law and in the fields
_ M-G-M's
Me," andwith
Loves, Widow,"
Merry
Lana Turner of
and
Fernando Lamas.
petroleum and motion pictures. A
Requiem Mass will be offered at St.
Vincent Ferrer Church, tomorrow at
Grainger
Reports
10 A.M.. Burial will be in Calvary
Cemetery
'Quiet' Holdovers

'Big Five'
Loew's
Promotion Starts

James R. Grainger, Republic executive vice-president in charge of sales
and distribution, yesterday declared
that heavy holdover business and many
extended runs have been reported on

Wife
Dies

of A. H. Blank
in Des Moines

Des Moines, Oct. 15.— Mrs. A. H.
pre-release openings on "The Quiet Blank, 70, wife of the president of
Man," John Ford's Technicolor pro- Tri-States Theatre Corp., died here
duction.
today. She had been ill since March.
Joseph
Kaufman's
"Sudden
Fear,"
RKO Radio release currently playing
Other survivors are a son, Myron,
The picture is going into its ninth
at Metropolitan RKO houses, is un- week in Atlantic City ; its fifth _week and a sister, Mrs. B. W. Prusiner of
derstood to have grossed $165,000 in in Miami, Baltimore, Minneapolis, St. Springfield, Ohio. Services will be
board
al
five
days
at 19 theatres, out-grossing Louis, and Philadelphia ; its fourth held Friday at Dunn Funeral Home.
Univers
rg,
Nate J. Blumbe
in Pittsburgh, and its third week Burial will be at Glendale Cemetery,
chairman, is due here from the Coast any previous production to play the week
in Washington.
both in this city.
circuit in the past year and a half.
around Nov. 1.
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Crown

Reviews

(Continued from page 1)
Howard Stub-bins, G. Ralph Branton,
Herman Rifkin, Harold J. Mirisch,
Arthur C. Bromberg, Edward Morey
and Norton V. Ritchey.
The official notice of the annual
or ofmeeting discloses that directors
ficers of the company during the fiscal
year ended June 28 received fees and
salaries totaling $348,580 and bonuses
totaling $38,925, the total of these
amounts having exceeded by $17,378
the sum paid to the group during the
previous fiscal year.
saThe following individual compen
tion information also was set forth
in the notice :
Johnston, board chairman, received
$35,440 in fees and salary. Broidy,
president, received $94,582 in salary
and an $8,650 bonus, the total of these
being less by $7,236 than the amount
he received in the previous year. Burrows, executive vice-president and
treasurer, got $26,597 in salary, or
less by $13,776 than the previous
esident,
year's amount. Mirisch, vice-pr
received a salary of $32,200 and bonus
of $8,650, the total of the two exceedthe prior years' reing by $10,476
muneration. Ritchey, vice-president,
received $27,300, plus $4,325 bonus, or
$1,251 more than previously. Branton, vice-president, received $29,400
salary and $8,650 bonus, his previous
remuneration having been nothing.
Morey, vice-president, received $27,625 salary and $4,325 bonus, or $2,876
more than previously.
According to the "notice, the directors having interests in exchanges regross sales commisexchange
ported
received
for the fiscal year as
sions
follows :
Johnston, Cincinnati, 50 per cent
owned, $21,379; Stubbins, Los Angeles, 50 per cent owned, $226,948;
Stubbins, Seattle, 25 per cent owned,
$85,572; Hurlbut, Detroit, 33-1/3 per
cent owned, $72,653 ; Rifkin, Boston,
100 per cent owned, $123,489; Bromberg, Atlanta, 85 per cent owned,
$418,687.
Johnston sold his interest in the
Cincinnati exchange a year ago, and
the commissions indicated were for
the period from July 1, 1951, to Sept.
30, 1951, it was explained.
Weiner, Marcus
(Continued from page 1)
Leo Jaffe, Rube Jackter, Louis Astor, Irving Wormser, Maurice Grad,
Paul Lazarus, Jr., H. C. Kaufman,
Joe Freiberg, Seth Raisler and Vincent Borelli.
Cohn and Montague presented each
of the guests with a silver bowl, suitably inscribed. Facsimile signatures
of all those attending the luncheon
were also engraved.
The trio are the first of the sales
heads to reach the quarter-century
mark with the company, although more
than a score of Columbia's sales staff
has been with the company more than
20 years.
Greshler Promoting Star
Hollywood, Oct. 15. — Abner Greshler has launched a quest for stories in
which to star Anthony Steele, one of
the stars of "Emergency Call," made
in England by Butcher Films, Ltd.,
and recently acquired by Greshler.
The producer plans to build the star
up with U. S. audiences in a series of
starring vehicles. "Emergency Call"
is set for early release in this country.

The Iron Mistress
(W arnef Brothers)
ACTION AND ROMANCE are neatly blended in this exciting screen
adaptation of the best-selling novel of recent years by Paul Wellman
that stars Alan Ladd and Virginia Mayo in enhancing color by Technicolor.
In addition to their marquee lure the stars offer one of their better performances asthey make the most out of a James Webb screenplay that traces
the rise of backwoodsman Jim Bowie to wealth and notoriety in New
Orleans.
Miss Mayo portrays the belle with an appreciation of men and money
who inspires Ladd with a desire for better things. After several thrilling
knife and sword duels in which Ladd vanquishes numerous romantic rivals,
a picturesque horse race and a high-stakes card game, Miss Mayo's weaklingis disposed of, but Ladd's love for her
Kjellin, beautiful
husband,
has
ended.wellHe performed
returns tobytheAlfstrikingly
Phyllis Kirk, who had saved
his life when he was wounded in an ambush. He discards his Bowie knife and
forswears killing.
Henry Blanke's production is notable in its successful impression of lush
settings. Gordon Douglas directed ably, emphasizing the impressive action and
romance. A large and capable cast that lends support is headed by Joseph
Calleia, Tony Caruso and Douglas Dick, and includes Ned Young, George
Voskovic, Richard Carlyle, Donald Beddoe, Sarah Selby, Dick Paxton, Edward Colmans and Daria Massey.
Running" time, 110 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Walter Pashkin
Nov. 22.

to

RKO

(Continued from page 1)
eign and domestic, will be in the hands
of Arnold Picker, executive vicepresident, who takes over around
Nov. 15. Crown will direct foreign
sales under Picker. Heretofore, RKO
Radio's foreign distribution has been
handled by Phil Reisman as vicepresident, with R. K. Hawkinson as
assistant foreign manager. Both of
the latter posts will be dispensed with

Toughest Man In Arizona
(Republic Pictures)
VAUGHN MONROE is one of the big names of the popular music field
and this follow-up to his Western debut box-office
success of two years
.ft
ago in "Singing Guns," is a well-performed Trucolor entry calculated to
please. Monroe is notably credible as the hombre of the title, a Deputy
Marshal who tracks down vicious desperado Victor Jory, fights off Indians
and shyly romances Joan Leslie in the process. He pleasantly sings three
songs: "A Man's Best Friend Is His Horse," "Hound Dog (Bay at the
Moon)" and "The Man Don't Live Who Can Die Alone."
John K. Butler wrote the screenplay which provides Monroe ample opportunity to impress. He has a fine fist fight with Jory in mud and water,
dives head-first out of a locked hearse to grab and fire discarded guns, and
figures in the finale, a gun-battle showdown in a stable full of prancing
horses. Miss Leslie is ably cast as the wife of telegrapher Henry Morgan,
and is thought to be the sole survivor of an Indian massacre. Actually,
Morgan is a moral coward desirous of making quick money and after escaping the Indians he joins forces with Jory's bandit brothers and aids in
Jory's escape.
Morgan's telegraph wire tapping aids the Jory gang rob a stagecoach
bearing a fortune in silver. Monroe recovers from wounds suffered in the
Jory escape and by deduction and close querying of Jory's dance-hall girl
The gang is shot
whereabouts.
gang's
the the
establishes
Parker,stands
JeanMorgan
friend, and
down
trial for
shooting
of sheriff Edgar Buchanan,
allowing thus the future marriage of Monroe and Miss Leslie.
Sidney Picker was the associate producer and R. G. Springsteen directed.
Also in the cast are Ian MacDonald, Lee MacGregor, Bobby Hyatt, Charlita
and Diana Christian.
Running time, 90 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Oct. 10. °
W. P.
'Life' Issue Boosts
Italian Films
Italian Pictures
(Continued from page 1)
Italian pictures get a big boost in
sembled group, the IFE sound studios the current issue of Life, on newsin the Skouras Theatre Building here
stands today.
will be available to all importers of
The cover is devoted to- Italian
Italian films for dubbing purposes. In
seeking what Gualino described as a actress Lucia Boce, under the headfour per cent share of the American
ing, of "New Crop of Beauties in
box-office dollar, a strong reliance will Italy." The seven-page article, which
be placed on the consistent release of
following the end of "Salute to
Italian films in American language comes
Italian Films Week," covers such
topics as realism in Italian films, a
versions, he said.
Addressing the many exhibitors at- run-down of new product, the growtending the luncheon, Gualino said the
ing popularity of Italian films in the
IFE would seek their skill and ex- American market and arguments pro
perience in launching" Italian films. and con on dubbing.
"We are ready to stand with the promotional and advertising dollars necessociation of America ; John McCarthy,
sary
to
achieve
thisreplied
result,"to Gualino
declared. He also
Mayor vice-president of MPAA ; E. R. Zorgniotti, U. S. representative of IFE ;
Impellitteri's
previous
the
Italians
to make
picturesinvitation
in New to
York,
and Jonas Rosenfield, executive director of the "Salute" committee.
declaring that already several producers and directors have intentions
Among American industry leaders
of making films in the city.
on the dais were : Barney Balaban,
Gualino, who returns to Rome to- president of Paramount Pictures ;
morrow, expressed gratitude to the Murray Silverstone, 20th Centurysponsoring committee, headed by Win- Fox International president ; George
throp. W. Aldrich, Eric Johnston, Weltner, president of Paramount International Films ; and McCarthy.
president of the Motion Picture As-

under
the newhasarrangement.
Reisman's
resignation
been accepted
by the
board. Whether Hawkinson will continue in a new capacity appeared not
terday.
to
have been determined as of yes20 Years in Industry
Crown has been in the industry
more than 20 years. He represented
M-G-M in South America in the
early 1930's. From 1935 to 1938 he
was foreign manager of the old Grand
National Pictures. He was co-ordinator of Inter-American Affairs in 1939
and 1940 and served in the Army for
two years thereafter. Returning to
the industry, he was with Charles K.
Feldman in Hollywood and then
joined Film Classics. In 1945,
Crown was appointed worldwide sales
manager for Goldwyn and was elected
a vice-president in 1950. Last summer he was the representative of the
Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers at negotiations in
Paris on a new film import and monetary agreement for American distributors with the French.
Indications are that no successor to
Crown will be appointed immediately
by Goldwyn Productions.
COMPO
Theatres
(Continued from page 1)
also attending, the meeting reviewed
COMPO's activities since June. The
governing trio expressed satisfaction
with both the results of the membership drive and the progress of the
campaign for repeal of the Federal 20
per cent admission tax.
"The COMPO finance committee
and the various exhibitor committees
and sales personnel that conducted
the membership
drive," said
the after
triumvirate in a statement
issued
the meeting, "performed a magnificent job. It was an unprecedented
example of what can be done by industry organization and cooperaThe co-chairmen made it plain that
the COMPO staff, headed by Coyne,
is to devote all of its activities, if
necessary, to the prosecution of the
industry's tax repeal campaign, which
is being conducted under the direction of Col. H. A. Cole of Dallas
andtion."
Pat McGee of Denver, co-chairmen of the national tax repeal camcommittee.
The paign
co-chairmen
also placed on the
record their thanks to the trade press
for its cooperation in the membership
drive and in the tax repeal campaign.
Peterson
Altec

Is

Division

Named
Head

Los Angeles, Oct. 15. — D. A.
Peterson, who was with Altec Service Corp. in Philadelphia, has arrived
here to take over the post of Altec
Western division manager, left vacant
by the sudden death of Stanley M.
Pariseau on Oct. 7.

Thursday, October 16, 1952

Pimstein Active
At RKO Radio
Harry Pimstein's duties are in
full swing as assistant to Arnold
Grant, chairman of the board of
RKO Radio Pictures. Pimstein
started with
RKO in 1927,
the year he
was graduated
from Syracuse
University Law
School. He
joined B. F.
Keith Theatres'
legal department, transferring to the
picture company in 1939.
Pimstein has
Harry Pimstein
served in various capacities
in the legal departments of RKO
Radio.
He is a member of the Motion
Picture Pioneers, Variety, Syracuse
University Club of New York, Syracuse University Law Association,
and a trustee of the Bancroft
School in Haddonfield, N. J.

Motion
FPA-SAG

Talks

Picture

5

Daily
42

Will
Memphis

Resume

Here

Ruling

Today
Makes

Counter-proposals will be subFilm Producers Asmitted by the
sociation to the Screen Actors Guild
ns between reptoday when renegotiatio
sentatives ofthe two groups resume
here, Mel Gold, president of the National Television Film Council, disclosed yesterday.
Gold, who is also a member of the
producers'dicatednegotiating
inthat a wide committee,
gap currently
exists on provisions governing spot
announcements.
The status of SAG negotiations was
revealed by Gold at an NTFC
luncheon at the Hotel Warwick.
Samuel Spring, prominent attorney
and author of the book, "Rights and
Risks," warned TV producers about
the legal dangers involved in the invasion of privacy. Spring, who was
a guest speaker, advised those attending to seek the aid of counsel
before deciding on whether or not
someone's privacy had been invaded in
a TV show. He explored the complexity of the law in regard to the
problem, both in New York and elsewhere in the country.

'Bank

Nights9

Legal

Now

Pictures

Are

in Production

Hollywood, Oct. 15. — With another
one point increase in production, the
total number of pictures in work
reached 42. Nine new pictures were
started and eight were finished.

Memphis, Oct. 15. — "Bank nights,"
Started were : "Timber Wolf," Alas presently operated in Memphis
lied Artists; "Love Song," "Pack
film houses, are legal, according to a
Train" and "Slaves of Babylon," Codecision by City Commissioner Claude
lumbia;"Invaders
from Century
Mars" Fox;
(Notional
Pictures), 20th
A. Armour, rendered after an investigation by the city police and receipt "Miss Robinson Crusoe," Motion Picof legal advice from city attorney
ture Artists ; "Toilers of the Sea"
Frank B. Giannoti, Jr. Such give(Coronado), RKO Radio; "Sioux
away schemes were banned in De- Uprising"
cember, 1936, on the grounds that Universal. and "Vermillion O'Toole,"
they were common gambling.
"We have asked theatres to refrain
Completed were : "Return to Parafrom the use of loudspeakers on the
dise," Aspen Productions ; "Dangerous
outside and the gathering of crowds When Wet," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ;
"Jamaica," Paramount ; "Silver Ship,"
to listen to said.
drawing results," the
commissioner
20th Century-Fox ; "Law and Order,"
Giannoti said he based his legal Universal-International ; "By the Light
opinion on a Tennessee Supreme of the Silvery Moon," "The Jazz
Singer" and "Sea Rogue," Warner
Court ruling in 1936 in the Crescent Brothers.
Amusement case, originating in Nashinthe "bank
ville,
volved waswhere
similar
to thosenight"
now con- Ohio Atty. Gen. Seen
ducted jointly at four houses here
owned by M. A. Lightman, Sr., and Behind Appeal Pass
where the court held there was not a
Toledo, Oct. 15. — The City, of
lottery. He pointed out that Mem- Toledo declined to appeal the indusphis theatres are going one step furPSI-TV
Opens an
try's victory in the Ohio newsreel
ther from a lottery by allowing regis- censorship
case on the advice of the
Okays Missouri Office in Boston
FCC
istration for the drawings without
state's
attorney-general,
William C.
ion
a ticket. In the Nashville
Television Stat
P SI-TV, Inc., producer-distributor, buying
O'Neil,
according
to
defense
case, it was held theatre patrons got The deadline to appeal, last sources.
Friday,
Washington, Oct. 15.— The Federal has opened a Boston office to service
passed
without
the
city
taking
any
New
England,
it
was
announced
by
full
money's
worth
from
the
film.
authorion
Communications Commiss
action.
ized construction of the first post- Manny Reiner, vice-president in
Toledo exhibitor Martin G. Smith,
freeze commercial television station in charge of sales.
Name
Kaiser-Frazer,
'U'
Prize
backed by the Motion Picture AssoWinners
This marks PSI-TV's third regional
Missouri with a grant to the Indeciation of America and Allied IndeCo. in Spring- office opening in the past two months,
g
Broadcastin
pendent
pendent Theatre Owners of Ohio,
field.
Winners of five Henry J. Corsair
the others being in Chicago and
several weeks ago won a decision by
The Commission made four other
cars
and
$2,000
in
cash
prizes
posted
Irvand
Ruff
Edward
commercial television grants. They Hollywood.
ing M. Farber will be in charge at by Universal Pictures and the Kaiser- Municipal Judge Wiley that censorFrazer Corp. for the best promotional
were: Bryant Radio and Television, Boston.
ship of newsreelsconstitutional.
by the
Failure ofstate
the was
cityun-to
Inc., and Texas Telecasting, Inc.,
campaigns developed by showmen for
appeal means that the industry loses
Lubbock, Tex.; the Plains Radio
"Steel Town," were announced by the the
chance to take the case to the
With ABC
Broadcasting Co., Amarillo, Tex., and WICC-TV
two companies.
state
or U. S. Supreme Court for a
Station
WICC-TV
in
Bridgeport,
PetersSt.
Petersburg,
St.
of
Five sets of prizes were awarded to decision
the City
which could have made the
burg, Fla.
ultrafirst
theatremen
in
five
population
classifiConn., New England's
Toledo
ruling
mandatory across the
high frequency television station and
cations :theatres in cities over 500,- entire state.
the second such station to sign a net- 000 ; 100,000 to 500,000 ; 50,000 to 100,Cornell Films Gets 2
work affiliation, will join the ABC- 000 ; 25,000 to 50,000 and under 25,000.
J. Milton Salzburg, president _of TV network on or about Jan. 1, it Group one first prize winner of a Article on George Sidney
Cornell Films, announces the acquisi- was announced by Alfred R. Beck- Henry J. was Jack Silverthorne of the
tion of worldwide distribution rights
The Sunday issue of Pictorial Reof ABC's radio Hippodrome in Cleveland ; second
man, national director
view will feature an article by Louella
station relations de- prize of $250 went to Jack Sydney of
to two films, "High Calling" and and television
partments. In August of this year, Loew's Century in Baltimore and third Q.Parsons on George Sidney, Metro"Pocahontas." Both films will be released theatrically early in 1953 and ABC announced the first UHF net- prize of $150 went to Ken Hoel of Goldwyn-Mayer director. The story
work affiliation with the signing of
subsequently released for non-theatri- station WSBA-TV in York, Pa., as the J. P. Harris Theatre in Pitts- and
will include
trace Sidney's
career about
with M-G-M
his theories
making
cal and television use. "High Calling," a basic ABC-TV affiliate, effective burgh.
produced by Missionary Films, follows
motion
pictures.
The
next
Sidneythe travels of Paul Miller and his wife Nov. 1. The addition of station
WICC-TV to the ABC-TV network McCarthy, Italians Meet directed film will be "Young Bess."
to their mission in Tibet.
Various trade problems, including
will bring
the tototal
work affiliates
66. number of net- rental ceilings, will be discussed to- ITOA Lunch Oct 30
Date for the luncheon to be given
day at a meeting- here between John
Brandts Buy Club
Asby
the Independent Theatre Owners
Picture
Motion
Albany, N. Y., Oct. 15.— Harry India Film Heads Feted G. McCarthy,
sociation of America international Association of New York to recently
and William Brandt, New York theaHollywood, Oct. 15. — Stars, direc- division chief, and Eitel Monaco and apointed RKO Radio sales executives
tre owners, have purchased the Arcady
tors and producers of India attended Renato Gualino, Italian Film Export is Thursday, Oct. 30. It was incorClub at the Hague-on-Lake George,
officials.
rectly reported here yesterday that the
an Albany realty firm announced. The a luncheon with Hollywood counterluncheon was scheduled for today.
was
Warner
L.
Jack
which
parts
at
club includes a golf course, and is 16 host. This was the final formal studio
miles from the Sagamore Hotel on function held for the Indian visitors Tenn. Theatre Burned
Lake George, which the Brandts ac- during their week here. The Indian
Dover, Tenn., Oct. 15. — Fire de- Charlotte Reopens Soon
quired several years ago. The Arcady notables included Chadulal Shah, Raj
stroyed the Dover Theatre, and three
Charlotte, Oct. 15. — The Charlotte
business houses. The loss, estimated theatre
here will reopen soon. It has
Club may be used for a boys' club, it
Sircar and D. Subra- at $20,000, was covered by insurance. been closed
N.
B.
Kapoor,
has been reported.
May 17. Owner
m any am.
Owners J. T. Scurlock and Leroy S. W. Craver since
said it will operate on
Cherry expect to rebuild as soon as
a policy of double feature bills with
Delay Towne Hearings
On Kodak U.K. Board
second-run pictures for family enterpossible.
tainment.
Chicago, Oct. 15. — Hearings on a
London, Oct. 15. — Denis Wratten,
change of venue from Chicago to Mil- head of Eastman Kodak's motion picBingo
waukee by defendants in the Towne
ture division here, has been appointed
Atlanta, Oct. 15. — Topping last
$19,350 for 'Snows'
Theatre case (in which attorney
to the company's board of directors. year's box-office "champ," "David and
(Continued from page 1)
Thomas C. McConnell is asking addi- Wratten served as president of the Bathsheba," by a wide margin at the
tional attorney fees to cover the peri- British Kinematograph Society for Paramount Theatre here is Darryl F.
od of the appeal from the original
and lately was made presi- Zanuck's "The Snows of Kiliman- Franklin County said the current bandecision) and the Viking Theatre case two years
dent of the Royal Photographic
jaro," which racked up $19,350 in its tinued.ning of bingo games would be conSociety.
first six days.
have been postponed to Monday.
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CENTS

Up

Withdrawal
Ind.

Business,

lustrv

Work

SaysRembusch

Cites Aid from Indiana
Battle with Texas
Theatre business has improved
and remained good in practically
every Indiana community visited by
the recent "Movietime" tours sponsored by exhibitors of that
state, Trueman
T. Rembusch,
Indiana Allied
president, reterday. ported here yesOn the other
hand, he said,
there has been
no comparable
improvement in
business in
theatres in
Trueman Rembusch
towns which
not included in the itinerarywere
of the group
(Continued on page 3)

Earned

$5,435,000
By

UPT

Nine

in First

Months

of

'52

Estimated consolidated earnings for
the third quarter of this year were put
with6) estimated
compared
at $1,627,000,
(Continued
on page

J. Allied

Operating

Recommends

Allied

From

Arbitration,

COMPO

Full

Estimated earnings of United Paramount Theatres for the first nine
months of 1952 amounted to $5,435
000, including capital gains of $1,465
000, compared with earnings of $9
537,000, including capital gains of $3
483,000 for the same period in 1951,
Leonard H. Goldenson, UPT presiday. dent, reported to stockholders yester-

N.

Cole

Surveys
Houses

Time

to Fight

in

New

Mexican
Bill

Film

Becomes

Quota
Law

Mexico City, Oct. 16.— The Mexican cinematograph quota bill, regarded
as a sledge-hammer blow to American
distributors, has passed both houses
of this country's legislature, and now
is virtually law. The Senate passed
the bill yesterday following similar
action a counle of weeks ago bv Cons signature
President
gress.since
has openly favored
he Aleman'
is assured
the measure which would cut by about
50 per cent the screening time_ of
American-made pictures in Mexican
theatres.

Resign

to Devote

Sales

Policies

Dallas, Oct. 16. — A recommendation that members of Allied
States withdraw from such all-industry endeavors as the preparation
n for
of a plan of industry arbitration, direction of the campaig the
and
tax
ent
amusem
elimination of the 20 per cent Federal
ations is
administration of the Council of Motion Picture Organiz
Allied and a director
Texas
advanced by H. A. Cole, presiden
- tofofthe
national organization, in a
letter to Allied president Wilbur
Snaper.
ol
ho
Sc
Says Ampa
The letter, dated Oct. 9, and released for pubAids Youngsters
lication tomorrow, refers of
to
the role
singadverti
mick,
McCor
S.
Barret
Corp.,
s
Picture
Radio
director of RKO
A b r a m F.
addressing an
audience of chairma
Myers, nAllied
and
youngs industryd general counsel,
worker enrolle
in the drafting

for theciatedAssoMotion
Picture Advertisers'
course
manship showlast night at the
Hotel Woodthe high
emphasized
stock,

new foreign
W. Crown, RKO Radio's
sales manager. Both assume their new
duties at once.
V-P
NAMED
REISMAN
The RKO Radio board in making PHIL
the announcement said it believes that
INDUSTRIES
KENNEDY
JOSEPH
(Continued on page 6)
Phil Reisman, whose resignation as
vice-president in charge of foreign
distribution for
RKO
Radio
was accepted by
the new management of the
company this
week, has been
named vicepresident of Joseph P. Kennedy Industries.
Reisman also
will act as consultant toRKO,
as required, the
Phil Keisman
company stated
yesterday.
Kennedy, who heads the company,

Jobs

Against

Allied of New Jersey decided to
compile a statistical survey on whether
theatres in that area are open, parRKO
Foreign Post
tially open, or closed, at their meeting Tuesday, it was revealed yesterday by Wilbur Snaper, New Jersey
Robert K. Hawkinson, former
Allied and National Allied president.
assistant foreign sales manager of One hundred and thirteen New Jersey
value to the industry and the
RKO Radio, yesterday was named ing.
individual of the
Barret McCormick
foreign administration manager for the theatres were represented at the meetcourse, which
company by the new management.
According to Snaper a thorough
In the post, a newly created one,
with 3) the rarniyites
industr
nts
acquai
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page
Hawkinson will work under Alfred

Hawkinson

Members

of antion arbitraplan ; to
,
man
of Truethat Rembusch
former Allied
president,ofasthea
member

to
H. A. Colo

three-man govCOMPO, and
erning board of
Cole's own role as co-chairman of the
COMPO campaign for admission tax
The recommendation is made,
repeal.
Cole states in his letter, because he feels that Allied lead(Continued on page 3)

OF

was a dominant figure in the old FBO
companies and was instruand Pathe
mental in the consolidation of both
with other units to make up the present RKO corporation. With Guy
Currier, Boston attorney, Kennedy
effected a merger of FBO with
Keith-Albee-Orpheum in 1927, which
gave the present company its first interests in exhibition. In 1930, Kennedy was instrumental in bringing
Pathe into the RKO fold. In all of
these ventures Reisman was closely
associated with Kennedy.
Kennedy, a former U. S. Ambassador to Great Britain, has been inactive
in the industry for the past 20 years.
He has extensive real estate holdings
in . New York, Chicago and Boston,
(Continued on page 6)

Cole
Meet

Proposal
Agenda:

On

Myers

Washington, Oct. 16. — Allied
States Association general counsel
Abram F. Myers said that Colonel
F. H. A. Cole's proposal "has already
been
the agenda"
for next
the
Allied placed
board on
meeting
in Chicago
month.
Col. Cole proposed that all Allied
officials withdraw from all industrywide organizations and campaigns as
an answer to what he claimed were
distributor price-raising tactics engaged in while the Allied leaders were
busv on the all-industry matters.
Myers refused to comment on the
Co1e proposal in the meantime. He
said Cole's
letter onwaspageformally
ad(Continued
3)

2

Motion

Personal

Compo

Mention

Meeting

versal adDAVID LIPTON, Uni
vertising-publicity director, will
leave here today for
• the Coast.

Charles Schlaifer, president of
the advertising agency of the same
name and co-chairman of the National' Mental Health Committee, has
returned from Washington where he
addressed the Community Services
Council of the National Institute of
Mental Health on "The Layman's and
the Professional's Role m Mental
•
Health."
Edwin W. Aaron, Western sales
manager for 20th Century-Fox, is in
and will return to New York
ago ay.
ChicMond
on
•

Abe Fein berg, artists representa
tive, has been cited by the Eastern
Paralyzed Veterans Association for
his work on its behalf.
is, Walter Reade TheJack Harr
atres film buyer, and Mrs. Harris,
will return from a Bermuda vacation
on Monday.
•
Loren Ryder, head of Paramount
sound and technical developments, will
return to Hollywood over the weekend
from here.
•
Al Chiarpotti, Universal booker in
San Francisco, will be inducted into
the Army today.
Rejects

Injunction

Picture

Board
for

Friday, October 17, 1952

Daily

Sets

Chicago

December

The annual Council of Motion Picture Organizations board of directors meeting has been set tentatively for the second week in December
in Chicago.
. '.. .
-, ,
Approximately two months later, in February, there will be held in
—
another
Hollywood
rs and Walsh
exhibito"roundnce ofCOMPO
confere
table"
Gets Bid for
problems.
producers on production represen
ted
Distribution also may be
Pathe Strike Here
at this conference, although heretofore it has not been a "round-table"
participant.
After negotiating without success
Virtually the entire Chicago board
meeting will be devoted to discussing since last July for a new union contract for the Pathe Industries "white
and analyzing the campaign for repeal
employes here, IATSE Motion
of the 20 per cent Federal admission collar"
Picture Home Office Employes Local
been
have
who
those
to
g
tax, accordin
No. H-63 has petitioned Richard F.
planning the parley. Congress will Walsh, "IA" international president,
meetthe
after
weeks
few
a
convene
for permission to strike, Russell M.
ma- Moss, H-63 executive vice-president,
s tax befighting
COMPO'
ing and chinery
perfect
in
will have to
reported yesterday.
working order for the Congressional
The local's contract with Pathe exassault which will climax the months
pired Sept. 30. It was signed last year
of local anti-admission tax activity
that will have occupied practically all following months of negotiations
which ended in a strike of one-half
attention.
agency's
industry
the board
of The
will be presided day's duration.
meeting
Upon receiving the H-63 petition,
over by Trueman T. Rembusch, Al
Lichtman and Samuel Pinanski, Walsh at once appointed Joseph Basson, international representative, to
COMPO's governing chairmen. _
confer with the local and the company
of
site
Chicago was selected as the
to see if a strike could be avoided.
the meeting at the request of Midwest and Far West board members Basson, currently out of town, is exwho hitherto have had to travel to 10 days.pected to arrange a meeting in about
New York for such gatherings.
Moss said the local is demanding
wage increases and certain extra beneNSS
Exchange
Help
fits, such as free hospitalization and
insurance. Management negotiators
have been David Malamed and Leon'I A'has been
Screen
JoinService
National to
ard Cooper. Moss described the latter
Move
informed by IATSE Motion Picture as a former business agent for the
Home Office Employes Local No. Screen Office and Professional Employes Guild, erstwhile CIO affiliate
H-63 here that the "white collar" emwhich
now
is allied with the Distribuployes at the company's New York
tive, Processing and Office Workers
exchange have asked the union to
of America.
represent them in collective bargainA "white collar" workers' strike at
ing, according to Russell M. Moss,
Pathe could shut down the film
H-63 executive vice-president.
Moss said the local's attorneys will processing plant since it is held unpetition the National Labor Relations
"IA"
other cross
of would
likely that members
there
Board for an election among the ex- locals represented
change workers to determine if the picket lines. None crossed the lines
union is to represent them.
they were formed by H-63 in
whendispute
the
last year.

Arnall Opens Tour
For Dem. Candidates
Washington, Oct. 16.— Ellis
Arnall, president of the Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers, revealed
he will start out tomorrow
on 10 days of speech-making
on behalf of Democratic candidates Adlai Stevenson and
John Sparkman. His tour,
arranged by the Democratic
national committee, will take
him into Ohio, Michigan,
Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin,
Iowa, West Virginia and
Georgia.

Para.

Division

Holding

Heads

5 Meetings

All five
Paramount's
domestic
division
salesof managers
are currently
holding meetings with branch and
booking managers and salesmen as a
follow-up to the company's recent
special three-day conclave in Chicago,
which was presided over by A. W.
Schwalberg,
president
Film
Distributing
Corp.of Paramount
Principal topics for discussion are
sales and merchandising plans for the
balance of this year's releases and an
appraisal
the top product beingreadied forof1953.

Owen, Eastern- Southern divHugh manager,
ision
today winds up a weeklong session
with
the Southern portion of his division in Atlanta,
and will
meet ingwith
the
Eastern
portion
startTuesday

Al Kane, South Central division
Case
In 0. Henry'
The injunctive relief sought by the
manager, is huddling with his sales
team in Dallas, while J. J. Donohue.
Fine Arts Theatre was denied here
Central division manager, and Howard
yesterday by New York Supreme
Court Justice Morris Elder.
Minsky, Mid-Eastern division manJustice Elder, in rejecting the plainager, are holding meetings in Chicago
and Philadelphia, respectively.
tiff's petition which sought to bar
g of "O. Henry's
George Smith, Western division
yesterday's openin
Full House" at the Trans-Lux 52nd
manager, is presiding in Los Angeles
to essaid the plaintiff failed
Street, tablish
at the first of four meetings. Later
aclear and sufficient case. The
he will travel to San Francisco, Salt
dispute involved first-run rights to
Lake and Seattle for similar sessions.
the film, made by 20th Century-Fox,
which was one of the defendants in the
suit.
on Md. 'The Thief Opens
Appeal
Counsel for the Fine Arts said that Win
his client would continue the claim for
NEW YORK THEATRES
— Thes9City To A Big $13,242
damages against 20th-Fox and the Cens
e, gOct.of16.'Live
orin
Baltimor
"The Thief" opened to a big $13,Trans-Lux Lexington Corp., operators Court has ruled that deletions ordered
of the 52nd Street house.
in "Damaged Lives" by the Maryland 242 at the Roxy here, topping previRADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
ous mid-week opening grosses, David
State Board of Censors were unjustified.
Rockefeller Center — ^—
T.
Katz,
Roxy
managing
director,
disFiles
$1,530,000
closed yesterday.
This was the first appeal m this
MARIO LANZA in
court on a censorship decision since
Trust Suit Here
The picture, which opened Wednesday, is the first United Artists release
the ruling of the Supreme Court in
A $1,530,000 triple damage trust
MINE"
introducing
ETTA E
MORROW
the
"Miracle"
and
"Pinky"
cases
and
USE DORYOU'R
"BECA
at the Roxy under the theatre's new
suit against the majors and others the first time since Sidney R. Traub policy
presenting films from all
was filed here yesterday in Federal assumed chairmanship of the State motion of
Picture
M-G-IW
An
picture companies.
Color by TECHNICOLOR
Court by the trustees of the defunct Board that the board has been reSPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
Tower Amusement Corp. and Triversed on appeal.
Tassos in New Post
umph Amusement Corp., operators of
The appeal was taken by John Rose
the Tower Theatre, Bronx. The trus- of Rose Road Shows of Washington,
John Tassos, former Paramount
tees in dissolution were identified as owners of the film.
Pictures publicist, has been named
ROY erf JAMS plus
Abraham Leff and Samuel StrausSOB
director of public relations and publicity of the Roney Plaza and Gulf
berg. Besides the distributors, MetroStream Hotels in Miami Beach, the
politan Playhouses and Skouras Thea- Canada Exports Down
tres were named as defendants. The
Ottawa, Oct. 16. — Exports of films McAllister in Miami, and the Boca
plaintiff charged the theatre closed declined to $3,202,000 in the first eight Raton Hotel and Club at Boca Raton,
due to its failure to obtain product. months of this year, compared with it was announced here by G. David
Unreasonable clearances and discrimi- $3,679,000 a year ago, the Canadian Schine, president and general manager
of Schine Hotels.
natory practices were also alleged.
government reports.
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McCormick; Trade
Press Unequalled
"Our industry is fortunate
in having a group of trade
papers unequalled in any
other industry," Barrett S.
McCormick told the enrollment of the showmanship
by the Assoconducted
course
ciated Motion Picture Advertisers at the Hotel Woodstock, last night.
He noted, "Trade advertising has a very important
place in the motion picture
business. It informs the retailer, the theatre man, about
new product. It does, or
should, present in one way or
another the selling possibilities of the subject and stimu
late his imagination and
sense of showmanship."

Asks

Allied

Picture

3

Daily

Withdrawal

(Continued from page 1)

ers, preoccupied with such responsibilities, have neglected
the interests of independent exhibitors with the result that
"other elements in our industry have taken advantage of our
preoccupation and through one
means or another are shortsightedly doing the industry a

taken advantage of our preoccupation and through one means
or another are shortsightedly
doing the industry a great dis-

Arbitration Draft
In the Mail Today
The distributor - amended
draft of a projected industry
arbitration system will be
mailed today by the Motion
Picture Association of America to representatives of
Allied States Association,
Theatre Owners of America,
Metropolitan Motion Picture
Theatres
Association,
ern Theatre
Owners andWestthe
Independent Theatre Owners
Association of New York, it
was indicated here yesterday
by an MPAA spokesman.

"In view of all this, I have the
service." recommendation : That Alfollowing
lied free its personnel from their obligation to do these outside jobs. That
Allied recommend to those of its
members who have unselfishly taken
these various jobs and obligations that
they withdraw from them and resign
from such positions. This recommen
dation is made with the greatest of
reluctance because those jobs have
not been completed and, while others
Says
probably can and will take over, the Rembusch
(Continued from page 1)
causes themselves will inevitably suf
fer. However, we can see no other
of touring stars, headed by Forrest
Tucker.
Clarifying
Statement
conclusion."
Here from Franklin, Ind., on busiTo eliminate an impression gained
ness for the Council of Motion Picture Organizations, one of whose three
by
trade press reporters
Cole's
recommendation
could bethat
construed
governing chairmen he is, Rembusch
to mean that Allied exhibitor mem
bers should withdraw from the Fed took time out yesterday to lunch with
eral tax repeal campaign, in the event trade press representatives and discuss with them the showmanship rithe Allied board accepts his proposal
valry that has developed between
Cole issued the following clarifying
statement :
Texas COMPO and the Indiana theatremen.
"I do not advocate the withIn Rembusch's opinion the friendly
drawal of all Allied members
inter-state competition will serve to
from the tax fight. I merely
benefit the cause of showmanship in
recommend to the Allied board
both states. Moreover, he said, the
that their three leaders, whom
prospect of other states entering into
Allied had loaned to COMPO
the competition is good, with the reand the industry at large to do
sult that exhibitors united under state
banners all across the country may
ipecial jobs, be freed from their
obligation to do those jobs.
soon be racing each other for supremacy in showmanship.
"There is no implication in my letRecently
Indiana theatremen chalter that the Allied individual exhibitors should cease from their efforts
lenged the Texans for the "Showto get their Congressmen pledged to
manship Crown of the Entire World."
tax repeal. I as an individual expect Yesterday, in a telegram to Rembusch and Marc Wolfe, also an Into do that part of our job and to perdiana Allied leader, Kyle Rorex of
sonally contact my own Congressman
Texas
COMPO accepted the challenge
in a continued effort for tax repeal.
and derided, in humorous vein, the
Indiana claims to having surpassed
The tax fight must go on."
Cole's recommendation is scheduled the accomplishments of exhibitors in
to be submitted to the meeting of the
Allied board of directors in Chicago, the Lone Star State. Rembusch

great disservice."
, Cole's
on thatofcharge
ying
Amplif
trade
alleged
a number
cites
letter
practice abuses in the realms of competitive bidding, sales terms, advanced
ciradmission prices, clearance l and
cumvention of some Federa consent
decree injunctions.
"To anyone who desires a bill of
particulars," Cole's letter says, "it will
to furnish."
easy letter
be The
reviews some Allied history and organization policies, citing
its role in the bringing of the U. S.
vs Paramount et al anti-trust suit and
School
Ampa
the results of the suit, including thea(Continued from page 1)
tre divorcement, which it terms "a
of justice" which left the
travesty
and
city
publi
g,
of advertisin
"large chain operations in a sounder,
fications
n.
io
ot
om
pr
. , more powerful position than they ever
days of specialHe noted, "In these me
a little too enjoyed
ization one can beco
"The before."
injunctive relief granted by
too many the courts in some particulars were
are
e
specialized. Ther
ess who
people working in theof busin
the letter continues, "and some
it and they good,"
know but one phase
good results have been obtained.
they
se
becau
,
three
all
know
d
However, the film companies and
shoul
are inseparably joined in the work
their attorneys with customary adroitdo,
ness have seized on some issues and
that we do, and will continue to
some court decisions, to themselves
as long- as show business survives.
motion pic- introduce such abortions, not a part
Citing the growth of the
past 40 of the immediate court decision, as
ture advertising over
bidding.
years, McCormick opined that film
influto
more
done
have
s
advertiser
Evaded Rules
ence all advertising than any other
group.
"Through various devices they have
is a great also gotten around the court injuncMcCormick noted, "This
business and I think it will continue
tion against forcing higher admission
to be a great business for a long time prices. Using their bidding system in
to come, with plenty of opportunity exactly the manner the court said that
for those with initiative, imagination system would be used they have
and ambition." He called for the forced up terms and prices for their
film, they have evaded the rules as
group to "know your audience, feel
with them in their interests and de- to clearance. . . ."
The Cole letter complains of sales
sires and never be superior. Remember, the great mass of people are, in policies "forcing thousands of theatres
one way or another, specialists in their out of business" and making it imposown line of work or knowledge but
sible for others to show "many worthare not in yours."
while films" profitably. It mentions
"Greatest Show on Earth," "Son of
Paleface," "Jumping Jacks," "Quo
N. J. Allied Survey
Vadis" and "Ivanhoe."
(Continued from page 1)
"With the government suit in back
of
them," the Cole letter continues,
discussion took place revolving around "Allied to some extent abandoned its
traditional
militant leadership. Our
in distributor relaeverydaytions. problems
He noted that the delegate to leaders thought the time had come
the national Allied convention, Irving when we should build rather than tear
Dollinger, was instructed on the sub- down. With that thought in mind Alject matter to be presented at the
lied gave its heartiest support to
board meeting. Considerable discus- COMPO. . . our general counsel, Mr.
sion was held with an equal expres- Myers, was drafted and instructed by
sion of opinion concerning an appeal us to undertake the long, tedious job
for further government intervention. of formulating a plan for arbitration.
Particular expression was made Our former president, Trueman Remabout the availability of pictures clas busch, was drafted to became one of
sified as specials where theatres the three co-leaders of COMPO. For
charge the same admission prices, in myself, I received instructions from
the belief that if admission prices our board of directors last spring to
were matched, availability should be undertake the drive for repeal of the
day and date.
20 per cent admission tax."
"I think the time has come,"
the Cole letter concludes, "when
we in Allied must recognize the
When 1/cu Tjeed a
fact that we stand almost alone
PECIAL TRAILER
in an unselfish attempt to do
500D' and FAST
an all-industry job and that in
doing this we have sacrificed
the interests of thousands of
CHICAGO 5, 1327 S. WABA5H AV£.
exhibitors because other eleNEW YORK 36, 630 NINTH AVE.
ments in our industry have

Nov. 15-16. If approved, it is gen- laughingly labeled the wire "just anerally anticipated that further Allied
other tornado out of Texas."
participation in either arbitration or
'Noxious Assignment'
COMPO, if not ruled out entirely,
The Rorex wire, sent in behalf of
would be on an individual rather than
R. J. O'Donnell, H. A. Cole, Edward
an organizational basis.
H. Rowley, H. J. Griffith, Claude
Ezell and others, stated that "Texas
regrets that the gentlemen from InMyers
(Continued from page 1)
diana leave no alternative other than
the noxious assignment of comparison
dressed to Allied president Wilbur in the clarification of the triple claims
Snaper, but that actually it was meant
made
esteemed
Indianians." of
The by
wirethethen
made comparisons
for the Allied board "which commisshowmanship
accomplishments
along
sioned all of us working on these inthe lines of "anything you can do we
dustry
matters."
He
said
it
would
definitely be on the board agenda, and
Texans
do regrets
better — calling
and bigger."
"While can
Texas
attenthat he would be a fool to "attempt
to predict or discuss what the board
tion to the obvious conclusion," the
wire read, "it must be guided by the
record which reveals that Indiana
If the board should approve Cole's must first emerge from her amateur
proposal,
Myers made clear, all Aldo."
will lied
officers working on industry-wide status before her contention for the
showmanship crown can become vacampaigns
wouldauthority
have to quit.
"There's
no
individual
in such
matRembusch departed for Franklin
ters," he declared. "Every bit of
authority that Cole or Trueman Rem- yesterday afternoon.
busch or myself or Snaper wields in
these undertakings springs from the German-made Film Here
board. The board designated us as its
"The Berliner," a German-made
representatives. When it withdraws
political comedy about life in the Gerthat designation, our power ends."
man capital amid diplomatic storms
In New York yesterday, Snaper and from the West and East, will have its
Rembusch, interviewed individually, American premiere at the Beekman
each commented on the Cole proposal Theatre here on Monday, Oct. 27, distributor Joseph Burstyn announced.
in the same vein as Myers.
lid."
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MIRACLE

WALTER

Screen Play by
ALBANY
ATLANTA
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHARLOTTE
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
DALLAS
DENVER
OES MOINES
DETROIT
INDIANAPOLIS
JACKSONVILLE
VAMCAC PITV

20th- Fox Screen Room
20th- Fox Screen Room
M-G-M Screen Room
20th-Fox Screen Room
20th- Fox Screen Room
H.
Igel's Screen
Room
RKOC. Palace
Bldg. Sc.
Rm.
20th-Fox Screen Room
20th- Fox Screen Room
Paramount Screen Room
20th- Fox Screen Room
Max Blumenthal's
Sc. Rm.
20thFox Screen Room
Florida
State
Screen
on+U Cw Cr.oun RnnmRoom

1052 Broadway
197 Walton St., N. W.
46 Church Street
290 Franklin Street
308 S. Church Street
1301 S. Wabash Ave.
16 East Sixth Street
2219 Payne Avenue
1803 Wood Street
2100 Stout Street
1300 High Street
2311 Cass Avenue
326 No. Illinois St.
128 East Forsyth St.

10/30
10/30
10/30
10/30
10/30
10/30
10/30
10/30
10/30
10/30
10/30
10/30
10/30
10/30

2 P.M.
2 P.M.
2 P.M.
2 P M.
:30 P.M.
:30 P.M.
81 P.M.
P.M.
10:30 A.M.
2 P.M.
1 P.M.
1
:30
P.M.
10:302 A.M.
1 .Qfl P.M.
P M

~»

PIDGEON

BRIAN

Directed by
EVERETT FREEMAN

MUSICAL

MATURE

VICTOR

DAVID

30

WILLIAMS

ESTHER

with

OCT.

Produced by
WIERVYN LeROY

MEMPHIS
MILWAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW HAVEN
NEW
NEW ORLEANS
YORK
OKLAHOMA CITY
OMAHA
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
PORTLAND
ST. LOUIS
SALT LAKE CITY
SAN FRANCISCO
_

20th-Fox Screen Room
Warner Screen Room
20th-Fox Screen Room
20th-Fox Screen Room
20th-Fox
Screen Room
Room
M-G-M Screen
20th- Fox Screen Room
20th-Fox
Screen Room
Room
M-G-M Screen
M-G-M Screen Room
B.
F. Shearer
Screen Rr
S'Renco
Art Theatre
20th- Fox Screen Room
20th- Fox Screen Room
m

151 Vance Avenue
212 W. Wisconsin Ave.
1015 Currie Avenue
40 Whiting Street
200 S. Liberty St.
630 Ninth Avenue
10 North Lee Street
1502 Davenport St.
1233 Summer Street
1623 Blvd. of Allies
1947 N. W. Kearney St.
3143 Olive Street
216 E. First St., So.
245 Hyde Street

10/30 12Nodn
10/30 1:30 P.M.
10/30 8 P.M.
10/30 2 P.M.
10/30 1:30 P.M.
10/30 2:30 P.M.
10/30 1 P.M.
10/30 1 P.M.
10/30 2 P.M.
10/30 2 P.M.
10/30 2 P.M.
10/30 1P.M.
10/30 1 P.M.JR.
10/30 1:30 P.M.
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Reisman
Companies

Adopt

Split-up

of

in

Brief

(Continued from page 1)

numerous other com, and
his homemercial
investments.
Reisman, one of the real veterans of
the industry, well known and highly
regarded in film circles throughout the
world, started his career in 1917 as a
salesman for the old Triangle Film
Co. After a year with Samuel Goldwyn he became Milwaukee manager
old Hodfor Triangle, then joined the
kinson Film Co. in Minneapolis. He
switched to Paramount there and in
1920 was named Minneapolis branch
manager, and in 1922 was appointed
district manager.
To Paramount in 1924

Japanese

Import

Motion Picture Export Association
member companies' presidents and
foreign managers yesterday arrived at
p
a tentative agreement on the spht-u
have been
of import licenses which half
of the
allocated for the second
ese
Japan
the
by
year
current fiscal
government.
The 10 companies agreed to take
one less license each than they had for
l allothe first half when the overal
cation was 63. Thus, with 59 permits
to share in the second half under the
slicing made by the Japanese, the
companies are sharing 53, which
means that six licenses are being held
in abeyance until a decision can_ be
made concerning their distribution.
The companies gave themselves 30
days to reach such a decision.
Under the tentative arrangement
the licenses are shared as follows:
Loew's, eight ; 20th-Fox, seven ; Paramount, six; Warner, six; Columbia,
five; RKO Radio, five; Universal,
five; Republic, four; United Artists,
four; Allied Artists, three.
Meanwhile, the MPEA will continue to press the Japanese government for an allocation at least equal
to that for the first half, it was re-

In 1924 he was transferred to Canada as Paramount general manager.
The following year he was named
Eastern division manager and assistant to the late Sidney R. Kent. From
1927 to 1930 he was general sales
manager of Pathe, and from 1930 to
1932 was general sales manager of
Universal. After one year as film
buyer and booker for RKO Theatres
he was named vice-president and general manager of RKO's export division in 1934. He was appointed foreign sales manager in 1939 and vicepresident in charge of foreign distribution in1942.
During the war he was in South
America for the Coordinator of In- ported.
ter-American Affairs and was active
in the foreign distribution division of
the industry War Activities Commit- Australian and U. S.
tee. He is the recipient of numerous
foreign decorations.
Tastes Held Alike
Hawkinson
(Continued from page 1)
"the combination of Arnold Picker,
executive vice-president, Crown and
Hawkinson gives the company one of
the best informed and most able group
of foreign department executives in
the industry."
The board also expressed its gratitudecious
to Samuel
the gra-to
manner inGoldwyn
which he"foracceded
the
request
that he contract
release
Mr. company's
Crown from
his current
so that his services could be available
to RKO Radio.
Crown was vice-president in charge
of worldwide sales for Goldwyn.

Italian
To

Film

Visit

Group

Hollywood

A contingent of Italian film representatives, headed by Nicola de Pirro,
director of the Italian Government's
Entertainment Industry Bureau, will
leave here for Hollywood by plane tomorrow as guests of Arthur M. Loew,
president
of Loew's International
Corp.
The group includes Dr. Eitel Monaco, president of the National Association of Motion Picture and Allied
Industries ; Italo Gemini, president of
the Italian General Association of
Show Business ; Giuseppe La Guardia,
banker, and Renzo Rufini, secretarygeneral of Italian Films Export.
While on the Coast, they will examine the techniques and organization
of the Hollywood studios.
Another contingent, topped by Silvana Mangano and her husband, producer Dino de Laurentiis, will be the
guests of Paramount Pictures. They,
too, will fly from here tomorrow.

The film tastes of most Australians
closely parallel those of Americans,
ll Palmer, Ausaccording to Marshacurren
tly visiting
tralian exhibitor,
here. The similarity, explained
Palmer, is one reason for the popularity of Hollywood films in Australia.
Palmer, owner of two theatres on
the outskirts of Brisbane, said about
85. per cent of the films shown in
Australia are American and approximately 10 per cent are British. The
preference of Australian audiences, he
added, are Westerns and musicals.
The Australian exhibitor blamed
government restrictions for the dearth
of native films. Also, he said, it is
almost impossible to build a new theatre due to government control of
materials. Palmer said that grosses
on the whole have improved through
the years. He added, though, that
Australian exhibitors are worried
about the possible introduction of TV
there.
Palmer plans to leave here tomorrow for Montreal enroute home following athree-day visit here. He is
on a seven-month trip around the
world.
Says

Zenith

Has

3

Methods of Pay TV
Chicago, Oct. 16. — Zenith Radio
Corp. today made public the contents
of a letter sent by Commander Eugene F. McDonald, Jr., Zenith president, to leaders of the motion picture
industry in which he claims that
Zenith is prepared to service all home
subscribers within range of a television station by using three different
collection methods : collection on the
phone bill, selling code cards at retail
outlets, and use of coin slots on the
sets themselves. The firm is planning ademonstration shortly, he wrote.

Licenses

Chicago, Oct. 16. — Federal Judge
Igoe today turned down the request
of the Winston Theatre Corp., operating the Grand Theatre in the Loop
consolidated earnings of $2,391,000 for
exempted
limthe third quarter in 1951. Capital gains here, thatitationsthey
of the beJackson
Parkfromdecree.
net for the third quarter amounted to The requested exemption would have
$30l',000 while the capital gains net permitted them to play first run picfor the same quarter last year was
tures for extended runs (of more than
$2,297,000, it was stated.
two weeks) without being required to
49 Cents Per Share
seek permission from the court.
In the Essaness case, Federal Judge
Goldenson said that consolidated
Walter
Buy today is hearing tesiearnings, excluding capital gains, rep- mony ofLaMrs.
Mervyn Leroy, widow
resent 49 cents per share for the third
quarter and $1.20 per share for the of Sidney M. Spiegel, Jr., one of the
nine months of 1952 on 3,300,830 original partners of• Essaness theatres.
shares outstanding as compared with
Katharine Cornell, chairman of the
69 cents and $1.73 per share, respec- Council of Living Theatre, has received a check for $25,000 from
for the'eortively, on 3,260,213 shares
1951. Consoli- Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
of
periods
responding
dated earnings including capital gains
amounted to 58 cents for the third Loew's, a second payment on the
Council's film, "Main Street to Broadquarter of 1952 and $1.65 for the nine
way," which is being produced by
months of 1952 as compared to $1.39
Lester Cowan and which will be re1951.
and $2.80 for the same periods of
leased by M-G-M. This money, and
During the third quarter, the UPT other monies accruing from the film,
dis- will be used by the Council to inpresident reported, the company were
crease subscription memberships in
posed of 24 theatres, 10 of which
by termination of joint interests, pre- "road show" cities throughout the
sumably in line with the consent country, and to further interest in gendecree.
eral in the legitimate theatre.
•
Theatre television installations have
been added in UPT operating comCleveland, Oct. 16. — Henry Greenpanies in Dallas and Houston, while berger, Variety Club chief barker, and
in
underway
are
ons
installati
other
M. B. Horwitz, chairman of the Heart
Salt Lake City and Buf- Committee report that the club has
Los Angeles,
falo, he disclosed.
sponsorship of the CereThe statement to stockholders put assumedbral the
Palsy Foundation School of
and
tax
profits before Federal income
Cleveland, with the initial donation of
other items at $8,339,000 for the first $10,000 to be applied to the purchase
nine months of 1952, compared to $10,- of a location at Cleveland Heights.
944,000 for the same period in 1951. tion.
The school is a non-profit organizaThird quarter profits before Federal
were
1952
for
items
other
taxes and
$3,564,000, compared to $4,251,000 for
SAG
Signs With TV,
1951.
In the disposal of 24 theatres, the Theatrical Producers
company received a net of $446,023 in
cash and $212,850 in notes.
Hollywood, Oct. 16. — Screen Actors
Guild announced today the recent
Additional $875,000
collective bargaining conGoldenson stated that shortly after signingtractsof
with 11 theatrical film producers
the end of the third quarter, UPT pre- and 19 television film producers.
paid an additional $875,000 to the Columbia Pictures Corp. and Univerasal Pictures, long time contractees as
three banks which hold the two-and-the
theatrical producers, are included in
half per cent notes issued under
company's loan agreement. Payments this listing of television film producers.
On another TV front, Screen Writmanow g compris
ents
and prepaym
Jan. 1,e 1954,
includin
turities to and
ers Guild announced that its members
voted
236 to four in favor of approvtwoof
balance
00
$3,500,0
a
leaving lf per cent notes outstanding,
and-a-ha
ing the proposed free lance television
it was added. Semi-annual principal contract with major networks and
of three- erendum.
$36,250,
paymentslf onperthecent
notes000which are agencies, following a mail ballot refand-a-ha
still outstanding will, under the agreement, commence on July 1, 1956 and Beresin Honored
by
continue for 15 years, the company
stated.
Chicago Variety
Chicago, Oct. 16. — Variety Club
18 More Pre-release
International chief barker Jack Beresin was guest of honor at a luncheon
in the Congress Hotel here today.
'Snows'
Eighteen
key
playdates
have
been
for
Dates
Beresin, Col. William McCraw, and
added to the pre-release engagements Richard Finnegan, consulting editor
being set for Darryl F. Zanuck's "The of the Sun-Times, were introduced by
Snows
of Kilimanjaro," 20th Century- Joe Berenson, chief barker of Variety
Fox reports.
Club of Illinois. Other speakers were
The screen version of Ernest HemJack Rose, John J. Jones, and Mrs.
ingway's story will open next at the
Colonial, Dayton ; Poli, Waterbury ; Meyer Gold, president of Variety
women of Chicago. Finnegan also is
Towne, Milwaukee; Norva, Norfolk; chairman of the board of La Rabida
Ritz, Albany ; Rialto, Wilmington ;
State, Harrisburgh ; Poli, Hartford ; Jackson Park sanitarium, which received over $64,000 from the Variety
Albee, Cincinnati ; Poli, Bridgeport ;
theatre audience collections this year.
Palace, Wichita ; Grand, Topeka ; Al- The luncheon was followed by a
bee, Providence ; Florida, Jackson- board meeting, and a general meeting
ville Mt.
;
Union. Alliance, Ohio ; Pal- of
Saturday.
the local talent has been called for
ace, Tampa ; Paramount, Ft. Wayne,
and the Empire, Portland, Maine.
UPT

Earns
(Continued from page 1)
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FCC

Many Ask: Whose
Axe Is Wall St.

FP-C Meeting at
Niagara Falls Today
Niagara Falls, Ontario, Oct.
19. — A two-day fall showmanship meeting of the Eastern
division of Famous PlayersCanadian Corp. will open at
the General Brock Hotel here
tomorrow, with approximately 125 managers and circuit executives present.
James R. Nairn, director of
advertising - publicity, will
conduct the meeting. Walter
Brooks, director of the Managers' Round Table of Motion
Picture Herald, will be a
guest speaker.

'Great
Of

Service'

Theatre
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THE proposal made by H. A.
s' repreCole that Allied State
sentatives withdraw from their
roles in such all-industry endeavors
as the establishment of an arbitration plan, administration of the
of Motion Picture Organcil
Coun
izations and direction of the campaign for elimination of the 20 per
cent Federal admissions tax, when
taken at face value, appears to be
a course of action more drastic
than called for by the circumstances
he recites.
Cole's contention is that while
Allied leaders were thus engaged
in activities for the good of the industry, some elements therein were
taking advantage of Allied's preoccupation byresorting to objectionable sales practices and imposing sales terms which put a number of top productions out of the
reach of independent exhibitors.
His letter, to Allied president Wilbur Snaper, cited alleged deviations
on the part of distributors from the
spirit if not the letter of the Paramount decree and named a halfdozen pictures to which special
sales policies applied.
The practices related to the consent decree, of which Cole complains, and the sales policies applicable to the films he cites had
their beginnings long before Abram
Myers, Trueman Rembusch and
Cole began devoting so much of
their time to industry arbitration,
administration of COMPO and the
industry tax repeal campaign.
If, as Cole feels, sales policies
and practices inimical to independent exhibitors as a body, increased
(Continued on page 2)

OCTOBER

Journal

Grinding?

Mayer

Board

Chairman

TV

Cinerama
Of
Top level executives in the industry
are expressing grave concern over the
Washington, Oct. 19. — The possible effects of the current Wall Succeeds Thomas, Who
Federal Communications Commis- Street Journal expose of some memsion will be told tomorrow that
bers of the new controlling syndicate Becomes Vice-Chairman
theatre television is part of the in RKO Pictures on the investing
technological progress of the motion public's confidence in all motion picwill become
B. Mayer
Louis
picture industry and as such can be
ture securities.
chairman of the board of directors
of great service to the people.
The Journal's articles, begun last of Cinerama Productions Corp., acThursday,
already have taken on the
In addition, as the long-awaitcording to an announcement made
ed theatre television hearings
and strike at the weekend
"crusade"
of awithin
coloration
most
readers
the
industry
as
open tomorrow, the FCC will
(Continued on page 5)
hear that existing common carby Dudley Roberts, Jr., presirier facilities can't provide the
dent of the corwide band service which the inporation. Lowell
Thomas, whom
dustry feels is necessary to put
Name
Kay
Norton
will
succeeds,
he
a high-standard image on the
theatre television screen.
RKO
Publicity Head
becomen, viceand
chairma
These and other statements were
will continue his
made over the weekend at a backKay
Norton,
spe- activetion participain all the
ground press conference by James
cial national
and who
New has
Yorkhandled
campaigns
a ff a i r s of the
Lawrence Fly and Vincent B. Welch,
attorneys for the Motion Picture As- for major companies, has been ap- company.
All of
pointed publicity manager of RKO
(Continned on page 5)
Radio Pictures, the other officers
Ijouis B. Mayer
the corporation
Ii nn gc,, Richard of
will also continue
Condon, direc- in their present posts, retaining their
Express
Regret
at
tor of advertis- l.vesent financial interest and control
t i o n,
publicity
and
(Continued on pa'je 4)
disclosed
Cole's Proposal
here at the
weekend.exploitaThe proposal of Col. H. A. Cole,
It w as also
Texas Allied president, for the nalearned that
tional Allied board's consideration that
Fred Goldberg,
Allied withdraw from all-industry enDALLAS , Oct. 19. — Don
deavors and hereafter devote its time
who was em- Douglas, chairman of the
and effort exclusively to combating
u e 1 Goldwyn Texas COMPO finance comalleged trade practice abuses drew exployed at Sam-as
Productions
Kay Norton
pressions of surprise and regret from
mittee, has disclosed
that more than $15,000 in
many industry leaders here at the
a
publicist
for
weekend.
four days following his resignation dues from theatres in
There was general reluctance in the from Paramount, has joined the pub- Texas has been forwarded
(Continued On page 5)
(Continued on page 5)
to

Adventure"
"Plymouth
[Dore Schary — Metro-Golduyn-Mayer']
SCHARY'S personal production is possibly the best film
DORE
ever made about the founding fathers of America and certainly
is one of the finer pictures of the year. An extremely absorbing,
progressively powerful and entirely credible historical drama, this looms
as one of M-G-M's top grossers. Filmed expertly in unusually wellshaded color by Technicolor, the engrossing story evolves with a rare
naturalness as neither loose ends nor knotty tyings are evident. Clarence
Brown's direction is excellent and the flawless performance of Spencer
Tracy is matched in lesser roles by stars Van Johnson, Gene Tierney,
Leo Genn and Lloyd Bridges.
The screenplay by Helen Deutsch, based on the novel by Ernest
Gebler, completely ignores the stereotyped concept of the Pilgrims and
the hoary and hallowed myth of their crossing. Director Brown has
adventure episodes and
achieved 'perfect balance of the exciting,Therealistic
characterizations are of genthe interwoven moments of romance.
to the crowded condiuine people reacting in a thoroughl
(Continued y onhuman
page 5) way

New

York COMPO headquarters by Texas COMPO,
representing approximately $2,000 over the
quota

set .

WASHINGTON, Oct. 19.—
The Census Bureau reported over the weekend that
amusement tax collections
in several large cities
throughout the country in
1951 dropped by more than
nine per cent from the
comparable 1950 figure.
The 1951 12-city figure
was $8,104,000, compared
with $9,070,000 collected
in 1950.
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Ohio

YNE, development
pvR J. G. FRA
manager of the
ng
eri
ine
eng
\~)
,
Westrex Corp.'s Hollywood division
is in New York. ^
Art Moger, Warner Brothers
rtisingNortheastern director of adveWom
an s
thepublicity, will address
Scholarship Association of Boston at
e
the New England Mutual Hall ther
topic of 'Moon Wednesday on • the
tion Pictures vs. Television."
y AlIrving Dollinger, New Jerseelecte
d
lied board chairman, has been
nal
natio
the
on
to represent the unit
y H. LowenAllied board, and Harr
alternate.
d
stein has been name
•

The Motion Picture Association
of America has "in the works" a
plan for uprooting film censorship
elsewhere in Ohio now that the industry's victory in Toledo has been
failure the
underscored by the city's
appeal,d. it was learned here at to
weeken
Allied Independent Theatres
of Ohio, meanwhile, has sent a
bulletin to all theatres in Toledo suggesting that newsreel
leaders signifying that the state
board of censors has approved
the footage be snipped from the
reels before they are run.
Robert Wile, Ohio ITO executive
secretary, pointed out in the bulletin
that Municipal Court Judge Wiley's
decision that the state's censorship of
newsreels is unconstitutional is the exhibitors' authority for exhibiting the
news footage without the leaders.
The exact nature of the MPAA
plan for extending the battle against
Ohio film censorship was not revealed.
However, it is understood that the
next attack could be a repeat of the
Toledo litigation in other cities or a
direct bid for an Ohio Supreme Court
ruling covering all of Ohio in light
of the Toledo decision, or both.
Within the next two weeks, attorneys for MPAA member-companies
will confer on the new Ohio plan. It
is expected that shortly thereafter exhibitors inCincinnati, Columbus, Cleveland andto other Ohio cities will be invited follow the example set by
Martin G. Smith in Toledo and deliberately show uncensored newsreels
in their theatres to force other municipal courts to rule.

Max Lefkowich, president of Community Circuit in Cleveland, and Mrs.
Lefkowich announce the marriage of
their daughter, Lois, to Dan Butler,
DDS has been set for Nov. 6 at the
Beachmont Country• Club in that city.
Sperie Perakos, general manager
of Perakos Theatres, New Britain,
Conn., and Mrs. Perakos are on
following their martheir honeymoon
riage in Detroit.

Walter H. Grosselfinge'r of the
Westrex Corp. has returned to New
York from Europe.
Kenneth McKenna, M-G-M studio story head, is due here from the
Coast on Nov. 26.
Harold
Maloney,
manager of
Loew's Poli, Worcester,
Mass., is
marking his 17th year
at that theatre.
•

MGM's
Dewey
Bloom
Toronto, Oct. 19. — Funeral services
were held today at Holy Blossom
Temple for Dewey Bloom, S3, M-G-M
field1 representative since 1927, who
died Thursday in. a local hospital after
a long illness. A Canadian by birth,
he had been with several independent
film companies before j oining Regal
Films and M-G-M. He spent four
years at the company's headquarters
in New York before shifting his office
to this city. He is survived by his
widow.

Parnrle

nnHE breaking of the Arctic record
1 by the U. S. Coast Guard, ship
East Wind in Greenland is the highlight ofmost newsreels. Also featured
Tradewise
. . . are the
return of Korean wounded,
the wedding of a Japanese Princess to
a commoner, the opening of the Unit(Continued from page 1)
ed Nations in new quarters, and. a
speech
by Pope Pious.
or were in some way accentuated
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 85— U.N.
while Myers, Rembusch and him- ^ssembly opens in New York. Action on
self were occupied with their all- Korean front. Nippon Princess weds comindustry endeavors, it is a matter ship cracks
moner. 503,000
hailice.Pope Pius. Coast Guard"
Polar
of fact that Allied ranks boast
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 215— Korea
other capable and vocal champions issue
stirs U. N. Vast multitude cheers
of the independent exhibitors' cause Pope: Egyptians hail "Strong man." Jap
— including its president, Snaper — Guard
Emperor's
a bride. TJ. S. Coast
sets daughter
Arctic record.
who were not pre-occupied with
all-industry assignments.
PARAMOUNT
NEWS,
No. IT— N. Y.
Therefore, it would seem, the Giants topple Cleveland Browns. Multitude
hears Pope. Wounded Korean heroes home.
Korean front aflame. U.N. search for peace
cause cited by Cole is not substan- continues.
comhe
effect
tially related to the
plains of, and for that reason his
TELENEWS
No. 42B—
"Ike"
in Texas.DIGEST,
Hiss deposition
becomes
recommendation, on the basis of speaks
campaign
issue.
Haile
Selassie
visits
new
uncalled
available facts, appears
domain. Malan open Uranium city, Juin infor.
spects war games. U.N. in new quarters.
It is inconceivable that Allied, Korean ground fighting hotter. French
if it is so minded, cannot prosecute cyclist spills.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 40S its complaints as effectively with U.N.
Assembly seventh session opens.
Korean wounded return. Catholic
three men contributing to all-indus- Maguib.
International delegates. Choose a
try endeavors as it can without. meeting.
star. Princess weds. Ice breaker sets new
bePolar mark.
Nor is there much reason to
lieve that Allied, by forsaking the
WARNER
PATHE,
NEWS,
No. 20—
course of industry unity to espouse
Amazing
Arctic
voyage
"East
Wind."
enthe other course exclusively, is bet- Bitter battle for ridges. Mickey Rooney
tertains
troops.
U.N.
General
Assembly
the
and
members
its
ter serving
opens. Eisenhower in the South. Stevenson
cause of the independent exhibitors. in the West. Gen. Naguib tours Nile for
If Cole feels that Allied has been support. Haile Selassie unites two nations.
N. Y. Giants beat Browns. Motorcycle
for its valuable con- crosses English channel.
poorly repaid
tributions to recent industry endeavors, he need only reflect that
the realization of arbitration, an
effective COMPO and tax repeal, Third
Set
of 4IP
each holds its own promise of reward. Those rewards need not be Managers
to Coast
jeopardized simply because, as Cole
The third and final of a series of
sees it, there are other jobs to be
done.
visits of Universal's 32 branch managers to the
studios for
conferences
withcompany's
studio executives
on
'Fatima' Holdovers
current conditions in their territories
and for a first-hand view of new product and production activities, will get
Warner
Brothers' 'Firsts'
"The Miracle, of
Several
Set
underway today, Charles J. Feldman,
Fatima" is setting new "firsts" in general sales manager, announced at
engagements reholdover
many ofcordedits
to date,
the company reports. the weekend as the final group of 11
The picture is holding over for a branch managers left for the Coast.
second week at the Strand, Scranton,
Participants in the conferences have
and the Paramount, Wilkesbarre, been Milton R. Rackmil, president ;
marking the first time in five years N. J. Blumberg, chairman of the
that any attraction has been held over board ; William Goetz4 in charge of
at
either
houses.at The
picture'sTheatre,
fourth production ; Edward Muhl, vice-presweek
holdover
the Center
ident and general manager of the stuBuffalo, is also the first time in five
dio, and David A. Lipton, vice-presyears for a fourth week in this situaident in charge of advertising and puba
for
"Fatima"
of
licity. Alfred E. Daff, executive viceholding
tion.
The
second week at the Stanley in Utica is president,
and Feldman participated in
the first time in the history of the the initial sessions.
house that any picture played a full
Attending the third and final series
second week.
of meetings will be Joseph Leon from

Censorship

Russell Holman, Paramount' s
Eastern production manager, left over
the weekend by plane for Europe and
will be gone for approximately three
weeks.
•
Robert Holland of the Jack L
Gertz Enterprises and Mrs. Holland
announce the birth of their first child,
Susan Sydney, in• Cleveland.
Maurice Bergman, Universal public relations executive, is scheduled to
return to his office today after a
week's confinement• with the grippe
FDR, Jr. - McCrary
Universal short Debate Thursday
Sochin,
Irving
subjects sales manager, will return
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr. and Tex
here today following a three-week
country.
the
of
trip to various parts
McCrary will head an open discus•
sion of the issues involved in the coming Presidential election at the forthJerome M. Evans, Universal home
office promotion representative, is viscoming meeting of New York's
iting Syracuse, Buffalo, Rochester and Cinema Lodge of B'nai B'rith, ThursAstor, C. L. presidaydent
at the
Erie, and will return here tomorrow.
MartinHotel
Levine announced.
All members of the entertainment
Joseph Sistrom, Paramount pro- industry are invited to attend the
ducer, has returned to Hollywood meeting. The speakers are actively
from New York.
associated with the campaigns of Gov.
Adlai Stevenson and Gen. Dwight D,
William Perlberg, Paramount pro- Eisenhower, respectively.
ducer, has returned to the Coast from
New York.
Services Held
for

of

reel

Fight

Meet With Rep. Boiling
Kansas City, Oct. 19. — Congressman Richard Boiling, representing the
district including this city, was the
luncheon guest of the committee designated to make contact with him in
behalf of the admission tax repeal
proposal .

Philadelphia;
Dave" ;Miller,
Ben
Robins, Detroit
Samuel Buffalo;
Oshry,
Inrliananolis ; William Blum, Cincinnati ; Charles Hudgens, Oklahoma
City ; David Goldman, Milwaukee ;
Leroy J. Miller, Minneapolis; Abe
Swerdlow, Los Angeles; Arthur
Greenfield,
Portland. Seattle, and Ernest J. Piro,

Maxwell Shane, director, left here
at the weekend for Hollywood.
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LIFE

Films advertised in LIFE help boost the take at
See for example
the box

Boston

h ow

LIFE can

office in these
Seating
No. of

eaters**
th167

build

cities:
.IFE audience —

177,097
capacity**

single
issue*
741,730

Chicago

418

418,301

Houston

67
215

57,201

848,150
129,800

207,274

478,280

San Francisco

your box office. For no other magazine wields such
influence over so vast an audience.

In the course of 13 issues, 62,600,000 peopleover half the nation— read LIFE.*

It's true in most cases that LIFE's local audience
in city after city across the country is greater than
the seating capacities of all the theaters in them.

That's why, to promote the picture you show, the
motion picture industry invests more dollars in
LIFE than in any other magazine.

*From A Study of the Accumulative Audience of LIFE, by Alfred
Politz Research, Inc. A "LIFE reader" is any person age 10
or over who has read one or more of 13 issues.
**1951, 33rd Edition of the Film Daily Year Book of Motion
Pictures.

First in circulation
First in readership
First in advertising

LIFE
9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
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Cinerama

17 Projectionists
(Continued from page 1)
of the d.corporation, the announcement
reveale
Roberts pointed out that Mayers
association is with the production
company, which is currently presentthe Broading "This Is Cinerama" atcontrols
the
way Theatre and which
licensing company, Cinerama, Inc.
Merian C. Cooper's position as general manager in charge of the corporation's production program is unchanged, said Roberts. Mayer referred
to Cooper's position in the newtheorganisame
zation as being essentially
as that of the late Irving Thalberg,
who was executive producer while
Mayer was the head of producation
at M-G-M.
Mayer's new association with Cinerama, Roberts said, "will bring to
that organization the benefits oi the
years of pracveteran producer's p,many
tical showmanshi valuable alike in
the ambitious production plans of the
sponsors of the new entertainment
medium, and in its plans for the installation of Cinerama equipment in
key cities of this counthe
of
many
of Europe."
capitals
the
in
try and it opened
at the Broadway
Since

at Salaries

Totaling

Show
$2,000 Weekly Used in Cinerama
, and at
projectionists
benefit
can
Cinerama
which
to
extent
The
the same time add substantially to theatre operating costs, was
brought out here with the disclosure that each day's performance
serof "This Is Cinerama" at the Broadway Theatre requires stheLocal
vice of 17 members of IATSE New York Projectionist
No. 306.
The salaries of these 17 come to approximately $2,000 per week.
The triple-projection, three dimensional effect system called for
the installation of three booths at the theatre with two projection
machines in each booth. Each booth is manned during each of
two seven-hour shifts by two "306" members. The six operators
on each shift are supervised by a foreman projectionist. In
addition to the two foremen there are three other "306" members
who during the two performances watch the functioning of the
sound equipment.
The weekly gross at the Broadway since the Cinerama showings
commenced on Sept. 30, reportedly has been $35,000.

Two

Charged

NPA

Violations
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Says British
US Firms in Esteem
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Equipment
World
with

RAY

.

.

.

GALLO

ofy the
up highli
meeting
of theghts
Societ
of
NDING
ROUrecent
Enision
Motion Picture and Telev
gineers in Washington, we believe it
worth noting that this convention attracted nearly 1,000 delegates from all
over the world, the largest SMPTE
attendance ever in» the East.
Stepping into the shoes of Bill
Kunzmann, who resigned as convention vice-president, is John W.
Servies of National Theatre Supply.

Servies arranged a surprise testimonial luncheon for Bill at which
Never
in
the
history
of
the
industry
he was presented with a gold key
Oct. 19.— The Nagton,
Washin
tional Production Authority reports has the standing of American distri- chain and money clip, along with a
butors in England been better, both
hearing commissioner H. Bascom
who atby friends
Thomas has ruled that two partners with exhibitors and the public, accord- scroll signed
tended the affair.
Oscar Neu of
in a Texas drive-in theatre violated
Neumade Products• was the M. C.
Universal's
Granville,
ing to Douglas
Theatre on Sept. .30, the company's NPA orders and regulations by con- special
United
for the
representative
"
Cinerama,
Is
structing the theatre early this year
first production, "This
has played to more than capacity at with more copper than permitted Kingdom and Ireland, who is here
At the banquet, special tribute was
London for home office confercoverage
from
Press
ce.
every performan
ences.
paid to Dr. John I. Crabtree, former
under government construction conthat hailed the process as a revolu- trols.
SMPTE president, and recipient of
Granville said that despite adverse the
tion in entertainment has resulted in
Progress Medal Award. Dave
The partners are W. O. Beardon of economic conditions in Britain, there
a mail demand from out-of-town that
Carbon read the citaaverages close to 1,000 letters a day, Lubbock and I. R. Doyal of the Tas- is only a slight drop in theatre grosses. Joy oftion. ..National
. Peter Mole, retiring presicosa Drive-in Theatre in Amarillo.
it was stated.
The original NPA complaint charged will
Dr. Herbert T. Kaldent, presented
"bigin pictures'"
he added,
gross more
today than
previous mus with
However,
the Samuel Warner Me- ,
Beginning immediately, Mayer
the partners with furnishing false inmorial
Award.
.
. . Axel G. Jensen
will devote himself to the comformation regarding the amount of
of Bell Laboratories received both the
At
its
present
stage,
TV
in
Britain
pany's production plans in assocopper wire used in building the the- years.
ciation with Merian C. Cooper,
has virtually no effect on the box- David Sarnoff Gold Medal and the
atre, but Thomas found that the vio- office,
Granville said, adding that there Society's Fellowship. . . . Henry
lations were not accompanied by fraud
and the expansion of its excurrently about 5,000,000 home Hood, another recipient of the Felhibition to cities other than
or fraudulent representation on the are
television sets in Britain with a net
New York. He will divide his
part of either man.
engineeringlowship, wastoappointed
work of relay stations covering ap vice-president
fill the vacancy
left
time between the New York
However, Thomas directed that all
•
Bowditch.
T.
F.
of
resignation
the
by
proximately
80
per
cent
of
the
popuand the Hollywood headquarters
priority assistance and allocations as
lation. The lack of TV competition
of Cinerama, the latter to be
well as authority to use controlled
atwas
attributed
to many factors, inabroadthem
from
Many tendedpersons
opened soon, Roberts disclosed.
materials to build additional drive-ins
n, among
the conventio
cluding the. operation of only one sta- Gilbert Ruellan of Andre DeBre,
be withdrawn from the partners for
"Cinerama is as new and challeng- the duration of the Defense Production by the government, a station
Jirouch of Cineand
tion Act, now slated to expire June which goes on the air only a few Paris,
n, Gustav
sound was," said Mayer. "It
ing
as
Kent, •England.
hours during the evening. Commercial Televisio
opens a whole new world to us. I am
proud to join Lowell Thomas, Merian 30, 1953. He also ordered all privi- sponsored TV in Britain was seen by
One of the major highlights of the
leges of self-authorization and auto- Granville from four to five years
C. Cooper, Dudley Roberts, Frank
matic allotments be denied the two as away.
convention was a Coffee Clubroom
Smith and their associates in an ef long as the Act is on the books. He
provided by RCA Victor in a separate
fort to realize the almost limitless said that if controls are relaxed later
Granville and Alfred E. Daff, Unifoyer near the main meetpossibilities of Cinerama as a. medium and theatre builders are allowed some
versal executive vice-president, who room ingand
hall. Here conventioneers met
of story telling, and in expanding its copper, the two men could obtain any also attended the press conference, ex- friends
and secured refreshments at
audience from one theatre to many further copper needed for the Tascosa
pressed complete satisfaction with the
theatres across America and in the Drive-in, provided the amount which J. Arthur Rank Organization, which any time during session hours. Nearly
50,000 cups of coffee were consumed,
world."
plus the 230 pounds al- handles the distribution of Universal plus 100 gallons of citrus juice and
of the
capitals
Cinerama
is the
invention of Fred be required,
ready used do not exceed the NPA films in the United Kingdom. Daff 200 dozen doughnuts and rolls. RCA
Waller. Fifteen years were spent in limit.
added that Universal expects to retain and its public relations man, Dick
its development, and an investment
its association with Rank many more
Hooper, originator of the idea, cerestimated at $12,000,000. The adaptatainly installed a popular service.
Mexican
Exhibitors
tion of stereophonic sound was largeDue to construction restrictions.
years.
Shown below enjoying a "coffee
ly the work of Hazard Reeves.
Granville saw little possibility for new klatch"
Hit Distributors
are Jack O'Brien, Wally
Wolf,
and Barton Kreuzer, all of
theatres
being
built
in
England.
H'
Mexico City, Oct. 19. — Charges of
Teamsters
Hit U. S. monopoly against exhibitors by the reported British exhibitors are fight- RCA, and Nate Golden, chief motion
ing the entertainment tax which, he picture officer of the NPA.
Producers and Distributors AssociaOn 16mm. TV Suit
said, amounts to an over-all average
tion appearing in full-page newspaper of 39 per cent. Granville said that
Hollywood, Oct. 19. — International advertisements addressed to the Sen- Rank is continuing his experimental
Brotherhood of Teamsters in national
ate were rebutted in like form by the
of theatre television equioconvention here resolved against the Cinema Impresarios Association and utilization
ment which is installed in a number
the National Exhibitors Union.
government's 16mm. suit seeking to
of Rank theatres.
compel film companies to supply theaWhile in New York, Granville paid
trical films to television and also
Panther Sets 4 Films
a visit to the Broadway Theatre and
against "runaway" production practice by which American theatrical
Panther Productions, Inc. has com- saw Cinerama for the first time. He
and television film producers produce
on around
"Violated,"
fea- orophesized that Cinerama "will comturepleted
made shooting
in and
New aYork
abroad films to be exhibited here.
pletely revolutionize the industry" in
Teamsters also awarded national thea- City, and plans to produce three addi- time, and expressed hone that it would
be
shown
in London shortly.
tional
features
for
theatrical
release
tres president Charles Skouras a gold
membership card in token apprecia- during 1953. The first will be "The
Granville, following his home ofnc°
tion of long-time employer-employee Male Urge," scheduled to go before conferences, plans to visit Hollywood
relations.
the cameras Jan 15.
in about another two weeks.
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(Continued from page 1)
sociation of America, and Marcus
Cohn, attorney for the National Exhibitors Theatre Television Committee. The three attorneys will present
the industry's theatre television case
to the Commission — both at the engineering and accounting phase of the
g,
hearin which is due to run for about
two weeks starting tomorrow, and at
the major presentation of the case,
which is scheduled to open Jan. 12.

Adventure

(Continued from- page 1)

'Journal'
(Continued, from page 1)

tions aboard ship, the overwhelming battering of the storming sea, long days acter of the paper.
without sufficient food and water, and the growing animosity between crew being alien to the usual editorial char- '
The documented files on individuals
and passengers. Historical fact is followed in intensely dramatic terms and
the film opens with the machinations behind the real estate swindle that within the Ralph Stolkin syndicate reresulted in the Pilgrims being landed in New England instead of their
veal more than reportorial purposefulness
in
the combing of 20-year or more
merbusiness-seeking
include
to
shown
are
Pilgrims
The
Virginia.
desired
chants and adventurers as well as those fleeing religious oppression.
old files of the Federal Trade Commission, the Chicago Better Business
The major fictional invention is the pivotal characterization of the Mayhard-bitten
but
fine
a
Bureau
and
last year's transcripts of
as
portrays
brilliantly
Tracy
which
captain,
flower's
ruler, forsaking yet desperately searching for the goodness of heart and peace the Kefauver hearings. What the purpose may be has many in the industry
of mind which Miss Tierney so winningly exhibits as the wife of pious Pilstorm
a
in
guessing.
overboard
grim Genn Tracy saves Genn's life when he is washed
Bid for Space on Spectrum
Touches Animosities
When
continues his efforts to win Miss Tierney's affection.
otherwise
but
that
fact
surveying
is
Genn
and
port
reached
safely
has
The attorneys stressed the
ship
the
after
so
does
Tracy
The speculation touches personal
the industry will not ask for licenses, the land Miss Tierney cannot choose between them and drowns herself.
FCC
the
that
ask
y
and
business animosities ; the possibilbut will merel
decides
after he
Bridges
Lloydreturn,
mate than
led by vicious rather
quells a mutiny
while the Pilgrims
ity of a bid for a proxy fight on beshelter
set aside space on the spectrum for to Tracy'
a
as
shore
off
ship
the
keep
half of individuals friendly to the paeventual industry use for a theatre
is won over to the Pilgrims' morality and leaves
Eventually he
build houses them
per to wrest control of RKO Pictures
television service. They would not after
much. Johnston and Dawn Addams are the supplementary
aiding
from the owners of the 29 per cent
specify exactly how the industry romantic interest as John Alden and Priscilla but the poetic invention of
prosion
would transmit theatre televi
has no basis in fact is not used. In- interest, or the expression of a conHenry Wadsworth Longfellow which
tinuing editorial disdain for the mograms, they said, because they wanted
cluded in a large and competent cast are Barry Jones, John Dehner, Noel
tion picture industry on the part of
to be "free to adapt ourselves to what- Drayton, Tommy Ivo and Lowell Gilmore. Miklos Rozsa wrote an approthe Journal.
priate musical score.
ever the Commission decides" should
In connection with the latter, the
conand
be done in the way of carrying the
r
moviegoe
of
type
This is a rare film that holds appeal for every
service.
find
will
drama
or
Journal's
uncomplimentary national
romance
descends to none Avid viewers of spectacle,
All three attorneys declared that the this rewarding fare. Marquee-wise this is loaded, for Tracy, Johnson, Tierney "roundup" of the economic state of
ast- and Genn attract a large following. The intelligent treatment of the Tracy- the industry at a time last summer
industry was not "fighting" broadcmainwhen theatre attendance was on the
prove no deterrent to exploita- increase for the first time in months
ing or home television. Cohn
romance is in good taste and shouldhistorical
film.
the
of
accuracy
tained that "the technique of theatre Tierney
the
of
because
tion tie-ups with schools
is recalled by many.
television, particularly in color, can Toward this end there are the signing of the Mayflower Compact, the flight
Whatever the purpose, and company
to
t
ainmen
facts
bring a new type of entert
of William Brewster of the Separatist Church, the aforementioned
executives
throughout the industry are
clothing
and
ts
theatre
instrumen
to
as
that
detail
said
of
He
the people."
concerning the trip and a wealth
television was part of the development It is a production that involved the labor of some 1,200 men and the personal convinced the Journal is going out of
of "the logical, technological prog- supervision of Schary. The result is well worthwhile.
its way in an endeavor to "prove
ress of the theatre industry," and that
Running time 104 minutes. General audience classification. Release something," rather than simply preWalter Pashkin
sent a story, the feeling is widespread
it was "to the credit" of the industry
that it was making theatre television date, Nov. 28.
that
the attack upon the RKO Picavailable to the public. Although home
tures group not only does that comthe
to
service
great
of
was
ion
televis
Companies
Willing
to Release
pany incalculable harm but injures
RKO
every other motion picture, company
people, he said, it had certain limitatelevision didn't
To Confer on Draft as well.
• have. tions which theatre
15 in Six Months
No Parallels
Welch emphasized his belief that
theatre television programming would
Citing their reasons for believing
RKO Radio Pictures, under the
Distributors "stand ready" to meet
not conflict with home television pro- new Stolkin management group, will with exhibitors on any disputed points the Journal's articles are not journalgramming.
istic solely, executives point out not
have at least 15 pictures to release of the arbitration draft, drawn up by
Want Better Service
over a six-month period, it was the arbitration committee of the dis- only that they have few, if anv, parallels inJournal reporting, but that the
tributing- companies and sent out to
learned here at the weekend. Most
In discussing the present common
first
two
were given the lead news
indeby
ed
Johnproduc
Eric
were
ions,
films
organizat
the
of
exhibitor
televicarrier faciilties which theatre
RKO.
h
Picture
throug
releasing
Motion
pendents
the
of
president
ston,
position on the paper's page one, ordsion could use, Fly said that the
The 15 include: "Under the Red Association of America, declared here
inarily reserved for spot news develand
extensive
"more
a
wanted
industry
at
the
weekend.
opments. A serialized expose of busicontinuous service which presumably Sea," a Sol Lesser production ; "Monness histories of individuals, they contana Belle"; "Androcles and the
would overload the current A. T.
Added Johnston: "Let me repeat
tend, would not be given that position
"Face to again what I have said before— the
and T. facilities." In addition, he de- Lion," Gabriel Pascal;
had the Journal no axe to erind.
"Never
distrid;
and
Hartfor
ng
ton
produci
Hunting
picture
Face,"
motion
better
a
clared, the industry "wanted
In addition, derisive references to
Independent Artbuting companies want to set up an
type of service" than that provided by Wave at a Wac,"
ion with members of the new RKO Pictures
cooperat
in
system
on
arbitrati
GrainPirate,"
the
"Blackbird,
ists;
A. T. and T.'s current band width
industry
and its location in the spectrum.
But Dangerous" ; exhibitors. There is no other
ger ; "Beautiful
management whose business and pron
n,"
"Hans
Christia
Anderso
Samuel
es have
fessional character withstood the Jourproject in which ourandcompani
Fly pointed out that even if A. T.
during
effort
nal's investigation, would not have
and T. should establish the fact that Goldwyn; "Jet Pilot," "The Differ- invested more time
it can render the service contemplated
ence," Filmakers; "Break Up"; "No the year. They are prepared to invest been included either in an objective
for Flowers," Mort Briskin ; as much more as may be necessary to expose or in a wholly unbiased news
Time
by the industry, that wouldn't neces- "Peter Pan," Walt Disney Produc- reach agreement in a spirit of earnest storv, industry executives contend.
' sarily mean that the Commission
;
tions"The
Murder," (tentative title) ;
would authorize the company to do it.
Many are anxious to «ee the Jourand
"The
Sea
Devils."
nal's suspected motive exposed, conA. T. and T. "has no legal right to
fident that if it is the investing public
furnish all the required services in this
Cole's Proposal
."
goodwill
will
be
able properly to evaluate it
Name
Kay
Norton
(Continued from page 1)
field," he said. The Commission could
without further loss of confidence in
authorize Western Union to do it, he
(Continued from page 1)
motion picture securities.
went on, or it could authorize the inindustry here tc speculate on the purRadio.
dustry to organize a company to pro- licity department of RKO
or implications of Cole's provide the facilities.
S.K.
Other publicists hired by the company nose posal and on the consequences such
Present at the conference along with 'nclude Murray Segal, who will leave an action would have if approved by Johnston
Paris Trip
the Allied board next month.
Fly, Welch and Cohn was Ed Cooper,
his trade press contact post with ParaMPAA theatre te'evision specialist.
CosOne who indicated his name could Put Off Temporarily
Ruth
and
mount in two weeks,
Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture
'In addition
to MPAA
and NETTC,in grove, formerly with Eagle-Lion, who be used in connection with his comalmost
50 notices
of appearances
ment was Samuel Pinanski, one of the Association of America president, who
will begin her duties with RKO at
the hearing have been filed with the once. Goldberg, too, will assume his three members of the Council of Mo- was scheduled to leave here Saturday
Commission.
RKO duties immediately.
for indefinitely.
Paris, postponed
his detion Picture Organizations' governing by plane parture
Johnston decided
Miss Norton succeeds Don Prince, committee. "No single individual or
he has earlier
recovresigned. Before accepting the RKO group is more important than the in- to puteredthe
from atrip
coldoffheuntil
contracted
To Show German Films
dustry's campaign for repeal of the last week.
post, she headed her own publicity
The Franklin Theatre in Detroit has organization.
Federal admission tax," Pinanski said
Johnston was to have conferred this
as he left here Friday for his Boston
initiated a pobcy of showing German
William
Fadiman
Named
Story
week
in Paris with French governers.
headquart
features exclusively, Friday through
ment and film industry officials with a
Monday, it was reported here by Head at RKO Radio Studio
view to finding a basis for a resumpMunio Podhorzer, president of Casino
Hollywood, Oct. 19. — William Sherrill Corwin, succeeding Harry
tion in negotiations
Tatelman,
who
has
been
assigned
American
film pact. for a new FrancoFilm Fxch?ng°, specializing in the Fadiman, with RKO studio since 1947,
distribution of German films.
by
other
work.
ip
editorsh
story
has been assigned
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taking advantage of Allied's preoccupation byresorting to objectionable sales practices and imposing sales terms which put a number of top productions out of the
reach of independent exhibitors.
His letter, to Allied president Wilbur Snaper, cited alleged deviations
on the part of distributors from the
spirit if not the letter of the Para
mount decree and named a half
dozen pictures to which special
sales policies applied.
The practices related to the con
sent decree, of which Cole com
plains, and the sales policies ap
plicable to the films he cites had
their beginnings long before Abram
Myers,
Trueman
Rembusch and
Cole began devoting so much of
their time to industry arbitration,
administration of COMPO and the
industry tax repeal campaign.
If, as Cole feels, sales policies
and practices inimical to independent exhibitors as a body, increased
(Continued on page 2)

FP-C Meeting at
Niagara Falls Today
Niagara Falls, Ontario, Oct.
19.— A two-day fall showmanship meeting of the Eastern
division of Famous PlayersCanadian Corp. will open at
the General Brock Hotel here
tomorrow, with approximately 125 managers and circuit executives present.
James R. Nairn, director of
advertising - publicity, will
conduct the meeting. Walter
Brooks, director of the Managers' Round Table of Motion
Picture Herald, will be a
guest speaker.
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of
Many Ask: Whose
Axe Is Wall St.

KANE

A.
THE proposal made by H.
erepr
es'
Stat
ed
Cole that Alli
sentatives withdraw from their
all-industry endeavors
such
s
in
role
hment of an arbitrablis
esta
the
as
tion plan, administration of the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations and direction of the campaign for elimination of the 20 per
cent Federal admissions tax, when
taken at face value, appears to be
a course of action more drastic
than called for by the circumstances
he recites.
Cole's contention is that while
Allied leaders were thus engaged
in activities for the good of the industry, some elements therein were

OCTOBER

'Great
Of

Service'

Theatre

TT^TVT PT7MTO
TEN CEN1S

TV

Journal

Grinding?

Mayer

Board

Chairman

Cinerama
Of
Top level executives in the industry
are expressing grave concern over the
Washington, Oct. 19. — The possible effects of the current Wall Succeeds Thomas, Who
Federal Communications Commis- Street Journal expose of some memsion will be told tomorrow that
bers of the new controlling syndicate Becomes Vice-Chairman
theatre television is part of the in RKO Pictures on the investing
technological progress of the motion public's confidence in all motion picLouis B. Mayer will become
ture securities.
picture industry and as such can be
chairman of the board of directors
of great service to the people.
The Journal's articles, begun last of Cinerama Productions Corp., acThursday, already have taken on the
In addition, as the long-awaitcording to an announcement made
ed theatre television hearings
and strike at the weekend
"crusade"
of awithin
coloration
most
readers
the
industry
as
open tomorrow, the FCC will
(Continued on page 5)
hear that existing common carRobby Dudley
erts, Jr., presirier facilities can't provide the
dent of the corwide band service which the inporation. Lowell
Thomas, whom
dustry feels is necessary to put
Name
Kay
Norton
he succeeds, will
a high-standard image on the
theatre television screen.
RKO
Publicity Head
chairm
and
e vicebecoman,
These and other statements were
will continue his
made over the weekend at a backKay
Norton,
spe- activetion participa
ground press conference by James
in all thecial national
and who
New has
Yorkhandled
campaigns
a ff a i r s of the
Lawrence Fly and Vincent B. Welch,
mhasg, been ap- company. All of
attorneys for the Motion Picture As- for major companies,
of RKO
pointed publicity manager
(Continued on page 5)
Radio Pictures, the other officers
I^ouis B. Mayer
the corporation
I n c, Richard of
will also continue
Condon, direc- in their present posts, retaining their
Express
Regret
at
tor of advertis- present financial interest and control
(Continued on page 4)
tani do n, publicity
disclosed
Cole's Proposal
here at the
15,000
in Compo
The proposal of Col. H. A. Cole,
weekend.exploitaIt was also
Texas Allied president, for the nalearned that
tional Allied board's consideration that
Fred Goldberg, Dues from Texas
Allied withdraw from all-industry endeavors and hereafter devote its time
who was emand effort exclusively to combating
Dallas, Oct. 19.— More than $15,u
e 1 Goldwyn
000 in dues from theatres in Texas
alleged trade practice abuses drew exSamployed
at
Productions as has been forwarded to the Council of
Kay Norton
pressions of surprise and regret from
many industry leaders here at the
a publicist for Motion Picture
headweekend.
quarters in NewOrganizations'
York by Texas
four days following his resignation
There was general reluctance in the from Paramount, has joined the pub- COMPO. This represents approxi(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 5)
mately $2,000 over the quota set up
at the beginning of the recent drive,
it was disclosed by Don Douglas,
99
chairman of the Texas COMPO finance committee. Film salesmen from
"Plymouth
Adventure
Dallas exchanges made the collec[Dore Schary — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer]
tions.
Circuit theatres paid in more than
is possibly the best film $6,500, and independents contributed
SCHARY'S personal production of
DORE
y
certainl
and
America
g
fathers
more than $8,500.
ever made about the foundin
is one of the finer pictures of the year. An extremely absorbing,
progressively powerful and entirely credible historical drama, this looms
as one of M-G-M's top grossers. Filmed expertly in unusually well- L ar g e - C it y Tax
shaded color by Technicolor, the engrossing story evolves with a rare
naturalness as neither loose ends nor knotty tyings are evident. Clarence
in '51
DownOct. 9%
Take
Washington,
19.— Amusement
Brown's direction is excellent and the flawless performance of Spencer tax collections in several large cities
Tracy is matched in lesser roles by stars Van Johnson, Gene Tierney, throughout the country in 1951 drop, , '_
Leo Genn and Lloyd Bridges.
ped by more than 9 per cent from the
The screenplay by Helen Deutsch, based on the novel by _ Ernest comparable 1950 figure, the Census
disclosed here over the weekend.
Gebler completely ignores the stereotyped concept of the Pilgrims and Bureau
the hoary and hallowed myth of their crossing. Director Brown has
1951 figure for collections in
and 12The
cities was $8,104,000, compared
achieved perfect balance of the exciting, realistic adventure episodes
gen- with the $9,070,000 that was collected
the interwoven moments of romance. The characterizations are of
uine
condicrowded
the
during 1950.
to
way
page 5)
(Continued y onhuman
people reacting in a thoroughl
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Wind
East
G. FRAYNE, development
light ofmost newsreels. Also featured
The Motion Picture Association
are the return of Korean wounded,
Tradewise
.
of the
manager
-neering
engi
J
a
.
DRrex Corp.'s Hollywood division, of America has "in the works"
the wedding of a Japanese Princess to
West
plan for uprooting film censorship
is in N.ew York. •
commoner, the opening of the Unit'
a
{Continued from page 1)
elsewhere in Ohio now that the ined Nations in new quarters, and. a
dustry's victory in Toledo has been
Art Moger, Warner Brothers
speech by Pope Pious.
gtisin
by the city's failure to or were in some way accentuated
adver
cored
of
unders
ctor
Northeastern dire
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS, No. »5— U.N.
appeal, . it was learned here at the
the Woman s weekend
publicity, will address
while Myers, Rembusch and him- Assembly opens in Now York. Action on
Scholarship Association of Boston at
alltheir
with
Korean front. Nippon Princess weds comself were occupied
moner. 500,000 hail Pope Pius. Coast Guard
Allied Independent Theatres
the New England Mutual Hall there
industry endeavors, it is a matter
a
sent
ship
cracks
Polar ice.
has
boast
ile,
ranks
"Momeanwh
Allied
that
of
Ohio,
of
fact
c
of
topi
the
on Wednesday on
• vision."
bulletin to all theatres in Totion Pictures vs. Tele
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 215— Korea
other capable and vocal champions issue
stirs U. N. Vast multitude cheers
ledo suggesting that newsreel
y Al' cause
nt exhibitors
independe
the
of
Irving Dollinger, New Jerseelecte
signifying that the state
leaders
Pope.
Egyptians
haila "Strong'
Jap
,
d
—
Snaper
— including its president
Emperor's
bride. U.man."
S. Coast
lied board chairman, has been
board of censors has approved
Guard
sets daughter
Arctic record.
pied
al
with
pre-occu
not
were
who
nation
the
on
to represent the unit
the footage be snipped from the
all-industry assignments.
Harry H. Lowenbefore they are run.
reels
PARAMOUNT
NEWS,
No. 17— N. Y.
Allied board, andnamed
ate.
altern
Therefore, it would seem, the Giants
stein has been
topple Cleveland Browns. Multitude
•
ive
hears
Pope.
Wounded
Korean
heroes home.
execut
ITO
Ohio
Robert Wile,
Korean front aflame. U.N. search for peace
cause cited by Cole is not substan- continues.
n
bulleti
Comthe
of
in
out
dent
d
presi
pointe
wich,
ary,
secret
Max Lefko
tially related to the effect he community Circuit in Cleveland, and Mrs. that Municipal Court Judge Wiley's
plains of, and for that reason his
of
age
marri
Lefkowich announce the
decision that the state's censorship of recommendation, on the basis of speaks
TELENEWS
No. 42B becomes
— "Ike"
in Texas.DIGEST,
Hiss deposition
r,
Butle
exthe
Dan
is
to
onal
Lois,
tituti
ter,
uncons
is
their daugh
newsreels
campaign
issue.
Haile
Selassie
visits
new
available facts, appears uncalled
hibitors' authority for exhibiting the for.
DDS has been set for Nov. 6 at the
domain. Malan open Uranium city, Tuin in.
leaders
spects war games. U.N. in new quarters.
Beachmont Country• Club in that city. news footage without the
It is inconceivable that Allied, Korean ground fighting hotter. French
The exact nature of the MPAA
Sperie Perakos, general manager plan for extending the battle against if it is so minded, cannot prosecute cyclist spills.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 405—
of Perakos Theatres, New Britain, Ohio film censorship was not revealed. its complaints as effectively with
U.N. Assembly seventh session opens.
are on However, it is understood that the
Conn., and Mrs. Perakos
Korean wounded return. Catholic
next attack could be a repeat of the three men contributing to all-indus- Maguib.
their honeymoon following their mar
International delegates. Choose a
try endeavors as it can without. meeting.
Toledo litigation in other cities or a
riage in Detroit.
star. Princess weds. Ice breaker sets new
direct bid for an Ohio Supreme Court Nor is there much reason to be- Polar mark.
lieve that Allied, by forsaking the
covering all of Ohio in light
ount' s ruling
, Param
Holman
ell
both.
or
n,
Russ
decisio
WARNER
PATHE,
NEWS,
No. 20—
Toledo
the
of
course
of industry unity to espouse
over
left
er,
manag
ction
Eastern produ
voyage
"East
Wind."
Within the next two weeks, attor- the other course exclusively, is bet- Amazing
the weekend by plane for Europe and
Bitter battleArctic
for ridges.
Mickey
Rooney
entertains troops. U.N. General Assembly
member-companiesIt
neys for MPAA new
ter
serving
its
members
and
the
will be gone for approximately three
plan.
Ohio
will confer on the
weeks.
Eisenhower in the South. Stevenson
cause of the independent exhibitors. opens.
•
in the West. Gen. Naguib tours Nile for
If Cole feels that Allied has been support. Haile Selassie unites two nations.
is expected that shortly thereafter exhibitors inCincinnati, Columbus, CleveRobert Holland of the Jack L.
N. Y. Giants beat Browns. Motorcycle
be in- poorly repaid for its valuable con- crosses English channel.
land and other Ohio cities will set
Gertz Enterprises and Mrs. Holland
by
vited to follow the example
tributions to recent industry enannounce the birth of their first child,
deavors, he need only reflect that
Martin G. Smith in Toledo and deSusan Sydney, in• Cleveland.
liberately show uncensored newsreels the realization of arbitration, an
Maurice Bergman, Universal pub- in their theatres to force other munici- effective COMPO and tax repeal,
pal courts to rule.
lic relations executive, is scheduled to
of 4U'
Set
each holds its own promise of re- Third
return to his office today after a
ward. Those rewards need not be Managers
to Coast
week's confinement• with the grippe.
jeopardized simply because, as Cole
FDR, Jr. - McCrary
The third and final of a series of
sees it, there are other jobs to be
Universal short Debate Thursday
Sochin,
Irving
done.
return
will
manager,
subjects sales
visits of Universal's 32 branch manFranklin D. Roosevelt, Jr. and Tex
agers to the
studios for
here today following a three-week
conferences
withcompany's
studio executives
on
trip to various parts
of the country. McCrary will head an open discus- 'Fatima' Holdovers
•
current conditions in their territories
sion of the issues involved in the comand for a first-hand view of new proding Presidential election at the forthJerome M. Evans, Universal home
uct and production activities, will get
coming meeting of New York's Set
Warner
Brothers' 'Firsts'
"The Miracle of underway today, Charles J. Feldman,
office promotion representative, is visSeveral
iting Syracuse, Buffalo, Rochester and Cinema Lodge of B'nai B'rith, Thurs- Fatima" is setting new "firsts" in
C. L. presigeneral sales manager, announced at
daydent
at the
Erie, and will return here tomorrow.
MartinHotel
LevineAstor,
announced.
many of its holdover engagements re- the weekend as the final group of 11
corded
to
date,
the
company
reports.
All members of the entertainment
The picture is holding over for a branch managers left for the Coast.
Joseph Sistrom, Paramount pro- industry are invited to attend _ the second
Participants in the conferences have
week at the Strand, Scranton,
ducer, has returned to Hollywood meeting. The speakers are actively
been Milton R. Rackmil, president ;
and
the
Paramount,
Wilkesbarre,
from New York.
associated with the campaigns of Gov.
Adlai Stevenson and Gen. Dwight D. marking the first time in five years N. J. Blumberg, chairman of the
that any attraction has been held over board ; William Goetz, in charge of
William Perlberg, Paramount pro- Eisenhower, respectively.
ducer, has returned to the Coast from
at
either
houses.at The
picture'sTheatre,
fourth production ; Edward Muhl, vice-presweek
holdover
the Center
New York.
ident and general manager of the stuBuffalo, is also the first time in five
Services Held
for
dio, and David A. Lipton, vice-presyears for a fourth week in this situaident in charge of advertising and pubWalter H. Grosselfinger of the
licity. Alfred E. Daff, executive viceThe
holding
of
"Fatima"
for
a
Westrex Corp. has returned to New MGM's
Dewey
Bloom second tion.
week at the Stanley in Utica is
Toronto, Oct. 19. — Funeral services the first time in the history of the president, and Feldman participated in
York from Europe.
were held today at Holy Blossom house that any picture played a full the initial sessions.
Attending the third and final series
Temple for Dewey Bloom, 53, M-G-M second week.
Kenneth McKenna, M-G-M stu- field
of meetings will be Joseph Leon from
representative since 1927, who
dio story head, is due here from the
Philadelphia ; Dave Miller, Buffalo ;
died Thursday in a local hospital after
Coast on Nov. 26.
Ben Robins, Detroit; Samuel Oshry,
a long illness. A Canadian by birth, Meet With Rep. Boiling
he had been with several independent
Kansas City, Oct. 19. — Congress- Inrhananolis ; William Blum, CincinHarold
Maloney,
manager of film companies before joining Regal
man Richard Boiling, representing the
nati; Charles Hudgens, Oklahoma
Loew's
Poli, Worcester,
Mass., is Films and M-G-M. He spent four district including this city, was the City; David Goldman, Milwaukee;
marking his 17th year at that theatre.
•
years at the company's headquarters luncheon guest of the committee desig- Leroy J. Miller, Minneapolis; Abe
in New York before shifting his office
nated to make contact with him in Swerdlow, Los Angeles; Arthur
Maxwell Shane, director, left here to this city. He is survived by his behalf of the admission tax repeal Greenfield, Seattle, and Ernest J. Piro,
widow.
at the weekend for Hollywood.
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LIFE

Films advertised
See for example h ow LIFE can build
the box office in these cities:
Seating
No. of
.IFE audience —
Boston
Chicago
Houston
San Francisco

eaters**
th167
418

67
215

177,097
capacity**
418,301

single issue*
741,730

57,201
207,274

129,800

848,150

in LIFE help boost the take at

your box office. For no other magazine wields such
influence over so vast an audience.

In the course of 13 issues, 62,600,000 peopleover half the nation— read LIFE.*

It's true in most cases that LIFE'S local audience
in city after city across the country is greater than
the seating capacities of all the theaters in them.

478,280

That's why, to promote the picture you show, the
motion picture industry invests more dollars in
LIFE than in any other magazine.

*From A Study of the Accumulative Audience of LIFE, by Alfred
Politz Research, Inc. A " LIFE reader" is any person age 10
or over who has read one or more of 13 issues.
**1951, 33rd Edition of the Film Daily Year Book of Motion
Pictures.

First in circulation
First in readership

LIFE
9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.

First in advertising
revenue
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Cinerama
17 Projectionists
(Continued from, page 1)
of the d.corporation, the announcement
reveale
Roberts pointed out that Mayers
association is with the production
company, which is currently presenting "This Is Cinerama" at the Broadway Theatre and which controls the
licensing company, Cinerama, Inc.
Merian C. Cooper's position as general manager in charge of the corporation's production program is unchanged, said Roberts. Mayer referred
to Cooper's position in thellynewtheorganisame
zation as being essentia
as that of the late Irving Thalberg,
who was executive producer while
Mayer was the head of producation
at M-G-M.
Mayer's new association with Cinerama, Roberts said, "will bring to
that organization the benefits ot the
years of pracveteran producer's p,many
tical showmanshi valuable alike in
the ambitious production plans of the
sponsors of the new entertainment
medium, and in its plans for the installation of Cinerama equipment in
many of the key cities of this counof Europe."
capitals
try and init the
Since
opened
at the Broadway
Theatre on Sept. 30, the company's
first production, "This Is Cinerama,"
has played to more than capacity at
every performance. Press coverage
that hailed the process as a revolution in entertainment has resulted in
a mail demand from out-of-town that
averages close to 1,000 letters a day,
it was stated.
Beginning immediately, Mayer
will devote himself to the company's production plans in association with Merian C. Cooper,
and the expansion of its exhibition to cities other than
New York. He will divide his
time between the New York
and the Hollywood headquarters
of Cinerama, the latter to be
opened soon, Roberts disclosed.
"Cinerama is as new and challenging as sound was," said Mayer. "It
opens a whole new world to us. I am
proud to join Lowell Thomas, Merian
C. Cooper, Dudley Roberts, Frank
Smith and their associates in an effort to realize the almost limitless
possibilities of Cinerama as a medium
of story telling, and in expanding its
audience from one theatre to many
theatres across America and in the
capitals
of the
Cinerama
is world."
the invention of Fred
Waller. Fifteen years were spent in
its development, and an investment
estimated at $12,000,000. The adaptation of stereophonic sound was largely the work of Hazard Reeves.
Teamsters
On

16mm.

Hit
TV

U. S.

Suit

Hollywood, Oct. 19. — International
Brotherhood of Teamsters in national
convention here resolved against the
government's 16mm. suit seeking to
compel film companies to supply theatrical films to television and also
against "runaway" production prac
tice by which American theatrical
and television film producers produce
abroad films to be exhibited here
Teamsters also awarded national thea
tres president Charles Skouras a gold
membership card in token appreciation of long-time employer-employee
relations.
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Totaling

In

Show
$2,000 Weekly Used in Cinerama
The extent to which Cinerama can benefit projectionists, and at
the same time add substantially to theatre operating costs, was
that each day's performance
brought out here with the disclosure
serof "This Is Cinerama" at the Broadway Theatre requires theLocal
vice of 17 members of IATSE New York Projectionists
No. 306.
The salaries of these 17 come to approximately $2,000 per week.
The triple-projection, three dimensional effect system called for
the installation of three booths at the theatre with two projection
machines in each booth. Each booth is manned during each of
two seven-hour shifts by two "306" members. The six operators
on each shift are supervised by a foreman projectionist. In
addition to the two foremen there are three other "306" members
who during the two performances watch the functioning of the
sound equipment.
The weekly gross at the Broadway since the Cinerama showings
commenced on Sept. 30, reportedly has been $35,000.

Two

Charged

NPA

Violations

with

, Oct. 19.— The Nangton
Washitional
Production Authority reports
hearing commissioner H. Bascom
Thomas has ruled that two partners
in a Texas drive-in theatre violated
NPA orders and regulations by constructing the theatre early this year
with more copper than permitted
under government construction controls.

Hold
Says British
US Firms in Esteem
Never in the history of the industry
has the standing of American distri
butors in England been better, both
with exhibitors and the public, accord

Universal's
Granville,
ing to Douglas
special
representative
for the
United
Kingdom and Ireland, who is here
from London for home office confer
ences.
Granville said that despite adverse
The partners are W. O. Beardon of economic conditions in Britain, there
Lubbock and I. R. Doyal of the Tas- is only a slight drop in theatre grosses
cosa Drive-in Theatre in Amarillo.
"bigin pictures'
he added,
However,
The original NPA complaint charged will
gross more
today than
previous
the partners with furnishing false information regarding the _ amount of
At its present stage, TV in Britain
years.
copper wire used in building the the- has virtually no effect on the boxatre, but Thomas found that the vio- office, Granville said, adding that there
lations were not accompanied by fraud
or fraudulent representation on the are currently about 5,000^000 home
television sets in Britain with a netpart of either man.
work of relay stations covering apHowever, Thomas directed that all
proximately 80 per cent of the popupriority assistance and allocations as
lation. The lack of TV competition
well as authority to use controlled
materials to build. additional drive-ins was attributed to many factors, including the. operation of only one stabe withdrawn from the partners for
tion by the government, a station
the duration of the Defense Production Act, now slated to expire June which goes on the air only a few
during the evening. Commercial
30, 1953. He also ordered all privi- hours
sponsored TV in Britain was seen by
leges of self-authorization and auto- Granville from four to five years
matic allotments be denied the two as away.
long as the Act is on the books. He
said that if controls are relaxed later
Granville and Alfred E. Daff, Uniand theatre builders are allowed some
versal executive vice-president, who
copper, the two men could obtain any also attended the press conference, exfurther copper needed for the Tascosa
pressed complete satisfaction with the
Drive-in, provided the amount which J. Arthur Rank Organization, which
be required, plus the 230 pounds al- handles the distribution of Universal
ready used do not exceed the NPA films in the United Kingdom. Daff
limit.
added that Universal expects to retain
its association with Rank many more
Mexican
Exhibitors
Due to construction restrictions.
years.
Hit Distributors
Granville saw little possibility for new
Mexico City, Oct. 19. — Charges of theatres being built in England. H°
British exhibitors are fightmonopoly against exhibitors by the reported
ing the entertainment tax which, he
Producers and Distributors Associa- said, amounts to an over-all average
tion appearing in full-page newspaper of 39 per cent. Granville said that
advertisements addressed to the Sen- Rank is continuing his experimental
ate were rebutted in like form by the
of theatre television equipCinema Impresarios Association and utilization
ment which is installed in a number
the National Exhibitors Union.
of Rank theatres.
Panther

Sets

4 Films

While in New York, Granville paid
a visit to the Broadway Theatre and
saw Cinerama for the first time. He

Panther Productions, Inc. has comon around
"Violated,"
fea- orophesized that Cinerama "will com
turepleted
made shooting
in and
New aYork
pletely
the that
industry"
time, andrevolutionize
expressed hone
it wouldin
City, and plans to produce three addi- be
shown
in
London
shortly.
tional features for theatrical release
Granville, following his home offic
during 1953. The first will be "The
Male Urge," scheduled to go before conferences, plans to visit Hollywood
in about another two weeks.
the cameras Jan 15.

the
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Motion Pictur and
gineers in Washington, we believe it
worth noting that this convention attracted nearly 1,000 delegates from all
over the world, the largest SMPTE
attendance ever in» the East.
Stepping into the shoes of Bill
Kunzmann, who resigned as convention vice-president, is John W.
Servies of National Theatre Supply.
Servies arranged a surprise testimonial luncheon for Bill at which
he was presented with a gold key
chain and money clip, along with a
by friends who atscroll signed
tended the affair. Oscar Neu of
Neumade Products• was the M. C.

At the banquet, special tribute was
paid to Dr. John I. Crabtree, former
SMPTE president, and recipient of
the Progress Medal Award. Dave
Carbon read the citaJoy oftion. . .National
. Peter Mole, retiring president, presented Dr. Herbert T. KalSamuel Warner Memus with the
morial Award. . . . Axel G. Jensen
of Bell Laboratories received both the
David Sarnoff Gold Medal and the
Society's Fellowship. . . . Henry
Hood, another recipient of the Felgengineerinleft
lowship, wastoappointe
fill thed vacancy
vice-president
•
Bowditch.
T.
F.
by the resignation of
atabroadthem
from
Many tendedpersons
n, among
the conventio
Gilbert Ruellan of Andre DeBre,
Paris, and
Gustav Jirouch of CineTelevision, Kent, •England.
One of the major highlights of the
convention was a Coffee Clubroom
provided by RCA Victor in a separate
room and foyer near the main meeting hall. Here conventioneers met
friends and secured refreshments at
any time during session hours. Nearly
50,000 cups of coffee were consumed,
plus 100 gallons of citrus juice and
200 dozen doughnuts and rolls. RCA
and its public relations man, Dick
Hooper, originator of the idea, certainly installed a popular service.
Shown below enjoying a
klatch" are Jack O'Brien,
Wolf, and Barton Kreuzer,
RCA, and Nate Golden, chief
picture officer of the NPA.

"coffee
Wally
all of
motion
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To

Tell

FCC
'Plymouth

(Continued from page 1)
sociation of America, and Marcus
Cohn, attorney for the National Exhibitors Theatre Television Committee. The three attorneys will present
the industry's theatre television case
to the Commission — both at the engineering and accounting phase of the
hearing, which is due to run for about
two weeks starting tomorrow, and at
the major presentation of the case,
which is scheduled to open Jan. 12.

Adventure

(Continued from page 1)

tions aboard ship, the overwhelming battering of the storming sea, long days
without sufficient food and water, and the growing animosity between crew
and passengers. Historical fact is followed in intensely dramatic terms and
the film opens with the machinations behind the real estate swindle that
resulted in the Pilgrims being landed in New England instead of their
are shown to include business-seeking merdesired Virginia. The Pilgrims
chants and adventurers as well as those fleeing religious oppression.
The major fictional invention is the pivotal characterization of the Mayflower's captain, which Tracy brilliantly portrays as a fine but hard-bitten
ruler, forsaking yet desperately searching for the goodness of heart and peace
of mind which Miss Tierney so winningly exhibits as the wife of pious Pilgrim Genn. Tracy saves Genn's life when he is washed overboard in a storm
Tierney's affection. When
but otherwise continues his efforts to win Miss port
and Genn is surveying
Tracy does so after the ship has safely reached
the land, Miss Tierney cannot choose between them and drowns herself.
Tracy' quells a mutiny led by vicious mate Lloyd Bridges after he decides
to keep the ship off shore as a shelter rather than return, while the Pilgrims
build houses. Eventually he is won over to the Pilgrims' morality and leaves
after aiding them much. Johnston and Dawn Addams are the supplementaryof
romantic interest as John Alden and Priscilla but the poetic invention
has no basis in fact is not used. InHenry Wadsworth Longfellow which
cluded in a large and competent cast are Barry Jones, John Dehner, Noel
an approMiklos Rozsa wrote
Lowell Gilmore.
Ivo and or
Drayton,
e.
musical sc
priate Tommy
.
moviegoer and conThis is a rare film that holds appeal for every type of or
drama will find
descends to none. Avid viewers of spectacle, romance
Tierney
Johnson,
Tracy,
for
loaded,
is
this
ise
Marquee-w
fare.
rewarding
this
Tracythe
of
treatment
intelligent
The
following.
large
a
attract
Genn
and
exploitato
deterrent
no
prove
should
and
Tierney romance is in good taste
tion tie-ups with schools because of the historical accuracy of the film.
Toward this end there are the signing of the Mayflower Compact, the flight
of William Brewster of the Separatist Church, the aforementioned facts
concerning the trip, and a wealth of detail as to instruments and clothing.
It is a production that involved the labor of some 1,200 men and . the personal
supervision of Schary. The result is well worthwhile. tion. Release
Running time 104 minutes. General audience classifica
Walter Pashkin
date, Nov. 28.

'Journal'
(Continued from page 1)
acter
thetopaper.
being of
alien
the usual editorial _
char- !j
The documented files on individuals :
within the Ralph Stolkin syndicate reveal more than reportorial purposefulness in the combing of 20-year or more
old files of the Federal Trade Commission, the Chicago Better Business
Bureau and last year's transcripts of
the Kefauver hearings. What the purpose may be has many in the industry
guessing.
Touches Animosities

Bid for Space on Spectrum
The attorneys stressed the fact that
The speculation touches personal
the industry will not ask for licenses,
and business animosities ; the possibilbut will merely ask that the FCC
ity of a bid for a proxy fight on beset aside space on the spectrum for
half of individuals friendly to the paeventual industry use for a theatre
per to wrest control of RKO Pictures
television service. They would not
from the owners of the 29 per cent
specify exactly how the industry
prointerest, or the expression of a conwould transmit theatre television
tinuing editorial disdain for the mograms, they said, because they wanted
tion picture industry on the part of
to be "free to adapt ourselves to whatthe Journal.
ever the Commission decides" should
In connection with the latter, the
be done in the way of carrying the
service.
Journal's uncomplimentary national
"roundup" of the economic state of
All three attorneys declared that the
the
industry at a time last summer
stindustry was not "fighting" broadca
when theatre attendance was on the
ing or home television. Cohn mainincrease for the first time in months
tained that "the technique of theatre
is recalled by many.
television, particularly in color, can
to
t
Whatever the purpose, and company
ainmen
entert
bring a new type of
executives
throughout the industry are
theatre
that
said
He
the people."
convinced the Journal is going out of
television was part of the development
of "the logical, technological progits way in an endeavor to "prove
ress of the theatre industry," and that
something," rather than simply prey
industr
sent a story, the feeling is widespread
it was "to the credit" of the televis
ion
theatre
that it was making
that
the attack upon the RKO Picavailable to the public. Although home
tures group not only does that comtelevision was of great service to the RKO
Companies
Willing
pany incalculable harm but injures
to Release
limitaevery
other motion picture company
certain
had
it
people, he said,
didn't
ion
televis
e
theatr
which
tions
To
Confer
on
Draft
as
well.
have.
15 in Six Months
No Parallels
Welch emphasized his belief that
theatre television programming would
Citing their reasons for believing
Distributors "stand ready" to meet
RKO Radio Pictures, under the
not conflict with home television pro- new Stolkin management group, will with exhibitors on any disputed points the Journal's articles are not journalgramming.
istic solely, executives point out not
have at least 15 pictures to release of the arbitration draft, drawn up by
Want Better Service
over a six-month period, it was the arbitration committee of the dis- only that they have few, if any, parallels inJournal reporting, but that the
tributing companies and sent out to
learned here at the weekend. Most
In discussing the present common
first
two
were given the lead news
indeby
d
were produce
exhibitor organizations, Eric Johncarrier faciilties which theatre televi- of the films
RKO.
through
Picture
releasing
Motion
pendents
the
of
ston,
president
position on the paper's page one, ordsion could use, Fly said that the
The IS include: "Under the Red Association of America, declared here
inarily reserved for spot news develand
extensive
"more
a
wanted
at
the
weekend.
industry
continuous service which presumably Sea," a Sol Lesser production ; "Monopments. A serialized expose of business histories of individuals, they contana Belle"; "Androcles and the
would overload the current A. T.
Added Johnston: "Let me repeat
tend, would not be given that position
to again what I have said before— the
f and T. facilities." In addition, he de- Lion," Gabriel Pascal; "Face
had the Journal no axe to grind.
distri"Never
;
and
g
Hartford
on
Face," Huntingt
motion picture producin
i clared, the industry "wanted a better Wave
In addition, derisive references to
buting companies want to set up an
at a Wac," Independent Arttype of service" than that provided by
arbitration system in cooperation with members of the new RKO Pictures
GrainPirate,"
the
"Blackbird,
ists;
A. T. and T.'s current band width
other industry
and its location in the spectrum.
But Dangerous" ; exhibitors. There is no
management whose business and proger ; "Beautiful
,"
n
Samuel
Anderson
Christia
"Hans
s have
companie
project in which our
fessional character withstood the JourFly pointed out that even if A. T.
during
effort
and
time
more
nal's investigation, would not have
and T. should establish the fact that Goldwyn; "Jet Pilot," "The Differ- invested
it can render the service contemplated
the year. They are prepared to invest been included either in an objective
ence," Filmakers; "Break Up"; "No as
much more as may be necessary to expose or in a wholly unbiased news
Flowers," Mort Briskin ;
for
Time
that wouldn't neces- "Peter Pan," Walt Disney Produc- reach agreement in a spirit of earnest storv, industry executives contend.
industry,
by the sarily
mean that the Commission
;
Murder," (tentative title) ;
tions"The
would authorize the company to do it.
Many are anxious to <=ee the JourDevils."
Sea
"The
and
nal's suspected motive exposed, conA. T. and T. "has no legal right to
fident that if it is the investing public
furnish all the required services in this
Cole's Proposal
will
be
able properly to evaluate it
"
goodwill.
Name
Kay
Norton
(Continued from page 1)
field," he said. The Commission could
without further loss of confidence in
authorize Western Union to do it, he
(Continued from page 1)
motion picture securities.
went on, or it could authorize the inindustry here tc speculate on the purRadio.
RKO
dustry to organize a company to pro- licity department of
or implications of Cole's provide the facilities.
S.K.
Other publicists hired by the company nose posal and on the consequences such
an
action
would have if approved by Johnston
Paris Trip
Present at the conference along with 'nclude Murray Segal, who will leave
the Allied board next month.
Fly, Welch and Cohn was Ed Cooper,
his trade press contact post with ParaMPAA theatre te'evision specialist.
One who indicated his name could Put Off Temporarily
CosRuth
and
weeks,
two
in
mount
In addition to MPAA and NETTC,
Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture
who
grove, formerly with Eagle-Lion,
be used in connection with his comalmost SO notices of appearances in will
ment was Samuel Pinanski, one of the Association of America president, who
begin her duties with RKO at
the hearing have been filed with the once. Goldberg, too, will assume his three members of the Council of Mo- was scheduled to leave here Saturday
Commission.
RKO duties immediately.
for indefinitely.
Paris, postponed
his detion Picture Organizations' governing by plane parture
Johnston decided
Miss Norton succeeds Don Prince, committee. "No single individual or
he has earlier
recovresigned. Before accepting the RKO group is more important than the in- to puteredthe
from atrip
coldoffheuntil
contracted
To Show German Films
dustry's campaign for repeal of the
post, she headed her own publicity
last week.
The Franklin Theatre in Detroit has organization.
Federal admission tax," Pinanski said
Johnston was to have conferred this
as he left here Friday for his Boston
initiated a policy of showing German
week in Paris with French governheadquarters.
features exclusively, Friday through William Fadiman Named Story
ment and film industry officials with a
Monday, it was reported here by Head at RKO Radio Studio
view
to
finding a basis for a resumpMunio Podhorzer, president of Casino
Hollywood, Oct. 19. — William Sherrill Corwin, succeeding Harry
tion in negotiations
Film Exchange, specializing in the Fadiman, with RKO studio since 1947, Tatelman, who has been assigned American
film pact. for a new Francodistribution of German films.
has been assigned story editorship by other work.
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Music
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BERT E. FRIEDLOB
Written and directed by
ANDREW STONE
A BERT E. FRIEDL03
Production
Released by
20th Century-Fox
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Zucker Promoted to Head
New District in K.C.

U.S. May Protest
Mexican Cutbacks
Washington, Oct. 20.— There
is
good Department
possibility"
thata "very
the State

|To
At

Thief

$95,000;

Bows

IFCC's

Grosses

Weekend

Sturdy

will protest Mexico's recently -imposed restrictions on
American films, a top department official declared.

A robust $95,000' for the first week
of "The Thief" at the Roxy, which
also features a stage show, paced New
York first-run theatres this week.

He said it would be "premature" to say that such a
protest has already been
made, but that the department "is examining and working on the problem, and there
is a very good possibility we
will want to make some representations to the Mexican

Among off-Broadway theatres, "O.
Henry's Full House" at the 52nd
Street Trans-Lux is expected to hit
a big $16,000 for its opening seven
days, breaking '. the house's previous
to Noon"
set by "Seven
record,
during Christmas
weekDays
of 1950.
At most Broadway situations, weekend grosses remained sturdy. Theatremen, asked to comment on the boxoffice affect of the wide interest in
the current Presidential campaign, expressed the view, in the main, that the
affect was negligible. However, as
Election Day draws closer, its consequence on the box-office will bear
watching, most circuit executives felt.
"Because You're Mine" continued
strong at Radio City Music Hall, with
(Continued on page 3)

Universal has realigned its sales
districts in a move to provide more
effective service by the delegation
er authority to the local
of great
, it was
level
disclosed here
Government on it."
yesterday by
Charles J. Feldman, general
sales manager.
McCormick
Leaves
Lester Zucker, branch manRKO
Radio Ad Post
ager in Cleveland, has been
promoted to
The resignation of S. Barret Mc
head a new disCormick as advertising director of
trict which will
include the
RKO Radio Pictures was announced
Kansas City,
by the company's new
here yesterday
board
of directors.
tester Zucker
Omaha, Des
Moines, Salt
The board expressed regret at Mcwith
Cormick'sresignation, which ended a
es
branch
r
Denve
and
City
Lake
20 year association with the company
headquarters in Kansas City.
In making known the reallocation as advertising director. Richard Con(Continued on page 3)
don, recently named director of advertising, publicity and exploitation, commented:Both Arnold Picker, executive vice-president of the company,
outand I recognize McCormick ase an
standing advertising executiv in this
industry and we hoped that he would
be able to fit into the reorganized adSALEM, Ore., Oct. 20.—
vertising, publicity and exploitation
Employes of the Portland
Meadows race track have
ick will continue at his
McCorm
nts."
departme
several weeks to complete
for
office
elecfiled with the state
campaigns already started
on
work
inian
tion bureau here
to his successor, not
transfer
to
and
tiative measure that
(Continued on page 3)
would outlaw the showing
of motion pictures in Oregon on Sundays.
•
Opens
Fitzgibbons
ALBANY, N. Y. , Oct. 20.
—Lewis A. Sumberg, executive director of the Albany Theatre Owners of
America, in a call to members to attend a meeting
Wednesday, stated
on
here
regional unit is
the
that
its guns on "the
priming
of
shortage
serious

TEN

21, 1952

OCTOBER

U.S.A., TUESDAY,

FP-C

Eastern

Meet

Niagara Falls, Ont, Oct. 20.— J.
Fitzgibbons, president and managing
director of Famous Players-Canadian
of
Corp-, opened a two-day meeting the
managers and theatre executives of
the circuit's Eastern division, with a
keynote message in which he urged a
careful file of business building suggestions and ideas from the trade.
, Eastern general manaStein
s
Morri
prints" and proposes to
new product and the new
outlined
ger,
take the situation up with
tunity ahead, which he termed
oppor
has ever .
local branch managers
company .
n.
est the
ow
the great
kn
"and then carry on at a
R. W. Bolstad, vice-president and
national level" to deal treasurer, said business has quadwith the question.
(Continued on page 2)

240
Of

|Hits

at Convention
MPE

of Florida

20. — PresOct. opened
lle,E. Fla.,
Jacksonvi
the
Hensler
ident Maurice
1952 convention of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors of Florida in the Roosevelt
Hotel here this morning, and introduced Mayor W. Hay don Burns, who
gave an address of welcome to the
240 registered members in attendance.
A general business session followed,
with committee reports and brief talks
by these officers : Boliver Hyde, Jr.,
chairman of the board ; Bob Cannon,
treasurer; Hugh Martin, Sr., first
vice-president;
Horace
Denning,
sec(Continued
on page
2)

200

Register

Mich.

Allied

at

Meet

Detroit, Oct. 20. — Allied Theatres
opened its three-day anof Michigan
nual convention at the Hotel Tuller
today, devoting the entire day to registration. More than 200 had registered by the end of the day.
Wilbur Snaper, national Allied
president, arrived to deliver an address on "Arbitration" tomorrow.
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO Radio
sales promotion manager, will be present tomorrow to give an address. At
the Congressional luncheon, tomorrow,
Charles Potter, Congressman, and
Abram Myers will deliver speeches on
Anti"16mm
and onthepage
"Tax Repeal"
(Continued
2)

TV

CENTS

Walker

Theatre
of

Fights

'Monopoly' Is Scored
As Hearings Open
Washington, Oct. 20. — Federal
Communications Commission chair-!
man Paul Walker scored the exclusive theatre telecasts of fights at
the opening session of the theatre television hearing, which today began two
weeks of testimony on engineering and
accounting phases.
Walker declared the Commission had received many complaints about theatre television's "monopoly" of telecast
fights and said the public was
"worried" about not getting
them on home television sets.
In addition,
kick-off
sion, attorneysatandtoday's
witnesses,
for sesthe
Motion Picture Association of America and the National Exhibitors Theatre Television Committee were forced
to give more detailed information than
they planned
to divulge
at this
(Continued
on page.
2) time in

Balaban,
On

Raibourn

DuMont's

Board

t
Paramoun
Oct.a 20'.—
N. J., at
Clifton,voting
Pictures,
special
meeting
here today of Allen B. DuMont Labto "the"
elected Barney
eight-manoratories
DuMont
stockholders,board
Balaban, Paul Raibourn and Edwin
Weisl. Paramount, as sole owner of
DuMont Class B common stock, was
entitled to elect three members of the
treasurer and asboard, the
treasurer.
sistant secretary,
Elected to the board also were the
following DuMont nominees for Class
(Continued on page 3)

Profits
Republic
Climb to $807,447
A net profit of $807,447, after taxes,
for the 39 weeks ended July 26, 1952
was reported here yesterday by Republic Pictures Corp. The estimated
Federal normal and surtaxes for the
39 weeks was listed at $870,000.
For the 39 weeks ended July 28,
1951, the company
reported a net
profit of $728,270, after taxes of;
$630,000.
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(Continued from page 1)
Mention

the hearing on band widths and spectrum location for theatre television
ve
transmissions
channels. The informaexecuti
ia
JACK COHN, Columb
tion was given after repeated requests
vice-president, is in Miami to attend
the current convention of Columbia from FCC general counsel Benedict
Cottone and Commissioner Frieda
International.
Hennock and Walker.
MPAA counsel James Fly and
John Davis, managing director of NETTC counsel Marcus Cohn opened
the J. Arthur
Rank Organization,
the hearing, held in the auditorium of
London, is in Chicago and will return the
National Museum here, with brief
to New York later in the week.
. Fly told the Commission
statements
•
an "extensive theatre television service" was "certain." The problem of
Silas Seadler, M-G-M advertisfind
ing head, will return here from Eu- the hearing, he continued, was to
rope today. He had been expected to "ways and means" of realizing "the
return yesterday.
in a widespread thepublicatre potential
television service in harmony with
•

Arthur Canton, Eastern M-G-M the public interest."
In their simplest terms, Fly
press representative, returned here
yesterday from several weeks in
said, the industry's petitions
Canada.
before the FCC "seek the allocation of adequate frequencies
for the use of the industry in
Florida Meet
transmitting television pro{Continued from page 1)
grams and in distributing them
ond vice-president; and Bill P. Cumbaa, secretary.
At a luncheon meeting, Mike Simon
of M-G-M spoke.
Lamar Sarra, attorney and public
relations chief for the Florida State
Theatre circuit of 70-plus houses,
opened the afternoon conclave with an
address on existing taxes and problems facing exhibitors at the next
Florida legislative session in 1953.
Next, Nat Williams, Thomasville,
Ga., noted raconteur and theatrea operpanel
ator, served as moderator for
vers
problem
or
exhibit
on
ion
discuss
sus distributor policies.
The principal discussion speaker,
Hugh Martin, Sr., head of a 15-house
Central Florida circuit, stated the
"chances of survival of small town
exhibitors" and said that his "main
fear was not of television but of prod."s Heat
in Hollywoo
ducing companies
asked branch
exchange
manager
the meeting- to relay to distributors
the information that rural exhibitors
need new pictures 30 days, more or
less, after Florida release dates,_ before
see the pictures in poppeople
country ulation
centers and the small towners
get ''a dried-up cow."

to theatres."
Cohn declared the industry didn't
propose "to take away any frequencies presently allocated to broadcasting
services." He told the Commission
that theatre television "fulfills a new
need" not competitive with other
broadcasting. Theatre television, he
said, was the "natural continuation of
the technical advances made by motion

pictures in the last 50 years."
It was during the testimony of Earl
Sponable, director of research for 20th
Century-Fox, that Walker made his
blast at exclusive theatre telecasts of

segment"
theatre television
in its futureof program.

Stuart Bailey, NETTC theatre television engineer, followed Sponable,
megiving brief testimony on the syschanics of a theatre television
tem and the quality of the image. A
theatre television circuit, he said,
"should be of sufficiently high quality
to "allow the maintenance of the illusion" that the viewer was "immersed
in the original
scene." A truly competitive system, he continued, would
ultimately require a total of six separate program distribution systems,
"particularly between and within the
larger centers of population."
When MPAA theatre television engineer Andrew Inglis took the stand
with a 75-page exhibit of technical
specifications for theatre television
transmission systems, Cottone and
Commissioners Walker and Hennock
immediately pinned him down for
more details. Commissioner Hennock
questioned Inglis repeatedly until he
declared that in order to transmit the
10 mc. bandwidth specified in the exhibit a channel of 30 inc. would really
be needed. The 10 mc. band width
would actually transmit, he explained,
but it would be necessary to have an
additional 10 mc. as a buffer on each
side of it.
Welch then told the Commission that two 30 mc. channels
would provide a theatre television system — and that six channels of 60 mc. each would supply a complete nation-wide
competitive theatre television
service. When the theatre
television case was finished, he

9s Tri-Opticon

Three-Dimensional
Process

to

Lesser

Hollywood, Oct. 20. — Sol Lesser
today announced the acquisition of the
U. S. rights to the British developed
Tri-Opticon process which imparts a
third dimensional illusion to films.
Raymond Spottiswoode, technical director for Stero-Techniques, Ltd., a
British company, is here now with
film and projection equipment for
trade and press showings.
Lesser plans launching 10 road show
units to cover every major city shortly. Tri-Opticon has a revolutionary
camera mount and a mechanical calculator developed by Stero-Technique,
with able
thefactors
calculator
involved correlating
and comingvariup
with mathematically and optically precise readings which the mount translates into the position of cameras. All
other photographic equipment — cameras, lenses and films — are standard.
Special glasses such as those made by
Polaroid are required for viewing.
Elect

Wolcott

Pathe

V.P.'
Executive
Jamesdent ofL.Pathe
Wolcott,
sales vice-presiLaboratories,
was
elected executive vice-president yesterday at a meeting- of the board of directors.
Wolcott joined the organization in
Sept., 1949, having previously been an
executive of Audience Research for
four years and prior to that for six
years
production
manager of the
March of
Time.

fights. Interrupting Sponable's analysis of qualities of the screen images during fight telecasts, Walker
said, the industry's overall resaid he had received many complaints
quirements would "prove out
The Commissioners, however, asked
from Congress and from the public
repeated questions throughout the day.
to
be
400
mc."
about "your monopoly of fights," and
Cottone pointed out that the hy- Present on the dais were Commissionsaid that "the public can't get them
pothesis on which the industry based
ers Eugene Merrill, Rosel Hyde,
until they go to a theatre." The its specifications — the necessity of a George Sterling, Hennock and Walker.
public "wants to know," he said, technically superior screen image in
In addition to Cottone, the FCC atwhat's going to happen to fight tele- theatre telecasting — "was not necestorneys who will handle the case are
casts.
Vincent Welch, MPAA attorney,
Mary
Jane
Morris, Stratford Smith
Cottone
then went on to ask Inglis and Jack Warner.
sarily accepted."
told Walker there would be discussion
where in the spectrum the industry
on the point in the major portion of
the 400 mc. should be located.
the hearing, due to start Jan. 12. though
Fly and Welch answered that such
"It's going to take more than disnot part of Inglis'
cussion," Walker replied. He went informationbutwas
that a subsequent wit- NEW YORK THEATRES
on to say that some complaints have testimony
ness would deal with it. Commissioner
FP-C Meet
particularly mentioned that the the- Walker declared he though the in{Continued from page- 1)
atres "had not been large enough for
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
formation about location in the spectrum
should
have
been
part
of
the
all
the
people
who
wanted
to
get
in."
Rockefeller Center
rupled in 20 years and that more than Welch answered that the industry
twice as many tickets are being sold would be happy to install theatre tele- opening statement, and that he wanted
MARIO LANZA in
the details. Walker, Cottone and the
today. Famous leads in book ticket
vision equipment in more theatres.
industry
attorneys
argued
the
point
sales, now established 11 years, it was
think the public isn't worrying back and forth, until Walker sugreported. One manager sold 35,000 too"I much
"BECAUSE
YOU'REMORROW
MINE"
about not getting into the
introducing DORETTA
gested that perhaps the attorneys
tickets to one industrial concern, it
theatres," Walker said. "I think "didn't want to give the information
was said.
Color by TECHNICOLOR - An M-G-IH Picture
they're woried about not getting fights
Walter Brooks, director of the Man- on the home sets." He went on to say to the Commission."
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
'KEEL V SMITORCHESTRA
H
Following this Cohn gave the
agers' Round Table of Motion Pic- that if the same exclusive theatre teleWWS PRIMA
ture Herald, was a guest speaker.
cast policy was followed for future
Commission as suggested locations for the theatre television
ffuf/o — The FIVEGAT0S
fights, "the home viewers won't have
channels the 5,925 band to the
a chance to see a fight."
plus Of MARCO SISTERS.
Michigan
Allied
6,875 band; the 3,500 band to
BOB
Fly pointed out to Walker
(Continued from page 1)
the 3,700 band; and the 10,700
that MPAA and NETTC "didn't
to the 11,700 band.
initiate the projects and carry
Trust Government Lawsuit." Sam
on
their
network
operation
It was decided to postpone crossPinanski will talk on "COMPO's naquestioning by previous agreement
and they shouldn't have to actional tax repeal program." "Business
from attorneys on this phase of the
Nighlly
count for it." He added that
Topics" will be discussed by William
testimony until the January hearing.
Gehring, 20th-Fox sales executive.
fights would be "a very minor
f
icxifl
Tfeehn
**
picture
pmmwn!
k
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More

$128,000 indicated for its fourth inning. The Hall's next attraction, for
which a date is yet to be set, is "The
Happv
At theTime."
Rivoli, a sturdy $48,000 is
forecast for the fifth week of "Snows
of Kilimanjaro," while a nice $57,000
is seen for the third and final week
of "Son of Paleface" at the Paramount. "Springfield Rifle" on the
screen and Duke Ellington on stage
move into the Paramount tomorrow.
Moderate was the word used to
describe the twin opening of "Four
Poster" at the Victoria and the offBroadway Sutton. The Victoria expects $22,000 for the first seven days,
while the Sutton sees $11,500 for the
same period.
'Limelight' Premiere Thursday
"Limelight'' will have its premiere
here Thursday at the continuous run
Astor and the two-a-day 60th Street
Trans-Lux. The last week of "The
Miracle of Fatima" at the Astor is
forecast to do an excellent $14,000,
aided by parochial school children who
flocked to the. theatre during the ninth
and final week.

of the company's sales districts and
the promotion of Zucker, Feldman
said, "The change in districts will enlarge the responsibilities of district
and branch managers, thus accomplishing afurther decentralization of
sales policies in line with the company's grass roots policies inaugurated
two years ago."
Heiber Appointed
Feldman also announced the appointment of Edward Heiber as
branch manager in Cleveland to succeed Zucker. Heiber had been with
Universal for 20 years in various capacities of branch and district manager until he resigned in 1947 to enter
his own business.
Zucker joined Universal in Oct.,
1946 as a special sales representative

hit a fairly good $14,000. The Criterion's next attraction is "The Lusty
Man," which opens Friday.
"Cairo Road" is set to open Oct.
31 at the Globe, currently playing
"Lure of the Wilderness," now in its
Holding up strong is "The Merry third week ; only a satisfactory $8,500
Widow" at Loew's State, where $21,- is indicated.
000 is seen for the fourth week.
At the Normandie, a good $6,700 is
"Everything I Have Is Yours" opens due for the fourth week of "The
there Oct. 29. A fair $30,000 is pre- Magic Box." Next Tuesday, "The
dicted for the second week of "Just Promoter" will replace "Stranger in
Between" at the Fine Arts, with a
for You" at the Capitol.
"The World in His Arms" at the
the picture's
fair $3,500
10th indicated
week. Thefor sixth
week of
Mayfair dropped to $17,500 for a sec- current
ond inning at the Mayfair. The fifth
"The Amazing Monsieur Fabre"_ at
and final week of "One Minute to the Park Avenue is expected to yield
a
good $3,800.
Zero" at the Criterion is expected to

PARAMOUNT
TRADE

Monday,

SHOWS

October

ALAN

LADD

27, 1952

DEBORAH

KERR

CHARLES

CORINNE

B0YER

CALVET

THUNDER

THE

Autonomy

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

IN

EAST

Produced by EVERETT RISKIN
Directed by CHARLES VIDOR
Screenplay by JO SWERLING • Adaptation by
GEORGE TABORI and FREDERICK HAZLITT BRENNAN
From the novel by Alan Moorehead
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for the company's J. Arthur Rank
pictures, following posts with other
film companies. In June 1947 he was
named branch manager in Cleveland.
Comprises 3 Districts
Under the new aligment of the com32 branchFoster
offices,M.theBlake
Western
divisionpany'sunder
will
now comprise three districts. In addition to Zucker's district they will be
Barney Rose's district, which includes
the Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland and Seattle exchanges with headquarters in San Francisco, and M. M.
Gottlieb's district which will include
the Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis
and Indianapolis branches with headquarters in Chicago.
The Southern division under F. J.
A. McCarthy comprises James V.
Frew's district which includes the
Atlanta, Charlotte, Cincinnati, Memphis and Jacksonville branches with
headquarters in Atlanta, and Henry
H. Martin's district comprising the
Dallas, New Orleans, Oklahoma City
and St. Louis branches, with headquarters in Dallas.
Includes
Rosian's
The three
districts
in the Eastern
division headed by P. T. Dana include
P. F. Rosian's district comprising the
Detroit, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and
Washington branches with headquarCleveland;
John the
J. Scully's
districtters inwhich
will include
Boston,
New Haven, Albany, Buffalo and
Philadelphia branches and the Metropolitan New York district which is
headed by David A. Levy.

DuMont
(Continued from page 1)
A stockholders' votes : Allen B. DuMont, Bruce T. DuMont, Thomas T.
Goldsmith, Jr., Stanley F. Patten and
PercybentM.
board Stewart.
members. All were incumBalaban is president, Raibourn is
vice-president, and Weisl is a member
of the board of Paramount.

ficers of DuMont
the meeting,
as "ofwereatreelected
The following
which was held in lieu of the annual
meeting which was not held last May
5 : Allen B. DuMont, president ; Stanley S. Patten, vice-president ; Raibourn, treasurer ; Bernard Goodwin,
y; Irving Singer, assistant
secretar
treasurer.
DuMont reported a net profit of
$359,000 for the 40 weeks ended Oct.
5, 1952, against a loss of $320,000 for
the corresponding period of 1951. The
profit figure is equal to 11 cents per
share after a dividend on preferred
stock, while an 18-cent loss per share
was represented in the loss figure.
Sales for the respective periods were
$52,128,000 and $37,537,000. Common
shares outstanding at the end of both
years' periods totaled 2,361,054.
McCormick
Resigns
(Continued from page 1)
yet named, the operations of his office.
It is understood that the board
sought to retain McCormick, but he
refused to remain at a financial sacriRKO under amileaving
is with
fice.
cableHeterms
members of the new
management.

TIME
PLACE OF SCREENING
CITY
P.M.
2:30
dway
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1052 Broa
ALBANY
P.M.
2
W
N.
St.,
Walton
154
ROOM,
PROJ.
T
PARAMOUN
ATLANTA
2 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 58-62 Berkeley Street
BOSTON
P.M.
2
et
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 464 Franklin Stre
BUFFALO
A.M.
JO
t
Stree
Church
South
305-7
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM,
CHARLOTTE
f 30 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1306 South Michigan Avenue
CHICAGO
P.M.
2:30
way
Park
Central
1638
ROOM,
SCREENING
FOX
NATI
CINCIN
P.M.
8.15
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Stre
CLEVELAND PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1735 East 23rd
P.M.
2
ssway
Expre
Pearl
N.
401
ROOM,
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PARAMOUNT
DALLAS
2 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 2100 Stout Street
DENVER
1 P M'
et
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DES MOINES
P.M.
2
ue
Aven
Ledyard
479
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM,
DETROIT
A.M.
10:30
Street
Michigan
West
116
ROOM,
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T
PARAMOUN
INDIANAPOLIS
2 P.M.
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P.M
2
t
Stree
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P.M.
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Stree
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T
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PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 362 South Second Street 12.15 NOON
MEMPHIS
2 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1121 North Eighth Street
MILWAUKEE
8 P.M.
ue
Aven
Currie
1201
ROOM,
PROJ.
PARAMOUNT
MINNEAPOLIS
2 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 82 State Street
NEW HAVEN
2 P.M.
NEW ORLEANS PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 215 South Liberty Street
H A.M.
NEW YORK CITY. . .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1501 Broadway (9th Fl.)
10:30 A.M.
OKLAHOMA CITY. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 701 West Grand Avenue
1:30 P.M.
t
Stree
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1502 Davenport
OMAHA
2 P.M.
t
Stree
12th
North
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PHILADELP
2 P.M.
PITTSBURGH PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1727 Boulevard of Allies
2 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 909 N. W. 19th Avenue
PORTLAND
I P.M.
Street
Olive
2949-2953
ROOM,
PROJ.
.PARAMOUNT
ST. LOUIS
1:30 P.M.
SALT LAKE CITY PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 270 East 1st South Street
2 P.M.
SAN FRANCISCO. . .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 205 Golden Gate Ave
J:30 P.M.
MODERN THEATRE SUPPLY PROJ. ROOM, 2400 Third Ave
SEATTLE
2-30 P.M.
WASHINGTON. . . .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 306 H Street, N.W
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A clarification of Darryl F. Zanuck's contract with 20th Century-Fox,
the cirwith particular reference hetocan
enter
cumstances under which
upon part time, advisory service during the second decade of the agreement, starting Sept. 28, 1959, has been
filed with the Securities & Exchange
Commission.
The clarification stipulates that
Zanuck could go on an advisory service basis prior to the end of the first
10 years of the agreement should he
determine that, because of incapacitation or inability to perform the services required of him, that step should
be necessary.
Should Zanuck enter upon part time
employment with 20th-Fox he will
have the right to produce two pictures
annually as an independent. In that
event production and distribution
terms for the pictures so made are to
be indicated to 20th-Fox, which may
accept, reject or modify them. Thereafter, Zanuck may negotiate with
other companies, and if a firm proposal is received 20th-Fox must be
notified and has 30 days in which to
accept or reject the terms. If rejected, Zanuck may engage in independent production after first terminating his part time employment with
the company and freeing it of all obligations.
Levinson

Services

On Coast Today
Hollywood, Oct. 20. — Funeral services for Col Nathan Levinson, 64, film
sound pioneer and head of the Warner
Brothers sound department who died
in his sleep.at home Saturday, will be
held tomorrow at the Hollywood
Cemetery Chapel. He is survived by
his widow, the former Edna Irene
Bradford, and three sons, Edwin, John
and Robert.
Levinson worked with the late Sam
Warner in bringing the first sound, a
musical score to "Don Juan," which
was presented to a New York audience
on Aug. 6, 1926.
Basil Radford Dies
London, Oct. 20. — British film star
Basil Radford, 55, died here today following a stroke. Radford, who was
also a stage performer, had his first
film role in 1929 in "Barnum Was
Right." Other films include : "The
Lady Vanishes," "Tight Little Island,"
"Passport to Pimlico," "The Winslow
Boy" and "Quartet."
Veteran U.K. Exhibitor
London, Oct. 20. — John George
Wainwright, veteran London exhibitor, is dead here at the age of 89. He
operated the London and District
was sold to the Granada group in
Cinemas chain for many years, which
1946. A son, Richard Wainwright, is
active in film production here.

Pinky

MMrief

.

Radio

Herman

DON'T let anyone tell you different but the customers always
write. And he's wrong whoever said, "Go fight City Hall.
When the powers that be decide, that's the end-all and be-all."
When the TVehicle "Mr. Peepers" completed its summer-replacement stint Sept. 26 on NBC, there were hundreds of letters from
rs indisappointed fans, asking that Wally Cox and his co-worke
cluding Gage Clark, Pat Benoit, Tony Randall, Marion Lome and
Joseph Foley, be reinstated. Their appeal fell on responsive ears with
the result that the David Swift-Jim Fritzell series resumes Sunday
in the 7:30 P.M. slot and sponsored by Reynolds Metal Co. . . .
Sylvania Radio & TV Execs will make some interesting observations
on TV at a news conference tomorrow afternoon at the Hotel Pierre.
. . . RKO's new publicity director Kay Norton has appointed Ruth
Cosgrove in charge of TV & radio publicity and promotion with
Walter Wood, her assistant. Kay plans to utilize TV more extensively in selling RKO flickers to the public "because television spot
announcements have done a terrific job for us on the revival of
'King Kong'.". . . Trade still talking about the big time job Fred
Vandeventer turned in as a last-minute replacement last week for
Bill Slater on "20 Questions.". . . Short story: In 1947;
ailing
16,500 TV receivers. 1952; 18,500,000.
#
ik
#
20th Century-Fox has just screen-tested one of the prettiest,
nicest and most talented gals we know, Barbara Barnes, who with
her famous dad, Patt, is heard and seen daily
in a "Father & Daughter Team' MBSeries.
. . Fred Waring' s hubby and wife piano
act, Morley & Gearhart, have a keen sense
of humor. A sign posted on their home situated on a hill in Shawnee -O n- Delaware reads,
"Sheer Bluff," (but their music is sheer malike Harry Wismer's expert
.We breezy
gic). . .and
analysis
style Monday nites on
his D it Mont "Football Sidelines" Wismcrmerings: . . . Sophie Tucker will sing "Some
Van Horn's
Of These Days" on Arthur
"Time ABCapsule Show" next week to be
sealed and opened in the year 2052. (and if
La Tucker is still booked locally ye scribbler
Barbara Barnes
will go listen). . . . TV's newest luminary as
of Saturday, Nov. 8 (7:30 P.M.) should be
Robert Cummings. whose situation comedy, "My Hero," is scheduled to NBCommence with Dunhill Cigarettes picking up tintabs. Agency is Biozv. . . . Tom Slater has succeeded his brother
Bill as emcee of WOR's popular "Luncheon At Sardi'.". . .
Tenoriole Dick Paige, who won last week's "Talent CBScouts"
contest, is the same lad who sang with Percy Faith's "NBCarna.Hon Contented Hour" for 3 years and had his own program via
WGN in Chicago. . . . Maurice Corelli, librettist of "Carmen's
Daughter," is back after three years in Europe with a TV packJester," a comic-tragic theme with a medieval
age, "The
setting.
. . .King's
it
it
it
Royal Dano, who scored in John Huston's "Red Badge of
Courage," will portray Abraham Lincoln in the Ford Omnibus Theatre's Telefilm series which will be CBScreened next
month. . . . Adding a thrice weekly telecast of "Double Or
Nothing" to his six times a week "Strike It Rich" and five
times a week "The Big Payoff," just about makes Walt
Framer the busiest producer in TV. . . . Peter Lawford has
come East from MGM's Culver City environs for a fling at
TV with an assist by the Wm. Morris Agency. . . . The singing star of Max Liebman's "Your Show of Shows," will be
seen and heard in the Warner Bros, soon due flicker, "Stop,
You're Killing Me," with Claire Trevor and Broderick Crawford. .. . Members of the radio and TV fields will hold their
annual Corporate Communion Breakfast, Sunday, Nov. 23,
at ten o'clock in the Grand Ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel following 9 o'clock Mass at St. Patrick's Cathedral. . . .
Returning from a New England honeymoon, Michael Fitzmaurice added two additional announcing chores to his schedule, "The Right To Happiness," (NBC) and Arthur Murray's
"WABDance Party.". . . We thrilled to "Your Show of
Shows" NBConductor Charles Sanford's forty-minute discourse at the testimonial dinner tossed in his honor by AFM
Local 411 of Bethlehem, Pa., last week when he was awarded
a plaque for the 'best live music presented on television'.

Boston, Oct. 20. — Major distributors were named co-defendants in
three anti-trust damage suits filed in
U. S. District Court here by three
separate exhibitor interests. In all
three suits the charge was "a combination and conspiracy of the defendants to restrain and monopolize trade
by maintaining an illegal structure of
runs, clearances and admission prices"
in and near the cities involved, resulting in "unreasonable clearances" and
damages from other "wrongful pracWalter E. Mitchell, Morse Theatre,
Franklin, Mass. filed a $2,000,000
action ; Herbert I. Brown, for himself
and as assignee of Louis Rosenzweig,
operators of the Victoria Theatre,
Greenfield, Mass., filed a $2,000,000
action
tices."; The Park Neponset Corp.
filed a $1,000,000 action as operators
of the Park Theatre, East Walpole,
Mass.
•
Hollywood, Oct. 20. — Jack L.
Warner hailed 2,000 representatives of
the automobile and motion picture industries as "close allies for the bettering of service to humanity" in a joint
meeting over the weekend at the Warner studio. Warner and Benson Ford,
vice-president of Ford Motor Co. and
general manager of the Lincoln-Mercury division, were hosts.
•
Detroit, Oct. 20.— The local Variety Club was host in the Tuller Hotel
to international chief barker Jack
Beresin and international executive director Col. William McCraw.
•
MONTPELIER,
Vt., Oct. 20. — A
special state legislative interim commission has recommended that no consideration begiven by the state at this
time to enactment of an amusement
Pizor Sets Lippert
tax. •
Franchises Abroad
William M. Pizor, vice-president of
Lippert Pictures, disclosed here yesterday that he had set up new Lippert
franchises in Germany, France, Italy,
Denmark, Sweden and Finland and inspected various sites for production
possibilities during his three-month
tour ofturnedEurope
from which he relate last week.
Kulick

Services

at

Riverside Chapel
Funeral services for Bert Kulick,
52, president of Bell Pictures Corp.,
will be held at 2:15 P.M. today at
The
deathis
was Riverside
caused by Chapel.
a bloodKulick's
clot. He
survived by three brothers, Sidney,
Paul and Lawrence, and a sister,
Frances Frank.
David Smart Dies
Chicago, Oct. 20'. — David A. Smart,
60, publisher of Esquire and Coronet
magazines, and owner of Coronet
Films, distributor of 16mm. motion
pictures, died here in Wesley Memorial Hospital on Friday. Smart, onetime advertising salesman for the Chicago Tribune, became president of the
publishing firm that bears his name in
1921. He is survived by his widow,
Gaby, a brother, John, two sisters, and
his father.
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Zucker Promoted to Head
New District in K.C.

U.S. May Protest
Mexican Cutbacks

Thief

Bows

To

$95,000;

Grosses

Washington, Oct. 20.— There
is
good Department
possibility"
thata "very
the State

At

Weekend

will protest Mexico's recently -imposed restrictions on
American films, a top department official declared.

A robust $95,000 for the first week
of "The Thief" at the Roxy, which
also features a stage show, paced New
York first-run theatres this week.

Over

TO

Print

A in Arms
Shortage

Albany, N. Y., Oct. 20.— The regional Theatre Owners of America
here is priming its guns on "the serious shortage of prints" and proposes
to take up this situation with local
branch managers "and then carry on
at a national level."
This was the keynote of a call to
members to attend a joint meeting of
the board of directors and all members in the Albany area on Wednesday, issued by Lewis Sumberg.

He said it would be "premature" to say that such a
protest has already been
made, but that the department "is examining and working on the problem, and there
is a very good possibility we
will want to make some representations to the Mexican

Niagara Falls, Ont, Oct. 20.— J.
Fitzgibbons, president and managing
director of Famous Players-Canadian
Corp., opened a two-day meeting of
managers and theatre executives of the
the circuit's Eastern division, with a
keynote message in which he urged a
careful file of business building suggestions and ideas from the trade.
Morris Stein, Eastern general manager, outlined new product and the new
opportunity ahead, which he termed
the greatest the company has ever
known.
R. W. Bolstad, vice-president and
treasurer, said business has quad(Continued on page 2)

FCC's
Hits

CENTS

Walker

Theatre

Sturdy

Among off-Broadway theatres, "O.
Henry's Full House" at the 52nd
Street Trans-Lux is expected to hit
a big $16,000 for its opening seven
sales
its
ed
realign
has
al
Univers
days, breaking the house's previous
districts in a move to provide more
record,
set by "Seven
to Noon"
during Christmas
weekDays
of 1950.
effective service by the delegation
local
At most Broadway situations, weekof greater authority to the
level, it was
end grosses remained sturdy. Theadisclosed here
tremen, asked to comment on the boxoffice affect of the wide interest in
Government on it."
yesterday by
the current Presidential campaign, exCharles J. Feldman, general
pressed the view, in the main, that the
sales manager.
affect was negligible. However, as
McCormick
Leaves
Lester ZuckElection Day draws closer, its coner, branch mansequence on the box-office will bear
RKO
Radio
Ad
Post
watching, most circuit executives felt.
ager in Cleveland, has been
"Because You're Mine" continued
promoted to
strong at Radio City Music Hall, with
(Continued on page 3)
The resignation of S. Barret Mchead a new disCormick as advertising director of
trict which will
RKO Radio Pictures was announced
include the
Kansas City,
here
by the company's new 240 at Convention
board yesterday
of directors.
Lester Zucker
Omaha, Des
Moines, Salt
The board expressed regret at Mcof Florida
Lake City and Denver branches with Cormick's resignation, which ended a Of MPE
20 year association with the company
headquarters in Kansas City.
In making known the reallocation as advertising director. Richard Con(Continued on page 3)
Jacksonville, Fla., Oct. 20. — Presdon, recently named director of adverident Maurice E. Hensler opened the
tising, publicity and exploitation, com- 1952 convention of the Motion Picture
mented :Both Arnold Picker, executive vice-president of the company, Exhibitors of Florida in the Roosevelt
Fight on in Oregon
here this morning, and introand I recognize McCormick as an out- Hotel duced
Mayor W. Haydon Burns, w1k>
standing advertising executive in this
industry and we hoped that he would gave an address of welcome to the
Films
Over Sunday
be able to fit into the reorganized ad- 240 registered members in attendance.
A general business session followed,
vertising, publicity and exploitation
Salem, Ore., Oct. 20.— An initiative
with committee reports and brief talks
measure that would outlaw the show- departments."
McCormick will continue at his by these officers : Boliver Hyde, Jr.,
ing of motion pictures in Oregon on office for several weeks to complete chairman of the board ; Bob Cannon,
Sundays has been filed with the state
already started treasurer ; Hugh Martin, Sr., first
election bureau here by employes of work on campaigns
and to transfer to his successor, not vice-president ; Horace Denning, secthe Portland Meadows race track.
(Continued on page 2)
(Continued on page 3)
Edward C. Foss, Portland, advises
he represents the track employes, who
resent the action of theatre operators
who are supporting a measure on the
Register
at
Opens 200
November ballot to repeal pari-mu- Fitzgibbons
tuel wagering in Oregon.
Mich. Allied Meet
FP-C Eastern Meet

Albany

TEN

21, 1952

Detroit, Oct. 20. — Allied Theatres
of Michigan
opened
its three-day
annual convention
at the
Hotel Tuller
today, devoting the entire day to registration. More than 200 had registered by the end of the day.
Wilbur Snaper, national Allied
president, arrived to deliver an address on "Arbitration" tomorrow.
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO Radio
sales promotion manager, will be present tomorrow to give an address. At
the Congressional luncheon, tomorrow,
Charles Potter, Congressman, and
z\bram Myers will deliver speeches on
"Tax Repeal"
and onthepage
"16mm
Anti(Continued
2)

TV

of

Fights

'Monopoly' Is Scored
As Hearings Open
Washington, Oct. 20. — Federal
Communications Commission chairman Paul Walker scored the exclusive theatre telecasts of fights at
the opening session of the theatre television hearing, which today began two
weeks of testimony on engineering and
accounting phases.
Walker declared the Commission had received many complaints about theatre television's "monopoly" of telecast
fights and said the public was
"worried" about not getting
them on home television sets.
In addition,
kick-off
sion, attorneysatandtoday's
witnesses
for sesthe
Motion Picture Association of America and the National Exhibitors Theatre Television Committee were forced
to give more detailed information than
they planned
to divulge
at this
(Continued
on page
2) time in

Balaban,
On

Raibourn

DuMonfs

Board

Clifton, N. J., Oct. 20. — Paramount
Pictures, voting at a special meeting
here today oratories
of Allen
B. elected
DuMont toLabstockholders,
the
eight-man DuMont board Barney
Balaban, Paul Raibourn and Edwin
Weisl. Paramount, as sole owner of
DuMont Class B common stock, was
entitled to elect three members of the
board, the
treasurer and assistant secretary,
treasurer.
Elected to the board also were the
following DuMont nominees for Class
(Continued on page 3)

Profits
Republic
Climb to $807,447
A net profit of $807,447, after taxes,
for the 39 weeks ended July 26, 1952
was reported here yesterday by Republic Pictures Corp. The estimated
Federal normal and surtaxes for the
39 weeks was listed at $870,000.
For the 39 weeks ended July 28,
1951, the companv reported a net
profit of $728,270, after taxes of
$630,000.
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Fights

Hit

U.K.

's Tri-Opticon

Three-Dimensional

{Continued from page 1)

Mention

specthe hearing on band widths and
trum location for theatre television
JACK COHN, Columbia executive transmissions channels. The information was given after repeated requests
vice-president, is in Miami to attend
the current convention of Columbia from FCC general counsel Benedict
International.
Cottone and Commissioner Frieda
Hennock and Walker.
MPAA counsel James Fly and
John Davis, managing director of NETTC counsel Marcus Colin opened
Rank Organization, the hearing, held in the auditorium of
the J. Arthur
London, is in Chicago and will return the National Museum here, with brief
to New York later• in the week.
statements. Fly told the Commission
an "extensive theatre television service" was "certain." The problem of
' Silas Seadler, M-G-M advertis, he continued, was to find
hearing
the
ing head, will return here from Eu-to
rope today. He had been expected
"ways and means" of realizing "the
return yesterday.
potential in a widespread thepublic
•
atre television service in harmony with

interest."
Arthur Canton, Eastern M-G-M the public
In their simplest terms, Fly
here
ned
retur
tive,
senta
repre
press
rday from several weeks in
yeste
said, the industry's petitions
Canada.
before the FCC "seek the allocation of adequate frequencies
for the use of the industry in
Florida Meet
transmitting television programs and in distributing them
{Continued from page 1)

ond vice-president; and Bill P. Cum
bets, secretary.
At a luncheon meeting, Mike Simon
of M-G-M spoke.
Lamar Sarra, attorney and public
relations chief for the Florida State
Theatre circuit of 70-plus houses,
opened the afternoon conclave with an
address on existing taxes and problems facing exhibitors at the next
Florida legislative session in 1953.
Next, Nat Williams, Thomasville,
Ga., noted raconteur and theatrea operpanel
ator, served as moderator for
verems
probl
tor
exhibi
on
discussion utor policies.
sus distrib
The principal discussion speaker,
a 15-house
Hugh Martin, Sr., head of
Central Florida circuit, stated the
"chances of survival of small town
exhibitors" and said that his "mam
fear was not of television but of proHe
ood."
Hollyw
in ge
ducing companies
rs at
manage
exchan
asked branch
the meeting to relay to distributors
the information that rural exhibitors
need new pictures 30 days, more or
less, after Florida release dates,_ before
see the pictures in popcountry people
ulation centers and the small towners
get "a dried-up cow."

to theatres."
Cohn declared the industry didn't
propose "to take away any frequen
cies presently allocated to broadcasting
services." He told the Commission
that theatre television "fulfills a new
need" not competitive with_ other
broadcasting. Theatre television, he
said, was the "natural continuation of
the technical advances made by motion

s in the last 50 years."
picture
It was during the testimony of Earl
Sponable, director of research for 20th
Century-Fox, that Walker made his
blast at exclusive theatre telecasts of

segment" of theatre television
in its future program.

Stuart Bailey, NETTC theatre television engineer, followed Sponable,
megiving brief testimony on the syschanics of a theatre television
tem and the quality of the image. A
theatre television circuit, he said,
"should be of sufficiently high quality
to "allow the maintenance of the illusion" that the viewer was "immersed
A truly comin the original scene."
petitive system, he continued, would
ultimately require a total of six separate program distribution systems,
"particularly between and within the
population."
larger centers of theatre
television enWhen MPAA
gineer Andrew Inglis took the stand
with a 75-page exhibit of technical
specifications for theatre television
transmission systems, Cottone and
Commissioners Walker and Hennock
immediately pinned him down for
more details. Commissioner Hennock
questioned Inglis repeatedly until he
declared that in order to transmit the
10 mc. bandwidth specified in the exhibit achannel of 30 mc. would really
be needed. The 10 mc. band width
would actually transmit, he explained,
but it would be necessary to have an
additional 10 mc. as a buffer on each
side of it.
Welch then told the Commission that two 30 mc. channels
would provide a theatre television system — and that six channels of 60 mc. each would supply a complete nation-wide
competitive theatre television
service. When the theatre
television case was finished, he

Process

to

Lesser

Hollywood, Oct. 20. — Sol Lesser
today announced the acquisition of the
U. S. rights to the British developed
Tri-Opticon process which imparts a
third dimensional illusion to films.
Raymond Spottiswoode, technical director for Stero-Techniques, Ltd., a
British company, is here now with
film and projection equipment for
trade and press showings.
Lesser plans launching 10 road show
units to cover every major city shortly. Tri-Opticon has a revolutionary
camera mount and a mechanical calculator developed by Stero-Technique,
with able
thefactors
calculator
involved correlating
and comingvariup
with mathematically and optically precise readings which the mount translates into the position of cameras. All
other photographic equipment — cameras, lenses and films — are standard.
Special glasses such as those made by
Polaroid are required for viewing.
Elect

Wolcott

Pathe

V.P.'
Executive
vice-presi
sales ries,
Wolcott,
Jamesdent ofL.Pathe
wasLaborato
elected executive vice-president yesterday at a meeting of the board of directors.
Wolcott joined the organization in
Sept., 1949, having previously been an
executive of Audience Research for
four years and prior to that for six
manager of the
production
years
March of
Time.

's anfights. Interrupting Sponable
alysis of qualities of the screen imsaid, the industry's overall reages during fight telecasts, Walker
said he had received many complaints
quirements would "prove out
The Commissioners, however, asked
from Congress and from the public
repeated questions throughout the day.
mc."
400
be
to
about "your monopoly of fights," and
Cottone pointed out that the hy- Present on the dais were Commissionsaid that "the public can't get them
pothesis on which the industry based
ers Eugene Merrill, Rosel Hyde,
until they go to a theatre." The its specifications — the necessity of a George Sterling, Hennock and Walker.
public "wants to know," he said, technically superior screen image in
In addition to Cottone, the FCC atwhat's going to happen to fight tele- theatre telecasting — "was not necestorneys who will handle the case are
casts.
Vincent Welch, MPAA attorney,
Mary Jane Morris, Stratford Smith
Cottone accepted."
then went on to ask Inglis
and Jack Warner.
told Walker there would be discussion where sarily
in
the spectrum the industry
on the point in. the major portion of though the 400 mc. should be located.
the hearing, due to start Jan. 12. Fly and Welch answered that such
"It's going to take more than disnot part of Inglis'
cussion," Walker replied. He went informationbutwas
that a subsequent wit- NEW YORK THEATRES
on to say that some complaints have testimony
ness
would
deal
with
it. Commissioner
FP-C Meet
particularly mentioned that the the- Walker declared he though the in{Continued from page 1)
atres "had not been large enough for
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
formation about location in the spectrum should have been part of the
get in."
wantedtheto industry
who that
all the people
rupled in 20 years and that more than Welch
answered
Rockefeller Center — —
opening statement, and that he wanted
twice as many tickets are being sold
MARIO LANZA in
happy to install theatre tele- the details. Walker, Cottone and the
be
would
today. Famous leads in book ticket
vision equipment in more theatres.
industry attorneys argued the point
sales, now established 11 years, it was
"I
think
the public isn't worrying back and forth, until Walker sugreported. One manager sold 35,000 too much about
not getting into the
introducing DORYOU'RE
ETTA MORROW
"BECAUSE
MINE"
gested that perhaps the attorneys
tickets to one industrial concern, it
theatres," Walker said. "I think "didn't want to give the information
was said.
Color by TECHNICOLOR - An M-G-M Picture
woried about not getting fights
Walter Brooks, director of the Man they're
on the home sets." He went on to say to the Commission."
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
Following this Cohn gave the
agers' Round Table of Motion Pic that if the same .exclusive theatre teleture Herald, was a guest speaker.
cast policy was followed for future
Commission as suggested locations for the theatre television
plus
fights, "the home viewers won't have
channels the 5,925 band to the
JAME
a
chance
to
see
a
fight."
Michigan
Allied
6,875 band; the 3,500 band to
Fly pointed out to Walker
{Continued from page 1)
the 3,700 band; and the 10,700
SOB
NETTC "didn't
and
MPAA
that
to the 11,700 band.
initiate the projects and carry
Trust Government Lawsuit." Sam
on their network operation
It was decided to postpone crossPinanski will talk on "COMPO's naquestioning by previous agreement
tional tax repeal program." "Business
and they shouldn't have to acfrom attorneys on this phase of the
Nightly
count for it." He added that
Topics" will be discussed by William
testimony until the January hearing.
Gehring, 20th-Fox sales executive.
fights would be "a very minor
daily, except Saturdays,
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$128,000 indicated for its fourth inning. The Hall's next attraction, for
which a date is yet to be set, is "The
Time."
Happy
At the Rivoli,- a sturdy $48,000 is
forecast for the fifth week of "Snows
of Kilimanjaro," while a nice $57,000
is seen for the third and final week
of "Son of Paleface" at the Paramount. "Springfield Rifle" on the
screen and Duke Ellington on stage
move into the Paramount tomorrow.
Moderate was the word used to
describe the twin opening of "Four
Poster" at the Victoria and the offBroadway Sutton. The Victoria expects $22,000 for the first seven days,
while the Sutton sees $11,500 for the
same period.
'Limelight' Premiere Thursday
"Limelight" will have its premiere
here Thursday at the continuous run
Astor and the two-a-day 60th Street
Trans-Lux. The last week of "The
Miracle of Fatima" at the Astor is
forecast to do an excellent $14,000,
aided by parochial school children who
flocked to the theatre during the ninth
and final week.

of the company's sales districts and
the promotion of Zucker, Feldman
said, "The change in districts will enlarge the responsibilities of district
and branch managers, thus accomplishing afurther decentralization of
sales policies in line with the company's grass roots policies inaugurated
two years ago."
Heiber Appointed
Feldman also announced the appointment of Edward Heiber as
branch manager in Cleveland to succeed Zucker. Heiber had been with
Universal for 20 years in various capacities of branch and district manager until he resigned in 1947 to enter
his own business.
Zucker joined Universal in Oct.,
1946 as a special sales representative

hit a fairly good $14,000. The Criterion's next attraction is "The Lusty
Man," which opens Friday.
"Cairo Road" is set to open Oct.
31 at the Globe, currently playing
"Lure of the Wilderness," now in its
week ; only a satisfactory $8,500
Holding up strong is "The Merry third
Widow" at Loew's State, where $21,- is indicated.
At the Normandie, a good $6,700 is
000 is seen for the fourth week.
"Everything I Have Is Yours" opens due for the fourth week of "The
there Oct. 29. A fair $30,000 is pre- Magic Box." Next Tuesday, "The
dicted for the second week of "Just Promoter" will replace "Stranger in
Between" at the Fine Arts, with a
for You" at the Capitol.
"The World in His Arms" at the
the picture's
fair $3,500
10th indicated
week. Thefor sixth
week of
Mayfair dropped to $17,500 for a sec- current
ond inning at the Mayfair. The fifth "The Amazing Monsieur Fabre" at
and final week of "One Minute to the Park Avenue is expected to yield
Zero" at the Criterion is expected to a good $3,800.
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Produced by EVERETT RISKIN
Directed by CHARLES VIDOR
;
Screenplay by JO SWERLING • Adaptation by
J
AN
BRENN
HAZLITT
CK
FREDERI
GEORGE TABORI and
M
From the novel by Alan Moorehead

(Continued frdm page 1)

for
the; company's
J. Arthur
vote's : Allen B. Dupictures,
following posts
with Rank
other A stockholders'
Mont, Bruce T. DuMont, Thomas T.
film companies. In June 1947 he was Goldsmith, Jr., Stanley F. Patten and
named branch manager in Cleveland.
PercybentM.
board Stewart.
members. All were incumComprises 3 Districts
Balaban is president, Raibourn is
Under the new aligment of the comice-president, and Weisl is a member
of the board of Paramount.
32 branchFoster
offices,M.theBlake
Western
divisionpany'sunder
will
The following
wereatreelected
as officers of DuMont
the meeting,
now comprise three districts. In addition to Zucker's district they will be which was held in lieu of the annual
Barney Rose's district, which includes meeting which was not held last May
the Los Angeles, San Francisco, Port- 5 : Allen B. DuMont, president ; Stanland and Seattle exchanges with headley S. Patten, vice-president ; Raiquarters in San Francisco, and M. M.
bourn, treasurer ; Bernard Goodwin,
Gottlieb's district which will include secretary ; Irving Singer, assistant
the Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis treasurer.
and Indianapolis branches with head
DuMont reported a net profit of
quarters in Chicago.
The Southern division under F. J. $359,000 for the 40 weeks ended Oct.
5, 1952, against a loss of $320,000 for
A. McCarthy comprises James V. the
corresponding period of 1951. The
Frew's district which includes the profit figure is equal to 11 cents per
Atlanta, Charlotte, Cincinnati, Mem
share after a dividend on preferred
phis and Jacksonville branches with stock, while an 18-cent loss per share
headquarters in Atlanta, and Henry was represented in the loss figure.
H. Martin's district comprising the Sales for the respective periods were
Dallas, New Orleans, Oklahoma City
and $37,537,000. Common
and St. Louis branches, with head $52,128,000
shares outstanding at the end of both
quarters in Dallas.
years' periods totaled 2,361,054.
Includes Rosian's
The three districts in the Eastern
division headed by P. T. Dana include
P. F. Rosian's district comprising the
Detroit, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and
Washington branches with headquar
J. Scully's
John the
Cleveland;
ters in which
district
will include
Boston

McCormick
Resigns
(Continued from page 1)

yet named, the operations of his office.
It is understood that the board
sought to retain McCormick, but he
New Haven, Albany, Buffalo and refused to remain at a financial sacriPhiladelphia branches and the Metro
RKO under amileaving
is with
fice.
cableHeterms
members of the new
politan New York district which is
headed by David A. Levy.
management.

TIME
PLACE OF SCREENING
CITY
.2.30 P.M.
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1052 Broadway
ALBANY
2 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 154 Walton St., N. W
ATLANTA
2 P.M.
et
Stre
Berkeley
58-62
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM,
BOSTON
P.M.
2
eet
Str
Franklin
464
ROOM,
PROJ.
NT
PARAMOU
BUFFALO
A.M.
10
et
Stre
Church
South
305-7
ROOM,
PROJ.
NT
PARAMOU
CHARLOTTE
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1306 South Michigan Avenue 1 30 P.M.
CHICAGO
2:30 P.M.
CINCINNATI FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1638 Central Parkway
8.15 P.M.
et
Stre
23rd
East
1735
ROOM,
PROJ.
NT
PARAMOU
CLEVELAND
2 P.M.
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 401 N. Pearl Expressway
DALLAS
2 P.M.
eet
Str
Stout
2100
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM,
DENVER
' PM.
eet
Str
High
1125
ROOM,
PROJ.
NT
PARAMOU
DES MOINES
P.M.
2
nue
Ave
Ledyard
479
ROOM,
PROJ.
NT
PARAMOU
IT
DETRO
A.M.
10:30
Street
Michigan
INDIANAPOLIS PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 116 West
2 P.M.
JACKSONVILLE FLORIDA THEATRES SCREENING ROOM, Florida Thea. Bldg
P.M.
.2
t
Stree
Wyandotte
1800
ROOM,
PROJ.
T
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in

Status

in Company

Television-with

A clarification of Darryl F. Zanuck's contract with 20th Century-Fox,
the cirwith particular reference tocan
enter
cumstances under which he
durservice
upon part time, advisory
ing- the second decade of the agreement, starting Sept. 28, 1959, has been
filed with the Securities & Exchange
Commission.
The clarification stipulates that
Zanuck could go on an advisory service basis prior to the end of the first
10 years of the agreement should he
determine that, because of incapacitation or inability to perform the services required of him, that step should
be necessary.
Should Zanuck enter upon part time
employment with 20th-Fox he will
have the right to produce two pictures
annually as an independent. In that
event production and distribution
terms for the pictures so made are to
be indicated to 20th-Fox, which may
accept, reject or modify them. Thereafter, Zanuck may negotiate with
other companies, and if a firm proposal is received 20th-Fox must be
notified and has 30 days in which to
accept or reject the terms. If rejected, Zanuck may engage in independent production after first terminating his part time employment with
the companygations. 1 and freeing.it of all obliLevinson

Services

On Coast Today
Hollywood, Oct. 20. — Funeral services for Col Nathan Levinson, 64, film
sound pioneer and head of the Warner
Brothers sound department who died
in his sleep at home Saturday, will be
held tomorrow at the Hollywood
Cemetery Chapel. He is survived by
his widow, the former Edna Irene
Bradford, and three sons, Edwin, John
and Robert.
Levinson worked with the late Sam
Warner in bringing the first sound, a
musical score to "Don Juan," which
was presented to a New York audience
on Aug. 6, 1926.
Basil Radford Dies
London, Oct. 20. — British film star
Basil Radford, 55, died here today following a stroke. Radford, who was
also a stage performer, had his first
film role in 1929 in "Barnum Was
Right." Other films include: "The
Lady Vanishes," "Tight Little Island,"
"Passport to Pimlico," "The Winslow
Boy" and "Quartet."
Veteran U.K. Exhibitor
London, Oct. 20. — John George
Wainwright, veteran London exhibitor, is dead here at the age of 89. He
operated the London and District
was sold to the Granada group in
Cinemas chain for many years, which
1946. A son, Richard Wainwright, is
active in film production here: "

When 1/eu 7\ee4 a
SPECIAL TRAILER
'GOOD' and FAST
GOOD OLD DEPENDABLE
FILM
ACK
CHICAGO 5, 1 327 S. WABASH AVE.
-NEW
. -YORK 36,- 630
. NINTH
. .. ■ AVE.
.-

Pinky

Mtrief

.

Radio

Herman

DON'T let anyone tell you different but the customers always
write. And he's wrong whoever said, "Go fight City HalL
When the powers that be decide, that's the end-all and be-all."
When the TVehicle "Mr. Peepers" completed its summer-replacement stint Sept. 26 on NBC, there were hundreds of letters from
rs indisappointed fans, asking that Wally Cox and his co-worke
cluding Gage Clark, Pat Benoit, Tony Randall, Marion Lome and
Joseph Foley, be reinstated. Their appeal fell on responsive ears with
the result that the David Swift-Jim Fritzell series resumes Sunday
in the 7:30 P.M. slot and sponsored by Reynolds Metal Co. . . .
Sylvania Radio & TV Execs will make some interesting observations
on TV at a news conference tomorrow afternoon at the Hotel Pierre.
. . . RKO's new publicity director Kay Norton has appointed Ruth
Cosgrove in charge of TV & radio publicity and promotion with
Walter Wood, her assistant. Kay plans to utilize TV more extensively in selling RKO flickers to the public "because television spot
announcements have done a terrific job for us on the revival of
'King Kong'.". . . Trade still talking about the big time job Fred
Vandeventer turned in as a last-minute replacement last week for
ailing Bill Slater on "20 Ouestions.". . . Short story: In 1947;
16,500 TV receivers. 1952; 18,500,000.
20th Century-Fox has just screen-tested one of the prettiest,
nicest and most talented gals we know, Barbara Barnes, who with
her famous dad, Patt, is heard and seen daily
in a "Father & Daughter Team" MBSeries.
. . . Fred Waring' s hubby and zvife piano
act, Morley & Gearhart, have a keen sense
of humor. A sign posted on their home situated on a hill in Shawnee -On- Delaware reads,
"Sheer Bluff" (but their music is sheer maWism-er's expert
like Harry
gic). ....We
style Monday nites on
and breezy
analysis
his DuMont "Football Sidelines" Wismermerings. . . . Sophie Tucker will sing "'Sonw
Days" on Arthur ■ Van Horn's
Of These
'ABCapsule Show" next week to be
"Time
sealed and opened in the year 2052. (and if
La Tucker is still booked locally ye scribbler
Barbara Barnes
will go listen). . . . TV's newest luminary as
of Saturday, Nov. 8 (7:30 P.M.) should be
comedy, "My Hero " is schedsituation
zvhose
Robertuled Cummings,
e zvith
to NBCommenc
Dunhitt Cigarettes picking up the
tabs. Agency is Blow. . . . Tom Slater has succeeded his brother
Bill as emcee of WOR's popular "Luncheon At Sardi'.". . .
Tenoriole Dick Paige, who won last week's "Talent CBScouts"
contest, is the same lad who sang with Percy Faith's "NBCarnation Contented Hour" for 3 years and had his own program via
WGN in Chicago. . . . Maurice CorelU, librettist of "Carmen's
Daughter," is back after three years in Europe with a TV packtheme zvith a medieval
age, "The
. . .King's Jester " a comic-tragic
setting.
it
ik

Royal Dano, who scored in John Huston's "Red Badge of
Courage," will portray Abraham Lincoln in the Ford Omnibus Theatre's Telefilm series which will be CBScreened next
month. . . . Adding a thrice weekly telecast of "Double Or
Nothing" to his six times a week "Strike It Rich" and five
times a week "The Big Payoff," just about makes Walt
Framer the busiest producer in TV. . . . Peter Lawford has
come East from MGM's Culver City environs for a fling at
TV with an assist by the Wm. Morris Agency. . . . The singing star of Max Liebman's "Your Show of Shows," will be
seen and heard in the Warner Bros, soon due flicker, "Stop,
CrawYou're Killing Me," with Claire Trevor and Broderick
ford. .. . Members of the radio and TV fields will hold their
annual Corporate Communion Breakfast, Sunday, Nov. 23,
at ten o'clock in the Grand Ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel following 9 o'clock Mass at St. Patrick's Cathedral. ...
Returning from a New England honeymoon, Michael Fitzmaurice added two additional announcing chores to his schedule, "The Right To Happiness," (NBC) and Arthur Murray's
"WABDance Party.". . . We thrilled to "Your Show of
Shows" NBConductor Charles Sanford's forty-minute discourse at the testimonial dinner tossed in his honor by AFM
Local 411 of Bethlehem, Pa., last week when he was awarded
a plaque for the 'best live music presented on television'.

Boston, Oct. 20. — Major distributors were named co-defendants in
three anti-trust damage suits filed in
U. S. District Court here by three
separate ■ exhibitor interests. In all
three suits the charge was "a combination and conspiracy of the defendants to restrain and monopolize trade
by maintaining an illegal structure of
runs,
and admission
in and clearances
near the cities
involved, prices"
resulting in "unreasonable clearances" and
damages frdrfi /Other "wrongful practicesk=£fc.
." '
Walter E. Mitchell, Morse Theatre,
Franklin, Mass. filed a $2,000,000
action ; Herbert I. Brown, for himself
and as assignee of Louis Rosenzweig,
operators of the Victoria Theatre,
Greenfield, Mass., filed a $2,000,000
action ; The Park Neponset Corp.
filed a $1,000,000 action as operators
of the Park Theatre, East Walpole,
Mass.
•
Hollywood, Oct. 20, — Jack L.
Warner hailed 2,000 representatives of
the automobile and motion picture industries as "close allies for the bettering of. service to humanity" in a joint
meeting over the weekend at the Warner studio. Warner and Benson Ford,
vice-president of Ford Motor Co. and
general manager of the Lincoln-Mercury division, were 0 hosts.
Detroit, Oct. 20. — The local Variety Club was host in the Tuller Hotel
to international chief barker Jack
Beresin and international executive director Col. William McCraw.
Montpelier, Vt., Oct. 20. — A
special state legislative interim commission has recommended that no consideration begiven by the state at this
time to enactment of an amusement
tax.
Pizor

Sets

Franchises

Lippert
Abroad

William M. Pizor, vice-president of
Lippert Pictures, disclosed here yesterday that he had set up new Lippert
franchises in Germany, France, Italy,
Denmark, Sweden and Finland and inspected various sites for production
possibilities during his three-month
tour ofturnedEurope
from'- which he relate last week.
Kulick

Services

at

Riverside Chapel
Funeral services for Bert Kulick,
52, president of Bell Pictures Corp.,
will be held at 2:15 P.M. today at
The
deathis
was Riverside
caused by Chapel.
a bloodKulick's
clot. He
survived by three brothers, Sidney,
Paul and Lawrence, and a sister,
Frances Frank.
David Smart Dies
Chicago, Oct. 20.— David A. Smart,
60, publisher of Esquire and Coronet
magazines, and owner of Coronet
Films, distributor of 16mm. motion
pictures, died here in Wesley Memorial Hospital on Friday. Smart, onetime advertising salesman for the Chicago Tribune, became president of the
publishing firm that bears his name in
1921. He is survived by his widow,
Gaby, a brother, John, two sisters, and
his father.
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TO

REBUILD

RKO,
Says

Raibourn

Leaves

Exploitation

RKO

Post

Terry Turner, director of exploita
tion for RKO Radio Pictures, has
resigned his post, effective immediately, Richard Condon, national director of advertising, publicity and
exploitation, disclosed here yesterday.
No. successor was named.
Turner, who is accredited with
many promotional innovations during
(Continued on page 4^

SAYS

GRANT

Arbitration

Will

Washington, Oct. 21. — Theatre
television will be "degraded" to Cost Very Little,
the level of 16 mm. motion pictures
unless its sig-nal can be transmitted
Levy
over a 10 megacycle bandwidth, Paul Says TO As
Rairbourn told the Federal Communications Commission today.
Jacksonville, Fla., Oct. 21. — Under
Testifying on the second day
the proposed system of industry arbitration anexhibitor will be able to obof the FCC's hearing on the
tain
speedy and effective relief of any
engineering and accounting
or
most
of his problems for less than
phases of theatre television,
OwnLevy, Theatre
Herman
$100,ers of America M.general
Raibourn said that the longcounsel, today
term success of theatre televitold the annual convention of the Mosion depended a great deal on
tion Picture Exhibitors of Florida at
(Continued on page S)
the Roosevelt Hotel here.

Detroit, Oct. 21. — In a bitter
blast against the 20 per cent Federal admission tax before today's
luncheon session of the Allied Theatres of Michigan convention here,
Abram F. Myers, Allied States general counsel, contended that with the
of "a few great
exception
possible like
theatres
Radio City Music Hall
there is not a movie house in the
U. S. with net earnings even approximating the sums they turn into the
The Florida organization, followingTreasury in the form of admissions
Levy's address, unanimously resolved
Foreign
Business
taxes."
that it favors the principle of arbitraAt the same session, Charles E. Pottion for the industry and that it enter, Republican candidate for U. S. Excellent: Seadler
dorses and approves the plan of arbiSenator from this state, and Congresstration ultimately to be agreed upon
man John Dingell, a member of the
and
approved
by TOA or by TOA
M-G-M business in the international arbitration committee.
House Ways and Means Committee,
also spoke against the tax. The latter market was deThis prospect,
declared,
makes
(ContinuedLevy
on page
5)
said he was contemplating the intro"exscribed
as
duction of a bill to exclude the film
cellent" bySilas
industry from the admission tax. The F. Seadler, MMichigan exhibitor organization, which G-M advertisFlorida Unit Names
{Continued on page 5)
ing manager,
who returned
here yesterday
President
Cumbaa
Zanuck
Intends
to from Paris after an extended
Jacksonville, Oct. 21. — Bill P.
trip
abroad.
Cumbaa, Leesburg exhibitor, was
Remain
with 20th
France, he
named president of the Motion Picture
said, had its
Exhibitors of Florida at the final
meeting of the annual convention here.
Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th Century- best years ever,
Fox vice-president in charge of pro- listing that
He Others
is the elected
group'swere
former
Horacesecretary.
Denning,
duction, commenting yesterday on country as one
rumors concerning his future activities, of the top counJacksonville,
first
vice-president
; Bob
Silas
Seadler
tries for MGM.
made it clear in a statement issued at
Cannon, Live Ooak, second vice-presithe home office that he has no intenHe reported
that David
directreasB. Garner,on Lakeland,
dent ;B. (Continued
page 5)
(Continued
on pageLewis,
4)
tions of leaving 20th Century Fox.
His statement follows :
"I have not signed a new contract
with 20th Century-Fox.
l
Nat
Telecast
Theatre
"As the largest single stockholder To
in the 20th Century-Fox company my
interests are concentrated exclusively
(Continued on page 4)
8
Dec.
Conference
Sales

Turner

CENTS

Essential,

Theatres'

Profit:

OCTOBER

A national sales conference in 15 key cities from Coast-to-Coast will
be theatre televised on Dec. 8, Nathan L. Halpern, president of Theatre
Network Television, disclosed here yesterday. The sponsor for the first
"off-hour" commercial utilization of theatre television is the James Lees
"
; a flat
and
firm. Sons Co., carpet manufacturing
receive
rental sum from 1 M 1 .
Asked if theatres will make a profit
Negotiations are currently underway for the renting of TV-equipped on the deal, Halpern responded, "I
theatres in 15 cities from New York
The contract with Lees was sparked
to Los Angeles, Halpern stated. Un- by Victor M. Ratner, director of
exn
Halper
ement,
expect so."
der tb*: arrang
Theatre
Tele-Sessions, a subsidiary of
plained, TNT will rent one theatre
in each city for the telecast, which TNT. Paul Lewis, vice-president in
charge of radio and TV for the
(Continued on page 5)
will be paid by TNT, it was explained, while selected theatres will

To

Seek

Two

Profit

Years;

Basis

in

Liquidation

Rumors Held 'Nonsense'
The rebuilding of RKO Radio
and the production of good films
for theatres are the basic aims, of
the company's new management,
Arnold Grant, chairman of the board
and chief executive officer, told a luncheon gathering of about 50 press representatives here yesterday.
In reiterating, with deliberate emphasis, these previously
stated objectives of the Ralph
Stolkin syndicate, Grant dismissed as "nonsense" all rumors that the purchasers of
Howard
Hughes'
controlling
stock interest
in RKO
Radio
planned to liquidate company
assets and bow out with some
"quick capital gains."
At no time did Grant refer to the
several articles published by the Wall
Street Journal delineating alleged
brushes with
the Federal
Com(Continued
on pageTrade
4)

With

the subject

of ar-

bitrationthe
temporarilyfrom
MPAA
agenda, the companies
have resumed high level
discussions
on the
removed

streamlining of distribution facilities. Meetings have already been
held on the subject, it
was learned
yesterday,
on a "test"
decisions
and
company
and city may be
made shortly.
•
AKRON, 0., Oct. 21. — A
report released here by
Vallen, Inc., covering
the export business for
the first nine months of
1952, shows considerable
activity
of theatres
abroad towards modernization. The report was optimistic about the impact of U.S. theatre
equipment abroad.
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Is

Head
Club

head
WILLIAM B. ZOELLNER, t and
The national personnel structure for
of M-G-M's short subjec
ille
sonv
Jack
in
ved
arri
the
1952 "Christmas Salute" to the
s,
newsreel sale
Variety
Clubs-Memorial Hospital has
toa
ant
Atl
to
and will go
.
yester
rowday
mor
been
completed,
it was disclosed here
•
yesterday
by Charles Feldman of
Paramount's East- Universal Pictures, distributor chairHugh Owen,
ern-Southern division manager, and man for the campaign.
holiday scrolls, which constitute
his assistant, Al Fitter, will be in theThe
backbone of the Christmas Salute,
Boston from. New York all this week
for meetings
Have been shipped, with all other cam•
paign material, to exchange
area
chairmen for distribution to theatres
John Balaban, head of Balaban,
and Katz, Chicago, and Nate Platt through all company branch managers and their salesmen.
in charge of stage productions, were
in
o
studi
t
moun
Para
the
In
1951 over 98,000 persons emat
ors
visit
ployed in the industry signed the
Hollywood recently.•
scrolls and contributed in excess of

ur, Famous Players' exJack Arth
ecutive in Toronto, is making personal appearances in a Tuesday night
ness" on the
Showbusinetwo
series of "Mr.
rk.
Canadian Broadcasting
•
ount's
Russell Holman, Paramhas
armanager,
Eastern production
rived in London from here, on the
first stop of a three-week European
trip.
•
Arthur C. Bromberg, president of
Monogram Southern Exchanges, was
in Jacksonville, Fla., attending the
Motion Picture Exhibitors of Florida
convention.
•
Robert H. Rhodes, Allied Artists
publicity manager, has returned to his
g a twodesk in Hollywood followin
Sierras.
week vacation in the
•
Foster M. Blake, Universal Western sales manager, has left here for
Kansas City, Des Moines, Omaha and
Denver.
Bernard Smith and Charles
Vidor, Paramount producer and director, are in New York from the
Coast.

Jack Sidney, manager of Loew's
Century Theatre in Baltimore, is expected to leave St. Agnes Hospital
this week following surgery.
•
Harold Boxall, director of London
Film Productions, and Mrs. Boxall,
will leave here today for Europe
aboard the 5.5". Queen
Mary.
•
Al Schuman, general manager of
the Hartford Theatre Circuit, and
Mrs. Schuman have left Hartford
for Miami on a vacation.
Nat D. Fellman, chief film buyer
for Warner Theatres, has arrived in
Hollywood from New York.

The Variety Club of New York will
hold its annual election meeting on
Nov. 10 at the Paramount Caterers
here, for which the nominating committee, headed by Martin Levine, has
selected the following candidates : Edj ward Lachman, chief barker ; Edward
L. Fabian, first assistant chief barker;
Levine, second assistant ; Ira Meinhardt, property master, Harold L.
Klein, dough guy. William J. German
i is the present chief barker
The committee has also named the
following canvassmen candidates :
Bernard Brooks, Russell Downing,
Nathan Furst, Jack Hoffberg, Martin
Kornbluth, Jack Levin, Charles E.
Lewis, Harold Newman, Walter
$95,000.
In
this
year's
Salute
the
Reade
Jr., Harold Rinzler, Burt Robgoal is 150,000 signatures and $200,000, bins, Morris
Sanders, Bert Sanford,
said Feldman.
Cy Seymour, David Snaper, Saul
The Salute will begin officially on Trauner,
George Waldman, Max
Wolff.
Nov. 1, and continue through Jan. 1.
Nominations may also be made, in
The distribution committee chairmen
writing,
endorsed with the names of
follow : Albany, Leo Greenfield ; At- not less ifthan
10 members in good
lanta, E. H. Brauer; Boston, Frank
P. Dervin ; Buffalo, John G. Chinell ; standing and delivered to the property
Charlotte, Jack Reville ; Chicago, Sam master at least seven days prior to the
Gorelick; Cincinnati, Phil Fox; election.
The meeting will convene at noon
Cleveland, Lester Zucker ; Dallas, R.
N. Wilkinson ; Denver, Bud Austin ; and the polls will be open until six
Des Moines, Leon Mendelson ; Detroit, P.M. Other matters on the agenda
include club quarters, a progress reJ. Indianapolis,
J. Lee.
port, financial report and plans for the
Foster B. Gaucker ;
Jacksonville, E. G. Chumley ; Kansas future of the tent. Lunch will be
City, William D. Gaddoni ; Los An- served at one o'clock.
geles, Alfred R. Taylor ; Memphis, Joe
Young; Milwaukee, J. H. Lorentz ; Again Put Off Ascap,
Minneapolis, Leroy J. Miller; New- Dubonnet
Case
Haven, John Pavone ; New Orleans,
William Holliday ; New York, Myron
scheduled hearing here
Sattler ; Oklahoma City, C. A. Gibbs ; in Yesterday's
Federal Court of the Dubonnet
Omaha, J. A. Scott.
Music Publishing Co. action to amend
Philadelphia, Ulrik F. Smith; the Ascap consent decree to prevent,
Pittsburgh, D. C. Silverman; Port- among other things, motion picture
land, Charles F. Powers; St. Louis, companies from engaging in music
Lester J. Bona ; Salt Lake City, Wil- publishing, was put off until Oct. 28.
liam F. Gordon; San Francisco, J. C.
Yesterday's hearing date was set
Emerson; Seattle, Neal Walton;
last June after the case had been referred to Judge Goddard by Judge
Tampa, Harold E. Laird; Washington, D. C, Jerome A. Adams.
Edelstein. Judge Goddard stated in
June that an adjournment at that time
was not to be construed as implying
any recognition by the court that
ng'
Dubonnet has any standing in a case
20th's 'Sil
Book Jan
. at Hal
For
involving amendment of the Ascap
consent decree.
ht
"Tonig
s
Twentieth Century-Fox'
Earlier court rulings have been that
We Sing," musical biography of the
career of S. Hurok, will open at Radio Ascap members have no right to
City Music Hall in January, it was appeal for amendment of the decree.
disclosed here yesterday by Al Licht- Their procedure can only be through
to the Justice Department
man, 20th's distribution director. Pro-d complaint
duced by George Jessel and directe which can move for amendment of
if it decides the circuml Leisen in color by Tech- the decree
by Mitchel
stances warrant.
nicolor, atotal of 18 concert, operatic
and ballet numbers are featured in the
film.
Set Shea
Circuit

Joseph Holman, Sr.
Nashville, Oct. 21. — Joseph W.
Dick Cook, head of the motion picture department of Pictorial Review, Holman, Sr., a director of Crescent
Amusement Co. and a large stockleft here yesterday for Boston.
•
holder, died of a heart attack in a
hotel in Zurich, Switzerland, it was
Max Birnbaum, Warner Brothers learned here. He was on a combined
branch manager in New Haven, is business and pleasure trip with his
recuperating from illness.
son, Joseph Jr. Holman was also in
the architectural firm of Marr & HolArch Oboler, producer is due here
man, which designed more than 100
from Hollywood.
theatres for Crescent Amusement Co.

Meet in Pittsburgh
A general meeting of Shea Circuit
home office executives and all Shea
managers will be convened in Pittsburgh at the Hotel Roosevelt, Oct.
28-29, it was disclosed here yesterday.
The following home office executives will accompany Gerald J. Shea,
president, to the meeting : Richard A.
Harper, George Goett, William E.
Barry, M. A. Shea, Jr., Raymond E.
Smith and Carroll J. Lawler.

Newsreel
Parade
HE Presidential campaign in the
T homestretch is the highlight of
most newsreels. Also featured are
"space suits" for the stratosphere, the
Lincoln pageant at Gettysburg, King
display. moves again, and a diamond
Farouk
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 86— Eisenhower says he is a "No-Deal" candidate.
Gov.
Stevenson
hits Margaret
"Ike" and goes
Taft to
in Los
Angeles.
Princess
the
movies. King Farouk moves again. College
land-Navy.
football
games: Notre Dame-P'urdue, MaryNEWS O'F THE DAY, No. 216— Campaign homestretch. Farouk keeps moving.
Mme. Chiang leaves hospital. Dazzling display of diamonds worth millions. MarylandNavy, Pittsburgh- Army football games.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 19— Farouk
moves again. New York salutes Italian
films. Bing Crosby aids Versailles campaign. Bop Hope honored by President Truman. Maryland-Navy football.
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 43A— Army
accepts first helicopters. Marshall Juin
visits hometown. Madame Chiang welcomed.
Farouk moves to new home. Korean fighting furious. Japanese safety corps troops.
Pittsburgh-Army football.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 406—
Presidential campaign. Pressure suits. Lincoln pageant. Diamonds, U.S.A. Football
games, including Pittsburgh-Army, Notre
Dame-Navy, and Michigan State-Syracuse.
WARNER
PATHF.
NEWS,
No. 21—
Lincoln at Gettysburg. Presidential campaign reaches height. New vaccine may aid
Polio fight. Space suits for stratosphere.
Maryland-Navy. Pittsburgh- Army football
games.
Manny
Wolfe Dies
On
Coast at 48
Hollywood, Ott. 21. — Manny Wolfe,
48, recently named story editor for
Edward Small Productions, died last
night of a heart attack. He was to be
married Thursday to Dr. Zelda Wolfe.
Two sisters survive.
Wolfe, who entered the industry in
1931, became Paramount story editor
in 1939. In 1944, after going on his
own, he was named head of the story
and writing department of RKO Radio, and in 1947 he was named assistant to William Dozier, associate head
of production at Universal. Before
taking the Small post, he freelanced.
Coast
For

Services

Abraham

Held
Lehr

Hollywood, Oct. 21. — Funeral services were held yesterday for Abraham Lehr, 72', film pioneer and onetime vice-president of Samuel Goldwyn Productions. Surviving are a
son, Neill, a daughter, Helen Frances,
and a brother, Theodore.
A former vice-president of United
Artists Studios, Inc., Lehr entered the
industry in 1917. He had previously
been an executive in a manufacturing
concern.
Colony,

Fla.

House,

Files vs. 20th-Fox
Miami, Oct. 21.— A $50,000 damage
suit
been against
filed in 20th
FederalCentury-Fox
Court here has
by

the Colony Thatre of Palm Beach, alleging that the theatre could not obtain first-run pictures.
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TRADE
ALBANY
Fox Screening Room
1052 Broadway
ATLANTA
RKO Screening Room
195 Luckie St., N. W.
BOSTON
RKO Screening Room
122-28 Arlington St.
BUFFALO
Mo. Pic. Oper. Scr. Rm
498 Pearl Street
CHARLOTTE
Fox Screening Room
308 S. Church Street
CHICAGO
RKO Screening Room
1300 S. Wabash Ave.
CINCINNATI
Palace Screen. Rm.
12 East 6th Street
CLEVELAND
Fox Screening Room
2219 Payne Avenue
DALLAS
Republic Screen. Rm.
412 S. Harwod St.
DENVER
Paramount Scr. Rm.
2100 Stout Street
DES MOINES
Fox Screening Room
1300 High Street

ALLaTdWAN

Tues. 10/28 10:30 A.M.
Tues. 10/28 2:30 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 10:30 A.M.
Tues. 10/28 2:30 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 2:00 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 2:00 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 8:00 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 2:30 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 2:30 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 2:00 P.M.
Tues. 10/28

1:30 P.M.

• HOWARD

BRENT
ANDY DEVINE

SHOWINGS

DETROIT
Blumenthals Scr. Rm.
2310 Cass Avenue
INDIANAPOLIS
Universal Scr. Rm.
517 N. Illinois St.
KANSAS CITY
Paramount Scr. Rm.
1800 Wyandotte St.
LOS ANGELES
RKO Screening Room
1930 S. Vermont Ave.
MEMPHIS
Fox Screening Room
151 Vance Avenue
MILWAUKEE
Warner Screen. Room
212 W. Wisconsin Ave
MINNEAPOLIS
Fox Screening Room
1015 Currie Avenue
NEW HAVEN
Fox Screening Room
40 Whiting Street
NEW ORLEANS
Fox Screening Room
200 S. Liberty Street
NEW YORK
RKO Screening Room
630 Ninth Avenue

WELSCH

• ROBERT

Tues
Tues.
Tues
Film Center Scr. Rm.
932 New Jersey Ave.

Tues

PETERS

• HORACE
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Year to Study Sale
Of RKO Films to TV
Nine months to a year will
for RKO Radio's
be required
new
management to complete
its study of the advisability of
selling its film backlog to television, Arnold Grant, chairman of the board, said yesterday.
"No one has been assigned
to the task yet," he said.
"When we are ready to undertake it we will have to employ
experts on the subject. There
are too many more pressing
problems than that still before us."
Zanuck
Intends
(Continued from page 1)
with this studio and will not deviate
for the 17 years that my contract calls
for.
"But I have more than a financial
attachment to the interests of the 20th
Century-Fox company. I have devoted
the major part of my career and abilities to its service. The success of the
company
has been my life's work and
will
so continue.
No Outside Pictures
"I therefore have no intention of
making outside pictures. I can elect
to change my status from active production to an advisory capacity. This
stipulation was made at the time the
question of temporary salary reductions arose last year, in order to clarify
certain phases of the existing contract.
"There is no basis for any rumors
of my leaving' the company or of making pictures independently. Moreover,
I have no idea of what such rumors
are based on, as I have never been
contacted by anyone seeking to verify
i)
them."
Seadler
(Continued from page

Aim

Is

to

Picture

Re-Build

The new management is well satisfied with the executive manpower already obtained for distribution and
believes that it is capable of getting
the company back into the black in a
vear or two and "keeping it there,"
Grant said.
The search is continuing for a "top
level" production head, he reported,
and when one has been found a studio
organization capable of turning out a.
full schedule of expensive pictures will
be built around him.
Replying to questions, Grant said
there have been no resignations from
the board but did not rule out the
possibility of some changes later on.
He said he felt it desirable to have
some top executives on the board, such
as Arnold Picker, executive vice-president, and perhaps neutral members.
Among the new executives, only PickAllied

Meet

to Show

National

Pre-Selling

er and himself have been given contracts, Grant said.
He revealed that Stolkin, new RKO
Radio president, does not plan to give
full time to the company and, in fact,
may be primarily concerned, together
with other members of the controlling
syndicate, only on the policy level.
Grant described himself as the chief
executive officer.
Answering another questioner, he
said the company has not yet executed
the $8,000,000 loan which, as a part
of the stock sale agreement, Howard
Hughes will make available to it. It
is
company's
intention,
said,that
to
takethedown
the loan
at such hetime

RCA
Theatre TV
Chicago, Oct. 21.— The RCA large
screen theatre television will be demonstrated over a special closed circuit into the Terrace Casino of the
Morrison Hotel for the Allied national convention on Nov. 18, the second day of the meeting, it was announced here by Jack Kirsch, general
convention chairman.
The demonstration will originate
from a local TV studio and will be
in the form of a round-table panel
discussion of theatre television by the
National Allied -Theatre Committee
with Nathan L. Halpern. Members of
Gunzburg
Here
on
the committee are Trueman T. Rem3rd Dimension
Plans
busch, chairman ; Kirsch, Leon R.
Milton Gunzburg, president of Nat- Black, Wilbur Snaper, John Wolfural Vision, third dimensional film berg and Nathan Yamins.
medium, arrived in New York yesterday and after discussions with George Turner Leaves RKO
J. Schaefer, who is associated with
(Continued from page 1)
him, will discuss with major companies and independent producers fur- his tenure with RKO, expects to enter
ther licensing of the third dimension the television field.
medium. First licensing of Natural
As RKO Radio publicity director
Vision was given by Gunzburg to he is said to have introduced what is
Arch Oboler's "Bwana Devil," which now known as area premieres, a polwill be released in late November.
icy which was used on such films as
Gunzburg also will arrange for li- "Hitler's Children" and "Back to Bacensing of Natural Vision for other taan." He is also credited with applying television promotion with good
productions and will investigate the
transposing of stage plays to films results to the recent reissuance of
using the new medium.
"King Kong."

tor of Continental activities in Paris,
was in the midst of an extensive camAmerican in Paris"
for "Anthere.
while hepaign was
He visited M-G-M offices in Italy,
Barcelona, Madrid, Seville and Naples, conferring with publicity staffs
on the publicity campaigns for "Quo
Vadis" and "Ivanhoe." In Barcelona,
Seadler reported, the new M-G-M
studio to be devoted particularly to
synchronization has gotten under construction.

RKO

(Continued from page 1)

mission, municipal better business bureaus and other groups by businesses
with which members of the syndicate
were associated during the past 20
years. It was clear, however, that
Grant's remarks and, his willingness
to submit to questions concerning
management's policies
RKO
and aimsRadio
were designed to counteract
inferences injurious to the company
which those articles could arouse.
Grant stressed that the new management, pursuing its course of rebuilding for the future, gave its first
attention to distribution manpower, selecting what it regards as the "ablest,
most capable executives" obtainable to
market the 15 completed and unreleased pictures in the company's backlog and to liquidate profitably the
product already in release.
This step was considered of
prime importance, Grant said,
in order to stem current RKO
Radio losses of $100,000 weekly.
Production is a long range problem and nothing is to be gained
by hasty action, he observed.
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it finds the greatest use for it.
Grant said the economies
which have been effected in
RKO Radio by the new management are not the answer to its
problem and not too much emphasis is being placed thereon.
He explained that economy measures are limited and could
amount at best to about $750,000 annually in savings.

JIT OMAN'S HOME COMPANMcCall's
ION, Cosmpoli
W
have advermagazinestan,
and Redbook
ional's
Universal
their November
in -Internat
of forYou"
"Because tisements
issues, all on newsstands this week.
"Because of You" stars Loretta
Young and Jeff Chandler. It is being
highly recommended to the membership of the General Federation of
Women's Clubs by Dean Gray Edwards, chairman of the motion pictures committee. Mrs. Edwards has
sent letters to 700 district chairmen of
the clubs suggesting that they see
"Because of You" and then recommend it to fellow club members and
friends. "Because of You" will have
its world premiere at the Randolph
Theatre in Philadelphia late this
•
month.

Redbook has chosen "The Four
Poster," with Lili Palmer and Rex
Harrison, as the "Picture of the
Month," in the November issue.
"That's not too important when your Also named are "Under the Red
losses are running around $5,000,000 Sea," "Because You're Mine" and
"The Miracle of Our Lady of Faa year," Grant remarked.
•
He said that a full report on the
interests of members of the board in
Ruth Harbert of Good Housekeepother motion picture or theatre opering explains in the November issue
ations has been made to the Department of Justice in a conscious effort hozv Universal-International received
to avoid any possible anti-trust law special permission from the Treasury
violations and that, if any are believed Department to show slowly disintima." tegrating United States currency. For
to be present, the individuals concerned
will take the several courses of action the sake of realism, a closeup was
made of the currency. It is used in an
open to them.
Richard Condon, new RKO Radio important sequence of "It Grows on
•
Dunne.
director of advertising, publicity and Trees," starring Irene
exploitation, said that press gatherIn the issue of Life magazine on the
ings, such as yesterday's, would be newsstands Friday the technical procweekly events to give reporters an opesses of Cinerama are graphically
portunity to meet the new executives.
He said there would be no discussion shown in drawings and photographs.
enlargement of the roller-coaster
"now or later" of the Wall Street An
scene fills up a good part of a page.
Journal's articles.
Also in this issue, a number of pages
Candy
At FPC

Sales Topic
Convention

Niagara Falls, Ont., Oct. 21. — A
special edition of the Toronto Globe
and Mail with a headline welcoming
the delegates to Famous Players Eastern division convention here featured
a morning meeting devoted to candy
sales.
The meeting was led by Jack Fitzgibbons, fections,
Jr., Ltd.,president
of Theatre
Conwho arranged
the special
edition.
Fitzgibbons introduced a new ice
cream confection being introduced by
FPC theatres called 'Bon Bons.'
Says
Boom

TV
Station
a Year Away

Boston, Oct. 21.— Harold E. FelAsNational
of theand
lows, president
sociation of Radio
Television

are devoted to M-G-M's "Small Time
Girl," starring Ann Miller. A dancing platform is pictured, an orchestra
is placed under the platform and Ann
Miller uses it as a• dance floor.
Woman's Home Companion is
running a Lux ad featuring Gene
Tierney, starring in "Way of A
Gaucho," a 20th Century-Fox picture. Adding a new dimension to
"Way of A Gaucho" promotion, the
ad offers a film-inspired scarf to
readers of the magazine by asking
them to mail a coupon and some
small pieces of silver to the Lux
soap people.
RKO

Pictures announces the plac-

ing of ads in Life, Look, Collier's,
Time and Newsweek for "Blackbeard,
the Pirate," starring Linda Darnell,
Robert Newton and William Bendix.
In addition to the zveeklies carrying advertising , newspaper supplements
will also be used. The supplements
include American Weekly, circulated
in 23 major cities, and seven independent supplements located in large
cities.

Broadcasters, guest speaker at the twoday meeting of New England district
members of that association, predicts
that the big increase expected in the
number of television stations after the Cinerama Plans Up
Federal Communications Commission
lifted its "freeze" on the construction
Lynn ecutive,
Farnol,
relations last
exleft here public
for Hollywood
of television stations last summer will
night
for
a
week
of
conferences
with
not materialize for more than a year.
He said that he does not believe that Merian C. Cooper, Louis B. Mayer
and others on Cinerama production
there
will stations
be more inthanoperation
"100 additional
television
by the plans. Farnol handles Cinerama adend of 1953,
vertising and publicity.
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Invites

Film

To

Meetings

TV

Firms

Victor Ratner, Theatre TeleSessions director, was asked
yesterday whether motion picture companies have been
asked to theatre telecast their
regional or national sales
meetings, similar to the telecast set by the James Lees
carpet firm.
Ratner said he discussed
the idea unofficially with one
of his distribution friends, but
no formal approach to a film
company has been made as
yet. He said he thought it was
a good idea, however.
Theatre Telecast
(Continued from- page 1)
D'Arcy Advertising Agency, was also
a principal in the negotiations.
Halpern declined to disclose the
budget allocated by Lees for the onehour theatre TV program, nor would
he comment on the amount participating theatres will receive from TNT.
It will be on a flat rental basis, rather
than on a per seat basis as in fight
telecasts, however, he stated.
The program, which will originate
from the NBC-TV studios in New
auYork, will be aimed at ane invited
dience which will includ top retail
executives, architects and contractors,
home economists for local newspapers,
stockholders and community leaders.
The merchandising message, which
will feature two-way talks between
the field and the studio, will include
a statement of policy by Lees president. Other facets of the theatre TV
show will include the showing of fabrics and a new approach to carpet
merchandising.
Tele- Sessions director Ratner said
he expects to announce a number of
similar deals within the next six
months. Halpern stated that the success of the first commercial use of the
medium will influence other business
organizations.
The following cities are slated for
the telecast: Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Cleveland, Denver,
New York, Philadelphia,
Paul,
St.
pittsburgn, Washington, Detroit, Salt
Lake City, San Francisco and Los
Angeles. Halpern said clearances for
cable facilities have already been
cleared by the American Telephone
and Telegraph Co. He said he expects to have a list of theatres carrying the telecast in about a week.
Selection of the theatres, he added,
will be governed by the requirements
of the sponsor. Under the terms, he
stated, concession stands during the
telecast will not be operated.
AMP

A Meet Today
and trustees of the Assoboard
The
ciated Motion Picture Advertisers
will hold a luncheon-meeting today at
the Blue Ribbon Restaurant here,
AM PA presiMcWill
K. announced
Harry dent,
. iams,

EXCHANGE

BOOKER

EXPERIENCED
Phone DORIS WISHMAN
PLazo 7-1726 for appointment

Motion
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s
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Raibourn

Profit
Theatres'
Top
(Continued from page 1)
director spoke of the newspaper as
is conducting- a strong anti-tax camurge that all ex- "our greatest ally," he also pleaded
paign, heard Dingel
hibitors everywhere band together to for support of the Will Rogers fund.
"The idea of newspapers charging
fight for repeal.
Potter declared that all taxes are a higher rate for amusement advertising than commercial advertising is
pledged a fight for re- out-of-tune
too highductionand
with current times and we
ifelected to the Senate.
must
all
seek
to eradicate it. The
Myers in his address also assailed higher rate stems from the time, long
its
in
g,
attemptin
for
nt
the governme
anti-trust suit, to force distributors to before movies were born, when shows
were provided only by traveling
sell 16mm. films to TV and other outtroups," Bamberger said.
theatres.
regular
with
lets competing
"In the present movement among
He predicted that theatres will fare newspapers
to assist our industry, the
increasingly better in the competition advertising managers
of a number of
with TV. 'Yes," he said, "television
has hurt the movies, no question about them have lately offered exhibitors
their general advertising rate," he
that. But please bear in mind that noted.
the movies during the last half century
Truman Rembusch was on hand to
have survived automobiles, radio, mah
explain the Council of Motion Picture
jongg, canasta and a thousand time- Organizations' nationwide battle for
fads."
On theg tax
subject, Myers said the the repeal of the admission tax.
consumin
Wilbur Snaper, president of national
"cruel fact" was that American exhibi- Allied
told those attending to give full
tors are "caught in a vise. Mounting support to the battle against the tax.
costs are crushing them against an unyielding wall of fixed admission prices When asked if the federal tax was re— fixed because with the 20 per cent
pealed wouldn't the exhibitors face city
tax, they cannot be increased. They and municipal taxes ?, Snaper replied :
have endured this pressure to the "Let's get this one out of the way first.
breaking point, they cannut stand any When we do I'm sure we have nothing
more and some, as you know, have to fear as far as other taxes being imposed on the exhibitor are concerned."
already been forced to close their theHe added : "While Congress cannot
undertake to bail out every individual Arbitration
atres."
(Continued from page 1)
business man who is down in his luck,
it is no new thing for Congress to
come to the aid of a whole industry, inconsequential "irresponsible shoutto grant it relief from the general tax
ing, threatening
and cajoling"
in connection with planning
an arbitration
laws and even to t subsidize its opersystem. "I state with confidence that
The Arabian Room of the Hotel arbitration is a reality," he said. "It is
Tuller
ations." was packed to capacity for the here, and will stay here, despite atCongressional luncheon. Also attendtempts at sabotage by certain shortsighted individuals. You see, the prining were Rep. Tohn Machrowicz ; Congressman George Dondero; Frank X. ] ciple of arbitration is a much stronger
Martel, president of the W ayne County force than the people against or for
AFL; Congressman Louis Rabaut, and
Congressman John Lesinski, Jr.
He said TOA had received copies
In the early morning sessions Leon of the industry arbitration plan apJ. Bamberger, RKO public relations
proved, bydistribution, but that he had
not had time to examine the document
carefully. "After a preliminary readCumbaa
President
ing, however, and based on the state(Continued from page 1)
ment of Mr. Eric Johnston that the
draft has not been submitted to exhiurer ; Pete Lucas, Kissimmee, secrebition on a take-it-or-leave-it basis,
tary ;Maurice Hensler, Auburndale, and based, further, on my personal
chairman of the board ; Mitchell Wolf- knowledge of what obstacles have alson, Miami, Florida Theatre Owners
ready been it."
overcome, I state with conof America director ; and Hugh Marfidence
that
arbitration is a reality."
tin, Sr., Clermont, regional TOA
director.
'Most Welcome'
Garner was made chairman of the
"Most welcome," Levy said, "will be
financial committee ; Lamar Sarra, the restrictions which the plan places
Jacksonville, became head of the legis- on distributors' employment of comlative committee ; Mark Chartand,
petitive bidding, and, further, the use
Miami, was selected to direct public of competitive bidding only in accordrelations ; and Nat Williams, Quincy,
the Game'
set of so'Rules
with a been
which ancehave
sorelyof needed
for
was chosen conciliator.
so
long.
If
these
rules
are
abided
by
with
opened
meeting
morning
The
there should be no more haphazard
Roy Smith, Jacksonville, giving a talkbidding, and there should
on concession business. Jack Braun- competitive
under-the-counter sheto
end
an
be
Kanagel of Commonwealth Theatres,
nanigans. And if there be not then the
sas City, followed with an account of
aggrieved person will find satisfactory
n of America's Drive"The Operatio
Alfred Starr, TOA president, avenues of relief in this system of arbiins."
tration," Levy said.
gave the main address at the luncheon
session for members and guests.
"Guided by the principle that exhibitors must not be deprived of their
During the afternoon, Braunagel
and privilege to go to litigation,
right
conducted a three-hour "school for if they so choose, the various Drafting
of
phases
all
into
going
s,"
manager
preserved this pretheatre operations. More than 75 man- Committeesrogativehave
for exhibitors. Under the
agers and district supervisors were
will be complan, only distributors
present.
pelled to submit to arbitration. The
The convention closed with a ban- exhibitor
will be able to seek relief
quet, at which Bill McCraw of Texas, either in arbitration or in litigation.
y Clubs Interna
representing Variet
tional, served as toastmaster at the And, before going to either, he will
Roosevelt Hotel.
be able to attempt to settle his prob-

(Continued from page 1)
its ability to produce a large
screen television picture that
will compare favorably with the
35mm. motion picture image to
which the public is accustomed.
Raibourn, president of Paramount
Television Productions Inc., declared
that on
basis television
of Paramount's
studies inthe
theatre
he would
recommend, in addition to the 10 mc.
bandwidth, 725 lines definition to provide quality comparable to a 35 mm.
film.
In his opinion, Raibourn said, these
standards would not equal 35 mm.
quality, but would merely represent
"a suitable compromise of all the factors" to allow a comparable image on
the motion picture screen.
Other witnesses today who buttressed Raibourn's recommendation of
a 10 mc. bandwidth and 725 lines
definition for theatre television were
Andrew F. Inglis and Frank H. Mcengineers of
for America
the Motion
tureintosh,
Association
and Picthe
National exhibitors Theatre Television Committee. All witnesses came in
for considerable questioning on the
part of the Commissioners and of
FCC general counsel Benedict Cottone as to whether a 10 mc. bandwidth
was really necessary.
Chairman Paul Walker pointed out that the Commission had
limited color television demonstrations to a six mc. bandwith, and said that the industry was asking for a 10 mc.
bandwidth for black and white
transmission.
lem under a system of Conciliation,
which is part and parcel of the arbitration plan," according to Levy.
The TOA attorney observed that
the
"long, difficult, back-breaking task
us."
of
compromise andi] sacrifice is behind
"True," he acknowledged, "there remain matters to be amicably adjusted
before signature, but, as I have stated
before, I am familiar with all suggestions of change and of additions made
to date, and I cannot see how any one
of them will be, or can be, permitted
to become an insurmountable obstacle,
if the approach to them is made in
good faith by men of good will."

SAVE $4B ON
EXCURSION
FARES

TO
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ROUNCaliforn
ONLY
ia *to
flights from
Luxury $438
reduced
lly
Hawaii have been substantia
peduring1 toUnited's
in fare
1952.
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riod of Oct.
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1st class comfort, service,
"Package" tours available, too.
UNITED AIR LINES
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Exhibitors
Short

Review

Subject

Injunction
"The Steel Trap"
(20th Century-Fox)
BERT FRIEDLOB has produced and Andrew Stone has written and
directed a gripping thriller that piles suspense on suspense as Joseph
Cotton, portraying an assistant bank manager who has stolen $1,000,000,
tries to leave the country and avoid police detection. Although the story
becomes implausible in spots, such as the credulity of Cotton's wife, Teresa
Wright, who doesn't discover the theft until late in the film, every plot
twist that can generate a bit more suspense is utilized. This is a well-made,
well acted film that should prove a solid box-office attraction.
The story opens with Cotton tiring of his good but monotonous life after
11 years employment in a bank. At first he only thinks about the million
dollar theft but it becomes an obsession when he learns there is no extradition law in Brazil. Since but one weekend remains before he is scheduled
to work Saturdays, Cotton acts immediately. All of his carefully planned
details go awry just a bit and he is forced to adopt high-pressure, aggressive
methods.
There are several brushes with the law, including a customs inspector in
New Orleans who checks his suitcase containing the money but is unable to
check Cotton's tale about carrying the bank's money on a mission since bank
president Jonathan Hale is out playing golf, it being Sunday. However, they
| fail to get plane reservations to Brazil and Cotton knows that the next
morning the bank will discover the loss. Miss Wright decides she cannot
condone the theft nor accompany Cotton. She returns home. After missing
his home and wife, Cotton returns and barely manages to return the
money, happy to resume his normal life.
Running time, 85 minutes. General audience classification. For November
release.
Walter Pashkin

"I Remember the Glory"
(Art Films — 20th Century-Fox)
Botticelli, the Italian master of
brush and canvas, and his great art,
typified by portrayals of the Madonna,
are treated with consummate photographic skill in a short subject any
exhibitor should be proud to offer his
customers. Here is a 10-minute treat
which, apart from what it reveals concerning the artist and the magnificent
color and detail of his masterpieces,
provides stirring glimpses of the beautiful city of Florence, Botticelli's
birthplace, and the captivating Italian
catalyst is a "story"
countrysidge. a The
young war veteran who
concernin
on a visit to a Washington museum,
recalls the thrill he experienced when
he first saw one of Botticelli's masterpieces in Italy.
Produced in color by Technicolor
by Marilyn Silverstone and Boris
Vermont, and offering background
music written by Jacques Belasco,_"I
Remember the Glory" is a glowingsymphony of color, art and life that
should leave theatre patrons eager to
see the others in this Art Films series.
Running time, 10 minutes.
NPA

Approves

Theatre
IFE

11

Projects

Feature
Set

on

from

Rank

Coronation

Expanding

Foreign

Seek

Markets

Washington, Oct. 21. — The National Production Authority has authorized the construction of 11 more
theatres. Nine are drive-ins. NPA
also authorized the remodeling of two
theatres. In most cases the agency
made official allotments of construction
materials ; in some cases it merely authorized the use of materials already
in the builder's possession.
The approved drive-ins are : Brooks
Drive-in Theatre Corp., Presque Isle,
Me., with an estimated construction
cost of $32,580; Vance W. Haar,
Dillsburg, Pa., $41,200 ; Pitts Kilmarnock Drive-in Theatre Corp., Kilmarnock, Va, $20,100; Black Hills
Amusement Co., Rapid City, S. D.,
$110,000; Central States Theatre
Corp, Charles City, la., $35,000;
Claude Parrish, Topeka, Kans, $220,071 ; Lee E. Wilson, Shattuck, Okla,
$10,000; Walter Matnev, Decatur,
Tex., $10,480; W. O. Woody, Bolivar, Mo, no amount given.
Two indoor theatres okayed were
proposed by Martin Martell, Hato
Rey, Puerto Rico, $79,000, and W. F.
Aydelotte and R. H. Dowdy, Ft. Collins, Colo., $35,000.
Remodeling was okayed for Theatrical Enterprises Corp, San Diego,
Cal, $12,000, and Washington Theatre
Co, Washington, D. C, $10,000. The
latter company has just remodeled the
Gayety Theatre into the Sam S. Shubert Theatre, for stage productions.

American diviJurisdiction of the Export
has been
sion of Italian Films
extended to cover all of Canada and
the Far East, with the exception of
Japan which has a separate agreement
with Rome, IFE disclosed here.
It was reported also that a five-man
board of directors composed of three
Americans and two Italians will direct the new distributing corporation
which is being established by IFE.
The directors will be named following
the return here early next month from
Rome of Dr. Renato Gualino, IFE
general director, who flew to Rome
last weekend for consultation with
Italian producers, according to a
spokesman for the organization. Gualino was named chief executive of the
pending new corporation by IFE
board members at a meeting here last
week.
IFE stated that the top personnel
of the distribution company has been
set following discussions held here
during the last two weeks ; that the
names of the executives will be disclosed shortly upon the signing- of
final papers, and that Gualino indicated the chairmanship of the board
was being offered to one of the leading
producers in Italy with announcement
of his acceptance to be confirmed from
Rome later this month.
Independent American distributors
of Italian films will continue to nego- here at a Paramount studio reception
tiate directly with Italian producers by Don Hartman, production execufor individual properties. Although
tive. The delegation includes : Dr.
these independents will have no or- Dino de Laurentiis and Dr. Carlo
ganic tie-up with the new set-up, the Ponti, producers, and their wives ;
facilities of the new division distribu- actress Silvana Mangana, and Capt.
tion offices and sound studios will be Pilade Levi, manager of Paramount
available to them as well as other al- Films of Italy.
ready established IFE services.
Ponti and de Laurentiis produced
the
new picture, "Sensualita," which
Italian Delegation Received
Paramount International will distriBy Hartman at Para. Studio
bute throughout its world-wide territory. The delegation also was honored
Hollywood, Oct. 21. — Members of
the Italian film delegation which at- at a cocktail party given by the Italian
tended the "Salute to Italian Films consul of Los Angeles, Dr. Mario
Ungaro.
Week" in New York, were welcomed

The New York office of the J. Arthur Rank Organization yesterday disclosed that there will be a full length
feature film of the Coronation made,
for the first time, in color by Technicolor that will include the actual ceremony in Westminster Abbey. Arrangements have been made with
Technicolor, Ltd, giving the Rank organization all available facilities for
the film, which will have global distribution.
The Rank organization said that
considerable preparation and partial
production has been in progress for
sometime. The film will show in detail all events leading up to the ceremony as well as the actual crowning
itself, it was said. Plans are being
made for worldwide distribution
shortly after the event thus requiring
the expansion of Technicolor facilities in London for the handling of the
necessary hundreds of prints, it was
said.
The film is being produced by
Castleton Knight whose earlier pictures include "Victory Parade," "The
Royal Wedding Presents," "Royal
Wedding" and "14th Olympiad— The
Glory of Sport."
Says
'Greatest Show9
Small-Town
Topper
Los Angeles, Oct. 21. — Cecil B.
DeMille's "The Greatest Show on
Earth" is the most successful small
town attraction in Paramount's history, George
A. Smith,
the company's
Western
division
manager,
told 21
representatives of the Denver, Salt
Lake City and Los Angeles branches
during a three-day sales meeting held
here.

'Snows'

in 'Frisco

Mark

San Fancisco, Oct. 21. — "The
Snows of Kilimanjaro" grossed $27,698 in its first three days here at the
Fox Theatre and has broken all house
records for 23 years, it is understood.

Mexican

vs.

Import

Law

Mexico City, Oct. 21. — An injunction against enactment of President
Miguel Aleman's new law for the announced purpose of "aiding and moralizing" the film industry which the Senate approved after considerable debate,
has been asked of a local Federal
Court by the National Cinema Impresarios Association and the Mexican
Exhibitors Association. The exhibitors contend the law establishes a
state monopoly for distribution, eliminates private enterprise from film production and interferes with exhibition
in that it dictates the number and kind
of films that can be screened.
Forty-two Senators asserted the law
does
not were
establish
a monopoly.
Senators
heckled
from the The
galleries until they yelled that the hecklers were a claque paid by exhibitors.
An exhibitor spokesman asserted that
they had not hired the hecklers.
Enactment of the law now rests with
President Aleman. His six-year term
expires on Nov. 30.
Pioneers

to

Induct

Eckman,

Curtis

Samuel Eckman, Jr., managing director of M-G-M in Great Britain;
Samuel Rosen, executive of Fabian
Theatres, and Fred Quimby, short subjects executive producer for M-G-M,
are among those who will be inducted
at the Motion Picture Pioneers Jubilee
Dinner, set for Nov. 25 at the Hotel
Astor.
Other new members already accepted for induction include : Edward P. (Ted) Curtis, Eastman
Kodak ; Harold Fitzgerald of FoxWisconsin Theatres ; Martin Levine,
of Brandt Theatres ; Will J. Comer of
John Hamrick Theatres, Seattle, and
Films.
Norman E. Gluck, of United World
A large number of additional applications are currently being certified so
that the new members can be inducted
at the dinner at which N. J. Blumberg, chairman of the board of directors of Universal Pictures will be
honored as the "Motion Picture
Pioneer of 1952." George Jessel will
act as toastmaster and Ned E. Depirtet as chairman.
Philippine Notables
To Honor Skouras
Spyros P. Skouras, president of
20th Century-Fox, will be honored today at a dinner in Manila by officials
of the Philippine , government and
members of the local film industry,
it was announced here yesterday.
Skouras is on a trip to the Far East
tions.
and Australia surveying film condiSkouras has been fostering world
brotherhood during the trip. He has
made numerous speeches in its behalf
in Hawaii and Japan and toured the
Korean battlefront with Gen. James
^Van Fleet during which he spoke with
hundreds of American soldiers andmembers of the Greek Battalion of
the U.N. forces. Skouras is slated to:
leave Manila Saturday for Hong
Kong from where he will go to Bangkok and Djakarta before continuing
to Australia in early November.
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Signal

Myers

, Levy Hit Also by
Mich. Solon, Candidate
Detroit, Oct. 21. — In a bitter
blast against the 20 per cent Federal admission tax before today's
luncheon session of the Allied Theatres of Michigan convention here,
Abram F. Myers, Allied States general counsel, contended that with the
few great
exception
possible like
theatres
Radio of
City"a Music Hall
there is not a movie house in the
U. S. with net earnings even approximating the sums they turn into _the
Treasury in the form of admissions
taxes."
At the same session, Charles E. Potter, Republican candidate for U. S.
Senator from this state, and Congressman John Dingell, a member of the
House Ways and Means Committee,
also spoke against the tax. The latter
said he was contemplating the introduction of a bill to exclude the film
industry from the admission tax. The
Michigan exhibitor organization, which
{Continued on page S)
Zanuck

Intends
with
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REBUILD

RKO,
Says

Raibourn

Leaves

Exploitation

RKO

Post

Terry Turner, director of exploitation for RKO Radio Pictures, has
resigned his post, effective immediately, Richard Condon, national director of advertising, publicity and
exploitation, disclosed here yesterday.
No successor was named.
Turner, who is accredited with
many promotional innovations during
(Continued on page 4)

SAYS

GRANT

Arbitration

Will

Washington, Oct. 21. — Theatre
television will be "degraded" to Cost Very Little,
the level of 16 mm. motion pictures
unless its signal can be transmitted
Levy
over a 10 megacycle bandwidth, Paul Says TO As
Rairbourn told the Federal Communications Commission today.
Jacksonville, Fla., Oct. 21. — Under
the proposed system of industry arbiTestifying on the second day
tration an exhibitor will be able to obof the FCC's hearing on the
tain
speedy and effective relief of any
engineering and accounting
or
most
of his problems for less than
phases of theatre television,
$100,
Herman
Levy, Theatre
Raibourn said that the longers of America M.general
counsel, Owntoday
term success of theatre televitold
the
annual
convention
of
the
Mosion depended a great deal on
tion Picture Exhibitors of Florida at
{Continued on page 5)
the Roosevelt Hotel here.
The Florida organization, following
Levy's address, unanimously resolved
Foreign
Business
that it favors the principle of arbitration for the industry and that it enExcellent: Seadler
dorses and approves the plan of arbitration ultimately to be agreed upon
and
approved
by TOA or by TOA
M-G-M business ill the international arbitration committee.
market was deThis prospect, Levy declared, makes
(Continued on page 5)
"exscribed
as
cellent" bySilas
F. Seadler, MFlorida Unit Names
G-M advertising manager,
who returned
here yesterday
President
Cumbaa
from Paris after an extended
Jacksonville, Oct. 21. — Bill P.
trip abroad.
Cumbaa, Leesburg exhibitor, was
France, he
named president of the Motion Picture
said, had its
Exhibitors of Florida at the final
best years ever,
meeting of the annual convention here.
listing that
He Others
is the elected
group'swere
former
country as one
Horacesecretary.
Denning,

Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th CenturyFox vice-president in charge of production, commenting yesterday on
rumors concerning his future activities, of the top counSilas Seadler
Jacksonville, first vice-president ; Bob
tries for MGM.
made it clear in a statement issued at
Cannon, Live Ooak, second vice-presithe home office that he has no intenHe reported
that
David
Lewis,
directreasB. Garner,
dent ;B. (Continued
(Continued on page 4)
on Lakeland,
page 51
tions of leaving 20th Century Fox.
His statement follows :
"I have not signed a new contract
with 20th Century-Fox.
NatH
Telecast
Theatre
"As the largest single stockholder To
in the 20th Century-Fox company my
interests are concentrated exclusively
(Continued on page 4)
8
Dec.
Conference
Sales
Turner

CENTS

Essential,

Theatres'

Profit:

Remain

YORK,

A national sales conference in 15 key cities from Coast-to-Coast will
be theatre televised on Dec. 8, Nathan L. Halpern, president of Theatre
Network Television, disclosed here yesterday. The sponsor for the first
"off-hour" commercial utilization of theatre television is the James Lees
firm.
and Sons Co., carpet manufacturing - receive a flat rental sum from TNT.
Asked if theatres will make a profit
Negotiations are currently underpped
TV-equi
of
renting
the
for
way
the deal, Halpern responded, "I
theatres in 15 cities from New York on
The contract with Lees was sparked
to Los Angeles, Halpern stated. Unexn
Victor
by
so." M. Ratner, director of
Halper
der dr: arrangement,
expect
plained, TNT will rent one theatre Theatre Tele-Sessions, a subsidiary of
in each city for the telecast, which TNT. Paul Lewis, vice-president in
and TV for the
radio on
(Continued
page 5)
will be paid by TNT, it was ex- charge, of
plained, while selected theatres will

To

Seek

Two

Profit

Years;

Basis

in

Liquidation

Rumors Held 'Nonsense'
The rebuilding of RKO Radio
and the production of good films
for theatres are the basic aims of
the company's new management,
Arnold Grant, chairman of the board
and chief executive officer, told a luncheon gathering of about 50 press representatives here yesterday.
In reiterating, with deliberate emphasis, these previously
stated objectives of the Ralph
Stolkin syndicate, Grant dismissed as "nonsense" all rumors that the purchasers of
Howard Hughes' controlling
stock interest in RKO Radio
planned to liquidate company
assets and bow out with some
"quick capital gains."
At no time did Grant refer to the
several articles published by the Wall
Street Journal delineating alleged
brushes with
the Federal
Com(Continued
on pageTrade
4)

Distributors
Talk

Again

Streamlining

Now that the subject of arbitration
has been removed temporarily from
the Motion Picture Association of
America's agenda with submission of
an amended draft of an arbitration
system to exhibitors, the companies
have resumed high level discussions
on streamlining of distribution facilities. In recent days, Eric A. Johnston,
MPAA president, and Alfred W.
Schwalberg, chairman of the MRAA
sales managers committee, have conferred on streamlining and the committee has met on the subject.

Equipment
Are on the

Exports
Rise

Akron, O., Oct. 21. — Considerable
activity of theatres ■ abroad towards
modernization, especially in South
America, was evident from a report
released by Vallen, Inc., covering the
export business for the first nine
months of 1952.
E. J. Vallen was optimistic about
the impact of American theatre equipment on theatres around the world.
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Variety

Is

Head
Club

head
WILLIAM B. ZOELLNER,
The national personnel structure for
of M-G-M's short subject and
newsreel sales, arrived in Jacksonville the 1952 "Christmas Salute" to the
Variety Clubs-Memorial Hospital has
. and will go to Atlanta to- been completed, it was disclosed here
yester
rowday
mor
•
yesterday by Charles Feldman of
Universal
Pictures, distributor chairEast
s
t'
moun
Para
Hugh Owen,
ern-Southern division manager, and man for the campaign.
The holiday scrolls, which constitute
his assistant, Al Fitter, will be in
Boston from New York all this week the backbone of the Christmas Salute,
for meetings.
have been shipped, with all other cam•
paign material, to exchange area
chairmen for distribution to theatres
an
Balab
of
head
ban,
Bala
John
and Katz, Chicago, and Nate Platt, through all company branch managers and their salesmen.
in charge of stage productions, were
In 1951 over 98,000 persons emvisitors at the Paramount studio in
Hollywood recently.•
ployed in the industry signed the
scrolls and contributed in excess of

ur, Famous Players' exJack Arth
ecutive in Toronto, is making personal appearances in a Tuesday night
" on the
Showbusinessrk.
series of "Mr.dcas
netwo
ting
Canadian Broa
•
s
Russell Holman, Paramount'armanager, has
Eastern production
the
rived in London from here, on
first stop of a three-week European
trip.
•
g, president of
Bromber
C.
Arthur
Monogram Southern Exchanges, was
in Jacksonville, Fla., attending the
Motion Picture Exhibitors of Florida
convention.
•
Robert H. Rhodes, Allied Artists
publicity manager, has returned to his
desk in Hollywood following a twoweek vacation in the Sierras.
•
Foster M. Blake, Universal Western sales manager, has left here for
Kansas City, Des Moines, Omaha and
Denver.
Bernard Smith and Charles
Vidor, Paramount producer and director, are in New York from the
Coast.

Jack Sidney, manager of Loew's
Century Theatre in Baltimore, is expected to leave St. Agnes Hospital
this week following surgery.
•
Haroldi Boxall, director of London
Film Productions, and Mrs. Boxall,
will leave here today for Europe
aboard the
Queen Mary.
•
Al Schuman, general manager of
the Hartford Theatre Circuit, and
Mrs. Schuman have left Hartford
for Miami on a vacation.
®

The Variety Club of New York will
hold its annual election meeting on
Nov. 10 at the Paramount Caterers
here, for which the nominating committee, headed by Martin Levine, has
selected the following candidates : Edward Lachman, chief barker ; Edward
j
L. Fabian, first assistant chief barker;
Levine, second assistant ; Ira Meinhardt, property master, Harold L.
Klein, dough guy. William J. German
is the present chief barker.
The committee has also named the
following canvassmen candidates :
Bernard Brooks, Russell Downing,
Nathan Furst, Jack Hoffberg, Martin
Kornbluth, Jack Levin, Charles E.
Lewis, Harold Newman, Walter
$95,000.
In
this
year's
Salute
the
Reade Jr., Harold Rinzler, Burt Robgoal is 150,000 signatures and $200,000, bins,Morris Sanders, Bert Sanford,
said Feldman.
Cy Seymour, David Snaper, Saul
The Salute will begin officially on Trauner, George Waldman, Max
Nov. 1, and continue through Jan. 1. Wolff.
Nominations may also be made, in
The distribution committee chairmen
if endorsed with the names of
follow : Albany, Leo Greenfield ; At- writing,
lanta, E. H. Brauer; Boston, Frank not less than 10 members in good
P. Dervin ; Buffalo, John G. Chinell ; standing and delivered to the property
Charlotte, Jack Reville ; Chicago, Sam master at least seven days prior to the
Gorelick ; Cincinnati, Phil Fox ;
■
Cleveland, Lester Zucker ; Dallas, R. election.
The meeting
will convene at noon
N. Wilkinson ; Denver, Bud Austin ; and the polls will be open until six
Des Moines, Leon Mendelson ; Detroit, P.M. Other matters on the agenda
include club quarters, a progress reJ. Indianapolis,
J. Lee.
port, financial report and plans for the
Foster B. Gaucker ;
Jacksonville, E. G. Chumley ; Kansas future of the tent. Lunch will be
City, William D. Gaddoni ; Los An- served at one o'clock.
geles, Alfred R. Taylor ; Memphis, Joe
Young ; Milwaukee, J. H. Lorentz ; Again Put Off Ascap,
Minneapolis, Leroy J. Miller ; New
Case
Haven, John Pavone; New Orleans, Dubonnet
William Holliday ; New York, Myron
scheduled hearing here
Sattler ; Oklahoma City, C. A. Gibbs ; in Yesterday's
Federal Court of the Dubonnet
Omaha, J. A. Scott.
Music Publishing Co. action to amend
Philadelphia, Ulrik F. Smith; the Ascap consent decree to prevent,
Pittsburgh, D. C. Silverman ; Port- among other things, motion picture
land, Charles F. Powers; St. Louis, companies from engaging in music
Lester J. Bona; Salt Lake City, Wil- publishing, was put off until Oct. 28.
liam F. Gordon; San Francisco, J. C.
Yesterday's hearing date was set
Emerson; Seattle, Neal Walton;
last June after the case had been referred to Judge Goddard by Judge
Tampa, Harold E. Laird; Washington, D. C, Jerome A. Adams.
Edelstein. Judge Goddard stated in
June that an adjournment at that time
was not to be construed as implying
any recognition by the court that
Dubonnet has any standing in a case
h's 'Sing*
20t
ok
Bo
For Jan. at Hall
involving amendment of the Ascap
consent decree.
Twentieth Century-Fox's "Tonight
Earlier court rulings have been that
We Sing," musical biography of the
career of S. Hurok, will open at Radio Ascap members have no right to
City Music Hall in January, it was appeal for amendment of the decree.
disclosed here yesterday by Al Licht- Their procedure can only be through
to the Justice Department
man, 20th's distribution director. Pro-d complaint
duced by George Jessel and directe which can move for amendment of
l Leisen in color by Tech- the decree if it decides the circumby Mitchel
stances warrant.
nicolor, atotal of 18 concert, operatic
and ballet numbers are featured in the
film.
Set Shea
Circuit

Nat D. Fellman, chief film buyer
for Warner Theatres, has arrived in
Hollywood from New York.
•
Joseph Holman, Sr.
Nashville, Oct. 21. — Joseph W.
Dick Cook, head of the motion pic- Holman, Sr., a director of Crescent
ture department of Pictorial Review,
Amusement Co. and a large stockleft here yesterday for Boston.
holder, died of a heart attack in a
•
hotel in Zurich, Switzerland, it was
Max Birnbaum, Warner Brothers learned here. He was on a combined
branch manager in New Haven, is business and pleasure trip with his
recuperating from illness.
son, Joseph Jr. Holman was also in
the architectural firm of Marr & HolArch Oboler, producer is due here
man, which designed more than 100
theatres for Crescent Amusement Co.
from Hollywood.

Meet in Pittsburgh
A general meeting of Shea Circuit
home office executives and all Shea
managers will be convened in Pittsburgh at the Hotel Roosevelt, Oct.
28-29, it was disclosed here yesterday.
The following home office executives will accompany Gerald J. Shea,
president, to the meeting : Richard A.
Harper, George Goett, William E.
Barry, M. A. Shea, Jr., Raymond E.
Smith and Carroll J. Lawler.

Newsreel
Parade

int the
tch ial
of
highligh
is the
homestre
campaign
President
rHE
most newsreels. Also featured are
"space suits" for the stratosphere, the
Lincoln pageant at Gettysburg, King
Farouk
display. moves again, and a diamond
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 86— Eisenhower says he is a "No-Deal" candidate.
Gov.
Stevenson
hits Margaret
"Ike" and goes
Taft to
in Los
Angeles.
Princess
the
movies.
King
Farouk
moves
again.
College
land-Navy.
football games: Notre Dame-P'urdue, MaryNEWS OF THE DAY, No. 216— Campaign homestretch. Farouk keeps moving.
Mme. Chiang leaves hospital. Dazzling display of diamonds worth millions. MarylandNavy, Pittsburgh-Army football games.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 19— Farouk
moves again. New York salutes Italian I
films. Bing Crosby aids Versailles cam- j
paign. Bop Hope honored by President Tru- ;
man. Maryland- Navy football.
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 43A— Army
accepts first helicopters. Marshall Juin
visits hometown. Madame Chiang welcomed.
Farouk moves to new home. Korean fighting furious. Japanese safety corps troops.
Pittsburgh-Army football.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 406—
Presidential campaign. Pressure suits. Lincoln pageant. Diamonds, U.S.A. Football
games, including Pittsburgh-Army, Notre
Dame-Navy, and Michigan State-Syracuse.
WARNER
PATHE
NEWS,
No. 21—
Lincoln at Gettysburg. Presidential campaign reaches height. New vaccine may aid
Polio fight. Space suits for stratosphere.
Maryland-Navy, Pittsburgh-Army football
games.
Manny
Wolfe Dies
On
Coast at 48
Hollywood, Ott. 21. — Manny Wolfe,
48, recently named story editor for
Edward Small Productions, died last
night of a heart attack. He was to be
married Thursday to Dr. Zelda Wolfe.
Two sisters survive.
Wolfe, who entered the industry in
1931, became Paramount story editor
in 1939. In 1944, after going- on his
own, he was named head of the story
and writing department of RKO Radio, and in 1947 he was named assistant to William Dozier, associate head
of production at Universal. Before
taking the Small post, he freelanced.
Coast Services Held
For Abraham
Lehr
Hollywood, Oct. 21. — Funeral services were held yesterday for Abraham Lehr, 72, film pioneer and onetime vice-president of Samuel Goldwyn Productions. Surviving are a
son, Neill, a daughter, Helen Frances,
and a brother, Theodore.
A former vice-president of United
Artists Studios, Inc., Lehr entered the
industry in 1917. He had previously
been an executive in a manufacturing
concern.
Colony,

Fla.

House,

Files vs. 20th-Fox
Miami, Oct. 21.— A $50,000 damage
suit against 20th Century-Fox has
been filed in Federal Court here by
the Colony Thatre of Palm Beach, alleging that the theatre could not obtain first-run pictures.
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RUSSELL

JANE

Montana
CO-STARRING

GEORGE
SCOTT

BRADY • FORREST
in TRUCO

TRADE
ALBANY
Fox Screening Room
1052 Broadway
ATLANTA
RKO Screening Room
195 Luckie St., N. W.
BOSTON
RKO Screening Room
122-28 Arlington St.
BUFFALO
Mo. Pic. Oper. Scr. Rra.
498 Pearl Street
CHARLOTTE
Fox Screening Room
308 S. Church Street
CHICAGO
RKO Screening Room
1300 S. Wabash Ave.
CINCENNATI
Palace Screen. Rm.
12 East 6th Street
CLEVELAND
Fox Screening Room
2219 Payne Avenue
DALLAS
Republic Screen. Rm.
412 S. Harwod St.
DENVER
Paramount Scr. Rm.
2100 Stout Street
DES MOINES
Fox Screening Room
1300 High Street

Tues. 10/28 10:30 A.M.
Tues. 10/28 2:30 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 10:30 A.M.
Tues. 10/28 2:30 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 2:00 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 2:00 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 8:00 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 2:30 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 2:30 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 2:00 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 1:30 P.M.

Belle

BRENT
TUCKER • ANDY OEVINE
LOR

SHOWINGS

DETROIT
Blumenthals Scr. Rm.
2310 Cass Avenue
INDIANAPOLIS
Universal Scr. Rm.
517 N. Illinois St.
KANSAS CITY
Paramount Scr. Rm.
1800 Wyandotte St.
LOS ANGELES
RKO Screening Room
1980 S. Vermont Ave.
MEMPHIS
Fox Screening Room
151 Vance Avenue
MILWAUKEE
Warner Screen. Room
212 W. Wisconsin Ave
MINNEAPOLIS
Fox Screening Room
1015 Currie Avenue
NEW HAVEN
Fox Screening Room
40 Whiting Street
NEW ORLEANS
Fox Screening Room
200 S. Liberty Street
NEW YORK
RKO Screening Room
630 Ninth Avenue

Tues. 10/28 2:30 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 1:00 P.M.
Wed. 10/29 2:30 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 2:00 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 12:15 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 2:00 P.M
Tues. 10/28 1:30 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 2:00 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 10:30 A.M.
Tues. 10/28

2:30 P.M.

Fox Screening Room
10 North Lee Street
OMAHA
Fox Screening Room
1502 Davenport St.
PHILADELPHIA
RKO Screening Room
250 North 13th Street
PITTSBURGH
RKO Screening Room
1809-13 Blvd. of Allies
PORTLAND
Star Screening Room
925 N. W. 19th Ave.
ST. LOUIS
RKO Screening Room
3143 Olive Street
SALT LAKE CITY
216 E. 1st St. South
SAN FRANCISCO
Fox Screening Room
245 Hyde Street
SEATTLE
Jewel Box Scr. Rm.
2318 Second Ave.
SIOUX FALLS
Hollywood
Theatre
212
N. Philips
Ave.
WASHINGTON
Film Center Scr. Rm.
932 New Jersey Ave.
Screenplay by

Produced by
Associate Producer

ALLAN

DWAN

• HOWArFwELSCH

• ROBERT

PETERS

• HORACE

McCOY-

NORMAN

S. HALL
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Year to Study Sale
Of RKO Films to TV
Nine months to a year will
Radio's
for RKO
be required
new
management
to complete
its study of the advisability of
selling its film backlog to television, Arnold Grant, chairman of the board, said yesterday.
"No one has been assigned
to the task yet," he said.
"When we are ready to undertake it we will have to employ
experts on the subject. There
are too many more pressing
problems than that still before us."
Zanuck Intends
(Continued from page 1)
with this studio and will not deviate
for the 17 years that my contract calls
for.
"But I have more than a financial
attachment to the interests of the 20th
Century-Fox company. I have devoted
the major part of my career and abilities to its service. The success of the
has been my life's work and
company
will
so continue.

Aim

Is

to

Picture

Re-Build

bumission, municipal better bybusiness
businesses
reaus and other groups
with which members of the syndicate
were associated during the past 20
years. It was clear, however, that
Grant's remarks and his willingness
to submit to questions concerning
RKO Radio management's policies
and aims were designed to counteract
inferences injurious to the company
which those articles could arouse.
Grant stressed that the new manits course _ of reagement,
building
for thepursuing
future, gave its first
attention to distribution manpower, selecting what it regards as the "ablest,
most capable executives" obtainable to
market the 15 completed and unrein the company's backleasedlogpictures
and to liquidate profitably the
product already in release.
This step was considered of
prime importance, Grant said,
in order to stem current RKO
Radio losses of $100,000 weekly.
Production is a long range problem and nothing is to be gained
by hasty action, he observed.

Allied

Meet

to Show
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er and himself have been given contracts, Grant said.
He revealed that Stolkin, new RKO
Radio president, does not plan to give
full time to the company and, in fact,
may be primarily concerned, together
with other members of the controlling
syndicate, only on the policy level.
Grant described himself as the chief
executive officer.
Answering another questioner, he
said the company has not yet executed
the $8,000,000 loan which, as a part
of the stock sale agreement, Howard
Hughes will make available to it. It
is
company's
intention,
said,that
to
takethedown
the loan
at such hetime

RCA
Theatre TV
Chicago, Oct. 21.— The RCA large
screen theatre television will be demonstrated over a special closed circuit into the Terrace Casino of the
Morrison Hotel for the Allied national convention on Nov. 18, the second day of the meeting, it was announced here by Jack Kirsch, general
convention chairman.
The demonstration will originate
from a local TV studio and will be
in the form of a round-table panel
discussion of theatre television by the
National Allied Theatre Committee
with Nathan L. Halpern. Members of
Gunzburg
Here
on
the committee are Trueman T. Rem3rd Dimension
Plans
busch, chairman; Kirsch, Leon R.
Milton Gunzburg, president of Nat- Black, Wilbur Snaper, John Wolfural Vision, third dimensional film berg and Nathan Yamins.
medium, arrived in New York yesterday and after discussions with George Turner Leaves RKO
J. Schaefer, who is associated with
(Continued from page 1)
him, will discuss with major companies and independent producers fur- his tenure with RKO, expects to enter
ther licensing of the third dimension the television field.
medium. First licensing of Natural
As RKO Radio publicity director
Vision was given by Gunzburg to he is said to have introduced what is
Arch Oboler's "Bwana Devil," which now known as area premieres, a policy which was used on such films as
will be released in late November. _
Gunzburg also will arrange for li- "Hitler's Children" and "Back to Bacensing of Natural Vision for other taan." He is also credited with applying television promotion with good
productions and will investigate the
transposing of stage plays to films results to the recent reissuance of
using the new medium.
"King Kong."

tor of Continental activities in Paris,
was in the midst of an extensive camAmerican in Paris"
for "Anthere.
while hepaign was
He visited M-G-M offices in Italy,
Barcelona, Madrid, Seville and Naples, conferring with publicity staffs
on the publicity campaigns for "Quo
Vadis" and "Ivanhoe." In Barcelona,
Seadler reported, the new M-G-M
studio to be devoted particularly to
synchronization has gotten under construction.

RKO

(Continued from page 1)

The new management is well satisfied with the executive manpower already obtained for distribution and
No Outside Pictures
believes that it is capable' of getting
the company back into the black in a
"I therefore have no intention of
two and "keeping it there,"
making outside pictures. I can elect year
Grant orsaid.
to change my status from active proThe search is continuing for a "top
duction to an advisory capacity. This
level" production head, he reported,
stipulation was made at the time the and
when one has been found a studio
question of temporary salary reduc- organization capable of turning out a
tions arose last year, in order to clarify full schedule of expensive pictures will
certain phases of the existing con- be built around him.
tract.
Replying to questions, Grant said
"There is no basis for any rumors there have been no resignations from
of my leaving the company or of mak- the board but did not rule out the
ing pictures independently. Moreover, possibility of some changes later on.
I have no idea of what such rumors He said he felt it desirable to have
are based on, as I have never been some top executives on the board, such
contacted by anyone seeking to verify as Arnold Picker, executive vice-president, and perhaps neutral members.
them."
Among the new executives, only PickSeadler
(Continued from page 1)

Daily

it finds the greatest use for it.
Grant said the economies
which have been effected in
RKO Radio by the new management are not the answer to its
problem and not too much emphasis is being placed thereon.
He explained that economy measures are limited and could
amount at best to about $750,000 annually in savings.

NHOME
MAN'SCosmpo
JT/OION,
litan,COMPA
McCall's
rr
adverhave
nes
and Redbook magazi
al's
Universinal-Inte
er
Novemb
their rnation
of forYou"
"Because tisements
issues, all on newsstands this week.
"Because of You" stars Loretta
Young and Jeff Chandler. It is being
highly recommended lto the member
ship of the Genera Federation of
Women's Clubs by Dean Gray Edthe motion picchairman. of
wards,
committee
Mrs. Edwards has
tures
sent letters to 700 district chairmen of
the clubs suggesting that they see
"Because of You" and then recommend it to fellow club members and
friends. "Because of You" will have
its world premiere at the Randolph
Theatre in Philadelphia late this
•
month.

Redbook has chosen "The Four i
Poster," with Lili Palmer and Rex
Harrison, as the "Picture of the
Month," in the November issue.
"That's not too important when your Also named are "Under the Red
losses are running around $5,000,000 Sea," "Because You're Mine" and
The Miracle of Our Lady of Faa year," Grant remarked.
•
He said that a full report on the
interests of members of the board in
Ruth Harbert of Good Housekeepother motion picture or theatre opering explains in the November issue
ations has been made to the Department of Justice in a conscious effort how Universal-International received
to avoid any possible anti-trust law special permission from the Treasury
violations and that, if any are believed Department
slowly disintima." tegratingtoUnited show
States currency. For
to be present, the individuals concerned
will take the several courses of action the sake of realism, a closeup was
made of the currency. It is used in an
open
to them.
Richard
Condon, new RKO Radio important sequence of "It Grows on
Dunne.
•
director of advertising, publicity and Trees,'' starring Irene
exploitation, said that press gatherIn the issue of Life magazine on the
ings, such as yesterday's, would be newsstands Friday the technical procweekly events to give reporters an opesses of Cinerama are graphically
portunity to meet the new executives.
He said there would be no discussion shown in drawings and photographs.
enlargement of the roller-coaster
"now or later" of the Wall Street An
scene fills up a good part of a page.
Journal's articles.
Also in this issue, a number of pages
Candy
At FPC

Sales Topic
Convention

Niagara Falls, Ont., Oct. 21. — A
special edition of the Toronto Globe
and Mail with a headline welcoming
the delegates to Famous Players East
ern division convention here featured
a morning meeting devoted to candy
sales.
The meeting was led by Jack Fitz
gibbons, Jr., president of Theatre Con
fections,
edition. Ltd., who arranged the special

are devoted to M-G-M's "Small Time
Girl," starring Ann Miller. A dancng platform is pictured, an orchestra
is placed under the platform and Ann
Miller uses it as a• dance floor.

Woman's Home Companion is
running a Lux ad featuring Gene
Tierney, starring in "Way of A
Gaucho," a 20th Century-Fox picture. Adding a new dimension to
"Way of A Gaucho" promotion, the
ad offers a film-inspired scarf to
readers of the magazine by asking
them to mail a coupon and some
small pieces of silver to the Lux
Fitzgibbons introduced a new ice soap people.
cream confection being introduced by
RKO Pictures announces the placFPC theatres called 'Bon Bons.'
ing of ads in Life, Look, Collier's,
Time and Newsweek for "Blackbeard,
Station
TV
Says
the Pirate," starring Linda Darnell,
Robert Nezvton and William Bendix.
Boom
a Year Away
In addition to the weeklies carryBoston, Oct. 21. — Harold E. Fel
ing advertising, newspaper supplements
of the National As will also be used. The supplements
president
lows,
sociation
of Radio and Television include American Weekly, circidated
Broadcasters, guest speaker at the two
in 23 major cities, and seven indeday meeting of New England district cities.
pendent supplements located in large
members of that association, predicts
that the big increase expected in the
number of television stations after the Cinerama Plans Up
Federal Communications Commission
lifted its "freeze" on the construction
Lynn ecutive,
Farnol,
relations last
exleft here public
for Hollywood
of television stations last summer will
not materialize for more than a year night for a week of conferences with
He said that he does not believe that Merian C. Cooper, Louis B. Mayer
there will be more than 100 additional and others on Cinerama production
television stations in operation by the plans. Farnol handles Cinerama adend of 1953.
vertising and publicity.
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Theatre Telecast
(Continued from page 1)
D'Arcy Advertising Agency, was also
a principal in the negotiations.
Halpern declined to disclose the
budget allocated by Lees for the onehour theatre TV program, nor would
he comment on the amount participating theatres will receive from TNT.
It will be on a flat rental basis, rather
than on a per seat basis as in fight
telecasts, however, he stated.
The program, which will originate
from the NBC-TV studios in New
at an invited auYork, will be aimed include
top retail
dience which will
executives, architects and contractors,
home economists for local newspapers,
stockholders and community leaders.
The merchandising message, which
will feature two-way talks between
the field and the studio, will include
a statement of policy by Lees president. Other facets of the theatre TV
show will include the showing of fabrics and a new approach to carpet
merchandising.
Tele- Sessions director Ratner said
he expects to announce a number of
similar deals within the next six
months. Halpern stated that the success of the first commercial use of the
medium will influence other business
organizations.
The following cities are slated for
the telecast: Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Cleveland, Denver,
St. Paul, New York, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Washington, Detroit, Salt
Lake City, San Francisco and Los
Angeles. Halpern said clearances for
cable facilities have already been
cleared by the American Telephone
and Telegraph Co. He said he expects to have a list of theatres carrying the telecast in about a week.
Selection of the theatres, he added,
will be governed by the requirements
of the sponsor. Under the terms, he
stated, concession stands during the
telecast will not be operated.
AMP A Meet Today
The board and trustees of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers
will hold a luncheon-meeting today at
the Blue Ribbon Restaurant here,
K. McWilliams, AMPA presiHarry dent,
announced.

BOOKER

EXPERIENCED
Phone DORIS WISHMAN
PLazo 7-1726 for appointment

Picture
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Raibourn

Firms

Victor Ratner, Theatre TeleSessions director, was asked
yesterday whether motion picture companies have been
asked to theatre telecast their
regional or national sales
meetings, similar to the telecast set by the James Lees
carpet firm.
Ratner said he discussed
the idea unofficially with one
of his distribution friends, but
no formal approach to a film
company has been made as
yet. He said he thought it was
a good idea, however.

EXCHANGE

Motion

Top

Profit
Theatres'
(Continued from page 1)

is conducting a strong anti-tax camurge that all exheard Dingel
paign,hibitors
everywhere band together to
fight for repeal.
Potter declared that all taxes are
pledged a fight for retoo highductionand
if elected to the Senate.
Myers in his address also assailed
the government for attempting, in its
anti-trust suit, to force distributors to
sell 16mm. films to TV and other outlets competing with regular theatres.
He predicted that theatres will fare
increasingly better in the competition
with TV. 'Yes," he said, "television
has hurt the movies, no question about
that. But please bear in mind that
the movies during the last half century
have survived automobiles, radio, mah
jongg, canasta and a thousand timefads."
On the tax
subject, Myers said the
consuming
"cruel fact" was that American exhibitors are "caught in a vise. Mounting
costs are crushing them against an unyielding wall of fixed admission prices
— fixed because with the 20 per cent
tax, they cannot be increased. They
have endured this pressure to the
breaking point, they cannot stand any
more and some, as you know, have
already been forced to close their the-

director spoke of the newspaper as
"our greatest ally," he also pleaded
for support of the Will Rogers fund.
"The idea of newspapers charging
a higher rate for amusement advertising than commercial advertising is
out-of-tune with current times and we
must all seek to eradicate it. The
higher rate stems from the time, long
before movies were born, when shows
were provided only by traveling
troups," Bamberger said.
"In the present movement among
newspapers to assist our industry, the
advertising managers of a number of
them have lately offered exhibitors
their general advertising rate," he
noted.
Truman Rembusch was on hand to
explain the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations' nationwide battle for
the repeal of the admission tax.
Wilbur Snaper, president of national
Allied told those attending to give full
support to the battle against the tax.
When asked if the federal tax was repealed wouldn'ttaxes?,
the exhibitors
city
and municipal
Snaper face
replied:

(Continued from page 1)
its ability to produce a large
screen television picture that
will compare favorably with the
35mm. motion picture image to
which the public is accustomed.
Raibourn, president of Paramount
Television Productions Inc., declared

that on
basis television
of Paramount's
studies inthe
theatre
he would
recommend, in addition to the 10 mc.
bandwidth, 725 lines definition to provide quality comparable to a 35 mm.
film.
In his opinion, Raibourn said, these
standards would not equal 35 mm.
quality, but would merely represent
"a suitable compromise of all the factors" to allow a comparable image on
the motion picture screen.
Other witnesses today who buttressed Raibourn's recommendation of
a 10 mc. bandwidth and 725 lines
definition for theatre television were
Andrew F. Inglis and Frank H. Mcengineers of
for America
the Motion
tureintosh,
Association
and Picthe
National exhibitors Theatre Television Committee. All witnesses came in
"Let's get this one out of the way first. for considerable questioning on the
When we do I'm sure we have nothing part of the Commissioners and .of
to fear as far as other taxes being imFCC general counsel Benedict Cotposed on the exhibitor are concerned." tone as to whether a 10 mc. bandwidth
was really necessary.
He added : "While Congress cannot Arbitration
undertake to bail out every individual
Chairman Paul Walker pointatres." man who is down in his luck,
ed out that the Commission had
(Continued from page 1)
business
it is no new thing for Congress to
limited color television demoncome to the aid of a whole industry, inconsequential "irresponsible shoutstrations to a six mc. bandto grant it relief from the general tax
with,
and
said that the indusing, threatening
and cajoling"
in connection with planning
an arbitration
try was asking for a 10 mc.
laws and even to subsidize its operbandwidth for black and white
system. "I state with confidence that
transmission.
The Arabian Room of the Hotel arbitration is a reality," he said. "It is
Tuller
ations."was packed to capacity for the here, and will stay here, despite atCongressional luncheon. Also attendtempts at sabotage by certain shortsighted individuals. You see, the prin- lem under a system of Conciliation,
ing were Rep. John Machrowicz ; Conciple of arbitration is a much stronger which is part and parcel of the arbigressman George Dondero; Frank X.
Martel, president of the Wayne County force than the people against or for
tration plan," according to Levy.
The TOA attorney observed that
AFL; Congressman Louis Rabaut, and
Congressman John Lesinski, Jr.
He said TOA had received copies the "long, difficult, back-breaking task
In the early morning sessions Leon of the industry arbitration plan ap- of compromise and sacrifice is behind
J. Bamberger, RKO public relations
proved by distribution, but that he had
not had time to examine the document
"True," he acknowledged, "there remain matters to be amicably adjusted
carefully.
"After
a
preliminary
readCumbaa
President
before signature, but, as I have stated
ing, however, and based on the state- before, I am familiar with all sugges(Continued from page 1)
ment of Mr. Eric Johnston that the
tions of change and of additions made
draft has not been submitted to exhiurer ; Pete Lucas, Kissimmee, secrebition on a take-it-or-leave-it basis, to date, and I cannot see how any_ one
tary ;Maurice Hensler, Auburndale, and based, further, on my personal of them will be, or can be, permitted
chairman of the board ; Mitchell W olf- knowledge of what obstacles have al- to become an insurmountable obstacle,
son, Miami, Florida Theatre Owners
ready been overcome, I state with con- if the approach to them is made in
of America director ; and Hugh Marfidence thatit."
arbitration is a reality." good faith by men of good will."
tin, Sr., Clermont, regional TOA
director.
'Most Welcome'
Garner was made chairman of the
"Most welcome," Levy said, "will be
financial committee ; Lamar Sarra, the restrictions which the plan places
Jacksonville, became head of the legis- on distributors' employment of comus."
lative committee; Mark Chartand,
petitive bidding, and, further, the use
Miami, was selected to direct public of competitive bidding only in accordSAVE $48 ON
relations ; and Nat Williams, Quincy,
ance
with
a
set
of
'Rules
of
the
Game'
EXCURSION
which have been so sorely needed for
was chosen conciliator.
so
long.
If
these
rules
are
abided
by
FARES
TO
The morning meeting opened with there should be no more haphazard
Roy Smith, Jacksonville, giving a talk
HAWAII!
competitive bidding, and there should
on concession business. Jack Braun- be an end to under-the-counter sheagel of Commonwealth Theatres, Kannanigans. And if there be not then the
sas City, followed with an account of
aggrieved person will find satisfactory
of America's Drive"The Operation
ins."
Alfred Starr, TOA president, avenues of relief in this system of arbitration," Levy said.
D TRIP!
ROUNCaliforni
gave the main address at the luncheon
ONLY
a *to
flights from
Luxury $438
session for members and guests.
"Guided by the principle that exhibi- Hawaii
have been substantially reduced
tors must not be deprived of their
During the afternoon, Braunagel
right
and
privilege
to
go
to
litigation,
peduring1 toUnited's
riod of Oct.
Dec. 10,Excursion
1952.
conducted a three-hour "school for if they so choose, the various Drafting in fare
of
phases
all
1st class comfort, service, meals.
managers," going into
Committees have preserved this pre- "Package"
tours available, too.
theatre operations. More than 75 manrogative
for
exhibitors.
Under
the
agers and district supervisors were
UNITED AIR LINES
will be complan, only distributors
present.
pelled to submit to arbitration. The One of The Scheduled Airlines of the U. S.
The convention closed with a ban- exhibitor
will be able to seek relief
80 E. 42nd St., call MUrray Hill 2-7300.
quet, at which Bill McCraw of Texas, either in arbitration or in litigation. *From
New York. Via Air Tourist to California.
Clubs Interna16-day
limit on Excursion tickets. Fares plus
representing Variety
will
he
either,
to
going
the
before
at
And,
tional, served as toastmaster
fed. tax.
t
Roosevel Hotel.
be able to attempt to settle his prob-
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Trap

(20th Century-Fox)
BERT FRIEDLOB has produced and Andrew Stone has written and
"I Remember the Glory"
directed a gripping thriller that piles suspense on suspense as Joseph
(Art Films— 20th Century-Fox)
Botticelli, the Italian master of Cotton, portraying an assistant bank manager who has stolen $1,000,000,
brush and canvas, and his great art, tries to leave the country and avoid police detection. Although the story
typified by portrayals of the Madonna, becomes implausible in spots, such as the credulity of Cotton's wife, Teresa
are treated with consummate photo- Wright, who doesn't discover the theft until late in the film, every plot
graphic skill in a short subject any twist that can generate a bit more suspense is utilized. This is a well-made,
exhibitor should be proud to offer his well acted film that should prove a solid box-office attraction.
customers. Here is a 10-minute treat
The story opens with Cotton tiring of his good but monotonous life after
con- 11 years employment in a bank. At first he only thinks about the million
which, apart from what it reveals
cerning the artist and the magnificent dollar theft but it becomes an obsession when he learns there is no extradicolor and detail of his masterpieces,
tion law in Brazil. Since but one weekend remains before he is scheduled
provides stirring glimpses of the beau- to work Saturdays, Cotton acts immediately. All of his carefully planned
tiful city of Florence, Botticelli's details go awry just a bit and he is forced to adopt high-pressure, aggressive
birthplace, and the captivating Italian methods.
There are several brushes with the law, including a customs inspector in
The catalyst is a "story"
countryside.
ng a young war veteran who New Orleans who checks his suitcase containing the money but is unable to
concerni
on a visit to a Washington museum,
tale about carrying the bank's money on a mission since bank
recalls the thrill he experienced when check Cotton's
president Jonathan Hale is out playing golf, it being Sunday. However, they
one of Botticelli's master- fail to get plane reservations to Brazil and Cotton knows that the next
he firstpiecessaw
in Italy.
morning the bank will discover the loss. Miss Wright decides she cannot
Produced in color by Technicolor condone the theft nor accompany Cotton. She returns home. After missing
by Marilyn Silverstone and Boris his home and wife, Cotton returns and barely manages to return the
Vermont, and offering background money, happy to resume his normal life.
Running time, 85 minutes. General audience classification. For November
music written by Jacques Belasco, "I
Remember the Glory" is a glowing
Walter P'ashkin
ease.
rel
symphony of color, art and life that
should leave theatre patrons eager to
see the others in this Art Films series.
Feature
from
Rank
11
Running time, 10 minutes.
Approves
NPA

Theatre

Projects

Expanding

Foreign

Seek

Review

Subject

IFE
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Washington, Oct. 21.— The National Production Authority has authorized the construction of 11 more
theatres. Nine are drive-ins. NPA
also authorized the remodeling of two
theatres. In most cases the agency
made official allotments of construction
materials ; in some cases it merely authorized the use of materials already
in the builder's possession.
The approved drive-ins are : Brooks
Drive-in Theatre Corp., Presque Isle,
Me., with an estimated construction
cost of $32,580; Vance W. Haar,
Dillsburg, Pa., $41,200; Pitts Kilmarnock Drive-in Theatre Corp., Kilmarnock, Va., $20,100
Black Hills
Amusement Co., Rapid City, S. D.,
$110,000; Central States Theatre
Corp., Charles City, la., $35,000;
Claude Parrish, Topeka, Kans., $220,071 ; Lee E. Wilson, Shattuck, Okla.,
$10,000; Walter Matney, Decatur,
Tex., $10,480; W. O. Woody, Bolivar, Mo., no amount given.
Two indoor theatres okayed were
proposed by Martin Martell, Hato
Rey, Puerto Rico, $79,000, and W. F.
Aydelotte and R. H Dowdy, Ft. Collins, Colo., _$35,000.
Remodeling was okayed for Theatrical Enterprises Corp., San Diego,
Cal., $12,000, and Washington Theatre
Co., Washington, D. C, $10,000. The
latter company has just remodeled the
Gayety Theatre into the Sam S. Shubert Theatre, for stage productions.

the American diviJurisdiction of
sion of Italian Films Export has been
extended to cover all of Canada and
the Far East, with the exception of
Japan which has a separate agreement
with Rome, IFE disclosed here.
It was reported also that a five-man
board of directors composed of _ three
Americans and two Italians will direct the new distributing corporation
which is being established by IFE.
The directors will be named following
the return here early next month from
Rome of Dr. Renato Gualino, IFE
general director, who flew to Rome
last weekend for consultation with
Italian producers, according to a
Guaspokesman for the organization.
lino was named chief executive of the
pending new corporation by IFE
board members at a meeting here last
week.
IFE stated that the top personnel
of the distribution company has been
set following discussions held here
during the last two weeks ; that the
names of the executives will be disclosed shortly upon the signing of
final papers, and that Gualino indicated the chairmanship of the board
was being offered to one of the leading
producers in Italy with announcement
of his acceptance to be confirmed from
Rome later this month.
Independent American distributors
of Italian films will continue to nego- here at a Paramount studio reception
tiate directly with Italian producers by Don Hartman, production execufor individual properties. Although
tive. The delegation includes : Dr.
these independents will have no or- Dino de Laurentiis and Dr. Carlo
ganic tie-up with the new set-up, the Ponti, producers, and their wives ;
facilities of the new division distribu- actress Silvana Mangana, and Capt.
tion offices and sound studios will be Pilade Levi, manager of Paramount
available to them as well as other al- Films of Italy.
ready established IFE services.
Ponti and de Laurentiis produced
the
new picture, "Sensualita," which
Italian Delegation Received
Paramount International will distriBy Hartman at Para. Studio
bute throughout its world-wide territory. The delegation also was honored
Hollywood, Oct. 21. — Members of
the Italian film delegation which at- at a cocktail party given by the Italian
tended the "Salute to Italian Films consul of Los Angeles, Dr. Mario
Week" in New York, were welcomed Ungaro.

Set

on

Coronation

Mexican

vs.

Import

Law

Mexico City, Oct. 21. — An injunction against enactment of President
Miguel Aleman's new law for the announced purpose of "aiding and moralizing" the film industry which the Senate approved after considerable debate,
has been asked of a local Federal
Court by the National Cinema Impresarios Association and the Mexican
Exhibitors Association. The exhibitors contend the law establishes a
state monopoly for distribution, eliminates private enterprise from film production and interferes with exhibition
in that it dictates the number and kind
of films that can be screened.
Forty-two Senators asserted the law
does not establish a monopoly. The
Senators were heckled from the galleries until they yelled that the hecklers were a claque paid by exhibitors.
An exhibitor spokesman asserted that
they had not hired the hecklers.
Enactment of the law now rests with
President Aleman. His six-year term
expires on Nov. 30.
Pioneers

to

Induct

Eckman,

Curtis

Samuel Eckman, Jr., managing diThe New York office of the J. Ar
rector of M-G-M in Great Britain;
thur Rank Organization yesterday dis- Samuel Rosen, executive of Fabian
closed that there will be a full length
feature film of the Coronation made, Theatres, and Fred Quimby, short subjects executive producer for M-G-M,
for the first time, in color by Techni- are among
those who will be inducted
color that will include the actual cere- at the Motion
Picture Pioneers Jubilee
mony in Westminster Abbey. Ar- Dinner, set for Nov. 25 at the Hotel
rangements have been made with Astor.
Technicolor, Ltd., giving the Rank orOther new members already acganization all available facilities for
cepted for induction include : Edthe
film,
which
will
have
global
disward P. (Ted) Curtis, Eastman
tribution.
Kodak ; Harold Fitzgerald of FoxThe Rank organization said that Wisconsin
Theatres; Martin Levine,
considerable preparation and partial of Brandt Theatres ; Will J. Comer of
production has been in progress for John Hamrick Theatres, Seattle, and
sometime. The film will show in de- Norman
E. Gluck, of United World
Films.
tail all events leading up to the ceremony as well as the actual crowning
A large number of additional appliitself, it was said. Plans are being
are currently being certified so
made for worldwide distribution that the cations
new members can be inducted
shortly after the event thus requiring
at the dinner at which N. J. Blumthe expansion of Technicolor facilities in London for the handling of the berg, tors
chairman
of thePictures
board ofwill
direcof Universal
be
necessary hundreds of prints, it was
said.
honored as the "Motion Picture
The film is being produced by Pioneer of 1952." George Jessel will
act as toastmaster and Ned E. DepiCastleton Knight whose earlier pic- net as chairman. .
tures include "Victory Parade," "The
Royal Wedding Presents," "Royal
Wedding" and "14th Olympiad — The Philippine Notables
To Honor Skouras
Glory of Sport."
Says 'Greatest Show'
Small-Town
Topper
Los Angeles, Oct. 21. — Cecil B.
DeMille's "The Greatest Show on
Earth" is the most successful small
town attraction in Paramount's history, George
A. Smith,
the company's
Western
division
manager,
told 21
representatives of the Denver, Salt
Lake City and Los Angeles branches
during a three-day sales meeting held
here.

Spyros P. Skouras, president of
20th Century-Fox, will be honored today at a dinner in Manila by officials
of the Philippine government and
members of the local film industry,
it was announced here yesterday.
Skouras is on a trip to the Far East
tions. Australia surveying film condiand

Skouras has been fostering world
brotherhood during the trip. He has
made numerous speeches in its behalf
in Hawaii and Japan and toured the
Korean battlefront with Gen. James
Van Fleet during which he spoke with
hundreds of American soldiers and
'Snows' in 'Frisco Mark
members of the Greek Battalion of
San Fancisco, Oct. 21. — "The the U.N. forces. Skouras is slated to
Snows of Kilimanjaro" grossed $27,- leave Manila Saturday for Hong
698 in its first three days here at the Kong from where he will go to BangFox Theatre and has broken all house
kok and Djakarta before continuing
records for 23 years, it is understood. to Australia in early November.
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Michigan
to

Outlaw

Pictures

Griffin Attacks Practice,
Cites Theatre Importance

Resign

Columbia

Gorman

Koolish,

Stolkin,

RKO

Pictures

Radio

Presidency,

Board

Posts

Vacancies

to

Be

Filled

In 10 Days; Resignations Follow 'Wall St.
ounds
Journal' Articles on Business Backgrmonth
ago
Detroit, Oct. 22. — Lawrence
one
Columbia
Pictures
Corp.
yesterday
exan
e
becam
ly
recent
Griffin, who
Ralph E. Stolkin, head of the syndicate which
hibitor following his retirement revealed completion of agreements for
First
in credits with the
in RKO
from an executive post with a $15,000,000
bought Howard Hughes' controlling stock interest
National Bank of Boston, the Bank today
weeks ago today was elected president of
three
who
and
Pictures,
a
before
ed
attack
grocery chain, today
and the Bank of ManhatThe- of America,
g today of Allied
arrangements the company, resigned that post and also withdrew from the commorning meetinan
replace
tan,
to
the practice of free made with the financial
pany's board of directors yesterday.
atres of Michig
same banks in Aug.
Resigning from the board with
motion picture showings by business 19S0 for $12,000,000.
concerns and others.
Stolkin were A. L. Koolish, his
The new agreement stipulates that
father-in-law and a member of the
(Continued
on
page
5)
adhis
in
ized
Griffin emphas
dress before the convention
purchasing syndicate, and William
Gorman, the representative on the
delegates the importance of the
board of Ray Ryan, another member
Name
Brandt
RKO
motion picture theatre to a
of the syndicate. The latter two were
community, no matter how
not officers of RKO Pictures.
large or how small.
That the resignations were the
Head
Exploitation
direct
result of the series of articles
topic
the
During a discussion on
published
by the Wall Street Journal
Griffin chose, a suggestion was made
Leon Brandt was named exploitation
during the past week detailing past
to appeal to the Michigan legislature
yesbusiness and other activities of the
to have laws passed which would make manager of RKO Radio. Pictures
three was clear from the statement
terday
by
Richfree motion pictures unlawful, even to BHM— P1
"
ard Condon, na- RALPH STOLKIN
A. L. KOOLISH issued announcing their resignations,
be
would
rs
exhibito
that
extent
the
tional director
although the Journal was not menof advertising,
prohibited from edconstructing drive-ins
tioned by name. The statement of the
(Continu on page 5)
three said :
publicity and
exploitation. He Equal
"Our only interest in acquiring
Arbitration
succeeds Terry
stcck of RKO Pictures Corp. was our
ring
Seen
Cost-Sha
belief that the company can be, under
Turner, reFinancing of an industry system of able and independent management,
signed.
not dealt brought to the full realization of its
Brandt,
na- arbitration, the only subject
tional director
arbidistributor-amended
of advertising, with in the
potential.
tration draft which has been circu- great"We
HOLLYWOOD, Oct. 22. —
recognize that a volume
publicity and
lating in the industry, is expected to
Collective bargaining neof
unfavorable
publicity directexploitation for be shared equally by distributors and
ed against us as individuals has
Lopert
Films,
gotiations with the Amerobservers
to
exhibitors, according
ndt
been or can be damaging to the
will assume his here.
Leon Br
ican Association of Adcompany.
new
duties
on
vertising Agencies and
If the draft meets with exhibitions
his industry approval in its present form or with
Nov. 3. Brandt began
"Consistent with our original intent
New York film producers
on page 5 )
of doing that which is best for the
(Continued on page 5)
(Continued
rcomme
that reason only,
ed
film
make
who
company, and for >n page 5)
cials were broken off by
we have submitted
the Screen Actors Guild,
(Continued , our resignations."
it was announced here , and
strike action is expected
's
Industry
of
FCC
Minimum of 15,000
Tells
to be voted on at once.
Band
for Exclusive
Need
To See Lees TV

Gets

MEMPHIS , Oct. 22. —
Theatre Owners of America
president Alfred Starr
will be one of the featured speakers at the annual convention of the
Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Arkansas, Tennessee and Mississippi

Larger

Loan

Washington, Oct. 22.— The industhe Federal Comtry today asked
munications Commission to allocate for
the exclusive use of theatre television
the frequencies from 5,925 to 6,285
are currently allomegacycles, which carrier
frequencies.
cated as common
This portion of the spectrum must
be the "backbone" of theatre television
Exhibidistribution systems, National
tor Theatre Television Committee
Bailey told
which opens here on Mon- consulting engineer Stuart
of
extension
the
enabling
FCC,
the
day. Other speakers in- service over long distances.
clude M. A. Lightman, Sr. ,
This contention was the nub of toand Jack Braunagel.
day's testimony in the FCC hearings

on the engineering and accountingtelevision hearphases of the theatre
ing. Bailey told the , commission that
ered exthe FCC consid
in the event allocation
of these frequencies
clusive
to theatre television undesirable, common carriers and others could use
the frequencies on a non-interfering
pribasis, with theatre television, themade
mary user. Other suggestions
by Bailey in case the FCC did not
want to make exclusive allocation of
frequencies included classifying theatre
television as an industrial radio serfrequency-sh
vice on a (Continued
on aring
page 4)basis with

At least 15,000 persons are
expected to view the closed
circuit theatre telecast of the
James Lees and Sons national
sales convention on Dec. 8, a
spokesman for the carpet
manufacturing firm disclosed
here yesterday.
The spokesman estimated a
minimum audience of 1,000
persons in each of the 15
cities slated to carry the telecast, contracted
for by Theatre Network
Television,
«V,j,

2

Motion

Personal

Albany
TOA

Mention

Unit

Bids
A

Become

Defendant

Picture

in

Suit

N, United
MAX E. YOUNGSTEI
nt,
is due to
side
-pre
vice
sts
Arti
Albany, Oct. 22.— Albany Theatre
return to New York on Monday from Owners of America, at a meeting toLondon.
•
day, voted to recommend that national
TOA be made a party defendant in
James H. Eshelman, former city the Department of Justice anti-trust
Paramount Thea- suit for the release of 16mm. pictures
manager for United
tres in Buffalo and Rochester, is now to TV stations.
The unit also reacted favorably to a
manager of the Gopher Theatre in
Minneapolis.
•
report by executive director-counsel
Lewis A. Sumberg on the arbitration
Mrs. Luke Stkager, wife of the plan considered at the recent national
Universal traveling auditor visiting in convention in Washington. Members
Mary's Hos- agreed that it would be "particularly
San Francisco, is at St. from
surgery,
pital there recuperating
o
exhibito
indepen
helpful
one
as rs."
proposal
d thedent
describe
Sumberg to
S.
and
H.
of
economLee J. Hofheimer
and
"speedy
give
would
that
ical relief" to exhibitors.
Theatres in Columbus, announces the
Joyce,
er,
daught
rs reported that the local exMembe
engagement of his
to Leonard Streli•tz of Norfolk, Va.
change area is suffering "disproportionately" from a print shortage. They
Bernard Seaman, manager of the believe the number should be increased
Beacon Theatre in Baltimore, and by 50 per cent. The matter will first
Mrs. Seaman are honeymooning in be discussed with branch managers.
Europe.
Sumberg and president Harry Lamont
•
promised that if they do not get action "within a reasonable time" TOA
Eastrsal
, Unive
Jeff Livingston
will follow through on the national
ern advertising manager, will be in level.
New Haven today and will return
here tomorrow.
Saul J. Ullman, distributor chairman for the Council of Motion Picture Organizations in the drive to
al
Univers
l,
Rackmi
Milton R.
the 20 per cent Federal admisrepeal
t, is due here from the Coast
presidenw.
sion tax, reported on conferences he
tomorro
had held with elected representatives
from. this area.
Bill Kelly and Buford Styles of
Members were warned against playthe Universal branch in Jacksonville
ing ASCAP music unless they have
have returned there from Hollywood. signed the new licensing agreement.
They will also ask to hold themselves
in readiness for swift action if any
Henderson M. Richey, M-G-M
exhibitor relations head, will return bills "harmful" to the industry are
presented at the next session of the
here today from Detroit.
legislature convening in January.
Sam Davis of Phoenicia was elected
to
the board of directors.
Emerling, Morris at
A luncheon meeting wll be held
School Tonight here Nov. 17.
Ampa
Ernest Emerling and Seymour Morris, directors of advertising-publicity- 'Limelight' U. S.
tion for Loew's and Schine
exploita
Theatres, respectively, will be guest Premiere Today
s
lecturer at the Associated Motion
Chaplin's "Limelight,"
Charles
Picture Advertisers' showmanship which
will have its American precourse tonight. Al Floersheimer, admiere today at the Astor and Transvertising-publicity-exploitation direc- Lux 60th
St. theatres, in New York,
tor of Walter Reade Theatres, is will have its West Coast premiere on
n
chairma for the program which will
Nov. 13 at the United Artists Theatake place at the Woodstock Hotel
tre in San Francisco and its first Canhere.
adian engagements during the followFollowing the class, SO of the stuing week on the Odeon circuit in
dents will accompany AMPA president Harry K. McWilliams on the Toronto, Vancouver, Victoria, Winnipeg, Calgary and Edmonton. All of
first showmanship tour to the Filmack
will be on a conTrailer Co. The Filmack plant will be the engagements
tinuous-run schedule.
open and working to enable the class
First of the Odeon bookings will be
to see film trailers in actual production.
where "Limelight" will
in Vancouver,
open
on Nov. 20 in 11 theatres. The
other engagements will begin on Nov.
William W. Young, 84
21, except at Edmont, where the opening will be on Nov. 28.
William Wesley Young, 84, producer and director of the silent films
Franke Joins Paramount
"Alice in Wonderland" and "Alice
Charles Franke, a member of the
Through the Looking Glass," died
here Tuesday in St. Barnabas Hos- staff of Motion Picture Daily for
pital. Also a co-producer with Clar- the past eight years, has been named
ence Darrow, the major part of his trade press publicity contact for Paramount Pictures, effective in two
career was spent as a writer and editor on various newspapers and peri- weeks. He replaces Murray Segal,
odicals. He was a brother of the late who takes a similar post with RKO
Radio.
cartoonist Art Young.
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INS Election Service
Seen in N.Y. Houses

WELFARE

InternaChicago, Oct. 22.—
tional News Service is offering a special election night
service to theatres and other
public gathering places to
enable them to bring results
audiof the election toe their ts
ences. The servic consis
of
installation of a high-speed
into be
INS telety
stalled forpetheprinte
day r and
night
of Nov. 4 in a place designated by the customer. INS
claims that the service is going to be used on election
night at the Paramount, Capitol, and Palace in New York,
as well as at other theatres
ghout the
there
country. and throu

Claims
Show

Costs
Natural

Low

to

Vision

Theatre alteration costs for the
presentation of Natural Vision films
would be a maximum of $1,000 for a
first-run house and from $200 to $300
for a subsequent run, it was estimated
yesterday by Milton Gunzburg, presi
dent of Natural Vision, third dimen
sional film company. The alteration
costs, which he considered low, would
mainly consist of coupling two projectors, attaching 5,500-foot magazines
and using a reflective type screen.
Gunzburg noted that many small
town theatres already have a reflective type screen and thought that the
magazines could be easily rented.
Otherwise all other equipment is stan
dard. He said the $1,000 figure is
based on alterations done by the
Hollywood and Paramount Theatres
in Hollywood for the premiere show"Bwana
ing of Arch
on Nov.
27, butObler's
emphasized
theseDevil,"
were
rather extensive alterations and the
figure might be even lower.
Gunzburg, who is associated with
George J. Schaefer, revealed the firm
has contracts for four more Natural
Vision films, all in color. Obler has
a one-picture-a-year contract with the
company. Of the other three films,
one is expected to be ready for late
1953 release. While here Gunzburg
is i investigating the possibility of
processing stage plays in Natural
Vision.

IS
LN

FUN

PLANNED
ST.

LOUIS

St. Louis, Oct. 22. — Plans for a
permanent welfare fund for men and
women in the amusement and entertainment fields, including all channels
of the motion picture business are
scheduled for discussion at a special
meeting to be held in the Paramount
exchange screening room on Friday.
At a meeting held last week, at
which representatives from all
branches of the St. Louis film industry were present, affirmation of the
need for such a plan was voiced. The
drive for a special fund has been intensified byrecent examples of people
in the industry brought to severe
financial plights by accidents and illness.
tionofcommitorganizaies
A tee temporar
to considery possibilit
such a
fund consist of Tom Bloomer, president, MPTO of Eastern Missouri,
St. Louis and Southern Illinois ; Betty
Wendt, business agent, Film Exchange Employes Union, Local No.
Bl ; Leroy Upton, president, Stage
Hands Union Local No. 8 ; Ed Butler,
Ticket Sellers; Harry Yaeger, Motion Picture Cameramen ; Tony Blust,
president, Moving Picture Machine
Operators Local No. 143 ; Lou Layatta, business agent, Ushers Union;
James Gately business agent, Film
Exchange Employes Union Local No.
Fl ; F. J. (Mike) Lee, manager,
United Artists, for film exchange
managers ; George Ware, for the St.
m of Moof the Colosseu
LouistionLoge
Picture Salesmen
of America, and
Marcella Devinney and Marjorie
Glynn, Republic Pictures, temporary
secretaries.
HumanitarianAward
FromChicago

Lodge

Chicago, Oct. 22. — A dinner-meetmemof leading
committe
ingbersof ofa the
local e industry
has been
called for Monday night at the Covenant Club by Sam Levinson, chairman
of B'nai
Lodge
the Chicago
of
B'rith,
in orderCinema
to start
selecting
an

outstanding "humanitarian" engaged
in the industry here for an award.
The award is to be presented at a
Clark
in Chicago
lodge dinner in February and is expected to become an annual event.
Sets 2nd Film Fete
Although the award will be made
on behalf of the Cinema Lodge, nonChicago, Oct. 22. — Thirty of Ho
members have been asked to serve on
lywood's top films of the last 20 years the selection committee.
will be presented during the second
Among those who have been invited
"Great Films Festival" at the Clark
Nat Nathanson,
Theatre from Sunday, Nov. 9 through to the meeting are
y chairtemporar
as
serve
who will
Sunday, Nov. 23.
man ;Howard and Robert Lubliner,
Response to the first festival last Mannie Gottlieb, Ben Lourie, Jack
February was such, according to general manager Bruce Trinz, that the ban,
and
John, Harry
Rose, Arthur
V.
RobertBalaadt,Elmer
Schoenst
theatre has adopted a policy of peri- Harrison, Paul Marr ; Joe Berenson,
odic film revivals based on requests
Greenblatt,
of its patrons. Two pictures will be John J. Jones, Herbert Wallerste
in,
B.
Jack Kirsch, David
shown daily for 15 days on an around- Edwin Silverman, Joseph and Meyer
the-clock basis. The Clark is open
Stern, Irving Mack, Sam Gorelick
daily from 8:00 A.M. to 6:00 A.M. and
Bruce Trinz.
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Short

Channel

Subject
Eight Iron Men
(Stanley Kramer-Columbia)
VA/AR at its unglamorous worst and the impact of ugly battle on the perCentury-Fox)
*> sonalities of fighting men are dealt with in alternately incisive, humor- (Art Films — 20th
l"
tain Cal
Cur
A
singularly
enthralling
short subWith
Men."
Iron
"Eight
Kramer's
ous and bitter terms in producer Stanley
male
little-known
of
handful
a
and
helm
directorial
the
at
Edward Dmytryk
"Curtain
Century-Fox's
20th
is
provides
a Edgar
10-minute
exactors underplaying their American soldier roles for maximum effect against Call" jectwhich
amination
of
the
art
of
Degas,
town
European
embattled
an
the backdrop of the rain-soaked ruin and rubble of
world-famous
French
painter
of
the
underscores the
in World War II, Kramer's latest not only continues, but his
name.
with
19th
Century.
One
of
seven
films
associated
economy
roduction
tradition of realism-plus-p
Exhibitors have here an often tense, continually absorbing drama to offer photographed in color by Technicolor
their patrons. Of course, each showman is, or should be, cognizant of the in great museums and on location in
Europe, under the production aegis of
they rate high, "Eight
in his bailiwick. Where
rating of warwillfilms
popularity
an
popular,
less
are
they
Where
solidly.
Boris Vermont and Marilyn Silverclick
Iron Men" certainly
all-out selling job, coupled with the magic of the Kramer reputation, should stone, this short is indeed a distinct
credit to the motion picture screen and
spell good business.
one which should generate profound
battle
of
travail
the
which
comradery
of
law
This story of the unwritten
imposes was converted into a more conversational than active screenplay by audience enthusiasm.
A specialist in portraying on canvas
meet
Harry Brown from his own play, "A Sound of Hunting." Here weadventhe grace and charm of ballet girls,
slumberland
whose
member
light-hearted
platoon's
the
Colleano,
Bonar
vivid excitement of the racetrack
tures as a civilian Casanova introduce on the screen at intervals some wonder- the
and
the meditative human countenance,
unhappy
the
from
relief
welcome
as
come
fully funny sequences that
atmosphere of the blasted building wherein he and his fellow soldiers are Degas emerges here in all his greatness through the recollections of an
holed up. Present also is staff sergeant Lee Marvin, a man agonized in decid-is
ing how and when an attempt is to be made to rescue a platoon member who
art shop
The the
camera
recalls fromproprietor.
time to time
Parisian
up to his ears in the water of a nearby foxhole that comes under the constant
somewhat
Kiley,
Richard
is
atmosphere
wherein
the
artist
lived
there
Too,
raking of German machine gun fire.
and worked, thus merging in superb
soldier's a predicaunfortunate
knowledge
by the caution
ly affected
rescue
psychological
in attempting
thethewinds
to of
would throw
ment and who
fashion glimpses of his famous paintings and the very life that inspired
Arthur Franz, Nick Dennis, James Griffith and Dick Moore also register
^
(Continued
from
page
1)
C
C
F
as associate producers are
Credited
G.I. roles.
in
importantly
.
alt
muTells ional services.
Edward Anh
....
„
,
beautiful
Belasco's the
Jacques
them.sic score
complements
loveliness
other operat
December
For
tion.
classifica
brought to the screen by Art Films
Running time 80 minutes. General audience
In addition, Bailey said, if the freCharles L. Franke Productions. Running time, 10 minquencies desired are not available on release.
utes.
an exclusive basis, extra frequencies
above the 10,700 mc band should be
from Walla Walla
provided for short-haul local service, "The Wac
Fitzgibbons Cited by
in order to relieve possible congestion (Republic Pictures)
in Metropolitan centers.
ds girl whose ignorance of Canadian
Council
Motion Picture Association of JUDY CANOVA'S portrayal of the backwoo
of others of this series
pattern
the
follows
al
monument
is
customs
city
big
Toronto,
Oct.
22.—
President J. J.
America engineer Andrew F. Inglis
should prove appealing to the Canova following. This issue has the usual
estimated that a theatre television dis- and
Miss
when
interest
Fitzgibbons
of
Famous
Players Canaand
pace
in
tribution service would need a total of elements of slapstick comedy and picks up
dian Corp. is one of six who have
when
best
her
at
is
star
The
Corps.
Army
Women's
enlists in the
been named for citations to be
420 mc, regardless of whether the ser- Canova
course awarded by the Canadian Council of
going over an obstacle runnm
up with a soldiers' platoonseek
vice was furnished by common car- she gets mixed
A
a guided missile
riers or operated by the motion picture and later in a chase with some spies who
Canova s father to patch Christians and Jews, of which he is
industry. This number, he said, would o-ao- throughout the film concerns the efforts of Miss
a past national president. The award
and its subsequent breaking
heroic grandfat
of herhap
the statue
together various
s. her, ;
provide for 14 channels, each 30 mc through
mis
T
recognizes outstanding service in the
wide, with two of the 14 channels
promotion
of friendship among races
June
and
Canova
Miss
and creeds.
The story was written by Arthur Horman and has
used for remote pick-up.
Ste
hero
Army in an attempt to win the affection of Army
MPAA engineer Frank H. Mclin- Vincent join the
At the end of World War II, FitzMiss Vincent is the scheming blonde who attempts to outshine
tosh told the commission that the in- phen Dunne.
gibbons was decorated by King
Canova
Miss
sincere
but
simple
the
dustry could begin immediate conRoy
spies
of
efforts
George
VI
with the award of Comthe
foil
her
have
to
combine
struction of microwave relay facilities backwoods family feuds
mander of the Order of the British
s. During
upon allocation of the channels, if Barcroft and Allen Jenkins to obtain the guided missile and diagram
Only Dreams Empire for meritorious work in the
equipment were available.
sings four songs ' Lovey If Corps.
the proceedings Miss Canova
patriotic cause.
Army
s
Women
The hearing recessed today until Came True " "Boy, Oh Boy" and "Song of the
Others
d.
directe
Witney
m
Willia
and
r
produce
te
Friday, to allow the commision to
S dney Picker was associa
Chandler, Thurston
conduct routine business tomorrow.
ir the cast are Irene Ryan, George Cleveland, George
Riders
Release date, TO A Issues Digest
Hall Dick Wessel, Sarah Spencer and The Reoublic Rhythm
Running time, 83 minutes. General audience ^^X^^S^
Of 1952 Convention
Oct. 10.
'Miracle of Fatima'
Theatre Owners of America has
Holdovers Increase
4 sent to members a 22-page "1952 ConWill Release
UA
Assumes
vention Digest," covering all matters
Extended run engagements for "The Ricketts
Miracle of Fatima" continue at the
dealt
with atin the
organization's
annual
convention
Washington
last month.
Astor, Boston, and Boyd, Philadelphia,
Dec.
Nov.,
in
t
Pos
Films
nch
Bra
for fifth weeks in both situations, and Para.
In addition to exerpts from speeches
for third weeks at the Downtown,
made at the convention by Eric A.
Los Angeles, and Warner, Beverly
ons : "The Glass Johnston, Alfred Starr, Elmer C.
producti
Four "Monsoo
James Ricketts has been >named Wall,"
Hills.
n," "Outpost in Ma- Rhoden, Mitchell Wolf son and others,
Denunt's
Second week holdovers have been branch manager of Paramo
laya" and "Kansas City Confidential," the digest sets forth statements of
exchange, effective immediately,
set at the Mary Anderson, Louisville ; it wasver disclos
ed yesterday by A. W. will be released by United Artists durto the governwith16mm.respect
ing November and December, it was policy ment's
Orpheum, New Orleans; Center, Fall
anti-trust suit, arbitrapresident of Paramount announced by William J. Heineman,
berg, buting
SchwalDistri
Corp.
River ; Strand, Lowell ; Palace, Ro- Film
tion, taxation, theatre TV, etc. The
sident in charge of dis- data was assembled and compiled by
UA vice-pre
.
chester ;Keith's, Syracuse ; Missouri,
Former office booking manager in tribution
Kansas City ; Keith's, Indianapolis,
Ricketts was appointed actDick Pitts, TOA administrative assisand Olympia, Miami. After two weeks Denver,branch
"Kansas City Confidential' is sched- tant.
manager there last July.
ing
uled
for
pre-release
engagements,
at the Majestic in Providence, "Fa- He joined Paramount in 1946.
while the other three will be placed in
tima" moves over to the Carlton ;
general
release.
Put Off Biberman Bid
after one week at the Palace, the picc
ture moves over to the Grand in Col- Name
Alte
ork
McCr
Hollywood, Oct. 22, — The Screen
UA to Re-release
umbus. In normal split-week situaGuild directors have postDirectors
ger
ern
Mana
East
'Christmas Carol'
tions at the Garde, New London, and
poned for two weeks the appearance
Palace, Norwich, it holds for a week
C. A. McCrork, of Pennsylvania,
United Artists will re-release "A before it of Herbert Biberman, a memor more. "Fatima" has also been has been chosen to succeed Dave Christmas Carol," film version of the
of the "Unfriendly Nine," who
held for a third week at the Lyric Peterson as branch manager of Al- Charles Dickens story, for the holiday seeksber reinstatement.
A board repreTheatre in Manila, Philippines, it was
sentative said the directors want more
tec's Eastern division, with headquar- season, distribution vice-president William. J.Heinman disclosed. More than time to study the case. Biberman will
reported here by Warner Brothers.
ters in Philadelphia. Peterson _ last
This is the first engagement for the week was appointed Western division 100 bookings have already been set, it have to sign a SDG loyalty oath bewas said.
film outside the United States.
fore readmission.
manager, with offices in Los Angeles.

W. S. ButWashington, Oct. 22.—
terfield Theatres has requested the
Federal Communications Commission
to grant it a television station license
in Grand Rapids and changed an
earlier application for a TV channel in
Flint, in the hope of obtaining quicker
action.
Butterfield Theatres had applied for
VHF channel 16 in Flint shortly after
die TV freeze was lifted this year.
'^However, another firm, Trendle Campf bell Broadcasting Corp., also applied
for this channel. Recently the FCC
indicated it would hold a hearing on
these applications at which it would
things, the antistudy, among ofother
Butterfield Theatres.
trust record
In its request to switch its Flint application toVHF channel 12, Butterfield noted that this would leave only
one firm applying for VHF channel
16 and one for VHF channel 12, thus
both Flint applications could be granted promptly without any need for
hearings.

I
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Mich. Allied Re-elects
Vlachos President
Detroit, Oct. 22. — Allied
Theatres of Michigan members unanimously re-elected
the same officers for a second
term. John Vlachos remains
as president; E. J. Pennell,
vice-president; Irving Belinsky, secretary-treasurer, and
Allan Johnson, national Allied
director. Mrs. Dolores Cassidy
of Midland was chosen as
a'ternate national director.
Ernest T. Conlon, remains
executive-secretary.

Michigan Law
(Continued from page 1)
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Goldberg

Resignations

to

(Continued from page 1)

The resignations also apply to the
chief operating subsidiary of RKO
Pictures, RKO Radio, and to all other
subsidiaries with which the three were
identified.

Neither Stolkin, Koolish nor
Gorman could be reached for
questioning last night but individuals close to the RKO Pictures' scene indicated that Stolkin, Koolish and Ryan have not
sold or otherwise disposed of
their individual stock holdings
in the company and, so far as
was known, have no intention
of so doing at this time.
The Wall Street Journal had published three articles on members of the
Stolkin syndicate, devoting one apiece
to each of the three whose resignations were accepted yesterday. The
first article dealt with business activities of Koolish, going back about 20
years, and including alleged brushes
Fedwith better business bureaus, the other
eral Trade Commission and
agencies over methods of business conduct. The second dealt with Ryan's
alleged heavy wagering on sports and
other events and testimony in last
year's Kefauver Senate Crime Investigating Committee hearings linking him with professional gamblers
as an acquaintance of theirs.
The third article dealt with Stolkin
and repeated much of the history of
the Koolish article, due to the fact
that Stolkin had been associated with
his father-in-law in some of the business ventures which allegedly won the
disapproval of civic and Federal
agencies.
Also reuorted to havp ended
his association with RKO Pictures, althoueh the company did
not con<irm it, is Sidnev Korshak, Chicago attorney, who had
counsel
ted nv"labor
appoin
been the
new"
bv the
compa
for
a
had
k
Korsha
^ment.
manaff

in such a manner that the screens
would face the highway.
Adolph and Irving Goldberg and
Charles Komer of the Community
Theatre were hosts to the attending
exhibitors at their Bel-Air Drive-In
for a special discussion on drive-in
theatres. Ted Rogvy, theatre architect, was on hand to answer any questions pertaining to drive-ins.
Allen Johnson, Allied national
representative, gave the meeting a
report on Council of Motion Picture
Organizations activities.
At a board of directors meeting the
following were elected by districts :
district one, Al Ackerman, Detroit;
two, Joseph Denniston, Monroe;
three, C. J. Beechler, Charlotte; four,
Henry Carlev, Holland; five, Allen
Johnson, Grand Rapids; six, Herbert
Fox, Mason; seven, R. Ashmun,
Caro; eight, Wayne Chase, Lake
Odess; nine, Glenn Wallace, Scottville; 10, Ed Johnson, Bay City; 11,
Martin Thomas, Menominee ; 12, John
Schuyler, Marquette; 13, Lew Wisper,
Detroit; 14, Emerson Wood, Harbor
Detroit;
Cohen,Rock;
Elliot
; 15,
Springs'
17,
s, Flat
Vlacho
John
16,
Adolph Goldberg, Detroit; 18, Irving
Belinski ; two, Rene Germani, Monroe ;three, E. J. Pennell, Bronson ;
four, Harry Burin, Benton Harbor;
five, Marti Christiansen, Muskegon; Pittsburgh Variety
six' E. P. Dalton, Flushing; seven,
N.' Stafford, Cass City; eight.Loomis
Stan-, Elects a New Crew
ley Marz, Saginaw ; nine, Ed
Pittsburgh, Oct. 22.— At a meetElk Rapids; 10, W. James Olson,
Club the folSte.
ing- held in the Variety the
Sault
,
DePaul
Clare; 11, Joseph
1953 crew
as
named
were
lowing
13,
;
Marie ; 12, Ben Grobaski, Lanse
for Tent No. 1.:
Harold Lund, Carl Doser, Norman
iber,t; Detroi
t; 14,
Racy er,
'Sch're
Fred
l,
Mitchel
15, Lou
Detroi
Delodd
, Sam Speranza, Bob Prince,
Mervis
;
Detroit
on,
Detroit: 16. Roger Robins
Ecker, Al Weiblinger, Jimmy
Elmer
17, Irving Goldberg, Detroit; 18, Roy Klingensmith, Ray Downey, Ray
elected
Hardy, Pontiac. Griffin was
Scott and Harry Kodinsky. They will
director at large for three years term
meet within two weeks to name officers.
to succeed Ray Branch of Hastings.
ended
convention
three-dav
The
with a banquet in the Tuller Hotel.
Install Theatre TV
In ChL's Telenews
Chicago, Oct. 22.— The Telenews
Theatre in the Loop here is installing
screen telefurther changes that met with dis- a Motiograph Trad large
vision system, according to division
tribution's approval all that would rewill
main to be decided would be a for- manager Sylvan Goldfinger. This
mula for financing.
Chiin
es
theatr
of
r
bring the numbe
cago with large-screen television to
Distributor representatives, in disthe
y
recentl
cussing among themselves
amended draft, are understood to have
Brandt
n that neither ex- Name
expressed the opiniobution
would want
hibition nor distri
(Continued from page I)
the other to carry more than its share
responsibility for an arbi- career 17 years ago with Fox Theaof financial system.
tration
tres. Following that he joined United
It was expected that the cost of Artists as director of advertising, pubnot be exlicity and exploitation for Eagle-Lion
operati
cessive. ng a system would,
films, and then Lopert.

syndicate's
Stolkin
the for
part in ions
of
the purchase
negotiat
was
He
stock.
the Hughes'
identified in the Wall Street
Journal's articles as an attorney
Nose"
for "Cherry
at one a time
gangster who
Chicago
Gioe,
was convicted of extortion for
his part in the blackmailing of
motion picture executives who
ed projecti
onists'
dominatindustry
in and
the
unions
other
1930s.

Norton

Assist

Fred Goldberg was yesterday named
assistant publicity manager and head
of the special events unit of RKO
Kay Norton, pubPicture
Radio licity
manager.s by
Goldberg formerly was newspaper
contact for Paramount Pictures. He
resigned recently to work with the
Samuel Goldwyn organization- on
"Hans Christian Andersen."
Other staff positions announced
to head the rawere: Ruth Cosgrove departm
ent, asdio—TV and music
sisted by Walter Wood. Al Stern,
formerly trade paper contact, will join
Jack Lewis in the writing department.
John Springer and Betty Folker will
handle magazines. Bob Boehnel will
remain in his post as daily press con-in
tact and Jerry Cooper remains
ons. Frank Petracharge of promoti
glia has been assigned to syndicate
contact s.and handling of class "B"
magazine

Members of the Stolkin syndicate
remaining on the RKO Pictures board
are : Edward G. Burke and Sherrill
C. Corwin, vice-president and studio
representative. Also remaining are :
chairman and chief exArnold Grant,
ecutive officer William H. Clark,
treasurer; and Gordon Youngman,
member of the Bautzer, Grant,
Youngman and Silbert law firm of
Beverly Hills.
Grant said yesterday that "It is the
intention of the board as soon as possible to fill the vacancies with men of
outstanding calibre, who will be well Columbia
Loan
(Continued from page 1)
qualified to represent the interests of
all stockholders of RKO. It is hoped
that this can be accomplished within the full sum to mature in five years
$10,000,000 in fixed credits
thePresumably,
next 10 days."
the post of president, provides
open credits with
and $5,000,000 inboth
at the rate of
when filled, will not include the chief amortization of
executive duties held by Grant, unless 10 per cent annually. The increases in
h= creeds to the title and relinthe company's borrowing facilities is
quishes the board chairmanship to a reflection of "intensified plans for
another. Grant has been given coma's) future
of (Columbi
producti
authority by the the
for worldwide disof onfilms
schedule
board. plete administrative
tribution," the company stated.
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Harry M. Popkin presents RAY MILLAND as "THE THIEF" with Martin Gabel and introducing Rita Gam
Executive Producer Harry M. Popkin • Written for the screen
~J u. by
. p..Clarence
r>- Greene & Russell Rouse • Music by
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Griffin Attacks Practice,
Cites Theatre Importance

adGriffin emphasized in histion
dress before the conven
delegates the importance of the
motion picture theatre to a
community, no matter how
large or how small.

Columbia
Gets

Larger

RKO

Pictures
Loan

Radio

Presidency,

Board

Vacancies

Starr

to

Convention
Memphis, Oct. 22. — Alfred
of the TheStarr, president
atre Owners of America, will
be one of the speakers at the
annual convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Arkansas, Tennessee and
Mississippi. The three-day
meeting will open here on
Monday.
Memphis

to

Be

Filled

In 10 Days; Resignations Follow 'Wall St.
Journal' Articles on Business Backgrounds

Columbia Pictures Corp. yesterday
Ralph E. Stolkin, head of the syndicate which one month ago
revealed completion of agreements for
$15,000,000 in credits with the First today bought Howard Hughes' controlling stock interest in RKO
National Bank of Boston, the Bank
Pictures, and who three weeks ago today was elected president of
of America, and the Bank of Manhatwithdrew from the comtan, to replace financial arrangements the company, resigned that post and alsopany's
board of directors yesterday.
made with the same banks in Aug.
Resigning from the board with
1950 for $12,000,000.
Stolkin were A. L. Koolish, his
The new agreement stipulates that
father-in-law and a member of the
(Continued on page 5)
purchasing syndicate, and William
Gorman, the representative on the
Name
Brandt
RKO
board of Ray Ryan, another member
of the syndicate. The latter two were
not officers of RKO Pictures.
That the resignations were the
Exploitation Head
direct result of the series of articles

During a discussion on the topic
Griffin chose, a suggestion was made
Leon Brandt was named exploitation
to appeal to the Michigan legislature manager of RKO Radio Pictures yesto have laws passed which would make
terday by Richfree motion pictures unlawful, even to
A. L. KOOLISH
ard Condon,
na- RALPH STOLKIN
tional director
the extent that exhibitors would be
of advertising,
from constructing drive-ins
prohibited(Contin
ued on page 5)
publicity and
exploitation. He
Arbitration
succeeds Terry Equal
Cost-Sharing Seen
T u r n e r , reNegotiations
SAG
Financing of an industry system of
signed.
on, the only subject not dealt
arbitrati
Brandt,
naOff
Are Broken
tional director
of advertising, with in the distributor-amended arbitration draft which has been circuin the industry, is expected to
lating
publicity
and
AcHollywood, Oct. 22.— Screen
distributors and
ive
collect
exploitation
for
off
be shared equally by.
tors Guild has broken
Lopert Films, he
re
to observers,
ng
accordi
the
rs,
with
exhibito
ns
iatio
negot
bargaining
Leon Brandt
will assume his
new duties on
American Association of AdvertisingIf the draft meets with exhibition s
York film pro- Nov. 3. Brandt began his industry
Agencies and Newfilmed
cials,
commer
l in its edpresent form or
approva
make
who
ducers
(Continued on page 5)
(Continu on page S)
it was announced today, and strike
immevoted
ith
action. is expected to be
diately
Negotiations broke down completely
over the agencies insistence on the
Industry's
right to televise filmed commercial Tells
of
FCC
spots without limitation throughout
the nation for a period of 13 weeks.
Band
Exclusive
for
Need

Address

Posts

Washington, Oct. 22.— The industhe Federal Comtry today asked
munications Commission to allocate for
the exclusive use of theatre television
the frequencies from 5,925 to 6,285
which are currently allomegacycles,
cated as common carrier frequencies.
This portion of the spectrum must
be the "backbone" of theatre television
Exhibidistribution systems, National
tor Theatre Television Committee
consulting engineer Stuart Bailey told
the FCC, enabling the extension of
service over long distances.
This contention was the nub of today's testimony in the FCC hearings

on the engineering and accountingion hearphases of the theatre televission
that
ing. Bailey told the commis
ered exthe FCC consid
in the event allocation
of these frequencies
clusive
to theatre television undesirable, common carriers and others could use
the frequencies on a non-interfering
pribasis, with theatre television themade
mary user. Other suggestions
by Bailey in case the FCC did not
want to make exclusive allocation of
frequencies included classifying theatre
television as an industrial radio serncy-sh
frequeued
vice on a (Contin
on aring
page 4)basis with

published by the Wall Street Journal
during the past week detailing past
business and other activities of the
three was clear from the statement
issued announcing their resignations,
although the Journal was not mentioned by name. The statement of the
three said :
"Our only interest in acquiring
stcck of RKO Pictures Corp. was our
belief that the company can be, under
able and independent management,
brought to the full realization of its
great"We
potential.
recognize that a volume
of unfavorable publicity directed against us as individuals has
been or can be damaging to the
company.
"Consistent with our original intent
of
doing that which is best for the
company, and for that reason only,
5)
we have (Continued
submitted onourpageresignations."
Minimum

of 15,000

To See Lees

TV

At least 15,000 persons are
expected to view the closed
circuit theatre telecast of the
James Lees and Sons national
sales convention on Dec. 8, a
spokesman for the carpet
manufacturing firm disclosed
here yesterday.
The spokesman estimated a
minimum audience of 1,003
persons in each of the 15
cities slated to carry the telecast, contracted for by Theatre Network Television.

^
^^^

Detroit, Oct. 22. — Lawrence
Griffin, who recently became an exhibitor following his retirement
from an executive post with a
grocery chain, today attacked before a
of Allied Themorning meeting today
atres of Michigan the practice of free
motion picture showings by business
concerns and others.

Resign

Gorman

Koolish,

Stolkin,

CENTS

Motion

Personal

Albany
TOA

Mention

Unit

Bids
A

Become

Defendant

Picture

in

Suit

\ ,\ AX E. YOUNGSTEIN, United
1V1 Artists vice-president, is due to
Albany, Oct. 22.— Albany Theatre
return to New York on Monday from
Owners of America, at a meeting toLondon.
•
day, voted to recommend that national
TOA be made a party defendant m
James H. Eshelman, former city the Department of Justice anti-trust
Paramount Thea- suit for the release of 16mm. pictures
manager for United
tres in Buffalo and Rochester, is now to TV stations.
The unit also reacted favorably to a
manager of the Gopher Theatre in
Minneapolis.
•
report by executive director-counsel
Lewis A. Sumherg on the arbitration
Mrs. Luke Strager, wife of the plan considered at the recent national
Universal traveling auditor visiting in convention in Washington. Members
Mary's Hos- agreed that it would be "particularly
San Francisco, is at St. from
surgery.
pital there recuperating
exhibit
ndent
indepe
one
helpfu
al asors.'
propos
bed the
descri
Sumberlg to
S.
and
H.
of
imer
Hofhe
J.
Lee
y and economthat would give "speed
Theatres in Columbus, announces the
ical relief" to exhibitors.
Members reported that the local exengagement of his daughter, Joyce,
to Leonard Streli•tz of Norfolk, Va.
oporchange area is suffering "dispr
tionately" from a print shortage. They
sed
increa
be
Bernard Seaman, manager of the believe the number should
and
re,
first
Baltimo
will
in
matter
Beacon Theatre
by 50 per cent. The
Mrs. Seaman are honeymooning in be discussed with branch managers.
Europe.
Sumberg and president Harry Lamont
promised that if they do not get ac"within a reasonable time" TOA
, Universal East- will tion
Jeff Livingston
follow through on the national
ern advertising manager, will be in level.
New Haven today and will return
here tomorrow.
Saul J. Ullman, distributor chairman for the Council of Motion Picture Organizations in the drive to
Milton R. Rackmil, Universal
the 20 per cent Federal admist, is due here from the Coast repealsion tax, reported on conferences he
presidenw.
tomorro
had held with elected representatives
from this area.
Bill Kelly and Buford Styles of
Members were warned against playthe Universal branch in Jacksonville
ing ASCAP music unless they have
have returned there from Hollywood. signed the new licensing agreement.
They will also ask to hold themselves
in readiness for swift action if any
M-G-M
_
Richey,
M.
son
Hender
exhibitor relations head, will return bills "harmful" to the industry are
presented at the next session of the
here today from Detroit.
legislature convening in January.
Sam Davis of Phoenicia was elected
to
the board of directors.
Emerling, Morris at
A luncheon meeting wll be held
School Tonight here Nov. 17.
Ampa
Ernest Emerling and Seymour Morris, directors of advertising-publicity- 'Limelight' U. S.
and Schine
exploitation for Loew's
Theatres, respectively, will be guest Premiere Today
lecturers at the Associated Motion
Chaplin's "Limelight,"
Charles
Picture Advertisers' showmanship which
will have its American preadcourse tonight. Al Floersheimer,
miere today at the Astor and Transvertising-publicity-exploitation direc- Lux 60th
St. theatres, in New York,
tor of Walter Reade Theatres, is will have its West Coast premiere on
chairman for the program which will Nov. 13 at the United Artists Theatake place at the Woodstock Hotel
tre in San Francisco and its first Canhere.
adian engagements during the followFollowing the class, SO of the stuing week on the Odeon circuit in
presiAMPA
y
accompan
will
dents
Victoria, Winnident Harry K. McWilliams on the Toronto, Vancouver,Edmonton
. All of
peg, Calgary and
first showmanship tour to the Filmack
nts will be on a conTrailer Co. The Filmack plant will be the engagemetinuous-run
schedule.
open and working to enable the class
First of the Odeon bookings will be
to see film trailers in actual production.
in Vancouver, where "Limelight" will
open on Nov. 20 in 11 theatres. The
other engagements will begin on Nov.
21, except at Edmont, where the openWilliam W. Young, 84
ing will be on Nov. 28.
William Wesley Young, 84, producer and director of the silent films
Franke Joins Paramount
"Alice in Wonderland" and "Alice
Charles Franke, a member of the
Through the Looking Glass," died
here Tuesday in St. Barnabas Hos- staff of Motion Picture Daily for
pital. Also a co-producer with Clar- the past eight years, has been named
ence Darrow, the major part of his trade press publicity contact for Paramount Pictures, effective in two
career was spent as a writer and editor on various newspapers and peri- weeks. He replaces Murray Segal,
odicals. He was a brother of the late who takes a similar post with RKO
Radio.
cartoonist Art Young.
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INS Election Service
Seen in N.Y. Houses

WELFARE

o, Oct. 22— InternaChicag
tional News Service is offering a special election night
service to theatres and other
public gathering places to
enable them to bring results
of the election to their audiences. The service consists of
installation of a high-speed
to be inINS telety
day and night
stalled forpetheprinter
of Nov. 4 in a place designated by the customer. INS
claims that the service is going to be used on election
night at the Paramount, Capitol, and Palace in New York,
as well as at other theatres
ghout the
there
country. and throu

Claims
Show

Costs
Natural

Low

to

Vision

Theatre alteration costs for the
presentation of Natural Vision films
would be a maximum of $1,000 for a
first-run house and from $200 to $300
for a subsequent run, it was estimated
yesterday by Milton Gunzburg, president of Natural Vision, third dimensional film company. The alteration
costs, which he considered low, would
mainly consist of coupling two projectors, attaching 5,500-foot magazines,
and using a reflective type screen.
Gunzburg noted that many small
town theatres already have a reflective type screen and thought that the
magazines could be easily rented.
Otherwise all other equipment is standard. He said the $1,000 figure is
based on alterations done by the
Hollywood and Paramount Theatres
in Hollywood for the premiere showing of Arch
"Bwana
on Nov.
27, butObler's
emphasized
theseDevil,"
were
rather extensive alterations and the
figure might be even lower.
Gunzburg, who is associated with
George J. Schaefer, revealed the firm
has contracts for four more Natural
Vision films, all in color. Obler has
a one-picture-a-year contract with the
company. Of the other three films,
one is expected to be ready for late
1953 release. While here Gunzburg
is investigating the possibility of
processing
stage plays in Natural
Vision.

IS

FUN

PLANNED

IN

ST.

LOUIS

St. Louis, Oct. 22.— Plans for a
permanent welfare fund for men and
women in the amusement and entertainment fields, including all channels
of the motion picture business are
scheduled for discussion at a special
meeting to be held in the Paramount
exchange screening room on Friday.
At a meeting held last week, at
which representatives from all
branches of the St. Louis film industry were present, affirmation of the
need for such a plan was voiced. The
drive for a special fund has been intensified byrecent examples of people
in the industry brought to severe
financial plights by accidents and illness.
organization commitA tee temporar
to considery possibilities of such a
fund consist of Tom Bloomer, president, MPTO of Eastern Missouri,
St. Louis and Southern Illinois ; Betty
Wendt, business agent, Film Exchange Employes Union, Local No.
Bl ; Leroy Upton, president, Stage
Hands Union Local No. 8 ; Ed Butler,
Ticket Sellers; Harry Yaeger, Motion Picture Cameramen ; Tony Blust,
president, Moving Picture Machine
Operators Local No. 143 ; Lou Layatta, business agent, Ushers Union;
James Gately business agent, Film
Exchange Employes Union Local No.
Fl ; F. J. (Mike) Lee, manager,
United Artists, for film exchange
managers ; George Ware, for the St.
m of Moof the Colosseu
LouistionLoge
Picture Salesmen
of America,
and
Marcella Devinney and Marjorie
Glynn, Republic Pictures, temporary
secretaries.
HumanitarianAward
From

Chicago

Lodge

Chicago, Oct. 22. — A dinner-meetof leading
committ
ingbersof ofa the
been
has memlocalee industry
Covethe
at
called for Monday night
nant Club by Sam Levinson, chairman
of B'nai
Lodge
the Chicago
of
an
selecting
to start
in orderCinema
B'rith,

outstanding "humanitarian" engaged
in the industry here for an award.
The award is to be presented_ at a
Clark
in Chicago
lodge dinner in February and is expected to become an annual event.
Sets 2nd Film Fete
Although the award will be made
on behalf of the Cinema Lodge, nonChicago, Oct. 22.— Thirty of Hol- members have been asked to serve on
lywood's top films of the last 20 years
.
will be presented during the second the selection 'committeehave
been invited
those who
Among
"Great Films Festival" at the Clark to the meeting are Nat Nathanson,
Theatre from Sunday, Nov. 9 through
who will serve as temporary chairSunday, Nov. 23.
man ;Howard and Robert Lubliner,
Response to the first festival last Mannie Gottlieb, Ben Lourie, Jack
February was such, according to general manager Bruce Trinz, that the Rose. John, Harry
and Elmer Balaban, Arthur Schoenstadt, Robert V.
theatre has adopted a policy of peri- Harrison, Paul Marr ; Joe Berenson,
odic film revivals based on requests
of its patrons. Two pictures will be John J. Jones, Herbert Greenblatt,
David B. Wallerstein,
shown daily for 15 days on an around- Jack Kitsch, , Joseph and Meyer
the-clock basis. The Clark is open Edwin Silverman
Stern, Irving Mack, Sam Gorelick
daily from 8:00 A.M. to 6:00 A.M. and
Bruce Trinz.

Kcpe 11 u™"P.
D. C. London Bureau, 4 Golden Sq London \\ .1 ,each
North Clark Street, FR-2-2843. Washington, J. A. Otten, National Press Club. Washington
Herald; Better Theatre, and Theatre S le
" .Other Quigley Publications: Motion Picture
, IT Editor cable address. "Quigpubco, London Motion
B
at
orme
post
the
at
IV48.
21.
bept.
matter,
second-class
as
Entered
Picture Almanac; Fame.
Herald; International
a section of Motion PictureSubscription
rates per year. $6 in the Americas and $12 foreiirn; single comes in,
the act of March 3. 1879.
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Motion

Butterfield
New

TV

Requests

Channel

Washington, Oct. 22. — W. S. Butterfield Theatres has requested the
Federal Communications Commission
to grant it a television station license
in Grand Rapids and changed an
earlier application for a TV channel in
Flint, in the hope of obtaining quicker
action.
Butterfield Theatres had applied for
VHF channel 16 in Flint shortly after
the TV freeze was lifted this year.
However, another firm, Trendle Campbell Broadcasting Corp., also applied
for this channel. Recently the FCC
indicated it would hold a hearing on
these applications at which it would
things, the antistudy, among other
trust record of Butterfield Theatres.
In its request to switch its Flint application toVHF channel 12, Butterfield noted that this would leave only
one firm applying for VHF channel
16 and one for VHF channel 12, thus
both Flint applications could be granted promptly without any need for
hearings.

Reviews
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Eight Iron Men
(Sta nl ey Kramer- Co htnib ia )
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Short
Subject

on the per\ A/AR at its unglamorous worst and the impact of ugly battle
Century-Fox)
W sonalities of fighting men are dealt with in alternately incisive, humor- (Art Films n— 20^
l"
Cal
tai
Cur
A
singularly
enthralling
short subWith
Men."
Iron
"Eight
Kramer's
ous and bitter terms in producer Stanley
male
little-known
of
handful
a
and
helm
directorial
the
Edward Dmytryk at
Century-Fox's "Curtain
is 20th provides
actors underplaying their American soldier roles for maximum effect against Call" jectwhich
10-minute
examination
of
the
art ofa Edgar
Degas,
town
European
the backdrop of the rain-soaked ruin and rubble of an embattled
world-famous French painter of the
in World War II, Kramer's latest not only continues, but underscores the 19th Century. One of seven films
tradition of realism-plus-production economy associated with his name.
Exhibitors have here an often tense, continually absorbing drama to offer photographed in color by Technicolor
their patrons. Of course, each showman is, or should be, cognizant of the in great museums and on location in
Europe, under the production aegis of
Where they rate high, "Eight
of war films in his bailiwick.
popularity rating
an
popular,
less
are
they
Where
solidly.
Boris Vermont and Marilyn Silverclick
Iron Men" certainly will
all-out selling job, coupled with the magic of the Kramer reputation, should stone, this short is indeed a distinct
credit to the motion picture screen and
spell good business.
one which should generate profound
battle
of
travail
the
which
comradery
of
This story of the unwritten law
audience enthusiasm.
imposes was converted into a more conversational than active screenplay by
specialist in portraying on canvas
Here we meet theA grace
Harry Brown from his own play, "A Sound of Hunting."
and charm of ballet girls,
advenslumberland
whose
member
light-hearted
platoon's
the
Colleano,
Bonar
the vivid excitement of the racetrack
wondersome
intervals
at
screen
the
on
introduce
Casanova
tures as a civilian
and the meditative human countenance,
fully funny sequences that come as welcome relief from the unhappy
atmosphere of the blasted building wherein he and his fellow soldiers are Degas emerges here in all his greatness through the recollections of an
holed up. Present also is staff sergeant Lee Marvin, a man agonized in decid-is
ing how and when an attempt is to be made to rescue a platoon member who
art shop
The the
camera
recalls fromproprietor.
time to time
Parisian
up to his ears in the water of a nearby foxhole that comes under the constant
somewhat
j
atmosphere
wherein
the
artist
lived
Kiley,
Richard
is
there
raking of German machine gun fire. Too,
and worked, thus merging in superb
soldier's a predicaunfortunate
knowledge
by the caution
ly affected
psychological
rescue. fashion glimpses of his famous paintin attempting
thethewinds
to of
Tells FCC
would throw
ment and who
ings and the very life that inspired
Arthur Franz, Nick Dennis, James Griffith and Dick Moore also register
(Continued from page 1)
importantly in G.I. roles. Credited as associate producers are Edna and them. Jacques Belasco's beautiful muEdward Anhalt.
sic score complements the loveliness
other operational services.
December brought to the screen by Art Films
For
on.
classificati
audience
General
minutes.
80
time,
Runninofrethe
if
said,
In addition, Bailey
Charles L. Franke utes.
Productions. Running time, 10 minquencies desired are not available on release &
an exclusive basis, extra frequencies
above the 10,700 mc band should be
from Walla Walla
provided for short-haul local service, "The Wac
Fitzgibbons Cited by
in order to relieve possible congestion (Republic Pictures)
in Metropolitan centers.
whose ignorance of Canadian
Council
Motion Picture Association of JUDY CANOVA'S portrayal of the backwoods girl
others of this series
of
pattern
the
follows
al
monument
is
customs
city
big
Toronto,
Oct.
22.
— President J. J.
America engineer Andrew F. Inglis
appealing to the Canova following. This issue has the usual
estimated that a theatre television dis- and shouldofprove
Miss
when
Fitzgibbons
of
Famous
Players Canainterest
and
pace
in
slapstick comedy and picks up
tribution service would need a total of elements
dian Corp. is one of six who have
when
best
her
at
is
star
The
Corps.
Army
Women's
enlists in the
been named for citations to be
420 mc, regardless of whether the ser- Canova
over an obstacle course awarded by the Canadian Council of
up with a soldiers' platoon going guided
vice was furnished by common car- she gets mixed
running
A
missile.
a
riers or operated by the motion picture and later in a chase with some spies who seek
s father to patch Christians and Jews, of which he is
industry. This number, he said, would crao- throughout the film concerns the efforts of Miss Canova
a past national president. The award
its subsequent breaking- recognizes outstanding service in the
provide for 14 channels, each 30 mc together the statue of her heroic grandfather, and 9i>
'
wide, with two of the 14 channels through various mishaps.
promotion of friendship among races
The story was written by Arthur Horman and has Miss Canova and June and creeds.
used for remote pick-up.
to win the affection of Army hero SteMPAA engineer Frank H. Mclin- Vincent join the Army in an attempt
At the end of World War II, Fitzphen Dunne Miss Vincent is the scheming blonde who attempts to outshineof
tosh told the commission that the ingibbons was decorated by King
Miss Canova s knowledge
and
Luck
Canova.
Miss
sincere
but
simple
the
dustry could begin immediate conRoy
spies
of
efforts
the
foil
her
George
VI
with the award of Comhave
to
combine
feuds
struction of microwave relay facilities backwoods family
mander of the Order of the British
During
upon allocation of the channels, if Barcroft and Allen Jenkins to obtain the guided missile and diagrams.
Empire for meritorious work in the
"Lovey If Only Dreams
equipment were available.
the proceedings Miss Canova sings fourof songs
patriotic
cause.
Corps.
Army
s
the Women
The hearing recessed today until Came True," "Boy, Oh Boy" and "Song
. Others
directed
Witney
William
and
r
produce
e
associat
was
Picker
Friday, to allow the commision to
Sidney
Chandler, Thurston
conduct routine business tomorrow.
in the cast are Irene Ryan, George Cleveland, George
TO A Issues Digest
Hall Dick Wessel, Sarah Spencer and The Reoubhc Rhythm Riders.
Release date
ication
classif
ce
audien
l
Genera
.
83 minutes
Runnin
Walter Pashkin Of 1952 Convention
10. g time,
Oct.
'Miracle of Fatima'
Theatre Owners of America has
Holdovers Increase
a 22-page "1952 Con4 sent to members
Will Release
UA
Assumes
vention Digest," covering all matters
Extended run engagements for "The Ricketts
Miracle of Fatima" continue at the
dealt
with atin the
organization's
annual
convention
Washington
last month.
Astor, Boston, and Boyd, Philadelphia,
Post
Films in Nov., Dec.
nch
Bra
a.
Par
for fifth weeks in both situations, and
In addition to exerpts from speeches
for third weeks at the Downtown,
made at the convention by Eric A.
Los Angeles, and Warner, Beverly
Four productions : "The Glass Johnston, Alfred Starr, Elmer C.
James Ricketts has been _named
Hills.
Wall," "Monsoon," "Outpost in Ma- Rhoden, Mitchell Wolfson and others,
Dennt's
Second week holdovers have been branch manager effectiv
of Paramou
e immediately,
laya" and "Kansas City Confidential," the digest sets forth statements of
ver exchange,
set at the Mary Anderson, Louisville ; it was disclosed yesterday by A. W. will be released by United Artists durwith respect to the governing November and December, it was policy ment's
Orpheum, New Orleans; Center, Fall
16mm. anti-trust suit, arbitraSchwalberg, president of Paramount announced by William J. Heineman,
River ; Strand, Lowell ; Palace, Ro- Film Distributing Corp.
tion, taxation, theatre TV, etc. The
sident in charge of dis- data was assembled and compiled by
vice-pre
Former office booking manager in UA
chester Keith's,
;
Syracuse ; Missouri,
.
tribution
Kansas City ; Keith's, Indianapolis, Denver, Ricketts was appointed actDick Pitts, TOA administrative assisand Olympia, Miami. After two weeks
"Kansas City Confidential' is sched- tant.
ing branch manager there last July.
uled
for
pre-release
engagements,
at the Majestic in Providence, "Fa- He joined Paramount in 1946.
while the other three will be placed in
tima" moves over to the Carlton ;
general release.
Put Off Biberman Bid
after one week at the Palace, the picAltec
ture moves over to the Grand in Col- Name
McCrork
Hollywood, Oct. 22. — The Screen
UA to Re-release
umbus. In normal split-week situaDirectors Guild directors have postrn
ger
'Christmas
Carol'
Easte
Mana
tions at the Garde, New London, and
poned for two weeks the appearance
Palace, Norwich, it holds for a week
C. A. McCrork, of Pennsylvania,
United Artists will re-release "A before it of Herbert Biberman, a memCarol," film version of the
or more. "Fatima" has also been has been chosen to succeed Dave Christmas
Nine," who
of the "Unfriendly
held for a third week at the Lyric Peterson as branch manager of Al- Charles Dickens story, for the holiday seeksber reinstatement.
A board repreTheatre in Manila, Philippines, it was
sentative said the directors want more
tec's Eastern division, with headquar- season, distribution vice-president William J.Heinman disclosed. More than time to study the case. Biberman will
reported here by Warner Brothers.
ters in Philadelphia. Peterson . last
This is the first engagement for the week was appointed Western division 100 bookings have already been set, it have to sign a SDG loyalty oath bewas said.
film outside the United States.
fore readmission.
manager, with offices in Los Angeles.
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Mich. Allied Re-elects
Vlachos President
Detroit, Oct. 22. — Allied
Theatres of Michigan members unanimously re-elected
the same officers for a second
term. John Vlachos remains
as president; E. J. Pennell,
vice-president; Irving Belinsky, secretary-treasurer, and
Allan Johnson, national Allied
director. Mrs. Dolores Cassidy
of Midland was chosen as
alternate national director.
Ernest T. Conlon, remains
executive-secretary.

Michigan Law
(Continued from page 1)
in such a manner that the screens
would face the highway.
Adolph and Irving Goldberg and
Charles Komer of the Community
Theatre were hosts to the attending
exhibitors at their Bel-Air Drive-In
for a special discussion on drive-in
theatres. Ted Rogvy, theatre architect, was on hand to answer any questions pertaining to drive-ins.
Allen Johnson, Allied national
representative, gave the meeting a
report on Council of Motion Picture
Organizations activities.
At a board of directors meeting the
following were elected by districts:
district one, Al Ackerman, Detroit;
Denniston, Monroe;
Joseph
two,
three, C. J. Beechler, Charlotte; four,
Henry Carley, Holland; five, Allen
Johnson, Grand Rapids; six, Herbert
seven, R. Ashmun,
Fox, Mason;
Chase, Lake
Wayne
eight,
Caro;
Odess; nine, Glenn Wallace, Scott11,ville; 10, Ed Johnson, Bay City;
Martin Thomas, Menominee ; 12, John
Schuyler, Marquette ; 13, Lew Wisper,
Detroit; 14, Emerson Wood, Harbor
Springs; IS, Elliot Cohen, Detroit;
16 John Vlachos, Flat Rock; 17,
Adolph Goldberg, Detroit; 18, Irving
Belinski; two, Rene Germani, Monroe; three, E. J. Pennell, Bronson ;
four, Harry Burin, Benton Harbor ;
five, Marti Christiansen, Muskegon;
six' E. P. Dalton, Flushing; seven,
StanN. ' Stafford, Cass City; eight,
ley Marz, Saginaw ; nine, Ed Loomis,
Olson,
Elk Rapids; 10, W. James
Clare; 11, Joseph DePaul, Sault Ste.
Marie ; 12, Ben Grobaski, Lanse ; 13,
Fred
; 14,
er, ; Detroit
Racy 'Schreib
l,
Mitchel
15, Lou
r, Detroit
Delodde
;
Detroit
n,
Robinso
Detroit; 16, Roger
17, Irving Goldberg, Detroit; 18, Roy
Hardy, Pontiac. Griffin was elected
director at large for three years term
to succeed Ray Branch of Hastings.
convention ended
The three-day
with a banquet in the Tuller Hotel.
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Goldberg

Resignations

(Continued from page 1)

The resignations also _ apply to the
chief operating subsidiary of RKO
Pictures, RKO Radio, and to all other
subsidiar.ies with which the three were
identified

Neither Stolkin, Koolish nor
Gorman could be reached for
questioning last night but individuals close to the RKO Pictures' scene indicated that Stolkin, Koolish and Ryan have not
sold or otherwise disposed of
their individual stock holdings
in the company and, so far as
was known, have no intention
of so doing at this time.
pubThe Wall Street Journal had
lished three articles on members of the
Stolkin syndicate, devoting one apiece
whose resignato each of the three yester
day. The
tions were accepted
s activibusines
with
first article dealt
ties of Koolish, going back about 20
years, and including alleged brushes
the Fedwith better business bureaus,and
other
eral Trade Commission
s
agencies over methods of busines conduct. The second dealt with Ryan's
alleged heavy wagering on sports and
other events and testimony in. last
year's Kefauver . Senate Crime Investigating Committee hearings linking him with professional gamblers
as an acquaintance of theirs.
The third article dealt with Stolkin
and repeated much of the history of
the Koolish article, due to the fact
that Stolkin had been associated with
the busihis father-in-law in some of
ness ventures which allegedly won the
disapproval of civic and Federal
agencies.
Also reuorted to have ended
his association with RKO Pictures, although the companv did
not confirm it is Sidnev Korshak, Chicago attorney, who had
counsel
ed v"labor
appoint
new"
been
by the
compan
for the
Korshak had a
management.
Pittsburgh

Members, of the Stolkin syndicate
remaining on the RKO Pictures board
are: Edward G. Burke and Sherrill
C. Corwin, vice-president and studio
representative. Also remaining are :
chairman and chief exArnold Grant,
ecutive officer William H. Clark,
treasurer ; and Gordon Youngman,
member of the Bautzer, Grant,
Youngman and Silbert law firm of
Beverly Hills.

yesterday that "It is the
Grant said
of the board as soon as posintention
sible to fill the vacancies with men of
outstanding calibre, who will be well
qualified to represent the interests of
all stockholders of RKO. It is hoped
that this can be accomplished within

TO

contactes.and handling of class "B"
magazin
Columbia
Loan
(Continued from page 1)

YOUR

TECHNICAL
PROBLEMS

The

the

Arbitration Cost
(Continued from page I)

. .

Altec

Service

TV

In ChL's Telenews
Chicago, Oct. 22.— The Telenews
Theatre in the Loop here is installing
screen telefurther changes that met with dis- a Motiograp'h Trad large
vision system, according to division
tribution's approval all that would remain to be decided would be a for- manager Sylvan Goldfinger. This will
mula for financing.
bring the number of theatres in Chicago with large-screen television to
disin
ves,
entati
repres
six.
butor
Distri
cussing among themselves recently the
amended draft, are understood to have
Brandt
ex- Name
opinion that neitherwant
expressed thenor distri
bution would
hibition
(Continued from page 1)
the other to carry more than its share
al responsibility for an arbi- career 17 years ago with Fox Theaof financitration
system.
tres. Following that he joined United
of
cost
the
that
It was expected
Artists as director of advertising, pubexbe
not
licity and exploitation for Eagle-Lion
operat
cessive.ing a system would
films, and then Lopert.

Fred Goldberg was yesterday named
assistant publicity manager and head
of the special events unit of RKO
es by Kay Norton, pubPictur
Radio licity
manager.
Goldberg formerly was newspaper
contact for Paramount Pictures. He
resigned recently to work with the
Samuel Goldwyn organization on
"Hans Christian Andersen."
Other staff positions announced
were: Ruth Cosgrove to head the radio—TV and music department, assisted by Walter Wood. Al Stern,
formerly trade paper contact, will join
Jack Lewis in the writing department.
John Springer and Betty Folker will
handle magazines. Bob Boehnel will
remain in his post as daily press scon-in
tact and Jerry Cooper remain
ions. Frank Petracharge of promot
glia has been assigned to syndicate

ANSWER

Variety

Theatre

Norton

the full sum to mature in five years
days."
provides $10,000,000 in fixed credits
next 10 y,
thePresumabl
the post of president, and
$5,000,000 in open credits with
when filled, will not include the chief amortization of both at the rate of
executive duties held by Grant, unless 10 per cent annually. The increases in
he succeeds to the title and relin- the company's borrowing facilities is
quishes.... the board chairmanship to a reflection of "intensified plans for
another:' Grant has been given coma's) efuture
of (Columbi
productio
the the
disfor worldwid
of nfilms
schedule
board. plete administrative authority by
tribution," the company stated.

Elects a New Crew
Pittsburgh, Oct. 22.— At a meetty Club the foling held in the Varieas
the 1953 crew
lowing were named
for Tent No. 1.:
Harold Lund, Carl Doser, Norman
Mervis, Sam Speranza, Bob Prince,
Elmer Ecker, Al Weiblinger, Jimmy
th, Ray Downey, RayKlingensmi
Scott and Harry Kodinsky. They will
meet
ficers. within two weeks to name of-

Install

Assist

syndicaete's
Stolkin
the for
part intions
of
the purchas
negotia
' stock. He was
the Hughes
identified in the Wall Street
Journal's articles as an attorney
for "Cherry Nose"
at one a time
Chicago gangster who
Gioe,
was convicted of extortion for
his part in the blackmailing of
motion picture executives who
' and
ionistsin
dominated
ry unions
the
industproject
other
1930s.
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Harry M. Popkin presents RAY MILLAND as "THE THIEF" with Martin Gabel and introducing Rita Gam
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Tradewise
By SHERWIN

.

YORK,

U. S. A., FRIDAY,

TOA

Eyssell

to

THE difficult and urgent task of
reorganizing RKO Radio and
restoring its operations to a
smoothly functioning and commercially healthy state were interrupted
this week by forces beyond the control of management. In the resignations from the board of directors
of Ralph Stolkin, A. L. Koolish and
William Gorman, and of Stolkin
from the presidency, there was a
major diversion which is of more
consequence as an immediately delaying factor in the re-building of a
working company than any other
influence it may exert on the future
of RKO Radio.
That is because much of the immediate reorganizing work and
planning of Arnold Grant, board
chairman and chief executive officer, and his staff necessarily has
been interrupted and diverted by the
circumstances leading up to the
resignations and by the basic task
diverof filling the vacancies. The
sion is of less consequence insofar
as the future is concerned because
none of the three, Stolkin, Koolish
and Gorman, was slated for any
e role in the managevitallyment ofactiv
the company.
The significance of the added
trial imposed upon the company and
Grant's management is to be measured for the most part in time lost.
It is to be assumed that the setback
will be overcome as swiftly as pos(Continued on page 2)

Benefit

for

3 AA

Set

TEN

24, 1952

. .

KANE

Technicolor

OCTOBER

Head

Features

Hollywood, Oct. 23.— Allied Artists
and Technicolor, Inc., have completed
negotiations under which the former
obtains three Technicolor feature commitments for the 1953 schedule, not
counting the previously announced
"Affair in Monte Carlo" made in
BritishEngl
Pathe.and with Associated
The three films, as announced by
president Steve Broidy, and to be made
here are "Wichita," "The Annapolis
Story" and "The Black Knight," all
under the personal supervision of
Walter Mirisch.
This marks the first time Technicolor will be used in the history _ of
with the studio's
the company, in line ng
product wherof upgradi
new policy
ever possible.
"Affair in Monte Carlo" stars Merle
Oberon, Richard Todd, Leo Genn and
was produced by Victor Saville.

Hospital

trustees of the Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital said it was their intention to
make this an annual event which not
only would raise money for the institution but also create a traditional
hallmark for the motion picture industry," said the announcement of the
benefit performance.
"The selection of "Hans Christian
Clubs Will RoAndersen," according to the trustees,
gers Memorial
was made because it is an American
Hospital at
motion picture of special merit which
carries with it a great deal of interNew York's
Criterion
Theanational significance," it was stated.
tre on the .eveEyssell has appointed the following
ning of Nov 24,
to the executive committee of the init was nounced
an-here
augural Memorial Hospital premiere :
Ned E. Depinet; Montague; Joseph
yesterday by A.
Vogel, Loew's Theatres ; Harry KalMontague,
Colmine, Warner Theatres ; Leonard
umbia Pictures
Cr.
S.
Eyssell
Goldenson, United Paramount Theavice - president,
tres ;Sol A. Schwartz, RKO TheaHosl
and president of the Memoria
tres Al
; Lichtman,
20thpage
Century-Fox
;
pital
organization.
(Continued on
6)
"In establishing the premiere, the

G. S. Eyssell, president of Rockefeller Center, Inc., has accepted the
chairmanship of the world premiere
benefit performance of Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans
Christian
Andersen"
for
the
Variety

Emerling

Stresses

Ackery,

Promotion

to Ampa

Win

for
Production Resumes
At RKO
Monday

The resumption of production at the RKO Radio studios
in Hollywood, with the scheduling of "Split Second" to
start on Monday, was disclosed here yesterday. The
picture marks the first to go
before the cameras since the
new management took over
three weeks ago.
"Split Second" will be produced by Edmund Grainger
and directed by Dick Powell.
Stars include Stephen McNally, Alexis Smith, Jan Sterling, Keith Andes and Arthur
Hunnicutt. The story is an
original by William Bowers.

QP

Standisch
Awards

Ivan Ackery of the Orpheum Theatre, Vancouver, and A. W. Standisch
of the Kentucky Theatre in Louisville,
are the third-quarter winners of Motion Picture Herald's Managers'
Round Table "Showmanship Awards,"
as selected by Judges, Arthur Pincus,
of Loew's International Corp. ; Harry
McWilliams, AMPA president and
exploitation manager for Columbia
Pictures, and David T. Katz, executive director of the New York Roxy
Theatre. Oswaldo Leite Rocha of
Brazil was the overseas award winner.
The "Scroll of Honor" winners
were as follows :
Al Camillo,
Modjeska
Mil(Continued
on pageTheatre,
6)

1st

Asks

for

'Andersen'

Rogers

Theatre promotion provides the opportunity for a manager to become
better acquainted with his newspaper
editors, merchants and civic leaders,
Ernest Emerling, advertising and promotion director of Loew's Theatres,
told the fifth meeting of the AssociPicture Advertisers'
Motion
ated
hip
showmans
school last night, held at
the Woodstock Hotel.
Without the cooperation of such
the thepersons, Emerling
(Continued cautioned,
on page 6)

CENTS

Post-divorce

Board

Meet

NT

Held

Hollywood, Oct. 23. — The first
meeting of the board of directors of
National Theatres, Inc., since its divorcement from 20th Century-Fox
consideration of declaration
postponed
of a dividend until the next meeting.
Earle G. Hines of New York, who
lately retired as board chairman of
General Precision Equipment Corp.
and who was for 18 years on the
board of Wesco Theatres Corp., the
principal subsidiary of National Theatres, Inc., was made a board member.
In addition to the president, Charles
P. Skouras,
the following
(Continued
on page 6) directors

Arbitration
Meet

at

Once

Has 'a Few' Changes In
Draft to Suggest: Starr
Alfred Starr, Theatre Owners
of America president, yesterday in
a statement to the press called on
all parties to the planning fortrationarbito set
up forthwith ata
meeting
could be
which ation
considerfew" changes
TOA would
like to make
in
given to ' ' a
the existingbitrationardraft.
Regarding
the draft by
as
amended
d i stributors,
Starr said that
"with the exception of a few matters which we
feel will need changing, the basic mechanics of operation and the substance
Alfred Starr

have
remained
Starr,
here almost
from intact."
Nashville, was
(Continued on page 6)

Allied

May

Suggest

ConciliationChanges
Allied, at its national convention in
Chicago
nextthemonth,
"very draft
likely"
will
approve
arbitration
as
amended by the distributors, but may
offer suggestions for changes designed
to strengthen and clarify the conciliation provisions of the plan, according
to reports of opinions held by Allied
members in various parts of the
country.
In the view of these members, the
draft as submitted
by page
the distributors
(Continued on
6)

2

More

Okay

TOA

Units

Arbitration

Two more Theatre Owners of
America units have indicated they endorseultimately
and approve
the agreed
plan ofupon
arbitration
to be
and
approved by TOA or by the TOA
arbitration committee.
The two are the Theatre Owners
of Albany,(Continued
N. Y., and
Picon the
page Motion
6)

2

Personal
Mention
TAMES
A. MULVEY, president
«J of Samuel Goldwyn Productions,
left here for the Coast last night,
o
Irving Sochin, Universal short
subjects sales manager, will leave
New York for Des Moines on Sunday on the first stop of a three week
trip
to
company's
Midwestern
and
Westernthebranch
offices.
After a visit
to the studio, he will return here
around Nov. 17.
•

James M. Connolly, 20th CenturyFox branch manager in Boston, has
been named chairman of the motion
picture distribution division of the
1952 Greater Boston Community Fund
of the Red Feather campaign,
e
Dore Schary, M-G-M vice-president in charge of production, and
Howard Strickling, studio publicity
head, will leave here for the Coast
Sunday, Schary by train and Strickling by plane.
•
Mrs. Leonard Liss, the former
Sylvia Gold, secretary to Louis
Brandt of Brandt Theatres, gave
birth yesterday to a boy, James
David, at Brooklyn• Jewish Hospital.
M. L. Simons, assistant to H. M.
Richey, M-G-M exhibitor relations
head, returned here yesterday from
the Jacksonville convention of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors of Florida.
•
Patsy Kellenberger and Charlyne Brown of the M-G-M exchange
in Atlanta will this month marry
Bobby Ferris and Lynwood Roberts,
respectively.
Robert Newhook, formerly with
Loew's Boston theatres, has been appointed director of public relations for
the Dade County Community Chest of
Florida, with headquarters in Miami.
•
Abram F. Myers, Allied general
counsel, was in New York yesterday
following his attendance at the recent
Michigan Allied convention in Detroit.
John Davis, managing director of
the J. Arthur
Rank Organization,
London, has returned to New York
after visiting Toronto and Chicago.
•
W. Gillespie Milwain, . National
Theatre Supply manager in New
Haven, has returned there from a
Kentucky vacation.
•
Thelma Chasin of the 20th Century-Fox exchange in New Haven,
has become engaged to Gil Stricker.
•
Al Lewin, M-G-M producer, left
here for the Coast yesterday.
Sunny Greenwood is the new Universal booker in Jacksonville, Fla.,
replacing Jon Rogers.
•
Harry Colburn, Columbia home
office representative, is in San Francisco from New York.

Motion

Italian

Picture

Film

Production

Exports

Have
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Daily

And

Increased

Exportation of Italian films has inN. J. Houses
creased 683.4 percent since 1946 with More
62 countries now distributing Italian
product,
compared almost
to 16 in
'46, and In Rogers Project
film production
quadrupled,
from 32 in 1945 to 112 in 1951, accordThe enlistment of 87 theatres of
ing to "The Italian Motion Picture
Allied
Theatre Owners of New Jersey
Industry — 1952," an 18-page brochure
on all phases of the Italian post-war in the Will Rogers Memorial collecfilm industry just issued by Italian tion-can-on-candy-stand project, was
Films Export. It is available for disclosed here by William Phillips,
distribution to exhibitors, distributors, Loew's division manager. This brings
libraries, universities and the press. New Jersey representation in the plan
Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., IFE public re- theatres.
above 50 per cent of the state's 330
lations director here, edited the brochure and Dr. Leandro Forno, head of
E. D. Martin, head of Martin Theatres in Georgia, Alabama, Florida
IFE's bureau of information, did the
research for what is reputedly the first and Tennessee, has notified J. R.
compilation
lished here. of such data to be pub- Vogel, chairman of the collection-can
projects, that his 103 theatres have
Production figures show a steady in- joined the campaign. Also in the
crease. For 1952 it is estimated 130
South, M.in A.
36 Malco
films will be completed. At present, theatres
the Lightman's
Memphis area
joined
up.
180 firms are producing films.
Italian imports declined 50 per cent
In Chicago, David Wallerstein refrom 1947 to 1951; 790 films were
ported that Chicago theatres had endorsed the plan. Jack Rose was named
given permits in 1947 and only 342
last year. Over the same period, box- city chairman of the project. The
batch of Chicago theatres to send
office grosses in the 2,000 regular mo- first
tion picture theatres, plus the 5,300 in an official list was the Balaban and
houses which exhibit films twice a Katz and the Great States circuits,
week or less, increased approximately for a total of 94 theatres.
$45,000,000, to a total of $117,000,000.
The report also notes the increase
Report
Puts
in government-encouraged, bi-national Legion
co-productions combining Italian and 4 Films in Class A
foreign capital and talent.
The Legion of Decency has placed
four films in Class A. In Class A,
Section I are "Blue Canadian RockTradewise
. . .
ies," Columbia ; "Desperadoes Outpost," Republic, and "It Grows on
Trees," Universal. In Section II is
(Continued from page 1)
M-G-M's "Everything I Have Is
sible, very likely in less time than
the 10 days the company has indicated.
It is to be hoped that despite its Yours."
eler'
'Trav
, r,
H. Eager
Dies
Edito
extraordinary trials in recent Film
weeks, RKO Radio will emerge from
Boston, Oct. 23. — Helen Eager, motion picture and drama editor of the
this critical period stronger because
of them. Evidence that that is the Boston Traveler, died here today in
House of the Massachuwish of every branch of the indus- the Phillips
setts General Hospital, where she entry is to be found on all sides.
tered a few days ago. Miss Eager
1927.
There is widespread regret over the became
film editor of the Traveler in
company's tribulations, delaying its
She is survived by a brother, Henry,
quick return to the business of making and marketing good product. and her stepfather, George F. Bond.
There is a sincere desire to help it
overcome its setbacks and to see it
Leah Astor Rites Today
solidly on its feet again.
Leah Astor, wife of Louis Astor,
Morale within the company is
Columbia
Pictures executive, died yesgood and was wholly unaffected by
terday at her Mt. Vernon home. Services will be held this afternoon at
this week's resignations from the
board, because the working people 2:45 at the Park West Memorial
of RKO Radio are fully aware that Chapel. She is also survived by two
the future of the company depends sons, Gerald and Burton.
less on who sits on its board than
it does on how well each and every
employee performs his daily tasks. SEG Supports SAG
Hollywood, Oct. 23. — The Screen
They know, as Grant said, the
Extras Guild board today voted to
vacancies will be filled "as soon as support the Screen Actors Guild in
possible with men of outstanding breaking off negotiations with the
calibre who will be well qualified American Association of Advertising
to represent the interests of all Agencies and New York film producers over the issue of added paystockholders of RKO."
. Meanwhile, there is work to be
ments to actors for the reuse of televised film commercials.
done and they are hard at it.

So.

Dakota

Tax

May Hit Theatres
South lative
Dakota's
State LegisResearch Council
has
recommended that if additional revenue is needed, the
sales tax be broadened to include amusements and other
items now exempt.
Budget requests leave no
doubt that additional revenues will be sought by the
State when the 1953 legislature convenes.

'Limelight'
Good

Bows

to

Business

Charles Chaplin's "Limelight" U.S.
premiere opened to good business at
the Astor and the two-a-day TransLux 60th Street theatres here yesterday. At the Astor, where a continuous run policy is in force, a nice $17,000 was estimated up to 6:00 P.M.
Business at the Trans-Lux 60th Street
was near capacity, with $1,400 racked
up for the day. The maximum which
the theatre could gross under the twoa-day policy is $1,575.
NCCJ
Drive Meet
Set for Wednesday
Plans for industry participation in
the next annual campaign of the National Conference of Christians and
Jews will be discussed at a luncheonmeeting next Wednesday at the Waldorf-Astoria, called by J. Robert RuGeorge
Skouras, industry chairman
bin of Loew's.
for the 1952 NCCJ campaign, will
make a report at the meeting.

NEW

YORK

THEATRES

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center
MARIO LANZA in
"BECAUSE
YOU'REMORROW
MINE"
introducing DORETTA
Color by TECHNICOLOR ■ An M-G-M Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

M

plus

Springfield
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Midnight F.oiu<*
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HAPPY

It started

with

Columbus

Day

MINE
YOU'RE
BECAUSE
Mario Lanza in "Because You're Mine" introducing Doretta Morrow
with James Whitmore; color by Technicolor; screen play by
Karl Tunberg and Leonard Spigelgass; based on a story
by Ruth Brooks Flippen and Sy Gomberg; directed by
Alexander Hall; produced by Joe Pasternak

For

a

bountiful

PLYMOUTH

Thanksgiving

ADVENTURE

"Plymouth Adventure" starring Spencer Tracy, Gene Tiemey,
Van Johnson, Leo Genn, with Dawn Addams, Lloyd Bridges;
color by Technicolor; screen play by Helen Deutsch;
from the novel by Ernest Gebler; directed by
Clarence Brown; produced by Dore Schary

For

a

Merry

MILLION
"Million
Mature,
color by
directed

For

THE

a

rr

Xmas

DOLLAR

MERMAID

Dollar Mermaid" starring Esther Williams, Victor
Walter Pidgeon, David Brian with Donna Corcoran;
Technicolor; screen play by Everett Freeman;
by Mervyn LeRoy; produced by Arthur Hornblow, Jr.

Happy

BAD

AND

New

THE

Year

BEAUTIFUL
ff

Lana Turner, Kirk Douglas, Walter Pidgeon, Dick Powell in "The
Bad and The Beautiful" co-starring Barry Sullivan, Gloria
Grahame, Gilbert Roland with Leo G. Carroll, Vanessa Brown;
screen play by Charles Schnee; based on a story by George
Bradshaw; directed by Vincente Minnelli;
produced by John Houseman

IT'S

ALWAYS

"HOLIDAY"

BUSINESS

WHEN

YOU

PLAY

M-G-Mi

More

And

Holiday

Playing

Paramount

Has

In

Time

The

Picturi
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1 Election

Day

Thanksgiving

Day

V

BING

CROSBY

• BOB

WEST

AND

HOPE

• DOROTH

FUNNIEST

"ROAE^

vember

That

1M0UR

I0W!

Can

m ROAD

FIRST

Than

IN Color

Any

Cash

TO

BALI

by TECHNICOLOR.

Other

In

On

Month

It

Best!
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Motion

TOA

Asks

(Continued from page 1)

scheduled to depart today for Memof the Tenphis to attend conventions
nessee Theatre Owners Association
and the Tennessee, Mississippi and
Arkansas Theatres Association. It
could not be learned yesterday
whether he had or would file a forConfermal request with Arbitration TOA
is
ence officials for the meeting
seeking.
The TOA president's statement disclosed that "the available members of
the TOA arbitration committee have
discussed the arbitration plan as approved by distribution and submitted
to TOA." He added that as to the
"few matters" TOA would like to
change "and as to the suggestions
made by our membership from the
floor of our recent annual convention,
we of TOA stand ready for a call
for group analysis, stud)' and discussion."
Starr continued : "We feel confident
as we felt right along that based on
previous drafting history no major
obstacles will stand in the way of industry acceptance of the plan. We call
on all parties in interest to give the
subject immediate attention whether
it be by convening of the (10-member) drafting committee or of the enconferen
ion on
tire industry
has
also ce."
Associati
Statesarbitrat
Allied
rdistributo
a copy of the
received draft
amended
and has made plans to
discuss and act on it at the organization's national convention in Chicago,
Nov. 17-19. The other smaller exhibitor associations likewise have been
supplied with copies of the draft, but
have not yet acted on the document

Picture
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Reviews
"The Black Castle
( U nivcr sal-International)
the frightening
AS THE TITLE INDICATES, this is a melodrama ofabout
a crafty but vicious
violent events that occur in the castle of horrors
Count far from the realms of justice. In this case Stephen McNally is the
thoroughly hateful one-eyed villain to whose castle Richard Greene goes
seeking word about two tormer soldier friends, whom he rightfully believes
murdered by McNally. This is a solidly made, creditably perhave been
formed "meller" that can be ably exploited.
Boris Karloff is on hand as a doctor and confidant of McNally s attractive
wife Paula Corday, and Lon Chaney, Jr. stomps around the castle as a mute
muscle man of McNally's. Nathan Juran directed this neat William Alland
ways,
production and has pointed up the mysterious atmosphere in all possible
besides heavy, creaking doors the action includes the usual sudden entrances
an alligator pit, and a connd jail, y.
undergrou
looks, anrdforeboding
and exits,siderable
pla
amount of swo
. . u ,T „ ,
McJNallys
explains
eventually
Sackheim
Jerry
by
screenplay
and
The story
some
over
take
to
trying
while
suffered
he
eye
an
of
loss
evil as due to the
Greene gets
African territory. His effort was foiled by Greene-led natives.
evidence of the murder of his friends but returns to the castle when Miss
for
Corday with whom he is in love, is imprisoned after admitting her love
Greene in order to hide his true identity from McNally. Greene is captured
and he and Miss Corday are given a drug by Karloff that makes them appear
dead. Although McNally discovers this plan, Greene and Miss Corday escape
interment in coffins with the aid of a loyal servant ; McNally is kil ed.
John
In the supporting cast are Michael Pate, ludor Owen, Otto Waldis,
Hoyt and rienry Corden.
r
Running time, 81 minutes. General audience classification. For Decembe
Walter Pashkin
release.

"The Promoter"
(Universal-International)
ions
ly is one of the strongest box-office aattract
ALEC GUINNESS reputedhas
taste for
to offer American patrons with
that the British screen
is a
sophisticated comedy and subtle characterizations and his latest film
which
by
daring
blithe
the
highly entertaining comedy. It is a droll tale of
ladder of social and
Guinness starts out as a solicitor's clerk and riseson upof the
Kind Hearts and
his
traditi
nt
excelle
the
in
business success that is
he White Suit.
in
Man
"The
and
Mob,"
Hill
er
Lavend
"The
"
s
Coronet
received at the
well
be
will
ation
present
Rank
Undoubtedly, this J. Arthur
art houses, and it has general release potentialities too.
Glynis Johns and Valerie Hobson are charming and turn m gooda performCountess
N. E. Representatives
ances as two of the main women in Guinness' life. Miss Hobson,
, mailing
Guinness
clerk
and
ball
a
sponsors
rise,
his
in
ntal
instrume
is
who
at the
Set for Allied Meet
the invitations, sends one to himself. He establishes various contacts
ess
Boston, Oct. 23. — The Independent ball in a thoroughly amusing manner. Miss Johns is a dancing instructr
Exhibitors of New England reports also seeking a fortune. Guinness is enamored of her, but she leaves him for
that the following members will rep- a wealthy man. In later years she returns to a financially successful Guinness
resent itat the annual convention of but he ignores her and chooses her friend, Petula Clark instead
and
This is a Ronald Neame production that was produced by John Bryan
national
Allied
next month
: 'to be held in Chicago directed by Neame from an Eric Ambler screenplay. Included in the support
Norman Classman, president ; Nate are Edward Chapman, Veronica Turleigh, George Devine, Gibb McLaughlin,
Yamins, national delegate ; Theodore Frank PetLgell
Joan Hickson, Michael Hordern, Alison Leggatt, Peter
Rosenblatt, Melvin Safner and Meyer
Stanzler of Rhode Island, Walter C°£n?n^
General audience classification. October release.
Littlefield and Julian Rifkin of
Massachusetts, Kenneth Forkey of
TOA
Units Okay
Massachusetts and New Hampshire. Allied May Suggest
(Continued from page 1)
Accompanying the representatives will
(Continued from page 1)
be Ray Feeley, business manager of
Owners of St. Louis, Eastern
the organization.
is substantially the same document ture
and Southern Illinois. TOA
Missouri
l
genera
Allied
Myers,
which Abram F.
yesterday announced
ters
headquar
NT Board Meet
counsel, drew up following meetings their action. here
ng comry lawyers' drafti
(Continued from page 1)
of the industMyers
Earlier this week the Motion Picwrote that draft on the
mittee.
by
made
tions
ture Exhibitors of Florida (TOA) anwere elected to the finance committee : basis of recommenda
eys.
attorn
other
the
f
and
himsel
nounced at its convention in JacksonGeneral B. F. Giles, U.S.A. retired,
tion attorneys and sales
distribu
The
it "endorses and approves"
that
ville
Earle G. Hines, Willard Keith, Richion plan TOA ultiard W. Millar, John B. Bertero and managers, meeting subsequently, made whatevermatelyarbitrat
sanctions.
in the Myers draft what are generally
H. C. Cox.
regarded as minor changes "here and
there" in phrasing, punctuation, etc. 'Snows' Tops 'David'
Party for Huntz Hall
It is understood that if the Allied
Darryl F. Zanuck's "The Snows of
Allied Artists will give, a cocktail board and convention next month
Kilimanjaro," now in its sixth week
party today at the Warwick Hotel for
the Rivoli Theatre here, beat the
at
changes
nds conciliat
recommefor
ion, init the
format
will draft's
do so
Huntz Hall, star of the "Bowery Boy"
mark of "David and Bathseries, who will make his TV debut on the basis of the organization's long record
sheba's" fifth week with a gross of
on Milton Berle's show on Tuesday. experience in the conciliation of trade $45,(X)0, it was revealed yesterday by
practice problems and disputes with the theatre's Montague Salmon.
distributors. The Allied film committee, for which Wilbur Snaper, Allied
When 1fcu fleetfa
, serves as coordinator in 'Promoter' Benefit Show
president
SPECIAL TRAILER
New York, has for a number of years
'GOOD' and FAST
A special benefit premiere of "The
GOOD OL
engaged in conciliation activity. Re- Promoter," J. Arthur Rank comedy
has
cently, however, the committee
starring Alec Guinness, Valerie Hobt^$^^~^0*jRr^& GOOD OLD DEPENDABLE
found the distributors increasing diffison, Glynis Johns and Petula Clark,
AC
K
will be held at the Fine Arts Theatre
CHICAGO S, 1327 5. WABASH AVE.
"drastake
may
and
with
deal
to
cult
NEW YORK 36. 630 NINTH AVE.
tic" steps in this connection, according here on Monday evening, under the
to a recent statement by Snaper.
auspices of the Fresh Air Fund.

Heads
Eyssell
(Continued from page 1)
Fred Schwartz, Century Circuit; Si
H. Fabian, Fabian Theatres ; Richard
Walsh, IATSE; Arthur Schwartz,
composer; Walter Vincent, theatrical
executive ; Herman Robbins, National
Screen Service, and Maurice Bergman, Universal Pictures, who will
also serve as publicity chairman.
Goldwyn, who is contributing the
motion picture for the premiere, made
the following comment on the work
of the organization :
"I started Will Rogers on his film
career by giving him his first job in
motion pictures. Naturally, _ I would
feel very close to any charitable organization bearing his name. But
more than that, I think it is very important that the motion picture industry take care of its own. I hope this
event will call attention to the fine
work the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital is doing and the urgent need of
itsCharles
continual
by our people."
B. support
Moss, executive
director
of the Criterion, is donating the facilities of the theatre for the premiere.
Now in its 27th year of service, the
Will Rogers Memorial Hospital at
Saranac Lake is dedicated to the relief of suffering of tuberculosis free
to anyone in the entertainment indusmainwhich
try.tained
The anhospital,
average of
morehasthan
90
per cent in cures, is building up a
modern and highly-specialized research laboratory to aid in the prevention and cure of tuberculosis.
Officers of the Rogers Hospital, beO'Donnell,
R. J.
sides Montague,
chairman
of the are:
board;
Chick
Lewis,
executive vice-president ; Walsh, vice; Harry Brandt, vice-presipresident
dent; Robert Mochrie, vice-president;
Robbins, vice-president; Max A. Cohen, secretary, and Fabian, treasurer.
QP

Awards
(Continued from page 1)

waukee; Rod Gurr, Sydney, Australia; Sidney Kleper, College Theatre,
New Haven; Vic Nowe, Hyland
Theatre, Toronto; Jack Sidney, Cen; D. V. SimpBaltimore Johannesburg,
tury
son,Theatre,
Metro Theatre,
South Africa, and Jerry B. Walden,
Crest Theatre, Seagoville, Texas.
The judges, who have served on
previous panels, observed sthat there
were more fine campaign in this
quarter than usual.
Emerling
Stresses
(Continued from page 1)
atre manager has little chance of success. Emerling's observations covered the four facets of theatre promotion, including promotion inside the
theatre,
tising. away from the theatre, newspaper publicity and newspaper adverOther speakers were Seymour
Morris, advertising director of the
Schine Circuit, and Al Floersheimer,
chairman of the program and advertising-publicity-exploitation manager
of Walter Reade Theatres.
THE SAN FRANCISCO
TRADE SHOWING OF
"MONTANA BELLE"
will
take
the Fox
San Francisco
Exchange atplace
3:00at P.M.,
Tuesday,
Oct. 28,
viously.
and not at 2:00 P.M., as announced preRKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.

star's

best

friend...

Pictures take months to make . . .
may be unmade in split seconds.
For the superlative showings of which
modern projection equipment is capable
depend upon superlative film care.
Film coating, for example, lubrication,
and inspection — all require precise
knowledge, expert handling. And in
cleaning, splicing, and winding, the film
must be held "just so" in hands wearing
the right type of glove; here, the
slightest scratch means trouble.
On subjects such as these — ranging
from choice of film to projection and
film storage- — representatives of the
Eastman Technical Service for
Motion Picture Film are trained to advise
and work with the industry.
To maintain this service, the Eastman
Kodak Company has branches at strategic
centers ... invites inquiry on all phases
of film use from all members of the
industry. Address: Motion Picture Film
Department, Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester 4, N. Y. East Coast Division,
342 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Midwest Division, 137 North Wabash Avenue,
Chicago 2, Illinois. West Coast
Division, 6706 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood 38, California.

asurePie
e
ept
sin-sw
om
scarlet symbol of history's most l
!
again
life
d
wicke
to
era ...comes
GABRIEL

PASCAL

BERNARD

SHAW'S

ANDROCLES

AND

JEAN

SIMMONS

ROBERT
and

LION

THE

NEWTON
AlAN

VICTOR

MATURE

• MAURICE

YOUNG

as

EVANS

Androcles

Produced by GABRIEL PASCAL
Directed by CHESTER ERSKINE
Screen Adaptation by
CHESTER ERSKINE and KEN ENGLUND

TRADE
ALBANY
Fox Screening Room
1052 Broadway
ATLANTA
RKO Screening Room
195 Luckie St. N. W.
BOSTON
RKO Screening Room
122-28 Arlington St.
BUFFALO
Mo. Pic. Oper. Scr. Rm.
498 Pearl Street
CHARLOTTE
:rFox Screening Room
'308 S. Church Street
CHICAGO
RKO Screening Room
1300 S. W.abash Ave.
CINCINNATI
Palace Screening Rm.
12 East 6th Street
CLEVELAND
Fox Screening Room
2219 Payne Avenue
DALLAS
Paramount Scr. Rm.
412 S. Harwood Street
DENVER
Paramount Scr. Rm.
2100 Stout Street
D1S MOINES
Fox Screening Room
1300 High Street

Tues. 10/28 12:30 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 10:30 A.M.
Tues. 10/28 2:30 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 10:30 A.M.
Tues. 10/28 3:20 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 11:00 A.M.
Tues. 10/28 9:30 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 10:30 A.M.
Tues. 10/28 10:30 A.M.
Tues. 10/28 3:30 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 10:30 A.M.

SHOWINGS

DETROIT
Blumenthals Scr. Rm.
2310 Cass Avenue
INDIANAPOLIS
Universal Scr. Room
517 N. Illinois St.
KANSAS CITY
Paramount Scr. Rm.
1800 Wyandotte St.
LOS ANGELES
RKO Screening Room
1980 S. Vermont Ave.
MEMPHIS
Fox Screening Room
151 Vance Avenue
MILWAUKEE
Warner Screen. Rm.
212 W. Wisconsin Ave.
MINNEAPOLIS
Fox Screening Room
1015 Currie Avenue
NEW HAVEN
Fox Screening Room
40 Whiting Street
NEW ORLEANS
Fox Screening Room
200 S. Liberty Street
MEW YORK
RKO Screening Room
630 Ninth Avenue

Tues.. 10/28 12:30 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 2:30 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 2:30 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 10:30 A.M.
Tues. 10/28 2:30 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 10:30 A.M.
Tues. 10/28 2:50 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 3:30 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 2:30 P.M.
Tues. 10/28 11 :00 A.M.

OKLAHOMA
Fox Screening Room
10 North Lee Street
OMAHA
Fox Screening Room
1502 Davenport St.
PHILADELPHIA
RKO Screening Room
250 North 13th Street
PITTSBURGH
RKO Screening Room
1809-13 Blvd. of Allies
PORTLAND
Star Screening Room
925 N. W. 19th Ave.
ST. LOUIS
RKO Screening Room
3143 Olive Street
SALT LAKE CITY
Fox Screening Room
216 E. 1st St. South
SAN FRANCISCO
Fox Screening Room
245 Hyde Street
jewel Box Scr. Rm.
SEATTLE
2318 Second Ave.
WASHINGTON
Film Center Scr. Rm.
932 New Jersey Ave.

Tues. 10/28

2:30 P.M.

Tues. 10/28 10:30 A.M.
Tues. 10/28 10:30 A.M.
Tues. 10/28

3:00 P.M.

Tues. 10/28 10:30 A.M.
Tues. 10/28

2:00 P.M.

Tues. 10/28

3:00 P.M.

Tues. 10/28

1:00 P.M.

Tues. 10/28

2:30 P.M.

Tues. 10/28 10:30 A.M.
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Will

Salesmen

for

Skip

Raise

More

Expenses

Five
\Are

Prefer Higher Allowance
For Costs to More Wages

Minneapolis, Oct. 26.— Expense
rather than
increases
allowance
goal of the
the
be
wage raises will
re SalesPictu
n
Motio
of
seum
Colos
men of America in the negotiations
which will be held this winter for new
contracts effective next February, it
was learned here at the weekend.
The 1,000-member Colosseum,
willing to forego
apparently
if higher exases
wage incre
pense allowances can be won,
will hold its annual convention
in Atlanta on Nov. 21-23. It remains to be seen whether the
expenses -over -wages approach
will prevail when the subject
comes up at the convention. At
any rate, this approach appears
to represent the consensus of
the Colosseum membership at
this time.

YORK, U. S. A., MONDAY,

About

Myths
Scored

OCTOBER

by

27, 1952

TEN

Industry

Arthur

Mayer

Five misconceptions or "myths" concerning the motion picture industry were listed by Arthur L. Mayer, former executive vice-president of
the Council of Motion Picture Organizations on Saturday in an address
before the Women's Press Club at the Hotel Statler here.
.
Mayer's address was the second he
has made recently for COMPO in behalf of the industry. He spoke sevRadio's Grant
RKO
eral days previously before the Film
Council of Springfield, Mass.
for MPAA
Named
The beliefs that Mayer attacked
Saturday were: (1) that the public is
Arnold M. Grant, chairman of the hungry for mature pictures with mesboard of RKO Pictures, was elected
sages but is deprived of them by uneducated Hollywood "tycoons," _ (2)
a member of the executive committee
of the Motion Picture Associataion of that the motion picture industry is on
on the verge of bankruptcy, (3) that it is
Americ
now being replaced in the affections
Friday. He be- of
the American people by television,
comes the rep-esentative of
r
are superior to
foreign films
(4) that (Continued
on page 3)
that company in

Pre-Election

Tax

Schlanger

to

Repeal

Effort

MPAA, ceedingsucNed E.
Depinet, former
RKO Pictures

CENTS

Lead

Urged

Cole, McGee Bidding for
Pressure on Candidates

All state and Congressional dis's
the industry
committees
tricttax
n were
national
repealin campaig
urged at the weekend by H. A.
Cole and Pat McGee, campaign cospecial efforts beto make
chairmen
fore,Election
Day, Nov. 4, to hold
Congressional canmeetingsdidatesbetween
anl exhibitors for discussion of
repeal.
"These meetings," according to a
statement issued by the co-chairmen
through the Council of Motion Picture Organizations office here, "should .
be arranged so that several exhibitors,
especially those smaller exhibitors who
the Congresare in distress, can meettell
him their
sional candidate and

.
In announcing
president
Meet
'Showmanship'
Grant's election,
The chairmen said they have found
Eric Johnston,
Philadelphia,
Oct. 26. — Ted it is not enough for one exhibitor,
MPAA presi- Schlanger,. Warner Theatres Phila- however important he may be, to talk
delphia zone manager, will preside at to a Congressman on the subject.
dent and chairArnold Grant
"Indeed," Cole and McGee went on,
man,
said
:
story."
renow
rs
membe
(Continued on page 3)
The Colosseum
"It is a pleas- a meeting of 120 of the circuits' man(Continued on page 3)
agers andoffice
field r
■ * _____
ure to welcome Mr. Grant to our ex- and home
(Continued on Page 3)
executives, to
Theatres
in Compo
Completes
be held TuesSwitow
'Movie
Guide' in
at the
day andnesdayWedRise to 13,000
up
Gro
Rogers Fund
BellevueStratford Hotel.
N.Y. Sunday 'News'
Sunday's
next
with
ng
The number of theatres which have
Beginni
tee
The national exhibitors commit
News, a "Movie Guide" classified diKal t
become members in the Council of
e, ry
presiden
rectory will appear listing the pro- minHar
"Christwhich will spark this year's
Motion Picture Organizations has
g
for
grams
the
entire
followin
week
l
and genera
mas Salute" to aid the Will Rogers
at Metropolitan New York theatres, manager of
jumped from 11,695 to approximately
Memorial Hospital, has been compast week, it was rend
in herethe
Independ
13,000 vealed
it was disclosed here by the ion.
pleted, itwas disclosed at the weeke
Theaat the weekend.
ent Theatre Owners Associat
Its Warner
will
tor
head
tres,
exhibi
al
nation
w,
Swito
by Sam J.
COMPO officials are said to expect
committee chairman, of Louisville, business promotion committee set the a delegation of
Ted Schlanger
that there will be no let up in filings
ents
arrangem
as
it
did
with
the
New
arters
ce exthrough the Rogers drive headqu
for membership and payment of dues
York Post and the New York Daily home offi ecutives from
here. The committee follows :
Mirror.
virtually the entire potential of
until
E.
a,
Atlant
;
n
Albany, Saul Ullma
will address the meet- theatres in the U. S. has joined. The
and
York
New
;
l
The
listing
in
the
News
will
have
a
Harrel
E. Whitaker and John W.
will be accompanied by Ben
ing. He (Continued
(Continued on page 3)
on Page 3)
(Continued on page 3)
organization is in process of determining exactly what that potential was.
O'Donnell
On

Air,

In

Tribute
Print

Dallas, Oct. 26.— The life story ot
r and
R. J. O'Donnell, circuit operato
Texas COMPO executive, will be
narrated by Evelyn Oppenheimer on
radio station WFAA, Dallas, next
Sunday. Miss Oppenheimer is also
preparing a Saturday Evening Post
feature story using additional details
of O'Donnell's life.
She will further expand this material and form the basis of a book(Continued on page 3)

Wometco's Capitol
Now a TV Station
Miami, Oct. 26.— Wometco
Theatres' Capitol, pioneer
motion picture showplace of
this area, has been converted
into a complete television
plant for station WTVJ-TV.
Mitchell Wolfson, former
Theatre Owners of America
president, is president and
co-owner of the station.
Opening ceremonies for the
plant will be held Nov. 5-15.

Comment

No

Myers

On

Arbitration

Washington, Oct. 26.— Abram F.
Myers, general counsel of Allied
over the weekStates Association, said
end that it would probably be some
time before he could comment on the
revised arbitration draft "or anything
connected with it."
Myers said he had just returned
from out iof town and had not as yet
read the new draft. When he read it,
over 3)it "with a
would go
(Continued
on page
he said, he

Costs Up, Receipts
Down — Taxes Hurt

Jackson, Miss., Oct. 26.—
Pointing up the necessity of
repealing the Federal 20 per
cent admission tax, in order
to keep theatres open, the
Mississippi Theatre Owners
notes that there has been a
20 per cent rise in the cost of
theatre operation and a 22
per cent drop in gross receipts.
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PICKER, executive
ARNOLD
vice-president of RKO Radio, is
scheduled to arrive here from Europe
by boat tomorrow.•
Mrs. Henry Dawson, associate
director of community relations of the
Motion Picture Association of America will speak on "The Movies and
the New
Their Public" tonight at
School for Social •Research here.

Washington, Oct. 26. — The first phase of the theatre television
up tomorrow or Tuesday, according- to
will probably wind
hearingsPicture
Association of America and National Exhibitors Theatre
Motion
Television committee attorneys, who are presenting the industry's case
to the Commission.
It was thought the hearings
would run for two weeks, but
To: Anonymous 'RKO
of cross-exthe postponement
amination until January and an
Employee'
Radio
Motion Picture
Daily does not
apparent Commission desire for
publish
anonymous
letters nor
enthe
of
a speedy wind-up
obscenities. Otherwise its colgineering and accounting phase
umns are open to the expression
of the hearing account for the
of individual opinions such as
early closing date.
yours. If you will reveal your
identity, which will be kept in
final
week's
last
in
point
one
At
session it seemed likely that there
confidence if you prefer, your
letter will be published subject
might be cross - examination, when
Ernest D. North, general attorney for
only to deletions required by
Amerithe
of
division
lines
the long
good taste and Postal Regulacan Telephone, and Telegraph Co.,
tions. Ed.
asked chairman Walker to delay the
admission of three MPAA-NETTC
dealing with theatre televiexhibits
sion cost information.
Joseph
Leaving
In the course of the hearing 22 exobhibits have been accepted without
jection, but when these three were Publicity Post
offered North declared that AT and
T would like to study them carefully
and asked that Walker postpone adJohnlicity
Joseph,
Eastern
manager, M-G-M's
has resigned.
He pubwill
until after cross-exmitting
amination inthem
January.
relinquish his
James Fly, MPAA attorney, sugpost at the end
of the year but
gested that Stuart Bailev and Frank
will probably
Mcintosh MPAA-NETTC engineers
who had offered and discussed the_ exM home
office
leave
the M-Ghibits in question, be cross-examined
before that time
on them immediately, but Walker
for a vacation.
and postgranted North's ofrequest
the cost exhibits
poned admission
Joseph has
ing. the January portion of the hearuntil
G-M for
been
withabout
MThe Mcintosh and Bailey cost
four years, gofigures were broken down into minute
details for inter-and intra-city theatre
ing to theganization
or-from
television transmission, covering items
Universal,
for each point on the relay system
where he had
which ranged from the cost of land
.loli n Joseph
been national
to the cost of gasoline for maintenance
trucks. The figures will be totalled
adfor 12 ofyears.
vertising and publicitydirector
and correlated on Monday, MPAAM-G-M
cost
when
leaving
said,
in his
NETTC attorneys
The chief factor and
that of his family
wish —
expert Manfred K. Toeppen will take —wasto his
live
in
Los
Angeles, where he
in
witness
remaining
Only
the. stand.
the hearing will be John W. Clark, still maintains his home, he stated.
tube expert.
Dietz, M-G-M's vice-presiHoward
dent in charge of advertising, pubEarlier in the session the Commislicity and promotion, in commenting
sion heard brief but technically deof
methods
three
of
descriptions
tailed
said:
upon Joseph's resignation that
haveis
we "It
theatre television projection. Richard with considerable regret
Hodgson described the film storage accepted Joseph's resignation. He has
method; Skipwith W. Athey, the always been a valuable asset to our
direct projection method; and Earl
Sponable, the Eidophor system. Spon- organization."
able also detailed a series of cross- 13 'Uf Exploiteers
polarization tests in relation to conserving available space on the spec- On 'Because of You'
Universal-International will use an
trum.
augmented national exploitation force
to promote initial key city openings of
Pidgeon Next SAG Head "Because of You," which will have
Hollywood, Oct. 26.— Walter Pidg- its world premiere at the Randolph
eon is next president of Screen Actors Theatre in Philadelphia Wednesday.
Guild succeeding Ronald Reagon, who
The. 13 field representatives assigned
served for five years. This was de- are Ben Katz, Robert Ungerfeld,
termined over the weekend as _ the Maurice (Bucky) Harris, John Mcdeadline for nominations by petition Grail, A-Mike Vogel, William Gandpassed. Pidgeon is unanimous choice all, Duke Hickey, Ben Hill, Julian
of nominating committee for post.
Bowes, David Polland, Guy Biondi,
Election takes place Nov. 9.
Ed Borgan and Joe Blaufox

Barnett, vice-president
Norman
of Barnett International Forwarders,
Inc., will return here today from Eu•
Constitutionrope aboard the S.-S".

Max E. Youngstein, United Art■ ists vice-president, arrived in New
York from Europe by plane last Friday.
•
Dick Cook, head of the motion picture department of Pictorial Review,
from Boston.
will return here today
•
Wesley Baily, promotion manager
of Good Housekeeping magazine,_ left
here over the weekend for Miami.

'Moulin
Easter

Rouge'
'53

for

Release

"Moulin Rouge," made abroad by
Artists reHuston for United
John lease
at Eastertime in 1953, will open
at the Los Angeles Wilshire Theatre
on Dec. 26 in order to be eligible for
the Academy Award, it was revealed
Friday by the film's star, Jose Ferrer,
who also has a profit-sharing arrangement on the picture.
Ferrer expects his working relationship with John Huston to resolve
shortly into a partnership for the
or," the Barnaby
making of "Matad
Conrad novel, in Technicolor, in
Spain, in May. No release deal has
been made as yet. Ferrer plans a
"Rouge"
public appearance tour with
for "Cyrano."
to his efforts Huston
similar actor
had been
revealed
The
responsible for an altered shooting
process in Technicolor which attains
hitherto unachieved affects while
working on a film.

WNBC

Runs

Film

'Plugs' on Saturdays
Station WNBC, key radio station
of the National Broadcasting network,
on Saturday began presenting spot announcements during the afternoon football broadcasts, to run weekly, to promote movie - going generally and
recommend outstanding films to listeners. This is in furtherance of the
n pact with the Orpromotio
mutual
ganization of.the Motion Picture Industry of the City of New York.
Theatres in the Metropolitan area
will display specially prepared posters
and exhibit special trailers urging
theatre audiences to listen to Sketch
Henderson's programs on WNBC and
WNBT for recommended films

Parade

lap of the Presidential
last
rHE
gn .isAlso
ghtedd in
campai
highli
rent newsreels
feature
are curthe
Korean fighting, the Japanese Safety
Empero
shrine
visit, the
a r's
new
Japaner,se and
the weathe
Corps army,
nnsinkable swimming suit.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 87— Stevenson
talks in Chicago on government and the
people. Eisenhower attracts throngs in
Boston and New York. Storm warnings
around the world. Ava Gardner is honored.
Unsinkable swim suits. German police dog
captures crooks.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 217— Last lap
of
the in
Presidential
War'scrash.
toll
mounts
Korea. Newcampaign.
York subway
Japanese armed forces. Mechanical marvels.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 20— "Sugar
Ray" in dancing debut. U. S- jets in record
hop. Emperor leads homage to war dead.
Japan's
Safety debate
Corps onintruce
firstdeadlock.
review.
United Nations
Iron Horse Mountain in Korea under
assault.
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 43B — Final
week of campaign nears. Marshal Tito
aboard carrier Coral Sea. Franco visits
Granada. Santa's pack pre-viewed.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 407—
Bloody battles rage for strategic Korean
ridges. Japanese Emperor visits shrine.
Merry
musical
Winter's coming
and birds
know mechanics.
it.
WARNER
PATHE
NEWS,
No. 22—
Campaign nears close. New Japanese army
in first parade. Ambassador Kennan in
Heidelberg. Spain honors Ferdinand and
Isabella. New bathing suit won't sink. Cool
weather fashions. Giants -Cards football.
A A Star

in TV

Pact

Huntz Hall, star of Allied Artists
"Bowery Boys" series, will make, his
television debut tomorrow night on
the Milton Berle show, with whom he
has a seven-week option agreement.
Allied Artists hosted a cocktail party
in honor of the arrangement Friday
evening at the Hotel Warwick.
Back Pay to Extras
Hollywood, Oct. 26. — A million
dollars in back pay for film extras
will be distributed shortly by the
major and independent producers, as
a result of the regional WSB approving contracts with the SEG.

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY
in Theatre and film work of all kinds
seeking position in New York. Executive ability and able to assume
responsibility.
Call PLaza 7-4285
RKO RADIO PICTURES. Inc.
CHANCE IN
TRADE SHOW DATES:
"MONTANA BELLE": The SIOUX
FALLS trade showing will be held at
9:30 A.M., Mon., Oct. 27, and not on
Tues., Oct. 28.
"ANDROCLES AND THE LION":
The SIOUX FALLS trade showing
will be held at the Hollywood Theatre, 212 No. Philips Ave., at 10 A.M.,
lues., Uct. 28. . . . The DALLAS
trade showing will be held at the
Republic Projection Room, and not
at the Paramount Projection Room,
at 10:30 A.M., Tues., Oct. 28.

MOTION andPICTURE
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(Continued from page 1)
ecutive committee, and I know that a Boston, Benjamin Damingo ; Buffalo, Washington, D. C, Morton Gerber.
man of his ability and integrity will Elmer Lux and Myron Gross ; CharAccording to Switow, the "gener- Equipment
lotte, Scott Lett ; Chicago, Jack Rose ;
ous cooperation of exhibition and dismake constructive contributions to
tribution isexpected to bring gratifythe advancement of the entire motion Cincinnati, Van Schwartz ; Cleveland,
. . .
ing results in realizing our goal for World
Frank Murphy ; Dallas, John Rowley ;
picture industry.
s
is
goal
That
Salute.
Christma
the
Moines,
Pat McGee ; Des
"Mr. Grant has an intimate and ex- Denver,
Charles Niles ; Detroit, Jim Sharkey 150,000 signers of scrolls, and $200,000
pert knowledge of the motion picture and Art Robinson ; Indianapolis, E. L.
. with RAY GALLO
business and its problems gained
contributi
in This
weekons."
in every exchange city
le
Ornstein
Jacksonvil
;
Tampa,
Guy
with
tion
associa
long
through his
distributor and exhibitor chairmen
y in ad- A. Kenimer; Kansas City, Elmer will meet with branch managers to
various phases of theonindustr
the boards of Rhoden, Jr. ; Los Angeles, Al O'Keefe ;
dition to his service
and
the distribution of the Christ- A LARGage
of food
ETY and
directors of Columbia Pictures and Memphis, Herbert Kohn ; Milwaukee, set upmas scrolls
products
equipment
to all theatres, radio and
bever E tVARI
. . Hugo Vogel ; Minneapolis, Ben BerUnited Artists.
shmen vending continues to
for
refre
TV stations, and to all companies arrive on the market. Here are a few
"This experience will stand him in ger; New Haven, Harry ; Feinstein;
throughout the country which are
Oklahoma
Plitt
Henry
Orleans,
New
of
of the latest :
allied with the amusement industry.
good stead as the directing head
City, Morris Loewenstein and J. C.
A new electric grill which rolls and
RKO, one of the leading companies
During
the
period
of
the
campaign,
in the business. In his new task he Hunter ; Philadelphia, Alfred J. Davis November and December, Switow will self-bastes frankfurters in a continuh, Moe
ous action designed to eliminate the
is bringing to the company a group and Jack Greenberg ; Pittsburg
; St. make his headquarters at the national necessity of greasing rollers, has been
Adamson
Art
Portland,
Silver;
are
who
es
executiv
of young, talented
Salt Lake office of the Variety Clubs — Will marketed by J. J. Connolly, Inc., of
determined to advance the best inter- Louis, Joseph C. Ansell ;
Francisco,
San
New York. Models of varying capacSmith;
inGeorge
the
of
City,
but
ests not only of RKO
Rotus Harvey; Seattle, Fred Mercy; Rogers Hospital, New York City.
dustry as a whole.
ity are available, including those which
cook 10, 20 or 40 franks at a time.
"In these times the industry faces
Constructed of stainless steel, the units
new and perplexing problems and
No Myers Comment
both high and low heat control,
have
d
Hea
to
r
ange
(Continued from page 1)
must adjust and adapt itself to chang- Schl(Continued from page 1)
the first for continuous serving during
whatdoubt
I have no
ing conditions. industry
rush periods and the latter for keeping
, all branches
ever that the
head; microscope" and would confer with the franks hot and ready for serving.
of it, will meet the new challenges Wirth, home office real estate
Allied's arbitration committee before Glass guards are provided at an extra
resident of Warner
with great success. Mr. Grant will Carl Siegel ; vice-pCorp.;
making any statements.
t
Stewar
•
W.
e
this
Servic
rs
making
in
Brothe
help
Because of the importance of the cost.
be of inestimable
of
rer
treasu
ant
assist
ald,
McDon
arbitration
question,
Myers
said,
it
a certainty."
"The Coffee Bar," an automatic
Warner Brothers Pictures, and Harry couldn't be "sloughed off" by telephone
dispenser
of hot coffee, is a product
of
Grant to Meet Press on
ising
advert
Goldberg, director of
conversations, and it would therefore of the Bert Mills Corp., Lombard,
r Theatres.
Warne
•Dramatic Developments' planned as
be necessary
to confer
with the
arbi- 111. It is equipped to provide the
tration committee
members
by mail,
The second of what is
this year's meeting
of
te
keyno
The
beverage black, with sugar, with
gs
time a time-consuming process.
a series of weekly luncheon meetin
will be "showmanship," at which
a
h
launc
will
cream,
or both. Coffee used is eszone
ia
delph
Phila
the
Myers also refused to comment on a
of RKO Radio's new executives with
pecially made for the company by
at
held
be
de,"
will
Crusa
ves
ship
entati
wman
repres
"Sho
'
onths
press
six-m
Maxwell
House. The cream is a
recent
proposal
by
the
Theatre
Ownand
es
the Hotel Warwick here today, at devoted to the selling of pictur
ers of America that the industry arbiRadio
.
RKO
stunts
dehydrated
powder with approxipromotional
which Arnold Grant,
tration drafting committee be recon
An autobutterfat.
During the afternoon session of the vened to consider minor changes pro
board chairman, will further discuss
mately
50%
matic changer
maker accepts
the operating policy for the company. first day, the group will be addressed posed in the draft by TOA.
nickels, dimes and• quarters.
charge of adThe company's announcement, say- by Jerry Pickman, in exploi
of
tation
and
publicity
vertising,
Five Myths
ing that "several dramatic develop
A new hot-fudge pump designed to
ments" are to be expected at the Paramount, and Sterling Silliphant,
(Continued from page 1)
provide adjustable portion control and
yluncheon, touched off speculation that publicity director of 20th Centur
elimination of the use of ladles has
ed to an- Fox. On Wednesday, Robert W.
the company may be prepar
American
pictures,
and
(5)
that
Hollystudio
l
been developed by Helmco-Lacy, Chinounce acquisition of a new
Coyne, special counsel of the Counci
cago. Constructed of heavy stainless
will
wood is dominated by a crew of Comhead, president and board members, of Motion Picture Organizations,
steel,
the
unit operates by a simple
been
munists and fellow travelers."
although no board meeting has
action. It will also handle most
speak on COMPO and general indusQuoting from his experience of more lever
held for the election of the latter.
cold
fudges.
.
try problems
than 30 years in the business, Mayer
of Arnplaces the name execut
Speculation RKO
gave facts and figures to prove that
ive
Radio
old Picker,
none of these beliefs has any basis in
Two new chocolate products, both of
Tax
Repeal
tois due here
fact.
vice-president, who e,
top
which
are packed in a duplex cellothe
near
Europ
morrow from
(Continued from page 1)
phane, heat-sealed bag with a transpresfor
choice
of the list as probable
parent window, have been announced
ident and the board of directors.
IATSE
and
Chicago
inal
sever
s
acros
come
we have
by the Nestle Co., White Plains, N. Y.
tcommi
a
nell,
that
J. O'Don
stances which show
Coast reports have R. also
Houses in Stalemate
under cont head,
Interstate circui
One of the candies is called "Nibbles,"
ment made by a Congressional candisideration for the presidency.
which are small pieces of milk chocodermisun
be
may
dual
indivi
date to an
late, about 60 to the package. The
Chicago,
Oct.
26.
—
Negotiations
bestood or completely forgotten. When
tween the stage hands union, IATSE,
other
is "Semi-Sweets," also small
Held, Norman Leave
either and the motion picture theatres that
a group of exhibitors, however, sort
pieces of a dark, stronger chocolate,
RKO Publicity Staff
of
at a luncheon or some other
stage hands have broken down 70 to the package. Both items come
for- meeting, present their case and get a employ
in the attempt to set up a contract to in 100-bag shipping cases. Although
George Held, assistant to theRadio
that com- replace the present one, which expires designed to sell at 10 cents each, the
mer publicity manager of RKO
statement from the candidate
mitment sticks, because the candidate the first of the year. The stage-hands, individual packages are not marked
Pictures, Don Prince, and Fred Norman, in charge of radio and music knows he is on record before several
•
now receiving $2.09 per hour, are seek- for price.
activities, have resigned. Held had
ing a raise to $2.40.
been with the company for six years people from his district."
An automatic multiple food venand Norman for seven years.
der which dispenses hot coffee, hot
and
cold sandwiches, pies, pastries,
'Movie
Guide'
nses
Expe
smen's from
(Continued from page 1)
Sale(Continued
page
1)
irms
Conf
milk
and juices, has been marketed
o
Radi
RKO
by
the
Lunch-O-Mat Corp. of AmerResignation ceive nine dollars a day total expense run-of-paper position and will appear
Korshak
ica, New York City. Called the
s except under the heading: "Your Neighbor
"Lunch-O-Mat," the vender consists
RKO Radio on Friday confirmed allowance, and all major
ram furnish hood Movie Guide, Clip and Save: of seven divisions. Standard operatermination of the services of Sidney United Artists and Monog
automobiles The latter It will run across the five columns of
tion permits vending of 30 containKorshak, Chicago attorney, who earlier salesmen with
ers of milk in one; 30 containers of
to in- the paper. Rates are : $13 per theatre
has decide
had been retained as labor counsel for companystitute a car
edlyarrang
report
ement.d
fleet
chocolate
milk in another; 50 hot
for Manhattan, Bronx, and Staten Iswal
the company. Korshak's nwithdra
for
$6.80
Brooklyn;
for
$9.80
land;
sandwiches
(with a choice of two
exthat
e
Pictur
It is generally believed
was reported in y.Motio
Daily last Thursda
with- Queens, and $5 for Nassau.
would like to
kinds,
25
of
50 cold
sandchange bookers IATS
E and join the
wiches (alsoeach);
a choice
of two);
draw from the
50 pies and pastries (choice of
close asso- O'Donnell Tribute
Colosseum because of their
Susan Peters Dies
ciation with salesmen, and that the
two); 150 cups of hot coffee and 88
(Continued
from
page
1)
Hollywood, Oct. 26.— Susan Peters, Colosseum would welcome the bookers.
cans of juice (choice of two). Exparaly- However, that situation still is touch31, the actress who sufferedina 1945
cept for coffee, all divisions are inas
to
ng
sis from the waist down
looki
terchangeable. For example, more
entitled "The Silver
biography
length to
and-go and any overture
Fox,"
be
published
in
1953.
Paul
in
died
accident,
the result of shooting
affiliation would have to come from Short will collaborate on a screen play sections can be devoted to milk and
Visalia, Cal., on Friday of kidney the bookers, whose contract with the of the same name as the book.
less to sandwiches.
failure.
"IA" is said to be ironbound.
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by HARRY

TUGEND

• Directed by HAL

WALKER

• Screenplay by FRANK

BUTLER,
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ing, Bob and Dottie are
ittin'the road again. ..in
ieir latest, greatest Yoad'
how of all . . . and their
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PICKER, executive
ARNOLD
vice-president of RKO Radio, is
scheduled to arrive here from Europe
by boat tomorrow.•
Mrs. Henry Dawson, associate
director of community relations of the
Motion Picture Association of America will speak on "The Movies and
Their Public" tonight at the New
School for Social •Research here.

Washington, Oct. 26. — The first phase of the theatre television
hearing's will probably wind up tomorrow or Tuesday, according to
Motion Picture Association of America and National Exhibitors Theatre
Television committee attorneys, who are presenting the industry's case
to the Commission.
It was thought the hearings
would run for two weeks, but
To: Anonymous 'RKO
of cross-exthe postponement
amination until January and an
ee' does not
Employ
Radio
Motion Picture
Daily
apparent Commission desire for
publish
anonymous
letters nor
a speedy wind-up of the enobscenities. Otherwise its colgineering and accounting phase
umns are open to the expression
of the hearing account for the
of individual opinions such as
early closing date.
yours. If you will reveal your
identity, which will be kept in
final
last week's
in likely
point
one
At
that there
confidence if you prefer, your
session it seemed
letter will be published subject
might be cross - examination, when
Ernest D. North, general attorney for
only to deletions required by
of the Amerithe long lines edivision Telegr
good taste and Postal Regulaaph Co.,
can Telephon and
tions. Ed.
asked chairman Walker to delay the
admission of three MPAA-NETTC
s dealing with theatre televiexhibit
sion cost information.
Joseph
Leaving
In the course of the hearing 22 exobwithout
hibits have been accepted
jection, but when these three were Publicity Post
offered North declared that AT and
T would like to study them carefully
and asked that Walker postpone adJohnlicity
Joseph,
Eastern
manager, M-G-M's
has resigned.
He pubwill
until after cross-exmitting
January.
amination inthem
relinquish his
James Fly, MPAA attorney, sugpost at the end
of the year but
gested that Stuart Bailev and Frank
will
probably
engineers
Mcintosh MPAA-NETTC
exwho had offered and discussed the_
M home
office
leave
the M-Ghibits in question, be cross-examined
before that time
on them immediately, but Walker
for a vacation.
and postgranted North's requestcost
exhibits
poned admission of the
ing. the January portion of the hearJoseph has
until
G-M for
been
withabout
MThe Mcintosh and Bailey cost
four years, gofigures were broken down into minute
details for inter-and intra-city theatre
ing to theganization
or-from
television transmission, covering items
Universal,
for each point on the relay system
where
he had
which ranged from the cost of land
been
national
John
Joseph
to the cost of gasoline for maintenance
trucks. The figures will be totalled
adfor 12 ofyears.
vertising and publicitydirector
and correlated on Monday, MPAAM-G-M
NETTC attorneys said, when cost The chief factor in his leaving
wish — and that of his family
expert Manfred K. Toeppen will take —wasto his
live in Los Angeles, where he
the stand. Only remaining witness in still maintains his home, he stated.
Clark,
W.
the hearing will be John
tube expert.
vice-presiM-G-M's sing,
Dietz, of
Howard
dent in charge
adverti
pubEarlier in the session the Commislicity and promotion, in commenting
sion heard brief but technically detailed descriptions of three methods of upon Joseph's resignationthat
saidwe: "It
haveis
theatre television projection. Richard with considerable regret
Hodgson described the film storage accepted Joseph's resignation. He has
method; Skipwith W. Athey, the always been a valuable asset to our
direct proj ection method ; and Earl
Sponable, the Eidophor system. Spon- organization."
able also detailed a series of cross- 13 'U' Exploiteers
polarization tests in relation to conserving available space on the spec- On 'Because of You'
Universal-International will use an
trum.
augmented national exploitation force
to promote initial key city openings of
Pidgeon Next SAG Head "Because of You," which will have
Hollywood, Oct. 26. — Walter Pidg- its world premiere at the Randolph
eon is next president of Screen Actors Theatre in Philadelphia Wednesday.
The 13 field representatives assigned
Guild succeeding Ronald Reagon, who
served for five years. This was de- are Ben Katz, Robert Ungerfeld,
termined over the weekend as the Maurice (Bucky) Harris, John Mcdeadline for nominations by petition Grail, A-Mike Vogel, William Gandpassed. Pidgeon is unanimous choice all, Duke Hickey, Ben Hill, Julian
of nominating committee for post.
Bowes, David Polland, Guy Biondi,
Election takes place Nov. 9.
Ed Borgan and Joe Blaufox.

Barnett, vice-president
Norman
of Barnett International Forwarders,
Inc., will return here today from . EuConstitution
rope aboard the S.S.
•

ArtMax E. Yo'Ungstein, United New
ists vice-president, arrived in
York from Europe by plane last Friday.
•
Dick Cook, head of the motion picture department of Pictorial Review,
from Boston.
will return here today
•
Wesley Baily, promotion manager
of Good Housekeeping magazine,_ left
here over the weekend for Miami.

'Moulin
Easter

Rouge'
'53

for

Release

"Moulin Rouge," made abroad by
Artists reHuston for United
John lease
at Eastertime in 1953, will open
at the Los Angeles Wilshire Theatre
on Dec. 26 in order to be eligible for
the Academy Award, it was revealed
Friday by the film's star, Jose Ferrer,
who also has a profit-sharing arrangement on the picture.
Ferrer expects his working relationship with John Huston to resolve
shortly into a partnership for the
"Matador," the Barnaby
makingd of
Conra novel, in Technicolor, in
Spain, in May. No release deal has
been made as yet. Ferrer plans a
"Rouge"
public appearance tourforwith
"Cyrano."
efforts Huston
to hisrevealed
similar
had been
The- actor
responsible for an altered shooting
process in Technicolor which attains
hitherto unachieved affects while
working on a film.
WNBC

Runs

Film

'Plugs' on Saturdays
Station WNBC, key radio station
of the National Broadcasting network,
on Saturday began presenting spot announcements during the afternoon football broadcasts, to run weekly, to promote movie - going generally and
recommend outstanding films to listeners. This is in furtherance of the
mutual promotion pact with the Organization ofthe Motion Picture Industry of the City of New York.
Theatres in the Metropolitan area
will display specially prepared posters
and exhibit special trailers urging
theatre audiences to listen to Sketch
Henderson's programs on WNBC and
WNBT for recommended films

TV

Today

Hearings
or

May

Tomorrow

Parade

Presidential
of theghted
last
rHE
gn lap highli
campai
rent nezvsreels.isAlso
featured in
are curthe
g,
se
Korean fightin the Japane
Safety
Empero
Japaner,se and
the weathe
shrine
visit, the
a r's
new
Corps army,
unsinkable szvimnving suit.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 87— Stevenson
talks in Chicago on government and the
people. Eisenhower attracts throngs in
Boston and New York. Storm warnings
around the world. Ava Gardner is honored.
Unsinkable swim suits. German police dog
captures crooks.
NEWS OF THE DAY, Nou 217— Last lap
of
the in
Presidential
War'scrash.
toll
mounts
Korea. Newcampaign.
York subway
Japanese armed forces. Mechanical marvels.
PARAMOUNT NEWS^ No. 20— "Sugar
Ray" in dancing debut. U. S. jets in record
hop. Emperor leads homage to war dead.
Japan's
Safety debate
Corps onintruce
firstdeadlock.
review.
United Nations
Iron Horse Mountain in Korea under
assault.
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 43B — Final
week of campaign nears. Marshal Tito
aboard carrier Coral Sea. Franco visits
Granada. Santa's pack pre-viewed.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 407—
Bloody battles rage for strategic Korean
ridges. Japanese Emperor visits shrine.
Merry
musical
Winter's corning
and birds
know mechanics.
it.
WARNER
PATHE
NEWS,
No. 22—
Campaign nears close. New Japanese army
in first parade. Ambassador Kennan in
Heidelberg. Spain honors Ferdinand and
Isabella. New bathing suit won't sink. Cool
weather fashions. Giants-Cards football.
AA

Star

in TV

Pact

Huntz Hall, star of Allied Artists
"Bowery Boys" series, will make his
television debut tomorrow night on
the Milton Berle show, with whom he
has a seven-week option agreement.
Allied Artists hosted a cocktail party
in honor of the arrangement Friday
evening at the Hotel Warwick.
Back Pay to Extras
Hollywood, Oct. 26. — A million
dollars in back pay for film extras
will be distributed shortly by the
major and independent producers, as.
a result of the regional WSB approving contracts with the SEG.

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY
in Theatre and film work of all kinds
seeking position in New York. Executive ability and able to assume
responsibility.
Call Plaza 7-4285
RKO RADIO PICTURES. Inc.
CHANCE IN
TRADE SHOW DATES:
"MONTANA BELLE": The SIOUX
FALLS trade showing will be held at
9:30 A.M., Mon., Oct. 27, and not on
Tues., Oct. 28.
"ANDROCLES AND THE LION":
The SIOUX FALLS trade showing
will be held at the Hollywood Theatre, 212 No. Philips Ave., at 10 A.M.,
I ues., Oct. 28. . . . The DALLAS
trade showing will be held at the
Republic Projection Room, and not
at the Paramount Projection Room,
at 10:30 A.M., Tues., Oct. 28.
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picture industry.
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in the business.
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ous action designed to eliminate the
; St.
of young, talented executives who are Silver; Portland, Art Adamson Lake make his headquarters at the national necessity of greasing rollers, has been
determined to advance the best inter- Louis, Joseph C. Ansell ; Salt
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Pictures featured in M. P. Daily
advertising during past 6 weeks.

■.it-'

United Artists

The

VUal

Spark

that ignites the

interest of exhibitors for specific pictures, so that it can flame into that
enthusiasm which inspires real showmanship,
is a soundly planned program of trade advertising. Without that, no exhibitor can be
blamed for lacking in excitement over pictures
■ •J'1
which are offered to him virtually "cold'*.
It is obvious that the extent of a distributor's
confidence in product he has available is generally indicated by either the telling — or lack
of telling about it — in trade paper messages.
There never was a greater need for good
product. There never was a greater interest
among exhibitors to know about the product
they should plan to obtain and exploit. There
never was a keener readership of trade paper
messages.
Requisites for successful motion picture
trade paper advertising of good product are:
(1) Start it soon enough; (2) Make it effectively proclaim the box-office values of the
picture; (3) Publish a sufficient continuity of
sales messages to impress and remind.

Paramount
Paramount

Soundly planned trade advertising is the
basic telling that leads to successful selling.
Its cost is dimes that bring dollars. It is the

U niversal

vital spark for the power
est results!

that produces

great-
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Says New
Be Named

Avers

YORK,

U.S.A., TUESDAY,

Goldenson
Has A
Public Relations Plan
Hollywood, Oct. 27.— The Motion Picture Industry Council
has set up
ma c h i ner y
for cooperating in a plan
conceived
by
Leonard
G oldenson,
president of
United ParaTheatres, mount
through

Directors Will
in 48 Hours

Confidence that RKO Radio will
recover from its current ills was
expressed here yesterday by Arnold
which exhibiGrant, chairman of the board, at a
tors nationalsecond press luncheon, held at the
lyd will
proWarwick Hotel to introduce the "exv
i
dbe with
Leonard Goldenson matereial
ecutive team" of the company.
for
It is his judgment, Grant
local public
said, that while RKO Radio Picrelations use. Lou Greenspan,
tures is a "sick company," it
former publicist and trade paper
should "not die from the aileditor, has been appointed to
ment." On the contrary, Grant
coordinate material for exhibipredicted that "the patient will
tors' use, including news stories,
live for many, many years and
special features, speeches and
radio-TV data.
recover."
Grant, who has been functioning as
chief executive of the company since
Howard Hughes sold his controlling
Solomon
20th
stock interest, said the board is meet- Name
ing daily in an attempt to fill the
(Continued on page 6)
Assistant Ad Head
Wald-Krasna,
Terminate

RKO

Contract

The RKO Radio distribution contract with Wald-Krasna Productions,
covering the period from Aug. 14,
1950 to Dec. 31, 1952, yesterday was
terminated by mutual agreement, it
was reported here by sources close to
Wald-Krasna. The contract cancellation resulted from negotiations during
the past week in Hollywood between
Sherrill Corwin, RKO Radio board
(Continued on page 6)

Confabs on Hughes
Loan Underway
Talks to effect the $8,000,000
Howard Hughes' loan, negotiated by the Stolkin syndicate when it acquired Hughes'
controlling stock interest in
RKO Pictures, are proceeding
in New York, Arnold Grant,
board chairman, revealed here
yesterday.
He said those participating
in the talks are Thomas Slack,
Hughes' attorney, William
Zimmerman, head of RKO
Pictures' legal department,
and William Clark, the company's treasurer.

Edward Solomon has been named to
the newly-created post of assistant advertising director of 20th Century-Fox,
it was announced by Abe Goodman,
advertising manager.
Withence in experitheatre
operation, management, advertising, publicity
and e x p 1 o i t a tion, Solomon
has been a member of 20th-Fox
since 1 940.
Prior to joining
the company he
was on the adEdward Solomon
vertising staff
of Balaban and
Katz in Chicago.
When he j oined
20th he was assigned to the Chicago
(Continued on page .6)
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160-MILLION

President

Tennessee

of

Unit

Figure Covers Building
Costs Only, Film
Industry Sources Reveal

Washington, Oct. 27. — It would
Memphis, Oct. 27. — Tennessee cost about $60,000,000 to build a
Theatre Owners today elected W. F.
Ruffin, Jr., Covington, as president to system that would supply virtually
all the indoor theatres in nine large
succeed Jay Solomon.
Eastern cities with competing theatre
J. A. West, Memphis ; Earl Hen- said today. programs, industry sources
drew, Erwin; and Cowan Oldham, television
McMinnville, were elected vice-presidents. Emil Bernstecker, Atlanta, was
The figure applies only to
named secretary and Charles A. Simpbuilding costs. It covers the exson, Chattanooga, treasurer. Solomon
expense of setting up a New
was elected national Theatre Owners
York City-Washington interof America director.
city relay system which would
The Tennessee convention adopted
carry three simultaneously
competing circuits in the nine
resolutions favoring arbitration "in
cities. However, for the $60,000.principal," and directing the TOA executive committee to use. its own dis000 figure, theatres would be
cretion in the 16 mm. suit.
able to choose from six comTennessee's one-day meeting was
peting circuits, each with a
(Continued on page 6)
different program.
Johnston
Weighs

to

Paris

N.

Y.,

Trip

Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture
Association of America president, who
is scheduled to be in New York today
from Washington, yesterday still had
not made up his mind on when to fly
to Paris for talks looking to negotiation of a Franco- American film agreement.
MPAA officials in France have been
observing closely economic and political developments there with the intention of signaling Johnston when the
Lime for talks appears propitious, it
was indicated here.
Johnston had scheduled a plane trip
(Continued on page 6)
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FP-C

Canadian

s Stein

Unit

Head

Ottawa, Oct. 27. — Morris Stein,
division manager of Famous Players
Meeting Nov. 12
Toronto, was reA schedule of releases for the first Canadian Corp.,of the National Compresident
elected
nine months of 1953 will be announced
mittee of Motion Picture Exhibitors
of Canada at its fourth
tion
by 20th Century-Fox at a special divi- Associa
today in the Cha
sion managers meeting here Nov. 12- annual convention
here, with up
Hotel
Laurier
teau
distribu13, Al Lichtman, director ofannounced
present from
es
delegat
25
wards of
tion, who will preside,
yesterday.
Canada.
across
provincial groups
will hear an outdiscussions by the theatre offiThe
The managers also
line of sales and advertising plans for
two-day
nary to the
cials were prelimi
ow and Wednesday
tomorr
h the remainder of convention(Continu
throug
ed
pictures set
page
on
6)
(Continued on page 6)

20th-Fox

COST

CENTS

this informathattestimon
waswouldexpected
It tion
y to be
be part of
given to the Federal Communications
televisio
theatre
Commission's
(Continued
on page
6) n hear-

TORONTO, Oct. 27. —With
the Ontario government
te removing for a comple
vision of censorship and
theatre inspection regulations, the Motion Picture Theatres Association
of Ontario has called for
the submission of suggestions by exhibitors to be
incorporated in the brief
for presentation to the
government . •
COLUMBUS, 0., Oct. 27.
— In replies to questions
by Robert Wile, secretary
of the ITO of Ohio, about
their attitudes on repeal
of the Federal admission
tax, four Congressional
candidates in the State
declared in favor of repeal and three said they
were favorably disposed
to tax reduction.
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UK

Mention

Shutdown

J. BLUMBERG, Universa
NATE
board chairman has arrived
New York from the Coast.

London, Oct. 27. — A meeting of
producers with studio union heads to-a
day, called to attempt to prevent
shutdown of production because of inability to make progress in negotiations for wage increases, was adjourned until Wednesday by mutual
consent.
The meeting had been requested by
Tom O'Brien, head of the National
Association of Theatrical and Kine
Employes, one of the unions involved
in the negotiations, after an unauthorized work stoppage had been staged at
J. Arthur Rank's Pinewood studio
last week. Similar tactics were
adopted at other motion picture studios
subsequently.
O'Brien, George Elvin of the Association of Cine and Allied Technicians,
and Frank Haxell of the Electrical
Trades Union attended today's meeting
with leading producers. The British
Film Producers Association considered closing down all studios on the
theory that it would be impossible to
arrange shooting schedules in the
event the impromptu work stoppages
continue.
Among productions held up are
Walt Disney's "Sword and the Rose"
at Pinewood, and "The Red Beret," in
which Alan Ladd is starring at Shep-

ger, Republic exJames R. Grain
ecutive vice-president in charge of
sales, returned to New York yesterfollowing a three-week's trip to
New dayOrleans, Dallas, Los Angeles,
San Francisco and• Chicago.
Leon Bamberger, RKO Radio sales
is in Memphis to adpromotion the chief,
dress annual convention of the
MPTO of Tennessee, Arkansas and
Mississippi. He will return on Friday.

ount's East, Param
Owenern-Southern
division manager, is in
Buffalo today, and tomorrow he will
be in Albany.
e
Hugh

Robert Dowling, head of City Investing Corp., will return here from
London today.
Philip Gerard, Universal Eastern
publicity manager, was in Philadelphia
yesterday from New York.
Sam Shain is in Buffalo today on
a COMPO assignment.
United
Meets

Paramount
Tomorrow

The third annual meeting of United
Paramount Theatres, Inc., will be held
tomorrow and Thursday at the Greenbriar Hotel, White Sulpher Springs,
West Virginia.
Attending will be the following
from the home office: Leonard H.
Goldenson, Robert M. Weitman, Edward L. Hyman, Robert O'Brien,
Walter Gross, Sidney M. Markley,
Simon B. Siegel, Herbert Lazarus
and Harry Levine.
The following will attend from the
Robert O'Donfield : Karl Hoblitzelle, H.
F. Kincey,
nell, Robert Wilby,
John Balaban, Dave Wallerstein, A.
H. Blank, Kermitt Carr, Martin J.
Mullin, Earl J. Hudson, Harry B.
French, Leon Netter and Louis
Finske.
Also, Gaston Dureau, Henry Plitt,
John Adams, Raymond Willie, James
Harrison, Emil Bernsteeker, Roy
Smart, Ray Hendry, George Aurelius, Arthur Krolick, Eugene Street,
Ben Rosenberg, Selig Seligman, Jerry
O'Donnell, Jack
William
Zigmond,
Redd.
and James
Katz

Wage

Dispute
of

Tuesday, October 28, 1952

Daily

Threatens

Production

perton.
Negotiations between the producers
and studio unions have been in progress for more than a year. Producers
are demanding relaxation in what they
call restrictive practices as the price
of pay-rises.

Royal Performance
Aids UK Trade Fund
London, Oct. 27. — Total proceeds
of the annual Royal Film Performance, held at M-G-M's Leicester
Square Empire Theatre here tonight
with "Because You're Mine" as the
feature attraction, will amount to approximately £30,000 ($84,000), including Wednesday receipts from a replica
performance at Leeds, Thursday at
Liverpool, and revenue from program
advertising. Proceeds are contributed
to the Cinematograph Trade Benevo
lent Fund.
Present at the performance were the
Queen, her husband, the Duke of
Edinburgh, and Princess Margaret. A
60-minute stage presentation followed
the film, with Charles Chaplin, Sir
Laurence Olivier, Vivien Leigh
Yvonne de Carlo, Gene Kelly, Douglas Fairbanks, Kirk Douglas, Evelyn
Keyes, Rock Hudson and others participating.

Rogers to Make More
Films for Theatres
Rackmil to Leave Today
Columbus, O., Oct. 27.— Roy Ro
Milton R. Rackmil, president of gers, performing with Dale Evans and
Universal Pictures and of Decca, re- a large company in the Hobart Arena
turned here yesterday from the Coast, at Troy, O., disclosed that he plans
with "U" studio to make another series of films for
where he conferred
executives.
He will leave today for
distribution. Rogers' manager
England mainly on Decca business, theatre
anRush, stated that an
Arthur
according to a spokesman for Decca.
nouncement would be made shortly
Rackmil is due back in about two
on the
from Rogers' Hollywood office
weeks.
.
distributor and production schedule.

IName

Chairmen

Pioneers

for

Dinner

Committee chairmen for the Motion
Picture
Pioneers
the
Hotel
Astor "Jubilee
here onDinner"
Tuesday,at
Nov. 25, were announced yesterday by
Jack Cohn, president of the Pioneers,
and Ned E. Depinet, chairman of the
dinner, which will honor N. J. Blumberg, chairman of the board of Universal Pictures, as the Motion Picture
Pioneer of 1952.

TV of Coronation
To Be Restricted
London,
27.— The
nationOct.
Commission
has Cororuled
against television being permitted to cover the actual
ceremony. Newsreels, however, including color films, are
authorized to provide complete coverage.
The J. Arthur Rank Organization has completed arrangements for a full length picture in Technicolor and Associated British-Pathe will
have a full-length picture.
Protests against the TV
ceremonial ban have caused
Prime Minister Churchill to
call a special Cabinet meeting
to help him draft a statement
on the issue to be read to the
House of Commons tomorrow.

J. Takiff,and
secretary-treasurer
of Harry
the Pioneers,
Marvin Kirsch,
vice-president, have been appointed
administrators for the dinner. John J.
O'Connor, vice-president of Universal,
will be in charge of honored guests.
MPA
Gilbert Josephson, exhibitor, will be Seadler Heads
in charge of physical arrangements
for the dinner and reception. Charles Ad-Publicity Group
Alicoate of Film Daily, and Ray Gallagher of Motion Picture Herald, will
be in charge of admissions and new
Silas F. Seadler, director of advermember inductions. David A. Bader
tising of M-G-M, has been named
will be in charge of new members, chairman of the Advertising and Puband George Jessel will serve as toastlicity Directors Committee of the Momaster.
tion Picture Association of America.
He succeeds Charles Simonelli, Eastern ad-publicity manager and national
Technicolor9-Month
exploitation chief of Universal.
The committee chairmanship is a
Net Is $1,499,507
rotating post involving a minimum
tenure of six months.
Consolidated net profit after taxes
Simonelli, who served as chairman
on Technicolor's income for the nine for nine months, won a unanimous
months ending Sept. 30, is estimated vote of thanks from the committee for
to be $1,499,507, equivalent to $1.60 his "able guidance" of the group's activities since the first of the year.
perThis
share.
compares to a net of $1,561,525,
equivalent to $1.68 per share for the
corresponding nine months of 1951,
with taxes for that period adjusted to
the effective rate paid for the entire
NEW YORK THEATRES
The estimated consolidated net profit
after taxes on income for the quarter
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
year.
ending Sept. 30, 1952 is $474,087,
Rockefeller Center
which is equivalent to 50 cents per
MARIO
LANZA in
share. This compares to a net of
$500,131 which is equivalent to 54
cents a share, for the correspondingquarter in 1951.
First

TV

Saturation

'Trees'
for
by 'U'
teleSet
a saturation
w ill use
Universal
vision spot campaign for the first time
in connection, with the world premiere
of "It Grows on Trees" at the Paramount Theatre in New Haven on
, Nov. 5, the company disWednesday
closes.

The spots, which will be used during station breaks on the New Haven
television station, will range from 20
seconds to one minute.
,/. H. Moskowitz

Returns

vice-presiH. Moskowitz,
Josephand special
studio representative
dent
of 20th Century-Fox, returned to his
New York office yesterday after a
five-month visit to the Coast.
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20th

Meet

{Continued from page 1)

this year and the beginning of 1953.
Lichtman as chairman will be aided
by W. C. Gehring, executive assistant
general sales manager ; Edwin W.
Aaron, Western sales manager, and
Arthur Silverstone, Eastern and Canadian sales manager.
Charles Einfeld, ad-publicity vicepresident, will outline advertising,
publicity and exploitation plans and
discuss the line-up of pictures beingmanagers'
branch
offered during
l whichthewill
end Dec.
27.
testimonia
Also to be discussed are plans for
the company's "Anniversary Week"
which is to be celebrated over Thanksgiving.
Pictures for the remainder of 1952
which will be included in the discussions are Darryl F. Zanuck's "The
Snows of Kilimanjaro," "The Stars
and Stripes Forever," "Bloodhounds
of Broadway," "The Steel Trap,"
"The Thief of Venice," "Pony Soldier" and "My Pal Gus."
Division managers scheduled to attend the meeting are: Herman Wobber, Western ; Harry Ballance, South. ern; Martin Moskowitz, Empire
State; M. A. Levy, Midwest; Glenn
Norris, Atlantic; Tom McCleaster,
Central and Peter Myers, Canadian.
Also on hand will be Buck Stoner and
Paul Wilson, assistant division managers in the Western and Southern
territories, respectively.
Branch managers Jim Connolly,
Boston; Ben Simon, New Haven, and
Tom Gilliam, Chicago will also be in
attendance since their exchanges are
now supervised by the home office.

Eastern

Picture

Theatre
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TV

Cost

{Continued from page 1)

RKO

Pictures

{Continued from page 1)

The cost of operating the inter-city
ing today by Manfred Toeppen, but
due to an accounting error in the ex- transmission will run at about $1,600,a year ; the cost of the Washinghibits which were part of Toeppen's 000 ton
intra-city system at $580,000 yearpresentation, and which was just disly ;and the cost of the program source
covered over the week-end, his appearance was postponed until the Jan. link operation at $250,000 a year.
The operating cost figures cover six
12 portion of the hearing.
hours of operation daily, but the
Due to the fact that Toeppen's ap- spokesman said that the costs would
pearance was canceled, the engineer- not vary too much for three, nine or
ing
and
cost
phaseafter
of testimony
the hearingended early
today,
by 12 operating hours.

vacancies caused by the resignation of j
Ralph E. Stolkin, A. L. Koolish and
William Gorman from the board of
the operating company, RKO Radio
Pictures. Grant said that he expects

John W. Clark. Following- the close
of the hearing, a reliable industry informant gave reporters the figures on
construction and operating costs of the
New York City- Washington theatre
television system, which Toeppen will
present in January. Toeppen is the
cost analyst for the Motion Picture
Association of America and the National Exhibitors Theatre Television
Committee.

the appointment of an interim president, he thought it advisable for the*
company to first fill board vacancies.
The new directors, he added, would
then be able to choose a president
after obtaining experience in operating the company.

In the $60,000,000 figure there
are three definite construction
figures, the spokesman said, including $1,500,000 as the cost of
constructing an intra-city relay
system for Washington, which
would service 93 theatres in the
metropolitan area; and $650,000
for building the necessary program source links, both mobile
and fixed, to pick up programs.
The third definite figure, $3,300,
000, covers the cost of constructing the New York-Washington inter-city relay system,
which will supply the nine cities.

Industry Attorneys Satisfied With
Progress of Theatre TV Hearing
Washington, Oct. 27. — Industry
attorneys expressed themselves as
completely satisfied with the progress
of the industry's theatre television case
today, as the hearing before the Federal Communications Commission on
the engineering and cost phases of
theatre television recessed until Jan. 12.
They cited Commissioners, Commission staffers and attorneys for
parties in the case, who told them
that the presentation of the industry's
"impressive" and "bulcase had been
let-proof." One non-industry attorney
said the industry's case had .been "the
best presentation" in any allocations
proceeding before the FCC.
Vincent Welch, attorney for the
Motion Picture Association of America, and Marcus Cohn, attorney for
the National , Exhibitors Theatre television Committee, declared that although progress would be slow all
along the way in the presentation of
the theatre television case., mainly due
to the great bulk of testimony, they
thought that the first week of hearing
had come off very well.
They also noted that the attitude of the commission and the
FCC staff, sparked by chairman
Paul Walker's opening day blast
at exclusive theatre telecasts of

According to the industry source,
the specific Washington figures, taking
into account differing engineering and
cost problems presented by each city,
and including the $3,300,000 figure,
Wald-Krasna,
RKO
can be extended to total the $60,000,{Continued from page 1)
000 for over-all capital costs. Eighty
member, and David Tannenbaum, per cent of the total $60,000,000 figure
will go into the costs of intra-city disWald-Krasna president.
tribution for theatres within the nine
fights, had "improved as the
terthe
of
ation
consider
cities.
principal
A
case went along."
Wald's agreement
Besides New York and Washington,
Final witness today was John W.
, wasonJerry
to continuemination
a non-exclusive basis,
the
cities
that
would
be
covered
by
Clark, who told the Commission that
as production advisor in connection
projected system are Trenton,
with RKO's planned production of the
Philadelphia, Atlantic City, Reading, the. Klystron tube was high-powered
"High Heels" and "Size 12," both of Allentown, Wilmington and Baltimore. enough to provide 900D UHF microwhich Harriet Parsons will produce.
wave transmission as well as to provide transmission over the broad band
Miss Parsons' contract with WajdOperating
costs
for
the
sysKrasna has been taken over by RKO.
which the industry thinks is necessary
tem as revealed by qualified
Milton Pickman will continue as
for theatre television transmission.
industry experts, are based on
Answering some doubts expressed by
Wald-Krasna vice-president and gena three-year amortization peeral manager.
Commissioners and the staff as to
riod for the capital costs. They
Tannenbaum said negotiations which
stress the fact that a high rate
whether there was equipment available
Wald-Krasna has been conducting
today to do the job the industry wants
of amortization was chosen because some of the equipment
done, Clark said the Klystron tube
with another studio "will be concluded
will
probably
wear
out
rapidly
was
actually in effective use today.
once."
at
It was expensive, he pointed out, but
— and that the operating costs
Under the RKO deal, Wald-Krasna
will therefore be comparatively
he added that Varian Associates were
produced four pictures which the discontinuing with research which would
tributing company will continue to
high during the three-year
amortization period.
eventually cut the price.
handle: "The Blue Veil," "Clash by
Night," "Behave Yourself" and "The
Lusty Men."
Johnston to N.Y.
Name
Stein
{Continued from page 1)
{Continued from page 1)
Solomon
to Paris last weekend but called it off of the Motion Picture Industry Coun{Continued from page 1)
cil of Canada.
because he had developed a cold.
office where he was in charge of adSince Franco-American negotiations
Sitting in camera,, the delegates drew
vertising, publicity and field exploita- broke off several weeks ago no Ameriup
resolutions on television in relation forces in the Midwest.
can pictures have been sent to France.
tions to theatres, admission of 16mm.
The talks between the two govern- exhibitors to membership, protective
ments ended abruptly when the French musical copyright measures, and the
withdrew a previous offer to permit
When 1/cu Weed a
the bulk of some $6,000,000 in blocked proposed overhaul of the theatre reguSPECIAL TRAILER
lations by the Ontario Government.
earnings to be remitted forthwith _at
'GOOD' and FAST
Other officers are F. Gordon Spenthe capital account rate. Meanwhile,
GOOD OLD DEPENDABLE
cer of Saint John, N. B. and K. H.
France, in what was interpreted here
Leach
of Calgary, vice-presidents ;
as
a
goodwill
gesture,
remitted
at
the
FILM
ACK
CHICAGO 5, 1327 5. WABASH AVE. official rate $1,200,000, a sum which Dick Main of Sutton, Out. secretaryNEW YORK 36, 630 NINTH AVE. had been tagged for remittance for treasurer, and Arch H. Jolley, of Toronto, executive secretary.
quite some time.

to
be ablewithin
to announce
selections
24 or 48 the
hours.board's
Grant said it would take some, time
before a new president is selected by
the board, replacing Stolkin. The
chief executive explained that, barring

The major problem of selecting a studio head and getting
the studio back in full scale
production will be attacked by
Grant on his trip to the West
Coast, which he plans in anvealed. other week or so, it was re- '
The second in a series of weekly
press conferences highlighted the introduction ofthe "executive team" in
the East, composed of 16 department
heads. Grant said the eventual department executives, including those at
the studio, will number 25.
Picker Absent
Absent from the luncheon was Arnold Picker, newly-appointed executive vice-president of the company,
who is due here today from Europe.
Grant said that Picker while abroad
suggested a number of minor changes
in RKO's foreign operations.
Grant said he did not know the intentions of the Stolkin syndicate,
whether members of the group would
sell their 26 per cent stock interest
purchased from Hughes. Grant added
that he acted as an attorney for the
purchasing group, but was not familiar
with the background of each member.
The board chairman held that the
Stolkin group's voice in management
would be no different from the influence of any
of minority
stock-J.
holders.group
Grant denied
that R.
O'Donnell, head of Interstate circuit,
had been approached for the presidency of RKO.
The following were introduced by
"executive
as part beof inthecharge
which
of salesteam"
and
Grant would
distribution of RKO product. In order
of their introduction, they are :

Jay dentBonafield,
and general executive
manager vice-presiof RKO
Pathe ; Garrett Van Wagner, comp;
trollerWilliam
Zimmerman, head of
the legal department ; Robert K.
Hawkinson, foreign administration
manager ; Alfred Crown, foreign sales
manager ; Richard Condon, advertising-publicity director ; William Clark,
treasurer ; Charles Boasberg, general
sales manager ; Walter Branson, assistant general sales manager, and Harry
Pimstein, assistant to Grant.
Ruffin President
{Continued from page 1)
the starter for the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee which opened a
three day convention here tonight at
the Hotel Gayoso. Leon Roundtree,
Holly Springs, Miss., is being boomed
for
of the
Tri- States, which
will president
elect officers
Wednesday.
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Pinky

Herman

ur\EAR Mr. Anthony," is the way this gag has started for years,
"my
'my wife
wite went out for
tor a loaf
Joat of
ot bread
Dread seven years as
ago and
hasn't returned yet. My problem is, shall I still wait or shall I go out
for the bread myself?" On his return from service in the Pacific, late
in 1945, Sgt. Harry S. Miller and NBC staffer Leo Russotto composed
a beautiful ballad, "Your Love," which they showed to Jan Pearce who
promised to record the tune. For any number of reasons, busy schedule, out-of-town engagements, Metropolitan Opera commitments, etc.,
Jan has been unable to do the number. Yesterday, in front of the
RKO Bldg., Miller asked ye scribbler, "Shall Leo and I still wait or
shall we take our song to Tony Martin?" .... CBStarting Nov. 1,
Jack Lescoulie will announce the "Jackie Gleason Show." . . . Atlas
TV Corp. has completed five one-reel Football Hi-Lites narrated by
Ford Bond. . . . Frank Bunetta, producer-director of DuMont's new
dramatic series, "Dark of Night," acquires new laurels for his effective
lights and shadows technique plus the imaginative location selections.
. . . Peter Arnell sez, and we quote : "It won't do those flying saucers
any good to come to earth because they won't find a space to park."
Unquote. . . . The song, "Lights On — Votes Out," used extensively on
WOR-Mutual's campaign to get people to vote this year, was composed by Nick and Charles Kenny. . . .

ft
ft anno
uncer,' ftwho zuas granted special
George Ansbro, ABC staff
on "Young Widder Brown" at the time
permission to continue
when the Red and Blue Networks were divorced, isNB Celebrating his 15 th year on that
program. . . . Rated-, and deservedly so, as one
of the best-liked performers in night clubs, Joe
E. Lewis, Sunday night on Ed Sullivan's
"T oast of the Town," might have chosen material
s
better suited for the home 'viewers. . . . NBC'
second telefilm of the scries of conversations
with elder ivise men, will feature Robert Frost,
four-time winner of the Pulitzer Prize for
poetry. Produced by Richard deRochemont and
filmed at Frost's home in Ripton, Vt., the subGeorge Ansbro
ject will be seen Sunday, Nov. 23, at 5 :30 P.M.
ft ' ft
ft
General Foods (Jello) has signed Bob Hope to star in two
new programs involving lots of moolah. Both shows will be
aired via NBC, one series to be heard across the board mornings from 9:30-9:45 A.M., starting Nov. 10, and the second
program a half-hour deal set for every Wednesday evening
with the launching taking place next January 7. . . . Important
advances and new methods in black and white and color film
processing and printing will be discussed by Eastman Kodak
engineers at the next SMPTE meeting, Thursday, at the Henry
Hudson Hotel in New York City. ... In an endeavor to clear
up misunderstandings in the exchange of actors here and
abroad, Actor's Equity prexy Ralph Bellamy will film the next
13 chapters of his "Man Against Crime," CBS-TV series so
he can spend a month in Europe for direct meetings with
European artist reps. . . . "Stage a Number," produced every
Wednesday at 9 P.M. via DuMont by Roger Gerry, is an hour
of diversified entertainment. It also serves as a "showcase"
not only for new talent but likewise tosses a spotlight directly
on new directors, producers and purveyors of talent. . . .
Beauteous Rebel Randall, the Hollywood Deejay, whose phone
calls every CBSunday at 4:00 P.M. on the Regent cigarettesponsored program, "America Calling," permits GFs stationed
all over the globe to speak to their families, is a former model
and film actress.
(Rebel? her first name should be Patriot.)
ft

ft

K

Jack Kirkwood, whose MBScintillating wit is beamed daily from
Hollywood, has been named "Mr. Entertainment." During his long
and varied career, Jack appeared in dramatic stock, vaudeville, musical
comedy, sang in light and comic opera, was an orchestra manager,
plays the trumpet, cello and drums and write :he scripts, gags, blackouts for his programs. . . . Dr. Gino Hamilton's "Jazz Arts Concerts,"
heard every Saturday at 10 :30 P.M. via NBC, sounds to us like a
newer and better version of the original "Basin St. Chamber Music
Society" doings. In fact, the series stacks up like fine TV material.
. . . Alice J. Heinecke's words about music, published in Sesac's
Monthly Journal, are highly interesting and informative accounts of
people and their adventures with the musical muse.
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Goldenson
Has A
Public Relations Plan
Hollywood, Oct. 27.— The Motion Picture Industry Council
has set up
machinery
for cooperating in a plan
conceived
by
Leonard
G oldenson,
president of
United ParaTheatres, mount
through
which exhibitors nationally
will
prov i d e dbe with
material for

Confidence that RKO Radio will
recover from its current ills was
expressed here yesterday by Arnold
Grant, chairman of the board, at a
second press luncheon, held at the
Warwick Hotel to introduce the "exLeonard Goldenson
ecutive team" of the company.
It is his judgment, Grant
local public
relations use. Lou Greenspan,
said, that while RKO Radio Pictures is a "sick company," it
former publicist and trade paper
should "not die from the aileditor, has been appointed to
ment." On the contrary, Grant
coordinate material for exhibipatient will
predicted that "the
tors' use, including news stories,
and
years
many
live for many,
special features, speeches and
radio-TV data.
recover."
Grant, who has been functioning as
chief executive of the company since
Howard Hughes sold his controlling
Name
Solomon
20th
stock interest, said the board is meeting daily in an attempt to fill the
(Continued on page 6)
Assistant Ad Head

OCTOBER

THEATRE

EAST
Ruffin

TV

of

Unit

Memphis, Oct! 27. — Tennessee
Theatre Owners today elected W. F.
Ruffin, Jr., Covington, as president to
succeed Jay Solomon.
J. A. West, Memphis ; Earl Hendrew, Erwin; and Cowan Oldham,
elected vice-presiwere cker,
ille,
McMinnvdents.
Emil Bernste
Atlanta, was
A. SimpCharles
y
and
named secretar
son, Chattanooga, treasurer. Solomon
was elected national Theatre Owners
of America director.
The Tennessee convention adopted
resolutions favoring arbitration "in
principal," and directing the TOA executive committee to use. its own discretion in the 16 mm. suit.
Tennessee's one-day meeting was
(Continued on page 6)
Johnston

to

N.

Y.,

Paris Trip
Edward Solomon has been named to Weighs
the newly-created post of assistant adContract
Terminate
vertising director of 20th Century-Fox,
Eric A. Johnston, Motion Picture
it was announced by Abe Goodman, Association of America president, who
is scheduled to be in New York today
advertising manager.
The RKO Radio distribution confrom Washington, yesterday still had
tract with Wald-Krasna Productions,
With experinot made up his mind on when to fly
ence
in
theatre
covering the period from Aug. 14,
to Paris for talks looking to negotia1950 to Dec. 31, 1952, yesterday was
manoperation,
tion of a Franco- American film agreeterminated by mutual agreement, it
agement, adverment.
tising,
publicity
to
close
sources
by
here
was reported
MPAA officials in France have been
Wald-Krasna. The contract cancella- and exploitation, Solomon
tion resulted from negotiations during
observing closely economic and politithe intenbetween
od
cal developments there with when
the past week in Hollywo
has been a memthe
tion of signaling Johnston
ber of 20th-Fox
Sherrill Corwin, RKO Radio board
it
ous,
propiti
s
appear
talks
for
ame
since 1 940.
(Continued on page 6)
here.
ed
indicat
was
Prior to joining
the company he
scheduled a plane trip
Johnston had ued
(Contin
on page 6)
adwas on the vertising
Edward
Solomon
s
staff
Hughe
on
Confabs
of Balaban and
Loan Underway
Stein
Katz in Chicago.
When he joined Name
FP-Cs
Chicago
the
to
assigned
was
20th he
Talks to effect the $8,000,000
(Continued on page 6)
Unit Head
Canadian
Howard Hughes' loan, negotiated by the Stolkin syndicate when it acquired Hughes'
20th-Fox Product
Ottawa, Oct. 27. — Morris Stein,
controlling stock interest in
on manager of Famous Players
divisi
RKO Pictures, are proceeding
Nov. 12
Meeting
Grant,
Arnold
York,
New
in
Canadian Corp., Toronto, was reA schedule of releases for the first
al Comthe Nation
board chairman, revealed here
elected presidentnof Pictur
e Exhibitors
mittee of Motio
nine months of 1953 will be announced
yesterday.
a at its fourth
He said those participating
by 20th Century-Fox at a special divi- Association of Canad
12in the talks are Thomas Slack,
sion managers meeting here Nov.
annual convention today in the Chadistribuof
teau Laurier Hotel here, with updirector
n,
13, Al Lichtma
Hughes' attorney, William
wards of 25 delegates present from
tion, who will preside, announced
Zimmerman, head of RKO
yesterday.
provincial groups across Canada.
Pictures' legal department,
also will hear an outThe managers
and William Clark, the comThe discussions by the theatre offiline of sales and advertising plans for
y to the two-day
cials were preliminar
pany's treasurer.
tomorrow and Wednesday
gh the remainder of convention(Conti
throu
pictures set
nued
page 6)
on
nued
on page 6)
(Conti
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Figure Covers Building
Costs Only, Film
Industry Sources Reveal
Washington, Oct. 27. — It would
cost about $60,000,000 to build a
system that would supply virtually
all the indoor theatres in nine large
Eastern cities with competing theatre
television
said today. programs, industry sources
The figure applies only to
building costs. It covers the exexpense of setting up a New
York City-Washington intercity relay system which would
carry three simultaneously
competing circuits in the nine
cities. However, for the $60,000.000 figure, theatres would be
able to choose from six competing circuits, each with a
different program.

this informathattestimony
waswouldexpected
It tion
be part of
to be
given to the Federal Communications
on page
6)
n's theatre
Commissio(Continued
television
hear-

RKO

Ontario
Revise

Moves

to

Censorship

Toronto, Oct. 27. — A move by the
Ontario government for complete revision of censorship and theatre inspection regulations has brought a
call to all exhibitors in the Province
by the Motion
Picture
Theatres
Association ofOntario
for the
submission
of suggestions to be incorporated in a
brief for presentation to director O. J.
Silverthorne of the government's
theatre branch.
More Support for
U.S. Tax Repeal
Columbus, O., Oct. 27. —
Seven additional Congressional candidates in Ohio
have given replies to questions by Robert Wile, secretary of the
Independent
tre
Owners
of Ohio, Theaabout
their attitudes on repeal of
the Federal admission tax.
Four declared in favor of repeal and three said they are
favorably disposed to tax reduction.
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Motion

Personal

UK

Mention

Shutdown

Wage

Picture

Dispute
of

O'Brien, George Elvin of the Assos Eastount'
, Param
Hugh Owen
er, is in
division manag
ern-Southern
ciation of Cine and Allied Technicians,
Buffalo today, and tomorrow he will and Frank Haxell of the Electrical
be in Albany.
Trades Union attended today's meeting
with leading producers. The British
Film Producers Association considInCity
of
Robert Dowling, head
ered closing down all studios on the
vesting Corp., will return here from
theory that it would be impossible to
London today.
c
arrange shooting schedules in the
event the impromptu work stoppages
Eastern
l
Universa
Gerard,
Philip
continue.
publicity manager, was in Philadelphia
Among pr'oductions held up are
yesterdav from New York.
Walt Disney's "Sword and the Rose"
at Pinewood, and "The Red Beret," in
Sam Shain is in Buffalo today on which
Alan Ladd is starring at Shepa COMPO assignment.
perton.
Negotiations between the producers
and studio unions have been in progress for more than a year. Producers
Paramount
United
are demanding relaxation in what they
call restrictive practices as the price
Meets Tomorrow
of pay-rises.

Rackmil to Leave Today
Milton R. Rackmil, president of
Universal Pictures and of Decca, returned here yesterday from the Coast,
where he conferred with "U" studio
executives. He will leave today for
England mainly on Decca business,
according to a spokesman for Decca.
Rackmil is due back in about two
weeks.

Threatens

Production

London, Oct. 27. — A meeting of
BLUMBERG, Universal
oard J.chairman, has arrived in producers with studio union heads toNATbE
day, called to attempt to prevent a
New York from the Coast.
shutdown of production because of inability to make progress in negotiaer, Republic exJames R. Graing
tions for wage increases, was adecutive vice-president in charge of
journed until Wednesday by mutual
sales, returned to New York yester- consent.
trip s,to
The meeting had been requested by
threefollowins,g aDallas
Los Angele
, week's
New dayOrlean
Tom O'Brien, head of the National
San Francisco and• Chicago.
Association of Theatrical and Kine
Employes, one of the unions involved
Leon Bamberger, RKO Radio sales
in the negotiations, after an unauthorized work stoppage had been staged at
is in Memphis to adpromotion chief,
dress the annual convention of the
J.
Arthur
Rank's Pinewood studio
and
MPTO of Tennessee, Arkansas
last week. Similar tactics were
Friday.
on
return
will
He
Mississippi.
at other motion picture studios
adopted
subsequently.

The third annual meeting of United
Paramount Theatres, Inc., will be held
tomorrow and Thursday at the Greenbriar Hotel, White Sulpher Springs,
West Virginia.
Attending will be the following
from the home office: Leonard H.
Goldenson, Robert M. Weitman, EdRobert O'Brien,
L. Hyman,
Walter wardGross,
Sidney M. Markley,
Lazarus
Herbert
Simon B. Siegel,
and Harry Levine.
The following will attend from the
field : Karl Hoblitzelle, Robert O'Donnell, Robert Wilby, H. F. Kincey,
John Balaban, Dave Wallerstein, A.
H. Blank, Kermitt Carr, Martin J.
Mullin, Earl J. Hudson, Harry B.
French, Leon Netter and Louis
Finske.
Also, Gaston Dureau, Henry Plitt,
John Adams, Raymond Willie, James
Harrison, Emil Bernstecker, Roy
Smart, Ray Hendry, George Aurelius, Arthur Krolick, Eugene Street,
Ben Rosenberg, Selig Seligman, Jerry
Zigmond,
WilliamRedd.
O'Donnell, Jack
Katz and James
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Royal Performance
Aids UK Trade Fund
London, Oct. 27. — Total proceeds
of the annual Royal Film Performance, held at M-G-M's Leicester
Square Empire Theatre here tonight
with "Because You're Mine" as the
feature attraction, will amount to approximately £30,000 ($84,000), including Wednesday receipts from a replica
performance at Leeds, Thursday at
Liverpool, and revenue from program
advertising. Proceeds are contributed
Trade Benevoto thelent Cinematograph
Fund.

IName

Chairmen

Pioneers

for

Dinner

Committee chairmen for the Motion
Picture
Pioneers
the
Hotel
Astor "Jubilee
here onDinner"
Tuesday,at
Nov. 25, were announced yesterday by
Jack Cohn, president of the Pioneers,
and Ned E. Depinet, chairman of the
dinner, which will honor N. J. Blumberg, chairman of the board of Universal Pictures, as the Motion Picture
Pioneer of 1952.

TV of Coronation
To Be Restricted
London,
27.— The
nationOct.
Commission
has Cororuled
against television being permitted to cover the actual
ceremony. Newsreels, however, including color films, are
authorized to provide complete coverage.
The J. Arthur Rank Organization has completed arrangements for a full length picture in Technicolor and Associated British-Pathe will
have a full-length picture.
Protests against the TV
ceremonial ban have caused
Prime Minister Churchill to
call a special Cabinet meeting
to help him draft a statement
on the issue to be read to the
House of Commons tomorrow.

Harry J. Takiff, secretary-treasurer
of the Pioneers, and Marvin Kirsch,
vice-president, have been appointed
administrators for the dinner. John J.
O'Connor, vice-president of Universal,
will be in charge of honored guests.
MPA
Gilbert Josephson, exhibitor, will be Seadler Heads
in charge of physical arrangements
for the dinner and reception. Charles Ad-Publicity Group
Alicoate of Film Daily, and Ray Gallagher of Motion Picture Herald, will
be in charge of admissions and new
Silas F. Seadler, director of advermember inductions. David A. Bader
tising of M-G-M, has been named
will be in charge of new members, chairman of the Advertising and Publicity Directors Committee of the Moand George Jessel will serve as toastmaster.
tion Picture Association of America.
He succeeds Charles Simonelli, Eastern ad-publicity manager and national
Technicolor9-Month
exploitation chief of Universal.
The committee chairmanship is a
Net Is $1,499,507
rotating post involving a minimum
tenure of six months.
Simonelli, who served as chairman
Consolidated net profit after taxes
on Technicolor's income for the nine for nine months, won a unanimous
months ending Sept. 30, is estimated vote of thanks from the committee for
to be $1,499,507, equivalent to $1.60 his "able guidance" of the group's activities since the first of the year.
perThis
share.
compares to a net of $1,561,525,
equivalent to $1.68 per share for the
corresponding nine months of 1951,
with taxes for that period adjusted to
the effective rate paid for the entire NEW YORK THEATRES

The estimated consolidated net profit
after taxes on income for the quarter
year.
ending Sept. 30, 1952 is $474,087,
which is equivalent to 50 cents per
share. This compares to a net of
$500,131 which is equivalent to 54
cents a share, for the corresponding
Present at the performance were the quarter in 1951.
Queen, her husband, the Duke of
Edinburgh, and Princess Margaret. A First TV
Saturation
60-minute stage presentation followed
the film, with Charles Chaplin, Sir
Laurence Olivier, Vivien Leigh,
'Trees9
by 'U'
Universal
will usefor
a saturation
teleYvonne de Carlo, Gene Kelly, Doug- Set
vision spot campaign for the first time
las Fairbanks, Kirk Douglas, Evelyn
in connection with the world premiere
Keyes, Rock Hudson and others par- of "It Grows on Trees" at the Paraticipating.
mount Theatre in New Haven on
Wednesday,
Nov. 5, the company disRogers to Make More closes.
Films for Theatres
The spots, which will be used during station breaks on the New Haven
Columbus, O., Oct. 27.— Roy Ro- televisio
n station, will range from 20
gers, performing with Dale Evans and seconds to one minute.
a large company in the Hobart Arena
at Troy, O., disclosed that he plans
to make another series of films for /. H. Moskowitz Returns
theatre distribution. Rogers' manager,
tz, vice-presiJoseph H. Moskowi
Arthur Rush, stated that an andent and special studio representative
nouncement would be made shortly of 20th
Century-Fox, returned to his
from Rogers' Hollywood office on the New York office yesterday after a
distributor and production schedule.
five-month visit to the Coast.
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this year and the beginning of 1953.
Lichtman as chairman will be aided
by W. C. Gehring, executive assistant
general sales manager ; Edwin W.
Aaron, Western sales manager, and
Arthur Silverstone, Eastern and Canadian sales manager.
Charles Einfeld, ad-publicity vicepresident, will outline advertising,
publicity and exploitation plans and
discuss the line-up of pictures beingoffered during
branch
managers'
testimonial
whichthewill
end Dec.
27.
Also to be discussed are plans for
the company's "Anniversary Week"
which is to be celebrated over Thanksgiving.
Pictures for the remainder of 1952
which will be included in the discussions are Darryl F. Zanuck's "The
Snows of Kilimanjaro," "The Stars
and Stripes Forever," "Bloodhounds
of Broadway," "The Steel Trap,"
"The Thief of Venice," "Pony Soldier" and "My Pal Gus."
Division managers scheduled to attend the meeting are: Herman Wobber, Western ; Harry Ballance, Southern; Martin Moskowitz, Empire
State; M. A. Levy, Midwest; Glenn
Norris, Atlantic ; Tom McCleaster,
Central and Peter Myers, Canadian.
Also on hand will be Buck Stoner and
Paul Wilson, assistant division managers in the Western and Southern
territories, respectively.
Branch managers Jim Connolly,
Boston ; Ben Simon, New Haven, and
Tom Gilliam, Chicago will also be in
attendance since their exchanges are
now supervised by the home office.

The cost of operating the inter-city
ing today by Manfred Toeppen, but
due to an accounting error in the ex- transmission will run at about $1,600,hibits which were part of Toeppen's 000 a year ; the cost of the Washington intra-city system at $580,000 yearpresentation, and which was just disly ;and the cost of the program source
covered over the week-end, his appearance was postponed until the Jan. link operation at $250,000 a year.
12 portion of the hearing.
The operating cost figures cover six
hours of operation daily, but the
Due to the fact that Toeppen's ap- spokesman said that the costs would
pearance was canceled, the engineering and cost phase of the hearing not vary too much for three, nine or
ended early today, after testimony by 12 operating hours.
John W. Clark. Following the close
of the hearing, a reliable industry in- Industry Attorneys Satisfied With
formant gave reporters the figures on Progress of Theatre TV Hearing
construction and operating costs of the
Washington, Oct. 27. — Industry
New York City-Washington theatre attorneys expressed themselves as
television system, which Toeppen will completely satisfied with the progress
present in January. Toeppen is the
cost analyst for the Motion Picture of the industry's theatre television case
as the hearing before the FedAssociation of America and the Na- today,eral
Communications Commission on
tional Exhibitors Theatre Television the engineering and cost phases of
Committee.
theatre television recessed until Jan. 12.
In the $60,000,000 figure there
They cited Commissioners, Comare three definite construction
mission staffers and attorneys for
parties in the case, who told them
figures, the spokesman said, including $1,500,000 as the cost of
that the presentation of the industry's
constructing an intra-city relay
case had been "impressive" and "bulsystem for Washington, which
let-proof." One non-industry attorney
would service 93 theatres in the
said
the
industry's
case had been "the
metropolitan area; and $650,000
best presentation" in any allocations
for building the necessary proproceeding before the FCC.
gram source links, both mobile
Vincent Welch, attorney for the
and fixed, to pick up programs.
Motion Picture Association of AmerThe third definite figure, $3,300,
ica, and Marcus Cohn, attorney for
000, covers the cost of conthe National Exhibitors Theatre telestructing the New York-Washvision Committee, declared that alington inter-city relay system,
though progress would be slow all
which will supply the nine cities.
along the way in the presentation of
the theatre television ca.se, mainly due
According to the industry source, to the great bulk of testimony, they
the specific Washington figures, taking
into account differing engineering and thought
week of hearinghad comethat
off the
veryfirst
well.
cost problems presented by each city,
They also noted that the attiand including the $3,300,000 figure,
tude of the commission and the
can be extended to total the $60,000,FCC
staff, sparked by chairman
000 for over-all capital costs. Eighty
Paul Walker's opening day blast
per cent of the total $60,000,000 figure
at exclusive theatre telecasts of
will go into the costs of intra-city distribution for theatres within the nine
fights, had "improved as the
cities.
case went along."
Besides New York and Washington,
Final witness today was John W.
the cities that would be covered by Clark, who told the Commission that
the projected system are Trenton, the Klystron tube was high-powered
Philadelphia, Atlantic City, Reading,
Allentown, Wilmington and Baltimore. enough to provide 900D UHF microwave transmission as well as to provide transmission over the broad band
Operating costs for the system as revealed by qualified
which the industry thinks is necessary
for theatre television transmission.
industry experts, are based on
Answering some doubts expressed by
a three-year amortization peCommissioners and the staff as to
riod for the capital costs. They
stress the fact that a high rate
whether there was equipment available
of amortization was chosen betoday to do the job the industry wants
cause some of the equipment
done, Clark said the Klystron tube
will probably wear out rapidly
was actually in effective use today.
It was expensive, he pointed out, but
— and that the operating costs
will therefore be comparatively
he added that Varian Associates were
continuing with research which would
high during the three-year
amortization period.
eventually cut the price.

vacancies caused by the resignation of
Ralph E. Stolkin, A. L. Koolish and
William Gorman from the board of
the operating company, RKO Radio
Pictures. Grant said that he expects

Wald-Krasna,
RKO
(Continued from page 1)
member, and David Tannenbaum,
Wald-Krasna president.
A principal consideration of the termination was Jerry Wald's agreement
to continue, on a non-exclusive basis,
as production advisor in connection
with RKO's planned production of
"High Heels" and "Size 12," both of
which Harriet Parsons will produce.
Miss Parsons' contract with WaldKrasna has been taken over by RKO.
Milton Pickman will continue as
Wald-Krasna vice-president and general manager.
Tannenbaum said negotiations which
Wald-Krasna has been conducting
with another studio "will be concluded
at once."
Under the RKO deal, Wald-Krasna
produced four pictures which the distributing company will continue to
handle: "The Blue Veil," "Clash by
Night," "Behave Yourself" and "The
Lusty Men."
Solomon
(Continued from page 1)
office where he was in charge of advertising, publicity and field exploitation forces in the Midwest.

When Ijcu 7jeec( a
SPECIAL TRAILER
'GOOD' and FAST
GOOD OLD DEPENDABLE
FILM
ACK
CHICAGO 5, 1 327 5. WABASH AVE.
NEW YORK 36, 630 NINTH AVE.

Johnston to N.Y.
(Continued from page 1)
to Paris last weekend but called it off
because he had developed a cold.
Since Franco- American negotiations
broke off several weeks ago no American pictures have been sent to France.
The talks between the two governments ended abruptly when the French
withdrew a previous offer to permit
the bulk of some $6,000,000 in blocked
earnings to be remitted forthwith at
the capital account rate. Meanwhile,
France, in what was interpreted here
as a goodwill gesture, remitted at the
official rate $1,200,000, a sum which
had been tagged for remittance for
quite some time.

j
j
j
j

to be ablewithin
to announce
selections
24 or 48 the
hours.board's
Grant said it would take some, time j
before a new president is selected by
the board, replacing Stolkin. The
chief executive explained that, barring
the appointment of an interim president, he thought it advisable for the
company to first fill board vacancies.
The new directors, he added, would
then be able to choose a president
aftering obtaining
the company.experience in operatThe major problem of selecting a studio head and getting
the studio back in full scale
production will be attacked by
Grant on his trip to the West
Coast, which he plans in another week or so, it was revealed.
The second in a series of weekly
press conferences highlighted the introduction of the "executive, team" in
the East, composed of 16 department
heads. Grant said the eventual department executives, including those at
the studio, will number 25.
Picker Absent
Absent from the luncheon was Arnold Picker, newly-appointed executive vice-president of the company,
who is due here today from Europe.
Grant said that Picker while abroad
suggested a number of minor changes
in RKO's foreign operations.
Grant said he did not know the intentions of the Stolkin syndicate,
whether members of the group would
sell their 26 per cent stock interest
purchased from Hughes. Grant added
that he acted as an attorney for the
purchasing group, but was not familiar
with the background of each member.
The board chairman held that the
Stolkin group's voice in management
would be no different from the influence of any
of minority
stock-J.
holders.group
Grant denied
that R.
O'Donnell, head of Interstate circuit,
had been approached for the presidency of RKO.
The following were introduced by
Grant
as part beof inthecharge
"executive
which would
of salesteam"
and
distribution of RKO product. In order
of their introduction, they are :

Jay dentBonafield,
and general executive
manager vice-presiof RKO
Pathe ; Garrett Van Wagner, comptrollerWilliam
;
Zimmerman, head of
the legal department ; Robert K.
Hawkinson, foreign administration
manager ; Alfred Crown, foreign sales
Name
Stein
manager ; Richard Condon, advertis(Continued from page 1)
ing-publicity director ; William Clark,
treasurer ; Charles Boasberg, general
of the Motion Picture Industry Coun- sales manager ; Walter Branson, assiscil of Canada.
tant general sales manager, and Harry
Sitting in camera*, the delegates drew Pimstein, assistant to Grant.
up resolutions on television in relations to theatres, admission of 16mm. Ruffin President
exhibitors to membership, protective
(Continued from page 1)
musical copyright measures, and the
proposed overhaul of the theatre regu- the starter for the Motion Picture
lations by the Ontario Government.
Theatre. Owners of Arkansas, MissisOther officers are F. Gordon Spensippi and Tennessee which opened a
cer of Saint John, N. B. and K. H. three day convention here tonight at
Leach of Calgary, vice-presidents ; the Hotel Gayoso. Leon Roundtree,
Dick Main of Sutton, Ont. secretary- Flolly Springs, Miss., is being boomed
treasurer, and Arch H. Jolley, of Tor- for president of the Tri-States, which
I will elect officers Wednesday.
onto, executive secretary.
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with

Pinky

Herman

<<r"\EAR Mr. Anthony," is the way this gag has started for years,
"my wife went out for a loaf of bread seven years ago and
hasn't returned yet. My problem is, shall I still wait or shall I go out
for the bread myself?" On his return from service in the Pacific, late
in 1945, Sgt. Harry S. Miller and NBC staffer Leo Russotto composed
a beautiful ballad, "Your Love," which they showed to Jan Pearce who
promised to record the tune. For any number of reasons, busy schedule, out-of-town engagements, Metropolitan Opera commitments, etc.,
Jan has been unable to do the number. Yesterday, in front of the
RKO Bldg., Miller asked ye scribbler, "Shall Leo and I still wait or
shall we take our song to Tony Martin?" .... CBStarting Nov. 1,
Jack Lescoulie will announce the "Jackie Gleason Show." . . . Atlas
TV Corp. has completed five one-reel Football Hi-Lites narrated by
Ford Bond. . . . Frank Bunetta, producer-director of DuMont's new
dramatic series, "Dark of Night," acquires new laurels for his effective
lights and shadows technique plus the imaginative location selections.
. . . Peter Arnell sez, and we quote: "It won't do those flying saucers
any good to come to earth because they won't find a space to park."
Unquote. . . . The song, "Lights On— Votes Out," used extensively on
WOR-Mutual's campaign to get people to vote this year, was composed by Nick and Charles Kenny. . . .
ix
ix
ik
George Ansbro, ABC staff announcer, who was granted special
permission to continue on "Young Widder Brown" at the time
when the Red and Blue Networks were divorced, isNBCelebrating his \Sth year on that
program. . . . Rated, and deservedly so, as one
of the best-liked performers in night clubs, Joe
E. Lewis, Sunday night on Ed Sullivan's
" Toast of the Town," might have chosen materialbetter suited for the home vieivers. . . . NBC's
second .telefilm of the series of conversations
u>ith elder wise men, will feature Robert Frost,
four-time winner of the Pulitzer Prize for
poetry. Produced by Richard deRochemont and
filmed at Frosfs home in Ripton, Vt., the subject will be seen Sunday, Nov. 23, at 5 :30 P.M.
George Ansbro
#
#

for
millions

of
teen-age

fans

November

General Foods (Jello) has signed Bob Hope to star in two
new programs involving lots of moolah. Both shows will be
aired via NBC, one series to be heard across the board mornings from 9:30-9:45 A.M., starting Nov. 10, and the second
program a half-hour deal set for every Wednesday evening
with the launching taking place next January 7. . . . Important
advances and new methods in black and white and color film
processing and printing will be discussed by Eastman Kodak
engineers at the next SMPTE meeting, Thursday, at the Henry
Hudson Hotel in New York City. ... In an endeavor to clear
up misunderstandings in the exchange of actors here and
abroad, Actor's Equity prexy Ralph Bellamy will film the next
13 chapters of his "Man Against Crime," CBS-TV series so
he can spend a month in Europe for direct meetings with

seventeen

European artist reps. . . . "Stage a Number," produced every
Wednesday at 9 P.M. via DuMont by Roger Gerry, is an hour
of diversified entertainment. It also serves as a "showcase"
not only for new talent but likewise tosses a spotlight directly
on new directors, producers and purveyors of talent. . . .
Beauteous Rebel Randall, the Hollywood Deejay, whose phone
calls every CBSunday at 4:00 P.M. on the Regent cigarettesponsored program, "America Calling," permits GI's stationed
all over the globe to speak to their families, is a former model
and film actress.
(Rebel? her first name should be Patriot.)

WALD-KRASNA
Production;

Jack Kirkwood, whose MB Scintillating wit is beamed daily from
Hollywood, has been named "Mr. Entertainment." During his long
and varied career, Jack appeared in dramatic stock, vaudeville, musical
comedy, sang in light and comic opera, was an orchestra manager,
plays the trumpet, cello and drums and write the scripts, gags,' blackouts for his programs. . . . Dr. Gino Hamilton's "Jazz Arts Concerts,"
heard every Saturday at 10:30 P.M. via NBC, sounds to us like a
newer and better version of the original "Basin St. Chamber Music
Society" doings. In fact, the series stacks up like fine TV material.
. . . Alice J. Heinecke's words about music, published in Sesac's
Monthly Journal, are highly interesting and informative accounts of
people and their adventures with the musical muse.
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Here

Says 'U' Board Changes
Are Up to Directors

a
Krim

Grimm

Says

Manager

of RKO

of Tri-states

Memphis, Oct. 28. — Leon Roundtree, of Holly Springs, Miss., today
was elected president of the Tri-States
Theatre Owners of Mississippi, Arkansas and Tennessee to succeed M.
A. Lightman, Jr. of Memphis.
Elections were held at the Gayoso
Hotel where a three-day annual convention ends tomorrow. Roundtree
was
formerly
secretary - treasurer.
(Continued on page 2)
Shea
Circuit

Presiding

at

Meeting

Pittsburgh, Oct. 28. — House policies and film advertising were the
topics discussed at the Shea Circuit
managers' opening session of a twoday convention at the Roosevelt Hotel
here today. Gerald Shea, president of
the organization, is presiding, as ways
and means are discussed to boost
grosses and to offer the type of pictures the public desires. At tomorrow's session, exploitation, concessions
(Continued on page 3)

Ad

Pictures

Radio

Ben H. Grimm has been promoted
to advertising manager of RKO Radio Pictures, it
was announced
here yesterday
by Richard
Condon, n ational advertising, publicity
and exploitation
director. He
su c c eed s S.

been assistant
Ben Grimm
to McCormick
for several years, handling many of
the top showmanship campaigns conducted by RKO. He entered the motion picture industry as a unit publicist for M-G-M, after several years
with the New York Journal. Grimm
(Continued on page, 3)
Little

Fear

Canadian

RKO
Sets

Radio
Release

Dates

of

'Androcles'

Kicks

Month

Product

Nine
Off 5 —

Line-up

Release dates for nine productions from RKO Radio Pictures,
described by the company as top
attractions, were disclosed here yesterday by Charles Boasberg, general
sales manager.

Barret McCormick, who
recently resigned
from
that'
post.
Grimm had

At

CENTS

LY

Appoint

Hollywood, Oct. 28.— United
Artists has a record backlog
of product sufficient to carry
the company through most of
next year, and now is lining
up pictures for 1954 release,
Arthur B. Krim, UA president, announced here today.
Krim will leave tomorrow
for New York following two
weeks of conferences with
producers.

TEN

29, 1952

Record

J. Arthur Rank British productions have made good progress in
the American market in the past
year and prospects for continued
advances are bright, John Davis, Rank
Jerry Wald
a
Organization managing director, de- Name
clared here yesterday as he prepared
to leave for London today by plane 4V-P' of Columbia
following business conferences in New
York, Chicago and Toronto.
Davis could offer no information
Producer Jerry Wald yesterday was
named
vice-president and executive
concerning" possible changes in the
make-up of the Universal-Internaproducer of
Columbiatures,Pictional
board
in
consequence
of
Rank's
Harry
having sold his stock in the company
to Decca Records, whose president,
Cohn, president,
announced in a
Milton R. Rackmil, now is president
of U-I also. "That would be entirely
statement
leased by rethe
up
to
the
Universal
board,"
Davis
said.
home office.
Rank organization representatives
Wald-Krasna
Pro ductions
on the U-I board include J. Arthur
two days ago
Rank, G. I. Woodham-Smith and
Robert S. Benjamin, president of the
. terminated by
Rank Organization of the U. S. U-I
mutual agree{Continued on page 3)
ment its production-distribJerry Wald
ution pact with
RKO Radio.
Roundtree
Elected
The cancelled contract had two months
Head

OCTOBER

of

TV

Meet

Boasberg cited "Androcles and the
Lion," "Blackbeard the Pirate," "Hans
Christian Andersen," "Never Wave at
a Wac," "The Bystander," "Beautiful
but Dangerous," "Peter" Pan," "Monto set
Face."
These tana
areBelle,"
theand
nine "Face
pictures
for
release or pre-release engagements
from now through February.
"Androcles and the Lion," Gabriel
Pascal's interpretation of the George
Bernard Shaw comedy, went into national release yesterday. The stars in
the picture include Jean Simmons,
Victor Mature, Alan Young, Robert
Newton, and Maurice Evans.
"Montana
Belle," onin page
Trucolor,
star(Continued
3)

Ottawa, Ont, Oct. 28.— Little fear
over competition of television was
evident at the annual convention of
the Motion Picture Industry Council
to' run. Wald, under the cancellation of Canada, which opened its two-day
Hope that Mexico may
agreement, will serve RKO Radio in session at Chateau Laurier Hotel toyet forego adoption of a
day with doors closed to the press.
capacity on certain proan advisory
ductions for an indefinite period.
screening quota which
J.
J.
Fitzgibbons,
chairman
of
the
Wald will fill at once his new posiCouncil,visionexpressed
the
view
that
telewould
cut by half the numtion with Columbia.
was not a direct competitor to
ber of U.S. pictures sent
Although only 40 years old, Wald the film industry in Canada but would
(Continued on page 3)
to that country each year
serve to encourage the exhibitors to
greater effort in the matter of public was expressed here yesPillot Promoted
to service.
terday bytribution
American
officials,diswho
Television has its place in the community, he said, but it was recognized
point out that President
(Continued on page 2)
Exploitation Post
Aleman has not signed the
quota bill which recently
Leo Pillot has been promoted to
Para. Sets 6 More
passed both houses of the
the post of assistant exploitation manMexican legislature.
anwas
it
ager at 20th Century-Fox,
•
nounced by Rodney Bush, exploita- For LA Ist-run Plan
tion manager. Pillot succeeds Edward
Solomon who on Monday was named
MEMPHIS, Oct. 28.— TOA
assistant advertising manager. Pillot
Paramount's expanded first-run re- president Alfred Starr
has been with 20th for the past year
leasing plan for the Los Angeles area, told the convention of the
and one-half.
which was put into operation three
Theatre Owners of MissisHe first joined Paramount Pictures
ago with the "The Greatest
and was sent to the Paramount Publix months
be continued for
on Earth,"
Showadditiona
sippi, Arkansas and Tenl six will
pictures, according
an
Managers Training School, graduatnessee
here today that "we
of
are the target of every
ing in 1933. He resigned to become to A. W. Schwalberg, president
Gaumont British Pictures exploitation Paramount Film Distributing Corp.
Availabilities for the six produc- taxing agency in the namanager in America. When 1 the ortion" and consequently
ganization was dissolved a few years
tions which are being offered in comlater, he did free-lance exploitation
need a "super-organizapetitive negotiation for day-and-date
L. A. areas
in the onseven
for RKO Radio, Columbia and United engagements
(Continued
page
3)
(Continued on page 3)
tion to protect us."
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Newsreel
Personal

'Limelight'
As

Mention
proPANDRO BERMAN, M-G-M
t
yesCoas
the
for
left
here
ducer,
terady following his recent return
from England.
•

Irving Maas, Motion Picture Export Association representative who
has been in Tokyo during the past
several weeks, yesterday was due to
fly from there to Indonesia and Pakistan.
•
William B. Zoellner, head of
M-G-M's short subject and newsreel
sales will arrive in Washington today
from Charlotte and will return to New
York on Friday. •

Charles P. Skouras, John Berry, Wesco Theatero and John Lave
tres executives, left Hollywood for
New York by plane yesterday tor a
two-week stay.
•
Arnold Picker, executive vicepresident of RKO Radio, arrived here
the
yesterday from Europe aboard
5". 5. United States.
Roundtree Elected
(Continued from page 1)

N.

Y.

Feature

Strong

Ist-Runs
Holdovers

"Limelight" opened strong at the
Astor and the two-a-day 60th Street
Trans-Lux in a seven-day period
in most firstby hold-overs
marked
run
situations
in New York.
An excellent $37,000 was seen for
the initial week of the Charles Chaplin film at the Astor, which is maintaining its continuous run policy,
while at the 60th Street Trans-Lux,
a near capacity $14,000 is expected for
the two-a-day performance. Tickets
for weekend nights at the Trans-Lux
reported sold out through
house were
November.
A good $67,000 was forecast for the
Rifle"s
fieldfeature
"Springalso
of which
weekunt,
openin
the gParamo
at
Duke Ellington and his orchestra on
stage.
"The Thief" will be held over another week at the Roxy, which sees a
fine $68,000 for the second _ inning.
"Snows of Kilimanjaro" is still holding up strong at the Rivoli, where
$36,000 is expected for the film's sixth
week./

The fifth and final week of "Because You're Mine" at Radio City
Music Hall is expected to do a nice
Time" will
00. "There Happy
$115,0its
there tomorrow.
premie
have
"Everything I Have Is Yours"
moves into Loew's State today, reWidow," which
"The Merry
placing to
do a very good $20,000
is expected
for its fifth and final week.
"Prisoner of Zenda" bows in at the
Capitol on Tuesday. The third and
You," the
final week of "Just for is
forecast
Capitol current attraction,
to hit a satisfactory $21,000. "The
Lusty Men" at the Criterion is due to
rack up a fairly good $22,000 for its
opening stanza.
The fourth and final week of "Lure
of the Wilderness" at the Globe is
predicted to do a moderate $8,500. It
will be replaced on Friday by "Cairo
Road." Indications are that "World
in His Arms" at the Mayfair will do
a satisfactory $15,500 for its third
week. At the Victoria, a moderately
fair $14,000 is seen for the second
oster."
week of "Fourp
Among off-Broadway houses, a nice
$3,400 is forecast for the seventh and
final week of "The Amazing Monsieur
"The
Fabre" at the Park Avenue.
Promoter" will move into the Fine
Arts tomorrow, replacing "Stranger
in Between," which is expected to do
a fair $2,900 in its final six days of
its 11th week.

Sen. Lodge
20%

Tax

Favors

Parade

Repeal

Boston, Oct. 28.— Sen. Henry
Cabot Lodge, Jr. (R. Mass.)
stated that he will support
legislation for the repeal of
the 20 per cent Federal admission tax to motion picture
theatres. He declared that
the tax is discriminatory and
is the primary cause for the
closing of many theatres.
Lodge is up for reelection.
Canadian
Meet
(Continued from page 1)
as a challenge to the film industry to
do a better job. He also felt that
TV would lead to new personalities
in pictures.
Taking up this cue, the meeting discussed a proposal for a "National
Moving Picture Week" in Canada,
which would feature the personal appearance of screen stars from both
Hollywood and England. The Council
also sought friendly support from the
daily press. In this connection a press
relations committee was appointed, including James Nairn, publicity director, Famous Players, Toronto ;
H. C. D. Main, Sutton, Ontario;
Hye Bossin, Toronto, and Ray Lewis.
Toronto. More than 30 delegates
from all industry branches were welcomed to Ottawa by Mayor Charlotte
orwomen'smore
Whitton, whoganizationsnoted
had beenthat
receiving

ghted
largest helicopter
highli
's
world.
the
t ofis
fligh
HE nttest
ed
eels.
7 curre
in
newsr
Also
featur
arc the wedding- of an American heiress and an English nobleman, Marshal
Tito's visit to a United States carrier,
, and
college footba
games
y. more Presidentialllcampaign
orator
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 88— Eisenhower says he will go to Korea. Stevenson
says Moscow can end Korean War. Battle
on Korean front. Tito is visitor to U. S.
carrier. U. S. heiress weds British nobleman.football
U.S.C.-Califonia
sota
games. and Michigan -MinneNEWS OF THE DAY, No. Z18— Acheson
tells
Reds block
peace.
World's
biggestUNU.
helicopter.
U. S.UN
Navy
and
Tito.
S. heiress
bride
ofcarrier
a Lord.
Fashion parade at historic Versailles.
U.S. C. -California and Michigan-Minnesota
football games.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 21 — Test
flight
world'snobleman.
largest helicopter.
heiressof weds
American U.winsS.
Nobel Prize in Medicine. Tito aboard U. S.
carrier. Harness champion attends luncheon.
U.S. C. -California and Virginia-Duke football games.
TELENEWS DIGEST, Noi. 44A— Eleventh
Airborne drops heavy equipment by chute.
Biologist wins Nobel Prize. Royalty attends
London wedding. Korea makes first motion
picture since war began. Election day draws
near. Duke-Virginia football game.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 408—
United Nations assembly. Hurricane in
Cuba. Hughes helicopter. Universal board
chairman Nate Blumberg accepts award for
film "Bright Victory." Flower fantasia.
U.S.C-California, U.C.L.A.-Wisconsin football games.
WARNER PATHE, No. 23:— Campaign
climax. Lewis orders miners back to work.
Tito sees airshow aboard U. Si. carrier.
World's biggest helicopter in first flight.
N. Y. Navy firefighters do job in IS seconds.
Michigan State-Penn State, Duke -Virginia,
U.S.C. -California football games.

Lig'htman was named chairman of the
board.
, .. „ , -r,
Other officers elected include: Koy
viceCochran of North Little Rock
ot
Cox
B.
R.
;
nsas
Arka
cooperation from distributors and exfor
president
hibitors.
sMissi
for
Batesville, vice-president of Waverly,
sippi; Nathan Flexer
The day's program concluded with
a banquet following which a planning
vice-president for Tennessee; Jim
committee dealt with important measCarbery of Little Rock, secretary-to
ures for consideration tomorrow.
treasurer; national representativesJack
Rena Theatre Files
the Theatre Owners of America,
to the annual meeting inDelegates
tt
Conne
s
Max
Exhibitor
,
cluded Maritime Motion
Suit in Chicago
Bomar of Little Rock
Association's F. G. Spencer and A. J.
and M. A. Lightof Newton, Miss,his.
Chicago, Oct. 28.— Rena Theatre,
man, Sr. of Memp
Alberta Theatres AssociaMason;
tion's Ken M. Leach and Roy Chown ; formerly operated by Leonard GrossElected to the board of directors,
man and his wife from 1949 to Janubesides Lightman, were K. K. King,
l Industries
Theatrica
Bourassa ' ;
Charles
ary, 1951, filed a triple damage suit
Lester and
Quebec Allied
William
Bill Sockwell, Mrs. Jesse Howe,
against the majors, except 20th CenLouis Haven, Jr., Gordon Hutchins
tury Fox and RKO Pictures, Balaban
Hurwitzs' ;
MotionandPicture
Robert Exhibitor
Rothstein
Manitoba
David
Miss Nona White, Orris Collins Bert
and Katz, and 20th Century Theatre,
Eudy,
les
Char
on,
Clint
W.
ExhiE.
,
Bays
Saskatchewan Motion Picture
bitors' Wilbur Winterton and George operated by Jack Kirsch.
R. X. WilBen Jackson, Earl Elkins, Norm
B.
an
liams, T. M. Jourdan,
The suit,
filed inCourt
Judge here,
Sam claimed
Perry's
R. Miller; Motion Picture Associa- Federal
District
Fair, Mrs. H. A. Fitch, W. E. Ruffin,
tion of Ontario's Morris Stein and
the
plaintiffs
were
forced
out
after
Jr" Mrs. Louise Mask, Lipe Hensley,
Main, and British Columbia Exhibi- two years because B and K Theatres
ley.
Sapms
P.
E.
and
hall
s
Mars
tors Association' Len B. Johnson.
Jack
'Movie advertisements have three
Guests included Ben Norrish, presi- and Kirsch got prior product and they
any
of
ship
reader
dent of Associated Screen News, have been unable to operate at a profit.
or four times the
newsin
size
; N. A. Taylor, president of
Montreal
other ads of comparable
20th Century Theatres, Toronto ; 'Fatima' in 88 NYC
paper," Leon Bamberger of RKO RaLeonard Brockington, president, Odeon
dio, New York, told the convention.
to eradicate 'preTheatres, and J. J. Chisholm, Toronto. Spots Thanksgiving
"We must all work newspa
pers charge
mium' rates which
OurtheLady
of Fatima"
us for our advertising. There is no
has"The
beenMiracle
bookedof as
Thanksgiving
al
Memori
thal
Blumen
intelligent reason why we should be
period picture in 88 theatres in the
Reno's Crest Says 'Snows'
required to spend one cent _ more than Breaks 'David's' Record
The unveiling of a memorial for the Metropolitan area, it was announced
Blumenthal, former divi- by Warner Brothers. It will be
any other business," he said. the conReno, Oct. 28.— The Crest Theatre late Harold
for Fabian New Jersey shown at the first-run RKO, Skouras,
Exhibitor leaders here for views the here
manager
sion
day
opening
all-time
its
reports
vention condemned in inter
take place on Sunday
will
theatres,
F.
Darryl
by
d
record was smashe
Century,
Randforce Bronx,
and Brandt
thea20 per cent Federal admission tax.
tres in Manhattan,
Brooklyn,
- at 2-00 P.M. at the Riverside CemeCol H. A. Cole, Dallas; Pat McGee, Zanuck's "The Snows of Kiliman
tery, Zion Walk, Rochelle Park, N. J. Queens, Westchester and Long Island.
jaro. The film grossed $1,800 durDenver, and Duke Clark, Dallas, all
g
,
eclipsin
showing
ing its first day's
"discriminatory" "David
taxg was
that the
said was
and Bathsheba's" $1,550 gross. drawing record grosses at the Chinese Vidor Here from Coast
the business.
ruinin
and
presand Los Angeles theatres, it was
Alfred Starr, Nashville, TOA
Charles Vidor, director of Samuel
Report Record Grosses for
stated. Saturday figures at the Chinese
ident, called the fears that television 'Snows' in Los Angeles
were said to show a total of $3,650, Goldwyn's "Hans Christian Andercolor in Technicolor production,
will put theatres out of business "nonLos Angeles, Oct. 28.— Darryl F. with the Los Angeles reporting $4,500, is in sen,"
New York from Hollywood to
sense." . „
Zanuck's
"The
Snows
of
Kilimanhe
,
function
principal
"Television's
g $2,100
followinmiere
performance.for Thursday's pre- participate in promotions on the film.
jaro," which had a premiere here, is
said, "is to sell soap."
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Daily
National

Review

Pre-Selling
"Androcles
and
the
Lion"
ring Jane Russell, is set for national (RKO Radio Pictures)
release on Nov. 11. The cast also includes George Brent, Scott Brady, GEORGE BERNARD SHAW's drama about early Christianity has been
faithfully translated to the screen by Gabriel Pascal. There is much in CORONET'S
November
issuelayout
has
and Forrest Tucker.
a 15-page picture
and text
the film to commend it as good entertainment, an excellent cast, spectacular
"Face to Face," Huntington Harton Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Chrisbeautiful women and Shavian wit.
tian Andersen." The entire story of
ford's omnibus picture containing two scenes,
Sophisticated
audiences
should
revel
in
the
many
twists
and
turns
in
the
short stories, Joseph Conrad's "The clash of personalities and ideas presented in the picture, which despite its "The Ugly Duckling" is in print and
Secret Sharer" and Stephen Crane's spectacular overtones, remains a pictorial and dramatic articulation of ideas. pictures of Danny Kaye telling the
story to youngsters are attractively
"The Bride Comes to Yellow Sky,"
will be released on Nov. 14. The stars But less sophisticated audiences may feel the picture's interest ebbing some- displayed.
•
by overlong debate. A rich vein of humor is presented, however, for all
include James Mason, Robert Pres- levels —what for
those who enjoy a belly laugh and for those who prefer intellectual
ton, Gene Lockhart, Marjorie Steele,
Rutgers Neilson of RKO Pictures
shafts of wit for humor.
and Minor Watson.
has arranged for an imposing list
of speakers to cover the full field
In
Shaw's
work,
as
in
Shakespeare's,
every
Roman
is
an
Englishman
and
"Blackbeard the Pirate," color in
Technicolor, is set for release Dec. 25. it will take a few moments before an audience accepts the events portrayed as of printed publicity and advertising
Linda Darnell, Robert Newton, and credible. Those that jump the hurdle sooner will enjoy the picture more fully. for the AMPA showmanship course
Such salable names as Jean Simmons, Victor Mature and Maurice Evans here tomorrow evening, according
William Bendix are starred.
play
feature roles. Alan Young, Robert Newton, Elsa Lanchester and Regi- to an announcement by Harry K.
Samuel Goldwyn's Technicolor pronald Gardiner are among those who fill out the competent cast.
Mc Williams, AMPA president. Ralph
AnderChristian
duction of "Hans
The story line concerns a group of persecuted Christians who are about to Martin, of Seventeen magazine, will
sen," starring Danny Kaye, Jean- be thrown to the lions, to feed the passions of the Roman mob, to die so that
maire, and Farley Granger, will have
talk on "How One Magazine Helps
Caesar and his decadent courtesans can be entertained. In the group is Alan
several pre-release engagements durPromote Pictures." Auing Christmas. The world premiere of Young, who portrays Androcles, the meek, warm-hearted man whose Chris- Exhibitors
drey Soracco, handling film promotianity
extends
to
animals.
There
is
beautiful
Jean
Simmons
who
falls
in
love
the film will take place on Nov. 24
tions for Look and Quick magaat the Criterion Theatre in New with the heathen Roman captain, Victor Mature. Also in the band is Robert
zines, will talk on "The Power and
York, and will play a joint engage- Newton as Ferrovius, a giant whose Christian soul struggles to keep his Effectiveness of Magazines in Prement at the Paris Theatre, New strength in check.
Pictures." John Crockett,
Adversaries who are won over, if not out of conviction then out of expe- Selling
York, starting Nov. 25.
advertising manager of Coronet
diency, include Maurice Evans as Caesar, who ordains Christianity for all magazine, will tell the class what
"Never Wave at a Wac," Inde- the Empire, overwhelmed by the strength of Newton and fear of the lion, and
magazines are doing to pre-sell
pendent Artist's production, starring
films.
Rosalind Russell, Paul Douglas, and overwhelmed by a religion which makes men stronger than his soldiers.
•
Lewis
J.
Rachmil
was
associate
producer
to
Pascal,
while
Chester
Erskine
Marie Wilson, will be released na- directed, from a screen adaptation by Erskine and Ken Englund. Harry Horner
tionally on Jan. 16.
Life zvill have a picture and text
designed the production. Others in the cast include Reginald Gardiner, Gene
"The Bystander," starring Robert Lockhart, Alan Mowbray, Noel William, John Hoyt, Jim Backus and Lowell
story
on Andersen"
Samuel Goldzvyn's
"Hans
Mitchum and Jean Simmons, is anChristian
in its issue
on
Gilmore.
nounced for release on Jan. 23.
nezvsstands Friday. The pictures are
Running time 98 minutes. General audience classification. For October in full color and were photographed
"Peter Pan," TechWalt Disney's
Murray Horowitz
nicolor all-cartoon feature, will be release.
•
by Jon Mili.
pre-released in several key situations
on Feb. 13.
Pillot Promoted
American Weekly's issue of Nov. 2
Stars Robert Mitchum and Jean Shea Presiding
has a biographic sketch of Hilde(Continued from page 1 )
Simmons, will be offered again in
(Continued from page D
garde Neff, who is featured in "The
"Beautiful
but Dangerous,"
set for and theater television are on the
Snowsborn
of in
Kilimanjaro."
Misstells
Neffof
release on Feb.
27.
Artists, and was personal representa- was
Germany. She
tive for Armand Denis and Leila
her experiences during the blitz of
agenda.
Roosevelt.
Berlin, where she • lived and worked.
are
meeting'
the
g
attendin
In
1942
Pillot
enlisted
in
the
Air
Also
Richard Harper, assistant to Shea ;
Industry Leaders
to
Force and remained for three years.
The current issue of Look has a
Smith, film buyer; Carroll Law- Upon his discharge he became special
Ray booker,
and Frank King, field
ler,
layout
on the
WaldHonor
RKO
Heads
events director for Columbia. In 1948 three-page
manager.
Krasna RKO
Radio
production,
Among managers on hand are John he became personal manager for come- "The Lusty Men." Action and comdian Sid Caesar. In 1951, Pillot reIndustry executives have been in- D. Walsh and Edward Mason, Pittsedy shots
are shown
of the
turned to the industry with 2(Jth Cen- stars,
Susan
Hayward
and picture's
Robert
burgh; Ed Fahey, Manchester, N.
vited to sit on the dais at the testitury-Fox,
handling
the
exploitation
;
H.
N.
Moshan,
Scribner,
Fenton
;
H.
Mitchum.
monial luncheon honoring RKO Radio
•
executives Arnold Picker, Charles Armand Papin, W estfield, Mass. ; tour of Walter Talun for "David and
Bathsheba." He was then assigned
Good Housekeeping has a full-page
Boasberg and Walter Branson, to be William Kibridge, Amherst, Mass. ; to
the publicity department helping to
tie-up ad in the November issue feagiven by the Independent Theatre Joe Scanlon, Zanesville, O. ; Dale Mcturing Loretta Young, the star of
Owners Association of New York,
Coy, Cambridge, O. ; Bill Gillame, arrange "The Snows of Kilmanjaro"
tomorrow at the Hotel Astor. The Newark, O. ; Durward Duty, Mari- premiere in New York.
Universal-International's "Because of
etta, .0.; Bernie Hickey, Greenfield,
You." The ad zvas placed by Avon
ITOA reports the following were
cosmetics but more than half of the
Mass. ; Dale Tysinger, Ashtabula, O. ;
invited :
lst-Runs
Theodore Black, Harry Brandt, Leo Bob Limbaugh, Conneaut, O. ; Ray L.A. (Continued
from page 1)
page is given over to a color picture
Brecher, William H. Clark, Max A. McNealy, Geneva, O. ; Harold Snydof Miss Young.
er, New Philadelphia, O. ; Clayton range from late in November through
Cohen, Richard Condon, S. H. Fabian,
Charles J. Feldman, Emanuel Frisch, Gillam, Dover, O. ; Dan Gilhula, early February. The deadline for bids
Pictorial Review/ 's cover for Nov.
William J. German, Morey Goldstein, Jamestown, N. Y. ; Jack Baumgardt, is today. The films and the scheduled
M-G-M's
given over to
, O. ; Vance Minton, Erie,
Lancaster
16 will be Adventure."
Arnold Grant, Llarry M. Kalmine.
"Plymouth
It will
be a
Pa.
Also Maury Miller, Walter Reade,
opening dates are : "The Savage," full color caricature showing the MayPine-Thomas' "The BlazingNov. 26; Nov.
Jr., Sam Rinzler, Herman Robbins,
flower and picturing the stars of the
Forest,"
26 ; re-release of Cecil film, Gene
Tierney, Van Johnson and
Fred J. Schwartz, Sol A. Schwartz,
B.
DeMille's
"Cleopatra,"
Dec.
3;
Leo Genn, seated on the promenade
Al Schwalberg, Spyros S. Skouras Appoint Grimm
"The Turning Point," Dec. 10 ; "Road deck of the Mayfloz&er.
(Continued from page 1)
•
Wilbur Snaper, Solomon Strausberg
"The
Wallis'
Hal
25;
Dec.
Bali,"
to
Walsh,
F.
Richard
Vogel,
Joseph
Seventeen in its November issue
also held various posts with Colum- Stooge," Feb. 4. Preceding general
David Weinstock, Milton C. Weisman
bia, Associated Exhibitors, David release, "The Stooge" will be avail- has a page tie-up ad featuring
Selznick and Universal Pictures. He
Marge and Gower Champion, stars
able for special New Year's eve en- of
M-G-M's "Everything I Have Is
was at one time associate editor and
gagements. Bids for two January reDavis Cites
Yours."
The ad was placed for
Movold
the
of
leases, "Thunder in the East" and
advertising manager
(Continued from page 1)
Pine-Thomas' "Tropic Zone," will be Cameo Stockings. However, the two
ing Picture World.
invited later.
M-G-M stars, along with Monica
will continue to release Rank product diately.
The appointment is effective immeLewis, take up most
in the U. S.
• of the page.
Name
Jerry
Wald
"I'm not one to use superlatives,"
(Continued from page 1)
McCall's in its current issue has a
Davis said when he described the McDaniel Services Sat.
servprogress of Rank pictures here as
detailed story on Imogene Coca. PicHollywood, Oct. 28. — Funeral
tures are used of Sid Caesar and
ices for Hattie McDaniel, Academy is a veteran of 20 years in the indus"good."
Imogene
Coca to illustrate the text.
Among the Rank pictures he said Award-winning Ne_gro actress who
Warat
writer
He started
nertry.Brothers
and aswasa a winner of the A motion picture with these tzm artwere making good records here are died here on Sunday of cancer, will be
ists is planned: for production during
"The Lavender Hill Mob," "The Man held on Saturday at the Angelus Fun- Irving Thalberg Memorial Award of
the
Academy
of
Motion
Picture
Arts
the
summer
months. — Walter Haas
d
home.
a
by
survive
is
She
eral
in the White Suit" and "Ivory
and
Sciences.
brother, Sam McDaniel, also an actor.
Hunter."

(Continued from page 1)
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NEW

Cites

Davis

UA

YORK, U. S. A., WEDNESDAY,

Has

Backlog,

Rank

Films'

Advances

Here

Says 'W Board Changes
Are Up to Directors

a
Krim

Record
Says

Hollywood, Oct. 28.— United
Artists has a record backlog
of product sufficient to carry
the company through most of
next year, and now is lining
up pictures for 1954 release,
Arthur B. Krim, UA president, announced here today.
Krim will leave tomorrow
for New York following two
weeks of conferences with
producers.

J. Arthur Rank British productions have made good progress m
the American market in the past
year and prospects for continued
advances are bright, John Davis, Rank
Jerry Wald
a
r, de- Name
Organization managing directo
clared here yesterday as he prepared
to leave for London today by plane fcV-P' of Columbia
following business conferences in New
York, Chicago and Toronto.
Producer Jerry Wald yesterday was
Davis could offer no information
concerning possible changes in the named vice-president and executive
producer of
make-up of the Universal-InternaColumbiatures,PicRank's
of
nce
conseque
in
tional board
Harry
having sold his stock in the company
Cohn,
president,
to Decca Records, whose president,
announced in a
Milton R. Rackmil, now is president
of U-I also. "That would be entirely
statement
leased by rethe
Davis
board,"
al
home office.
up to the Univers
said.
Wald-Krasna
Rank organization representatives
Pro cluctions
on the U-I board include J. Arthur
two days ago
Rank, G. I. Woodham-Smith and
terminated by
the
of
t
presiden
n,
Benjami
S.
Robert
mutual agreeRank Organization of the U. S. U-I
{Continued on page 3)
ment its productiondistribJerry Wald
ution pact with
RKO
Radio.
Roundtree
Elected
The cancelled contract had two months
to run. Wald, under the cancellation
of Tri-states
Head
agreement, will serve RKO Radio in
on certain procapacity
an advisory
ductions for an
indefinite period.
RoundLeon
28.—
Oct.
Memphis,
Wald will fill at once his new positree, of Holly Springs, Miss., today
tion with Columbia.
was elected president of the Tri-States
only 40 years old, Wald
Although
Theatre Owners of Mississippi, Ary
(Continued on page 3)
kansas and Tennessee to succeed M.
A. Lightman, Jr. of Memphis.
Elections were held at the Gayoso Pillot Promoted
to
Hotel where a three-day annual convention ends tomorrow. Roundtree
secretary - treasurer. Exploitation Post
formerly
was
(Continued on page 2)
Leo Pillot has been promoted to
the post of assistant exploitation manShea
Presiding
at
ager at 20th Century-Fox, it was announced by Rodney Bush, exploitation manager. Pillot succeeds Edward
Circuit Meeting
Solomon who on Monday was named
assistant advertising manager. Pillot
poli- has been with 20th for the past year
Pittsburgh, Oct. 28. —ingHouse
were the and one-half.
cies and film advertis
He first joined Paramount Pictures
topics discussed at the_ Shea Circuit
Publix
managers' opening session of a two- and was sent to the Paramount
day convention at the Roosevelt Hotel Managers Training School, graduathere today. Gerald Shea, president of
ing in 1933. He resigned to become
the organization, is presiding, as ways Gaumont British Pictures exploitation
and means are discussed to boost manager in America. When the orgrosses ; and to offer the type of picganization was dissolved a few years
tures the public desires. At tomor- later, he did free-lance exploitation
row's session, exploitation, concessions for RKO Radio, Columbia and United
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 3)
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Appoint

Grimm

Manager

of RKO

Ad

R

£

~

Q

CENTS

Radio

13

l

KeleaSe
of Nine
tur
espDates
etS
Ben H.
Grimm Pic
has been
promoted
Rad
io
to advertising manager of RKO Radio Pictures, it
'Androcles' Kicks Off 5 —
was announced
here yesterday
Month Product Line-up
by Richard
Condon, naRelease dates for nine productional advertistions from RKO Radio Pictures,
ing, publicity
described by the company as top
and exploitation
director. He
attractions, were disclosed here yessucceeds S.
terday by Charles Boasberg, general
sales manager.
Barret McCorBoasberg cited 'Androcles and the
mick, who
recently resigned
Lion," "Blackbeard the Pirate," "Hans
from that post.
Christian Andersen," "Never Wave at
Grimm had
a Wac," "The Bystander," "Beautiful
been assistant
Ben Grimm
to McCormick
but Dangerous," "Peter Pan," "Monfor several years, handling many of
to set
Face."
These tana
areBelle,"
theand
nine "Face
pictures
for
the top showmanship campaigns con- release or pre-release engagements
ducted by RKO. He entered the mo- from now through February.
tion picture industry as a unit pub"Androcles and the Lion," Gabriel
licist for M-G-M, after several years
with the New York Journal. Grimm Pascal's interpretation of the George
(Continued on page 3)
Bernard Shaw comedy, went into national release yesterday. The stars in
the picture include Jean Simmons,
Victor Mature, Alan Young, Robert
Little Fear
of TV
Newton, and Maurice Evans.
"Montana
Belle," onin page
Trucolor,
star(Continued
3)
At Canadian
Meet
Ottawa, Ont, Oct. 28.— Little fear
over competition of television was
evident at the annual convention of
the Motion Picture Industry Council
of Canada, which opened its two-day
session at Chateau Laurier Hotel today with doors closed to the press.
J. J. Fitzgibbons, chairman of the
Council, expressed the view that television was not a direct competitor to
the film industry in Canada but would
serve to encourage the exhibitors to
greater effort in the matter of public
service.
Television has its place in the community, he said, but it was recognized
(Continued on page 2)
Para.
For

LA

Sets

6

Ist-run

More

Hope

Rising

Mexican

Quota

That
Dies

American distribution officials here
are hopeful that Mexico may yet forego adoption of a screening quota
which would cut by half the number
of U.S. pictures sent to that country
each year.
It was pointed out here yesterday
that President Aleman has not signed
the quota bill which recently passed
both houses of the Mexican Congress.

'Super-organization'
Is Needed: Starr

Plan

Paramount's expanded first-run releasing plan for the Los Angeles area,
which was. put into operation three
months ago with the "The Greatest
will be continued for
on Earth,"
Showadditiona
l six pictures, according
an
to A. W. Schwalberg, president of
Paramount Film Distributing Corp.
Availabilities for the six productions which are being offered in comte
petitive negotiation for day-and-da
A. areas
ts in the onseven
engagemen(Continued
page L.3)

, Oct. 28.— "It takes
prosuper-organization to
a Memphis
tect us from crackpots and
people who attack us to serve
selfish interests," Theatret
Owners of America presiden
Alfred Starr of Nashville, today told delegates to the convention of the Theatre Owners of Mississippi, Arkansas
and Tennessee. "We are the
target of every taxing agency
in the nation," he added.
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Daily

Newsreel
Personal

'Limelight9
As

Mention

P ANDRO BERMAN, M-G-M pro* ducer, left here for the Coast yesterady following his recent return
from England.
•
Irving Maas, Motion Picture Export Association representative who
has been in Tokyo during the past
several weeks, yesterday was due to
fly from there to Indonesia and Pakistan.
•
William B. Zoellner, head of
M-G-M's short subject and newsreel
sales, will arrive in Washington today
from Charlotte and will return to New
York on Friday. •

Charles P. Skouras, John Bertero and John Lavery, Wesco Theatres' executives, left Hollywood for
New York by plane yesterday for a
two-week stay.
•

Arnold Picker, executive vicepresident of RKO Radio, arrived here
yesterday from Europe aboard the
6". 5". United States.
Roundtree Elected
{Continued from page 1)
Lightman was named chairman of the
b°Other officers elected include: Roy
Cochran of North Little Rock vice-ol
president for Arkansas ; R. B. Cox
MissisBatesville, vice-president forWaverly,
of
Flexer
Nathan
sippi;
vice-president for Tennessee; J mi
Carbery of Little Rock, secretary-to
treasurer; national representativesJack
the Theatre Owners of America,
Bomar of Little Rock, Max Connett
of Newton, Miss, and M. A. Light
man, Sr. of Memphis.
Elected to the board of directors,
besides Lightman, were K. K. King,
Bill Sockwell, Mrs. Jesse Howe,
Louis Haven, Jr., Gordon Hutchms,
Miss Nona White, Orris Collins, Bert
Bays E. W. Clinton, Charles Eudy,
s, R. X. WilBen Jackson, Earl Elkin
liams, T. M. Jourdan, Norman B.
Fair, Mrs. H. A. Fitch, W. E. Ruffin,
Jr Mrs Louise Mask, Lipe Hensley
Jack Marshall and E. P. Sapinsley.
'Movie advertisements have three
or four times the readership of any
other ads of comparable size in newspaper," Leon Bamberger of RKO Ra
dio, New York, told the convention.
te 'pre"We must all work to eradica
mium' rates which newspapers charge
us for our advertising. There is no
intelligent reason why we should be
required to spend one cent more than
s," he said.
any otherorbusines
leaders here for the con
Exhibit
vention condemned in interviews the
20 per cent Federal admission tax.
Col. H. A. Cole, Dallas ; Pat McGee,
Denver, and Duke Clark, Dallas, all
tax was "discriminatory'
that the
said was
ruining the business.
and
Alfred Starr, Nashville, TOA pres
ident, called the fears that television
will
sense.put theatres out of business "non-

N.

Y.

Feature

Strong

Ist-Runs
Holdovers

"Limelight" opened strong at the
Astor and the two-a-day 60th Street
Trans-Lux in a seven-day period
in most firstby hold-overs
marked
run
situations
in New York.
An excellent $37,000 was seen for
the initial week of the Charles Chapin film at the Astor, which is maintaining its continuous run policy,
while at the 60th Street Trans-Lux,
a near capacity $14,000 is expected for
the two-a-day performance. Tickets
for weekend nights at the Trans-Lux
house were reported sold out through
November.
A good $67,000 was forecast for the
Rifle"
fieldfeatures
"Springalso
of which
week nt,
opening
the Paramou
at
Duke Ellington and his orchestra on
stage.
"The Thief" will be held _ over another week at the Roxy, which sees a
fine $68,000 for the second inning.
"Snows of Kilimanjaro" is still holding up strong at the Rivoli, where
$36,000 is expected for the film's sixth
week.
The fifth and final week of "Because You're Mine" at Radio City
Music Hall is expected to do a nice
Time" will
"The Happy
$115,000. premier
e there tomorrow.
have its
"Everything I Have ' Is Yours"
moves into Loew's State today, re" which
Widow,
"The Merry
placing to
is expected
do a very
good $20,000
for its fifth and final week.
"Prisoner of Zenda" bows in at the
Capitol on Tuesday. The third and
the
final week of "Just for You,"
Capitol current attraction, is forecast
to hit a satisfactory $21,000. "The
Lusty Men" at the Criterion is due to
rack up a fairly good $22,000 for its
opening stanza.
The fourth and final week of "Lure
of the Wilderness" at the Globe is
predicted to do a moderate $8,500. It
will be replaced on Friday by "Cairo
Road." Indications are that "World
in His Arms" at the Mayfair will do
a satisfactory $15,500 for its third
week. At the Victoria, a moderately
fair $14,000 is seen for the second
ster."
week of "Fourpo
Among off-Broadway houses, a nice
$3,400 is forecast for the seventh and
final week of "The Amazing Monsieur
Fabre" at the Park Avenue. "The
Promoter" will move into the Fine
Arts tomorrow, replacing "Stranger
in Between," which is expected to do
a fair $2,900 in its final six days of
its 11th week.

Reno's Crest Says 'Snows'
Breaks 'David's' Record
Reno, Oct. 28.— The Crest Theatre
here reports its all-time opening day
record was smashed by Darryl F.
Zanuck's "The Snows of Kilimanjaro." The film grossed $1,800 during its first day's showing, eclipsing
"David and Bathsheba's" $1,550 gross.

Sen. Lodge

Favors

20% Tax Repeal
Boston, Oct. 28. — Sen. Henry
Cabot Lodge, Jr. (R. Mass.)
stated that he will support
legislation for the repeal of
the 20 per cent Federal admission tax to motion picture
theatres. He declared that
the tax is discriminatory and
is the primary cause for the
closing of many theatres.
Lodge is up for reelection.

Parade

largesttesthelicopter
highlighted
'J HE
flight ofis the
in current newsreels. Also featured
are the wedding of an Americanzvorld.'s
heiress and an English nobleman, Marshal
Tito's visit to a United States carrier,
college football
games,
and more Presidential campaign
oratory.

MOVIETONE NEWS, No. ^^Eisenhower says he will go to Korea. Stevenson
says Moscow can end Korean War. Battle
on Korean front. Tito is visitor to U. S.
carrier. U. S- heiress weds Britisli nobleman. U.S.C.-Califonia and Michigan-Minnesota football g"ames.
Canadian
Meet
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. Z18-Acheson
{Continued from page 1)
tells
Reds block
peace.
World's
biggestUNhelicopter.
U. S.UNNavy
carrier
and
U. S. heiress bride of a Lord.
as a challenge to the film industry to Tito.
Fashion parade at historic Versailles.
do a better job. He also felt that U.S.C. -California and Michigan-Minnesota
TV would lead to new personalities football games.
in pictures.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 21 — Test
Taking up this cue, the meeting dis- heiress
flight of weds
world'snobleman.
largest helicopter.
American U.winsS.
cussed a proposal for a "National Nobel Prize in Medicine. Tito aboard U. S.
Moving Picture Week" in Canada, carrier. Harness champion attends luncheon.
which would feature the personal ap- U.S.C. -California and Virginia-Duke footpearance of screen stars from both
ball games.
Hollywood and England. The Council
TELENEWS DIGEST, Nol 44A— Eleventh
also sought friendly support from the Airborne drops heavy equipment by chute.
Biologist wins Nobel Prize. Royalty attends
daily press. In this connection a press London
wedding. Korea makes first motion
relations committee was appointed, in- picture since war began. Election day draws
cluding James Nairn, publicity di- near. Duke-Virginia football game.
rector, Famous Players, Toronto ;
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 408—
H. C. D. Main, Sutton, Ontario; United
Nations assembly. Hurricane in
Hye Bossin, Toronto, and Ray Lewis. Cuba. Hughes helicopter. Universal board
Toronto. More than 30 delegates chairman Nate Blumberg accepts award for
film "Bright Victory." Flower fantasia.
from all industry branches were wel- U.S.C.
-California, U.C.L.A.-Wisconsin footcomed to Ottawa by Mayor Charlotte
ball games.
WARNER PATHE, No. 23 — Campaign
orwomen'smore
Whitton, whoganizationsnoted
had beenthat
receiving
climax. Lewis orders miners back to work.
cooperation from distributors and ex- Tito sees airshow aboard U. St. carrier.
hibitors.
World's biggest helicopter in first flightN. Y. Navy firefighters do job in 15 seconds.
The day's program concluded with Michigan State-Penn State, Duke-Virginia,
a banquet following which a planning U.S.C. -California football games.
committee dealt with important measures for consideration tomorrow.
Rena Theatre Files
Delegates to the annual meeting included Maritime Motion Exhibitors Suit in Chicago
Association's F. G. Spencer and A. J.
Chicago, Oct. 28.— Rena Theatre,
Theatres AssociaMason;
tion's KenAlberta
M. Leach and Roy Chown ; formerly operated by Leonard Grossman and his wife from 1949 to JanuTheatrical
William
Lester and
Charles Industries'
Bourassa ;
Quebec Allied
ary, 1951, filed a triple damage suit
against the majors, except 20th CenMotionandPicture
David
Rothstein
Robert Exhibitors'
Hurwitz;
Manitoba
tury Fox and RKO Pictures, Balaban
and Katz, and 20th Century Theatre,
Saskatchewan Motion Picture Exhibitors' Wilbur Winterton and George operated by Jack Kirsch.
The suit,
filed inCourt
Judge here,
Sam claimed
Perry's
R. Miller; Motion Picture Associa- Federal
District
tion of Ontario's Morris Stein and
the plaintiffs were forced out after
Main, and British Columbia Exhibi- two years because B and K Theatres
tors Association's Len B. Johnson.
Guests included Ben Norrish, presi- and Kirsch got prior product and they
dent of Associated Screen News, have been unable to operate at a profit.
Montreal ; N. A. Taylor, president of
20th Century Theatres, Toronto; 'Fatima* in WnYC
Leonard Brockington, president, Odeon
Theatres, and J. J. Chisholm, Toronto. Spots Thanksgiving
"The Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima"
has been booked as the Thanksgiving
Blumenthal Memorial
period picture in 88 theatres in the
The unveiling of a memorial for the Metropolitan area, it was announced
late Harold Blumenthal, former divi- by Warner Brothers. It will be
sion manager for Fabian New Jersey shown at the first-run RKO, Skouras,
theatres, will take place on Sunday
Century,
Randforce Bronx,
and Brandt
theatres in Manhattan,
Brooklyn,
at 2:00 P.M. at the Riverside Cemetery, Zion Walk, Rochelle Park, N. J. Queens, Westchester and Long Island.

drawing record grosses at the Chinese Vidor Here from Coast
and Los Angeles theatres, it was
Charles Vidor, director of Samuel
Report Record Grosses for
stated. Saturday figures at the Chinese
'Snows' in Los Angeles
were said to show a total of $3,650, Goldwyn's "Hans Christian Andercolor in Technicolor production,
Los Angeles, Oct. 28.— Darryl F. with the Los Angeles reporting $4,500, is in sen,"
New York from Hollywood to
Zanuck's
"The
Snows
of
Kiliman"Television's principal function," he
following
miere $2,100
performance.for Thursday's pre- participate in promotions on the film.
jaro," which had a premiere here, is
said, "is to sell soap."
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ring Jane Russell, is set for national
release on Nov. 11. The cast also includes George Brent, Scott Brady,
and Forrest Tucker.
"Face to Face," Huntington Hartford's omnibus picture containing two
short stories, Joseph Conrad's "The
Secret Sharer" and Stephen Crane's
"The Bride Comes to Yellow Sky,"
will be released on Nov. 14. The stars
include James Mason, Robert Preston, Gene Lockhart, Marjorie Steele,
and Minor Watson.
"Blackbeard the Pirate," color in
Technicolor, is set for release Dec. 25.
Linda Darnell, Robert Newton, and
William Bendix are starred.
Samuel Goldwyn's Technicolor production of "Hans Christian Andersen," starring Danny Kaye, Jeanmaire, and Farley Granger, will have
several pre-release engagements during Christmas. The world premiere of
the film will take place on Nov. 24
at the Criterion Theatre in New
York, and will play a joint engagement at the Paris Theatre, New
York, starting Nov. 25.
"Never Wave at a Wac," Independent Artist's production, starring
Rosalind Russell, Paul Douglas, and
Marie Wilson, will be released nationally on Jan. 16.
"The Bystander," starring Robert
Mitchum nounced
and
' Jean on
Simmons,
for release
Jan. 23.is an-

"Androcles and the Lion"
(RKO Radio Pictures)
GEORGE BERNARD SHAWs drama about early Christianity has been
faithfully translated to the screen by Gabriel Pascal. There is much in
the film to commend it as good entertainment, an excellent cast, spectacular
scenes, beautiful women and Shavian wit.
Sophisticated audiences should revel in the many twists and turns in the
clash of personalities and ideas presented in the picture, which despite its
spectacular overtones, remains a pictorial and dramatic articulation of ideas.
But less sophisticated audiences may feel the picture's interest ebbing somewhat by overlong debate. A rich vein of humor is presented, however, for all
levels — for those who enjoy a belly laugh and for those who prefer intellectual
shafts of wit for humor.
In Shaw's work, as in Shakespeare's, every Roman is an Englishman and
it will take a few moments before an audience accepts the events portrayed as
credible. Those that jump the hurdle sooner will enjoy the picture more fully.
Such salable names as Jean Simmons, Victor Mature and Maurice Evans
play feature roles. Alan Young, Robert Newton, Elsa Lanchester and Reginald Gardiner are among those who fill out the competent cast.
The story line concerns a group of persecuted Christians who are about to
be thrown to the lions, to feed the passions of the Roman mob, to die. so that
Caesar and his decadent courtesans can be entertained. In the group is Alan
Young, who portrays Androcles, the meek, warm-hearted man whose Christianity extends to animals. There is beautiful Jean Simmons who falls in love
with the heathen Roman captain, Victor Mature. Also in the band is Robert
Newton as Ferrovius, a giant whose Christian soul struggles to keep his
strength in check.
Adversaries who are won over, if not out of conviction then out of expediency, include Maurice Evans as Caesar, who ordains Christianity for all
the Empire, overwhelmed by the strength of Newton and fear of the lion, and
overwhelmed by a religion which makes men stronger than his soldiers.
Lewis J. Rachmil was associate producer to Pascal, while Chester Erskine
directed, from a screen adaptation by Erskine and Ken Englund. Harry Horner
designed the production. Others in the cast include Reginald Gardiner, Gene
Lockhart, Alan Mowbray, Noel William, John Hoyt, Jim Backus and Lowell
Gilmore.
Running time 98 minutes. General audience classification. For October
release.
Murray Horowitz

Pan," Tech"Peter
Walt Disney's
feature, will be
nicolor all-cartoon
pre-released in several key situations
on Feb. 13.
Stars Robert Mitchum and Jean Shea Presiding
Simmons, will be offered again in
(Continued from page 1)
"Beautiful
but Dangerous,"
set for and theater television are on the
release
on Feb.
27.
agenda.
Also attending the meeting are
Richard Harper, assistant to Shea ;
Industry Leaders
to
Ray Smith, film buyer; Carroll Lawler, booker, and Frank King, field
Honor
RKO
Heads
manager.
Among managers on hand are John
Industry executives have been in- D. Walsh and Edward Mason, Pittsburgh; Ed Fahey, Manchester, N.
vited to sit on the dais at the testimonial luncheon honoring RKO Radio H. ; Fenton Scribner, Moshan, N. H. ;
executives Arnold Picker, Charles Armand Papin, Westfield, Mass. ;
Boasberg and Walter Branson, to be William Kibridge, Amherst, Mass.;
given by the Independent Theatre Joe Scanlon, Zanesville, O. ; Dale McOwners Association of New York,
Coy, Cambridge, O. ; Bill Gillame,
tomorrow at the Hotel Astor. The Newark, O. ; Durward Duty, Marietta, O.; Bernie Hickey, Greenfield,
ITOA reports the following were
Mass. ; Dale Tysinger, Ashtabula, O. ;
invited :
Theodore Black, Harry Brandt, Leo Bob Limbaugh, Conneaut, O. ; Ray
Brecher, William H. Clark, Max A. McNealy, Geneva, O. ; Harold Snyder, New Philadelphia, O. ; Clayton
Cohen, Richard Condon, S. H. Fabian,
Charles J. Feldman, Emanuel Frisch, Gillam, Dover, O. ; Dan Gilhula,
William J. German, Morey Goldstein, Jamestown, N. Y. ; Jack Baumgardt,
Lancaster,
O. ; Vance Minton, Erie,
Pa.
Arnold Grant, Harry M. Kalmine.
Also Maury Miller, Walter Reade,
Jr., Sam Rinzler, Herman Robbins,
Fred J. Schwartz, Sol A. Schwartz,
Al Schwalberg, Spyros S. Skouras, Appoint Grimm
(Continued from page 1)
Wilbur Snaper, Solomon Strausberg,
Walsh,
F.
Richard
Joseph Vogel,
various posts with ColumDavid Weinstock, Milton C. Weisman. also held Associated
Exhibitors, David
bia,
Selznick and Universal Pictures. He
was at one time associate editor and
Davis Cites
advertising manager of the old Mov(Continued from page 1)
ing Picture World.
will continue to release Rank product diately.
The appointment is effective immein the U. S.
"I'm not one to use superlatives,"
Davis said when he described the McDaniel Services Sat.
progress of Rank pictures here as
Hollywood, Oct. 28. — Funeral services for Hattie McDaniel, Academy
"good."
inning Nejro actress who
said
he
Award-w
pictures
Rank
the
Among
were making good records here are died here on Sunday of cancer, will be
"The Lavender Hill Mob," "The Man held on Saturday at the Angelus Funeral home. She is survived by a
in the White Suit" and "Ivory
Sam McDaniel, also an actor.
brother,
Hunter."
Lfl

Pillot Promoted
(Continued from page 1)
Artists, and was personal representative for Armand Denis and Leila
Roosevelt.
In 1942 Pillot enlisted in the Air
Force and remained for three years.
Upon his discharge he became special
events director for Columbia. In 1948
he became personal manager for comedian Sid Caesar. In 1951, Pillot returned to the industry with 20th Century-Fox, handling the exploitation
tour of Walter Talun for "David and
Bathsheba." He was then assigned
to the publicity department helping to
arrange "The Snows of Kilmanjaro"
premiere in New York.
L.A.

lst-Runs
(Continued from page 1)

range from late in November through
early February. The deadline for bids
is today. The films and the scheduled
opening dates are : "The Savage,"
Nov. 26; Pine-Thomas' "The Blazing
Forest," Nov. 26; re-release of Cecil
B. DeMille's "Cleopatra," Dec. 3;
"The Turning Point," Dec. 10 ; "Road
to Bali," Dec. 25; Hal Wallis' "The
Stooge," Feb. 4. Preceding general
release, "The Stooge" will be available for special New Year's eve engagements. Bids for two January releases, "Thunder in the East" and
Pine-Thomas' "Tropic Zone," will be
invited later.
Name
Jerry Wald
(Continued from page 1)

CORONET'S
November
issuelayout
has
a 15-page picture
and text
on Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian Andersen." The entire story of
"The Ugly Duckling" is in print and
pictures of Danny Kaye telling the
story to youngsters are attractively
displayed.
•
Rutgers Neilson of RKO Pictures
has arranged for an imposing list
of speakers to cover the full field
of printed publicity and advertising
for the AMPA showmanship course
here tomorrow evening, according
to an announcement by Harry K.
McWilliams, AMPA president. Ralph
Martin, of Seventeen magazine, will
talk on "How One Magazine Helps
Exhibitors Promote Pictures." Audrey Soracco, handling film promotions for Look and Quick magazines, will talk on "The Power and
Effectiveness of Magazines in PreSelling Pictures." John Crockett,
advertising manager of Coronet
magazine, will tell the class what
magazines are doing to pre-sell
films.
•
Life will have a picture and text
story
on Andersen"
Samuel Goldwyn's
"Hans
Christian
in its issue
on
newsstands Friday. The pictures are
in full color and were photographed
•
by Jon Mili.
American Weekly's issue of Nov. 2
has a biographic sketch of Hildegarde Neff, who is featured in "The
Snowsbornof in
Kilimanjaro."
Misstells
Neffof
was
Germany. She
her experiences during the blitz of
Berlin, where she • lived and worked.
The current issue of Look has a
three-page
layout
on production,
the WaldKrasna RKO
Radio
"The Lusty Men." Action and comedy shots
are shown
of the
stars,
Susan
Hayward
and picture's
Robert
Mitchum.
Good Housekeeping has a full-page
tie-up ad in the November issue featuring Loretta Young, the star of
Universal-International's "Because of
You." The ad was placed by Avon
cosmetics but more than half of the
page is given over to a color picture
of Miss Young.
Pictorial Reviezv's cover for Nov.
M-G-M's
given over to
16 will be Adventure."
"Plymouth
It will
be a
full color caricature showing the Mayflozver and picturing the stars of the
film, Gene Tierney, Van Johnson and
Leo Genn, seated on the promenade
deck of the Mayflozver.
•
Seventeen in its November issue
has a page tie-up ad featuring
Marge and Gower Champion, stars
of M-G-M's "Everything I Have Is
Yours." The ad was placed for
Cameo Stockings. However, the two
M-G-M stars, along with Monica
Lewis, take up most
• of the page.

McCall's in its current issue has a
detailed story on Imogene Coca. Pictures arc used of Sid Caesar and
is a veteran of 20 years in the indusImogene
Coca to illustrate the text.
He started
Warnertry.Brothers
and aswasa writer
a winnerat of
the A motion picture with these two' artists is planned, for production during
Irving Thalberg Memorial Award of
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts the summer months. — Walter Haas
and Sciences.
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|Sol Schwartz Named '53
Industry Drive Chairman
Sol Schwartz, president of the
RKO Theatres, will be the motion
Napicture chairman for the 1953
tional Conference of Christians and
Jews campaign,
it was announced at a
luncheon meeting yesterday at
the Waldorf
Astoria, at
which industry
representatives
agreed to hold
'
an annual din.
4
ml
ner commemorating the
anNCCJ 25th niversary.
The
Sol Schwartz
campaign extends from Linon's
Washingt
about
to
Birthday
coln's
Birthday annually.
_
Charles Reagan, M-G-M distnbu(Continued on page S)

Exhibitor
Said

to Be

Meetings
Best

Bet

With
in Tax

CENTS

'Shrug

Congressmen
Fight

The only one safe rule to follow in seeking commitments from
admisrepeal of the Federal 20 per cent
Congressmen to vote forexhibitors,
properly armed with facts and
sion tax is for several
figures, to sit down with the Congressman from their district and
present their case. This was emphasized here yesterday by Col.
H. A. Cole and Pat McGee, co-chairmen of the National Tax Repeal
Committee, in a statement released through the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations.
The co-chairmen stated that experience in the campaign has
shown such procedure to be invariably productive of results. They
said it also prevents future misunderstanding, either by the Congressman or the exhibitors. They urge all Congressional district
campaign committees to follow this procedure in the future.

Cole's
Ofan
f d:
Myers
St
Says Distributors Should
Heed Cole's Warning

Washington, Oct. 29. — Abram
F. Myers, Allied States Association
general counsel, today warned distributors not to "shrug off" the
proposal of Col. H. A. Cole that
Allied leaders withdraw from all-industry efforts in order to devote their
ed
Scor
Allied exhibitors' problems in
to
time
ods
Meth
on
Producti
obtaining films.
In a bulletin to Allied members, Myers advised "our friends
As
Antiquated
by Schary
in New York" not to underestimate the feeling among exhibitors on the issue of innew
for
is
Detroit, Oct. 29.— "The greatest need of the industry
creased prices for pictures. In
viceexecutive
methods of film production," according to Dore Schary,
said, "Don't
president in charge of production at M-G-M.
addition, Myers
shrug off Col. Cole's sincere
"Hollywood," Schary told a luncheon group of Chrysler Corp. execattempt to
don't
and
warning
deride him or others who are
utives, "is using the same methods it
ago," and much saving
used 20 years
trying to impress you with the
in time and money and a resultant
could
quality
improvement in picture
VP'
."
situation
of the
Mochrie
gravity
that
members
Allied
Myers told
be had if new engineering technics Name
d.
n
wy
Pro
ld
Go
Of
Cole's
suggestion
was
on
the
agenda
{Continued on page 5)
were applied to the making of pictures.

, presiThe guest of L. L. Colbert
dent of Chrysler, and K. T. Keller,
Tri-States
Okays
chairman of the board, Schary said
ic
also "that it wouldn't make econom
sense for Hollywood to sell its large
Arbitration Draft
television."
of filmsbe toremoving
backlo
"We g would
ourselves
Memphis. Oct. 29.— Theatre Own- from our greatest source of revenue,
Ten- theatre exhibition to a mass audiers of Arkansas, Mississippi and ntion
nessee closed its three-day conve
ence," he declared.
here today with approval of Theatre
It was Schary's belief, based(( on
Owners of America's position on the single - bill experiments, that "the
the plan double feature is here to stay." The
government's 16mm. suit and
of industry arbitration. This is the mass audience wants it and feels it
{Continued on page 5)
be getting it's money's
would not
from a single bill program.
worth"
His studio, he said, does not, howway.
ever, prefer to exhibit its product that
Shea Forecasts
Business Upswing
picture revesaid edmotion
Schary(Continu
011 page S)
good
Pittsburgh, Oct. 29.— A
business period was forecast
here today by Gerald Shea,
Heads
A. J. Mason
president of the Shea Circuit,
as the two-day convention of
of Canada
MPIC
Shea Circuit managers ended
in the Hotel Roosevelt.
Shea told the managers
Ottawa, Oct. 29. — J. J. Fitzgibbons
that grosses soon would be
at the final session today of the Motion
lly
especia
g,
on the upswin
Picture Industry Council of Canada
since many excellent pictures
convention was succeeded as president
cirthe
by
booked
have been
by Mayor A. J. Mason of Springhill,
cuit. He also said that econNova Scotia.
word
watchthe
omy must be
The 35 delegates gave an ovation to
operaof successful theatre
the Famous Players president as he
tion.
retired from office in the Association
(Continued on page S)

Hollywood, Oct. 29.— Robert Mochrie, until recently distribution vicent of
preside
RKO Radio,
today was
named vicepresident of
Samuel Gold-

WASHINGTON, Oct. 29.-Pointing out that the
small amounts of materials concerned in recreational construction are
normally warehouse sup-

ProducwynbySamuel
tions,
Goldwyn.
Mochrie, well
known in distribution and
cirexhibition
cles for the
greater part of
Robert Mochrie
his 27 years as
sales executive,
duties immehis new
will assume
(Continued
on page 51
F. Schwartz

to

plies, which are now reported to be "in good
ina buil
ly,"
supp
tee today
commitding
dustry
recommended to the NPA
that the May 1 date for relaxation of controls be
advanced to •Jan. 1.

Aid

SALT LAKE CITY, Oct.
29. — Ray M. Hendry, vicepresident and general
Fred Schwartz, president of Century manager of Intermountain
Theatres, has been named chairman of Theatres, which operates
the ticket committee for the "Hans the Utah Theatre here,
Christian Andersen" premiere for the reports that the house
benefit of the Variety Clubs Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital, by G. S. will have theatre TV within 30 days. It will be
Eyssell, premiere committee chairman
and president of Rockefeller Center. the first house in the
Other members
in- state to have theatre TV.
(Continued ofonthepagecommittee
5)

Hospital

Campaign

2

Personal
Mention
SPINGOLD, Columbia
NATE
vice-president, and Paul Lazarus, Jr., New York representative for
dio, are due to return here on
the 'stu
Mohday from the •Coast.

Motion

Editorials

Hit

U.S. 16mm.

Suit

Picture

Editorials condemning the
government suit to force the
sale of 16mm. films to television and other non-theatrical users have appeared in 33
newspapers in all parts of the
country, according to an incomplete check - up by the
Motion Picture Association of
America. A number of national magazines, not included in the survey, also
have criticized the government action.
The survey failed to uncover any editorials supporting the government suit.
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for

$197,600

Salary

Columbia

Pictures'

Five

Features,

Shorts,

Harry Cohn in '51-52
Washington, Oct. 29. — Harry
Cohn earned $197,600 as president of
Columbia Pictures for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1952, the Securities
formed today. Commission was inand Exchange

Free

Ten

Eats!

Norwalk, in
O., Oct.
29. — The
ultimate
entertainment
value for this area, if not the
state, is being offered by the
nearby Starview Drive-in on
Saturday nights in a dusk-todawn program which consists
of five full-length features,
five comedies, five cartoons,
free coffee, doughnuts and

diMrs. Henry Dawson, associate
The company's annual report cited ;
rector of community relations of the
following salaries of executives
the
cider, with
"side-dishes"
of
Amercandy
and chewing
gum at
of
Motion Picture Association
the conclusion of the program.
Jack Cohn, executive vice-president,
ica, who was scheduled to speak this
$145,000; A. Schneider, vice-president
The regular admission scale
week on "The Movies and Their Puband treasurer, $130,000; N. B. Spinlic," will speak instead on Monday
in charge of adgold, vice-presi
at the New School for Social
night
publicity, $94,600; A.
vertising and dent
prevails.
Research here.
•
Montague, vice-president in charge of
domestic sales, $130,000.
Sol Gordon, Monogram salesman
Tulipan
20th
of
in- Name
birth
the
nces
annou
The figures, it was explained, are
in Cleveland,
clude expense allowances which
GorMrs.
to
girl,
a
and
twins, ain boy
not required to be accounted for, of
don Mt. Sinai Hospital in that
to Close $15,600 for Harry Cohn, $15,600 for Newspaper
Companies
Contact
city.
$8,600 for Spingold.
and
Cohn
Jack
tion
On Elec
Day
Directors and officers as a group durIra Tulipan, trade press contact at
Ray Moon, assistant general sales
ing the year earned $1,148,000, the 20th Century-Fox's home office, has
and
manager for Universal Pictures,
been promoted to newspaper publicity
P. T. Dana, Eastern division manager,
Most film company home offices will report stated. n of salaries between
to
compariso
A
return
will
it was announced here yesterand
lphia
are in Philade
remain closed all day Tuesday, Elec- the fiscal years 1951 and 1952 discloses contact,
day by Edward E. Sullivan, publicity
New York tomorrow.
day
a
half
close
will
and
Day,
tion
•
that of the five executives listed the manager. Tulipan succeeds Meyer
on Armistice Day, Nov. 11. Com- remuneration of only Harry Cohn and
by
who was recently named asJesse L. Lasky, accompanied
panies closing Election Day are: Spingold differed in the two years, Hutner, sociate
publicity manager.
his recently appointed executi,ve isas-m Columbia, M-G-M, RKO Pictures, with Spingold taking the heavier cut.
A
member
of the publicity and adGregory
sistant, John Wilson
RKO Theatres, 20th Century-Fox, In 1951, Cohn's salary was listed at
vertising staffs of the company since
Coast.
nt
New York from the
Paramou
United
,
Artists
United
•
in 1952, 1942, Tulipan was previously with
Theatres, Universal-International and $201,400 compared to $197,600
with
y
formerl
$108,- Warner Brothers, following entry into
off,
earned
Max Melinc
Spingold in 1951
Warner. Paramount Pictures and Re- while
the industry through exhibition. He
1952.
in
$94,600
tp
compared
000
Warner Brothers in Massachusetts,
Allied
P.M.
public will close at 1 :00
Asso
Picture
Motion
Allied
the
of
initially managed the Majestic Theand
Artists
has joined the publicity staff
atre in Boston when it was a showd.
Artists in Hollywood.
ciation
are
undecide
«
Elect Pries Head of
case for foreign films.
on
Companies closing at 1 :00 P.M.
Joining Warner Brothers, he served
Morton Downey will entertain at Armistice Day are: M-G-M, RKO
on the trade paper and short subjects
the national Allied States convention Pictures, RKO Theatres, 20th Cen- Philadelphia Tent
Philadelphia,
Oct.
29.
—
Ralph
n Hotel in Chitury-Fox, Universal-International and Pries of the Berlo Vending Co., was publicity staffs until he left to become
banquet onat the Morriso
cago Nov. 19. •
Warner's. Other companies have not elected chief barker of Variety Club, promotion manager of Dome Chemicals Co. Returning to the industry in
on their closing hour for Tent No. 13. Norman Silverman of
yet decided
that
day.
M's manSeymour Moses, M-Ghe joined
1942, book
Republic was named first assistant press
he remained
where Century-Fox's
staff 20th
ager for the Netherlands, is the father
until
1943
when
he
entered the Army.
chief
barker,
and
Maxwell
Gillis
of
in
s
Mose
Mrs.
to
of a son, born
Amsterdam.
P. White
to Europe Monogram second assistant. Other of- Returning to 20th Century-Fox in a
e
ficers elected were Ben Biben of
beDeal RCA, dough guy, and Mickey Lewis, writing capacity, he subsequently
assumbefore
editor
book
F. J. A. McCarthy, Universal On Distribution
came
press
National Theatre Supply, property
ing his post as trade press contact.
Southern and Canadian sales manPaul White, president of P SI-TV. master.
New
Berlin
from.
In 1950 he was responsible for intrahas left here for Paris,
in New Orleans
is
ager,
Inc.,
Pries stated that the current heart industry publicity arising from the
York.
and London and in the latter city will
•
drive would be accelerated in national showmanship campaign sponfund
of
ution
distrib
cal
arrange for theatri
order
to meet the goal of $60,000 by
Brothers
Warner
,
d
s
Ehrlich
six feature produce by his firm, in
Arthur
sored by 20th Century-Fox launched
booker in Cleveland, is back at his addition to the theatrical, non-theaunder the slogan of "MovChicago
in
leave
desk after a three-m
He has
trical, and television distribution of Jan. 1.
ies Are Better
• onth sick
at various
times Than
done Ever."
graduate work
half-hour television films either pro
, New
in
films
at
Columbia
University
Anthony
J. Xydias
Charles Schnee, M-G-M studio duced or financed by PSI-TV.
School
New
the
and
University
York
for
leave
White
divulged
that
the
company
will
executive, and his wife
Dies on the Coast
for Social Research.
a Honolulu vacatio•n on Nov. 7.
currently is negotiating for studios in
Los Angeles, Oct. 29. — Anthony J.
New York and Hollywood, the acMunio Podhorzer, president of
quisition of which would complete Xydias, pioneer film exhibitor, distriMilton Pickman
to
Casino Film Exchange, has left here PSI-TV's physical organization. He
butor and producer, died here Monfor Cincinnati and St. Louis.
day at the age of 72.
further revealed, 'We have set up
•
Assist Wald at CoL
sizeable revolving production funds
Xydias, who began his career in
in
theatre
a
of
purchase
the
with
1906
fihn
execufrom private groups for TV
Ben Thau, M-G-M studio
Hollywood, Oct. 29.— Milton Picktive, is due here from the Coast Nov. financing and we have separate bank- Dallas, sold his theatre circuit after man, vice-president of Wald-Krasna
5 for a 10-day visit.
world war to enter distribu- Productions, will move over to Colum•
ing arrangements for two new series." the first
tion in New York. He went to Hollybia as Jerry Wald's assistant, it is
wood in 1921, where he independently reported. Wald yesterday was named
sal's in- Award to Chaplin
head , of Univer
Ben Lober,
vice-president and executive producer
surance department has returned here
produced films until 1931. He is surfrom California.
by
two
and
Rose,
widow,
his
vived
of the company. Pickman will also
HollyThe
29.—
Oct.
d,
Hollywoo
e
children.
administrate the wind-up of the affairs
wood Foreign Correspondents, organof W-K Productions.
ization of reporters covering the film
Bernard Smith, Paramount producer, has arrived in New York from capital for foreign newspapers and 'Newsweek' Cites Loesser
Hollywood.
press services, will present a special
•
In the current Newsweek magazine Gets Maugham Story
award to Charles Chaplin for his
there
is a two-page article on Frank
dit,"
"Limeligh
at
a
luncheon
tomorHollywood, Oct. 29.— Hugo _ FreJoseph Mankiewicz, M-G-M the
rector, has returned here from
row at Ciro's. The award will be Loesser, who composed the score for gonese disclosed here that while in
Coast.
accepted for Chaplin by his son, Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
o
MikeheFrankovich's
England directing
Nights"
personally
Charles Chaplin, Jr. The presenta- Andersen." And in the latest issue of "Decameron
tion will be made by Bert Reisfeld, Life there are six full pages in color
Walter Thomas, M-G-M booker
acquired rights to the Somerest Maugin Charlotte, is here on vacation.
president of the correspondents' group. on the color in Technicolor production.
"Catalina."
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Motion

Liberalized
Pact

Seen

Rental

2

Suits

Picture

Ask

Pa.

in Italy

Conferences in Rome between Italian production and exhibition leaders
on that country's rental ceiling law
appear to have taken a turn favorable
to the American position that the ceiling should be raised, it was indicated
yesterday in film export circles here.
The talks are centering around Article X of the Italian film law. They
are preliminary discussions which in
due course will give way to ItaloAmerican meetings on the subject.
The direction of the preliminary
talks, it was reported here, seems to
be toward favoring the substitution
of a voluntary production-exhibition
agreement for the present ceiling law.of
The Motion Picture Association
America, which will be represented m
the final talks on the subject of Italian
rental ceilings, always has taken a
strong position against the imposition
of such ceilings by any country

F.

$2, 730^000
Two operating companies of the
Elmwood Theatre, Queens, yesterday
filed a triple-damage anti-trust suit for
damages totaling $2,730,000 in Federal
District Court here against eight majors and some circuits.
current operSogmore Realty Inc.,
for $1,080,ator of the Elmwood, sued
000 while Copark Inc., which operated
for
650
1946 jto ^1949,
$1,
from0.
re ,00
the theat
j sued
Besides the majors, defendants in the
suit also include the United Artists
force AmuseTheatre Circuit, RandTheat
res Corp.
ment Corp., Skouras
Inc.
and Metropolitan Playhouses, tory
imina
discr
ges
char
n
actio
The
of the U. . b.
violation.
in ws
practices
trade
anti-trust
la
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J. Herrington
Allied

of Short

Resigns

Washington, Oct. 29.— Fred _ J.
Herrington, secretary of Allied Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Western
Pennsylvania, has resigned after more
of service to Pennsylyears
than 40vania
exhibitors, Abram F. Myers,
today.
Allied general counsel, disclosed here

Subjects
The Young Immortal
(Art Films-2Qth Centwy-Fox)
Four hundred years ago there lived
in Rome
a young
painter named
Raphael whose masterpieces include
the "Sistine Madonna"
and murals
as "The Escape of Saint Peter"
such
and "Fire in the Borgo," both painted
in the Vatican. In this short subject,
Silverstone and
Marilyn
producers
Boris Vermont have used a modernday youth forum on great names of
the past as the starting point for a

n theatreman was a naThe vetera
tional director of Allied from 1928 to
1938, after retiring as an exhibitor in
1919. In 1909, he organized and was
e
elected president of the Motion Pictur
Exhibitors League of Pennsylvania
al presi- thrilling examination
of Raphael's
and in 1915 was elected nationheadqu
ar
The famous subjects
great works.
dent of the MPELA, with
upon the
rise
artist
the
by
sco.
executed
ters in San Franci
screen in vivid color by Technicolor to
provide art-oriented audiences, and
AMP A Students Will even those whose interest in great
Tour N.Y. Paramount paintings is only casual, with a wealth
An insents the plainrepre
ating enjoyment.
Gold
iam
Will
tiffs.
Motion of eye-stimul
Following the Associated
written by
spiring music score,
class
p
anshi
showm
isers
Advert
e
Pictur
Jacques Belasco, is included. Running
this evening at the Woodstock Hotel time, 10 minutes.
xon
Gli
hur
Art
Italo-American Co-Production
S.
students will be
here, a group of the
Envisioned by Italian Film Men
taken on a tour of the New York
Dec. 7
Honored
Paramount Theatre by its managing
agreeco-production Italian
re
pictu
Negotiation ofthe
on
t in the Window"
director, Robert K. Shapiro, it was "Ligh
S. Arthur Glixon, moti
U.S. and
ments between
(Art Films-20th Century-Fox)
hams,
McWil
K.
Harry
by
nced
The art of Jan Vermeer, famous
motion picture industries is definitely industry attorney and a B'nai B'nth annou
nt.
AM
PA
preside
out"his
for
De
ed
Dutch painter, is presented in radiant
leader, will be honor community welpossible, it was revealed by Nicola
to
services
standing
nGover
n
Italia
Pirro, director of the
color by Technicolor in this 10-mmat a testi-/ SAG
rights," y,
n t on
one
Strike us, TV
and huma
fare monial
ment's Entertainment Industry, on the
ute production of MarilynNo Silverst
Dec.
Sunda
breakfas
series of
and Boris Vermont.
eve of the Italian Film Delegations at the Hotel Delmonico here.
Producers Advances
films on art, such as these two_ have
department for Rome yesterday on the
nt of the event, which
nceme
Annou
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be complete without
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Tri-States
(Continued from page 1)
fifth TOA unit to signify approval of
the arbitration plan.
M. A. Lightman, Jr., chairman of
action
the unit's board, said thedence
in
amounted to a vote of confi
the
to
rs
matte
two
the
left
TOA and
TOA. Tennessee's exdiscretionhibitorsof
had taken this action Monday
and Arkansas' exhibitors Tuesday.
Second, Tri-States set in motion a
plan to take its fight against the 20
per cent Federal admission tax direct
.
to Congress.
Congressman Clifford Davis ot
the convenMemphis, in a speech todiscri
minatory
tion, said the tax was
and he had always been against it and
would continue to fight it.
of ArCongressman Wilbur Mills
kansas, whose House committee passes
on all tax bills, said he would arrange
for a committee from Tri-States to
have a hearing before his committee,
if they wanted to come to Washington
and present their case. They agreed
they would do this.
Congressman Mills told how his
committee once had the 20 per cent tax
cut to 10 per cent in a bill that passed
the House only to have the 20 per cent
tax restored in the Senate.
Mills said he was convinced that the
tax was too high and kept down attendance at theatres. He told how atten-m
dance had fallen off in his district
no teleArkansas where there was convin
ced
vision. He said he had been
that admission prices could not be cut
and theatres kept open so the tax had
to be reduced to keep many theatres
in operation.
Lightman, Jr., of Memphis, and
Kermit Stengel of Nashville, were
named as a committee to get Tennessee Congressmen and exhibitors together to "open the theatres' books
and show the tax must be repealed or
reduced. '
M. B. Smith, theatre advertisingexpert, and Jack Braunagel, circuit
at today's closingexecutive, spoke
sessions suggesting methods of improving theatre advertising and drivein operations.

Motion

NCCJ's

Picture

23th
Anniversary
(Continued from page 1)

tion vice-president, was awarded a
plaque for his chairmanship of the
s total1951 campaign when collectionexceeded
led $104,100. This amount
the 1952 total which was $81,198. The
presentation was made by Ned E. Depinet who urged that the brotherhood
our hearts" and
gotten "into NCCJ
spirit be his
chairmanonetime
recalled
ship and the outstanding collection of
a small local suburban theatre which
was greater than some large theatres.
In accepting the award Reagan
spoke of the help he received from
"the boys in the field" and such exRichey. ecutives as Schwartz and Henderson
Medal to Salmon

Montague Salmon, Rivoli Theatre
d a Silver Brotherr, receive
managehood
Medal for his efforts which for
the past seven years have resulted in
average annual collections of $1,000.
In explaining his success Salmon cited
the encouragement given him by
George Skouras and urged circuit
representatives to give similar encouragement to their theatre managers.
J. Robert Rubin of Loew's, NCCJ
general counsel, presided over the
meeting, at which it was decided to
have a dinner celebration rather than
a luncheon. Suggestions were offered
to make the dinner an unusual event
with possible participation by other
industries and famed personalites, such
as the presidential candidates.
Youngstein Reports
Max Youngstein, United Artists
public relavice-president and NCCJ
tions chairman, read a report on the
1952 campaign in the absence of chairs. The report reman George Skoura
vealed the collections had not come up

ngto expectations or to the precedi
difficulyear's total but reviewed the include
d
ties of the campaign. These
the unavoidable absence of George
Skouras at the campaign's beginning,
the illness of Maurice Bergman which
kept him out for almost the entire
campaign, and the short-notice fill-in
job "well performed" by Hank Linnet.
According to the report the collecMochrie Is Named
tions decline was also due to the "faition field"
(Continued from page 1)
lure to organize the exhibi
for with the exception of several cirmet. He
not
were
cuits most quotas
diately upon his return to New York.
thea16,000
of
out
and
400
n
only
noted that
Following meetings with Goldwy
t,
presiden
y
compan
,
Mulvey
A.
James
he will leave here tonight by plane
for the East. He succeeds Alfred F. Schwartz to Aid
(Continued from page 1)
W. Crown, who resigned as Goldwyn
vice-president in charge of worldwide
sales to join RKO Radio as foreign elude Si Fabian, president of Fabian
sales manager.
Theatres ; Manny Frisch, treasurer of
The new Goldwyn vice-president Randforce Theatres; Harry Brandt,
started his sales career with Pro- president of Brandt Theatres ; Charles
ducers Distributors Corp. in 1925._ He Moss, managing director of the Criterion Theatre; A. W. Schwalberg,
then became associated successively
with Warner Brothers and United president of Paramount Film Distributing Corp., and Al Clary, boxoffice
Artists, joining RKO Radio in 1939.
treasurer of the Radio City Music
In quick succession he was appointed Hall.
RKO Eastern sales manager, general
Davis Appointed
in 1946, vice-presir and
manage
sales dent
and board
member.
Martin Davis of the Goldwyn office
has been appointed coordinator for the
premiere..
Award to Fitzgibbons
Tickets for the premiere, which will
Toronto, Oct. 29. — J. J. Fitzgib- take place on the evening of Nov. 24
bons, president of Famous Players at the Criterion Theatre, will be scaled
Canadian, received a citation for meri- at $5, $10, $15 and $25.
torious efforts for world brotherhood
In establishing the premiere, the
make this
from the Canadian Council of Chris- trustees of the hospital will
tians and Jews at a banquet attended an annual event aimed not only at
on but
by 600 persons here. Fitzgibbons wasto raising money for the institutifor
the
to create a traditional hallmark
one of six outstanding Canadians
be so honored.
motion picture industry.
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tres had contributed and emphasized
that only $10 or $15 per theatre in
the U. S. is needed to surpass the
collection record. However, the motion picture industry publicity job for
the NCCJ was termed the greatest
of any field, as it has been for the
last five years.
Lauds Industry

Myers
Says
(Continued from page D
for the November Allied board meet-

distributors'
of aning, arbitration
which draft
had
along with thesystem,
just been received.
Myers said Cole was "accused of
engaging in a hollow gesture as ballyfor Allied's
convention"
when hoohe
made his1952
proposal
after
"viewing the present desperate condition of independent exhibitors and the
Dr. Everett R. Clinchy, NCCJ pres- treatment accorded them by the film
ident, lauded the industry's past work,
including trade press coverage, toMyers
said when
that it exhibitors
was "a veryreport
serious matter
wards achieving- brotherhood and enu- companies."
that that they are not benefiting and
merated some of the organization's
achievements with the monies col- cannot benefit from the current crop
lected. He observed that most of the
goodto pictures"
because
can't
work is preventive and explained that of
afford
exhibit them
"on they
the terms
cultural interchange had been in'All-around Gouging'
creased with such groups as the Japanese-American Cultural Society. To- demanded."
wards that end he praised the current
One might expect to find all elements in the industry united in an
tour of Spyros Skouras, 20th CenturyFox president, over Europe and the attempt to "pull the movie business
Far East during which Skouras is out of the current depression, intact,"
working for brotherhood by meeting Myers declared, yet there was never
and talking with many peoples.
so much "all-around gouging."
The prevalent belief among Allied
New Chapters Set
exhibitors, he said, is that while their
Several new chapters have been set leaders were engaged in a sincere
effort to aid the whole industry," the
up, including one in Manila.andFollowShin- film companies, like weasels, have been
ers of Buddhism, Hinduism
toism have been welcomed to parti- getting into the exhibitors' chicken
cipate in working with Catholics, coops and have now grown so bold
will require a strenuous conbroth- that it certed
towardsprogress
Jews, anderhood. Protestants
effort to save, the remaining
Dr. Clinchy revealed
had been made towards better human chickens — that is, unless the comrelations by interchange of teachers of
panies heed the Colonel's warning and
different faiths and deleting bigotries
voluntarily mend their ways."
from certain religious textbooks. Efforts are now being made by the Schary Scores
(Continued from page 1)
NCCJ to work with the various
unions and having them initiate
Brotherhood movements.
nue was only 15 per cent off from its
On the dais at the luncheon were : peak year, but that rising costs of
Rubin, Depinet, Reagan, Youngstein, film production has cut into film earnDr. Clinchy, William F. Rodgers and
ings. The total yearly revenue of the
Ed Churchill. Others present in- industry is $3,000,000,000, Schary said,
cluded: Russell Downing, William adding that half the total this year
German, Richard Walsh, Austin would come from overseas.
Keough, Herman Robbins, Taylor
50% Financial Failures
Mills, Edmund Reek, Mike Clofine,
Walton Anient, Tom Mead, A. J.
Of the. 400 films Hollywood produces each year, Schary numbered 60
Richard, William Gehring, William
White, Sam Rinzler, Ed Lachman, Si as of recognized quality and about 50
Seadler, Harry Goldberg, Jerry Pick- per cent as financial failures. "Of the
man, Arthur Israel, Monroe Good- 200 plays produced on Broadway last
man, Sid Blumenstock, Emanuel year only five per cent were successFrisch, Fred Schwartz, Gil Golden,
ful and 75 to 78 per cent were finanWalter Reade, Jr., and trade press
cial failures," Schary said.
Schary was optimistic in regard to
representatives.
television competition. He said the
newcomer reaches into the theatre
medium for the mediocre and that
A. J. Mason Heads
(Continued from page 1)
people
had the
before who
television
are film-going
going backhabit
to

which he founded and promptly creoffice of honorary Presiated
him.
dent thefor new
Other officers are: vice-president,
Dave G. Griesdorf of Canadian Odeon ;
secretary-treasurer, R. W. Bolstad of
Famous Players, and executive-secretary, Arch H. Jolley, all of Toronto.
As an outcome of discussions on
television and other developments the
Council moved to form a Canadian
film institute for the good of public
relations, and J. Arthur Hirsch of
Montreal was named chairman of the
special planning committee.
Minister Robert Winters told the
conference films are next in usefulness
only to church and school. Mayor
Charlotte Whitton said theatres are
cooperating much better now _ with
authorities to give suitable children

film houses, but will be more selective in their choice of films.
"Hollywood pictures," he declared,
"will have to be bigger and better.
Eventually, Schary believes, Hollywood will make only top pictures." _
"Cinerama," the producer said, "is
mechanically years away from practical theatre use. It is wonderfully
effective for big scenes but violates
the truth of intimacy on which movie
story-telling relies," he added.

To Reopen Smalley
Albany, N. Y., Oct. 29.— With
community financial support, Carl Bovee, one time Warner manager in
Albany and former Schine circuit assistant manager,, has leased the closed
Smalley Theatre in St. Johnsville,
Montgomery County. He will reopen
it as the Community this week, after
painting
and refurbishing. Bovee lives
programs.
The Council will meet next year at in Gloversville.
Toronto.
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Barrier9'

y, of jet planes in the sky is included
B' REATHTAKING aerial photograph
in this exploitable drama about pioneering in the building of planes that
travel at supersonic speed, but the emphasis in this English import is on
rather slow-paced drama. The Terence Rattigan story and screenplay is too
concerned with the psychological difficulties undergone by the family of plane
manufacturer Ralph Richardson, whose vision of jet planes drives him on
despite the deaths of his son and son-in-law in plane crashes.
There is a stiff-upper-lip quality about the dramatic situations that may
have been immensely popular with British audiences but may prove tedious
and repititious to American patrons. Marquee-wise this stacks up well with
Exhibiof recent "Encore' fame.
Todd and Nigel Patrickfootage
Richardson, Ann the
and the inherent drama
outstanding action
tors can exploit
Patrick is presented as an RAF flier who marries Miss Todd and is
chosen by Richardson, his father-in-law, to be the test pilot of a new model
in flying but
Denholm Elliot, is not interested test
jet plane. Richardson's son, to
ends m a
satisfy Richardson. His solo
takes lessons in an attempt
jet tests
his
on
carries
Patrick
family.
his
of
eyes
the
before
fatal crash
Patrick
y
Eventuall
jet.
a
testing
killed
is
flier
ace
firm's
rival
a
although
is killed but his recorded reactions aid in designing a new model. Before
his death Patrick had induced friend John Justin to test jets for Richardson.
Justin's theory about pushing the throttle forward while m a ;dive rather
it back is the correct one, and the "sound barrier' is broken.
than pulling
Miss Todd then comes to better understand Richardson and his unceasing
striving for airplane progress.
T.. , C1 . ,
David Lean produced and directed. Also in the cast are Dinah Sheridan,
Tomelty, Jack Allen, Ralph Michael, Vincent Holman, Douglas Muir
Joseph
and
Leslie Phillips.
. ....
„ ,
, .
Running time, 109 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Walter Pashkin
t et
"Montana
Belle
(RKO Radio Pictures)

in TruJANE RUSSELL's marquee lure is well known and this Western The
Daltalents.
her
display
to
vehicle
a
than
more
little
as
serves
color
Norby
ay
screenpl
the
se and
highly serviceable story-wi
ton Gang has been Horace
McCoy links Miss Russell as an outlaws widow
man S Hall and
have been an explosive combinawho joins the four Daltons, but what should Miss
Russell even heads a rival
tion just never is, although at one time
ng costumes in some brief
mphasizi
figure-e
in
home
at
more
is
She
gang.
scenes as a saloon entertainer, swaying, strutting and throatily singing 'Ihe
Gilded Lily" and "My Sweetheart, the Man in the Moon." Forrest Tucker
is the most convincing of the cast. Both story and performances are rarely
credible.
C-;>\ '■ '
r
, , ,
The film opens with Miss Russell joining the gang alter she has been
saved from a hanging by Scott Brady. Miss Russell's affections are fought
of the
over by Brady and gang assistant Tucker, but an impending robbery Russell
saloon of George Brent causes the brothers to leave Tucker and Miss
in their cabin hideout. Unknown to them, Brent has agreed to trap the gang
a $100,000 fee to be paid by the Bankers' Protective Association, headed
for
by John Litel.
During the absence of the Daltons some gun practice results in a posse
raiding the hideout. Miss Russell and Tucker escape, assume they have been
at Brent's
double crossed, and form their own gang. They arrive early
Thenambushed but get little money.
while the Daltons are
saloon and rob itare
successful and Miss Russell gambles her way into a
further efforts
partnership with Brent, who realizes her identity, but hopes to trap the
Daltons. Eventually he succeeds and the Daltons are eliminated. Miss Russell
is forced into a bank job and is wounded. She promises to wait for Brent,
to whom she had confessed all.
This was produced by Howard Welsch and directed by Robert Peters.
Others in the cast are Andy Devine, Jack Lambert, Ray Teal, Rory Mallinson, Roy Barcroft, Holly Bane and Ned Davenport.
Running time, 81 minutes. General audience classification. For November
W. P.
release.

'Barrier' to 11 A; Will
Open in N.Y. Nov. 6
Producer - director David Lean's
British-made "Breaking Through the
Sound Barrier," starring Ann Todd,
has been acquired from Lopert Films
by United Artists and will open at the
Victoria Theatre here Nov. 6, William
J. Heineman, UA distribution vicepresident, announced.
Bloom in New Post
Minneapolis, Oct. 29— Al Bloom,
7-Hi Drive-in
former manager of the
Theatre in suburban Minneapolis, has
staff of Greater Amusejoined the
ments. Bloom is a former film and
drama critic for the old Minneapolis
Times.
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"Bloodhounds
of Broadway"
(20th Century-Fox)
RUNYON's distinctive type of Broadway citizens are amusingly
DAMON
set forth in this musical adaptation in color by Technicolor which is
an effective combination of music and story that features the sparkling talents
of Mitzi Gaynor. A George Jessel production, this has several fresh _ and
appealing production numbers that are attractively mounted and engagingly
performed. In addition to Miss Gaynor, who is equally adept in rendering
a sweet lullaby, "Bye Low," and slinking her way through a spicy finale
titled "Jack Of Diamonds," there is a remarkable moppet, Sharon Baird,
who does a fine tap-dance, and Mitzi Green, who ably handles a comedy role
and some dance sequences.
Scott Brady is starred as a Broadway bookie with an unusual ability for
numerical computations who flees a gambling investigation. He is saved by
the false testimony of his girl friend, singer Marguerite Chapman, and^ returns
from a Florida hide-out with Miss Gaynor, a simple hill-billy girl who
offered him hospitality when his car broke down in the mountains and subsequently saved his life. Brady has Miss Gaynor tutored in song and dance
but arouses the jealousy of Miss Chapman.
Michael O'Shea, a boyhood pal of Brady's who became a cop after reform
hearing.
crime committee's
new record
at a and
supply evidence
is appointed
school,
talent scouts, Miss
Hollywood
Gaynor tocaptivates
After Miss
Chapman has a showdown with her. Miss Chapman loses and runs off to
inform the police. Brady departs for a hideout but is tracked down by Miss
Gaynor and her two bloodhounds. She convinces him to give himself up,
pay off back taxes, and serve a year's sentence. At the end of that time
Brady is working at the club at which Miss Gaynor sings, as a cashier, and
other members of the gang are employed honestly too.
The two bloodhounds and Wally Vernon, Edwin Max, and George E.
Stone supply comedy relief. Others in the cast are Henry Slate, Richard
Allan, Ralph Volkie, Charles Buchinski, and Timothy Carey. Other songs
include "I Wish I Knew," "I've Got A Feeling You're Foolin'," and "80
Miles Outside of Atlanta." Harmon Jones directed, from a screen play by
Sy Gomberg and an adaptation by Albert Mannheimer.
Running time, 90 minutes. General audience classification. For November
release.
W. P.
Ride the Man
(Republic Pictures)

Down

A LAVISH PRODUCTION has been accorded this actionful Western in
Trucolor. With the aid of star names for the marquee it should do well
at the box-office. Rod Cameron, Brian Donlevy and Ella Raines are starred;
also present are Forrest Tucker, Barbara Britton, Chill Wills, and J. Carrol
Naish. It is set in the days when cattle empires were built by strong-muscled
and strong-willed men and contains a good deal of fighting and shooting.
Assistant producer Joseph Kane directed and has balanced the •action with
a well-developed romance. Donlevy is an unscrupulous ranchman intent
upon taking over much of the ranch left in the weak hands of Miss Raines'
uncle after the death of her father. She is the spit-fire type, a chip-off-theher by loyal ranch foreolld-block but sorely needs the aid which is given
man Rod Cameron. Cameron is romantically inclined to homebody type
Donlevy's
dangerousmurder
block the Despite
of his efforts
but inherhisdislike
Barbara Britton
and
to Missto Raines.
attraction
result
manceuvers
Cameron succeeds in foiling Donlevy's plans and establishes Miss
treachery,
Raines as the ranch owner. At the finale Cameron chooses Miss Raines.
This is based on a Saturday Evening Post story by Luke Short. The
screen play was written by Mary McCall Jr. Others in a competent cast
include Jim Davis, Taylor Holmes, James Bell, Paul Fix, Jack LaRue, Roy
Barcroft, Claire Carleton, Al Caudebec and Roydon Clark.
Running time 90 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Nov. IS.
"Voodoo Tiger"
(Columbia Pictures)

stars as "Jungle Jim" in this mediocre series
JOHNNY WEISSMULLER
entry that offers the usual amount of fighting, dangerous animals and
menacing natives in haphazard fashion that may please the adventure fans,
Martin-Lewis, Ladd
especially among the younger set. In tracking down a former SS officer who
alone knows the locale of lost art treasures and a trio of crooks also desirmg
Cited by Magazine
natives, exhibits his
Hollywood, Oct. 29. — The Hal the paintings, Weissmuller frequently battles numerous
only with a knife.
armed
although
lion
a
vanquishes
and
prowess,
swimming
Wallis-Paramount comedy team of
production and
Katzman
Sam
economical
this
directed
Spencer G. Bennet
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, and
Samual Newby
written
were
screenplay
and
story
The
Alan Ladd have received top honors emphasized action.
r's territory are depicted as
man and are routine. The natives in Weissmulle
in Modern Screen magazine's 10th an- voodoo worshipers of the tiger. It develops that the SS officer escaping a
nual "Popularity Awards," Paramount pursuing U. S. Army officer aided by Weissmuller, commandeers an airplane
reported.
tiger. When
containing night club entertainer Jeanne Dean and her trained in
the jungle
it crashes
inland
plane
the
orders
Fox,
Michael
ex-Nazi
the
t's
Paramoun
in
Ladd, who stars
"Thunder in the East," "Botany Bay" where the natives capture all but venerate Miss Dean, who performs a torrid
received
"Shane,"
and
r Popularity
me Ten-Yea
"All-TiStevens'
the George
Weissmuller and his party containing the U. S. officer, among others, trackChampion Award." Martin and Lewis, down the three crooks chasing Fox but they are ambushed and captured by the
life and escapes with his
currently in Hal Wallis' "Jumping natives Weissmuller kills a lion in a test for his
and are killed when
crooks
the
kill
natives
"The
pursuing
be-seen
The
party and rFox.
Jacks" and the soon-tot.
„ - *T ,
Stooge," were given a plaque as Weissmulle dynamites a lone exi
"Hollywood's All-Time Champion
Running time, 67 minutes. General audience classification, hor November
^'
release.
Comedy Team."
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Sol Schwartz Named '53
Industry Drive Chairman
Sol Schwartz, president of the
RKO Theatres, will be the motion
the 1953 Napicture chairmance for
tional Conferen of Christians and
Jews campaign,
it was announced at a
meetluncheon
ing yesterday at
rfthe Waldo
Astoria, at
which industry
representatives
agreed to hold
an annual dinner commemorating the
an25th
NCCJ
niversary. The
Sol Schwartz
excampaign Lintends from
to about Washington's
Birthday ly.
coln'sannual
Birthday
Charles Reagan, M-G-M distnbu(Continued on page 5)
Tri-States
Arbitration

Okays
Draft

Memphis, Oct. 29.— Theatre Ownand Teners of Arkansas, Mississippi conve
ntion
nessee closed its three-day
here today with approval of Theatre
Owners of America's position on the
suit and the plan
government's 16mm.
of industry arbitration. This is the
(Continued on page 5)
Shea Forecasts
Business Upswing
Pittsburgh, Oct. 29.— A good
business period was forecast
here today by Gerald Shea,
president of the Shea Circuit,
as the two-day convention of
Shea Circuit managers ended
in the Hotel Roosevelt.
Shea told the managers
that grosses soon would be
on the upswing, especially
since many excellent pictures
have been booked by the circuit. He also said that economy must be the watch-word
of successful theatre operation.

to Be

Meetings
Best

Bet

With
in Tax

As

Fight

Methods

Antiquated

by

Scored

Schary

Detroit Oct. 29.— "The greatest need of the industry is for new
methods of film production," according to Dore Schary, executive vicepresident in charge of production at M-G-M.
"Hollywood," Schary told a luncheon group of Chrysler Corp. executives, "is using the same methods it
ago," and much saving
used 20 years
in time and money and a resultant
improvement in picture quality could
6V-P'
Mochrie
be had if new engineering technics Name
n
Prod.
Goldwy
were applied to the making of pic- Of
tures.
, presiThe guest of L. L. Colbert
Hollywood, Oct. 29.— Robert Mochdent of Chrysler, and K. T. Keller,
rie, until recently distribution vicesaid
Schary
board,
chairman of the
presid
Radio,of
economic RKO ent
also "that it wouldn't make
large
its
sell
to
ood
Hollyw
sense for
today was
ion."
televis
to
films
of
backlo
be removing ourselves named vice"We g would
from our greatest source of revenue, president of
Goldtheatre exhibition to a mass audi- Samuel
ence," he declared.
Producwyn
tions,
.bySamuel
Goldwyn
It was Schary's belief, based on
Mochrie, well
single - bill experiments, that "the
The known in dishere to stay."
double feature,e iswants
it and feels it
tribution and
mass audienc
it's money's
would not
cirsingle bill program. exhibition
cles for the
from bea getting
worth"
His studio, he said, does not, how- greater part of
Robert. Mochrie
way. ever, prefer to exhibit its product that his
27 years as
sales executive,
picture reve- will assume his new duties immesaid motion
Schary(Continued
on page 5)
(Continued on page 5)

Cole's
Ofan
f d:
St
Myers
Says Distributors Should
Heed Cole's Warning
Washington, Oct. 29. — Abram
F. Myers, Allied States Association
general counsel, today warned distributors not to "shrug off" the
proposal of Col. H. A. Cole that
Allied leaders withdraw from all-industry efforts in order to devote their
time to Allied exhibitors' problems in
obtaining films.
In a bulletin to Allied members, Myers advised "our friends
in New York" not to underestimate the feeling among exhibitors on the issue of increased prices for pictures. In
addition, Myers said, "Don't
shrug off Col. Cole's sincere
warning and don't attempt to
deride him or others who are
trying to impress you with the
of the situation."
gravity
Myers told Allied members that
on was
Cole's suggesti
on the
(Continued
on page
5) agenda

Urges

A.

MPIC

Heads

of Canada

Ottawa, Oct. 29— J. J. Fitzgibbons
at the final session today of the Motion
Picture Industry Council of Canada
convention was succeeded as president
by Mayor A. J. Mason of Springhill,
Nova Scotia.
The 35 delegates gave an ovation to
the Famous Players president as he
office in the Association
retired from
(Continued on page 5)

F. Schwartz
Hospital

to

Aid

Campaign

Fred Schwartz, president of Century
Theatres, has been named chairman of
the ticket committee for the "Hans
Christian Andersen" premiere for the
benefit of the Variety Clubs Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital, by G. S.
Eyssell, premiere committee chairman
and president of Rockefeller Center.
the committee inOther members
(Continued ofon page 5)

NPA

Building

to

Ban

Ease
Soon

Oct. 29.— A construc
Washington,advisory
committee task
tion industry
the
force today recommended to
National Production Authority that
date for the re1 effective
the May laxation
of the ban on recreational
tion
construc
be advanced to Jan. 1.
The task force pointed out that the
could "easily" be adeffectivevanceddate
to Jan. 1 because the small
amounts of materials concerned are
normally warehouse supplies, which
are now reported to be "in good
First

J. Mason

'Shrug

Congressmen

The only one safe rule to follow in seeking commitments from
admisrepeal of the Federal 20 per cent
Congressmen to vote forexhibitors
, properly armed with facts and
sion tax is for several
figures, to sit down with the Congressman from their district and
Col.
present their case. This was emphasized here yesterday by
H. A. Cole and Pat McGee, co-chairmen of the National Tax Repeal
Committee, in a statement released through the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations.
The co-chairmen stated that experience in the campaign has
shown such procedure to be invariably productive of results. They
said it also prevents future misunderstanding, either by the Congressman or the exhibitors. They urge all Congressional district
to follow this procedure in the future.
committees
campaign

Production

CENTS

Theatre

TV

Is Set for Utah
supply."
Salt Lake City, Oct. 29. — The
Utah Theatre in this city is expected
to have theatre TV within 30 days,
reports Ray M. Hendry, vice-presiof Intergeneral manager
dent andTheatres,
mountain
which operates the
Utah. This will be the first theatre
TV in the state.
Also, KSL-TV expects to have an
antenna on a mountain top 30 ■ miles
west of here within operation by the
weekend. This will increase the range
by 50 miles, the station says.
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Personal

Editorials
U.S. 16mm.

Mention

SPINGOLD, Columbia
NATE
vice-president, and Paul Lazarus, Jr., New York representative for
the studio, are due to return here on
Monday from the •Coast.

Picture

Hit

$197,600

Mrs. Henry Dawson, associate director of community relations of the
Motion Picture Association of America, who was scheduled to speak this
week on "The Movies and Their Public," will speak instead on- Monday
night at the New School for Social
Research here.
•
Sol Gordon, Monogram salesman
in Cleveland, announces the birth of
and a girl, to Mrs. Gortwins,donain boy
Mt. Sinai Hospital in that Companies
to Close
city.
•
On Election Day
Ray Moon, assistant general sales
manager for Universal Pictures, and
Most film company home offices will
P. T. Dana, Eastern division manager,
are in Philadelphia and will return to remain closed all day Tuesday, ElecNew York tomorrow.
tion Day, and will close half a day
•
on Armistice Day, Nov. 11. ComJesse L. Lasky, accompanied by
panies closing Election Day are :
his- recently appointed executive as- Columbia, M-G-M, RKO Pictures,
sistant, John Wilson Gregory, is in RKO Theatres, 20th Century-Fox,
New York from the Coast.
United Artists, United Paramount
•
Theatres, Universal-International and
Max Melincoff, formerly with Warner. Paramount Pictures and ReWarner Brothers in Massachusetts,
public will close at 1 :00 P.M. Allied
has joined the publicity staff of Allied Artists and the Motion Picture AssoArtists in Hollywood.
ciation are undecided.
•
Companies closing at 1 :00 P.M. on
Morton Downey will entertain at Armistice Day are: M-G-M, RKO
the national Allied States convention
Pictures, RKO Theatres, 20th Century-Fox, Universal-International and
banquet at the Morrison Hotel in Chicago on Nov. 19. •
Warner's. Other companies have not
on their closing hour for
yet
that decided
day.
's manSeymour Moses, M-G-M
ager for the Netherlands, is the father
of a son, born to Mrs. Moses in
Amsterdam.
P. White
to Europe
o
On Distribution Deal
F. J. A. McCarthy, Universal
mansales
n
Southern and Canadia
Paul White, president of PSI-TV,
ager, is in New Orleans from New Inc., has left here for Paris, Berlin
York.
and London and in the latter city will
•
arrange for theatrical distribution of
Arthur Ehrlich, Warner Brothers six features produced by his firm, in
booker in Cleveland, is back at his addition to the theatrical, non-theadesk after a three-month sick leave.
trical, and television distribution of
•
half-hour television films either proCharles Schnee, M-G-M studio
duced or financed by PSI-TV.
executive, and his wife will leave for
White divulged that the company
a Honolulu vacation on Nov. 7.
currently is negotiating for studios in
•
New York and Hollywood, the acMunio Podhorzer, president of
quisition of which would complete
Casino Film Exchange, has left here PSI-TV's physical organization. He
for Cincinnati and St. Louis.
further revealed, "We have set up
•
sizeable revolving production funds
Ben Thau, M-G-M studio execu- from private groups for TV film
tive, is due here from the Coast Nov. financing and we have, separate bank5 for a 10-day visit.
o
ing arrangements for two new series."

Salary

for

Five

Features,

Shorts,

Suit

Editorials condemning the
government suit to force the
sale of 16mm. films to television and other non-theatrical users have appeared in 33
newspapers in all parts of the
country, according to an incomplete check - up by the
Motion Picture Association of
America. A number of national magazines, not included in the survey, also
have criticized the government action.
The survey failed to uncover any editorials supporting the government suit.
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Columbia

Pictures'

Harry Cohn in '51-52
Washington, Oct. 29. — Harry
Cohn earned $197,600 as president of
Columbia Pictures for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1952, _ the Securities
and Exchange
formed today. Commission was inThe company's annual report cited
the following salaries of executives ;
Jack Cohn, executive vice-president,
$145,000; A. Schneider, vice-president
and treasurer, $130,000; N. B. Spingold, vice-president in charge of advertising and publicity, $94,600 ; A.
Montague, vice-president in charge of
domestic sales, $130,000.
The figures, it was explained, include expense allowances which are
not required to be accounted for, of
$15,600 for Harry Cohn, $15,600 for
Jack Cohn and $8,600 for Spingold.
Directors and officers as a group during the year earned $1,148,000, the
report stated.
A comparison of salaries between
the fiscal years 1951 and 1952 discloses
that of the five executives listed the
remuneration of only Harry Cohn and
Spingold differed in the two years,
with Spingold taking the heavier cut.
In 1951, Cohn's salary was listed at
$201,400 compared to $197,600 in 1952,
while Spingold in 1951 earned $108,000 compared 'to $94,600 in 1952.

Free

Ten

Eats!

Norwalk, in
O., Oct.
29. — The
ultimate
entertainment
value for this area, if not the
state, is being offered by the
nearby Starview Drive-in on
Saturday nights in a dusk-todawn program which consists
of five full-length features,
five comedies, five cartoons,
free coffee, doughnuts and
cider, with
"side-dishes"
of
candy
and chewing
gum at
the conclusion of the program.
The regular admission scale
prevails.
Name

Tulipan

Newspaper

20th

Contact

Ira Tulipan, trade press contact at
20th Century-Fox's home office, has
been promoted to newspaper publicity
contact, it was announced here yesterday by Edward E. Sullivan, publicity
manager. Tulipan succeeds Meyer
Hutner, who was recently named associate publicity manager.
A member of the publicity and advertising staffs of the company since
1942, Tulipan was previously with
Warner Brothers, following entry intothe industry through exhibition. He
initially managed the Majestic Theatre in Boston when it was a showElect Pries Head of
case for foreign films.
Joining Warner Brothers, he served
Philadelphia Tent
on the trade paper and short subjects
Philadelphia, Oct. 29. — Ralph publicity staffs until he left to become
Pries of the Berlo Vending Co., was
manager of Dome Chemielected chief barker of Variety Club, promotion
cals Co. Returning to the industry in
Tent No. 13. Norman Silverman of
1942, book
he joined
Republic was named first assistant press
staff 20th
where Century-Fox's
he remained
chief barker, and Maxwell Gillis of until 1943 when he entered the Army.
Monogram second assistant. Other of- Returning to 20th Century-Fox in a
ficers elected were Ben Biben of
writing capacity, he subsequently beRCA, dough guy, and Mickey Lewis,
came press book editor before assumNational Theatre Supply, property
ing his post as trade press contact.
master.
In 1950 he was responsible for intraPries stated that the current heart industry publicity arising from the
fund drive would he accelerated in national showmanship campaign sponorder to meet the goal of $60,000 by
sored by 20th Century-Fox launched
in Chicago under the slogan of "Movies Are Better
has
Jan. 1.
at various
times Than
done Ever."
graduateHe work
in films at Columbia University, New
Anthony
J. Xydias
York University and the New School
Dies on the Coast
for Social Research.
Los Angeles, Oct. 29. — Anthony J.
Xydias, pioneer film exhibitor, distri- Milton Pickman
to
butor and producer, died here Monday at the age of 72.
Assist Wald at Col,
Xydias, who began his career in
1906 with the purchase of a theatre in
Hollywood, Oct. 29— Milton PickDallas, sold his theatre circuit after man, vice-president of Wald-Krasna
the first world war to enter distribu- Productions, will move over to Columtion in New York. He went to Hollybia as Jerry Wald's assistant, it is
wood in 1921, where he independently reported. Wald yesterday was named
of Universal's in- Award to Chaplin
head
Ben Lober,
department,
has returned here
surance
produced films until 1931. He is sur- vice-president and executive producer
from California.
Hollywood, Oct. 29.— The Holly- children.vived by his widow, Rose, and two of the company. Pickman will also
administrate the wind-up of the affairs
wood Foreign Correspondents, organof W-K Productions.
ization of reporters covering the film
Bernard Smith, Paramount producer, has arrived in New York from capital for foreign newspapers and
'Newsweek* Cites Loesser
Hollywood.
press' services, will present a special
•
In the current Newsweek magazine Gets Maugham Story
award to Charles Chaplin for his
Joseph Mankiewicz, M-G-M di- "Limelight," at a luncheon tomor- there is a two-page article on Frank
Hollywood, Oct. 29. — Hugo Frerector, has returned here from the
row at Ciro's. The award will be Loesser, who composed the score for gonese disclosed here that while in
Coast.
accepted for Chaplin by his son, Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
•
Mike heFrankovich's
England directing
Nights"
personally
Charles Chaplin, Jr. The presenta- Andersen." And in the latest issue of "Decameron
tion will be made by Bert Reisfeld, Life there are six full pages in color
Walter Thomas, M-G-M booker
acquired
rights
to
the
Somerest
Maugin Charlotte, is here on vacation.
president of the correspondents' group. on the color in Technicolor production.
"Catalina."
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Motion

Liberalized
Pact

Seen

Rental

Italo-American Co-Production
Envisioned by Italian Film Men
Negotiation of co-production agreements between the U.S. and Italian
motion picture industries is definitely
possible, it was revealed by Nicola De
Pirro, director of the Italian Government's Entertainment Industry, on the
eve of the Italian Film Delegation's
department for Rome yesterday on the
Queen Elizabeth.
The party included Eitel Monaco,
president of the National Association
of Motion Picture and Allied Industries of Italy ; Italo Gemini, president
of the Italian General Association of
Show Business ; Guiseppe La Guardia.
prominant Italian banker ; and Renzo
Rufini, secretary-general of Italian
Films Export.
De Pirro and Monaco agreed "co
Production agreements would be of
usefulness" and
economic
mutual
would also "be helpful to the further
development of cultural relations be
tween the two countries."
Names

Suits

Ask

3rd

Lap

Sales Drive Winners
United Artists' Los Angeles, Cleveland and New Haven exchanges have
taken first-prize money in the third
six-week lap of the company's "Bill
Heineman Sales Drive," it was announced by vice-president Max E.
Youngstein, who is serving as drive
captain.
The drive now is in the first week
of its home stretch, at the conclusion
of which, on Dec. 6, grand prizes will
be awarded for best showings over
the entire drive period, which began
on June 15.

$2,730,000

Two operating companies of the
Elmwood Theatre, Queens, yesterday
filed a triple-damage anti-trust suit for
damages totaling $2,730,000 in Federal
District Court here against eight majors and some circuits.
Sogmore Realty Inc., current operator of the Elmwood, sued for $1,080,000, while Copark Inc., which operated
the theatre from 1946 to 1949, sued for

$1,650,000.
Besides the majors, defendants in the
suit also include the United Artists
Theatre Circuit, Randforce Amusement Corp., Skouras Theatres Corp.
and Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc.
The action charges discriminatory
practices in violation of the U. S.
trade
anti-trust laws.
William Gold represents the plaintiffs.
S. Arthur

Glixon

Honored

Dec. 7
S. Arthur Glixon, motion picture
B'rith
industry attorney and a B'nai
outleader, will be honored for "his
standing services to community welat a testirights,"
and human
fare monial
breakfast on
Sunday, Dec. 7,
at the Hotel Delmonico here.
Announcement of the event, which
will be held in conjunction with the
Joint Defense Appeal campaign of
Cardozo Lodge of B'nai B'rith, was
made by Karl Tausig, who is serving
chairman of the Lodge's JDA
as
activities.

Glixon has produced several motion
pictures for B'nai B'rith, including
"There Is So Much to Do," "When
Freedom Calls," "This Is B'nai
B'rith," "Door to Hope" and "Dealing
in Futures."
Minneapolis
Reelects

Loge

Murphy

Minnneapolis, Oct. 29. — Reel-Fellows — social organization which also
—
is the local dloge of the Colosseum t.
has reelecte Joe Murphy presiden
Harold Lundquist was named vicepresident and George Fosdick, secretary-treasurer. The group also named
ng as delegates to the nathe followi
tional Colosseum annual convention to
b- held at Atlanta on Nov. 21-23 :
Murphy, Lundquist, and Paul Weiss,
with Bill Winter as alternate.
3 Pre-release

Dates

for 'Androcles*
Set
Three simultaneous pre-release engagements were announced by RKO
British Films Screened
Radio for Gabriel Pascal's "Androcles
The first private showing of new and the Lion," based on the George
British documentary films will take Bernard Shaw comedy.
The premiere opening will be held
place at an invitational showing here
this evening at the Museum of Mod- at the Four Star Theatre in Los Anern Art, under the auspices of British
geles today. The picture will also
Information Services. The event will open at the Paramount, Denver, and
also serve to introduce Charles Dand the Utah, Salt Lake City. It will open
newly appointed films director of the at the Ambassador, St. Louis, tomorBIS.

$1,994 for 'Promoter'
"The Promoter," being released by
Universal, reportedly set a new opening— day house record at the Fine
Arts Theatre here on Tuesday, the
$1,994 figure surpassing by more than
$100, the previous high of "The
Lavender Hill Mob."

F.
Pa.

in Italy

Conferences in Rome between Italian production and exhibition leaders
on that country's rental ceiling law
appear to have taken a turn favorable
to the American position that -the ceiling should be raised, it was indicated
yesterday in film export circles here.
The talks are centering around Article X of the Italian film law. They
are preliminary discussions which in
due course will give way to ItaloAmerican meetings on the subject.
The direction of the preliminary
talks, it was reported here, seems to
be toward favoring the substitution
of a voluntary production-exhibition
agreement for the present ceiling law.
The Motion Picture Association of
America, which will be represented in
the final talks on the subject of Italian
rental ceilings, always has taken a
strong position against the imposition
of such ceilings by any country.

UN

2

Picture

SMPTE

Meets Today
engineers will adKodak
Eastman
dress ameeting of the Atlantic Coast
the Society of Motion Picsection of
ture and Television Engineers today,
E. M. Stifle, chairman, announced
here. The meeting will be held at
New York's Henry Hudson Hotel.
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J. Herrington
Allied

of

Short

Resigns
Subjects

Washington, Oct. 29. — Fred _ J.
Herrington, secretary of Allied Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Western
Pennsylvania, has resigned after more
than 40 years of service to Pennsylvania exhibitors, Abram F. Myers,
today.
Allied general counsel, disclosed here

"The Young Immortal"
(Art Films-20th Century-Fox)
Four hundred years ago there lived
in Rome a young painter named
Raphael whose masterpieces include
the "Sistine Madonna" and murals
such as "The Escape of Saint Peter"
"Fire in the Borgo," both painted
The veteran theatreman was a na- and
tional director of Allied from 1928 to in the Vatican. In this short subject,
1938, after retiring as an exhibitor in producers Marilyn Silverstone and
1919. In 1909, he organized and was Boris Vermont have used a modernelected president of the Motion Picture day youth forum on great names of
Exhibitors League of Pennsylvania the past as the starting point for a
and in 1915 was elected national presi- thrilling examination of Raphael's
great works. The famous subjects
dent of the MPELA, with headquar- executed by the artist rise upon the
ters in San Francisco.
screen in vivid color by Technicolor to
provide art-oriented audiences, and
AM PA Students Will even those whose interest in great
Tour N.Y. Paramount paintings is only casual, with a wealth
of eye-stimulating enjoyment. An inFollowing the Associated Motion
spiring music score, written by
Picture Advertisers showmanship class
Jacques Belasco, is included. Running
this evening at the Woodstock Hotel time, 10 minutes.
here, a group of the students will be
taken on a tour of the New York
Paramount Theatre by its managingin the Window"
director, Robert K. Shapiro, it was "Light
(Art Films-20th Century-Fox)
announced by Harry K. McWilliams,
The art of Jan Vermeer, famous
AM PA president.
Dutch painter, is presented in radiant
color by Technicolor in this 10-minute production of Marilyn Silverstone
SAG
Strike vs. TV
and Boris Vermont. No series of
Producers Advances
films on art, such as these two have
produced,
would be complete without
Hollywood, (jet. 29. — Screen Actors
Guild board today recommended to according treatment to the works of
the membership authorization of strike this Dutchman who put on canvas
against producers of television film with genuine warmth the plainer ascommercials, including the American
pects of life in his native land. "Light
Association of Advertising Agencies. in the Window" stands as a superior
short
subject that will lend just the
A Guild membership meeting will be
held here on Nov. 9 and a New York right amount of cultural tone to any
membership session is set for the theatre's program, and certainly will
Hotel Astor on Nov. 16.
command the plaudits of audiences
who look for a dash of the educational
when they go to the theatre.
Schwalb
to Produce
The famous paintings of the artist
are introduced in conjunction with a
A A 'Bowery' Films
"story" about a man of Dutch origin
Hollywood, Oct. 29. — Ben Schwalb and his son who spend an afternoon
has been assigned to produce future in a museum. Also brought to_ life on
the "Bowery Boys" com- the screen is the city of Delft in Holin by
pictures
edy series
Walter Mirisch, Allied
land, where Vermeer was born and
Artists production chief.
where he produced his masterpieces.
Schwalb, who joined Allied Artists The soundtrack carries a fine music
as a producer three years ago, was
score by Jacques Belasco. Running
associated with Frank Capra imme- time,
10 minutes.
diately prior to joining Allied Artists.
He has been producing films starring
Stanley Clements, and will cntinue to
do so.
'Hollywood in Dallas'
Selections Are Made
SDG Awards to Four
J. O'Don29.—
Oct.
Dallas,
Hollywood, Oct. 29. — The Screen nell,
CounTexas
the Organiz
of Robert
rmanPicture
co-chai
ations,
of
cil
Motion
Directors Guild quarterly awards, announced by George Sidney, president, has completed the selection of _eight
go to "The Big Sky," directed by pictures from which scenes will be
Howard Hawks ; "The Greatest Show prepared by Virgil Miers for the
in Dallas" ice extravaon Earth," Cecil B. DeMille; "High "Hollywood
ganza, for a pre-selling campaign of
Noon," Fred Zinnemann ; and "Scara- individual pictures on which the
mouche," George Sidney.
Adolphus Hotel here will spend approximately $50,000. Scheduled to
open at the hotel about Dec. 1, the
Sign Robinson
Hollywood, Oct. 29. — Edward G. show will be produced by Dorothy
Robinson was signed today by Sol Franey and feature the theme of
"Movietime" which was successfully
Lesser to star in "Harness Bull" for
Sequoia Productions. Jules Levy and staged by Texas COMPO last year.
O'Donnell selected scenes from the
Arthur Gardner will produce, while
Arnold Laven will direct.
following: "Salome," "Million Dollar Mermaid," "Road to Bali,"
"Hans Christian Andersen, "Call Me
Ask Drive-in Law
Madam," "Moulin Rouge," "MissisOklahoma City, Oct. 29. — EnactGambler" Texas
and "April
in Paris."
On sippi
another
COMPO
front,
ment of legislation prohibiting the
construction of drive-in theatres where Kyle Rorex, executive director, disscreens are visible from highways has
that 3,123 "Get Out the Vote"
been recommended to the Oklahoma trailer closed
packages made by the organization were ordered by exhibitors
legislative council by its public safety
committee.
from every state in the country.
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Myers
Says
Anniversary
23th
(Continued from page D
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
tres had contributed and emphasized
a
for the November Allied board meetfifth TOA unit to signify approval of tion vice-president, was awarded
that
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n.
ation
the arbitr
pla
_
plaque for his chairmanship of the the U. S. is needed to surpass the of aning, arbitrati
ors' draft
distributwhich
had
along with onthesystem,
M A. Lightman, Jr., chairman ot 1951 campaign when collections total- collection record. However, the mo- just been received.
d
exceede
n
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led $104,100. This amount
the unit's board, said the
tion picture industry publicity job for
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to Congress.
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that it exhibito
said when
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In accepting the award Reaga
ous matter
brotherhood and enu- companie
wards
achieving
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from
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Congressman Clifford
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Medal to Salmon
incultural interchange had been
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'All-around Gouging'
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Cultural
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result
Skouras,
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of
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"Breaking Through
the Sound Barrier"
(London Films-United Artists)
BREATHTAKING aerial photography of jet planes in the sky is included
in this exploitable drama about pioneering in the building of planes that
travel at supersonic speed, but the emphasis in this English import is on
rather slow-paced drama. The Terence Rattigan story and screenplay is too
concerned with the psychological difficulties undergone by the family of plane
manufacturer Ralph Richardson, whose vision of jet planes drives him on
despite the deaths of his son and son-in-law in plane crashes.
There is a stiff -upper-lip quality about the dramatic situations that may
have been immensely popular with British audiences but may prove tedious
and repititious to American patrons. Marquee-wise this stacks up well with
Patrick of recent "Encore" fame. Exhibiand Nigel action
Toddoutstanding
Ann the
Richardson,
tors can exploit
footage and the inherent drama.
Patrick is presented as an RAF flier who marries Miss Todd and is
chosen by Richardson, his father-in-law, to be the test pilot of a new model
jet plane. Richardson's son, Denholm Elliot, is not interested in flying but
takes lessons in an attempt to satisfy Richardson. His solo test ends in a
fatal crash before the eyes of his . family. Patrick carries on his jet tests
although a rival firm's ace flier is killed testing a jet. Eventually Patrick
is killed but his recorded reactions aid in designing a new model. Before
his death Patrick had induced friend John Justin to test jets for Richardson.
Justin's theory about pushing the throttle forward while in a dive rather
than pulling it back is the correct one, and the "sound barrier" is broken.
Miss Todd then comes to better understand Richardson and his unceasingstriving for airplane progress.
David Lean produced and directed. Also in the cast are Dinah Sheridan,
Joseph Tomelty, Jack Allen, Ralph Michael, Vincent Holman, Douglas Muir
and Leslie Phillips.
Running time, 109 minutes.
Release date,
99 General audience classification.
not set.
Walter Pas h kin
ft

Montana
Belle
(RKO Radio Pictures)

JANE RUSSELL's marquee lure is well known and this Western in Trucolor serves as little more than a vehicle to display her talents. The Dalton Gang has been highly serviceable story-wise and the screenplay by Norman S. Hall and Horace McCoy links Miss Russell as an outlaw's widow
who joins the four Daltons, but what should have been an explosive combination just never is, although at one time Miss Russell even heads a rival
gang. She is more at home in figure-emphasizing costumes in some brief
scenes as a saloon entertainer, swaying, strutting and throatily singing "The
Gilded Lily" and "My Sweetheart, the Man in the Moon." Forrest Tucker
is the most convincing of the cast. Both story and performances are rarely
credible.
The film opens with Miss Russell joining the gang after she has been
saved from a hanging by Scott Brady. Miss Russell's affections are fought
over by Brady and gang assistant Tucker, but an impending robbery of the
saloon of George Brent causes the brothers to leave Tucker and Miss Russell
in their cabin hideout. Unknown to them, Brent has agreed to trap the gang
for a $100,000 fee to be paid by the Bankers' Protective Association, headed
by John Litel.
During the absence of the Daltons some gun practice results in a posse
raiding the hideout. Miss Russell and Tucker escape, assume they have been
double crossed, and form their own gang. They arrive early at Brent's
saloon and rob it while the Daltons are ambushed but get little money. Their
further efforts are successful and Miss Russell gambles her way into a
partnership with Brent, who realizes her identity, but hopes to trap the
Daltons. Eventually he succeeds and the Daltons are eliminated. Miss Russell
is forced into a bank job and is wounded. She promises to wait for Brent,
to whom she had confessed all.
This was produced by Howard Welsch and directed by Robert Peters.
Others in the cast are Andy Devine, Jack Lambert, Ray Teal, Rory Mallinson, Roy Barcroft, Holly Bane and Ned Davenport.
Running time, 81 minutes. General audience classification. For November
release.
W. P.
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Bloodhounds
of Broadway'
(20th
Centiury-Fox)
AMON RUNYON's distinctive type of Broadway citizens are amusingly
set forth in this musical adaptation in color by Technicolor which is
an effective combination of music and story that features the sparkling talents
of Mitzi Gaynor. A George Jessel production, this has several fresh and
appealing production numbers that are attractively mounted and engagingly
performed. In addition to Miss Gaynor, who is equally adept in rendering
a sweet lullaby, "Bye Low," and slinking her way through a spicy finale
titled "Jack Of Diamonds," there is a remarkable moppet, Sharon Baird,
who does a fine tap-dance, and Mitzi Green, who ably handles a comedy role
and some dance sequences.
Scott Brady is starred as a Broadway bookie with an unusual ability for
numerical computations who flees a gambling investigation. He is saved by
the false testimony of his girl friend, singer Marguerite Chapman, and returns
from a Florida hide-out with Miss Gaynor, a simple hill-billy girl who
offered him hospitality when his car broke down in the mountains and subsequently saved his life. Brady has Miss Gaynor tutored in song and dance
but arouses the jealousy of Miss Chapman.
Michael O'Shea, a boyhood pal of Brady's who became a cop after reform
school,
is_ appointed
supply evidence
at a and
new record
crime committee's
hearing.
After Miss
Gaynor tocaptivates
Hollywood
talent scouts,
Miss
Chapman has a showdown with her. Miss Chapman loses and runs off to
inform the police. Brady departs for a hideout but is tracked down by Miss
Gaynor and her two bloodhounds. She convinces him to give himself up,
pay off back taxes, and serve a year's sentence. At the end of that time
Brady is working at the club at which Miss Gaynor sings, as a cashier, and
other members of the gang are employed honestly too.
The two bloodhounds and Wally Vernon, Edwin Max, and George E.
Stone supply comedy relief. Others in the cast are Henry Slate, Richard
Allan, Ralph Volkie, Charles Buchinski, and Timothy Carey. Other songs
include "I Wish I Knew," "I've Got A Feeling You're Foolin'," and "80
Miles Outside of Atlanta." Harmon Jones directed, from a screen play by
Sy Gomberg and an adaptation by Albert Mannheimer.
Running time, 90 minutes. General audience classification. For November
release.
W. P.
Ride Pictures)
the Man Down"
(Republic
A LAVISH PRODUCTION has been accorded this actionful Western in
Trucolor. With the aid of star names for the marquee it should do well
at the box-office. Rod Cameron, Brian Donlevy and Ella Raines are starred;
also present are Forrest Tucker, Barbara Britton, Chill Wills, and J. Carrol
Naish. It is set in the days when cattle empires were built by strong-muscled
and strong-willed men and contains a good deal of fighting and shooting.
Assistant producer Joseph Kane directed and has balanced the action with
a well-developed romance. Donlevy is an unscrupulous ranchman intent
upon taking over much of the ranch left in the weak hands of Miss Raines'
uncle after the death of her father. She is the spit-fire type, a chip-off-theolld-block but sorely needs the aid which is given her by loyal ranch foreman Rod Cameron. Cameron is romantically inclined to homebody type
Barbara Britton but her dislike of his efforts to block the dangerous Donlevy's
manceuvers result in his attraction to Miss Raines. Despite murder and
treachery,
Cameron
foiling
and Miss
establishes
Raines as the
ranch succeeds
owner. Atin the
finaleDonlevy's
Cameron plans
chooses
Raines. Miss
This is based on a Saturday Evening Post story by Luke Short.
screen play was written by Mary McCall Jr. Others in a competent
include Jim Davis, Taylor Holmes, James Bell, Paul Fix, Jack LaRue,
Barcroft, Claire Carleton, Al Caudebec and Roydon Clark.
Running time 90 minutes. General audience classification. Release
Nov. 15.

The
cast
Roy
date,

( Co Iwnbia P ic hires
)
Voodoo Tiger"
I OHNNY WEISSMULLER stars as "Jungle Jim" in this mediocre series
«J entry that offers the usual amount of fighting, dangerous animals and
menacing natives in haphazard fashion that may please the adventure fans,
especially among the younger set. In tracking down a former SS officer who
'Barrier' to UA; Will Martin-Lewis, Ladd
alone knows the locale of lost art treasures and a trio of crooks also desiring
Open in N.Y. Nov. 6
Cited by Magazine
the paintings, Weissmuller frequently battles numerous natives, exhibits his
Hollywood, Oct. 29. — The Hal swimming prowess, and vanquishes a lion although armed only with a knife.
Producer - director David Lean's
British-made "Breaking Through the Wallis-Paramount comedy team of
Spencer G. Bennet directed this economical Sam Katzman production and
Sound Barrier," starring Ann Todd, Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, and emphasized action. The story and screenplay were written by Samual Newhas been acquired from Lopert Films Alan Ladd have received top honors
man and are routine. The natives in Weissmuller's territory are depicted as
by United Artists and will open at the
Victoria Theatre here Nov. 6, William in Modern Screen magazine's 10th an- voodoo worshipers of the tiger. It develops that the SS officer escaping a
nual "Popularity Awards," Paramount pursuing U. S. Army officer aided by Weissmuller, commandeers an airplane
J. Heineman, UA distribution vice- reported.
containing night club entertainer Jeanne Dean and her trained tiger. When
president, announced.
Ladd, who stars in Paramount's the ex-Nazi, Michael Fox, orders the plane inland it crashes in the jungle
"Thunder in the East," "Botany Bay" where the natives capture all but venerate Miss Dean, who performs a torrid
Bloom in New Post
and George Stevens' "Shane," received dance.
Weissmuller and his party containing the U. S. officer, among others, track
Minneapolis, Oct. 29. — Al Bloom, the "All-Time Ten-Year Popularity
former manager of the 7-Hi Drive-in Champion Award." Martin and Lewis, down the three crooks chasing Fox but they are ambushed and captured by the
Theatre in suburban Minneapolis, has currently in Hal Wallis' "Jumping natives. Weissmuller kills a lion in a test for his life and escapes with his
joined the staff of Greater Amuse- Jacks" and the soon-to-be-seen "The party and Fox. The pursuing natives kill the crooks and are killed when
r.-.ents. Bloom is a former film and Stooge," were given a plaque as Weissmuller dynamites a lone exit.
drama critic for the old Minneapolis "Hollywood's All-Time Champion
Running time, 67 minutes. General audience classification. For November
Times.
release.
W. P.
Comedy Team."
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To
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Salute'
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Drive

Tomorrow

Launched

The Variety Clubs-Will Rogers Memorial Hospital's annual "Christmas Salute" will be officially launched tomorrow by Abe Montague of
Columbia Pictures, president of the hospital.
Cooperating with Montague are Charles Feldman, of Universal, who
heads the nationaltiondistribucommittee,
and Sam J .
Disney Termed
A
S w i t o w of
Louisville,
head
Great Educator
of the national
exhibitors unit.
During the
Official
S.
U.
By
Christmas
Salute everyone

Theatre Owners of America's
bid for an immediate conference on
arbitration has been declined by Allied States on the ground that the
the distributorlatter wants to submit indu
stry system
amended draft of an
in Chicago
on
enti
conv
al
annu
its
to
next month before participating in any
Boston, Oct. 30.— Walt Disney was
further industry conferences on the
subject.
described today by a U. S. Office of
n offiEducatio
cial as one
of
This was learned here yester,
Starr
d
Alfre
after
day, aweek
the greatest
educators of
TOA president, announced that
few"
"a
had
tion
niza
orga
his
the 20th Cenchanges it would like to make
tury because of
in the draft and called on all
his direct aprathe Industry Arbit
parties toConfer
peal to children
ence to set up at
tion
in his fullonce a meeting at which the
length motion
changes could be suggested and
acted upon.
toons.
picture carThe tribute
that
rday
yeste
ed
It was also learn
was paid by Dr.
(Continued cm page 4)
Franklin Dunham, chief of
teleand
radio
lo
Walt Disney
and Costel
Abbot
vision of the Education Office, who
came here from Washington to address the Massachusetts Association
Dismiss 6IT Suit
for Better Radio and Television.
Dunham also praised the motion
Hollywood, Oct. 30. — The comedy picture industry in general for what
team of Bud Abbott and Lou Costello it has done as an educational medium.
today announced dismissal of their He pointed out that many pictures
multi-million dollar suit against Unihave brought history and events to
versal Pictures, the company revealed. many millions and have done much to
(Continued on page 4)
Termination of the suit by a judgment in favor of Universal was announced by the comedians in a statement which said in effect they had Sullivan to Telecast
found after a complete examination
of all the facts that the evidence did 'The Goldwyn
Story'
not support the charges contained m
Ed Sullivan's TV "Toast of the
(Continued on page 4)
Town" show will bring to television
the life story of Samuel Goldwyn, he
revealed last night as he returned to
Files New York after Coast conferences
N. Amsterdam
with Goldwyn.
To be called "The Goldwyn Story,"
Suit
$11,895,000
the program will be televised in two
successive installments, on Dec. 14 and
Operators of the New Amsterdam 21, and will cover Goldwyn's life and
Theatre, Manhattan, yesterday filed a career up to and including the making
triple-damage anti-trust suit for $11,- of "Hans Christian Andersen." "Toast
895,000 in Federal District Court here. of the Town" is heard over the CBS
TV network Sunday nights from 8 :00
Named as defendants were RKO Pictures and its subsidiaries, Warner to 9 :00 P.M.
Brothers and its subsidiaries, United
Plans for the telecast include apParamount Theatres, United Artists,
pearances byGoldwyn star discoveries
ount and its sub- on the "live" portions of the shows,
Param
and
ia
Columb
sidiaries.
with film flash-backs carrying the
The suit was brought by Ansco En- story from Goldwyn's adventures as
(Continued on page 4)
a film pioneer to the current era.
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No
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RKO
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MNy o 1 p g
t Q
TP \
1
Tells ITOA Guests of
Theatrical Film Plans

The new management of RKO
Radio Pictures has "no plans to sell
(its films) to television now or in
the forseeable future," Arnold
Grant, chairman of the board of RKO
Radio Pictures, yesterday assured a
luncheon meeting of exhibitors at the
Hotel Astor here, given by the Independent Theatre Owners Association
of New York.
industry,
in the mentamuseor allied to it,
Grant told the gathering of
sign
will be the
askednow
to
over 250 exhibitor and industry
Abe Montagne
leaders that "as long as we are
in the company ... it will be
famous liveengaged in the manufacture of
mile-long "Christmas Greeting" to patients at the hospital, and to contribute
motion pictures for motion picendowment."
an
or
dollar,
a
dime,
"a
ture theatres."
As in previous years these greetings
His "we"
included Arnold Picker,
will be extended to the patients at RKO's
executiv
e vice-president;
their Christmas Party.
general sales man"The need for intensified effort to Charlesager,Boasberg,
and Walter Branson, assistant
(Continued on page 4)
general sales manager, the three new
(Continued on page 4)
Loew's-U.A.T.C.
May

Be

Split

Settled

Burkett

Cinecolor

- Sales Manager
the tLoew's
that
possibsility
The Artist
jointe Circui
Theatr
United
d
st
case may be settle out of
intere
court was held out yesterday by a
Hollywood, Oct. 30. — James S.
source close to one of the principals
in the dispute.
(Sam) Burkett,
tributor, has been veteran
named producer-disgeneral sales
The spokesman said negotiations manager of Cinecolor Corp., with
may result in an amicable settlement headquarters in Burbank, effective
despite the action of Loew's seeking Monday, the company announced today.
a court-appointed referee to dissolve
It was also disclosed that David
the eight jointly-held interests. The Griffith has been named executive
case is currently in Federal Court officer for Cinecolor plants in England.
here, awaiting a hearing date on the
Burkett's last pictures, made for
petition filed by Loew's.
Monogram, include the "Charlie
Chan" features and "18 Fathoms
* F eatherbedding'
Case Upon Nov. 17
Washington, Oct. 30. — The
U. S. Supreme Court has set
the week of Nov. 17 for argument in an industry case involving "featherbedding"
charges against a union.
The National Labor Relations Board took the case to
the high court after the Sixth
Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the charge brought by
Gamble Enterprises'
Theatre
in Akron, Palace
Ohio,
against the American Federation of Musicians.

Ampa

Hears

About

'Printed
Publicity'
Deep."
The creation, planting, publication
and merchandising of local and national printed publicity was the topic
of last night's showmanship course
given ture
by Advertisers
the Associated
MotionWoodPicat the Hotel
stock. The first. igroup of speakers
covered the home qffice publicity creation and a second group representednational magazines:
Introduced by Rutgers Neilson of
(Continued on page 4)
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Total

3,483,

Guild

to Carry

Of Lees

Mention

M.

JAMES A. MULVEY, president of
Samuel Goldwyn Productions, is
scheduled to return here from the
Coast today.
•
Bernard A. Grossman, theatrical
attorney, has been elected presidentNewof
the Federal Bar Association of
York. Theodore R. Kupferman of
the National Broadcasting legal department has been elected secretary.

U. S. and Canadian drive-in theatres number 3,483, their car capacity
total being- 4,702,050, it is reported in the 1952-53 edition of Motion
Almanac, pubPicture lishedand
today. Telez'ision

Adolph Stuber, vice-president in
charge of sales and advertising for
Eastman Kodak, Rochester, N. Y., is
celebrating his 40th anniversary with
the company.
•
Robert Mochrie, vice-president of
reSamuel Goldwyn Productions,
turned to New York yesterday from
Hollywood.
•

of the
Jess Lausman, manager
Broadway Theatre in Louisville, has
been elected president of the newly
formed Loyal Republ
• ican Club there.

at one time San FranJohn Lee, mana
ger for Eagle Lion,
cisco district
with Lippert Picman
sales
is now a
tures of Northern •California.
Bob Kaufmann, formerly with
Paramount here, will leave for Hollywood today to take over the Coast
office of Endorsements
• , Inc.
Leo Samuels, Walt Disney sales
manager, and Charles Levy, Eastern
publicity representative, left here last
night for Chicago. •
Charles Chaplin, now in Paris,
has been made an officer of the French
Legion of Honor. •
Mori Krushen, United Artists exploitation manager, has arrived in Chicago from New York.
Joseph Kaufman, producer,
here last night for Hollywood.
20th

Holders

Tax-Free

left

Get

Exchange

P.

Almanac

The total compares with 820 in
1948. The Almanac estimates 1952
receipts for all theatres at $1,225,000,including earnings of drive-ins,
000,
which return approximately 20 per
cent of the gross revenue.
This year the Almanac, a Quigley
publication, contains 1,062 pages, almost 350 of them devoted to biogtitled "Who's
in a section
Pictures and TeleviMotion
Who in raphies
sion." Other sections, which indicate
the scope of the coverage included in
the volume, pertain to corporations,
theatre circuits, television and radio,
drive-ins, services, theatre equipment
and materials, organizations, codes and
censorship, the world market, the
press and non-theatrical motion pictures.
The book this year contains considerable added detailed information on
the television industry, hence the
change in title from Motion Picture
Almanac which the volumes of previous years carried.
In a foreword to this 24th edition,
Martin Quigley points out that it appears in "the midst of an array of
new developchanging conditions and
ments that affect the art and business
of public entertainment the world over.
These conditions and developments entail an imperative and an increasing
need for authoritative information and
statistics concerning the events, institutions and personnel of the entertainment world. . . ."

Reports

Rowley
In

United

Dallas

Meet

Tuesday

Dallas, Oct. 30.— Rowley United
Theatres, Inc., will hold its semi-annual convention for partners and managers at the Adolphus Hotel here on
Tuesday and Wednesday, with messages from leading industry merchandising and advertising men as highlights.
The following have already accepted
invitations to address the convention :
William Brumberg, Warner Brothers ;
Max Youngstein, United Artists ;
Jerome Pickman, Paramount ; Jefferson Livingston, Universal-International Stirling
;
Silliphant, 20th Century-Fox.
Executives from other circuits in
Dallas who have been invited are :

TV

Convention

New York's 50th Street
Guild Theatre will carry the
Dec. 8 theatre telecast of the
James Lees and Sons sales
conference.
A second theatre, besides
the Guild, may be selected in
New York to participate in
the cial
first
"off-hour"
commerutilization
of theatre
TV,
set for 12:00 noon to 1 :00 P.M.
Other theatres included in the
Theatre Network Television
program are and
RKO theKeith's,
Washington,
RKO
Albee, Cincinnati.
Election

Returns

to

Be Flashed at Para.
Election returns will be flashed to
audiences at the New York Paramount Theatre on Election Night,
Robert M. Weitman, vice-president of
United Paramount Theatres, disclosed
here yesterday.
Under the plan, the theatre will be
serviced by a special teletype ticker
of International News Service, and
election returns will be flashed on the

From Interstate Circuit, R. J. O'DonO'Donnell, Raymond
and FrankWillie,
Starz William
; from Theatre
the showing of "SpringEnterprises, H. J. Griffith, R. I. screenfieldduring
Rifle." Announcements will also
Payne, Eddie Forrester, F. L. Stocker, be made from the stage during the
Harold Harris and Arlie Crites; from Duke Ellington stage show.
Jefferson Amusement, Julius Gordon,
Sam Landrum and Fred Minton.
Texas Compo
Award
To Joan Crawford

Dallas, Oct. 30.— The Texas Council of Motion Picture Organizations
will on Wednesday tender a testimonial dinner at the Brook Hollow
Maier
Herman
Name
Golf Club here to Texas-born Joan
Crawford for her contribution to the
Club Head
Warner
Herman Maier, chief construction 1952 Texas Theatres Crippled Children's Fund for the Gonzales Warm
engineer and general purchasing agent
for Warner Brothers, has been elected Springs Foundation. Miss Crawford
appealed to Texas theatre patrons for
the Warner Club, suc- funds in a trailer shown throughout
president of Bernard
ceeding
Rosenzweig.
Other officers elected include Tom the state during August.
There will be a surprise award
O'Sullivan, vice-president ; Frank
given
to the theatre manager who
Kiernan, vice-president in charge_ of
waged
the most outstanding individual
membership ; Ruth Weisberg, vicepresident in charge of welfare ; Fred effort in the campaign. David Miller
Hollywood, who directed the trailer
Stengel, vice-president in charge of of
in which Miss Crawford appeared,
claims ; Harry Mayer, vice-president will also receive an award.
:n charge of social activities ; John
Showmen who are scheduled to atHolmes, treasurer ; Barry O'Connor,
tend include Karl Hoblitzelle, Col. H.
assistant treasurer ; Harry Olsson,
secretary.
A. Cole, Phil Isley, Claude Ezell, Ed
Rowly, Julius Gordon, H. J. Griffith
and Henry Reeve. Theatremen from
Publicists Party Thurs.
the state who participated
The Publicists Guild, professional throughout
in the drive have been invited. Ray
organization of New York independent Beall and Paul Short are in charge
publicists, will hold its second annual of arrangements.
press reception at the Vanderbilt
Hotel on Thursday afternoon.
Dubonnet Hearing Thurs.
NT Board Meet Nov. 20
A hearing in the action of the DuMusic Publishing Co. seeking
Hollywood, Oct. 30. — The next to amendbonnet
the
AS CAP decree has been
Theatres
board meeting of National
scheduled
in
Federal District Court
has been set tentatively for Nov. 20.
here for Thursday. This is the second
hearing postponement stemming from
the action which seeks to prevent
TV for the State-Lake
Chicago, Oct. 30.— Balaban & Katz among other things, motion picture
companies from engaging in music
is purchasing RCA-Victor equipment
publishing.
ke.
for theatre TV for its State-La

20th's
Named
Rand
t
Trade Press
Contac
Harold Rand has been named 20th
Century-Fox home office trade press
contact, it was announced yesterday
by Edward E. Sullivan, publicity manager. He succeeds Ira Tulipan, who
has been named newspaper contact.
Rand, who has been assistant trade
paper contact, for the past 13 months,
joined the company in May, 1950.
Assigned initially to the press book
department, Rand spent one year there
and was then transferred to the publicity department. He also heads the
service newspaper department.

NEW

YORK

THEATRES

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Twentieth Century-Fox stockholders
Rockefeller Center
were notified yesterday that the splitthe
by
ed
requir
as
y
starring TIME
up of the compan
"THE HAPPY
consent decree "did not result in a taxable gain or loss" to them in the exchange of stock, according to a ruling
Charles BOYER e Louis JOURQAN
by the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
A Columbia Picture
Donald A. Henderson, secretary of
ers
stockhold
the company, informed
STAGE PRESENTATION
SPECTACULAR
that the Internal Revenue Bureau has
basis
tax
other
or
cost
the
that
ruled
in the old stock should be allocated to
the stock in the two new companies
plus
as follows: 74.1445 per cent to the
Fox
Century20th
in
stock
holders'
Film Corp. and 25.8555 per cent to
the holders' stock in National Theatres, Inc.
SPRM6HP
The notification also carried a statement of 20th-Fox president Spyros P.
Skouras condemning the 16 mm. suit
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RKO's
evieiv

Radio Pictures, speakers included Miriam Brandon, press book
and feature writer for RKO Radio;
Vivian Moses, RKO press book editor;John Springer, RKO magazine
contact; Ralph Martin, promotion
manager of Seventeen; Audrey Soracco, Cowles promotion department
representative for Look and Quick;
John Crockett, advertising manager of
Coronet, and William J. Reilly, public
relations director of American Weekly.
topics discussed were: "How
ToTheWrite All Types Of Publicity
Stories" ; "The Function and Uses of a
Press Book" ; "Contacting the National
for Mutual Interest" ;
Magazines
One National Magazine Helps
"How
Promote Pictures" ; "The Power and
Effectiveness of Magazine Promotions in Pre-Selling Pictures ;" "What
Magazines Are Doing in Pre-Sellmg
of the MoFilms" ; "The Importance the
Sunday
tion Picture Industry to

"Million Dollar
(Metro-Goldzoyn-Mayer)

Grant

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

RKO

Friday, October 31, 1952

Mermaid"

extravaganza
L'STHER WILLIAMS stars in this resplendent swimming
which utilizes a fictionalized Annette Kellerman story and opulent color
bv Technicolor and should prove an immense success at the box-office. A
Brian, perstellar cast, including Victor Mature, Walter Pidgeon, and David overwhelmform well under the excellent direction of Mervyn LeRoy, and the
off by proper emphasis of 'the drama and
are set screenplay.
numbers Freeman
ing swimming
in the Everett
romance
The impact of spectacle is attained without sacrificing pace or interest and
and
the production numbers, especially the Busby Berkeley-staged fountain and
smoke number, have rarely been matched in their color, imagination, size,
splendor. Arthur Hornblow, Jr. rates kudos for the production.
Miss Williams, who swims, dives, and does undewater ballet as superbly as
ever and looks beautiful in a variety of form-caressing bathing suits is presented as an Australian girl who became a champion swimmer after successfully battling physically handicapped legs in her youth. With her father,
Walter Pidgeon, she goes to London by boat when poverty causes him to
seek employment there with a music conservatory. En route she meets Mature,
g promoter, and his assistant, Jesse White, who have a kangaroo
fast-talkin
athat
boxes to promote.
_
•
When the employment opportunity disappears and Pidgeon is forced to work
stunt
in a saloon, Miss Williams agrees to swim the Thames as a publicity
for Mature's kangaroo. She succeeds while crowds cheer her on and she
me.
goes to New York with Mature to gain employment at the Hippodro
to
agree
Mature
and
she
so
her
use
cannot
Brian
Hippodrome impresario
ballvhoo a resort but Miss Williams appears in a one-piece suit which results
in her arrest for "indecent exposure." This turns out to be a boon for she is
own aqua show.
acquitted and then stars in Mature's
Williams.
Complications arise which cause a rift between Mature andhimMiss
making
after
marry
to
agrees
y
eventuall
and
Brian
for
She ooes on to star
zahospitali
her
causes
he
catastrop
on
producti
a Hollywood film. However, a
as the manager of Rml
successfu
newly
Mature,
and
injury
spine
a
with
tion
r.
Tin-Tin, finally wins he
.
Tallchief contributes
Maria
relief.
comic
fine
some
s
provide
Tesse White
Freeman, Charles
Howard
include
cast
the
in
some ballet as Pavlova. Others
Ferguson, James
Frank
Bell,
James
n,
Corcora
Donna
Graff,
Wilton
Watts,
.
Bouchey
m
Willia
and
Flavin,
For Decembe
Pashkinr
Walter
.
time, 115 minutes. General audience classification
Runnino°
release.

ment."
Supple
Crockett, presented a study made
ment
by Coronet's researchof depart
five adult
showing that four out
film goers are magazine readers.
ising is the timeNewspaper advert
table of the motion picture industry,
he said, but magazines tell you where
to go in advance.
Jesse L. Lasky addressed the class
on the subject of "A^ Producer's Appreciation ofPromotions."
Martin discussed the film habits of
Seventeen's market, girls of 13 to 19,
who, he said, had been forced into a
semi-adult status because of world
conditions and a more complex
society. They are not interested in
"kid type pictures, adolescent type TOA's Bid
pictures, adolescent type stories but
(Continued from page 1)
real life dramas, comedies, musicals,
m
proble
even
romances — and, yes,
n Picneither Eric A. Johnston, Motio
ture Association of America president
pictures." He revealed that a recent
A. J. Wood & Co. poll of over 2,200 and Arbitration Conference host, nor
teen-age girls showed that films Henderson Richey, Conference secreranked first on the list of items they
retary, received from Starr a formal the
buy. He opined that these girls, about
meeting to consider
a
for
quest
7y2 million of them who have about TOA recomendations. Thus, it turned
3.7 billion dollars a year >to spend, are out, Starr's bid was made only in the
form of a statement to the press.
the "No. 1 movie fans."
Miss Soracco detailed Look MagaJanuary Likely
zine's exploitation of films, using posters, banners, Look covers,_ tearsheets,
It appears now, according to industrade releases and other displays.
that another all-industry observers,
try conference on arbitration or a
meeting of the arbitration drafting
Suit
N. Amsterdam
committee will not take place until
(Continued from page 1)
December or January, most likely in
month in view of the possiterprises, Inc., which acquired owner- the latter
each and every TOA and
that
bility
the And- Allied unit will
ship of the theatre in 1937,
want time to meet and
leased
which
well Amusement Corp.,
individually. Thus
draft
the
on
it from 1937 to 1947, and the Aiicore act
the
leased
which
have apAmusement Corp.,
far, five of TOA's 20 units
proved whatever arbitration plan
theatre from 1947 to the present. In
sanction. No
the complaint, Ansco seeks damages TOA leaders ultimately
in this conand
000,
acted
Alliedn. units have
of $1,332,000, Andwell, $7,755,
nectio
Ancore, $2,808,000.
Among other measures of relief
sought, the suit asked the court for a
permanent and temporary injunction Walt Disney
to distributor defendants, barring them
(Continued from page 1)
from the "unnatural scarcity of firstrate features." Representing the plain- enlighten and educate these film-goers.
tiff was the law firm of Weisman,
In his address, Dunham defended
Celler, Quinn, Allen and Spett.
Westerns as depicting a part of the
American way of life. On the subject
programs, Dunham obof television
served that there is considerable room
standfor improvement from a quality
point. He foresaw much groping by
TV for the kind of educational program that would continually interest
televiewers and he warned that such
programs "must never attempt to go
commercial as their aims would be

'
ute1)
Sal
page
istmas from
Chr(Continued
increase the yield in this year's campaign," said Montague, "is immediunderstandable when one examthe mounting costs of operating
inesately
such an institution.
"We are proud that the hospital
management still is able to maintain
its low per-case cost, which is almost
half that of the national average. This
is indeed a tribute to the technical
skill and the executive management
to be found at Will Rogers.
"It is gratifying to know that when
one contributes to this cause he can
be assured that his money will be put
to maximum good use in the battle
against tuberculosis, and that the beneare concentrated
the fits
entertainment
field.on 'our own' in
"But costs are rising, and_ everyone
who has any kind of a job in the industry must deem it his personal obligation to give more than before. M\
employes have a stake in the Variety
Clubs-Will Rogers Memorial Hospital, and all share its success, its

RKO executives in whose honor the
luncheon was given.
Grant, one of the two main speakers at the luncheon, said that he could
not assure exhibitors that RKO's films
would not be sold to home TV "forever in the future," claiming that new
innovations two to ten years hence
may make such sales non-competitive
to motion picture theatres. He cited
Cinerama as one of a number of possible art forms which may develop so
extensively in theatres across the
country that the sale of current theatrical films to TV would not be competitive.
Elucidating on the television
theme, the RKO board chairman expressed confidence that
the industry, which had survived many competitive mediums in the past will meet the
current competition of home
television.
The inhighlights
remarks
were
answer toof a Grant's
series of
questions propounded to him by Harry
Brandt, president of ITOA, in his invitation. Similar questions were raised
by trade reporters in the past and
brought forth similar responses from
the RKO chief executive.
No Liquidation
He again scotched reports of any intention toliquidate the assets of RKO,
stressing that the job of the new management was to revitalize the company. Grant acknowledged the comand
distress"
"temporarysupport
was in exhibitor
called panyupon
during
the current period, which he saw lasting from six months to a year.
Another speaker, Emanuel Frisch,
president of the Metropolitan Motion
Picture Theatres Association, expressed confidence in the team of
Grant, Picker, Boasberg, and Branson. Such a team, Frisch predicted,
will produce, distribute and publicize
hibitors.
the kind of product needed by ex-

try.Brandt presented an album to the
three RKO executives, containing
congratulatory wires and letters from
exhibitor leaders throughout the counBesides the above-mentioned speakers,
the following guests were on the dais:
Charles Skouras, Harry Arthur, Gordon
Youngman,
Kranze, TedJ. O'Shea,
Bert Stern, Bernard
William Namenson,
Joshua
Goldberg, Bert M. Stearn, Morey Goldstein,
Sidney Lust, Solomon Strausberg, Spyros
S. Skouras,
Jr., Wilbur
William Snaper,
J. German,
liam H. Clark,
Harry WilM.
Kalmine, Richard F. Walsh. Herman Robbins, Fred J. Schwartz, Samuel Pinanski,
Walter E. Branson, Charles J. Feldman,
Arnold M. Grant,, Harry Brandt, Arnold
M. Picker. Joseph R. Vogel. Al Schwalberg,
Charles Boasberg, Sol A. Schwartz, S. H.
Fabian, Richard
Milton Condon,
C. Weisman,
stock,
WalterDavid
ReadeWeinJr.,
Maury Miller, Samuel Rinzler, Leo Brecher,
and its responsibility," J. J. O'Leary, Theodore Black, Leon RosenMontague
protection,concluded.
blatt, Julius Sanders.
The goal of the 1952 Christmas
Salute is 150,000 signers of the scroll,
to produce more than $200,000.
Dismiss
'IPfrom
Suit
(Continued
page 1)
Avalon to Green Group
Berk and Krumgold, in association
with George A. Bowman and Co.,
Inc., brokers, have consummated a
long term lease with an aggregate
for the 1500-seat
$200,000
rental ofTheatre
in the Bronx, N. Y.
Avalon
The lessee is a corporation headed by
opcircuitbeing
New isYork
Joseph Green,
presently
erator. The theatre

their action, according to the company.
At the same time, it was added, Abbott and Costello expressed regret
over any injury that might have been
caused Universal by charges made
during the litigation.
The suit was filed in Nov., 1951. It
asked damages and abrogation of their
contract with the company, questioning the accounting methods used and
completely rehabilitated, and will open
the
company's
to reissue A. and
with a policy of vaudeville and pic- C. films throughright
Re.alart.
tures.
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• Van Johnson
M-G-M presents "PLYMOUTH ADVENTURE" starring Spencer Tracy • Gene Tierney Play
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Tradewise
By SHERWIN KANE

NEW

.

. .

serious Federal offense, presumably equal in heinousness
has been develting,
erfei
to count
oped by some jurists, with the encouragement ofthe Attorney General's prosecutors. In their parlance
it has become known as "conscious
n."
m ofe actio
paral
is committed when
offens
Thelelis
more than one business man, bowing to the dictates of his market,
sells his service or commodity on
the same basis as does his competitors. Ithas loomed large in the
trial of a number of motion picture
anti-trust suits for treble damages
in recent years.
It is, therefore, interesting to
note what the Hon. Lowell B. Mason of the U. S. Federal Trade
Commission had to say on the subject in a recent speech before the
23rd annual meeting of the Cana-in
dian Chamber of Commerce
Toronto.
Commissioner Mason, commenting on the governmental and legal
theories being applied to industry,
assumed he was regarding theninevitable aftermath from the van{Continued on page 2)
A
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Paramount

YORK,

Newsreel

Election

U.S.A., MONDAY,
Crews

Day

/orEastern

Activities

Allied

Arbitration

Group

Meet

Slated

Washington, Nov. 2— Allied States
Association will make no comment on
the revised arbitration draft until after
the Allied arbitration committee meets
1st Quarter of '53
in Chicago, at the end of next week,
proseven
Paramount will release
ductions in the first three months of general counsel Abram F. Myers said
1953, according to A. W. Schwalberg, over the weekend.
Myers had thought that he would
Distribpresident of Paramount Filmseven
will be able to consult with the arbitration
uting Corp. Four of the
have color by Technicolor.
committee by mail, well in advance of
g
Hal Wallis' "Come Back, Little the Nov. 15 Allied Board meetin
Sheba," which is listed for February, which will go over the draft. however,
He said over the weekend,
will be available only for special prerelease engagements, while the same that due to the importance of the sub{Continued on page 7)
{Continued on page 3)

Washington, Nov. 2. — Eric
Johnston will leave here next
Saturday for South America
on Point Four business, the
State Department announced.
Johnston, chairman of the
International Development
Advisory Board, will visit
Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina,
Uruguay, Chile, Bolivia, Peru
and Columbia to make personal observations of Point
Four. He is due back here on
Dec. 7.

Poised

Labor

The newsreel companies today are
completing preparations for on-thespot coverage of the events of tomor row, Election Day, when the nation
will go to - the polls to signify
whether Gen. D wight D. Eisen-n
hower or Gov. Adlai E. Stevenso
Allied Convention
will succeed Harry S. Truman as
President of the United States.
When the candidates themselves cast
3rogram All Set;
their votes, when one concedes victory to the other, when victory celeto Preside
Snaper
brations commence in New York's
Times Square and other spots, newsreel
camera
and sound men will be on
Chicago, Nov. 2. — The program for
to record the reactions for thethe three-day Allied States Associa- hand atre
audiences.
tion convention to be held in conjuncCamera
crews have been assigned
tion with the Theatre Equipment Supof both Presidenply Dealers Association meeting be- to the
tial headquarters
candidates ; to Independence, Mo.,
17 at the Mor- where President Truman will cast his
ginning Monday, Nov.
rison Hotel here was disclosed at the
general con- ballot, and to cities around the counby Jack Kirsch,
weekend vention
chairman and Illinois Allied
try where controversial figures competing in Congressional contests will
president. Wilbur Snaper, national
permanent
be
go
to
the
polling booths.
will
president,
Allied
Newsreel processors and editors
chairman of the convention.
will start to work on the reels early
Trade practice complaints, the draft
Wednesday
morning and the editions
n,
arbitratio
of
system
industry
an
of
{Continued on page 3)
{Continued on page 7)
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Subjects
Pictures

Theatres
Report

Ready

Vote

to

Being

CENTS

Film

Council

Set

Up

Coast Group Is Pattern;
Basic Agreement Sought
A Motion Picture Labor Council
of New York, paralleling in form
and purpose the Hollywood A.F.L.
Film Council, soon will be set up
by a number of leaders of IATSE
Eastern
locals, the
international
office indicated
here"IA"
at the
weekend.
The new organization's primary goal will be the signing of
a basic agreement with Eastern
film producers, such agreement
to be patterned after the socalled Hollywood basic agreement.
John J. Francavilla has been named
by "IA" international president Richard F. Walsh to serve as chairman of
the Eastern Council. Steve D'Inzilla,
business agent of Projectionists Local
No. 306, was elected to function as the
council's temporary secretary and also
as chairman of a committee to formulate a constitution
and
{Continued onand
pageby-laws
7)

Results

Loew's Theatres and houses of the
Assets
932,219
Fox West Coast circuit have joined
the growing list of theatres which
have disclosed plans to make special
announcements on Election Night on
Total assets of the IATSE
6IA'
by and
the progress
dential race. of returns in the Presi- amounted
to $932,219
liabilities
Reported
totaled
$30,987,
according
to
the inin
Loew's
In then East,
audience by
its Theatres
will brief
Manhatta
dustry union's financial statement for
the year ended last July 31.
the latway of loud speakers during
The statement listed total cash reter part of the evening. Similar plans
ceipts for the year as $671,354, and
TheRKO
by
d
announce
been
have
atres here, which has negotiated _ a total cash disbursements as $566,541.
A special listing of convention
n with
promotion on campaig
mutual
{Continued
page 3)
transportation and per diem funds indicate that cash receipts for these purposes totaled
$123,036
and cash disbursements
totaled $14,436.
20th-Fox
Meet
to
Hear

Field

Reports

The 2'0th Century- Fox division manEighty-one short subjects will supagers who will be in session in New
feature
Pictures'
Radio
RKO
plement
line-up in 1952-53, Sidney Kramer, York Nov. 12-13, will report on conditions in their respective areas with
RKO short subjects sales manager,
disclosed here at the weekend.
a view towards "planning strategy enabling exhibitors to extract maximum
are
"we
added,
Kramer
ly,
Current
formulating a program for production showmanship values on company attractions going into release this year
and distribution in the 1953-54 season.
This planning will continue for several and the first nine months
of 1953,"
AX Lichtman, director of distribution,
The 1952-53
schedule, which ends^m announced over the weekend.
"
months.
The merchandsing analysis, to be
August of next year, includes 13 RKO coupled with advertising, publicity,
Lamb
Gil
two-reel
four
Pathe specials,
(Continued plans
on pageon 7)upcoming
comedies, two two-reel Newlywed and exploitation
{Continued on page 7)

Local

Level

Accent

Put on MPIC
Drive
An effort to place news-worthy
stories about the industry in local
newspapers throughout the country
highlights the public relations plan
adopted
by thein Motion
Picture last
Industryweek
Council
Hollywood,
Leonard Goldenson, president of United
Paramount Theatres and author of the
plan,
explainedsaid
here.
Goldenson
that under the plan,
local theatre managers will be fed
news stories about the industry which
they will be asked to pass on to their
local newspaper editors.
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(Continued from page 1)
Mention

tage
he: point of the year 2052. Said

ARNOLD GRANT, RKO Radio
"It must be borne in mind that
XjL board chairman, is scheduled to
leave here for the Coast tomorrow or as early as 1953 the following
Wednesday.
things were declared illegal- — -mind
•
you, only on paper. No one could
Clifford I. Cane, Eastern business charge or quote the same price as
manager of Universal's advertising- his competitors because, if he did,
publicity department, became the
father of a second son, Robert Ed- he was guilty of 'conscious paralward, born at Lenox Hill Hospital
lelism of action.'
here to Mrs. Cane.
"Hence, all businessmen were
•
malefactors if they were smart
James E. Tibbetts, managing direc- enough to know they couldn't get
tor of Loew's Orpheum Theatre in more for their wares than their
Boston, has been installed as comand weren't dumb
mander of the Lt. A. Vernon Mac- competitors,
enough to take less.
Cauley Post of the American Legion
there.
"If, when hailed before a court,
•
a defendant endeavored to prove
Mrs. A. N. Miles, wife of the his prices were not frozen by conscious parallelism but fluctuated
owner of the Eminence Theatre, Eminence, Ky., is convalescing from a with the exigencies of the competitive market, then his evidences of
heart attack in the King's Daughters
Hospital in Shelbyville, Ky.
price
dissimilarities would land him
•
in
jail
for illegal price discriminaWillis Hopewell, chief sound en- tion.
gineer for the Switow Amusement Co.
in Louisville, has returned to that city
"On March 8, 2003, the Departfrom a Florida vacation.
ment of Justice sued 50,000 busi•
nessmen for pricing their goods by
Linda Christian will be guest star conscious parallelism, and the Federal Trade Commission sued 50,000
at theat Press
Club's silver
ball
the Chateau
Laurieranniversary
Hotel in
for
quoting different prices (to
Ottawa.
wholesalers and retailers). No one
•
dared any longer to sell anything
Americo Aboaf, Universal's for- at any price without first receiving
eign sales manager, returned to New
York over the weekend from a nine- clearance from the Bureau of Ecoweek business trip around the world.
nomic Control." o
•
R. M. Savini, president of Astor
And of triple damages, the Federal Trade Commissioner had this
Pictures, will attend the Theatre Owners of North and South Carolina con- to say :
vention, Nov. 9-11. •
"The American CongTess supplemented its own enforcement (of the
Howard Schuessler, formerly with
Lam Amusement Co., Rome, Ga., has anti-trust laws) by the offer of trebeen named head booker for Realart
ble damages to any one who could
Pictures, Atlanta.
prove injury . . . beside which there
•
was an allowance of comfortable
Michael Havas, Latin American
s' fees and costs as an addsupervisor for RKO Radio Pictures, is attorney
ed attraction, so lawyers got into
in New York.
the game, too.
"No one could complain of this
Ike Katz, president of the Kay Exchange, Atlanta, has returned here technique as long as the government was inadequately prepared to
from New Orleans.
•
enforce the laws for the public welJ. E. Hobbs, Monogram Southern
fare; but when the regulations
Exchanges branch manager in At- against all interstate commerce belanta, has returned there from Florida.
came so ambivalent that whatever
•
was illegal, and governIrving Pichel, director-producer, you did
ment proceeded to move into the
will arrive here today from Europe
enforcement stage, private triple
aboard the 6".6". Liberte.
damage suits lost moral justification and became the happy hunting
Ed Stevens, president of Stevens
Pictures, has returned to his Atlanta ground for the reincarnations of
office from Chicago.
Black Beard, Jean Lafitte, Captain
•
Kidd and Long Ben.
Lynn Farnol returned to New
"Private treble damage suits were
York from the Coast at the weekend. so profitable to lawyers during the
year 2003 that three Supreme Court
Justices, six Appeals Judges, and
932
other Federal officials resigned
No Paper Tomorrow
to enter the field.
Motion Picture Daily will
"But by the year 2001 so many
not be published tomorrow,
treble damages had been assessed
Election Day, a legal holiday.
against
companies
that shifted
marshall's
levies and
court sales
the

Texas COMPO
Offers
Drought Prayer
Dallas, Nov. 2. — With
drought-stricken Texas and
the Southwest confronted
with a water supply adequate
for less than four months,
Texas COMPO has provided
theatres with a trailer, prepared by Paul Short, Avhich
features a prayer for Divine
intervention to relieve the
emergency.
Kyle Rorex, Texas COMPO
executive director, reports
that showing of the trailer
in Texas theatres has brought
widespread commendation
from clergymen's organizations throughout the state.

Denies

Report

on

Parade

-DITTER FIGHTING for ridges in
J-) Korea is highlighted in current
newsreels. Also featured, are raging
typhoons in Indo-China, Illinois prison rioting, Germany's donation of
VishinskTV
Hiroshim
for UN,
bells
y'sA speech
dam,
thea,French
at the
and a szveepstakes winner.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 8S-Typhoons
in Indo-China and the Philippines. Prison
rioters hold hostages. Battle, for ridges
rages in Korea. British naval manoeuvers
filmed for the motion picture "Single
Handed." Army helicopter assists "Invasion" manoeuvers. French motor maniacs
"on the ball." How it feels to win a $140,000
sweepstake.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 219— Desperate fighting on Korean hills. Command
performance of M-G-M's "Because You're
Mine." Prison mutiny. Flood in Venice.
Philadelphia Eagles -New York Giants football game. Sweepstakes winner. New dareoratory. devil sport, "Moto-Polo." Presidential

Danny
Kaye
Forms
Production
Company

PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 22 — Prison
drama in Illinois. French TVA dam dedicated. Royal film performance. Forest fires
out of control. Wrestling a-la-Paris. "Your
birthright
to vote."
TELENEWS
DIGEST, No. 44B — Campaign wind-up in New York. Forest fires
in Kentucky. Rioting convicts seize guards
in Illinois. Nehru visits dam construction.
Kenya police quell riots.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 409—
UN Assembly. Vishinsky orates as Korean
battle rages. Kesselring released in Germany. Typhoon in Indo-China. New French
plane. German bells for Japan. New
sweaters and old yarn. Basketball benefit
for Hearst Free Milk Fund, College All
Stars vs. New York Knickerbockers.
WARNER PATHE, No. 24-Battle of the
ridges in Korea. Vishinsky in UN attacks
on Korea. Gen Kesselring freed from war
crimes prison. French open own TVA dam
in Rhone Valley. Queen and Philip open
dam in Wales. Ruhr sends bells to Hiroshima. Doris Day sparks Korean gift lift.
The political campaign winds up. Maryland
grid stars bar hribe attempt. San Francisco
49ers vs. Dallas football game.

Hollywood, Nov. 2. — Film star
Danny Kaye has formed an independent production company with Norman
Panama and Melvin Frank, who recently left Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer
where they had contracts as producerwriter-directors.
Kaye will star in a musical titled
"Knock on Wood," which is to be
made in England next spring, as the
firm's first production.

New RKO Documentary
"The Sea Around Us" has been
completed as a feature-length documentary with color in Technicolor by
RKO Radio, and will have a special
release in December in order to
qualify for Academy Awards. Irwin
Allen both wrote and produced the
film.

Salesmen's Expenses
Milwaukee, Nov. 2. — David Beznor, general counsel of the Colosseum
of Motion Picture Salesmen of America, at the weekend "completely and
categorically" denied reports published
under a Minneapolis dateline that the
union members apparently were willing to forego wage increases for
higher expense allowances.
"The Colosseum," Beznor said, "is
fully aware of the financial hardships
imposed upon the film salesmen by inadequate salaries and expense allowances. Any effort to thwart the legitimate aspirations of the film salesmen
will be vigorously resisted."

Natural

Vision

Deal

Set By
Gunzburg
NEW YORK THEATRES
Hollywood, Nov. 2. ■— Milton L.
Gunzburg, president of Natural Vision
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Corp., and Bob Clampitt have completed arrangements for production by
Rockefeller Center
Clampitt of a feature film in the threestarring
dimensional process using characters
of the television show, "Time For
HAPP
THE BOYER
Charles
•Y
Louis TIME"
JOURDAN
A Columbia Picture
Beany." corporate structure of Amerentire
ican business from the entrepenSPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
nuers who had started companies to
industrial cuckoo birds — so-called
plus
because they never built nests themselves but merely moved into posaitffl
session of going concerns through
treble damage ligitation."
Many in this industry will rightfully regard
Mason's
remarks
as Commissioner
more prophetic
than
fanciful.
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Vote

Results

(Continued from page 1)
radio station WINS. The Embassy
Newsreel Theatres will feature TV
sets in its lobbies. Most other circuits and independents also expect to
brief their audiences via loudspeakers.
Important returns, unless ad landslide develops, are not expecte until
late, in the evening. In New York,
patrons are being advised by news
stories that they will be out of the
theatre and back home to get the significant results by TV.
Loew's Theatres in Manhattan will
be serviced by radio station WMGM,
those in Queens by the Long Island
Press and the Long Island Star-Journal, while those in Brooklyn will be
serviced by the Brooklyn Eagle. The
Paramount on Broadway will be serviced by a special ticker supplied by
International News Service. An INS
spokesman said the Paramount was
the only theatre to contract for the
service in New York. It will feature
the use of special flashes on the screen.
Fox West Coast Theatres has made
arrangements for all of its houses
to announce late returns at intervals
or by slides.
The same practice will prevail
pretty much in most key theatres
throughout the country.

A. T. & T., Bell Allot More
Facilities for Election
The long lines department of the
American Telephone and Telegraph
Co., in co-operation with the Bell System, will make additional communications facilities available to the nation's
television, radio and press association
networks for Election Day news coverage.
A. F. Jacobson, long lines director
that the addiof operations pointed out
tion of these facilities would enable
the broadcasters and news agencies
to bring to the public the fastest, most
comprehensive news report of any
Presidential election in history.
The announcement said that on-thes would be transspot election program
mitted over almost 30,000 miles of
inter-city television channels and would
be available to 110 television stations
in 67 cities. It is estimated that of the
more than 18,700,000 television sets
now in use, 99 per cent of them would
be able to receive Election Day programs over the network.
Newsreel Crews
(Continued from page 1)

will be shipped out the evening of that
day instead of on Thursday as normally.
Virtually all of the reels shipped
Wednesday will be devoted exclusively
to the Election Day events. This
definitely applies to Warner Pathe
Newsreel and Paramount Newsreel.
It very likely will be the case with
Fox Movietone News, Universal
Newsreel and News of the Day, although these companies released no
n on that point at the weekinformatio
end.
Since the reels will not be made up
Viceuntil the new President and doubt,
President are elected beyond all
the companies concede that crews,
processors and editors are in for some
hectic last minute action, particularly
if the returns show a neck-and-neck
race throughout the day and evening.
laboraNegatives will be shipped to will
be
tories by plane and the prints
delivered in the same fashion when
they are ready.

Motion
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Reviews

Short

"It Grows on Trees"
(Universal -International)
A NOVEL IDEA has been cleverly developed into a highly exploitable,
x amusing comedy that was heartily enjoyed by a sneak preview audience
and should be similarly received wherever it plays. Money, as exhibitors well
in this Leonard Goldstein producknow, does not grow on trees, but it doesLubin
and is very engagingly played
tion that was smartly directed by Arthur
by a cast headed by Irene Dunne.
The story and screenplay by Leonard Praskins and Barney Slater, based on
a Cosmopolitan magazine story, presents Miss Dunne as the wife of Dean
trees
Jagger, a struggling accountant. Her impractical purchase of two young
turns into a gold mine when the trees start bearing five and ten dollar bills
him
to inform
effortsjars
his wife's
brushes
fellow theandbills
honestcollects
very She
is atrees.
Jagger the
and writes
and sugar
in heroffcoffee
about
to Washington concerning their legality.
Convinced it is a gag, Treasury Department official Les Tremayne replies
that the money is legal and convinces other officials to write her similarly.
Miss Dunne believes the letters and gives Jagger $100 for expense money for
a business trip. She also refurnishes her home and pays off the mortgage,
giving the money to bank teller Richard Crenna, who is engaged to Miss
Dunne's daughter, Joan Evans.
Unknown to Miss Dunne, the money has other characteristics of leaves,
such as fading and crumbling. Jagger returns after having been arrested for
passing counterfeit money and Crenna is demoted after he refuses to remember
who gave him the money. Miss Dunne's neighbor, Edith Meiser, who had
stolen the money from the coffee and sugar jars, is arrested making a bankinvesdeposit. Miss Dunne reveals all to the newspapers, government officials money.
tigate as the trees are dying and all ends happily as a new bud reveals
Miss Dunne's performance is adroit and bulwarks the cast, which includes
Frank Ferguson, Malcolm Lee Beggs, Forrest Lewis, Sandy Descher, Dee
Pollack, and Bob Sweeney.
Running time, 84 minutes. General audience classification. November release.
Walter Pashkin

Subject

Hangman's
( Columbia
Pictures)

Knot

RANDOLPH SCOTT stars in this unusually fine Western that is loaded
with suspense, has been finely photographed in color by Technicolor, and
has first-rate production values. Scott was associate producer with Harry Joe
Brown and with the considerable aid of writer-director Roy Huggms, an
immensely entertaining outdoor drama that is long on action and short on
words has been fashioned. It should keep box-offices busy.
The story concerns a band of Confederate soldiers, led by Scott in 1865
who achieve their mission of ambushing and. capturing a Union shipment of
oold only to discover the Civil War had ended a month previous. They are
Yankees seeking the gold who have a legitimate excuse for
by nglocal
beset
them.
eliminati
Eventually the Rebels are surrounded in a mountain stage station. The gold
causes lust and dissension within their ranks, as the vigilantes await outside
the station. An additional irritant is a party of four hostages, including nurse
Donna Reed and cowardly trader Richard Denning. An escape is planned and
culminates in the dynamiting and burning of the station,, furious gunplay, and
the death of just about everyone but Scott, Miss Reed and one or two others.
Performances are uniformly good. In notable support of the stars are
Langan and Lee Marvin.
Claude Jarman, Jr., Ray Teal, Frank Faylen, Glenn
Guinn (Big Boy) Williams,
Also in the cast are Jeanette Nolan, Clem Bevans,
.
Monte Blue, John Call and Reed Howes.
For November
cation.
classifi
e
audienc
. General
84' minutes
re
time, as
le
Running
e.

"Joy
of Living"
(Art Films-20th
Century-Fox) _
Renoir's distinctive style of painting,
which is familiar to multitudes, even
to those
who shop
give windows,
only casualis attention to art
given
intimate attention in this, one of 20thFox's short subject series on great
masterpieces.
Producers
Marilyn
verstone and Boris
Vermont
have Silput
on the screen in color by Technicolor
numbers of famous Renoir works dealing with the enchantment of Paris in
springtime, with its sidewalk cafes,
flower markets, handsome men and
beautiful women, and many other subjects. The life and beauty which the
great artist put on canvas is brought
to the fore by the camera as a young
Centralof
New York's
man
Park walking
calls toin mind
the Paris
Renoir.
This film manifestly is a most desirable item for any theatre's program.
Certainly it deserves to be advertised
along with the feature, not only for
the entertainment value it carries but
because pictures of this quality tend
to add to a theatre's reputation as a
center of enlightenment as well as of
amusement. Running time, 10 minutes.

7 From Paramount
(Continued from page 1)
producer's "The Stooge," set for genis beingeral release also in February, se
New
special pre-relea
for showings.
offered
Year's Eve

Three releases are scheduled for
include: "Road to
They
Januar
olor, starring- Bing
Technic
Ball," y.
Crosby, Bob Hope and Dorothy Lamour ; "Thunder in the East," starring
Alan Ladd, Charles Boyer, Deborah
Kerr and Corinne Calvet, and "Tropic
Zone," Technicolor, with a cast headed
by Ronald Reagan, Rhonda Fleming
and Estelita.
For February: "Come Back, Little
Sheba," starring Burt Lancaster and
"The Stooge,"
and Lewis
comedy
Booth,Jerry
Shirley MartinDean
with Marion Marshall, Polly Bergen
and Eddie Mayehoff.
Set for March are : "The Stars Are
markSinging," Technicolor musical
ing the screen debut of Rosemary
Clooney, and starring also Anna
Maria Alberghetti and Lauritz MelIsland," Techchior, and "Pleasure headed
by Don
nicolor, with a cast'
er,
Lanchest
Elsa
Genn,
Leo
East"
Taylor,
the
in
der
"Thun
(Paramount)
DorJoan Elan, Audrey Dalton and
othy Bromiley.
ama, starring the
THE LAND OF INDIA is the locale of this melodr
Cormne
and
Boyer
Charles
Kerr,
h
Debora
Ladd,
Alan
marquee names of
found in Astor Upstate N. Y.
Calvet. Best results in selling "Thunder in the East should be
hts in the film, for it falls short m other depart- Rights to Sylvan Left
accenting the action highlig
ments. The cast, headed by Ladd, should also help the box-office. .
of Realart PicLeff, head
finds Ladd, a free-booting AmeriSylvan
The tale which runs along formula slines,
N. Y., has acquired
tures of Albany,
can adventurer in India on a munition selling mission. He tries to sell guns exclusive theatrical distribution rights
bandits feedto the Maharajah of an Indian province, threatened by nefarious The
Astor Pictures product for upMahara- to all state
New York, which includes the
ino- on the unrest caused by India's independence from Britam. hical
grounds
jah's secretary, Charles Boyer, turns him down on the philosop
Buffalo territories, it was
and
Albany
the
that the only means to quell unrest is by non-violence. The duel between
d here by R. M. Savini, Astor
reporte
ts
represen
conflicting philosophies of fighting fire-with-fire and non-violence
Ladd s president.
the crux of the problem posed by the picture. In a contrived climax,
With this
addition,
franchise
■
holders
in the
U. S. Astor's
and Canada
now
viewpoint of striking back wins out.
a
ot
total
31.
part
the
plays
who
Kerr,
Deborah
bv
supplied
is
interest
love
The
of Indian
young blind Englishwoman caught with her countrymen m the midst
Charles S hour as Lunch
directed from a mscreenplay
while Charles Vidor
Charles Skouras, head of Wesco
^Everett Riskin produced,
the cast
bv Toe Swerling, based on a novel by Alan Moorehead. Others
John
Theatres,
who is here from Los Anand
Bourneuf
include Cecil Kellaway, Mark Cavell, John Abbott, Philip
geles, will be host to the trade press at
luncheon
today at the St. Moritz
Hotel.
WRu™in°- time 98 minutes. General audience classification. For January
Murray Horowitz
'
release "

PARAMOUNT

ALL

OTHER

HAS

FIRE

"Maybe because it's a genuine
forest fire in the Nevada
Sierras, maybe because Technicolor and technology have
never collaborated more congenially inthe interests of
melodrama, the fire section of
the film is THE BEST EVER
SEEN. Figures to draw like a—
what else?— forest fire."
— M. P. Herald

"Audiences can almost
feel the heat of the
blaze. Terrific forest
fire can

be exploited

SOMETHING

PICTURES

"Lusty, action - packed
drama . . . excellent
Technicolor and helicopter rescue in
— Film Daily
burning forest."

SO

OUT

HQ

OF

"Definitely a boxoffice success.
A big, handsome outdoor adventure saga that because of its
spectacular trappings, plentiful
action and Technicolor should

— Boxoffice
to strong returns."
capacity audiences."
attract
— Showmen's
Trade Review

IHAT

"IT

"

RY!

IMO

oaded with exploitaion possibilities. Has
ne of most exciting
orest fires on record,
oth in spectacle and
ealism."
— Independent

BURNS

says

Motion

"Payne and Miss Morrow
team excellently. He

JOHN
WILLIAM

puts over the rugged
requirements

and she

DEMUREST

PAYNE

AGNES

RICHARD

MOOREHEADARLEN

SUSAN

MORROW

eye." Variety
'—Daily
treats the

Directed by EDWARD LUDWIG • Written
and WINSTON MILLER - Produced by

for the Screen by EEWIS R. FOSTER
H.PINE and WILLIAM C.T

6
FCC
More
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Authorizes
TV
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Stations

Washington, Nov. 2.— The Federal Communications Commission has
authorized Great Plains Television
commerProperties, Inc., to build two in
Sioux
cial television stations — one
City, la., and one in Little Rock,
Ark.
Great Plains, which has already received agrant for a television station
is owned by TranscontiDuluth,
in
nental Properties, Inc. Largest stockholders in Transcontinental are Alfred Berger and Herbert Scheftel,
who operate newsreel theatres in the
Midwest, Florida and the West Coast.
The Commission also authorized the
construction of eight additional commercial television stations. They are :
Star Broadcasting Co., Pueblo, Colo. ;
WATR, Inc., Waterbury, Conn. ; Tri- ;
City Radio Corp., Muncie, Ind.
Booth Radio and Television Stations,
staInc., Battle Creek, Mich. ; ,radio
tion WISE, Inc., Ashville N. C. ;
Neptune Broadcasting Corp. ; Atlantic
City, N. J.; WCSC, Inc., Charleston,
S. C, and Associated Broadcasters,
Inc., Bethlehem, Pa.
In all, the FCC has made 92 television station grants since the "freeze"
was lifted last July. Five of these
stations are already in operation — two
in Denver ; one in Lubbock, Tex. ; one
in Austin, Tex. and one in Portland,
s in operOre. There were 108 station
ation before the freeze was lifted.
There are almost 900 television applications still pending before the
Commission.
to Probe
Asks NCAA
Basketball TV
Chicago, Nov. 2.— De Paul University has petitioned the National
Collegiate Athletic Association to investigate detrimental effects of the
televising of basketball games on attendance, Walter Byers, executive director of the NCCA revealed here.
The matter has been turned over to
the NCAA TV committee for study
and consideration.
De Paul, which uses the Chicago
Stadium, with a seating capacity of
over 20,000, as its home court, claims
that attendance at its games was down
materially during the past season on
nights when other major games were
telecast, citing attendance of only
10,000 at a double header last Feb. 23
when the Illinois-Iowa game at Champaign was televised over a Chicago
station on the same night.
Broderick

Picture

Crawford

Forms Film Firm
Hollywood, Nov. 2. — Broderick
Crawford Enterprises has been formed
for the purpose of packaging, producing and developing motion picture and
television properties.
Crawford will function as president,
Milton Cashy as vice-president and
treasurer, and Robert L. Cashy as
secretary and general manager in
charge of production.
Get Your Special XMAS
^Trailers On GREEN FILM
From Good Old Dependable
FILMACK
You Can Always Count On Us
For Top Quality and Fast Service
1557 S. WABASH5, ILL,
630
CHICAGO
NIW NINTH
YORK AVfNUE
36, N.Y

Television
—

with

Pinky

—

Radio

Herman

--

CBS' new series of "Omnibus" Telecasts, which debuts Sunday
(4:30-6:00 P.M.) will feature Maxwell Anderson's dramatic
"The Trial of Anne Boleyn," and William Saroyan's one-act play,
"The Bad Men.". . . An experimental presentation of "Bob & Ray"
on Dave Garroway's "Today" series last August proved so successful that the NB Comedy team starts as regulars on the TV program
Thursday. . . . Our idea of a natural for motion pictures is Jack
Lescoulie, whose style and delivery has rewarded him with the announcing chores on the "Jackie Gleason CBS-TV Show.". . . Adolphe
Menjou is due back from a European picture assignment to star in
and narrate the new series of telefilms, "Favorite Story," for Ziv
TV Productions, Inc. . . . The late Jerome Kern composed scores
for 76 musicals. ... A medallion of honor for bravery will be
awarded by the Women's National Institute to Jane Froman, CBStar
of "U.S.A. Canteen," TV programs.
_A_ _A_
The clever special music for the dance team of Sinclair &
Spaulding, featured Monday nights on the NBC-TV "Paul
Winchell Show," is composed by the program's musical director, John Gart, who
for many years has also composed and provided mood and theme music on the organ
Heinecke'sin
. . Alice J.regularly
soaperas.
for daily
words
about
music, . published
Sesac's Monthly Journal, are highly informative and most interesting accounts of
people behind the musical scene. . . . Publicists Guild, now in its third year, will hold
its second annual press party, Thursday,
Nov. 6, at the Vanderbilt Hotel in N. Y.
This org's adherence to the lofty ideals and
noble purposes embodied in the preamble
John Gart
to its constitution, enhances the members'
worth to themselves, their clients and the press. ... Ed CBSullivan's "Toast of the Town" will televise the "Samuel Goldwyn Story" in two instalments, Dec. 14 and 21. . . . Paula Stone
rocks us with the sage, safe and sane observation, "America
will always be as sturdy as an oak as long as it has branches
like the Army, Navy and Marines.". . .
Two new advertisers, Block Drug Co. and James Lees & Sons
Co.' will be added to the "Kate Smith Hour" TVehicle's group
of co-op sponsors. The former will pick up the tab for the 4:304:45 P.M. slot every Tuesday, beginning Nov. 25, and the latter
will occupy the 4:15-4:30 P.M. segment every Monday, teeing off
Dec. 8. . . . That grand old man of music, the famous W . C.
Handy, whose "St. Louis Blues," is immortal, will be honored
with a birthday dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New
York, Nov. 13. . . . Following in the footsteps of his illustrious
dad, Dr. Edwin Franko {America's March King) Goldman, is
Richard Franko Goldman, facidty member of the Juilliard School
of Music, who has been named visiting lecturer at Princeton University's Dep't. of Music. He'll also conduct the university baud.
. . . Her Derby waxing of "Wheel Of Fortune," proved a personal
disc of destiny to chantootsie Sunny Gale who makes her Broadway debut Wednesday at the Paramount Theatre. . . . Mike PinPops Whit email's
banjoist. . with
a featured
30 years
for died,
gatore,
orchestra,
Thursday
in Hollywod.
. After seven years as
Harry Wismer's gal Friday,
(Kay) Ross has resigned.
ft Catherine
ft
ft
LOTS A DOTS. . . . The Dennis Days (Peggy Almquist) became
the parents of their fourth child, Margaret, Tuesday. The other
three children, all boys, are named Patrick, Dennis and Michael. . . .
Composer-conductor Dimitri Tiomkin's theme song, "High Noon,"
of Stanley Kramer's hit flicker of the same name, has just been
recorded by Fred Waring and Billy May orks on Decca and Capitol
records, respectively. . . . ABC has until Dec. 26 to sell "The Adventures of Ellery Queen" to another sponsor else the popular whodunit
may go to any sponsor on any network via Norman & Irving Pincus,
owners and producers of the package. . . . Starting her 20th anniversary on the air is Susan Cost, whose "Mary Lee Taylor" series
was launched back in 1930. NBCurrently sponsored by Pet Milk,
the program originated from St. Louis. . . . Short story: 1947,
16,500 TV receiving sets. 1952, 18,500,000. . . . Titus Moody,
WORacle has a friend who is positive there is no life on the planet
Mars. For proof he declares, "Mars has never asked the U. S. for
a loan."

Mexican
Subsidy

Mexico City, Nov. 2. — Use
of $2,890,000 which the government has provided to finance production has been
started by the trade's own
bank, the semi-official Banco
Nacional Cinematografico.
Among the first benefactors
were Argel Films, Producciones Miguel Zacarias and
Fernando Soler y Sanchez
Tello, who hitherto were independent of the bank. They
were financed for one picture
each. Others receiving aid are
regular clients of the bank.
The bank, in its latest balance sheet, announced loans,
credits and discounts totaling
$1,389,453, and $1,900,000 of its
bonds in circulation.

Tulsa
To

Theatre

Ralph

Post

Drewry

Tulsa, Nov. 2. — Ralph Drewry has
been named general manager of Tulsa
Downtown Theatres, effective Dec. 1.
He will succeed J. C. Hunter, who is
resigning to operate the New Yorker
Hotel at Ft.. Lauderdale, Fla., which
he has purchased.
Both Hunter and Drewry have been
with Tulsa Downtown Theatres — the
Ritz, Rialto, Orpheum and Majestic —
for more than 20 years. Both started
in the theatre business as ushers. Tulsa
Downtown is operated by Majestic
Amusement Co. and Ritz Theatre,
Inc., of which J. Harold Harris of
Dallas, is president. The houses were
formerly owned by Ralph Talbot.
Hunter is a director of the Theatre
Owners of Oklahoma.
Buffalo Tent Will
Toast Leff Today
Buffalo, Nov. 2. — Tent No. 7,
Variety Club of Buffalo, will give
a testimonial luncheon tomorrow for
David Leff, United Artists branch
manager here for several years who
has been transferred to a similar post
in Cleveland.
Mannie A. Brown is now manager
of the local UA office, coming here
from Cleveland. Brown for many
years was manager of the local Paramount exchange and also was manager
of
samecoming
company's
branch in
Toronto the
before
to Buffalo.
Alma Theatre Destroyed
Atlanta, Nov. 2— A fire of undetermined origin destroyed the Alma
Theatre, Alma, Ga., a unit of Stein
Theatres. Damage was estimated at
between $75,000 and $100,000.

MITCHELL

MAY,

Jr.

CO., INC.
INSURANCE
•
Specializing
in requirements of the
Motion Picture Industry
75 Maiden Lane, New York
3720 W. 6th St., Los Angeles
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.

GALLO

metering device for counting the number of automobiles
passing over any designated location
has been announced by Mobile WashO-Matic and Engineering Co., Burbank, Cal. The unit can be placed on
the ground at a drive-in entrance or
any other desired area. Called the
"Carometer," it is constructed of heavy
gauge steel. It is available in two
models, one with a locked counter and
readily visible ; the other model has
the metering devic•e in a locked box.
A new line of rubber tile flooring
designed for commercial installation has been introduced by Congoleum-Nairn, Inc., Kearney, N. J.
Marketed under the "Gold Seal"
label, the product is available in
tiles 6 by 6, 9 by 9, 12 by 12 and 18
by 27 inches. There are 20 patterns
in the '/8 -hitch thick tiles, 10 of
which are available also in 3/32-inch
thickness. A descriptive folder in
color can be secured from the company.
•
ANEW

A four-page technical bulletin (No.
23-2) describing its expanded line of
series No. 23 gas-fired unit heaters
has been issued by the United States
Air Conditioning Corp. of Minnepolis. The new line includes a number of sizes with B. T. U. capacities
from 55,000 to 400,000 per hour and
burns all types of gas at the rated capacities. Included in the booklet arc
and roughing-in ditables
capacity
mensions for the complete unit heater
line. The literature can be obtained
by writing to the company at 33rd
and Como Avenue, S. E., Minneapolis.
•
Visitors to the Theatre Seat Service
Co.'s booth (No. 50) at the TESMATEDA-Allied States trade show in
Chicago Nov. 17-19 will be given a
chance to win a deluxe electric alarm
radio by guessing the age of a rehabilitated theatre seat which will be on
display. All unsuccessful participants
will be given a souvenir. Staffing the
booth will be Fred H. Massey, president of the company, and F. S. Lawrence, production manager.
•
Stewart E. Lauer, president of
the York Corp., York, Pa., manufacturers of air conditioning equipment, and a national vice-president
of the National Association of Manufacturers, has been presented with
an honorary doctor of laws degree
by Ursinus College at Collegeville,
Pa. Lauer received the degree for
his "outstanding work as an engineer, industrialist and citizen," according to N. E. McClure, president
of the college.
•
Election of Hubert J. Schlafly, Jr..
as vice-president in charge of engineering for the TelePrompter Corp.,
New York City, has been announced
by Irving B. Kahn, executive vicepresident. The corporation manufactures and leases an electronically synchronised and controlled prompting
device widely used in motion pictures
and television.

anti-trust
the government's 16mm.
suit, theatre television, the Council of
Motion Picture Organizations' camof the Federal adpaign for taxrepeal
mission and numerous other trade
developments will be discussed and
acted upon by the delegates.
Film clinics, beginning in the afternoon following welcoming and keynote
speeches in the morning by Snaper
and Kirsch, respectively, will highlight the first day's activities. There
coordisix clinics held under
will benator
William A. Carroll: (1) For
small towns, (3,500 or less), Charles
Niles, chairman ; (2) large towns, (up
to 25,000), Ben Marcus, chairman;
(3) large cities, John Wolf berg,
chairman; (4) key neighborhood and
sub runs, Morris Finkel, chairman;
(5) outdoor theatres, Rube Shor,
chairman; (6) circuit buyers and bidding, Irving Dollinger, chairman. The
film clinics will be carried over into
the morning session on Tuesday.
evening will feature a reMonday
view of the TESMA trade show.
Demonstration of RCA's large
screen television will highlight the
Tuesday afternoon session. N. L.
Halpern, president of Theatre Network Television, will lead a panel discussion over the closed circuit. Others
participating will be Trueman Rembusch, chairman, Kirsch, Leon R.
Back, Snaper, Wolfberg and Nathan
Yamins, all of the Allied television
committee.
Late Tuesdav afternoon an open
forum will be held.
Another review of the TESMA
trade show and committee meetings
will dominate the morning session on
Wednesday, with a second open forum
set for the afternoon. An industry
banquet will be held in the evening, to
end the three-day meeting.
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Short Subjects
(Continued from page 1)

comedies, six two-reel Leon Errol
comedies, in re-release, six Edgar
Kennedy comedies, in re-release, two
musical two-reel re-releases, 13 onereel RKO Pathe Sportscopes and 13
one-reel RKO Pathe Screenliners, all
in black and white.
In addition, there will be 18 new
Walt Disney Technicolor one-reelers,
two True-Life Adventures, and a
special short program entitled "Mickey
Mouse's Birthdav Party," celebrating
the 25th birthday anniversary of
Mickey.
A special RKO Pathe film will be
"Operation A-Bomb," first film showing the explosion of one of the bombs
in color. Done in Eastman color, it is
scheduled for January release.
20th-Fox Meet
(Continued from page 1)
product presented by vice-president
Charles Einfeld and members of his
staff, will be aimed at pinpointing
national campaigns to fit regional
and local conditions.
Special emphasis will be placed on
the releases scheduled during the
branch managers' testimonial in effect
through Dec. 27 of this year. The
by Darryl F. Zanuck's
slate, headed
"The
Snows of Kilimanjaro," includes "Stars and Stripes Forever,"
Damon Runyon's "Bloodhounds of
Broadway," "The Steel Trap," "The
Thief of Venice," "Pony Soldier," and
"My Pal Gus."

7

Daily

Slight
Coast

Decrease

in

Film

Production

Council

(Continued from page 1)

Hollywood, Nov. 2. — The production index shows a decrease of two
points, for a total of 34 pictures in
work. Four new pictures were started
and six finished.
Started were : "The Roar of the
Crowd," Allied Artists ; "Fast Company," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ; "Split
Second," RKO Radio; "Nearer My
God to Thee," 20 th Century-Fox.
Completed were : "Star of Texas," Allied Artists ; "Houdini," Paramount ;
"Man on a Tight Rope," "Baptism of
Fire," and "The President's Lady,"
"I Confess," War20th nerCentury-Fox;
Brothers.
Legion Places Four
Films in Class B

plans for financing.
Roy M. Brewer, IATSE Coast representative, recently came East to assist in planning what is described as
a superstructure for locals here. He
explained what the locals on the Coast
have accomplished, with special _ emphasis on the contracts between independent producers and the IATSE.
Participants in the Hollywood council include such non-IATSE unions
as the Screen Actors Guild and
Screen Extras Guild. Whether the
Eastern council ultimately will include
other than "IA" locals is not yet
known.
In addition to Walsh, Francavilla
and D'Inzilla, New York Council
planners
: Studio Mechanics
Daniel include
Doran,

The Legion of Decency has placed
four films in Class B and 10 in Class
A, Sections I and II.
The Class B films are: "The Steel
Trap" and "Bloodhounds of Broadway," 20th Century- Fox; "Everything IHave Is Yours," M-G-M, and
"The
Iron
Mistress," Warner
Brothers.

Local 52; James DiGangi, Assistant
Directors Local 161 ; Herman Gelber
and Harry Garfman, Local 306 ; Jay
Rescher and Fred Fordham, Cameramen's Local 644; George Waugh and
Paul D. Press, Laboratory Technicians Local 702; Maurice Scanlan,
Wardrobe Attendants Local 764 ; Fred
Jacobs, Film Editors Local 771, and
Herman Buckman, Make-Up Artists
and Hair Stylists Local 798.

Allied Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)

Md.

Censor

ARE
peal.

PROCESSED

ject the Allied arbitration committee
had given up the idea of analyzing the
by mail and had dearbitration draft
cided instead to meet as soon as the
s
member arrive in Chicago, prior to
the board meeting.

PICTURES

MOTION

GREAT

Reversed
Baltimore, Nov. 2.— Three of four
film
sequences which the Maryland from
censor board had ordered deleted
Lives" were orthe filmdered"Damaged
restored by Judge S. Ralph
Warnken in City Court here on ap-

WHITE,

Producers

and Distributors of TV-Films,

takes

perform
technical

a

highly
many
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varied

requirements

We

use

Pathe

says:

laboratory

skilled

able organization to meet
deadlines.

PATHE

President of P SI -TV, Inc.,

PAUL

"It

BY

and

plus

a

daily

to

exacting
dependprogram

Labs."

If your films, too, are different
and need the most versatile
laboratory treatment—
creative ability, high quality and
speed— we invite your inquiry.

PSI-TV's Pathe-processed programs include: "China Smith?
"Playhouse of Stars" and other
outstanding television series in
addition to 68 current fulllength features.

Both New York and Hollywood Have Complete Pathe Laboratory Facilities:
35MM
• l6MM
• COLOR
• BLACK
AND WHITE
Pathe Laboratories, Inc. is a subsidiary of Chesapeake Industries, Inc.
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Film

KANE

serious Federal offense, presumably equal in heinousness
to counterfeiting, has been developed by some jurists, with the encouragement ofthe Attorney General's prosecutors. In their parlance
it has become known as "conscious
of action."
parall
offense is committed when
Theelism
more than one business man, bowing to the dictates of his market,
sells his service or commodity on
the same basis as does his competitors. Ithas loomed large in the
trial of a number of motion picture
anti-trust suits for treble damages
in recent years.
It is, therefore, interesting to
note what the Hon. Lowell B. Mason of the U. S. Federal Trade
Commission had to say on the subject in a recent speech before the
23rd annual meeting of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce in
Toronto.
Commissioner Mason, commenting on the governmental and legal
theories being applied to industry,
assumed he was regarding their
inevitable aftermath from the van(Continued on page 2)
A

7 from

PICTURE

Paramount

Election

Day

The newsreel companies today are completing preparations for on-thespot coverage of the events of tomorrow, Election Day, when the nation
will go to the polls to signify
whether Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower or Gov. Adlai E. Stevenson
Allied Convention
will succeed Harry S. Truman as
President of the United States.
When the candidates themselves cast
Program
All Set;
their votes, when one concedes victory to the other, when victory celePreside
to
Snaper
brations commence in New York's
Times Square and other spots, newsreel
camera
and sound men will be on
Chicago, Nov. 2. — The program for
hand
to
record
the reactions for thethe three-day Allied States Associaatre audiences.
tion convention to be held in conjuncCamera crews have been assigned
tion with the Theatre Equipment Supheadquarters of both Presidenply Dealers Association meeting be- to the
tial candidates ; to Independence, Mo.,
Nov. 17 at the Mor- where President Truman will cast his
ginning
Monday,
rison Hotel here was disclosed at the
weekend by Jack Kirsch, general con- ballot, and to cities around the counvention chairman and Illinois Allied
try where controversial figures competing in Congressional contests will
president. Wilbur Snaper, national
Allied president, will be permanent go to the polling booths.
chairman of the convention.
Newsreel
processors
and editors
Trade practice complaints, the draft will start to work on the reels early
morning and the editions
of an industry system of arbitration, Wednesday(Continued
on page 3)
(Continued on page 7)
Allied

Arbitration

Group

Meet

Slated

in

Washington, Nov. 2. — Allied States
Association will make no comment on
the revised arbitration draft until after
the Allied arbitration committee meets
1st Quarter of '53
Paramount will release seven pro- in Chicago, at the end of next week,
ductions in the first three months of general counsel Abram F. Myers said
1953, according to A. W. Schwalberg, over the weekend.
had thought that he would
president of Paramount Film Distrib- be Myers
able to consult with the arbitration
uting Corp. Four of the seven will
have color by Technicolor.
committee by mail, well in advance oi
the
Nov. 15 Allied Board meeting
Hal Wallis' "Come Back, Little
Sheba," which is listed for February, which will go over the draft.
He said over the weekend, however,
will be available only for special prerelease engagements, while the same that due to the importance of the sub
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 3)

Johnston to South
America on Point 4

Washington, Nov. 2.— Eric
Johnston will leave here next
Saturday for South America
on Point Four business, the
State Department announced.
Johnston, chairman of the
International Development
Advisory Board, will visit
Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina,
Uruguay, Chile, Bolivia, Peru
and Columbia to make personal observations of Point
Four. He is due back here on
Dec. 7.

Labor

Activities

81

Short

From

RKO

Subjects
Pictures

Theatres
Report

Ready

Vote

to

Being

Council
Set

Up

Coast Group Is Pattern;
Basic Agreement Sought
A Motion Picture Labor Council
of New York, paralleling in form
and purpose the Hollywood A.F.L.
Film Council, soon will be set up
by a number of leaders of IATSE
Eastern
locals, the
international
office indicated
here"IA"
at the
weekend.
Theary goal
newwill
organization's
primbe the signing
of
a basic agreement with Eastern
film producers, such agreement
to be patterned after the socalled Hollywood basic agreement.
John J. Francavilla has been named
by "IA" international president Richard F. Walsh to serve as chairman of
the
Eastern
Steve D'Inzilla,
business
agentCouncil.
of Projectionists
Local
No. 306, was elected to function as the
council's temporary secretary and also
as chairman of a committee to formulate a constitution
and
(Continued onand
pageby-laws
7)

Results

Loew's Theatres and houses of the
Fox West Coast circuit have joined
the growing list of theatres which
have disclosed plans to make special
announcements on Election Night on
the progress
dential race. of returns in the Presi-

IATSE 1 s
financial
statement for the year

ended last July 31 discloses total assets of the
In the East,
Loew's
in
Manhattan
will brief
its Theatres
audience by
union
amounted
to $932,way of loud speakers during the latter part of the evening. Similar plans 219 and liabilities tohave been announced by RKO Thetaled $30,987. The stateatres here, which has negotiated a
ment listed total cash
mutual promotion campaign with
(Continued on page 3)
receipts as $671,354, and
total cash disbursements
20th-Fox

Meet

Hear

Reports

Field

to

Eighty-one short subjects will sup
The 20th Century-Fox division managers who will be in session in New
feature
Pictures'
Radio
RKO1952-53, Sidney Kramer,
plement
line-up in
York Nov. 12-13, will report on conditions in their respective areas with
RKO short subjects sales manager,
disclosed here at the weekend.
a view towards "planning strategy enabling exhibitors to extract maximum
added, "we are
Currently
ng , a Kramer
program for production showmanship values on company atformulati
tractions going into release this year
and distribution in the 1953-54 season.
This planning will continue for several Al
and Lichtman,
the first director
nine months
of 1953,"
of distribution,
The 1952-53 schedule^ which ends in announced over the weekend.
months."
The merchandsing analysis, to be
August of next year, includes 13 RKO coupled with, advertising, publicity,
Pathe specials, four two-reel Gil Lamb and exploitation plans on upcoming
comedies,
two two-reel Newlywed
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 7)

as $566,541.

Under the public relations plan adopted by the
MPIC in Hollywood last:
week, Leonard Goldenson,
UPT head and author of the
plan, explained here that
local theatre managers
will be fed news stories
about the industry which
they will be asked to pass
on to local papers and radio and TV stations. All
UPT houses will cooperate
in the plan, he said.
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tage
he: point of the year 2052. Said

ARNOLD GRANT, RKO Radio
"It must be borne in mind that
board chairman, is scheduled to
leave here for the Coast tomorrow or as early as 1953 the following
Wednesday.
things were declared illegal — mind
you, only on paper. No one could
Clifford I. Cane, Eastern business charge or quote the same price as
manager of Universal's advertising- his competitors because, if he did,
publicity department, became the
father of a second son, Robert Ed- he was guilty of 'conscious paralward, born at Lenox Hill Hospital
lelism of action.'
here to Mrs. Cane.
"Hence, all businessmen were
•
malefactors if they were smart
James E. Tibbetts, managing direc- enough to know they couldn't get
tor of Loew's Orpheum Theatre in more for their wares than their
Boston, has been installed as comand weren't dumb
mander of the Lt. A. Vernon Mac- competitors,
enough to take less.
Cauley Post of the American Legion
"If, when hailed before a court,
there.
•
a defendant endeavored to prove
Mrs. A. N. Miles, wife of the his prices were not frozen by conscious parallelism but fluctuated
owner of the Eminence Theatre, Eminence, Ky., is convalescing from a with the exigencies of the competitive market, then his evidences of
heart attack in the King's Daughters
Hospital in Shelbyville,
Ky.
price
dissimilarities would land him
•
in jail for illegal price discriminaWillis Hopewell, chief sound en- tion.
gineer for the Switow Amusement Co.
"On March 8, 2003, the Departin Louisville, has returned to that city
from a Florida vacation.
ment of Justice sued 50,000 busi•
nessmen for pricing their goods by
Linda Christian will be guest star conscious parallelism, and the Federal Trade Commission sued 50,000
at the Press Club's silver anniversary
ball at the Chateau Laurier Hotel in for quoting different prices (to
Ottawa.
wholesalers and retailers). No one
•
dared any longer to sell anything
Americo Aboaf, Universal's for- at any price without first receiving
eign sales manager, returned to New
York over the weekend from a nine- clearance from the Bureau of Ecoweek business trip around the world.
nomic Control." •
•
R. M. Savini, president of Astor
And of triple damages, the Federal Trade Commissioner had this
Pictures, will attend the Theatre Ownto
say :
ers of North and South Carolina convention, Nov. 9-11. •
"The American Congress supplemented its own enforcement (of the
Howard Schuessler, formerly with
Lam Amusement Co., Rome, Ga., has anti-trust laws) by the offer of treble damages to any one who could
been named head booker for Realart
Pictures, Atlanta.
prove injury . . . beside which there
•
was an allowance of comfortable
Michael Havas, Latin American
fees and costs as an addsupervisor for RKO Radio Pictures, is attorneys'
ed attraction, so lawyers got into
in New York.
the game, too.
•
"No one could complain of this
Ike Katz, president of the Kay Exchange, Atlanta, has returned here technique as long as the government was inadequately prepared to
from New Orleans.
•
enforce the laws for the public welJ. E. Hobbs, Monogram Southern
fare ; but when the regulations
Exchanges branch manager in At- against all interstate commerce belanta, has returned there from Florida.
came so ambivalent that whatever

Texas COMPO
Offers
Drought Prayer

Parade

Dallas, Nov. 2. — With
drought-stricken Texas and
the Southwest confronted
with a water supply adequate
for less than four months,
Texas COMPO has provided
theatres with a trailer, prepared by Paul Short, which
features a prayer for Divine
intervention to relieve the
emergency.

JJITTER
FIGHTING
-d
Korea is
highlighted forin ridges
currentin
ewsreels. Also featured, are raging
typhoons in Indo-China, Illinois prison rioting, Germany's donation of
bells
for UN,
Hiroshima,
Vishinsky's
at the
the French
TV A speech
dam,
and a sweepstakes winner.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 88— Typhoons
in Indo-China and the Philippines. Prison
rioters hold hostages. Battle for ridges
rages in Korea. British naval manoeuvers
filmed for the motion picture "Single
Handed."vasion"
Army
assists
"Inmanoeuvers.helicopter
French motor
maniacs
on the ball." How it feels to win a $140,000
weepstake.
NEWS
OF THE DAY, No. 219-Desperate fighting on Korean hills. Command
performance
of M-G-M's
"Because
You're
Mine." Prison
mutiny. Flood
in Venice.
Philadelphia Eagles -New York Giants football game. Sweepstakes winner. New dareoratory. devil sport, "Moto-Polo." Presidential
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 22 — Prison
drama in Illinois. French TVA dam dedicated. Royal film performance. Forest fires
out of control. Wrestling a-la-Paris. "Your
birthright
to vote."
TELENEWS
DIGEST, No. 44B — Campaign wind-up in New York. Forest fires
in Kentucky. Rioting convicts seize guards
in Illinois. Nehru visits dam construction.
Kenya police quell riots.
UNIVERSAL NEWSREEL, No. 4109^.
UN Assembly. Vishinsky orates as Korean
battle rages. Kesselring released in Germany. Typhoon in Indo-China. New French
plane. German bells for Japan. New
sweaters and old yarn. Basketball benefit
for Hearst Free Milk Fund, College All
Stars vs. New York Knickerbockers.
WARNER PATHE, No. 24^Battle of the
ridges in Korea. Vishinsky in UN attacks
on Korea. Gen Kesselring freed from war
crimes prison. French open own TVA dam
in Rhone Valley. Queen and Philip open
dam in Wales. Ruhr sends bells to Hiroshima. Doris Day sparks Korean gift lift.
The political campaign winds up. Maryland
grid stars bar bribe attempt. San Francisco
49ers vs. Dallas football game.

Kyle Rorex, Texas COMPO
executive director, reports
that showing of the trailer
in Texas theatres has brought
widespread commendation
from tions
clergymen's
throughout theorganizastate.

Denies

Report

on

Salesmen's Expenses
Milwaukee, Nov. 2. — David Beznor, general counsel of the Colosseum
of Motion Picture Salesmen of America, at the weekend "completely and
categorically" denied reports published
under a Minneapolis dateline that the
union members apparently were willing to forego wage increases for
higher expense allowances.
"The Colosseum," Beznor said, "is
fully aware of, the financial hardships
imposed upon the film salesmen by in
adequate salaries and expense allow
ances. Any effort to thwart the legiti
mate aspirations of the film salesmen
will be vigorously resisted."
Danny
Kaye
Forms
Production
Company
Hollywood,
Nov.
2. — Film star
Danny Kaye has formed an independ
ent production company with Norman
Panama and Melvin Frank, who re
cently left Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer
where they had contracts as producer
writer-directors.
Kaye will star in a musical titled
"Knock on Wood," which is to be
made in England next spring, as the
firm's first production.
Natural

Vision

New RKO Documentary
"The Sea Around Us" has been
completed as a feature-length documentary with color in Technicolor by
RKO Radio, and will have a special
release in December in order to
qualify for Academy Awards. Irwin
Allen both wrote and produced the
film.

Deal

Set By Gunzburg
NEW YORK THEATRES
Hollywood, Nov. 2. — Milton L.
Gunzburg, president of Natural Vision
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Corp., and Bob Clampitt have com
Irving Pichel, director-producer, you did was illegal, and govern- pleted arrangements for production by
starring Center ^— ^—
ment proceeded to move into the Clampitt of a feature film in the three
Rockefeller
will arrive here today from Europe
enforcement stage, private triple dimensional process using characters
aboard the 5. 5". Liberte.
•
"THE HAPPY TIME"
damage suits lost moral justifica- of the television show, "Time For
tion and became the happy hunting
Ed Stevens, president of Stevens
Charles BOYER * Louis JOURDAN
Pictures, has returned to his Atlanta ground for the reincarnations of
A Columbia Picture
office from Chicago.
Black Beard, Jean Lafitte, Captain entire
Beany."corporate structure of Amer
•
RAVENS
Kidd and Long Ben.
ican business from the entrepenSPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
Lynn Farnol returned to New
"Private treble damage suits were nuers who had started companies to
York from the Coast at the weekend. so profitable to lawyers during the
industrial cuckoo birds — so-called
year 2003 that three Supreme Court because they never built nests themplus
Justices, six Appeals Judges, and
selves but merely moved into pos932 other Federal officials resigned
session of going concerns through
No Paper Tomorrow
to enter the field.
treble damage ligitation."
0
Motion Picture Daily will
"But by the year 2001 so many
Many in this industry will rightnot be published tomorrow,
treble damages had been assessed
Election Day, a legal holiday.
Mason's
fully regard
remarks
as Commissioner
more prophetic
than
against
companies
that shifted
marshall's
levies and
court sales
the fanciful.
NlgMly
Midnight
f «o!ur»
*
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(Continued from page 1)
radio station WINS. The Embassy
Newsreel Theatres will feature TV
sets in its lobbies. Most other circuits and independents also expect to
brief their audiences via loudspeakers.
Important returns, unless ad landslide develops, are not expecte until
late in the evening. In New York,
patrons are being advised by news
stories that they will be out of the
theatre and back home to get the significant results by TV.
Loew's Theatres in Manhattan will
be serviced by radio station WMGM,
those in Queens by the Long Island
Press and the Long Island Star-Journal, while those in Brooklyn will be
serviced by the Brooklyn Eagle. The
Paramount on Broadway will be serviced by a special ticker supplied by
International News Service. An INS
spokesman said the Paramount was
the only theatre to contract for the
service in New York. It will feature
the use of special flashes on the screen.
Fox West Coast Theatres has made
arrangements for all of its houses
to announce late returns at intervals
or by slides.
The same practice will prevail
pretty much in most key theatres
throughout the country.
A. T. & T., Bell Allot More
Facilities for Election
The long lines department of the
American Telephone and Telegraph
Co., in co-operation with the Bell System, will make additional communications facilities available to the nation's
television, radio and press association
networks for Election Day news coverage.
A. F. Jacobson, long lines director
pointed out that the addiof operations
tion of these facilities would enable
the broadcasters and news agencies
to bring to the public the fastest, most
comprehensive news report of any
Presidential election in history.
The announcement said that on-theprograms would be transspot election
mitted over almost 30,000 miles of
inter-city television channels and would
be available to 110 television stations
in 67 cities. It is estimated that of the
more than 18,700,000 television sets
now in use, 99 per cent of them would
be able to receive Election Day programs over the network.
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Short

"It Grows on Trees
( Universal-International)
A NOVEL IDEA has been cleverly developed into a highly exploitable,
x amusing comedy that was heartily enjoyed by a sneak preview audience
and should be similarly received wherever it plays. Money, as exhibitors well
know, does not grow on trees, but it does in this Leonard Goldstein production that was smartly directed by Arthur Lubin and is very engagingly played
by a cast headed by Irene Dunne.
The story and screenplay by Leonard Praskins and Barney Slater, based on
a Cosmopolitan magazine story, presents Miss Dunne as the wife of Dean
Jagger, a struggling accountant. Her impractical purchase of two young trees
turns into a gold mine when the trees start bearing five and ten dollar bills
him
to inform
effortsjars
his wife's
brushes
fellow theandbills
honestcollects
very She
is atrees.
Jagger the
and writes
and sugar
in heroffcoffee
about
to Washington concerning their legality.
Convinced it is a gag, Treasury Department official Les Tremayne replies
that the money is legal and convinces other officials to write her similarly.
Miss Dunne believes the letters and gives Jagger $100 for expense money for
a business trip. She also refurnishes her home and pays off the mortgage,
giving the money to bank teller Richard Crenna, who is engaged to Miss
Dunne's daughter, Joan Evans.
Unknown to Miss Dunne, the money has other characteristics of leaves,
such as fading and crumbling. Jagger returns after having been arrested for
passing counterfeit money and Crenna is demoted after he refuses to remember
him the money. Miss Dunne's neighbor, Edith Meiser, who had
who gave
stolen
the money from the coffee and sugar jars, is arrested making a _bank
deposit. Miss Dunne reveals all to the newspapers, government officials investigate as the trees are dying and all ends happily as a new bud reveals money.
Miss Dunne's performance is adroit and bulwarks the cast, which includes
Frank Ferguson, Malcolm Lee Beggs, Forrest Lewis, Sandy Descher, Dee
Pollack, and Bob Sweeney.
Running time, 84 minutes. General audience classification. November release.
Walter Pashkin

Subject

Hangman's
Knot
(Columbia
Pictures)
RANDOLPH SCOTT stars in this unusually fine Western that is loaded
with suspense, has been finely photographed in color by Technicolor, and
has first-rate production values. Scott was associate producer with Harry Joe
Brown and with the considerable aid of writer-director Roy Huggins, an
immensely entertaining outdoor drama that is long on action and short on
words has been fashioned. It should keep box-offices busy.
The story concerns a band of Confederate soldiers, led by Scott in 1865,
who achieve their mission of ambushing and capturing a Union shipment of
gold, only to discover the Civil War had ended a month previous. They are
beset by local Yankees seeking the gold who have a legitimate excuse for
eliminating them.
Eventually the Rebels are surrounded in a mountain stage station. The gold
causes lust and dissension within their ranks, as the vigilantes await outside
the station. An additional irritant is a party of four hostages, including nurse
Donna Reed and cowardly trader Richard Denning. An escape is planned and
culminates in the dynamiting and burning of the station, furious gunplay, and
the death of just about everyone but Scott, Miss Reed and one or two others.
Performances are uniformly good. In notable support of the stars are
Claude Jarman, Jr., Ray Teal, Frank Faylen, Glenn Langan and Lee Marvin.
Also in the cast are Jeanette Nolan, Clem Bevans, Guinn (Big Boy) Williams,
Monte Blue, John Call and Reed Howes.
Running time, 84 minutes. General audience classification. For November
release.

"Joy of Living"
(Art Films-20th Century-Fox)
Renoir's distinctive style of painting,
which is familiar to multitudes, even
to those who give only casual attention to art shop windows, is given
intimate attention in this, one of 20thFox's short subject series on great
masterpieces. Producers Marilyn Silver stone and Boris Vermont have put
on the screen in color by Technicolor
numbers of famous Renoir works dealing' with the enchantment of Paris in
springtime, with its sidewalk cafes,
flower markets, handsome men and
beautiful women, and many other subjects. The life and beauty which the
great artist put on canvas is brought
to the fore by the camera as a young
man
New York's
Centralof
Park walking
calls toin mind
the Paris
Renoir.
This film manifestly is a most desirable item for any theatre's program.
Certainly it deserves to be advertised
along with the feature, not only for
the entertainment value it carries but
because pictures of this quality tend
to add to a theatre's reputation as a
center of enlightenment as well as of
amusement. Running time, 10 minutes.
7 From Paramount
(Continued from page 1)
producer's
set for
general release"The
also Stooge,"
in February,
is being
special pre-release New
for showings.
offered
Year's Eve
Three releases are scheduled for

to
: "RoadBing
They include
January.
Bali,"
Technicolor,
starring
Crosby, Bob Hope and Dorothy Lamour ; "Thunder in the East," starring
Alan Ladd, Charles Boyer, Deborah
Kerr and Corinne Calvet, and "Tropic
Zone," Technicolor, with a cast headed
by Ronald Reagan, Rhonda Fleming
and Estelita.
For February : "Come Back, Little
Sheba," starring Burt Lancaster and
"The Stooge,"
Booth, and Lewis
Shirley Martin-Jerry
Dean
comedy
with Marion Marshall, Polly Bergen
and Eddie Mayehoff.
Set for March are : "The Stars Are
markSinging," Technicolor musical
ing the screen debut of Rosemary
Clooney, and starring also Anna
Newsreel Crews
Maria Alberghetti and Lauritz Mel(Continued from page 1)
Island,"by Techchior, and
with a cast headed
nicolor, "Pleasure
Don
Thunder
in the East
will be shipped out the evening of that
Taylor, Leo Genu, Elsa Lanchester,
day instead of on Thursday as nor- (Paramount)
mally.
Joan Elan, Audrey Dalton and Dorothy Bromiley.
Virtually all of the reels shipped THE LAND OF INDIA is the locale of this melodrama, starring the
Corinne
and
Boyer
Charles
Kerr,
Deborah
Ladd,
Wednesday will be devoted exclusively
Alan
of
marquee names
to the Election Day events. This Calvet. Best results in selling "Thunder in the East" should be found in Astor Upstate N. Y.
definitely applies to Warner Pathe accenting the action highlights in the film, for it falls short m other depart- Rights to Sylvan Leff
Newsreel and Paramount Newsreel.
ments. The cast, headed by Ladd, should also help the box-office.
PicIt very likely will be the case with
finds Ladd, a free-booting Ameriof Realart
Leff, head
runs along formula lines,
Sylvan
The tale, which India
tures of Albany,
N. Y.,
has acquired
on a munitions selling mission. He tries to sell guns exclusive
Fox Movietone News, Universal
can adventurer in
theatrical distribution rights
Newsreel and News of the Day, al- to the Maharajah of an Indian province, threatened by nefarious bandits feed- to all Astor Pictures product for upthough these companies released no
state New York, which includes the
ing on the unrest caused by India's independence from Britain. The Maharainformation on that point at the weekjah's secretary, Charles Boyer, turns him down on the philosophical grounds Albany and Buffalo territories, it was
the
end.
between
duel
The
e.
that the only means to quell unrest is by non-violenc
Since the reels will not be made up conflicting philosophies of fighting fire-with-fire and non-violence represents reported here by R. M. Savini, Astor
until the new President and ViceIn a contrived climax, Ladd's president.
problem
crux ofof the
With this
addition,
franchise
President are elected beyond all doubt, the
viewpoint
striking
backposed
wins byout.the picture.
holders
in the
U. S. Astor's
and Canada
now
the companies concede that crews,
The love interest is supplied by Deborah Kerr, who plays the part of a total 31.
processors and editors are in for some young blind Englishwoman caught with her countrymen in the midst of Indian
hectic last minute action, particularly unrest.
Charles S hour as Lunch
if the returns show a neck-and-neck
Everett Riskin produced, while Charles Vidor directed from a screenplay
Charles Skouras, head of Wesco
race throughout the day and evening. by Joe Swerling, based on a novel by Alan Moorehead. Others in the cast
Philip Bourneuf and John Theatres, who is here from Los Aninclude Cecil Kellaway, Mark Cavell, John Abbott, ....
Negatives will be shipped to labora- Williams.
_
geles, will be host to the trade press at
tories by plane and the prints will be
Hotel.
luncheon
today at the St. Moritz
delivered in the same fashion when
Running time, 98 minutes. General audience classification, bor January
Horowitz
Murray
they are ready.
e.
as
le
re

PARAMOUNT

ALL

OTHER

HAS

FIRE

"Maybe because it's a genuine
forest fire in the Nevada
Sierras, maybe because Technicolor and technology have
never collaborated more congenially inthe interests of
melodrama, the fire section of
the film is THE BEST EVER
SEEN. Figures to draw like a—
what else?— forest fire."
— M. P. Herald

"Audiences can almost
feel the heat of the
blaze. Terrific forest
fire can

be exploited

SOMETHING

PICTURES

"Lusty, action - packed
drama . . . excellent
Technicolor and helicopter rescue in
— Film Daily
burning forest."

SO

OUT

HOT

OF

"Definitely a boxoffice success.
A big, handsome outdoor adventure saga that because of its
spectacular trappings, plentiful
action and Technicolor should

— Boxoff/ce
to strong returns."
capacity audiences."
attract
— Showmen's
Trade Review

starring

oaded with exploitaon possibilities. Has
ne of most exciting
jrest fires on record,

"Payne and Miss Morrow
team excellently. He

oth in spectacle and

puts over the rugged

ealism."
— Independent

requirements

JOHN
WILLIAM

PAYNE

AGNES

RICHARD

SUSAN

and she

treats the eye."
—Daily Variety

DEMARESTMOOREHEAD-ARLEN

MORROW

Directed by EDWARD LUDWiG • Written for the Screen by LEWIS R. FOSTER
and WINSTON MILLER • Produced by WILLIAM H. PINE and WILLIAM C. THOMAS
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FCC
More

Authorizes
TV

$2,890,000
Production

Stations

to Probe
NCAA
Basketball TV
Chicago, Nov. 2.— De Paul University has petitioned the National
Athletic Association to iniate
Colleg
vestigate detrimental effects of the
televising of basketball games on attendance, Walter Byers, executive director of the NCCA revealed here.
The matter has been turned over to
the NCAA TV committee for study
and consideration.
De Paul, which uses the Chicago
Stadium, with a seating capacity _ of
over 20,000, as its home court, claims
that attendance at its games was down
materially during the past season on
nights when other major games were
telecast, citing attendance of only
10,000 at a double header last Feb. 23
when the Illinois-Iowa game at Champaign was televised over a Chicago
station on the same night.
Asks

Crawford

Forms Film Firm
Hollywood, Nov. 2. — Broderick
Crawford Enterprises has been formed
for the purpose of packaging, producing and developing motion picture and
television properties.
Crawford will function as president,
Milton Cashy as vice-president and
treasurer, and Robert L. Cashy as
secretary and general manager in
charge of production.
Get Your Special X MAS
^Trailers On GREEN FILM
Front Good Old Dependable

(WT
TJT U-W
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Washington, Nov. 2.— The Federal Communications Commission has
authorized Great Plains Television
to build two commerProperties, Inc.,
cial television stations — one in Sioux
City, la., and one in Little Rock,
Ark.
Great Plains, which has already received agrant for a television station
in Duluth, is owned by Transcontinental Properties, Inc. Largest stockholders in Transcontinental are Alfred Berger and Herbert Scheftel,
who operate newsreel theatres in the
Midwest, Florida and the West Coast.
The Commission also authorized the
comconstruction of eight additional
mercial television stations. They are:
Star Broadcasting Co., Pueblo, Colo. ;
TriWATR, Inc., Waterbury, Conn. ;Ind.
;
City Radio Corp., Muncie,
Booth Radio and Television Stations,
staInc, Battle Creek, Mich.;le,radio
N. C. ;
tion WISE, Inc., Ashvil
Neptune Broadcasting Corp, ; Atlantic
ston,
City, N. J.; WCSC, Inc., Charle
S. C, and Associated Broadcasters,
Inc., Bethlehem, Pa.
In all, the FCC has made 92 television station grants since the "freeze"
was lifted last July. Five of these
stations are already in operation — two
in Denver ; one in Lubbock, Tex. ; one
in Austin, Tex. and one in Portland,
ns in operOre. There were 108 statio
ation before the freeze was lifted.
There are almost 900 television applications still pending before the
Commission.

Broderick

Picture

' You Can Always Count On Us
For Top Quality and Fast Service
630
|]]7J.WA(ASH i, ILL
CHICAGO
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36, N.Y

Television-Radio
- with

Pinky

Herman

^^^^

CBS' new series of "Omnibus" Telecasts, which debuts Sunday
(4:30-6:00 P.M.) will feature Maxwell Anderson's dramatic
"The Trial of Anne Boleyn," and William Saroyan's one-act play,
"The Bad Men.". . . An experimental presentation of "Bob & Ray"
on Dave Garroway's "Today" series last August proved so successful that the NBComedy team starts as regulars on the TV, program
Thursday. . . . Our idea of a natural for motion pictures is Jack
Lescoulie, whose style and delivery has rewarded him with the announcing'chores on the "Jackie Gleason CBS-TV Show.". . . Adolphe
Menjou is due back from a European picture assignment to star in
and narrate the new series of telefilms, "Favorite Story," Tor Ziv
TV Productions, Inc. . . . The late Jerome Kern composed scores
for 76 musicals. ... A medallion of honor for bravery will be
awarded by the Women's National Institute to Jane Froman, CBStar
of "U.S.A. Canteen," TV programs.
&
*
*
r c- , • »
The clever special music for the dance team of Sinclair &
nights on the NBC-TV "Paul
Spaulding, featured Monday
Winchell Show," is composed by the program's musical director, John Gart, who
composed and profor many years has also music
on the organ
vided mood and theme

Heineckye'sin
. . Aliceed J.regularl
. . publish
soaperas
for daily
music,
about
words
Sesac's Monthly Journal, are highly informative and most interesting accounts of
scene. . . . Pubpeople behind the musical
licists Guild, now in its third year, will hold
its second annual press party, Thursday,
Nov. 6, at the Vanderbilt Hotel in N. Y.
This org's adherence to the lofty ideals and
noble purposes embodied in the preamble
John Gart
tQ -tg constitutiori) enhances the members'
worth to themselves, their clients and the press. ... Ed CBSullivan's "Toast of the Town" will televise the "Samuel Goldwyn Story" "in two instalments, Dec. 14 and 21. . . . Paula Stone
rocks us with the sage, safe and sane observation, "America
will always be as sturdy as an oak as long as it has branches
Marines.".
like the Army, Navy andft
-ft .ft.
Co. and James Lees &
Drug
Block
Two new advertisers,
Co. will be added to the "Kate Smith Hour" TVehicle's
of co-op sponsors. The former will pick up the tab for the
4:45 P.M. slot every Tuesday, beginning Nov. 25, and the

Sons
group
4:30latter

teeing
every Monday,
segment
4:15"-4:30
will
C
W . off
the famous
of music,
old man
grand P.M.
. That
8. . . the
Dec. occupy
be honored
Handy, whose "St. Louis Blues," is immortal, will
with a birthday dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New
York, Nov. 13. . . . Following in the footsteps of his illustrious
dad, Dr. Edwin Franko {America's March King) Goldman, is
Richard Franko Goldman, faculty member of the Juilliard School
of Music, who has been named visiting lecturer at Princeton University's Dep't. of Music. He'll also conduct the university band.
. . . Her Derby waxing of "Wheel Of Fortune," proved a personal
disc of destiny to chantootsie Sunny Gale who makes her Broadway debut Wednesday at the Paramount Theatre. . . . Mike Pingatore, for 30 years a featured banjoist with Pops Whiteman's
orchestra, died,' Thursday in Hollywod. . . . After seven years as
(Kay) Ross has resigned.
Harry Wismer's gal Friday,
ft Catherine
ft
ft
LOTSA DOTS. . . . The Dennis Days (Peggy Almquist) became
the parents of their fourth child, Margaret, Tuesday. The other
three children, all boys, are named Patrick, Dennis and Michael. . . .

Composer-conductor Dimitri Tiomkin's theme song, "High Noon,"
of Stanley Kramer's hit flicker of the same name, has just been
recorded by Fred Waring and Billy May orks on Decca and Capitol
records, respectively. . . . ABC has until Dec. 26 to sell "The Adventures of Ellery Queen" to another sponsor else the popular whodunit
may go to any sponsor on any network via Norman & Irving Pincus,
owners and producers of the package. . . . Starting her 20th anniLee Taylor" series
whose "Mary
air isin Susan
versary on the back
sponsored by Pet Milk,
NBCurrently
1930. Cost,
was launched
the program originated from St. Louis. . . . Short story: 1947,
16,500 TV receiving sets. 1952, 18,500,000. . . . Titus Moody,
WORacle has a friend who is positive there is no life on the planet
Mars. For proof he declares, "Mars has never asked the U. S. for
a loan."

Mexican
Subsidy

Mexico City, Nov. 2. — Use
of $2,890,000 which the government has provided to finance production has been
started by the trade's own
bank, the semi-official Banco
Nacional Cinematografico.
Among the first benefactors
were Argel Films, Produceiones Miguel Zacarias and
Fernando Soler y Sanchez
Tello, who hitherto were independent of the bank. They
were financed for one picture
each. Others receiving aid are
regular clients of the bank.
The ance
bank,
in its latestloans,
balsheet, announced
credits and discounts totaling
$1,389,453, and $1,900,000 of its
bonds in circulation.

Tulsa

Theatre

Post

To Ralph Drewry
Tulsa, Nov. 2. — Ralph Drewry has
been named general manager of Tulsa
Downtown Theatres, effective Dec. 1.
He will succeed J. C. Hunter, who is
resigning to operate the New Yorker
Hotel at Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., which
he has purchased.
Both Hunter and Drewry have been
with Tulsa Downtown Theatres — the
Ritz, Rialto, Orpheum and Majestic —
for more than 20 years. Both started
in the theatre business as ushers. Tulsa
Downtown is operated by Majestic
Amusement Co. and Ritz Theatre,
Inc., of which J. Harold Harris of
Dallas, is president. The houses were
formerly owned by Ralph Talbot.
Hunter is a director of the Theatre
Owners of Oklahoma.
Buffalo Tent Will
Toast Leff Today
Buffalo, Nov. 2. — Tent No._ 7,
Variety Club of Buffalo, will give
a testimonial luncheon tomorrow for
David Leff, United Artists branch
manager here for several years who
has been transferred to a similar post
in Cleveland.
Mannie A. Brown is now manager
of the local UA office, coming here
from Cleveland. Brown for many
years was manager of the local Paramount exchange and also was manager
of
same coming
company's
branch in
Toronto the
before
to Buffalo.
Alma

Theatre

Destroyed

Atlanta, Nov. 2. — A fire of undetermined origin destroyed the Alma
Theatre, Alma, Ga., a unit of Stein
Theatres. Damage was estimated at
between $75,000 and $100,000.
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metering device for counting the number of automobiles
passing over any designated location
has been announced by Mobile WashO-Matic and Engineering Co., Burbank, Cal. The unit can be placed on
the ground at a drive-in entrance or
any other desired area. Called the
"Carometer," it is constructed of heavy
gauge steel. It is available in two
models, one with a locked counter and
readily visible ; the other model has
the metering devic•e in a locked box.
A new line of rubber tile flooring
designed for commercial installation has been introduced by Congoleum-Nairn, Inc., Kearney, N. J.
Marketed under the "Gold Seal"
label, the product is available in
tiles 6 by 6, 9 by 9, 12 by 12 and 18
by 27 inches. There are 20 patterns
in the Vs-inch thick tiles, 10 of
which are available also in 3/32-inch
thickness. A descriptive folder in
color can be secured from the company.
•
ANEW

A four-page technical bulletin (No.
23-2) describing its expanded line of
series No. 23 gas-fired unit heaters
has been issued by the United States
Air Conditioning Corp. of Minnepolis. The new line includes a number of sizes with B. T. U. capacities
from 55,000 to 400,000 per hour and
bums all types of gas at the rated capacities, included in the booklet arc
capacity tables and roughing-in dimensions for the complete unit heater
line. The literature can be obtained
by writing to the company at 33rd
and Como Avenue, S. E., Minneapolis.
•
Visitors to the Theatre Seat Service
Co.'s booth (No. 50) at the TESMATEDA-Allied States trade show in
Chicago Nov. 17-19 will be given a
chance to win a deluxe electric alarm
radio by guessing the age of a rehabilitated theatre seat which will be on
display. All unsuccessful participants
will be given a souvenir. Staffing the
booth will be Fred H. Massey, president of the company, and F. S. Lawrence, production manager.
•
Stewart E. Lauer, president of
the York Corp., York, Pa., manufac
turers of air conditioning equipment, and a national vice-president
of the National Association of Man
ufacturers, has been presented with
an honorary doctor of laws degree
by Ursinus College at Collegeville,
Pa. Lauer received the degree for
his "outstanding work as an engi
neer, industrialist and citizen," according to N. E. McClure, president
of the college.
•
Election of Hubert J. Schlafly, Jr.,
as vice-president in charge of engineering for the TelePrompter Corp.
New York City, has been announced
by Irving B. Kahn, executive vicepresident. The corporation manufactures and leases an electronically synchronised and controlled prompting
device widely used in motion pictures
and television.

government's 16mm. anti-trust
the
suit, theatre television, the Council of
Motion Picture Organizations' camof the Federal adfor taxrepeal
paignmission
and numerous other trade
developments will be discussed and
acted upon by the delegates.
Film clinics, beginning in the afternoon following welcoming and keynote
speeches in the morning by Snaper
and Kirsch, respectively, will highlight the first day's activities. There
clinics held under coordiwill be sixWilliam
nator
A. Carroll: (1) For
or less), Charles
(3,500
towns,
small
Niles, chairman; (2) large towns, (up
to 25,000), Ben Marcus, chairman;
(3) large cities, John Wolf berg,
chairman; (4) key neighborhood and
sub runs, Morris Finkel, chairman;
(5) outdoor theatres, Rube Shor,
chairman; (6) circuit buyers and bidding, Irving Dollinger, chairman. The
film clinics will be carried over into
the morning session on Tuesday.
evening will feature a reMonday
view of the TESMA trade show.
Demonstration of RCA's large
screen television will highlight the
Tuesday afternoon session. N. L.
Halpern, president of Theatre Network Television, will lead a panel discussion over the closed circuit. Others
participating will be Trueman Rembusch, chairman, Kirsch, Leon R.
Back, Snaper, Wolfberg and Nathan
Yamins, all of the Allied television
committee.
Late Tuesday afternoon an open
forum will be held.
Another review of the TESMA
trade show and committee meetings
will dominate the morning session on
Wednesday, with a second open forum
set for the afternoon. An industry
banquet will be held in the evening, to
end the three-day meeting.
81

Short Subjects
(Continued from page 1)

comedies, six two-reel Leon Errol
comedies, in re-release, six Edgar
Kennedy comedies, in re-release, two
musical two-reel re-releases, 13 onereel RKO Pathe Sportscopes and 13
one-reel RKO Pathe Screenliners, all
in black and white.
In addition, there will be 18 new
Walt Disney Technicolor one-reelers,
two True-Life Adventures, and a
special short program entitled "Mickey
Mouse's Birthday Party," celebrating
the 25th birthday anniversary of
Mickey.
A special RKO Pathe film will be
"Operation A-Bomb," first film show
ing the explosion of one of the bombs
in color. Done in Eastman color, it i
scheduled for January release.
20th-Fox Meet
(Continued from page 1)
product presented by vice-president
Charles Einfeld and members of his
staff, will be aimed at pinpointin.
national campaigns
to fit regional
and local conditions.
Special emphasis will be placed on
the releases scheduled during the
branch managers' testimonial in effect
through Dec. 27 of this year. The
by Darryl F. Zanuck's
slate, headed
"The
Snows of Kilimanjaro," in
eludes "Stars and Stripes Forever,"
Damon Runyon's "Bloodhounds of
Broadway," "The Steel Trap," "The
Thief of Venice," "Pony Soldier," and
"My Pal Gus."

i

Daily

Slight
Coast

Decrease

Film

in

Production

Council

(Continued from page 1)

Hollywood, Nov. 2. — The production index shows a decrease of two
points, for a total of 34 pictures in
work. Four new pictures were started
and six finished.
Started were : "The Roar of the
Crowd," Allied Artists ; "Fast Company," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ; "Split
Second," RKO Radio; "Nearer My
God to Thee," 20th Century-Fox.
Completed were: "Star of Texas," Allied Artists ; "Houdini," Paramount ;
"Man on a Tight Rope," "Baptism of
Fire," and "The President's Lady,"
20th nerCentury-Fox;
"I Confess," WarBrothers.
Legion Places Four
Films in Class B

plans for financing.
Roy M. Brewer, IATSE Coast representative, recently came East to assist in planning what is described as
a superstructure for locals here. He
explained what the locals on the Coast
have accomplished, with special _ emphasis on the contracts between independent producers and the IATSE.
Participants in the Hollywood council include such non-IATSE unions
as the Screen Actors Guild and
Screen Extras Guild. Whether the
Eastern council ultimately will include
other than "IA" locals is not yet
known.
In addition to Walsh, Francavilla
and D'Inzilla, New York Council
planners
: Studio Mechanics
Daniel include
Doran,

Local 52; James DiGangi, Assistant
The Legion of Decency has placed Directors Local 161 ; Herman Gelber
four films in Class B and 10 in Class and Harry Garfman, Local 306 ; Jay
Rescher and Fred Fordham, CameraA, Sections I and II.
men's Local 644; George Waugh and
The Class B films are: "The Steel Paul D. Press, Laboratory TechniTrap" and "Bloodhounds of Broadcians Local 702 ; Maurice Scanlan,
way," 20th Century-Fox; "Every- Wardrobe Attendants Local 764; Fred
thing IHave Is Yours," M-G-M, and
Film Editors Local 771, and
"The Iron Mistress," Warner Jacobs,
Herman Buckman, Make-Up Artists
Brothers.
and Hair Stylists Local 798.
Allied Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)

ject the Allied arbitration committee
had given up the idea of analyzing the
arbitration draft by mail and had decided instead to meet as soon as the
members arrive in Chicago, prior to
the board meeting.
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Md. Censor Reversed
Baltimore, Nov. 2. — Three of four
sequences which the Maryland film
censor board had ordered deleted from
Lives" were orthe filmdered"Damaged
restored by Judge S. Ralph
Warnken in City Court here on ap-
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Inc.,

says:

laboratory

skilled

able organization to meet
deadlines.

BY

to

exacting
dependprogram
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If your films, too, are different
and need the most versatile
laboratory treatment— plus
creative ability, high quality and
speed— we invite your inquiry.

PSI-TV's Pathe-processed programs include : "China Smithf
"Playhouse of Stars" and other
outstanding television series in
addition to 68 current fulllength features.
Both New York and Hollywood Have Complete Pathe Laboratory Facilities:
3JMM
• l6MM
• COLOR
• BLACK
AND WHITE
Pathe Laboratories, Inc. is a subsidiary of Chesapeake Industries, Inc.
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NEW
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Says

Foreign

Problems

Call

For

Firmness

Aboaf
Stand

Urges 'Aggressive'
By U. S. Industry

By WALTER PASHKIN
The Motion Picture Association
was strongly urged to deal with
and present "an aggressive attitude" towards growing problems oi
a currently
highly lucrative
foreign market,
by Americo
Aboaf, Universal-I nternational foreign
sales manager,
on Monday.
Over-protection by form e n t s eigningovernthe
form of tariffs,
bans, mits
andand sub
perAmerico Aboaf
s i d i z e d i ncreased production which is in a
large measure dependent upon funds
(Continued on page 5)

$1,000,000
Sept.

Rise

in

Collections

Washington, Nov. 4. — General admission tax collections for September,
reflecting August business, were more
than $1,000,000 higher than the Sept.
' 1951 collections, the Bureau of Internal Revenue announced.
This is the first time since February
of this year that a 1952 monthly collection has been higher than the figure
for the comparable 1951 month. Industry officials have been expecting
(Continued on page 4)
Producers,

Theatres

YORK, U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

To Map
Cinerama
Plans Here Today
A conference on Cinerama
production plans and the setting of more theatres in key
situations to show Cinerama
product is scheduled to be
held here today.
Slated to attend are Louis
B. Mayer, board chairman of
Cinerama Productions Corp.;
Dudley Roberts, president,
Merian C. Cooper, general
manager in charge of the program of production, and
others.

NOVEMBER

RKO
For

Theatres'
9 Months

TEN

5, 1952

Net

RKO

at

Radio

Is
Plans

Listed

CENTS

Cut

to

$623,411

Divisions
Consolidated net profit of RKO Two
Theatres and subsidiaries for the first
nine months of 1952 was $623,411,
North-South Unit To Be
after taxes and all other charges, (including aloss of $157,121 on the sale Dropped in New Setup
of capital assets), compared with a
consolidated net profit for the first
By AL STEEN
nine months of 1951 of $1,053,844,
Plans
for
the realignment of
after taxes and all other charges, including aprofit of $380,577 on the sale RKO Radio Pictures' sales department call for the reduction of the
of capital assets, before taxes).
Consolidated net profit for the third present three-division setup to a
quarter of 1952 was $448,608, after two-division arrangement, it was re(Continued on page 4)
ported here. RKO currently maintains
Eastern, Western and North-South diKey NT Houses
May
visions, but it is understood that the
latter unit will be eliminated and integrated with the other two divisions.
Adopt Ice Shows
4V.P.' of
Jaffe Named
The
Canadian district now is
l
Col. Internationa
The projected ice show stage policy
a part of the North-South diviat the Roxy, if successful in New
sion, with Carl Peppercorn
York, will be inaugurated in key
heading the Dominion branches.
Election of Leo Jaffe as a vicehouses of National Theatres through- president ofnationalColumbia
Pictures InterIt is understood that the CaCorp.
nadian offices will be split geoout the counwas announced
try, Charles P.
graphically into the Eastern
here
following
a
Skouras, NT
and Western divisions.
meeting of the
president,
disOther districts now. within the
closed here
board of direcNorth- South scope and which will be
tors. Jaffe is
Monday at a
affected by the proposed switch to two
trade press
also assistant
treasurer of
divisions are the Southeastern, under
luncheon at the
(Continued on page 4)
St. M o r i t z
Columbia
Hotel.
tures Corp.,Picthe
Skouras said
parent company.
that one key
Herman
NT theatre in
Golden, compDetroit, St.
troller of CoLouis, Denver,
lumbia
InternaCharles
Skouras
t
i
o
n
a
1
, was
San Francisco
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 4. -The
I.eo Jaffe
U.
S. has granted the deand Los Anto treasurer,
as- succeeding Bernard
geles, would adopt an ice show stage promotedsistant
fendants in the 16mm. suit
(Continued
on
page
4)
(Continued on page 4)
a postponement in their
answer-date from Nov. 15
to Dec. 15. This is the
RKO
Radio
to Follow
Policy
second 30-day extension
granted. It is understood
the case will not go to
Of
Test
Runs
on
New
Films
trial for six or more
months following filing
RKO Radio Pictures plans to follow a policy of test engagements on
several of its forthcoming pictures in order to determine the type of of answers.
•
campaigns that will be most beneficial to exhibitors. This plan was

announced herefor Monday
by Charles Boasberg-, general sales manager,
the trade
at a luncheon for
trade press.
tive vice-president in charge of
Boasberg pointed out that the test
In TV
Promotion
runs would enable the sales depart- distribution, quicker decisions were
ment to determine audience reaction now possible. For example, BoasCleveland, Nov. 4. — For the first and the extent of patronage based on
berg said while "Androcoles and the
time, a group of first-run theatres advertising and promotion. Cam- Lion" was scheduled to go into general
release
last weekend, the picture has
paigns then can be revised, Boasberg
here are sponsors of a weekly halfhour TV program to promote attend- said. He added that it was not the been withdrawn until after Jan. 1 in
ance in theatres.
intention of the company to hold back order to prepare a new advertisingCo-sponsors of the program, which on releases, but rather to help theatres campaign. The RKO sales manager
starts Sunday, Nov. 16 and will be to cash in to a greater extent on RKO said he felt the company had a big
heard each Sunday for 13 weeks from
money picture in "Androcoles," as a
product.
Greater freedom of movement in de- result of a weekend opening in Denver
1 :00 to 1 :30 P.M., are M-G-M, Warit did record business at the
fining new sales plans was envisioned where
ner. Brothers, Paramount, 20th-CenParamount Theatre. The film also
tury-Fox, United Artists, Universal- by Boasberg, who said that in cooper(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 5)
ation with Arnold Picker, new execu-

COLUMBUS, Nov. 4. -In a
bulletin to members of the
IT0 of Ohio sent by secretary Robert Wile, Ohio exhibitors were urged to
follow up on their fight
for repeal of the Federal
20 per cent tax by reminding victorious candidates
in the Senatorial and Congressional races that
they now have an opportunity to vote for repeal.
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FCC
TV^Silly':
Theatre
M-G-M has set 12 pictures for tension
Washington Nov. 4.— The Federal Communications Commis
tative release for the four months
as
labeled
today derided talk from some segments of the industry which
starting
Jan. 1. These, in addition to
the five scheduled for November and
sion's attitude toward theatre television.
Commis
the
iced
Di-eiud
Joe
to
George Schur, assistant
to accuse the December, will give exhibitors 17 proBoth Commissioners and staffers said that it was "silly"
branch
s
unt'
Paramo
of
telehead
ductions from M-G-M, during the sixWalsh,
of prejudice against theatre
month period.
the
operations, has returned to his desk FCC
that
fact
the
of
view
in
n
visio
following six weeks recuperation from Commission authorized channels for See Post-Election
Pictures announced for January to
an operation.
•
the end of April are scheduled at three
theatre television service some time
a month. There will also be two others
The channels are allocated on a
Art Anderson, Warner Brothers ago.
carrier basis, they said, but
on
comm
rrecove
is
are "Lili,"
Midwest district manager,
with
Leslie handling.
Caron, Mel
Jean
TheyFerrer,
on B'way
for special
are available to theatre television.
Upsw
With ing
the elections over, Broadway Pierre Aumont, Zsa Zsa Gabor, and
Milwauing at St. Mary's Hospitals in
telee
theatr
the
d out that
All pointe
kee from gun shot wound suffered in
vision hearings had hardly started and theatremen look forward to a boost at Kurt Kasznar, and "The Story of
a hunting accident. •
of the evidence was still the box-office. This week, business at Three Loves," starring Leslie Caron,
bulk
that the
Commission always most New York first-runs was spotty Farley Granger, Ethel Barrymore,
"The
come.
to
Hugh Owen, Paramount Eastern keeps an open mind until it reaches and the drop in some situations was
Mason, Moira Shearer, Kirk
and Southern division manager, will a decision," one Commissioner said. attributed to people staying at home James
Douglas and Pier Angeli.
n
Bosto
in
s
rence
confe
sales
that
ct
added
er
to
condu
keyed to radio and television sets
A different Commission
For January, the releases will be
today and in New Haven tomorrow. "we have no view one way or the follow campaign developments.
"Above and Beyond," starring Robert
Last night, in an effort to buoy the Taylor, Eleanor Parker and James
other and won't have any until we
Morgan Hudgins, M-G-M studio have heard the evidence and see what box-office, many Broadway theatres
Search,"
featured announcements of important Whitmore;
publicist, left here yesterday by plane,
with Howard"The
Keel,Desperate
Jane Greer,
and
situation is."
Gardner to Eng- the "Nobody
Ava Afric
election
returns.
in
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Commission,
ying bi,
accompan
a.
Patricia
Medina
;
"The
Bad
and
the
land and Nairo
•
including the chairman, is going
'The Happy Time" at Radio City Beautiful," with Lana Turner, Kirk
Music
Hall
hit
a
nice
$128,000
for
its
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Douglas, Walter Pidgeon, Dick PowEric Johnston, MPAA president
is completed," another
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TV
At
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will
"Everything I Have Is Yours" opened
said, "and then we'll make a de• ram tonight.
"Chronoscope" prog
to a fair $20,000 for its first seven
For February, the pictures will be
cision based on the record."
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days. A house record for the off- "The Clown," " starring Red Skelton
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"there
that
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York busin
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from
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set by
high
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in
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New York.
The attitude of Commission officials
Election returns were broadcast to Leigh, Robert Ryan, Ralph Meeker
agreed with the opinion of lawyers, theatre audiences by the Paramount, and Millard Mitchell.
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Dixie Lee Crosby
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State
Loew's
theatre
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of
Roxy,
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first picture in March and will
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Coast
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Are

Picture

Up,

Down

Hollywood, Nov. 4. — Average weekly earnings of film
workers during September
climbed to a new high of
$112.48, compared to $111.57 in
August and $103.47 for Sept.,
1951, according to the State
Division of Labor Statistics
and research.
Average hours per week
worked decreased to 41.3 from
42 in August, thus bringing
the average hourly earnings
to $2.72 for September, six
cents more than during August and 20 cents more than
Sept., 1951.
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(Continued from page 1)
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opened in St. Louis, Salt Lake City
and Los Angeles, but there will be no
more bookings until early 1953.
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ists from seven
under
,
Midwest
:
l
districts
to three
plays "Thief of
to New York by RKO to see specia
United States that
June 1, 1953 is eligre and for inter- Herbert Greenblatt ; Rocky Moun- Venice" before st
pictu
the
of
screenings
is being launched
views with Goldwyn.
ible. The conte
tain, under A. L. Kolitz, and Western, under J. H. Maclntyre.
and Colin Look
ads will
ageThe ads
by two-plier's.
list the playaprecent
his
to
prior
erg,
Boasb
Doser Chief Barker
as sales chief, headed the dates of "Thief" • in first-run theNorth- Southpointmentdistrict.
atres in the United States.
only $626* for a
Of Pittsburgh Tent
10-DAY
wEdwin Miller, motion picture editor
Pittsburgh, Nov. 4— The follo
Theatres
1953 was elected by RKO
for
crew
ing
s
(Continued from page 1)
HAWAIIAN
of Seventeen, reviewed six picture
Variety Club, Tent No. 1 : Carl Doser,
pictures
These
issue.
t
curren
the
for
first
s,
chief barker; Norman Mervi
charges, (including
VACATION!
d assis- taxes and all other
are M-G-M's "Because You're Mine"
assistant ; Harold Lund, secon
the sale of cap- and "The Devil
Makes Three," Columr,
on
40
maste
rty
$173,6
a loss of
; Weiblinger, prope
tant Al
a
bia's "The Four Poster," RKO
ital assets). This compares with
and Sam Speranza, doughboy.
consolidated net profit for the third Radio's "Under the Red Sea," 20th
quarter of 1951 of $502,205, after
ry-Fox's "Monkey Bmmess'
taxes and all other charges, (including Centu
Includes Mainliner transportation, hotel Jaffe Named
and Walter putter's "the Amazing
(Continued from page 1
accommodations and sightseeing.
profit of $1,690.49 on the sale of
capital assets, before taxes).
Monsieur Fabre."
Air Lines' E. Zeeman, recently named treasurer
That's just one of United
beLady," Irvingns—
atio
oper
l
"The President's filmed
actua
.
from
Vacations
t deductions for charges and taxes Stone'
Profi
low-expense Hawaiian Air
of Columbia International.
by 20th
being
novel
s
fore
There are six others from which to
Jaffe's election will involve new re- —were better in the third quarter of Century-Fox, has has been selected by
sponsibilities for him in the foreign
choose, lasting up to 23 days. Call or
on Sept. 27, than in the Reader's Digest to appear in its quarve folder. field. For. a number of years he has 1952, ending
write for a free descripti
ing $1,474,1951, total
* From New York
bookon conden
period in1952
same in
of special
volumeThe story
terlysations.
the life
quarter, against
is based
been assisti% A. Schneider, Columbia 843
the
UNITED AIR LINES
vice-pre'sfdejSjt and treasurer, in mat- $1 424,688 in the 1951 quarter.
of Rachel and Andrew Jackson. Suters involving both domestic and forwere 3,914,913 shares of com
There
(Fares plus tax.) %
san Hayward and Charlton Heston
eign activities of the company.
mon stock outstanding last Sept. 27. will be starred. Walter Haas

policy if it pays off at NT's Roxy.
The Roxy will inaugurate its yearround ice show policy a few days before Christmas, Skouras said, reopening- the house after a two-week edalterathat
tion period. Skouras estimat
stage alterations and marquee changes
will cost an estimated $85,000. The ice
show, which will feature a cast numbering between 85 to 90 persons, will
last from 45 minutes to an hour
Skouras added.
Stage production, the NT president
explained, will be under the general
direction of Arthur Knorr, while
David T. Katz will remain as Roxy
executive director. The purpose of the
change in policy, Skouras explained,
is to make the Roxy a show-case,
similar in stature to Radio City Music
Hall. No decision, he said, has been
made as to pricing.
Skouras said the new board of N 1
will meet again on the Coast Nov. 20
to decide on a dividend declaration.
He reported NT business in some
areas better as compared to last year
and in other territories worse. He
added that the decrease was felt in the
TV areas.
NT has divested itself of 45 per cent
of the 90 theatres required to be sold
under the terms of the consent decree,
Skouras reported. He added that NT
would go into drive-in operation if
approval is gained from the government.
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Kashmir and also distribution rights.
supplied by American aid, were cited This has resulted in a ban on foreign
as the "difficulties which face us that
could be surmounted if we keep a importations primarily aimed at Indian films, but it is not expected to
Theatres involved are Loevv's State,
front."
long
hamper American film exhibiunited
Recently returned from a nine-week
Ohio and Stillman ; RKO's Palace
tion. He approvingly termed the re30,covered
that
tour
business
global
and Warner's Allen, Hippodrome, 000 miles and included visits to 20 ,cent French negotiations offer of $1,Tower, Lower Mall and Fairmount.
With the exception of the Fairmount, countries and 25 cities in the Near 200,000 a good-will gesture.
Aboaf said that Universal-Internaall are downtown houses.
East, Far East and Europe, Aboaf
tional was doing particularly well
found that "no matter what the conProduced by MCA
with
its
films and that the type of picditions are, war, pestilence or povture desired varied with the countryenof
erty, the people are desirous
The half-hour "live" program will
Theatre building or reconstruction is
be produced by MCA with Bill Gordon tertainment."
going
on in many places. In Cairo the
as master of ceremonies. Local film
Production is on the upswing
theatres burned during the January
men will form a rotating panel to give
in Italy, Germany, France, Japriots have been beautifully reconinformation about current and coming
structed and frequently enlarged with
an, and India and in some cases
attractions and to participate in a quiz
the aid of government finances. These
has cost American films prefor which prizes will be free admission
are reopening within the next few
ferred playing time and a subtickets to the theatre of the winner's
weeks. In Israel where there is a
sequent slight loss of revenue,
choice. Also appearing on the program
stark food shortage a new 1,600 seat
according
to
Aboaf.
He
said.
will be any film personalities— stars,
"The foreign market is there in
theatre has been built by an Amer.producers, directors, or publicity men
ican firm.
a healthy condition and it is for
— who happen to be in town. Whenever
us
to
do
what
we
can
to
keep
Theatres Run Down
possible, clips from pictures will also
our business there in the face
be used.
Exhibition in Japan is thriving but
of local production and protecIt is estimated that the cost of the
many of the theatres are being run
down due to lack of care. The U. S.
film-TV program, shared by the producer-theatre sponsors, will approxiAboaf revealed that the recent mis- Army has released all theatres in the
mate $1,000 a week.
sions by Hindu and Italian dignitaries country except the "Ernie Pyle". Of
tion."
had not been favorably looked upon the 3,600 theatres, 10 per cent play
in those countries because of what American films, 30 per cent play JapLesser in New Deal
anese films, and the remaining 60 per
was deemed unflattering coverage by
Hollywood, Nov. 4. — Sol Lesser the American press. He felt that cent play a mixed program. Aboaf deand Olle Nordemar, president of Art Italy's currency head, Jaschi, might
clared conditions were "potentially
Films, Sweden, jointly announced the resort to restrictive measures if more extremely good" although at present
formation of Aurora Productions, to satisfactory business arrangements re- there is an importation limitation due
sulting in greater Italian monies were to disagreement over distribution
produce features in Scandinavia and
handle the distribution of certain not forthcoming. He noted the first rights by distributors. There is a
Lesser productions there. Nordeman, Indian Technicolor film, "Aan," is a great sum of money spent on the
"Kachicko" or pin ball machine craze
who
produced annually.
"Kon-Tiki," will make great success and that there is an and
two features
Sunday
baseball draws huge
Indian-Pakistan feud going on over

Palm Springs, Cal., Nov. 4. —
General
of Telemeter's
television use
reception
facilities
by the residents
this heretofore video-lessof community
will commence late this week,

International, and Columbia. Others
are expected to participate at a later
date.

SALES

EXPLOITATION

according
to residents
Telemeter tapping
executives, with
the coaxial cable connecting
with giant receiving antennae
erected on a mountain nine
miles distant.
Racing against the calendar,
Telemeter Corp. flew fourone-ton reels of coaxial cable
from New York last Saturday
to set up multiple-set reception of election results at the
Racquet Club tonight.

2 Dividends

The board also declared a quarterly dividend of $1.06 per share on the
four and one-quarter per cent cumulative preferred stock of the company,
pavable
Dec. 17,
1 to1952.
stockholders of record on Nov.
crowds but as the ball games begin
early many in attendance go to see a
motion picture afterward.
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Declared

By Univ. Pictures
A semi-annual dividend of 50 cents
per share on the common stock was
declared here Monday by the board
of directors of Universal Pictures
Corp. Itholdersisof record
payableon Dec.
Nov. 5 20.to stock-
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To Map
Cinerama
Plans Here Today
A conference on Cinerama
production plans and the setting of more theatres in key
situations to show Cinerama
product is scheduled to be
held here today.
Slated to attend are Louis
B. Mayer, board chairman of
Cinerama Productions Corp.;
Dudley Roberts, president,
Merian C. Cooper, general
manager in charge of the program of production, and
others.

NOVEMBER

RKO
For

Theatres'
9 Months

Listed

at

CENTS

5, 1952

Net

Is

RKO
\
Plans

Radio
Cut

to

$623,411

Two
Divisions
Consolidated net profit of RKO
Theatres and subsidiaries for the first
nine months of 1952 was $623,411, North-South Unit To Be
after taxes and all other charges, (including aloss of $157,121 on the sale Dropped in New Setup
Aboaf Urges 'Aggressive'
of capital assets), compared with a
Stand By U. S. Industry
consolidated net profit for the first
By AL STEEN
nine months of 1951 of $1,053,844,
By WALTER PASHKIN
Plans for the realignment of
after taxes and all other charges, inThe Motion Picture Association
Radio
sales departcluding aprofit of $380,577 on the sale RKO ment
call forPictures'
the reduction
of the
with
deal
was strongly urged to
of capital assets, before taxes).
Consolidated net profit for the third present three-division setup to a
and present "an aggressive attiquarter of 1952 was $448,608, after two-division arrangement, it was retude" towards growing problems of
a currently
(Continued on page 4)
ported here. RKO currently maintains
highly lucrative
Eastern, Western and North-South divisions, but it is understood that the
foreign market, Key NT Houses
May
latter unit will be eliminated and inb y Am e r i c o
tegrated with the other two divisions.
Aboaf, Univer- Adopt Ice Shows
4VJV of
Jaffe Named
sal-I nternaThe
Canadian district now is
tional foreign
Col. International
The
projected
ice
show
stage
policy
a
part
of the North-South divir,
sales manage
sion, with Carl Peppercorn
at the Roxy, if successful in New
on Monday.
heading the Dominion branches.
York, will be inaugurated in key
Election of Leo Jaffe as a viceOver-protec- houses of National Theatres throughIt is understood that the Capresident ofnationalColumbia
Pictures InterCorp.
tion by fornadian offices will be split geoout
the
coungraphically into the Eastern
ments eigningovernthe
was
announced
try, Charles P.
and Western divisions.
here following a
form of tariffs, Skouras, NT
meeting of the
Other districts now within the
disbans, and per- president,
ci os e d here
Americo Aboaf
mits and subboard of direcNorth-South scope and which will be
tors. Jaffe is
s i d i z e d i n- Monday at a
affected by the proposed switch to two
also assistant
creased production which is in a trade press
divisions are the Southeastern, under
treasurer
of
luncheon
at
the
(Continued on page 4)
large measure dependent upon funds
St.
Moritz
{Continued on page 5)
Hotel.
Columbia
Pictures Corp., the
Skouras said
parent company.
16mm.
Defendants
that one key
Herman
Rise in NT theatre in
$1,000,000
Golden, compDetroit, St.
troller of CoGet Postponement
Louis, Denver,
lumbia
InternaCharles Skouras
Sept. Collections
t i o n a 1 , was
San Francisco
Leo Jaff e
Los Angeles, Nov. 4. — Defendants
promoted to as
AnLos
and
Washington, Nov. 4. — General adgeles, would adopt an ice show stage sistant treasurer, succeeding Bernard in the Government's 16mm. case were
(Continued on page 4)
mission tax collections for September,
(Continued on page 4)
granted a postponement of their anreflecting August business, were more
swer-date from Nov. 15 to Dec, 15
than $1,000,000 higher than the Sept.
by William C. Dixon, chief of the
1951 collections, the Bureau of InWest Coast anti-trust division of the
ternal Revenue announced.
Department of Justice. This is the
RKO
Radio
to Follow
Policy
This is the first time since February
second 30-day extension granted by
the Government. It is understood the
of this year that a 1952 monthly collection has been higher than the figure
case will not go to trial for six or
Films
New
on
Runs
Test
more months following filing of
for the comparable 1951 month. In- Of
dustry officials have been expecting
answers.
(Continued on page 4)
RKO Radio Pictures plans to follow a policy of test engagements on
several of its forthcoming pictures in order to determine the type of
campaigns that will be most beneficial to exhibitors. This plan was
Follow-ups
Producers, Theatres
announced here Monday by Charles Boasberg, general sales manager, Urges
at a luncheon for the trade
trade press
On
Candidates
tive vice-president in charge ; of
Promotion
In TV
Boasberg pointed out that the test
runs would enable the sales depart- distribution, quicker decisions were
ment to determine audience reaction now possible. For example, Boas_ Columbus,
O., toNov.
4. — victorious
Ohio exCleveland, Nov. 4. — For the first and the extent of patronage based on
hibitors are urged
remind
berg said while "Androcoles and the
Lion"
was
scheduled
to
go
into
general
candidates
in
the
Ohio
Senatorial
and
theatres
first-run
of
Camgroup
a
time,
advertising and promotion.
here are sponsors of a weekly halfpaigns then can be revised, Boasberg release last weekend, the picture has Congressional races that now they
program to promote attend- said. He added that it was not the been withdrawn until after Jan. 1 in. have an opportunity to vote for repeal
hour anceTVin theatres.
intention of the company to hold back order to prepare a new advertising- of the Federal admission tax, in an
Co-sponsors of the program, which on releases, but rather to help theatres campaign. The RKO sales manager ITO of Ohio bulletin by secretary
said he felt the company had a big Robert Wile.
starts' ' Sunday, Nov. 16 and will be to cash in to a greater extent on RKO
heard each Sunday for 13 weeks from
"This is vital to the success of the
money
in "Androcoles,"
as a
product.
result ofpicture
a weekend
opening in Denver
Greater freedom of movement in de- where
1 :00 to 1 :30 P.M., are M-G-M, Warit
did
record
business
at
the
campaign,"
said Wile, who asked exfining new sales plans was envisioned Paramount Theatre.
hibitors to send congratulatory wires
ner Brothers, Paramount, 20th-CenThe film also
and to include the repeal reminder.
tury-Fox, United Artists, Universal- by Boasberg, who said that in cooper(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 5)
ation with Arnold Picker, new execu-
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'Silly':

from

Six

MGM

Months

FCC

TV
Theatre
M-G-M has set 12 pictures for tenWashington, Nov. 4. — The Federal Communications Commission
tative release for the four months
as
labeled
which
industry
the
of
today derided talk from some segments
starting Jan. 1. These, in addition to
the five scheduled for November and
prejudiced the Commission's attitude toward theatre television.
the December, will give exhibitors 17 proBoth Commissioners and staffers said that it was "silly" to accuse
ductions from M-G-M, during the sixFCC of prejudice against theatre tele
month period.
vision in view of the fact that the
Pictures announced for January to
Commission authorized channels for See Post-Election
theatre television service some time
the end of April are scheduled at three
a month. There will also be two others
allocated on a
ago.' The channels are they
said, but
common carrier basis,
are "Lili,"
TheyFerrer,
on B'way
with
Leslie handling.
Caron, Mel
Jean
ng
for special
Upswi
are available to theatre television.
With the elections over, Broadway Pierre Aumont, Zsa Zsa Gabor, and
telee
the theatr
All pointed outhadthathardly
started and theatremen look forward to a boost at
vision hearings
Kurt Kasznar, and "The Story of
that the bulk of the evidence was still the box-office. This week, business at Three Loves," starring Leslie Caron,
most
New
York
first-runs
was
spotty
always
ssion
Commi
"The
come.
to
Farley Granger, Ethel Barrymore,
keeps an open mind until it reaches and the drop in some situations was James Mason, Moira Shearer, Kirk
attributed
to
people
staying
at
home
a decision," one Commissioner said.
Douglas and Pier Angeli.
A different Commissioner added that keyed to radio and television sets to
For January, the releases will be
"we have no view one way or the follow campaign developments.
"Above and Beyond," starring Robert
other and won't have any until we
Last night, in an effort to buoy the Taylor, Eleanor Parker and James
Morgan Hudgins, M-G-M studio have heard the evidence and see what box-office, many Broadway theatres
Search,"
featured announcements of important Whitmore;
publicist, left here yesterday by plane,
with Howard"The
Keel,Desperate
Jane Greer,
and
situation is."
Ava Gard.ner to Eng- the "Nobody
in the Commission,
election returns.
panying bi,
accomland
Africa
Patricia Medina; "The Bad and the
and Nairo
including the chairman, is going
•
"The Happy Time" at Radio City
Music Hall hit a nice $128,000 for its Beautiful," with Lana Turner, Kirk
mind until the
his
up
make
to
Douglas, Walter Pidgeon, Dick PowEric Johnston, MPAA president,
record is completed," another
opening week. At Loew's State, hame.ell, Barry Sullivan and Gloria Grawill be the guest on the CBS-TV
said, "and then we'll make a deEverything
I Have for
Is its
Yours"
"Chronoscope" progr
• am tonight.
to
a fair $20,000
firstopened
seven
For February, the pictures will be
cision based on the record."
rn
days.
A
house
record
for
the
offp. x. Dana, Universal Easte
The
Clown," starring Red Skelton
Still another maintained that "there Broadway Fine Arts Theatre was
up-state New isn't any question about prejudice besales manager, is on an week.
Considine; "Jeopardy,"
and Timmy
cause theatre television is herealready. broken by "The Promoter," a robust with
York business trip • this
Barbara Stanwyck, Barry Sulli$15,000 having been chalked up for its
It's just a question of who is going first seven days, beating the previous
van and Ralph Meeker ; and "The
Bernard Smith, Paramount pro- to be licensed for the theatre television
Naked Spur," with color in Technicolor, featuring James Stewart, Janet
ducer, has returned to Hollywood from
set by
highOct.,
1951."The Lavender Hill Mob"
The attitude of Commission officials in Election
New York.
Leigh, Robert Ryan, Ralph Meeker
returns
were
broadcast
to
service."with the opinion of lawyers,
and Millard Mitchell.
agreed
"Sombrero," in Technicolor, will be
both
in and out of the industry, who theatre audiences by the Paramount,
Dixie Lee Crosby
Criterion, Loew's State and the the first picture in March and will
sat through the portion of the theatre Roxy,
television hearing that ended last week. Capitol, with most houses following have Ricardo Montalban, Pier Angeli,
Funeral Rites Held
fea- Vittorio Gassman, Cyd Charisse, and
the City
The consensus of the attorneys who the policy
of not interrupting
ture for announcements.
Radio
serHollywood, Nov. 4.— Funeral
that
was
case
the
to
parties
represent
Music
Hall
utilized
its
TV
set
in
the Yvonne DeCarlo. Two others in
of
wife
vices for Dixie Lee Crosby,
the
Commission
had
"bent
over
back
main lounge for keeping patrons March, are "Rogue's March," starring
Bing Crosby, who died of cancer
Peter Lawford, Richard Greene and
posted on the progress of returns.
Saturday, were held yesterday in wards to be fair."
'Limelight' Strong
Beverly Hills. A Requiem mass was
Janice Rule, and "I Love Melvin,"
Optimistic
offered at the Roman Catholic Church Fabian
Donald O'Constarring
ner
and Debbie
Reynolds.
Technicolor,
Msgr.
of the Good Shepherd with
at
t
ht"
imen
"Limelig
is
Sent
stronga fine $35,000 was
On FCC
theHolding
Astor, up
where
Patrick J. Concannon officiating.
will be
Wife" Debora
April,
h
seen for the second week. At the theForfirst,
Cary Grant,
with "Dream
The former singing and dancing
ComFederal
the
that
sm
Optimi
munications Commission will grant two-day Trans-Lux 60th Street, fea Kerr, Walter Pidgeon and Betta St.
star is also survived by four sons:
Gary Evan, twins Philip Land and the industry theatre television fre turing the same film, a solid $12,300 John. This will be followed by "Smallg
Town Girl," in Technicolor, starrin
Dennis Michael, and Lindsay Harry. quencies was expressed here by Si is indicated for the second stanza.
and
"Operation
Secret"
will
have
a
pre
Jane Powell
Fabian, chairman of the National Ex- miere today at the Paramount, replac "Connie
" withand
n and ,Janet
VanFarley
JohnsoGranger
Commition
Televis
Theatre
hibitors
ices
Serv
Leigh.
Funeral
tee.
ing "Springfield Rifle," which bowed
Fabian
scored reports that the out at a pretty good $55,000 for its
For Thomas
Spry
second
week. A steady $32,000 is
FCC, which has just completed the
Boston, Nov. 4.— Funeral services first phase of its theatre TV hear forecast for the seventh week of Spinrad to Start
for Thomas B. Spry, who died at his
unreceptive to the in "Snows of Kilimanjaro" at the Rivoli Consulting Firm
home in Scituate, Mass., were held ings, has been
The fourth and final week of "Just for
dustry's
bid
for
channels.
Leonard Spinrad, news and feature
Memorial Funtoday at the Crosby
You" at the Capitol registered a satFriday.
last
eral Home. Spry died
of Warner Brothers' home of"Prisoner of editor
isfactory
$21,000.
fice publicity department, has resigned,
He was for many years the Bos- Services Held for James Zenda" opened
there
yesterday.
Another Election Day opening was effective next month, to become an
ton franchise holder for First NaMilwaukee, Nov. 4. — Services
tional Pictures. He then became the were held in Flint, Mich., for Wallace
tant. A successor
"Way of a Gaucho" at the Roxy. independent consul
first Boston branch manager for O. James, former theatre operator "The
will be appointed later.
Thief"
closed
there
with
a
fairly
Warner Brothers. He resigned that here, who died in Flint last week.
d, who joined the company
good $44,000 realized in the last six as Spinra
a feature writer in 1940, will advise
position because of ill health about 15 Burial was in Arlington National davs
of its third week. The second
years ago. He is survived by his Cemetery. At the time of his death he
clients on moweek of "The Lusty Men" at the Cri editorial and industrial
widow, Elizabeth.
tion picture matters.
managed a drive-in near Flint.
Road"
$15,000.to"Cairo
a fair opened
a moderate
James, who also managed theatres terion
at thedidGlobe
is
York,
New
and
t
Detroi
o,
Chicag
Dies
in
ds
Henry Edwar
$12,000 for its initial seven days.
in His
survived by his widow, a daughter and
of "The
"Breaking Through the Sound Bar Arms
h week
the fourt
up
London, Eng., Nov. 4.— British film two
Holding
air. World
the Mayf
" at
sons.
actor and director Henry Edwards
rier" will open at the Victoria tomor
row. "The Fourposter" wound up its strongly is "O Henry's Full House
died Sunday. He is featured in the
where
Girtanner Dies
Fred
engagement there with a moderate at the 52nd Street Trans-Lux,
"Trent's
ion,
product
Herbert Wilcox
$10,000 for its
hit
to
due
is
re
pictu
the
and
Welles
T.
Orson
Fred
with
4.—
Last Case,"
Tacoma, Wash., Nov.
for its third week. "The Four third week: A satisfactory $4,500 is
Margaret Lockwood, which premiered Girtanner, 67, for 15 years owner of $12,000
poster" is remaining at the off -Broad
sixth inning of The
,
County
in
d
Pierce
in
es
suburban theatr
way Sutton, which expects a steady forecast for the
here Friday. He also appeare
g.which
ndie,
in
the Norma
aten
attack.
Nov. 10Box"
op
"The Magic Bow," "Green for Dan- died at his home of a heart
third stanza. for Magic
film's
the
for
$9,000
Nebr.
us,
t" for a
Columb
of
Stree
native
el
a
He was
A fairly nice $15,000 is indicated
has scheduled 'Ang
ger" and "Dear Mr. Prohack."
Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and PubH^
„

ved
STANLEY KRAMER has arri
t.
Coas
the
in New York from
•
George Schur, assistant to Joe
branch
Walsh, head of Paramount's
operations, has returned to his desk
following six weeks recuperation from
an operation.
•
Art Anderson, Warner Brothers
Midwest district manager, is recoverMilwauing at St. Mary's Hospital in
kee from gun shot wounds suffered in
a hunting accident. •
Hugh Owen, Paramount Eastern
and Southern division manager, will
s in Boston
conduct sales confe
• rence
.
today and in New Haven tomorrow.
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NT

Houses
(Continued from page 1)

policy if it pays off at NT's Roxy.
The Roxy will inaugurate its yearrOund ice show policy a few days before Christmas, Skouras said, reopening the house after a two-week alteration period. Skouras estimated that
stage alterations and marquee changes
will cost an estimated $85,000. The ice
show, which will feature a cast numbering between 85 to 90 persons, will
last from 45 minutes to an hour,
Skouras added.
Stage production, the NT president
explained, will be under the general
direction of Arthur Knorr, while
David T. Katz will remain as Roxy
executive director. The purpose of the
change in policy, Skouras explained,
is to make the Roxy a show-case,
similar in stature to Radio City Music
Hall. No decision, he said, has been
made as to pricing.
Skouras said the new board of NT
will meet again on the Coast Nov. 20
to decide on a dividend declaration.
He reported NT business in some
areas better as compared to last year
and in other territories worse. He
added that the decrease was felt in the
TV areas.
NT has divested itself of 45 per cent
of the 90 theatres required to be sold
under the terms of the consent decree,
Skouras reported. He added that NT
would go into drive-in operation if
approval is gained from the government.

Skouras, as chairman of the research committee of the Theatre Owners of America, said that little has
been accomplished by the group in the
films, explainway of third-dimension for
research is
ing the millions needed
unavailable. He praised the Cinerama
r of anprocess, adding that a numbe
gles still must be worked out before
its widespread adoption.
Ticket Tax Take
(Continued from page 1)
an increase in fall admission tax collections since mid-summer, when reports of a box-office upturn began
coming in.
Collections for September were
$32,174,968, compared with $31,021,105
for the comparable 1951 month. This
year's September collections rose more
over the August colthan $4,000,000
lections, which were $28,067,623

only $626*

for a

10-DAY
HAWAIIAN
VACATION!

Includes Mainliner transportation, hotel
accommodations and sightseeing.

Air Lines'
That's just one of United
low-expense Hawaiian Air Vacations.
There are six others from which to
choose, lasting up to 23 days. Call or
write for a free descriptive folder.
* From New York
UNITED AIR LINES
(Fares plus tax.)
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Picture

Up,

Down

Hollywood, Nov. 4. — Average weekly earnings of film
workers during September
climbed to a new high of
$112.48, compared to $111.57 in
August and $103.47 for Sept.,
1951, according to the State
Division of Labor Statistics
and research.
Average hours per week
worked decreased to 41.3 from
42 in August, thus bringing
the average hourly earnings
to $2.72 for September, six
cents more than during August and 20 cents more than
Sept., 1951.
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Runs

(Continued from page 1)
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opened in St. Louis, Salt Lake City
and Los Angeles, but there will be no
more bookings until early 1953.
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{Continued from page 1)
International, and Columbia. Others
are expected to participate at a later
date.
Theatres involved are Loevv's State,
Ohio and Stillman ; RKO's Palace
and Warner's Allen, Hippodrome,
Tower, Lower Mall and Fairmount.
With the exception of the Fairmount,
all are downtown houses.
Produced by MCA
The half-hour "live" program will
be produced by MCA with Bill Gordon
as master of ceremonies. Local film
men will form a rotating panel to give
information about current and coming
attractions and to participate in a quiz
for which prizes will be free admission
to the theatre of the winner's
tickets
choice. Also appearing on the program
will be any film personalities — stars,
producers, directors, or publicity men
— who happen to be in town. Whenever
possible, clips from pictures will also
be used.
It is estimated that the cost of the
film-TV program, shared by the producer-theatre sponsors, will approximate $1,000 a week.
Lesser

in New

Deal
Hollywood, Nov. 4. — Sol Lesser
and Olle Nordemar, president of Art
Films, Sweden, jointly announced the
formation of Aurora Productions, to
produce features in Scandinavia and
handle the distribution of certain
Lesser productions there. Nordeman,
"Kon-Tiki," will make
produced annually.
who
two features

Picture
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Start

(Continued from page 1)
Kashmir and also distribution rights.
supplied by American aid, were cited This has resulted in a ban on foreign
as the "difficulties which face us that
could be surmounted if we keep a importations primarily aimed at Indian films, but it is not expected to
united front."
long
hamper American film exhibiRecently returned from a nine-week
tion.
He approvingly termed the re30,covered
that
tour
global business
cent French negotiations offer of $1,000 miles and included visits to 20
countries and 25 cities in the Near 200,000 a good-will gesture.
Aboaf said that Universal-InternaEast, Far East and Europe, Aboaf
tional was doing particularly well
found that "no matter what the con- with its films and that the type of picditions are, war, pestilence or povture desired varied with the countryerty, the people are desirous of en- Theatre building or reconstruction is
tertainment."
going on in many places. In Cairo the
theatres burned during the January
Production is on the upswing
riots have been beautifully reconin Italy, Germany, France, Japstructed and frequently enlarged with
an, and India and in some cases
the aid of government finances. These
has cost American films preare reopening within the next few
ferred playing time and a subweeks. In Israel where there is a
sequent slight loss of revenue,
stark food shortage a new 1,600 seat
according to Aboaf. He said,
"The foreign market is there in
theatre has been built by an Amera healthy condition and it is for
ican firm.
us to do what we can to keep
Theatres Run Down
our business there in the face
Exhibition in Japan is thriving but
of local production and protecmany of the theatres are being run
down due to lack of care. The U. S.
Aboaf revealed that the recent mis- Army has released all theatres in the
tion."
sions by Hindu and Italian dignitaries country except the "Ernie Pyle". Of
had not been favorably looked upon the 3,600 theatres, 10 p<er cent play
in those countries because of what American films, 30 per cent play Japanese films, and the remaining 60 per
was deemed unflattering coverage by
that
felt
He
the American press.
cent play a mixed program. Aboaf declared conditions were "potentially
Italy's currency head, Jaschi, might
resort to restrictive measures if more extremely good" although at present
satisfactory business arrangements re- there is an importation limitation due
sulting in greater Italian monies were to disagreement over distribution
not forthcoming. He noted the first rights by distributors. There is a
great sum of money spent on the
"Aan,"_isisana "Kachicko" or pin ball machine craze
Indian Technicolor film, there
great success and that
baseball draws huge
Indian-Pakistan feud going on over and Sunday
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this hereby the residents
tofore video-lessof community
will commence late this week,
according
to residents
Telemeter tapping
executives, with
the coaxial cable connecting
with giant receiving antennae
erected on a mountain nine
miles distant.
Racing against the calendar,
Telemeter
flew fourone-ton reelsCorp.
of coaxial
cable
from New York last Saturday
to set up multiple-set reception of election results at the
Racquet Club tonight.

2 Dividends

Specialized
of
and/or SUBTITLED

The board also declared a quarterly dividend of $1.06 per share on the
four and one-quarter per cent cumulative preferred stock of the company,
stockholders of rec1 to1952.
Dec. 17,
pavable
ord on Nov.
crowds but as the ball games begin
early many in attendance go to see a
motion picture afterward.
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OPPORTUNITY:

Declared

By Univ. Pictures
A semi-annual dividend of 50 cents
per share on the common stock was
declared here Monday by the board
of directors of Universal Pictures
payableon Dec.
Corp. Itholdersisof record
Nov. 520.to stock-
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AAA

CENTS

Policies

Toward

Hand

Arbitration

Proponents Say Ass'n
Could Be Cost-Saver
A growing interest in having the
American Arbitration Association
administer the industry's proposed
arbitration system is indicated in
both exhibition and distribution
circles. A sharp difference of opinion
over the possibility of having- the
AAA in the picture prevailed in the
early days of arbitration discussions,
but it is reported that opponents and
proponents of AAA participation are
getting closer together, in favor of the
association. As yet, no overtures have
been made to the AAA nor has any
advice been sought from the organization as to operational procedure.
Meanwhile, a pattern for the financing of a new arbitration system for the
motion picture industry is reported to
have been drawn up and to be under
consideration. One of the principal
obstacles in blueprinting a new system
has been the matter of costs. Some
{Continued on page 4)

Small, who distributes through United
Artists, has closed a new
financing deal with the
Bankers Trust Co. of New
York. While the amount of
the finances involved was
not revealed, the bank's
Harry Watkins said the
deal indicated the bank's
confidence in the UA managem nt .
•
Edward
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Grows
Federal

For

NOVEMBER

Business
Texas COMPO
Seeks
State Tax Change
Dallas, Nov. 5. — T e x a s
COMPO tomorrow will launch
a campaign to have the state
admission tax made applicable
to prices of $1 instead of the
51 cents and over level now
in effect. A 10-page booklet
has been prepared to guide
exhibitors in their approach
to state legislators for suport of the change.

Find

Election

Ballyhoo

No

Night
Help

Despite the ballyhoo devoted to the
message that important election returns would be broadcast to theatre pairons, New York theatres, in the main,
suffered a dip at the box-office Election Night, a poll of circuits disclosed
here yesterday.
Along Broadway, most first-run
houses reported business good for
matinees while grosses declined during the evening. With the exception
of RKO Theatres, most other circuits reported neighborhood business
down Election Night. RKO Theatres
said that the box-office was lively both
during the day and evening.
Educators
Film

to Honor

Studio

Heads

Hollywood, . Nov. 5.— A group of
nationally known educators will honor
studio heads tomorrow with a dinner
and reception at the Beverly Hills
Hotel for "the significant contributions" Hollywood films are making
aids in schools throughTORONTO, Nov. 5. — Six as teaching
out the United States.
Canadian film leaders
Dr. Roy E. Simpson, California
were honored tonight by Superintendent of Public Instruction,
the Canadian Picture Pio- will be host and will be joined in the
neers. Scrolls went to tribute by many prominent educators,
including Dr. Willard E. Givens, forJohn Chuberg of Vancoumer executive secretary of the Naver ; George Anetakos and
tional Education Association; Dr.
L. E. Ouimet of Montreal,
Mark May of Yale University ; Dr.
Jule Allen of this city; A. J. Stoddard, superintendent of Los
; Roger Albright, diArch J. Mason of Spring- Angeles rectorschools
of educational services of the
late
the
and
hill, N.S.,
Motion Picture Association ; members
P. G. Spencer of Saint of the state board of education, and
(Continued on page 4)
John, N. B.
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Eisenhower
Taxes,
But

Administration

Fewer

Tariff

Change

Controls,

Policy

Leans

Less

Could

to Lower

Interference,

Bring

Retaliation

By J. A. OTTEN
Washington, Nov. 5.— Barring an all-out war, business generally— and including the motion picture industry — can look for a
slightly easier time at the hands of the Federal Government during the next few years. How this will be translated into specific acts
affecting the film industry is still too early to say.
An Eisenhower Administration — regardless of how the still uncertain struggle for control of Congress goes — will probably mean
lower taxes over the next few
Blame
Rising Costs
years, though not necessarily a cut
in the admission tax. It will mean a
For Col. Profit Dip
more lenient anti-trust policy, though
not necessarily any dropping of the
Increased costs of production and 16mm. case. It will mean fewer congeneral operations were blamed for
trols on business, though not necessarily the complete ending right now
the dip in Columbia Pictures Corp.
profits for the year ended June 30, of theatre construction controls.
An admission tax cut, a dropping'
1952, despite the record income realized by the company in the 12 month of the 16mm. suit, ending of theatre
construction controls are all definite
period, according to a letter to stockholders by Harry Cohn, president.
possibilities — they're just not certain,
part of the difficulty of translating
Comparing
the
current
year's
operation with previous years, Cohn broad trends into specific instances.
pointed out that gross income for 1952
For example, a Republican adminwas $59,081,213, the largest in the
istration will probably mean an initial
company's 30-year history. However, economy wave. This, plus a natural
the net profit for 1952, it was re- tapering-off in defense spending toward the end of 1954, should make
ported, was $802,872, compared to
$1,497,814 in 1951 when the gross in- possible some small tax cuts. At this
come was $55,368,284.
point, it looks almost certain that
Cohn cited the increase in labor
both the new administration and Congress will let the excess profits tax
costs
an example.
Saidindustry
he : "Thein
added aslabor
costs in the
expire next June 30, on schedule. But
Hollywood alone amount to $13,000,- not too many film industry firms have
000 annually, of which our share has been affected by this tax.
amounted to $1,400,000. Unlike many
There'll have to be a tax bill next
(Continued on page 4)
other industries, an increased cost is
(Continued on page 4)
Public
Group

Relations
for

Canada

Toronto, Nov. 5. — Formal start was
made on a proposed motion picture institute of Canada as suggested by the
Motion Picture Industry Council last
week in Ottawa when the Motion Picture Theatres Association of Ontario
in convention here enthusiastically endorsed the project, in which a prime
mover is Nat Taylor of Toronto, head
of 20th Century Theatres.
Plans call for a central bureau
which would work for better boxrOffice and improved public relations on
a cooperative basis to meet the new
threat of Canadian television.

Grant

to

Coast

Studio

Problems

on

Arnold Grant, chairman of the board
of directors of RKO Radio Pictures,
is expected to fly to the Coast today
on RKO studio plans immediately followingthe
this afternoon's
meeting of
RKO board scheduled
here.
The board today is expected to appoint, three new directors, filling the .
vacancies caused by the recent resignations of Ralph Stolkin, Abraham L.
Koolish and
William
mission
to the
Coast, Gorman.
delayed Grant's
by the
internal problems of the company in
the East, is a two-fold one, to find
a studio head and to map the.resump(Continued on page 4)
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Personal
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Myers

Charges

Encouraging

to

Washington, Nov. 5.— The FedHARTMAN, Paramount
eral Communications Commission did
production chief, is due in New
York from Hollywood Monday for not give the industry much encouragement in its hopes for theatre television
conferences.
10 days of home office
•
channels during the course of the recent theatre television hearing, Allied
Jack S. Connolly, chief of the
newsreel and special events branch of States Association general counsel
the U. S. Department of State, has Abram F. Myers said today.
In a bulletin to Allied members,
been given the Superior Service
Award, second highest decoration that Myers declared he must report that in
a civilian can obtain in government.
his judgment "nothing occurred to in•
dicate that the commissioners are inclined to allocate channels for theatre
Harold Wirthwein, Allied Artists
Western sales manager, has returned
On the contrary, Myers went on,
to Hollywood from San Francisco, television."
accompanied by Mel Hulling, West "most of the questions propounded
and observations made seemed to be
Coast franchise owner.
•
quite discouraging."
Myers said he had carefully obJerry Pickman, Paramount vicepresident in charge of advertising and
served the first phase of the hearing
publicity, will return here today from and complimented the National Exhibitors Theatre Television CommitUnited Theatres conventhe Rowley
tion in Dallas.
tee on an "excellent job." He added,
•
however, that "the fight is not lost by
Berry Greenberg, Warner Brothers
any means" and that the Commission
home office foreign department repre- would be presented in the January porsentative, has returned from a trip
tion of the hearing with facts "calcuthrough the Far East.
•
tions. lated to overcome" Commission objec-
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Interest

Portland, Ore., Nov. 5. — Ralph
Stolkin, Edward G. Burke and Sherrill Corwin, members of the syndicate

Parade

in
prepar
ON highlig
NATI
CORO
htedations
d are
Englan
in current newsreels. Also featured are forest fires in the East, bitter fighting in
Korea, prison riots in Ohio, a British
jet plane crash, and college football

games.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 90— Leathernecks in bitter fight for Korean hill. Boston battles a big pier blaze. British jet
which bought Howard Hughes' controlling stock interest in RKO Pic- liner crashes in Rome. Fires menacing forests in East. Fashions in wool. Georgia
tures, have sold their 33 per cent interest in the Portland and Seattle Tech-Duke, Michigan State-Purdue football
radio stations to employes of station
games.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 22»— UN and
KOIN, Portland, and to Ted R. GamReds locked in deadly see-saw battle. Cproble, chairman and partner in the oper- nation
preview. Borneo greets duchess.
ations, and Arch Morton, Seattle sta- Police perform for Egypt's strong-man.
tion manager.
Michigan
-Purdue, U.C.L.A.-California football State
games.
An amended application for television channel No. 6 has been filed with
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 23— Coronation preparations in England. With Uncle
the Federal Communications Commission announcing the sale of the stock, Sam's Leathernecks in Korea. Aftermath
Gamble said. Stolkin recently resigned of tension behind prison bars at Menard
Illinois and Ohio State Penias president and a director of RKO State Prison,
tentiary in Ohio. Michigan State-Purdue,
Texas-Southern
Methodist football games.
Pictures following unfavorable publicity in the Wall Street Journal conTELENEWS
DIGEST, No. 45A^Presicerning his past business activities.
dential campaign ends. Disputed air bases
in Morocco. Latest test for RCAF fliers.
Illinois-Michigan football game.
Los Angeles Leading
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 410^Spectacular blaze in New York. Berlin
blockade. Plane crash in France. Replica
'Heineman
Drive'
United Artists' "Bill Heineman of crown jewels. Georgia Tech-Duke, Michigan State-Purdue, Yale-Dartmouth footSales Drive" has moved into its home
ball games.
stretch, with the Los Angeles, New
WARNER PATHE, No. 2S— Ohio prison
Orleans and New Haven exchanges
riot.
Britain plans coronation. Egypt's
holding down' first places in the three strong- man reviews troops. Seal hunt on
island
off Australia. Los Angeles: around
exchange groups into which the comfashions. UCLA-California, Georpany's branches have been divided for the clock
gia Tech-Duke football games.
purposes of the drive, it was announced here by UA vice-president
Max E. Youngstein, who is drive Hold Meeting on
captain. Chicago, Cleveland and Van- Cinerama
Plans
couver, are the runners-up in the
three groups, respectively.
A meeting on Cinerama plans was
The drive will end on Dec. 6. It held here yesterday attended by Louis
began on June 15.
B. Mayer,
board chairman
Cinerama Productions
Corp. ; ofDudley

F. J. A. McCarthy, Universal
Earlier this week the FCC derided
Southern and Canadian sales man- talk from some segments of the indusager, left New York yesterday for
try which labeled as prejudiced the
Houston.
•
Commission's attitude toward theatre
television.
Bert Orde, head of the motion picture department of Redbook magazine, has returned here from the
Spyros
Skouras
in
Coast.
•
Sydney from Tokyo
Charles P. Skouras, president of
P. Skouras, 20th CenturyNational Theatres, is scheduled to FoxSpyros
president, has arrived in Sydney,
leave here for the Coast tomorrow.
Australia, from Tokyo for a three•
week survey of company interests and
Ben Thau, M-G-M studio execu- industry conditions in Australia and
tive, has delayed his arrival here from New Zealand, the company reported
the Coast until tomorrow.
here yesterday.
•
Premiere Roberts, president, and Merian C.
Skouras is expected to meet with 'Andersen*
Cooper, general manager in charge
George Stevens, Paramount producer-director, has arrived in New Ernest Turnbull of Hoyt's Theatres, For Children Nov. 15 of the program of production. A
in which 20th Century-Fox has inCinerama spokesman said that no deYork from Hollywood.
RKO Radio will stage a special incisions had been reached on Cinerama
terests, and other leading Australian
•
vitational
premiere
of
Samuel
Goldtheatremen and government officials.
production
plans or on the selection
Arthur Canton, M-G-M Eastern Discussions are also slated with wyn's "Hans Christian Andersen" at of theatres for
Cinerama exhibition.
the
Paris
Theatre
here
on
Nov.
15
field press representative, is in Boston from New York.
Michael Moodabe of New Zeland's for youngsters between the ages of six
Amalgamated Theatres. Additionally,
•
and 14, children of celebrities, press, TV. Y. Bijou to Para.
Edward L. Fabian of Fabian Skouras will address groups in his
tives.
Theatres has returned to New York capacity as chairman of the exten- radio, magazine and TV representa- For "Bali" Preview
sion committee of the World Brotherfrom Albany.
Paramount has taken over the
Plans call for a full-scale premiere,
hood Movement. Following his stay
Bijou
Theatre, New York, for a full
with
NBC's
TV
puppet
personality,
in Sydney, Skouras will return to the
Sennett, Ritzes in Deal
United States by way of Europe, "Rootie Kazootie," as host and master day of special press and trade preof ceremonies. The regular premiere
views of "Road to Bali" on Nov. 14.
Hollywood, Nov. 5. — Mack Sen- with a stopover in India.
of the film will be held Nov. 24 at Patterned after the Bijou previews
nett and the Ritz brothers have comNew York's Criterion Theatre.
bined in a package deal centered on
of Cecil B. DeMille's "Greatest Show
on Earth," the showings of the Bing
a story titled "Galloping Geese," Disney Sets 65 16mm.
Crosby-Bob Hope-Dorothy Lamour
which will be offered to a major
V. J. Orsinger Heads comedy will be held at 10 :30 A.M.
studio. This would bring Sennett back Distribution Units
and at 2:30, 5:30 and 8:30 P.M.
to active production as a director.
Walt Disney Productions has li- Variety in Capital
The story, to star Harry, Al and
censed 65 distribution units across the
Washhington, Nov. 5.— Victor J.
Jimmy Ritz, is backgrounded in Los country to handle the 16mm. films for Orsinger,
Washington attorney and Dempsey at Teda Party
Angeles.
educational, church, club and other former general manager of Lopert
Chicago, Nov. 5.— Former heavynon-theatrical users that Disney will Theatres here, has been elected chief
weight champion Jack Dempsey will
make
available
shortly
after
Jan.
1,
Lesser Bringing Print
barker of the Variety Club of Wash- be one of the attractions at the night
ington. Also elected were Jerry Price, club party to be held here Tuesday
Julian Lesser, president of Royal according" to Roy Disney, company
Productions, is scheduled to arrive in president. Carl Nater, head of Dis- first assistant chief barker ; Jack evening, Nov. 18, by the Theatre
ney's non-theatrical department, will Fruchtman, second assistant ; Alvin Equipment Dealers Association in
New York tomorrow from Hollywood
be in charge of the setup.
Q. Ehrlich, property master, and Sam connection with the joint TEDAwith a print of his latest picture, "The
Four subjects running from 18 to 27 Galanty, dough guy.
Theatre Equipment Supply ManufacLost Hours." Distribution plans will
turers trade show and convention to
be discussed with Seymour Poe, Les- minutes in length, as well as three
Delegates
to
Variety
International's
ser's New York representative. No separate comedy shorts, are included Mexico City meeting will be Nate be held in association with the narelease deal has been set. Made in in the first list of releases. All will be Golden and Jake Flax, with Jerry
tional Allied meeting at the Morrison
Adams international canvasman.
England, the film stars Mark Stevens. in color.
Hotel here starting Saturday, Nov. 15.
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one that cannot be passed on to the
distribution heads have claimed that year, because the increases in the in- dustry will be continued, no matter consumer. It does point out, howal to
dividual income tax authorized by which party controls the Senate. The
they would not give their approv
ever, the importance of the most
,
assessments similar to those specified Congress in 1951 expire Dec. 31, 1953. top Republican on the committee
of New Hampshire, aggressive policy possible, consistent
Tobey
Senator
rebe
to
year
have
threewill
the
These increases
by the court during consen
t decree,
management in the producnewed at their present levels or very views these problems not much dif- with good
period of the original
tion, Sale and merchandising of our
vs.
S.
U.
ferently from Democratic chairman
stemming from the case of
to them, to keep the budget
ctose
Paramount, et al. At that time, the remotely near balance. A tax bill, even Sparkman.
The Columbia president pointed out
The Eisenhower Administration will
court ruled that the involved distribu- if it deals with individual income
these
significant factors which affected
price
tors should pay up to $340,000 a year taxes, would give the film industry a probably move to kill or weaken
the industry during the year : The
allobut
for the operation of the system.
controls,
and other
lobby for a cut in the ad- and wage
cation controls, which form the basis more successful motion pictures have
Proponents of AAA administration chance to missions tax next year. How much
high grosses in
of theatre construction controls, might reached
product."unexpectedly
however, that certain facwith an economic trend that
would have is uncertain be the last to go. However, these, contrast
point torsout,
involved in the system prescribed success this
has lessened the available pocket
the government
under the consent decree would not be —largely because
with too, might go early in 1953, especially
e
revenu
h
enoug
losing
be
would
d
Republicans control Congress. money
included in the new and propose plan.
the "manwitnessed
in the street
;" the
summer of months
a business
the excess profits tax. if the
One of these would be no provision the endingbet offor an admission tax cut
rebe
certainly
they'll
In anylaxedevent,
upsurge ; there has been a mounting
rapidly and progressively.
for an appeal board. This board cost A better
be in 1954, when Congress will
"grass roots" effort to eliminate the
the distributors $90,000 a year. AAA would to
One of the places where
consider what to do about
20
per cent Federal admission tax ;
advocates also assert that there would have
s which the 1956
make the
party controlce could
strong newspaper editorial opposition
be no need for 31 arbitration offices, a various other exciseand which are to
House
the
in
is
most differen
increased
to the government's 16 mm. suit has
costly item in the original setup. The tax lawMarch 31, 1954.
Un-American Activities Combeen voiced ; there has been a notable
expire
on
eight
offices,
s
12
AAA now operate
House
can
Republi
A
mittee.
increase in the foreign business of
Better Leverage
a full-time basis and four part time.
the industry.
the committee to
give
would
could
arters
headqu
al
These region
Rep. Velde of Illinois, who has
The policy of Columbia, the presihandle film cases in the various terribeen one of the most outspoken
The fact that 1954 is an election
dent said, would be to continue the
would elimi- year would give the film industry even
critics
of
the
film
industry
and
tories, itis claimed. This tion
offices in better leverage in its campaign.
nate the need for arbitra
presentation of pictures in all catethe leader in the fight to congories— high, medium and low negaeach of the exchange cities. Under
Present increases in the corporate
od
athe
tinue
Hollywo
investig
tive costs. He also stressed the growconsent decree arbitration, 31 full- income tax rates don't expire until
tion.
ing importance of drive-ins as a
time offices were in operation, al- Tune 30, 1954. The outlook there
The Eisenhower Administration, re- source of revenue, pointing out that
though some branches, such as Seattle, would be for very slight reductions
currently
in excess of 20 . per cent of
gardless of the control of Congress,
never had a single case_ filed during if any.
all
theatres
are drive-ins. Colin ^cited
the entire three-year period.
would probably move toward a more
possibility that the subscription
While the court-decreed budget for
protectionist tariff policy, which could the
If as appears likely at this
television medium at some future time
very well set off retaliatory steps
ans conarbitration under the anti-trust case
the Republic
writing,the Hous
the
ot
rman
abroad harmful to the film industry. may become
e, chai
an adjunct to the corportrol
ation's business.
was $340,000, the AAA did not extax-writing Ways and Means
Act
Agreement
Trade
pend more than $200,000 a year. With
Reciprocal
The
Committee would be Rep. Dan
comes up for renewal next year, and
the appeal board tapping the till for
to Honor
further strings will probably be put Educators
$90,000, actual operation costs were
Reed of New York who, generonly around $110,000 yearlv.
on the program.
(Continued from page 1)
ally, has favored excise and
Some leaders of both Allied States
Changes in such business regulatory
corporate tax cuts. If, as also
and Theatre Owners of America have
y, the Repubs likely toda
seem
as the Federal Communi- leading school administrators.
commissions
licans take the Senate, too,
shown, unofficially, a leaning toward
cations Commission, the Securities and
Y. Frank Freeman, vice-president
ative
agency, but
AAA as the administr
Senator Millikin of Colorado
Exchange Commission and others will of Paramount Pictures and chairman
Comso far they have not been able to get
nce
Fina
would head the prob
probably be gradual. Most of the of the board of the Association of
ably favor
mittee. He would
together on a definite formula.
commissioners have terms running for Motion Picture Producers, and Dore
tuni
several years, and will probably hang Schary, M-G-M vice - president in
cuts at the earliest opportax ty.
on until the end. But some will go charge
Atkinson on His Own
of production, will respond for
expected that the industry.
is
it
example,
For
soon.
AtkinEddie
e,
—
5.
Senat
Nov.
,
the
Atlanta
If the Democrats take
son, formerly in Atlanta with RKO Finance Committee chairman George FCC chairman Paul A. Walker, who
Through Teaching Film Custoopen
will
s,
the
Radio and other exchange
is getting' on in years, will quit at men
a non-profit
over to head the Foreign end
move
might
ate ofdians,the
MPAA, educational
formed in affili1937,
of this year. What sort of
a buying and booking office in Jack- Relations committee, making Sen. Byrd
reto
sonvil e, itis understood.
pick
Eisenhower will
some
of Hollywood's
finest films
are
of Virginia chairman of the finance General
circulated
after commercial
showings
place them is impossible to say.
ado
Color
of
kin
Milli
Sen.
p.
grou
are completed.
Because of the continuing
would head the committee in a Remembers
ors
FCC
senat
most
of
terms
publican senate. All three
Grant to Coast
there is little reason to believe
would probably favor tax cuts at the
earliest opportunity.
(Continued from page 1)
mateany
have
will
election
the
on
An Eisenhower Administrati
matpending
such
on
rial
effect
Enjoy
ters as industry applications for
would probably try to avoid bothering
tion of full-scale production. While
the world's most
anti-trust
theatre TV channels and the
business with a flood of Certain
luxurious air service
on the Coast he will confer with Sherly,
suits and control measures.
proposed merger of United
rill
C. Corwin,in the
company's board
would be fewer
suits
ust
anti-tr
new
Amerand
representative
Hollywood.
T NO EXTRA FARE!
Paramount Theatres
ican Broadcasting Co.
for a long while, both because of the
Meanwhile it was learned that Hal
fact that the Republicans would be
Olver, field exploiteer in New York,
A Republican Senate might mean has resigned to take a position in the
beto institute themfor and
less likelywould
trouble
for
the
film
industry
in
one
a new
take time
cause it
legitimate stage field. No successor
teeth respect. Chairman of the Senate Com- has been named as yet.
their
get
to
ls
officia
of
group
merce Committee would be Sen. To•into the running of the Justice Debey, who has repeatedly criticized
But whether the Depart
partment.
nightly from
ment could risk dropping suits already motion picture "monopolies," has at- Elect Harold
Tyler
tacked exclusive theatre telecasts, and
brought, such as the 16mm. suit, is
NEW
YORK
hard to say. Certainly such a course put pressure on the Justice Depart- To State Legislature
LOS ANGELES
would lav the Republicans open to
ment to get films for Phonevision.
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 5.— Harold I.
Democrats.
the
from
sm
critici
probably be some revision Tyler, owner of the Delphia, ChitThere'll
sharp
SAN FRANCISCO
of the Taft-Hartley law at the com- tenango, was elected Assemblyman on
via Chicago
One of the names most frethat the Republican ticket from Madison
not unlikely
Congress,
quently mentioned for the post
a change
willit'sinclude
law and
new
the ing
Friendly lounge, superb cuisine,
Govis
al
A former superviof Attorney Gener
gracious hospitality in new,
sor, he yesterday.
is the first exhibitor sent to
long sought by the Hollywood unions County
ernor Earl Warren of Caliwithperiod
waiting
the
the
state
legislature
in recent years.
ing
—shorten
giant TWA Super Constellafornia, whose current job has
in which new workers must join the
tions. Sleeper berfVis at extra
with
iar
famil
very
him
made
unions in union shop studios.
cost. See your travel agent or
ems of the film inprobl
.
the
Dobson
Dies, 20th
dustry
call Trans World Airlines.
dend
Divi
Pfd.
NT
Atlanta
Manager
ACROSS THE U.S. AND OVERSEAS.
al
Nation
—
5.
Nov.
es,
A Republican House would unAngel
Los
doubtedly put a damper on the House Theatres has announced a quarterly
Atlanta, Nov. 5.— Fred W. DobFox branch mantee's repeated_ in- cash dividend of 2>7l/2 cents per share son, 20th
CenturyFLY S
Judiciary Commit
ager here for
the past 20 years, died
vestigations ofmonopoly. It is likely on outstanding preferred stock, paynight. He
Monday
attack
of
a
heart
Dec. 1 to holders of record on
that the Senate Small Business Com- Nov. able
months.
been
ill
had
several
for
14.
infilm
the
on
of
investigati
mittee's
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ONCE-A-YEAR

CONTRIBUTION

CHRISTMAS

PUTS

YOU

IN

THE

BIG

LEAGUE

Once a year, and only once, your WILL
ROGERS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL comes to
you with the request for funds to maintain the institution for the ensuing fiftytwo weeks... And this is it for 1952-53.
That your hospital is worthy of support
is proved by the success it has achieved
in fighting TB . . . by the services it has
rendered to your fellow man during the it.
twenty-six years you've
owned
Its enviable record of over
THE SALUTE
90^ of cases CURED ... its average per-case cost of almost HALF
the National estimated average
These are the things well worth
You

share

the glory,

TO

THE

SALUTE

IN

THE

~f

@Cfttl&

doing! Saving lives, preventing the spread,
and healing the otherwise helpless. And
this at no cost to the afflicted.
These are the things you are doing

through your hospital. Yes, if you have
any kind of job in the amusement
industry, or allied to it, you share this
glory. You share the protection and the
responsibility too.
So, sign the Christmas Salute
Scroll where you work. Get
SCROLL
others to do it too, and give a
"dime, a dollar, or an endowment." The Christmas Salute is
"A DIME, A DOLLAR,
NOW ON -Give a lift in November and December.
OR AN ENDOWMENT"

the protection,

and

the responsibility.

Owned & operated by the amusement industry

WILL

ROGERS

National Office: 1501 Broadway,

Room

MEMORIAL

1309, New

York 36, N.Y.

HOSPITAL

\^}&/Zfl/p(jCld

Motion

RKO RADIO PICTURES,
TRADE

SHOWINGS

Inc.
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Convention List

Review
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"FACE

Picture

TO FACE
COMPRISING

The Secret Sharer" and "The
Bride Comes to Yellow Sky"
ALBANY
Fox Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:00 P.M.
B'way
1052NTA
ATLA
RKO Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 10:30 A.M.
195 Luckie St., N.W.
BOSTON
RKO Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 10:30 A.M.
122-28 Arlington St.
BUFFALO
Mo. Pic. Oper.
Thurs. 11/13 2 :30 P.M.
Scr. Rm.
498 Pearl St.
CHARLOTTE
Fox Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:00 P.M.
308 S. Church St.
CHICAGO
RKO Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:00 P.M.
1300 S. Wabash Ave.
CINCINNATI
Palace Scr. Rm.
12 East 6th St. Thurs. 11/13 8:00 P.M.
CLEVELAND
Fox Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:30 P.M.
2219 Payne Ave.
,
DALLAS
Scr. Rm.d Thurs. 11/13 2:30 P.M.
Rep.
412 S. Harwoo St.
• ,.„
DENVER,,
Para. Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:00 P.M.
2100 Stout St.
DES MOINES
Fox Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:00 A.M.,
1300 High St.
DETROIT
Blumenthals Scr.
Rm.
Thurs. 11/13 2:30 P.M.
2310 Cass Ave.
INDIANAPOLIS
Univ. Scr.
Rm.
Thurs. 11/13 1:00 P.M.
517 N. Illinois St.
KANSAS CITY
Para. scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:30 P.M.
1800 Wyandotte St.
LOS ANGELES
RKO Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:00 P.M.
1980 S. Vermont Ave.
MEMPHIS
Fox Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 12:15 P.M.
151 Vance Ave.
MILWAUKEE
Warner Scr.
Rm.
Thurs. 11/13 2:00 P.M.
212 N. Wisconsin Ave.
MINNEAPOLIS
Fox Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 1:30 P.M.
1015 Currie Ave.
NEW HAVEN
Fox Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:00 P.M.
40 Whiting St.
NEW ORLEANS
Fox Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 10:30 A.M.
200 S. Liberty St.
NEW YORK
RKO Scr. Rm. Thursi 11/13 2 :30' P.M.
630 Ninth Ave.
OKLAHOMA
Fox Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 10:30 A.M.
10 North Lee St.
OMAHA
Fox Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 1:30 P.M.
1502 Davenport St.
PHILADELPHIA
RKO Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:30 P.M.
250 N. 13th St.
PITTSBURGH
RKO Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 1:30 P,M.
1809-13 Blvd. of Allies
PORTLAND
Star Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:00 P.M.
925 N.W. 19th Ave.
ST. LOUIS
RKO Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 11:30 A.M.
3143 Olive St.
SALT LAKE CITY
Fox Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 1:30 P.M.
216 E. 1st St. South
SAN FRANCISCO
Fox Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:00 P.M.
245 Hyde St.
SEATTLE
Jewel Box Scr.
Rm.
Thurs. 11/13 1:00 P.M.
2318 2nd Ave.
SIOUX FALLS
Hollywood
Thea. Thurs. 11/13 10:00 A.M.
212 N. Philips Ave.
WASHINGTON
Film Center Scr.
Rm.
Thurs. 11/13 2:00 P.M.
932 New Jersey Ave.

Full of Moon"
"Sky
(Mctro-Goldivyn-Maycr)
CARLETON CARPENTER, Jan Sterling and Keenan Wynn are starred
in this unpretentious, off-trail tale about a callow cowpoke on his first
visit to Las Vegas that departs from a formula plot. It is well played by the
trio and has appeal but sometimes wallows in sentimentality.
Norman Foster wrote and directed this with an eye towards the talents
of the stars and featuring an anti-gambling slant. Carpenter comes to the
big gambling town to win some rodeo events. He is shy some eight dollars
for tine bronco riding event and in his search for work or money enters the
small gambling store owned by Wynn at which blonde and curvaceous Jan
Sterling works.
Carpenter has an unusual run of luck with the "one-armed bandit" and
Miss Sterling accompanies him while he tries to run up a big sum, half of
which is to go to her. Carpenter's luck changes and he loses almost all of
his money. Miss ' Sterling is fired by Wynn for reporting late to work and
she convinces Carpenter to try "taking" the jackpot machine with a special
Wynn's
at old
the drill
drops town
but leave
honestly
the hemachine
cracks and
drill.
car.
in her
Sterling
and Miss
the excitement
feet in Carpenter
Carpenter proposes to; her but she considerately leaves him and his money.
He returns, enters the contest and loses but goes back to work at a ranch,
sadder but wiser.
Sidney Franklin, Jr. produced economically but there is no detraction from
the story. It should be noted that drama rather- than action is emphasized and
at a slow pace.
Included in the cast are Elaine Stewart, Robert Burton, Emmett Lynn,
and Douglas Dumbrille.
Running time, 73 minutes. General audience classification. For December
Walter Pashkin
release.
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More

Join

Apply

to

Pioneers

Eight

Named

4Movietime'

for

Tours

Charlotte, Nov. .5.— Eight HollyApproval of a second group of 12
wood personalities will visit scores of
MoCarolina communities in the annual
applicants for membership in the
tion Picture Pioneers "was announced
'Movietime, U.S.A." tours startinghere by Jack Cohn, president, as the Sunday.
They are stars Bill Lundigan,
committee rushed the processing of
Rod Cameron, Chill Wills, starlets
applications in time for this year's Kathleen Crowley, Alice Kelley,
"Jubilee Astor
Dinner onof Tuesday,
the Pioneers"
Hotel
Nov.at the
25. Laura Elliott, and writers Douglas
New members will be inducted at the Morrow and Robert Hardy Andrews.
The group will arrive here in the
dinner, which will honor N. J. Blum- afternoon and will remain in Charlotte
direcof
berg, chairman of the board
for the annual banquet and dance of
tors of Universal Pictures, as "The the 40th annual convention of the
of 1952."
Pioneer
Picture
Motion
Included
in the
second group are Theatre Owners Association of North
and South Carolina. They will leave
Robert J. Fannon, Republic Pictures ; Charlotte the next morning.
George Gullette and Henry W. Hobart, both of New York and retired;
'Goldstein
William Meinhardt, Tacme Film AA's
Service; William Onie, Oxford
Amusement Co., Cincinnati ; : A. A. Drive' Extended
(Jack) Renfro, Theatre Booking
Hollywood, Nov. 5. — Sales results
in bulk exceeding print availability
Ruby," New has
Edward
;
Omaha
Service,
necessitated an extension of
York;- William F. Ruffin/ Rufhn
Amusement Co., Covington, Tenn. ; Allied Artist's "Morey Goldstein Sales
John A. Schnack, Electric. Theatre, Drive" through January. Goldstein
Larned, Kan. ; David M. Sohmer, will ^confer with company executives
here next week.
Lippert Pictures ; Dudley M. Williston, Williston Theatre, Indianapolis,
Eastern
members of
Artists'
of directors
willAllied
arrive
over
Wray of the Film De- board
and Benjamin
livery Service.
the weekend to attend the meeting
which will follow a stockholders
meeting on Wednesday.
Dawson
Speaks On
Films,

Milwaukee, Nov. 5. — With
106 listed thus far, Wisconsin
Allied is said to lead the reservation list with the biggest
delegation
to attend
the national Allied
convention
in
Chicago, Nov. 15-17. They will
have their own hospitality
room at the convention,
through the courtesy of FoxHead Brewery, Waukesha.

Walter
N.Y.

Brecher

Rogers

Post

Walter Brecher of Brecher Theatres has been named exhibitor chairman of the New York area for this
year's "Christmas Salute," it was
jointly announced by Abe Montague,
president of Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital, and Sam Switow, national
exhibitor chairman.
In accepting the post, Brecher
pointed out that "the accomplishments
of the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital are attracting to it increasing and
widespread interest. This is evidenced by gratifying early returns in
the public-appeal coin-box operation.
While this is separate and distinct
from the industry's Christmas Salute,
it indicates that the public recognizes
the wonderful work of the Will
Rogers Hospital.
"Certainly we in the industry, especially in the New York area, can
do no less than give it our wholehearted support by seeing to it that
all in the amusement industry sign
the Christmas Salute scroll and make
a contribution to help 'Care for Our
Own' during the once-a-year campaign now in progress."
Radi
o-TV Panel
For

Ampa

Course

Tonight's subject for the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers' class
in the series of 12 showmanship lectures will be "Publicity — Not the
Printed Word." Blanche Livingston,
in charge of publicity for RKO -outof-town theatres, will be chairman.
On the rostrum will be Harry
Rausch, vice-president of Young and
Rubicam in charge of radio and television publicity and promotion ; Al
Hollander, production facilities manager of DuMont Network; Gordon
Kinney, radio and TV manager of
the Advertising Council.
Arrangements have been made with
DuMont Television Network to have
the students make a tour of its studios.

Audiences

The attitude of the upper _cultural
level audience towards motion pic
tures was termed "The Great Mis
understanding" by Mrs. Henry Daw
son, who explained to an audience at
the New School for Social Research
here that ultra-sophisticated critics of
films have misapplied critical standards derived from older and different
cultures.
In her talk on "The Motion Pic
ture and'the Public," the associate di
rector of community relations for the
Motion Picture Association emphasized that American films reflect an
American culture which is young and
has different levels and needs.
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Arbitration

Proponents Say Ass'n
Could Be Cost-Saver

A growing interest in having the
American Arbitration Association
sed
administer the industry's propo
arbitration system is indicated m
both exhibition and distribution
circles. A sharp difference of opinion
over the possibility of having- the
AAA in the picture prevailed in the
early days of arbitration discussions,
but it is reported that opponents and
proponents of AAA participation are
getting closer together, in favor of the
association. As yet, no overtures have
been made to the AAA nor has any
organizaadvice been sought from the ure.
tion as to operational proced
Meanwhile, a pattern for the financing of a new arbitration system for the
motion picture industry is reported to
have been drawn up and to be under
consideration. One of the principal
obstacles in blueprinting a new system
has been the matter of costs. Some
(Continued on page 4)
Small,Bankers
In New

YORK, U.S.A., THURSDAY,

Finance

Trust
Deal

Business
Texas COMPO
Seeks
State Tax Change
Dallas, Nov. 5. — T e x a s
COMPO tomorrow will launch
a campaign to have the state
admission tax made applicable
to prices of $1 instead of the
51 cents and over level now
in effect. A 10-page booklet
has been prepared to guide
exhibitors in their approach
to state legislators for suport of the change.

Find

Election

Ballyhoo

No

Night
Help

Despite the ballyhoo devoted to the
message that important election returns would be broadcast to theatre patrons, New York theatres, in the mam,
suffered a dip at the box-office Election Night, a poll of circuits disclosed
here yesterday.
Along Broadway, most first-run
houses reported business good for
matinees while grosses declined during the evening. With the exception
of RKO Theatres, most other circuits reported neighborhood business
down Election Night. RKO Theatres
said that the box-office was lively both
during the day and evening.

Bankers Trust Co. of New York
has closed a new financing deal with
Edward Small, who releases through
United Artists.
While the amount involved was not Educators
to Honor
revealed, Harry Watkins, vice president of Bankers Trust, said yester- Film Studio Heads
day that completion of the deal was
an indication of the bank's confidence
•in the management of UA.
Hollywood, Nov. 5.— A group of
nationally known educators will honor
studio heads tomorrow with a dinner
and reception at the Beverly Hills
Canadian
Industry
Hotel for "the significant contributions" Hollywood films are making
Pioneers
Toasts
as teaching aids in schools throughout the United States.
Dr.
Roy E. Simpson, California
Toronto, Nov. 5.— Representatives
of the Canadian film industry from all Superintendent of Public Instruction,
will be host and will be joined in the
parts of the country paid tribute to- tribute by many prominent educators,
night at the 50th anniversary banquet
sponsored by the Canadian Picture including Dr. Willard E. Givens, former executive secretary of the NaPioneers to six early leaders of the
tional Education Association; Dr.
theatre world in the Dominion.
Those honored with special scrolls Mark May of Yale University ; Dr.
were John Chuberg of Vancouver ; A. J. Stoddard, superintendent of Los
George Anetakos and L. E. Ouimet of Angeles schools ; Roger Albright, director of educational services of the
Montreal; Jule Allen of Toronto;
Motion
Picture Association; members
Arch J. Mason of Springhill, N. S.,
and the late F. G. Spencer of St. of the state board of education, and
(Continued on page 4)
John, N. B.

Due

for

Eisenhower
Taxes,
But

Administration

Fewer

Tariff

Change

Controls,

Policy

Leans

Less

Could

to Lower

Interference,

Bring

Retaliation

By J. A. OTTEN
Washington, Nov. 5. — Barring an all-out war, business generally— and including the motion picture industry — can look for a
slightly easier time at the hands of the Federal Government during the next few years. How this will be translated into specific acts
affecting the film industry is still too early to say.
An Eisenhower Administration — regardless of how the still uncertain struggle for control of Congress goes — ■ will probably mean
lower taxes over the next few
Blame
Rising Costs
years,
though nottax.
necessarily
a cuta
in the admission
It will mean
For Col. Profit Dip
more lenient anti-trust policy, though
not necessarily any dropping of the
Increased costs of production and 16mm. case. It will mean fewer congeneral operations were blamed for
trols on business, though not necessarily the complete ending right now
the dip in Columbia Pictures Corp.
profits for the year ended June 30, of theatre construction controls.
An admission tax cut, a dropping
1952, despite the record income realof
the 16mm. suit, ending of theatre
ized by the company in the 12 month
period, according to a letter to stock- construction controls are all definite
holders by Harry Cohn, president.
possibilities — they're just not certain,
part of the difficulty of translating
Comparingthe
current
year's
operation with previous years, Cohn broad trends into specific instances.
pointed out that gross income for 1952
For example, a Republican administration will probably mean an initial
was $59,081,213, the largest in the
company's 30-year history. However, economy wave. This, plus a natural
the net profit for 1952, it was re- tapering-off in defense spending toward the end of 1954, should make
ported, was $802,872, compared to
$1,497,814 in 1951 when the gross in- possible some small tax cuts. At this
come was $55,368,284.
point, it looks almost certain that
Cohn cited the increase in labor both the new administration and Congress will let the excess profits tax
costs
an example.
Saidindustry
he : "Thein
added aslabor
costs in the
expire next June 30, on schedule. But
Hollywood alone amount to $13,000,- not too many film industry firms have
000 annually, of which our share has been affected by this tax.
amounted to $1,400,000. Unlike many
There'll have to be a tax bill next
(Continued on page 4)
other industries, an increased cost is
(Continued on page 4)
Public
Group

Relations
for

Canada

Grant

to

Coast

Studio

Problems

on

Arnold Grant, chairman of the board
of directors of RKO Radio Pictures,
Toronto, Nov. 5.— Formal start was is expected to fly to the Coast today
made on a proposed motion picture institute of Canada as suggested by the on RKO studio plans immediately folMotion Picture Industry Council last
lowing this afternoon's scheduled
week in Ottawa when the Motion Pic- meeting of the RKO board here.
ture Theatres Association of Ontario
The board today is expected to appoint three new directors, filling the
in convention here enthusiastically endorsed the project, in which a prime vacancies caused by the recent resignations of Ralph Stolkin, Abraham L.
mover is Nat Taylor of Toronto, head
of 20th Century Theatres.
Koolish and William Gorman. Grant's
Plans call for a central bureau mission to the Coast, delayed by the
internal problems of the company in
which would work for better box-office and improved public relations on the East, is a two-fold one, to find
and toon map
a cooperative basis to meet the new a studio head
(Continued
page the
4) resumpthreat of Canadian television.
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Daily

Newsreel
Personal

Myers

Charges

Mention

Encouraging

HART MAN, Paramount
production chief, is due in New
York from Hollywood Monday for
conferences,
10 days of home office
c
Jack S. Connolly, chief of the
newsreel and special events branch of
the U. S. Department of State, has
been given the Superior Service
Award, second highest decoration that
a civilian can obtain in government.
•
Harold Wirthwein, Allied Artists
Western sales manager, has returned
to Hollywood from San Francisco,
accompanied by Mel Hulling, West
Coast franchise owner.
•

5.— The FedWashington, Nov.
eral Communications Commission did
not give the industry much encouragement in its hopes for theatre television
channels during the course of the recent theatre television hearing, Allied
States Association general counsel
Abram F. Myers said today.
In a bulletin to Allied members,
Myers declared he must report that in
inhis judgment "nothing occurred to indicate that the commissioners are
clined to allocate channels for theatre

DON

to

Is

Not

Theatre

TV

FCC

Stolkin,
Sell

Radio

C or

win

Interest

Portland, Ore., Nov. S. — Ralph
Stolkin, Edward G. Burke and Sherrill Corwin, members of the syndicate

which bought Howard Hughes' controlling stock interest in RKO Pictures,
"sold Portland
their 33 per
interesthavein the
and cent
Seattle
radio stations to employes of station
KOIN, Portland, and to Ted R. Gamble, chairman and partner In the operations, and Arch Morton, Seattle statelevision."
On the contrary, Myers went on,
tion manager.
"most of the questions propounded
An amended application for televiand observations made seemed to be
sion channel No. 6 has been filed with
discouraging."
the
Federal
Communications Commisquite
Jerry Pickman, Paramount viceMyers said he had carefully obsion announcing the sale of the stock,
president in charge of advertising and
served the first phase of the hearing Gamble said. Stolkin recently resigned
publicity, will return here today from and complimented the National Exas president and a director of RKO
United Theatres convenhibitors Theatre Television Committhe Rowley
tion in Dallas.
Pictures following unfavorable pub•
tee on an "excellent job." He added,
licity in the Wall Street Journal conhowever, that "the fight is not lost by
cerning his past business activities.
Berry Greenberg, Warner Brothers
any means" and that the Commission
home office foreign department repre- would be presented in the January porsentative, has returned from a trip
tion of the hearing with facts "calcu- Los Angeles Leading
through the Far East.
•
tions. lated to overcome" Commission objecDrive'
F. J. A. McCarthy, Universal
Earlier this week the FCC derided 'Heineman
United Artists' "Bill Heineman
Southern and Canadian sales man- talk from some segments of the indus- Sales
Drive" has moved into its home
ager, left New York yesterday for
try which labeled as prejudiced the stretch, with the Los Angeles, New
Houston.
Commission's attitude toward theatre Orleans and , New Haven exchanges
•
television.
holding down first places in the three
Bert Orde, head of the motion picexchange groups into which the comture department of Redbook magapany's branches have been divided for
zine, has returned here from the
in
Skouras
Spyros
Coast.
purposes of the drive, it was an•
nounced here by UA vice-president
Sydney from Tokyo
Max E. Youngstein, who is drive
Charles P. Skouras, president of
P. Skouras, 20th CenturyChicago, Cleveland and VanNational Theatres, is scheduled to FoxSpyros
president, has arrived in Sydney, captain. couver,
are the runners-up in the
leave here for the Coast tomorrow.
three
groups,
respectively.
Australia, from Tokyo for a three•
week survey of company interests and
The drive will end on Dec. 6. It
Ben Thau, M-G-M studio execu- industry conditions in Australia and began on June 15.
tive, has delayed his arrival here from New Zealand, the company reported
the Coast until tomorrow.
here yesterday.
•
Premiere
Skouras is expected to meet with 'Andersen'
George Stevens, Paramount proFor
Children
Nov. 15
ducer-director, has arrived in New Ernest Turnbull of Hoyt's Theatres,
in which 20th Century-Fox has inYork from Hollywood.
RKO Radio will stage a special interests, and other leading Australian
•
vitational premiere of Samuel Goldtheatremen and government officials.
Arthur Canton, M-G-M Eastern Discussions are also slated with wyn's "Hans Christian Andersen" at
the Paris Theatre here on Nov. 15
field press representative, is in Boston from New York.
Michael Moodabe of New Zeland's for youngsters between the ages of six
Amalgamated
Theatres.
Additionally,
•
and 14, children of celebrities, press,
Edward L. Fabian of Fabian Skouras will address groups in his
tives.
radio,
magazine and TV representaTheatres has returned to New York capacity as chairman of the extension
committee
of
the
World
Brotherfrom Albany.
Plans call for a full-scale premiere,
hood Movement. Following his stay
in Sydney, Skouras will return to the with NBC's TV puppet personality,
Sennett, Ritzes in Deal
United States by way of Europe, "Roo-tie Kazootie," as host and master
of ceremonies. The regular premiere
Hollywood, Nov. 5. — Mack Sen- with a stopover in India.
of the film will be held Nov. 24 at
nett and the Ritz brothers have comNew York's Criterion Theatre.
bined in a package deal centered on
Disney Sets 65 16mm.
a
story
titled
"Galloping
Geese,"
which will be offered to a major
V. J. Orsinger Heads
studio. This would bring Sennett back Distribution Units
to active production as a director.
Walt Disney Productions has li- Variety in Capital
The story, to star Harry, Al and
censed 65 distribution units across the
Washhington, Nov. 5. — Victor J.
Jimmy Ritz, is backgrounded in Los country to handle the 16mm. films for
Orsinger,
Washington attorney and
Angeles.
educational, church, club and other former general manager of Lopert
non-theatrical users that Disney will Theatres here, has been elected chief
make available shortly after Jan. 1,
Lesser Bringing Print
barker of the Variety Club of Washington. Also elected were Jerry Price,
Julian Lesser, president of Royal according to Roy Disney, company
Productions, is scheduled to arrive in president. Carl Nater, head of Dis- first assistant chief barker ; Jack
New York tomorrow from Hollywood
ney's non-theatrical department, will Fruchtman, second assistant ; Alvin
be in charge of the setup.
Q. Ehrlich, property master, and Sam
with a print of his latest picture, "The
Four subjects running from 18 to 27 Galanty, dough guy.
Lost Hours." Distribution plans will
be discussed with Seymour Poe, Les- minutes in length, as well as three
Delegates
Variety International's
Cityto meeting
will be Nate
ser's New York representative. No separate comedy shorts, are included Mexico
release deal has been set. Made in in the first list of releases. All will be Golden and Jake Flax, with Jerry
Adams international canvasman.
England, the film stars Mark Stevens. in color.

Parade

_ prepar
NATI
CORO
ghtedations
nd ON
in cur-in
are highli
Engla
rent newsreels. Also featured are forest fires in the East, bitter fighting in
Korea, prison riots in Ohio, a British
jet plane crash, and college football
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 90-^Leathergames.
necks in bitter fight for Korean hill. Boston battles a big- pier blaze. British jet
liner ests
crashes
Rome. Fires
menacingforin East.in Fashions
in wool.
Georgia
Tech-Duke, Michigan State-Purdue football
games.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 22tt— UN and
Reds locked in deadly see-saw battle. Coronation preview. Borneo greets duchess.
Police perform for Egypt's strong-man.
Michigan
U.C.L.A.-California football State-Purdue,
games.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 23— Coronation preparations in England. With Uncle
Sam's Leathernecks in Korea. Aftermath
of tension behind prison bars at Menard
State Prison, Illinois and Ohio State Penitentiary in Ohio.
Michiganfootball
State-Purdue,
Texas-Southern
Methodist
games.
TELENEWS
DIGEST, No. 45A;-Presidential campaign ends. Disputed air bases
in Morocco. Latest test for RCAF fliers.
Illinois-Michigan football game.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 410—
Spectacular blaze in New York. Berlin
blockade. Plane crash in France. Replica
of crown jewels. Georgia Tech-Duke, Michigan State-Purdue, Yale-Dartmouth football games.
WARNER PATHE, No. 25— Ohio prison
riot.
Britainreviews
plans troops.
coronation.
Egypt's
strong-man
Seal hunt
on
island off Australia. Los Angeles: around
the clock fashions. UCLA-California, Georgia Tech-Dtike football games.
Hold

Meeting

on

Cinerama
Plans
A meeting on Cinerama plans was
held here yesterday attended by Louis
B. Mayer,>
board chairman
Cinerama Productions
Corp. ; ofDudley
Roberts, president, and Merian C.
Cooper, general manager in charge
of the program of production. A
Cinerama spokesman said that no decisions had been reached on Cinerama
production plans or on the selection
of theatres for Cinerama exhibition.
N.

Y.

Bijou

to Para.

For "Bali" Preview
Paramount has taken over the
Bijou Theatre, New York, for a full
day of special press and trade previews of "Road to Bali" on Nov. 14.
Patterned after the Bijou previews
of Cecil B. DeMille's "Greatest Show
on Earth," the showings of the Bing
Crosby-Bob Hope-Dorothy Lamour
comedy will be held at 10:30 A.M.
and at 2:30, 5:30 and 8:30 P.M.

Dempsey at Teda Party
Chicago, Nov. 5.— Former heavyweight champion Jack Dempsey will
be one of the attractions at the night
club party to be held here Tuesday
evening, Nov. 18, by the Theatre
Equipment Dealers Association in
connection with the joint TEDATheatre Equipment Supply Manufacturers trade show and convention to
be held in association with the national Allied meeting at the Morrison
Hotel here starting Saturday, Nov. 15.
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WITH
JOSEPH CALLEIA screen play by JAMES R. WEBB "om the novel by pair i. weilman (|fp3) music by max steiner produced by HENRY
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dustry will be continued, no matter one that cannot be passed on to the
distribution heads have claimed that
the inses in
increa
se the
becau
year,
by
controls the Senate. The consumer. It does point out, howparty
rized
which
autho
to
tax
al
income
approv
dividual
their
they would not give
ever, the importance of the most
ed
specifi
an on the committee,
those
to
Republic
assessments similar
Congress in 1951 expire Dec. 31, 1953. top
Senator Tobey of New Hampshire, aggressive policy possible, consistent
reear
be
to
three-y
by the court during the t decree, These increases will have
management in the producnewed at their present levels or very views these problems not much dif- with good
period of the original consen
tion, -sale and merchandising of our
ferently from Democratic chairman
stemming from the case of U. S. vs. close to them, to keep the budget
Paramount, et al. At that time, the remotely near balance. A tax bill, even Sparkman.
The Columbia president pointed out
The Eisenhower Administration will
court ruled that the involved distribu- if it deals with individual income
these
significant factors which affected
move to kill or weaken price the industry
tors should pay up to $340,000 a year
during the year : The
would give the film industry a probably
taxes,
system.
the
of
on
allobut
operati
the
for
and other controls,
m the ad- and wage
cut
more
successful
motion pictures have
a
for
lobby
to
basis
e
the
chanc
form
which
controls,
cation
tration
Proponents of AAA adminis
missions tax next year. How much of theatre construction controls, might reached
unexpectedly high grosses in
product."
however, that certain fachave is uncertain be the last to go. However, these, contrast with an economic trend that
pointtorsout,
involved in the system prescribed success this would
has lessened the available pocket
the government
under the consent decree would not be —largely because
too, might go early in 1953, especially
with
ue
reven
h
enoug
losing
be
ans control Congress. money of the "man in the street ;" the
included in the new and proposed plan. would
excess profits tax. if the Republic
summer months witnessed a business
One of these would be no provision the ending offorthean admission tax cut
re- upsurge ; there has been a mounting
be
certainly
they'll
bet
event,
any
better
In
A
vely.
laxed rapidly and progressi
for an appeal board. This board cost
in 1954, when Congress will
"grass roots" effort to eliminate the
the distributors $90,000 a year. AAA would be consi
about
do
of the places where
to
One
what
der
20 per cent Federal admission tax;
advocates also assert that there would have to
1956
the
excises which
control e could make the
strong newspaper editorial opposition
party
he no need for 31 arbitration offices, a various other ased
most differenc is in the House
and which are to
incre
law
tax
The
setup.
l
to the government's 16 mm. suit has
origina
costly item in the
31, 1954.
Un-American Activities Combeen voiced ; there has been a notable
AAA now operates 12 offices, eight on expire March
House
can
mittee. A Republi
increase in the foreign business of
Better Leverage
a full-time basis and four part time.
the industry.
give the committee to
would
could
arters
regional headqu
These
Rep. Velde of Illinois, who has
The policy of Columbia, the presihandle film cases in the various terribeen one of the most outspoken
The fact that 1954 is an election
dent said, would be to continue the
even
elimi- year would give the film industry
critics of the film industry and
tories, itis claimed. This would
nate the need for arbitration offices in better leverage in its campaign.
presentation
of pictures in all catethe leader in the fight to congories— high, medium and low negaeach of the exchange cities. Under
Present increases in the corporate
d
the
tinue Hollywoo investiga
tive costs. He also stressed the growconsent decree arbitration, 31 full- income tax rates don't expire until
tion.
ing importance of drive-ins as a
time offices were in operation, al- Tune 30, 1954. The outlook there
The Eisenhower Administration, re- source of revenue, pointing out that
though some branches, such as Seattle, if
any.
be for very slight reductions
d
woul
gardless of the control of Congress, currently in excess of 20 per cent of
never had a single case filed during
would probably move toward a more all theatres are drive-ins. Cohn cited
the entire three-year period.
possibility that the subscription
While the court-decreed budget for
protectionist tariff policy, which could the
If as appears likely at this
television medium at some future time
concase
ns
ica
very
well
set
off
retaliatory
steps
ubl
arbitration under the anti-trust
Rep
the
writing,the House, chairman of the
abroad harmful to the film industry. may become
trol
an adjunct to the corporation's business.
was $340,000, the AAA did not exWith
tax-writing Ways and Means
year._
a
The
Reciprocal
Trade
Agreement
Act
pend more than $200,000
Committee would be Rep. Dan
comes up for renewal next year, and
the appeal board tapping the till for
were
further strings will probably be put Educators
to Honor
costs
operation
actual
$90,000,
Reed of New York who, generonly around $110,000 yearlv.
on the program.
(Continued from page 1)
ally, has favored excise and
Some leaders of both Allied States
Changes in such business regulatory
corporate tax cuts. If, as also
and Theatre Owners of America have
y, the Repubas the Federal Communi
commissions
leading school administrators.
seems likelytake toda
the Senate, too,
licans
shown, unofficially, a leaning toward
cations Commission, the Securities and
Y. Frank Freeman, vice-president
AAA as the administrative agency, but
Senator Millikin of Colorado
Exchange Commission and others will of Paramount Pictures and chairman
so far they have not been able to get
ComFinance
would head the prob
probably be gradual. Most of the of the board of the Association of
ably favor
mittee. He would
commissioners have terms running for Motion Picture Producers, and Dore
together on a definite formula.
cuts at the earliest opportax ty.
several years, and will probably hang Schary, M-G-M vice - president in
tuni
on until the end. But some will go charge of production, will respond for
Atkinson on His Own
the industry.
For example, it is expected that
Atlanta, Nov. 5.— Eddie AtkinDemocrats take the Senate, soon.
the
If
chairman Paul A. Walker, who
son, formerly in Atlanta with RKO
Through Teaching Film Custottee chairman George FCC
Radio and other exchanges, will open Finance Commi
on in years, will quit at the
getting
is
a non-profit
gn
Forei
move over to head gtheSen.
might
ate ofdians,the
MPAA, educational
formed in affili1937,
Byrd end of this year. What sort of men
booking office in Jack- Relations committee, makin
a buying land
General Eisenhower will pick to re some of Hollywood's finest films are
sonvi e, itis understood.
e
financ
the
of
man
of Virginia chair
circulated after commercial showings
place them is impossible to say.
group. Sen. Millikin of Colorado
are
completed.
Because of the continuing
would head the committee in a Rers
members
senato
FCC
terms of most
publican senate. All three
there is little reason to believe
would probably favor tax cuts at the
Grant to Coast
earliest opportunity.
mateany
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have
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election
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An Eisenhower Administration
rial effect on such pending matng
ters as industry applications for
would probably try to avoid botheri
tion of full-scale production. While
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on the Coast he will confer with Sherluxu
air service
suits and control measures. Certainly,
United
of
merger
proposed
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be
would
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C. Corwin,in the
company's board
new anti-trust suits
representative
Hollywood.
AT NO EXTRA FARE!
Paramount Theatres and American Broadcasting Co.
for a long while, both because of the
Meanwhile it was learned that Hal
fact that the Republicans would be
Olver, field exploiteer in New York,
A Republican Senate might mean has resigned to take a position in the
to institute them and beless likely
cause it would take time for a new trouble for the film industry in one legitimate stage field. No successor
group of officials to get their teeth respect. Chairman of the Senate Com- has been named as yet.
merce Committee would be Sen. Tointo the running of the Justice Dethe Departbey, who has repeatedly criticized
But whether suits
partment.
already
nightly from
ment could risk dropping
Tyler
at- Elect Harold
es," has and
picture
motion tacked
theatre telecasts,
exclusive"monopoli
brought, such as the 16mm. suit, is
NEW
YORK
hard to say. Certainly such a course put pressure on the Justice Depart- To State Legislature
LOS ANGELES
ment to get films for Phonevision.
would lay the Republicans open to
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 5.— Harold I.
from the Democrats.
sm
critici
probably be some revision Tyler, owner of the Delphia, Chitsharp
There'll
SAN FRANCISCO
of the Taft-Hartley law at the com- tenango, was elected Assemblyman on
via Chicago
One of the names most frethat the Republican ticket from Madison
not unlikely
Congress,
quently mentioned for the post
a change
willit'sinclude
law and
new
the ing
Friendly lounge, superb cuisine,
GovCounty yesterday. A former superviof Attorney General is
gracious hospitality in new,
sor, he is the first exhibitor sent to
long sought by the Hollywood unions
ernor Earl Warren of Caliwithperiod
waiting
the
state legislature in recent years.
the
—shortening
fornia, whose current job has
giant TWA Super Constellain which new workers must join the
tions. Sleeper bertlis at extra
made him very familiar with
in union shop studios.
unions
or
agent
travel
cost. See your
ems of the film inprobl
the
.
Dobson
Dies, 20th
dustry
call Trans World Airlines.
dend
Divi
Pfd.
NT
Atlanta
Manager
ACROSS THE U.S. AND OVERSEAS . .
A Republican House would unLos Angeles, Nov. 5. — National
doubtedly put a damper on the House Theatres has announced a quarterly
Atlanta, Nov. 5.— Fred W. Dobper share son, 20th Century-Fox branch mancents
37^
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divide
incash
ed
repeat
tee's
Commit
PtLV
ary
Judici
ager here for the past 20 years, died
vestigations ofmonopoly. It is likely on outstanding preferred stock, payof a heart attack Monday night. He
on
record
Comof
s
s
Busines
holder
to
Small
1
Dec.
able
Senate
the
that
had been ill for several months.
mittee's investigation of the film in- Nov. 14.
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ONCE-A-YEAR

HRISTMAS
PUTS

YOU

IN

THE

BIG

LEAGUE

Once a year, and only once, your WILL
ROGERS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL comes to
you with the request for funds to maintain the institution for the ensuing fiftytwo weeks... And this is it for 1952-53.
That your hospital is worthy of support
is proved by the success it has achieved
in fighting TB ... by the services it has
rendered to your fellow man during the it.
twenty-six years you've
owned
Its enviable record of over
THE SALUTE
90% of cases CURED ... its average per-case cost of almost HALF
the National estimated average
. . . These are the things well worth
You

share

the glory,

TO

THE
IK 'l

SALUTE
IN

THE

doing! Saving lives, preventing the spread,
and healing the otherwise helpless. And
this at no cost to the afflicted.
These are the things you are doing

through your hospital. Yes, if you have
any kind of job in the amusement
industry, or allied to it, you share this
glory. You share the protection and the
responsibility too.
So, sign the Christmas Salute
Scroll where you work. Get
SCROLL
others to do it too, and give a
"dime, a dollar, or an endowment." The Christmas Salute is
"A DIME, A DOLLAR,
NOW ON -Give a lift in November and December.
OR AN ENDOWMENT"

the protection,

and

the responsibility.

Owned & operated by the amusement industry

WILL

ROGERS

National Office: 1501 Broadway,

Room

MEMORIAL

1309, New

York 36, N.Y.

HOSPITAL

\^d&&0fCCiC
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Motion

RKO RADIO PICTURES,
TRADE

SHOWINGS

Inc.
of

Huntington Hartford's

"FACE

11

TO FACE
COMPRISING

'The Secret Sharer" and "The
Bride Comes to Yellow Sky"
ALBANY
Fox Scr. Rm Thurs. 11/13 2:00 P.M.
1052 B'way
A RKOS™
195 Luckie Rm.
St., Thurs.
N.W. 11/13 10:30 A.M
ROSTON '
Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 10:30 A.M
RKO
122-28 Arlington St.
LO
BUFFA
Mo. Pic. Oper.
Scr. Rm.
Thurs. 11/13 2:30 P.M.
498 Pearl St.
CHARLOTTE
Fox Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:00 P.M.
308 S. Church St.
CHICAGO
RKO Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:00 P.M.
1300 S. Wabash Ave.
CINCINNATI
Palace Scr. Rm.
12 East 6th St. Thurs. 11/13 8:00 P.M.
CLEVELAND
Fox Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:30 P.M.
2219 Payne Ave.
DALLAS
Rep. Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:30 P.M.
412 S. Harwood St.
DENVER
Para. Scr. Rm Thurs. 11/13 2:00 P.M.
2100 Stout St.
DES MOINES
Fox Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:00 A.M.
1300 High St.
DETROIT
Blumenthals Scr.
Rm.
Thurs. 11/13 2:30 P.M
2310 Cass Ave.
INDIANAPOLIS
Univ. Scr.
Rm.
Thurs. 11/13 1:00 P.M
517 N. Illinois St.
KANSAS CITY
Para. Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:30 P.M.
1800 Wyandotte St.
LOS ANGELES
RKO Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:00 P.M.
1980 S. Vermont Ave.
MEMPHIS
Fox Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 12 :15 P.M.
151 Vance Ave.
MILWAUKEE
Warner Scr.
Rm.
Thurs. 11/13 2:00 P.M.
212 N. Wisconsin Ave.
MINNEAPOLIS
Fox Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 1:30 P.M.
1015 Currie Ave.
NEW HAVEN
Fox Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:00 P.M.
40 Whiting St.
NEW ORLEANS
Fox Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 10:30 A.M.
200 S. Liberty St.
NEW YORK
RKO Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:30 P.M.
630 Ninth Ave.
OKLAHOMA
Fox Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 10:30 A.M.
10 North Lee St.
OMAHA
Fox Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 1:30 P.M.
1502 Davenport St.
PHILADELPHIA
RKO Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:30 P.M
250 N. 13th St.
PITTSBURGH
RKO Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 1:30 P.M.
1809-13 Blvd. of Allies
PORTLAND
Star Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:00 P.M.
925 N.W. 19th Ave.
ST. LOUIS
RKO Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 11:30 A.M.
3143 Olive St.
SALT LAKE CITY
Fox Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 1:30 P.M.
216 E. 1st St. South
SAN FRANCISCO
Fox Scr. Rm. Thurs. 11/13 2:00 P.M.
245 Hyde St.
SEATTLE
Jewel Box Scr,
Rm.
Thurs. 11/13 1:00 P.M.
2318 2nd Ave.
SIOUX FALLS
Hollywood
Thea.
Thurs. 11/13 10:00 A.M.
212 N. Philips Ave,
WASHINGTON
Film Center Scr.
Rm.
Thurs. 11/13 2:00 P.M.
932 New Jersey Ave.

Picture
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Wise. Allied Leads
Convention List

Review
Sky Full of Moon
(M etro-G oldwyn-M ayer)
CARLETON CARPENTER, Jan Sterling and Keenan Wynn are starred
in this unpretentious, off-trail tale about a callow cowpoke on his first
visit to Las Vegas that departs from a formula plot. It is well played by the
trio and has appeal but sometimes wallows in sentimentality.
Norman Foster wrote and directed this with an eye towards the talents
of the stars and featuring an anti-gambling slant. Carpenter comes to the
big gambling town to win some rodeo events. He is shy some eight dollars
for the bronco riding event and in his search for work or money enters the
small gambling store owned by Wynn at which blonde and curvaceous Jan
Sterling works.
of luck with the "one-armed bandit" and
an unusualhimrunwhile
Carpenter
Miss
Sterlinghasaccompanies
he tries to run up a big sum, half of
which is to go to her. Carpenter's luck changes and he loses almost all of
his money. Miss Sterling is fired by Wynn for reporting late to work and
she convinces Carpenter to try "taking" the jackpot machine with a special
the drill at Wynn's
drops town
but leave
honestly
the hemachine
cracks and
drill.
feet in Carpenter
the excitement
and Miss
Sterling
in her old car.
Carpenter proposes to her but she considerately leaves him and his money.
He returns, enters the contest and loses but goes back to work at a ranch,
sadder but wiser.
Sidney Franklin, Jr. produced economically but there is no detraction from
the story. It should be noted that drama rather than action is emphasized and
at a slow pace.
Included in the cast are Elaine Stewart, Robert Burton, Emmett Lynn,
and Douglas Dumbrille.
Running time, 73 minutes. General audience classification. For December
release.
Walter Pashkin

12

More

Join

Apply

to

Pioneers

Eight

Named

4Movietime'

for

Tours

Charlotte, Nov. 5. — Eight HollyApproval of a second group of 12
wood personalities will visit scores of
applicants for membership in the Mo- Carolina communities in the annual
tion Picture Pioneers was announced
here by Jack Cohn, president, as the "Movietime, U.S.A." tours starting
committee rushed the processing of Sunday. They are stars Bill Lundigan,
Rod Cameron, Chill Wills, starlets
applications in time for this year's Kathleen Crowley, Alice Kelley,
"Jubilee Dinner of the Pioneers" at the
Hotel Astor on Tuesday, Nov. 25. Laura Elliott, and writers Douglas
New members will be inducted at the Morrow and Robert Hardy Andrews.
The group will arrive here in the
dinner, which will honor N. J. Blum- afternoon and will remain in Charlotte
berg, chairman of the board of direc- for the annual banquet and dance of
tors of Universal Pictures, as "The the 40th annual convention of the
Motion Picture Pioneer of 1952."
Included in the second group are Theatre Owners Association of North
Robert J. Fannon, Republic Pictures ; and South Carolina. They will leave
Charlotte the next morning.
George Gullette and Henry W. Hobart, both of New York and retired;
'Goldstein
William Meinhardt, Tacme Film AA's
Service; William Onie, Oxford
Amusement Co., Cincinnati ; A. A. Drive' Extended
(Jack) Renfro, Theatre Booking
Hollywood, Nov. 5.— Sales results
Service, Omaha ; Edward Ruby, New in bulk exceeding print availability
York; William F. Ruffin, Ruin has necessitated an extension of
Amusement Co., Covington, Tenn. ; Allied Artist's "Morey Goldstein Sales
John A. Schnack, Electric Theatre, Drive" through January. Goldstein
Larned, Kan. ; David M. Sohmer, will confer with company executives
here next week.
Lippert Pictures ; Dudley M. Williston, Williston Theatre, Indianapolis,
Eastern members of Allied Artists'
and Benjamin Wray of the Film De- board of directors will arrive over
livery Service.
the weekend to attend the meeting
which will follow a stockholders
meeting on Wednesday.
Dawson
Speaks On
Films, Audiences
The attitude of the upper cultural
level audience towards motion pictures was termed "The Great Misunderstanding" byMrs. Henry Dawson, who explained to an audience at
the New School for Social Research
here that ultra-sophisticated critics of
films have misapplied critical standards derived from older and different
cultures.
In her talk on "The Motion Picture and the Public," the associate director of community relations for the
Motion Picture Association emphasized that American films reflect an
American culture which is young and
has different levels and needs.

Milwaukee, Nov. 5. — With
106 listed thus far, Wisconsin
Allied is said to lead the reservation list with the biggest
delegation to attend the national Allied convention in
Chicago, Nov. 15-17. They will
have their own hospitality
room at the convention,
through the courtesy of FoxHead Brewery, Waukesha.

Walter
N.Y.

Brecher

Rogers

to

Post

Walter Brecher of Brecher Theatres has been named exhibitor chairman of the New York area for this
year's "Christmas Salute," it was
jointly announced by Abe Montague,
president of Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital, and Sam Switow, national
exhibitor chairman.
In accepting the post, Brecher
pointed out that "the accomplishments
of the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital are attracting to it increasing and
widespread interest. This is evidenced by gratifying early returns in
the public-appeal coin-box operation.
While this is separate and distinct
from the industry's Christmas Salute,
it indicates that the public recognizes
the wonderful work of the Will
Rogers Hospital.
"Certainly we in the industry, especially in the New York area, can
do no less than give it our wholehearted support by seeing to it that
all in the amusement industry sign
the Christmas Salute scroll and make
a contribution to help 'Care for Our
Own' during the once-a-year campaign now in progress."
Radi
o-TV Panel
For

Ampa

Course

Tonight's subject for the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers' class
in the series of 12 showmanship lectures will be "Publicity — Not the
Printed Word." Blanche Livingston,
in charge of publicity for RKO outof-town theatres, will be chairman.
On the rostrum will be Harry
Rausch, vice-president of Young and
Rubicam in charge of radio and television publicity and promotion ; Al
Hollander, production facilities manager of DuMont Network ; Gordon
Kinney, radio and TV manager of
the Advertising Council.
Arrangements have been made with
DuMont Television Network to have
the students make a tour of its studios.

AMERICAN
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Reports
Net

Months

Is Up

$458,000

Third Quarter Earnings
Estimated at$4,663,000

Paramount Pictures' net profit
for the first nine months of 1952
increased $458,000 over the same
the company's
years ago,
period ofone
was told at a meetdirector
board
y.
ing held here yesterda
Consolidated earnings for the
nine months ended Sept. 27,
after taxes, are estimated at
$4,663,000 and include non-recurring capital gains of $500,000. The earnings are equal to
$1.99 per share and, excluding
the capital gains, to $1.78 per
share. Consolidated earnings
for the first nine months of 1951
were estimated at $4,205,000
and represented $1.83 per share.
Paramount estimates earnings for
the third quarter ended Sept. 27 at
$1,878,000 after provision for income
(Ccmtinued on page 4)
Plan

K.

C.-St.

Television

Louis

Channel

Plans for a microwave radio-relay
route between Kansas City and St.
Louis, supplying television channels,
were disclosed here by the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co., which
has filed its application incorporating
such plans with the Federal Communications Commission.
The proposed link would augment
existing cable facilities, interconnecting Kansas City with Omaha and a
new radio-relay route stretching
South to Texas. At St. Louis it would
tie in with coaxial cables extending
(Continued on page 4)

Record

Turnout

At Variety
A

Due

Luncheon

record turnout is expected at the Variety Club of
New York annual luncheonmeeting at the Paramount
Caterers on Monday, chief
barker William J. German reports. Close to 200 acceptances are already in. International chief barker Jack Beresin will be a guest speaker.

YORK,

U. S. A., FRIDAY,

Distributors
Attendance

Irked
at

By

Trade

TEN

7, 1952

NOVEMBER

CENTS

Low

Shows

Exhibitor attendance at trade showings has dropped to a new low and
unless the screenings get greater support some distributors may drop
them completely, it was indicated here yesterday. One major company
executive said that less than 50 exhibitors nationally are attending the
showings and that this lack of interest
might be the cause of adverse business
Forums
in some localities. Current attendance, Exhibitor
he said, is far below that of a year ago
which, even then, was disappointing.
It is estimated that a national
screening costs between $5,000' and For 20th,s 'Venice'
A series of promotional briefings
$6,000, which includes screening room
rentals, projectionists and publicity. In in every 20th Century-Fox exchange
cases, not a single exhibitor in the country has been launched by
many
shows up.
the company in cooperation with
At a recent meeting of executives Collier's and Look magazines on beof one large circuit, attended by more
half of "The Thief of Venice" nathan 200 persons, a major company
tional advertising campaign, it was
advertising manager asked how many announced here by Al Lichtman, director of distribution.
in the room had been to the distributor's last screening. Only three men
The meetings, to which scores of
raised their hands. The advertising
exhibitors have been invited, will detail information on the advertising
chief argued that it was conducive to
good business to see all forthcoming barrage to be used in both magazines
product in order to prepare campaigns and explain how exhibitors may have
effectively.
Two years ago, Paramount dropped their playdates listed in the ads to
trade screenings for lack of attendance pinpoint local engagements.
Following preliminary meetings in
(Continued on page 4)
Cincinnati, Indianapolis and St. Louis,
sessions will be held Monday at New
Haven, Boston, Buffalo, Albany,
Dismisses Dubonnet
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, San Francisco, Washington, Kansas City,
Suit Versus ASCAP
Cleveland Chicago and Detroit.
Representatives of the magazines
(Continued on page 4)
Federal Judge Henry Goddard yesterday dismissed the application of the
Dubonnet Music Publishing Co., seek's
ing to amend the ASCAP decree so End ella
Cohnse
y
Harr
tion
Clau
as to bar motion picture companies Canc
Recent settlement of the Columbia
from the music publishing field.
Harold Lasser of the Department minority stockholders suit in New
of Justice had informed the court dur- York Supreme Court contained a provision striking out the six-month canhearing here that Duing yesterday's
cellation clause between Harry Cohn,
bonnet had failed to submit any evidence to him, supporting its appli- president, and the corporation, Charles
cation. The submission of such evi- Schwartz, secretary, has reported to
dence had been requested by the stockholders.
court.
A provision
makingparties
Cohn'suntil
contract
binding
upon both
Feb.
10, 1955 has been substituted in its
FWC
Operators
place, Schwartz, stated. Other provisions in the settlement had been reGet Welfare Plan
ported previously.
San Francisco, Nov. 6. — Fox
West Coast Theatres has agreed to a
new contract with IATSE projection
To Begin Alterations
ists Local No. 162 which calls for in
elusion of a health and welfare plan. At Roxy Dec. 1
Spence Leve (NorthGeorgeern Bowser,
Theatres'
National
The yRoxy,
California manager), and Joe Broadwa
, will close
for
showcase
s
on
reopen
and
1
Dec.
on
alteration
Tuohey represented FWC. The projectionists were represented by John Dec. 18, with "Stars and Stripes ForForde, Abe Lubfin, Merv Wagner and
ever" and an ice show stage attracSteve B. Newman.
tion. Prices at the box-office will
remain the same as those prevailing
At the meeting, requested by FWC, currently.
which averted strike action, it was
These decisions were reached in a
also agreed that all FWC theatres of
Northern California would grant to series of conferences attended by
P. Skouras, NT president ;
"IA" the Charles (Continued
of the
locals
the
on page 4)
same various
health and
welfare
benefits.

Hughes'
Theatre

Two

Trust

of

Out

RKO
Stock

Provisions

Govern

Stipulation with Gov't
Under a stipulation between
Howard Hughes and the Department of Justice, Hughes yesterday
was permitted to take his RKO
Theatres stock out of trust, with two
provisions. The theatres stock has
been in trusteeship with the Irving
Trust Co. since January, 1951.
One provision requires Hughes
to put the theatres stock back
into trust if he re-takes the
stock of RKO Radio Pictures or
if the new purchasers of the
company's
control this
don'tprovision,
pay for
the stock. Under
if Hughes re-takes the pictures
stock, he must put that stock or
the theatres stock back into
trust.
The second provision stipulates that
if Hughes becomes a creditor to the
(Continued on page 4)
Confer

on

Theatres'

Skouras

Complaint

Discussions between distributor attorneys and counsel for Skouras Theatres on alleged complaints of the
latter were held here yesterday.
The conference, it was learned,
stemmed from Skouras Theatres'
long-standing threat to file a multimillion dollar suit against major distributors, RKO Theatres and Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc. Named in the
threatened(Continued
action are
all major
dison page
4)

Downing on Board of
Rockefeller Center
Russell V. Downing, president and managing director
of Radio City Music Hall, was
elected yesterday to the board
of directors of Rockefeller
Center, Inc., it was announced
by Nelson A. Rockefeller,
chairman of the board.
Downing joined the Music
Hall as treasurer in 1933,
was named executive vicepresident in 1948 and appresident on March
12 of thispointed
year.

2

Motion

Personal

Says

Other

Picture

Industries

Promotional

Mention

Film

T MILTON SALZBURG, presiJ « dent of Pictorial and Cornell
has returned here from a sixFilms, tour
of Europe.
week
•

A wealth of promotional ideas now
being used in many other industries,
particularly in radio and television,
have been taken from the motion
picture industry, Harry Rauch, Young
and Rubican advertising agency vicepresident, declared here last night at
the weekly showmanship course held
ted Motion Picture Adby the Associa
vertisers atthe Hotel Woodstock.
Rauch, who is in charge of radio
and television publicity and promotions, stated that in his belief radio
and TV are not competitive to motion pictures, but are compatible, and
they can be used to sell tickets at the
box-office. Rauch stated that a million-dollar idea can be carried on a
post-card, and gave as an example the
Joan Davis junket to Hollyrecentwood— nothing
new about it, he said,
but it resolved into thousands and
licity.
thousands of dollars worth of pub-

Charles C. Moskowitz, Loew's
vice-president and treasurer, will be
guest of honor at a dinner given by
the Alpha Epsilon Pi fraternity of
New York University at the Hotel
Pierre on Thursday.
•
Eric Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Association of America, returned to Washington yesterday after meeting here with the
MPAA executive •committee.

Jack ReVille, M-G-M Charlotte
branch manager, who has been ill for
several weeks, has taken a vacation to
further recuperate before resuming
his duties.
•
Ben Thau, M-G-M studio executive, who was scheduled to arrive
here from the Coast today, has indefinitely delayed his
• trip East.
Julius Lamm, manager of Warner's Uptown Theatre in Cleveland,
is recuperating from removal of a
cataract.
•
Doug Amos, Hartford division manTheager of Lockwood and Gordon
atres, will leave for a Florida vacation
next month.
•
Hugh Owen, Paramount Eastern
and Southern division manager, is
back in New York from Boston and
New Haven.
•
George Weltner, president of
Paramount International, will leave
New York today for a five- week tour
of Europe.
Max Bercutt, Warner Brothers
exploiteer, is in Denver from San
Francisco.
James C. Shanklin, Ronceverte,
W. Va., exhibitor, is vacationing at
Hot Spring's, Ark.
Raoul Walsh, Warner Brothers
director, will return this week to
Hollywood from England .

Joseph A. Walsh, head of Paramount branch operations, will return
here today from Cincinnati.
•
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Ready San Diego for
'Flat Top' Opening
San Diego, Nov. 6. — A campaign
pronounced the most comprehensive in
this town's history is whetting anticipation of the tri-theatre premiere of
Allied Artists' "Flat Top" at the Fox,
State
day. and Loma Theatres on WednesThe triple opening will follow the
world premiere aboard the aircraft
carrier U.S.S. Princeton in San Diego
Bay Armistice Day, with a special
train bringing 100 guests from Hollywood to join Navy personnel and civic
officials in ceremonies to be broadcast
and televised coastwide. An exploitation crew under John C. Flinn has the
town plastered with billboards, placards, factory pay envelopes stuffed
with heralds, local press conducting
contests linked to picture, and comof "Flat
Top"
Allowing the class to participate m events plete
setnewsforcoverage
press, radio
and video.
and
radio
between
deal
an unexpected
a picture company, Rauch spotted Jules Buck
Forms
Sid Mesibov, exploitation director of
Paramount Pictures in the audience, Production
Firm
and on the spot conducted a tie-up
Hollywood, Nov. 6. — The formawith him on Bob Hope who is on
tion of G-B Productions, Inc. in Paris
Rubiand
Young
via
Jello
for
radio
and
a production schedule calling for
.
Paramount
for
pictures
in
and
cam,
a
minimum
o£ two top-budget films
Gordon Kinney, radio and TV man- within the next six months was anager for the Advertising Council,
nounced by Jules Buck, recently reexplained visually how advertising
signed from 20th Century-Fox as a
promoworks on TV; Al Hollander, DuMont
producer, and by David Getz and M.
tion facilities manager of
A. Getz. Buck will produce all of the
Morais
Ira
and
was another speaker;
of RKO Theatres answered questions films, which will be financed by the
on the theatre side.
company itself.
The first production is scheduled to
Blanche Livingston, in charge of start
in Germany in January.
Theatres out-ofpublicity for RKO of
event.
the
town, was chairman
Tent to Honor Zucker
Cleveland, Nov. 6. — The local Variety Club is sponsoring a testimonial
Lapinere to Foreign
dinner on Monday in the Hollenden
Hotel here in honor of Lester Zucker,
MGM
Publicity Post
former local Universal manager, reLapinere will rejoin Loew's
Elias onal
cently promoted to Central division
Corp. on Jan. 1 as speInternati
cial publicity representative in Europe, manager.
working on top pictures only, David
Lewis, regional director of Continental Memorial for Stoneman
Europe, reports. Lapinere was with
Boston, Nov. 6. — The unveiling of
the organization before World War a memorial to the late E. Harold
II. His first assignment will probably Stoneman will be held at 2:00 P. M.
be on "Quo Vadis," it was sajd.
Sunday at the Adath Jeshurun Cemetery, West Roxbury, Mass. Stoneman was former president of InterWB Troy House Reopens
state Theatres Corp., treasurer of the

— Warners'
"Jimmy Fund" and past chief barker
Y., Nov.
Albany,
n inN. Troy
reopened of
will 6.be
America
Variety Club of New England.
tomorrow as a first run. The theatre,
dark since June, featured subsequent
Max Birnbaum, manager of the run engagements for several years, but W. R. Frank on Tour
Warner Brothers New Haven ex- last spring it presented primary showBoston, Nov. 6. — W. R. Frank,
ings of foreign and exploitation films.
change, isrecovering from illness.
of W. R. Frank Producpresident
Troy
Warner
other
the
Currently,
a nationwide tour of all
are first offices tions,ofis onUnited
Lincoln,
and
Troy
the
houses,
Artists to acquaint
David J. Lustig of the Columbia runs.
exploitation department is in Hartbranch managers, salesmen and bookford from New York.
ers with his forthcoming "Medal of
Honor" series of four half-hour films
WB to Reopen Utica
to be released by UA.
Harold J. Mirisch, Allied Artists
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 6.— Warner
vice-president, is in Chicago from Brothers will reopen the Utica, a
Hollywood.
Utica second run, Sunday. The thea- 350 at Publicists Party
Some 350 representatives of the
tre, which has been darkened and relighted several times in past two years, press attended the second annual party
R. J. Ingram, Columbia Southern
district manager, has returned to At- played art and first-run exploitation yesterday at the Vanderbilt Hotel here
lanta from Jacksonville.
pictures last spring.
given by the Publicists Guild.

RKO

Pictures

Board

Meet Adjourns
Due to unfinished business,
the meeting of RKO Radio
Pictures board of directors
yesterday adjourned until next
week. Arnold Grant, board
chairman, in the meantime
postponed his scheduled trip
to the Coast.
No decision as yet has been
reached on the appointment
of three directors to fill the
vacancies caused by the resignations of Ralph Stolkin,
Abraham L. Koolish and William Gorman.
'Forest1

Premiere

In Reno

Monday

Paramount's "The Blazing Forest,"
Pine-Thomas color production, will
have its premiere in Reno on Monday at the Majestic Theatre. The
Reno New Golden Hotel will sponsor
the event with proceeds to be turned
over to the Reno Community Chest.
Film stars John Payne, Rhonda Fleming, Richard Arlen, Susan Morrow,
Roscoe Ates, producer Bill Thomas
and members of the press will be
flown from Hollywood.
Close Half-a-Day
For Armistice
A half holiday has been declared by
severalfices inmajor
film company
home Day
ofobservance
of Armistice
on Tuesday. Companies closing at
1 :00 P.M. are Allied Artists, M-G-M,
RKO Pictures, RKO Theatres, 20th
Century-Fox, Universal-International
and Warner Brothers. Columbia,
Paramount, Republic, United Artists,
United Paramount Theatres and the
MPAA are still undecided.
Herman

Cohen

Resigns

Hollywood, Nov. 6. — Herman
Cohen has announced his resignation
from the vice-presidency of Jack
Broder Productions and Realart Pictures, effective Nov. 14.
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M-G-M presents In Color By Technicolor "THE PRISONER OF ZEND A" starring STEWART GRANGER
DEBORAH KERR • Louis Calhem ' Jane Greer • Lewis Stone • Robert Douglas ' and JAMES MASON as Rupert of
Hent2.au • Screen Play by John L. Balderston and Noel Langley • Adaptation by Wells Root from the novel by
Anthonu Hove and the dramatization by Edward Rose • Directed by Richard Thorpe ' Produced by Pandro S. Bermav

Motion
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Net

(Continued from page 1)
taxes. These earnings include the
non-recurring capital gains of $500,000
after deducting taxes. These earnings
and, exare equal to 80 cents per share cents
per
cluding capital gains, to 59
share. Consolidated earnings for the
quarter ended Sept. 29, 1951 were estimated at $1,373,000, equal to 60 cents
per share.
The consolidated earnings do not include Paramount's share of net undistributed earnings of partially owned
non-consolidated subsidiaries.
The board voted a quarterly dividend of 50 cents per share on the compayable Dec. 20 to stockmon stock,
holders of record on Dec. 5.

20th's 'Venice'
(Continued from page 1)
will outline the over-all campaign to
the showmen, and discuss mutual cooperation plans. In addition, they will
present details of a contest for the
most productive campaign on the film
which will result in a first prize of
a 10-day trip to Venice for two.
Other dates are: Wednesday,
Omaha; Thursday, Denver; Friday,
Salt Lake City; Nov. 17, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis, Oklahoma City and Los
Angeles; Nov. 18, Dallas and Portland; Nov. 19, Seattle and New Orleans'- Nov. 20, Memphis; Nov. 21,
Atlanta; Nov. 23, Des Moines; Nov.
24, Charlotte; Nov. 25, Jacksonville.
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George Winslow, a little boy with
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Mor
One
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strongly in "Room
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comic
Michael Kanin. It is the kind of film that can be exploited for its
of
side
serious
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for
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the
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with the story
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to-riches bon-bon manufacturer, to understand and love his son
letter.
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She returns to "shake down" Widmark with the knowled
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divorce won't stand up in court.
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k
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General audience classification^ December
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or if he becomes a guarpurchasers
antor of any part of the $8,000,000
loan, which he agreed to make upon
the sale of the picture company stock
to the Ralph Stolkin group, then he
must put the theatre stock back into
trust.
In 1948, Hughes acquired 24 per
cent, or 929,020 shares, of RKO stock
from Atlas Corp. Upon the divorcement of RKO's theatre and picture
operations in 1951, Hughes received
929,020 shares in both the picture and
the new theatre company, subsequently
adding almost 100,000 shares of RKO
Pictures stock. The theatre shares
were held in trust by the Irving Trust
Co., New York, under a restriction of
the RKO divorcement which, permitted Hughes to retain ownership of his
stock in either, but not both firms.
'Huge Potential' in
Arabian Countries
Hollywood,
— Americanmade
films areNov.
more 6. popular
than
ever in the Arab-speaking countries,
in the opinion of M-G-M producer
Albert Lewin, who has returned from
abroad.
"Hollywood films have a huge potential market there," he reported on
his return from Marrakech, Casablanca and Rabet, French Morocco.

Lewin completed six months' research
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fid
scoutingAfrica
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(Continued from page 1)
ample
contains an
.from the proceedings, films shown in the Middle and Near
the average action devotee. Its over-length detracts
tributors with the exception of 20th which despite the colorful title, are of a rather routine underworld nature. East due to the expense involved but
with a minor use Arabic subtitles. However," he
which reTohnPavne i starred as a florist delivery truck driver
Century-Fox and Loew's,
cently reached a settlement with poice record ? who becomes involved when the robbery .bandits get away in a said, "a very large proportion of the
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M-G-M presents Lana Turner • Kirk Douglas • Walter Pidgeon-Dick Powell in "THE BAD AND THE BEAUTIFUL"
co-starring Barry Sullivan • Gloria Grahame • Gilbert Roland • with Leo G. Carroll • Vanessa Brown • Screen Play by
Charles Schnee • Based on a story by George Bradshaw • Directed by Vincente Minnelli • Produced by John Houseman
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TAYLOR

"Ivanhoe" triumphs) and
(fresh from "Q. V." and
ELEANOR PARKER
make screen history
in the greatest love
story of our time !

M-G-M presents "ABOVE AND BEYOND" starring Robert Taylor • Eleanor Parker • with James Whitmore
Marilyn Erskine • Screen Play by Melvin Frank, Norman Panama and Beirne Lay, Jr. • Story by Beirne Lay, Jr.
Produced and Directed by Melvin Frank and Norman Panama
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Difficult though they may be, situations like these do come off; thanks to the care with
which film and chemicals are keyed to specific photographic situation and production methods;
thanks, also, to the rigid control of processing solution strength and temperature.
In this area — in production, distribution, and exhibition, too — representatives of the
Eastman Technical Service for Motion Picture Film are proud to serve the industry.
To maintain this service, the Eastman Kodak Company

has branches at strategic centers

. . . invites inquiry from all members of the industry. Address: Motion Picture Film Department,
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. East Coast Division, 342 Madison Avenue, New
York 17, N. Y. Midwest Division, 137 North Wabash

Avenue, Chicago 2, Illinois. West Coast

Division, 6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, California.
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to
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last
here
REFERENCE
the remarks of Lowell Mason
of the Federal Trade Commission
on some absurdities inherent in judicial approaches to the subjects of
"conscious parallelism of action"
and treble damage suits, which have
loomed so large in motion picture
litigation, brought earnest comment
and nostalgic reflection from
Abram F. Myers, general counsel
and chairman of the board of Allied States Association, no stranger, it develops, to the topic.
"This may seem a dull subject,"
Mr. Myers observes, "in an indus-t
try where the most importan
events are as episodic as a frame
on a film, but I can think of no
more important issue for discussion and such action as can be

taken."
He cites a speech he made before
the National Lime Association in
1949, relating to "conscious parallelism" as applied to the pricing of
commodities by the basing point
system. "There is no legal difference," Myers writes, "between inferring aconspiracy to fix prices
{Continued on page 2)

UA,

Chemical

Renew

Finance

Bank
Deal

Arthur B. Krim, United Artists
president, announced here Friday that
the Chemical Bank & Trust Co. and
UA had renewed its agreement providing primary financing for a pro
gram of 10 pictures.
During the last 18 months, Chemi
cal Bank has provided the financing
for approximately 10 independent pictures released by UA and, according
to Edward Van Pelt, who represented
the bank in the, negotiations, the
arrangement will be continued. United
{Continued on page 2)
RKO UK Setup Will
Not Be Changed
RKO Radio Pictures is
highly pleased with the conduct of its United Kingdom
division by Robert S. Wolff,
UK managing director, and
there is no intention of making any change in this management, New York correspondents ofthe British trade
press were told at the weekend by Alfred Crown, RKO
Radio foreign manager.
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If the 20 per cent Federal admission tax •'means the closing of large JJu^Jl^S
Tl*USt
©
|
see this tax taken off. It's as simple
and small theatres, you're going to expressed
by Colorado Congressman
as that." Such was the reaction
Colorado exhibitors who Irving Trust Gets No
of
group
a
Wayne N. Aspinall to the pleas of met with him
to ask for support in
their fight to obtain repeal of the levy. Hughes Communication
Congressman Aspinall told the
ohnston
to Paris;
No indications that Howard
showmen that repeal is the relief
Hughes
move immediately to
"which I think you should have, be- take his will
RKO Theatres stock out
French
Pact Seen
cause one of the integral parts of our
civilization — motion picture entertain- of trust, pursuant to the recent
stipulation with the Department of
At Critical
Stage
window."
Colorado
exhibitors
the pledge justice, were discernible here at the
out thewon
ment— is going
of a vote for repeal of the tax from weekend.
A representative of Irving Trust
Washington, Nov. 9. — Motion Aspinall as the result of the meeting
Picture Association of America pres- which was cited as an example of the Co., trustee of Hughes' 929,020 shares
ident Eric A. Johnston left here un- proper procedure exhibitors should use of RKO Theatres stock, said he has
expectedly yesterday for Paris to take in their campaign for repeal of the tax. received no communication from
part in the negotiation of a new
as to his intentions.
The meeting, described in a state- Hughes
Neither has any move to resign been
ment issued through the Council of
French-American film agreement.
He had been scheduled to leave yes- Motion Picture Organizations here by made by Ben-Fleming Sessel or Wilterday on a one month tour of seven Col. H. A. Cole and Pat McGee, coliam J. Wardall, two members of the
South American countries as chair- chairmen of the National Tax Repeal RKO Theatres board of directors, repCommittee, was held shortly
resenting Irving Trust Co. Thomas
man of the government's International Campaign {Continued
on page 4)
Development Advisory Board. The
Slack, Hughes' attorney, who was.
State Department announced yesterhere recently
for conferences
with executives of RKO
Radio Pictures
on
day morning that this tour had been
Karl
Herzog
Resigns
cancelled and that Johnston instead
Hughes' pledge to loan $8,000,000 to
the film firm, has left for the Coast.
was leaving for France "on urgent As Cinecolor Head
It was {Continued
learned that
the next
meetbusiness
of
the
film
industry."
on page
4)
This latter statement and the fact
Hollywood, Nov. 9. — Resignation
that Johnston cancelled the South of Karl Herzog as president, treasurer and director of Cinecolor Corp.
American trip in favor of the Paris
trip gave rise to a feeling among some was announced here today following
observers that the French negotia- a meeting of the board of directors.
tions, which have been stalled for the While no reason was given, it is understood that Herzog has been in ill
{Continued on page 4)
health in recent months and that his
MINNEAPOLIS, Nov. 9,~
Cinerama
Confabs to retirement is due to doctor's orders. Under president Benjamin
Herzog also has resigned as president and director of Cinecolor Realty Berger, a minimum of 40
Be Held on Coast
Corp. and chairman of the board and members of North Central
Conferences on Cinerama produc- a director of Cinecolor, Ltd., London. Allied will carry the
tion plans are slated to be continued
on the Coast next week, with the
the "roadagainst
fight
scheduled arrival there of L. B.
showing"
of product to the
'Peter
Pan'
Gets
8
Mayer, chairman of the board of
floor of national AlCinerama Productions Corp., Dudley
Weeks in Chi. Loop
lied's convention in ChiRoberts, Jr., president, and Merian C.
cago, Nov. 17-19. Berger
Cooper, general manager in charge of
Pan"
"Peter
s
Disney'
Walt
d
exan
awarde
been
has
production.
called
the of"road-show"
trend one
the most
Mayer left here Friday for Miami,
tended run of eight weeks in
where he will receive a citation from
the Chicago Loop, according
"dangerous problems" facthe Society of Industrial Realtors.
to a decision rendered by Feding exhibitors.
Judge
Michael Igoe in
eral
From Miami, he plans to leave for
the Coast.
that city, it was disclosed
here at the weekend by RKO
MADISON, Wis. , Nov. 9.—
Radio.
Wisconsin has ruled that
Chicago Mayor Turns
Attorney Aaron Stein repdrive-ins in construction
resented Disney at the hearDown
'Miracle' Plea
must be laid out to proing and
witChicago, Nov. 9. — Mayor Martin
nessespresented
Leo Samuels, asDisney
vide an area between the
Kennelley has rejected the plea of the
sales supervisor; Charles
boxoff ice and the highway
American Civil Liberties Union that
Levy, Eastern publicity dithat can handle 10 per
the "Miracle" ban here be reversed
rector, and Sam Gorelick,
and has upheld the decision of the
cent of capacity and a
RKO Radio's Chicago branch
police censor board that the picture
holdout area between the
manager.
The theatre and opening
is "immoral and obscene." ACLU atboxoffice and the ramps
torneys have scheduled a meeting for
date for the Chicago run have
this .week to determine their next step
holding not less than 15
not been set.
in the campaign to permit the picture
per cent of capacity.
to be shown here.
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and a conspiracy not to license pictures to a particular exhibitor, based
direcPVR. RBNATO GUALINO,
mere uniformity without any evidence of collusion."
U tor general of Italian Films Ex- on In his speech of more than three years ago, Myers traced the beginnew
the
port and chief executive of
ning of the doctrine to the appropriation by the Federal Trade inCommisnational distributing organization now
the mid
of the language of the Sherman Act in price fixing cases
sion
being set up by IFE, will fly to Rome 1920s, one of which was upheld by the Supreme Court in 1927 (FTC v.
from here today.
•
Pacific States Paper Trade Association.)
"Thus," he said, "there was imported into the Federal TradeasComRotus Harvey, past president of
that
mission Act what Mr. Justice Jackson has recently described
Western Theatre Owners, was presented with a life membership in the 'elastic, sprawling and pervasive offense' of conspiracy."
Independent Theatre Owners of MonJustice Jackson, Myers said, went on to say that the "modern crime
tana by president •Feed Arnst.
it almost defies definition" and that "loose
of conspiracy is so vague that
practice as to this offense constitutes a serious threat to fairness in our
Larry
Lapidus,
formerly with administration of justice." He also pointed out, Myers said, that by
Warner
Theatres
in Albany, has
charging conspiracy instead of the substantive offense the prosecutor is
England zone relieved& of the necessity of proving a specific intent to commit that ofjoined the circuit's New
booking department in New Haven.
•
fense; further, that it even dispenses with the "necessity ^ to infer any
Mort Ehrman, New York Daily definite agreement, although that is the gist of the offense."
"From the standpoint of the prosecutor," Myers said, "a conspiracy
Mirror news editor, and Mrs. Ehrsimplifies his problem. In administrative and civil proman will arrive in Hollywood Wed- charge greatly
no effort to prove the conspiracy by direct evidence.
makes
he
ceedings
nesday for a look at• upcoming product.
He merely dumps into the record everything the parties have done that
Mort B lumen stock, Warner can have any possible relation to the charge; and if this evidence
Brothers vice-president in charge of shows that any two or more of them have been proceeding along parallel
advertising-publicity, will arrive here lines, he will ask the Court or the Commission to infer that they were
from Hollywood today.
engaged in a conspiracy. And if that inference is drawn, as it generally
•
is, then the overt acts and incriminating admissions of one conspirator,
B. B. Anderson and Mrs. Ander- even if committed without the knowledge or consent of the others, will
son, South Carolina theatre owners,
Justice Jackhave returned home from a Florida be accepted as proof against all. Against this background
son concludes that 'A co-defendant in a conspiracy trial occupies an
vacation.
to
uneasy seat.' For, as he points out, Tt is difficult for theofindividual
jurors who
make his own case stand on its own merits in the minds
William B. Zoellner, head of
together.' "
M-G-M short subject and newsreel are ready to believe that birds of a feather are flockedthat
developed as a
In his speech, Myers went on to cite paradoxes
sales, will leave here today for New
Orleans.
ns of various cases and concluded that "Parallel action
of dispositio
result safe
•
must be the result of sheer coincidence and then only when
to be
Bob Snell, with the United Artists it occurs among monks, hermits and denizens of the jungle with no
publicity department for seven years,
going on in the outside world."
will leave for the Army on Nov. 17. knowledge of what "Iis still
hope that a case — not necessarily a motion
Myers writes:
•
presents the issue, will reach the Supreme
squarely
which
case—
picture
Bruce W. Odlum, on Frederick Court and that counsel will attack the unwarranted expansion of the
Brisson's staff, has arrived in New
York en route to Madrid on Nov. 19. offense of conspiracy along the lines of Justice Jackson's observations
•
in the Krulewitch case."
It would seem that in the voluminous litigation files of this industry
field
Jack H. Wiener of M-G-M's
a case might be found. If so, it would be well worth the test Myers
in
such
press representative staff, arrived
Atlanta yesterday • from New York.
suggests for, if successful, it would result in confining the general law
y to its originally intended function — to protect and preWilliam Richardson, president of of conspirac
As Myers says, "That would afford industries that
competition.
serve
Astor Pictures of Georsia, has left
for a fishing trip in Florida.
want to obey the law all the protection they need."
Zamah Cunningham
York from Hollywood.

New

to Aid
Livingston
Pioneers Publicity
Milton Livingston, Universal trade
UA, Chemical Bank
press contact here, has been appointed
(Continued from page 1)
to assist David A. Bader, national
director of the Motion PicArtists spokesmen said Friday that the publicity
ture Pioneers, on the publicity for this
company would have greater selectiv
at
held 24.
to be Nov.
"Jubilee
ity and control of each production year's
on Tuesday,
Astor Dinner"
the Hotel
project and that all details as to story
N. J. Blumberg, chairman of the
and production would be screened
of directors of Universal Picboard
first by UA before being submitted
to the bank.
tures, will be honored at the "Jubilee
The 10 pictures are expected to be Dinner" as the "Motion Picture Pioneer of 1952." George Jessel will be
ready for release in the latter part
toastmaster of the dinner and Ned E.
of 1953 and in 1954.
Depinet will be chairman.

Illinois Drive - In
Files Equity Suit
Chicago,
9.— Attorney
mour Simon Nov.
has filed
an equity Seysuit,
asking relief from alleged withholding
of pictures from the Family Drive-in,
Clinton, 111., until 30 days after they
played the McCollum circuit's
have
Kaye and Clintonia, both also in ClinSullivan's ChiPhillip Court.
ton,cago
in Judge
Federal District
The suit, against the eight major
film companies, Arthur Nelson and
the McCollum circuit, asks no damages— merely a correction of the situowned by the ClinThe Family,
tonation.Theatre
Corp., is operated by
Frank Stewart, who also operates the
Rivoli, Danville, 111., and the Family
Drive-in, Urbana, 111.

ghton is'shighli
electi
de
landsi
hower
L Eisen
ERAential
GENPresid
ed in all current newsreels. All feature various details of the election,
including coverage of the main candidates, Congressional elections, and the
new President's leaving for a Georgia
vacation. The following is a general
summary of the reels:
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 91 — Eisenhower elected in a landslide. Voting by
Eisenhower, Nixon. Stevenson. Sparkman,
Hoover. Baruch, Farley. Democratic headquarters in Illinois. Republican headquarters in New York. Times Square sign
flashes results.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 221— Largest
popular vote for a President. At polling
places. Voting by Eisenhower, Nixon,
Stevenson, and Sparkman, Election returns.
Springfield concedes the election to Eisenfor unity. "Ike" and
Mamie hower.
leaveTruman
for calls
vacation.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 24— Victory
for Eisenhower Day. Eisenhower looks to
unity for critical domestic and world problems. The candidates, other headline figures,
and a review of the issues. Stevenson
statement saluting the victor and reqeusting unity. Eisenhower and his wife receive
returns in New York City.
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 4SB— Voting
across the country. Overwhelming joy in
Republican National Headquarters. _ Governor Stevenson concedes in Springfield.
Eisenhower victory statement in New York.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 411—
Ike's Landslide. Presidential and VicePresidential candidates casting their ballots.
Board of Elections meetings. Voting by
Truman, Hoover, Warren, Dewey, Lehman,
crippled people, mothers with children.
Armed Forces Services absentee ballots.
Democratic and Republican National Headquarters.
WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 26— Ike
wins. Ballot casting by President Truman
and all candidates. Early returns received
at Democratic and Republican headquarters.
Senatorial victors in their, home states.
Stevenson concedes at Springfield. Eisenhower victory speech. Eisenhower and his
family leave for vacation.
Para. Underscores Ads
Paramount is underscoring its trade
to Bali,"
of "Road
paper preselling
starring
Bing Crosby,
Bob Hope
and
Dorothy Lamour, by calling the attention of exhibitors to a two-page color
advertisement of the color in Technicolor musical which trade publications
are running.
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RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center — ——
starring
"THE HAPPY TIME"
Charles BOYER » Louis JOURDAN
A Columbia Picture In Person ^
SPECTACULAR

STAGE PRESENTATION
THE
SUNNFOU
ES> i
Y RGAACLE
CHARLIE BARNET,

plus S.1NDHIS ORCHESTRA
Meets Today
Op
COIIEL erat
ubie stm
Election of officers and a general
Motion Picture Daily will
discussion of new club quarters, proj-a
llDE-MALDEN-COCM
not be published tomorrow,
Midnight Fcotur*
ects for the forthcoming year, and
and membership meeting of the VariArmistice Day, a legal holiday.
35
No.
Tent
York,
New
of
Club
ety
are
s,
report of the past year's activitie
on the agenda for the annual luncheon today at the Paramount Caterers.
MOTION PICTURE DAILY. Martin Quigley,
7^t^^\iZ&.
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publishing Company Inc. 1270 Sixth ."^nue^ocketeuer ^
Treasurer; Raymond Levy, Vice-President; Leo J.
New York."
Martin Quigley, President; Martin Quigley, Jr. Vice-President, J: S^1^a"' V q ^ g p ei" Production Manager; Hollywood. Bureau, Yucca-Vme
Brady. Secretary; James P. Cunningham. News Editor; Herbert V Jecke
jj
Farl ey A^verti'si i!g Represent ati ve , FI 6-3074; Bruce Trinz, Editorial Representative. 11
No

Paper

Tomorrow

Variety

copies. 10c. ,^,
single ^l^
$6 in the Americas and $12 foreign;
^J^
on rates per year.
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79.
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act of Ma7chTl8
?he
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£E
!S

,9*38. at the post office at New York, N. Y.. under
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\TNT

Lists

15

the

THEATRE

Theatres

Telecast
Lees
Taking
is
res
Theat
RKO
of
Equipment
board
the
ing of
slated for December and, barring any
The list of 15 theatres that will participate in the James Lees & Sons
. . .
World
meetingboard
r
earlie
an
ns,
natio
resig
ted.
is not expec
national sales convention theatre telecast Dec. 8 was disclosed here at
the weekend by Theatre Network Television, the agency which booked
According to a report, yet uncon- the
event.
Just
recen
. with RAY GALLObe
the
in
will join the first comsion
houses
provi
a
firmed,
TV-equipped
The
telecast, which will be held bemercial
.following .
tice Department stipulation allows a
the
tween 12 :00 and 1 :00 P.M. :
Hughes' loan to RKO Pictures and at
RKO Keith's, Washington; WarLa
the°same time allows Hughes to take
Benefit
ner's Stanley, Philadelphia ; Guild,
his theatres' stock out of trust if thed 'Andersen'
go
will
Chica
in
Hotel
Salle
Wednesday at
NINGannual
OPEeighth
loan is repaid within a certain perio
; Loew's the
Boston
; Pilgrim,
New
convention of the
State, York
St. Louis;
Harris,
Pittsburgh;
of time, said to be within one or two
Cost-free
popcorn
industry.
The
theme of the
Entirely
CinAlbee,
years.
Hollywood, Detroit ; RKO
cinnati;Hippodrome, Cleveland; three-day meeting will be "Popcorn,
In the .event Hughes chooses to reAll organizations and individuals Gopher, Minneapolis ; Telenews, Chi- America's Newest Big Business," acacquire his voting rights to his thecording to Thomas J. Sullivan, exrecago ; Paramount, Denver ; Camark,
rs,
atres' stock, two board membe
participating in the benefit world preecutive vice-president of the National
FranSan
Telenews,
City;
Lake
"Hans
Salt
yn's
miere of Samuel Goldw
placing those representing the Irvingcisco, and the Orpheum in Los An- Association of Popcorn ManufacturTrust Co., would be selected by him, Christian Andersen" at the Criterion
e
board
ers. Of special interest to theatreTheatr here on Nov. 24 are donatmg
Of the six
it is pointed out.
The programming and promotion of men is a session set for Wednesday
members, one is David J. Greene and their services, according to Maurice
the event, which will be seen by an built around the handling, merchananother A. Louis Oresman, a member Bergman, publicity chairman for the geles.
dising and selling of popcorn at theaof the Greene group which staged a Variety Clubs Will Rogers Memorial invited audience, mainly of Lees carpet
dealers, was developed by Victor M.
tre refreshment stands. A panel dislively proxy battle last January to gam Hospital benefit committee.
cussion will be held on the subject,
director of Theatre Tele-Sesboard representation. It is not known
"This is a unique benefit," said Ratner,sions, asubsidiary
of
TNT.
"Getting
Maximum Returns from
Dee
Justic
gross
the
entire
er
the
wheth
that
point
at this
Bergman, "in
Concessions
Operations."
Participatpartment would allow Hughes to ac- proceeds will go to the hospitalno.
ing will be Harold
J. Fitzgerald,
head
in RKO The- Every ticket will be paid for, and
quire additional shares anoth
er proxy
atres in the event
Goldwyn's
Stand
on
of
the
Fox
Wisconsin
Theatres,
Miloione is collecting a penny for his
waukee Abner
;
Horn, Rainbow, Inc.,
contest develops and he wishes to add
Subscription
TV
e."
premier
Lake Charles, La. ; J. J. Fitzgibbons,
lier work in behalf of the
to his 24 per cent holdings in the
Samuel Goldwyn declared in New
Goldwyn is donating the film, whiler
directo
ing
the
manag
at
Moss,
group
e
B.
s
Green
Charle
The
company.
Theatre
Ltd., TorYork on Friday that it would be at Jr., onto
;Charles Confections,
Manley, Manley,
Inc.,
last proxy contest owned or controlled of the Criterion, and his staff, are least five years before subscription
Kansas
City;
L.
A.
(Skip)
Dunn,
350,000 shares. The two remaining giving their services free for the eve- TV was commercially feasible and
board members are Sol A. Schwartz,
ning In addition, all members of that then pay-as-you-go TV would New England Theatres Service Corp.,
president of the company, and Edward withou
Walsh's IATSE will work have a share 'of the motion picture Boston.
d
Richart pay.
market.
C. Raftery, counsel to the company.
The recent Justice Department
others who will contribute
Among
He denied published reports that he
Another feature of the popcorn
stipulation which defines the conditions their services are Radio City Music had said "within five years 50 per cent
his
convention
will be a display of late
Co.,
Ticket
al
under which Hughes can take out
Nation
;
Hall ushers
the nation's theatres will be closed developments in supplies, machinery
theatres stock from trusteeship was Donahue and Coe advertising agency ; of
not viewed in trade quarters as any Morrill and McDermott, typogra- and the motion picture market will and equipment, arranged under the
be shared equally by pay-as-you-g
supervision of Irving Singer of the
tip-off on the possible sale of the stock.
phers; and Wilbar Photo Engraving.
Rex Specialty Bag Co., Brooklyn,
Although the stock was trusteed, it
"In addition," Bergman pointed out, TV, regular TV and theatres."
was pointed out, since the divorcement "members of the industry are buyihg
N. Y. general chairman of the convention will be Harry T. McNamara,
Cohn Briefs NETTC
of the company, Hughes always had
tickets."
vice-president and sales manager of
the power to sell the stock and fought most of the
On FCC Meeting
Blue Star Foods, Inc., Rockford, 111.
and won a decision by the courts upholding that right, and denying it to Tax Relief
Other officers include: Social chairExhibiof the National
Members
the trustee.
tors Theatre Television Committee
(Continued from page 1)
man, Martin B. Coopersmith, MarHughes acquired 929,020 shares of
were briefed on the recent Federal jack Co., Inc., Washington; chairm
,
Corp.
Junction
Atlas
the
Communications Commission hearings
RKO stock from
before election at Grand
man and toastmaster of the open1948 for approximately $9,000,000 Colo., between Aspinall and 23 exhib- here on Friday by Marcus Cohn,
ing luncheon, John J. Fitzgibbons,
d 929,had traveled hun- NETTC attorney, at a meeting at the Jr.; ladies' program planning chairdivorcement, receive
and, upon in
itors, many of whom
both the new picture and
dreds of miles to be present. At the Hotel Astor.
020 shares
man, Mrs. Harry T. McNamara.
the new theatre company, subsequently end of the meeting, during which the
Sentiment was expressed that the
RKO
figures
of
and
shares
exhibitors presented facts
adding almost 100,000
seekPictures stock. He sold his interest in about their operations to show the in- industry's case before the FCC
was preallocations
TV
ing
theatre
ssman
to
Congre
000
justice of the tax, the
the picture company for $7,040,
A major advertising drive to be
and optimism of repared
excellently
the Ralph Stolkin group in September. not only pledged himself to vote for
ceiving
channels was voiced.
centered around sponsorship of a new
The theatre stock is currently quoted repeal but advised the exhibitors how
television production of the comic
on the New York stock exchange at the industry should proceed after Congress convenes to get the tax killed. Johnston to Paris
3%, but it is believed that Hughes
strip, "Terry and the Pirates," has
(Continued from page 1)
could receive about $5 per share for
been signed for by Canada Dry Gin"This is the information I've been
ger Ale, Inc., Nezv York. Extensive
his controlling interest, or approxi- waiting to have for some time," said
mately $5,000,000 for the entire block, Aspinall after the theatre owners had past few months, had reached a new use will also be made by the company
if he chooses to sell. In that event, told individually of their plight. He critical point. However, an MPAA of the Terry group of characters in
his $9,000,000 investment would result asked for financial affidavits, pledging spokesman said he knew of no new newspaper and magazine advertising
case before the developments.
and in merchandising . First telecast
in a $12,000,000 return, or an apnroxi- himself to take their
Committee.
Means
and
of the nezv half-hour film ivill be aired
Johnof $3,000,000 on a four- House Ways
said
nt
Departme
mate profit ent.
The State
year investm
ston would be back from France nationally during the zveek of Nov. 23
The meeting was organized by Robsometime within the next two weeks, and zvill continue on alternate zveeks
ert Walker, of Walker's Unitah The- then would leave on a short visit to
for a year. The number of stations
Walker had obColo.
Fruita,
atre,
U-I Hosts Brazilian
tained acommitment several weeks several Latin American countries, but carrying the shozv will increase
Universal - International gave a ago from the Congressman, but when
this trip as MPAA presi- weekly, reaching a total of 50 to 60.
luncheon at the weekend in honor of Aspinall heard no complaints about would dentmake
rather than as chairman of the
his Point Four board. Argentina and
Dr. Adhemar de Barros, former gov- the tax from other exhibitors in not
ernor of the state of Sao Paulo, district he indicated that he might
Brazil, where the film industry has
of two new officers of
been in trouble in recent years, are theAppointment
Brazil. Hosts for U-I were Nate consider the commitment bindin
Mosler Safe Co., Hamilton, Ohio,
s
ssman
Congre
the
of
ng
Learni
AmelE. Daff and
almost certain to be visited by John- builders of safes and bank vaults, has
Blumberg,
ia) Aboaf. Alfred
changed attitude, Walker traveled over ston.
been announced by Edwin H. Mosler,
the district and explained to theatre
Johnston was due to arrive in Paris
of the firm. Elected
that if the Congressman was to today.
Jr., president
.owners
ed
He is being accompani
by executive
vice-president was John
l Get Your Special XMAS
of the tax
ustice
inj
the
of
d
convince
be
J&Trail ers On GREEN FILM
he would have to be given facts and MPAA vice president Joyce O'Hara. Mosler, a vice-president since 1950.
ble
He assumes the post recently vacated
Dependable
Old Dependa
Good Old
From Good
JZ From
i
figures in a meeting of several exhib- the start of this campaign. And that is
itors.
by Harry H. Lynn, who was elected
Commenting on the meeting, the that the best and surest way to obtain chairman of the board last August.
tf 1FILMACK
statement from Cole and McGee said: a commitment to vote for repeal is for Named as a vice-president was MarYou Can Always Count On Us
1950.tin S. Coleman, who will continue as
"This successful meeting in_ Colo
Service
Fast
and
For Top Quality
a group of exhibitors to meet the Con- treasurer, a position he has held since
individual
their
we
present
something_
gressman
and
to
emphasis
rado gives
have recommended over and over since experiences with this tax."

in 1915
MOTION" PICTURES GRADUATED
FROM FASCINATING NOVELTY TO
INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNIZED
ART-R2RM

WITH RELEASE

OF

P.W. GRIFFITH'S
*BIRTHOFANATION".
BIG W
OFFICE WAS B0RKI/IBO.
THE FILM HAS GROSSED OVER
15 MILLION

ANOTHER

DOLLARS/

PIONEER
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...THE^NAT/ONAL" CtKR&OU ARC...
HEIGHTENED THE DRAMATIC EFFECT
AND VERSATILITY OF SUCH GRIFFITH
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JUST
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SEE IT IN ACTION!

THE "NATIONAL" CARBON

GET IN WE SCRAP

FOR DEFENSE

— SAVE YOUR COPPER DRIPPINGS!

ARC... NOTHING BRIGHTER UNDER THE SUN

The terms "National" and "Suprex" are trade-marks of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
COMPANY
NATIONAL CARBON
A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
30 East 42nd Street, New York 7 7, New York
Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco
Atlanta,
District Sales Offices:
IN CANADA: National Carbon Limited, Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg
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From A Study of the Accumulative Audience ofLIFE, by Alfred Politz Research,
Inc. Each week, 23,900,000 people read
LIFE. In the course of 13 issues, this
audience accumulates to 62,600,000. A
"LIFE reader" is a person who has read
one or more of 13 issues.
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Tradewise
By SHERWIN KANE
REFERENCE here last week to
the remarks of Lowell Mason
of the Federal Trade Commission
on some absurdities inherent in judicial approaches to the subjects of
"conscious parallelism of action"
and treble damage suits, which have
loomed so large in motion picture
litigation, brought earnest comment
and nostalgic reflection from
Abram F. Myers, general counsel
and chairman of the board of Allied States Association, no stranger, it develops, to the topic.
"This may seem a dull subject,"
Mr. Myers observes, "in an industry where the most important
events are as episodic as a frame
on a film, but I can think of no
more important issue for discussion and such action as can be
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Tax

Tells

I
TEN

10, 1952

Relief,

' See

Owners

If the 20 per cent Federal admission tax "means the closing of large
as simple
going to see this tax taken off. It's
and small theatres, you're reaction
expressed by Colorado Congressman
as that." Such was the
exhibitors who
Colorado
group
Wayne N. Aspinall to the pleas of amet
withofhim
to ask for support in
their fight to obtain repeal of the levy.
Congressman Aspinall told the
to Paris; showmen that repeal is the relief
Johnston
"which I think you should have, because one of the integral parts of our
Pact Seen
French
civilization — motion picture entertainStage
At Critical
ment— is going
out thewon
window."
Colorado
exhibitors
the pledge
of a vote for repeal of the tax from
Washington, Nov. 9. — Motion Aspinall as the result of the meeting
Picture Association of America pres- which was cited as an example of the
ident Eric A. Johnston left here un- proper procedure exhibitors should use
expectedly yesterday for Paris to take in their campaign for repeal of the tax:
part in the negotiation of a new
The meeting, described in a statement issued through the Council of
French-American film agreement.
Motion
Picture Organizations here by
He
had
been
scheduled
to
leave
yestaken."
terday
on
a
one
month
tour
of
seven
Col.
H.
A. Cole and Pat McGee, coHe cites a speech he made before
chairmen of the National Tax Repeal
South
American
countries
as
chairin
ion
Associat
the National Lime
Campaign Committee,, was held shortly
man of the government's International
.(Continued on page 4)
1949, relating to "conscious paral- Development
Advisory Board. The
lelism" as applied to the pricing of State Department announced yestercommodities by the basing point
day morning that this tour had been
Karl Herzog Resigns
system. "There is no legal differ- cancelled and that Johnston instead
ence," Myers writes, "between in- was leaving, for France "on urgent As Cinecolor Head
ferring aconspiracy to fix prices business of the film industry."
This latter statement and the fact
Hollywood, Nov. 9. — Resignation
(Continued on page 2)
that Johnston cancelled the South of Karl Herzog as president, treasurer and director of Cinecolor Corp.
American trip in favor of the Paris
was announced here today following
trip
gave
rise
to
a
feeling
among
some
Bank
UA, Chemical
observers that the French negotia- a meeting of the board of directors.
tions, which have been stalled for the While no reason was given, it is unFinance Deal
Renew
derstood that Herzog has been in ill
(Continued on page 4)
health in recent months and that his
retirement is due to doctor's orders.
Arthur B. Krim, United Artists Cinerama
Confabs to
Herzog also has resigned as presipresident, announced here Friday that
dent and director of Cinecolor Realty
the Chemical Bank & Trust Co. and Be Held on Coast
Corp.
and chairman of the board and
UA had renewed its agreement proa director of Cinecolor, Ltd., London.
Conferences
on
Cinerama
producviding primary financing for a protion plans are slated to be continued
gram of 10 pictures.
on the Coast next week, with the
During the last 18 months, Chemi- scheduled arrival there of L. B.
cal Bank has provided the financing
'Peter Pan' Gets 8
Mayer, chairman of the board of
for approximately 10 independent pic- Cinerama Productions Corp., Dudley
Weeks
in Chi. Loop
tures released by UA and, according
to Edward Van Pelt, who represented Roberts, Jr., president, and Merian C.
the bank in the negotiations, the Cooper, general manager in charge of
Walt Disney's "Peter Pan"
has been awarded an exarrangement will be continued. United production.
tended run of eight weeks in
Mayer left here Friday for Miami,
{Continued on page 2)
where he will receive a citation from
the Chicago Loop, according
the Society of Industrial Realtors.
to a decision rendered by FedFrom Miami, he plans to leave for
era! Judge Michael Igoe in
the
Coast.
RKO UK Setup Will
that city, it was disclosed
here at the weekend by RKO
Not Be Changed
Radio.
Chicago Mayor Turns
RKO Radio Pictures is
Attorney Aaron Stein represented Disney at the hearhighly pleased with the conDown
'Miracle' Plea
duct of its United Kingdom
ing and
presented
witChicago,
Nov.
9.
—
Mayor
Martin
nesses
Leo Samuels, asDisney
division by Robert S. Wolff,
Kennelley
has
rejected
the
plea
of
the
sales supervisor; Charles
UK managing director, and
American Civil Liberties Union that
there is no intention of makLevy, Eastern publicity dithe "Miracle" ban here be reversed
rector, and Sam Gorelick,
ing any change in this manand has upheld the decision of the
RKO
Radio's
Chicago branch
agement, New York correpolice censor board that the picture
manager.
spondents ofthe British trade
The
theatre
and opening
is "immoral and obscene." ACLU atpress were told at the weektorneys
have
scheduled
a
meeting
for
date
for
the
Chicago
run have
end by Alfred Crown, RKO
this week to determine their next step
not been set.
Radio foreign manager.
in the campaign to permit the picture
to be shown here.

Quick

No

Move

to

End

Trust
Gets No

Hughes'
Irving Trust
Hughes

CENTS

Communication

No indications . that Howard
Hughes will move immediately to
take his RKO Theatres stock out
of trust, pursuant, to the recent
stipulation with the- Department of
Justice,
weekend. were discernible ■ here at the
A representative of Irving' Trust
Co.,RKO
trusteeTheatres
of Hughes'
shares
of
stock,929,020
said he
has
received no communication from
Hughes as to his intentions.
Neither has any move to resign been
made by Ben-Fleming Sessel or William' J. Wardall, two' members of the
RKO Theatres board of directors,' representing "Irving Trust ' Co. " Thomas
Slack, Hughes' attorney, who was
here recently for conferences "with executives of RKO Radio' Pictures on
Hughes'" pledge' to loan $8,000,000 to
the film firm, has left for the Coast.
It was learned" that the next meet(Continued on page 4)
'! ■
Allied

Meet

Roadshow

to

Get

Attack

Minneapolis, Nov. 9. — North Central Allied will carry its fight against
the "road-showing" of product to the
floor of national Allied's convention
in Chicago, Nov. 17-19, with a minimum of 40 NCA members leading
the battle, under Benjamin Berger,
NCA president.
Berger called the "so-called roadshow" trend "one of the most dangerous problems facing exhibitors today." He said that exhibitors must
find' a way of convincing film companies of the folly of the policy.
Wisconsin
Drive-in

Tightens

Operations

Madison, Wise, Nov. 9. — Stricter
regulations governing the operation of
drive-ins in this state have been
adopted and will be applied under the
authority of the state building.
Hereafter, drive-ins in construction
must be layed out to provide an area
between the highway and : the boxoffice capable of handling 10 per cent
of capacity
of the the
theatre
a holdout area between
ticketandbooth
and
the ramps of not less than IS per cent
of capacity of the theatre.
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Mention
"PVR. RENATQ GUALINO, director general of Italian Films Export and chief executive of the new
national distributing organization now
being set up by IFE, will fly to Rome
from here today.

Rotus Harvey, past president of
Western Theatre Owners, was presented with a life membership in the
Theatre Owners of Mondent
Indepen
tana by president •Fred Arnst.
formerly with
Lapidus,
Larry
in Albany, has
Theatres
Warner
England zone
joined the circuit's New
in New Haven.
booking department
•
Mort Ehrman, New York Daily
Mirror news editor, and Mrs. Ehrman will arrive in Hollywood Wednesday for a look at• upcoming product.
Mort Blumen stock, Warner
Brothers vice-president in charge of
advertising-publicity, will arrive here
from Hollywood today.
•

B. B. Anderson and Mrs. Anderson, South Carolina theatre owners,
have returned home from a Florida
vacation.
William B. Zoellner, head of
M-G-M short subject and newsreel
sales, will leave here today for New
Orleans.

Bob Snell, with the United Artists
publicity department for seven years,
will leave for the •Army on Nov. 17.
Bruce W. Odlum, on Frederick
Brisson's staff, has arrived in New
on Nov. 19.
York en route to Madrid
•

Jack H. Wiener of M-G-M's field
press representative staff, arrived in
Atlanta yesterday • from New York.
William Richardson, president of
Astor Pictures of Georgia, has left
for a fishing trip •in Florida.
Zamah Cunningham
York from Hollywood.

Tradewise

is in New

and a conspiracy not to license pictures to a particular exhibitor, based
on mere uniformity without anv evidence of collusion."
In his speech of more than three years ago, Myers traced the beginning of the doctrine to the appropriation by the Federal Trade Commission of the language of the Sherman Act in price fixing cases in the mid
1920s, one of which was upheld by the Supreme Court m 1927 (FTC v.
Pacific States Paper Trade Association.)
Trade Com"Thus," he said, "there was imported into the Federal
mission Act what Mr. Justice Jackson has recently described as that
y."
'elastic, sprawling and pervasive offense' of conspirac
crime
Justice Jackson, Myers said, went on to say that the modern loose
of conspiracy is so vague that it almost defies definition and that
our
practice as to this offense constitutes a serious threat to fairness m
by
that
said,
Myers
out,
pointed
also
He
."
justice
of
administration
is
tor
prosecu
the
offense
tive
substan
the
of
instead
acy
conspir
charging
ofthat
commit
to
relieved of the necessity of proving a specific intent
fense; further, that it even dispenses with the "necessity ^to infer any
"
definite agreement, although that is the gist of the offense. "a conspiracy
said,
Myers
r,"
prosecuto
the
of
t
"From the standpoin
and civil procharge greatly simplifies his problem. In administryative
ceedings he makes no effort to prove the conspirac by direct evidence.
He merely dumps into the record everything the parties have done that
can have any possible relation to the charge; and if this evidence
parallel
shows that any two or more of them have been proceeding along
lines he will ask the Court or the Commission to infer that they were
engaged in a conspiracy. And if that inference is drawn, as it generally
is, then the overt acts and incriminating admissions of one conspirator,
even if committed without the knowledge or consent of the others, will
this background Justice Jackbe accepted as proof against all. Against
son concludes that 'A co-defendant in a conspiracy trial occupies an
out, 'It is difficult for the individual to
uneasy seat.' For, as he points
make his own case stand on its own merits in the minds of jurors who
that birds of a feather are flocked together.'
are ready to believe
In his speech, Myers went on to cite paradoxes that developed as a
action
result of dispositions of various cases and concluded that "Parallel
to be safe must be the result of sheer coincidence and then only when
it occurs among monks, hermits and denizens of the jungle with no
the outside world."
knowledge of what is going on in
Myers writes: "I still hope that a case— not necessarily a motion
picture case— which squarely presents the issue, will reach theonSupreme
of the
Court and that counsel will attack the unwarranted expansi
Jackson's observations
the lines of Justice
alonge."
of conspir
offense
tch acy
. ,
__ .
cas
the Krulewi
in
It would seem that in the voluminous litigation files of this industry
such a case might be found. If so, it would be well worth the test Myers
law
suggests for, if successful, it would result in confining the general
preand
protect
of conspiracy to its originally intended function— to
that
serve competition. As Myers says, "That would afford industries
need."
they
want to obey the law all the protection

ghtPresidential election is'shighli
de
landsi
GENERAL ntEisenhower
ed in all curre
newsreels. All feature various details of the election,
including coverage of the main candidates, Congressional elections, and the
new President's leaving for a Georgia
vacation. The following is a general
summary of the reels:
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 91 — Eisenbylandslide. Voting
in a Stevenson.
hower elected
Eisenhower,
Nixon.
Sparkman,
Hoover, Baruch, Farley. Democratic headRepublican headin Illinois.
quartersquarters
in New
York. Times Square sign
flashes results.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 221— Largest
popular vote for a President. At polling
places. Voting by Eisenhower, Nixon,
Stevenson, and Sparkman. Election returns.
Springfield concedes the election to Eisenfor unity. "Ike" and
hower. Truman
Mamie leave
for calls
vacation.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 24— Victory
for Eisenhower Day. Eisenhower looks to
and world probdomestic
forThecritical
unity lems.
candidates,
other headline figures,
Stevenson
issues.
the
of
and a review
statement saluting the victor and reqeusting unity. Eisenhower and his wife receive
returns in New York City. -;.
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 45B— Voting
across the country. Overwhelming joy in
Republican National Headquarters. _ Governor Stevenson concedes in Springfield.
Eisenhower victory statement in New York.
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 411—
Ike's Landslide. Presidential and VicePresidential candidates casting their ballots.
Board of Elections meetings. Voting by
Truman, Hoover, Warren, Dewey, Lehman,
with children.
mothersabsentee
people,Services
crippled
Armed Forces
ballots.
HeadNational
Republican
Democratic and
quarters.
WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 26-Ike
wins. Ballot casting by President Truman
and all candidates. Early returns received
at Democratic and Republican headquarters.
Senatorial victors in their home states.
Stevenson concedes at Springfield. Eisenhower victory speech. Eisenhower and his
family leave for vacation.
Para. Underscores Ads
Paramount is underscoring its trade
to Bali,"
of "Road
paper
starringpreselling
Bing Crosby,
Bob Hope
and
attenthe
calling
Lamour, by
Dorothy
tion of exhibitors to a two-page color
advertisement of the color in Technicolor musical which trade publications
are running.

Illinois Drive - In
Files Equity Suit
NEW YORK THEATRES
, Nov. 9.— Attorney SeyChicagoSimon
has filed an equity suit,
mour
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
asking relief from alleged withholding
Drive-in,
Rockefeller
of pictures from the Family after they
starring Center — —
Clinton, 111, until 30 days
the McCollum circuit's
have played
Kaye and Clintonia, both also in ClinME" N
JOUROA
Louis TI
• Y
HAPP
Charles
Sullivan's ChiPhillip Court.
THE BOYER
in Judge
ton,cago
Federal District
A
Columbia
Picture
In Person ^
The suit, against the eight major
THE FOUR ACEy
film companies, Arthur Nelson and
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
the McCollum circuit, asks no dam
SUNNY GALE i
situ
the
ages — merely a correction of
ation. The Family, owned by the Clin
ess*. ^CHA
VaNOHI
S ORCH
ESTRNET
ton Theatre Corp, is operated by
A j
RLIE
BAR
plus
Frank Stewart, who also operates the
.Rivoli, Danville, 111, and the Family Operate
Variety Meets Today
Drive-in, Urbana, 111.
nun
ua
suit
Election of officers and a general
projWilde -maiden -Cochran
discussion of new club quarters, and
a
ects for the forthcoming year,
Midnight Fcotur*
and membership meeting of the Variety Club of New York, Tent No. 35
activities, are
the past year's
report of
n
s.
luncheo
Caterer
unt
annual
today at the Paramo
on the agenda for the

to Aid
Livingston
Pioneers Publicity
Milton Livingston, Universal trade
UA, Chemical Bank
press contact here, has been appointed
{Continued from page 1)
to assist David A. Bader, national
y director of the Motion PicArtists spokesmen said Friday that the publicit
ture Pioneers, on the publicity for this
company would have greater selectiv
"Jubilee Dinner" to be held at
ity and control of each production year's
the Hotel Astor on Tuesday, Nov. 24.
project and that all details as to story
N. J. Blumberg, chairman of the
and production would be screened
of directors of Universal Picboard
submitted
being
before
first by UA
to the bank.
tures, will be honored at the "Jubilee
The 10 pictures are expected to be Dinner" as the "Motion Picture Pioneer of 1952." George Jessel will be
ready for release in the latter part
aster of the dinner and Ned E.
toastm
of 1953 and in 19S4.
Depinet will be chairman.
No Paper Tomorrow
Motion Picture Daily will
not be published tomorrow,
Armistice Day, a legal holiday.

,.
Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane -Editor; Terry
V^T^^SSSSi^ClSrf-e "^^tOT^^CaJ^^SAd^MT^-oSiOT*^!;
ISgS^SK
b^Sl/pubHsSnl
Company
IncJr.,1270Vice-President,
: Sixth Ave *«
RockefeUer
^r' N„
f^^j^SS^
Levy, V^P^dcny^J.
Bureau, Yucca-Vine
Production Manager; Hollywood
Gus H Fausel,
J- P^T~:
Quigley,
President; Martin
Martin Quigley,
New York"
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THEATRE

Trust
Hughes'
(Continued from page 1)
g
Telecast
Lees
Equipment
ing of the board of RKO Theatres is leakin
slated for December and, barring any
Sons
&
The list of 15 theatres that will participate in the James Lees
World
. . .
resignations, an earlier board meeting
is not expected.
national sales convention theatre telecast Dec. 8 was disclosed here at
booked
which
agency
According to a report, yet uncon- the weekend by Theatre Network Television, the
t Jus- the event. The following TV-equipped houses will join the first com- .
firmed, aprovision in the nrecen
. with RAY GALLO
mercial telecast, which will be held betice Department stipulatio allows a
12:00
tween
and
1:00
P.M.:
Hughes' loan to RKO Pictures and at
RKO Keith's, Washington; Warthe same time allows Hughes to take
Benefit
ner's Stanley, Philadelphia ; Guild,
his theatres' stock out of trust if thed 'Andersen'
the La
day at will
Wednes
Salle
in Chicago
be
INGHotel
OPEN
perio
in
certa
a
n
withi
d
repai
is
loan
Loew's the eighth annual convention of the
Boston;
Pilgrim,
York;
New
Pittsburgh;
two
Harris,
or
Louis;
St.
one
n
State,
of time, said to be withi
Entirely Cost-free
years.
Hollywood, Detroit ; RKO Albee, Cin- popcorn industry. The theme of the
cinnati;Hippodrome, Cleveland; three-day meeting will be "Popcorn,
reto
s
In the event Hughes choose
and individuals Gopher, Minneapolis ; Telenews, Chi- America's Newest Big Business," acons
izati
organ
All
thehis
to
rights
g
acquire his votin
cording to Thomas J. Sullivan, excago ; Paramount, Denver ; Camark,
atres' stock, two board members, re- participating in the benefit world preecutive vice-president of the National
FranSan
Telenews,
City;
"Hans
Lake
Salt
yn's
Goldw
Irvingl
the
Samue
of
ng
miere
senti
those reprebe
placing would
selected by him, Christian Andersen'' at the Criterion
Trust Co.,
cisco, and the Orpheum in Losgels. An- Association of Popcorn Manufacturthe six board Theatre here on Nov. 24 are donating
Of
ers. Of special interest to theatreout.
it is pointed
The programming and promotion of men is a session set for Wednesday
members, one is David J. Greene and their services, according to Maurice
another A. Louis Oresman, a member Bergman, publicity chairman for the the event, which will be seen by an built around the handling, merchandising and selling of popcorn at theaof the Greene group which staged a Variety Clubs Will Rogers Memorial invited audience, mainly of Lees carpet
dealers, was developed by Victor M.
tre refreshment stands. A panel dislively proxy battle last January to gam Hospital benefit committee.
cussion will be held on the subject,
director of Theatre Tele-Sesboard representation. It is not known
"This is a unique benefit,' said Ratner,sions, asubsidiary
of
TNT.
"Getting
Maximum
Returns from
at this point whether the Justice De- Bergman, "in that the entire gross
l.
hospita
acthe
to
to
s
go
Hughe
ons."
ions
atConcess
Operati
Particip
partment would allow
proceeds will
ld, head
ing will be Harold
J. Fitzgera
The- Every ticket will be paid for, and no
shares in RKO
quire additional event
another proxy
atres in the
of the Fox Wisconsin Theatres, Miling a penny for his oi- Goldwyn's Stand on
is collect
one lier
;
waukee Abner
Horn, Rainbow, Inc.,
work in behalf of the premiere.
contest develops and he wishes to add
Subscription TV
Lake
Charles,
La.
; J. J. Fitzgibbons,
the
in
ngs
holdi
cent
to his 24 per
Samuel Goldwyn declared in New
while
ng 'the
donatimanag
Goldw
or York on Friday that it would be at Jr., Theatre Confections, Ltd., Tordirect
ingfilm,
es ynB. isMoss,
The Greene group at the Charl
company.
onto ;Charles Manley, Manley, Inc.,
last proxy contest owned or controlled oi the Criterion, and his staff, are least five years before subscription Kansas City; L.
A. (Skip) Dunn,
ning
remai
350,000 shares. The two
for the eve- TV was commercially feasible and
giving their services free
s Service Corp.,
New
England
Theatre
of
rs
membe
all
board members are Sol A. Schwartz,
on,
additi
In
ning
that then pay-as-you-go TV would Boston.
work
will
E
IATS
's
president of the company, and Edward withou
Walsh
rd
Richa
have
a
share
,of
the
motion
picture
t pay.
market.
C. Raftery, counsel to the company.
The recent Justice Department
g others who will contribute
He denied published reports that he
Amon
Another feature of the popcorn
their services are Radio City Music had said "within five years 50 per cent
stipulation which defines the conditions
his
convention will be a display of late
out
take
can
Co.,
under which Hughes
Hall ushers ; National Ticket
will be closed developments in supplies, machinery
theatres stock from trusteeship was Donahue and Coe advertising agency ; of the nation's theatres
market will
picture
motion
the
and
any
as
rs
quarte
trade
in
viewed
not
ll and McDermott, typogra- be shared equallv by pay-as-you-go and equipment, arranged under the
Morri
supervision of Irving Singer of the
tip-off on the possible sale of the stock.
phers; and Wilbar Photo Engraving.
Rex Specialty Bag Co., Brooklyn,
Although the stock was trusteed, it
"In addition," Bergman pointed out, TV, regular TV and theatres."
was pointed out, since the divorcement "members of the industry are buying
N. Y. general chairman of the convention will be Harry T. McNamara,
Cohn Briefs NETTC
of the company, Hughes always had
tickets."
the
fought
of
and
stock
most
vice-president
and sales manager of
the power to sell the
On FCC Meeting
Blue Star Foods, Inc., Rockford, 111.
and won a decision by the courts upholding that right, and denying it to Tax Relief
l Exhibi- Other officers include: Social chairMembers of the NationaCommitt
the trustee.
ee
(Continued from page 1)
tors Theatre Television
man, Martin B. Coopersmith, MarFederal
recent
Hughes acquired 929,020 shares of
the
on
were briefed
Co., Inc., Washington; chairRKO stock from the Atlas Corp. in before election at Grand Junction, Communications Commission hearings jack man
and toastmaster of the open1948 for approximately $9,000,000 Colo., between Aspinall and 23 exhib- here on Friday by Marcus Cohn,
ing luncheon, John J. Fitzgibbons,
d 929,had traveled hun- NETTC attorney, at a meeting at the Jr.; ladies' program planning chairdivorcement, receive
itors, many of whom
and, upon in
both the new picture and
dreds of miles to be present. At the Hotel Astor.
020 shares
man, Mrs. Harry T. McNamara.
the new theatre company, subsequently end of the meeting, during which the
Sentiment was expressed that the
adding almost 100,000 shares of RKO exhibitors presented facts and figures
seekPictures stock. He sold his interest in about their operations to show the in- industry's case before the FCC
prewas
allocations
TV
ing
theatre
the picture company for $7,040,000 to
justice of the tax, the Congressman
pared excellently and optimism of re
A major advertising drive to be
ber.
for
Septem
vote
in
to
group
himself
the Ralph Stolkin
ceiving channels was voiced.
not only pledged
centered around sponsorship of a new
The theatre stock is currently quoted repeal but advised the exhibitors how
television production of the comic
on the New York stock exchange at the industry should proceed after ConJohnston
to
Paris
Hughes
killed.
that
3%, but it is believed
gress convenes to get the tax
strip, "Terry and the Pirates," has
could receive about $5 per share for
(Continued from page 1)
been signed for by Canada Dry Gin"This is the information I've been
ger Ale, Inc., Neiv York. Extensive
his controlling interest, or approxi- waiting to have for some time," said
mately $5,000,000 for the entire block, Aspinall after the theatre owners had past few months, had reached a new use infill also be made by the company
if he chooses to sell. In that event, told individually of their plight. He critical point. However, an MPAA of the Terry group of characters in
his $9,000,000 investment would result asked for financial affidavits, pledgmg spokesman said he knew of no new newspaper and magazine advertising
the developments.
and in merchandising. First telecast
in a $12,000,000 return, or an approxi- himself to take their case before
e.
Committe
Means
and
Ways
foura
on
House
of the nezv half-hour film zvill be aired
000
said John- nationally
mate profit of $3,000,
The State Departmentfrom
during the week of Nov. 23
France
year investment.
ston would be back
The meeting was organized by Roband
zvill
continue
on alternate weeks
sometime
within
the
next
two
weeks,
Theert Walker, of Walker's Unitah
then would leave on a short visit to for a year. The number of stations
obhad
Walker
Colo.
Fruita,
atre,
U-I Hosts Brazilian
tained acommitment several weeks several Latin American countries, but carrying the show zvill increase
Universal - International gave a ago from the Congressman, but when
this trip as MPAA presi- weekly, reaching a total of 50 to 60.
luncheon at the weekend in honor of Aspinall heard no complaints about would dentmake
rather than as chairman of the
Dr. Adhemar de Barros, former gov- the tax from other exhibitors m his Point Four board. Argentina and
ernor of the state of Sao Paulo, district he indicated that he might not Brazil, where the film industry has
of two new officers of
Brazil. Hosts for U-I were Nate consider the commitment binding". been in trouble in recent years, are theAppointment
Mosler Safe Co., Hamilton, Ohio,
Amerand
Daff
E.
Alfred
almost
certain
to
be
visited
by
JohnBlumberg,
builders of safes and bank vaults, has
Congressman's
of ,the
ico
Aboaf.
Learningattitude
Walker traveled over ston.
changed
been announced by Edwin H. Mosler,
theatre
to
ed
explain
the district and
in Paris
arrive
to
due
was
Johnston
to
was
Elected
of the firm.
owners that if the Congressman
Jr., president
today. He is being accompanied by executive
vice-president
was John
Gel Your Special XMAS
be convinced of the injustice of the tax
FILM
he would have to be given facts and MPAA vice president Joyce O'Hara. Mosler, a vice-president since 1950.
^Trailers OnOldGREEN
able
He assumes the post recently vacated
Depend;™™—«
2/| From Good
uoea via »#«rp«
figures in a meeting of several exhib- the start of this campaign. And that js
itors.
by Harry H. Lynn, who was elected
FILMACK
Commenting on the meeting, the that the .best and- surest way to obtain chairman of the board last August.
statement from Cole and McGee said: a commitment to vote for repeal is for Named as a vice-president was MarYou Can Always Count Oh Us
"This successful meeting in_ Colo- a group of exhibitors to meet the Con- 1950.tin S. Coleman, who will continue as
For Top Quality and Fast Service
rado gives emphasis to something_ we
gressman and present their individual treasurer, a position he has held since
since
over
and
over
recommended
have
7&
experiences with this tax."
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* From A Study of the Accumulative Audience ofLIFE, by Alfred Politz Research,
Inc. Each week, 23,900,000 people read
LIFE. In the course of 13 issues, this
audience accumulates to 62,600,000. A
"LIFE reader" is a person who has read
one or more of 13 issues.
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Hartman Says 4 Films
To Be Made Overseas
By AL STEEN
Paramount will produce 22 piclures at a cost of approximately
1953, Don
during$30,000,000
Hartman, production head, said in
New York
Monday.
man is hereHartfor
home office conferences in connection with
product, promotion, budgets
and an economy program
that he expects
to result in better picture
ity. He qualmay
hop
next
for
London, Paris and Rome
{Continued on page

Robert Benjamin
Heads UA Board
Robert S. Benjamin has been
elected chairman of the board of
directors of United Artists, it was
announced here by Arthur B. Krim,
president of
UA. The post
had been vacant.
Benjamin
will continue
as president
and a director
of the J. Arthur Rank Organization and
as a senior
member of the
New York law
firm of PhilRobert Benjamin
lips, Nizer,
Benjamin and
Krim. Benjamin has tendered his
resignation as a director of Universal Pictures.
Benjamin has been associated
with United Artists since Feb., 1951,
when Krim, his law partner, assumed the UA presidency.

of Gulf

Seeks

States

Allied

Compo

Renewal
Aid

on

CENTS

Government
Film

Tops

Deals

Orleans, Nov. 11. — Government aid and intervention to help
solve problems facing the small, independent exhibitor in making film
deals will be sought by Allied Theatre
Owners of the Gulf States, it was
revealed here by Abe Berenson,
president of the ATOGS, who also
is a member of the Allied national
board.
Instead of the usual declarations of
policy and resolutions that have come
out of meetings in the past, Berenson
and the members of his executive
committee will ask for definite affirmhibitor. ative action to save the small ex-

Board

Here

Continuation of Allied's membership
in COMPO shares the board spotlight with such previously announced
agenda items as a discussion of the
distributors' arbitration plan and of
Col. H. A.
Cole's proposal
that Allied
(Continued
on page 3)

New

Agenda

Majors' Arbitration
Plan Also Featured
Washington, Nov. 11. ■— Renewal of Allied States Association's membership in the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations,
including length of time and conditions, will be considered by the fall
board meeting in Chicago this week-

end.General counsel Abram F. Myers
today released the agenda for the
Berenson stated, "Very few pictures meeting which starts Saturday mornthat were box-office, regardless of
ing, goes on all day Saturday and
(Continued on page 2)
Sunday and into Monday morning.
Meetings will be held at the Hotel
Morrison. Allied's 1952 convention
meeting.
will start Monday, following the board
20th
Meet
Today

to Europe
Tuesday
Signs New
Twentieth Century-Fox sales diviparleys in Wanger
sion managers in the U. S. and Canin regard Allied Artists Pact
6)
ada will begin a two-day merchandisHollywood, Nov. 11. — Producer
ing meeting here today to set plans
Walter Wanger today signed a new for productions slated for release later
contract with Allied Artists continu- this year and during the first nine
RKO
Board
Meets,
ing their association which was in- months of 1953. Al Lichtman, direcaugurated one year ago. During the
tor of distribution, will deliver a welpast year Wanger has produced four
coming address this morning after
Adjourns
Again
pictures for AA.
which a discussion of present conditions in the field will be held.
Wanger's next production for AA
The RKO Pictures board of direcTomorrow's sessions will include
will be titled "Hajji Baba" and will
tors met here yesterday and ad- be about 19th century Persia. It will the announcement of a nine-month
(Continued on paqe 6)
journed to an unspecified day later this have color by Technicolor.
week. No statement was issued following yesterday's meeting.
It was ascertained that new directors have not been named yet to fill Print
Shortage
Intolerable.
the vacancies created by the resignations three weeks ago of Ralph StolTells
Carolina
Meet
kin, A. H. Koolish and William Gor- Starr
• man, and that Arnold Grant, RKO
Pictures board chairman, still has no
J definite date for a visit to Hollywood.
Charlotte, Nov. 11. — The matter of print shortages is the "most
(Continued on page 2)
pressing and acute immediate problem facing us today," in the opinion
of Alfred Starr, president of the Theatre Owners of America. Speaking
at the annual convention of the Theatre Owners of North and South
Carolina, Starr said that print shortRKO Palace to
ages were brought about chiefly by
multiple runs in a given area on the
Fussell
President
Book Danny Kaye
same clearance, resulting in day-andPlans to headline Danny
date contracts which the distributor
Of Carolinas TOA
Kaye at the RKO Palace in
finds impossible to fulfill.
January for a two-a-day en"Ittor toischarge
just too
for thewith
distribugagement were disclosed here
the easy
exhibitor
being
Charlotte, Nov. 11. — Delegates
as Sol Schwartz, president of
to the 40th annual convention here the sole cause of this unhappy situaRKO Theatres, left New York
of the Theatre Owners of North
tion," Starr said. "It is true that
for Hollywood on Monday.
and South Carolina elected Wood- many exhibitors demand equal clearWhile on the Coast,
ance with other theatres over a wide
row G. Fussell of Bladenboro, N. C.
Schwartz is slated to compresident to succeed Robert Bryant area, but this demand stems logically
plete negotiations for the
of Rock Hill. S. C. Bryant was from the fact that all exhibitors in
booking.
are required to pay the same
elected first vice-president. A. Fuller that area (Continued
on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)
Don Hartman

TEN

12, 1952

Would
Coast

'Minimize'
4Red'

Probe

Washington, Nov. 11. — Rep.
Velde (R., 111.), who will be chairman
of the House Un-American Committee
in the new Congress, said today he
hopes to "minimize" any further committee investigations of Communism in
Hollywood. He declared they had
taken
too much
the been
committee's
time which
mightofhave
better
spent elsewhere. He said the industry
had done fairly well in cleansing itself.
The committee announced that it
would hold further Communism in
Hollywood hearings here tomorrow
and Thursday, but did not reveal the
names of any witnesses.
FCC
On

Decision
UPT-ABC

Due
Case

Washington, Nov. 11. — Federal Communications Commission hearing examiner Leo
Resnick is expected to hand
down late this week or early
next his long-awaited decision
on the United ParamountAmerican Broadcasting merger. . -
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Motion

Personal
Mention

PICKMAN, Paramount
JEROME
vice-president in charge of advertising-publicity, wil arrive in Hollywood today by plane from New York
and will return in a few days.
•
D. John Phillips, executive director of Metropolitan Motion Picture
Theatres Association, announces the
birth of a son, Jonathan Wayne, to
Mrs. Phillips Sunday at New York
Hospital. Mrs. Phillips is an attorney for United Paramount
Theatres.
•
Harry M. Popkin, Raoul Walsh
and Mrs. Walsh, and David Rose,
chairman and managing director of
the Coronado Film Corp., and Mrs.
Rose, arrived here yesterday from
Queen Elisaaboard the
Europe
beth.
•

Order

Release

Picture

of

Hughes RKO Trust
The Irving Trust Co. has
been ordered to release from
trust
shares Howard
of RKO Hughes'
Theatres 929,020
stock,
under an agreement reached
between the Department of
Justice and Hughes.
Hughes can now, and as
fulfills the stipulong as lationshe
to the agreement, vote
his 24 per cent controlling interest in RKO Theatres.
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Lachman
Chief

N.Y.

Board
(Continued from page 1)

Parade

Barker

Edward Lachman was elected chief
barker
and
other
officials were
selected without any opposition as
the Variety Club of New York, Tent
No. 35, held an
election of officers at its annual membermeeting
on
ship luncheonMonday.
man urgedLachthat

RKO

Newsreel

Variety "serve
by performing
a public
tions jobrelafor
show business,

nt of a proappointme
tly,
Consequenduction
head and
reactivation of the
RKO Radio studio necessarily are debeing
super-in
C O M aP O
ferred.
Edward Lachman
doing
welfare
Meanwhile, reports persisted that
group is continuing conLachman outlined the main projects
the Stolkin
ferences with various individuals and
Eugene Arneel, trade paper refor the new year in his acceptance
activities."
of disposing
porter, will be married to Doris Ann groups on the possibility
speech after being introduced by outstock
controlling
cent
per
24
the
of
FamHoly
the
at
Kuthy on Saturday
going chief barker William German.
interest in RKO Pictures acquired
ily Roman Catholic Church in Flush- from Howard Hughes in September He agreed with Murray Weiss, Intering, N. Y.
national Variety Club representative
•
for $7,340,000.
who spoke in place of Jack Beresin,
Milton R. Rackmil, president of
that a charity and a clubhouse are
Universal, returned here yesterday 219,884 RKO Pictures Shares
"necesfundamental
the two
Corwin
sary to keep
interest things
in the (New
from
States. Europe aboard the S\5~. United Bought by Sherrill
Washington, Nov. 11. — Sherrill York)
it alive." is to
keep Committee
club andHeart
A five-man
Corwin, RKO Pictures vice-presiC.
Hugh Owen, Paramount Eastern
dent and studio head, bought 10,000 be formed to select a charity or chariand Southern division manager, is in shares of RKO common and became ties.
Charlotte from New York.
Others elected were Edward L.
the beneficial owner of an additional
Fabian,
first assistant chief barker ;
ac,
209,884 shares during September
Martin
Levine, second assistant ;
the
by
cording to a report issued
in
Securities and Exchange Commission. Meinhardt, property master; Harold
'Sound,' 'Secret
The beneficially owned shares came J. Klein, dough guy ; and the following canvassmen : Bernard Brooks,
from a total of 1,049,420 shares held
Good
BVay
Bows
Russell
Downing, Nathan Furst,
National
America,
of
by the Bank
Trust and Savings Association, Jack Hoffberg, Martin Kornbluth,
Levin, Charles Lewis, Harold
"Breaking
Through
the Sound pledgee for Screen Associates, Inc., Jack
and Newman, Walter Reade, Jr., Harold
Corwin
for
nominee
the
as
acting
"Operation Secret" others.
and
Barrier*'
Rinzler, Burt Robbins, Morris Sandopened to good business on Broadway
ers, Sanford, Cy Seymour, David
this week, marked by spotty box
The transaction represented Coroffice conditions at New York first win's share in the purchase by the Snaper, Saul Trauner, George Waldruns.
Ralph Stolkin group of Howard man and Max Wolff.
An excellent $37,000 is expected Hughes' controlling interest in RKO
Pictures, sold at $7 per share. The
for the initial seven days of "Break
of Gulf States
stock is held in escrow by the Bank ATO
ing
(Continued from page 1)
Paramountat of America until payments to Hughes
the Barrier"
Victoria.theAtSound
the Through
which also features a stage show, a are completed. The report said Corwin was listed for total RKO hold- season or playing time, did the expretty good $73,000 is seen for
ings of 219,884 shares.
of exorbiany goodandbecause
"Operation Secret." A nice $42,000
tant filmhibitor
rental
ridiculous playing
The
report covers transactions by
"Pris
of
is due for the initial week
industry officers and directors during
oner of Zenda" at the Capitol.
awarethe distributors'
time. nessDespite
of the fallen
box-office, they
are
the period from Sept. 11 to Oct. 9.
ight"
"Limel
is
strong
still
gouging
and
crushing
every
drop
up
ng
the
Holdi
to
according
period,
this
During
60th
day
two-athe
and
at the Astor
Street Trans-Lux. A fine $34,000_is SEC, Howard Hughes liquidated his of life's blood from the independent
forecast at the Astor, while a nice total RKO Pictures holdings with the
$10,900 is predicted for the 60th Street sale of 1,013,420 shares of common to
Speaking
for his policy,
executive
committee on national
Berenson
exhibitor."
Trans-Lux.
the Stolkin syndicate. Ned E. Depi- further
stated
that
the
only
salvation
net, former RKO president, also
"Plymouth Adventure" will have
its premiere tomorrow at Radio City liquidated his holdings, selling 35,000 for this phase of the motion picture
business would be to have government
shares in the same transaction.
Music Hall, replacing "The Happy
At RKO Theatres, David J. Greene control, such as is exercised today on
Time," which hit a fair $115,000 for
its second and final week.
added 1,500 shares of common to a common carriers, public utilities and
trust which held 32,300 shares^ at the other allegedly monopolistic enterend of the period. In addition, he
Seadler at Ampa Class
listed 16,450 shares in his own name,
Guest instructor at tomorrow 10,000 through partnerships, and 3,600 prises.
Blumenstock Here
night's session of Associated Motion through members of his family. A.
Louis
Oresman
sold
1,000
shares
of
Mort Blumenstock, Warner BrothPicture Advertisers' class in showmanship here will be Si Seadler, RKO Theatres common, leaving his
ers vice-president in charge of advertising and publicity, has arrived in
M-G-M advertising manager, it was
WhitF.
William
at 28,100;
announced yesterday by Harry K. holdings
man and John E. Redmond each sold New York from Hollywood for home
McWilliams, AMPA president. The 1,200 shares, each retaining 1,300.
office conferences with Albert Warner, Ben Kalmenson and Samuel
At Monogram W. Ray Johnston
class starts at six o'clock in the Hotel
W oodstock.
Schneider.
sold 3,700 shares of common.

rRYGVE
LIE'S position
resignation
of his
United Nations
of Secretary General is highlighted in current
nezvsreels. Also featured are President-elect Eisenhower's activities in
Georgia, Queen Elizabeth's first opening of the British Parliament, and
U. S. Marines fighting in Korea.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 92 — Eisenhower in Georgia names liaison aides.
Trygve Lie quits at U.N. assembly meeting
in New York. Queen Elizabeth opens
Parliament. March of Dimes poster girl.
Notre Dame-Oklahoma, Princeton-Harvard
football games.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 222U-Trygve
Lie quits U.N. to speed Korea peace.
Marines rout Reds in Korea hills. British
Queen's
first opening
Parliament.
largest trailer.
Israel ofloses
its great World's
leader.
Notre Dame-Oklahoma, Princeton-Harvard
football games.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 25 — Trygve
Lie resigns U.N. position. Red Embassy
party in Washington. Philip Murray dies.
Dr. Chaim Weizmann mourned. Eyes on
Eisenhower in Georgia. New York Giants San Francisco 49ers football game.
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 46A— Eisen
hower relaxes in Georgia. Adlai assumes
party leadership in Springfield. Newly developed floating cement demonstrated. General Franco addresses first National Congress of Spanish Civil War veterans. Twostory mansion
football
game. trailer. Princeton-Harvard
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 412Trygve Lie resigns United Nations position.
Battlefront in Korea again ablaze. Queen
opens Parliament session. President-elect
picks administration aides in Georgia.
Notre Dame- Oklahoma, Georgia Tech -Army
football games.
WARNER
PATHE
NEWS,
No. 27Eisenhower and Nixon. Marines fight under
heavy shell fire in Korea. Mau crises rocks
Africa. _ Queens opens Parliament. New
York Giants- San Francisco 49ers, Southern
California-Stanford football games.

Ted

Mann

Decree

Charges

Violations

Washington, Nov. 11. — Alleged
malpractices in the Minneapolis area
were outlined in a letter by Ted Mann,
former president of North Central Allied, to the Senate Sub-committee on
Small Business.
Mann charged that distributors were
violating the U. S. Supreme Court
order that pictures were to be bought
one by one and that the purchase of
one picture was not to be conditioned
on the purchase of another. He further claimed that the distributors
were continuing to fix admission
prices, despite the fact that the Supreme Court had denied them that
right. Mann, in his letter, said unless anvanced
exhibitor
agreedrequested
to an adadmission price
by
the distributor, the theatre owner was
not awarded the picture.
Linet

to

Prepare

Pioneers Program
Henry A. (Hank) Linet has been
appointed to create and produce a
souvenir program and other matter
for the
"Jubilee
Dinner"
theatMotion Picture
Pioneers
to be ofheld
the
Hotel Astor on Tuesday evening, Nov.
25, it was announced by Jack Cohn,
president of the Pioneers.
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National

Allied Registrants
Now
Total 575
Chicago, Nov. 11. — Registration for the national Allied
convention here starting Monday has reached a total of 575
delegates, general convention
chairman Jack Kirsch reports.
A last minute rush from Chicago and downstate Illinois
delegates is expected, he said.
Allied Board
(Continued from page 1)
leaders withdraw from all-industry
undertakings to concentrate on getting
better prices for Allied members. Another top agenda item will be a discussion of methods for increasing revenue of Allied regional units.
There is no telling the exact order
in which items will be considered.
Myers announced the less controversial ones would be taken up earlySaturday, when many members will
still be travelling to Chicago.
On arbitration, the board will hear
the report of Allied's arbitration committee and the draft of the distributors' plan, and will either approve or
reject the plan as submitted or give
new instructions to the Allied committee.
Myers pointed out that the question
of renewing Allied's membership in
COMPO comes up automatically because it was last renewed in Oct
1951 "until the next convention board
meeting to be held sometime in the
fall of 1952."
Ben Marcus, chairman of a special
committee, will make a report on
ways and means
of increasing re
venues of regional units by distributing fan magazines or other activities.
Other items on the agenda include
Reports on distributor polices on
film prices in the various territories
along with consideration of proposed
remedies, "including appeals to appro
priate committees of Congress" ;
Discussion of Motion Picture Asso
ciation of America president Eric
Johnston's speech before the Theatre
Owners of America, in which he said
film companies would produce for
television ;
Discussion
of the government's
16mm. suit and of the industry's ap
plication to the Federal Communication Commission for theatre television
frequencies ;
"Continuing complaints of hi,
prices and poor service" by National
Screen Service, including discussion
of a suggestion that film companies
guarantee or help in getting the de
livery of paper and trailers from
National Screen ;
Suggestions that Hollywood create
a permanent display for use at state
fairs and other exhibits ;
Discussion of ASCAP's demand
for royalty payments on public per
formances of copyrighted music not
recorded on entertainment film;
A report on Cinerama by Allied
president Wilbur Snaper ;
Proposals for the location of the
1953 Allied convention;
A report by Nathan Yamins on the
experience of New England exhibitor,
at a hearing before the Commissioner
of Public Safety on the use of acetate
film ; and
A discussion of methods employed
by a Kansas City exhibitor to main
tain order in his theatre.
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Daily

Television
with

Pinky

—

Radio

Herman

HpHE rapid strides already made by Television in the American
scheme of things can best be realized in the light that this new
medium has closed a gap in less than four years which had taken
its older brother, radio, a decade to do. In the national coverage of
the Presidential election, the exciting descriptions, analysis of the ever-changing tabulations
and the easy-to-follow charts and graphs depicting the comparative gains not only of the Presidential candidates but also the combatants for
the Congressional seats, proved that sound plus
sight, Television, is undoubtedly vastly superior
as an enlightening medium to radio. However,
i the malodorous repetition of commershills (in
this case that seems to be the correct spelling)
oftentimes breaking into the middle of important
sentences being uttered by John Cameron Swayze
g

and John McCaffery, (NBC-TV) was downright
annoying. No one argues with the right of a
pinky Herman
sponsor who lays down a bundle to take advantage of an assured audience, but when a can of
Prestone is flashed on the screen incessantly and at most inopportune
moments, then the good-will it might have established runs the risk
of turning instead, into reverse reaction. In this case, instead of
"Presto, the commercial is gone," it unfortunately seemed to be,
"Prestone, it's here again." . . .
ft
ft
ft
NBC, which made the first coast to coast broadcast of the Rose
Bozvl game back in 1927 (Alabama vs. Washington) and followed
suit until 1948, will televise the 1953 classic New Year's Day. Sponsor will be Gillette and it will be seen in the East at 4 :45 P.M. . . .
With the signing by Norman Cloutier of the "Planet Man" to tee
off Nov. 15 via WTAM, Cleveland, increasingly popular Palladium
Productions adventure series, will be heard via 100 key outlets.
. . . MBS Producer Larry Porn has just completed a new Bible
series of platters for Bibletonc Records with Jack Berch, narrating.
A 'natural' Larry shouldn't overlook is the standard, "Bible My
Mother Left To Me." . . . Charles D. Beelaud Co. and King
Film Prod, have consolidated and the new TV firm, Beeland-King
Film Productions will operate from Atlanta, Ga. . . . Melinda
Mar key, who recently scored in a "Dr. Christian" radio episode,
is the daughter of Joan Bennett. . . . Barbara ("Mr. & Mrs. North"
T Version) Britton, will be seen in three new flickers, "The
Raiders" (U.I.) "Ride the Man Down" (Republic) and Arch
Oboler's three-dimensional "Bzvana Devil." . . .
ft
ft
ft
Mike Wallace and his wife Buff Cobb will add another chore
to their "Mike & Buff" duties. CBStarting Saturday they'll
emcee the audience-participation quiz "There's One in Every
Family" which becomes a six-time-a-week series. John Reed
King continues as emcee on the Monday thru Friday broadcasts. .. . Fuller, Smith & Ross have signed Geo. F. Foley to
shoot a 16mm. color film for Plymouth Cordage Co. Produced
by John Ward, the flicker will be narrated by Thomas Mitchell.
. . . Bill Cullen points out that Manhattan Island was sold by
the Indians for only 24 dollars "BUT." stresses Bill, "in those
days a dollar was a Dollar." . . . And WOR's likeable Bill
Taylor comes up with a smart observation in "People are like
pins — absolutely useless when they lose their heads." . . . Harry
Wismer, the ace sportscaster, whose football radio and TV
coverage reveals plenty of technical and inside savvy, was a
star quarterback at Michigan State in his college days. . . .
Mayor Fletcher Bowron of Los Angeles has proclaimed Nov.
15 as "Television City Day," in recognition of the opening of
CBS' multi-million dollar TV plant there. . . . Perry Como
will attend a dinner in his honor to be given by the Variety
Club of Washington, D. C, Nov. 22, where a bust of the
crooner will be unveiled, designating him as "the Showman of
the Year." . . . "Your Show of Shows" will originate at the
NBColonial Theatre, Broadway & 62nd St., starting with
Saturday's program. The theatre has been completely renovated
and is considered by NBC execs a "marvel of electronic
progress in every aspect of engineering." . . . Bob Monroe's
"Titus Moody Speaks," currently heard on Mutual, may become atelevision WORacle in January. . . .

Pre-Selling

DHOTOPLAY announces the win*■ ners of its annual "Choose Your
Star" contest in the December issue.
Lori Nelson was chosen by readers
as their favorite female star. She will
have a top role in Universal-International's "Nothing but the Blues." Tab
Hunter was the readers' choice for
the best-liked male star. He: played
opposite Linda Darnell in United Artists' "Island of Desire."
•
M-G-M will go all out on its
newspaper advertising campaign for
"Plymouth Adventure," scheduled to
be re-released at Radio City Music
Hall tomorrow. It will open in all
other important situations during
Thanksgiving week. A total circulation of almost 50,000,000 will be used
in the nationwide campaign. Pictorial Review, American Weekly,
This Week, Metropolitan Group and
Parade will have full color and
23.
black-and-white ads on Nov. 16 and
•
Paramount is arranging for intensified coverage of its pictures and its
stars in national magazines. The Nov.
23 issue
Parade
devote itsofcover
to magazine
William ivill
H olden,
star
"The
Point." story
The
same of
issue
zvill Turning
carry a feature
on both the star and the Paramount
picture, which has been scheduled as
the Nezv York Globe Theatre's next
attraction.
•
Woman's Home Companion has a
four-page picture and editorial story
on Leslie Caron, the new M-G-M star.
She recently completed two pictures
for M-G-M, "The Story of Three
•
Loves" and "Lili."
Pictures taken on the set of Paramount's new picture, "Scared Stiff,"
starring Dean Martin and Jerry
Lewis, are used in a seven-page
story in the November issue of Redbook. The lead paragraph in the
Martin and Lewis story tells of
their visit to Hal Wallis' office during which one of the team used the
producer's
and member
"intercom"of
system
whilephones
the other
the team kept the producer from
interfering with their
fun.
•
The Rosemary Clooney story is told
in the current issue of Collier's. Full
color pictures are used along zvith text
in a three-page story. "The Stars Are
Singing" is her latest picture for
Paramount.
•
Mt. Kilimanjaro, which serves as
a focal point for "The Snows of Kilimanjaro," isthe subject of a special
story-and-picture layout in the December issue of Argosy. The narrative of a five-man expedition storming
the peak in East Africa is presented
in a four-page spread with a full-page,
full color painting of the famed mountain capping the article.Walter Haas
Kreisler Heads IFA-TV
B. Bernard Kreisler, former director of the advisory unit for foreign
films of the Motion Picture Association of America, has been elected
president of International Film Associates-Television.
Kreisler joined the organization last
spring on resigning from MP A A.
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Starr

Tells

(Continued from page 1)
terms for the picture."
Starr said that any exhibitor had
the right to ask himself why he should
follow another theatre on a later run
when both were paying the same
terms. The TOA president asserted
that in many cases the exhibitor would
be glad to drop back to 60 days, 90
days or even six months if he were
given an incentive to do so by getting
lower film rentals.
"In my opinion," he said, "the distributor isalmost entirely responsible
for the shortage of prints that result
from this unhappy condition, and it
seems perfectly obvious to me that a
change must be made lest the whole
system of clerance fall apart and
chaos replace it."
Starr accused the "senseless policy
of the distributors of maintaining a
uniform national policy as regards
each picture" as being at the bottom
of the situation. He said it was "fantastic" to reason that a picture worth
40 per cent in a large metropolitan
theatre was also worth 40 per cent
in a small town theatre. By making
price and percentage concessions to
the smaller marginal theatres that
need help to survive, order can be restored to the industry, he said. By
making similar concessions to subsequent run theatres, distributors can
relieve the pressure of simultaneous
demands for prints and at the same
time give the public a longer interval
of time in which to see a particular
picture, Starr added.
Starr declared that the existing condition was almost intolerable and
growing worse daily.

Name

Picture

Fussell

Daily

President

(Continued from page 1)
Sams, Jr. of Statesville was named
second vice-president, and Mrs. Walter
Griffith was re-elected executive secretary and treasurer for her 25th term.
Herman M. Levy, TOA general
counsel, thanked the Carolinas group
for its approval of the TOA principle
of arbitration. "It is most encouraging," he said, "This is the sixth TOA
unit
this owners
action." had voted to
Theto take
theatre
approve any arbitration decision approvedofbythe
the proposed
TOA. "The
tention
systembasic
was into

concerted and vigorous action by theatre owners throughout the country
can bring about repeal of this discriminatory tax."
Simons and Bernstecker Address
Carolinas TOA Meet
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20th

Meet

(Continued from page 1)
product schedule and vice-president
Charles Einf eld's outlining of campaigns being developed for the films.
W. C. Gehring, executive assistant
general sales manager ; Edwin W.
Aaron, W estern sales manager, and
Arthur Silverstone, Eastern and Canadian sales manager, will join Lichtman in leading the discussions.
Also on today's agenda are the setting of plans for the handling of productions 2'0th-Fox is offering" for
Thanksgiving, Christmas and New
Year's. Thanksgiving will bring
Damon Runyon's "Bloodhounds of
Broadway" and "Pony Soldier," while
John Philip Sousa's "Stars and
Stripes Forever" and Daphne du
Maurier's as"My
Cousinattractions.
Rachel" are
scheduled
Yuletide

Charlotte, Nov. 11. — "Good pictures are not the only answer to the
exhibitor's box office problem," Mike
Simons, Loew's public relations executive, said at the theatre trade school
here at the last day of the annual convention of the Theatre Owners of
provide a speedy, effective, and inex- North and South Carolina. He said
pensive tribunal for exihibitors, large more attention should be given to the
and small, for grievances, large and
"once in a while patron."
"We must," he pointed out, "get
small," he added. "It may be that the
plan is subject to criticism for one back to the day when the customer is
reason or another ; there may be room
for improvement ; it may be that, after
Theatre advertising was discussed
Ends Dec. 27
a period of trial and error, amend- by Emil Bernstecker of Wilby-Kincey
Plans for these pictures and the
ments will be necessary or advisable. Theatres in Atlanta.
None of this, however, detracts from
continuing campaigns for Darryl F.
the justified conclusion that the plan
Zanuck's "The Snows of Kilimanking."
is a good one, worthy of immediate Para, to Spend
jaro" will be the main productions for
(Continued from page 1)
20th Century - Fox's "Anniversary
approval by all segments of the inWeek" celebration to be held ThanksJack Braunagel, chairman of the to the European production schedule
for next year.
giving
week,Testimonial,"
and the "Branch
TOA's
agers'
which Manends
dustry." drive-in theatre committee,
Hartman said Paramount planned Dec. 27.
said that one of the faults of drive-in
operation is over emphasis on the sale four pictures for overseas production
Division managers attending the
of concessions rather than motion pic- in 1953. F. Scott Fitzgerald's "Baby- meeting are Herman Wobber, Westlon Revisited" will start in Paris in
tures. "Exhibitors," he said, "should
ern ;Harry Ballance, Southern ; Marknow more about the product they July or August, with William Wyler
tin Moskowitz, Empire State ; M. A.
exhibit in order to do a better selling producing and Gregory Peck in the
Levy,
Midwest ; Glenn Norris, Atlantop role. Peck and Wyler have just
tic ; Tom McCleaster, Central and
Bryant attacked the 20 per cent ad- completed "Roman Holiday" in Rome, Peter Myers, Canadian. Also on hand
mission tax, describing it as a war- and Hartman, if he goes overseas next will be Buck Stoner and Paul Wilson,
time levy carried over into peace.
week, will sit in on the early cutting. assistant division managers in the
"It has almost become a permanent John Bolting's "Wings Across the Western and Southern territories, reemergency
tax," Bryant said. "Only Sea" will be made mostly in England, spectively.
job."
Branch managers Jim Connolly,
while "Elephant Walk" will be shot
in Ceylon. "Legend of the Incas" is Boston ; Ben Simon, New Haven, and
slated for production in Peru. Some Tom Gilliam, Chicago, will also be
low-budget films may be made in in attendance since their exchanges
Italy under a co-production setup, but are now supervised by the home office.
these plans have not been finalized. If
Home office sales executives in atdemand
ing
Because of the overwhelm
the plan goes through, the pictures
tendance include Alex Harrison,
will
be
distributed
by
Paramount
only
Clarence Hill, Peter Levathes, Jack
in Europe.
for seats, Paramount has cancelled the
Jones, Francis X. CarParamount will concentrate on the Bloom,roll,Lem
Morris Kaplan, Roger Ferri,
previously announced projection room
exploitation of new faces during the
coming year. Hartman said the studio Larry Ayers and Dave Ornstein.
screening and has engaged the . . .
would give new contract players immediate opportunities for stardom,
rather than trying to build them up
E
ATR
THE
BIJOU
over a five year period. Hartman
brought with him tests of new players
209 West 45th Street • West of Broadway
to show to home office executives.
for its
Pitts Says Press Is
See more... do moreNEW
YORK
CITY TRADE
SHOW
Favorable
to Films
enjoy the best for less!
Charlotte, Nov. 11. — A survey of
83 leading U. S. newspapers revealed
that the ratio in favor of Hollywood,
FLY TWA
its
people
and
its
product
was
better
ROAD
TO
BALI
than 10 to one, Dick Pitts, director of
in
to EUROPE
public relations of the Theatre OwnColor by TECHNICOLOR
ers of America, told the 40th annual
SEASON
convention of the Theatre Owners of
THRIFT
starring BING CROSBY
North and South Carolina here yesand SAVE!
terday. Pitts said there was more
BOB HOPE • DOROTHY
LAMOUR
than 10 times as much space devoted
to the promotion of stars and pictures
than there was to the alleged quesYou can save more than $1 00
tionable side of the industry.
FRIDAY,
NOV.
14th
on a TV/A ticket to Europe
"On the other hand," Pitts conand return (through
there will be
tinued, "while many newspapers surveyed were extremely generous with
March 31). See your travel
4 SCREENINGS AT THE BIJOU THEATRE
space, the majority was not. And
that majority principally was in the
agent
Airlines.or call Trans World
smaller cities. Too many of them
10:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
went for days and days with no mention of motion pictures whatever. If
Admission by Invitation Only
ACROSS THE U.S. AND OVERSEAS...
the space given by the minority was
matched by the majority, the ratio
in favor of motion pictures would be
50 to 1, or more," he added.
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Hartman Says 4 Films
To Be Made Overseas
By AL STEEN
Paramount will produce 22 piclures at a cost of approximately
$30,000,000 during 1953, Don
Hartman, production head, said in
New York
Monday.
man is hereHartfor
home office conferences in connection with

PICTURE

YORK, U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

Robert Benjamin
Heads UA Board
Robert S. Benjamin has been
elected chairman of the board of
directors of United Artists, it was
announced here by Arthur B. Krim,
president of
UA. The post
had been vacant.
Benjamin
will continue
as president
and a director
of the J. Arthur Rank Organization and
as a senior
member of the
New York law
firm of PhilRobert Benjamin
lips, N i z e r ,
Benjamin and
Krim. Benjamin has tendered his
resignation as a director of Universal Pictures.
Benjamin has been associated
with United Artists since Feb., 1951,
when Krim, his law partner, assumed the UA presidency.

NOVEMBER

A TO

of Gulf

Seeks
Aid

on

TEN

12, 1952
States

Allied

CENTS

Compo

Government
Film

Deals

New

Orleans, Nov. 11. — Government aid and intervention to help
solve problems facing the small, independent exhibitor in making film
deals will be sought by Allied Theatre
Owners of the Gulf States, it was
revealed here by Abe Berenson,
president of the ATOGS, who also
is a member of the Allied national
board.
Instead of the usual declarations of
policy and resolutions that have come
out of meetings in the past, Berenson
and the members of his executive
committee will ask for definite affirmhibitor. ative action to save the small ex-

Renewal

Board

Tops

Agenda

Majors' Arbitration
Plan Also Featured

Washington, Nov. 11. — Renewal of Allied States Association's membership in the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations,
including length of time and conditions, will be considered by the fall
board meeting in Chicago this weekend.
General counsel Abram F. Myers
today released the agenda for the
Berenson stated, "Very few pictures
that were(Continued
box-office,
regardless
of meeting which starts Saturday mornon page
2)
ing, goes on all day Saturday and
Sunday and into Monday morning.
Meetings will be held at the Hotel
Morrison. Allied' s 1952 convention
meeting.
20th
Meet
will start Monday, following the board

product, promotion, budgets
and an economy program
that he expects
to result in better picture qualHere
Today
ity. He may
hop to Europe
Don Hurtnian
next Tuesday
Signs New
for parleys in Wanger
_ Twentieth Century-Fox sales diviLondon, Paris and Rome in regard Allied Artists Pact
sion managers in the U. S. and Can(Continued on page 6)
ada will begin a two-day merchandisHollywood, Nov. 11. — Producer
ing meeting here today to set plans
Walter Wanger today signed a new for productions slated for release later
contract with Allied Artists continu- this year and during the first nine
RKO
Board
Meets,
ing their association which was in- months of 1953. Al Lichtman, director of distribution, will deliver a welaugurated one year ago. During the
coming address this morning after
past year Wanger has produced four
Adjourns
Again
pictures for A A.
which a discussion of present conditions in the field will be held.
Wanger's next production for AA
The RKO Pictures board of direcTomorrow's
sessions will include
be titled "Hajji Baba" and will
tors met here yesterday and ad- will
be about 19th century Persia. It will the announcement
a nine-month
(Continued onof paqe
6)
journed to an unspecified day later this have color by Technicolor.
week. No statement was issued following yesterday's meeting.
It was ascertained that new directors have not been named yet to fill Print
Shortage
Intolerable,
the vacancies created by the resignations three weeks ago of Ralph StolMeet
Carolina
Tells
kin, A. H. Koolish and William Gor- Starr
man, and that Arnold Grant, RKO
Pictures board chairman, still has no
definite date for a visit to Hollywood.
Charlotte, Nov. 11.— The matter of print shortages is the "most
(Continued on page 2)
pressing and acute immediate problem facing us today," in the opinion
of Alfred Starr, president of the Theatre Owners of America. Speaking
at the annual convention of the Theatre Owners of North and South
Carolina, Starr said that print shortRKO Palace to
ages were brought about chiefly by
Book Danny Kaye
multiple runs in a given area on the
Fussell
President
same clearance, resulting in day-andPlans to headline Danny
date contracts which the distributor
Of Carolinas TOA
Kaye at the RKO Palace in
finds impossible to fulfill.
January for a two-a-day engagement were disclosed here
"It is just too easy for the distributor to charge the exhibitor with being
Charlotte, Nov. 11. — Delegates
as Sol Schwartz, president of
to the 40th annual convention here the sole cause of this unhappy situaRKO Theatres, left New York
of the Theatre Owners of North
tion," Starr said. "It is true that
for Hollywood on Monday.
and
South Carolina elected Wood- many exhibitors demand equal clearWhile on the Coast,
ance
with other theatres over a wide
row1 G. Fussell of Bladenboro, N. C.
Schwartz is slated to comarea,
but
this demand stems logically
president
to
succeed
Robert
Bryant
plete negotiations for the
of Rock Hill, S. C. Bryant was from the fact that all exhibitors in
booking.
are required to pay the same
elected first vice-president. A. Fuller that area (Continued
on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)

Continuation of Allied's membership
in COMPO shares the board spotlight with such previously announced
agenda items as a discussion of the
distributors' arbitration plan and of
(Continued
on page 3)
Col. H. A.
Cole's proposal
that Allied

WASHINGTON , Nov. 11.—
Rep. Velde (R. 111. ) , in
announcing House Un-American Act ivities Committee
hearings here tomorrow
and Thursday on Communism
in Hollywood, said that he
hopes ther
to investigation
"minimize" of furthe
film industry, which he
felt had done a great deal
to clear itself. He said
the committee had spent
too much time investigating the industry.
•
WASHINGTON, Nov. 11.—
Leo Resnick, FCC hearing
examiner, is expected to
hand down late this week
or early next his decision
on the United ParamountAmerican Broadcasting
merger
for

and on the antitrust status of all Paramount companies applying
television licenses.

2

Personal
Mention
TEROME PICKMAN, Paramount
vJ vice-president in charge of advertising-publicity, wil arrive in Hollywood today by plane from New York
and will return in a few days.
•

D. John Phillips, executive director of Metropolitan Motion Picture
Theatres Association, announces the
birth of a son, Jonathan Wayne, to
Mrs. Phillips Sunday at New York
Hospital. Mrs. Phillips is an attort Theatres.
ney for United Paramoun
•
Harry M. Pgpkin, Raoul Walsh
and Mrs. Walsh, and David Rose,
chairman and managing director of
the Coronado Film Corp., and Mrs.
Rose, arrived here yesterday from
aboard the S.S. Queen ElizaEurope
beth.
•

Motion

Order

Release

Picture

of

Hughes RKO Trust
The Irving Trust Co. has
been ordered to release from
trust
shares Howard
of RKO Hughes'
Theatres 929,020
stock,
under an agreement reached
between the Department of
Justice and Hughes.
Hughes can now, and as
long as he fulfills the stipulations to the agreement, vote
his 24 per cent controlling interest in RKO Theatres.
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Lachman
Chief

N.Y.

Barker

Edward Lachman was elected chief
barker and other officials were
selected without any opposition as
the Variety Club of New York, Tent
No. 35, held an
election of officers at its annual memberm e e t ship
i n luncheong on
Monday.
man urgedLachthat

RKO

Board
{Continued from page 1)

V ariety "serve
by performing
tions jobrelafor
a public
show business,

Newsreel
Parade

rRYGVE
LIE'S position
resignation
of his
United Nations
of Secretary General is highlighted in current
nezvsreels. Also featured are President-elect Eisenhowe/s activities in
Georgia,
Queen
Elizabeth's
first opening of the
British
Parliament,
and
U . S. Marines fighting in Korea.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 92 — Eisenhower in Georgia names liaison aides.
Trygve Lie quits at U.N. assembly meeting
in. New York. Queen Elizabeth opens
Parliament. March of Dimes poster girl.
Notre
Princeton-Harvard
football Dame-Oklahoma,
games.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 222—Trygve
Lie quits U.N. to speed Korea peace.
Marines rout Reds in Korea hills. British
Queen's
first opening
Parliament.
largest trailer.
Israel ofloses
its great World's
leader
Notre Dame-Oklahoma, Princeton-Harvard
football games.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 25 — Trygve
Lie resigns U.N. position. Red Embassy
party in Washington. Philip Murray dies.
Dr. Chaim Weizmann mourned. Eyes on
Eisenhower in Georgia. New York GiantsSan Francisco- 49ers football game.
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 46A— Eisen
hower relaxes in Georgia. Adlai assumes
party leadership in Springfield. Newly developed floating cement demonstrated. General Franco addresses first National Congress of Spanish Civil War veterans. Twostory mansion
football
game. trailer. Princeton-Harvard
UNIVERSAL
NEWSREEL,
No. 412
Trygve Lie resigns United Nations position.
Battlefront in Korea again ablaze. Queen
opens Parliament session. President-elect
picks administration aides in Georgia.
Notre
Georgia Tech-Army
footballDame-Oklahoma,
games.

Consequently, appointment of a production head and reactivation of the
being
super-in
RKO Radio studio necessarily are deC O M aP O
ferred.
doing welfare
Meanwhile, reports persisted that Edward Jjaclimun
the Stolkin group is continuing conLachman outlined the main projects
ferences with various individuals and
for the new year in activities."
his acceptance
Eugene Arneel, trade paper regroups on the possibility of disposing
porter, will be married to Doris Ann of
speech after being introduced by outthe
24
per
cent
controlling
stock
Kuthy on Saturday at the Holy Fam- interest in RKO Pictures acquired
going chief barker William German.
ily Roman Catholic Church in Flush- from Howard Hughes in September He agreed with Murray Weiss, Intering, N. Y.
national Variety Club representative
•
for $7,340,000.
who spoke in place of Jack Beresin,
Milton R. Rackmil, president of
that a charity and a clubhouse are
Universal, returned here yesterday 219,884 RKO Pictures Shares
the two
fundamental
United Bought by Sherrill Corwin
from Europe aboard the
sary to keep
interest things
in the "neces(New
States.
Washington, Nov. 11.— Sherrill York)
club andHeart
keep Committee
it alive." is to
A five-man
RKO Pictures vice-presiHugh Owen, Paramount Eastern C. Corwin,
dent and studio head, bought 10,000 be
formed to select a charity or chariand Southern division manager, is in shares of RKO common and became ties.
WARNER
PATHE
NEWS,
No. 27—
Charlotte from New York.
Others elected were Edward L. Eisenhower
and Nixon. Marines fight under
the beneficial owner of an additional
heavy
shell
fire
in
Korea.
Mau
crises
rocks
Fabian,
first
assistant
chief
barker
;
209,884 shares during September, acAfrica. Queens opens Parliament. New
cording to a report issued by the Martin Levine, second assistant ; York Giants-San Francisco 49ers, Southern
Securities and Exchange Commission. Meinhardt, property master ; Harold California -Stanford football games.
'Sound,' 'Secret,' in
The beneficially owned shares came J. Klein, dough guy; and the following canvassmen : Bernard Brooks,
from a total of 1,049,420 shares held
Russell
Downing, Nathan Furst, Ted
National
America,
of
Bank
the
by
Mann
Charges
Good
B'way Bows
Trust and Savings Association, Jack Hoffberg, Martin Kornbluth,
Jack Levin, Charles Lewis, Harold
"Breaking Through the Sound pledgee for Screen Associates, Inc., Newman, Walter Reade, Jr., Harold Decree Violations
acting
as
the
nominee
for
Corwin
and
Barrier" and "Operation Secret" others.
Rinzler, Burt Robbins, Morris Sandopened to good business on Broadway
ers, Sanford, Cy Seymour, David
The transaction represented Corthis week, marked by spotty box- win's
Washington, Nov. 11. — Alleged
share
in
the
purchase
by
the
Snaper,
Saul Trauner, George WaldfirstYork
New
office conditions at
man
and
Miax
Wolff.
malpractices
in the Minneapolis area
Howard
of
runs.
group
Stolkin
Ralph
were outlined in a letter by Ted Mann,
An excellent $37,000 is expected Hughes' controlling interest in RKO
former president of North Central AlPictures, sold at $7 per share. The
for the initial seven days of "Break- stock is held in escrow by the Bank ATO
of Gulf States
to the Senate Sub-committee on
Smalllied, Business.
at
Through theAtSound
(Continued from page 1)
the ing
Victoria.
the Barrier"
Paramount, of America until payments to Hughes
Mann charged that distributors were
which also features a stage show, a are completed. The report said Corviolating the U. S. Supreme Court
holdRKO
for
total
for
seen
season
or
playing
time,
did
the
exis
listed
was
win
$73,000
good
pretty
ings of 219,884 shares.
any goodandbecause
of playing
exorbi- order that pictures were to be bought
"Operation Secret." A nice $42,000
tant filmhibitor
rental
ridiculous
The
report
covers
transactions
by
one by one and that the purchase of
"Prisof
is clue for the initial week
during time. Despite the distributors' aware- one picture was not to be conditioned
directors
and
officers
industry
oner of Zenda" at the Capitol.
ness of the fallen box-office, they are on the purchase of another. He furfrom Sept. 11 to Oct. 9.
is "Limelight" the period
strong
ther claimed that the distributors
g up and
Holdin
the two-a-day 60th During this period, according to the still gouging and crushing every drop
at the Astor
were
continuing to fix admission
his
of
life's
blood
from
the
independent
liquidated
Hughes
Lux.
A fine $34,000 is SEC, Howard
Street Transforecast at the Astor, while a nice total RKO Pictures holdings with the
prices,
despite the fact that the Supreme Court had denied them that
$10,900 is predicted for the 60th Street sale of 1,013,420 shares of common to exhibitor."
Speaking
for
his
executive
committee on national policy, Berenson
Trans-Lux.
the Stolkin syndicate. Ned E. Depi- further stated that the only salvation right. Mann, in his letter, said unnet, former RKO president, also
less an exhibitor agreed to an ad"Plymouth Adventure" will have
vanced admission price requested by
its premiere tomorrow at Radio City liquidated his holdings, selling 35,000 for this phase of the motion picture
business would be to have government the distributor, the theatre owner was
shares in the same transaction.
Music Hall, replacing "The Happy
At RKO Theatres, David J. Greene control, such as is exercised today on not awarded the picture.
Time," which hit a fair $115,000 for
added 1,500 shares of common to a common carriers, public utilities and
its second and final week.
trust which held 32,300 shares at the other allegedly monopolistic enter- Linet
to Prepare
end of the period. In addition, he
Seadler at Ampa Class
listed 16,450 shares in his own name,
Pioneers Program
Guest instructor at tomorrow 10,000 through partnerships, and 3,600 prises.
Blumenstock Here
Henry A. (Hank) Linet has been
night's session of Associated Motion through members of his family. A.
appointed
to create and produce a
Louis
Oresman
sold
1,000
shares
of
Mort Blumenstock, Warner BrothPicture Advertisers' class in showmanship here will be Si Seadler, RKO Theatres common, leaving his
ers vice-president in charge of adver- souvenir program and other matter
tising and publicity, has arrived in for the "Jubilee Dinner" of the MoM-G-M advertising manager, it was holdings at 28,100; William F. WhitPicture Pioneers to be held at the
announced yesterday by Harry K.
man and John E. Redmond each sold New York from Hollywood for home HoteltionAstor
on Tuesday evening, Nov.
Mc Williams, AMPA president. The 1,200 shares, each retaining 1,300.
office conferences with Albert War25, it was announced by Jack Cohn,
ner,
Ben
Kalmenson
and
Samuel
At
Monogram
W.
Ray
Johnston
class starts at six o'clock in the Hotel
president of the Pioneers.
W oodstock.
sold 3,700 shares of common.
Schneider.
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National

Allied Registrants
Now
Total 575
Chicago, Nov. 11. — Registration for the national Allied
convention here starting Monday has reached a total of 575
delegates, general convention
chairman Jack Kirsch reports.
A last minute rush from Chicago and downstate Illinois
delegates is expected, he said.
Allied Board
(Continued from page 1)
leaders withdraw from all-industry
undertakings to concentrate on getting
better prices for Allied members. Another top agenda item will be a discussion of methods for increasing revenue of Allied regional units.
There is no telling the exact order
in which items will be considered.
Myers announced the less controversial ones would be taken up early
Saturday, when many members will
still be travelling to Chicago.
On arbitration, the board will hear
the report of Allied's arbitration committee and the draft of the distributors' plan, and will either approve or
reject the plan as submitted or give
new instructions to the Allied committee.
Myers pointed out that the question
of renewing Allied's membership in
COMPO comes up automatically because it was last renewed in Oct.
1951 "until the next convention board
meeting to be held sometime in the
fall of 1952."
Ben Marcus, chairman of a special
committee, will make a report on
ways and means of increasing revenues of regional units by distributing fan magazines or other activities.
Other items on the agenda include :
Reports on distributor polices on
film prices in the various territories,
along with consideration of proposed
remedies, "including appeals to appropriate committees of Congress" ;
Discussion of Motion Picture Association of America president Eric
Johnston's speech before the Theatre
Owners of America, in which he said
film companies would produce for
television ;
Discussion of the government's
16mm. suit and of the industry's application to the Federal Communication Commission for theatre television
frequencies ;
"Continuing complaints of high
prices and poor service" by National
Screen Service, including discussion
of a suggestion that film companies
guarantee or help in getting- the delivery of paper and trailers from
National Screen ;
Suggestions that Hollywood create
a permanent display for use at state
fairs and other exhibits ;
Discussion of ASCAP's demands
for royalty payments on public performances of copyrighted music not
recorded on entertainment film ;
A report on Cinerama by Allied
president Wilbur Snaper ;
Proposals for the location of the
1953 Allied convention ;
A report by Nathan Yamins on the
experience of New England exhibitors
at a hearing before the Commissioner
of Public Safety on the use of acetate
film ; and
A discussion of methods employed
by .a Kansas City exhibitor to maintain order in his theatre.
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Television-Radio
with

Pinky

Herman

THE rapid strides already made by Television in the American
scheme of things can best be realized in the light that this new
medium has closed a gap in less than four years which had taken
its older brother, radio, a decade to do. In the national coverage of
the Presidential election, the exciting descriptions, analysis of the ever-changing tabulations
and the easy-to-follow charts and graphs depicting the comparative gains not only of the Presidential candidates but also the combatants for
the Congressional seats, proved that sound plus
sight, Television, is undoubtedly vastly superior
as an enlightening medium to radio. However,
the malodorous repetition of commershills (in
this case that seems to be the correct spelling)
oftentimes breaking into the middle of important
sentences being uttered by John Cameron Swayze
and John McCaffery, (NBC-TV) was downright
annoying. No one argues with the right of a
Pinky Herman
sponsor who lays down a bundle to take advantage of an assured audience, but when a can of
Prestone is flashed on the screen incessantly and at most inopportune
moments, then the good-will it might have established runs the risk
of turning instead, into reverse reaction. In this case, instead of
"Presto, the commercial is gone," it unfortunately seemed to be,
"Prestone, it's here again." . . .
ft
ft
ft
NBC, which made the first coast to coast broadcast of the Rose
Bozvl game back in 1927 (Alabama vs. Washington) and followed
suit until 1948, will televise the 1953 classic New Year's Day. Sponsor will be Gillette and it will be seen in the East at 4 :45 P.M. . . .
With the signing by Norman Cloutier of the "Planet Man" to tee
off Nov. 15 via WTAM, Cleveland, increasingly popular Palladium
Productions adventure series, will be heard via 100 key outlets.
. . . MBS Producer Larry Dorn has just completed a new Bible
series of platters for Bibletone Records with Jack Bcrch, narrating.
A 'natural' Larry shouldn't overlook is the standard, "Bible My
Mother Left To Me." . . . Charles D. Beeland Co. and King
Film Prod, have consolidated and the new TV firm, Beeland-Kiug
Film Productions will operate from Atlanta, Ga. . . . Melinda
Markcy, who recently scored in a "Dr. Christian" radio episode,
is the daughter of Joan Bennett. . . . Barbara (('Mr. & Mrs. North"
TVersion) Britton, will be seen in three new flickers, "The
Raiders" (U.I.) "Ride the Man Down" (Republic) and Arch
Obolcr's three-dimensional "Bwana Devil." ....
ft
ft
ft

Mike Wallace and his wife Buff Cobb will add another chore
to their "Mike & Buff" duties. CBStarting Saturday they'll
emcee the audience-participation quiz "There's One in Every
Family" which becomes a six-time-a-week series. John Reed
King continues as emcee on the Monday thru Friday broadcasts. .. . Fuller, Smith & Ross have signed Geo. F. Foley to
shoot a 16mm. color film for Plymouth Cordage Co. Produced
by John Ward, the flicker will be narrated by Thomas Mitchell.
. . . Bill Cullen points out that Manhattan Island was sold by
the Indians for only 24 dollars "BUT," stresses Bill, "in those
days a dollar was a Dollar." . . . And WOR's likeable Bill
Taylor comes up with a smart observation in "People are like
. . . Harry
pins — absolutely useless when they lose their heads."
Wismer, the ace sportscaster, whose football radio and TV
coverage reveals plenty of technical and inside savvy, was a
star quarterback at Michigan State in his college days. . . .
Mayor Fletcher Bowron of Los Angeles has proclaimed Nov.
15 as "Television City Day," in recognition of the opening of
CBS' multi-million dollar TV plant there. . . . Perry Como
will attend a dinner in his honor to be given by the Variety
Club of Washington, D. C, Nov. 22, where a bust of the
crooner will be unveiled, designating him as "the Showman of
the Year." . . . "Your Show of Shows" will originate at the
NBColonial Theatre, Broadway & 62nd St., starting with
Saturday's program. The theatre has been completely renovated
and is considered by NBC execs a "marvel of electronic
progress in every aspect of engineering." . . . Bob Monroe's
"Titus Moody Speaks," currently heard on Mutual, may become atelevision WORacle in January. . . .

Pre-Selling

DHOTOPLAY announces the win*■ ners of its annual "Choose Your
Star" contest in the December issue.
Lori Nelson was chosen by readers
as their faVorite female star. She will
have a top role in Universal-International's "Nothing but the Blues." Tab
Hunter was the readers' choice for
the best-liked male star. He played
opposite Linda Darnell in United Artists' "Island of Desire."
•
M-G-M will go all out on its
newspaper advertising campaign for
Adventure,"
bePlymouth
re-released
at Radio scheduled
City Musicto
Hall tomorrow. It will open in all
other important situations during
Thanksgiving week. A total circulation of almost 5(1,000,000 will be used
in the nationwide campaign. Pictorial Review, American Weekly,
This Week, Metropolitan Group and
Parade will have full color and
black-and-white ads on 3Jov. 16 and
23.
j
•
Paramount is arranging for intensified coverage of its pictures and its
stars in national magazines. The Nov.
23 issue
Parade
devote itsofcover
to magazine
William zmll
Holden,
star
"The
Point." story
The
same of
issue
will Turning
carry a feature
on both the star and the Paramount
picture, zvhich has been scheduled as
Theatre's next
attraction.
the Neiv York Globe
•
Woman's Home Companion has a
four-page picture and editorial story
on Leslie Caron, the new M-G-M star.
She recently completed two pictures
for M-G-M, "The Story of Three
•
Loves" and "Lili."
Pictures taken on the set of Paramount's
picture,
"Scared
starring new
Dean
Martin
and Stiff,"
Jerry
Lewis, are used in a seven-page
story in the November issue of Redbook. The lead paragraph in the
Martin and Lewis story tells of
their visit to Hal Wallis' office during which one of the team used the
producer's
and member
"intercom"of
system
whilephones
the other
the team kept the producer from
interfering with their
fun.
•
The Rosemary Clooney story is told
in the current issue of Collier's. Full
color pictures are used along with text
in a three-page story. "The Stars Are
Singing" is her latest picture for
Paramount.
•
Mt. Kilimanjaro, which serves as
a focal point for "The Snows of Kilimanjaro," isthe subject of a special
story-and-picture layout in the December issue of Argosy. The narrative of a five-man expedition storming
the peak in East Africa is presented
in a four-page spread with a full-page,
full color painting of the famed mountain capping the article.Walter Haas
Kreisler Heads IFA-TV
B. Bernard Kreisler, former director of the advisory unit for foreign
films of the Motion Picture Association of America, has been elected
president of International Film Associates-Television.
Kreisler joined the organization last
spring on resigning from MPAA.
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Motion

Starr

Tells

{Continued from page 1)
terms for the picture."
Starr said that any exhibitor had
the right to ask himself why he should
follow another theatre on a later run
when both were paying' the same
terms. The TOA president asserted
that in many cases the exhibitor would
be glad to drop back to 60 days, 90
days or even six months if he were
given an incentive to do so by getting
lower film rentals.
"In mytributor opinion,"
he said,responsible
"the disisalmost entirely
for the shortage of prints that result
from this unhappy condition, and it
seems perfectly obvious to me that a
change must be made lest the whole
system of clerance fall apart and
chaos replace it."
Starr accused the "senseless policy
of the distributors of maintaining a
uniform national policy as regards
each picture" as being at the bottom
of the situation. He said it was "fantastic" to reason that a picture worth
40 per cent in a large metropolitan
theatre was also worth 40 per cent
in a small town theatre. By makingprice and percentage concessions to
the smaller marginal theatres that
need help to survive, order can be restored to the industry, he said. By
making similar concessions to subsequent run theatres, distributors can
relieve the pressure of simultaneous
demands for prints and at the same
time give the public a longer interval
of time in which to see a particular
picture, Starr added.
Starr declared that the existing condition was almost intolerable and
growing worse daily.

Name

Picture

Fussell

Daily

President

(Continued from page 1)
Sams, Jr. of Statesville was named
second vice-president, and Mrs. Walter
Griffith was re-elected executive secretary and treasurer for her 25th term.
Herman M. Levy, TOA general
counsel, thanked the Carolinas group
for its approval of the TOA principle
of arbitration. "It is most encouraging," he said, "This is the sixth TOA
unit
this owners
action." had voted to
Theto take
theatre
approve any arbitration decision approvedofbythe
the proposed
TOA. "The
tention
systembasic
was into

concerted and vigorous action by theatre owners throughout the country
can bring about repeal of this discriminatory tax."
Simons and Bernstecker Address
Carolinas TOA Meet

Wednesday, November 12, 1952

20th

Meet

(Continued from page 1)
product schedule and vice-president
Charles Einfeld's outlining of campaigns being developed for the films.
W. C. Gehring, executive assistant
general sales manager ; Edwin W.
Aaron, Western sales manager, and
Arthur Silverstone, Eastern and Canadian sales manager, will join Lichtman in leading the discussions.
Also on today's agenda are the setting of plans for the handling of productions 2'0th-Fox is offering for
Thanksgiving, Christmas and New
Year's. Thanksgiving will bring
Damon Runyon's "Bloodhounds of
Broadway" and "Pony Soldier," while
John Philip Sousa's "Stars and
Stripes Forever" and Daphne du
Maurier's as"My
Cousinattractions.
Rachel" are
scheduled
Yuletide

Charlotte, Nov. 11. — "Good pictures are not the only answer to the
exhibitor's box office problem," Mike
Simons, Loew's public relations executive, said at the theatre trade school
here at the last day of the annual convention of the Theatre Owners of
provide a speedy, effective, and inex- North and South Carolina. He said
pensive tribunal for .exihibitors, large more attention should be given to the
and small, for grievances, large and
in a while patron."
small," he added. "It may be that the "once
"We must," he pointed out, "get
plan is subject to criticism for one back to the day when the customer is
reason or another ; there may be room
for improvement ; it may be that, after
Theatre advertising was discussed
Ends Dec. 27
a period of trial and error, amend- by Emil Bernstecker of Wilby-Kincey
ments will be necessary or advisable. Theatres in Atlanta.
Plans for these pictures and the '
None of this, however, detracts from
continuing campaigns for Darryl F.
the justified conclusion that the plan
Zanuck's "The Snows of Kilimanto Spend
king."
is a good one, .worthy of immediate Para,
jaro" will be the main productions for
(Continued from page 1)
20th Century - Fox's "Anniversary
approval by all segments of the inWeek" celebration to be held ThanksJack Braunagel, chairman of the to the European production schedule
giving week, and the "Branch ManTOA's
dustry." drive-in theatre committee, for next year.
Hartman said Paramount planned Dec. 27. agers' Testimonial," which ends
said that one of the faults of drive-in
operation is over emphasis on the sale four pictures for overseas production
Division managers attending the
of concessions rather than motion pic- in 1953. F. Scott Fitzgerald's "Baby- meeting are Herman Wobber, Westlon Revisited" will start in Paris in
tures. "Exhibitors," he said, "should
erntin
;Harry
Ballance,
know more about the product they July or August, with William Wyler
Moskowitz,
EmpireSouthern
State ; ;M.MarA.
exhibit in order to do a better selling- producing- and Gregory Peck in the Levy, Midwest ; Glenn Norris, Atlantop role. Peck and Wyler have just
tic ; Tom McCleaster, . Central and
Bryant attacked the 20 per cent ad- completed "Roman Holiday" in Rome, Peter Myers, Canadian. Also on hand
mission tax, describing it as a war- and Hartman, if he goes overseas next will be Buck Stoner and Paul Wilson,
time levy carried over into peace.
week, will sit in on the early cutting. assistant division managers in the
"It has almost become a permanent John Bolting's "Wings Across the Western and Southern territories, reemergency
tax," Bryant said. "Only Sea" will be made mostly in England, spectively.
job."
Branch managers Jim Connolly,
while "Elephant Walk" will be shot
Boston
; Ben Simon, New Haven, and
in Ceylon. "Legend of the Incas" is
slated for production in Peru. Some Tom Gilliam, Chicago, will also be
low-budget films may be made in in attendance since their exchanges
Italy under a co-production setup, but are now supervised by the home office.
these plans have not been finalized. If
Home office sales executives in atBecause of the overwhelming demand
the plan goes through, the pictures tendance include Alex Harrison,
will
be distributed by Paramount only Clarence Hill, Peter Levathes, Jack
in Europe.
for seats, Paramount has cancelled the
Francis
CarParamount will concentrate on the Bloom,roll,Lem
MorrisJones,
Kaplan,
RogerX. Ferri,
previously announced projection room
exploitation of new faces during the
coming year. Hartman said the studio Larry Ayers and Dave Ornstein.
screening and has engaged the . . .
would give new contract players immediate opportunities for stardom,
rather
than
trying to build them up
THEATRE
BIJOU
over a five year period. Hartman
brought with him tests of new players
209 West 45th Street • West of Broadway
to show to home office executives.
for its
Pitts Says Press Is
See more. ..do moreNEW
YORK
CITY TRADE
SHOW
Favorable
to Films
enjoy the best for less!
Charlotte, Nov. 11. — A survey of
83 leading U. S. newspapers revealed
that the ratio in favor of Hollywood,
FLY TWA
its people and its product was better
ROAD
TO
BALI
than 10 to one, Dick Pitts, director of
in
to EUROPE
public relations of the Theatre OwnColor by TECHNICOLOR
ers of America, told the 40th annual
SEASON
convention of the Theatre Owners of
THRIFT
starring BING CROSBY
North and South Carolina here yesand SAVE!
terday. Pitts said there was more
BOB HOPE • DOROTHY
LAMOUR
than 10 times as much space devoted
to the promotion of stars and pictures
than there was to the alleged ques
You can save more than $100
tionable side of the industry.
FRIDAY,
NOV.
14*
on a TV/A ticket to Europe
"On the other hand," Pitts con
and return (through
there will be
tinned, "while many newspapers sur
veyed were extremely generous with
March 31). See your travel
4 SCREENINGS AT THE BIJOU THEATRE
space, the majority was not. And
that majority principally was in the
agent or call Trans World
|;* Airlines.
smaller cities. Too many of them
10:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m. -8:30 p.m.
went for days and days with no men>:: ACROSS THE US AND OVERSEAS
tion of motion pictures whatever. If
Admission by Invitation Only
the space given by the minority was
matched by the majority, the ratio
in favor of motion pictures would be
FLY
50 to 1, or more," he added.
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French
Is

NEW

NO. 93

Near

Closing

Pact
the

Stage

Obtaining of 135 Dubbing
Permits Still Uncertain
A new French film agreement
with American major companies
was reported here yesterday to be
at the closing point, with an announcement of details forthcoming
within a few days. Eric Johnston,
president of Motion Picture Association of America, and MPAA vicepresident Joyce O'Hara are in Paris
for the negotiations, having departed
suddenly from New York last weekend for the parleys.
It was reported at the Motion Picture Export Association in New York
yesterday
that the
set" the
for
the culmination
of "stage
the pactwasbefore

TNT

YORK, U.S.A., THURSDAY,

Set

Marciano

to

NOVEMBER

Enter

Return

Bid

TEN

13, 1952

for

Rank

Financing

411 His

Holiday

Attendance

Bout

Theatre Network Television "will be in there pitching" in order to
get the projected return world heavyweight match between Rocky
Marciano and Jersey Joe Walcott on theatre TV, Nat Halpern, TNT
president, said here yesterday,
Halpern's statement came on the
heels of the opening of preliminary
talks between fight managers and the
Premiere of 'Jazz
International Boxing Club looking toward a return bout. The first match,
Singer' on Dec. 30
which saw Marciano wrest the crown
— Warod, Nov.
Hollywo
from Walcott, drew an estimated
ner Brothers
has 12.
dated the
$400,000 box-office in 50 theatres when
world premiere of "The Jazz
it was telecast over a national closed
Singer" at the Fox Beverly
circuit last September.
Theatre in Beverly Hills on
A representative for the IBC said
Tuesday night, Dec. 30.
it was still too early to tell whether
The premiere will precede
home television or theatre television
the special engagement there
would be used for the return match.
the next day on a continuous
It is underestood, however, that if it
basis. The production will be
is theatre-televised, the price which
nationally released early in
will be sought by the IBC will be
February.
greater than the reported minimum
guarantee of $105,000 for the September bout.
Discussions now underway with the
rianagers center around the selection
Dietz to Cite Hearst
of a site and a date. Under considera(Continued on page 4)
At AMPA
Tribute

•departure
of Johnston
O'Hara for
Paris. It
was stillandproblematical
whether the American companies
would achieve their goal of obtaining
135 dubbing- permits, in view of the
fact that the French government last
summer cut the U. S. majors to z
Howard Dietz, vice-president in
total of 90 permits.
If the American companies should charge of advertising-publicity for
M-G-M, will be the principal speaker
(Continued on page 4)
at an Associated Motion Picture Advertisers' luncheon honoring
the Hearst
Fox
Talks
Stymie
publications at
the Piccadilly
RKO
Board
Action
Hotel on Nov.
20.

Top

CENTS

for

Is

20th-Fox

Aim

Slates

and

New

Christmas
Year's

Releases

In an effort to gain maximum
theatre attendance during- the
Christmas holidays, 20th CenturyFox yesterday disclosed the holiday
release of four pictures, described as
top attractions. They are : "Stars
and Stripes Forever," "My Cousin
Rachel," "Ruby Gentry," and "The I
Don't Care Girl."
Al Lichtman, distribution director, led a discussion on the
merchandising plans for the
Christmas and New Year holiday releases at the opening
session of the two-day meeting
here of domestic and Canadian
division sales managers. Lichtman said the four releases are
intended to offer exhibitors a
variety of entertainment to attract maximum audiences.
Lichtman pointed out the heavy
musical and military backing being
(Continued on page 4)

Production

London, Nov, 12. — -Beginning Jan. 1
the J. Arthur Rank Organization will
.nitiate a production program backed
entirely by its own resources.
The announcement is accepted here
Another meeting of the RKO Radio
as.
foreshadowing the end of the NaWilliam RanPictures board of directors was held
tional Film Finance Corp., the govdolph Hearst,
ernment agency which has assisted in
here yesterday, but it was adjourned
Jr.,
publisher
of
without any action being taken on the New York
the financing of British production
through a group scheme under which
pressing problems. Pending the out- Journal AmeriHoward Dietz
come of negotiations by a syndicate
individual producers worked on a
can and Ameriheaded by Matthew Fox to buy the
can, Weekly and editor-in-chief of salary basis. Of late, NFFC has ac■company's controlling stock from the Hearst newspapers, will be the honor
corded such assistance to Rank's proRalph Stolkin group in Chicago, no
(Continued on page 4)
ducers but that will now cease, although his producers will continue to
major action by the board is antici(Continued on page 4)
pated.
The board is slated to meet here $1,350 Weekly
to
again today.
It is understood that
Harold
Mirisch
Is
(Continued on page 4)
'U'
from
Washington,
Nov.
12.
—
A
new
Daff
Named
to A A Board
seven-year contract between Universal
and
Alfred
E.
Daff,
executive
Hollywood,
Nov. 12. — Allied ArHonor
Goldwyn
for
vice-president of the company, calltists' board of directors today elected
ing for a weekly salary of $1,350 the Harold Mirisch, company vice-presi
first year, was disclosed in a report dent, to board membership, replacing
'Andersen' Benefit
filed with the Securities and Ex- William Hurlbut, former owner of
the Detroit franchise, who recently
change Commission.
Samuel Goldwyn, whose "Hans
sold the franchise to the company.
Christian Andersen" has been selected
Dated Oct. ' 28, the contract will
AA directors were among 175 perby the trustees of the Will Rogers run from Jan. 1, 1953 to Dec. 1, 1959.
sons, including company executives,
Memorial Hospital for the first of an Under its terms, Daff will receive
annual world premiere to help raise $1,450 per week during the second visiting franchise holders, players and
funds for the hospital, will be awarded year and $1,500 per week thereafter. press people, who journeyed to San
an honor scroll at a luncheon to be It also calls for a month's vacation Diego where they were guests of the
given today at the Waldorf-Astoria per year, cumulative if not taken in U. S. Navy aboard the aircraft carHotel. G. S. Eyssell, president of a 12-month period, and reimburserier S.S. Princeton where "Flat Top"
I ment for business expenses.
(Continued on page 4)
was premiered.

Welfare
Coast

Plan

Film

for

Workers

Hollywood, Nov. 12. — A health and
welfare plan for the production
branch of the industry, worked on by
management and labor for more than
a year, has been declared in effect as
of last Friday following approval for
income tax purposes by the Department of Internal Revenue.
The fund through which benefits
will be paid is provided by employers
who will contribute five cents per hour
for each straight hour of workingtime by employes. Benefits cover a
wide rang'e, scaling down from a
$1,000 group life insurance policy.
Yarnall
Of

President

Cinecolor

Hollywood,
Nov. 12.elected
— The W.Cinecolor
board of directors
R.
Yarnall president and general manager succeeding Karl Herzog, who
resigned last week. O. W. Murray
was appointed vice-president and
assistant general manager ; H. B.
Bruggemann was named technical
director.
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Griffis' Book Goes
On Stand Nov. 20
Stanton Griffis, chairman of
Paramount's executive committee, describes his experiences as U. S. Ambassador to
Spain in his new book of recollections, "Lying&in Co.
State,"
which Doubleday
will
publish on Nov. 20. Griffis,
while Ambassador to Spain,
succeeded in breaking down
strong resistance to the importation of American films.
Among the many industry
and international figures discussed are Cecil B. DeMille,
George Marshall, Dean Acheson, President Truman, Winston Churchill, Francisco
Franco, and others.
Griffis formerly headed the
American Red Cross in the
Pacific and has also served as
Ambassador to Poland, Egypt
and Argentina.

COL SCHWARTZ, president of
Atlanta, Nov. 12. — Final plans for
O RKO Theatres Corp., is due back
the national convention of the Coloshere today from the• Coast.
seum of Motion Picture Salesmen, to
Mike Simons, home office assistant be held here Nov. 21-23 have been
to H. M. Richey, M-G-M exhibitor completed by Atlanta Loge No; 1. Berelations head, is due back here today
cause the salesmen's organization was
from the Theatre Owners of North founded in Atlanta by the late Frank
in
W.
Salley,
a salesman for RKO Radio
and South Carolina convention
Charlotte.
Pictures, in 1945, the conclave this
year has been designated as the
Hazen
Joseph
"Salley Memorial Convention."
Hal Wallis and
Approximately 150 delegates and alare attending the Secretary of Deternates are expected at the sessions
fense's Joint Pavillion Orientation which will be held at the Ansley
e
conferenc which opened yesterday in
Washington and will run until Nov. Hotel. An executive committee meet22.
ing has been scheduled for the afternoon of Nov. 21.
Jim
McCormick, president of the
Charles
Arthur W. Kelly,
Atlanta loge, has designated the folChaplin's U. S. representative, has
lowing committee heads to handle conflown to London from here for convention details : transportation, C. T.
ferences with Chaplin, and will re- Jordan, Sr. ; entertainment, Herb
turn on Monday.
•
Legg; information, Harris Winn;
credentials, Walt Walker ; secretarial,
Loew's InSilverstein,
Maurice ternational
Latin America director, Larry Terrell ; speakers, Sid Reams ; U.K.
publicity, Jim Cronin.
will leave his Mexico City headquarHead
ters tomorrow for a tour throughout
Heiher
to Detroit
his territory.

'Reds'
One,

But
Says

With

Wasn't
Burrows

Washington, Nov. 12. — Abe Burrows, Broadway and Hollywoodl
writer, today denied to the House:
Un - American Activities Committee
that he had ever belonged to the
Communist Party.
Burrows admitted, however, he
used to associate with Communists,,
that he had attended front meetings and had toentertained
and organmadecontributions
various front
izations. But he insisted that he had1
never paid dues to the party or held1a party card. "I have a stubborn;
pride in that I never took the finali
step,"
he declared.
Burrows
later told the Committee
that "my own sloppiness of action, my'
own thoughtlessness gave them the
right to think I was a member."
Asked by Rep. Velde (R., 111.)'
whetherrows said
he hehadn't
wouldbeengo "naive,"
farther Burthan

that "and say that I was stupid."
The writer appeared at his own request, to answer testimony given to
the Committee by Owen Vinson, a
Visits Moscow
one-time party member, who said he
had known Burrows as a party member in Hollywood in 1945 and 1946.
'U' Manager's Post
London, Nov. 12. — George Elvin,
Loew's
The
committee will meet again tohead of nt,
Melniker, departme
William
head
of
the
left-wing
anti-American
left
Cleveland, Nov. 12. — UniversalInternational theatre
morrow to take testimony from Karen
Association
of
Cine
and
Allied
TechInternational
district
manager
Peter
here yesterday for Australia to inspect Rosian reports that effective on a
Morley, identified frenicians' studio union here, has left for Morley. quentlyMiss
M-G-M theatres there.
in hearings as a leader in the
visit
to
Moscow,
with
settleCommunist
movement
in . Hollywood,
temporary basis, Edward Heiber, re- a month's
ment of the threatened studio work
cently named Cleveland branch manhas been under subpoena for some
Robert T. Oestreicher, brother of
ager to succeed Lester Zucker, goes stoppage due for final action here.
time, but was only recently located
to Detroit as branch manager, and
Fred Oestreicher, Loew's publicity
The trade's Joint Industrial Coun- and served.
manager in Columbus, was elected Edward R. Bergman, city salesman,
cil is scheduled to meet here to ratMayor of that city.•
is acting Cleveland branch manager.
ify the Producers' Association offer
The changes were necessitated by of wage increases involving members
ivice-pres
David Lipton, Universal
the recent automobile accident that of the National Association of Thedent in charge of advertising-publicity, befell Ben Robins, Universal Detroit
atrical and Kine Employes and Elec- Coursey 20th's New
will arrive here Monday from the
trical Trades Union, as well as the Atlanta Manager
manager.
Coast.
Atlanta, Nov. 12. — Dan M. CourACT. The producers' offer came after
unauthorized work stoppages at stusey, 20th Century-Fox sales manager
dios
which
threatened
a
shutdown
Heads
to
at the local branch, has been appointed
Edward A. Wolpin, general pro- Cinerama
fessional manager of Famous Music,
because schedules could not be main- branch manager. The promotion was
tained.
Coast for Meeting
the Coast.
for
made to fill a vacancy left by the
will leave here today
•
death last week of branch manager
Dudley Roberts, Cinerama president,
Still to be decided is the producers' Fred Dodson.
Russell Holman, Paramount East- and Frank Smith, vice-president, will demand that the unions refrain from
ern production head, has returned leave here at the weekend for Holly- what is termed as restrictive pracCoursey, a veteran of World Waar
wood to meet with Louis B. Mayer,
here by plane from London.
tices, particularly those attaching to II, has been with the company since
board chairman, and Merian C. foreign location work. Inter-union he
began in the shipping department
in 1936.
Jack Warner, Warner Brothers Cooper, general manager of produc- differences may arise over the latter.
Elvin went to Moscow at the invitavice-president, is here from Hollytion. They will be joined in Hollywood.
tion of the Russian Trades Unions
wood Tuesday by Lynn Farnol, public
relations director.
and under the auspices of the Society Fete Lester Zucker,
Lee Koken, RKO Theatres vend
Max Gendel, Cinerama theatre pub- of Cultural Relations with, the U.S.S.R. U -/ Division Head
licity representative, has left here for It is understood he was strongly critiing head, left here yesterday for Chi
cago.
Chicago to explore theatre installation
Cleveland, Nov. 12. — Lester Zucunion's memof his among
sections
cized bybership
who claimed,
other
possibilities there.
ker,westnew division
Universal-International
Mid-a
manager, was given
things, that a month was too long for
Meet Here Sunday
testimonial
dinner
at
the
Hollenden
him to be away on matters unrelated
400 Openings in A
Hotel with 125 attending. Sam Gaines,
On TV Film Strike
to the union's interests.
attorney
and close friend of Zucker's,
Hollywood, Nov. 12. — A Screen
was master-of-ceremonies.
'Plymouth'
Actors Guild committee composed of Week
M-G-M for
has scheduled "Plymouth PSI-TV
$2,300,000
Home office officials who were presnewly-elected president Walter Pid- Adventure" for approximately . 400
ent included Ray Moon and P. T.
Dana.
Dales,
John
Thanksgiving
week
openings,
said
to
y
secretar
e
geon, executiv
European
Deals
Set
Jr., and counsel William Berger, will
the greatest number in any sevenContracts for television film proleave for New York this week to be
day period for a given picture in the
ductions to be made in Europe and
mem- history of the company. The color in
Rachmil
attend a meeting of New York Astor
involving
total budgets of $2,300,000 Producer
Hotel
the
at
Technicolor film will have its world
bers of the SAG
were
disclosed
here
by
Paul
White,
Leaves RKO
Radio
on Sunday, called for a vote on a here
premiere
today.at Radio City Music Hall president of PSI-TV, Inc., upon his
return from Europe.
strike against television and commerHollywood, Nov. 12. — Lewis J.
cial producers, with whom contract
Howard Dietz, vice-president and
He left last night for Mexico City Rachmil, RKO Radio producer since
negotiations recently broke down. director of advertising-publicity, and and Hollywood to complete further 1949, has resigned and will announce
Hollywood members of the SAG his staff are reportedly planning one
his new affiliation shortly. Prior to
have voted to strike against New of the most comprehensive campaigns production plans. These now encomjoining RKO, Rachmil was in charge
pass
half-a-dozen
European
countries
but
rs
produce
mercial
tele-com
York
for the film, to be highlighted by spe- in addition to the films being made in of production at General Service
cial ads in newspapers with a total
left the date open pending the New
Hollywood and Mexico.
Studios.
circulation of close to 50,000,000.
York meeting.
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ALBANY
Warner Screening Room
HON. Pearl Si. ■ 800 P.M.
ATLANTA
20th Century fox Screening Room
197 Walton St. N.W. • 2 00 P.M.
80STON
RKO
Screening Room
BUFFALO
122 Arlington St • 2.30 P.M.
Puromounl Screening Room
464 franklin St. ' 8 00 P.M.
CHARLOTTE
20lh Century Fox Srreening Room
308 S. Church St. • 2:00 P M.
CHICAGO
Warner Screening Room
1 307 So. Wabash Ave. • 1 30 P.M.
CINCINNATI
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
1638 Central Parkway 8 00 P.M.
CLEVELAND
Warner
Screening Room
DALLAS
2300 Payne Ave. - 2 00 P.M.
20lh
1803 Century-fox
Wood St. - Screening
10:00 A.M.Room
DENVER
Paramount Screening Room
2100 Stout St. • 2 00 P.M.
Paramount
Screening Room
DfS MOINES
1 1 ?S High St • l2.-4SP.rV.
film
f xrhunge Building
DETROIT
2310
Cass Ave. • 2 00 P.M.
INDIANAPOLIS

s

20th Century-Fox Screening Room
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{Continued from page 1)

"Stars and Stripes Forever."
given
Premieres, he said, will spark the
openings across the country during
the Christmas period.
"My Cousin Rachel," starring
Olivia de Havilland and Richard Burton, based on the Daphne Du Maurier
into pre-release
novel, is being rushed 1952,
Lichtman
before the end of
for
qualify
it
have
to
order
in
said,
being adAcademy honors.to Also
Christmas Day,
vanced in release
added, is "Ruby Gentry," a Joseph
he
Bernhard - King Vidor production,
starring Jennifer Jones. "The I
Don't Care Girl" stars Mitzi Gaynor,
David Wayne and Oscar Levant and
was produced by George Jessel.
Led by Lichtman
discussions yesterday
sales
The
were led by Lichtman, W. C. Gehring, executive assistant general sales
manager; Edwin W. Aaron, Western
sales manager, and Arthur Silverstone, Eastern and Canadian sales
manager. Also developing portions
of the discussions were executive
vice-president W. C. Michel and vicepresident Charles Einfeld.
Lichtman will announce 20th-Fox's
product slate for the first nine months
of 1953 at today's meeting.
RKO

Board
{Continued from page 1)

Arnold Grant, board chairman and
chief executive of the company, has
postponed his trip to the Coast until
current Chicago negotiations are climaxed. Undetermined, as talks continue between Fox and the Stolkin
group, are the selection of a studio
head and the appointment of three
directors to the board, filling the vacancies created by the resignations of
Stolkin, Abraham L. Koolish, and
William Gorman.
In Chicago, Fox is heading the negotiations for the purchase of 1,048,420 shares of RKO Pictures, purchased in September by the Stolkin
$7,345,940 from Howard
for
group
Hughes and Ned E. Depinet, former
president of the company, who owned
35,000 shares.
The current Chicago talks would
Hughes
negotia
suspend
also
00,'
RKO on$8,000,0
loan tions
ment to
commit
it is believed.
Late reports yesterday were that the
negotiations between Stolkin and Fox,
the latter a partner in United Artists
and head of Films for Television, had
reached no conclusive stage in Chied or abancago but could be climax
doned in short order, regardless. The
Stolkin group also has discussed sale
of its controlling stock interest in
RKO with other individuals and
groups.

Radio
RKO
Merge
Publicity Divisions
RKO Radio's foreign publicity department here will come under the
jurisdiction of the domestic advertis
ing-publicity department in the near
future, it was reported yesterday. The
foreign publicity setup currently is a
part of the foreign department and
operates independently of the domestic
advertising-publicity personnel.
Rutgers Neilson heads the company's foreign publicity section, which
is slated to come under the direction
of Richard Condon, RKO Radio's
advertising-publicity director.

"April
in Paris"
{Warner Brothers)

is the rare musical film in which the score is tuneful, the production numbers are imaginative, enormously zestful, and appropriate without being over-elaborate, and the comedy is consistently, genuinely funny.
It is a superlatively entertaining, gaily-mounted production in vivid color by
Technicolor in which Ray Bolger, Doris Day, and Claude Dauphin dance,
sing, and cavort in comic situations with wonderful ease and freshness. In
addition to the exploitable stars and title, this should receive plenty of wordof-mouth advertising. It looms as one of the better box-office pictures of
the year.
Jack Rose and Melville Shavelson have written a gag-loaded script that
smartly spoofs such familiar targets as government bungling in administration, the amours of an ultra-romantic Frenchman, and gay Paris when it is
for one or two situanot gay. David Butler's direction is first-rate except
tions that were excessively milked for laughs. But most of the 101 minutes
are deftly-paced grand fun. William Jacobs' tasteful and adroit production
has cleverly made use of Parisian backgrounds and shipboard interiors.
Bolger portrays a State Department official who mistakenly invites a
chorus girl, Miss Day, to the International Festival of Arts in Paris. The
invite stands when press and public favor the move. Bolger is engaged to his
boss' daughter, Eve Miller, a cold, domineering women. On the boat Bolger
falls in love with Miss Day and they have a wedding ceremony performed
but, unknown to them, it is not done by the true captain, so it is invalid.
Miss Miller is waiting when the boat docks but Bolger, fearing for his
career, doesn't acknowledge his kissless bride. He and Miss Day part
by going around with Parisian entercompany but she arouses his jealousy
tainment idol Dauphin, who after going broke in New York, had worked
the finale Bolger foregoes his diploship's waiter.
as a Miller
his passage
matic careeracross
and Miss
for MissAtDay.
Dauphin's tongue-in-cheek performance as the amorous Frenchman who
turns out to be a happily-married homebody is immensely appealing and it
The
Miss Day.
the songs
and staged
dances
Bolger's
up best
serves
neatly
latter two
are toat set
their
in the
numbers
and bydirected
by LeRoy
Prinz. Besides several fine versions of the title song, a top-notch job is done
on "I'm Gonna Ring the Bell Tonight." Other songs in the Sammy CahnVernon Duke score include "Give Me Your Lips," "It Must Be Good," "That's
a Pleasure."
Is Such
"Life Paul
andGivot,
Paree"
What
OthersMakes
in theParis,
cast are
George
Harvey, Herbert Farjeon, Wilson

Washington, Nov. 12. — The Federal Trade Commission reports that
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences and the Bulova Watch
Co. have signed a stipulation to stop
using the words "Academy Award" or
"Oscar" in the advertising- of watches
or any other commodity, unless certain
conditions are fulfilled.
The nub of the FTC's objection
apparently was that the terms were
used in connection with items not actually given an award and were advertised insuch a way as to leave the
impression they actually had received
an award from the Academy.
•

Millar, Raymond Largay, John Alvin, and Jack Lomas.
Running time, 101 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Walter Pashkin
jan- i.

get a hike in their permit quotas, there
is a possibility that they will be called
upon to leave a larger amount of their
earned revenues in France.
An MPEA spokesman said yesterday that whatever negotiations Johnston might conclude in France would
not bind the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers, which
probably will hold separate parleys.
Johnston would act only for MPEA
members, although during the previous
pact negotiations the SIMPP had its
representative, Alfred Crown, on the
scene. At last reports, SIMPP had
made no immediate plans to send a
representative to France. Crown now
is with RKO Radio and it is likely
that either James Mulvey, president
of Samuel Goldwyn Productions, or
Ellis Arnall, SIMPP president, or
both, will talk for the association in
Paris.

HERE

Honor Goldwyn
{Continued from page 1)
Rockefeller Center, Inc., is chairman
of the premiere event.
The hospital trustees are seeking to
create the same type of premiere
event as the annual British Royal
Command Performance in London.
Goldwyn is being honored as the first
producer to make a film available for
this purpose and for his help in establishing this American industry
event.
A. Montague, president of the Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital, will make
the presentation to Goldwyn.
"Hans Christian Andersen" will
have its 'Rogers Memorial -benefit
showing at the Criterion Theatre,
New York, on Monday evening, Nov.
24. The picture will have a dual
world premiere at both the Criterion
and Paris theatres on Nov. 25.
Rank
Finance
{Continued from page 1)
work on terms at least equal to those
now obtaining.
Rank declares his assumption of all
production financial risks has been
made possible by operation of the
Eady plan.
He denies that any difference has
arisen between NFFC and his company, asserting that his organization
will continue to distribute product
from producers which received NFFC
aid.
Associated British Pictures Co. accepted the NFFC group financing
scheme reluctantly and should it bow
out of the plan along with Rank, little
further justification for its continuance
is seen. However, ABPC officials
had no comment to make today.

TNT

Set
{Continued from page 1)

Hollywood, Nov. 12. — Plans to
produce a series of six color featurettes in the Tri-Opticon third dimensional process were disclosed here by
Sol Lesser, who holds all U. S. rights
to the British-developed process.
Production will start the first of
the year and the films will be ready
for road-showing by
• mid-1953.
Charles Alexander Moses has been
appointed special home office exploitation representative for RKO Radio,
it was announced by Leon Brandt,
exploitation manager. He replaces
Hal Olver who resigned.
French Pact
{Continued from page 1)

tion are New York, Chicago, San
Francisco and Philadelphia, while alternate dates in February, March, or
June are being weighed. An IBC
spokesman said neither the networks,
film companies, or theatre TV agencies have been sounded out as yet.
However, Al Weill, manager for
Marciano, expressed a preference for
the Yankee Stadium here and for theatre televising of the bout, which he
said should be fought in June. He
claimed that "we can get between
$250,000 and $300,000 for theatre television, plus a percentage of the motion pictures" under such conditions.
He argued against holding the bout in
Chicago and home televising it in cities Majors Will Meet Monday
other than Chicago.
On Japanese Licenses
Although Eric Johnston, president
Dietz to Cite
of the Motion Picture Association of
{Continued from page 1)
America, is in Paris on negotiations
for a new French film pact, it is exguest. AM PA will salute the Hearst
pected that he will be back in New
publications "in appreciation of the York in time to hold a scheduled meetcooperation which this organization
ing with major company executives
has extended to our industry through- on the allocation of Japanese import
out the years," AMPA president licenses on Monday. Johnston set a
Nov. 17 date for the meeting at which
Harry K. McWilliams announced.
Dietz will pay tribute to Hearst on the companies would announce their
behalf of AMPA. Many editorial and decisions as to how they would split
business department heads of the up licenses for the second half of the
Hearst publications will be dais fiscal year.
The 10 member companies of the
Motion Picture Export Association
guests.
face the problem of sharing 53 licenses
Para. Theatre Birthday
and their decision as to distribution is
The New York Paramount Theatre
will celebrate its 26th anniversary on expected at Monday's meeting. In the
first half of the fiscal year, the comWednesday, and in connection with a
panies were allowed 63 permits and the
special event planned for the occasion
MPEA
is pushing to have that numthe theatre is seeking men and women
ber restored. Irving Maas, vicewho were born in this city on that date president
of the MPEA, is in Tokyo
in 1926.
on negotiations for the increase.
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Feldman

List Schedule
Universal-International will release 10 pictures during December,
January, February and March, eight
in color by Technicolor, Alfred E.
Daff, executive vice-president, and
Charles J. Feldman, general sales
manager, announce.
DeDetailing U-I's releases for said
cember through March, they
the company's Christmas release -will
be "Against All Flags," in color by
Technicolor, starring Errol Flynn
and Maureen O'Hara. Also slated
for December release is 'The Black
Castle," starring Richard Greene,
Stephen McNally, Boris Karloff, Lon
Chaney and Paula Corday, which
was given a Hallowe'en pre-release.
January will be U-I's "All Technicolor Month" highlighted by the
release of Raoul Walsh's "The Lawless Breed," starring Rock Hudson

SEE

FOR

10

SETS

Picture

'BRILLIANT'

FUTURE

5

Daily

RELEASE

FOR

FILMS

thought that the future of
the motion picture business can be a brilliant one.
We are a company of
optimism and enthusiasm.
"However, we do not
mean that these attributes
make us unaware of the

mm

that conmany frontproblems
this industry.
"We believe that if our
N. >T. Blumberg
Milton R. RacUmil
industry
unites
for the
general welfare and attacks its problems with concerted effort,
nothing but success can result.
"The main objective of Universal is to 'design its program of
pictures so that the theatres of this country can prosper with us.
"In the final analysis the major problem is to get more people
into the theatres by offering the public the best in entertainment
and the best in publicizing and promotion of good pictures which
will provide the entertainment the public seeks."

Films

Alfred Daff

Charles J. Feldman

and Julia Adams; "Meet Me At the
Fair," starring Dan Dailey and
Diana Lynn and "The Redhead
From Wyoming," starring Maureen
O'Hara and Alex Nicol.
February will be headed by the
release of "Mississippi Gambler," in
color by Technicolor, starring Tyrone Power, Piper Laurie and Julia
Adams. "Girls in the Night," successor to "City Across the River,"
and featuring Joyce Holden, Glenda
Farrell, Harvey Lembeck and Leonard Freeman, and introducing Patricia Hardy, is the second February
release. "City Beneath the Sea" starring Robert Ryan, Mala Powers,
Anthony Quinn and Suzan Ball will
have a series of pre-release openings
in February and a regular release
in March. It is in color by Tech
nicolor.
"Seminole" will be released in
March.
It stars Rock Hudson, Bar
bara Hale, Anthony Quinn and Richard Carlson, and is in color by
The second Techni
Technicolor.
color March release will be "Gun
smoke"
starring Audie Murphy,
Susan Cabot and Paul Kelly.

With

Will

Back

Top

The pattern followed by Universal during the past year in publicizing its pictures to provide exhibitors with promotional impact
at the point of
sale will be extended during
the coming
months, David
A. Lipton, vicepresident in
charge of advertising and
publicity, announces.

Its

New

Showmanship
vertising treatment," Lipton said.
"In this accelerated program, Universal-International wil not overlook the trade press, which we have
found to be so effective in alerting
the exhibitors of the nation to the
values inherent in our pictures. Likewise, we will use daily newspapers
to an even greater extent than in
the past to reach the general public
and to get them into the theatres
where our pictures are showing.
"National commercial tie-ups also
will be used to a greater extent to
achieve advance penetration on pictures, with special emphasis being
given to advertisers who not only
use the national magazines but who
can provide access to network tele-

U-I's advertising and promotional camDavid A. Xipton
paigns for
1953, according to Lipton, will be
Universal
vision spots."- International, accorddesigned to achieve advance national
ing to Lipton, will continue to use
penetration on pictures and person- both television and radio for advance
alities, as well as extend the point
of sale activities at the theatre level. penetration and point of sale selling.
"We believe in the policy of
"The extensive use of national
magazine and Sunday supplement launching our pictures aggressively
media to reach audiences, including and backing them right down the
Look, the Saturday Evening Post, line," Lipton declared. He said U-I
Collier's, Cosmopolitan, McCall's, will continue with promotional campaigns in connection with key city
Redbook, Woman's Home Companand
territorial
premieres, using perion, Seventeen, fan magazines, AmerPaand
Week
This
ican Weekly,
sonalities, special events and territorial saturation advertising in the
rade, which were used by U-I
during the past year, will be con- newspapers and on radio. Personalities will not only be used in the
tinued and expanded where pictures
lend themselves to this type of ad- keys but in the sub-keys as well.

FOUR

MARCH

THROUGH

R. RACKMIL, president, and N. J. Blumberg,
MILTON
chairman of the board of Universal Pictures Co., issued the
following joint statement as the company announced its releasing
plans for the coming months :
"Universal is inspired
more than ever by the

Universal

IN

V

Will

Public

Meet

Wants

"Universal-International will continue to cater to the public taste in
planning future productions and
will continue to rely on the public's
acceptance of
states
William
its
pictures,"
"Ittionis
not a
head.
Goetz,
produccase of antici"but merely
Goetz declared
,
pated trends,"
conforming to
the type of
films the public
wants and supports. seem
to us thatIt thes mov

William Goetz
ie audience looks
to Hollywood for entertainment and
our platform will be to present a
well-balanced program designed to
serve this purpose.
"We naturally will keep in mind
pleasing both the exhibitor and his
customer. If we please the patrons
we know we will please the exhibitor. We will make big pictures
with the biggest box office names
available. Jimmy Stewart, Alan
Ladd, Gregory Peck, Tyrone Power,
Victor Mature, Dan Dailey, Joel
McCrea, Robert Ryan, Barbara
Stanwyck, Loretta Young, Ann Blyth,
Maureen O'Hara and Ann Sheridan
will be seen in our pictures.
"We will also utilize the new stars
we have developed on our lot,
namely, Tony Curtis, Jeff Chandler,
Audie Murphy, Rock Hudson, Piper
Laurie, Shelley Winters and Suzan
Ball." Goetz said.
Ed

Muhl

Bolsters

Studio Operation
Hollywood, Nov. 12. — Edward
Muhl, Universal-International vicepresident and general manager of
tiie studio, is one of the key members of the
studio
tive staff execuwhich
is continuing
to turn out
office
product
popular
box
at realistic
present - day
budgets.
Muhl has
been withversalUnisince
1927, when he
joined the
Edward Muhl
costs
c o m p division
a n y's
in the accounting department. He
was made business manager, then
studio general manager.
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right, a scene from "Mississippi Gambler," for
February release, and one of the most pretentious

on the company's forthcoming schedule. It stars Tyrone
Power, Piper Laurie and Julia Adams, and is in Technicolor. Above, a scene from "The Redhead from
Alex Nicol,
Wyoming," starring Maureen O'Hara n.andFeatured
are
in a Technicolor outdoors productio
Robert Strauss and Alexander Scourby.

'5
fr t »Y, "v'fiEi .''

ABOVE,

a scene from the Technicolor

/ \ "Seminole," an action story of the
Everglades Indian wars in Technicolor,
starring Rock Hudson, Barbara Hale,
Anthony Quinn and Richard Carlson.
right, from "Meet Me
At
also in Technicolor, and
Dailey and

Diana

at the Fair,"
starring Dan

Lynn. At

left, scene

from Raoul Walsh's "The Lawless Breed,"
starring Rock Hudson and Julia Adams,
in color by Technicolor.

Year's
mas-Ne
Christ
Flags,"
n
and wMauree
Flynn
Errol
starsthe
at left,
release, Ali
AGAINST
O'Hara.

A

pirate adventure

story, in Technicolor,

U-l

rates it among its best. Above, a scene from "City
Beneath the Sea," starring Robert Ryan, Mala Powers,
Anthony Quinn and Susan Ball. In Technicolor.
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• Written and directed by ANDREW

with Jonathan Hale • Walter
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French
Is

Near

Closing

NEW

PactlTWT
the

Stage

Obtaining of 135 Dubbing
Permits Still Uncertain

A new French film agreement
with American major companies
was reported here yesterday to be
at the closing ofpoint, with an announcement details forthcoming
within a few days. Eric Johnston,
president of Motion Picture Association of America, and MPAA viceO'Hara are in Paris
Joyce ons,
president
having departed
for the negotiati
suddenly from New York last week-end for the parleys.
It was reported at the Motion Picture Export Association in New York
for
set" the
thaton the
.yesterday
;the
culminati
of "stage
the pactwasbefore

YORK, U. S. A., THURSDAY,

Set

Marciano

to

NOVEMBER

Enter

Return

Bid

TEN

13, 1952

for

Bout

Theatre Network Television "will be in there pitching" in order to
get the projected return world heavyweight match between Rocky
Marciano and Jersey Joe Walcott on theatre TV, Nat Halpern, TNT
president, said here yesterday.
Halpern' s statement came on the
heels of the opening of preliminary
talks
between fight managers and the
Premiere of 'Jazz
International Boxing Club looking toward a return bout. The first match,
Singer' on Dec. 30
which saw Marciano wrest the croW;
12. — WarHolly
from Walcott, drew an estimated
Brothers Nov.
has dated the
nerwood,
$400,000
box-office in 50 theatres when
world premiere of "The Jazz
it
was
telecast
over a national closec
Singer" at the Fox Beverly
circuit last September.
Theatre in Beverly Hills on
A representative for the IBC said
Tuesday night, Dec. 30.
it was still too early to tell whether
The premiere will precede
home television or theatre television
the special engagement there
would be used for the return match.
the next day on a continuous
It is underestood, however, that if it
ion
will be
basis. The product
is theatre-televised, the price which
nationally released early in
will be sought by the IBC will be
February.
greater than the reported minimum
guarantee
ber bout. of $105,000 for the SeptemDiscussions now underway with the
Dietz to Cite Hearst n-.anagers center around the selection
of a site and a date. Under considera(Continued on page 4)
Tribute
At AMPA

for
O'Hara ical
•departure
Paris.
Itof Johnston
was stiilandproblemat
n
whether
the
America
companies
would achieve their goal of obtaining
135 dubbing permits, in view of the
fact that the French government last
summer cut the U. S. majors to
Howard Dietz, vice-president in Rank
total of 90 permits.
Financing for
advertising-publicity for
charge
If the American companies should M-G-M, of
will be the principal speaker
(Continued on page 4)
at an Associated Motion Picture Ad- 411 His Production
vertisers' luncheon honoring
London, Nov. 12. — Beginning Jan. 1
the Hearst
Fox
Talks
Stymie
the J. Arthur Rank Organization will
publications at
initiate a production program backed
t h e Piccadilly
RKO
Board
Action
Hotel on Nov.
entirely by its own resources.
20.
The announcement is accepted here
Another meeting of the 'RKO Radio
as foreshadowing the end of the NaWilliam RanPictures board of directors was held
tional Film Finance Corp., the govdolph Hearst,
here yesterday, but it was adjourned
ernment agency which has assisted in
Jr.,
publisher
of
without any action being taken on the New York
the financing of British production
pressing problems. Pending the outthrough a group scheme under which
Howard Dietz
icome of negotiations by a syndicate Journal Ameriindividual producers worked on a
can
and
Ameriheaded by Matthew Fox to buy the
can Weekly and editor-in-chief of salary basis. Of late, NFFC has ac^company's controlling stock from the Hearst newspapers, will be the honor
corded such assistance to Rank's proRalph Stolkin group in Chicago, no
(Continued on page 4)
ducers but that will now cease, almajor action by the board is anticithough his producers will continue to
(Continued on page 4)
pated.
The board is slated to meet here $1,350 Weekly
to
again today.
It is understood that
Harold
Mirisch
Is
(Continued on page 4)
(U'
from
Washington,
Nov.
12.
—
A
new
Daff
to A A Board
seven-year contract between Univer- Named
sal
and
Alfred
E.
Daff,
executive
Honor
Goldwyn
for
Hollywood, Nov. 12. — Allied Arvice-president of the company, calltists' board of directors today elected
ing for a weekly salary of $1,350 the Harold Mirisch, company vice-presi'Andersen' Benefit
first year, was disclosed in a report
dent, to board membership, replacing
filed with the Securities and Ex- William Hurlbut, former owner of
the Detroit franchise, who recently
change Commission.
Samuel Goldwyn, whose "Hans
sold the franchise to the company.
Dated
Oct.
28,
the
contract
will
Christian Andersen" has been selected
by the trustees of the Will Rogers run from Jan. 1, 1953 to Dec. 1, 1959.
AA directors were among 175 persons, including company executives,
Memorial Hospital for the first of an Under its terms, Daff will receive
annual world premiere to help raise $1,450 per week during the second visiting franchise holders, players and
funds for the hospital, will be awarded year and $1,500 per week thereafter. press people, who journeyed to San
an honor scroll at a luncheon to be It also calls for a month's vacation Diego where they were guests of the
given today at the Waldorf-Astoria
if not taken "in U. S. Navy aboard the aircraft caryear, cumulative
Hotel. G. S. Eyssell, president of per
a 12-month
period, and reimburserier 5.5". Princeton where "Flat Top"
(Continued on page 4)
ment for business expenses.
1 was premiered.
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Christmas

New
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Releases

In an effort to gain maximum
theatre attendance during the
Christmas holidays, 20th CenturyFox yesterday disclosed the holiday
release of four pictures, described as
top attractions. They are: "Stars
and Stripes Forever," "My Cousin
Rachel," "Ruby Gentry," and "The I
Don't Care Girl."
Al Lichtman, distribution director, led a discussion on the
merchandising plans for the
Christmas and New Year holiday releases at the opening
session of the two-day meeting
here of domestic and Canadian
division sales managers. Lichtman said the four releases are
intended to offer exhibitors a
variety of entertainment to attract maximum audiences.
Lichtman pointed out the heavy
musical and military backing being
(Continued on page 4)

HOLLYWOOD, Nov. 12. —
Production's health and
welfare plan, worked on by
management and labor for
more than a year, has been
declared in effect as of
last Friday following approval for income tax purposes by the Department
of Internal Revenue. The
will be propaymentvided byfund
yers.
emplo
•
HOLLYWOOD,
W. R. Yarnall

Nov. 12. «
was elected

president and general
manager of Cinecolor by
the board of directors today, succeeding Karl Herzog, who resigned last
week. 0. W. M u r r a y was
vice-president
appointed ant
general
and assist
manager; H. B. Bruggemann
.
technical directornamed
was
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For

Mention

in

Completed

president of
SCHWARTZ,
SOL
RKO Theatres Corp., is due back i Atlanta, Nov. ! 12. — -Final plans for
the national convention of the Coloshere today from the• Coast.
seum of Motion Picture Salesmen, to
Mike Simons, home office assistant be held here Nov. 21-23 have been
to H: M. ' Richey, M-G-M exhibitor completed by Atlanta Loge No. 1. Berelations head, is due back here today
cause the salesmen's organization was
from the Theatre Owners of North founded in Atlanta by the late Frank
and South Carolina convention in W. Salley, a salesman, for RKO Radio
Charlotte.
Pictures, in 1945, the conclave this
•
year has been designated as the
Hal Wallis and Joseph Hazen; "Salley Memorial Convention."
Approximately 150 delegates and alare attending the Secretary of Deternates are expected at the sessions
fense's Joint Pavillion Orientation which will be held at the Ansley
conference which opened yesterday in
Washington and will run until Nov. Hotel. An executive committee meet22.
ing has been scheduled for the afternoon of Nov. 21.
Jim
McCormick, president of the
Arthur W. Kelly, Charles
Atlanta loge, has designated the folChaplin's U. S. representative, has
lowing committee heads to handle conflown to London from here for convention details : transportation, C. T.
ferences with Chaplin, and will re- Jordan, Sr. ; entertainment, Herb
turn on Monday.
Legg ; information, Harris Winn ;
•
credentials, Walt Walker ; secretarial,
Maurice Silverstein, Loew's In- Larry Terrell ; speakers, Sid Reams ;
ternational Latin America director,
publicity, Jim Cronin.
will leave his Mexico City headquarters tomorrow for a tour throughout
Heiher
to Detroit
his territory.
•
'U' Manager's Post
William Melniker, head of Loew's
Cleveland, Nov. 12. — UniversalInternational theatre department, left
here yesterday for Australia to inspect International district manager Peter
Rosian reports that effective on a
M-G-M theatres there.
temporary basis, Edward Heiber, recently named Cleveland branch manRobert T. Oestreicher, brother of
ager to succeed Lester Zucker, goes
Fred Oestreicher, Loew's publicity to Detroit as branch manager, and
manager in Columbus,
was elected
Edward R. Bergman, city salesman,
Mayor of that city.
•
is acting Cleveland branch manager.
The changes were necessitated by
David Lhton, Universal vice-presi- the recent automobile accident that
dent in charge, of advertising-publicity, befell Ben Robins, Universal Detroit
will arrive here Monday from the
manager.
Coast.
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Griffis' Book Goes
On Stand Nov. 20
Stanton Griffis, chairman of
Paramount's executive committee, describes his experiences as U. S. Ambassador to
Spain in his new book of recollections, "Lying&in Co.
State,"
which Doubleday
will
publish on Nov. 20. Griffis,
while Ambassador to Spain,
succeeded in breaking down
strong resistance to the importation of American films.
Among the many industry
and international figures discussed are Cecil B. DeMille,
George Marshall, Dean Acheson, President Truman, Winston Churchill, Francisco
Franco, and others.
Griffis formerly headed the
American Red Cross in the
Pacific and has also served as
Ambassador to Poland, Egypt
and Argentina.

'Reds'
One,

But
Says

With

Wasn't
Burrows

Washington, Nov. 12. — Abe Burrows, Broadway and Hollywood
writer, today denied to the House
Un - American Activities Committee
that
he hadParty.
ever belonged to the
Communist
Burrows admitted, however, he
used to associate with Communists,
that he had attended front meetings and had entertained and made
contributions to various front organizations. But he insisted that he had
never paid dues to the party or held
a party card. "I have a stubborn
pride in that I never took the final
step,"
he declared.
Burrows
later told the Committee
that "my own sloppiness of action, my
own thoughtlessness gave them the
right
was a (R.,
member."
Asked tobythink
Rep.I Velde
111.)

whetherrows said
he hehadn't
wouldbeengo "naive,"
farther Burthan
that "and say that I was stupid."
U.K. Studio
Union
The writer appeared at his own request, to answer testimony given to
the Committee by Owen Vinson, a
Head Visits Moscow
one-time party member, who said he
had known Burrows as a party member in Hollywood in 1945 and 1946.
London, Nov. 12. — George Elvin,
The committee will meet again tohead of the left-wing anti-American
morrow to take testimony from Karen
Association of Cine and Allied TechMorley.
Miss Morley, identified frenicians' studio, union here, has left for
quently
as a leader in the
a month's visit to Moscow, with settle- Communistinhearings
movement in Hollywood,
ment of the threatened studio work
has been under subpoena for some
stoppage due for final action here.
but was only recently located
and
The trade's Joint Industrial Coun- time,served.
cil is scheduled to meet here to ratify the Producers' Association offer
of wage increases involving members
of the National Association of Theatrical and Kine Employes and Elec- Coursey 20th's New
trical Trades Union, as well as the Atlanta Manager

Atlanta, Nov. 12. — Dan M. CourACT. The producers' offer came after
unauthorized work stoppages at stusey, 20th Century-Fox sales manager
Heads
to
dios which threatened a shutdown at the local branch, has been appointed
■Edward A. Wolpin, general pro- Cinerama
fessional manager of Famous Music,
because schedules could not be main- branch manager. The promotion was
tained.
Coast for Meeting
will leave here today
made to fill a vacancy left by the
• for the Coast.
Dudley Roberts, Cinerama president,
death
last week of branch manager
Still tothat
he decided
is the
producers'
the unions
refrain
from Fred Dodson.
Russell Holman, Paramount East- and Frank Smith, vice-president, will demand
ern production head, has returned leave here at the weekend for Holly- what is termed as restrictive pracCoursey, a veteran of World War
here by. plane from• London.
wood to meet with Louis B. Mayer,
tices, particularly those attaching to II, has been with the company since
board chairman, and Merian C. foreign location work. Inter-union he
began in the shipping department
in 1936.
Jack Warner, Warner Brothers Cooper, general manager of produc- differences may arise over the latter.
vice-president, is here from HollyElvin went to Moscow at the invitation. They will be joined in Hollywood.
tion of the Russian Trades Unions
wood Tuesday by Lynn Farnol, public
relations director.
and under the auspices of the Society Fete Lester Zucker,
Max Gendel, Cinerama theatre pub- of Cultural Relations with the U.S.S.R. U -I Division Head
Lee Koken, RKO Theatres vendlicity representative, has left here for It is understood he was strongly critiChifor
yesterday
here
left
ing head,
cago.
Chicago to explore theatre installation
Cleveland, Nov. 12. — Lester Zuccized bybership
sections
of his among
union's memwho claimed,
other
possibilities there.
ker, new Universal-International Midthings, that a month was too long for
west division manager, was given a
Meet
Here Sunday
testimonial dinner at the Hollenden
him
to
be
away
on
matters
unrelated
400 Openings in A
Hotel with 125 attending. Sam, Gaines,
On TV Film Strike
to the union's interests.
Hollywood, Nov. 12. — A Screen
attorney
and close friend of Zucker's,
was master-of-ceremonies.
for 'Plymouth'
Actors ' Guild committee composed of Week
M-G-M has scheduled "Plymouth PSI-TV
$2,300,000
Home office officials who were presnewly-elected president Walter Pid- Adventure" for approximately 400
Dana.ent included Ray Moon and P. T.
geon, executive secretary John Dales, Thanksgiving week openings, said to
Deals Set
Jr., and counsel William Berger, will be the greatest number in any seven- European
leave for New York this week to day period for a given picture in the
Contracts for television film productions to be made in Europe and
attend a meeting of New York mem- history of the company. The color in
Rachmil
bers of the SAG at the Hotel Astor Technicolor film will have its world involving total budgets of $2,300,000 Producer
were
disclosed
here
by
Paul
White,
on Sunday, called for a vote on a premiere at Radio City Music Hall
Leaves RKO
Radio
here today.
president of PSI-TV, Inc., upon his
strike against television and commerreturn
from
Europe.
Hollywood,
Nov.
12. — Lewis J.
cial producers, with whom contract
Howard Dietz, vice-president and
Rachmil,
RKO
Radio
producer
since
He
left
last
night
for
Mexico
City
negotiations recently broke down. director of advertising-publicity, and
Hollywood members of the SAG his staff are reportedly planning one and Hollywood to complete further 1949, has resigned and will announce
have voted to strike against New of the most comprehensive campaigns production plans. These now encom- his new affiliation shortly. Prior to
pass half-a-dozen European countries joining RKO, Rachmil was in charge
York tele-commercial producers but for the film, to be highlighted by special ads in newspapers with a total in addition to the films being made in of production at General Service
left the date open pending the New
Hollywood and Mexico.
circulation of close to 50,000,000.
Studios.
York meeting.
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TRADE

SHOW

NOV. 20

ALBANY
Warner Screening Room
HON.PeurlSl • 8 00 P.M.
ATLANTA
20th Century-fox Screening Room
197 Wolton St. N.W. • 2 00 P.M.
BOSTON
RKO
Screening Room
]BUFFALO
22 Arlington SI • 2:30 P.M.
Paramount Screening Room
464 franklin St. ■ 8 00 P M.
CHARLOTTE
20th Century Fox Scceening Room
CHICAGO
308 S Church SI. ■ 2:00 P.M.
Warner Scceening Ronm
1307 So. WoboshAve. • 1.30 P.M.
CINCINNATI
20th Century-fox Screening Room
1638 Centrul Purkwuy 8.00 P.M.
CLEVELAND
Warner
Screening Room
2300Pnyne
DALLAS Ave. • 2 00 P M,
20th
1803 Century
Wood SI.fox• Screening
10 00A.M.Room
Paramount
DENVER Screening Room
2100 Stout St. • 2:00 P.M.
DES MOINES
Paramount
Scceening Room
1 125 High SI • 12.45 P.M.
film Exchunge Building
DETROIT
2310
Cuss Ave. • 2 00 PM.
INDIANAPOLIS
20lh Century- fox Screening Room
326 No. Illinois SI. • 1 OOP M.
JACKSONVILLE
Florida
Theutre Bldg. Sc. Rm.
KANSAS
CITY • 2 00 PM.
128E.forsythSl
20th
Century Fox Screening
Room
1LOS
720 Wyandotte
St
'
1
30
P.M.
ANGELES
Warner Screening Room
2025 S. Vermont Ave. • 2.00 P M.
MEMPHIS
20th Century fox Screening Room
151 Vance Ave ■ 12 15 P M
MILWAUKEE
Warner Theutre Screening Room
212
W Wisconsin Ave. • 2 00 P M.
MINNEAPOLIS
Warner Screening Room
1000 Curcie Ave ■ 2 00 P M.
NEW HAVEN
Warner Iheatre Projection Room
70 CollegeORLEANS
St. • 2 00 P M.
NEW
20th Cenlucy Fox Screening Room
200 S. Liberty
NEW
YORK St • 1 30 P M
Home Office
321 W 44th St. • 2 15 P.M.
OKLAHOMA
20lh Century Fox Scceening Room
10 North lee St • I 30 P M.
20th
Century fox Screening Room
OMAHA
1502 Davenport St. • I 30 P.M.
PHILADELPHIA
Worner Screening Room
230 No. 1 3th St. • 2 30 P.M.
PITTSBURGH
20lh Century fox Screening Room
1/15 Blvd. of Allies ' 130PM.
PORTLAND
jewel Box Screening Room
1947 N W. Kearney SI ■ 2 00 P.M.
SALTCenturyLAKEfox Scceening Room
20th
216
East
1st South • 2 00 PM.
SAN FRANCISCO
Pacamouot Scceening Room
205 Golden Cote Ave. • 1 30 P.M.
Modern
SEATTLETheatre
2400 Third Ave. • 10 30 A.M.
ST. LOUIS
S renco Scceening Room
WASHINGTON
31 43 Olive Si. • I: P.M.
Warner Theatre Building
I3thSE.Sts.N W • 7 30 P.M.
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(Continued from page 1)

April in Paris
Forever." (Warner Brothers)
Stripes
and
"Stars
given
Premieres, he said, will spark the
opening's across the country during HERE is the rare musical film in which the score is tuneful, the producthe Christmas period.
tion numbers are imaginative, enormously zestful, and appropriate without being over-elaborate, and the comedy is consistently, genuinely funny.
"My Cousin Rachel," starring It is a superlatively entertaining, gaily-mounted production in vivid color by
Olivia de Havilland and Richard Burton, based on the Daphne Du Maurier Technicolor in which Ray Bolger, Doris Day, and Claude Dauphin dance,
In
novel, is being rushed into pre-release sing, and cavort in comic situations with wonderful ease and freshness.
before the end of 1952, Lichtman addition to the exploitable stars and title, this should receive plenty of wordsaid, in order to have it qualify for of-mouth advertising. It looms as one of the better box-office pictures of
Academy honors. Also being ad- the year.
vanced in release to Christmas Day,
Jack Rose and Melville Shavelson have written a gag-loaded script that
spoofs such familiar targets as government bungling in administrasmartly
he added, is "Ruby Gentry," a Joseph
Bernhard - King Vidor production,
tion, the amours of an ultra-romantic Frenchman, and gay Paris when it is
David Butler's direction is first-rate except for one or two situastarring Jennifer Jones. "The I not gay.
tions that were excessively milked for laughs. But most of the 101 minutes
Don't Care Girl" stars Mitzi Gaynor,
David Wayne and Oscar Levant and are deftly-paced grand fun. William Jacobs' tasteful and adroit production
has cleverly made use of Parisian backgrounds and shipboard interiors.
was produced by George Jessel.
Bolger portrays a State Department official who mistakenly invites a
Led by Lichtman
chorus girl, Miss Day, to the International Festival of Arts in Paris. The
The sales discussions yesterday invite stands when press and public favor the move. Bolger is engaged to his
Miller, a cold, domineering women. On the boat Bolger
were led by Lichtman, W. C. Gehr- boss' daughter, Eve Miss
Day and they have a wedding ceremony performed
ing, executive assistant general sales falls in love with
manager ; Edwin W. Aaron, Western but, unknown to them, it is not done by the true captain, so it is invalid.
Miss Miller is waiting when the boat docks but Bolger, fearing for his
sales manager, and Arthur Silverstone, Eastern and Canadian sales career, doesn't acknowledge his kissless bride. He and Miss Day part
manager. Also developing portions company but she arouses his jealousy by going around with Parisian entertainment idol Dauphin, who after going broke in New York, had worked
of the discussions were executive
vice-president W. C. Michel and vice- his passage across as a ship's waiter.
At the finale Bolger foregoes his diplomatic career and Miss Miller for Miss Day.
president Charles Einfeld.
Dauphin's tongue-in-cheek performance as the amorous Frenchman who
Lichtman will announce 20th-Fox's
product slate for the first nine months turns out to be a happily-married homebody is immensely appealing and it
The
Miss Day.
the songs
and staged
dances
Bolger's
up best
serves
neatly two
of 1953 at today's meeting.
by LeRoy
and bydirected
numbers
in the
their
are toat set
latter
Prinz. Besides several fine versions of the title song, a top-notch job is done
RKO
Board
on "I'm Gonna Ring the Bell Tonight." Other songs in the Sammy Cahn(Continued from page 1)
Vernon Duke score include "Give Me Your Lips," "It, Must Be Good," "That's
a Pleasure."
Is Such
"Life Paul
andGivot,
Paree"
Arnold Grant, board chairman and What
OthersMakes
in theParis,
cast are
George
Harvey, Herbert Farjeon, Wilson
chief executive of the company, has
Raymond Largay, John Alvin, and Jack Lomas.
postponed his trip to the Coast until Millar,
Running time, 101 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
current Chicago negotiations are cli- jaru i.
Walter Pashkin
maxed. Undetermined, as talks continue between Fox and the Stolkin
TNT
Set
group, are the selection of a studio Honor Goldwyn
(Continued
from page 1)
head and the appointment of three
(Continued from page 1)
directors to the board, filling the vacancies created by the resignations of Rockefeller Center, Inc., is chairman tion are New York, Chicago, San
Francisco and Philadelphia, while alStolkin, Abraham L. Koolish, and of
the premiere event.
ternate dates in February, March, or
William Gorman.
The hospital trustees are seeking to June are being weighed. An IBC
In Chicago, Fox is heading the ne- create the same type of premiere spokesman said neither the networks,
gotiations for the purchase of 1,048,- event as the annual British Royal
420 shares of RKO Pictures, pur- Command Performance in London. film companies, or theatre TV agencies have been sounded out as yet.
chased in September by the Stolkin Goldwyn is being honored as the first
However,
Al Weill, manager for
Howard
from
$7,345,940
group for
producer to make a film available for Marciano, expressed a preference for
Hughes and Ned E. Depinet, former
and for his help in es- the Yankee Stadium here and for thepresident of the company, who owned this purposetablishing
this American industry
atre televising of the bout, which he
35,000 shares.
event.
said should be fought in June. He
The current Chicago talks would
A. Montague, president of the Will
claimed that "we can get between
Hughes' Rogers Memorial Hospital, will make $250,000
negotiations
suspend to
also
and $300,000 for theatre telecommitment
loan RKO on$8,000,000,
the
presentation
to
Goldwyn.
it is believed.
vision,
plus a percentage of the mo"Hans Christian Andersen" will
Late reports yesterday were that the have its Rogers Memorial {benefit
tion pictures" under such conditions.
negotiations between Stolkin and Fox, showing at the Criterion Theatre, He argued against holding the bout in
the latter a partner in United Artists New York, on Monday evening, Nov. Chicago and home televising it in cities
and head of Films for Television, had 24. The picture will have a dual other than Chicago.
reached no conclusive stage in Chi- world premiere at both the Criterion
Dietz to Cite
cago but could be climaxed or aban- and Paris theatres on Nov. 25.
doned in short order, regardless. The
(Continued from page 1)
Stolkin group also has discussed sale Rank
Finance
of its controlling stock interest in
guest. AM PA will salute the Hearst
(Continued from page 1)
RKO with other individuals and
publications "in appreciation of the
groups.
work on terms at least equal to those cooperation which this organization
has extended to our industry throughnow obtaining.
Rank declares his assumption of all
Radio
RKO
Merge
out the years," AM PA president
production financial risks has been Harry K. McWilliams announced.
Publicity Divisions
Dietz
will pay tribute to Hearst on
made possible by operation of the
behalf
of
AM PA. Many editorial and
RKO Radio's foreign publicity de- Eady plan.
partment here will come under the
He denies that any difference has business department heads of the
jurisdiction of the domestic advertis- arisen between NFFC and his com- Hearst publications will be dais
ing-publicity department in the near
pany, asserting that his organization
future, it was reported yesterday. The will continue to distribute product guests.
foreign publicity setup currently is a from producers which received NFFC Para. Theatre Birthday
part of the foreign department and aid.
The New York Paramount Theatre
operates independently of the domestic
Associated British Pictures Co. ac- will celebrate its 26th anniversary on
advertising-publicity personnel.
cepted the NFFC group financing
Wednesday, and in connection with a
Rutgers Neilson heads the com- scheme reluctantly and should it bow special event planned for the occasion
out
of
the
plan
along
with
Rank,
little
pany's foreign publicity section, which
is slated to come under the direction further justification for its continuance the theatre is seeking men and women
who were born in this city on that date
is seen. However, ABPC officials in
1926.
Condon, RKO Radio's had no comment to make today.
of Richard
y
g-publicit
advertisin
director.

Washington, Nov. 12. — The Federal Trade Commission reports that
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences and the Bulova Watch
Co. have signed a stipulation to stop
using
"Academy Award"
or
"Oscar"the inwords
the advertising
of watches
or any other commodity, unless certain
conditions are fulfilled.
The nub of the FTC's objection
apparently was that the terms were
used in connection with items not actually given an award and were advertised insuch a way as to leave the
impression they actually had received
an award from the Academy.
•
Hollywood, Nov. 12. — Plans to
produce a series of six color featurettes in the Tri-Opticon third dimensional process were disclosed here by
Sol Lesser, who holds all U. S. rights
to the British-developed process.
Production will start the first of
the year and the films will be ready
for road-showing by mid- 1953.
•
Charles Alexander Moses has been
appointed special home office exploitation representative for RKO Radio,
it was announced by Leon Brandt,
exploitation manager. He replaces
Hal Olver who resigned.
French Pact
(Continued from page 1)
get a hike in their permit quotas, there
is a possibility that they will be called
upon to leave a larger amount of their
earned revenues in France.
An MPEA spokesman said yesterday that whatever negotiations Johnston might conclude in France would
not bind the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers, which
probably will hold separate parleys.
Johnston would act only for MPEA
members, although during the previous
pact negotiations the SIMPP had its
representative, Alfred Crown, on the .,
scene. At last reports, SIMPP had
made no immediate plans to send a
representative to France. Crown now
is with RKO Radio and it is likely
that either James Mulvey, president
of Samuel Goldwyn Productions, or
Ellis Arnall, SIMPP president, or
both; will talk for the association in
Paris.
Majors Will Meet Monday
On Japanese Licenses
Although Eric Johnston, president
of the Motion Picture Association of
America, is in Paris on negotiations
for a new French film pact, it is expected that he will be back in New
York' in time to hold a scheduled meeting with major company executives
on the allocation of Japanese import
licenses on Monday. Johnston set a
Nov. 17 date for the meeting at which
the companies would announce their
decisions as to how they would split
up licenses for the second half of the
fiscal year.
The 10 member companies of the
Motion Picture Export Association
face the problem of sharing 53 licenses
and their decision as to distribution is
expected at Monday's meeting. In the
first half of the fiscal year, the companies were allowed 63 permits and the
MPEA is pushing to have that number restored. Irving Maas, vicepresident of the MPEA, is in Tokyo
on negotiations for the increase.
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Daff,

DECEMBER

FROM

Feldman

List Schedule
Universal-International will release 10 pictures during December.
January, February and March, eight
in color by Technicolor, Alfred E.
Daff, executive vice-president, and
Charles J. Feldman, general sales
manager, announce.
Detailing U-I's releases for December through March, they said
the company's Christmas release will
be "Against All Flags," in color by
Technicolor, starring Errol Flynn
and Maureen O'Hara. Also slated
for December release is 'The Black
Castle," starring Richard Greene,
Stephen McNally, Boris Karloff, Lon
Chaney and Paula Corday, which
was given a Hallowe'en pre-release.
January will be U-I's "All Technicolor Month" highlighted by the
Raoul Walsh's "The Lawof
e
releas
less Breed," starring Rock Hudson

SEE

FOR

10

SETS

Picture

'BRILLIANT'

FUTURE

Daily

RELEASE

FILMS

R. RACKMIL. president, and N. J. Blumberg,
MILTON
chairman of the board of Universal Pictures Co., issued the
following joint statement as the company announced its releasing
plans for the coming months :
"Universal is inspired
more than ever by the
thought that the future of
the motion picture business can be a brilliant one.
JpjMf- ~

W

We arc a company of
optimism and eulhu.siasm.
"However, we do not
mean that these attributes
make us unaware of the

many frontproblems
this industry.that conMilton K. Rackmil
"We believe that if our
X. -I. Blumberg
industry
unites
for the
general welfare and attacks its problems with concerted effort,
nothing but success can result.
"The main objective of Universal is to design its program of
pictures so that the theatres of this country can prosper with us.
"In the final analysis the major problem is to get more people
into the theatres by offering the public the best in entertainment
and the best in publicizing and promotion of good pictures which
will provide the entertainment the public seeks."
Universal
Films

Alfred Daff

Charles J. Feldman

and Julia Adams; "Meet Me At the
Fair," starring Dan Dailey and
Diana Lynn and "The Redhead
From Wyoming," starring Maureen
O'Hara and Alex Nicol.
February will be headed by the
release of "Mississippi Gambler," in
color by Technicolor, starring Tyrone Power, Piper Laurie and Julia
Adams. "Girls in the Night," successor to "City Across the River,"
and featuring Joyce Holden, Glenda
Farrell, Harvey Lembeck and Leonard Freeman, and introducing Pa
tricia Hardy, is the second February
release. "City Beneath the Sea" starring Robert Ryan, Mala Powers,
Anthony Quinn and Suzan Ball will
have a series of pre-release openings
in February and a regular release
in March. It is in color by Technicolor.
"Seminole" will be released in
March. It stars Rock Hudson, Barbara Hale, Anthony Quinn and Richard Carlson, and is in color by
Technicolor. The second Technicolor March release will be "Gunsmoke" starring Audie Murphy.
Susan Cabot and Paul Kelly.

With

Will
Top

Back

MARCH

THROUGH

FOR

Its

New

Showmanship

Lipton said.
The pattern followed by Univer- vertising treatment."
"In this accelerated program. Unisal during the past year in pubversal-International wil not overlicizing its pictures to provide exlook the trade press, which we have
hibitors with promotional impact
found to be so effective in alerting
at the point of
the exhibitors of the nation to the
sale will be extended during
values inherent in our pictures. Likethe coming
wise, we will use daily newspapers
months, David
to an even greater extent than in
the past to reach the general public
A. Lipton, viceand to get them into the theatres
president in
where our pictures are showing.
charge of advertising and
"National commercial tie-ups also
will be used to a greater extent to
publicity, anachieve advance penetration on pic
nounces.
tures, with special emphasis being
U-I's advergiven to advertisers who not only
tising and prouse the national magazines but who
motional camDavid A. Lipton
can provide access to network telefor
paigns
1953. according to Lipton. will be
Universal
vision spots."- International, accorddesigned to achieve advance national
ing to Lipton, will continue to use
penetration on pictures and person- both television and radio for advance
alities, as well as extend the point
of sale activities at the theatre level. penetration and point of sale selling.
"We believe in the policy of
"The extensive use of national
launching
our pictures aggressively
magazine and Sunday supplement
media to reach audiences, including and backing them right down the
Look, the Saturday Evening Post, line," Lipton declared. He said U-I
with promotional camCollier's, Cosmopolitan, McCall's, will continue
paigns in connection with key city
Redbook, Woman s Home Companion, Seventeen, fan magazines, Amer- and territorial premieres, using personalities, special events and terriican Weekly, This Week and Patorial saturation advertising in the
rade, which were used by U-I
and on radio. Personduring the past year, will be con- newspapers
alities will not only be used in the
tinued and expanded where pictures
lend themselves to this type of ad- keys but in the sub-keys as well.
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V

Will

Public

Meet

Wants

"Universal-International will continue to cater to the public taste in
planning future productions and
will continue to rely on the public's
acceptance of
states William
its pictures,"
"Ittionis
not a
head.
Goetz,
produccase of antici"but merely
Goetz declared,
pated trends,"
conforming to
the type of
films the public
wants and supWilliam Goetz
ports. Itseems
to us that
the movie audience looks
to Hollywood for entertainment and
our platform will be to present a
well-balanced program designed to
serve this purpose.
"We naturally will keep in mind
pleasing both the exhibitor and his
customer. If we please the patrons
we know we will please the exhibitor. We will make big pictures
with the biggest box office names
available. Jimmy Stewart, Alan
Ladd. Gregory Peck, Tyrone Power,
Victor Mature, Dan Dailey, Joel
McCrea. Robert Ryan, Barbara
Stanwyck, Loretta Young, Ann Blyth.
Maureen O'Hara and Ann Sheridan
will be seen in our pictures.
"We will also utilize the new stars
we have developed on our lot.
namely, Tony Curtis, Jeff Chandler,
Audie Murphy, Rock Hudson, Piper
Laurie, Shelley Winters and. Suzan
Ball." Goetz said.
Ed

Muhl

Studio

Bolsters

Operation

Hollywood, Nov. 12. — Edward
Muhl, Universal International vicepresident and general in an agar of
the studio, is one of the key members of the
studio
tive staffexecuwhich
is continuing
to turn out
office
product
popular
box
at realistic
present - day
budgets.
Muhl has
been withversalUnisince
1927, when he
joined the
Edward Muhl
costs division
company's
in
the a^eounUng department. He
was made business manager, then
studio general manager.
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UNIVERSAL

NEW

FILMS

," for
right, a scene from "Mississippi Gambler
February release, and one of the most pretentious

on the company's forthcoming schedule. It stars Tyrone
Power, Piper Laurie and Julia Adams, and is in Technicolor. Above, a scene from "The Redhead from
O'Hara and Alex Nicol,
Wyoming," starring Maureen producti
on. Featured are
in a Technicolor outdoors
Robert Strauss and Alexander Scourby.

ABOVE,

a scene from the Technicolor

/\
"Seminole," an action story of the
Everglades Indian wars in Technicolor,
starring Rock Hudson, Barbara Hale,
Anthony Quinn and Richard Carlson.
Me
from "Meet
At right,
r, and
in Technicolo
also
Dailey and

Diana

at the Fair,"
Dan
starring

Lynn. At

left, scene

from Raoul Walsh's "The Lawless Breed,"
starring Rock Hudson and Julia Adams,
in
color by Technicolor.

Year's
NewMauree
tmasChris
" the
Flags,
n
release, All
at left,
stars
Errol
Flynn
and
AGAINST
O'Hara.

A

pirate adventure

story, in Technicolor,

U-l

rates it among its best. Above, a scene from "City
Beneath the Sea," starring Robert Ryan, Mala Powers,
Anthony Quinn and Susan Ball. In Technicolor.
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"One

for

the

money!"—

boXOffice

"Solid

attraction!"—
Exploitation

"Suspense-laden!
value

"The

a-plenty!"—

SUSpenSe

Film Daily

Motion Picture Daily
material

! "—Motion

the

suspense
ng Variety
"Grippi
— Daily

mounting

to

"Tense,

! "—

Reporter

"Terrific,

marquee

Boxo»»ce

is breathtaking

fast-moving

and

Hollywood

nerve-wracking

tension!"—

Picture Herald

breaking

showmen's

point!"

Trade Review

mm

JOSEPH

COHEN

DIMITRI TIOMKIN

and TERESA

WRIGHT

in THE STEEL TRAP

• Written and directed by ANDREW.

with Jonathan Hale • Walter

STONE

• A BERT E. FRIEDLOB

Sonde

• Music written and directed fc

Production • Released by 20th Cenfury-Tc

PICTURE
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$100-Million
Grant,

20th-Fox

Film

Investment
Division Sales Managers
End Two-day Meeting

Twentieth Century-Fox will invest $100,000,000 in 1953 in the
production, distribution and advertising- of its films, Al Lichtman,
director of distribution, i(1 sclosed here yesterday at the
conclusion of a
two - day meeting' of the comdivision
pany's rs.
sales manage
T h i s figure,
Lichtman declared, "shows
the greatest possible faith in the
future of our inAl Lichtman dustry." At the
same time,
Lichtman announced a slate of 24 pictures to be released in the period run(Contiuncd on page 6)

Johnston
New

Back

French

With

Offer

n, president of the MoErictionJohnsto
Picture Association of America,
siand Joyce O'Hara, MP A A vice-pre
dent, are due here today from Paris
where they represented American film
companies in negotiations for a new
no anFrench film pact. While whether
nouncement was made as to
an agreement had been made, it was
believed here yesterday that the return of the MPAA executives signalized completion of the negotiations.
The Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers as yet has taken
(Continued on page 3)
Short

Asked

Drive-in

Top

Resign

Picker

to Head

Combine

Dallas, Nov. 13. — A group of 22
drive-in theatre circuit owners _ operating more than 150 drive-ins in the
Southwest, and headed by E. L. Pack,
president and general manager of
Lone Star Drive-in Theatres, Inc., has
asked Paul Short to buy, book, manage and operate their drive-ins.
If a proposed consolidation materializes it will become the largest
drive-in theatre circuit in the world.

Goldwyn
25,000
Memorial

to

Donate

to Rogers
Hospital

Samuel Goldwyn, who already has
to the Will Rogers Megiven $5,000
morial Hospital, yesterday announced
that he would contribute $25,000 more
tu the project
and would make
provisions in his
will for additional support.
At a luncheon
in t h e Hotel
- AsWaldorf
toria here, given
to him by trustees of the hospital. Goldwyn
called on other
members of the
industry to reSamuel Goldwyn
member the hospital in their
"
less of the
"regarddescribed
wills,
Goldwyn
the amount.
hospital as
the "soul of this industry" and urged
all segments of the business to continue their support of its operation.

UPT-ABC
IS

FCC
Also

Posts

Executive

RKO

Corwin

Is

Boasberg,
Re-Sale

Acting

Chairman;
Are

Hastings

Elected

Stock

of Hughes'

Zimmerman,
to Board;

Brought

Impasse

Arnold Grant resigned yesterday as chairman of the board and
chief executive officer of RKO Pictures Co. and subsidiaries, posts
the purchase of Howard Hughes'
he has held since Oct. 2, followingRalph
Stolkin syndicate.
controlling stock interest by the
d to Grant as executive viceArnold Picker, next in commanpresiden
t, also resigned yesterday.

Theatre
Carmen'

TV
on

4MetV
Dec.

11

The complete Metropolitan Opera
be the" will
"Carmen
of from
producti
-Coast on
Coast-to
televised
atre on
Dec. 11 from the stage of the Metropolitan Opera House in New York,
it was jointly disclosed here yesterday
by Rudolph Bing, general manager of
the Metropolitan Opera Association,
and Nathan Halpern, president of
Theatre Network Television.

projec
ainmenm-t
Theance will
entertperfor
first en"
marktedthe"Carm
larg.eon
public
the
seen by on page 3)
event to be(Continued

MERGER

RECOMMENDED

Hearing Examiner Approves Consolidation;
Rules Para. Does Not Control DuMont

By J. A. OTTEN
Washington, Nov. 13. — In a sweeping victory for the film industry,
a Federal Communications Commission hearing examiner today approved the proposed United Paramount Theatres-American Broadcast
Pictures
t
Paramoun
and
UPT
that
ing Company merger and declared
are qualified licensees for radio and
mission, although it is rather unlikely
television stations.
Hearing examiner Leo Resmck decision.
that the FCC will overturn Resnick's
also found that Paramount Pictures
The Commission has allotted 20
does not control Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories, Inc., opening the way days from today for requests_ for oral
for both the DuMont network and argument opposing the initial decision. Resnick's decision will doubtParamount to apply for additional
less satisfy all industry parties to the
';
which case, but the FCC Broadcast Bureau,
ions.decision,
stat
s 139-page
TVResnick'
and dethe merger
opposed
communi- which clared
in its proposed
findings that
gave a clean bill
industry and
thehealth
cations-wise toof
both Paramount companies should be
by the vari- deprived of their licenses, may request
granted all things soughtfinal.
final
A
ous companies, is not
(■Continued on page 3)
decision will come from the full Com-

Grant's resignation left four vacancies on the RKO Pictures board
of eight members. Three of the
vacancies were filled with the election to the board later in the day of
Charles Boasberg, general sales manager; William Zimmerman, company
attorney, and Ross Hastings, assistant secretary of the company. The
latter is in charge of studio operation
at present.
Sherrill Corwin, studio vicepresident
and Stolkin
one of syndicate,
the members of the
was named acting chairman of
the
board and
following
Grant's
resignation
was directed
by
the board to consult on the
company's
situation
with David current
Tannenbaum,
West
Coast uledattorney,
who is
schedto arrive here
today
by
plane. Ned E. Depinet, former
RKO Pictures president, and
now a consultant to the comference.pany, also will be in on the conGrant's(Continued
law firm,
on Bautzer,
page 6) Grant,

Asks

Receiver

ForRKORadio
An order directing RKO Pictures
Corp. and its subsidiary RKO1 Radio
Pictures to show cause why a temporary receiver of the property of
both companies should not be ^appointed has been signed by New York
Supreme Court Justice Henry Clay
Greenberg. A hearing on the order
was slated for Nov. 21.
The order stems from a minority
stockholders suit filed here yesterday
in New York Supreme Court by
Louis Kipnis, attorney representing
three stockholders claiming to own
(Continued on page 3)
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High Navy
Award
To E. V. Richards

Mention

ALFRED W. SCHWALBERG,
president of Paramount Film
Distributing Corp., will attend the industry banquet ending the national
Allied convention in Chicago next
W ednesday.
•
-William B. Zoellner, head of
M-G-M short subject and newsreel
sales, will he in Memphis today from
New Orleans, and tomorrow will be
in Dallas for three days.
•
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO Radio
sales promotion manager, will leave
over the weekend for the national Allied convention in Chicago, Nov.
17-19.
•
Jerry Pickman, Paramount vicepresident in charge of advertising,
publicity and exploitation, will return
here from Hollywood on Sunday.
•

New Orleans, Nov. 13. — On
a visit here Wednesday, Secretary of the Navy Dan A.
Kimball will present the Secretary of tinguished
the Service
Navy's
AwardDisto
E. V. Richards, Jr., circuit
operator and regional vicepresident of the Eighth Naval
District region of the Navy
League of the United States.
The citation accompanying
the award will commend
Richards "for his untiring
efforts and unlimited co-operation with the United States
Navy in the fields of entertainment, education and morale." As a loyal and active
friend of the Navy, Mr.
Richards has voluntarily and
generously given of his time,
energy and financial resources
for a period of many years."

Owen, division
Paramount'
s Eastern
andHugh
Southern
manager,
has
More
Spirited
returned to New York from Char- Need
lotte.
Ads, Says Seadler

Says
Films

Moral

Tone

of

Is Improved

Washington, Nov. 13. — Hollywood motion pictures increased in
"wholesome and moral themes" during the past year, the Catholic
Bishops' Committee on Motion Pictures said today.
In a 1951-52 report, Most Rev.
Michael J. Ready, chairman of the
committee, declared that more than
45 per cent of the pictures made in
this country were classified as morally unobjectionable for general
patronage, and more than 38 per cent
as morally unobjectionable for
adults. "No picture made by the
organized industry was condemned,"
he said, and the single feature out
of a total of 370 which was condemned during the year was an independent production.
In the field of foreign films, the
report stated, 24 per cent were classified as morally unobjectionable for
adults ; and more than 17 per cent
were condemned.

Silas F. Seadler, advertising manager of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, last
night addressed the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers showmanship class at the Hotel Woodstock on
"The Creation and Planning of Advertising" and recommended a more
spirited and informal approach to advertising as a means of bringing .attention to newspapers, motion picture
pages. He urged that a similar enthusiastic and off-beat approach be
used in trade-paper advertising so that
the exhibitor would be aware far in
advance of the important coming product and be in a position to enthusiastically sell it to his patrons.
He said, "There is a sort of hushhush that one mustn't mention to editors and publishers that the movie
people spend a lot of money in the
papers. It is supposed to be undignified. Maybe somebody would think
that we were trying to get space by
insinuating a money angle. I don't
go along with that reasoning.
"It is good business to give to newspaper readers Hollywood glamour and
news of films and the film world.
Newspaper readers like to read about
the movies. The TV interests
wouldn't be so eager to get 16mm.
films
their
screens
they didn't
realizeonthat
movies
haveif always
been

The report noted that "offensiveness" in both domestic and foreign
films showed a "slow decline from
the peak of 1950 when more than 20
per cent of all pictures were found and will always be the national pasto be morally offensive." Slightly
more than 18 per cent of both foreign
and domestic pictures during the Simonelli on Tour
period were classified as morally ob- time."
jectionable inpart for all, the report
noted.
For 'Mississippi'
Initial plans for the Mississippi
River saturation territorial world
Bishop Manning on Committee
premiere of Universal-International's
Washington, Nov. 13. — The Most "Mississippi Gambler" will be set in
Reverend Joseph T. McGuckin, motion next week with the visit of
Auxiliary Bishop of Los Angeles,
Eastern adhas completed his term as a member Charles Simonelli, U-I's
vertising-publicity manager to St.
of the Bishops' Committee on Motion Louis, Memphis and New Orleans.
Pictures, and is being replaced by the Plans are to kick off the picture with
Most Reverened Timothy Manning, a week of premieres in cities and
also an Auxiliary Bishop of Los towns lining the Mississippi River.
Angeles.
Accompanied by Jerome M. Evans,

Cite
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Schutz

on

Anniversary

A group of theatre equipment manufacturers, exhibitors and supply dealers this week paid tribute to George
Schutz for his 25 years of service as
editor of Better
Theatres, Section 2 of Motion
Picture Herald.
A "25th Annito Schutz was
versary Salute"
prepared by a
committee of
leaders in the
exhibition and
equipment
fields with OsNeu, foundercar
of TESMA,
as
chairman.
A
George Schutz
special section
honoringTheatres.
Schutz appears in this week's
Better

Fraternity
Charles

Honors

Moskowitz

Charles C. Moskowitz, vice-president and treasurer of Loew's, and
founder and first Supreme Master
of the Alpha Epsilon Pi fraternity,
was night
honored
last
by
his fellow
alumni at a
nial dinner at
testimothe Hotelerre,PiNew
York. The
event marked
the beginning
40th
year of
of
Moskowitz's
service to the

national unCharles Moskowitz
dergraduate nity.
fraterFor outstanding alumnus
achievement, a scroll was presented
to him by the national president,
Sumiver Berenson.
A resolution of the "George Schutz
Recently, Moskowitz, an alumnus
Salute" committee said, in part :
New York University's School of
"In recognition of his consistent edi- of
torial leadership in pioneering in the Commerce, received the annual
interests of better standards of theatre "John T. Madden Memorial Award"
outstanding accomplishments in
design, better equipment and better for
business.
theatre maintenance," and "in appreciation of his continuous assistance in
the mutual interests of equipment
manufacturers and theatre operators No- Admission
House
throughout a quarter of a century, this
citation, in honor of his 25th anniver- Filled, Gross Is Up
sary as editor of Better Theatres, is
Columbus, Nov. 13. — Lee J. Hofheimer and Albert L: Sugarman,
tendered
Schutz."
Membersto George
of the committee
were : owners of the Little Theatre, a
Ben Adler, Adler Silhouette Letter
Co. ; C. S. Ashcraft, Ashcraft Mfg. neighborhood house, were "definitely
today with their adoption of
Co.; Joseph Basson, IATSE and pleased"
an admission-free policy to protest
MPMO; Martin Bennett, RCA; that
20 per cent Federal amusement
Frank Cahill, Jr., Warner Bros. Thedeclared last
night's
atres George
;
Carrington, Altec-Lans- tax. They
ceipts from donations
dropped
intore-a
ing Corp. ; Ray Colvin, director of fishbowl in the lobby by a full house
TEDA ; Larry Davee, Century Pro- audience brought in more than ticket
jector Corp. ; John E. Devine, Alex- sales from a normal night.
ander-Smith, Inc. ; William DeVry,
No amounts were disclosed but
DeVry Corp. ; John Eberson, archi- they said the popcorn and candy sales
tect ; James Elderkin, Forest-Har- were up twice as much as usual.
rison, Inc. ; Albert Floersheimer, Walter Reade Theatres; J. Robert Hoff, Patrons approved the management's
Ballantyne Co. ; George Hornstein, new policy which avoids payment of
to last night the adJoe Hornstein, Inc. ; Charles Horst- the tax.missionPrior
was 40 cents for adults and
man, RKO Theatres.
20 cents for children.
Also,
Lester
Isaac,
Loew's
Theatres ;D. B. Joy, National Carbon
Co. ; Emil Kern, J. E. Robin, Inc. ;
Edward Lachman, New York Variety
Club ; Tom LaVezzi, La Vezzi Machine Works ; Fred Matthews, Motio- NEW YORK THEATRES
graph, Inc. ; Arthur Meyer, International Projector Corp.; Boyce Nemec,
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
manager of SMPTE; Ben Perse,
Rockefeller Center
Capitol Supply ; Harry Peterson,
Kroehler Mfg. Co. ; Harry Rubin,
United Paramount Theatres ; Leonard
Satz, Raytone Screen Corp. ; J. W.
"PLYMOUTH ADVENTURE"
Servies, National Theatre Supply ; Spencer TRACY . Gene TIERNEY
B. F. Shearer, B. F. Shearer Co. ;
Van JOHNSON
. Leo GENN
Wilbur Snaper, Allied States AssociColor by TECHNICOLOR - An M-G-M Picture
ation; W. C. Stober, Burroughs Addplus GREAT HOLIDAY STAGE SPECTACLE
ing Machine Co. ; Harry Strong,
Strong Electric Corp. ; Earl J. Vallen,
V alien, Inc. ; and Erwin Wagner,
Wagner Sign Service.
Opets&ss
U-I's home office exploitation representative, Simonelli has left New
York for a series of conferences with
civic officials, circuit executives and Wiide malden Cochran
Midnight Ftatur*
merchandising representatives in the
three cities.
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Recommendations
UPT -ABC Merger

on

{Continued from page 1)
it hears. Both Paramount companies
Washington, Nov. 13. — Start
Washington, Nov. 13.— Here, in
argument. In granting the merger,
the thewere
affected
by
the
cut-off
ruling,
of the major phase of ngs
to
inability
ComABC's
Federalhearing
is what Commission
Resnick stressed
capsule form, munications
has
atre television heari
compete with NBC and CBS due to and doubtless protection under the examiner Leo Resnick recommended
lack of financial resources, and three-year cut-off ruling will be
been postponed by the Federal Communications Comasserted that UPT would be able to claimed by attorneys for other indus- granting today:
mission from Jan. 12 to Jan.
The United Paramount Theatresrecords
applicants with
ABC's competitive net- — buttrywhether
strength
or notanti-trust
the Commission American Broadcasting Co. merger,
disclosed today.
was
it
26,
position.
work en
FCC officials said the delay
Although he developed at length will grant this protection can't be which assigns to the merged comwas made necessary by the
FM staadverse effects which might predicted now.
pany
possible
tionsfiveand AM
five stations,
television five
stations;
fact that witnesses were
evolve from a merger between a
In
finding
Paramount
PicThe applications of Paramount
having trouble getting hotel
theatre chain and a radio and teletures a qualified licensee, Resrooms here earlier due to the
Pictures
Inc., and Paramount Picvision network, his conclusions
nick approved the transfer of
flood of visitors coming in for
tures Corp., for transfer of control
showed clearly that he felt the net
Corp.;
control
of
Paramount
Telethe Eisenhower inauguration
of Paramount Television Produceffects of the merger would only be
vision Productions, Inc., operon Jan. 20.
beneficial.
tions, Inc., and Balaban and Katz
ator of KTLA-TV in Los Angeles, from the parent company
'Will Promote Competition'
Paramount Television Producto Paramount Pictures Corp.
for KTLAHe
also
granted
applications
of
stations
; Inc.'s, applications
TV
intions,Los
Angeles and auxiliary
'In our opinion," he said, "the
Met's 'Carmen'
PTI for licenses to cover connot only fail substantially
will
merger
{Continued from page 1)
struction or permits for KTLA
to lessen competition but will proand auxiliary stations.
A finding that Paramount Picdeclared
screen theatre television.
Resnick
."
mote competition
tures does not control Allen B. Duthat
"the
merger
may
result
in
some
Mont Laboratories, opening the way
Bing
This performance, explained
Resnick's
ruling
that
Paramount
and Halpern, will be given nationally .essening of some aspects of the com- Pictures does not control DuMont for each to obtain additional television stations.
as a benefit for the Metropolitan
UPT Laboratories knocks out a four year
petition that exists" between
companies, but
which
Opera, with such artists as Rise and ABC as separate
decision
old FCC proposed
Theates ; applications of Allen B. DuStevens, Nadine Conner, Richard maintained that any lessening ^would found control. It enables DuMont to
Mont network for the three telecontribut
vision stations it currently operTucker and Robert Merrill
be "minor, limited and remote." On go ahead and apply for two additional
said, "the in- television stations besides the three
ing their services under the baton of the other hand, hewhich
merger
the
creased competition
The renewal of the license of
Fritz Reiner in the new production of
which it now operates. Until now
will foster appears certain, substantial DuMont's three have been lumped in
"Carmen."
WSMB and WSMB-FM, New OrThe uncut three-hour performance, and immediate."
leans, and its transfer to the
with KTLA and
together
eyes
FCC
Based on Resnick's decision, the
merged company.
exit was explained, will be televised New
Balaban
and
Katz's
WBKB.
FCC
AM,
one
have
would
company
merged
actly as it will be witnessed in
sta- rules prohibit any one licensee from
York by the audience of the Metro- and one FM and one television
owning more than five television staof
evening
politan Opera on the
tion in each of five cities — Los _ An- tions.
Dec. 11.
Chicago
geles, San Francisco, Detroit,
Sees RKO
Receiver
The control finding also has
and New York. These are all presently
(Continued from page 1)
owned by ABC. In addition, it
the effect of permitting Paramount Pictures to apply for
Sign Danny Kaye for would own half of AM and FM sta2,500 shares. It names Howard
four
more
television stations,
UPT
which
Orleans,
New
tions
in
tre
Thea
Palace
RKO
insold his Controlling
since it now will be charged
Hughes,terest inwho
now has a 50 per cent interest in.
the company
to the Ralph
Danny Kaye has been signed to Resnick's decision also made firm
only with KTLA under the five
Stolkin group and a former director
interstation rule.
appear with his own all-star
of
licensing
Katz's
and
Balaban
RKO
the
at
national variety show
of the company, as defendant, chargWBKB-TV in Chicago, but under
Resnick found that "both on paper
Palace here, starting Jan. 19, Sol A the terms of the merger agreement
ing him with "gross mismanagement"
Thea- that station is to be sold immediately and in fact Dr. DuMont, as president, and resultant losses "of many millions
Schwartz, president of RKO
tres, disclosed here yesterday.
the company."
the activities
to the Columbia Broadcasting Sys- directs
He admitted
that of
Paramount
does
In addition, the complaint also seeks
show, the
Kaye's its
tem for $6,000,000, since no company
UntilwillDanny
to recover for RKO the $3,000,000,
of
policy
with
continue
Palace
of dollars."
can own two TV stations in the same have veto power over some corporate which
the suit said that Hughes made
vaudeville acts and first-run pictures.
actions, but concluded after examin- on the sale of his stock, charging that
dethe
Resnick's
which
rules.
under
FCC
ing the possibilities
city under
cision also approved
the sale to CBS.
to
Refuses
In ruling on the fitness of UPT veto power could be used, that it was the profit was derived from the alActress
diand Paramount Pictures to be radio actually "of little practical signifileged sale of
rectorships ithe
nRKO.officerships and
cance in so far as control of the
and television licensees, Resnick dis'Red' Query
Answer
Receivership was sought, according
cussed their past anti-trust violations, five-station rule are concerned."
Washington, Nov. 13.— As exrefused
pected, actress Karen Morley
to minority stockholders' counsel Kipbut declared finally that "we are im- ABC Official Sees Quick
nis, "in order to preserve and protect
been
has
that
Acprogress
the
rican
pressed
by
Un-Ame
House
the
to tell
the business and assets of the RKO
tivities Committee today whether she made and we have a reasonable ex- Approval by the FCC
enterprise, "I desire to add," Kipnis
is now or ever has been a member of
pectation that the anti-trust activities
which the Paramount people are
the Communist Party.
A spokesman for the American stated, "that the immediate solvency
ing
yesterday
here
said
Co.
Broadcast
of the companies is in no way inabandoning in the unregulated field of
volved." The affidavit went on to say
motion picture distribution will not that the company was pleased over
the only reason for naming the
'Bali' to Set Pattern
be imported into the licensed field of the opinion of the FCC's hearing ex- that
aminer that ABC and United Para- Chase National Bank of the City of
The object of the invitational trade broadcasting." He went on to say
mount Theatres were qualified to New York as a party was that it is
showing and press review of Para- that their officers and directors had merge.
RKO's stock transfer agent.
"Road
olor
Technic
in
color
mount's
Fie cited the following allegations
shown during their testimony "that
to Bali" tonight at the Bijou Theatre they
"Under the circumstances," he said,
understood that broadcast sta- "the
fact that his findings are in in support of his request for the aphere is to set a pattern of exploitation
tions are licensed to operate in the
pointment ofa receiver : the company
which can be followed by the exhibitor
merger and he has recand that free com- favor of theommended
at little or no expense, the company public interest,"
approval of the merger to is losing money at the rate of $100,000
petition
is
a
basic
principle
of
the
states.
Communications Act. "They have the FCC greatly fortifies our belief per week ; the board of directors is of
FCC will make final dispo- doubtful legal power ; experienced percommitted themselves on the record," that the
sonnel are being lost; the studios are
sition
in
the
public interest as speedily at a standstill
he continued, "and we shall hold
while the company has
as
possible.
And
under
the
merger,
780 Reservations
an
"unreleased
inventory" of $35,000,it."
to
it will permit us to put into effect
them
For Allied Conclave
In considering the anti-trust
plans for both radio and television 000; anti-trust litigation endangers its
broadcasting which will enable us to corporate life ; and it has "saddled
issue, Resnick's findings dealt
only with the period starting
Nov. 13.— Reservaupon it" unfair contract commitments
Chicago,
tions for the national Allied
Aug. 7, 1948. In a ruling issued
serve the public better."
convention, which opens here
The
complaint also referred to the
early last summer the FCC cut
by
Hughes.
unfavorable
articles on the Stolkin
Monday, has reached the 780
out from consideration any tesJohnston
Back
mark. Convention chairman
group in the Wall Street Journal and
timony on anti-trust violations
cited the unaudited net loss of $3,712,Jack Kirsch predicted that
(Continued from page 1)
prior to that date.
843 for the company for the first six
the meetings will have the
months of 1952.
heaviest attendance in Allied
Since the three year cut-off ruling no action in the parleys. James Mulon anti-trust evidence was made vey, Eastern representative of
history, stating that despite
The minority stockholders are identified as Eli B. Castleman and his
"depressed pocketbooks, exspecifically by the Commission to ex- SIMPP, said here yesterday that the wife, Marion V. Castleman of Detroit,
hibitors find this meeting of
pedite the progress of the merger society would await details before
hearing, there is no way of telling deciding whether it would send a Mich., and Louis Feuerman of this
critical importance."
whether the Commission will follow representative overseas to negotiate city. RKO Radio Pictures officials
were unavailable for comment.
the -same rule .in other industry cases for the independents.
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20th-Fox
{Continued from page 1)

ning from January to September 1953.
Thirteen of these pictures will be
by Technicolor, he
in color
filmed de
d.
.
ad
ed out,
point
he
p,
line-u
e
The releas
will be topped by Darryl F. Zanucks
production of "The Kobe,
personal
al drama to begin shooting m
Biblic
January for release in September.
announced the followingLich
ucttman
prod
line-up :
. , .„
January: "My Cousin Kacne ,
land and Richstarring Olivia de Havil
ard Burton, produced by Nunnally
Johnson, directed by Henry Koster ;
"Ruby Gentry," Bernhard-Vidor production starring Jennifer Jones, Charlproton Hest-on and Karl Maiden, King
duced by Joseph Bernhard and
Vidor and directed by King Vidor ;
"The I Don't Care Girl," in color by
Technicolor, starring Mitzi Gaynor,
Levant, proDavid Wayne and Oscar and
directed
duced by George Jessel
by Lloyd Bacon.
.
February : "Taxi," starring Dan
Dailey and Constance Smith, produced
by Samuel G. Engel and directed by
ara," TechniGregory Ratoff ; "Niag
color, starring Marilyn Monroe, Joseph Cotten and Jean Peters, produced
by Charles Brackett and directed by
Henry Hathaway; "The Farmer
Takes a Wife," Technicolor, starring
Thelma
Betty Grable, Dale Robertson,
ced by
produ
ll,
Carro
John
and
r
Ritte
Frank P. Rosenberg and directed by
Henry Levin.
March: "Treasure of the Golden
Condor" Technicolor, starring Cornel
Wilde and Constance Smith, produced
by Jules Buck and directed by Delmar
Daves; "The Silver Whip," starring
Rory Calhoun and Dale Robertson,
Robert Bassler and diproduced
Harmon Jones.
rected byby
April: "Tonight We Sing, lechnicolor, starring David Wayne, Ezio
Pinza, Roberta Peters, Tamara Toumanova, Anne Bancroft, Isaac Stern,
Byron Palmer; "The Presidents
Lady," starring Susan HaywardSol and
C.
Charlton Heston, produced by
Siegel and directed by Henry Levin;
star"Destination Gobi," Technicolor,Taylo
r
rin°- Richard Widmark, Don
ey
Stanl
by
ced
produ
Vye,
n
Murvy
and
Rubin and directed by Robert Wise;
"The Desert Rats," starring Richard
Burton, Robert Newton, and James
t L. Jacks
Mason, produced by Rober
and directed by Samuel Fuller
May : "The Girl Next Door, Technicolor, starring June Haver, Dan
Dailey and Dennis Dav. produced by
Robert Bassler and directed by Richope," starard Sale ; "Man on a ,Tightr
ring Frederic March Terry Moore
and Gloria Grahame, produced by
Robert L. Jacks and directed by Eha
," TechniJune: "Call Me Madam
color, starring Ethel Merman, Donald
O'Connor, George Sanders and VeraEllen, produced by Sol C. Siegel and
directed by Walter Lang; "Down
Sheltering Palms," TechAmong the
nicolor, starring William Lundigan,
Jane Greer, Mitzi Gaynor, David
Wayne, Gloria De Haven, produced
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Weitman to Head
'Palsy' Telethon

{Continued from page 1)
Youngman and Silbert of Hollywood,
also resigned yesterday as legal counsel to the company, effective immediately. The firm had been retained by
the new stockholder group at a fee
of $75,000 annually. Grant also had
acted as attorney for the Stolkin
group in its negotiations for purchase
of the Howard Hughes stock in RKO
Pictures, consummated in late September. Reportedly, Gordon Youngman, a partner in the law firm, also
resigned from the RKO Pictures
board yesterday.
Stolkin, A. L. Koolish and William
Gorman, the latter a representative of
Ray Ryan, one of the members of the
Stolkin syndicate, resigned from the
board, and Stolkin from the presidency of RKO Pictures, on Oct. 22
following the publication of articles
in the Wall Street Journal revealing
unfavorable business backgrounds and
associations of the three syndicate
members.
Gives His Reason
Grant gave as the reason for his
resignation his inability to fill the
board vacancies and proceed with the
reorganization and reactivation of the
company. He said he was opposed in
his efforts to have new board members elected by Corwin and Edward J.
Burke, the latter also a member of
the Stolkin syndicate, and both of
whom are members of the board.
The reluctance of Burke and
Corwin to proceed with election of new directors was attributed tothe continuing negotiations in Chicago for the sale
by the Stolkin group of its 29
per cent stock interest in RKO
Pictures to new owners. They
took the position that in the
event the company was sold, it
would most likely be necessary
to reconstitute the board again
and, therefore, they preferred
to wait upon the outcome of
the negotiations.
Grant said he believed the situation
to be urgent and proposed the election to the board yesterday of Robert
by Fred Kohlmar and directed by Edmund Goulding ; "Nearer My God to
Thee," starring Clifton Webb, Barbara Stanwyck, Thelma Ritter and
Richard Basehart, produced by Charles
Brackett and directed by Jean Negulesco.
July : "White Witch Doctor,"
Technicolor, starring uSsan Hayward
and Robert Mitchum, produced by
Otto Lang and directed by Henry
Hathaway; "Powder River," Technicolor, starring Rory Calhoun, Corinne
Calvet and Cameron Mitchell, produced by Andre Hakim and directed
King ; C. S. Forester's
Louis
by
"Sailor
of the King," starring Jeffrey
Hunter, Cameron Mitchell, and Michael Rennie.
August: "Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes," Technicolor, starring Marilyn Monroe and Jane Russell, produced by Sol C. Siegel and directed
by Howard Hawks ; "Pickup on South
Street," starring Richard Widmark,
Jean Peters and Thelma Ritter, produced by Jules Schermer and directed
by
Samuel
Fuller Mature,
; "Baptism
of Fire,"
starring Victor
produced
by
William Bloom and directed by Robert D. Webb.
September will be capped by the

Robert M. Weitman, vice-presiButler of St. Paul and Lawrence
dent of United Paramount Theatres,
Cowen of New York, in the absence yesterday was named to head the
of nominations by Burke and Corwin.
the "Celebrity
for
Grant said he was unable to obtain talent committee of Parade
Cerebral
seconds for his nominations and, feeling his "hands were manacled" and
Palsy"
telehour TV
that his rector
continuance
dithon. Theshow,
I81/2or employee asof "an
the officer,
company
would be a false assurance to stockholders, employes and others that the
originataffairs of the corporation are moving
ing
WJZT V over
(Channel!
forward with reasonable satisfaction,"
from 8i
he could not remain in "such a mis7) will betinuousconP.M. Dec. 6 toi
leading and futile
position." apart from
next day.
Remaining
as directors
2:30
P.M. the
those elected yesterday are : Burke,
Weitman
Corwin and W. H. Clark, RKO Pictures treasurer.
said he was
May Ask Depinet
Robert Weitman
confident
all branchesthat
of 'i
There was some speculation that if
show business would cooperate as 4
ais sale
the Stolkin syndicate's
not ofconsummated
within the stock
next willingly this year as they did for j
day or two Depinet might be asked to the same cause last year. It is exresume the helm, if only for an inpected that talent which would or- j
terim period. Depinet declined to dinarily cost at least $1,250,000 will
comment on the report yesterday.
volunteer their services to make
Grant's resignation was effective as this the "most outstanding starof yesterday and his statement issued studded entertainment event ever
to the press made it clear that he had
also cancelled his employment con- presented," Weitman said.
tract providing for a salary of $2,000
per week. Picker's resignation also searching for independent directors,
was effective immediately. He will
and requested a postponement to last:
remain with United Artists as a vice- Tuesday.
president in charge of foreign distribution and a stockholder in the company. The U. A. board is scheduled
to meet within the next few days to
reinstate him, having released him at
his own request only six weeks ago
to accept the RKO Pictures executive
vice-presidency. Since then Picker has
been dividing his time between RKO
Pictures and U. A., not having been
scheduled to go to RKO1 on a full
time basis until next Monday.
No News from Chicago
Meanwhile, there was no official indication from Chicago that a sale of
the Stolkin group's RKO Pictures
stock had been concluded. Negotiations were said to be continuing there
with Matthew J. Fox, head of Films
for Television, a partner in U. A. and
a former vice-president and director
of Universal, and also with a syndicate represented by Col. Henry Crown
of the Hilton Hotel interests. Conversations also have been held by the
Stolkin syndicate with other individuals and groups concerning a possible
sale of the stock.
Grant's statement to the press traced
the start of the present situation to
the publication by the Wall Street
Journal of the stories concerning the
business backgrounds of Stolkin,
Koolish and Ryan, which led to their
resignations from RKO.
Grant's statement said : "It was obvious that the unfavorable publicity
which had been attached to Messrs.
Stolkin, Koolish and Gorman (the
latter only as representative of Mr.
Ryan) resulted in these three men being a detriment, rather than a positive contributing factor, to the future
welfare of RKO. Accordingly, I demanded and received their resignations
as officers and directors of RKO and

itsGrant
subsidiaries."
related that since those resignations, on Oct. 22, he had made
"every effort" to obtain well qualified
men for the directorate and on Nov. 6
was prepared to nominate such men.
He said that Burke then informed him
that negotiations for the sale of the
syndicate's stock holdings were in
first engagements of "The Robe," on a progress and that he, Burke, also was
pre-release basis.

Grant said he acquiesced to the brief
delay and when no action was taken
at the Tuesday meeting he agreed to
a postponement until yesterday with,
the understanding that action would
have to be taken then. When Burke
and Corwin yesterday again said they
had no nominees, Grant said, he pro-posedmer isButler
and ofCowen.
Theof fora member
the board
the
American National Bank, president
of Walter Butler Co., construction
engineers, and a former Ambassador
Extraordinary to Cuba. Cowen is
president of the Lionel Corp., toy train
manufacturer.
Grant's statement, which he is mailing to RKO pictures stockholders,
continued :
"The action of the Board taken today manacles my hands. It is evidently impossible to reconstitute the
Board at this time with persons of
sufficient calibre to meet the corporation's problems. This in turn makes
it impossible to have within the corporate structure the atmosphere of
strength and integrity which is so
necessary to attract and hold employees of outstanding calibre ; to interest
the investing community in acquiring
the stock and participating in the future of your corporation ; to j ustify
banks in extending or enlarging credit
to the corporation, and to obtain and
maintain the faith and friendship of'
the industry in which we work, the,
theatres that buy our products, and
the
competitors for
withfriendly
whom business
we are.:
interdependent
intercourse.
"It is my hope that this report of
the facts of the matter, which I am
sending to stockholders at my own
expense, and the action which I have
taken, may lead to an early solution
of the corporation's problems and
break the current impasse. I do not
doubt that there are a number of men
of outstanding abilitv and integrity,
capable of leading the corporation out
of its troubles, who would consider it
a privilege to undertake the challenge
and opportunity if invited to do so by
a soundly constituted, full and indeconcluded. pendent board of directors," Grant
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Pictures featured in M. P. Daily
advertising during past 6 weeks.

Spark

that ignites the

^1|t^ interest of exhibitors for specific pictures, so that it can flame into that
enthusiasm which inspires real showmanship,
is a soundly planned program of trade advertising. Without that, no exhibitor can be
blamed for lacking in excitement over pictures
which are offered to him virtually "cold".
It is obvious that the extent of a distributor's
confidence in product he has available is generally indicated by either the telling— or lack
of telling about it— in trade paper messages.
There never was a greater need for good

Requisites for successful motion picture
trade paper advertising of good product are:

..... Paramount

■■■

Vital

20th-Fox

United Artists

OF VENI

The

20th-Fox

Warner

.if?

H£

.A

product. There never was a greater interest
among exhibitors to know about the product
they should plan to obtain and exploit. There
never was a keener readership of trade paper
messages.

MGM

$

(2 Pages) $. . *jf

MISTRESS.

THIEF

MGM

(3 Pages)

OF KILIMANJAR^

THE

THUNDER

*

MGM' j|5
##

^

(1) Start it soon enough; (2) Make it effectively proclaim the box-office values of the
picture; (3) Publish a sufficient continuity of
sales messages to impress and remind.
Soundly planned trade advertising is the
basic telling that leads to successful selling.
Its cost is dimes that bring dollars. It is the
vital spark for the power that produces
est results!
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of Venice

(Robert Haggiag — 20tli Century-Fox)
VENICE, with its many famous landmarks, is the locale of this well-made
independent production that is an actionful costume drama containing
the necessary elements for a healthy box-office. The late Maria Montez is
the sole star name in the cast and she turned in a zestful performance as the
tempestuous, peasant girl in love with handsome Paul Christian, the leader
of an underground movement to thwart the cunning, power-mad "Great
Inquisitor," Massimo Serato.
The screenplay by Jesse L. Lasky, Jr. is of a familiar variety but John

Brahm's cognizant "direction has neatly emphasized the swordplay, and the
intrigue. Serato poisons the head of the government and has admiral Camillo
Pilotto killed in an ambush, thus destroying his main opposition, but Christian,
the admiral's main assistant, escapes. Christian falls into the hands of slaves
and becomes their leader against Serato.
Serato plans to marry Pilotto's daughter, Faye Marlowe, to gain prestige.
men and tortured she refuses
When Miss Montez is captured by Serato'skidnaps
Miss Marlowe. He falls
to talk and to obtain her release, Christian
in love with her rather than Miss Montez and foils the nuptial ceremony by
Serato's
bribing
the in
is successful
leading a revolt.
Miss
choosesguards'
a duelofand
kills Serato
Christian through
Silvani.
Aldo This
commander,
Marlowe at the fadeout.
Robert Haggiag produced and made excellent use of the impressive Italian
scenery as well as cleverly combining long shots of the principals in action
with a minimum of dialogue. The result is an attractive, exciting film that
maintains pace and interest throughout, that lends itself to solid exploitation.
20th-Fox has indicated it intends to use a heavy advertising campaign and the
combination of Venice, lots of colorful swordplay, and Miss Montez should
prove alluring to ticket buyers.
A largely Italian cast, headed by Silvani who provides some fine comic
relief, includes Louis Saltamerenda, Guido Celano, Mario Tosi, Paul Stoppa
and Leon Renoir.
Running time, 91 minutes. General audience classification. For January
Walter Pashkin
release
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Pony Soldier
(20th Century-Fox)
A LUSTY outdoor action drama in color by Technicolor has been fashioned
by producer Samuel G. Engel. Starring Tyrone Power, the film should
find its most receptive audience among those who like their film fare packed
with fisticuffs, Indian raids and hand-to-hand battles unto death, all done
within formula lines.
Featured in "Pony Soldier" are the activities of the Canadian Royal
Mounted Police. Tyrone Power is given the task of tracking down the erring
Canadian Cree tribe. The Crees had gone over the border to hunt buffalo m
Montana and to war against their tribal enemies, the Blackfeet and Sioux.
In a rousing battle with U.S. troops, the Canadian Crees are driven back.
On their way home, they capture two white hostages, a young girl, Penny
Edwards, and a ranch-hand.
Humor is supplied by Thomas Gomez, who plays a half-breed Indian aidl
ing
Canadian
mostcolorful
vivid scenes
those of
in the]
Creethecamp,
where "mounties".
the cameraAmong
takes the
in the
tribal are
customs
the
people. Tyrone Power, after many set-backs and following numerous haira
raising fights, finally convinces the Crees to return to their reservation anJ
free the hostages.
Joseph M. Newman directed. John C. Higgins wrote the screenplay which
was based on a Saturday Evening Post story by Garnett Weston. Others
in the cast include Cameron Mitchell, Robert Horton, Anthony Earl Numkena
and Adeline De Walt Reynolds.
Running time, 82 minutes. General audience classification. November
release.
Murray Horowitz
"Angel Street"
(Commercial Pictures)
THIS English version of the Patrick Hamilton play of the same name is an
adroit, suspenseful drama that is skillfully performed by a cast headed

by Anton Walbrook, Diana Wynyard and Robert Newton" The America^
version, under the title, "Gaslight," was released in 1944 and was a success!
The stars and the theme can well be exploited.
Set in the hansom-cab and gaslight days in England, almost all of the
action takes place outside and inside two small houses. There is plenty of
"Blue Canadian
Rockies"
shadowy atmosphere and director Thorold Dickinson has utilized the usual
(Columbia Pictures)
pulse-beating devices while maintaining pace and interest.
the
for
except
routine
is
GENE Autry stars in this Western entry that
y
refreshingl
The screenplay by A. R. Rawlinson and Bridget Boland has emphasized'
inclusion of more songs than usual. Some of these are
the psychological .tricks played by Walbrook in an attempt to drive his]
eneffectively
also
Cotton, awho
singer,
renderedgages inby
standard performer m wealthy wife, Miss- Wynyard, insane. Frank Pettingell, a retired police
Pat Buttram,
withCarolina
comedy antics
somea yodel-type"
inspector, remembers Walbrook as a young fellow who disappeared from thi
Autry films.
v.
neighborhood
20 years previous when an old lady who possessed some!
The story has Autry assigned by wealthy ranch o'wner Don Beddoe to famous rubies was murdered. The house Walbrook moves into is the saml
daughter,
owning
of Beddoe's dude-ranch
break up an impending marriage
Gail Davis, to fortune hunter Ross Ford. There are fights with the adjacent jn which the old lady was' -murdered ; her rubies were not recovered.
lumber camp men who are angry over the loss of work because Miss Davis
Newton appears but briefly as Miss Wynyard's brother who eventually
has built a game preserve and kept her trees intact.
comes to town to see her and helps Pettingell gather evidence on Walbrook.
Miss Davis' rule of not allowing her men to carry guns finds Autry and The. latter is trapped and taken by the police at the fade-out, after Misi
Buttram in situations where they can only retreat. After a mysterious shoot- Wynyard accidentally uncovers the missing rubies.
ing and the subsequent murder of a Canadian Mountie, Autry establishes
Cathleen Cordell is properly saucy as the arrogant maid who catches Walthat the real culprit is not Ford, but an aging caretaker, Tom London, a bit- brook's
eye. The cast includes Jimmy Hanley, Minnie Rayner, Marie Wright
ter, one-time partner of Beddoe's, who desired revenge after being bought out.
Performances, production and direction are adequate. The Autry name is and Mary Hin.ton. The Darmora Ballet perforins in a brief but arrestingmusic hall -.sequence. John Corfield produced and there is an appropriate
a definite box-office attraction.
musical score by Richard Addinsell.
Armand Schaefer produced, George Archainbaud directed, and Gerald
Running time, 80 minutes. General audience classification. November
Geraghty wrote the tale.
release.
W. P.j
Others in the cast are Mauritz Hugo, Gene Roth, John Merton, David
Garcia, Bob Woodward and the Cass County Boys.
Running time, 58 minutes. General audience classification. November
release.
W, P.
"Outpost in Malaya"
(/. Arthur Rank — United Artists)
(i
BANDIT-RIDDLED present day Malaya is the background of this susSouth Pacific Trail
penseful drama that stars Claudette Colbert and Jack Hawkins as an
(Republic Pictures)
indomitable couple who run a rubber plantation. The plantation backgrounds,
REX Allen and Estelita are the main performers of this ordinary Western natives, and an Indian musical background make for impressive authenticity.
that haphazardly mixes outdoor action with songs and melodrama. There Ken Annakin's direction has emphasized the mounting anguish of the people
is enough of the usual fisticuffs, skullduggery, shooting and hard riding to awaiting an attack. It opens at a rather slow pace. However, there are
please the Western fan and additional trappings may prove attractive to several exciting scenes such as a guerrilla being tracked down by the entire
others.
plantation staff, and a close-up battle between a cobra and a mongoose, as
The screenplay by Arthur Orloff concerns the efforts of fortune-hunting well as a thrill-packed finale when the bandits and Hawkins' men are engaged
Douglas Evans to marry Estelita, who is the granddaughter of wealthy in hand-to-hand combat.
There is a romantic problem as Miss Colbert thinks Hawkins' intensive
rancher Nestor Paiva. Paiva's ranch foreman, Roy Barcroft, and outlaws
hijack an entire train for the gold it carries. Paiva, a scheduled passenger preparations are a threat to their marriage, for he has time for little else
on the train, is reported missing but actually stopped off to see Allen and his and desires her to go to England with their son, Peter Asher. Before she
friends.
can leave, the bandits attack and in -the gruelling pitched battle that ensues,
Meanwhile, Evans has joined forces with Barcroft and both try to stop she and Hawkins realize their love is greater than their fears. The bandits
are beaten off and their marriage is on more solid ground than ever.
Allen's investigation of the train's disappearance. Eventually, Allen convinces
Miss Colbert and Hawkins turn in solid performances and are adequately
Estelita of Evans' true nature and in a showdown battle in a dynamite-laden supported by a British-native cast. Notable are. Anthony Steel, Ram Gopal,
mine shaft, Evans and Barcroft are killed. The rest of the gang is imprisoned,
Maria Baillie, Jeremy Spenser, Tom Macauley, and Victor Maddern. John
the gold is salvaged and Allen is happily employed by Paiva.
Stafford produced. The original story and screenplay were written by Peter
The Rhythm Riders join in vocal renditions, songs heard are: "I'll Sing Proud and Guy Elmes.
This is a well-played drama set against a. background that is prominent in
A Love Song," "The Railroad Corral" and "Hide Away Your Troubles."
Slim Pickens, Allen's pal, provides some comic touches. The cast also in- the current news. The timeliness and the action are exploitation angles and the
cludes Joe McGuinn and Forrest Taylor. Edward J. White was associate Colbert name has marquee power.
producer and William Witney directed.
Running- time, 88 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Nov. 21.
W. P.
Running time, 60 minutes. General audience classification.
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try's
the start of the indus
FROM aign
for repeal of the 20
camp
per cent Federal admissions tax it
has been evident that Congressmen
are most readily interested, and
more disposed to help, whenever
they have been confronted with
actual dollars and cents proof that
the tax is injurious to theatre business.
Especially has this been true
whenever such evidence has been
presented by groups of small exhibitors in meetings with their Congressmen. Almost invariably, in
such instances, pledges by the legislators to vote for repeal of the tax
are quickly forthcoming. More
over, such dollars and cents evi
clence of the crippling effects of the
tax on the exhibitor's business is
certain to play an important part in
the industry's arguments before the
House Ways and Means committee
when hearings are held on repeal
of the tax.
The fight for repeal may be won
or lost on the basis of the response
to the request of the National Tax
Repeal Campaign Committee for
this information.
Any exhibitor
(Continued on page 2)

Board
Einfeld

to

Promotional

Arbitration
Convention
Cole's

Program
On

New

Evolved
20th

Films

Charles Einfeld, 20th Century-Fox
vice-president, developed a program
for future company product which
emphasizes increased regional and
point
- playdate - ofcharting
of advertising,
publicity a n d
exploitation at
the final sessions of t h e
division managers' meetings
here last week.
Einfeld underscored director of distribution Al
L i-cfa t m an's
e a r 1 i e r announcement of
in the future of
he company's
"faithon page 3)
(Continued
Charles Einfeld
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May

Proposal

Favored;

An

Be
and

Asked

to Decide

Renewal

'Anything

Can

with

Issue;

COMPO

Happen'

Meet

By SHERWIN KANE
Chicago, Nov. 16. — The future role of Allied States in industry
efforts to complete an arbitration plan was still uncertain here today
as the Allied board of directors neared the end of two days of meetings in the Morrison Hotel.

Reports were that the board was about evenly divided on Allied's
continued participation in the arbitration endeavor and that should
a deadlock be reached the! matter
could be referred by the board to
general convention which opens
110 Permits
in the
here tomorrow morning.
Should such a development occur,
French
Pact
it is freely predicted here that "anything could happen." A large segment
of the delegates already on hand are
in a mood for spirited complaint and
A new one-year agreement, retro- rebellious proposals. At the root of it
active to July 1, has been concluded
between the Motion Picture Export are their charges that film terms continue to increase in severity on every
Association and the French government, and the number of import per- good picture while theatre attendance
mits to be issued to U. S. companies evidences no sustained improvement.
Unofficially, it was reported
remain at 110, the same as last year.
that
considerable sentiment
Eric Johnston, MPEA president, and
within
the board favored nonident, reO'Hara,
Joyce turned
ns
here from vice-pres
Paris negotiatio
participation by Allied without
new provisions being added to
Friday and met immediately with the
the proposed arbitration draft
n's
executive board.
associatio
which would meet more fully
Member companies of the Society
the
current widespread trade
ProMotion Picture
of Independent
ducers will be allowed 11 permits,
practice complaints
of Allied
officers and members.
also the same number as were permitted for the year ended July 1.
On the other hand, there is reported
While details on the matter of^ re- to be strong sentiment also for promittances were not disclosed publicly,
posing(Continued
minor changes
in the3) draft and
on page
it is understood that the pact does
(Continued on page 3)

Forty cents per seat Await Stolkin Deal
guarantee against 50 per
cent of the net box-office
The newly constituted RKO Radio
receipts is the price
Pictures board of directors met here
sought by TNT in its sale on Friday with Sherrill Corwin as
to TV -equipped theatres acting chairman, but no major decisions were made pending the outof the Metropolitan Opera
come of negotiations in Chicago for
telecast of "Carmen" on the sale of stock owned by the Ralph
Dec. 11. TNT head Nathan Stolkin group.
Halpern would not comment
The previously reported resignation
Press
Cited
on the formula, which was of Gordon Youngman as a member Trade
of the board was officially confirmed.
learned from other quar- Youngman was a partner in the law
ters here at the weekend.
For Rogers Fund Aid
(Continued on page 3)

PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 16.
'Star Tours'
— On Tuesday there will be Texas
t Today
a mass meeting of Phila- Will Star
delphia exhibitors to
Dallas, Nov. 16. — Phil Isley, chairformulate plans to aid in
of the 1952 "Movietime in Texas"
the passage of an ordi- star man
tours, reports that 10 Hollywood
nance providing that the personalities are scheduled to visit
existing 10 per cent local more than 40 cities in Texas, starting
amusement tax be rescind- tomorrow.
The tours- which are sP°nsored hV
is snnns is
mppting
Thp
pHI
ine meetin
spon- , the Texas Councii of Motion Picture
sored by the Philadelphia organizations (COMPO) will in(Continued on page 2)
Theatre Association.

Allied

in

Opposition

The trade
weekend by press was cited at the
A. Montague, president
of the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital, for contributions of display advertising space to aid the hospital in
its annual "Christmas
conducting
Salute." Montague . also noted the
contributions by Universal, Columbia
and 20th Century-Fox of the art work
and production of the campaign.
Said Montague : "This is an industry service that reaches out to all
mankind and bears with it the reward
of
well satisfaction
worthwhile infordoing
every somethingemployee
(Continued on page 3)

Allied, Tesma-Teda
Programs on Page 7
Complete programs of the
conventions of Allied States
Association and the Theatre
Equipment facturers
& Supply
ManuAssociation
and
Theatre Equipment Dealers
Association, being held at the
Hotel Morrison in Chicago,
appear on page seven. Background on the two latter organizations appears on the
same uage, in the "Equipment
World" column. Floor plans
of booths at the TESMA
Trade Show being held in conjunction with the conventions
appear on page six.
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Newsreel
Personal
Mention

ROY O. DISNEY, president of
Walt Disney Productions, and
Card Walker, advertising and exploitation director, arrived here from
Hollywood over the weekend. They
will remain here approximately two
weeks.
•
Rosemary White, a member of
Paramount International's publicity
staff here for several years, left the
company Friday and will be married
next Saturday. She will reside in
Bermuda.
•
Edward L. Hyman, United Paramount Theatres vice-president, and his
assistant, Bernard Levy, are in Chicago today, and will go to Minneapolis
and Des Moines from there.
•
B. G. Kranze, United Artists sales
executive, will represent the company
at the national Allied convention in
Chicago beginning tomorrow.
•

'And the Rains
Commendations

Parade

Came' with a Flood of
for Film on Drought

Dallas, Nov. 16. — "And the rains came," stated executive director
of Texas COMPO, Kyle Rorex, speaking about the short feature
"Prayer for Rain" which was run a week in most Texas theatres
with such commendable response from civic, state, county and city
officials, members of the Ministerial Alliance, and hundreds of
appreciative Texans. He said "the great response in telegrams,
letters, and personal testimonials to theatre managers has been
greater
than for
any other
activity."Theatres, stated at a
Ed Rowley,
president
of COMPO
Rowley United
Texas COMPO executive board meeting that "our theatres have
frequently served the church, school, Red Cross and Community
Chest for their many worthy causes, and it is only natural for our
screens to be available for any condition such as the drought which
so vitally affects the community and the entire state."

Tradewise

.

.

.

'Sunday
Industry

News'

In

Tribute

(Continued from page 1)

whose records show that the tax
has resulted in a loss to his operation, or whose tax payments exceed
the profits of such operations,
James R. Grainger, Republic ex- should gladly forego his natural reluctance and make such figures
ecutive vice-president in charge of
sales and distribution, will return available to the campaign commithere today from Boston.
tee for, in doing so, he is taking the
•
first
and most effective step in remWilliam R. Ferguson, former Medying an unjust situation and in
G-M. exploitation head, has left here
for four months of car touring of bringing about relief which rnay be
his business salvation.
Europe.
•
Other evidence of great value to
John' Murphy, in charge of out- the committee in its campaign is
of-town
theatres
for Loew's, is in Buf- that which demonstrates the tax
falo from
New York.
•
has prevented exhibitors from making necessary or ordinary physical
Jack Kelly, M-G-M short subject improvements and replacements in
representative, is visiting the San
his theatre, and statements from
Francisco branch from New York.
qualified . persons, such as realtors
and merchants, on the depreciation
Ampa
Lists Hearst
of realty values and decline in shopLuncheon
Notables
ping in the vicinity of theatres already closed.
The Associated Motion Picture AdSuch information is vital to the
vertisers reports that acceptances have
successful prosecution of the tax
already been received from several inrepeal
campaign. Exhibitors who
dustry executives and Hearst newspaper notables to sit with William have access to it will serve themselves and the campaign well by
Randolph Hearst, Jr., on the dais at
the luncheon saluting the Hearst or- making it available at once to their
ganization on Thursday at the Hotel state and Congressional District
Piccadilly, New York.
• •
Among those who have accepted are tax campaign committees.
Mort Blumenstock, Charles Einfeld,
evidence that
Paul Lazarus, Jr., Jerome Pickman, CUBSTANTIAL
Robert Weitman, and Max E. Young- ^ financing for independent prostein. Hearst officials slated to be
duction, almost non-existent for
present are George Hearst, vice-presi- long, is again becoming available
dent ;John Hearst, assistant general under good auspices.
manager ; J. D. Gortatowsky, general
The recent arrangement between
manager, and Martin I luberth, board
Chemical Bank & Trust Co. and
chairman.
United Artists, under which the
latter can put together its own
Doris Schwartz Rites
Mrs. Doris Schwartz, 87, mother packages and make primary financing available for 10 such producof George Schwartz, operator of the
tions, is heartening evidence of the
World and Little Carnegie theatres
here, died on Friday after a brief trend, as is the completion of Edillness at Beth Israel Hospital.
ward Small's new financing agreement with Bankers Trust Co.,
Funeral services were held Friday.
which was cited by the bank as an
indication of its confidence in the
Schulman with Lakeside
management
of UA, through which
Bernard Schulman, formerly with
Sterling Films, has joined the Lake- Small releases. The developments
side Television Co., Inc. here as ex- give independent production a big
lift.
ecutive vice-president.

The New York Daily Neivs' fourth
annual coloroto section devoted entirely to motion pictures ran 30 pages
and appeared in yesterday's paper.
Cinerama is the main topic of a feature by film critic Kate Cameron and
includes a preview of forthcoming
promising product. Keynote of the
section is noted on the center page
which carries the lines : "What's your
taste? Hollywood production schedules aim to please with varied fare."
Ray Bolger, Doris Day and several
colored poodles appear on page one.
They are in the Warner color musical
"April in Paris," which is termed "a
sample of the fanciful film fare you'll
be served this season." Most of films
scenes are in color and all include
mention of the title, stars, type of films
and theme or setting.
Space is given to "Stars and Stripes
Forever," "Last of the Comanches,"
"Fair Wind to Java," "Stop, You're
Killing Me," "Pony Soldier," "My
Cousin Rachel," "Come Back, Little
Sheba," "The Stooge," "Against All
Flags," "Because of You," "I Confess," "Beautiful But Dangerous,"
"Eight Iron Men," "The Savage,"
"The Blazing Forest," "Lili," "I Love
Melvin," "Horizons West," "The Importance of Being- Earnest," "The
Story of Three Loves," "Plymouth
Adventure," "Blackbeard the Pirate."
Also, "Million Dollar Mermaid,"
"Hans Christian Andersen," "Tonight We Sing," "Botany Bay,"
"Peter Pan," "Mississippi Gambler,"
"The 5,000 Fingers of Dr. T,"
"Bloodhound of Broadway," "The
Turning Point," "The Bad and the
Beautiful" and others.
Kean
Probe
'U' TaxWould
Claim
Washington, Nov. 16. — Rep. Robert Kean (R., N. J.), who is slated
to head a House Ways and Means
sub-committee investigation of tax
scandals in the new Republican Congress, said he wanted to take another look into a case in which Universal Pictures Co. claimed a multimillion
dollar excess profits tax refund.
This case has already figured in
some testimony before the sub-committee, presently headed by Rep. King
(D., Cal.)

A WARDING of a speed trophy to
/I the S.S. United States for the
fastest ocean crossing is highlighted
in current neivsreels. Also featured
are "G.I.'s" preparing for the third
zvinter in Korea, the British Queen
paying
tributein totheheroes,
ful bathing
holy India's
Ganges,faithand.
Japanese prince proclaimed an heir.
Complete contents follow:
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 93^Eden replies to Vishinsky on prisoner of war issue.
Sen. McCarran blasts UN on Red employes.
Ike's sonretaryhears
good news. atDefense
SecMrs. Annathe Rosenberg
the Korean
front. United
Korea "G'.I.'s"
get
set
for
winter.
States gets speed trophy.
Japan's pointsprince
proclaimed heir. Pope apnew archbishop.
NEWS
THE inDAY,
223— War's
third
winterOF begins
Korea.No.Aircraft
carrier Princeton returns to the U. S., S.S.
United States honored. Queen pays tribute
to Britain's heroes. India's faithful flock
to
the next
Ganges.
Japan'sHunting
new navy.
hails
emperor.
dog Tokio
field
trials. Acrobats de luxe.
PARAMOUNT
NEWS,
No. 26^ S.S
United States gets speed trophy. Halfmillion bathe in holy Ganges. Styles gets
in milady's hair. Queen leads nation in
homage to heroes. Japanese proclaim Prince
heir to throne. Salute Maurice Richard,
hockey's Babe Ruth.
TELENEWS
DIGEST,
No. 47B— U. S.
air defense system speeded with new jet
hangers. Atlantic trophy to .S.-y. United
States. A nation mourns as Weizmann lies
in state.in Panamanian
5'.5'. Faustus
sinks
Rotterdam freighter
harbor. London
hails
new Lord Mayor. Giant vacuum cleaner
sweeps highway. Fashion follies.
UNIVERSAL
NEWS,
No. 413— U. N.
meeting backs U. S. on Korean prisoners.
Freighter Faustus aground in Holland.
Spanish vets in Spain. Nobel prizes awarded
to Dr. Felix Block at Stanford University
and to Francois Mauroic in France. New
Japanese navy. U.C.L. A. -Oregon State football game.
WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 28— Ike
aid
Dodgegets
begins
5.5".crossing.
United
States
cupbudget
for talks.
fastest
UNESCO opens for seventh session in
France.Armstrong.
Rome crowds
"Jazz
Louie
Latest greet
fashions
for King"
afterskiing. Abbott and Costello ride again.
Jumpers star in New York horse show.
World roller-skating championships.
Texas Star Tours
(Continued from page 1)
elude » the following
Keenarvt1 Wynn, Chill
Carroll,'
Hugh
O'Briah,
ris, Vera
Ellen,
Susan

personalities :
Wills, , John
Wayne
Cabot, MorJean

Hagen, Alix Talton and Frederick
DeCordova.
Public performance will be given in
all cities visited with local and state
dignitaries participating before the
expected thousands who will jam
courthouse squares to see and hear
the visitors. Local theatre owners
stars.
and managers will be hosts to the
Co-workers

Honor

Stirling Silliphant
Stirling Silliphant was honored at
a luncheon Friday given to him by
40 members
of 20th advertising
Century-Fox's
home
office publicity,
and
exploitation staffs. Silliphant is leaving the company on Jan. 1 to produce
"The Joe Louis Story" and will continue with the company until then in
an advisory capacity.
He is currently casting the film
biography.
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(Continued from page 1)
firm of Bautzer, Grant, Youngman
and Silbert of Hollywood. Arnold
Grant, who resigned as board chairman of the company last Thursday,
will return to the law firm and is not
expected to resume his post on the
board of directors of Columbia Pictures, from which he resigned last
September.
Meanwhile, United Artists president Arthur Krim officially confirmed
that Arnold Picker, who quit his post
as executive vice-president of RKO,
will continue as a stockholder and
vice-president of UA in charge of
foreign distribution. Picker resigned
just four days before he was slated
to assume his RKO post on a fulltime basis.
Tannenbaum Here
It was learned that David Tannenbaum, West Coast attorney, has
arrived here for consultations with
Corwin. As far as could be ascertained no conferences have been held
between the newly-constituted board
and Ned E. Depinet, former president of the company who is now a
consultant.
It is understood that Harry Pimstein will continue in his post as
assistant to the board chairman and
a vice-president of the company.
The outcome of Chicago negotiations for the Stolkin group's RKO
stock, by Matthew Fox, head of
Films for Television, a partner in
U.A. and a former vice-president and
director of Universal, will have an
important bearing on RKO's future,
as will the outcome of court proceedings here next Friday. On that day,
RKO attorneys will be asked to show
cause why the company should not
be put in receivership as requested in
a minority stockholders' suit filed in
New York Supreme Court. Sale of
the stock could bring about an early
reorganization and reactivation of the
company.
Crown Group Interested
Among other groups sounding out
the possibilities of buying out the
Stolkin syndicate's controlling interest is one headed by Col. Henry
[i, Crown, of the Hilton Hotel interests,
and others.
In the meantime, trading of RKO
j stock on the New York Stock ExI change on Thursday and Friday was
heavy, with the stock declining a half
point in the two-day period. The
biggest drop occurred on Thursday,
with the stock opening at 3% and
closing at 3J/2, for a net loss of Y%.
On Friday, it dropped another eighth,
while the total number of shares
traded that day reached 16,700.

Chicago, Nov. 16. — Adjudication of the rival claims of Texas
and Indiana exhibitors for the 1952 Showmanship Crown will
be attempted before a three-judge statutory court in the course
of the Allied States convention here this week.
William C. McCraw, bargain-rate attorney from Texas, his
opponents claim, will endeavor to represent showmen of that
state. Abram F. Myers, who refused a proffered Texas retainer
in favor of a more valuable one — a case of scotch — will try to
present Indiana's case— legal, not Scotch. Myers says, however,
he is open to a better offer and really thinks it would be nice to
be able "to represent someone with a semblance of justice on
his side — even a bare one."
Myers added that the oratory of the price-cutting "McCrawl
as the Trinity River, and you know how dry that is."
is as empty
Texas has requested a change of venue on the grounds that
showmanship is an alien subject, entirely outside the jurisdiction
of Chicago exhibitors.
Levy
For

Blames

Meet

Majors

Industry's

Ills

Washington, Nov. 16. — The major
fault for current industry problems
was laid in the laps of distribution at
the weekend by Herman M. Levy,
general counsel for the Theatre Owners of America. Speaking at a meeting of Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Metropolitan District of Columbia, Levy said "it would be most difficult to find an industry more bedevilled by intra-industry litigation and
more debilitated by internecine warfare thanfactors,
the motion
industry."
These
Levypicture
said, to
a great
degree, have been responsible for its
vulnerability to attack from without,
adding that the "pity of the situation
is that while all segments have some
measure or consciousness of the situation, little or nothing (with the exception of the progress to date in
evolving a system of arbitration) has
been done to eliminate the source of
difficulty."
Levy said that some of the fault may
lie with exhibition, because a declining
box-office has impelled reckless and
unbusinesslike statements and actions
by exhibition. But Levy listed a number of reasons as to why he thought
distribution should take the brunt of
the blame for the situation. They
were: (1) the continued unnecessary
use of competitive bidding; (2)
maintaining of film rentals at high
levels not commensurate with the
quality of particular product, nor the
box-office receipts from that product;
(3) the insistence on adhering to a
so-called national policy concerning
film rental, without regard to specific
situations; (4) the policy of demanding excessive terms for what are considered by distribution to be unusual
compellingindirectly
pictures, andto thus
exhibitors
advance
admission
prices,

French Pact
(Continued front page 1)
not call for subsidies to the French
industry, as was the case in the consummation of the Italian film agreement which required a portion of
earned revenue to be diverted for
subsidy loans to Italian producers.
It is also reported that an agreement
was made for closer cooperation between American companies and the
French film industry, as well as the
French government.
Because of the absence of a subsidy
clause in the agreement, it is believed
here that the SIMPP will approve
the pact, although negotiations by
Johnston were only for MPEA members. James Mulvey, Eastern representative for SIMPP, said at the
weekend that he believed the pact
would be agreeable to the association,
although he had not read the text.
Johnston, after returning to Washington Friday afternoon, was slated
to come back to New York on Saturday and leave by plane for Rio de
Janeiro. He was accompanied by
Mrs. Johnston; his secretary, Mary
Smith, and Robert J. Corkery, a
member of the international department of Motion Picture Association
of America. He will spend this week
in Rio and leave for Buenos Aires'
next Sunday. He will be gone approximately three weeks on association business.
Einfeld Program
(Continued from page 1)

the motion picture industry" by
stressing that the advertising and exploitation segment of the $100,000,000
to be invested in production and distribution during 1953, will be spent,
for the greater part, in local pointof-sale merchandising.
He disclosed greater emphasis will
Fred Schaefer Leaving RKO;
be
on intra-division campaign coorPress Book Editor 21 Years
(5) encouraging exhibitors to move up
dination and integration in the months
Fred Schaefer, press book editor for to prior runs and, thereupon, to em- to come, noting that field men can
ploy competitive bidding.
RKO Radio Pictures for the last 21
guide alert showmen to larger gross
realities by carefully gauging ways
years, left the company at the weekend. Before joining RKO, Schaefer Trade Press
whereby advantages can be derived
was with United Artists for 10 years
from local exhibition conditions.
(Continued
from
page
1)
and previously was with General Film
Co. and Vitagraph. No successor has in the amusement industry. That
been named.
these messages should be carried to
2,400 See Paramount' s
every segment of the business and to 'Road to BalV Here
Fadiman Leaves RKO Radio
every worker__tlTereinv _at_no .cost to
Pictures Executive Post
Approximately 2,400 theatre ownthe hospital management, and with
ers and managers, newspapermen and
Hollywood, Nov. 16. — William J. no deduction from the funds raised by special guests from all branches of
Fadiman has resigned his RKO Radio the Christmas Salute campaign em- show business attended the special
executive post which he assumed in
phasizes the true import of the pro1947. He had been M-G-M story
gram and is accepted on behalf of preview of Paramount's "Road to
Bali,"
at New York's Bijou Theatre
editor in New York and here 12 years the Will Rogers Hospital with sin- on
Friday.
before joining RKO.
cere thanks !"

giving the resultant plan the minimum
18 months trial, during which Allied
members could resort to arbitration if
they wished or refrain from doing so,
and at the conclusion of the trial
period decide with other participants
whether or not arbitration should be
continued, revised or abandoned.
If the board is unable to reach a
clear-cut decision at its final meeting
tonight, indications are the convention
will be asked to express its wish on
the subject.
There was also reported to be
strong support within the board for
H. A. ficers
Cole'swithdraw
proposal
Allied offrom that
administrative
positions in such cooperative all-industry endeavors as the final preparation of the arbitration plan, the direction of the industry campaign for
admission tax repeal and executive
positions in the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations.
Stands Better Chance
Reports have it that Cole's proposal
stands an even better chance of being
accepted by the board than does the
industry arbitration plan, at least
without conditions attached, as they
probably will be to the latter if the
board goes for arbitration at all.
As previously explained by Allied,
Cole's proposal would not remove
Allied members from participation in
the tax repeal campaign, nor from
membership in COMPO. It would
simply terminate the services of Allied
leaders in executive positions in connection with such activities. Cole is
co-chairman of the tax repeal campaign ;Trueman Rembusch is one of
the co-administrators of COMPO and
Abram F. Myers is on the arbitration
drafting committee. These and others
would withdraw from such official
positions, while the Allied rank and
file could continue in unofficial working capacities, particularly in the tax
repeal campaign, as they saw fit.
In this connection, there appeared to be no reason to believe that the Allied board will
not
approve
the organization's
renewed
membership
in COMPO
before it adjourns tonight.
proposal
was made
withcould
the
ideaCole's
in mind
that Allied
officers
devote more time to prosecuting trade
practice complaints irking Allied
members if relieved of the all-industry
assignments.
Much about those complaints no
doubt will be heard on the floor of
the convention in the next three days
and in the film clinics, organized individually for the various classes of
theatre operations and situations represented here. The clinics will open
tomorrow afternoon and continue
through Tuesday morning.
Charles Niles will preside over the
small town clinics ; Ben Marcus, large
towns ; John Wolfberg, large cities ;
Morris Finkel, key neighborhood and
sub-runs ; Rube Shor, drive-ins, and
bidding.
Irving Dollinger, circuit buyers and
Nearly 800 persons are expected to register for the convention, approximately 500 of
them for the Allied meetings
and 300 for the Theatre Equipment Manufacturers Association and Theatre Equipment
Dealers Association conventions
and
trade
show.
The huge
(Continued on page 7)
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TRADE
DALLAS
CHARLOTTE
ALBANY
Warner Screening Room
20th Century-Fox Screening Room 20th Century-Fox Screening Room
308 S. Church St. • 2:00 P.M.
HON. Pearl SI. • 8:00P.M.
1803 Wood St. • 2:00 P.M.
DENVER
ATLANTA
CHICAGO
Paramount Screening Room
20th Century-Fox Screening Room Warner Screening Room
197 Walton St. N.W. • 2 00 P.M. 1307 So. Wabash Ave, • 1:30 P.M. 2100 Stout St. • 2:00 P.M.
DES MOINES
BOSTON
CINCINNATI
RKO Palace Ih. Screening Room
Paramount Screening Room
RKO Screening Room
122 Arlington St. • 2:30 P.M.
Polace Th. Bldg. E. 6th • 8:00 P.M. 1 125 High St. • 12:4S P.M.
DETROIT
BUFFALO
CLEVELAND
Film Exchange Building
Paramount Screening noom
Watnec Screening Room
2310 Coss Ave. • 2:00 P.M.
464 Franklin St. • 0:00 P.M.
2300 Payne Ave. • 8:30 P.M.

MEET CAPTAIN'TJEWKIDD
COSTELLO
ORLEANS
PHILADELPHIA
INDIANAPOLIS
Warner Screening Room
20th Century-Fox Screening Room 20th Century-Fox Screening Room 20th Century-Fox Screening Room 230 No. 13th St. • 2:30P.M.
PITTSBURGH
326 No. Illinois St. • 1:00 P.M.
151 Vance Ave. • 12:15 P.M.
200 S. Liberty
MILWAUKEE
NEW
YORK St. • 1:30 P:M.
JACKSONVILLE
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
Home
Office
Florida Theatre Bldg. Sc. Rm
Warner Theatre Screening Room
1715 Blvd. of Allies • 1:30 P.M.
321 W. 44th St. • 215 P.M.
212
W.Wisconsin Ave. • 2:00 P.M OKLAHOMA
128E. ForsythCITY
St. • 2:00 P.M.
PORTLAND
KANSAS
MINNEAPOLIS
Jewel
Box Screening Room
20th Century-Fox Screening Room 1947 N.W. Kearney St. • 2:00 P.M.
20th Century-Fox Screening Room Warner Screening Room
10 North lee St. • 1:30 P.M.
1720 Wyandotte SI. • 1:30 P.M. 1000 Currie Ave. • 2:00 P.M.
SALT LAKE
NEW HAVEN
OMAHA
LOS ANGELES
Warner Theatre Projection Room 20th Century-Fox Screening Room 20lh Century-Fox Screening Room
Warner Screening Room
1502 Davenport St. • 1. 30 P.M. 216 East 1st South • 2:00 P.M.
2025 S. Vermont Ave. • 2:00 P.M. 70 College St. • 2:00 P.M.

SAN FRANCISCO
Paramount Screening Roor
205
Golden
Gate Aye. • 1
SEATTLE
Modern
Theatre
ST.
LOUISAve. • 10:30/
2400 Third
S'renco Screening Room
3143 Olive St. • 1: P.M.
WASHINGTON
Warner Theatre Building

ram

COLOR BY
Technicolor
Directed by
with JOSEPH CALLEIA
Screen Play by JAMES R. WEBB 'From the Novel by Paul I. Wellman Music by Max Steiner • Produced by H LN KY bLAN ftt- GORDON DOUGLAS

1

r

osteilo

SUPER

CINE COLOR

HILLARY BROOKE - BILL SHIRLEY • LEIF ERICKSON and Introducing FRAN WARREN
Written by HOWARD DIMSDALE and JOHN GRANT • Songs by Bob Russell and Lester Lee
Produced by ALEX GOTTLIEB • Directed by CHARLES LAMONT • A WOODLEY Production
Distributed by WAR N E R BROS.

CLAUDE
DAUPHIN
and EVE MILLER • GEORGE GIVOT-PAUL HARVEY
Written by JACK ROSE and MELVILLE SHAVELSON ,.
Musical Numbers Staged and Directed byLeRoy PrinzJ

TECHNICOLOR

Song "APRIL IN PARIS" Lyrics by E. Y. Harburg, Music by Vernon Duke •
Original Songs -Lyrics by Sammy Cahn, Music by Vernon Duke Musical Direction
by Ray Heindorf ■ Produced by WILLIAM JACOBS • Directed by DAVID BUTLER
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Gordos Corp
Helios Carbons, Inc
Hewitt-Robins, Inc
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Hollywood Servemaster Co
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Booth
Number
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35-36
49
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Huff's Mfg. Co
Ideal Seating Co
Imperial Electric Co
International Projector Corp
International Seat Corp.
Irwin Seating Co

76
12-13
63

Karagheusian Co., A. & M
Knoxville Scenic Studios, Inc

108
I

Kollmorgen Optical Corp
Krispy Kist Korn Machine
Kroehler Mfg. Co

]45
120
66

Lawrence Metal Products, Inc
LaVezzi Machine Works
Leedom Carpet Co
Lorraine-Carbons, Inc
Majestic Enterprises, Inc
Manley, Inc
Master-Kraft Fixture Co
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6
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Motiograph, Inc
109-1 10-11 1
National Carbon Co., Inc..
146-147
National In-Car Heaters
62
National Theatre Supply
80
Neumade Products Corp
Orange-Crush Co
Oxford Electric Co

14-15
121
46

Pepsi-Cola Co
Prince Castle Sales Div., Inc

112-113
129

Radio Corp. of America
Raytone Screen Corp

5
16

Rex Specialty Bag Co
Robin, Inc., J. E
Ruben, Inc., Marcus
Shearer Co., B. F.

143
48
135
107

Star Mfg. Co

132

Strong Electric Corp
Superior Electric Co
Supurdisplay, Inc
Theatre Seat Service
Theatre Specialties, Inc..
Universal Corp. . .
Vocalite Screen Corp
Wagner Sign Service, Inc
Wenzel Projector Co
Whitney-Blake Co
Wolk Co., Edw
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the time this column reaches
print, we'll be in the city of Mrs.
O'Leary's rambunctious cow, attending the seventh
annual joint
conventions of
the Theatre
Equipment &
Supply Manufacturers Association and the
Theatre Equipment Dealers
Association,
with the big
event being the
TESMA Trade
Show, which
for the first
3. Robert Holt
time is also a
feature of a national exhibitor convention, the concurrent meeting of Allied States.
BY

The TESMA
Trade Show is
the sixth, the
exhibits having started in
1946 with the
revival of
TESMA after
the war (none
was held last
year). TESMA
itself, however, is now 12
years old, havOscar Neu
ing been born
in Chicago when Oscar Neu, president of Neumade Products, Inc.,
gathered a group of manufacturers
in a hotel
room to organi z e it. He
headed it continuously from
that time until
last year, when
J. Robert Hoff
— Bob to you —
was voted to
the top from
the vice-presidency.

BUSINESS
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 17
9:00 A.M.— REGISTRATION — First
Floor, Morrison Hotel.
2:00 P.M.— OPENING CONVENTION SESSION— Call to order
TreasNational
Marcus,
by Ben urer.
GREETING
BY: Official
of the City of Chicago. WELCOME BY: Wilbur Snaper, National Allied President. KEYNOTE: Jack Kirsch, General
Convention Chairman. PERMANENT CHAIRMAN: Wilbur
Snaper.
3:00 P.M.— FILM CLINICS— Coordinator: William A. Carroll. I.
Small Towns (3500 or Less) —
Chairman: Charles Niles. 2.
Large Towns (up to 25,000) —
Chairman: Ben Marcus. 3. Large
Cities — Chairman: John Wolfberg. 4. Key Neighborhood and
Sub Runs — Chairman: Morris
Finkel. 5. Outdoor Theatres —
Chairman: Rube Shor. 6. Circuit Buyers and Bidding — Chairman: Irving Dollinger.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18
9:00 A.M.— REGISTRATION — First
Floor, Morrison Hotel.
9:30 A.M.—tinued. ) FILM CLINICS (Con12:30 P.M.— LUNCHEON FOR REGISTERED DELEGATES— (Terrace
Casino, Lower Level).
2:15 P.M. — RCA LARGE SCREEN
TELEVISION DEMONSTRATION (Terrace Casino)— N. L.
Halpern, President, Theatre
Network Television, will lead
panel cuit
discussion
overTrueman
closed cirtelecast with
T.
Rembusch, Chairman, Jack
Kirsch, Leon R. Back, Wilbur
Snaper, John Wolfberg and
Nathan Yamins of the Allied
Television Committee.

Has

For Early
og
MM*rafm

Equipment

.

7

Daily

.
2:45 Casino)
P.M.— OPEN
FORUM

(Terrace

8:00 P.M.— NITE CLUB PARTY AT
CHEZ PAREE.
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19
9:00 A.M.— REGISTRATION — First
Floor, Morrison Hotel.
COMMITTEE MEETINGS
.
2:00 Casino)
P.M.— OPEN
FORUM (Terrace
6:30 P.M.— COCKTAIL PARTY—
(Terrace Casino).
8:00 P.M.— MOTION PICTURE INCasino). DUSTRY BANQUET— (Terrace

Allied Meet
(Continued from page 3)
trade show, first of its kind,

SOCIAL
MONDAY, NOVEMBER

17

EVENING— Open House for Delegates and Wives, Allied of Illinois Hospitality Room.

opened today and will be a feature next year of the Theatre
Owners of America convention,
alternating between the two national exhibitor organization
conventions annually thereafter.

Marcus will call the Allied convenTUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18
tion to order tomorrow afternoon and
10:30 A.M. — Ladies Sightseeing Tour delegates will be welcomed in a speech
of North Shore with Stopover by Wilbur Snaper, Allied president
for
Lunch at the Fireside Res- and convention chairman. Jack Kirsch,
taurant.
head of Allied of Illinois and head of
12:30 P.M. — Luncheon for Registered convention arrangements, will make
Delegates — (Terrace Casino).
the keynote address.
Tomorrow afternoon there will be
8:00 P.M.— A Nite at the "Chez
Paree" with Sophie Tucker.
a demonstration of RCA large screen
television for delegates, consisting of
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19
a panel discussion of theatre TV prospects, opportunities and problems, by
1:00 P.M. — Luncheon and Fashion
Show for Ladies at the Marshall Nathan Halpern, head of Theatre
Network Television ; and Rembusch,
Field Department Store.
6:30-7:30 P.M.— Cocktail Hour — Kirsch, Snaper, Wolfberg, Nathan
(Monte Carlo Lounge). Spon- Yamins and Leon R. Back, all of the
sored by the National Carbon Allied television committee.
Co.
An open forum will occupy the
8:00 P.M.— MOTION PICTURE IN- afternoon following the demonstration.
DUSTRY BANQUET— (Terrace On Wednesday morning convention
Casino) — Entertainment by committees will hold their meetings
Courtesy of Coca-Cola with and will report back at an open forum
Morton Downey and Company. for the closing session Wednesday
Other Celebrities and Motion afternoon.
Picture Personalities.
Numerous social events for the ladies have been prepared and the convention will close with the traditional
banquet Wednesday night.

Can

ing.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 17
TEDA
is
Ray Colvin
9:30 A.M. — Annual Meeting and
older than that
Breakfast of TESMA (Election
— in fact, TESMA zvas more or less
of Four New Members of Board
a result of the formation of the dealof Directors Will Be Aners' association, the moving spirit of
nounced). Annual Meeting and
which zvas the late Joe E. Robin
Breakfast of TEDA (Election of
Directors).
TEDA. is now a real factor in the
business, with Ray Colvin its execu
12:00 Noon-I0:00 P.M.— Trade Show.
tive director for many years and still
in that post.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18
•
9:00 A.M.- 1 1:00 A.M. — Trade Show
(Exhibiting Manufacturers and
A new type of rubber lobby mat
Theatre Supply Dealers only).
ting, a variation of corrugated-perfo
I
1
.00
A.M.-5:00
P.M. — Trade Show
rated mat, has been introduced by the
(General Attendance).
American Mat Corp., Toledo. In an
7:30 P.M. — TEDA Annual Cocktail
nouncing the new mat, D. W. Moor,
Hour, Dinner and Party for
Jr., president, pointed out that it is
TESMA and TEDA Members,
topped with a triple-ridged surface
Ivanhoe Club.
identical to that of the company's
premium-priced link matting. The mat, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19
available in black or rose, is 5/1610:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M.— Trade Show.
inch thick.

Attendance

Chicago, Nov. 16. — Irving
Mack, president of Filmack
Trailers, is cooperating with
national Allied officials in
their efforts to have business
meetings of the convention
here start on time and have
full attendance.
Mack will award a prize to
a lucky ticket holder at every
business session. Only those
arriving within the first 30
minutes
after the opening of
ing.
the meeting room doors will
receive tickets for the draw-

Richey
BUSINESS

Incentive

10:00 ing.
A.M.— TESMA Directors' Meet10:00 A.M.— TEDA Directors' Meet6:30 P.M. — National Carbon Company Cocktail Party.
8:00 P.M. — All-Industry Banquet,
Terrace Room, Hotel Morrison,
for TESMA, TEDA and Allied
States members and guests.
LADIES'

PROGRAM

MONDAY
1:30 P.M. — Television Broadcast,
"Welcome Traveler."
TUESDAY
12:00 Noon — Luncheon and Bingo
Party,
Hotel. Gold Room, Sherman
WEDNESDAY
12:30 P.M. — Luncheon
Show,

and

Marshall Field's.

Says

Help

TEDA

Industry

Chicago, Nov. 16. — The equipment
field is a very definite part of the overall motion picture industry and it has
its role in revitalizing interest in the
theatre, H. M. Richey, exhibitor and
publictherelations
for M-G-M,
told
Theatricaldirector
Equipment
Dealers
Association here today. Speaking at a
luncheon for members and guests of
the Theatrical Equipment and Supply
Manufacturers Association convention,
Richey said that if there can be added
to theatre-going that old-time glamor
and super-equipment that goes with
comfort, there is nothing that can
stop the public from realizing that
"motion pictures are your greatest enRichey
men who
exhibitors
said that

said
it was the equipment
tertainment buy."
fanned the enthusiasm of the
to make theatres better. He
for too long the part played

men in the transposiStyle by thetionequipment
from nickelodeons to great theatres has been overlooked.

this

for

RCA

with

Present

TV

from

Attract a brand-new

"First"

Premiere

Metropolitan

audience

11th presentation of the Metropolitan

Opera Company's production of Carmen now delivers a
tremendous new audience to television -equipped theatres
across the nation. With this important attraction, these

itself could your patrons match this

superb performance. And, with RCA

Theatre TV, you'll

THEATRE

on your equipment

RCA

to bring the show to your screen.

There's

still time

to make your installation
for this Important Date

Pick

up your phone

Call your nearest RCA

now

Theatre Supply Dealer or RCA

Theatre Equipment, Camden, New Jersey— or contact
RCA personnel at TESMA-TEDA-Allied Show.

EQUIPMENT

CORPORATION
RADIO
DEPARTMENT
PRODUCTS
ENGINEERING
In Canada; RCA

House

Contact us immediately, so we can arrange for installation of RCA Theatre Television in your theatre.

Television

makes every seat a box at the "Met"
When you present this performance of Carmen, you
have an exclusive on the most popular opera of all time.
Only at the "Met"

Opera

11

engineering, you'll give your audience *(box-seat" clarity
of picture. And, with RCA Theatre TV, you can count

have been waiting for years to see this lusty, actionpacked opera.
Theatre

December

offer it to your patrons in all its beauty. Through

theatres will open their doors to the vast group who

RCA

TV

THEATRE

"CARMEN"

direct

The December

Now!

Set

Get

VICTOR Company

Limited, Montreal

AMERICA
of
CAMDEN. N.J.
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Tradewise
By SHERWIN

KANE

Minimum

Mass

Local

Tax

17, 1952

Sought

Meet

TEN

CENTS

on

Cut

Philadelphia, Nov. 16. — Victor H.
Blanc, Councilman-at-Large of Philadelphia, has introduced an ordinance
in the City Council providing that the
existing 10 per cent local amusement
tax be rescinded.
On Tuesday, there will be a mass
meeting of Philadelphia exhibitors to
formulate plans to aid in the passage
of the ordinance.

Board

Einfeld
Program
On

New

to

Promotional
Evolved
20th

Films

Allied

in

Opposition

on 'Carmen'
TNT Network
By
Theatre
Television is
seeking a 40 cents per seat guarantee
against 50 per cent of the net boxoffice receipts in its sale to TVequipped theatres of the Metropolitan
Opera
telecast of "Carmen" on Dec.
11.
Announcement of the TNT event,
the first entertainment show to be
made available for theatre television,
was met with keen interest in exhibition circles here, but in some quarters opposition was voiced at the
price sought. Nathan Halpern, TNT
president, refused comment on the
minimum guarantee against the percentage figure, learned from other
quarters.
Phila.

NOVEMBER

. . .

M the start of the industry's
FRO
campaign for repeal of the 20
per cent Federal admissions tax it
has been evident that Congressmen
are most readily interested, and
more disposed to help, whenever
they have been confronted with
actual dollars and cents proof that
the tax is injurious to theatre business.
Especially has this been true
whenever such evidence has been
presented by groups of small exhibitors in meetings with their Congressmen. Almost invariably, in
such instances, pledges by the legislators to vote for repeal of the tax
are quickly forthcoming. Moreover, such dollars and cents evidence of the crippling effects of the
tax on the exhibitor's business is
certain to play an important part in
the industry's arguments before the
House Ways and Means committee
when hearings are held on repeal
of the tax.
The fight for repeal may be won
or lost on the basis of the response
to the request of the National Tax
Repeal Campaign Committee for
this information.
Any exhibitor
(Continued on page 2)
40$
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Arbitration
Convention
Cole's

May

Proposal

Favored;

An

Be
and

Asked

to Decide

Renewal

'Anything

Can

with

Issue;

COMPO

Happen'

Meet

By SHERWIN KANE
Chicago, Nov. 16. — The future role of Allied States in industry
efforts to complete an arbitration plan was still uncertain here today
as the Allied board of directors neared the end of two clays of meetings in the Morrison Hotel.

Charles Einfeld, 20th Century-Fox
vice-president, developed a program
for future company product which
emphasizes increased regional and
point
- playdate - ofcharting
Reports were that the board was about evenly divided on Allied's
of advertising, continued
participation in the arbitration endeavor and that should
a deadlock be reached the matter
publicity a n d
could be referred by the board to
exploitation at
the final ses- 110 Permits
general convention which opens
in the
sions of the
here tomorrow morning.
division manShould such a development occur,
agers'week.
meetings
here last
French
Pact
it is freely predicted here that "anything could happen." A large segment
Einfeld unof the delegates already on hand are
derscored diin a mood for spirited complaint and
rector of disA new one-year agreement, retro- rebellious proposals. At the root of it
tribution Al
active to July 1, has been concluded
charges that film terms conbetween the Motion Picture Export are their
tinue to increase in severity on every
L
i
c
h
t
m
a
n
'
s
Charles Einfeld
earlier an-nouncement of Association and the French govern- good picture while theatre attendance
ment, and the number of import per- evidences no sustained improvement.
mits to be issued to U. S. companies
the company's "faith in the future of
Unofficially, it was reported
(Continued on page 3)
remain at 110, the same as last year.
that
considerable sentiment
Eric Johnston, MPEA president, and
within the board favored nonJoyce turned
O'Hara,
reparticipation by Allied without
here from vice-president,
Paris negotiations
Major RKO
Changes
new provisions being added to
Friday and met immediately with the
the proposed arbitration draft
association's executive board.
Await Stolkin Deal
which would meet more fully
Member companies of the Society
the current widespread trade
of Independent Motion Picture Propractice complaints
of Allied
ducers will be allowed 11 permits,
The newly constituted RKO Radio
officers and members.
Pictures board of directors met here also the same number as were perOn the other hand, there is reported
mitted for the year ended July 1.
on Friday with Sherrill Corwin as
to be strong sentiment also for proWhile
details
on
the
matter
of
reacting chairman, but no major demittances were not disclosed publicly, posing minor
changes
in the3) draft and
(Continued
on page
cisions were made pending the outcome of negotiations in Chicago for it is understood that the pact does
(Continued on page 3)
the sale of stock owned by the Ralph
Stolkin group.
The previously reported resignation
Allied, Tesma-Teda
Press
Cited
of Gordon Youngman as a member Trade
Programs on Page 7
of the board was officially confirmed.
Youngman was a partner in the law
Complete programs of the
For Rogers Fund Aid
(Continued on page 3)
conventions of Allied States
Association and the Theatre
The trade press was cited at the
Equipment facturers
& Supply
ManuAssociation
and
weekend by A. Montague, president
s'
Tour
r
Theatre
Equipment
Dealers
'Sta
s
Texa
of the Will Rogers Memorial HosAssociation, being held at the
pital, for contributions of display adWill Start Today
Hotel Morrison in Chicago,
vertising space to aid the hospital in
Dallas, Nov. 16. — Phil Isley, chairman of the 1952 "Movietime in Texas"
star tours, reports that 10 Hollywood
personalities are scheduled to visit
more than 40 cities in Texas, starting
tomorrow.
The tours, which are sponsored by
the Texas Council of Motion Picture
Organizations (COMPO) will in(Continued on page 2)

conducting its annual "Christmas
Salute." Montague also noted the
contributions by Universal, Columbia
and 20th Century-Fox of the art work
and production of the campaign.
Said Montague : "This is an industry service that reaches out to all
mankind and bears with it the reward
of
well satisfaction
worthwhile infordoing
every somethingemployee
(Continued on page 3)

appear on page seven. Background on the two latter organizations appears on the
same page, in the "Equipment
World" column. Floor plans
of booths at the TESMA
Trade Show being held in conjunction with the conventions
appear on page six.
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Neivsreel
Personal
Mention

ROY O. DISNEY, president of
Walt Disney Productions, and
Card Walker, advertising and exploid' here
from
arrive
tation director,
nd. They
weeke
over the
Hollywood
will remain here approximately two
weeks.
o
Rosemary White, a member of
Paramount International's publicity
staff here for several years, left the
company Friday and will be married
next Saturday. She will reside in
Bermuda.
•
Edward L. Hyman, United Paramount Theatres vice-president, and his
assistant, Bernard Levy, are in Chicago today, and will go to Minneapolis
and Des Moines from there.
•
B. G. Kranze^ United Artists sales
executive, will represent the company
at the national Allied convention in
Chicago beginning •tomorrow.
James R. Grainger, Republic executive vice-president in charge of
sales and distribution, will return
here today from Boston.
•
William R. Ferguson, former MG-M exploitation head, has left here
for four months of car touring of
Europe.
•
John Murphy, in charge of outof-town theatres for Loew's, is in Buffalo from New York.
•
Jack Kelly, M-G-M short subject
representative, is visiting the San
Francisco branch from New York.
Ampa
Lists Hearst
Luncheon
Notables
The Associated Motion Picture Advertisers reports that acceptances have
already been received from several industry executives and Hearst newspaper notables to sit with William
Randolph Hearst, Jr., on the dais at
the luncheon saluting the Hearst organization on Thursday at the Hotel
Piccadilly, New York.
Among those who have accepted are
Mort Blumenstock, Charles Einfeld,
Paul Lazarus, Jr., Jerome Pickman,
Robert Weitman, and Max E. Youngstein. Hearst officials slated to be
present are George Hearst, vice-president ;John Hearst, assistant general
manager ; J. D. Gortatowsky, general
manager, and Martin Huberth, board
chairman.

'And the Rains
Commendations

Parade

Came' with a Flood of
for Film on Drought

Dallas, Nov. 16.— "And the rains came," stated executive director
of Texas COMPO, Kyle Rorex, speaking about the short feature
"Prayer for Rain" which was run a week in most Texas theatres
with such commendable response from civic, state, county and city
officials, members of the Ministerial Alliance, and hundreds of
appreciative Texans. He said "the great response in telegrams,
letters, and personal testimonials to theatre managers has been
activity."Theatres, stated at a
COMPO United
any other
than for
greater
of Rowley
president
Ed Rowley,
Texas COMPO executive board meeting that "our theatres have
frequently served the church, school, Red Cross and Community
Chest for their many worthy causes, and it is only natural for our
screens to be available for any condition such as the drought which
so vitally affects the community and the entire state."

Tradewise

.

.

.

'Sunday
Industry

News'

In

Tribute

{Continued from page 1)
whose records show that the tax
has resulted in a loss to his operation, or whose tax payments exceed
the profits of such operations,
should gladly forego his natural reluctance and make such figures
available to the campaign committee for, in doing so, he is taking the
first and most effective step in remedying an unjust situation and in
bringing about relief which may be
his business salvation.
Other evidence of great value to
the committee in its campaign is
that which demonstrates the tax
has prevented exhibitors from making necessary or ordinary physical
improvements and replacements in
his theatre, and statements from
qualified persons, such as realtors
and merchants, on the depreciation
of realty values and decline in shopping in the vicinity of theatres already closed.
Such information is vital to the
successful prosecution of the tax
repeal campaign. Exhibitors who
have access to it will serve themselves and the campaign well by
making it available at once to their
state and Congressional District
tax campaign committees.
• •

The New York Daily News' fourth
annual coloroto section devoted entirely to motion pictures ran 30 pages
and appeared in yesterday's paper.
Cinerama is the main topic of a feature by film critic Kate Cameron and
includes a preview of forthcoming
promising product. Keynote of the
section is noted on the center page
which carries the lines : "What's your
taste? Hollywood production schedaim to please
fare."
Rayules Bolger,
Doriswith
Day varied
and several
colored poodles appear on page one.
They are in the Warner color musical
"April in Paris," which is termed "a
sample of the fanciful film fare you'll
be served this season." Most of films
scenes are in color and all include
mention of the title, stars, type of films
and theme or setting.
Space is given to "Stars and Stripes
Forever," "Last of the Comanches,"
"Fair Wind to Java," "Stop, You're
Killing Me," "Pony Soldier," "My
Cousin Rachel," "Come Back, Little
Sheba," "The Stooge," "Against All
Flags," "Because of You," "I Confess," "Beautiful But Dangerous,"
"Eight Iron Men," "The Savage,"
"The Blazing Forest," "Lili," "I Love
Melvin," "Horizons West," "The Importance of Being Earnest," "The
Story of Three Loves," "Plymouth
Adventure," "Blackbeard the Pirate."
Also, "Million Dollar Mermaid,"
"Hans Christian Andersen," "Tonight We Sing," "Botany Bay,"
"Peter Pan," "Mississippi Gambler,"
"The 5,000 Fingers of Dr. T,"
"Bloodhound of Broadway," "The
Turning Point," "The Bad and the
Beautiful" and others.

J WARDING
of a speed
to
■/l
the S.S. United
Statestrophy
for the
fastest ocean crossing is highlighted
in current newsreels. Also featured
are "G.I.'s" preparing for the third
zvinter in Korea, the British Queen
paying
tributein totheheroes,
ful bathing
holy India's
Ganges,faithand.
Japanese prince proclaimed an heir.
Complete contents follow:
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 93—Eden replies to Vishinsky on prisoner of war issue.
Sen. McCarran blasts UN on Red employes.
Ike's son hears the good news. Defense Secretary Mrs. Anna Rosenberg at the Korean
front. United
Korea "G'.I.'s"
get set
for winter.
5.5.
States ge.ts
speed
trophy.
Japan's pointsprince
proclaimed heir. Pope apnew archbishop.
NEWS
THE inDAY,
223— War's
third
winterOF begins
Korea.No.Aircraft
carrier Princeton returns to the U. S., S.S.
United States honored. Queen pays tribute
to Britain's heroes. India's faithful flock
to the next
Ganges.
Japan'sHunting
new navy.
hails
emperor.
dog Tokio
field
trials. Acrobats de luxe.
PARAMOUNT
NEWS,
No. 26 — S.S
United States gets speed trophy. Halfmillion bathe in holy Ganges. Styles gets
in milady's hair. Queen leads nation in
homage to heroes. Japanese proclaim Prince
heir to throne. Salute Maurice Richard,
hockey's Babe Ruth.
TELENEWS
DIGEST,
No. 47B— U. S.
air defense system speeded with new jet
hangers. Atlantic trophy to 5.5. United
States. A nation mourns as Weizmann lies
in state. Panamanian freighter 5.5. Faastus
sinks in Rotterdam harbor. London hails
new Lord Mayor. Giant vacuum cleaner
sweeps highway. Fashion follies.
UNIVERSAL
NEWS,
No. 413— U. N.
meeting backs U. S. on Korean prisoners.
Freighter 5.5. Faustus aground in Holland.
.Spanish vets in Spain. Nobel prizes awarded
to Dr. Felix Block at Stanford University
and to Francois Mauroic in France. New
Japanese navy. U.C.L. A. -Oregon State football game.
WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 28-Ike
aid Dodge begins budget talks. 5.5. United
States gets cup for fastest crossing.
UNESCO opens for seventh session in
France.Armstrong.
Rome crowds
"Jazz
Louie
Latest greet
fashions
for King"
afterskiing. Abbott and Costello ride again.
Jumpers star in New York horse show.
World roller-skating championships.
Texas Star Tours
(Continued from page 1)
elude the following
Keenan Wynn, Chill
Carroll,
Hugh
O'Brian,
ris, Vera
Ellen,
Susan

personalities :
Wills, John
Wayne
Cabot, MorJean

Hagen, Alix Talton and Frederick
DeCordova.
Public performance will be given in
all cities visited with local and state
dignitaries participating before the
expected thousands who will jam
courthouse squares to see and hear
the visitors. Local theatre owners
and
stars. managers will be hosts to the

CUBSTANTIAL
evidence that
^ financing for independent production, almost non-existent for
long, is again becoming available
under good auspices.
The recent arrangement between
Probe
Chemical Bank & Trust Co. and Kean
'U' TaxWould
Claim
United Artists, under which the
latter can put together its own
Doris Schwartz Rites
Honor
Washington, Nov. 16. — Rep. Rob- Co-workers
ert Kean (R., N. J.), who is slated
Mrs. Doris Schwartz, 87, mother packages and make primary financing available for 10 such produc- to head a House Ways and Means Stirling Silliphant
of George Schwartz, operator of the
tions, is heartening evidence of the sub-committee investigation of tax
World and Little Carnegie theatres
Stirling Silliphant was honored at
here, died on Friday after a brief trend, as is the completion of Ed- scandals in the new Republican Con- a luncheon Friday given to him by
illness at Beth Israel Hospital.
gress, said he wanted to take anward Small's new financing agree40 members
of 20th advertising
Century-Fox's
ment with Bankers Trust Co.,
other look into a case in which Uni- home
Funeral services were held Friday.
office publicity,
and
versal Pictures Co. claimed a multi- exploitation staffs. Silliphant is leavwhich was cited by the bank as an
dollar excess profits tax reindication of its confidence in the million
ing the company on Jan. 1 to produce
fund.
Schulman with Lakeside
Louis Story" and will conThis case has already figured in "The Joe
Bernard Schulman, formerly with management of UA, through which
tinue with the company until then in
Sterling Films, has joined the Lake- Small releases. The developments some testimony before the sub-com- an advisory capacity.
mittee, presently headed by Rep. King
side Television Co., Inc. here as ex- give independent production a big
He is currently casting the film
biography.
lift.
ecutive vice-president.
MOTIO'N PICTURE DAILY. Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Terry Ramsaye, Consulting Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue. Rockefeller
New
York 20, N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco,
■
Cal.)
(D.,Center,
New York." Martin Quigley, President; Martin Quigley, Jr., Vice-President; Theo. J. Sullivan.
Vice-President and Treasurer; Raymond Levy. Vice-President; Leo J. Brady,
Secretary; James P. Cunningham, News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; Gus H. Fausel, Production Manager; Hollywood Bureau, Yucca-Vine Building.
William R. Weaver, Editor. Chicago Bureau, 120 South LaSalle Street, Urben Farley, Advertising Representative, FT 6-3074; Bruce Trinz, Editorial Representative, 11 North
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of Motion Picture Herald; Motion Picture and Television Almanac; Fame. Entered as second-class matter, Sept. 21, 1938, at the post office at New York, N. Y., under the act
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Changes

WHO

STARTED

THIS,

ANYWAY?
(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
firm of Bautzer, Grant, Youngman
and Silbert of Hollywood. Arnold
Grant, who resigned as board chairman of the company last Thursday,
will return to the law firm and is not
expected to resume his post on the
board of directors of Columbia Pictures," from which he resigned last
September.
Meanwhile, United Artists president Arthur Krim officially confirmed
that Arnold Picker, who quit his post
as executive vice-president of RKO,
will continue as a stockholder and
vice-president of UA in charge of
foreign distribution. Picker resigned
just four days before he was slated
to assume his RKO post on a fulltime basis.
Tannenbaum Here
It was learned that David Tannenbaum, West Coast attorney, has
arrived here for consultations with
Corwin. As far as could be ascertained no conferences have been held
between the newly-constituted board
and Ned E. Depinet, former president of the company who is now a
consultant.
It is understood that Harry Pimstein will continue in his post as
assistant to the board chairman and
a vice-president of the company.
The outcome of Chicago negotiations for the Stolkin group's RKO
stock, by Matthew Fox, head of
Films for Television, a partner in
U.A. and a former vice-president and
director of Universal, will have an
important bearing on RKO's future,
as will the outcome of court proceedings here next Friday. On that day,
RKO attorneys will be asked to show
cause why the company should not
be put in receivership as requested in
a minority stockholders' suit filed in
New York Supreme Court. Sale of
the stock could bring about an early
reorganization and reactivation of the
company.
Crown Group Interested
Among other groups sounding out
the possibilities of buying out the
Stolkin syndicate's controlling interest is one headed by Col. Henry
Crown, of the Hilton Hotel interests,
and others.
In the meantime, trading of RKO
stock on the New York Stock Exchange on Thursday and Friday was
heavy, with the stock declining a half
point in the two-day period. The
biggest drop occurred on Thursday,
with the stock opening at 3% .and
closing at 3>4, for a net loss of Y%.
On Friday, it dropped another eighth,
while the total number of shares
traded that day reached 16,700.
Fred Schaefer Leaving RKO;
Press Book Editor 21 Years
Fred Schaefer, press book editor for
RKO Radio Pictures for the last 21
years, left the company at the weekend. Before joining RKO, Schaefer
was with United Artists for 10 years
and previously was with General Film
Co. and Vitagraph. No successor has
been named.

Meet

Chicago, Nov. 16. — Adjudication of the rival claims of Texas
and Indiana exhibitors for the 1952 Showmanship Crown will
be attempted before a three-judge statutory court in the course
of the Allied States convention here this week.
William C. McCraw, bargain-rate attorney from Texas, his
opponents claim, will endeavor to represent showmen of that
state. Abram F. Myers, who refused a proffered Texas retainer
in favor of a more valuable one — a case of scotch — will try to
present Indiana's case — legal, not Scotch. Myers says, however,
he is open to a better offer and really thinks it would be nice to
be able "to represent someone with a semblance of justice on
his side — even a bare one."
Myers added that the oratory of the price-cutting "McCrawl
is as empty as the Trinity River, and you know how dry that is."
Texas has requested a change of venue on the grounds that
showmanship is an alien subject, entirely outside the jurisdiction
of Chicago exhibitors.
Levy
For

Blames

Majors

Industry's

Ills

Washington, Nov. 16. — The major
fault for current industry problems
was laid in the laps of distribution at
the weekend by Herman M. Levy,
general counsel for the. Theatre Owners of America. Speaking at a meeting of Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Metropolitan District of Columbia, Levy said "it would be most difficult to find an industry more bedevilled by intra-industry litigation and
more debilitated by internecine warfare than the motion picture industry."
These factors, Levy said, to a great
degree, have been responsible for its
vulnerability to attack from without,
adding that the "pity of the situation
is that while all segments have some
measure or consciousness of the situation, little or nothing (with the exception of the progress to date in
evolving a system of arbitration) has
been done to eliminate the source of

French Pact
(Continued from page 1)
not call for subsidies to the French
industry, as was the case in the consummation of the Italian film agreement which required a portion of
earned revenue to be diverted for
subsidy loans to Italian producers.
It is also reported that an agreement
was made for closer cooperation between American companies and the
French film industry, as well as the
French government.
Because of the absence of a subsidy
clause in the agreement, it is believed
here that the SIMPP will approve
the pact, although negotiations by
Johnston were only for MPEA members. James Mulvey, Eastern representative for SIMPP, said at the
weekend that he believed the pact
would be agreeable to the association,
although he had not read the text.
Johnston, after returning to Washington Friday afternoon, was slated
to come back to New York on Saturday and leave by plane for Rio de
Janeiro. He was accompanied by
Mrs. Johnston; his secretary, Mary
Smith, and Robert J. Corkery, a
member of the international department of Motion Picture Association
of America. He will spend this week
in Rio and leave for Buenos Aires
next Sunday. He will be gone approximately three weeks on association business.

difficulty."
Levy said that some of the fault may
lie with exhibition, because a declining
box-office has impelled reckless and
unbusinesslike statements and actions
by exhibition. But Levy listed a number of reasons as to why he thought
distribution should take the brunt of
the blame for the situation. They
were: (1) the continued unnecessary
use of competitive -bidding; (2)
maintaining
of film' rentalswith
at high
levels
not commensurate
the Einfeld Program
(Continued from page 1)
quality of 'particular product, nor the
box-office receipts from that product ;
( 3 ) the insistence on adhering to a the motion picture industry" by
so-called national policy concerning stressing that the advertising and exploitation segment of the $100,000,000
film rental, without regard to specific
to
be
invested
in production and dissituations ; (4) the policy of demandtribution during 1953, will be spent,
ing excessive terms for what are considered by distribution to be unusual for the greater part, in local pointpictures, and thus indirectly compelling of-sale merchandising.
He disclosed greater emphasis will
exhibitors to advance admission prices,
be
on intra-division campaign coor(5) encouraging exhibitors to move up
dination and integration in the months
to prior runs and, thereupon, to em- to come, noting that field men can
ploy competitive bidding.
guide alert showmen to larger gross
realities by carefully gauging ways
Trade Press
whereby advantages can be derived
from local exhibition conditions.
(Continued from page 1)

in the amusement industry. That
these messages should be carried to
every segment of the business and to
Fadiman Leaves RKO Radio
every worker therein, at no cost to
Pictures Executive Post
the hospital management, and with
Hollywood, Nov. 16. — William J. no deduction from the funds raised by
Fadiman has resigned his RKO Radio the Christmas Salute campaign emexecutive post which he assumed in
phasizes the true import of the program and is accepted on behalf of
1947. He had been M-G-M story
editor in New York and here 12 years the Will Rogers Hospital with sinbefore joining RKO.
cere thanks !"

2,400 See Paramount' s
'Road
to BalV Here
Approximately
' theatre owners and managers, 2,400
newspapermen
and
special guests from all branches of
show business attended the special
preview of Paramount' s "Road to
Bali,"
at New York's Bijou Theatre
on
Friday.

giving the resultant plan the minimum
18 months trial, during which Allied
members could resort to arbitration if
they wished or refrain from doing so,
and at the conclusion of the trial
period decide with other participants
whether or not arbitration should be
continued, revised or abandoned.
If the board is unable to reach a
clear-cut decision at its final meeting
tonight, indications are the convention
will be asked to express its wish on
the subject.
There was also reported to be
strong support within the board for
H. A. ficers
Cole'swithdraw
proposal
Allied offrom that
administrative
positions in such cooperative all-industry endeavors as the final preparation of the arbitration plan, the direction of the industry campaign for
admission tax repeal and executive
positions in the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations.
Stands Better Chance
Reports have it that Cole's proposal
stands an even better chance of being
accepted by the board than does the
industry arbitration plan, at least
without conditions attached, as they
probably will be to the latter if the
board goes for arbitration at all.
As previously explained by Allied,
Cole's proposal would not remove
Allied members from participation in
the tax repeal campaign, nor from
membership in COMPO. It would
simply terminate the services of Allied
leaders in executive positions in connection with such activities. Cole is
co-chairman of the tax repeal campaign; Trueman Rembusch is one of
the co-administrators of COMPO and
Abram F. Myers is on the arbitration
drafting committee. These and others
would withdraw from such official
positions, while the Allied rank and
file could continue in unofficial working capacities, particularly in the tax
repeal campaign, as they saw fit.
In this connection, there appeared to be no reason to believe that the Allied board will
not
approve
the organization's
renewed
membership
in COMPO
before it adjourns tonight.
Cole's proposal was made with the
idea in mind that Allied officers could
devote more time to prosecuting trade
practice complaints irking Allied
members if relieved of the all-industry
assignments.
Much about those complaints no
doubt will be heard on the floor of
the convention in the next three days
and in the film clinics, organized individually for the various classes of
theatre operations and situations represented here. The clinics will open
tomorrow afternoon and continue
through Tuesday morning.
Charles Niles will preside over the
small town clinics ; Ben Marcus, large
towns ; John Wolfberg, large cities ;
Morris Finkel, key neighborhood and
bidding.
sub-runs ; Rube Shor, drive-ins, and
Irving Dollinger, circuit buyers and
Nearly 800 persons are expected to register for the convention, approximately 500 of
them for the Allied meetings
and 300 for the Theatre Equipment Manufacturers Association and Theatre Equipment
Dealers Association conventions
and
trade
show.
The huge
(Continued on page 7)

TRADE
SHOW
NOV.19
"ABBOTT and
DALLAS
ALBANY
CHARLOTTE
Warner Screening Room
20th Century-Fox Screening Room 20th Century-Fox Screening Room
308 S. Church St. • 2 00 P.M.
HON. PeorlSt. • 8:00 P.M.
1803 Wood St. • 2:00 P.M.
DENVER
ATLANTA
CHICAGO
Paramount Screening Room
20th Century-fox Screening Room Warner Screening Room
197 Walton St. N.W. • 2:00 P.M. 1307 So. Wabash Ave. • 1:30 P.M. 2100 Stout St. • 2:00 P.M.
BOSTON
DES MOINES
CINCINNATI
Paramount Screening Room
RKO Palace Ih. Screening Room
RKO Screening Room
High St. • 12:45 P.M.
122 Arlington St. • 2:30 P.M.
Palace Th. Bldg. E. 6th • 8:00 P.M. 1125
DETROIT
BUFFALO
CLEVELAND
Film Exchange Building
f aramoiinl Screening Koom
Warner Screening Room

COSTELLO
MEET CAPTAIN
KIDD"
PHILADELPHIA
NEW
ORLEANS
INDIANAPOLIS
MEMPHIS
Warner
Screening Room
20th Century-Fox Screening Room 20th Century-Fox Screening Room 20lh Century-Fox Screening Room
230
No.
13th St. • 2:30 P.M.
326 No. Illinois St. • 1:00 P.M.
PITTSBURGH
151 Vance Ave. • 12:15 P.M.
JACKSONVILLE
200
S.
Liberty
St.
•
130
«*.M.
MILWAUKEE
NEW YORK
20th Century-Fox Screening Room
Florida Theatre Bldg. Sc. Rm.
Warner Theatre Screening Room Home Office
1715 Blvd. of Allies • 1:30P.M.
321
W.
44th
St.
•
2:15
P.M.
212 W.Wisconsin Ave. • 2:00 P.M.
128 E.Forsyth CITY
St. • 2:00 P.M.
PORTLAND
KANSAS
MINNEAPOLIS
OKLAHOMA
20th Century-Fox Screening Room Warner Screening Room
20th Century-Fox Screening Room Jewel Box Screening Room 1947 N.W.Kearney St. • 2:00 P.M.
1000 Currie Ave. • 2:00 P.M.
10 North Lee St. • 1:30 P.M.
1720 Wyandotte St. • 1:30 P.M. NEW
HAVEN
SALT LAKE
LOS ANGELES
20th Century-fox Screening Room
Warner Theatre Projection Room OMAHA
Warner Screening Room
20th Century-Fox Screening Room

I
SAN FRANCISCO
Paramount Screening Room
SEATTLE
205 Golden Gate Aye. • M
Modern Theatre
2400 Third
Ave. • 10:30 A
ST.
LOUIS
S'renco
Screening Room
3143
Olive St. • 1: P.M.
WASHINGTON
Warner Theatre Buildinj
nti.tm.iiw- 7301)

COLOR

BY

Technicolor

with JOSEPH CALLEIA
Screen Play by JAMES R. WEBB •From the Novel by Paul I. Wellman Music by Max Steiner • Produced by H EN RY BLAN

CIAUDE
DAUPHIN
and EVE MILLER • GEORGE GIVOT- PAUL HARVEY
Written by JACK ROSE and MELVILLE SHAVELSONv
Musical Numbers Staged and Directed byLeRoy Prinz|

Directed by
KE- GORDON DOUGLAS

Song "APRIL IN PARIS" Lyrics by E. Y. Harburg, Music by Vernon Duke ■
Original Songs -Lyrics by Sammy Cahn, Music by Vernon Duke Musical Direction
by Ray Heindorf ■ Produced by WILLIAM JACOBS • Directed by DAVID BUTLER
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DIRECTORY

HOTEL

MORRISON,

CHICAGO,

EXHIBITORS

NOVEMBER

LISTED

Firm

ABC Popcorn Co
Adler Silhouette Letter Co
American Seating Co
Anderson & Wagner, Inc

Booth
Number

102
43-44
82
II
114
8-9
58
140

Argus Mfg. Co
Ashcraft Mfg. Co., C. S
Associated T & R Co
Automatic Devices Co

124-125-126-127
Baliantyne Co., The
104-105
Bally Mfg. Co
Bausch & Lomb Optical Corp
25
Berlo Vending Co
69
10
Century Projector Corp
103
Mart
Chair
Used
Chicago
56-57-64-65
Coca-Cola Co., The
42
Compco, Inc
Continental Electric Co
21
Cretors & Co., C
41
Dad's Root Beer Co
Dawo Corp

83
61
119
138

DeVry Corp
Diecast Aluminum Speakers
Drive-In Theatre Mfg. Co

26-27

Electric-Aire Engineering Co.......

Eprad Co
General Register Corp
Globe Ticket Co

40

15-19

ALPHABETICALLY
Firm
GoldE Mfg. Co
Gordos Corp

Booth
Number
52
60

Helios Carbons, Inc

115

Hewitt-Robins, Inc

77

Heywood-Wakefield Co
Hires Co., The, Charles

35-36
49

Hollywood Servemaster Co.

62

Huff's Mfg. Co
Ideal Seating Co,
Imperial Electric Co
International Projector Corp
International Seat Corp
Irwin Seating Co

76
12-13
63
79
6
72

Karagheusian Co., A. & M
Knoxville Scenic Studios, Inc

108
I

Kollmorgen Optical Corp
Krispy Kist Korn Machine
Kroehler Mfg. Co

145
120
66

Lawrence Metal Products, Inc
LaVezzi Machine Works

99
54-55

Leedom Carpet Co
Lorraine-Carbons, Inc

7
51

Majestic Enterprises, Inc

76

144

Manley, Inc. .
,
31-32
Master-Kraft Fixture Co. ......... 70

59
39

McAuley Mfg. Co., J. E
78
Miracle Whirl Power Rides. .95-96-97-100

Firm

Booth
Number

Mission Dry Corp

149

109-1 10-11 I
Motiograph, Inc
National Carbon Co., Inc.. ..... 146-147
National In-Car Heaters
62
National Theatre Supply
80
Neumade Products Corp
Orange-Crush Co
Oxford Electric Co
Pepsi-Cola Co
Prince Castle Sales Div., Inc

14-15
121
46
112-113
129

Radio Corp. of America
Raytone Screen Corp

5
16

Rex Specialty Bag Co
Robin, Inc., J. E.. . . r
Ruben, Inc., Marcus
Shearer Co., B. F
Star Mfg. Co.. . . .

143
48
135
107
.

132

Strong Electric Corp
Superior Electric Co

150-151
141-142

Supurdisplay, Inc
Theatre Seat Service

67-68
50

Theatre Specialties, Inc.. . . ..... ... . 81
Universal Corp
139
Vocalite Screen Corp
99
Wagner Sign Service, Inc
Wenzel Projector Co
Whitney-Blake Co
Wolk Co., Edw

.28-29
45
106
53
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D Y the time this column reaches
-D print, we'll be in the city of Mrs.
O'Leary's rambunctious cow, attending the seventh
annual joint
conventions of
the Theatre
Equipment &
Supply Manufacturers Association and the
Theatre Equipment Dealers
Ass ociation,
with the big
event being the
TESMA Trade
Show, which
for the first
time is also a
J. Robert Hon"
feature of a national exhibitor convention, the concurrent meeting of Allied States.
The TESMA
Trade Show is
the sixth, the
exhibits having started in
1946 with the
ok —m#- ft
Bp -, '
»
,
■k, JrWm

National

Program

revivalafter
of
TESMA
(none
war
the
was held last
year). TESMA
itself, however, is now 12
years
old, havOscar Neu
ing been born
in Chicago when Oscar Neu, president of Neumade Products, Inc.,
gathered a group of manufacturers
in a hotel
room to organi z e it. He
headed it continuously from
that time until
last year, when
J. Robert Hoff
— Bob to you —
was voted to
the top from
the vice-presidency.

.
2:45 Casino)
P.M.— OPEN
FORUM

BUSINESS
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 17
9:00 A.M.— REGISTRATION — First
Floor, Morrison Hotel.
2:00 P.M.— OPENING CONVENTION SESSION— Call to order
TreasNational
Marcus,
by Ben urer.
GREETING
BY: Official
of the City of Chicago. WELCOME BY: Wilbur Snaper, National Allied President. KEYNOTE: Jack Kirsch, General
Convention Chairman. PERMANENT CHAIRMAN: Wilbur
Snaper.
3:00 P.M.— FILM CLINICS— Coordinator: William A. Carroll. I.
Small Towns (3500 or Less) —
Chairman: Charles Niles. 2.
Large Towns (up to 25,000) —
Chairman: Ben Marcus. 3. Large
Cities — Chairman: John Wolfberg. 4. Key Neighborhood and
Sub Runs — Chairman: Morris
Finkel. 5. Outdoor Theatres —
Chairman: Rube Shor. 6. Circuit Buyers and Bidding — Chairman: Irving Dollinger.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18
9:00 A.M.— REGISTRATION — First
Floor, Morrison Hotel.
9:30 A.M.—tinued. ) FILM CLINICS (Con12:30 P.M.— LUNCHEON FOR REGISTERED DELEGATES— (Terrace
Casino, Lower Level).
2:15 P.M. — RCA LARGE SCREEN
TELEVISION DEMONSTRATION (Terrace Casino) — N. L.
Halpern, President, Theatre
Network Television, will lead
panel discussion over closed circuit telecast with Trueman T.
Rembusch, Chairman, Jack
Kirsch, Leon R. Back, Wilbur
Snaper, John Wolfberg and
Nathan Yamins of the Allied
Television Committee.

TESMA,

TED

BUSINESS

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 17
T E D A is
Ray Colvin
9:30A.M.
— Annual Meeting and
; older than that
Breakfast of TESMA (Election
— in fact, TESMA was more or less
of Four New Members of Board
; a result of the formation of the dealof Directors Will Be Aners' association, the moving spirit of
nounced). Annual Meeting and
which was the late Joe E. Robin.
Breakfast of TEDA (Election of
Directors).
TED A is now a real factor in the
business, with Ray Colvin its execu- 12:00 Noon-I0:00 P.M.— Trade Show.
tive director for many years and still
in that post.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18
9:00 A.M.-I 1 :00 A.M. — Trade Show
(Exhibiting Manufacturers and
A new type of rubber lobby matTheatre Supply Dealers only).
ting, a variation of corrugated-perfo- I 1 :00 A.M.-5:00 P.M. — Trade Show
rated mat, has been introduced by the
Attendance).
American Mat Corp., Toledo. In an- 7:30 (General
P.M. — TEDA Annual Cocktail
nouncing the new mat, D. W. Moor,
Hour, Dinner and Party for
Jr., president, pointed out that it is
TESMA and TEDA Members,
topped with a triple-ridged surface
Ivanhoe Club.
identical to that of the company's
premium-priced link matting. The mat, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19
available in black or rose, is 5/1610:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M.— Trade Show.
inch thick. '

Has

(Terrace

8:00 P.M.— NITE CLUB PARTY AT
CHEZ PAREE.
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19
9:00 A.M.— REGISTRATION — First
Floor, Morrison Hotel.
COMMITTEE MEETINGS
.
2:00 Casino)
P.M.— OPEN
FORUM (Terrace
6:30 P.M.— COCKTAIL PARTY—
(Terrace Casino).
8:00 P.M.— MOTION PICTURE INCasino) . DUSTRY BANOUET — (Terrace
SOCIAL
MONDAY, NOVEMBER

17

EVENING— Open House for Delegates and Wives, Allied of Illinois Hospitality Room.

Incentive

Attendance

Chicago, Nov. 16. — Irving
Mack, president of Filmack
Trailers, is cooperating with
national Allied officials in
their efforts to have business
meetings of the convention
here start on time and have
full attendance.
Mack will award a prize to
a lucky ticket holder at every
business session. Only those
arriving within the first 30
minutes after the opening of
the meeting room doors will
ing.
receive tickets for the draw-

Allied Meet
(Continued from page 3)
trade show, first of its kind,
and will be a feaopenedture today
next year of the Theatre
Owners of America convention,
alternating between the two national exhibitor organization
conventions annually thereafter.

Marcus will call the Allied convenTUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18
tion to order tomorrow afternoon and
I 0:30 A.M. — Ladies Sightseeing Tour delegates will be welcomed in a speech
of North Shore with Stopover by Wilbur Snaper, Allied president
for
Lunch at the Fireside Res- and convention chairman. Jack Kirsch,
taurant.
head of Allied of Illinois and head of
12:30 P.M. — Luncheon for Registered convention arrangements, will make
Delegates — (Terrace Casino).
the keynote address.
Tomorrow afternoon there will be
8:00 P.M.— A Nite at the "Chez
Paree" with Sophie Tucker.
a demonstration of RCA large screen
television for delegates, consisting of
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19
a panel discussion of theatre. TV pros1:00 P.M. — Luncheon and Fashion
pects, opportunities and problems, by
Show for Ladies at the Marshall Nathan Halpern, head of Theatre
Network Television ; and Rembusch,
Field Department Store.
6:30-7:30 P.M.— Cocktail Hour — Kirsch, Snaper, Wolfberg, Nathan
(Monte Carlo Lounge). Spon- Yamins and Leon R. Back, all of the
sored by the National Carbon Allied television committee.
Co.
An open forum will occupy the
8:00 P.M.— MOTION PICTURE IN- afternoon following the demonstration.
DUSTRY BANOUET— (Terrace On Wednesday morning convention
Casino) — Entertainment by committees will hold their meetings
Courtesy of Coca-Cola with and will report back at an open forum
Morton Downey and Company. for the closing session Wednesday
Other Celebrities and Motion afternoon.
Picture Personalities.
Numerous social events for the ladies have been prepared and the convention will close with the traditional
banquet Wednesday night.
A

Program

Richey

ing.

Can

10:00 ing.
A.M.— TESMA Directors' Meet10:00 A.M.— TEDA Directors' Meet6:30 P.M. — National Carbon Company Cocktail Party.
8:00 P.M. — All-Industry Banquet,
Terrace Room, Hotel Morrison,
for TESMA, TEDA and Allied
States members and guests.
LADIES'

PROGRAM

MONDAY
1:30 P.M. — Television Broadcast,
"Welcome Traveler."
TUESDAY
12:00 Noon — Luncheon and Bingo
Party, Gold Room, Sherman
Hotel.
WEDNESDAY
12:30 P.M. — Luncheon and
Show, Marshall Field's.

Says

Help

TEDA

Industry

Chicago, Nov. 16. — The equipment
field is a very definite part of the overall motion picture industry and it has
its role in revitalizing interest in the
theatre, H. M. Richey, exhibitor and
public relations director for M-G-M,
told the Theatrical Equipment Dealers
Association here today. Speaking at a
luncheon for members and guests of
the Theatrical Equipment and Supply
Manufacturers Association convention,
Richey said that if there can be added
to theatre-going that old-time glamor
and super-equipment that goes with
comfort, there is nothing that can
stop the public from realizing that
"motion pictures are your greatest enRichey
men who
exhibitors
said that

said
it was the equipment
tertainment buy."
fanned the enthusiasm of the
to make theatres better. He
for too long the part played

men in the transposiStyle by thetionequipment
from nickelodeons to great theatres has been overlooked.

this

for

RCA

with

TV

direct

from

Attract a brand-new

"First"

Premiere

Metropolitan

audience

11th presentation of the Metropolitan

Opera Company's production of Carmen now delivers a
tremendous new audience to television -equipped theatres
across the nation. With this important attraction, these
theatres will open their doors to the vast group who

Theatre

itself could your patrons match this

superb performance. And, with RCA

Theatre TV, you'll

THEATRE

Opera

House

RCA

engineering, you'll give your audience "box-seat" clarity
of picture. And, with RCA Theatre TV, you can count
on your equipment to bring the show to your screen.
There's

still time

to make your installation
for this Important Date

Pick

up your phone

Call your nearest RCA

now

Theatre Supply Dealer or RCA

Theatre Equipment, Camden, New Jersey— or contact
RCA personnel at TESMA-TEDA-Allied Show.

EQUIPMENT

CORPORATION
RADIO
DEPARTMENT.
PRODUCTS
ENGINEERING
In Canada: RCA

11

Contact us immediately, so we can arrange for installation of RCA Theatre Television in your theatre.

Television

makes every seat a box at the "Met"
When you present this performance of Carmen, you
have an exclusive on the most popular opera of all time.

Only at the "Met"

December

offer it to your patrons in all its beauty. Through

have been waiting for years to see this lusty, actionpacked opera.
RCA

TV

THEATRE

"CARMEN"

Present

The December

Now!

Set

Get

VICTOR Company

Limited, Montreal

AMERICA
of
CAMDEN. N.J,
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Await

Gives

TEN

CENTS

Allied

Five

Okay
Arbitration

Of

18, 1952

Plan
Myers

To

NOVEMBER

Alternatives

Arbitration

Reagan Says Firm Will
Limit Bidding Situations
Because there is a specific detailed plan for the disclosure of
bids before the deadline date in
the proposed arbitration agreement.
M-G-M has decided "it would
be preferable to
await the final
approval of the
arbitration plan
rather than to
institute, in the
meantime, an
individual plan
of our own."
This was disclosed here yesterday by
Charles M .
Reagan,
M-G-M general
sales manager.
"While we have every reason to
believe that our system for handling
(Continued on page 6)

BOSTON, Nov. 17. -Attorney Arthur L. Brown has
filed a 32-page report,
sitting as a master in the
Suffolk Superior Court
here, calling regulations
of the Commissioner of
Public Safety of Massachusetts requiring two
licensed motion picture
operators in attendance
in booths "unreasonable
and arbitrary. " This finding was made as to both
safety and nitrate film.
•
WASHINGTON, Nov. 17.-The local motion picture
industry will honor A.
Julian Brylawski at a combination birthday and
anniversary dinner at the
Shoreham Hotel on Dec. 1.
The dinner will mark his
70th birthday and his 30
years in the industry.

Fox
For

Says
RKO

Talks

Stock

Allied

General

Printed

Report

Delegates'
Are

Continuing

Chairman
to Chicago

Sentiment

Distributes
Convention;

Leans

Indianapolis, Nov. 17. ■— Film
clinics at which exhibitors will exchange ideas and information on mutual problems are to be an important
feature of the Allied Theatre Owners
if Indiana convention program again
this year. They will have top priority
)n the mornings of both days of the
(Continued on page 5)

[Paramount

Deferment

Among issues on which the
whole convention is being asked
to make final decisions are approval of the industry arbitration plan, the proposal of H. A.
Cole of Texas Allied to remove
Allied officers from all-industry
cooperative endeavors in order
to concentrate upon efforts to
(Continued on page 5)

draft
in its present
form and
1) Approve
the distributors'
authorize Allied's officers to
sign the compact.
2) Approve the draft in principle andtiating
instruct
committeeAllied's
to seeknegothe
further changes suggested by
this report or which the board
may stipulate, with authority to
the officers to act on the committee's final recommendation.
.3) Reject the draft either because (a) it contains no provisions for arbitrating film rentals, or (b) it contains provisions
which are not deemed to be in
the exhibitors' interests.
4) Defer final action until the
(Continued on page 4)

Jack
UMPI

To

to

By SHERWIN KANE
Chicago, Nov. 17. — The Allied States convention here has five
alternatives for dealing with the proposed industry plan of arbitration, according to a report on the plan by Abram F. Myers, chairman and general counsel, distributed
form to the conventionin printed
delegates today.
Allied Board
Takes
The alternatives :

Despite reports from Chicago to
the effect that Matthew Fox's negotiations for the purchase of the
Ralph
interest
in RKO Stolkin
Picturessyndicate's
had become
cold,
Fox said in New York yesterday that
discussions on the project were continuing. Fox, head of Films-for-Television and a partner in United Artists,
to
said that it might be several days Major Issues
Convention
before he would know the final out- Full
come of the parleys, "one way or the
Fox said that he had not conferred
Chicago, Nov. 17. — Further emwith the RKO board, all his talks
phasizing the combustible and unpreother." (Continued on page 6)
dictable nature of the Allied States
convention this year, the board of directors dodged the responsibility of
action on major controIndiana
Allied
to taking final
versial issues and decided at the last
of two-and-a-half days of meetings to
Feature Film Clinics refer such subjects to the convention.

'Road

A

Bali

Pictures]

Bob Hope,
FIVE years have elapsed since the last "Road" picture with
Bing Crosby and Dorothy Lamour was released and audiences
throughout the land were rolling in the aisles over the hilarious antics.
and is one of the best.
The sixth in the series is in color by Technicolor
99
It should join its predecessors, each of which netted the company over
and is listed among the top 100 money-making pictures of
$4,000,000"
all
time.

Aid

Kirsch
Revival

Hints
May

Arbitration

Chicago, Nov. 17. — A veiled hint
that a revival of the United Motion
Picture
Industry (UMPI)
plan
m i g of
h t 1942
b e
worked out as a
solution to the
establishment of
an industry
bitration arsystem

Portraying a couple of broken down vaudevillians stranded in Australia, Hope and Crosby happily accept a chance to go to Bah and dive
was noted in the
for sunken treasure. The screenplay, by Frank Butler, Hal Kanter and
keynote speech
William Morrow, virtually never takes itself seriously and sets up situaof Jack
Kirsch
at
the opening
tions and props for the rapid-fire gags inimitably delivered by the stars.
sessionlied's
ofnational
AlThere are several cleverly interspersed sequences where either one or
convention
here
such
by
"visits"
surprise
and
audience,
the
address
both of the principals
stars as Jane Russell, Humphrey Bogart and Bob Crosby.
y e s t erday.
Kirsch
The humor is deftly unfurled in a progressively zany pattern that after Kirsch,Jack
convention
chairman
and presia while defies analysis or resistance and the audience is caught up in a
dent of Allied
Theatres
of
(Continued on page 6) Illinois,
whirlpool of laughter. There are the usual laugh-getters involving dangerous
(Continued on page 6)
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'Plymouth
Mention

Pace

at

Adventure

New

York

Y, MonoBusiness was spotty this week _in
NORTON V. RITCHE
gram International president, left New York first-run theatres, with
Hollywood yesterday to visit branch "Plymouth Adventure" at Radio City
offices in Mexico. He will make other Music Hall setting the pace with a
Latin American stops before returning pretty good $123,000 for its first week.
15.
to New York on Dec.
At the Roxy, a fairly nice $55,000
•
was seen for the initial week of
Capt. Harold Auten, foreign man- "Bloodhounds of Broadway," while
ager for Greater Union Theatres, "The Turning Point" at the Globe
Australia, has entered Mercy Hospital opened to a fair $13,500. The first
in Scranton, Pa., for an eye operation.
seven days of "The Steel Trap" at
He expects to remain there about two Loew's
State is expected to rack up
weeks.
a satisfactory $12,500.
A good $61,000 is estimated for the
Edmund Grainger, RKO Radio
and final week of "Operation
second
producer, has received a citation from Secret" at the Paramount, where
Associa
n
the Third Marine Divisio
"Iron Mistress" will have its premiere
tion for assistance rendered in organ- tomorrow in conjunction with the
izing a Marine show.
•
26th anniversary of the house. Still
the
of
manager
doing very well is "Breaking Through
Wallace Levin,
at the Victoria,
Roosevelt Theatre, San Francisco, the Sound Barrier"
for the second
seen
is
$25,000
where
week.
and son of Jesse Levin, General inThethe
atrical executive, has enlisted
Army.
The record-breaking "The Promoter" at the Fine Arts Theatre is
to hit a robust $12,500 for
d
expecte
Allied Artists its third week.
MO'Rey Goldstein,
Holding up strong is
vice-president and general sales mana- "O. Henry's Full House" at the 52nd
for the nager, will leave here today
on in Chicago.
tional Allied conventi
•

James Keefe, manager of the Orpheum Theatre in Spokane, has been
elected to the Washington State Senate for the third time.
•

U.S.

Selig J. Seligman, vice-president
r of Northio Theand general manageannounc
es the birth
atres, Cincinnati,
of a girl, Dale.

Member companies of the Motion
Picture Export Association will continue to pick up Japanese import licenses even though the number to be
allotted to each distributor has not
been determined. Eric Johnston, president of MPEA, was to have met with
foreign department managers here yesterday on the Japanese situation, but
his departure for South America Saturday caused a postponement until
December.
The split-up of the licenses it not
sidered of such vital importance that- a
decision on their distribution must be
immediate. The companies will pick
up licenses from time to time in order
to keep their pictures in circulation in

Up

Firms

Japanese

Picking
Permits

' Sets

lst-runs

Street Trans-Lux, where $9,300 is
forecast for the fifth inning.
For the ninth stanza of "Snows of
Kilimanjaro" at the Rivoli, a good
"Prisoner of
$20,000
Zenda" atistheexpected.
Capitol is due to register a satisfactory $30,000. A fair
$9,000 is estimated for the fourth
week of "The Lusty Men" at the
Criterion.
"Limelight" at the Astor and the
two-a-day 60th Street Trans-Lux is
doing well, with $24,000 estimated for
the Astor and $10,500 for the TransLux. The picture is in its fourth week
at both houses. A steady $9,000 for

Total Industry Firms
Unchanged at 14,900
Washington,
total
number ofNov.
firms17.—
in The
the
motion picture industry at
the end of the first quarter
of 1952 was 14,900, the Department of Commerce reThere has been no change
in the figure since Sept., 1951.
ports.

'Look'
Picture

Feature

on

Pioneers

Promoting the Motion Picture Pioneers' annual dinner which will be held
on Nov. 25 at the Hotel Astor here,
Look Magazine, issue of Dec. 2, which
of "The Fourposter" is on newsstands today, carries a full
weekis forecast.
fourth
the the
at
Sutton
page feature on the organization which
photographs of 17 industry
"The World in His Arms" at the includes
leaders who are members.
Mayfair is expected to hit a moderate
It tells how the organization began
$12,500 for its fifth week. The May13
years ago, discusses the memberfair's next attraction will be "The
ship growth to almost 1,000, and lists
Thief
of
Venice,"
which
opens
Nov.
27.
a
some of
foundation's
charity account
activities. Athe
picture
and a detailed
"Under the Red Sea" will have its
premiere Tuesday at the Beekman of the rise of Nate Blumberg, "Pioneer
Theatre. "Angel Street" opened to a of 1952," and board chairman of Universal, appears in the feature.
fair $6,100 at the Normandie.
Notables
Meet

at

Variety

in Pittsburgh

Indianapolis, Nov. 17. — Twentieth
s' Gus" is rackCentury-Fox's
'GuPal
$1,152 for "My
ing up an
impressive
week'sItgross
at the
Circle
Theatrefirsthere.
beat

opening day totals of four other company
toppers,
accordingIt toopened
the thePittsburgh, Nov. 17. — The 25th
atre's
management.
on
anniversary mid-winter meeting here Thursday and grossed $1,152, comof Variety Clubs International beginpared to "Diplomatic Courier," $982 ;
ning Friday will conclude with a ban- "What Price Glory," $1,065:
quet Sunday night with guests in- "Dreamboat," $1,028, and "We're Not
cluding Gov. Harold Hoffman of Married," $1,030.
David A. Lipton, Universal vicePennsylvania, Mayor David Lawrence
president in charge of advertising-publicity, arrived here last night from
of Pittsburgh, Paul Martin, Canadian B'nai B'rith to Meet
Hollywood.
Minister of National Health and WelNew York's Cinema Lodge of
at B'nai B'rith will hold an informal
Canada
representingfare, who is
the
United
Nations
Assembly,
Branch
Cyril Edgar of Walt Disney Probusiness meeting and social evening
Rickey, C. J. Latta of London and at the Hotel Warwick tonight with
ductions' London office, has arrived
Luis
Montes and other Mexican rephere by plane from England and is
resentatives.
president Marty Levine reporting on
expected to remain• for 10 days.
Business meetings, presided over by current undertakings and Oscar Goldstein, national B'nai B'rith executive,
international chief barker Jack Bere- stressing
Charles Schlaifer, advertisingthe importance of the order
is
and
on
Washingt
in
is
agency head,
sin, will be held Friday, and will be in American life today.
expected back here • Thursday.
attended by delegates representing
every Tent in the country as well as
John Debvin, Stratford Pictures Japan.
Under an agreement reached in Oc- Tents in Ireland, England, Canada,
tober, the U. S. companies will share Japan and Mexico. On Saturday the
sales manager, flew to London yester59 permits during the second half of local Tent No. 1, originator of the
day from New York.
NEW YORK THEATRES
the fiscal year.
Variety
Clubs
idea,
will
stage
a
telethon to raise money to erect a wing
L ynda Burnett, formerly a booker
with the Lippert Atlanta branch, has Brisson Headquarters on the Pittsburgh Memorial HosRADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
pital. Stars and celebrities on the
joined United Artists in the same ca—
^—
Rockefeller Center ^— ^—
telethon are Virginia Mayo, Michael
At Disney Office
pacity.
Producer Frederick Brisson, who is O'Shea, Janet Leigh, George Murphy,
in New York from Hollywood for Tony Curtis, Rhonda Fleming, Van
Lou Cohen, manager of Loew's
"PLYMOUTH ADVENTURE"
Poli, Hartford, and Mrs. Cohen are conferences with RKO Radio execu- Heflin, Forrest Tucker, Tony RoSpencer TRACY • Gene TIERNEY
mano,
Morton
Downey
and
Dennis
tives
on
distribution
and
promotion
observing their 33rd wedding anniverVan JOHNSON . Leo GENN
sary.
plans for his comedy, "Never Wave James. A number of other Hollywood
In Person
Color by TECHNICOLOR - An M-G-M Picture J
at A Wac," has established offices with personalities and executives are expected to arrive for the Sunday ban
the
Walt
Disney
organization,
which
plus
GREAT
HOLIDAY
STAGE
SPECTACLE
William Goetz, Universal-Interna- is his worldwide sales representative.
THE FOUR ACEV!
quet as well as 85 executives from
tional studio head, has arrived here
He was accompanied from the Coast New York.
from Hollywood.
by RKO Radio publicist Phil GersiCHARLIE BARNET.
his publicity director.
Harry Cohn, Columbia Pictures dorf,
Brisson expects to remain in New Arnall to Coast Monday
president, has arrived here from the York until after the launching of
Washington, Nov. 17. — Ellis Opet£&
Coast.
uii sun
"Wac" in January when he will de- Arnall, president of the Society of am
part for Madrid to arrange for the Independent Motion Picture Produc- 11DE MAIDEN COCHRAI
Armand Deutsch, M-G-M pro- filming there of his next Independent
ers, said he will fly to the Coast MonMidnighl Feolwr*
ducer, plans to return to the Coast Artists production, tentatively titled
day to discuss SIMPP matters with
various members there.
today by plane.
"It Happened in Spain."
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(Continued from page 1)
January meeting of the Allied
board and instruct the negotiating committee in the meantime
to ascertain how far the distributors will go in developing
an effective conciliation or mediation plan and in meeting
other points in this report or
which the committee or the
board may raise.
5) Defer final action until
such time as the film committee
of Allied shall report that conditions regarding film rentals,
terms and conditions which are
now giving rise to so many protests have eased to a point
where confidence and good will
among exhibitors has been restored.
Sentiment among convention delegates leans toward either of the last
two alternatives. Action on arbitration, however, may not be taken until
Wednesday, at which time it is expected whatever recommendation is
made by the Allied board will be
closely followed.
s'
on the ddistributor
report distribute
Myers'
draft,
although
generally
at the opening convention business session today, also has not yet been officially discussed by him and may not
be until tomorrow's or Wednesday's
meeting".
Jack Kirsch's keynote address today
tipped the board's thinking on the
major controversial issues to be presented to the convention, including arbitration. Kirsch reminded the convention that the plan does not include
arbitration of film rentals, which Allied's convention in New York last
year made a requisite of any plan
acceptable to it. Of conciliation,
Kirsch said it appeared only to accord
an open-door policy at film exchanges
which, he said, is nothing new. "Allied
has been using it- for years," he said.
COMPO's
alson praised,
keynote
and the COMPO
campaig
taxHisrepeal
financing effort of the past summer,
indicating further that there is little
doubt Allied' s membership in COMPO
will be renewed for another year. He
set the stage for serious consideration of H. A. Cole's proposal that
Allied officers withdraw from cooperative industry endeavor and predicted the convention will launch a
rencampaign against exorbitant film
tals which cannot be withstood. At

Myers Relinquishing
Some of His Duties
Chicago, Nov. 17. — Abram
F. Myers, Allied chairman and
general counsel, said today he
will endeavor to relinquish a
number of the routine duties
he has handled for the organization for many years in
order to "take things a little
easier."
Among the assignments he
is giving up first is that of
board and convention press
liaison, a function he has performed for years. Wilbur
Snaper, Allied president, has
taken over that task from
Myers for the Allied sessions
here.

Sees

Much

Criticism,

Little

'Report
in Myers
Enthusiasm
Chicago, Nov. 17. — The neutral examiner of the report on the distributors' proposed industry arbitration draft prepared by Abram F.
Myers for the Allied States convention here will look in vain for evidences of unqualified enthusiasm.
Allied Considering
There is, however, no lack of criticism of virtually all of the proposals
in the draft or, at least, expressed
Distribution of Fan
disappointment in the language.
The proposals for abitration
of
competitive bidding com'Revue'
Magazine:
plaints perhaps arouse the most
Chicago, Nov. 17. — The Allied
of
distribution
regret
in
Myers' report.
considered
board: today
the new pocket-size fan magazine,
Myers notes that exhibitor members
"Revue," by Allied units as a revenue of the drafting committee stood solproducer for regional organizations.
idly for curbing the use of competiAllied would place the magazines in as
tive bidding as much as possible. His
many theatres as possible, whether report to the convention says that that
members of Allied or not, and the dis- aim was weakened "by the exceptions
tributing regionals would get a per- upon which the distributors have incentage of the sales. Price of the
magazine
is 10' cents.
By way of example he cites uncerFinal action
on the proposal was
tainty as to the definition of a prerelease. He says that if distributors
until the board's winter claim,
postponed
meeting in New Orleans, when- it will sisted."contrary to his own views, that
be considered again, along with other
a pre-release means "after a pre-rerevenue producing plans for the release first run in any city, the distributor isfree to require bidding on
gional units. The magazine sellingidea is not exclusively an Allied pro- all subsequent engagements, then this
posal but is open to other theatres as provision will afford no remedy for
one of the worst of the current
well.
the same time, Kirsch noted, many
are asking what has happened to^ Allied's old militant stand and policies.
"We haven't retreated an
inch," he said. "Allied is still
doing business at the same old

Myers added that "under the distributors' wording they could, if so
minded,
abuses." reject all offers first submitted and then bring all the theatres in the city into competition for

the picture."
'Cloak for Favoritism'
He admonished the convenIn discussing another proposal covtion to "be bold in your thinkering rejection of bids Myers says:
stand."
"We tried to limit the competition to
ing and action. Don't act like
those who showed enough interest in
whipped dogs."
Kirsch's keynote address was praised the pictures to make an initial offer ;
to the convention by Wilbur Snaper, the distributors apparently want to
■Allied president, make the rejection of bids the occasion for enlarging the competition and,
who endorsed it
as "setting the possibly, a cloak for favoritism and
tenor and tempo
Of awards in competitive bidding
of the conven discrimination."
tion." Ben Mar cases, Myers' report says : "The clear
c u s , Allied and simple language of the Aug. 20
treasurer, open- draft has been supplanted by gobbledegook and one important provision
ed thetion.convenThe first
has been mislaid. . . ."
Myers begins the report by
session got under utes
way 50
pointing out that the distribulateminbut
tors' draft is not the "all-inclusome of the
sive plan" contemplated by the
fault lay with
Wilbur Snaper
Allied board "because it makes
the hotel arno provision for the arbitration
of film rentals as stipulated by
rangements office which had rented the auditorium
for a Chicago Monday morning quarterbacks luncheon for sports writers,
Taking up the subjects of arbitration individually, the report has little
who were shown films of last SaturAllied."
day's Michigan . State-Notre Dame
football game. The auditorium had to
be cleared and rearranged after the following Kirsch's keynote address.
luncheon for the sports experts, which The
Allied film clinics were in conran late.
tinuous session and will resume again
On the dais for the opening session, tomorrow morning. The first general
which was well attended, were Mar- convention luncheon will be held tomorrow, followed by a demonstration
cus, Snaper, permanent convention
chairman ; Kirsch, general chairman of RCA large screen theatre television
of the convention ; Jack Rose of Illi- and a convention open forum. In the
nois Allied, and Stanley Kane of evening there will be a night club
North Central Allied. John Daly, party for the delegates at Chez Paree.
clerk of the city of Chicago, welcomed
Meanwhile, visitors to the TESMAthe delegates.
TEDA equipment exhibit and trade
The session adjourned till tomorrow show continue heavy.

Sees Less Sentiment
For Cole Proposal
Chicago,vention
Nov.
17. here
— Con-is
sentiment
veering away from support of
H. A. officers
Cole's withdraw
proposal from
that
Allied
all-industry cooperative efforts in favor of concentrating exclusively on handling
exhibitors' trade practice complaints. Many feel that the
Cole proposal is needless and
that Allied officers can perform both functions. These
are predicting the Cole proposal will be rejected.
William McCraw of Dallas
and Paul Short of National
Screen Service and Texas
COMPO spoke against the
board meeting.
They had
Cole lied
proposal
at today's
Albeen invited to the meeting
by Cole, who also is from
Dallas.

I

criticism to make of the provisions
governing clearance disputes. The
second subject, runs, also gets off
with only minor comment. Myers
does point out that if alL of the nine
distributors subscribing to the arbitration plan availed themselves of the
provision permitting each of them
two pre-release pictures a year to
be sold on special terms, there would
be 18 such pictures annually. He
adds, however, that at present there is
no limitation on the number of such
pre-release pictures.
Doesn't Go Deep
On the subject of forcing pictures,
Myers says the proposal to curb the
abuse "does not go to the heart of
the evil. Salesmen," he says, "no longer condition the licensing of one picture on the licensing of additional
product." He asserts they raise the
price
the desirable
pictures
the
point of
where
an exhibitor
finds "to
he can
make a more advantageous deal by
taking them all. In other words, instead of direct forcing, we have forcMyers said an Allied proposal
ing by price differentials."
which attacked the practice "was rejected by thehe distributors."
This
was resolved,
said, by distributors
writing in the words forcing "dior by that
any means."
said herectlyfeels
forcing by Myers
price
differentials is forcing "by any means"
and
would expect
any "fair
mindedhe arbitrators
to accept
that
He adds: "I do not need to
remind you, however, that an
argument is an unsatisfactory
substitute for a clear-cut proContract
violations in the draft and
view."
the provisions governing them escape
Myers' criticism. However, in discussing damages, he indicates some
vision."
dissatisfaction,
particularly with the
language, on the four-year limitation
period, or less. Distributors, he said,
have added to the provision language
"which will hardly prove enlightening
to the non-lawyers who will administer the system and serve as arbitrators, not to mention the poor devils
whose interests will be at stake in the
(Continued on page 5)
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Registrations Near
1,000 in Chicago

Allied

Chicago, Nov. 17. — The
combined registrations of the
Allied States and TESMATEDA conventions may reach
1,000, it was evident here today as the facilities of the
Morrison Hotel were overtaxed in efforts to handle the
incoming crowds.
At least 100 more applications for tickets to the Wednesday night Allied banquet
than the hall can accommodate have been received.
The TESMA-TEDA trade
show, most elaborate in the
history of the industry, extends over two exhibition
floors and is well attended.
The trade exhibit will be repeated here next year at the
Theatre Owners of America
convention in the Conrad
Hilton Hotel, and will be
alternated between the conventions of the two national
exhibitor organizations thereafter.

Personality

Myers'
Report
(Continued
from page 4)
proceedings."
Myers said he warned the distributors that their aim of reducing antitrust litigation through arbitration
would succeed in large measure according to their liberality in subjecting themselves to damage awards.
With double damages now the likely
amount that could be won by a complainant, Myers says "it remains to
be seen whether aggrieved exhibitors
will resort to arbitration or continue
to go to court."
Least Enthusiastic Words
Perhaps his least enthusiastic words
are left to the conciliation proposals.
He said these were proposed when
distributors
rejected
Allied's
requests
for arbitration
of film
rentals.
Despite its "engaging language," Myers
said, the conciliation plan "provides
nothing more than that the distributors shall maintain an open-door policy, which some companies are doing
now." He says the plan does not go
as far as the old UMPI plan and that
based on Allied's experience and that
of its officers engaged in handling
trade practice complaints to date "I
have grave doubts as to whether the
plan now offered will solve the problems uppermost in the exhibitors'
minds, having to do with current selling policies and high film rentals."
On practices and procedure,

Montgomery Wins
1st Filmack Prize
Chicago, Nov. 17. — L. C.
Montgomery of New Orleans
won the drawing at the opening Allied convention session
today for early arrivals. Prizs
was a decorative desk clock,
donated by Irving Mack of
Filmack, to encourage early
arrivals at the business meetings. A drawing will be held
daily, with only the first 50
arrivals eligible.

Picture
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Notes*

• •

/CHICAGO, Nov. 17. — Three Ohioan delegates to Allied States'
^ national convention at the Morrison Hotel here — Leo T. Jones,
of Upper Sandusky, Ernest Schwartz of Cleveland, and Martin G.
Smith of Toledo (who has written an article depicting his experiences as a "guinea pig'' in an effort to break the power of the Ohio
State Censor Board, for the Convention Year Book) — all are attending their 19th national Allied convention, maintaining their perfect
records of never having missed one of these national gatherings since
Allied was organized. . . . Attending his first national Allied convention isMarion F. Bodwell of Wyoming, 111., who started in the
theatre business at the age of 10 distributing handbills for the
old Lyceum Theatre at Wyoming, was promoted to ticket-taker
shortly thereafter, became projectionist at the age of 12, and opened
his own theatre (the Paramount) at the age of nineteen. Now only
49, Bodwell is a veteran of 39 •years
• in• show business. . . .
W. H. (Bill) Hoffman, owner of the Lamar, Arthur, 111.,
will have an opportunity to renew old acquaintances while
he's here for the convention. He used to be a featured vocalist
on Chicago radio stations KYW, WCFL, and WIBO. . . .
Charlie Jones, owner of the Dawn Theatre. Elma, Iowa, who
is attending his second national Allied convention, also is a
journalist, having written a series of articles on small town
theatres for Motion Picture Herald. ... A member of Allied
since its inception in the state of Wisconsin, C. L. Roser of
Baraboo began his career in show business as an auditor for
the old Ringling Brothers circus back in 1906. In 1915, Al
Ringling, eldest of the Ringling brothers, built the Al Ringling
Theatre in Baraboo, winter headquarters of the circus, and
put Roser in charge of it. Roser recalls that they used to
house the polar bears in heated brick buildings and let the
camels spend their daytimes
barnyards. . . .
• in
• snow-covered
•
F. J. McWilliams, owner and operator of the Portage and Home
theatres. Portage, Wise., as well as the Drive-in on the outskirts of
Portage, opened his first theatre 46 years ago, charging five cents
admission, and has been an exhibitor ever since except for 18 months
in 1916 and 1917 when he travelled, for Mutual Film. . . . R. V .
McGinnis, chairman of the board of Allied of Oklahoma and owner
of McGinnis Theatres, is attending his first national Allied convention. He brings real political "savvy" to his position as a member
of COMPO of Oklahoma ; McGinnis at one time was secretary to
U.S. Congressman Wesley E. Disney and is a member of the public
affairs committee of the Tulsa Chamber of Commerce. . . . Another
Ohion also attending his 19th national Allied convention to maintain a perfect attendance record, is Roy E. Wells, former owner of
the Salem and Grand theatres, Dayton, 0., who nozv operates the
St. Paul at St. Paul, O.
Myers has mild criticism of the
form of awards and appeals. On
the matter of obtaining Justice
Department and court approval
of the plan Myers says that if
"Allied elects to go along with
this arbitration movement I
would have to insist that the
negotiations with the attorney
general include counsel for all
the participating organizations
and be not limited to counsel
for the film companies.
He said a provision has been added
to the draft that, should the plan be
abandoned at the end of its 18 months
trial period, he thinks "outstandingcease and desist orders" would be ineffective 12 months after but unpaid
damage awards could still be col-

Indiana Allied
{Continued from page 1)
annual meeting at the Hotel Lincoln
here on Dec. 2-3.
A round-table discussion for exhibitors from small and medium
towns will be led by E. L. Ornstein
and J. P. Finneran. A. H. Borkenstein, E. L. Millee and D. Irving Longwill preside at the clinic for city and
subsequent-run operators. J. R. Pell,
T. R. Mendelsohn and Jack Armstrong will be moderators for the
drive-in group.
Trueman Rembusch, president of the
Indiana Allied, announced that Wilbur Snaper, president of national Allied Abram
;
F. Myers, general counsel
of the national organization, and
Max E. Youngstein, vice-president of
United Artists, already have accepted
invitations to speak at the convention.

Myers also says that the selection
oflected."
local exhibitor arbitrators should be
left to the local and regional exhibitor
An ATOI directors' meeting will
associations and not chosen, as pro- precede
the convention, on the night
posed, by exhibitor members of the of Dec. 1.
national administrator of the plan.
A party for exhibitors attending the
Nothing could
in Myers'
report toas the
convention
be interpreted
an convention will be given by IndianTent No. 10 of Variety in the
endorsement in whole of the distribu- LincolnapolisHotel.
tors' draft.

Pittsburgh Owners
Ask Tax Abolition
Pittsburgh, Nov. 17.—
Morris Finkel, chairman of
the board of Allied of Western Pennsylvania, headed a
group that appeared before
the City Council here today
requesting that the city abolish its 10 per cent amusement
tax.
He declared that the tax is
threatening the very existence of motion picture theatres, and that many theatres
had been forced to close their
doors while others have been
operating on a part time basis
because of the "paralyzing effect" on business. The request
was referred to the Committee on Finance for discussion
tomorrow.

Allied Board
(Continued from page 1)
obtain better film prices and
terms for members, and to renew Allied's membership in the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations for another year.
Heretofore the Allied board habitually has taken final action on all such
policy matters and has presented them
to the convention for approval. Thus,
in asking the convention to make the
final decision now, Allied has inaugurated a new board and convention
policy. Whether or not it will be continued in the future was not certain.
In asking the convention to decide
these issues, the Allied board will
make a report on the results of its
deliberations and probably will make
recommendations, it was said.
As of today, it appeared that the
board would recommend only conditional approval of arbitration, dependent upon changes and additions to the
proposed industry draft designed to
give small exhibitors a better break,
particularly in the area of film playing conditions. It appeared today that
Cole's proposal would
win action
the board's
recommendation
but final
on it
would be up to the convention. Renewal of membership in COMPO also
appears to be favored by the board,
with the convention to have the last
word on that also.
The board approved a plan
and recommended its adoption
by the general convention under
which Allied regional units will
engage in an expanded interchange of film buying information, including terms, allocations and prices. The plan in effect is an elaboration of the
work
being
doneembellishments,
by "Caravan,"
but with
added
such as the exchange of ideas
and opinions on films.
Allied

Will Hold

Convention

1953

in Boston

Chicago,
17.—approved
The Allied boardNov.
today
New
England
Allied's
bid for
the 1953
national
convention.
It will be held at the Sheraton Plaza Hotel, Boston; the
tentative dates being Nov. 711.
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(Continued from page 1)
bids has worked out well and _ has
gained the confidence and recognition
of exhibitors generally," Reagan said,
"we have no objection to the disclosure of bids after the deadline date
and before the award is made if this
is desired by our customers."
Reagan said that M-G-M had been
striving to further its policy of limiting its competitive bidding situations
only where necessary to meet legal
requirements and it has to some exextent been successful. Continuing, he
said :
Complicated Problems
"Naturally, bidding situations present many complicated problems at
times not easy to solve. Where performance in a given case points to a
division of product as a practical solution, we have done this where agreeable to all concerned. We have little
doubt that the theatre-going public
prefers to have a theatre identified
with a particular producer's product
rather than the confusion which results when the public does not know
which' theatre will play a picture,
particularly our type of pictures.
"We shall continue to exert our
efforts to confine competitive bidding
to those situations where there is no
other alternative as we are fully
aware of the feelings of the rank and
file of exhibitors on this subject.
"In the meantime, we are hopeful
of the adoption of the proposed arbitration and conciliation plan upon
which so much time and attention
have been given by all parties. I sincerely hope and do believe that the
conciliation system to which I shall
personally devote myself, will effectively deal with many of the exhibitor-distributor problems now confronting all of us, and that it will in
fact make arbitration in many cases
unnecessary."
Levin Executives Meet
Chicago, Nov. 17. — A three-day
conference of divisional executives of
Jack H. Levin Associates, Inc., has
been scheduled for tomorrow through
Thursday in the Morrison Hotel here.
Jack Levin, president of the national
checking and survey organization; will
discuss with the heads of his various
offices operational plans for the coming year.
Lenore Sanders Rites
Funeral services for Lenore R.
Sanders, United Artists pressbook department publicity writer who died
suddenly on Saturday, were held here
yesterday. The former writer and
editor for fan magazines had been on
a leave of absence from U.A. for
three months.
Congratulations to the Met.
We welcome to the magnificent Stage
of the Metropolitan
READY DEL
FOR RELEASE
"LA NOW
FORZA
DESTINO"
Carmine Gallone's Motion Picture Version
"LA
FORZA
DELOutstanding
DESTINO"
Featuring
the World's
Singers
NELLY CARRADI TITO GOBBI
Cino Sinimberghi Giulio Neri
Mira Vargas
Vito de Tarranto
Fausto Tomei
3NOWSTARS
New . .York
in itsirbig-k6th-k week
. NewDaily
York News
City
1st week . . . Dallas
Next week . . . Denver, Los Angeles,
San Francisco and Baltimore
Contact Nathan C-y Braunstein
SCREEN ART SALES CO.
Clr. 6-5883
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Talks

(Continued from pane 1)

(Continued from page 1)

crocodiles, bears, and an octopus as well as a mistaken-identity wedding ceremony in spectacular headdresses. The best running gag in the film is a switch
on the snake-in-a-basket-charming by flute playing, which here involves beauempty basket. Of course, the "patty-cake"
from aantwist.
emerging
routinetifuliswomen
included
but with

having been with Stolkin in Chicago.
However, he said that he may go to
Chicago this week for further parleys
or Stolkin may come here to continue
the negotiations on the purchase by

THE story by Frank Butler and Harry Tugend has Hope and Crosby
recover the sunken treasure and escape the destructive traps of power-mad
prince Murvyn Vye, a close relative of Miss Lamour's. At the _ finale it
appears the boys are doomed to die and Miss Lamour is to be married off to
an old, greedy chief but a volcano erupts and the trio escapes with the treasure.
Johnny Burke and James Van Heusen provided a highly serviceable score
which is topped by a jazz number, "Chicago Style," and a lovely ballad,
"To See You," and includes "Hoot Mon," "Moonflowers," "The Merry-GoRunaround" and "The Road to Bali."
Tugend produced and liberally utilized process photography of some attractive island settings. Hal Walker's direction kept the gags and the proceedings
moving at a sharp pace. Others in the cast are Peter_ Coe, Ralph Moody and
Leon Askin as well as the usual bevy of beautiful girls.
This was viewed at a special trade preview at the Bijou Theatre in New
York and a packed audience of exhibitors and press representatives responded
demonin an extremely hearty fashion. Promotional possibilities of this were could
be
strated by Paramount in an impressive exploitation display as it
done by a typical theatre. Tie-ups were made at an insignificant cost with a
local pet shop for tropical animals and birds; a frozen fruit juice company
for "Bali Brew" ; a costume company for sarongs and costumes ; a fruit wholesaler for tropical fruits and coconuts ; a record company for phonograph
records and albums ; a model agency for tropical beauties ; a sawdust company
for South Seas sand, sea shells, and tropical decorations ; and lobby displays
of color stills, blowups and posters from National Screen Service. properly
Few films come to the exhibitor with so much advance demand and
exploited, this very funny production should be one of the year's top grossers.
' Runnin'o- time, 90 minutes. General audience classification. For January
Walter Pashkin
release °

Jack Kirsch Hints
(Continued from page 1)
touched on the suggestion lightly, but
the fact that he mentioned it at all
was taken as an indication that he saw
possibilities in the idea, especially in
regard to conciliation.
In his own words, Kirsch said,
speaking of efforts to achieve
cerresults, "Possibly a more
tain and detailed procedure
along the lines of the abortive
plan of 1942 can be
UMPI
worked out. That must remain
for further discussion by those
who have given more time to
the proceedings than I have.
But do not delay any affirmative action you may have in
mind in blind reliance on conciliation as a solution of your
film problems. There are a lot
of characters among the film
companies, but I have never
met one who looked — or acted —
like Santa Claus."
(UMPI was set up by all segments
of the film industry to work out intra-industry problems in 1942. The
various proposals ultimately were rejected by the Department of Justice
the organization
and, subsequen).tly,
was dissolved
Kirsch's welcome address to the
delegates was sounded on a high note
of optimism. He expressed confidence
that present difficulties would be overto the
businesscome,isadding
notthat
so "my
great,devotion
nor am I so
old, that I would not be out trying my
hand at some other line of endeavor if
I felt that the motion picture business
.is washed up and has no future." That,
he The
said,upsurge
"goes for
all of you."
in business
during the
summer months, Kirsch said, caused
an elation that now appears to be
premature, as receipts fell off after
Labor Day. He admitted that television was a big factor in the slump, but
he insisted there were other problems
to cope with, declaring that he was
convinced that TV "is not a perma-

nent menace." The industry has withstood more serious challenges than
that offered by television, but TV
coupled with other existing and
threatened handicaps "might indeed
do Kirsch
the trick,"
he said.
reviewed
the efforts that had
been made by Allied leaders and the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations in seeking the repeal of the Federal admission tax, as well as their
fight against the bill to exempt nonprofit amusements from the tax. He
warned that a great deal is yet to be
done
the government's
compelto offset
film companies
to turnsuitoverto
their choicest films for TV exhibition.
If this action should coast along to a
freak decision in favor of the government, or should the companies tamely
submit to a consent decree, Kirsch
said it would not be an exaggeration
to say that "such a calamity would
spell ruin for every motion picture
theatre in the United States."
Kirsch charged that the Attorney General had abused his
discretion as a prosecuting officer in filing this suit and that
the exhibitors were within their
rights in demanding that the
case be withdrawn and, if the
demand is unheeded, they will
be justified in carrying their
complaints even to Congress.
While exhibitors have shown good
faith in working with other branches
on matters adversely affecting the industry, Kirsch charged that the distributors have refused to throw the
exhibitors a lifesaver on matters concerning film rental, pre-releases, must
percentages and other problems. He
claimed that the exhibitors "were innocent enough to believe that this new
era of good feeling would extend all
down the line." Allied, Kirsch said,
may have changed its methods a little
in protecting the independent exhibitor,
but it has never deviated from its loyalty. He urged that the current convention unite the exhibitors on a
course of affirmative action "that our
distributor friends can no longer ig1 nor.e."

Fox of
the interest.
Stolkin He
group's
29 that
per
cent
stock
added
there were so many ramifications to
the projected deal that he could not
make a flat statement as to the progress of the talks.
Unofficial Reports
From other sources yesterday it
was reported that Fox had returned
to New York from Chicago to get
commitments for further necessary
finances to complete the deal. Unofficial reports in Chicago were that
the price of the stock loomed as a
barrier to any early deal. The resignations of Arnold Grant and Arnold
Picker as RKO's chief executive
officers last week sent the stock down
about one point at the time, although
it went up a quarter of a point yesterday to 3 and in a day that saw
10,200 shares traded.
Prospective purchasers, on the one
hand, are said to be angling to take
advantage of the lower quotation,
whereas the Stolkin group, on the
other hand, is not prepared to take
any heavy loss on its investment at
the moment.
Call Both Deals Cold
In Chicago, members of the Stolkin
syndicate declined to divulge details of
the Fox negotiations and, although
indicating that the deal was cold, admitted that it was not beyond the
possibility of being revived. It also
was indicated that talks concerning
sale of the stock to a group represented by Col. Henry Crown, of the
Hilton Hotel interests, also are. cold.
It could not be learned whether any
new group had entered the scene.
Meanwhile, the RKO board, which
met here daily last week, did not convene yesterday. Sherrill Corwin, acting board chairman, was reported to
have been in Chicago, as was Edward
J. Burke, board member from Chiings. cago, who attended last week's meetReports circulating yesterday to the
effect that Walt Disney would withhold "Peter Pan" from RKO release
until internal difficulties were overcome were scouted by company
spokesmen. It was pointed out that
the RKO promotional departments
were working on the picture's openings. Roy Disney, president of Walt
Disney Productions, when asked
about the report said, "No comment."
Father Peyton Will
Address Pioneers
Father Patrick Peyton, of the ConIPgregation of the Holy Cross, will be
one of the principal speakers at the ,
"Jubilee Dinner" of the Motion Picture Pioneers at the Hotel Astor on
Nov. 25, it was disclosed here yesterday by Jack Cohn, Pioneers president.
Get Your Special XMAS
^Trailers
FILM
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"Andersen"
to Net
$25,000 for Hospital
Indications are that the benefit
premiere of Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans
Christian Andersen" at the Criterion
Theatre here Nov. 24 will net approximately $25,000 for the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital. All proceeds from
the premiere are to go to the Saranac
Lake institution. Tickets are now on
sale and a sellout is expected by midweek. Celebrities from all branches
of the entertainment world, along with
top civic officials, are to attend the
affair.
The premiere is the first in a contemplated annual series of benefit
showings of important pictures aimed
to further the tuberculosis research
and treatment work performed at the
hospital.
The benefit will be televised by station WPIX, with Tex McCrary and
Jinx interviewing celebrities who will
attend the opening. The program will
be aired from 8 :30 to 9:00 P.M., and
recordings will be made of the interviews for subsequent use by Tex and
Jinx on their Coast-to-Coast morning
radio show.
George Shupert Quits
Peerless TV Firm
George Shupert, vice-president of
Peerless Television Productions,
which handles Edward Small's film
sales to TV stations, has resigned. He
will announce a new affiliation shortly.
During the last year Shupert is
understood to have sold 26 Small productions to television stations in 27
markets. Sales amounted to approximately $1,000,000, it was said.
and

F ad i man

In Columbia
Posts
Hollywood, Nov. 17. — In unrelated
sniffings, Lewis Rachmil and William
Fadiman, who last week resigned from
RKO Radio production posts, have
joined Columbia Pictures in production capacities.

7

Daily

Refuses

Washington, Nov. 17. — The Supreme Court today refused to hear an
appeal by two California exhibitors
against a lower court decision dismissing their anti-trust suit against
10 distributors and two other independent exhibitors.
The suit was brought by Steve and
Emma M. Charak, owners of the
Puente Theatre in Puente, Cal. They
charged the defendants with conspiracy to give them inferior playing time
and unreasonably long clearances. The
California District Court and Court
of Appeals hold there was no conspiracy but that the distributors had acted
independently. The Choraks appealed
to the Supreme Court, but a majority
of the justices today indicated they
would not take the case. Only three
of the nine justices — Reed, Black and
Douglas — said they thought the case
should be heard.
Distributor defendants in the case
were RKO Radio, Columbia, Warner
Brothers, Paramount, 20th CenturyFox, United Artists, Universal, Republic, Loew's and Monogram. Exhibitor defendants were A. L. Sanborn, owner of the El Monte theatre
in El Monte, Cal., and James Edwards Jr., operator of the Valley and
Tumblewood theatres in El Monte.

Rachmil

Motion

'Carmen'

Fabian's

Television-Radio
with
A

SPECIAL

TIE-UP

Pinky

Herman

between Universal-International Pictures

and Walt Framer's "The Big Pay-Off," Tviewed Coast-toCoast via NBC, has been effected to seek the "Because of You Girl."
The contest will be held in 22 cities and the winner will receive
an all-expense trip to New York and a modeling contract on "The
Big Pay-Off." . . . With the findings by the FCC "that Paramount
Pictures did not control the Allen B. 'DuMont Laboratories, Inc."
Dr. A. B. DuMont announced that this "Is a long step towards
better television service throughout the country." Look for increased
activity and further appropriations for development of the DuMont
Network, simultaneous with the completion of WABD's multimillion-dollar tele-center in New York. . . . Jackie Gleason, rotund
comic of his own CBShow, has been named Grand Marshal of
Macv's 26th annual Thanksgiving Day Parade which will be telecast
exclusively via CBS, Thursday, Nov' 27 from 11:00 A.M. to noon.
Robert Trout will narrate the event, a chore he's handled since 1931.
ft
#
&
Mayer Kris Kristensen and the City of Yonkers, N. Y ., will
pay tribute tonight to Sid Caesar, half of the great comedy team
of "Caesar & Coca," starred every Saturday nite on Max Liebman's "Your Show of Shows" via NBC. Besides top-ranking city
and Westchester County officials who have
designated Nov. 18 as "Sid Caesar Day," in
honor of a local boy who made good in a
big way, others who will attend the festivities include, Liebman, Charles San-ford,
Imogene Coca, Dave Tebet, Harry Forwood,
Bill Hobin, Carl Reiner and Howard Morris,
Prexy Joseph H. McConnell, Veep Pat
Weaver of NBC, NBC producers Hal Janis
and George McGarrett, Comics Jack Carter,
Morey Amsterdam and Jack E. Leonard,
Harry Kalcheim of the William Morris
Agency and, Rear Admiral Louis B. Olsen,
Sid Caesar
Commandant of the U. S. Coast Guard,
Eastern District. (Sid got his major league
start while an enlisted man, as featured comic in the Coast
Guard's feature film, "Tars and Spars:') The 2,000 assembled
guests at the Armory on North Broadway in Yonkers will hear
a variation of Bill Shakespeare's classic lines, said variation being,
"Friends, Yeomen, Countrymen, . . . I came to BURY Caesar
with PRAISE."

ix

ik

ik

We are happy to correct, via this pillar, an error that
appears in the current edition of the Motion Picture &
Television Almanac stating that Sesac, Inc., was organized
in 1951. In reality, Paul Heinecke formed Sesac, Inc., in 1931,
five years after he had founded Associated Music Publishers.
Acclaimed as a pioneer in popularizing classical music in
America, Heinecke recently celebrated his 50th anniversary
as head of Breitkopf Publications. . . . Abby Greshler, who has
film of the new "Peck's Bad Boy"
the second
produced
just series,
Jimmy Boyd, is en route to New York to
starring
TV
complete a deal, probably with UA, for distribution of "Emergency Call," full length flicker he acquired from Butcher
Revue,"
"All-Star
Saturday's
. . . Next
London.
Ltd., of will
Films,
who will stop
Brothers
the Ritz
feature
NBC-TV,
via
clowning long enough to introduce their own composition,
"Get Out and Vote For Santa." Sid Kuller, who directs the
Eddie Cantor and Donald O'Connor shows, will handle
similar chores for this Bill Harmon production. . . .
•A-k
it

Several agencies have called Johnny Olsen for commercial films as
a result of the vet emcee's fine job in a special "Battle Cancer" film
just released nationally. . . . Ruth Cummings, wife of Roy Rowland
and niece of Louis B. Mayer, is in Gotham to arrange for publication
of several new original stories. Miss Cummings' articles and short
stories have appeared in numerous leading magazines. ... TV producers and directors seek perfection in their story material and the
histrionics of their actors but often are careless or perhaps regard
musical background music as unimportant. Conversely, appropriate
mood music, does much to enhance the quality of dramatic programs,
a fact that was established way back in the nickelodeon clays. Examples of effective musical background that come to mind are heard
in the NBC-TVehicle, "The Doctor" on Sundays, and "Man Against
Crime," CBSeries, telecast every Wednesday.

for

Grand

Fabian's Grand, Albany, N. Y,
plans to carry the Dec. 11 telecast
of "Carmen," it was learned here
yesterday.
Meanwhile, negotiations between
Theatre Network Television, the
agency which has booked the first
theatre TV entertainment event, and
other circuits will resume tomorrow.
Today, Nathan Halpern, TNT president, will be in Chicago to address
the national Allied convention.
Upon his return here, Halpern is
due to continue talks with various
circuit executives, including those of
Loew's, Warner Brothers, Shea Enterprises, RKO Theatres and United
Paramount Theatres. For the Metroof "Carpolitan
men,"
TNT Opera
is production
seeking 40 cents
per
seat as a minimum against 50 per cent
of the net box-office receipts. It is
understood that TNT expects to lineup from 40 to 50 theatres for the
cross-country three-hour telecast. Although circuit executives are virtually
unanimous in their interest, some oppose the price being sought for the
event.
Deny Gamble
Bid on
Ownership
Change
Washington, Nov. 17. — A Federal
Communications Commission hearing
examiner today denied an application
by Ted Gamble to change a pending
appplication for a Portland television
ership.
station to take note of different ownThe application is by the Mt. Hood
Radio and Television Co. Ralph Stolkin, Sherrill Corwin, Edward Burke
and Harry Kahn recently sold their interest in the company to the employes.
Gamble, a major stockholder in the
firm, was asking the examiner, during a hearing on various Portland TV
applications, to amend the application
to take note of this change. The examiner denied the request, and Gamble
will appeal to the full Commission.
DuMont

Hails

FCCs

Resnick Findings
DuMont Laboratories hailed the
recommendations of Federal Communications Commission examiner
which found that ParaLeo Resnick,
mount Pictures does not control Allen
B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.
Resnick's findings, declared Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president, "is a longstep towards better television service
throughout the nation. It removes all
liof our and
the stability
as to York,
questions
censes in New
Washington
Pittsburgh, and will make it possible
for us to acquire additional stations."
Turn Down TV Set Tax
Boston, Nov. 17. — Massachusetts
legislators today turned down a suggestion to tax all television sets $1.50
or $2.00 annually. Senator Ralph C.
Mahar, chairman of a legislative commission studying the possibility of establishing a television channel in
Massachusetts for educational pursuggestion that inout a sets
poses,dividual
ruled television
be taxed to provide money for a state owned station.

Harry Tugend to Write
Hollywood, Nov. 17. — Harry Tugend has given up his Paramount
to concentrate excluproducership
sively on writing.
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MGM

Bid
To

Await

Plan
Okay

My

ers

Gives

Arbitration
Of

Allied

Five

Alternatives

Arbitration

Reagan Says Firm Will
Limit Bidding Situations
Because there is a specific detailed plan for the disclosure of
bids before the deadline date in
the proposed arbitration agreement,
M-G-M has decided "it would
be preferable to
await the final
approval of the
arbitration plan
rather than to
institute, in the
meantime, an
individual plan
of our own."
This was disclosed here yesterday by
Charles M .
Reagan,
M-G-M general
sales manager.
"While we have every reason to
believe that our system for handling
{Continued on page 6)
Calls

Mass.

Safety

Rules

'Arbitrary'

Boston, Nov. 17. — Regulations of
the Commissioner of Public Safety of
Massachusetts requiring two licensed
motion picture operators in attendance in booths was called "unreasonable and arbitrary" in a 32-page report, filed by attorney Arthur L.
Brown of Boston, sitting as a master
in the Suffolk Superior Court of this
city.
This finding was made as to both
safety and nitrate film. The report
also challenged the provision that the
operator shall not leave the operatingside of the projector while it is in motion and that when only one licensed
operator is in attendance it shall be
necessary to "black out" during the
process of changing over.

Fox
For

Says
RKO

Talks

Stock

Allied

General

Printed

Report

Delegates'
Are

Continuing

Chairman
to Chicago

Sentiment

Distributes

A

Convention;

Leans

to

Deferment

By SHERWIN KANE
Chicago, Nov. 17. — The Allied States convention here has five
alternatives for dealing with the proposed industry plan of arbitration, according to a report on the plan by Abram F. Myers, chairman and general counsel, distributed
form to the conventionin printed
delegates today.
Allied Board
Takes
The alternatives :

Despite reports from Chicago to
the effect that Matthew Fox's negotiations for the purchase of the
Ralph
interest
in RKO Stolkin
Picturessyndicate's
had become
cold,
Fox said in New York yesterday that
discussions on the project were continuing. Fox, head of Films-for-Television and a partner in United Artists,
1) Approve
the distributors'
draft
in its present
form and
to
said that it might be several days Major Issues
authorize
Allied's
officers
to
Convention
before he would know the final out- Full
sign the compact.
come of the parleys, "one way or the
2) Approve the draft in prinFox said that he had not conferred
ciple andtiating
instruct
Chicago, Nov. 17. — Further emcommitteeAllied's
to seeknegothe
with
further changes suggested by
phasizing the combustible and unpreother."the RKO board, all his talks
dictable nature of the Allied States
(Continued on page 6)
this report or which the board
convention this year, the board of dimay
stipulate, with authority to
rectors dodged the responsibility of
the officers to act on the comaction on major controIndiana
Allied
to taking final
mittee's final recommendation.
versial issues and decided at the last
of two-and-a-half days of meetings to
3) Reject the draft either beFeature Film Clinics refer such subjects to the convention.
cause (a) it contains no provisions for arbitrating film rentAmong issues on which the
als, or (b) it contains provisions
whole convention is being asked
Indianapolis, Nov. 17. — Film
which are not deemed to be in
clinics at which exhibitors will exto make final decisions are apthe exhibitors' interests.
change ideas and information on- mu4) Defer final action until the
proval of the industry arbitratual problems are to be an important
(Continued on page 4)
tion plan, the proposal of H. A.
feature of the Allied Theatre Owners
Cole of Texas Allied to remove
of Indiana convention program again
Allied officers from all-industry
this year. They will have top priority
cooperative endeavors in order
on the mornings of both days of the
to concentrate upon efforts to
Jack
Kirsch
Hints
(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 5)
UMP1
Revival
May
it
Aid
Arbitration
Bali ?
To
Road
Chicago, Nov. 17. — A veiled hint
[Paramount Pictures']
that a revival of the United Motion
FIVE years have elapsed since the last "Road" picture with Bob Hope,
Picture
Industry (UMPI)
Bing' Crosby and Dorothy Lamour was released and audiences
throughout the land were rolling in the aisles over the hilarious antics.
The sixth in the series is in color by Technicolor and is one of the best.
plan of 1942
might
be
worked out as a
It should join its predecessors, each of which netted the company over
solution to the
and is listed among the top 100 money-making pictures of
$4,000,000
establishment of
time.
all

bitration arsystem
an industry
Portraying a couple of broken down vaudevillians stranded in Australia, Hope and Crosby happily accept a chance to go to Bali and dive
was
noted
in
the
for sunken treasure. The screenplay, by Frank Butler, Hal Kanter and
keynote speech
At Capital Dinner
virtually never takes itself seriously and sets up situaMorrow,
William
of Jack Kirsch
Washington, Nov. 17. — A. Julian
tions and props for the rapid-fire gags inimitably delivered by the stars.
Brylawski, a leader in the Washing- There are several cleverly interspersed sequences where either one or
at
the lied's
opening"
session
ofnational
Alton motion picture industry, will be
honored at a combination birthday and both of the principals address the audience, and surprise "visits" by such
convention here
anniversary dinner at the Shoreham stars as Jane Russell, Humphrey Bogart and Bob Crosby.
y e s t erday.
Jack Kirsch
Hotel on Dec. 1.
The humor is deftly unfurled in a progressively zany pattern that after
Kirsch,
convention
chairman
and presiup in a
dent of Allied
of Illinois,
The dinner will mark Brylawski's a while defies analysis or resistance and the audience is caught
(ContinuedTheatres
on page 6)
70th birthday and his 30 years in the whirlpool of laughter. There are the usual laugh-getters involving dangerous
(Continued on page 6)
industry.

Brylawski

Honored
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Total Industry Firms
Unchanged at 14,900
Washington,
— The
total
number ofNov.
firms17.in
the
motion picture industry at
the end of the first quarter
of 1952 was 14,900, the Department of Commerce reThere has been no change
in the figure since Sept., 1951.
ports.

Business was spotty this week in Street Trans-Lux, where $9,300 is
MonoRITC
V. ationa
XJOR
l HEY,
gram Intern
id TON
president, left New York first-run theatres, with forecast for the fifth inning.
Hollywood yesterday to visit branch "Plymouth Adventure" at Radio City
For the ninth stanza of "Snows of
offices in Mexico. He will make other Music Hall setting the pace with a Kilimanjaro"
at the Rivoli, a good
Latin American stops before returning
pretty good $123,000 for its first week. $20,000 is expected. "Prisoner of
to New York on Dec.
15.
At the Roxy, a fairly nice $55,000 Zenda" at the Capitol is due to reg•
ister a satisfactory $30,000. A fair
was seen for the initial week of
Caft. Harold Auten, foreign man- "Bloodhounds of Broadway," while $9,000 is estimated for the fourth
'Look' Feature on
ager for Greater Union Theatres, "The Turning Point" at the Globe
of "The Lusty Men" at the
Australia, has entered Mercy Hospital opened to a fair $13,500. The first week
Criterion.
in Scranton, Pa., for an eye operation.
"Limelight" at the Astor and the
of "The Steel Trap" at two-a-day 60th Street Trans-Lux is Picture Pioneers
seven days
He expects to remain there about two Loew's
State
is
expected
to
rack
up
weeks.
a satisfactory $12,500.
doing well, with $24,000 estimated for
Promoting the Motion Picture Pioneers' annual dinner which will be held
the Astor and $10,500 for the Transthe
for
d
estimate
is
$61,000
good
A
Radio
RKO
r,
Grainge
Edmund
Lux. The picture is in its fourth week on Nov. 25 at the Hotel Astor here,
ion
"Operat
of
week
and final
at both houses. A steady $9,000 for Look Magazine, issue of Dec. 2, which
producer, has received a citation from second
Secret" at the Paramount, where
the Third Marine Division _Associa- "Iron Mistress" will have its premiere the fourth week of "The Fourposter" is on newsstands today, carries a full
tion for assistance rendered in organ- tomorrow in conjunction with the at the Sutton is forecast.
page feature on the organization which
izing a Marine show.
includes photographs of 17 industry
•
Still
house.
the
of
"The
World
in
His
Arms"
at
the
sary
26th anniver
leaders who are members.
Wallace Levin, manager of the doing very well is "Breaking Through Mayfair is expected to hit a moderate
It tells how the organization began
, $U500 for its fifth week. The MayRoosevelt Theatre, San Francisco, the Sound Barrier" atforthetheVictoria
second
fair's next attraction will be "The 13 years ago, discusses the memberwhere $25,000 is seen
ship growth to almost 1,000, and lists
and son of Jesse Levin, General inTheThief of Venice," which opens Nov.
the week.
27.
atrical executive, has enlisted
some of
foundation's
charity account
activiArmy.
The record-breaking "The Proties. A the
picture
and a detailed
"Under the Red Sea" will have its
moter" at the Fine Arts Theatre is
expected to hit a robust $12,500 for premiere Tuesday at the Beekman of the rise of Nate Blumberg, "Pioneer
Morey Goldstein, Allied Artists its
third week. Holding up strong is Theatre. "Angel Street" opened to a of 1952," and board chairman of Universal, appears in the feature.
vice-president and general sales mana- "O. Henry's Full House" at the 52nd fair $6,100 at the Normandie.
for the nager, will leave here today in
Chicago.
on
tional Allied conventi
•
Indianapolis, Nov. 17. — Twentieth
at Variety
Picking Notables
James Keefe, manager of the Or- U.S. Firms
s' Gus" is rackCentury-Fox's
'GuPal
$1,152 for "My
pheum Theatre in Spokane, has been
Meet in Pittsburgh
ing up an
impressive
week'sIt gross
at the
Circle
Theatrefirsthere.
beat
elected to the Washington State Senate for the third time.
•
Up Japanese Permits
opening day totals of four other company
toppers,
accordingIt toopened
the thePittsburgh, Nov. 17. — The 25th
Selig J. Seligman, vice-president
Member companies of the Motion
atre's
management.
on
The- Picture Export Association will con- anniversary mid-winter meeting here
and general manager of Northio
Thursday and grossed $1,152, comatres, Cincinnati, announces the birth
tinue to pick up Japanese import li- of Variety Clubs International beginpared to "Diplomatic Courier," $982 ;
of a girl, Dale.
censes even though the number to be
ning Friday will conclude with a ban- "What Price Glory," $1,065;
allotted to each distributor has not
inguests
"Dreamboat," $1,028, and "We're Not
quet Sunday night with
cluding Gov. Harold Hoffman of Married," $1,030.
David A. Lipton, Universal vice- been determined. Eric Johnston, presof
ident
MPEA,
was
to
have
met
with
Pennsylvania, Mayor David Lawrence
president in charge of advertising-publicity, arrived here last night from foreign department managers here yes- of Pittsburgh, Paul Martin, Canadian B'nai B'rith to Meet
Hollywood.
terday on the Japanese situation, but Minister of National Health and WelNew York's Cinema Lodge of
fare, who is representing Canada at B'nai
his departure for South America SatB'rith will hold an informal
the
United
Nations
Assembly,
Branch
until
ent
postponem
a
caused
urday
ProCyril Edgar of Walt Disney
business meeting and social evening
December.
Rickey, C. J. Latta of London and
ductions' London office, has arrived
The split-up of the licenses it not Luis Montes and other Mexican rep- at the Hotel Warwick tonight with
here by plane from England and is sidered
resentatives.
president Marty Levine reporting on
of such vital importance that a
expected to remain• for 10 days.
current
undertakings and Oscar Golddecision on their distribution must be
Business meetings, presided over by
immediate.
The
companies
will
pick
stein,
national B'nai B'rith executive,
international chief barker Jack Bere- stressing the
Charles Schlaifer, advertisingimportance of the order
agency head, is in Washington and is up licenses from time to time in order sin, will be held Friday, and will be in American life todav.
in
to keep their pictures in circulation
expected back here • Thursday.
attended by delegates representing
every Tent in the country as well as
John Dervin, Stratford Pictures Japan.
Under an agreement reached in Oc- Tents in Ireland, England, Canada,
tober, the U S. companies will share Japan and Mexico. On Saturday the
sales manager, flew to London yester59 permits during the second half of local Tent No. 1, originator of the
day from New York.
NEW YORK THEATRES
the fiscal year.
Variety Clubs idea, will stage a telethon to raise money to erect a wing
Lvnda Burnett, formerly a booker
with the Lippert Atlanta branch, has Brisson Headquarters on the Pittsburgh Memorial HosRADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
pital. Stars and celebrities on the
joined United Artists in the same caRockefeller Center
telethon are Virginia Mayo, Michael
At Disney Office
pacity.
Producer Frederick Brisson, who is O'Shea, Janet Leigh, George Murphy,
in New York from Hollywood for Tony Curtis, Rhonda Fleming, Van
"PLYMOUTH ADVENTURE"
Cohen, manager of Loew's conferences with RKO Radio execu- Heflin, Forrest Tucker, Tony RoLou Hartford,
and Mrs. Cohen are
Poli,
Spencer TRACY . Gene TIERNEY
mano,
Morton
Downey
and
Dennis
tives on distribution and promotion
observing their 33rd wedding anniverVan JOHNSON
• Leo GENN
James. A number of other Hollywood
sary.
plans for his comedy, "Never Wave
E FOURPicture
Color by TECHNICOLOR - An THM-G-M
at A Wac," has established offices with personalities and executives are exACE^J
the
Walt
Disney
organization,
which
plus GREAT HOLIDAY STAGE SPECTACLE 1
banSunday
the
for
arrive
pected
to
William Goetz, Universal-Interna- is his worldwide sales representative.
quet as well as 85 executives from
tional studio head, has arrived here
He was accompanied from the Coast New York.
SUNNY GALE 1
from Hollywood.
by RKO Radio publicist Phil Gershis publicity director.
Arnall to Coast Monday
Harry Cohn, Columbia Pictures dorf,
Brisson expects to remain in New
president, has arrived here from the York until after the launching of
Washington, Nov. 17. — Ellis
Coast.
0
"Wac" in January when he will de- Arnall, president of the Society of
part for Madrid to arrange for the Independent Motion Picture ProducArmand Deutsch, M-G-M pro- filming there of his next Independent
ers, said he will fly to the Coast MonMidnight Featvr*
ducer, plans to return to the Coast Artists production, tentatively titled
day to discuss SIMPP matters with
various
members
there.
today by plane.
"It Happened in Spain."
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Daily

Allied

Alternatives

(Continued from page 1)
January meeting of the Allied
board and instruct the negotiating committee in the meantime
to ascertain how far the distributors will go in developing
an effective conciliation or mediation plan and in meeting
other points in this report or
which the committee or the
board may raise.
5) Defer final action until
such time as the film committee
of Allied shall report that conditions regarding film rentals,
terms and conditions which are
now giving rise to so many protests have eased to a point
where confidence and good will
among exhibitors has been restored.
Sentiment among convention delegates leans toward either of the last
two alternatives. Action on arbitration, however, may not be taken until
Wednesday, at which time it is expected whatever recommendation is
made by the Allied board will be
closely followed.
Myers' report on the distributors'
draft, although distributed generally
at the opening convention business session today, also has not yet been officially discussed by him and may not
be until tomorrow's or Wednesday's
meeting.

Sees
Sees

Much

Criticism,

Little

Enthusiasm
in Myers
'Report
Chicago, Nov. 17. — The neutral examiner of the report on the distributors' proposed industry arbitration draft prepared by Abram F.
Myers for the Allied States convention here will look in vain for evidences of unqualified enthusiasm.
Allied Considering
There is, however, no lack of criticism of virtually all of the proposals
Distribution of Fan
in the draft or, at least, expressed
disappointment in the language.
'Revue'
Magazine:
Chicago, Nov. 17. — The Allied
board today considered distribution of
the new pocket-size fan magazine,
"Revue," by Allied units as a revenue
producer for regional organizations.
Allied would place the magazines in as
many theatres as possible, whether
members of Allied or not, and the distributing regionals would get a percentage of the sales. Price of the
magazine is 10' cents.
Final action on the proposal was

the board's
until Orleans,
postponed
meeting
in New
when winter
it will
be considered again, along" with other
revenue producing plans for the regional units. The magazine sellingidea is not exclusively an Allied proposal but is open to other theatres as
Jack Kirsch's keynote address today
tipped the board's thinking on the well.
major controversial issues to be presented to the convention, including ar- the same time, Kirsch noted, many
bitration. Kirsch reminded the con- are asking what has happened to Alvention that the plan does not include
lied's old militant stand and policies.
arbitration of film rentals, which Al"We haven't retreated an
lied's convention in New York last
inch," he said. "Allied is still
year made a requisite of any plan
doing business at the same old
acceptable to it. Of conciliation,
Kirsch said it appeared only to accord
He admonished the convenan open-door policy at film exchanges
tion to "be bold in your thinkstand."
which, he said, is nothing new. "Allied
ing
and action. Don't act like
has been using it for years," he said.
COMPO's
also praised
keynote,
whipped dogs."
taxHisrepeal
campaign
and the COMPO
keynote address was praised
financing effort of the past summer, to Kirsch's
the convention by Wilbur Snaper,
indicating further that there is little
Allied president,
who endorsed it
doubt Allied's membership in COMPO
will be renewed for another year. He
as "setting the
tenor and tempo
set the stage for serious consideration of H. A. Cole's proposal that
of the convenAllied officers withdraw from cotion." Ben Maroperative industry endeavor and prec
u
s
,
Allied
n
the
dicted conventio will launch a
treasurer,
opencampaign against exorbitant film rentals which cannot be withstood. At
ed thetion.convenThe first
session
un'If. A A\ got
?() 111111
utes late but
Myers Relinquishing
some of the
fault lay with
Some of His Duties
Wilbur Snaper
the hotel arChicago, Nov. 17. — Abram
rangements ofF. Myers, Allied chairman and
fice which had rented the auditorium
general counsel, said today he
for
a
Chicago
Monday
morning
quarwill endeavor to relinquish a
terbacks luncheon for sports writers,
number of the routine duties
who were shown films of last Saturhe has handled for the orday's Michigan State-Notre Dame
ganization for many years in
football game. The auditorium had to
be
cleared
and rearranged after the
order to "take things a little
luncheon for the sports experts, which
ran late.
easier."
Among the assignments he
On the dais for the opening session,
is giving up first is that of
board and convention press
which was well attended, were Marcus, Snaper, permanent convention
liaison, a function he has perchairman ; Kirsch, general chairman
formed for years. Wilbur
Snaper, Allied president, has
of the convention ; Jack Rose of Illinois Allied, and Stanley Kane of
taken over that task from
North Central Allied. John Daly,
Myers for the Allied sessions
clerk of the city of Chicago, welcomed
here.
the delegates.
The session adjourned till tomorrow

The proposals for abitration
of competitive bidding complaints perhaps arouse the most
regret in Myers' report.
Myers notes that exhibitor members
of the drafting committee stood solidly for curbing the use of competitive bidding as much as possible. His
report to the convention says that that
aim was weakened "by the exceptions
upon which the distributors have inBy way of example he cites uncertainty as to the definition of a prerelease. He says that if distributors
claim,
sisted."contrary to his own views, that
a pre-release means "after a pre-release first run in any city, the distributor isfree to require bidding on
all subsequent engagements, then this
provision will afford no remedy for
one of the worst of the current
Myers added that "under the distributors' wording they could, if so
minded,
abuses." reject all offers first submitted and then bring all the theatres in the city into competition for

For

Less
Cole

Sentiment
Proposal

Chicago,vention
Nov.
17. here
— Con-is
sentiment
veering away from support of
H. A. Cole's proposal that
Allied officers withdraw from
all-industry cooperative efforts in favor of concentrating exclusively on handling
exhibitors' trade practice complaints. Many feel that the
Cole proposal is needless and
that Allied officers can perform both functions. These
are predicting the Cole proposal will be rejected.
William McCraw of Dallas
and Paul Short of National
Screen Service and Texas
COMPO spoke against the
Cole lied
proposal
at today's
Alboard meeting.
They had
been invited to the meeting
by Cole, who also is from
Dallas.
criticism to make of the provisions
governing clearance disputes. The
second subject, runs, also gets off
with only minor comment. Myers
does point out that if all of the nine
distributors subscribing to the arbitration plan availed themselves of the
provision permitting each of them
two pre-release pictures a year to
be sold on special terms, there would
be 18 such pictures annually. He
adds, however, that at present there is
no limitation on the number of such
pre-release pictures.
Doesn't Go Deep

On the subject of forcing pictures,
Myers says the proposal to curb the
abuse "does not go to the heart of
the evil. Salesmen," he says, "no longer condition the licensing of one picture on the licensing of additional
product." He asserts they raise the
price
the desirable
pictures
the
point of
where
an exhibitor
finds "to
he can
make a more advantageous deal by
taking them all. In other words, instead of direct forcing, we have forcOf awards in competitive bidding
discrimination."
Myers said
an Allied proposal
ing by price differentials."
cases,
Myers'language
report says
: "The
and simple
of the
Aug.clear
20
which attacked the practice "was redraft has been supplanted by gobblejected by thehe distributors."
This
said, by distributors
degook and one important provision was resolved,

the picture."
'Cloak for Favoritism'
In discussing another proposal covering rejection of bids Myers says:
"We tried to limit the competition to
those who showed enough interest in
the pictures to make an initial offer ;
the distributors apparently want to
make the rejection of bids the occasion for enlarging the competition and,
possibly, a cloak for favoritism and

has been mislaid. . . ."
Myers begins the report by
pointing out that the distributors' draft is not the "all-inclusive plan" contemplated by the
Allied board "because it makes
no provision for the arbitration
of film rentals as stipulated by
Taking up the subjects of arbitration individually, the report has little
Allied."
following Kirsch's keynote address.
The Allied film clinics were in continuous session and will resume again
tomorrow morning. The first general
convention luncheon will be held tomorrow, followed by a demonstration
of RCA large screen theatre television
and a convention open forum. In the
evening there will be a night club
party for the delegates at Chez Paree.
Meanwhile, visitors to the TESMATEDA equipment exhibit and trade
show continue heavy.

writing in the words forcing "di
said heorfeels
forcing by Myers
price
rectly
by that
any means."
differentials is forcing "by any means"
and
would expect
any "fair
mindedhe arbitrators
to accept
that
He adds: "I do not need to
remind you, however, that an
argument is an unsatisfactory
substitute for a clear-cut proContract violations in the draft and
view."
the provisions governing them escape
Myers' criticism. However, in discussing damages, he indicates some
dissatisfaction,
particularly with the
vision."
language, on the four-year limitation
period, or less. Distributors, he said,
have added to the provision language
"which will hardly prove enlightening
to the non-lawyers who will administer the system and serve as arbitrators, not to mention the poor devils
whose interests will be at stake in the
(Continued on page 5)
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Registrations Near
1,000 in Chicago

Allied

Chicago, Nov. 17. — The
combined registrations of the
Allied States and TESMATEDA conventions may reach
1,000, it was evident here today as the facilities of the
Morrison Hotel were overtaxed in efforts to handle the
incoming crowds.
At least 100 more applications for tickets to the Wednesday night Allied banquet
than the hall can accommodate have been received.
The TESMA-TEDA trade
show, most elaborate in the
history of the industry, extends over two exhibition
floors and is well attended.
The trade exhibit will be repeated here next year at the
Theatre Owners of America
convention in the Conrad
Hilton Hotel, and will be
alternated between the conventions of the two national
exhibitor organizations thereafter.

Personality

Myers'
Report
(Continued
from page 4)
proceedings."
Myers said he warned the distributors that their aim of reducing antitrust litigation through arbitration
would succeed in large measure according to their liberality in subjecting themselves to damage awards.
With double damages now the likely
amount that could be won by a complainant, Myers says "it remains to
be seen whether aggrieved exhibitors
will resort to arbitration or continue
to go to court."
Least Enthusiastic Words
Perhaps his least enthusiastic words
are left to the conciliation proposals.
He said these were proposed when
distributors
rejected
Allied's
requests
for
arbitration
of film
rentals.
Despite its "engaging language," Myers
said, the conciliation plan "provides
nothing more than that the distributors shall maintain an open-door policy, which some companies are doing
now." He says the plan does not go
as far as the old UMPI plan and that
baseditsonofficers
Allied'sengaged
experience
and that
of
in handling
trade practice complaints to date "I
have grave doubts as to whether the
plan now offered will solve the problems uppermost in the exhibitors'
minds, having to do with current selling policies and high film rentals."
On practices and procedure,

Montgomery Wins
1st Filmack Prize
Chicago, Nov. 17. — L. C.
Montgomery of New Orleans
won the drawing at the opening Allied convention session
today for early arrivals. Prize
was a decorative desk clock,
donated by Irving Mack of
Filmack, to encourage early
arrivals at the business meetings. A drawing will be held
daily, with only the first 50
arrivals eligible.
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Notes*

• •

/CHICAGO, Nov. 17. — Three Ohioan delegates to Allied States'
national convention at the Morrison Hotel here — Leo T. Jones,
of Upper Sandusky, Ernest Schwartz of Cleveland, and Martin G.
Smith of Toledo (who has written an article depicting his experiences as a "guinea pig"'' in an effort to break the power of the Ohio
State Censor Board, for the Convention Year Book) — all are attending their 19th national Allied convention, maintaining their perfect
records of never having missed one of these national gatherings since
Allied was organized. . . . Attending his first national Allied convention isMarion F. Bodwell of Wyoming, 111., who started in the
theatre business at the age of 10 distributing handbills for the
old Lyceum Theatre at Wyoming, was promoted to ticket-taker
shortly thereafter, became projectionist at the age of 12, and opened
his own theatre (the Paramount) at the age of nineteen. Now only
49, Bodwell is a veteran of 39 years in show business. . . .
• • •
W. H. (Bill) Hoffman, owner of the Lamar, Arthur, 111.,
will have an opportunity to renew old acquaintances while
he's here for the convention. He used to be a featured vocalist
on Chicago radio stations KYW, WCFL, and WIBO. . . .
Charlie Jones, owner of the Dawn Theatre, Elma, Iowa, who
is attending his second national Allied convention, also is a
journalist, having written a series of articles on small town
theatres for Motion Picture Herald. ... A member of Allied
since its inception in the state of Wisconsin, C. L. Roser of
Baraboo began his career in show business as an auditor for
the old Ringling Brothers circus back in 1906. In 1915, Al
Ringling, eldest of the Ringling brothers, built the Al Ringling
Theatre in Baraboo, winter headquarters of the circus, and
put Roser in charge of it. Roser recalls that they used to
house the polar bears in heated brick buildings and let the
camels spend their daytimes
barnyards. . . .
• in
• snow-covered
•
F. J. McWilliams, owner and operator of the Portage and Home
theatres, Portage, Wise., as well as the Drive-in on the outskirts of
Portage, opened his first theatre 46 years ago, charging five cents
admission, and has been an exhibitor ever since except for 18 months
in 1916 and 1917 when he travelled for Mutual Film. . . . R. V.
McGinnis, chairman of the board of Allied of Oklahoma and owner
of McGinnis Theatres, is attending his first national Allied convention. He brings real political "savvy" to his position as a member
of COMPO of Oklahoma; McGinnis at one time zuas secretary to
U.S. Congressman Wesley E. Disney and is a member of the public
affairs committee of the Tulsa Chamber of Commerce. . . . Another
Ohion also attending his 19th national Allied convention to maintain a perfect attendance record, is Roy E. Wells, former owner of
the Salem and Grand theatres, Dayton. 0., who now operates the
St. Paul at St. Paul, O.
Myers has mild criticism of the
form of awards and appeals. On
the matter of obtaining Justice
Department and court approval
of the plan Myers says that if
"Allied elects to go along with
this arbitration movement I
would have to insist that the
negotiations with the attorney
general include counsel for all
the participating organizations
and be not limited to counsel
for the film companies.
He said a provision has been added
to the draft that, should the plan be
abandoned at the end of its 18 months
trial period, he thinks "outstanding
cease and desist orders" would be ineffective 12 months after but unpaid
damage awards could still be col-

Indiana Allied
(Continued from page 1)
annual meeting at the Hotel Lincoln
here on Dec. 2-3.
A round-table discussion for exhibitors from small and medium
towns will be led by E. L. Ornstein
and J. P. Finneran. A. H. Borkenstein, E. L. Millee and D. Irving Long
will preside at the clinic for city and
subsequent-run operators. J. R. Pell,
T. R. Mendelsohn and Jack Armstrong will be moderators for the
drive-in group.
Trueman Rembusch, president of the
Indiana Allied, announced that Wilbur Snaper, president of national Allied Abram
;
F. Myers, general counsel
of the national organization, and
Max E. Youngstein, vice-president of
United Artists, already have accepted
invitations to speak at the convention.

Myers also says that the selection
oflected."
local exhibitor arbitrators should be
left to the local and regional exhibitor
An ATOI directors' meeting will
associations and not chosen, as pro- precede
the convention, on the night
posed, by exhibitor members of the of Dec. 1.
national administrator of the plan.
A party for exhibitors attending the
Nothing could
in Myers'
report toas the
convention
be interpreted
an convention will be given by IndianTent No. 10 of Variety in the
endorsement in whole of the distribu- LincolnapolisHotel.
tors' draft.

Pittsburgh Owners
Ask Tax Abolition
Pittsburgh, Nov. 17.—
Morris Finkel, chairman of
the board of Allied of Western Pennsylvania, headed a
group that appeared before
the City Council here today
requesting that the city aboltax. ish its 10 per cent amusement
He declared that the tax is
threatening the very existence of motion picture theatres, and that many theatres
had been forced to close their
doors while others have been
operating on a part time basis
because of the "paralyzing effect" on business. The request
was referred to the Committee on Finance for discussion
tomorrow.
Allied Board
(Continued from page 1)
obtain better film prices and
terms for members, and to renew Allied's membership in the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations for another year.
Heretofore the Allied board habitually has taken final action on all such
policy matters and has presented them
to the convention for approval. Thus,
in asking the convention to make the
final decision now, Allied has inaugurated a new board and convention
policy. Whether or not it will be continued in the future was not certain.
In asking the convention to decide
these issues, the Allied board will
make a report on the results of its
deliberations and probably will make
recommendations, it was said.
As of today, it appeared that the
board would recommend only conditional approval of arbitration, dependent upon changes and additions to the
proposed industry draft designed to
give small exhibitors a better break,
particularly in the area of film playing conditions. It appeared today that
Cole's
proposal would
win action
the board's
recommendation
but final
on it
would be up to the convention. Renewal of membership in COMPO also
appears to be favored by the board,
with the convention to have the last
word on that also.
The board approved a plan
and recommended its adoption
by the general convention under
which Allied regional units will
engage in an expanded interchange of film buying information, including terms, allocations and prices. The plan in effect is an elaboration of the
work
being
doneembellishments,
by "Caravan,"
but with
added
such as the exchange of ideas
and opinions on films.
Allied

Will Hold

Convention

1953

in Boston

Chicago,
17.—approved
The Allied boardNov.
today
New
England
Allied's
bid for
the 1953
national
convention.
It will be held at the Sheraton Plaza Hotel, Boston; the
tentative dates being Nov. 711.
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RKO

Talks

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

bids has worked out well and has
gained the confidence and recognition
of exhibitors generally," Reagan said,
"we have no objection to the disclosure of bids after the deadline date
and before the award is made if this
is desired by our customers."
Reagan said that M-G-M had been
striving to further its policy of limiting its competitive bidding situations
only where necessary to meet legal
requirements and it has to some exextent been successful. Continuing, he
said :
Complicated Problems

crocodiles, bears, and an octopus as well as a mistaken-identity wedding ceremony in spectacular headdresses. The best running gag in the film is a switch
on the snake-in-a-basket-charming by flute playing, which here involves beauempty basket. Of course, the "patty-cake"
from a antwist.
emerging
routinetifuliswomen
included
but with

having been with Stolkin in Chicago.
However, he said that he may go to
Chicago this week for further parleys
or Stolkin may come here to continue
the negotiations on the purchase by
Fox
the interest.
Stolkin He
group's
29 that
per
cent of
stock
added

"Naturally, bidding situations present many complicated problems at
times not easy to solve. Where performance in a given case points to a
division of product as a practical solution, we have done this where agreeable to all concerned. We have little
doubt that the theatre-going public
prefers to have a theatre identified
with a particular producer's product
rather than the confusion which results when the public does not know
which' theatre will play a picture,
particularly our type of pictures.
'We shall continue to exert our
efforts to confine competitive bidding
to those situations where there is no
other alternative as we are fully
aware of the feelings of the rank and
file of exhibitors on this subject.
"In the meantime, we are hopeful
of the adoption of the proposed arbitration and conciliation plan upon
which so much time and attention
have been given by all parties. I sincerely hope and do believe that the
conciliation system to which I shall
personally devote myself, will effectively deal with many of the exhibitor-distributor problems now confronting all of us, and that it will in
fact make arbitration in many cases
unnecessary."
Levin Executives Meet
Chicago, Nov. 17. — A three-day
conference of divisional executives of
Jack H. Levin Associates, Inc., has
been scheduled for tomorrow through
Thursday in the Morrison Hotel here.
Jack Levin, president of the national
checking and survey organization, will
discuss with the heads of his various
offices operational plans for the coming year.
Lenore Sanders Rites
Funeral services for Lenore R.
Sanders, United Artists pressbook department publicity writer who died
suddenly on Saturday, were held here
yesterday. The former writer and
editor for fan magazines had been on
a leave of absence from U.A. for
three months.
Congratulations to the Met.
We welcome to the magnificent Stage
of the Metropolitan
"LA NOW
FORZA
DESTINO"
READY DEL
FOR RELEASE
Carmine Gallone's Motion Picture Version
"LA
FORZA
DELOutstanding
DESTINO"
Featuring
the World's
Singers
NELLY CARRADI TITO GOBBI
Cino Sinimberghi Giulio Neri
Mira Vargas
Vito de Tarranto
Fausto Tomei
3NOWSTARS
New. .York
in itsirbigir6th-kweek
. NewDai|y
York News
City
1st week . . . Dallas
Next week . . . Denver, Los Angeles.
San Francisco and Baltimore
Contact Nathan Cy Braunstein
SCREEN ART SALES CO.
Clr. 6-5883

THE story by Frank Butler and Harry Tugend has Hope and Crosby
recover the sunken treasure and escape the destructive traps of power-mad
Vye, a close relative of Miss Lamour's. At the finale it
prince Murvyn
appears the boys are doomed to die and Miss Lamour is to be married off to
an old, greedy chief but a volcano erupts and the trio escapes with the treasure.
Johnny Burke and James Van Heusen provided a highly serviceable score
which is topped by a jazz number, "Chicago Style," and a lovely ballad,
"To See You," and includes "Hoot Mon," "Moonflowers," "The Merry-GoRunaround" and "The Road to Bali."
Tugend produced and liberally utilized process photography of some attractive island settings. Hal Walker's direction kept the gags and the proceedings
moving at a sharp pace. Others in the cast are Peter Coe, Ralph Moody and
Leon Askin as well as the usual bevy of beautiful girls.
This was viewed at a special trade preview at the Bijou Theatre in New
York and a packed audience of exhibitors and press representatives responded
in an extremely hearty fashion. Promotional possibilities of this were demonstrated by Paramount in an impressive exploitation display as it could be
done by a typical theatre. Tie-ups were made at an insignificant cost with a
local pet shop for tropical animals and birds; a frozen fruit juice company
for "Bali Brew" ; a costume company for sarongs and costumes ; a fruit wholesaler for tropical fruits and coconuts ; a record company for phonograph
records and albums ; a model agency for tropical beauties ; a sawdust company
for South Seas sand, sea shells, and tropical decorations ; and lobby displays
of color stills, blowups and posters from National Screen Service.
Few films come to the exhibitor with so much advance demand and properly
top grossers.
of the year's For
be oneclassification.
production
very90funny
exploited,
January
audience
Generalshould
minutes.
time,
Running this
Walter Pashkin
release.

Jack Kirsch Hints
(Continued from page 1)
touched on the suggestion lightly, but
the fact that he mentioned it at all
was taken as an indication that he saw
possibilities in the idea, especially in
regard to conciliation.
In his own words, Kirsch said,
speaking of efforts to achieve
results, "Possibly a more cer-e
tain and detailed procedur
along the lines of the abortive
plan of 1942 can be
UMPI
worked out. That must remain
for further discussion by those
who have given more time to
the proceedings than I have.
But do not delay any affirmative action you may have in
mind in blind reliance on conciliation as a solution of your
film problems. There are a lot
of characters among the film
companies, but I have never
met one who looked — or acted —
like Santa Claus."
(UMPI was set up by all segments
of the film industry to work out intra-industry problems in 1942. The
various proposals ultimately were rejected by the Department of Justice
and, subsequen).tly, the organization
was dissolved
Kirsch's welcome address to the
delegates was sounded on a high note
of optimism. He expressed confidence
that present difficulties would be overto the
businesscome,isadding
notthat
so "my
great,devotion
nor am I so
old, that I would not be out trying my
hand at some other line of endeavor if
I felt that the motion picture business
is washed up and has no future." That,
he The
said,upsurge
"goes for
all of you."
in business
during the
summer months, Kirsch said, caused
an elation that now appears to be
premature, as receipts fell off after
Labor Day. He admitted that television was a big factor in the slump, but
he insisted there were other problems
to cope with, declaring that he was
convinced that TV "is not a perma-

nent menace." The industry has withstood more serious challenges than
that offered by television, but TV
coupled with other existing and
threatened handicaps "might indeed
do Kirsch
the trick,"
he said.
reviewed
the efforts that had
been made by Allied leaders and the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations in seeking the repeal of the Federal admission tax, as well as their
fight against the bill to exempt nonprofit amusements from the tax. He
warned that a great deal is yet to be
done
the government's
compelto offset
film companies
to turnsuitoverto
their choicest films for TV exhibition.
If this action should coast along to a
freak decision in favor of the government, or should the companies tamely
submit to a consent decree, Kirsch
said it would not be an exaggeration
to say that "such a calamity would
spell ruin for every motion picture
theatre in the United States."
Kirsch charged that the Attorney General had abused his
discretion as a prosecuting officer in filing this suit and that
the exhibitors were within their
rights in demanding that the
case be withdrawn and, if the
demand is unheeded, they will
be justified in carrying their
complaints even to Congress.
While exhibitors have shown good
faith in working with other branches
on matters adversely affecting the industry, Kirsch charged that the distributors have refused to throw the
exhibitors a lifesaver on matters concerning film rental, pre-releases, must
percentages and other problems. He
claimed that the exhibitors "were innocent enough to believe that this new
era of good feeling would extend all
down the line." Allied, Kirsch said,
may have changed its methods a little
in protecting the independent exhibitor,
but it has never deviated from its loyalty. He urged that the current convention unite the exhibitors on a
course of affirmative action "that our
distributor friends can no longer ig-

there were so many ramifications to
the projected deal that he could not
make a flat statement as to the progress of the talks.
Unofficial Reports
From other sources yesterday it
was reported that Fox had returned
to New York from Chicago to get
commitments for further necessary
finances to complete the deal. Unofficial reports in Chicago were that
the price of the stock loomed as a
barrier to any early deal. The resignations of Arnold Grant and Arnold
Picker as RKO's chief executive
officers last week sent the stock down
about one point at the time, although
it went up a quarter of a point yesterday to 3 and fys, in a day that saw
10,200 shares traded.
Prospective purchasers, on the one
hand, are said to be angling to take
advantage of the lower quotation,
whereas the Stolkin group, on the
other hand, is not prepared to take
any heavy loss on its investment at
the moment.
Call Both Deals Cold
In Chicago, members of the Stolkin
syndicate declined to divulge details of
the Fox negotiations and, although
indicating that the deal was cold, admitted that it was not beyond the
possibility of being revived. It also
was of
indicated
thatto talks
concerning"
sale
the stock
a group
represented by Col. Henry Crown, of the
Hilton Hotel interests, also are cold.
It could not be learned whether any
new group had entered the scene.
Meanwhile, the RKO board, which
met here daily last week, did not convene yesterday. Sherrill Corwin, acting board chairman, was reported to
have been in Chicago, as was Edward
J. Burke, board member from Chiings. cago, who attended last week's meetReports circulating yesterday to the
effect that Walt Disney would withhold "Peter Pan" from RKO release
until internal difficulties were overcome were scouted by company
spokesmen. It was pointed out that
the RKO promotional departments
were working on the picture's openings. Roy Disney, president of Walt
Disney Productions, when asked
about the report said, "No comment."
Father Peyton Will
Address Pioneers
Father Patrick Peyton, of the Congregation of the Holy Cross, will be
one of the principal speakers at the
"Jubilee Dinner" of the Motion Picture Pioneers at the Hotel Astor on
Nov. 25, it was disclosed here yesterday by Jack Cohn, Pioneers president.
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Set

"Andersen"
to Net
Hospital
for
$25,000
Indications are that the benefit
premiere of Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans
Christian Andersen" at the Criterion
Theatre here Nov. 24 will net approximately $25,000 for the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital. All proceeds from
the premiere are. to go to the Saranac
Lake institution. Tickets are now on
sale and a sellout is expected by midweek. Celebrities from all branches
of the. entertainment world, along with
top civic officials, are to attend the
affair.
The premiere is the first in a contemplated annual series of benefit
showings of important pictures aimed
to further the tuberculosis research
and treatment work performed at the
hospital.
The benefit will be televised by station WPIX, with Tex McCrary and
Jinx interviewing celebrities who will
attend the opening. The program will
be aired from 8 :30 to 9 :00 P.M., and
recordings will be made of the interviews for subsequent use by Tex and
Jinx on their Coast-to-Coast morning
radio show.
George Shupert Quits
Peerless TV Firm
George Shupert, vice-president of
Peerless Television Productions,
which handles Edward Small's film
sales to TV stations, has resigned. He
will announce a new affiliation shortly.
During the last year Shupert is
understood to have sold 26 Small productions to television stations in 27
markets. Sales amounted to approximately $1,000,000, it was said.
andFadiman

In Columbia
Posts
Hollywood, Nov. 17. — In unrelated
shirtings, Lewis Rachmil and William
Fadiman, who last week resigned from
RKO Radio production posts, have
joined Columbia Pictures in production capacities.

'Carmen'

Fabian's

Appeal

Washington, Nov. 17. — The Supreme Court today refused to hear an
appeal by two California exhibitors
against a lower court decision dismissing their anti-trust suit against
10 distributors and two other independent exhibitors.
The suit was brought by Steve and
Emma M. Chorak, owners of the
Puente Theatre in Puente, Cal. They
charged the defendants with conspiracy to give them inferior playing time
and unreasonably long clearances. The
California District Court and Court
of Appeals hold there was no conspiracy but that the distributors had acted
independently. The Choraks appealed
to the Supreme Court, but a majority
of the justices today indicated they
would not take the case. Only three
of the nine justices — Reed, Black and
Douglas — said they thought the case
should be heard.
Distributor defendants in the case
were RKO Radio, Columbia, Warner
Brothers, Paramount, 20th CenturyFox, United Artists, Universal, Republic, Loew's and Monogram. Exhibitor defendants were A. L. Sanborn, owner of the El Monte theatre
in El Monte, Cal., and James Edwards Jr., operator of the Valley and
Tumblewood" theatres in El Monte.

Rachmil

Motion

Television-Radio
with

Pinky

Herman

SPECIAL TIE-UP between Universal-International Pictures
and Walt Framer's "The Big Pay-Off," Tviewed Coast-toGirl."
You receive
"Because
the the
to seekand
via NBC,
Coast
winner of will
in 22 cities
held effected
be been
willhas
The contest

A

an all-expense trip to New York and a modeling contract on "The
Big Pay-Off." . . . With the findings by the FCC "that Paramount
Pictures did not control the Allen B. 'DuMont Laboratories, Inc."
Dr. A. B. DuMont announced that this "Is a long step towards
better television service throughout the country." Look for increased
activity and further appropriations for development of the DuMont
Network, simultaneous with the completion of WABD's multimillion-dollar tele-center in New York. . . . Jackie Gleason, rotund
comic of his own CBShow, has been named Grand Marshal of
Macy's 26th annual Thanksgiving Day Parade which will be telecast
exclusively via CBS, Thursday, Nov. 27 from 11:00 A.M. to noon.
Robert Trout will narrate the event, a chore he's handled since 1931.
ft
ft
ft
Mayer Kris Kristensen and the City of Yonkers, N. Y., will
pay tribute tonight to Sid Caesar, half of the great comedy team
of "Caesar & Coca," starred every Saturday nite on Max Liebmau's "Your Show of Shows" via NBC. Besides top-ranking city
and Westchester County officials who have
designated Nov. 18 as "Sid Caesar Day," in
honor of a local boy who made good in a
others who will attend the festivibig way,
ties include, Liebman, Charles Sanford,
Imogene Coca, Dave Tebet, Harry Forwood,
Bill Hobin, Carl Reiner and Howard Morris,
Prexy Joseph H. McConnell, Veep Pat
Weaver of NBC, NBC producers Hal Janis
and George McGarrctt, Comics Jack Carter,
Morey Amsterdam and Jack E. Leonard,
Harry Kalcheim of the William Morris
Agency and, Rear Admiral Louis B. Olsen,
Sid Caesar
Commandant of the U. S. Coast Guard,
Eastern District. (Sid got his major league
start while an enlisted man, as featured comic in the Coast
Guard's feature film, "Tars and Spars.") The 2,000 assembled
guests at the Armory on North Broadway in Yonkers will hear
a variation of Bill Shakespeare's classic lines, said variation being,
"Friends, Yeomen, Countrymen, . . . I came to BURY Caesar
with PRAISE."

ft

ft

ft

We are happy to correct, via this pillar, an error that
appears in the current edition of the Motion Picture &
Television Almanac stating that Sesac, Inc., was organized
in 1951. In reality, Paul Heinecke formed Sesac, Inc., in 1931,
five years after he had founded Associated Music Publishers.
Acclaimed as a pioneer in popularizing classical music in
America, Heinecke recently celebrated his 50th anniversary
as head of Breitkopf Publications. . . . Abby Greshler, who has
produced the second film of the new "Peck's Bad Boy"
just
TV series, starring Jimmy Boyd, is en route to New York to
complete a deal, probably with UA, for distribution of "Emergency Call," full length flicker he acquired from Butcher
Revue,"
"All-Star
Saturday's
. . . Next
London.
Ltd., of will
Films,
stop
who will
Brothers
the Ritz
feature
NBC-TV,
via
clowning long enough to introduce their own composition,
"Get Out and Vote For Santa." Sid Kuller, who directs the
Eddie Cantor and Donald O'Connor shows, will handle
similar chores for this Bill Harmon production. . . .
ft
ft
ft
for commercial films as
Olsen
Johnny
called
have
Several agencies
a result of the vet emcee's fine job in a special "Battle Cancer" film
just released nationally. . . . Ruth Cummings, wife of Roy Rowland
and niece of Louis B. Mayer, is in Gotham to arrange for publication
of several new original stories. Miss Cummings' articles and short
stories have appeared in numerous leading magazines. . . . TV producers and directors seek perfection in their story material and the
histrionics of their actors but often are careless or perhaps regard
musical background music as unimportant. Conversely, appropriate
mood music, does much to enhance the quality of dramatic programs,
a fact that was established way back in the nickelodeon days. Examples of effective musical background that come to mind are heard
in the NBC-TVehicle, "The Doctor" on Sundays, and "Man Against
Crime," CBSeries, telecast every Wednesday.

for

Grand

Fabian's Grand, Albany, N. Y.,
plans to carry the Dec. 11 telecast
of "Carmen," it was learned here
yesterday.
Meanwhile, negotiations between
Theatre Network Television, the
agency which has booked the first
theatre TV entertainment event, and
other circuits will resume tomorrow.
Today, Nathan Halpern, TNT president, will be in Chicago to address
the national Allied convention.
Upon his return here, Halpern is
due to continue talks with various
circuit executives, including those of
Loew's, Warner Brothers, Shea Enterprises, RKO Theatres and United
Paramount Theatres. For the Metropolitan
men,"
TNT Opera
is production
seeking 40 of
cents"Carper
seat as a minimum against 50 per cent
of the net box-office receipts. It is
understood that TNT expects to lineup from 40 to 50 theatres for the
cross-country three-hour telecast. Although circuit executives are virtually
unanimous in their interest, some oppose the price being sought for the
event.
Deny Gamble
Bid on
Ownership
Change
Washington, Nov. 17. — A Federal
Communications
Commission
hearingexaminer today denied
an application
by Ted Gamble to change a pending
appplication
for a Portland television
ership.
station to take note of different ownThe application is by the Mt. Hood
Radio and Television Co. Ralph Stolkin, Sherrill Corwin, Edward Burke
and Harry Kahn recently sold their interest in the company to the employes.
Gamble, a major stockholder in the
firm, was asking the examiner, during a hearing on various Portland TV
applications, to amend the application
to take note of this change. The examiner denied the request, and Gamble
will appeal to the full Commission.

s FCC
gs 's
ontk Hail
DuMnic
Findin
Res
DuMont Laboratories hailed the
recommendations of Federal Communications Commission examiner
found that ParaLeo Resnick,
mount Pictureswhich
does not control Allen
B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.
Resnick's findings, declared Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president, "is a longstep towards better television service
throughout the nation. It removes all
liof our and
the stability
as to York,
questions
censes in New
Washington
Pittsburgh, and will make it possible
for us to acquire additional stations."
Turn Down TV Set Tax
Boston, Nov. 17. — Massachusetts
legislators today turned down a suggestion to tax all television sets $1.50
or $2.00 annually. Senator Ralph C.
Mahar, chairman of a legislative commission studying the possibility of establishing a television channel in
Massachusetts for educational pursuggestion that inout a sets
poses,dividual
ruled television
be taxed to provide money for a state owned station.

Harry Tugend to Write
Hollywood, Nov. 17. — Harry Tugend has given up his Paramount
to concentrate excluproducership
sively on writing.
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Votes

to

Renew

Future
in Doubt

Probe's Continuance to
Rest on New Committee

COMPO

Program
Pricing

Washington, Nov. 18. — The
Senate Small Business Committee
in the new Congress will have to
make a new and fresh determination whether to continue its investigation of the motion picture industry,
informed observers believe.
It was also learned that the chances
now favor Sen. Thye (R., Minn.) to
head the group in the next Congress.
Sen. Tobey (R., N.H.) and Sen.
Saltonstall (R., Mass.) both outrank
Thye on the Republican side of the
committee, but observers believe that
both will decline the Small Business
Committee post to devote themselves
to jobs as chairmen of other higherranking committees. Tobey is in line
to head the Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee, while Saltonstall will probably head the Armed
Services Committee.
The investigation of distributor
trade practices, started earlier in the
(Continued on page 10)

to

Fight

Abuses

Approved

by

Allied

Membership

Rembusch
Report by
Revolt;

See

Gives Board's Report; Minority
Yamins Touches Off Near
End

of Arbitration

Efforts

By SHERWIN KANE
Chicago, Nov. 18. — A near revolt of the xAllied States membership against the majority report of the board of directors approving

Chicago, Nov. 18. — A three-point
program for combatting alleged abuses
in film pricing practices drawn up by
the Allied States board of directors Allied's continued membership in the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations for another year flared at the first open forum of the
was
today.approved by the convention here
convention here today, revealing the temper of the convention and
Relief from the practices comparticipation in efforts to set
plained of is to he sought by Allied leading to predictions that Allied's
up an
industry arbitration
plan will
be
terminated
by the convention
by any or all of the following means :
when the subject
1) Instituting and conducting liti- S k our as to Aid
comes up tomorrow.
gation.
2) Petitioning the Department of Israel Fund Event
The one-year
Justice and other executive and
Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th
lied's
(Continued on page 7)
renewal
of COMPO
AlCentury-Fox, has been appointed honmembership was
orary chairman of the annual dinner
carried only
concert to be given by the American
Abbott, Costello Sign Fund for Israel Institutions to be held
after bitter
bate from dethe
on the evening of Jan. 8 in New
4- Film U -I Contract
floor following a
York's Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
minority board
Universal - International reported
At the affair tribute will be paid to
report read by
here yesterday the signing of a new Sol Hurok for his work as a trustee
contract with Bud Abbott and Lou of the Fund. Edward A. Norman,
Nathan Yamins
Costello which calls for their services president of the Fund, has cited Hurok
of Massachuthrough 1955 and provides that they
setts which
No Action Taken
on
star in a minimum of four pictures for supporting the "artistic and culdevelopment
Israel."
Hurok,to
would have limover that period.
whose tural
career
story of
is being
brought
The first of the four films will be the screen by 20th Century-Fox in
continuation
COMPO
onlyin
Nathan Yamins
ited Allied's
Md.'s Censor Law
"Abbott and Costello Meet Dr. Jekyll "Tonight We Sing," managed the first
American tour of the Israel Philhar- for the duration of
and Mr. (Continued
Hyde," on
slated
page to
10) start in
monic Orchestra.
mission tax repeal. the fight for adBaltimore, Nov. 18. — The Maryland State Board of Motion Picture
Yamins scored distribution trade
practices in making the minority reCensors and the State Legislature's
port and(Continued
said itson purpose
Judiciary Council today discussed repage 6) was to
sponsibility for any changes in MaryIssue
Approaches
land'sdecision.
censorship law and failed to Allied
reach any
The motion picture censorship problem was referred to the Council by Of
Arbitration
Critically
former Attorney General Hall Hammond in a last summer ruling whereChicago, Nov. 18. — With the Allied States convention here not yet
in he stated the Board of Censors can
having
taken action on the proposed industry arbitration plan, the
only ban indecent or obscene films.
atmosphere is in sharp contrast to the open-arm welcome and flat
proclamations at the Theatre Owners of America convention in Washington last September that "arbitration
National Conclave
draft will be wholly acceptable to exhibitors and so there will be counterApart
from all other evidences of
."
re
he
For Drive-in Owners
is
proposals and the thing may go on
the critical attitude with which Allied
indefinitely,
unless Allied concludes
Chicago, Nov. 18. — A naar- that the effort no longer justifies the
the distributors'
is approaching
bitration draft, there
is this excerpt
tional convention of drive-in
necessary expenditures of time
and
from a message in the convention money.
theatre operators has been
_
journal by Abram F. Myers, Allied
scheduled for March 23-25 in
board chairman and general counsel :
"Perhaps the only justification for
Milwaukee by drive-in opera"As this piece is being written the mentioning arbitration is to point out
tors attending the annual Allied convention here. The
prospects for the early establishment that here again Allied was able to
of an arbitration system are dismal, contribute the services of able, experidrive-in meeting will be held
enced men to what in the early stages
to say the least. The distributors are
in conjunction with the anworking behind closed doors on a new was believed to be a bona fide effort
nual convention of Allied
draft which will be unveiled in their to benefit the entire industry. That
Theatre Owners of Wisconsin.
good time. Based on our experience the negotiations degenerated into just
to date it Js not expected that this
another film deal was not their fault."

Still Withhold Draft
Of Arbitration Plan
Chicago, Nov. 18. — Despite
the detailed, point-by-point
analysis
of the
distributors'
draft
of the
proposed
industry arbitration plan given to
the Allied convention here by
Abram F. Myers, chairman
and general counsel, the draft
will not be released here for
publication. Distributors have
declined again to authorize
its release.
Unsuccessful efforts to obtain authorization for its release were also made by the
Theatre Owners of America
at its September convention
in Washington.
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Goldwyn

Meet
Sales
WB
Today
Starts

An award honoring Samuel GoldFRANK FREEMAN, ParaY
• mount vice-president and studio
wyn for his production of "Hans
head, will arrive here today from the Christian
Andersen" was presented to
Coast.
the producer here yesterday by the
York City Federation of WomElias Lapinere, who will rejoin the New en's
Clubs and the Motion Picture
M-G-M organization on Jan. 1 as spe- Councils of Greater New York at a
cial publicity representative in Europe, joint luncheon in the Plaza Hotel.
will arrive here tomorrow from Eu- More than 150 representatives of the
rope on the S.S. Liberie, accom- national and local organizations which
panied by Mrs. Lapienere.
preview and rate films for an aggree
gate membership of 40,000,000 women
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO Radio attended the event.
Mrs. Charlotte Baruth, president of
sales promotion manager, will speak
at the Allied of Indiana meeting in the New York City Federation of
Indinapolis Dec. 2-3 and at the In- Women's Clubs, said that in the longdependent Exhibitors of New England list of "distinguished" pictures promeeting in Boston Dec. 9.
duced by Goldwyn, none surpassed
•
"Andersen" as outstanding family entertainment. In a brief address to
Bradford Cross, formerly an account executive at Gray and Rogers the luncheon guests, Goldwyn said his
Advertising Agency, Philadelphia, has decision to make the picture 16 years
joined the staff of the Princeton Film ago stemmed from his conviction that
Center, Inc., Princeton,
N. J.
the "great Danish story-teller repree
sents a wonderful and simple phil. Irene Christman, of the title registration bureau of the Motion Picosophy of life."
Goldwyn
said he had decided to
ture Association of America, has be- give at least one free performance in
come the bride of Richard Stainkamp each city throughout the world for
of New York.
under-privileged children seeing it.
•
Edward Ruby, pioneer in the equip- Goldwyn to Address SPG
ment field, and head of Ruby Co., N.ew
Hollywood, Nov. 18. — The Screen
York, is in Kevv Gardens General Publicists
Guild announced today that
Hospital, Queens, N. Y., following a
heart attack.
Samuel Goldwyn would be the prin•
cipal speaker at the Guild's annual
Felipe Mier, president of Mier and dinner, to be held here Dec. 10.
Brooks, Mexican producers, is due
here tomorrow from a four-month stay
in Europe, en route
• to Mexico City. Three-monthCapitol

Pittsburgh, Nov. 18.— Jules Lapidus, Warner Brothers Eastern and
Canadian division sales manager, will
preside at a meeting of district and
branch managers of Central and. MidAtlantic sales districts to begin tomorrow at the Hotel Schenley here.
Robert Smeltzer, Mid-Atlantic district manager ; J. S. Abrose, Central
district manager, and six branch managers will meet with Lapidus, Norman H. Moray, short subjects general
sales manager, I. F. Dolid, and Bernard R. Goodman, supervisor of exchanges.
Branch managers who will attend
include William G. Mansell, Philadelphia; P. R. DeFazio, Washington;
R. H. Dunbar, Cincinnati ; J. M.
Wechsler, Cleveland ; C. W. McKean,
Indianapolis, and Jack Kalmenson,
Pittsburgh.

Bella Kreisman, secretary to John
Warner International
J. Glynn,
Corp. vice-president and treasurer, has
become engaged to• Samuel Kandel.
Frank W. Phelps, head of Warner
Brothers Theatres labor department,
will be in Washington today and will
return here early next week.
•
Jesse L. Lasky and his executive
assistant, John Gregory, flew to the
Coast from here last night and will
return in 10 days.
•

Col.

Stockholder

Files

Trust

Frank Saviola, Paramount salesman in the Rochester and Syracuse
territories, announces the birth of a
girl.
•
Sol Karp, formerly assistant manager at the State Theatre, Hartford, is
now overseas with the U. S. Navy.
•
Nunnally Johnson, 20th CenturyFox writer-producer, arrived here yesterday from Hollywood.
•
William M. Pizor, Lippert Pictures vice-president, is in Hollywood
from New York.

Line-up

Is Set

The Capitol Theatre here yesterday
released its line-up of shows for December, January and February.
On Wednesday, Dec. 3, Universal's
"Because of You," starring Loretta
Young and Jeff Chandler, will open.
Johnny Ray with an in-person supporting cast will bow in on Wednesday, Dec. 24 for the holiday, marking
the first in-person attraction at the
house in a year and a half. The holiday show will co-feature Universal's
"Against All Flags," starring Errol
Flynn and Maureen O'Hara.
RKO Radio's "Androcles and the
Lion," produced by Gabriel Pascal
and starring Jean Simmons, Robert
Newton, Victor Mature and Maurice
Evans, will be the third feature shown
during this period, early in January.
A Hollywood-style invitational premiere is being prepared.
M-G-M's "Above and Beyond,"
with Robert Taylor and Eleanor
Parker playing the leads, completes
the three-month line-up.

W. B. Midwest Zone
Meet in Milwaukee
Milwaukee, Nov. 18. — Warner
Brothers Midwest zone held its kickoff showmanship drive meeting here
at the Schroeder Hotel. Mayor Ziedler
opened the conclave by applauding
the exhibitors for their assists in
their civic promotions.
The high light of the drive is an
exploitation contest conceived by Al
Kvool with prizes of $3000 in cash.
Exchange managers from Paramount,
Universal, 20th Century-Fox, M-G-M
and Warner Brothers told of the pictures selected and prize offers.

Suit

A minority stockholders suit against
Columbia Pictures and its officers and
directors, seeking to enjoin the company from engaging in alleged antitrust trade practices, has been filed in
New York Supreme Court.
The suit was brought by William
B. Weinberger of New York, whose
attorney is Samuel H. Levinkind, also
of this city, Levinkind claimed that
his client owns more than 100 shares
and is in no way connected with
exhibition.
The complaint is due to be answered
by Columbia on Tuesday. The suit
charges Columbia with engaging in a
course of action in violation of Federal and state anti-trust laws in connection with the production, distribution and exhibition of motion pictures.
Columbia

Directors

Wwmei

A TOM IC Energy Commission head
■/l Gordon Dean's discussion of the
successful experiments of the Hydrogen Bomb highlights current newsreels. Also featured- are the drive of
French forces to cut off Red units in
the Indo-China: war, the funeral of
Dr. Chaim Weizmann in Israel, Britain's Queen vievtiing Coronation fashions, and President-elect Eisenhower
ending his Georgia vacation.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. S4— Atomic
chairman talks of H-Bomb. Tanker rams
Navy ship in war drill off Cape Henry, Va.
Eisenhower ends Georgia vacation. Chaim
Weizmann laid to rest. Queen Elizabeth
sees fashions for coronation. Princeton-Yale,
Michigan State-Nctre Dame football games.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 224-U.S. reports first test of H-Bomb. Birthday party
for Mamie pionship.
Eisenhower.
JitterbugchamCoronation fashions
for Queen.
Michigan State-Notre Dame, A.rmy-Penn
football games.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 27— First HBorab experiments revealed. Weizmann rites
in Israel. Hamburg, Germany gets the
"jitters." Yale-Princeton, Notre DameMichigan State football games.
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 48A— Eisenhower's vacation
ends. Stevenson
in Arizona.
Landslide
vote electsrelaxes
Field
Marshal Alexander Papagos in Greece.
General Naguib celebrates third month as
new Egyptian leader. French show new
baby ball
jet.games.Michigan State-Notre Dame footUNIVERSAL NEWS, Nr.. 414— Atomic I
Commission head tells of H-Bomb tests.
French forces drive to cut off Red units in
Indo-China. Eisenhower ends vacation in
Georgia. Picture Pioneers award to Nate
Blumberg,
"Pioneer
of 1952."
Chaim Dame.
Weizmaira
funeral.
Michigan
State-Notre
Princeton-Yale football games.
i
WARNER
PATHE
NEWS,
No. 29—
Gordon Dean talks on the H-Bomb. New
French drive in Indo-China war. Funeral
of Israel's president, Dr. Chaim Weizmann.
Wingless plane flies, but not for long.
France shows the world the first baby jet.
Marines launch toys for tots appeal in Los
Angeles. Princeton- Yale, Michigan StateNotre Dame football games.
News
Of

re el Coverage

House

Hearings

Washington, Nov. 18. — Newsreels
and television may be allowed to cover
some House Committee hearings in
the new Congress.
Rep. Martin ( R, Mass.), who is
slated to be the speaker of the new
House, is reported ready to leave up
to the individual committees the question of whether their hearings should
be filmed and broadcast. In the present Congress, cameras have been
banned under a ruling of the present
House speaker, Rep. Rayburn (D.,
Tex.).at Martin
Rayburn's
ruling
the time opposed
it was made
and
indications now are h,e will overrule
it when he is speaker.

Declare 2 Dividends
The directors of Columbia Pictures Odeon Theatres Sets
Religious to See Film
here yesterday declared a dividend of Joint Dividend
Loew's Theatres, in conjunction
corporation's
comSochin Lining Up Shorts with the Motion Picture Department 25 cents
mon stock on
and the
voting
trust certificates
London, Nov. 18. — Odeon Theatres
of the International Federation of for common stock payable Dec. 18 to Ltd. announce that dividend arrears
Irving Sochin, Universal Pictures' Catholic Alumnae, will have special stockholders of record on Dec. 4. They on six per cent cumulative preference
short subjects sales manager, has returned to New York from a three- showings here on Saturday for the also declared a two-and-a-half per cent shares that were due on last June 30
Sisters and others of religious orders, dividend on the common stock and vot- will be paid, less income tax, on Dec.
week trip to the company's Western
ing trust certificates for common stock, 22 together with a dividend for the
branches and a visit to the Coast stu- of "Because You're Mine," which
dios setting up plans for the short stars Mario Lanza. The showings will payable on Jan. 18 to stockholders of half-year ending Dec. 31, bringing
be held in Brooklyn and Manhattan. record on Dec. 5.
payments up to date.
subjects program for 1952-53.
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"Stars and Stripes Forever"
(20th Century-Fox)
Ralph Stolkin, head of the syndicate JOHN PHILIP SOUSA's marches and band music have been and remain O UTH HARBERT has written an
enormously popular and this highly exploitable film tribute to him in
which bought
out Howard
story depicting how
controlling
interest
in RKO Hughes'
Radio color by Technicolor contains a resoundingly played score of his composi- some interestingmovie stars celebrate Christmas
Pictures, was reported here yesterday
tions. Clifton Webb delivers a brisk performance in whiskers-and-white- Eve. This tale of Yultide appears in
to have left Chicago for the Coast for
Good Housekeeping's December issue
gloves
as
Sousa buttothethestory,
liar and incidental
music.based on Sousa's "Marching Along," is fami- and
conferences with Sherrill Corwin, actis essentially a story about chiling board chairman of RKO Radio.
It is the type of film which exhibitors can readily exploit, for the appeal
dren since most of the stars named in
Meanwhile, Matthew Fox, head of of the music, the military setting, and the name of the world-famous com- the article have children. Miss HarFilms for Television and a partner in
poser-conductor isconsiderable. If properly backed, this should register bert takes the reader into the homes
United Artists, who heads a group strong returns.
of Esther Williams, Robert Ryan,
negotiating for the purchase of the
Jeanne
Crain, William Holden,
Colorful
and
rousing
renditions
of
the
following
are
included
:
"Semper
Stolkin syndicate interests, said there
Brenda Marshall and young stars
Fidelus,"
"The
Stars
and
Stripes
Forever,"
"Washington
Post
March,"
are no new developments in the negoLeigh and Tony Curtis. To
tiations. He spiked reports that Louis "Hail to the Chief," "El Capitan," "Light Cavalry Overture," "Presidential Janet
illustrate the article pictures are used
R. Lurie, Coast real estate operator Polinaise," "Battle Hymn of the Republic." Also heard are "The Bowery," of Esther Williams, who is almost
who once sought to purchase control "Springtime in New York," "Father's Got Him," "Sweet Marie," "I'm crowded out of the scene by her two
of Warner Brothers, was a member of Afraid" and a satiric vocalization of "Caro Nome," from "Rigoletto."
Debra Paget -is sparkling and attractive in some boisterous production sons and their pet puppy, and Robert
the Fox syndicate. Fox said that he numbers
as an oldtime burlesque house chorus girl and singer. Robert Ryan and his wife, Jessica, whose
did not know when he would confer
dren.
Wagner portrays Miss Paget's fiance, a favorite with Webb from their living room is "knee-deep" with chilagain with Stolkin, either here or in days
at
the
Marine
Corps
barracks
in
Washington,
when
Wagner
invented
Chicago.
e
Presumably, while on the Coast, a tuba-like instrument named the Sousaphone. Ruth Hussey is properly sweet
Corwin and Stolkin will confer on the and wise as Webb's wife and the romantic adviser of Miss Paget and Wagner.
Life,
in
the
issue
now on the
The Lamar Trotti screenplay, from a story by Ernest Vajda, follows the
various offers received for the pur- success of the Sousa band. There are numerous scenes of humor and warm newsstands, recreates for its
chase of their 29 per cent interest in
reader how the Mayflower storm
RKO and perhaps slate a meeting sentiment as Wagner marries Miss Paget and they grow closer to Webb was filmed for "Plymouth Advenand his wife. Wagner loses a leg in the Spanish- American War but returns
with Hughes.
ture," M-G-M's feature. A fourhis loving wife and plays the Sousaphone at a Webb Brooklyn Navy Yard
An unconfirmed Coast report has to
color picture of a full-scale replica
Concert at the finale.
the Stolkin group seeking a modificaTrotti produced economically yet utilized colorful settings. Henry Koster of the Mayflower showing 73 memtion of their purchase agreement with
bers of the cast on board is part of
directed
ably. This is an attractive entertainment package containing the
Hughes, in order to eliminate certain
a
two-page
editorial spread. Also
requirements blocking the deal by necessary elements for good business almost everywhere.
reproduced is a model of the MayRunning
time,
89
minutes.
General
audience
classification.
For
December
which Fox would acquire RKO
flower's waist mounted on hydraulic
release.
Walter Pashkin
control.
rocker and being tossed about by
powerful wave and wind machines.
IRO Wins Guarantee
A full page is devoted to Dawn AdFilm Art Directors
Jacon
Heads
Sales
dams, the 22-year-old English starSuit vs. Holiday Here
To Address Ampa
let who plays the part of Priscilla
Mullins. Spencer Tracey and Gene
A
judgment
in
favor
of
InternaOf Italian Films
The "Showmanship Class" of the
tional Releasing Organization has Tierney are pictured in a tense
Associated Motion Pictures Adverscene at the rail of the Mayflower.
tisers meeting at the Hotel Wood- been handed down here in IRO's suit
Italian Films Export, the new
•
stock here tomorrow night will dis- against I. Z. Amusement, Inc., lessee
agency set up to distribute Italian
of the Holiday Theatre, New York,
Louella Parsons in Pictorial Recuss
"Displays"
and
will
be
addressed
product in the U. S., moved nearer to by Vincent Trotta, Henry Spiegel and on charges that the defendant failed
view, on nezvsstands Sunday, tells
full organization yesterday with the Frank Adams, it was announced by to pay the agreed minimum guarantee about a telephone call she received
announcement here by Dr. Renato
K. McWilliams, AMPA presi- at
for the
playing
"Kisenga,
Man ofaccording
Africa" from Clark Gable while he was in
Holiday
last March,
Gualino, chief executive of the IFE, Harry
dent.
London. Gable went to England to
that:
to IRO.
Trotta
was
Paramount
Pictures
art
star
in M-G-M's "Never Let Me
Bernard Jacon has been named
Sol Edwards, IRO president, said
director
for
26
years.
He
is
currently
Dozvn."
Louella reports that Clark is
vice-president of sales and distribu- conducting his own art service to the the case was important inasmuch as
tion ;
I. Z. Amusement had tried to attack "one of the most effective goodivill
The IFE will be known as the IFE industry. Spiegel is director of adver- the effect of the standard licensing ambassadors we ever sent to Britain."
tising, publicity and exploitation for agreement. It was intimated by the The same issue of Pictorial Review
Releasing Organization, will be officially established on Dec. 1 and will the New York and Brooklyn Para- defendant that the standard contract has a full-color
for page.
"Plymouth Adventure" on its adback
mount theatres. Adams is with the
be in full operation by the end of the
was
not
valid,
Edwards
said.
IRO
has
•
American Display Co.
year ;
the U. S. distribution rights to 27
Claire Bloom appears on the cover
Regional offices are being established
J. Arthur Rank pictures.
of Time, now on newsstands. In a
in New York, Cleveland, Chicago, Atwith
story of her career, the writers for
lanta and Los Angeles, for which field Terry Turner
Efforts to reach the Holiday man- Time tell how Charles Chaplin chose
personnel is being established to cover General Teleradio
agement were unsuccessful.
26 exchange areas ;
her for the feminine lead in "LimeTerry
Turner,
former
director
of
A release schedule is now being
light." In the same issue there are
exploitation
of
RKO
Radio
Pictures,
full-color pictures of Marilyn Monroe
prepared on product to play in all
No
'Carmen'
at
ATC
and Zsa Zsa Gabor. James Linen,
types of theatres, as follows :
will join the staff of General TeleBoston, Nov. 18. — The American Time's publisher, tells how Daniele
(1), Six to eight features with radio, Inc., parent company for the
general audience appeal, to be re-re- Mutual network, on Dec. 1. He will Theatre Corp. of Boston stated' today Delorme, star of the French picture,
corded in America with American direct his efforts toward accelerating- that it does not contemplate presenting "Gigi," went to the Life-Time reception room and asked to speak with
operahere"Carmen"
dialogue; (2), eight to 12 features to attendance in motion picture theatres the
Theatre
on Dec. at
11. the Pilgrim an editor of Life. The three alert
be sub-titled for the more specialized with the heavy aid of radio and television. As exploitation head of RKO
and unhurried receptionists, Sallie
theatres, and (3), 20 to 30 films, also
Harrington, Gwen Tremble and Ruth
subsided, for theatres catering to Radio, Turner in the past few years No Fabian-TNT Deal
Italian and Italo-American communi- has used radio and TV widely to
No deal has been set for theatre Kenny, seeing Miss Delorme, thought
boost theatre attendance.
ties.
she was a high school girl and de"Carmen"
in a Fabian's
duced that she was in quest of a still
Entering the industry in 1921,
Turner is a former director of ad- televising
Grand, Albany,
N. Y.,
circuit
Jacon represented Small and Strausof her favorite movie star. However,
spokesman
explained
here
yesterday.
of Loew's
she went to Life to thank the movie
berg Theatres in New York as pro- Theatres, vertising
andand exploitation
of Radio City
Music
He acknowledged the circuit's intermotion manager until 1928. For the Hall and RKO Theatres.
est in the Theatre Network Televi- editor for the "nice story" he had
next six years he was buyer and gension event, but stated negotiations
eral manager of Mantell Theatres, and
were still in progress and no actual done on "Gigi." •
then from 1934 until 1938, he served
booking has been made for the Grand.
Okays Program
Elizabeth Taylor's life story is
as general manager for Rockaway AMPP
told with pictures and text in the
Beach Theatres. From 1938 to 1946
Hollywood, Nov. 18. — The Associaissue of Look now on newsstands.
he was with Universal in an executive
tion of Motion Picture Producers' AA Signs Hayes Goetz
A four-color portrait is used along
board
approved
the
continuation
of
the
capacity. In 1946 he joined SuperHollywood, Nov. 18. — Allied Ar- with photographs taken in Europe.
tists has signed Hayes Goetz to a
films Distribution Corp. in New York, organization's on-job training program
as manager of sales and distribution. for U. S. Armed Forces technicians long term contract as producer. Elizabeth Taylor's next feature to
Since 1949, he has been serving as for another year, Fred S. Meyer, Goetz, with M-G-M for the past IS be released is M-G-M's "The Girl
vice-president in charge of sales of chairman of the military affairs corn- years, most recently produced "Hour Who Had Everything." Walter Haas
of 13" for that studio in England.
Lux Film Distributing- Corp.
year.
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Motion

Allied

Renews

(Continued from page 1)

make sure that no one would misconstrue Allied's continued membership
in COMPO as a sign of weakness or
indifference to the trade practice complaints ofAllied members.
The board's majority report was
read by Trueman Rembusch, one of
the triumvirate which heads COMPO.
The one-year renewal, he said, would
be subject to the same conditions as in
the past, which would give the board
authority to terminate it earlier for
cause.
The report
cited COMPO's
contributions and activities beneficial to
exhibitors, including the tax
repeal camp a i g n , the
H o 11 y w o o d
round tables on
production topics and the
"If
star tours.
there
were no
Trueman Rembusch
COMPO
today," Rembusch
said, "we would have to organize one
fight."
just to conduct theof tax
Wisconsin Allied
Sig Goldberg
touched off the fireworks with an excoriation ofdistribution practices, particularly advanced admission pictures.
He asserted he didn't think, nor
did the Wisconsin delegation, that
COMPO "has worked out." "It would
as a dodo today," he said, "if
be dead
it were not for the admission tax
fight. We can carry on that fight
without renewing Allied's membership
in COMPO."
Goldberg then moved that
Allied withdraw from COMPO
at once, and the motion was
seconded by Ted Mann of Minneapolis.
Rembusch cautioned that the motion,
if adopted, would do "untold damage

See more... do moreenjoy the best for less!

FLY

TWA

to EUROPE
THRIFT

in
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Youcansave more than $100
on a TWA ticket to Europe
and return (through
March 31). See your travel
agent or call Trans World
Airlines.
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Film

Clinics

To SRO

Picture

Membership

Compo
Play

Attendance

Chicago, Nov. 18.— The six
Allied Film Clinics which
have been in almost continuous session here since Sunday
are unusually well attended,
indicating the genuine interest in film buying and booking problems among the independent exhibitors in attendance.
The clinics are specialized
according to theatre situations, so that exhibitors with
similar problems are congregated together. All six of the
individual theatre clinic
groups have attracted crowds
which taxed the capacities of
their meeting rooms. The
session, except for the drivein clinics, have been closed to
the press.

Reelect
To

Wednesday, November 19, 1952

Daily

Adler,

TESMA

Davee

Equipment Men Cite
Schutz for Service

Board

Chicago, Nov. 18. — The following
have been elected to three-year terms
on the board of directors of the Theatre Equipment Supply Manufacturers
Association at the annual convention
here : Ben H. Adler, Adler Silhouette
Letter Co., and Larry W. Davee, Century Projector Corp., both reelected,
and Donald Hyndman, Eastman
Kodak Co., and Tom La Vezzi, La
Vezzi Machine Works, both new
members.
Reelected to the Theatre Equipment
Dealers Association board for threeyear terms were Joseph Cefrie, Boston, and Eldon Peek, Oklahoma Theatre Supply Co., Denver. New directors elected for three-year terms are :
Solon Burns, Modern Theatre Supply
Co., Seattle, and Homer Teigmeier
of B. F. Shearer Co., San Francisco.
Tom Shearer of the latter company
continues as TEDA board chairman.
to the tax campaign and would make
TESMA - TEDA confirmed the
the work of your Col. Cole greatly
dates Oct. 31-Nov. 4 for next year's
more complicated." H. A. Cole of joint convention with the Theatre
Texas Allied is co-chairman of the tax Owners of America at the Conrad
campaign.
Hilton Hotel here.
A new TESMA trade mark was
Finally Wins
adopted embodying the slogan: "That
Show May Go On," embodying
The argument waxed back and forth the
the basic creed of TESMA members.
more weight beingwith ultimately
Harry Strong, president of the
thrown
against the motion than for it.
Charles Blatt of Western Pennsyl- Strong Electric Co., was presented
vania Allied reminded the convention with a placque by TESMA in appreciation of his many years of service
that COMPO is not responsible for
trade practice abuses or sales policies to the organization.
of any kind. Ben Cubby of IowaNebraska Allied said approval of the sion at the clinics showed that virmotion would be a sign of Allied
tually every company on occasion enweakness, evidence that in reversing
deavors either to force advanced adits board of directors it was divided
missions bv demand or by terms ; that
internally. Phil Isley of Texas Allied, "illegal, arbitrary clearances exist beBen Marcus of Wisconsin Allied and
tween theatres not in substantial comJack Kirsch of Illinois Allied and
petition that
;
salesmen frequently do
general convention chairman, all ar- not call on some exhibitors for extended periods of time ; that bidding is
gued against the resolution.
used by distributors largely to further
"There is $300,000,000 in tax
their own ends ; that trailers are exsavings at stake," Kirsch
cessively priced ; that accessories are
shouted. "If you overlook that
inadequate ; that film costs are continuing to increase and that the print
you're daffy."
The revolt on the floor simmered to shortages are so bad "they put playa murmur and Mann withdrew his sec- dates on the auction block."
Thrown Open to Floor
ond of the motion, after which Goldberg withdrew the motion itself.
open to disthrownwhich
was floor
The report
cussion from the
was not
There was no mistaking the temper
concluded
by
adjournment
time.
of the convention, however, and leadThe session
ers of key delegations freely predicted
that Allied is definitely ready to withwas opened at 3
P.M. by Wilbur
draw from the industry arbitration
movement completely — not merely conSnaper, Allied
tent with reserving its decision pendpresident and
ing further efforts to obtain arbitrapermanent
con
vention chair
tion provisions more to its liking.
man. It led off
with reports by
The convention next turned to
reports of the film clinics, which
Cole and Pat
have been in continuous closed
McGee, c o
sessions here since Sunday.
chairmen of the
industry tax re
William Carroll of Indiana Allied reported 12 complaints
peal campaign
which had developed in virtually
on progress of
H. A. Cole
all of the six separate clinics,
the fight. Cole
representing individual types
said that to date
of theatres and situations.
195 Congressmen have been pledged as
favoring repeal of the tax and 60
These most frequent complaints, he others
are on record as favoring a re
said, were : advanced admission prices, duction. Cole said he was not satis
"bottlenecking" of pictures, clearances, fied with progress ; that a 218 majority
the "silent treatment" of exhibitors by would
be unsafe, since legislators
salesmen, competitive bidding abuses, change their minds.
He urged re
trailers, accessories, film costs, print gional chairmen to do their jobs better
i shortages, film buying methods and to insure success.
tie-in sales. Carroll said that discusCole said the campaign plan is to

Chicago, Nov. 18. — The committee in charge of memorializing the 25th anniversary of
George Schutz as editor of
Better
Quigley Publications'
Theatres
presented Schutz
with a citation at a dinner at
the Iyanhoe Restaurant here
tonight. Oscar F. Neu was
chairman of the committee.
The citation, in part, as
quoted from a resolution on
Nov. 10 by the George Schutz
Salute
Committee,
"In
recognition
of his reads:
consistent
editorial leadership in pioneering in the interests of
better standards of theatre
design, better equipment and
better
maintenance"
and "intheatre
appreciation
of his
continuous assistance in the
mutual interests of equipm e n t manufacturers and
theatre operators throughout
a quarter of a century of
progress, this citation, in
honor of his 25th anniversary
as editor of Better Theatres,
is tendered to George Schutz."
'Limelight'
Records

Sets

Two

in Toronto

Toronto, Nov. 18. — Charles Chaplin's "Limelight" set all-time house
records with its opening-day and firstweekend grosses at the Odeon Carlton
Theatre here, grossing $3,000 on Friday and $5,500 on Saturday, it is
understood.
Theing the
premiere
willweeks
be followed
next two
by 22 durkey
openings on the Odeon circuit across
Canadaintroduce a tax repeal measure on the
first day of the new session of Congress inhibitors
January.
He information
asked all exfor the vital
on
the damage the tax is doing to their
business, to present to Congressmen
when hearings are held on the repeal
measure.
McGee amplified on Cole's remarks, urging exhibitors to stick together in the fight and insure its success.
Snaper said "if we win this tax
repeal fight we
'blacks.' "

go from 'red' to

Allied

to Reaffirm

16mm.

Suit Stand

Chicago,
18. — byLittle
time
will beNov.
devoted
the
Allied convention here to the
Government's 16mm. suit to
force the sale of films to
television.
It's not that Allied is disinterested or unconcerned, it
was said. The board and
delegates will reaffirm solid
exhibitor opposition to the
suit. Beyond that, they feel,
all that can be done about it
has been done already or will
be done.

Wednesday, November 19, 1952

Seating Has Flavor
Of Political Meets

Chicago, Nov. 18.— The Allied States convention auditorium here has seating
arrangements similar to those
employed by national political
conventions. State delegations are seated together
under state banners. The
same seating arrangement
will prevail at the closing
banquet tomorrow night.
Largest state delegation is
claimed by Wisconsin with
over 100 delegates. Large
delegations also are here
from Ohio, Michigan and
other nearby Midwestern
states. The home delegation,
Illinois, also is very well
represented.

Pricing Abuses
(Continued from page 1)
administrative agencies for action.
3) Appealing to appropriate Congressional committees, such as the
Senate Small Business Committee
for relief.
In line with the resolution, Allied
is requesting its members to submit
all evidence of individual cases of alleged abuses to it for use in the three
avenues of action to be taken.
Most of the "abuses" complained
of by Allied center on high film prices
and terms requiring advanced admissions.
The Allied board also gave
partial approval to the proposal
offered some time ago by H. A.
Cole of Dallas, asking that
Allied officers be relieved of
their assignments in all-industry, cooperative endeavors in
order to concentrate upon trade
practice fights.

The directors decided "that for the
time being, and until the distributors
shall reform their destructive policies
' and practices, Allied leaders should
confine their participation in cooperative undertakings to those projects
which promise direct, immediate and
substantial benefit to exhibitors, so
that they may be free to devote their
available time and energy to measures
for the protection of Allied members."
"To this end," the resolution continues, "the directors will re-examine
all such cooperative undertakings in
which Allied leaders are now engaged,
and will carefully screen all such
projects that may be hereafter proI moted, to determine
whether they
"
test.
this
i meet
Will Be Screened Later
Wilbur Snaper, Allied president, explained that the projects will be
screened by the board individually at
a later date. It was unofficially indicated that Allied representation on
arbitration drafting comindustry
the
mittee probably will be terminated but
that authorization will be given to
Allied officials to continue on the industry tax repeal campaign and, probalthough the latCOMPO, uncertain.
ably,
ter was insomewhat
Submission of the resolution to the
' convention today touched off a spirited
discussion on the convention floor, almost wholly in support of it. Among
those individually endorsing it from
the floor were A. C. Myrick of IowaNebraska Allied, M. K. McDaniel,

Motion

Allied
Screen

Picture

Meet
TV

7

Daily

Sees

Large

Demonstration

Chicago, Nov. 18. — A demonstration of large screen television in the
Allied States convention auditorium here today held an audience of 400
exhibitors in wrapt attention for 45 minutes.
The demonstration was provided by RCA on a 12 x 15-foot screen.
The program
in NBC's
local
television originated
studio, WNBQ,
about
Texas Allied; J. B. Steadman, Ohio two miles from the convention hotel.
Allied ; George Vallos, Illinois Allied ; It consisted of a panel composed of
Siebert Wirley of Texas, and others. Jack O'Brien of RCA, Nathan HalEach recited particular instances of pern of Theatre Network Television,
alleged examples of trade practice Trueman Rembusch, Nathan Yamins,
abuses, including advanced admission A. R. Blocher, John Wolfberg and
requirements, encountered in their own Leon Back of Allied. Questions were
posed for Halpern to answer.
operations.
Among other things, Halpern
Harvey A Visitor
said that by the end of this
Rotus Harvey, former president of
year theatre installations of
Western Theatre Owners, a visitor at
large screen TV will pass the
the Allied convention, said that
100 mark. There are about 90
W.T.O. also will meet with the Sennow. He assured exhibitors
ate Small Business Committee and
that there would be no acceptwill gather evidence, too, to present
able standard of color TV for
in support of pricing and other trade
theatres within the next several
practice complaints. Harvey charged,
years, discounting concern
also, that the practice of extended
about obsolescence of equipengagements is bringing about a seriment bought today. He estious artificial product shortage in his
mated it would take about five
territory.
years on the average to liquiBen Berger
date the cost of equipment.
of Minneapolis
contended that
Halpern said 50 theatres showing
most companies
large screen TV of the Walcott-Marare concentrat- ciano heavyweight championship fight
grossed
$400,000; or an average of
ing their
resources on the
slightly over $8,000 apiece. The average net profit was about $5,000 for
large theatres and $1,000 to $2,000
picture^, ofwhich
"B"
making
for small ones. He said the total
seating capacity of the theatres was
about 120,000.
complaints. He
JjH
jjj^BfjJt
Halpern also reported on the status
of the FCC hearings on applications
res
theat
°f the
dness
be out of for exclusive theatre TV channels and
B^H , woul
^Jiler
BfitBerg
Ben
busi
if it
cited the programs, previously anwere not for
nounced, for future theatre telecasts.
concessions sales. "There is a creepin the business," he said.
paralysis
"We ingmust
act to prevent our patrons '5000 Fingers' Float
from being deprived because of price
In Macy Parade
from
seeing the
good pictu is plann
Berger
said Nort
h Central Alliedres."
ing
Columbia Pictures' national camto retaliate in every way it can against
paign for "The 5000 Fingers of Dr.
the conditions complained of. He said
will be kicked off Thanksgivinghe would urge NCA to petition the T."
Day with a float in the annual Macy
Minnesota State Legislature to estab- parade here, which will be seen over
lish the distribution and exhibition of the Coast-to-Coast network of CBSfilms as a public utility, subject to fair TV.
rate schedules.
Macy officials announced that the
Ben Marcus, moderator of the small
"5000 Fingers" float will be the first
city film clinic ; Ted Mendelsohn of ever devoted to a Hollywood feature
Minneapolis and John Wolfberg of
Denver all attacked high film prices in the 20-year history of the parade.
and advanced admission pictures.
Mendelsohn suggested that all such Jarrico Suit Opens
pictures be by-passed by exhibitors.
Hollywood, Nov. 18. — Counsel for
Charles Niles of Iowa-Nebraska
writer
Jarrico and RKO Radio
Allied offered the resolution in sup- PicturesPaul
have agreed, at the opening
port of the board's - policy statement
and included a request to exhibitors of the former's $350,000 suit against
to make their personal negotiating company, to allow Superior Judge
experiences available for use by Allied. Orlando H. Rhodes to try the case
without a jury. The suit arises from
cupied today's session. The suit arises
Howard
Hughes'
firingto of
Jarrico
when
the writer
refused
answer
the
Rodgers Due Today
At Allied Meet
Un-American Activities Committee's
Committee's questions.
Chicago, Nov. 18. — W. F.
Rodgers, chairman of the disRefuse McConnell Bid
tributors arbitration commitChicago, Nov. 18. — ■ Attorney
tee, is expected here tomorThomas C. McConnell's request for
row, probably to make a lastditch battle to rescue the ininterest on supplemental attorneys'
dustry arbitration plan from
fees granted him to cover his activiwhat appears tonight to be
ties during the period from the original Towne decision to the time the
an almost certain veto by the
appeal was denied has been turned
Allied States convvention.
down by the Seventh District Court
of Appeals.

Switow

Asks

Rogers

Drive

Allied
Aid

Chicago, Nov. 18. — Sam
Switow, national exhibitor
chairman of the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital, urged the
Allied States convention delegates here today to support
the hospital's
Christmas Salute andannual
to place
the
public coin collection containers in their theatres.
Switow said it is hoped that
200,000 signature may be obtained for the Christmas Salute this year, with accompanying donations of $150,000. He said 3,600 coin containers are in theatres now.

Charge

Rank

Theatre

With Quota Default
Baltimore, Nov. 18.— In view of
Trade has issued a summons against
the Rank Organization's Haymarket
Gaumont Theatre for an alleged default in the 25 per cent supporting
program
quota.came as a surprise, the
The action
general feeling in the trade being that
the supporting program quota is ineffective. To date, there have been
only seven quota prosecutions for the
past year's
defaulters.
All of
them
were alleged
independent
exhibitors
in
"closed" situations, the theory apparently being that absence of competition should permit an exhibitor to
book enough British features on favorable terms.
United
Branch

Artists Opens
in Albany

_ Buffalo,
Nov.has18. been
— A opened
United here
Artists sub-branch
under the management of Buffalo
branch manager Mannie A. Brown,
and will be added to the territory
supervised by Moe Dudleson.
Michael Frashela has joined the
local UA sales staff, covering Rochester and Syracuse. Selwyn Ginsler is
covering Buffalo.
Korda Film for India
London, Nov. 18. — Sir Alexander
Korda will make "Taj Mahal" in India with color as one of his "important productions"
nextconsiderate
year. His
London
Films hasforhad
"Aan."
success here with the Indian-made
/TOO

Board

to Meet

Columbus, O., Nov. 18. — A meeting of the board of directors of the
Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio
will be held here Dec. 2.

Allied Banquet to
Honor Greer Garson
Chicago, Nov. 18. — Greer
Garson will be guest of honor
at the Allied States convention banquet here tomorrow
night. Ronald Reagan will
be toastmaster and entertainment will be provided by
Morton Downey. The banquet
will mark the close of the
convention.
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Advertised
Look

in

in 1952

COLUMBIA
Ten Tall Men
Death of a Salesman
The Marrying Kind
The Sniper
Affair in Trinidad
: ::

LOEWS
Lone Star
Show Boat

:': ;

An American in Paris
Skirts Ahoy
Singing
in the Rain
31,..

Carbine Williams
The Washington Story
The Merry Widow
Because You're Mine
Prisoner of Zenda

■

Plymouth Adventure
Lovely to Look At
Scaramouche

Sailor
UNT
AMOBeware
j PAR
Aaron Slick from Punkin Crick
Red Atomic
MountainCity
The
Come Back Little Sheba

Snow White
1

During the first nine months of 1952,
movie advertisers invested a total of some $428,000
in Look -a good deal more than they spent in any

lllllHi
Robin Hood
:-:,m Peter Pan
Hans Christian Andersen
The Las Vegas Story
RKO Notorious
1Rancho
Macao
Clash By Night
I! J
The
Big Sky the Pirate
Blackbeard
One Minute to Zero

other magazine. In fact, in this nine-month period,
Look carried almost twice as many pages of movie
advertising as any other major magazine.
One reason is that Look

does the greatest job

of pre-selling movies. Every issue carries exciting
articles on Hollywood productions and personalities,
and much-quoted

reviews of new productions.

And, once each year, the coveted Look Motion
Picture Achievement Awards focus national
attention on the outstanding

accomplishments

of the industry.
But an even more
Look

compelling

reason is this:

reaches an audience of 20,650,000

movie-minded
per thousand

Americans

— at the lowest cost

in the major magazine

First

with

the

field.

■ ■ ■. :-.
■■■■ ■ ■

Androcles and the Lion
The Lusty Men
Double Dynamite
REPUBLIC
The Quiet Man
TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX
The Snows of Kilimanjaro
UNIVERSAL
Bend of the River
The Battle of Apache Pass
The World in His Arms
Back At The Front
Against All Flags
WARNER

BROS.

The Iron Mistress

movies.

Look

Motion
20th

Field

Product

Talks

on
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daily

Kodak

Review

Promotions

Twentieth Century - Fox division
managers will hold strategy meetings
with branch heads during the next two
weeks to activate merchandising and
advertising plans that were set at the
two-day home office meeting last week.
Division managers who returned to
their offices at the weekend will start
visiting exchange centers this week to
discuss immediate plans for Thanksgiving releases, "Pony Soldier" and
"Bloodhounds of Broadway." Plans
for campaigns will also be made for
Christmas and New Year's releases,
"Stars and Stripes Forever," "My
Cousin Rachel," "Ruby Gentry" and
"The I Don't Care Girl," as well as
the continued handling of Darryl F.
Zanuck's "The Snows of Kilimanjaro."
The coming year's product line-up
is slated for consideration with attention given to the use of special campaign kits which were used as
blueprints at last week's confabs.
Small Business Group
(Continued from page 1)
year, is still continuing, officials said.
Committee investigator William D.
Amis is again on the W est Coast,
and, while he is there primarily on
other committee business, he is expected to devote at least some time to
talking to California exhibitors.
But the investigation will still be
only in its early stages when the year
ends, and the new committee therefore will have to make its own decision as to whether to drop the probe
or develop it still further. "We don't
have nearly enough information for
a report with any sort of conclusions,"
says one committee staff member, "but
we will have plenty of information to
put before the committee in January
to permit them to make a very sound
determination as to whether to continue the investigation or drop it."
When the committee originally
voted the investigation last Spring,
it did not have any information of its
own on the subject, but merely complaints from the Pacific Coast theatre
owners and other exhibitors. At that
time, committee members indicated
they had okayed the investigation
more because there was no committee
opposition to it rather than because of
any strong positive feeling for it.

— FLY
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Picture

TO

ANGELES

on United's

Luxurious

"OVERNIGHT
HOLLYWOOD"
Only 1 VA hrs. one-stop!
The fine service of United's "Hollywood"
flights is you;-., on the "Overnight Hollywood" to Los Angeles. You leave New
York after midnight, stop only at Denver,
enjoy a delicious breakfast aloft, and
arrive in Los Angeles at 8:20 a. m., giving you a full day for business.
United
air lines
COMPARE THE FARE AND
YOU'LL GO BY AIR

36- Week

Net

Is $28,585,716
"The Bad and the Beautiful"
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 18.— Eastman Kodak announced that net earn'"PHIS big and skillful telling of an intimate story about Hollywood emings
the three-quarter year period
A ploys a large and extremely capable cast topped by no less than seven ending forSept.
7 were $28,585,716 or
players whose names rate marquee billing, to wit: Lana
Turner Kirk
a share, as compared with $32,Douglas, Dick Powell, Walter Pidgeon, Barry Sullivan, Gloria Grahame $1.71
or $2.13 a share a year ago.
and Gilbert Roland. These actors, and a great many others whose lesser 350,194
Seventeen cents of the per share
works match theirs in quality, turn in sparkling performances in a production decrease
is attributed to the 10 per
that is known hereabouts as "an actor's picture," if there ever was one. cent stock dividend in January.
Sales
So far as name power and player performance can be said to guarantee the
for the 36-week period were $388,success of an attraction, this one manifestly is guaranteed, and maybe that 859,261
against $384,243,040 for the
is far enough.
same period last year.
The story about Hollywood that this picture tells has nothing in common
Company directors today voted a
with the homey, folksy little story which the COMPO tourists go about the
wage
of an estimated $22,country telling the paying public for the purpose of offsetting the injurious 200,000dividend
than 51,000 Kodak
effects of unfavorable newspaper handling of Hollywood news. Whereas the personnelforin more
the U. S., with payment
COMPO troupers tell of a Hollywood that is really just like any other to be made on March 6,
1953, at the
small town in the country, with its hardworking citizens running the usual rate of $27.50 per
each $1,000 earned
averages as to divorces, marriages, child-bearing and church attendance, "The at Kodak during the five years, 1948Bad and the Beautiful" tells of a Hollywood as ruthless, unbridled and barren
of _ ethics as its most fervent detractors have pictured
it. The film presents
this kind of Hollywood so expertly and convincingly as to set the COMPO
educational efforts back to where they started. It is, intentionally or not, Salt Lake City Bans
a vivid expression of the viewpoint held by the no means minor segment of
Hollywood opinion which has contended all along that the homey, folksy
Salt rybo
Lake dy's
Hollywood story of the COMPO tourists has cost a lot of ticket sales by its "Eve
City, Nov.Girl"
18.— In an
de-glamorizing influence. This is one of the mootest of the moot questions unprecedented action, the police antiaround Hollywood, and is likely to stay that way.
vice squad has ordered the banning of
Generically, "The Bad and the Beautiful" groups with "A Star Is Born," showing
the picture,
Girl," here.
from
dy'sTheatre
at "Everybo
the State
"Sunset Boulevard" and "All About Eve," and this certainly is not box-office
company to be scorned. It is as big as any of the trio, as nameful, as expert, While Salt Lake City has no censors
speaking roundly, and more outspoken, uninhibited and elemental than any for motion pictures, the picture was
of them. Subjectively it is closest to "Sunset Boulevard," which is not to one of a very few to be banned by
showmen.within the memory of local
say similar, and structurally it is closest to "All About Eve" in that it runs police
out three story lines, inter-related, managing to keep each important indeThe film had played only one day
pendently without cost to the over-all narrative. Charles Schnee rates rare
in the downtown house when Capt.
praise for an extraordinary job on the script.
Douglas plays the son of a hated Hollywood producer whose funeral E. J. Steinfeldt, head of the anti-vice
bureau, ordered the ban. He described
(attended only by extras paid to appear as mourners) keys the picture.
Douglas, who hated his father but learned from him the secrets of success- the picture as "unfit for public viewing" and said it "fails to meet the
at-any-price, determines to make Hollywood bow clown to the family name
qualific
ations by which motion picagain, and the picture records the double-crosses, steals, schemes, deceits
tures may be shown in Salt Lake
and frauds by which he does so. Miss Turner, as an actress, Powell as a
writer and Sullivan as a director portray the principal victims of his raging
ambition, although there are others, and Pidgeon enacts a producer who
(and this is the structural point on which the story hinges) attempts, with Cohen to RKO
Radio
seeming- success, to persuade them that by the acts with which Douglas
ruined their respective lives he made each of them so famous and rich, that
A Copywriter
they should come now to his economic rescue by making for him a picture As
Charles Cohen has joined RKO
that could put him on his feet. This cynical representation is probably the
advertising department here
most damaging single aspersion ever cast upon the ladies and gentlemen of Radio's
as City."
a copywriter, it was announced by
the motion picture producing profession.
Direction by Vincente Minnelli undoubtedly is accountable in large measure Richard Condon, director of advertising, publicity and exploitation.
for some of the splendid individual instances of superb performance, as well
_ Cohen, who last week resigned a
as for the over-all excellence.
similar position at 20th Century-Fox,
Producer John Houseman has a highly professional and clearly a thought- entered the industr
y in 1929 with
ful achievement to his credit here.
M-G-M. He remained there until
Running time, 118 minutes. Adult audience classification. For January
William R. Weaver 1945, when he was named advertisingrelease.
manager for Berkely Industries in
New Jersey. He returned to the inDiscuss Promotion
dustry in 1948 at Universal-InternaEnd SWG
Strike vs.
tional, and two years later joined
20th Century-Fox.
TV Film Producers
Week'
'Thea
Of
Hollywo
od, tre
Nov. 18.—
Plans are to
Hollywood, Nov. 18. — The Screen be discussed concern
ing the promo- Ehrlich, Boehnel
Writers Guild and the Authors
tion next year of "National Theatre In New RKO Posts
League of America have ended their
by Lester Cowan with leaders
14- week strike against the Alliance Week"
Joe Ehrlich has been added to RKO
of Television Film Producers, which of both the motion picture industry
Radio's
and
the
stage,
publicity department to handle
it
was
announc
ed
as
makes 85 per cent of the television Cowan left here for
New York to publicity and promotion of short subfilms produced on the Coast, with the film scenes featurin
g stage players for
jects. Bob Boehnel, who has been diproducers winning an important conviding his time between short subject
cession on royalties and granting the the Cinema Productions' feature,
publicity and general newspaper contwo other original demands of the "Main Street to Broadway."
tacts, will devote his full time to
Stage and screen players will work newspapers.
writers involving the reservation of
rights by the author and the leasing together in the promotion which is to
Ehrlich formerly was with 20th
of stories Many details of the con- be in ^their common interest. "Main Century-Fox, where he handled
syntract remain to be worked out, it was Street" is an exhibitor-financed atdicates and wire services.
traction to be released by M-G-M.
said, but there was agreement in prin- Cowan has
stated the release should
ciple.
coincide with "National Theatre
Eastern SAG Votes to
Abbott,
Costello
(Continued
from page 1)
Authorize Strike Action
The Eastern membership of the ciation
of Advertising Agencies.
mid-January. Howard Christie will
Screen Actors
seeking televising
to "curb
Walter Pidgeon, newly elected SAG produce and Charles Lamont will diunlimited
and Guild,
repetitious
rect the comedy which will be their
Week." , presented the strike proof filmed advertisements," has unani- president
posal to the membership, which may 25th for U-I since the series began in
mously voted to authorize strike acscreenplay
1940. John
.
Grant will prepare the
tion against producers of TV film Guild's
first work-sto
bring^ the
ppage in the
19-year
history.
commercials and the American Asso-

Hollywood, Nov. 18

Currently
in the

Over 4,250,000 Companion

advertised

readers

are equally choosy about their entertainment.

COMPANION
money

The Prisoner of Zenda

MGM

Plymouth Adventure

MGM

That's why Hollywood has invested more
in the Companion during the past six years
than in any other monthly magazine.*
* Except of course the fan magazines.

Because of You. ...Universal-International
Current Circulation over 4,250,000
THE CROWELL-COLLIER
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in Doubt

Probe's Continuance to
Rest on New Committee

Washington, Nov. 18. — The
Senate Small Business Committee
in the new Congress will have to
make a new and fresh determination whether to continue its investigation of the motion picture industry,
informed observers believe.
It was also learned that the chances
now favor Sen. Thye (R., Minn.) to
head the group in the next Congress.
Sen. Tobey (R., N.H.) and Sen.
Saltonstall (R., Mass.) both outrank
Thye on the Republican side of the
committee, but observers believe that
both will decline the Small Business
Committee post to devote themselves
to jobs as chairmen of other higherranking committees. Tobey is in line
to head the Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee, while Saltonstall will probably head the Armed
Services Committee.
The investigation of distributor
trade practices, started earlier in the
(Continued on page 10)

BALTIMORE, Nov. 18. —No
action was taken here today in a meeting between
the State Legislature's
Judiciary Council and the
State Board of Motion Picture Censors held to effect changes in the Maryland censorship law. The
problem had been referred
to the Council following
the Supreme Court's decision last summer on the
"Miracle" case.
•
CHICAGO, Nov. 18. -Drivein operators attending
the annual Allied convention here have scheduled
a national convention of
drive-in theatre operators for March 23-25 in
Milwaukee in conjunction
with the convention of the
Allied Theatre Owners of
Wisconsin.

Program
Pricing

to

Fight

Abuses

Approved

by

Allied

Rembusch
Report by
Revolt;

See

Gives Board's Report; Minority
Yamins Touches Off Near
End

of Arbitration
By SHERWIN

Efforts

KANE

Chicago, Nov. 18. — A near revolt of the Allied States memberChicago, Nov. 18. — A three-point
program for combatting alleged abuses
ship against the majority report of the board of directors approving
in film pricing practices drawn up by
the Allied States board of directors Allied's continued membership in the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations for another year flared at the first open forum of the
was
today.approved by the convention here
convention here today, revealing the temper of the convention and
Relief from the practices comin efforts to set
plained of is to he sought by Allied leading to predictions that Allied'sup participation
industry arbitration
plan will
be an
terminated
by
by any or all of the following means :
the convention
as to Aid
when the subject
1) Instituting and conducting liti- S hour
morrow.
comes up togation.
2) Petitioning the Department of Israel Fund Event
The one-year
Justice and other executive and
Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th
(Continued on page 7)
renewallied's
of COMPO
AlCentury-Fox, has been appointed honmembership
was
orary chairman of the annual dinner
carried only
concert to be given by the American
Abbott, Costello Sign Fund for Israel Institutions to be held
after bitter
bate from dethe
on the evening of Jan. 8 in New
4- Film U-I Contract
floor following a
York's Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.
minority board
Universal - International reported
At the affair tribute will be paid to
report read by
here yesterday the signing of a new Sol Hurok for his work as a trustee
contract with Bud Abbott and Lou of the Fund. Edward A. Norman,
Nathan Yamins
Costello which calls for their services
president of the Fund, has cited Hurok
of Massachuthrough 1955 and provides that they
setts which
culand
"artistic
the
supporting
for
star in a minimum of four pictures
tural
development
of
Israel."
Hurok,
would have limover that period.
whose career story is being brought to
continuation
The first of the four films will be
COMPO
onlyin
Nathan Yamins
ited Allied's
the screen by 20th Century-Fox in
"Abbott and Costello Meet Dr. Jekyll "Tonight We Sing," managed the first
and Mr. (Continued
Hyde," on
slated
tour of the Israel Philhar- for the duration of the fight for adpage to
10) start in American
monic Orchestra.
mission tax repeal.
Yamins scored distribution trade
practices in making the minority report and said its purpose was to
(Continued on page 6)
e
Issu
Approaches
Allied

Of

Arbitration

Critically

Chicago, Nov. 18.— With the Allied States convention here not yet
having taken action on the proposed industry arbitration plan, the
atmosphere is in sharp contrast to the open-arm welcome and flat
proclamations at the Theatre Owners of America convention in Washington last September that "arbitration
draft will be wholly acceptable to exApart from all other evidences of
hibitors and so there will be counterproposals and the thing may go on
re.'' attitude with which Allied
the
is hecritical
indefinitely, unless Allied concludes
arthe distributors'
is approaching
bitration draft, there
is this excerpt that the effort no longer justifies the
and
from a message in the convention mon
ey.es of time
necessary expenditur
_
journal by Abram F. Myers, Allied
board chairman and general counsel :
"Perhaps the only justification for
"As this piece is being written the mentioning arbitration is to point out
prospects for the early establishment that here again Allied was able to
of an arbitration system are dismal, contribute the services of able, experienced men to what in the early stages
to say the least. The distributors are
working behind closed doors on a new was believed to be a bona fide effort
draft which will be unveiled in their to benefit the entire industry. That
good time. Based on our experience the negotiations degenerated into just
to date . it is not expected that this
another film deal was not their fault."

Still Withhold Draft
Of Arbitration Plan
Chicago, Nov. 18. — Despite
the detailed, point-by-point
analysis
of the
distributors'
draft of the
proposed
industry arbitration plan given to
the Allied convention here by
Abram F. Myers, chairman
and general counsel, the draft
will not be released here for
publication. Distributors have
declined again to authorize
its release.
Unsuccessful efforts to obtain authorization for its release were also made by the
Theatre Owners of America
at its September convention
in Washington.
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Daily

Newsreel
Personal

Review

Mention

Cites

FRANK FREEMAN. Para• mount vice-president and studio
head, will arrive here today from the
Coast.
•
Elias Lapinere, who will rejoin the
M-G-M organization on Jan. 1 as spe■-c-ial publicity representative in Europe,
will arrive here tomorrow from Europe on the
Liberie, accompanied by Mrs. Lapienere.
e
■ Leon J. Bamberger, RKO Radio
sales promotion manager, will speak
at the Allied "of Indiana meeting in
Indinapolis Dec. 2-3 and at the Independent Exhibitors of New England
meeting in Boston Dec. 9.
•
Bradford Cross, formerly an account executive at Gray and Rogers
Advertising Agency, Philadelphia, has
joined the staff of the Princeton Film
Center, Inc., Princeton, N. J.
•
Y

Irene Christman, of the title registration bureau of the Motion Picture Association of America, has become the bride of Richard Stainkamp
of New York.
Edward Ruby, pioneer in the equipment field, and head of Ruby Co., New
York, is in Kew Gardens General
Hospital, Queens, N. Y., following a
heart attack.
•
Felipe Mier, president of Mier and
Brooks, Mexican producers, is due
here tomorrow from a four-month stay
in Europe, en route to Mexico City.
•
Bella Kreisman, secretary to JohnI
J. Glynn,
Warner International
Corp. vice-president and treasurer, hasbecome engaged to Samuel Kandel.
•
Frank W. Phelps, head of Warner
Brothers Theatres labor department,
will be in Washington today and will
return here early next week.

Group

Goldwyn

An award honoring Samuel Goldwyn for his production of "Hans
Christian Andersen" was presented to
the producer here yesterday by the
New York City Federation of Women's Clubs and the Motion Picture
Councils of Greater New York at a
joint luncheon in the Plaza Hotel.
More than 150 representatives of the
national and local organizations which
preview and rate films for an aggregate membership of 40,000,000 women
attended the event.
Mrs. Charlotte Baruth, president of
the New York City Federation of
Women's Clubs, said that in the longlist of "distinguished" pictures produced by Goldwyn, none surpassed
"Andersen" as outstanding family entertainment. In a brief address to
the luncheon guests, Goldwyn said his
decision to make the picture 16 years
ago stemmed from his conviction that
the "great Danish story-teller represents a wonderful and simple philosophy of life."
Goldwyn
said he had decided to
give at least one free performance in
each city throughout the world for
under-privileged children seeing it.
Goldwyn to Address SPG
Hollywood, Nov. 18. — The Screen
Publicists Guild announced today that
Samuel Goldwyn would be the prinat the
annual
dinner,cipal
to speaker
be held
hereGuild's
Dec. 10.

Three-monthCapitol
Line-up

Is Set

WB

Sales

Starts

Meet

Today

Parade
/J TOMIC Energy Commission head
y± Gordon Dean's discussion of the
successful experiments of the Hydrogen Bomb highlights current newsreels. Also featured- are the drive of
French forces to cut off Red units in
the Indo-China war, the funeral of
Dr. Chaim W eizmann in Israel, Britain's Queen viewing Coronation fashions, and President-elect Eisenhower
ending his Georgia vacation.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. S4— Atomic
chairman talks of H-Bomb. Tanker rams
Navy ship in war drill off Cape Henry, Va.
Eisenhower ends Georgia vacation. Chaim
Weizmann laid to rest. Queen Elizabeth
sees fashions for coronation. Princeton- Yale,
Michigan State-Nctre Dame football games.
NEWS OF THE DAY. No, 224-U.S. re
ports first test of H-Bomb. Birthday party
for Mamie Eisenhower. Jitterbug championship. Coronation fashions for Queen.
State-Notre Dame, Army-Penn
Michigangames.
football

Pittsburgh, Nov. 18. — Jules Lapidus, Warner Brothers Eastern and
Canadian division sales manager, will
preside at a meeting of district and
branch managers of Central and MidAtlantic sales districts to begin tomorrow at the Hotel Schenley here.
Robert Smeltzer, Mid-Atlantic district manager ; J. S. Abrose, Central
district manager, and six branch managers will meet with Lapidus, Norman H. Moray, short subjects general
sales manager, I. F. Dolid, and Bernard R. Goodman, supervisor of exchanges.
Branch managers who will attend
include William G. Mansell, Philadelphia P.
; R. DeFazio, Washington ;
R. H. Dunbar, Cincinnati ; J . M.
Wechsler, Cleveland; C. W. McKean,
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 27— First HIndianapolis, and Jack Kalmenson, Bomb experiments revealed. Weizmann rites
Pittsburgh.
in Israel. Hamburg, Germany gets the
"jitters." Yale-Princeton, Notre DameMichigan State football games.
W. B. Midwest Zone
Meet in Milwaukee
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 48A— Eisenhower's vacation ends. Stevenson
Milwaukee, Nov. 18. — Warner in Arizona. Landslide vote electsrelaxes
Field
Brothers Midwest zone held its kick- Marshal Alexander Papagos in Greece.
General Naguib celebrates third month as
off showmanship drive meeting here new
leader. French show new
at the Schroeder Hotel. Mayor Ziedler baby Egyptian
jet. Michigan State-Nctre Dame footopened the conclave by applauding
ball games.
the exhibitors for their assists in
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 414— Atomic
their civic promotions.
Commission head tells of H-Bomb tests.
The high light of the drive is an French forces drive to cut off Red units in
. Eisenhower ends vacation in
exploitation contest conceived by Al Indo-China
Georgia. Picture Pioneers award to Nate
Kvool with prizes of $3000 in cash.
-'Pioneer of 1952." Chaim WeizExchange managers from Paramount, Blumberg,
mann funeral. Michigan State-Notre Dame.
Princeton-Yale football games.
Universal, 20th Century-Fox, M-G-M
and Warner Brothers told of the picWARNER
PATHE
NEWS,
No. 29^
tures selected and prize offers.
Gordon Dear, talks on the H-Bomb. New
French drive in Indo-China war. Funeral
of Israel's president, Dr. Chaim Weizmann.
Wingless plane flies, but not for long.
Col. Stockholder
France shows the world the first baby jet.
Marines launch toys for tots appeal in Los
Angeles. Princeton- Yale, Michigan StriteFiles Trust Suit
Notre Dame football games.

The Capitol Theatre here yesterday
released its line-up of shows for DeA minority stockholders suit against
cember, January and February.
Coverage
Columbia Pictures and its officers and Newsreel
On Wednesday, Dec. 3, Universal's
"Because of You," starring Loretta directors, seeking to enjoin the comYoung and Jeff Chandler, will open.
Hearings
pany from engaging in alleged anti- Of House
trust trade practices, has been filed in
Johnny Ray with an in-person supJesse L. Lasky and his executive
porting cast will bow in on Wednes- New York Supreme Court.
Washington, Nov. 18. — Newsreels
The suit was brought by William
day, Dec. 24 for the holiday, marking
assistant,
John
Gregory,
flew
to
the1
Coast from here last night and will the first in-person attraction at the B. Weinberger of New York, whose and television may be allowed to cover
return in 10 days.
house in a year and a half. The holi- attorney is Samuel H. Levinkind, also some House Committee hearings in
•
of this city, Levinkind claimed that the new Congress.
day show will co-feature Universal's his
Rep. Martin (R., Mass.), who is
client owns more than 100 shares
Frank Saviola, Paramount sales- "Against
All Flags," starring Errol
man in the Rochester and Syracuse
and is in no way connected with slated to be the speaker of the new
Flynn
and
Maureen
O'Hara.
House, is reported ready to leave up
territories, announces the birth of a
RKO Radio's "Androcles and the exhibition.
to
the individual committees the quesThe
complaint
is
due
to
be
answered
girl.
Lion," produced by Gabriel Pascal
•
tion of whether their hearings should
and starring Jean Simmons, Robert by Columbia on Tuesday. The suit
Sol Karp, formerly assistant mana- Newton, Victor Mature and Maurice charges Columbia with engaging in a be filmed and broadcast. In the presger at the State Theatre, Hartford, is Evans, will be the third feature shown course of action in violation of Fedent Congress, cameras have been
now overseas with the U. S. Navy.
during this period, early in January.
eral and state anti-trust laws in con- banned under a ruling of the present
House speaker, Rep. Rayburn (D.,
A Hollywood-style invitational prenection with the production, distribumiere is being prepared.
Nunnally Johnson, 20th Centurytion and exhibition of motion pictures.
Tex.).
Rayburn's
ruling at Martin
the time opposed
it was made
and
Fox writer-producer, arrived here yesM-G-M's "Above and Beyond,"
indications now are he will overrule
terday from Hollywood.
with
Robert
Taylor
and
Eleanor
Columbia
Directors
•
it when he is speaker.
Parker playing the leads, completes
William M. Pizor, Lippert Pic- the three-month line-up.
Declare 2 Dividends
tures vice-president, is in Hollywood
The directors of Columbia Pictures Odeon Theatres Sets
from New York.
Religious to See Film
here yesterday declared a dividend of Joint Dividend
Loew's Theatres, in conjunction
corporation's
comSochin Lining Up Shorts with the Motion Picture Department 25 cents
mon stock on
and the
voting
trust certificates
London, Nov. 18. — Odeon Theatres
of the International Federation of for common stock payable Dec. 18 to Ltd. announce that dividend arrears
Irving Sochin, Universal Pictures'
short subjects sales manager, has re- Catholic Alumnae, will have special stockholders of record on Dec. 4. They on six per cent cumulative preference
turned to New York from a three- showings here on Saturday for the also declared a two-and-a-half per cent shares that were due on last June 30
Sisters and others of religious orders, dividend on the common stock and vot- will be paid, less income tax, on Dec.
week trip to the company's Western
ing trust certificates for common stock, 22 together with a dividend for the
branches and a visit to the Coast stu- of "Because You're Mine," which
dios setting up plans for the short stars Mario Lanza. The showings will payable on Jan. 18 to stockholders of half-year ending Dec. 31, bringing
be held in Brooklyn and Manhattan. record on Dec. 5.
subjects program for 1952-53.
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Report
At

Coast

Stolkin

Motion

Picture

National
Review
Pre-Selling

Meets

"Stars and Stripes Forever"
(20th Century-Fox)
Ralph Stolkin, head of the syndicate JOHN PHILIP SOUSA's marches and band music have been and remain
enormously popular and this highly exploitable film tribute to him in
which bought
out Howard
controlling
interest
in RKO Hughes'
Radio color by Technicolor contains a resoundingly played score of his composiPictures, was reported here yesterday
tions. Clifton Webb delivers a brisk performance in whiskers-and-whiteto have left Chicago for the Coast for
glovesliar and
as incidental
Sousa buttothethestory,
music.based on Sousa's "Marching Along," is famiconferences with Sherrill Corwin, acting board chairman of RKO Radio.
It is the type of film which exhibitors can readily exploit, for the appeal
Meanwhile, Matthew Fox, head of of the music, the military setting, and the name of the world-famous comFilms for Television and a partner in
poser-conductor isconsiderable. If properly backed, this should register
United Artists, who heads a group strong returns.
negotiating for the purchase of the
Colorful and rousing renditions of the following are included: "Semper
Stolkin syndicate interests, said there
are no new developments in the nego- Fidelus," "The Stars and Stripes Forever," "Washington Post March,"
tiations. He spiked reports that Louis "Hail to the Chief," "El Capitan," "Light Cavalry Overture," "Presidential
R. Lurie, Coast real estate operator Polinaise," "Battle Hymn of the Republic." Also heard are "The Bowery,"
who once sought to purchase control "Springtime in New York," "Father's Got Him," "Sweet Marie," "I'm
and a satiric vocalization of "Caro Nome," from "Rigoletto."
of Warner Brothers, was a member of Afraid"
Debra Paget is sparkling and attractive in some boisterous production
the Fox syndicate. Fox said that he numbers as an oldtime burlesque house chorus girl and singer. Robert
did not know when he would confer
again with Stolkin, either here or in Wagner portrays Miss Paget's fiance, a favorite with Webb from their
days at the Marine Corps barracks in Washington, when Wagner invented
Chicago.
a tuba-like instrument named the Sousaphone. Ruth Hussey is properly sweet
Presumably, while on the Coast,
Corwin and Stolkin will confer on the and wise as Webb's wife and the romantic adviser of Miss Paget and Wagner.
The Lamar Trotti screenplay, from a story by Ernest Vajda, follows the
various offers received for the pur- success of the Sousa band. There are numerous scenes of humor and warm
chase of their 29 per cent interest in
RKO and perhaps slate a meeting sentiment as Wagner marries Miss Paget and they grow closer to Webb
and his wife. Wagner loses a leg in the Spanish- American War but returns
with Hughes.
An unconfirmed Coast report has to his loving wife and plays the Sousaphone at a Webb Brooklyn Navy Yard
Concert at the finale.
the Stolkin group seeking a modificaTrotti produced economically yet utilized colorful settings. Henry Koster
tion of their purchase agreement with
Hughes, in order to eliminate certain directed ably. This is an attractive entertainment package containing the
requirements blocking the deal by necessary elements for good business almost everywhere.
Running time, 89 minutes. General audience classification. For December
which Fox would acquire RKO
control.
Walter P'ashkin
release.
Jacon
Of

Heads

Italian

Sales

Films

Italian Films Export, the new
agency set up to distribute Italian
product in the U. S., moved nearer to
full organization yesterday with the
announcement here by Dr. Renato
Gualino, chief executive of the IFE,
that:
Bernard Jacon has been named
vice-president of sales and distribution ;
The IFE will be known as the IFE
Releasing Organization, will be officially established on Dec. 1 and will
be in full operation by the end of the
year ;
Regional offices are being established
in New York, Cleveland, Chicago, Atlanta and Los Angeles, for which field
personnel is being established to cover
26 exchange areas ;
A release schedule is now being
prepared on product to play in all
types of theatres, as follows :
(1), Six to eight features with
general audience appeal, to be re-reoorded in America with American
dialogue; (2), eight to 12 features to
be sub-titled for the more specialized
theatres, and (3), 20 to 30 films, also
sub-titled, for theatres catering to
Italian and Italo-American communities.
Entering the industry in 1921,
Jacon represented Small and Strausberg Theatres in New York as promotion manager until 1928. For the
next six years he was buyer and general manager of Mantell Theatres, and
then from 1934 until 1938, he served
as general manager for Rockaway
Beach Theatres. From 1938 to 1946
he was with Universal in an executive
capacity. In 1946 he joined Superfilms Distribution Corp. in New York,
as manager of sales and distribution.
Since 1949, he has been serving as
vice-president in charge of sales of
Lux Film Distributing Corp.
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Daily

Film
To

Art

Directors

Address

Ampa

The "Showmanship Class" of the
Associated Motion Pictures Advertisers meeting at the Hotel Woodstock here tomorrow night will discuss "Displays" and will be addressed
by Vincent Trotta, Henry Spiegel and
Frank Adams, it was announced by
Harry K. McWilliams, AMPA president.
Trotta was Paramount Pictures art
director for 26 years. He is currently
conducting his own art service to the
industry. Spiegel is director of advertising, publicity and exploitation for
the New York and Brooklyn Paramount theatres. Adams is with the
American Display Co.
Terry Turner
with
General Teleradio
Terry Turner, former director of
exploitation of RKO Radio Pictures,
will join the staff of General Teleradio, Inc., parent company for the
Mutual network, on Dec. 1. He will
direct his efforts toward acceleratingattendance in motion picture theatres
with the heavy aid of radio and television. As exploitation head of RKO
Radio, Turner in the past few years
has used radio and TV widely to
boost theatre attendance.
Turner is a former director of adof Loew's
Theatres, vertising
andand exploitation
of Radio City
Music
Hall and RKO Theatres.
AMPP

Okays

Program

Hollywood, Nov. 18. — The Association of Motion Picture Producers'
board approved the continuation of the
organization's
on-jobForces
trainingtechnicians
program
for
U. S. Armed
for another year, Fred S. Meyer,
chairman of the military affairs comyear.

RUTH
HARBERT
has writtenhow
an
interesting
story depicting
some movie stars celebrate Christmas
Eve. This tale of Yultide appears in
Good Housekeeping's December issue
and is essentially a story about children since most of the stars named in
the article have children. Miss Harbert takes the reader into the homes
of Esther Williams, Robert Ryan,
Jeanne Crain, William Holden,
Brenda Marshall and young stars
Janet Leigh and Tony Curtis. To
illustrate the article pictures are used
of Esther Williams, who is almost
crowded out of the scene by her two
sons and their pet puppy, and Robert
Ryan and his wife, Jessica, whose
dren.
living room is "knee-deep" with chil•

Life, in the issue now on the
newsstands, recreates for its
reader how the Mayflower storm
was filmed for "Plymouth Adventure," M-G-M's feature. A fourcolor picture of a full-scale replica
of the Mayflower showing 73 members of the cast on board is part of
a two-page editorial spread. Also
reproduced is a model of the Mayflower's waist mounted on hydraulic
rocker and being tossed about by
powerful wave and wind machines.
IRO Wins Guarantee
A full page is devoted to Dawn Addams, the 22-year-old English starSuit vs. Holiday Here
let who plays the part of Priscilla
A judgment in favor of Interna- Mullins. Spencer Tracey and Gene
tional Releasing Organization has Tierney are pictured in a tense
been handed down here in IRO's suit scene at the rail •of the Mayflower.
against I. Z. Amusement, Inc., lessee
of the Holiday Theatre, New York,
Louella Parsons in Pictorial Reon charges that the defendant failed
view, on newsstands Sunday, tells
to pay the agreed minimum guarantee about a, telephone call she received
for playing "Kisenga, Man of Africa" from Clark Gable while he was in
at
to the
IRO.Holiday last March, ~ according London. Gable went to England to
Sol Edwards, IRO president, said star in M-G-M's "Never Let Me
the case was important inasmuch as Dozvn." Louella reports that Clark is
I. Z. Amusement had tried to attack "one of the most effective goodwill
we ever
sent to Britain."
the effect of the standard licensing ambassadors
The same issue
of Pictorial
Review
agreement. It was intimated by the
ad
for
"Plymouth
Addefendant that the standard contract has a full-color
venture" on its back page.
was not valid, Edwards said. IRO has
•
the U. S. distribution rights to 27
Claire Bloom appears on the cover
J. Arthur Rank pictures.
of Time, now on newsstands. In a
story of her career, the writers for
Efforts to reach the Holiday man- Time tell how Charles Chaplin chose
agement were unsuccessful.
her for the feminine lead in "Limelight." In the same issue there are
full-color pictures of Marilyn Monroe
No 'Carmen' at ATC
and Zsa Zsa Gabor. James Linen,
Boston, Nov. 18. — The American Time's publisher, tells how Daniele
Theatre Corp. of Boston stated today Delorme, star of the French picture,
that it does not contemplate presenting
"Gigi," went to the Life-Time reception room and asked to speak with
the
operahere"Carmen"
Theatre
on Dec. at11. the Pilgrim an editor of Life. The three alert
and unhurried receptionists, Sallie
No Fabian-TNT Deal
Harrington, Gwen Tremble and Ruth
No deal has been set for theatre Kenny, seeing Miss Delorme, thought
she was a high school girl and detelevising
"Carmen"
in a Fabian's
duced that she was in quest of a still
Grand, Albany,
N. Y.,
circuit
spokesman explained here yesterday. of her favorite movie star. However,
she went to Life to thank the movie
He acknowledged the circuit's interest in the Theatre Network Televi- editor for the "nice story" he had
sion event, but stated negotiations
•
were still in progress and no actual
done on "Gigi."
booking has been made for the Grand.
Elizabeth Taylor's life story is
told with pictures and text in the
issue of Look now on newsstands.
AA Signs Hayes Goetz
A four-color portrait is used along
Hollywood, Nov. 18. — Allied Ar- with photographs taken in Europe.
tists has signed Hayes Goetz to a
long term contract as producer. Elizabeth Taylor's next feature to
Goetz, with M-G-M for the past 15 be released is M-G-M's "The Girl
years, most recently produced "Hour Who Had Everything." Walter Haas
of 13" for that studio in England.
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Motion

(Continued from page 1)

make sure that no one would misconstrue Allied's continued membership
in COMPO as a sign of weakness or
indifference to the trade practice complaints ofAllied members.
The board's majority report was
read by Trueman Rembusch, one of
the triumvirate which heads COMPO.
The one-year renewal, he said, would
be subject to the same conditions as in
the past, which would give the board
authority to terminate it earlier for
cause.
The report
cited COMPO's
contributions and activities beneficial to
exhibitors, including the tax
repeal camp a ign, the
Hollywood
round tables on
production topics and the
star tours. "If
there were no
Trueman Rembusch
COMPO
today," Rembusch
said, "we would have to organize one
fight."
just to conduct g theof tax
Wisconsin Allied
Sig Goldber
touched off the fireworks with an excoriation ofdistribution practices, particularly advanced admission pictures.
He asserted he didn't think, nor
did the Wisconsin delegation, that
COMPO "has worked out." "It would
he said, "if
today,"
a dodo
be
it dead
were asnot
for the
admission tax
fight. We can carry on that fight
without renewing Allied's membership
in COMPO."
Goldberg then moved that
Allied withdraw from COMPO
at once, and the motion was
seconded by Ted Mann of Minneapolis.
Rembusch cautioned that the motion,
if adopted, would do "untold damage

See more... do moreenjoy the best for less!
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You can save more than $100
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and return (th rough
March 31). See your travel
agent or call Trans World
Airlines.
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Film

Clinics

To SRO

Play

Attendance

Chicago, Nov. 18. — The six
Allied Film Clinics which
have been in almost continuous session here since Sunday
are unusually well attended,
indicating the genuine interest in film buying and booking problems among the independent exhibitors in attendance.
The clinics are specialized
according to theatre situations, so that exhibitors with
similar problems are congregated together. All six of the
individual theatre clinic
groups have attracted crowds
which taxed the capacities of
their meeting rooms. The
session, except for the drivein clinics, have been closed to
the press.
to the tax campaign and would make
the work of your Col. Cole greatly
more complicated." H. A. Cole of
Texas Allied is co-chairman of the tax
campaign.
Finally Wins
The argument waxed back and forth
with ultimately more weight beingthrown against the motion than for it.
Charles Blatt of Western Pennsylvania Allied reminded the convention
that COMPO is not responsible for
trade practice abuses or sales policies
of any kind. Ben Cubby of IowaNebraska Allied said approval of the
motion would be a sign of Allied
weakness, evidence that in reversing
its board of directors it was divided
internally. Phil Isley of Texas Allied,
Ben Marcus of Wisconsin Allied and
Jack Kirsch of Illinois Allied and
general convention chairman, all argued against the resolution.

Reelect
To
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TESMA

Davee

Equipment Men Cite
Schutz for Service

Board

Chicago, Nov. 18. — The following
have been elected to three-year terms
on the board of directors of the Theatre Equipment Supply Manufacturers
Association at the annual convention
here : Ben H. Adler, Adler Silhouette
Letter Co., and Larry W. Davee, Century Projector Corp., both reelected,
and Donald Hyndman, Eastman
Kodak Co., and Tom La Vezzi, La
Vezzi Machine Works, both new
members.
Reelected to the Theatre Equipment
Dealers Association board for threeyear terms were Joseph Cefrie, Boston, and Eldon Peek, Oklahoma Theatre Supply Co., Denver. New directors elected for three-year terms are :
Solon Burns, Modern Theatre Supply
Co., Seattle, and Homer Teigmeier
of B. F. Shearer Co., San Francisco.
Tom Shearer of the latter company
continues as TEDA board chairman.
TESMA - TEDA confirmed the
dates Oct. 31-Nov. 4 for next year's
joint convention with the Theatre
Owners of America at the Conrad
Hilton Hotel here.
A new TESMA trade mark was
adopted embodying the slogan : "That
the
Show creed
May ofGoTESMA
On," embodying
the basic
members.
Harry Strong, president of the
Strong Electric Co., was presented
with a placque by TESMA in appreciation of his many years of service
to the organization.

Chicago, Nov. 18. — The committee in charge of memorializing the 25th anniversary of
George Schutz as editor of
Quigley
Better
Theatres Publications'
presented Schutz
with a citation at a dinner at
the Ivanhoe Restaurant here
tonight. Oscar F. Neu was
chairman of the committee.
The citation, in part, as
quoted from a resolution on
Nov. 10 by the George Schutz
Salute
Committee,
"In
recognition
of his reads:
consistent
editorial leadership in pioneering in the interests of
better standards of theatre
design, better equipment and
better
maintenance"
and "intheatre
appreciation
of his
continuous assistance in the
mutual interests of equipment manufacturers and
theatre operators throughout
a quarter of a century of
progress, this citation, in
honor of his 25th anniversary
as editor of Better Theatres,
is tendered to George Schutz."
'Limelight'
Records

Sets

Two

in Toronto

Toronto, Nov. 18. — Charles Chaplin's "Limelight" set all-time house
records with its opening-day and firstweekend grosses at the Odeon Carlton
sion at the clinics showed that vir- Theatre here, grossing $3,000 on Friday and $5,500 on Saturday, it is
tually every company on occasion en- understood.
deavors either to force advanced admissions bv demand or by terms ; that
Theing the
premiere
willweeks
be followed
next two
by 22 durkey
"illegal, arbitrary clearances exist between theatres not in substantial com- openings on the Odeon circuit across
petition that
;
salesmen frequently do Canada.
not call on some exhibitors for extended periods of time ; that bidding is
used by distributors largely to further introduce a tax repeal measure on the
"There is $300,000,000 in tax
their own ends ; that trailers are ex- first day of the new session of Concessively priced ; that accessories are
savings at stake," Kirsch
gress inhibitors
January.
He information
asked all exfor the vital
on
shouted. "If you overlook that
inadequate ; that film costs are con- the damage the tax is doing to their
tinuingto
increase
and
that
the
print
you're daffy."
The revolt on the floor simmered to shortages are so bad "they put play- business, to present to Congressmen
when hearings are held on the repeal
a murmur and Mann withdrew his sec- dates on the auction block."
measure.
Thrown
Open
to
Floor
ond of the motion, after which Goldberg withdrew the motion itself..
McGee amplified on Cole's reThe report
was floor
thrownwhich
open was
to discussion from the
not
marks, urging exhibitors to stick toThere was no mistaking the temper
gether in the fight and insure its sucof the convention, however, and lead- concluded by adjournment time.
The session cess.
ers of key delegations freely predicted
Snaper said "if we win this tax
was
at 3
that Allied is definitely ready to withP.M. opened
by Wilbur
draw from the industry arbitration
'red' to
movement completely — not merely conSnaper, Allied repeal fight we go from
tent with reserving its decision pendpresident and 'blacks.' "
ing further efforts to obtain arbitration provisions more to its liking.
permanent conAllied to Reaffirm
vention off
chairman. It led
with reports by
The convention next turned to
16mm. Suit Stand
reports of the film clinics, which
Cole and Pat
have been in continuous closed
Chicago,
18. — byLittle
McGee, c o time
will beNov.
devoted
the
sessions here since Sunday.
chairmen of the
Allied convention here to the
William Carroll of Indiana Alindustrypealtax
relied reported 12 complaints
Government's 16mm. suit to
campaign
force the sale of films to
which had developed in virtually
on
progress
of
H. A. Cole
all of the six separate clinics,
television.
the fight. Cole
It's not that Allied is disinrepresenting individual types
said that to date
terested or unconcerned, it
of theatres and situations.
195 Congressmen have been pledged as
was said. The board and
These most frequent complaints, he favoring repeal of the tax and 60
delegates will reaffirm solid
said, were : advanced admission prices, others are on record as favoring a reexhibitor opposition to the
duction. Cole said he was not satissuit. Beyond that, they feel,
"bottlenecking" of pictures, clearances,
fied with progress ; that a 218 majority
all that can be done about it
the "silent treatment" of exhibitors by would be unsafe, since legislators
salesmen, competitive bidding abuses,
has been done already or will
their minds. He urged retrailers, accessories, film costs, print change gional
chairmen to do their jobs better
be done.
shortages, film buying methods and to insure success.
tie-in sales. Carroll said that discusCole said the campaign plan is to
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Seating Has Flavor
Of Political Meets
Chicago, Nov. 18.— The Allied States convention auditorium here has seating
arrangements similar to those
employed by national political
conventions. State delegations are seated together
under state banners. The
same seating arrangement
will prevail at the closing
banquet tomorrow night.
Largest state delegation is
claimed by Wisconsin with
over 100 delegates. Large
delegations also are here
from Ohio, Michigan and
other nearby Midwestern
states. The home delegation,
Illinois, also is very well
represented.

Pricing Abuses
(Continued from page 1)
administrative agencies for action.
3) Appealing to appropriate Congressional committees, such as the
Senate Small Business Committee
for relief.
In line with the resolution, Allied
is requesting its members to submit
all evidence of individual cases of alleged abuses to it for use in the three
avenues of action to be taken.
Most of the "abuses" complained
of by Allied center on high film prices
and terms requiring advanced admissions.
The Allied board also gave
partial approval to the proposal
offered some time ago by H. A.
Cole of Dallas, asking that
Allied officers be relieved of
their assignments in all-industry, cooperative endeavors in
order to concentrate upon trade
practice fights.
The directors decided "that for the
time being, and until the distributors
shall reform their destructive policies
and practices, Allied leaders should
confine their participation in cooperative undertakings to those projects
which promise direct, immediate and
substantial benefit to exhibitors, so
be free to devote thenmay and
that they time
available
energy to measures
for the protection of Allied members."
"To this end," the resolution continues, "the directors will re-examine
all such cooperative undertakings in
which Allied leaders are now engaged,
and will carefully screen all such
projects that may be hereafter promoted, to determine whether they
test."
this
meet
Will Be Screened Later
Wilbur Snaper, Allied president, explained that the projects will be
screened by the board individually at
a later date. It was unofficially indicated that Allied representation on
the industry arbitration drafting committee probably will be terminated but
that authorization will be given to
Allied officials to continue on the industry tax repeal campaign and, probably,
COMPO, uncertain.
although the latter was"in somewhat
Submission of the resolution to the
convention today touched off a spirited
discussion on the convention floor, almost wholly in support of it. Among
those individually endorsing it from
the floor were A. C. Myrick of IowaNebraska Allied, M. K. McDaniel,
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Large

Demonstration

Chicago, Nov. 18. — A demonstration of large screen television in the
Allied States convention auditorium here today held an audience of 400
exhibitors in wrapt attention for 45 minutes.
The demonstration was provided by RCA on a 12 x 15-foot screen.
The program
in NBC's
local
television originated
studio, WNBQ,
about
Texas Allied; J. B. Steadman, Ohio two miles from the convention hotel.
Allied ; George Vallos, Illinois Allied ; It consisted of a panel composed of
Siebert Wirley of Texas, and others. Jack O'Brien of RCA, Nathan HalEach recited particular instances of pern of Theatre Network Television,
alleged examples of trade practice Trueman Rembusch, Nathan Yamins,
abuses, including advanced admission A. R. Blocher, John Wolfberg and
requirements, encountered in their own Leon Back of Allied. Questions were
posed for Halpern to answer.
operations.
Among other things, Halpern
Harvey A Visitor
said that by the end of this
Rotus Harvey, former president of
year theatre installations of
Western Theatre Owners, a visitor at
large screen TV will pass the
the Allied convention, said that
100 mark. There are about 90
W.T.O. also will meet with the Sennow. He assured exhibitors
ate Small Business Committee and
that there would be no acceptwill gather evidence, too, to present
able standard of color TV for
in support of pricing and other trade
theatres within the next several
practice complaints. Harvey charged,
years, discounting concern
also, that the practice of extended
about obsolescence of equipengagements is bringing about a seriment bought today. He estious artificial product shortage in his
mated it would take about five
territory.
Ben Berger
years on the average to liquidate the cost of equipment.
of Minneapolis
contended that
Halpern said 50 theatres showing
most companies
large screen TV of the Walcott-Marare concentrat- ciano heavyweight championship fight
ing their
re- grossed $400,000, or an average of
sources on the
slightly over $8,000 apiece. The average net profit was about $5,000 for
pictures, which
large
theatres and $1,000 to $2,000
"B" for small
leads
making toof the
ones. He said the total
high film price seating capacitv of the theatres was
complaints. He about 120,000.
said 75 per cent
Halpern also reported on the status
of the theatres of the FCC hearings on applications
would be out of for exclusive theatre TV channels and
Ben Berger
business if it
cited the programs, previously anwere not for
nounced, for future theatre telecasts.
concessions sales. "There is a creeping paralysis in the business," he said.
"We must act to prevent our patrons '5000 Fingers1 Float
from being deprived because of price
In Macy Parade
from
seeing the
good Allied
pictures."
Berger
said North
Central
is planning
Columbia Pictures' national camto retaliate in every way it can against
paign for "The 5000 Fingers of Dr.
the conditions complained of. He said
T."
will
kicked off Thanksgivinghe would urge NCA to petition the Day with bea float
in the annual Macy
Minnesota State Legislature to estab- parade here, which will be seen over
lish the distribution and exhibition of the Coast-to-Coast network of CBSfilms as a public utility, subject to fair TV.
rate schedules.
Macy officials announced that the
Ben Marcus, moderator of the small
"5000
Fingers" float will be the first
city film clinic ; Ted Mendelsohn of ever devoted
to a Hollywood feature
Minneapolis and John Wolfberg of
Denver all attacked high film prices in the 20-year history of the parade.
and advanced admission pictures.
Mendelsohn suggested that all such Jarrico Suit Opens
pictures be by-passed by exhibitors.
Hollywood, Nov. 18. — Counsel for
Charles Niles of Iowa-Nebraska
writer
Jarrico and RKO Radio
Allied offered the resolution in sup- PicturesPaul
have agreed, at the opening
port of the board's
policy
statement
and included
a request
to exhibitors
of the 'former's $350,000 suit against
to make their personal negotiating company, to allow Superior Judge
experiences available for use by Allied. Orlando H. Rhodes to try the case
without a jury. The suit arises from
cupied today's session. The suit arises
Howard
Hughes'
firingto of
Jarrico
when
the writer
refused
answer
the
Rodgers Due Today
At Allied Meet
Un-American Activities Committee's
Committee's questions.
Chicago, Nov. 18. — W. F.
Rodgers, chairman of the disRefuse McConnell Bid
tributors arbitration commitChicago, Nov. 18. — Attorney
tee, is expected here tomorrow, probably to make a lastThomas C. McConnell's request for
ditch battle to rescue the ininterest on supplemental attorneys'
dustry arbitration plan from
fees granted him to cover his activiwhat appears tonight to be
ties during the period from the original Towne decision to the time the
an almost certain veto by the
appeal was denied has been turned
Allied States convvention.
down by the Seventh District Court
of Appeals.

Switow

Asks

Rogers

Drive

Allied
Aid

Chicago, Nov. 18. — Sam
Switow, national exhibitor
chairman of the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital, urged the
Allied States convention delegates here today to support
the hospital's
Christmas Salute andannual
to place
the
public coin collection containers in their theatres.
Switow said it is hoped that
200,000 signature may be obtained for the Christmas Salute this year, with accompanying donations of $150,000. He said 3,600 coin containers are in theatres now.

Charge

Rank

Theatre

With Quota Default
Baltimore, Nov. 18. — In view of
Trade has issued a summons against
the Rank Organization's Haymarket
Gaumont Theatre for an alleged default in the 25 per cent supportingprogram
quota.came as a surprise, the
The action
general feeling in the trade being that
the supporting program quota is ineffective. To date, there have been
only seven quota prosecutions for the
past year's alleged defaulters. All of
them were independent exhibitors in
"closed" situations, the theory apparently being that absence of competition should permit an exhibitor to
book enough British features on favorable terms.
United
Branch

Artists Opens
in Albany

_ Buffalo,
Nov.has18.—
A opened
United here
Artists sub-branch
been
under the management of Buffalo
branch manager Mannie A. Brown,
and will be added to the territory
supervised by Moe Dudleson.
Michael Frashela has joined the
local UA sales staff, covering- Rochester and Syracuse. Selwyn Ginsler is
covering Buffalo.
Korda Film for India
London, Nov. 18. — Sir Alexander
Korda will make "Taj Mahal" in India with color as one of his "important productions"
nextconsiderable
year. His
London
Films hasforhad
success
"Aan." here with the Indian-made
ITOO

Board

to Meet

Columbus, O., Nov. 18. — A meeting- of the board of directors of the
Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio
will be held here Dec. 2.

Allied Banquet to
Honor Greer Garson
Chicago, Nov. 18. — Greer
Garson will be guest of honor
at the Allied States convention banquet here tomorrow
night. Ronald Reagan will
be toastmaster and entertainment will be provided by
Morton Downey. The banquet
will mark the close of the
convention.

Advertised
Look

in

in 1952

COLUMBIA
Ten Tall Men
Death of a Salesman
The Marrying Kind
The Sniper
Affair in Trinidad
"Sill

LOEWS
Lone Star
Show Boat
An American in Paris
Skirts
SingingAhoy
in the Rain

IS

Carbine Williams
The Washington Story
The Merry Widow
Because
Prisoner You're
of ZendaMine
Plymouth Adventure
Lovely to Look At
Scaramouche
PARAMOUNT
Sailor Beware
Aaron Slick from Punkin Crick
Red Mountain
The Atomic City
Come Back Little Sheba
RKO
Snow White
Robin Hood
Peter Pan
Hans Christian Andersen
The Las Vegas Story
Rancho Notorious
Macao
Clash By Night
The
Big Sky the Pirate
Blackbeard

During the first nine months of 1952,
movie advertisers invested a total of some $428,000
in Look

- a good deal more than they spent in any
One Minute to Zero

other magazine. In fact, in this nine-month period,
Look carried almost twice as many pages of movie

Androcles and the Lion
The Lusty Men
Double Dynamite

advertising as any other major magazine.
One reason is that Look

does the greatest job
REPUBLIC

of pre-selling movies. Every issue carries exciting
articles on Hollywood
and much-quoted

The Quiet Man

productions and personalities,

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX
The Snows of Kilimanjaro

reviews of new productions.

And, once each year, the coveted Look Motion
Picture Achievement Awards focus national
attention on the outstanding

UNIVERSAL
Bend of the River
The Battle of Apache Pass
The World in His Arms
Back At The Front
Against All Flags

accomplishments

of the industry.
But an even more
Look

compelling

reaches an audience

movie-minded
per thousand

Americans

reason is this:

of 20,650,000

WARNER

— at the lowest cost

in the major magazine

BROS.

The Iron Mistress

field.
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with
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movies...

Look
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Motion

20th

Field

Product

Talks

on

Promotions

Twentieth Century - Fox division
managers will hold strategy meetings
with branch heads during the next two
weeks to activate merchandising and
advertising plans that were set at the
two-day home office meeting last week.
Division managers who returned to
their offices at the weekend will start
visiting exchange centers this week to
discuss immediate plans for Thanksgiving releases, "Pony Soldier" and
"Bloodhounds of Broadway." Plans
for campaigns will also be made for
Christmas and New Year's releases,
"Stars and Stripes Forever," "My
Cousin Rachel," "Ruby Gentry" and
"The I Don't Care Girl," as well as
the continued handling of Darryl F.
Zanuck's "The Snows of Kilimanjaro."
The coming year's product line-up
is slated for consideration with attention given to the use of special campaign kits which were used as
blueprints at last week's confabs.
Small Business Group
(Continued from page 1)
year, is still continuing, officials said.
Committee investigator William D.
Amis is again on the West Coast,
and, while he is there primarily on
other committee business, he is expected to devote at least some time to
talking to California exhibitors.
But the investigation will still beonly in its early stages when the year
ends, and the new committee therefore will have to make its own decision as to whether to drop the probe
or develop it still further. "We don't
have nearly enough information for
a report with any sort of conclusions,"
says one committee staff member, "but
we will have plenty of information to
put before the committee in January
to permit them to make a very sound
determination as to whether to continue the investigation or drop it."
When the committee originally
voted the investigation last Spring,
it did not have any information of its
own on the subject, but merely complaints from the Pacific Coast theatre
owners and other exhibitors. At that
time, committee members indicated
they had okayed the investigation
more because there was no committee
opposition to it rather than because of
any strong positive feeling for it.

FLY
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ANGELES

on United's

Luxurious

"OVERNIGHT
HOLLYWOOD"

Only 1 VA hrs. one-stop!
The fine service of United's "Hollywood"
flights is you:., on the "Overnight Hollywood" to Los Angeles. You leave New
York after midnight, stop only at Denver,
enjoy a delicious breakfast aloft, and
arrive in Los Angeles at 8:20 a. m., giving you a full day for business.
United
air lines
COMPARE THE FARE AND
YOU'LL GO BY AIR
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the

Beautiful

(Metro-Go Idwyn-Mayer)
Hollywood, Nov. 18
HP HIS big and skillful telling of an intimate story about Hollywood emA ploys a large and extremely capable cast topped by no less than seven
players whose names rate marquee billing, to wit : Lana Turner, Kirk
Douglas, Dick Powell, Walter Pidgeon, Barry Sullivan, Gloria Grahame
and Gilbert Roland. These actors, and a great many others whose lesser
works match theirs in quality, turn in sparkling- performances in a production
that is known hereabouts as "an actor's picture," if there ever was one.
So far as name power and player performance can be said to guarantee the
success of an attraction, this one manifestly is guaranteed, and maybe that
is far enough.
The story about Hollywood that this picture tells has nothing in common
with the homey, folksy little story which the COMPO tourists go about the
country telling the paying public for the purpose of offsetting the injurious
effects of unfavorable newspaper handling of Hollywood news. Whereas the
COMPO troupers tell of a Hollywood that is really just like any other
small town in the country, with its hardworking citizens running the usual
averages as to divorces, marriages, child-bearing- and church attendance, "The
Bad and the Beautiful" tells of a Hollywood as ruthless, unbridled and barren
of ethics as its most fervent detractors have pictured it. The film presents
this kind of Hollywood so expertly and convincingly as to set the COMPO
educational efforts back to where they started. It is, intentionally or not,
a vivid expression of the viewpoint held by the no means minor segment of
Hollywood opinion which has contended all along that the homey, folksy
Hollywood story of the COMPO tourists has cost a lot of ticket sales by its
de-glamorizing influence. This is one of the mootest of the moot questions
around Hollywood, and is likely to stay that way.

36-Week

Net

Is $28,585,716
Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 18.— Eastman Kodak announced that net earnings for the three-quarter year period
ending Sept. 7 were $28,585,716 or
$1.71 a share, as compared with $32,350,194 or $2.13 a share a year ago.
Seventeen cents of the per share
decrease is attributed to the 10 per
cent stock dividend in January. Sales
for the 36-we'ek period were $388,859,261 against $384,243,040 for the
same period last year.
Company directors today voted a
wage dividend
an estimated
$22',200,000
for moreof than
51,000 Kodak
personnel in the U. S., with payment
to be made on March 6, 1953, at the
rate of $27.50 per each $1,000 earned
1952.Kodak during the five years, 1948at

Salt

Lake

City

Bans

"Everybody's Girl"
Salt Lake City, Nov. 18.— In an
unprecedented action, the police antivice squad has ordered the banning of
Generically, "The Bad and the Beautiful" groups with "A Star Is Born," the picture, "Everybody's Girl," from
"Sunset Boulevard" and "All About Eve," and this certainly is not box-office showing at the State Theatre here.
company to be scorned. It is as big as any of the trio, as nameful, as expert, While Salt Lake City has no censors
speaking roundly, and more outspoken, uninhibited and elemental than any for motion pictures, the picture was
of them. Subjectively it is closest to "Sunset Boulevard," which is not to one of a very few to be banned by
say similar, and structurally it is closest to "All About Eve" in that it runs police
showmen.within the memory of local
out three story lines, inter-related, managing to keep each important indeThe film had played only one day
pendently without cost to the over-all narrative. Charles Schnee rates rare
praise for an extraordinary job on the script.
in the downtown house- when Capt.
Douglas plays the son of a hated Hollywood producer whose funeral E. J. Steinfeldt, head of the anti-vice
(attended only by extras paid to appear as mourners) keys the picture. bureau, ordered the ban. He described
Douglas, who hated his father but learned from him the secrets of success- the picture as "unfit for public viewat-any-price, determines to make Hollywood bow down to the family name
ing'^ and said it "fails to meet the
again, and the picture records the double-crosses, steals, schemes, deceits qualifications by which motion pictures may be shown in Salt Lake
and frauds by which he does so. Miss Turner, as an actress, Powell as a
writer and Sullivan as a director portray the principal victims of his ragingambition, although there are others, and Pidgeon enacts a producer who
(and this is. the structural point on which the story hinges) attempts, with
Radio
seeming success, to persuade them that by the acts with which Douglas Cohen to RKO
ruined their respective lives he made each of them so famous and rich, that
they should come now to his economic rescue by making for him a picture As A Copywriter
Charles Cohen has joined RKO
that could put him on his feet. This cynical representation is probably the
Radio's
advertising- department here
most damaging single aspersion ever cast upon the ladies and gentlemen of
as City."
a copywriter, it was announced by
the motion picture producing profession.
Direction by Vincente Minnelli undoubtedly is accountable in large measure Richard Condon, director of advertising, publicity and exploitation.
for some of the splendid individual instances of superb performance, as well
Cohen, who last week resigned a
as for the over-all excellence.
position at 20th Century-Fox,
Producer John Houseman has a highly professional and clearly a thought- similar
entered the industry in 1929 with
ful achievement to his credit here.
M-G-M. He remained there until
Running time, 118 minutes. Adult audience classification. For January
release.
William R. Weaver 1945, when he was named advertising
manager for Berkely Industries in
New Jersey. He returned to the inDiscuss Promotion
dustry in 1948 at Universal-InternaEnd SWG
Strike vs.
tional, and two years later joined
20th Century-Fox.
TV Film Producers
Of 'Theatre Week'
Hollywood, Nov. 18.— Plans are to
Hollywood, Nov. 18. — The Screen be discussed concerning the promo- Ehrlich, Boehnel
Writers Guild and the Authors
tion next year of "National Theatre In New RKO Posts
League of America have ended their
14-week strike against the Alliance Week" by Lester Cowan with leaders
Joe Ehrlich has been added to RKO
of Television Film Producers, which of both the motion picture industry
Radio's
department to handle
and
the
stage,
it
was
announced
as
makes 85 per cent of the television Cowan left here for New York to publicity publicity
and promotion of short subfilms produced on the Coast, with the film scenes featuring stage
players for
jects. Bob Boehnel, who has been diproducers winning an important conviding his time between short subject
cession on royalties and granting the the Cinema Productions' feature,
publicity and general newspaper contwo other original demands of the "Main Street to Broadway."
tacts, will devote his full time to
Stage and screen players will work
writers involving the reservation of
newspapers.
rights by the author and the leasing together in the promotion which is to
Ehrlich formerly was with 20th
of stories Many details of the con- be in their common interest. "Main Century-Fox, where he handled syntract remain to be worked out, it was Street" is an exhibitor-financed atdicates and wire services.
traction to be released by M-G-M.
said, but there was agreement in prin- Cowan has
stated
the
release
should
ciple.
coincide with "National Theatre
Eastern SAG Votes to
Abbott,
Costello
(Continued
from page 1)
Authorize Strike Action
The Eastern membership of the
ciation of Advertising Agencies.
mid-January. Howard Christie will
Screen Actors
seeking televising
to "curb
Walter Pidgeon, newly elected SAG produce and Charles Lamont will diunlimited
and Guild,
repetitious
Week."
rect the comedy which will be their
presented the strike proof filmed advertisements," has unani- president,
posal to the membership, which may 25th for U-I since the series began in
mously voted to authorize strike ac1940. John Grant will prepare the
the first work-stoppage in the screenplay.
tion against producers of TV film bring
Guild's 19-year history.
commercials and the American Asso-
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Over 4,250,000 Companion

readers

are equally choosy about their entertainment.

COMPANION
money

The Prisoner of Zenda

MGM

Plymouth Adventure

MGM

That's why Hollywood has invested more
in the Companion during the past six years
than in any other monthly magazine.*
"'Except of course the fan magazines.

Because of You. ...Universal-International
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ARBITRATION

to

Test

Arbitration

on

Convention's

Tribute

Myers'
Action

Closing

DRAFT

Session

Level

Whether an industry arbitration
system can be operated on a regional
the Indepenbasis may be tested byAssocia
tion of
dent Theatre Owners
New York. Harry Brandt, ITOA
president, announced yesterday that
regardless of any action taken by
other exhibitor organizations, his
association was prepared to go ahead
with arbitration and establish the
necessary machinery and procedures
"for the peaceful settlement of trade
disputes within the City of New

Today

William Randolph Hearst, Jr., publisher of the New York JournalAmerican and American Weekly and
editor-in-chief of all Hearst newspapers, will be
t h e principal
guest
luncheon at
todaya
to be sponsored

by the Associated Motion
Picture tisers
Adverhonoring
the H e a r s t
Publications at
the Picadilly
Hotel. Howard
Dietz will be
York."
t h e principal
At mid-afternoon yesterday and
W. B. Hearst, -Jr.
speaker a n d
action on inarbitration
Allied's
prior
at its toannual
convention
Chicago,
will pay tribBrandt stated that "ITOA believes ute to the Hearst publications on bethat it can make arbitration work in half of AMPA, "in
appreciation
of
on page
10)
New York and we are prepared to
(Continued
go ahead with it, working out any
(Continued on page 6)
I. E. Chadwick
Dies
On

It was learned here yesterday that preliminary
talks between the Department of Justice and representatives and attorneys
for RKO Theatres on an extension of tims for the
of RKO ' s
disposition
stock interests in Metropolitan Playhouses are
underway. Under the terms
of RKO Theatres' consent
decree, the deadline for
the disposition of its
Metropolitan Playhouses
stock interest is Dec. 20.
•

The MPAA distributors'
committee will hold
a
meeting within two weeks
to elect a chairman. The
term of A. W. Schwalberg
expires on Dec. 31.

Coast

at 68

Hollywood, Nov. 19. — Services
will be held Friday at the Temple
Israel for Isaac E. Chadwick, 68,
president of Independent Motion Picture Producers Association since 1940
and recently appointed chairman of
the newly established labor-management health and welfare fund, who
died this morning at Temple Hospital,
(Continued on page 10)

MPTO

Approves

Board of Directors Report;
Unanimous
of Board, Convention
By SHERWIN

Local

CENTS

MAJORS'

PLAN

Hearst

Ampa

TEN

20, 1952

REJECTS

ALLIED

ITOA

NOVEMBER

of District

KANE

Chicago, Nov. 19. — The Allied States convention at its closing
session here today unanimously approved the hoard of directors'
recommendation rejecting the distributors' draft of the proposed
industry arbitration plan.
The action followed a report to the convention by Abram F.
Myers, Allied chairman and general counsel, which listed the plus
and minus factors of the distributors' draft and concluded with the
board's
recommendation that the
Allied Convention
plan be rejected, on the grounds
that "it did not
Scores U.S. 16mm.
promise direct,
immediate and
substantial
Suit vs. Distribution
Chicago, Nov. 19. — The Allied
board at its closing session here today
adopted a resolution condemning the
Department of Justice for instituting
the anti-trust suit against distributors
to force the sale of 16mm. films to
television.
Other resolutions adopted included
u\te calling for Allied cooperation with
the Crusade for Freedom ; commending Jack Kirsch of Illinois Allied for
convention arrangements ; Abram F.
Myers, Allied chairman, and VVilbur
Snaper, president, for their work for
the convention ; H. A. Cole and Pat
McGee, for their accomplishments as
co-chairmen of the industry's campaign
lor admissions tax repeal ; Trueman
Rembusch for his work as one of the
governing triumvirate of the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations, and
Martin G. Smith of Toledo, O., for
(Continued on page 7)

of Columbia

is 7th

TO A Unit to Approve Arbitration Plan
Unanimous endorsement of the industry arbitration plan by the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of the District of Columbia was
announced here yesterday by the Theatre Owners of America. This
makes the seventh TOA unit to approve the formula, which was
recently presented at a meeting of the association in Washington
by Herman M. Levy, TOA general counsel.
Other TOA units that have endorsed the plan are: Theatre
Owners of North and South Carolina; Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee; Motion Picture
Exhibitors of Florida; Tennessee Theatre Owners Association;
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois, and the TOA of the Albany Exchange Area.

benefit to exhibitorsit; contains no proviarbit r a t ision
n gfor film
rentals, and it
contains
provisions which
are
not deemed to
Abram Myers

be in the exhibitors' inter'neither the board
Myers told

the convention that
as a whole nor any individual is opposed to arbitration. They yield to
(Continued on page 6)

High

Film

Prices,

Hiked

Admissions

Draw

Allied

Fire

est."
Chicago, Nov. 19. — Pursuing its
revived militant policy to the end,
Allied's annual convention here today
devoted much of the last session to
emphasizing it is out to battle high
film prices and advanced admission
pictures, among other things, with all
of the determination it can muster.
A resolution was offered from the
floor by John Vlachos of Michigan
Allied, and adopted unanimously by
the convention, endorsing the Allied
board's statement of policy concerning
Allied's militant attitude toward objectionable trade practices and its plan
to combat them by court and legislative means. Vlachos emphasized that
(Continued on page 6)
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Personal
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Motion

700

See

Picture

2nd

Annual

SPG

5

UPT

Reade
Award

Go

to

Hollywood, Nov. 19. — With more
than 700 members of the production
branch of the industry attending its
second annual Milestone Dinner at
the Biltmore Hotel here, Screen Producers Guild tonight paid its highest
honor
to
Louis B. Mayer. SPG
Jean Benoit-Levy, French produc- president Sol C. Siegel, introducing
er, with Mrs. Benoit-Levy, and Bert
Garai, president of Keystone Pictures, the honor guest, said Mayer is more
to be credited than anybody else with
the SIS'. Liberte
be aboard
inc., willhere
from • Europe today.
arriving
creating the "job of the producer as
is known
today."
his address
accepting the award
Charles K. Flint will retire from it In
active service as Eastman Kodak Co. Mayer said, in part, "I saw silent
vice-president and general manager of film grow from a few hundred feet
Kodak Park Works, to multiple reel feature length — silent
the company's
on Jan.• 1.
Rochester,
film replaced by sound — and now I
am to be part of something I consider
Louis Alter, ASCAP composer, tremendously thrilling in screen entertainment— Cinerama." After recitand his wife Jean, have become paring present Cinerama achievements,
ents of a seven-pound nine-ounce baby
girl, Allison Ann, born at Leroy he went on, "Cinerama has a ceiling —
Sanitarium here.
not in quality or imagination — but in
•
where and how it can be used. No
Edmond Turcotte, member of the one knows for sure, but my guess is
National Film Board of Canada from that no more than 200' theatres will
1932 to 1947, has been appointed Ca- have Cinerama within the next two
nadian Ambassador to Colombia.
or three years. It is for selected the•
atres, for selective stories, for selective
Howard Dietz, M-G-M advertising-publicity director, and Joseph R. audiences."
Touches on Television
Vogel,
in
charge
of
Loew's
theatres,
Touching
on television, Mayer said,
will leave here today for the Coast.
•
"Radio came along and we worried
William F. Rodgers, M-G-M vice- for quite a while. But we found it
president and sales consultant, is_ due didn't hurt very much. Now we
back here tomorrow from the national have TV and we blame it for most
Allied convention banquet in Chicago. of our troubles. It hurts, of course.
•
So do night baseball, automobile rides,
Canasta and other things that claim
George Weltner, Paramount Inter- leisure time and dollars of the public.
national president, will leave London Television will remain only a part
by plane for New • York on Nov. 30. of the distractions employed by the

TT DWARD L, HYMAN, vicel-> president of United Paramount
Theatres, and his assistant, Bernard
Levy, will be in Des Moines today,
from New York.
•
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Louis

House

To

Mayer

GoldensonReelected
United

Affiliates,

Palsy

Head

TV
Carry 'Carmen'
Five TV-equipped houses affiliated
with United Paramount Theatres
have set definite plans to carry the

Dec. 11 telecast
of "Carmen," it was
disclosed
here yesterday.
At
the
same
time, Walter Reade
Leonard H. Goldenson, president of
United Paramount Theatres, has been Theatres reported that the "Carmen"
has been booked into the cirreelected to his fourth consecutive telecast
Park, cuit's
N. St.J.James Theatre at Asbury
term as president of United Cerebral
Palsy, of which he is a founder.
The five UPT-affiliate theatres
Several other industry leaders were
named national officers for the coming planning to telecast the Theatre Network Television event of the Metroyear. Earl J. Hudson, president of
politanDes Opera
production
are Buffalo
: Para- ;
United Detroit Theatres, was remount,
Moines
; Center,
elected vice-president and also elected Utah, Salt Lake City ; Orpheum,
to a new post as chairman of the board
Omaha ; and the Paramount at Lynn,
for the United Cerebral Palsy-Chest- Mass. Other UPT affiliates are curnut Hill Center in Philadelphia. Hudson has long been active in the palsy
rently weighing the TNT offer, inmovement and is also president of
cluding Minnesota Amusement's
United Cerebral Palsy in Michigan. Radio City at Minneapolis.
Although UPT price scales for the
Five New Posts
event have not been set locally, various UPT affiliates are contemplating
Two of five new posts as regional
a seat range from $1.80 to $3.60, with
vice-presidents also went to theatremen. Henry G. Plitt, of Paramount the average popular price, including
Gulf Theatres, New Orleans, was tax, being $2.40. It is argued that
chosen regional vice-president for the the public should not be confronted
with a price which is too high in the
South, and Jerry Zigmond of Los An- first test of the drawing power of an
geles, West Coast manager of United
Paramount Theatres, and former entertainment show on theatre television. The terms sought by TNT
president of United Cerebral Palsy of
are
a
40
cents per seat guarantee
California, was elected regional vicepresident for the Pacific Coast.
against 50 per cent of the net boxoffice receipts, whichever is higher.
Robert
H. O'Brien,
secretary-treasurer of United
Paramount
Theatres,
was reelected assistant treasurer.
Addressing 400 delegates from all
parts of the nation at United Cerebral SupremeCourtHears
Palsy's recent third annual convention
Case
here, Goldenson praised the motion Gamble-AFM
Washington, Nov. 19. — The U. S.
picture industry for outstanding cooperation ever since the movement Supreme Court today heard an arguRobert Perkins, Paramount Far public for its diversions."
George Jessell was master of cere- started.
ment on, and then took under adviseEast district manager, will arrive in
monies of the dinner, while Buddy
Contributions during the past year
ment, an appeal as to whether the
New York on Dec. 1 from Tokyo.
Adler
was
chairman,
and
Arthur
totaled a record-breaking $4,062,143, American Federation of Musicians
•
Freed produced the show featuring or nearly double last year's $2,133,000, can make theatre owners pay for local
musicians even when the exhibitors
Hugh Owen, Paramount's Eastern Bob Hope, Jack Benny, George Burns, Goldenson reported.
and Southern division manager, will Ethel Merman, Lena Home and
Tribute also was paid by Goldenson do not want them.
leave here Sunday for Charlotte.
others.
to Bob Hope, life chairman of UCP ;
The case involves unfair labor
his co-chairmen, Jack Benny, Milton charges brought against the union by
Berle, Bing Crosby, Arlene Francis,
Barney Rose, Universal San FranEnterprises'
Palaceruled
Theatre
Arthur Godfrey, Jerry Lewis, Jinx Gamble
cisco district manager, is vacationing
in Akron.
The NLRB
the
Republic
Opening
in Honolulu.
Falkenburg McCrary, Dean Martin, AFM had not violated the TaftJane Pickens, Kate Smith, John Hartley Law in its demands on the
To Honor
Guard
Cameron Swayze, and the many vol- Palace, but the U. S. Circuit Court
Arthur Krim, president of United
unteers in the entertainment field who at Cincinnati ruled that the union was
Artists, left here by plane yesterday
assisted.
Washington,
Nov.
19.
—
Frank
guilty of a Taft-Hartley violation.
for a month's business tour of Europe.
The union appealed to the high court.
Pace, Jr., Secretary of the Army, and
The justices are considering the
George Hendricks is the new man- Major General Raymond B. Fleming, Quebec May Censor TV
chief of the National Guard Bureau,
musicians'
case in conjunction with a
ager of the Mayfair Theatre in BaltiOttawa,
Canada,
Nov.
19.
—
The
more.
are expected to be among the notables Province of Quebec has proposed similar case involving newspaper
participating in premiere events here placing television programs under the
typographers.
Dan S. Terrell, M-G-M exploita- tomorrow for Republic's "Thunder- control of the Quebec Board of Film
bird"
at
the
Warner
Theatre.
The
Censors,
with
a
measure
providing
for
tion head, left here yesterday for
film, a tribute to the National Guard, penalties for infractions similar to
Boston.
'Andersen' at
•
will have a day-and-date opening at those in effect on motion pictures Show
Bellevue Saturday
the Warner and Ambassador Theatres. shown
in theatres. Uncensored TV
Lynn Farnol left here yesterday
Republic executives attending the film transmission would be punishable
for the Coast.
A screening
Samuel Goldwyn's
premiere will include William Saal,
"Hans
Christianof Andersen"
will be
o
term.
by a $500 fine or a three-month jail held for the children at Bellevue Hospresident
Herbert
J.
Yates'
executive
Vincent Flynn, Omaha M-G-M assistant ; James R. Grainger, execupital here on Saturday, with Danny
manager, is in New York on vacation.
Kaye, star of the picture, highlighting
tive vice-president in charge of sales DuMont Dividend
the entertainment with an in-person
and
distribution
James
district
manager, ; and
JohnV. H.O'Gara,
Auer,
A regular quarterly dividend of 25 performance for the shut-in youngassociate producer-director of the film. cents per share was declared here by sters.
20c Loew's Dividend
The stars of the picture, John the board of directors of Allen B.
Loew's directors, at their regular
board meeting here yesterday, declared Derek, Eileen Christy, John Barry- DuMont Laboratories, Inc., on its out- recently
The showing
will plan
launch
announced
to Goldwyn's
screen the
a quarterly dividend of 20 cents a more, Jr., Mona Freeman, Gene Evans
standing shares of five per cent cumu- film free of charge for special audishare on the common stock, payable and Ward Bond, joined by Forrest
lative convertible preferred stock. It
ences of children throughout the world
Dec. 19 to stockholders of record on Tucker and Vic Damone, will also will be payable on Jan. 1, to preferred who normally might be deprived of
Dec. 9.
stockholders of record on Dec. 15.
take part in the proceedings.
seeing" it.
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Seeks

Telemeter

In Hamilton,

Motion

Picture

Reviews

Impressive
For

Ont.

Toronto, Nov. 19. — Famous
Players Canadian Corp. has
made a bid for an outlet at
Hamilton, Ont., for Telemeter,
for which the circuit holds a
25-year contract for Canada.
Harold Roberts, manager of
the FP-C head office real
estate department, and Maurice Evans, Toronto lawyer,
appeared for the circuit before the Hamilton Board of
Control to ask for a permit
to erect necessary facilities
and for an exclusive franchise
in Hamilton to operate cables
and wires for "piped" TV over
a 15-year period.
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"Face To Face"
{Huntington Hartford-RKO Pictures)

Y~\ UO-DRAM A is the classification of this fine feature that contains two
outstanding screen adaptations of long short stories by Joseph Conrad
and Stephen Crane. They are, respectively, "The Secret Sharer" and "The
Bride Comes to Yellow Creek." It is an excellent pairing for the rollicking
humor of the Western is highly welcome after the tension and excitement of
the sea drama. In certain situations exhibitors may be able to book these
separately and although it is a natural for art houses, the film is geared for.
and merits general release.
James Mason stars in the Conrad story as a captain on board his first
ship in the tropics and delivers a perceptive, sensitive performance. The adaptation by Aeneas MacKenzie is a faithful one and John Brahm's direction has
emphasized the suspense and action while maintaining symbolic overtones.
The story involves Mason's sheltering and aiding the escape of a mate from
another ship, Michael Pate, who saved his ship in a storm but accidentally
killed a fear-crazed sailor. Mason runs his ship dangerously close to an
island but succeeds in getting Pate away and proving his ability to command.
The Crane story is an incisive satire on the disappearing wild-west atmosphere of a frontier town that has outgrown gunplay but is terrorized by
the absence
Skiatron Resuming
its beloved only old time, gun-toting, whiskey-guzzling resident inunregenerate
of its sheriff who has left town. Minor Watson is superb as the
Home
Experiments
character, who sadly walks away and throws down his guns upon realizing the
Following approval yesterday by returned unarmed sheriff, Robert Preston, has brought back a bride. Preston
the Federal Communications Commis- is a perfect foil for Watson and Olive Carey is equally good as the saloon
sion, Skiatron will resume its experi- keeper. Bretaigne Windust's direction is flawless. James Agee wrote the
mental subscription television broad- adaptation. Agee also appears in the cast which includes Marjorie Steele and
casts on WOR-TV here from sign- Dan Seymour. Huntington Hartford produced expertly. The associate prooff to sign-on, during the night. The
ducers were George Tobin and Norman A. Manning.
experimental telecasts will be under
Running time, 92 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
FCC supervision and will start within Nov i4 "
Walter Pashkin
a few days. Skiatron experiments
were suspended about two months ago.
The 90-day experimental subscripand Beyond"
tion telecasts to homes are expected "Above
(M etro-Gohhvyn-Mayer)
to
under Levey,
way" next
May, according
to get
Arthur
Skiatron
president. THE long and arduous development of men and airplanes for the dropping
of the atomic bomb on Japan serves as the theme of this compelling
drama in which Robert Taylor stars as the man responsible for the major part
Theatre Guild Aids
of the operation. It is a smooth-running film that after a slow opening
developes a good deal of tension and contains some fine flying and bombing
footage which can be exploited widely.
Paramount' s 'Sheba'
Melvin Frank and Norman Panama produced and directed and collaborated
The Theatre Guild's subscription
lists in 22 cities are being made avail- with author Beirne Lay, Jr., on the screenplay. The result is the taut
able to Paramount for the promotion
perfectelling in strong dramatic terms of the conflict of Taylor to achieverevealing
tion in an airplane and maintain security on the ground without
of "Come Back, Little Sheba." This is
the first time that the Guild has co- anything to his friends or family.
operated on a picture in which it has
Eleanor Parker portrays the wife with a competent sweetness and James
not participated in local premieres.
Whitmore turns in a rock-ribbed performance as the exceedingly thorough
The lists will be supplied prior to security officer. It is Whitmore who warns Taylor not to bring his wife out
each playdate. "Sheba" opens in New to the air base and at first Taylor heeds him but later on she arrives. Their
York and Los Angeles in late Decemis soonmakes
diminished
by Taylor's
discipline
ber in order to qualify for Academy happiness
and the tension
him irritable.
Miss unceasing
Parker andrigidity
Taylor about
quarrel
at the
honors. National release is set for moment of his biggest decision, whether his men are ready to drop the bomb.
February.
Taylor listens to Whitmore' s advice to have her leave the base and then
decides to drop the bomb from a fighter-less B-29 at a very high altitude.
of the bomb and Taylor's return that
dropping
successful
after the
It
Studies Republic
Missis Parker
realizes
his great
mission and reunites with him.
This is a well-made picture that has stars and action and a story that can
Production in U.K.
exploited for ample box-office returns.
London, Nov. 19. — Jack E. Baker, be Larry
Keating heads an able supporting cast that includes Robert Burton,
vice-president in charge of production Christie Olsen, Larry Gates, Marilyn Erskine, Stephen Dunne, John McKee,
at Republic Studios, is here to confer
with Herbert Wilcox on the three Hayden Rorke, Larry Dobkin, Jack Raine Barbara Ruick and Jim Backus.
Running time, 122 minutes. General audience classification. For January
pictures the latter has contracted to release.
W. P.
make jointly with Republic. First is
"Laughing
Lockwood. Anne," starring Margaret
Reade
Houses
Book
Baker also will examine the possibil- Dmytryk
Sees Israel
ity of making Republic pictures here
Musical Attractions
for American TV. He plans to visit Supplying Scripts
Walter Reade Theatres in New JerParis, Rome, Milan and Berlin later.
Hollywood, Nov. 19. — Creative
sey, continuing its policy of presentwriters of Israel will shortly augment
ing stage attractions when available,
Hughes on Stand Today Hollywood's stockpile of stories, will offer three musical shows, each
director Edward Dmytryk predicted with several bookings, for the period
Hollywood, Nov. 19. — Howard
here upon his arrival from a visit between Dec. 4 and Dec. 19.
Hughes is expected to take the stand abroad.
tomorrow morning in the Superior
The attractions are the Trapp FamWhile he was in Israel for five
ily Singers, the Jaroff Don Cossack
Court trial of Paul Jarrico's $350,000
suit against RKO Radio based on weeks filming Stanley Kramer's "The Male Chorus and Dancers and the
his discharge following refusal to an- Juggler" on location, Dmytryk said American Savoyards (Gilbert and
swer Un-American Activities Com- he found a whole contingent of seri- Sullivan interpreters).
ous and promising writers, most of
mittee questions.
them displaced persons who fled 'Weizmann' Film Deal
European countries to find a haven
A contract for the exclusive U. S.
Hornblow Leaving MGM
in Israel.
Hollywood, Nov. 19. — Producer
"They all have their eyes on Holly- rights to a film featurette, "The Life
Arthur Hornblow, Jr. will leave
wood," the director stated, "and they and Times of Chaim Weizmann" has
M-G-M on the expiration of his con- all feel that during the past decade been signed between United Films of
tract next March, after 10 years with the screen has emerged as a much Tel Aviv and Cornell Films, J. Milton Salzburg, Cornell president, disthe studio. He intends to enter inde- more significant and valid art form
closed here yesterday.
pendent production.
than it was at one time."

Dais

Testimonial

Blumberg

Set
to

Tuesday

dais atPicture
the "Jubilee
Dinner"
of
theTheMotion
Pioneers,
to be
held at the Hotel Astor Tuesday evening, isscheduled to feature one of the
most impressive lists of leaders of the
entertainment industry and representatives of the financial world, the clergy
and civic affairs in the 13-year history
of the organization, Jack Cohn, Pioneers' president, and Ned Depinet, dinner chairman, reported here yesterday.
N. J. Blumberg, board chairman of
Universal Pictures, will be honored
at the dinner as the "Motion Picture
Pioneer
1952." to be on the dais :
Others ofscheduled
Harry Cohn, president of Columbia
Pictures ; Harold J. Fitzgerald, president, Fox Wisconsin Amusement
Corp. ; William German, president,
William German, Inc. ; William Goetz,
in charge of production for UniversalInternational ; Leonard Goldenson,
.president, United Paramount TheatresT.
; J. Hargrave, president, Eastman Kodak; George Jessel, toastmaster ; Danny Kaye ; Judge Ferdinand
Pecora ; Father Patrick Peyton, who
will be one of the key speakers of the
evening; Milton R. Rackmil, president,
Universal Pictures ; J. Robert Rubin,
vice-president, Loew's, Inc.1; Serge Semenenko, senior vice-president of the
First National Bank of Boston ; Harry
M. Warner, president, Warner Brothers Pictures ; Robert R. Young ;
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the board
of directors of Paramount Pictures,
and others.
Also, members of the board of directors of the Pioneers, headed by
Jack Cohn, and including Jack Alicoate, Barney Balaban, Harry Brandt,
Sam Dembow, Jr., G. S. Eyssell, S. H.
Fabian, James R. Grainger, Abel
Green, John J. O'Connor, Robert J.
O'Donnell,
Martin Quigley, Herman
Robbins and Major Albert Warner.
Plan

Celebration

for

S. African Industry
Plans are now being set to mark
the "Golden Jubilee" of the motion
picture industry in South Africa, according to Michael Silver, managing
director of Commercial Radio Corp.
of South Africa, Ltd. who is visiting
the Paramount studios in Hollywood.
The celebration will coincide with
the 50th anniversary of the Schlesinger Group in South Africa, one of
the largest exhibitor and distribution
organizations in that area.
Snyder

to

Testify

On
U' Tax Claim
Washington, Nov. 19. — Secretary
of the Treasury Snyder is now slated
to testify before a House Ways and
Means subcommittee early next month
on reports that he took an undue
interest in a huge tax refund claim
of Universal Pictures.
Correction
Loew's Theatres in Manhattan and
Brooklyn, in conjunction with the
Motion Picture Department of the
International Federation of Catholic
Alumnae, will have special showings
of "Because You're Mine" for Sisters and others of religious orders, on
Saturday, Nov. 29, and not on Saturday, Nov. 22, as erroneously stated
here yesterday.
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Their last "Road" picture was the industry's
grosser of its year and this is bigger, ♦ %
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Motion

Allied

The board's action, like that
of the convention, was unanimous.
In reporting to the convention,
Myers listed eight provisions in the
distributors' draft which, he said, if
put into effect, would be of "substantial benefit" to exhibitors. They were :
1) One-way arbitration. Exhibitors
may initiate the complaints, as contrasted with the old Film Board of
Trade concept that distributors could
bring the complaints against exhibitors.
2) Clearance. The provisions
of the draft on this subject
"are about as good as can be
devised," Myers said.
3 ) Runs. The provisions here have
both plus and minus factors but the
former are sufficient to include it
among the favorable ones, particularly
in that they give competing exhibitors
equal opportunity to find out which is
entitled to pictures on a particular run
without resorting to competitive bidding.
4 ) Competitive bidding. These provisions offer at least a partial remedy
for some of the hardships and abuses
exhibitors have encountered, Myers
said. He cited the fact that distributors would not institute bidding except on the written request of competing exhibitors for pictures which
the distributor is proposing to license
to another, and also that bids would
be revealed to the bidders who desire
to see them.
5) Forcing pictures. Myers
said he hesitated to include this
among the plus factors because
its provisions do not go to the
heart of the matter which, he
said, is forcing by price differentials. However, he said, it
cannot fairly be called a minus.
6) Contract violations. He said few
exhibitors with whom he has discussed
the provision felt it would be of benefit to them, explaining that he placed
it on the plus side because "it contains nothing detrimental to exhibitors."
7) Conciliation. While this promises an open-door policy by distributors, which some already have, Myers
said Allied experience has been that
little can be accomplished by this
means. He termed the conciliation
proposal "futile," "innocuous" and
"scarcely an innovation," but nevertheless listed it as a plus because it
insures complaining exhibitors an interview with responsible sales officials.
8) Damages. Awarded in exhibitors
favor, they warrant listing the provision on the plus side.

Arbitration
Is

Feeling
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Arbitration

Rejects

(Continued from page 1)
none in their devotion to that concept.
But they are convinced that the ideals
of arbitration will not be promoted
by the present plan or any plan which
the distributors in their present frame
or mind are willing to agree to."

Picture

at

Efforts
Allied

Dead,
Meet

Chicago, Nov. 19. — Whether or not Allied States' action today in
rejecting the distributors' arbitration draft will write "finis" for the
time being-, at least, to industry efforts to establish an arbitraion system was not entirely clear, although most observers here held that
impression.
Those who differed suggested that
an effort might be made to set up chairman
William forF.arbitration,
Rodgers, who
distributors'
was in
arbitration without Allied and make
Chicago
today,
declined
to
comment
its facilities available to all exhibitors
who wished to make use of it. In line on Allied's action. Rodgers said he
might have something to say later,
with this, there was some speculation but
would not say it during his stay
that a meeting of interested parties
here. When asked if he thought Allied
might be called in the near future to
had killed arbitration's chances today,
discuss the possibilities.
Rodgerscating said
: "Ithave
has no
for active
me," indiHowever, even those who felt
he would
part
that the end is not yet for arbiin any further efforts to establish an
tration, were quick to concede
arbitration
system which might be
made.
that it would be vastly less efRodgers and Charles M. Reagan,
fective without Allied's particiM-G-M
vice-president in charge of
Allied's lessen
defectionpation,
wouldand that
undoubtedly
distribution, attended the Allied conthe chances of the plan being
vention .banquet last night, at which
Greer Garson was a guest of honor.
given the approval of the Department of Justice and the
At his request, Rodgers did not sit
Federal Court.
at the banquet ,dais.
of their control over prices and it is ITOA
Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)
hopeless to pursue the subject further."
2) Pre-releases. Curbs the number
of "specials" that distributors can
designate as such, but still permits a andBrandt
all problems
thata may
said that
trial arise."
period of
maximum of 18 such per year, on the
18
months,
under
a
properly
functionbasis of two for each of the nine coming arbitration system, should bring
panies which would be signatories of decided improvement to all branches
the plan. Myers also pointed out that of the industry and help create an
in getting government and court ap- atmosphere of mutual understanding.
proval of arbitration, with this proNecessary to Work Together
vision in it, "distributors would receive left-handed judicial sanction for
"There has never been a time," he
such pictures as they have been and
are being sold, and the board was said, "when it was more necessary
for the industry to work together.
dead set against that," wishing to be This is nonetheless true despite the
free to oppose the "deluge of pre- fact that theatre owners all over the
releases." Myers, however, pointed
out that such pictures also would be country have many things to gripe
notably
competitive
biddingexempted from the competitive bid- about,
situation,
the the
increasing
number
of
ding" restrictions and that they force
pre-releases
and
advanced
admission
the increasing of admissions.
pictures, print shortages and high
3) Competitive bidding. Myers
film prices. However, it is foolhardy
said this, too, would get the
to take the one medium — arbitration—
cloak of approval by the court
which can ultimately eradicate the in
if arbitration were approved. He
ternal dissensions from the industry
also said it would permit disand destroy it before it is given an
tributors to enlarge bidding,
opportunity
rather than restrict it.
hibitor can to
be prove
worse itself.
off thanNoheex-is
4) Limitation on awards. In this
connection, Myers said Allied was
prepared to help distributors realize
their aim of reducing the heavy volume of anti-trust litigation in the industry and thought it could be helped
by liberality in the matter of financial
damages eligible in arbitration. However, he said, the distributors have
played their cards too close to their
vests on this subject and he feels
exhibitors with anti-trust complaints
may now find they can do better in
court.

Draft
Arbitration Plight
Blamed on Majors
Chicago,
— Numerous Allied Nov.
States19.and
some
distribution officials here express the belief that the industry would have arbitration
today had distributors not
insisted upon changing the
Aug. 20 draft, which had been
prepared by Abram F. Myers,
Allied chairman and general
counsel.
They had
pointed
that upon
the
draft
been out
agreed
and that the cooling off period
ensued only after distributors
insisted upon the further
changes. Their viewpoint, obviously, places the responsibility for the seeming death of
the plan at this time squarely upon the distributors.

Film Prices
(Continued from page 1)
his resolution was the result of a
spontaneous, grass roots movement
and, unlike the board resolution of the
previous day, did not come from "the
Calls For Aid
Besides endorsing Allied's policy of
reducing the efforts of its officers in
the way of cooperative all-industry
endeavors to a minimum, and concentrating instead on the trade practice
battle, Ylachos's resolution called for
the active aid of every Allied member
in furnishing affidavits and other intop." formation and evidence of irregular
practices by distributors to Abram F.
Myers, Allied general counsel.
Myers is authorized to make
use of the material supplied in
either litigation, appeals to lawmaking bodies or to Federal
agencies such as the Senate
Small Business Committee.
The resolution was supported by
H. A. Cole of Dallas, who said that
from now on he will turn down anything proposed to him that does not
benefit exhibitors directly and will be
I, 000 per cent for anything "that will
make trouble for the distributors."
berg of Denver
John Wolfpledged his support to the solution
re-and
said he would
turn over everything in his

New WB Incorporation
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 19.— Warner
Brothers Pictures Distributing Corp:
has registered a restated certicate of
possesion to
incorporation,
pursuant to section 40
Myers for
whatever
use
now."
of the stock corporation law. A stateMyers
m
i
ght
ment by Ben Kalmenson, president,
see fit to make
of it. Wolfberg
and E. K. Hessberg, assistant secretary, said "the entire certificate of inurged all
other
corporation as now in force and effect
Allied
members
John Wolt'bergr
is hereby restated, without change in
to do the same.
the effect, meaning or substance Ted Mann of Minneapolis joined in
that pledge and also asked all Allied
Provisions of the distributors'
Bruce Odium to Madrid
members to do likewise. Trueman
draft which Myers placed on
Hart on Columbia Board Rembusch of Franklin, Ind., hit at the
the minus side were:
Bruce Odium, associate producer on thereof."
Alfred Hart, president of Hart Dis- distributors arbitration draft, pointing
1 ) Film rentals. Because Allied Frederick Brisson's forthcoming Intilleries, real estate developer and or- out that Indiana Allied previously had ■
dependent Artists' production, tentahad asked that these be included in
ganizer of the philanthropic Hart found it wanting in not dealing with
tively for
titled "It
Happened
in Spain,"
Foundation, has been elected to the
left
here
Madrid
yesterday
aboard
the proposals and distributors "flatly
print shortages.
"I
directors of Columbia Pic- such
don't problems
think theas distributors
are sinrefused." "We must face the fact," the -S.-S". Constitution to complete ar- board of
tures Corp., it was announced by
rangements
there
for
filming
of
the
Myers said, "that the distributors will
he said.
cere in their approach to arbitration,"
not yield to the arbitrators any part picture.
Harry Conn, president of Columbia.
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(Continued from page 1)
his role as guinea pig in the industry
legal test of the constitutionality of
Ohio's newsreel censorship law.
Rembusch Reports

BY

ONLY

APPROVAL

Chicago, Nov. 19. — The proposal
of H. A. Cole of Dallas, made several
weeks ago, that Allied officers terminate their posts in connection with
all-industry endeavors in order to concentrate exclusively on trade practice
battles, was accepted by the Allied
board and convention here only insofar as Allied's further participation in
efforts to set up an industry arbitration system is concerned.
Cole's proposal could have included
his own removal from the post of
co-chairman of the industry's tax reSnaper described Cinerama to
peal campaign and the termination of
the convention, providing a genTrueman Rembusch's tenure as Alerally laudatory account of its
lied's representative on the triumvirate
showmanly qualities and ability
which administers the Council of Moto attract the public, but with
tion Picture Organizations.
occasional facetious or exaggerThe board directed that Cole
ated references to its high cost
and Rembusch continue in those
for equipment and installation.
posts and the convention apIn describing to the convention the
proved.
working of Allied's proposed new exMyers
the board's
deci- :
panded "Caravan" service, William
sion to announced
the convention.
He said
Carroll of Indiana Allied said a salesman could make a call at 10 A.M. on
a St. Louis exhibitor and before the
Join MGM
.day was out every Allied member in 4 More
the country could be informed of the
propositions made. He said details of Field Press Staff
the system for gathering and disseminating such information would be
M-G-M has added four more press
to "Caravan"
ready forin distribution
members
about five weeks
and the representatives to bring its total field
success of the plan depended upon staff to 27. Assignment of the new
how well individual members coop- additions, John L. John, Thomas
erated.
Letcher, Alan Wiedner, and Jack
Weiner was announced by Howard
Dietz, vice-president and director of
American
Eagle
advertising-publicity.
Six divisional press representatives,
Suit Up in Feb.
appointed last March, will continue
The $6,000,000 law suit, charging to handle special advance publicity
breach of trust, filed by American and promotions. Operation of the field
Eagle Pictures against Jack Broder force is under the supervision of Dan
three years ago, is slated to go to Terrell, exploitation director.
trial in Los Angeles in February. Sam
As a result of the added manpower,
Howard, co-plaintiff with Leo Mc- several exchange assignments have
Carthy, gave depositions in Los An- been realigned to provide fuller covergeles last weekend. Howard and
age in each territory. A new field asMcCarthy, partners in American
signment has been made for the SeEagle, brought the action when 340
attle and Portland exchanges, which
Universal and United Artists pictures will be handled by Wiedner. A second
were diverted from American Eagle new assignment will include New
to Broder after the films allegedly had Orleans and Memphis and will be covbeen committed to Howard and Mcered by Weiner. Letcher has been
Carthy for reissue purposes.
assigned to the Minneapolis exchange,
The block of 40 UA films and 300 and John to Indianapolis.
Universal productions had been acquired by Jacques Grinieff who had
a deal pending for their delivery to Dezel
Gets Rights
American Eagle. According to the
complaint, Broder, who ultimately To Souvaine
Films
formed Realart Pictures, closed a deal
Rembusch reported to the convention
on the new ASCAP license fee for its
music used on non-theatrical film',
usually for intermissions and prior to
show starts at drive-ins. If ASCAP
music is used, Rembusch told the convention, a license must he obtained
and trie fee paid. However, he pointed
out, there is a large library of as yet
untaxed music available from BMI,
in the public domain and from
SEEAC.

for the product on his own after Howard had discussed with Broder the
possibility of the latter joining the enterprise with Howard and McCarthy.
Move

for

Repeal

of

Chicago, Nov. 19.— Albert Dezel
has concluded arrangements, effective
at once, with Harry Thomas, representing Souvaine Selective Pictures, to
handle distribution of Souvaine films
in the Detroit, Chicago and Milwaukee exchange areas.

OF

FIELD
COLE

HIT
BID

Events

Nov. 21-23 — Colosseum of Motion
Picture Salesmen's annual convention, Ainsley Hotel, Atlanta.

"When I first read Col. Cole's now
famous letter I began to wonder just
which cooperative undertakings would Nov. 21-23 — Variety Clubs Internaor could be abandoned in order to retional 25th anniversary celebralease Allied manpower for work of
tion,
William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh.
greater benefit to the members. I
knew we could not withdraw the Colonel from the tax campaign. ... I did Nov. 25 — Motion Picture Pioneers
"Jubilee Dinner," Hotel Astor,
not see how we could completely withNew York.
draw from COMPO at this time without pulling the rug from under the
Colonel, so I concluded that Trueman Dec. 1— A. Julian Brylawski birthday and anniversary dinner,
Rembusch's
Shoreham Hotel, Washington.
time
being. hobby was safe — for the
"Then a horrible light began to Dec. 1-3' — Allied Theatre Owners
dawn. It was my baby, little arby
of Indiana board meeting and
(arbitration) on whom Wilbur Snaannual convention, Hotel Lincoln,
per, Nate Yamins and I had lavished
Indianapolis.
so much tender care, that was going
to be thrown to the wolves : and it
Dec. 2 — Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio board meeting,
was even so. Arbitration was expendable. It did not meet the best of the
Columbus.
board's statement of policy. It did
not promise direct, immediate and Dec. 9 — Independent Exhibitors,
Inc., of New England annual consubstantial benefit to the exhibitors,"
vention, Sheraton-Plaza Hotel,
Myers concluded.
Boston.
Sioux

Falls

Branch

Dec. 9-11 — Proposed joint seminar
of Allied Independent Theatre
Owners of the Mid-South and the
Tennessee Press Association,
Memphis.

Wins 'Depinet Drive'
RKO Radio's "Ned Depinet Sales
Drive" was won by the Sioux Falls
exchange, headed by branch manager
Sherm Fitch, it was announced by 4Aussie'Divorcement
Charles Boasberg, general sales manager. The New Orleans branch, headed Held to Be Unlikely
by Roger Lamantia finished second ;
Portland, under Dick Lange, finished
Efforts by an independent exhibitor
third,
and Sol Canadian
Sach's Dallas
was fourth.
resultsbranch
have group in x'Vustralia to effect a theatre
Montreal in first place, led by mana- divorcement law in the Commonwealth
ger Harry Cohen, while Winnipeg, are not likely to be successful, in the
under Meyer Nackimson, was second. opinion of Clay V. Hake, ParaDistrict standings were topped by mount's managing director for Australia and New Zealand, who is here
Canada, headed by Carl Peppercorn.
The Southeastern district under Dave for home office conferences. Hake
that if the Australian ParPrince was second, and Ben Cam- pointed out
liament should rule that distributors
mack's Southwestern district ran
third.
must give up their theatres, then it
The 27-week drive began on Dec. would have to break up alleged monopolies of the steel, oil, brewing and
21, 1951 and ran to last June 26.
other industries of the country.
Hake said that monopolies of this
kind
represent the basic economy of
Exhibitors
Rally
the country and that it would seem
unlikely that the film industry would
be
out for ina split-up.
M-G-M
has singled
11 theatres
Australia,
with
'Dimes'
To Aid
Paramount owning one and 20th Century-Fox holding an interest in apThe worst polio year in U. S. hisproximately 180 houses.is holding up
shownation's
the
Theatre business
record gsupport of the March
mentoryto isa inspirin
of Dimes for its coming January cam- strong in both Australia and New
paign, according to pledges obtained Zealand, Hake said, although there
has been a drop from the peak years,
National
of theParalysis
by officials
. Founda- as in all other industries. The only
tion for Infantile
was in three
proStarting with a national endorse- picture of
ductionlocal
when he origin
left Sydney
ment from Theatre Owners of America, more than 12,000 theatres have
weeks duced
ago.
This Sharvell,
was "Jedda,"
proby Charles
who made
trailof Dimes
March
run
to
agreed
some
of
ns
"40,000
Horsemen"
several
years
ago.
collectio
ers and to take up
The
picture
is
being
made
entirely
type, said the Foundation.
with Australian capital, although

Richmond,
Va., Tax
Richmond, Nov. 19. — An ordinance
to repeal this city's five per cent tax Daylight
Saving
on motion picture theatre admissions
Arthur
Davis
Sets
will be introduced in the City Coun- Banned
on Coast
cil, probably on Nov. 24, at the reSix More
Imports
quest of the Richmond Theatre Owners Association.
Seattle, Nov. 19. — Daylight savSix new foreign films have been
ing time has been outlawed by the
Seymour Hoffman of the association pointed out that the tax unfairly voters in both Washington and Ore- added to the already set roster of
favors drive-in theatres outside the
gon. In Washington, the new meas- eight features scheduled for national
city limits, at the expense of regular
ure adopted permits recourse to day- release in 1953 by Arthur Davis Associates. They include two Italian and
theatres. The present tax was enlight saving time under certain emeracted in 1946.
four French productions.
gency conditions.

American financing was offered.
Hake will return to Australia next
week.
Gets 'Tales of Cairo'
Hollywood, Nov. 19. — Mitchell
Hamilburg has announced the acquisition of world distribution rights to
"Tales of Cairo," English language
feature produced in Egypt by Victor
Stoloff.
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Chadwick

Review
RKO RADIO PICTURES,
TRADE

SHOWINGS

Inc.
of

Howard Hughes' Presentation of
"ANGEL
FACE"
ALBANY
Fox Scr. Rm.
Mon. 12/1 10:30 A.M.
1052 BVay
ATLANTA
Mon. 12/1 2:30 P.M.
RKO Scr. Rm.
195 Luckie St., N.W.
BOSTON
Mon. 12/1 10:30 A.M.
RKO Scr. Rm.
122-28 Arlington St.
BUFFALO
Mo. Pic. Oper
Mon. 12/1 2:00 P.M.
Screen. Rm.
498 Pearl St.
CHARLOTTE
Mon. 12/1 2:00 P.M.
Fox Scr. Rm.
308 S. Church St.
CHICAGO
RKO Scr. Rm. Mon 12/1 2:00 P.M.
1300 S. Wabash Ave.
CINCINNATI
Palace Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 8:00 P.M.
12 East 6th St.
CLEVELAND
Mon. 12/1 2:30 P.M.
Fox Scr. Rm.
2219 Payne Ave.
DALLAS
Mon. 12/1 2:30 P.M.
Rep. Scr. Rm.
412 S. Harwood St.
DENVER
Mon. 12/1 2:00 P.M.
Para. Scr. Rm.
2100 Stout St.
DES MOINES
Mon. 12/1 1:30 P.M.
Fox Scr. Rm.
1300 High St.
DETROIT
Blumenthals
Screen. Rm.
Mon. 12/1 2:30 P.M.
2310 Cass Ave.
INDIANAPOLIS
Univ. Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 1:00 P.M.
517 N. Illinois St.
KANSAS CITY
Para. Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 2:30 P.M.
1800 Wyandotte St.
LOS ANGELES
RKO Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 2:00 P.M.
1980 S. Vermont Ave.
MEMPHIS
Fox Scr. Rm.
Mon. 12/1 12:15 P.M.
151 Vance Ave.
MILWAUKEE
Warner Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 2:00 P.M.
212 W. Wisconsin Ave.
MINNEAPOLIS
Mon. 12/1 1:30 P.M.
Fox Scr. Rm.
1015 Currie Ave.
NEW HAVEN
Mon. 12/1 2:00 P.M.
Fox Scr. Rm.
40 Whiting St.
NEW ORLEANS
Mon. 12/1 10:30 A.M.
Fox Scr. Rm.
200 S. Liberty St.
NEW YORK
Mon. 12/1 2:30 P.M.
RKO Scr. Rm.
630 Ninth Ave.
OKLAHOMA
Fox Scr. Rm.
Mon. 12/1 10:30 A.M.
10 North Lee St.
OMAHA
Mon. 12/1 10:30 A.M.
Fox Scr. Rm.
1502 Davenport St.
PHILADELPHIA
Mon. 12/1 2:30 P.M.
RKO Scr. Rm.
250 N. 13th St.
PITTSBURGH
Mon. 12/1 1:30 P.M.
RKO Scr. Rm.
1809-13 Blvd. of Allies
PORTLAND
Star Film
Screen. Rm. Mon 12/1 2:00 P.M.
925 N.W. 19th Ave.
ST. LOUIS
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues 12/2 1:30 P.M.
3143 Olive St.
SALT LAKE CITY
Fox Scr. Rm. Mon 12/1 1:00 P.M.
216 E. 1st St. So.
SAN FRANCISCO
Fox Scr. Rm.
Mon. 12/1 2:00 P.M.
245 Hyde St.
SEATTLE
Jewel Box
Screen. Rm.
Mon. 12/1 1:00 P.M.
2318 2nd Ave.
SIOUX FALLS
Hollyw'd
Thea. Ave.Mon. 12/1 10:30 A.M.
212
N. Philips
WASHINGTON
Film Center
Screen. Rm.
Mon. 12/1 10:00 A.M.
932 New Jersey Ave.

Flat

Top

(Continued from page 1)

(Allied Artists)
Hollywood, Nov. 19 which he entered a week ago for a
\ POWERFUL and brisk production in color by Cinecolor that vividly heart ailment.
deals with the various aspects of life in the Naval Air Corps has been
Born in London, educated in Amerfashioned by executive producer Walter Mirisch with a maximum of authenica at Cornell and St. Lawrence Uniticity. Sterling Hayden and Richard Carlson head a fine cast which turns
versities, the deceased entered the industry in 1910 as American agent for
in uniformily sound performances, under the steady direction of Lesley
Selander. It is a solid, stimulating picture that is mighty good entertainment Pathe Freres, France, and counsel
for Exclusive Pictures. He later
and appears to be a real money-maker.
formed several producing companies,
The story provided by Steve Fisher adheres to the facts of this division
I. E. Chadwick Pictures,
of Naval Service and avoids melodramatic distortions and over-bearing coin- including
cidence. There is no bathos in the even development of the story about the and was a charter member of the
value of discipline and ,the inviolability of orders aboard an aircraft carrier Film Club, New York, and president
from 1917 to 1922. He was among
that served with the Third Fleet in the Philippines in the last war.
the founders of Temple Israel here 27
Hayden portrays an air group commander and Carlson the leader of re- years ago, a member of the board of
placement pilots who join the ship in 1943. Carlson is appointed executive trustees since its founding, and president in 1930 and 1948.
officer
under
Hayden and
conflicts
with the latter's
authority
times
over minor infractions
of the
rules committed
by group
pilots. several
It is Carlson
At the time of his death, Chadwick
who seeks leniency but Hayden insists on discipline. In the heat of battle was a member of the executive comCarlson and his men realize Hayden's methods were necessary and correct
mittee of the Motion Picture Indusand come to respect him for maintaining discipline.
try Council, and active in affairs of
The U. S. carrier Princeton and members of its crew were used in the the Permanent Charities Committee
production and authentic Naval battle footage is included in the film. Others and the Motion Picture Relief Fund.
The widow, a son, Major Lee K.
in the cast are Bill Phipps, John Bromfield, Keith Larsen, Todd Karns,
Chadwick, U. S. Air Force, and two
Dave Willock, Walter Coy and Phyllis Coates.
This is a fast-moving, actionful, highly credible film that contains the grandchildren survive.
proper elements for box-office success.
Running time, 85 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Nov. 11.
Paramount's
Welch
Fairbanks

Ends

Tie

Joins NBC-TV
Robert L. Welch, for the past seven
years under contract as a producer
with Paramount, has signed a longterm contract with National Broadcasting, effective Jan. 1.
Welch will create for NBC new

Jerry Fairbanks, president of Television Zoomar Corp., has sold his interest in that' corporation to Jack
(Continued from page 1)
Pegler, general manager, and Dr.
Frank G. Back, the inventor of the
a- lens. Pegler will be president of the
this organiz
tion which
the coopera
y
tion has extended to our industr
"live"
and on
film. properties,
Additionally,both
he will
function
as
newly-organized corporation and Back TV
will
be
vice-president,
secretary
and
producer-director
of
his
own
prothe years."
throughouttribute
to Hearst, Dietz will treasurer.
In his
tell how his own career was started
grams.
and encouraged by Justin McGrath,
Hearst city editor for the then New
York American, It was McGrath
who advised Dietz to go to the CoAssociated Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc.
lumbia University School of Journalism in pre-World War I days and
promised him a job reporting college
news. Dietz became a Hearst reSALUTES
porter and later joined the old Goldwyn Pictures Corp.
MeWilliams to Preside
THE
HEARST
PUBLICATIONS
Harry MeWilliams, AMPA president, will preside over the proceedings. Among those who are slated
for the years of outstanding cooperato sit on the dais with Hearst are
Mort Blumenstock, Charles Einfeld,
tion with the motion picture industry
Paul Lazarus, Jr., Jerome Pickman,
Sol Schwartz, Adolph Zukor and
Max E. Youngstein. Hearst officials
Georgian Room
on the dais are expected to be George
Hearst, vice-president ; John Hearst,
HOTEL
PICCADILLY
assistant general manager, J. D. Gor,
tatowsky general manager, and
New York
Martin Huberth, board chairman.
Other Hearst executives who are
scheduled to be present are Sumner
Today, Thursday, Nov. 20, at 12:30 P.M.
Collins, promotion manager of the
N. Y. J owned- American; Jess Krueger,- editorial director for Hearst
Newspapers
; Mel columnist
Heimer, ; KingFeatures syndicate
Sam
WILLIAM RANDOLPH
HEARST, JR.
H. Day, managing editor of the
Guest of Honor
Journal-American; Jim O'Connor,
J -A amusements editor ; Rose Pelswick, motion picture critic ; John
HOWARD
DIETZ
Newton, editor of the Brooklyn secAMPA's speaker
tion ;John R. Buckley, Good Housekeeping business manager ; Fred
PresidingK. McWILLIAMS
Lewis, Hearst treasurer; Robert D.
HARRY
Levitt, assistant publisher ; Thomas L.
Masson, ; House
director
Ernest Beautiful
W. Heyn,advertisingeditor of

Ampa

Tribute

American Weekly; Fred I. Archibald,
publisher of the Times Union in
Albany, and Richard W. Cook, sales
representative of the Hearst Advertising Service.

Tickets — Al Floersheimer, Walter Reade Theatres, Circle 5-5250
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BOXOFFICE

"FLAT TOP" • A WALTER

Power

MIRISCH Production IN COLOR

is

the

New

starring STERLING HAYDEN

ALLIED

and RICHARD CARLSON

Bill Phipps • Phyllis Coates • John Bromfield • Directed by LESLEY SELANDER

ARTISTS!

with Keith Larsen

• Written by STEVE FISHER

7^
Thunderous

adventures

of the

/

t
Sons of
Satan
. s
. .
ve
r
Ha
produced by hit-after-hit maker
Edmund
Grainger, who gave you

swashbuckling

"Wake

of the Red

Witch,"

"Sands

of Iwo Jima," "Flying Leathernecks,"
"One Minute to Zero" and more!

m

co/or

by TFC//NZCOLOB
ROBERT

LINDA

ANDES

an EDMUND
\

WILLIAM

DARNELL

with KEITH

NEWTON

ALAN

GRAINGER

BENDIX

MOWBRAY
production

Directed by RAOUL WALSH • Screenplay by ALAN LeMAY • Produced by EDMUND GRAINGER
R K O
RADIO
FULL-COLOR
GIANT

ADS

NATIONAL

SPEARHEAD
CAMPAIGN!

Full-pages and fractional-pages in top-circulation
weeklies, Sunday newspaper supplements
and others for a sensational 50,000,000
circulation coverage!
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ARBITRATION

PLAN

Convention's

ITOA

to

Test

Arbitration

\Ampa

on

Hearst

Myers'
Action

Closing

DRAFT

Session

Level

Whether an industry arbitration
system can be operated on a regional
the Indepenbasis may be tested s byAssoc
iation of
dent Theatre Owner
New York. Harry Brandt, ITOA
president, announced yesterday that
regardless of any action taken by
other exhibitor organizations, his
association was prepared to go ahead
With arbitration and establish the
necessary machinery and procedures
"for the peaceful settlement of trade
disputes within the City of New
York"
jay andA
yesterd
At mid-afternoon
to Allied's action on arbitration
prior
its annual convention in Chicago,
at
Brandt stated that "ITOA believes
that it can make arbitration work in
New York and we are prepared to
go ahead with it, working out any
{Continued on page 6)
RKO
D.

Theatres

Seeks

of J. Extension

Preliminary talks between the Department ofJustice and attorneys for
RKO Theatres on an extension of
ion of RKO's
time for the disposit
stock interests in Metropolitan Playhouses are underway, it was learned
here yesterday.
Under the terms of RKO Theatres
consent decree, the deadline for the
disposition of its Metropolitan Play
houses stock interest is Dec. 20. An
extension is sought due to the inability
Theatres to sell its 56,
of RKO
of Class A stock in
shares
488-4/5
Metropolitan, which operates over 100
theatres in this area.
Distributors' Group
To Meet in 2 Weeks
A meeting of the national distribu
tors' committee of the Motion Picture
Association of America will be held
here within the next two weeks to
elect a chairman for the new year.
The term of A. W. Schwalberg, present chairman, will expire on Dec. 31

Approves

Board of Directors Report;
of Board, Convention
Unanimous

TributeToday
By SHERWIN

Local

CENTS

MAJORS'

REJECTS

ALLIED

TEN

20, 1952

NOVEMBER

KANE

William Randolph Hearst, Jr., pubChicago, Nov. 19. — The Allied States convention at its closing
York Journalisher of the New
merican and American Weekly and
session here today unanimously approved the board of directors'
iditor-in-ckief of all Hearst news- recommendation rejecting the distributors' draft of the proposed
papers, will be industry arbitration plan.
the principal
The action followed a report to the convention' by Abram F.
guest
luncheon at
todaya Myers, Allied chairman and general counsel, whicb listed the plus
and minus factors of the distributo be sponsored
tors' draft and concluded with the
by
a t e the
d AssociMotion
board's
recommendation
that the
Allied Convention
plan
be
rejected,
on
the
grounds
Picture tisers
Adverhonoring
that "it did not
the Hearst Scores U.S. 16mm.
promise direct,
Publications at
immediate' ;and
t h e Picadilly
substantial
Suit vs. Distribution
Hotel. Howard
Dietz will be
benefit to ext h e principal
hibitorsit; conChicago, Nov. 19.— The Allied
W. R. Hearst, .Jr.
speaker and board at its closing session here today
tains,™ proviadopted a resolution condemning the
sion for film
arbi{rating
will pay trib- Department of Justice for instituting
rentals, and it
ute to the Hearst publications on be- the
anti-trust suit against distributors
half of AMPA, "in appreciation of to force the sale of 16mm. films to
(Continued on page 10)
sions which
are
contains
provitelevision.
not deemed to
Other resolutions adopted included
I. E. Chad wick Dies one calling for Allied cooperation with
be in the exhibitors' interthe Crusade for Freedom ; commendAbram Myers
On Coast at 68
ing Jack Kirsch of Illinois Allied for
Myers told
convention arrangements ; Abram F.
the convention that "neither the board
Myers, Allied chairman, and Wilbur as a whole nor any individual is opHollywood, Nov. 19. — Services Snaper, president, for their work for
posed to(Continued
arbitration1.
They6) yield to
will be held Friday at the Temple the
on page
convention ; H. A. Cole and Pat
Israel for Isaac E. Chadwick, 68, McGee, for their accomplishments as
Motion Picof Independent
of the industry's campaign
president
ture Producers
Association since 1940 co-chairmen
for admissions tax repeal ; Trueman
and recently appointed chairman of Rembusch for his work as one of the High
Prices,
Film
labor-manage- governing triumvirate of the Council
established
the newly
ment health and welfare fund, who
Hiked
Admissions
Organizations,'
MotionG. Picture
Martin
Smith of
Toledo, O., and
for
died this morning at Temple Hospital, of
est."
(Continued on page 7)
(Continued on page 10)
Draw
Allied
Fire

MPTO

of District

of Columbia

is 7th

TO A Unit to Approve Arbitration Plan
Unanimous endorsement of the industry arbitration plan by the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of the District of Columbia was
announced here yesterday by the Theatre Owners of America. This
makes the seventh TOA unit to approve the formula, which was
recently presented at a meeting of the association in Washington
by Herman M. Levy, TOA general counsel.
Other TOA units that have endorsed the plan are: Theatre
Owners of North and South Carolina; Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee; Motion Picture
Exhibitors of Florida; Tennessee Theatre Owners Association;
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and
Southern Illinois, and the TOA of the Albany Exchange Area.

Chicago, Nov. 19. — Pursuing its
revived militant policy to the end,
Allied's annual convention here today
devoted much of the last session _ to
emphasizing it is out to battle high
film prices and advanced admission
pictures, among other things, with all
of the determination it can muster.
A resolution was offered from the
floor by John Vlachos of Michigan
Allied, and adopted unanimously by
the convention, endorsing the Allied
board's statement of policy concerning
Allied's militant attitude toward objectionable trade practices and its plan
to combat them by court and legislative means. Vlachos emphasized that
(Continued on page 6)
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Mention

Award

HYMAN, viceL. United
rp DWARD
Paramount
president of
■I--'
Theatres, and his assistant, Bernard
Levy, will be in Des Moines today,
from New York.
•

Hollywood, Nov. 19. — With more
than 700 members of the production
branch of the industry attending its
second annual Milestone Dinner at
the Biltmore Hotel here, Screen Producers Guild tonight paid its highest
honor to Louis B. Mayer. SPG
president Sol C. Siegel, introducing
the honor guest, said Mayer is more
to be credited than anybody else with
creating the "job of the producer as
it In
is known
today."
his address
accepting the award

Jean Benoit-Levy, French producer, with Mrs. Benoit-Levy, and Bert
Garai, president of Keystone Pictures,
Inc., will be aboard the S..S. Liberte
arriving here from • Europe today.
Charles K. Flint will retire from
active service as Eastman Kodak Co.
vice-president and general manager of
the* company's Kodak Park Works,
Rochester, on Jan. 1.

Go

to

Mayer said, in part, "I saw silent
film grow from a few hundred feet
to multiple reel feature length — silent
film replaced by sound — and now I
am to be part of something I consider
Louis Alter, ASCAP composer, tremendously thrilling in screen enand his wife Jean, have become partertainment— Cinerama." After reciting present Cinerama achievements,
ents of a sfeven-pound nine-ounce baby
girl, Allison Ann, born at Leroy he went on, "Cinerama has a ceiling —
Sanitarium; here.
not in quality or imagination — but in
•
where and how it can be used. No
Edmond 'Turcotte, member of the one knows for sure, but my guess is
National Film Board of Canada from that no more than 200' theatres will
1932 to 1947, has been appointed Ca- have Cinerama within the next two
nadian Ambassador to Colombia.
or three years. It is for selected the•
atres, for selective stories, for selective
Howard Dietz, M-G-M advertising-publicity director, and Joseph R. audiences."
Touches on Television
Vogel,
in
charge
of
Loew's
theatres,
Touching
on television, Mayer said,
will leave here today for the Coast.
•
"Radio came along and we worried
William F. Rodgers, M-G-M vice- for quite a while. But we found it
president and sales consultant, is due didn't hurt very much. Now we
back here tomorrow from the national have TV and we blame it for most
Allied convention banquet in Chicago. of our troubles. It hurts, of course.
•
So do night baseball, automobile rides,
Canasta and other things that claim
George Weltner, Paramount Inter- leisure time and dollars of the public.
national president, will leave London Television will remain only a part
by plane for New York on Nov. 30. of the distractions employed by the
•
Robert Perkins, Paramount Far public for its diversions."
George Jessell was master of cereEast district manager, will arrive in
monies of the dinner, while Buddy
New York on Dec. 1 from Tokyo.
Adler
was chairman, and Arthur
•
Freed produced the show featuring
Bob Hope, Jack Benny, George Burns,
Hugh
Owen,
Paramount's
Eastern
and Southern division manager, will Ethel Merman, Lena Home and
leave here Sunday for Charlotte.
others.
Barney Rose, Universal San Francisco district manager, is vacationing
in Honolulu.
•
Arthur Krim, president of United
Artists, left here by plane yesterday
for a month's business tour of Europe.

Republic

Opening

To

Guard

Honor

Washington, Nov. 19. — Frank
Pace, Jr., Secretary of the Army, and
Major General Raymond B. Fleming,
George Hendricks
\ • is the new manager of the Mayfair Theatre in Balti- chief of the National Guard Bureau,
more.
are expected to be among the notables
•
participating in premiere events here
Dan S. Terrell, M-G-M exploita- tomorrow for Republic's "Thunderat the Warner Theatre. The
tion head, left here yesterday for bird"
film, a tribute to the National Guard,
Boston.
•
will have a day-and-date opening at
the Warner and Ambassador Theatres.
Lynn Farnol left here yesterday
Republic executives attending the
for the Coast.
premiere will include William Saal,
•
president Herbert J. Yates' executive
Vincent Flynn, Omaha M-G-M assistant
; James R. Grainger, execumanager, is in New York on vacation.
tive vice-president in charge of sales
and distribution ; James V. O'Gara,
district manager, and John H. Auer,
associate producer-director of the film.
20c Loew's Dividend
The stars of the picture, John
Loew's directors, at their regular
board meeting here yesterday, declared Derek, Eileen Christy, John Barrya quarterly dividend of 20 cents a more, Jr., Mona Freeman, Gene Evans
share on the common stock, payable and Ward Bond, joined by Forrest
Dec. 19 to stockholders of record on Tucker and Vic Damone, will also
Dec. 9.
take part in the proceedings.

Louis

House

To

Mayer
Carry 'Carmen'
TV
Five TV-equipped houses affiliated
with United Paramount Theatres
have set definite plans to carry the

GoldensonReelected
United

Affiliates,

Palsy

Head

Dec. 11 telecast
of "Carmen," it was
disclosed
here yesterday.
At the same time, Walter Reade
Leonard H. Goldenson, president of
United Paramount Theatres, has been
Theatres hasreported
that theinto"Carmen"
been booked
the cirreelected to his fourth consecutive telecast
Park, N.
cuit's St.J.James Theatre at Asbury
term as president of United Cerebral
Palsy, of which he is a founder.
The five UPT-affiliate theatres
Several other industry leaders were
planning
to telecast the Theatre Netnamed national officers for the comingwork Television event of the Metroyear. Earl J. Hudson, president of
United Detroit Theatres, was repolitan Opera production are : ParaDes Moines ; Center, Buffalo ;
elected vice-president and also elected Utah, mount,
Salt
Lake City ; Orpheum,
to a new post as chairman of the board
Omaha
;
and
the
Paramount at Lynn,
for the United Cerebral Palsy-Chestnut Hill Center in Philadelphia. Hud- Mass. Other UPT affiliates are curson has long been active in the palsy
rently weighing the TNT offer, inmovement and is also president of
cluding Minnesota Amusement's
United Cerebral Palsy in Michigan. Radio City at Minneapolis.
Although UPT price scales for the
Five New Posts
event have not been set locally, various UPT affiliates are contemplating
Two of five new posts as regional
a
seat
range from $1.80 to $3.60, with
vice-presidents also went to theatremen. Henry G. Plitt, of Paramount the average popular price, including
Gulf Theatres, New Orleans, was tax, being $2.40. It is argued that
chosen regional vice-president for the the public should not be confronted
South, and Jerry Zigmond of Los An- with a price which is too high in the
geles, West Coast manager of United first test of the drawing power of an
Paramount Theatres, and former entertainment show on theatre television. The terms sought by TNT
president of United Cerebral Palsy of
are
a
40
cents per seat guarantee
California, was elected regional vicepresident for the Pacific Coast.
against 50 per cent of the net boxRobert H. O'Brien, secretary-treas- office receipts, whichever is higher.
urer of United Paramount Theatres,
was reelected assistant treasurer.
Addressing 400 delegates from all
parts of the nation at United Cerebral SupremeCourtHears
Palsy's recent third annual convention
Case
here, Goldenson praised the motion Gamble-AFM
picture industry for outstanding coWashington, Nov. 19. — The U. S.
operation ever since the movement Supreme Court today heard an argustarted.
ment on, and then took under adviseContributions during the past year
ment, an appeal as to whether the
totaled a record-breaking $4,062,143, American Federation of Musicians
or
nearly double
last year's $2,133,000, can make theatre owners pay for local
Goldenson
reported.
musicians even when the exhibitors
Tribute also was paid by Goldenson do not want them.
to Bob Hope, life chairman of UCP ;
The case involves unfair labor
his co-chairmen, Jack Benny, Milton charges brought against the union by
Berle, Bing Crosby, Arlene Francis,
Enterprises'
Palaceruled
Theatre
Arthur Godfrey, Jerry Lewis, Jinx Gamble
in Akron.
The NLRB
the
Falkenburg McCrary, Dean Martin, AFM had not violated the TaftJane Pickens, Kate Smith, John Hartley Law in its demands on the
Cameron Swayze, and the many vol- Palace, but the U. S. Circuit Court
assisted. unteers in the entertainment field who at Cincinnati ruled that the union was
Quebec May Censor TV
Ottawa, Canada, Nov. 19. — The
Province of Quebec has proposed
placing television programs under the
control of the Quebec Board of Film
Censors, with a measure providing for
penalties for infractions similar to
those in effect on motion pictures
shown in theatres. Uncensored TV
film transmission would be punishable
by a $500 fine or a three-month jail
term.

g"uilty of a Taft-Hartley violation.
The union appealed to the high court.
The justices are considering the
musicians'
case in
conjunction
with a
similar case
involving
newspaper
typographers.
Show
'Andersen' at
Bellevue Saturday

A screening
Samuel Goldwyn's
"Hans
Christianof Andersen"
will be
held for the children at Bellevue Hospital here on Saturday, with Danny
Kaye, star of the picture, highlighting
DuMont Dividend
the entertainment with an in-person
A regular quarterly dividend of 25 performance for the shut-in youngcents per share was declared here by sters.
the board of directors of Allen B.
The showing
will plan
launch
DuMont Laboratories, Inc., on its out- recently
announced
to Goldwyn's
screen the
standing shares of five per cent cumu- film free of charge for special audilative convertible preferred stock. It
ences of children throughout the world
will be payable on Jan. 1, to preferred who normally might be deprived of
seeing
it.
stockholders of. record on Dec. 15.
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Seeks

Resuming

Home
Experiments
Following approval yesterday by
the Federal Communications Commission, Skiatron will resume its experimental subscription television broadcasts on WOR-TV here from signoff to sign-on, during the night. The
experimental telecasts will be under
FCC supervision and will start within
a few days. Skiatron experiments
were suspended about two^ months ago.
The 90-day experimental subscription telecasts to homes are expected
to get under way next May, according
to Arthur Levey, Skiatron president.
Theatre

3

Daily

Impressive Dais
For Testimonial

Ont.

Toronto, Nov. 19. — Famous
Players Canadian Corp. has
made a bid for an outlet at
Hamilton, Ont., for Telemeter,
for which the circuit holds a
25-year contract for Canada.
Harold Roberts, manager of
the FP-C head office real
estate department, and Maurice Evans, Toronto lawyer,
appeared for the circuit before the Hamilton Board of
Control to ask for a permit
to erect necessary facilities
and for an exclusive franchise
in Hamilton to operate cables
and wires for "piped" TV over
a 15-year period.
Skiatron

Picture

Reviews

Telemeter

In Hamilton,

Motion

Guild

Aids

'Sheba'
Paramount's
The Theatre Guild's subscription
lists in 22 cities are being made available to Paramount for the promotion
of "Come Back, Little Sheba." This is
the first time that the Guild has cooperated on a picture in which it has
not participated in local premieres.
The lists will be supplied prior to
each playdate. "Sheba" opens in New
York and Los Angeles in late December in order to qualify for Academy
honors. National release is set for
February.
Studies Republic
Production in U.K.
London, Nov. 19. — Jack E. Baker,
vice-president in charge of production
at Republic Studios, is here to confer
with Herbert Wilcox on the three
pictures the latter has contracted to
make jointly with Republic. First is
"Laughing
Lockwood. Anne," starring Margaret
Baker also will examine the possibility of making Republic pictures here
for American TV. He plans to visit
Paris, Rome, Milan and Berlin later.

Face

To

Face

{Huntington Hartford-RKO Pictures)
DUO-DRAMA is the classification of this fine feature that contains two
outstanding screen adaptations of long short stories by Joseph Conrad
Crane. They are, respectively, "The Secret Sharer" and "The
and Stephen
Bride Comes to Yellow Creek." It is an excellent pairing for the rollicking
humor of the Western is highly welcome after the tension and excitement of
the sea drama. In certain situations exhibitors may be able to book these
the film is geared for
for art houses,
it is a natural
although
separately
e.
eas
and
merits and
general
rel
.
James Mason stars in the Conrad story as a captain on board his first
ship in the tropics and delivers a perceptive, sensitive performance. The adaptation by Aeneas MacKenzie is a faithful one and John Brahm's direction has
emphasized the suspense and action while maintaining symbolic overtones.
mate from
The story involves Mason's sheltering and aiding the escape of a accidentally
another ship, Michael Pate, who saved his ship in a storm but close to an
killed a fear-crazed sailor. Mason runs his ship dangerously
island but succeeds in getting Pate away and proving his ability to command.
disappearing wild-west atThe Crane story is an incisive satire on the gunplay
but is_ terrorized by
mosphere of a frontier town that has outgrown
m the absence
resident
guzzling
whiskeyg,
gun-totin
time,
old
its beloved only
of its sheriff who has left town. Minor Watson is superb as the unregenerate
upon realizing the
character, who sadly walks away and throws down his guns
a bride Preston
back
brought
has
Preston,
Robert
sheriff,
returned unarmed
is a perfect foil for Watson and Olive Carey is equally good as the saloon
wrote the
keeper. Bretaigne Windust's direction is flawless James Agee
Steele and
one
Man
includes
which
cast
the
in
appears
also
Agee
on.
adaptati
. Huntington Hartford produced expertly. The associate proDan Seymour
ducers were George Tobin and Norman A. Manning.
Release date,
Running time, 92 minutes. General audience classification
Pashkin
Walter
.
4
Nov 1

and Beyond"
"Above
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
s for the dropping
THE long and arduous development of men and airplane
of the atomic bomb on Japan serves as the theme of this compelling
drama in which Robert Taylor stars as the man responsible for the major part
of the operation. It is a smooth-running film that after a slow opening
and contains some fine flying and bombingof tension
a good
develope
d widely.
be exploite
can deal
footage swhich
Melvin Frank and Norman Panama produced and directed and collaborated
with author Beirne Lay, Jr., on the screenplay. The result is the taut
perfecthe conflict of Taylor to achieverevealing
telling in strong dramatic terms ofsecurity
on the ground without
tion in an airplane and maintain
anything to his friends or family.
Eleanor Parker portrays the wife with a competent sweetness and James
Whitmore turns in a rock-ribbed performance as the exceedingly thorough
security officer. It is Whitmore who warns Taylor not to bring his wife out
to the "air base and at first Taylor heeds him but later on she arrives. Their
is soon diminished by Taylor's unceasing rigidity about discipline
happiness
and the tension makes him irritable. Miss Parker and Taylor quarrel at the
moment of his biggest decision, whether his men are ready to drop the bomb.
Taylor listens to Whitmore's advice to have her leave the base and then
decides to drop the bomb from a fighter-less B-29 at a very high altitude.
return that
_ Taylor's
bomb andwith
the reunites
of and
dropping
successful
after the
It
him.
mission
his great
realizes
Missis Parker
This is a well-made picture that has stars and action and a story that can
be exploited for ample box-office returns.
Larry Keating heads an able supporting cast that includes Robert Burton,
Christie Olsen, Larrv Gates, Marilyn Erskine, Stephen Dunne, John McKee,
Hayden Rorke, Larry Dobkin, Jack Raine Barbara Ruick and Jim Backus.
Running time, 122 minutes. General audience classification. For January
release.

Dmytryk

Sees

Israel

Supplying Scripts
Hollywood, Nov. 19. — Creative
writers of Israel will shortly augment
Hughes on Stand Today Hollywood's stockpile of stories,
yk predicted
Hollywood, Nov. 19. — Howard director Edward Dmytr
from a visit
arrival
Hughes is expected to take the stand here upon his
tomorrow morning in the Superior abroad.
While he was in Israel for five
Court trial of Paul Jarrico's $350,000
suit against RKO Radio based on weeks filming Stanley Kramer's "The
his discharge following refusal to an- Juggler" on location, Dmytryk said
swer -Un-American Activities Com- he found a whole contingent of serious and promising writers, most of
mittee questions.
them displaced persons who fled
European countries to find a haven
Hornblow Leaving MGM
in Israel.
Hollywood, Nov. 19. — Producer
"They all have their eyes on HollyArthur Hornblow, Jr. will leave
wood," the director stated, "and they
M-G-M on the expiration of his con- all feel that during the past decade
tract next March, after 10 years with the screen has emerged as a much
the studio. He intends to enter inde- more significant and valid art form
pendent production.
than it was at one time."

Reade

Houses

Book

Blumberg

Set
to

Tuesday

dais atPicture
the "Jubilee
Dinner"
of
theTheMotion
Pioneers,
to be
held at the Hotel Astor Tuesday evening, is scheduled to feature one of the
most impressive lists of leaders of the
entertainment industry and representatives of the financial world, the clergy
and civic affairs in the 13-year history
of the organization, Jack Cohn, Pioneers' president, and Ned Depinet, dinner chairman, reported here yesterday.
N. J. Blumberg, board chairman of
Universal Pictures, will be honored
at the dinner as the "Motion Picture
Others ofscheduled
Pioneer
1952." to be on the dais :
Harry Cohn, president of Columbia
Pictures; Harold J. Fitzgerald, president, Fox Wisconsin Amusement
Corp. ; William German, president,
William German, Inc. ; William Goetz,
in charge of production for UniyersalInternational ; Leonard Goldenson,
president, United Paramount TheatresT.
; J. Hargrave, president, Eastman Kodak ; George Jessel, toastmaster ; Danny Kaye ; Judge Ferdinand
Pecora ; Father Patrick Peyton, who
will be one of the-*key speakers of the
evening ; Milton R. Rackmil, president,
Universal Pictures ; J. Robert Rubin,
vice-president, Loew's, Inc. ; Serge Semenenko, senior vice-president of the
First National Bank of Boston ; Harry
M. Warner, president, Warner Brothers Pictures ; Robert R. Young ;
Adolph Zukor, chairman of the board
of directors of Paramount Pictures,
and others.
Also, members of the board of directors of the Pioneers, headed by
Jack Cohn, and including Jack Alicoate, Barney Balaban, Harry Brandt,
Sam Dembow, Jr., G. S. Eyssell, S. H.
Fabian, James R. Grainger, Abel
Green,
John Martin
J. O'Connor,
O'Donnell,
Quigley,Robert
HermanJ.
Robbins and Major Albert Warner.
Plan

Celebration

for

S. African Industry
Plans are now being set to mark
the "Golden Jubilee" of the motion
picture industry in South Africa, according to Michael Silver,, managing
director of Commercial Radio . Corp.
of South Africa, Ltd. who is visiting
the Paramount studios in Hollywood.
The celebration will coincide with
the 50th anniversary of the Schlesinger Group in South Africa, one of
the largest exhibitor and distribution
organizations in that area.

Snyder
to Testify
Musical Attractions
On
Tax Claim
Walter Reade Theatres in New JerWashington, Nov. 19. — Secretary
sey, continuing its policy of presentthe Treasury Snyder is now slated
ing stage attractions when available, of
will offer three musical shows, each to testify before a House Ways and
with several bookings, for the period Means subcommittee early next month
on reports that he took an undue
between Dec. 4 and Dec. 19.
interest in a huge tax refund claim
The attractions are the Trapp Fam- of Universal Pictures.
ily Singers, the Jaroff Don Cossack
Male Chorus and Dancers and the
American Savoyards (Gilbert and Correction
Sullivan interpreters).
Loew's Theatres in Manhattan and
Brooklyn, in conjunction with the
Motion Picture Department of the
'Weizmann' Film Deal
International Federation of Catholic
A contract for the exclusive U. S.
Alumnae, will have special showings
rights to a film featurette, "The Life of "Because You're Mine" for Sisters and others of religious orders, on
of Chaim Weizmann" has
and Times
been
signed between United Films of
Saturday,
Nov. 29, and not on SaturTel Aviv and Cornell Films, J. Milday, Nov. 22, as erroneously stated
ton Salzburg, Cornell president, dis- here yesterday.
closed here yesterday.
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Allied

Rejects

.
'(-Continued from page 1)
none in their devotion to that concept.
But they are convinced that the ideals
of arbitration will not be promoted
by the present plan or any plan which
the distributors in their present frame
or mind are willing to agree to."
The board's action, like that
of the convention, was unanimous..
In reporting ■ to the convention,
Myers listed eight provisions in the
distributors' draft which, he said, if
put into effect, would be of "substantial benefit" to exhibitors. They were :
1 ) One-way arbitration. Exhibitors
may initiatewith the complaints, as contrasted the old Film Board of
Trade concept that distributors could
bring the complaints against exhibitors.
2) Clearance. The provisions
of the draft on this subject
"are about as good as can be
devised," Myers said.
3) Runs. The provisions here have
both plus and minus factors but the
former are sufficient to include it
among the favorable ones, particularly
in that they give competing exhibitors
equal opportunity to find out which is
entitled to pictures on a particular run
without resorting to competitive bidding.
4) Competitive bidding. These provisions offer at least a partial remedy
for some of the hardships and abuses
exhibitors have encountered, Myers
said. He cited the fact that distributors would not institute bidding except on the written request of competing exhibitors for pictures which
the distributor is proposing to license
to another, and also that bids would
be revealed to the bidders who desire
to see them.
5) Forcing pictures. Myers
said he hesitated to include this
among the plus factors because
its provisions do not go to the
heart of the matter which, he
said, is forcing by price differentials. However, he said, it
cannot fairly be called a minus.

Picture

Arbitration

Arbitration

Efforts

Is

Allied

Feeling

at

Dead,
Meet

Draft
Arbitration Plight
Blamed on Majors
Chicago,
— Numerous Allied Nov.
States19.and
some
distribution officials here express the belief that the industry would have arbitration
today had distributors not
insisted upon changing the
Aug. 20 draft, which had been
prepared by Abram F. Myers,
Allied chairman and general
counsel.
They had
pointed
that upon
the
draft
been out
agreed

Chicago, Nov. 19. — Whether or not Allied States' action today in
rejecting" the distributors' arbitration draft will write "finis" for the
time being, at least, to industry efforts to establish an arbitraion system was not entirely clear, although most observers here held that
impression.
Those who differed suggested that
an effort might be made to set up
William F. Rodgers, distributors'
arbitration without Allied and make chairman for arbitration, who was in
Chicago
today, declined to comment
its facilities available to all exhibitors
and that the cooling off period
who wished to make use of it. In line on Allied's action. Rodgers said he
might
have
something
to
say
later,
ensued only after distributors
with this, there was some speculation but would not say it during his stay
insisted upon the further
that a meeting of interested parties here. When asked if he thought Allied
changes. Their viewpoint, obmight be called in the near future to
had killed arbitration's chances today,
discuss the possibilities.
viously, places the responsibility for the seeming death of
Rodgerscating said
:
"It
has
for
me,"
indiHowever, even those who felt
he would have no active part
the plan at this time squarethat the end is not yet for arbiin any further efforts to establish an
ly upon the distributors.
tration, were quick to concede
arbitration
system which might be
made.
that it would be vastly less efRodgers and Charles M. Reagan,
fective without Allied's particiM-G-M vice-president in charge of Film Prices
Allied's lessen
defectionpation,
wouldand that
undoubtedly
(Continued from page 1)
distribution, attended the Allied conthe chances of the plan being
vention banquet last night, at which
Greer Garson was a guest of honor. his resolution was the result of a
given the approval of the Department of Justice and the
At his request, Rodgers did not sit spontaneous, grass roots movement
Federal Court.
at the banquet dais.
and, unlike the board resolution of the
of their control over prices and it is
subject further."
to pursue the
hopeless
2) Pre-releases.
Curbs the number
of "specials" that distributors can
designate as such, but still permits a
maximum of 18 such per year, on the
basis of two for each of the nine companies which would be signatories of
the plan. Myers also pointed out that
in getting government and court approval of arbitration, with this provision in it, "distributors would receive left-handed judicial sanction for
such pictures as they have been and
are being sold, and the board was
dead set against that," wishing to be
free to oppose the "deluge of prereleases." Myers, however, pointed
out that such pictures also would be
exempted from the competitive bidding restrictions and that they force
the increasing of admissions.
3) Competitive bidding. Myers
said this, too, would get the
cloak of approval by the court
if arbitration were approved. He
also said it would permit distributors to enlarge bidding,
rather than restrict it.

6) Contract violations. He said few
exhibitors with whom he has discussed
the provision felt it would be of benefit to them, explaining that he placed
it on the plus side because "it contains nothing detrimental to exhibitors."
4) Limitation on awards. In this
7) Conciliation. While this promises an open-door policy by distribu- connection, Myers said Allied was
tors, which some already have, Myers prepared to help distributors realize
said Allied experience has been that their aim of reducing the heavy volume of anti-trust litigation in the inlittle can be accomplished by this
means. He termed the conciliation
dustry and thought it could be helped
proposal "futile," "innocuous" and by liberality in the matter of financial
"scarcely an innovation," but never- damages eligible in arbitration. However, he said, the distributors have
theless listed it as a plus because it
insures complaining exhibitors an in- played their cards too close to their
terview with responsible sales officials. vests on this subject and he feels
8) Damages. Awarded in exhibitors exhibitors with anti-trust complaints
may now find they can do better in
favor, they warrant listing the pro- court.
vision on the plus side.
Provisions of the distributors'
draft which Myers placed on
the minus side were:
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Bruce Odium to Madrid
Bruce Odium, associate producer on
Frederick Brisson's forthcoming In1) Film rentals. Because Allied
dependent Artists' production, tentahad asked that these be included in
tively
titled
"It Happened in Spain,"
the proposals and distributors "flatly left here for Madrid yesterday aboard
refused." "We must face the fact," the -S'-S". C onstitution to complete arrangements there for filming of the
Myers said, "that the distributors will
not yield to the arbitrators any part
picture.

ITOA
Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)
andBrandt
all problems
thata may
said that
trial arise."
period of
18 months, under a properly functioning arbitration system, should bring
decided improvement to all branches
of the industry and help create an
atmosphere of mutual understanding.
Necessary to Work Together
"There has never been a time," he
said, "when it was more necessary
for the industry to work together.
This is nonetheless true despite the
fact that theatre owners all over the
country have many things to gripe
about,
notably
competitive
biddingsituation,
the the
increasing
number
of

previous day, did not come from "the
Calls For Aid
Besides endorsing Allied's policy of
reducing the efforts of its officers in
the way of cooperative all-industry
endeavors to a minimum, and concentrating instead on the trade practice
battle, Vlachos's resolution called for
the active aid of every Allied member
in furnishing affidavits and other information and evidence of irregular
top."
practices by distributors to Abram F.
Myers, Allied general counsel.
Myers is authorized to make
use of the material supplied in
either litigation, appeals to lawmaking bodies or to Federal
agencies such as the Senate
Small Business Committee.
The resolution was supported by
H. A. Cole of Dallas, who said that
from now on he will turn down anything proposed to him that does not
benefit exhibitors directly and will be

pre-releases and advanced admission
pictures, print shortages and high
film prices. However, it is foolhardy
to take the one medium — arbitration —
which can ultimately eradicate the internal dissensions from the industry I, 000 per cent for anything "that will
and destroy it before it is given an make trouble for the distributors."
opportunity to prove itself. No ex
berg of Denver
hibitor can be worse off than he is
John Wolfpledged his supre-and
port to the solution
said he would
New WB Incorporation
turn over everyAlbany, N. Y., Nov. 19. — Warner
thing in his
Brothers Pictures Distributing Corp.
has registered a restated certicate of
possesion to
incorporation,
pursuant to section 40
Myer
er for
tevs
now."
use
wha
of the stock corporation law. A stateMyers might
ment by Ben Kalmenson, president,
make
to berg
fitWolf
see it.
of
and E. K. Hessberg, assistant secretary, said "the entire certificate of inJohn Wolfberg:
d all
urgeed
corporation as now in force and effect
ersr
membothe
Alli
is hereby restated, without change in
to do the same.
the effect, meaning or substance Ted Mann of Minneapolis joined in
that pledge and also asked all Allied
members to do likewise. Trueman
Hart
thereof." on Columbia Board Rembusch of Franklin, Ind., hit at the
ributors arbitration draft, pointing
Alfred Hart, president of Hart Dis- dist
that Indiana Allied previously had
out
tilleries, real estate developer and organizer of the philanthropic Hart found it wanting in not dealing with
Foundation, has been elected to the
s. "I
t shor
prinribu
sucht prob
board of directors of Columbia Pic- don'
torstage
k theas dist
are sinthinlems
tures Corp., it was announced by he said.
cere in their approach to arbitration,"
Harry Conn, president of Columbia.
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{Continued from page 1)
his role as guinea pig in the industry
legal test of the constitutionality of
Ohio's newsreel censorship law.
Rembusch Reports
Rembusch reported to the convention
on the new AS CAP license fee for its
music used on non-theatrical film,
usually for intermissions and prior to
show starts at drive-ins. If ASCAP
music is used, Rembusch told the convention, a license must he obtained
and the fee paid. However, he pointed
out, there is a large library of as yet
untaxed music available from BMI,
in the public domain and from
SEEAC.

BY

APPROVAL

Chicago, Nov. 19. — The proposal
of H. A. Cole of Dallas, made several
weeks ago, that Allied officers terminate their posts in connection with
all-industry endeavors in order to concentrate exclusively on trade practice
battles, was accepted by the Allied
board and convention here only insofar as Allied's further participation in
efforts to set up an industry arbitration system is concerned.
Cole's proposal could have included
his own removal from the post . of
co-chairman of the industry's tax reSnaper described Cinerama to
peal campaign and the termination of
the convention, providing a genTrueman Rembusch's tenure as Alerally laudatory account of its
lied's representative on the triumvirate
showmanly qualities and ability
which administers the Council of Moto attract the public, but with
tion Pictures; Organizations.
occasional facetious or exaggerThe board directed that Cole
ated references to its high cost
and Rembusch continue in those
for equipment and installation.
posts and the convention apIn describing to the convention the
proved.
working of Allied's proposed new exMyers
the board's
deci- :
panded "Caravan" service, William
sion to announced
the convention.
He said
Carroll of Indiana Allied said a salesman could make a call at 10' A.M. on
a St. Louis exhibitor and before the
Join MGM
day was out every Allied member in 4 More
the country could be informed of the
propositions made. He said details of Field Press Staff
the system for gathering and disseminating such information would be
M-G-M has added four more press
ready forin distribution
to "Caravan"
members
about five weeks
and the representatives to bring its total -field
success of the plan depended upon staff to 27. Assignment of the new
how well individual members coop- additions, John L. John, Thomas
erated.
Letcher, Alan Wiedner, and Jack
W.einer was announced by Howard
Dietz, vice-president and director of
American
Eagle
advertising-publicity.
Six divisional press representatives,
Suit Up in Feb.
appointed last March, will continue
The $6,000,000 law suit, charging to handle special advance publicity
breach of trust, filed by American and promotions. Operation of the field
Eagle Pictures against Jack Broder force is under the supervision of Dan
three years ago, is slated to go to Terrell, exploitation director.
trial in Los Angeles in February. Sam
As a result of the added manpower,
Howard, co-plaintiff with Leo Mc- several exchange assignments have
Carthy, gave depositions in Los An- been realigned to provide fuller covergeles last weekend. Howard and
age in each territory. A new field asMcCarthy, partners in American
signment has been made for the SeEagle, brought the action when 340
attle and Portland exchanges, which
Universal and United Artists pictures will be handled by Wiedner. A second
were diverted from American Eagle new assignment will include New
to Broder after the films allegedly had Orleans and Memphis and will be covbeen committed to Howard and Mcered by Weiner. Letcher has been
Carthy for reissue purposes.
assigned to the Minneapolis exchange,
The block of 40 UA films and 300 and John to Indianapolis.
Universal productions had been acquired by Jacques Grinieff who had
a deal pending for their delivery to Bezel
Gets Rights
American Eagle. According to the
complaint, Broder, who ultimately To Souvaine
Films
formed Realart Pictures, closed a deal
for the product on his own after Howard had discussed with Broder the
Chicago, Nov. 19.— Albert Dezel
possibility of the latter joining the en- has concluded arrangements, effective
terprise with Howard and McCarthy. at once, with Harry Thomas, representing Souvaine Selective Pictures, to
handle distribution of Souvaine films
Move for Repeal of
in the Detroit, Chicago and Milwaukee exchange areas.
Richmond,
Va., Tax
Richmond, Nov. 19. — An ordinance
to repeal this city's five per cent tax Daylight
Saving
on motion picture theatre admissions
will be introduced in the City Coun- Banned
on Coast
cil, probably on Nov. 24, at the request of the Richmond Theatre Owners Association.
Seattle, Nov. 19. — Daylight saving time has been outlawed by the
Seymour Hoffman of the association pointed out that the tax unfairly voters in both Washington and Orefavors drive-in theatres outside the
gon. In Washington, the new meascity limits, at the expense of regular
ure adopted permits recourse to daytheatres. The present tax was enlight saving time under certain emeracted in 1946.
gency conditions.

OF

COLE

BID

Events

Nov. 21-23' — Colosseum of Motion
Picture Salesmen's annual convention, Ainsley Hotel, Atlanta.

"When I first read Col. Cole's now
famous letter I began to wonder just
which cooperative undertakings would Nov. 21-23 — Variety Clubs Internaor could be abandoned in order to retional 25th anniversary celebralease Allied manpower for work of
tion, William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh.
greater benefit to the members. I
knew we could not withdraw the Colonel from the tax campaign. ... I did Nov. 25 — Motion Picture Pioneers
"Jubilee Dinner," Hotel Astor.
not see how we could completely withNew York.
draw from COMPO at this time without pulling the rug from under the
Colonel, so I concluded that Trueman Dec. 1 — A. Julian Brylawski birthday and anniversary dinner,
Rembusch's
Shoreham Hotel, Washington.
time being. hobby was safe — for the
"Then a horrible light began to Dec. l-3< — Allied Theatre Owners
dawn. It was my baby, little arby
of Indiana board meeting and
annual convention, Hotel Lincoln,
(arbitration) on whom Wilbur SnaIndianapolis.
per, Nate Yamins and I had lavished
so much tender care, that was going
to be thrown to the wolves : and it Dec. 2 — Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio board meeting,
was even so. Arbitration was expendColumbus.
able. It did not meet the best of the
board's statement of policy. It did
not promise direct, immediate and Dec. 9 — Independent Exhibitors,
Inc., of New England annual consubstantial benefit to the exhibitors,"
vention, Sheraton-Plaza Hotel,
Myers concluded.
Boston.
Sioux

Falls

Branch

Dec. 9-11 — Proposed joint seminar
of Allied Independent Theatre
Owners of the Mid-South and the
Tennessee Press Association,
Memphis.

Wins 'Depinet Drive'
RKO Radio's "Ned Depinet Sales
Drive" was won by the Sioux Falls
exchange, headed by branch manager 'Aussie'Divorcem
ent
Sherm Fitch, it was announced by
Charles Boasberg, general sales manager. The New Orleans branch, headed Held to Be Unlikely
by Roger Lamantia finished second ;
Portland, under Dick Lange, finished
Efforts by an independent exhibitor
third,
and Sol Canadian
Sach's Dallas
was fourth.
resultsbranch
have group in Australia to effect a theatre
divorcement law in the Commonwealth
Montreal in first place, led by manager Harry Cohen, while Winnipeg, ar,e not likely to be successful, in the
under Meyer Nackimson, was second. opinion of Clay V. Hake, ParaDistrict standings were topped by mount's managing director for Australia and New Zealand, who is here
Canada, headed by Carl Peppercorn.
The Southeastern district under Dave for home office conferences. Hake
that if the Australian ParPrince was second, and Ben Cam- pointed out
liament should rule that distributors
mack's Southwestern district ran
must give up their theatres, then it
third.
The 27-week drive began on Dec. would have to break up alleged monopolies of the steel, oil, brewing and
21, 1951 and ran to last June 26.
other industries of the country.
Hake said that monopolies of this
kind represent the basic economy of
Exhibitors
Rally
the country and that it would seem
unlikely that the film industry would
be
out for in
a split-up.
M-G-M
has singled
11 theatres
Australia,
with
To Aid 'Dimes'
Paramount owning one and 20th CenThe worst polio year in U. S. histury-Fox holding an interest in approximately 180 houses.
shownation's
the
inspiring
tory
is
Theatre business is holding up
men to a record support of the March
of Dimes for its coming January cam- strong in both Australia and New
paign, according to pledges obtained Zealand, Hake said, although there
been a drop from the peak years,
National Founda- has
of theParalysis.
officials
by tion for Infantile
as in all other industries. The only
Starting with a national endorsement from Theatre Owners of America, more than 12,000 theatres have
run March of Dimes trailagreed
ers and to
to take up collections of some
type, said the Foundation.
Arthur
Six

More

Davis

Sets

picture of local origin was in production when he left Sydney three
weeks duced
ago.
This Sharvell,
was "Jedda,"
proby Charles
who made
"40,000 Horsemen" several years ago.
The picture is being made entirely
with Australian capital, although
American financing was offered.
Hake will return to Australia next
week.

Imports

Six new foreign films have been
added to the already set roster of
eight features scheduled for national
release in 1953 by Arthur Davis Associates. They include two Italian and
four French productions.

Gets 'Tales of Cairo'
Hollywood, Nov. 19. — ■ Mitchell
Hamilburg has announced the acquisition of world distribution rights to
"Tales of Cairo," English language
feature produced in Egypt by Victor
Stoloff.
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RKO RADIO PICTURES, Inc.
TRADE SHOWINGS of

Howard Hughes" Presentation of
FACE"
"AN
ALBANY GEL
Fox Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 10:30 A.M.
1052 B'way
ATLANTA
RKO Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 2:30 P.M.
195 Luckie St., N.W.
BOSTON
12/1 10:30 A.M.
RKO Scr. Rm. Mon.
122-28 Arlington St.
BUFFALO
Mo. Pic. Oper.
12/1 2:00 P.M.
Screen. Rm. Mon.
498 Pearl St.
CHARLOTTE
Fox Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 2:00 P.M.
308 S. Church St.
CHICAGO
RKO Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 2:00 P.M.
1300 S. Wabash Ave.
CINCINNATI
Palace Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 8:00 P.M.
12 East 6th St.
CLEVELAND
Fox Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 2:30 P.M.
2219 Payne Ave.
DALLAS
Rep. Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 2:30 P.M.
412 S. Harwood St.
DENVER
Para. Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 2:00 P.M.
2100 Stout St.
DES MOINES
Fox Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 1:30 P.M.
1300 High St.
DETROIT
Blumenthals
Screen. Rm. Mon. 12/1 2:30 P.M.
2310 Cass Ave.
INDIANAPOLIS
Univ. Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 1:00 P.M.
517 N. Illinois St.
KANSAS CITY
Para. Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 2:30 P.M.
1800 Wyandotte St.
LOS ANGELES
RKO Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 2:00 P.M.
1980 S. Vermont Ave.
MEMPHIS
Fox Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 12:15 P.M.
151 Vance Ave.
MILWAUKEE
Warner Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 2:00 P.M.
212 W. Wisconsin Ave.
MINNEAPOLIS
Fox Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 1:30 P.M.
1015 Currie Ave.
NEW HAVEN
Fox Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 2:00 P.M.
40 Whiting St.
NEW ORLEANS
Fox Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 10:30 A.M.
200 S. Liberty St.
NEW YORK
RKO Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 2:30 P.M.
630 Ninth Ave.
OKLAHOMA
Fox Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 10 :30 A.M.
10 North Lee St.
OMAHA
Fox Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 10:30 A.M.
1502 Davenport St.
PHILADELPHIA
RKO Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 2:30 P.M
250 N. 13th St.
PITTSBURGH
RKO Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 1:30 P.M
1809-13 Blvd. of Allies
PORTLAND
Star Film
Screen. Rm. Mon. 12/1 2:00 P.M.
925 N.W. 19th Ave.
ST. LOUIS
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues. 12/2 1:30 P.M.
3143 Olive St.
SALT LAKE CITY
Fox Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 1:00 P.M
216 E. 1st St. So.
SAN FRANCISCO
Fox Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1 2:00 P.M
245 Hyde St.
SEATTLE
Jewel Box
Screen. Rm. Mon. 12/1 1:00 P.M
2318 2nd Ave.
SIOUX FALLS
12/1 10:30 A.M
Hollyw'd
Thea.Ave.Mon.
212 N. Philips
WASHINGTON
Film Center
Screen. Rm. Mon. 12/1 10:00 A.M
932 New Jersey Ave.
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Chadwick

Review

(Continued from page 1)
"Flat Top"
(Allied Artists)
Hollywood, Nov. 19 which he entered a week ago for a
A POWERFUL and brisk production in color by Cinecolor that vividly heart ailment.
deals with the various aspects of life in the Naval Air Corps has been
Born in London, educated in America at Cornell and St. Lawrence Unifashioned by executive producer Walter Mirisch with a maximum of authenticity. Sterling Hayden and Richard Carlson head a fine cast which turns
versities, the deceased entered the industry in 1910 as American agent for
in uniformily sound performances, under the steady direction of Lesley
Selander. It is a solid, stimulating picture that is mighty good entertainment Pathe Freres, France, and counsel
for Exclusive Pictures. He later
and appears to be a real money-maker.
formed several producing companies,
division
this
of
facts
the
to
adheres
Fisher
Steve
by
The story provided
including I. E. Chadwick Pictures,
of Naval Service and avoids melodramatic distortions and over-bearing coinand. was a charter member of the
cidence. There is no bathos in the even development of the story about the
Film Club, New York, and president,
carrier
aircraft
an
aboard
value of discipline and the inviolability of orders
from 1917 to 1922. He was among
that served with the Third Fleet in the Philippines in the last war.
the founders of Temple Israel here 27
the leader of re- years ago, a member of the board of
Flayden portrays an air group commander and Carlson
placement pilots who join the ship in 1943. Carlson is appointed executive trustees since its founding, and president in 1930 and 1948.
conflicts with the latter's authority several times
officer under Hayden and
over minor infractions of the rules committed by group pilots. It is Carlson
At the time of his death, Chadwick
ho seeks leniency but Hayden insists on discipline. In the heat of battle was a member of the executive committee of the Motion Picture IndusCarlson and his men realize Hayden's methods were necessary and correct
and come to respect him for maintaining discipline.
try Council, and active in affairs of
The U. S. carrier Princeton and members of its crew were used in the the Permanent Charities Committee
and the Motion Picture Relief Fund.
production and authentic Naval battle footage is included in the film. Others
The widow, a son, Major Lee K.
in the cast are Bill Phipps, John Bromfield, Keith Larsen, Todd Karns,
Chadwick,
U. S. Air Force, and two
Coates.
Phyllis
and
Coy
Walter
Dave Willock,
This is a fast-moving, actionful, highly credible film that contains the grandchildren survive.
proper elements for box-office success.
Running time, 85 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Paramount's
Welch
Joins
Robert L.NBC-TV
Welch, for the past seven
Jerry Fairbanks, president of Tele years under contract as a producer
vision Zoomar ' Corp., has sold his in with Paramount, has signed a longTribute
Ampa
terest in that corporation to Jack term contract with National Broadcasting, effective Jan. 1.
(Continued from page 1)
Pegler, general manager, and Dr
Welch will create for NBC new
Frank G. Back, the inventor of the
ration which this organiza- lens. Pegler will be president of the
the coope
and on
tion has extended to our industry newly-organized corporation and Back film.
"live"
Additionally,both
he will
function
as
TV properties,
will
be
vice-president,
secretary
and
producer-director
of
his
own
pro"
years.
the
ghout
throu his tribute to Hearst, Dietz will treasurer.
In
grams.
tell how his own career was started
and encouraged by Justin McGrath,
Hearst city editor for the then New
York American. It was McGrath
who advised Dietz to go to the CoAssociated Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc.
llumbia University School of Journaand
days
I
War
World
ism in prepromised him a job reporting college
SALUTES
news. Dietz became a Hearst reporter and later joined the old Goldwyn Pictures Corp.
McWilliams to Preside
THE
HEARST
PUBLICATIONS
Harry McWilliams, AMPA president, will preside over the proceedings. Among those who are slated
for the years of outstanding cooperato sit on the dais with Hearst are
tion with the motion picture industry
Mort Blumenstock, Charles Einfeld,
Paul Lazarus, Jr., Jerome Pickman,
Sol Schwartz, Adolph Zukor and
Max E. Youngstein. Hearst officials
Georgian Room
on the dais are expected to be George
Hearst, vice-president ; John Hearst,
HOTEL
PICCADILLY
assistant general manager, J. D. Gorand
tatowsky, general manager,
New York
Martin Huberth, board chairman.
Other Hearst executives who are
scheduled to be present are Sumner
Today, Thursday, Nov. 20, at 12:30 P.M.
Collins, promotion manager of the
N. Y. Journal- American; Jess Krueger, editorial director for Hearst
Newspapers ; Mel Heimer, King
Features syndicate columnist ; Sam
WILLIAM RANDOLPH
HEARST, JR.
H. Day, managing editor of the
Guest of Honor
Journal- American; Jim O'Connor,
J -A amusements editor ; Rose Pelswick, motion picture critic ; John
HOWARD
DIETZ
Newton, editor of the Brooklyn secAMPA's speaker
Good HouseBuckley,
R. business
tion; Johnkeeping
manager ; Fred
HARRY
Lewis, Hearst treasurer; Robert D.
PresidingK. McWilliams
Levitt, assistant publisher ; Thomas_ L.
Masson, House Beautiful advertising
director ; Ernest W. Heyn, editor of
American Weekly; Fred I. Archibald,
publisher of the Times Union in
Tickets — Al Floersheimer, Walter Reade Theatres, Circle 5-5250
Albany, and Richard W. Cook, sales
representative of the Hearst Advertising Service.

Nov. 11. °

Fairbanks

Ends

Tie

lip:

The

New

BOXOFFICE

Power

is

the
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ALLIED

ARTISTS!

"FLAT TOP" • A WALTER MIRISCH Production IN COLOR starring STERLING HAYDEN and RICHARD CARLSON with Keith La rsen
Bill Phipps • Phyllis Coates • John Bromfield • Directed by LESLEY SELANDER - Written by STEVE FISHER

Thunderous
swashbuckling

adventures
Sons

of

of the

Satan...

produced by hit-after-hit maker
Edmund
Grainger, who gave you
"Wake

of the Red

Witch,"

"Sands

of Iwo Jima," "Flying Leathernecks,"
"One Minute to Zero" and more!

color

6y TECIfNICOlOfi

--^ROBERT
LINDA

DARNELL
with KEITH

NEWTON
WILLIAM

ANDES • ALAN
an EDMUND GRAINGER

A

BENDIX

MOWBRAY
j
production
r k o ;

Directed by RAOUL WALSH • Screenplay by ALAN LeMAY • Produced by EDMUND GRAINGER

*

RADIO I

ADS SPEARHEAD
FULL-COLOR
CAMPAIGN!
f GIANT NATIONAL
Full-pages and fractional-pages in top-circulation ytfy
weeklies, Sunday newspaper supplements
and others for a sensational 50,000,000
circulation coverage!

PICTURE

MOTION

FILM
NEWS
DAILY
VOL. 72.

27

NEW

NO. 99

Theatres

YORK,

to

Take

4Carmen'

TV

TNT
Official Says 11
Others Agree on Terms
Deals with 27 television-equipped
theatres have been closed by Theatre Network Television for the
Dec. 11 telecast of the Metropolitan
Opera's "Carmen," it was learned here
yesterday from a TNT official.
It was also stated that 11
additional theatres have accepted TNT's terms for the Coastto-Coast event, but such problems as loop, cable facilities and
multiple installations still must
be worked out for the 11.

The signing up of 27 theatres and
an agreement on terms with 11 other
houses just six days after announcecalled "the
of the eventon was
ment (Continued
page 12)

8

New

Locals
Council

York
Agree
Plan

NOVEMBER

IA'

AlliedPs

Pledges

Continued

CENTS

Action

IndustryOn

Cooperation

Arbitration

Draws
Fire
By WALTER PASHKIN
picture
William Randolph Hearst, Jr. told an audience of motion
industry and publication representatives at a luncheon given in his honor Talk Renewal Doubtful
yesterday by the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers that, "I pledge
continued sympathetic understanding and support of all our organizations to the problem you may have." Despite 'Open Door'
be"The friendship
said,
Earlier,tween he
By AL STEEN
the two
is a heritage
industries
A mixed reaction here yesterday
Richards
Honored
I'm proud to continue and extend with
greeted
the industry
news ofarbitration
Allied's rejection of the
plan
at ourofcommand."
every
The facility
publisher
the New York
By the U. S. Navy
Journal - A merican and American
at the
association's
annual convention
in Chicago,
but there
Weekly and editor-in-chief of all Wednesday
New Orleans, Nov. 20. — Gov. Hearst newspapers was greeted by a was a general feeling of disappointRobert Kennon of Louisiana and New solid round of applause by a standing
right down theleaders
line. • expressed
Somement distribution
Orleans Mayor Chep deLesseps Mor- audience when he rose to speak. After
rison, were among scores of notables
surprise
Allied's president
action, inasmuch
on hand at the Roosevelt Hotel here acknowledging the laudatory intro- as
Eric at
Johnston,
of the
duction by Howard Dietz, master-ofto see Undersecretary of the Navy ceremonies,
Hearst mentioned the vari- Motion Picture Association of AmerFrancis P. Whitehair, acting for Navy
ous Hearst enterprises that daily
ica, had written a letter to Allied
Secretary Dan Kimball, present a reach an approximate audience of leaders, on the eve of its convention,
Distinguished Public Service Award 25,000,000 and noted the close ties and
the need for an arbitrato E. V. Richards, Jr., circuit operator similarities of the motion picture and expressing
tion plan and stating that the. door
and regional vice-president of the newspaper industries.
was still open for further negotiations
Eighth Naval District region of the
He traced the almost simultaneous in the event the independent owners
(Continued on page 11)
Navy League of the United States.
rise of both the Hearst and film inThe citation, which was presented
dustries on the Coast 40 years ago
(Continued on page 11)
(Continued on page 11)
Variety
Telenews

Features

RKO

Receivership

on
Here

TEN

21, 1952

Set

Hearst
Deals

U.S.A., FRIDAY,

Local

TV

Programs

Hearing

on

Today

The hearing on the application of
San Francisco, Nov. 20. — Telecasts picked up from local TV sta- three RKO Pictures minority stocklocal unions, affiliEight New York
tions are currently being featured on
ated with the International Alliance
holders seeking a court-appointed reof Theatrical Stage Employes, have the large-screen of the Telenews
ceiver
act as "caretaker" for the
Theatre here and according to district company tois
scheduled to take place
agreed to join in a plan for the formation of a Motion Picture Council manager John Parsons, the public re- here today in New York State Susponse is.highly encouraging.
of New York, similar to the HollyCourt.
wood American Federation of Labor
The preme
hearing
on the show cause
Parsons is convinced that by cpn(Continued
on
page
12)
(Continued
on page 1 1 )
Film Council, according to Steve
D'Inzilla, temporary secretary of the
proposed organization.
It will be the purpose of the East3 -Dimensional
Books
ern group to set up a basic agreement UPT
with independent film producers in
the East, patterned after the Hollywood pact. A draft of a constitution
'Bwana
9 for
Its Circuit
and by-laws for the NewYork council
(Continued on page '11)
United Paramount Theatres has booked the Natural Vision threedimensional feature, "Bwana Devil," over its entire circuit. The premiere will be held at the Paramount Downtown and Paramount HollyCOMPO
Board to
wood theatres in Los Angeles on Thanksgiving Day, with subsequent
bookings to follow as quickly as prints
Meet Dec. 10-11
can be made available.
The board of directors and
A deal also is in the making for National Theatres
executive committee of the
an across-the-board booking over the
Declares Dividend
RKO Theatres circuit.
Council of Motion Picture OrProduced
and
directed
by
Arch
ganizations will meet in ChiLos Angeles. Nov. 20. — The National Theatres board of directors at
cago on Dec. 10-11, it was disOboler,
"Bwana
Devil"
runs
90
minclosed here yesterday by
utes. Two projectors, hooked to- a special meeting today declared a
Robert W. Coyne, COMPO
gether, are necessary for the three- dividend of 15 cents per share on
dimensional effect, which also requires outstanding common stock payable on
special counsel. Sessions will
be held in the Blackstone
viewers to wear special Polaroid Dec. 24 to stockholders of record on
Hotel.
glasses. Previews for circuit buyers Dec. 5. No policy as to a regular
have been held here during the last dividend has been adopted, the board
(Continued on page 11)
two weeks.

Two-day

Clubs

Open

Meeting

Pittsburgh

in

Today

Pittsburgh,, Nov. 20. — Organization "Big-Wigs," representing 39
Tents, were on hand today ready for
the Variety Clubs International twoday mid-winter meeting which gets
underway in the William Penn Hotel
here tomorrow.
Heading the official family is chief
barker Jack Beresin, of Philadelphia,
ringmaster
R. J. O'Donnell,
(Continued
on page 11) of Dal-

'U's' World
In Blumberg

Forces
Tribute

Universal Pictures' executives will join with the comdistribution
officials pany's
at a foreign
luncheon
at The
Laurent today in a worldwide
tribute to N. J. Blumberg,
chairman of the board, who
is currently observing his
40th year
in the entertainment industry.
Blumberg is to be honored
as the "Motion Picture Pioat the "Jubilee
ning. neer of 1952"
Dinner"
of the Pioneers at
the Hotel Astor Tuesday eve-
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Motion

Personal

Hartman

Mention

European

to

Picture

Leave

Benefit on Monday
With the addition of the Andrews
Sisters to thp list of personalities
who will entertain at the "Night of
Stars" United Jewish Appeal benefit
night Garden,
at New the
York's
MadiCharles
Simonelli, Universal's Monday
son Square
following
Eastern advertising-publicity manager, roster of talent was announced :
has returned here from a trip to St.
Joey Adams, Condos and Brandow,
Louis, Memphis and
• New Orleans.
Billy Daniels, Andre Eglevsky, Phil
Harry Glenn, formerly with Geor- Foster, Melissa Hayden, Harry
gia Theatres in Atlanta, and now Hershfield, Al Kelly, Nick Kenny,
with a Macon, Ga., circuit, recently Jack E. Leonard, Bert Lytell, Los
visited in the former city.
Gatos, Dorothy Maynor, Frank Mar•
lowe, Lucy Monroe. Mrs. Arthur
I. Allen, manager
of the Bard Murray, Radio City Music Hall
Theatre
in Louisville, suffered a Rockettes, Gertrude Ribler, Peggy
broken arm in an automobile collision. Ryan, Ray MacDonald, Ed Sullivan,
•
the Szonys and the Billy Williams
George M. Jones, Universal sales- Quartette.
man in Atlanta, has returned to his
Margaret Truman will make her
office after an illness.
•
first "Night of Stars" appearance, as
mistress-of-ceremonies.
Leonard Burch, Atlanta branch
manager of United World Films, was
a Memphis visitor.
6Ronde9 Hearing Off
•
Leon Brandt, RKO Radio's ex- At Least Until Jan.
ploitation manager, will leave here for
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 20. — Failure
Boston today.
to file the printed record and briefs in
•
the appeal by Hakim Brothers' Commercial Pictures Corp. from a 3-2
Fred Hull, M-G-M's Jacksonville
branch manager, is vacationing in decision of the State Appellate DiviCuba.
sion holding the French-made "La
Ronde" to be "immoral and tends to
means that the case
Will Jason, PSI-TV director, corrupt morals," by
the Court of Apwill fly to the Coast from here to- cannotpealsbeuntil heard
the
January
term, and then
row.
only if given "preferred status."
A company spokesman announced in
Hans Hass, RKO Radio producer, New York last May, following the
will leave here for Boston on Mon- adverse decision, that it would be imday.
mediately appealed to the Court of
Appeals, and, if necessary, to the U. S.
Bob Hope has received a citation Supreme Court. However, only a nofrom the United Services Club.
tice of appeal has so far been filed.
Roy Jones, formerly a Columbia
exploiteer, has been named company
manager of the legitimate show, "Rise
By Sin," due on Broadway
next week.
•

Today

Production

Don Hartman, in charge of producE. YOUNGSTEIN, viceMAX
tion for Paramount, will leave here
president of United Artists, will
leave here over the weekend for the today by plane for Rome, on the first
y din- stop of a tour that will involve disVariety Club's 25th anniversar
ner in Pittsburgh • on Sunday.
cussions on future production in Europe. He will return to New York
about Dec. 1.
Orton H. Hicks, director of Loew's
In Rome Hartman will meet with
International 16mm. department, will
producer-director
William Wyler and
Issues
"Great
the
on Tuesday address
Course" of the senior class of the remain a week to view the assembled
Great Neck High School, Great Neck, footage of the latter's "Roman Holiwas filmed, scored, and
L. I., on the subject, "Motion Pictures dubbed day,"inwhich
its entirety in the Italian
and Their Effect on
• Public Opinion."
capital.
Hartman will then fly to England
Jerome Pickman, Paramount vice- for several days of discussions on the
president in charge of advertisingpublicity, will leave here today for planned production of "Babylon Revisited," the F. Scott Fitzgerald short
Pittsburgh to attend the 25th anniversary celebration of the Variety Clubs story, in which Gregory Peck, now
International. He will be back in New in London, is expected to star. Wyler
York on Monday.
will produce and direct the film.
In London, Hartman will confer
Marcia Miller, daughter of Rich- with Roy Boulting, English writerard Miller, formerly in theatre pro- producer, about Paramount's producmotions in Cleveland, and grandtion, of "Wings Across the Sea."
daughter of M. B. Horwitz, head of Hartman also will discuss plans for
the Washington Circuit, has become the production of "Elephant Walk" in
Ceylon with British authorities. After
engaged to Ernest • Klein.
his return to New York, the ParaLou Kaufman, Warner Theatres
mount executive will return to Hollyexecutive, who has been confined to wood.
Polyclinic Hospital here for surgery,
is expected to leave the hospital over
List Stars for UJA
the weekend.
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Tour

Cummings,
Thomas
Give SPG
Lectures

KMT A to Sponsor
Drive-in Meeting
Kansas City, Nov. 20. — A
drive-in operators' meeting is
to be held March 4, 1953,
under the sponsorship of the
Kansas-Missouri Theatre Association.
Stanley D u r w o o d was
named chairman for the meeting and Jack Braunagle vicechairman.

Hollywood, Nov. 20. — Jack Cummings and Bill Thomas will deliver
the two concluding lectures in the
Screen Producers Guild six-lecture
series which is being photographed on
sound by the cinema department of the
University of Southern California for
distribution to educational institutions
throughout the world.
Cummings will lecture on Dec. 4,
with "Post Production" as his topic.
Thomas winds up the series on Jan. 8
discussing "Exploitation and Distribu-

More

Wiesenthal,

Color by TECHNICOLOR W

Dais

Guests

For Blumberg
Fete
Additional dais guests for the
"Jubilee Dinner" of the Motion Picture Pioneers at the Hotel Astor on
Tuesday honoring N. J. Blumberg,
chairman of the board of Universal
Pictures as the "Motion Picture Pio600 at Preview
of
neer of 1952," include Edward P.
(Ted) Curtis, vice-president of Eastman-Kodak; Al Lichtman, director
MGM's
'Plymouth'
Boston,
Nov. 20. — Approximately of distribution of 20th Century-Fox,
tion."
600 members of Plymouth, Mass., his- Louis Lurie ; Sam Pinanski, president of American Theatres Corp. ;
torical societies were luncheon guests
of M-G-M and the Plymouth Cham- Rabbi Ralph Silverstein, and George
ber of Commerce at the Plymouth Skouras, chairman of the board of
Memorial Hall today in conjunction Skouras Theatres Corp.
with a special pre-release showing of
"Plymouth Adventure," which was Legion Puts Three
held at the old Colony Theatre.
Helen Deut^ch, who wrote the Films in Class B
screenplay, was honor guest at the
The Legion of Decency has placed
luncheon and at the preview.
three films in Class B and four in
Class A. In Class B are "Come Back
Program
for Steel
Little Sheba," Paramount ; "Kansas
City Confidential," United Artists, and
Goes to NPA
"Montana Belle," RKO Radio.
Washington, Nov. 20. — Steel proIn Class A-I are "Flat Top,"
ducers and consumers today recom- Monogram, and "Pony Soldier," 20th
mended to the National Production
Century-Fox. "Hangman's Knot,"
Authority a three-part program for Columbia, and "Sky Full of Moon,"
decontrolling steel production that M-G-M,
were placed in Class A-II.
would wind up government allotments
of steel by next March 31.
NPA officials said they would consider the plan. They have been push- NEW YORK THEATRES
ing a plan of their own which would
keep controls on at least through the
third quarter of 1953.
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center
Dorso, Girard Form
Production Firm
"PLYMOUTH ADVENTURE"
Spencer TRACY . Gene TIERNEY
Hollywood, Nov. 20. — Richard
Van JOHNSON
. Leo GENN
Dorso and Bernard Girard, who coproduced several television film series
Color by TECHNICOLOR - An M-G-M Picture
for Bing Crosby Enterprises, have
plus GREAT HOLIDAY STAGE SPECTACLE
formed an independent Girard-Dorso
Productions, and will co-produce six
pictures in the next two years.
_ ALAN
_ —VIRGINIA
The Lupino
first is titled
with LADD MAYO/
Ida
and "Jennifer,"
Howard Duff
starred, to be made in association
with Berman Swartz. Filming is
scheduled to begin on Jan. 3.
Goldberg

Handle Davis Films
Arthur Davis has consummated a
deal with Harold Wiesenthal, president of Arlan Pictures, and Ben Goldberg, whereby they will serve as exclusive sales representatives for the
importer's 10 foreign-language pictures. Under the set-up the pictures,
which include 35mm. and sub-Standard
gauge rights, will be sold nationally.
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"MEET ME AT THE FAIR"

THE FIGHTING STORY OF CHIEF OSCEOLA
AND THE GREAT EVERGLADES INDIAN WARS!
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Ampa

Coverage

(J-A' 'Front

Motion

on

Hearst

Page'

Copies of a special "AMPA
Extra" of the New York Journal American, titled the "Piccadilly Edition," and containing a special front page devoted entirely to pictures and
text of the history of the
Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers, and the Howard
Dietz tribute paid to William
Randolph Hearst, Jr., was
distributed at the AMPAHearst luncheon here yesterday at the Hotel Piccadilly.
The Hearst enterprises,
reaching an audience of 25,000,000 persons are listed.
AMPA's executive members
are featured, along with
photographs of Hearst, Jr.,
Dietz, AMPA's Harry K. McWilliams, Lige Brien, Albert
Florsheimer, Jr., and Edgar
Goth and Jim O'Connor, Journal-American drama and
motion picture editor, who
bylined a detailed account of
"the oldest organization in
the cinema world."
RKO

Hearings
(Continued from page 1)
order will be launched amid continued
rumors and reports concerning the
appointment of new RKO executives
and board members and in the midst
of reports concerning the possible sale
of the controlling interests of the
Ralph Stolkin syndicate.
Filed Last Friday

The show cause order stems from
a suit filed last Friday by Eli B.
Castleman and his wife, Marion V.
Castleman of Detroit, and Louis
Feuerman of this city, claiming to
own 2,500 shares. Louis Kipnis,
counsel for the minority stockholders,
order to pro"in assets
receiversh
soughttect the
businessip and
of the
RKO enterprise." In an accompanying
suit, naming Howard Hughes as defendant, the sum of $3,000,000, which
the suit said Hughes made on the sale
of his stock to the Stolkin group, is
asked for reimbursement to the company.
Meanwhile, the company yesterday
continued to be the subject of claims
and counter-claims as to new management, new prospective purchasers
of the Stolkin group's 29 per cent
interest and internal reorganization. Reports that principals from the
Coast were converging on New York
for climactic meetings were described
as
men."conjecture" by company spokesNT

Dividend
(Continued from page 1)

stated.
This is the first dividend that Na
tional Theatres has declared on its
common stock since its divorcement
from 20th Century-Eox under the
terms of the consent decree.
New

Filmack Unit
Chicago, Nov. 20.— With the addition of a new fully-equipped animation
department, Filmack Trailer Co. is
now concentrating on animated trailers
for special exploitation dates.

Picture

Pledges

11

Daily

Variety

Meet

Allied

Action

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

when early two-reelers were beingshown and the late William Randolph Hearst, Sr. was operating the
San Francisco Examiner. He referred
to an evening's conversation which
Hearst, Sr. had with Adolph Zukor
in which "Mr. Motion Pictures," as
Dietz had previously called Zukor,
stressed his confidence in the future
of films. This resulted in front-page
commendatory editorials by the late
Arthur Brisbane which forecast with
remarkable accuracy the growth of
the film industry.
Hearst stated, "Both industries have
drawn largely from life itself, a bid
for public favor with every issue,
and measure our success by box-office
returns." After comparing the staffs
of both industries, he said, "Both
must be constantly in touch with the
man in the street, his aspirations, his
fears, his desires. Our success will
reflect how well we maintain our contact with him." He expressed the hope
that future joint endeavors would
strengthen ties between the industries.

las ; main guy Marc Wolf, of Indianapolis, and first asistant George
Hoover, of Miami. They were welcomed by Mayor David L. Lawrence,
big boss, John H. Harris, dough guy
George Eby, and ceremonial officer
James Balmer, all of Pittsburgh.
In his opening address Beresin intends to stress the need for all tents
in the organization to further their
humanitarian work and charity accomplishments. Hoover will discuss
plans for the staging of the annual
convention at Mexico City next year,
and Louis Montes and a group of
film stars from that country will be
on hand to add color to the invitation.
Murray Weiss, property master,
will report on the activities of the
various Tents and because of the jampacked agenda the visit of the delegates to the Pitt-Penn State game has
been called off to give them two full
days of meetings.

objected
tors' draft.to portions of the distribuOne question appeared to be
the most prevalent here yesterday: Can other exhibition segments and distribution go ahead
on a plan without Allied?
Some distribution heads believed that it could be done;
others were doubtful in view of
the fact that such a move would

To Appear on Telethon
Most of the international officers
AMPA president Harry Mcwill appear on the all-night telethon
Williams read several wires reon station WDTV Saturday night
ceived from Coast notables exwhen an array of stage and screen
talent is slated to be on hand.
pressing hearty agreement over
the cooperation which the Hearst
Among those appearing will be
enterprises have accorded the
Morton Downey, Virginia Mayo,
motion picture industry through
Janet Leigh, George Murphy, Rhonda
the years. They were too numerFleming, Forrest Tucker, Michael
ous to read so McWilliams read
O'Shea,
Van Heflin and Tony Roseveral while a teletype machine
mano. Money raised from the telewas used to simulate the effect
thon will be used to build a wing on
of the sending. Among senders
the Rosalia Foundling Home to be
mentioned were Joseph Schenck,
named the Catherine Variety Wing,
Herbert J. Yates, SAG head
honoring the baby found in the lobby
Walter Pidgeon, stars Susan
of the Sheridan Square Theatre 25
years ago which led to the founding
Hayward, Betty Grable, Broderick Crawford, and others.
of the organization.
Sunday night, Variety Club Tent
In his introductory remarks, Dietz
recalled his debt of gratitude to Justin No. 1 will hold its 25th silver anniMcGrath, Hearst city editor for the
banquet has
in the
room.versary
The room
been hotel's
turned ballinto
old New York American, who en- a midway with animals, barkers and
couraged him to go to the Columbia side shows and the tent used for the
University School of Journalism. Dietz first banquet will be set up for the
recalled his beginning as an office boy
for Hearst, his later rise to reporter 800 guests.
The principal speaker will be Conand then magazine article writer for
gressman Dewey Short of Missouri,
Cosmopolitan. He related some humor- chairman of
the Armed Forces Comous incidents of his job at Cosmopolimittee, who recently returned from
tan Productions, working under
Hearst, Sr. Dietz emphasized the Korea. John H. Harris and the other
friendship of the film industry with 10 original founders of the club will
Hearst enterprises and the mutual be on hand.
Among the speakers will be former
aid which resulted. He lauded the
Governor Harold Hoffman of New
American Weekly motion picture edition of last August, handled by editor Jersey : Paul Martin, Canadian Minister of National Health and WelErnest W. Heyn.

requirementapproval
the that
Departof Justice ofand
the
D. of J. would not give the
green light without Allied participation.
There will be no official statement
from the MPAA on Allied's stand
until member company heads can discuss the matter "among themselves,"
a spokesman said. Herman Levy, general counsel of the Theatre Owners
of America, who was contacted by
phone at his office in New Haven,
declined to comment until he had read
the trade press reports.
Harry Brandt, president of the Independent Theatre Owners Association of New York, said that regardless of what other organizations planned to do, the ITOA would lay plans
to set up its own arbitration system.
While the machinery for such a venture has not been worked out, Brandt
said his association would ask the
cooperation of distributing companies
in the project.
There was some speculation among
industry leaders as to whether a single organization could establish an
arbitration system of its own with
Justice Department sanction or approval of the courts. Brandt said that
anything that would be required to
accomplish the project would be done.
One industry lawyer said, however,
that there would be nothing to prevent the ITOA from entering into a
voluntary
arbitration arrangement and
essary.
that court sanction would not be nec-

Whether Allied would accept
the "open door" proposal of the
MPAA and continue negotiations was a subject for conjecture yesterday. The concensus
was that arbitration as far as
Allied was concerned was
"dead," with only a few holding out that there was a glimmer of hope still visible.
Both the drafts of Allied and the
fare ; C. J. Latta of the London's distributors have been kept under
McWilliams introduced Dietz as "a
most illustrious member of the pro- Tent ; Branch Rickey, vice-president wraps since their preparation, but
Pirates. Rosey Rosfession" and spoke of his numerous of the Pittsburgh
to be a move afoot yesmake the annual Humani- there seemed
other activities, including his recent well will
terday to make the proposals public
tarian Award.
writing of English lyrics for the opera
"to let the industry as a whole
Art Feldman, director of special and
decide whether Allied was right or
"La Boheme," which the Metropolitan
arranged for Mutual NetOpera House will present in De- events, workhas
to carry part of the speaking wrong," as one spokesman put it.
cember.
It is expected that it will be several
program from the ballroom at 11.15
days before official statements will be
P.M.
Sunday
night.
Universal
and
issued or whether Allied will make a
Trotta, Spiegel and Adams
Pathe News also will have cameraAddress AMPA Class
gesture toward further talks.
men on hand for the affair.
Vincent Trotta, Henry Spiegel and
Frank Adams addressed the "Show- Richards Honored
New (Continued
York from
*IA'page
Locals
1)
manship Class"
of the Associated
Mo(Continued from page 1)
tion Picture
Advertisers
at the Hotel
Woodstock here last night, and Al
at a testimonial luncheon yesterday, is Hearing completion and will be
Katz of Max Fine Display demonstrated low cost lobby displays.
for discussion in the near fucommended Richards "for his untir- ready ture.
When all details are completed,
efforts and unlimited co-operation
Trotta, who was Paramount Pic- with ingthe
United States Navy in the the council will demand that all Easttures art director for 26 years, is cur- fields of entertainment, education and
ern producers use IATSE craftsmen.
rently conducting his own art service
Locals in Nassau and Westchester
to the industry- Spiegel is director of morale. As a loyal and active friend
Jersey City have been inadvertising, publicity and exploitation of the Navy, Mr. Richards has volun- countiesvited toand
a meeting Monday in New
tarily and generously given of his
for the New York and Brooklyn Paramount theatres. Adams is with the time, energy and financial resources York for the purpose of discussing
the projected setup.
American Display Co.
for a period of many years."
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Reopen House Radio,
TV Hearings Dec. 3

Inc.

Television-Radio
with

"MO TIME FOR FLOWERS"
A Mort Briskin Production
ALBANY
Mon. 12/1
Fox Scr. Rm.
1052 B'way
ATLANTA
Mon. 12/1
RKO Scr. Rm.
195 Luckie St., N.W.
BOSTON
Mon. 12/1
RKO Scr. Rm.
122-28 Arlington St.
BUFFALO
Mo. Pic. Oper.
Mon. 12/1
Screen. Rm.
498 Pearl St.
CHARLOTTE
Mon. 12/1
Fox Scr. Rm.
308 S. Church St.
CHICAGO
RKO Scr. Rm.
Mon. 12/1
1300 S. Wabash Ave.
CINCINNATI
Palace Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1
12 East 6th St.
CLEVELAND
Mon. 12/1
Fox Scr. Rm.
2219 Payne Ave.
DALLAS
Mon. 12/1
Rep. Scr. Rm.
412 S. Harwood St.
DENVER
Mon. 12/1
Para. Scr. Rm.
2100 Stout St.
DES MOINES
Mon. 12/1
Fox Scr. Rm.
1300 High St.
DETROIT
Blumenthals
Mon. 12/1
Screen. Rm.
2310 Cass Ave.
INDIANAPOLIS
Univ. Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1
517 N. Illinois St.
KANSAS CITY
Para. Scr. Rm.
Wed. 12/3
1800 Wyandotte St.
LOS ANGELES
RKO Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1
1980 S. Vermont Ave.
MEMPHIS
Fox Scr. Rm.
Mon. 12/1
151 Vance Ave.
MILWAUKEE
Warner Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/1
212 W. Wisconsin Ave.
MINNEAPOLIS
Fox Scr. Rm.
Mon. 12/1
1015 Currie Ave.
NEW HAVEN
Mon. 12/1
Fox Scr. Rm.
40 Whiting St.
NEW ORLEANS
Mon. 12/1
Fox Scr. Rm.
200 S. Liberty St.
NEW YORK
RKO Scr. Rm.
Mon. 12/1
630 Ninth Ave.
OKLAHOMA
Mon. 12/1
Fox Scr. Rm.
10 North Lee St.
OMAHA
Fox Scr. Rm.
Mon. 12/1
1502 Davenport St.
PHILADELPHIA
RKO Scr. Rm.
Mon. 12/1
250 N. 13th St.
PITTSBURGH
Mon. 12/1
RKO Scr. Rm.
1809-13 Blvd. of Allies
PORTLAND
Star Scr. Rm.
Mon. 12/1
925 N.W. 19th Ave.
ST. LOUIS
RKO Scr. Rm.
Tues. 12/2
3143 Olive St.
SALT LAKE CITY
Fox Scr. Rm.
Mon. 12/1
216 E. 1st St. So.
SAN FRANCISCO
Fox Scr. Rm.
Mon. 12/1
245 Hyde St.
SEATTLE
Jewel Box
Screen. Rm.
Mon. 12/1
2318 2nd Ave.
SIOUX FALLS
Hollyw'd
Thea. Ave.Mon. 12/1
. 212
N. Philips
i WASHINGTON
Film Center
Screen. Rm. Mon. 12/1
932 New Jersey Ave.

Picture

Pinky

Herman

THE recently-concluded report, "Resources for Freedom," formulated by the President's Materials Commission, headed by
William S. Paley, chairman of the board of CBS, will be made into
an hour-long- documentary film and will be telecast via CBS sometime
in March, 1953. Roy Lockwood, formerly production manager for
BBC during- the war, later associate producer at March of Time and
now an executive at CBS, will produce. . . . With George Jessel
emceeing festivities, NB Comedian Jerry Lewis was named honorary
Mayor of Pacific Palisades, Cal. His partner, Dean Martin, was likewise honored by the local Chamber of Commerce but on an 'if basis.
Dean was named Chief of Police, "if within 30 days he becomes a
resident of the town." . . Producer Richard DeRochemont's first of
six "Abe Lincoln" films which bowed on the TV scene last Sunday
on CBS' "Omnibus," is being acclaimed as a classic. Equally deserving of honors along with the star of the series, Royal Dano, director
Norman Lloyd and scripter James Agee (whose film "The African
Queen" won an Oscar) is film editor Morris Roizman, who delved
thru 100,000 feet of film before coming up with the 12,500 feet
comprising the series. The remaining five episodes will be seen on
alternate Sundays (4:30 to 6:00 P.M.).
ft
ft
"Gulf Playhouse" will be replaced NBCommencing Friday, Jan.
2 by "The Life of Riley," starring William Bendix. The TVersion
of the successful radio series of the same name will be filmed in
Hollywood and will include in the cast Marjorie Reynolds, Lugene
Sanders, Wesley Morgan and Tom D'Andrea. Gulf Oil will sponsor the new series via Young & Rubicam. . '. . Meg O'Shaughnessy's warbling on the Pyramid record of Elmo Russ' novel
ditty, "Who Bothers 'Bout the Bad When the Good Is So Good,"
will get lots of deejay attention. ... It is natural to regard television as a new medium and in truth the little 'Giant' only
emerged from the toddling stage directly after the end of the
World War II, yet Ireene Wicker, who for years was radio's
famed and beloved 'Singing Lady,' is a TVeteran, having appeared
as 'Pierrette' in Dr. Lee DeForest's experimental telecasts back
in 1934. Miss Wicker currently is seen Sundays at noon in "Little
Lady Party" via WABD. . . . Dick Dudley, NBC announcer, and
Howard Smith musical CBStaffer have collabbed on a timely
number, "It's Christmas Every Day" (When
which could very well 'ring the bell.'
Pare

Jarrico

Suit

You're in Love)

Telenews Features
(Continued from page 1)

Down
to
Hollywood, Nov. 20. — Writer Paul tinued televising of shows and billing
on the marquee, "the man in the
Jarrico's
$350,000wassuitpared
against
RKOto them
Radio Pictures
down
street" will become not only a largescreen television fan but a theatre
$100,000 when Superior Judge Orlando Rhodes ruled today, following- patron as well. Parsons' plans for the
testimony given by Howard Hughes, future call for specially produced news
that Jarrico could not be entitled to programs which will integrate up-tothe-minute newsreel films as well as
punitive damages.
Hughes testified he had been totally spot news photos. He also will show
football games and other sports, as
responsible for the studio's discharge
of Jarrico and had ordered every well as any material which may be
of local interest, in addition to special
scrap of paper written by Jarrico de- closed circuit attractions.
stroyed. Hughes also said it was he
The invitational opening of the prowho ordered Jarrico's name eliminated
gram was launched recently with the
from "The Las Vegas Story" screen
credits and instructed that a suit _ to show, "What's Your Opinion," from
obtain court approval of that action local station KPIX, preliminary to
be instituted.
the showing of the Walcott-Marciano
fight telecast. Parsons pointed out
that it is necessary to go through the
procedure of getting permission from
the network or sponsor as well as the
ug9
'Pl
BC
WN
New The
es Here
atr
For
producer of each- show taken from
because of legal techIn furtherance of the Organization local stations
nicalities involved.
of the Motion Picture Industry-National Broadcasting mutual promotion
pact, there will be a one-minute spot Spiers in New Post
announcement included in the Gene
Indianapolis, Nov. 20. — Edward
the network's
Rayburn
New
Yorkprogram
flagship onstation,
WNBC, Spiers, former city salesman for Allied Artists in Chicago who was . rein
the morning hours of 6:00 to 8:30
daily.
cently appointed manager of the AlThe announcement will incorporate
lied Artists exchange here, has assumed his new post. He succeeds A.
a list of recommended films currently
Glaubinger, resigned.
playing- in Metropolitan theatres.

Washington, Nov. 20.— The
House Commerce sub - committee studying the moral
standards of radio and television programs will hold
hearings on Dec. 3-4, chairman Harris (D., Ark.) announced.
Witnesses will include members of the Federal Communications Commission and
spokesmen vertisers.
for national
Harris said adhe
hoped the hearings would
wind up the testimony for
this year,
mittee freeleaving
to get the
downcom-to
writing a final report.

'Carmen'
(Continued from page 1)
most rapid conclusion of deals" for
any TNT event to date, including the
recent Walcott - Marciano heavyweight title bout. As further indication of exhibitor response, the TNT
official pointed out that within 24 hours
of the public announcement, 21 theatres indicated they wanted to book
the event, the first entertainment show
to be offered on large-screen television. The TNT spokesman declined
comment on identifying the theatres
booking the event, stating that the announcements should come from the individual theatres.
Theatres in Smaller Circuits
It is understood that those theatres
which already have signed are mainly
owned by smaller circuit operators.
Of the larger circuits, only affiliates
of United Paramount Theatres have
set definite plans to book the event.
Five UPT theatres taking the telecast have already been listed.
Negotiations, in the meantime,
are continuing with Warner
Brothers,
Loew's and RKO Theatres.
Locally, the "Carmen" telecast will
be
carried Brooklyn,
in Centuryin Circuit's
Marine
Theatre,
addition to
New
York's 50th Street Guild Theatre.
The TNT official termed the disin Newanother
York TV-equipped
as "limited,"
and said tribution
that
theatre in New York may be signed
up, depending upon the Metropolitan
Opera's approval.
If coaxial cable clearances are procured from American Telephone and
Telegraph Co. for doubtful situations,
50 or more theatres may join the
"Carmen" net, the TNT official predicted. It was disclosed that TNT
is
currentlydatecontemplatingdeadline
in the near setting
futuresome
for
the closing of deals in view of the
belief that the opera, unlike the fights,
will take more time to promote and
sell to the public.
The standard contract agreed upon
between TNT and the Metropolitan
Opera calls for a 40 cents per seat
minimum guarantee against 50 per
cent of the net box-office gross.
'Carmen' at Toledo Rivoli
Toledo,
20.—here
Skirball
Brothers' Rivoli Nov.
Theatre
will present
the Metropolitan Opera's TV production of "Carmen" on Dec. 11 on its
large-screen TV.
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Nate Blumberg, named Pioneer of 1952.

MOTION

PICTURE

the

PIONEERS

BI

G

Nicholas Schcnck

Jack Cohn

Sam Dembow, Jr.

■

■■■

||V

I

EVENT!

IT all started 13 years ago at the funeral of a movie

MOTION

pioneer. A group of the motion-picture industry's
old-timers, including Jack Cohn (above, left), were
there and decided they'd like to meet now and then
under pleasanter circumstances. So they formed the
Motion Picture Pioneers, Inc. Cohn, one of the founders
of Columbia Pictures, was named permanent president.
Sam Rinzlei

Today, nearly a thousand men, among them producers, distributors and exhibitors, belong to the Pioneers. The pictures on this page show a few of them.
Members are accepted only if they have been in the
industry for at least 25 years, and new members are
joining at the rate of about 100 a year. There are branch
offices in big cities all over the world.

PICTURE

PIONEERS
L. B. Mayer

To take care of people in the industry, outside Hollywood, the Pioneers have established a foundation to
Ned Depinet

help their colleagues "who may have fallen upon evil
days through unemployment, illness or old age." The
foundation parallels the Motion Picture Relief Fund
which covers those in the production end in Hollywood.

DINNER

Barney Balaban

Si Fabian

Spyros Skouras

Harry Warner

Sam Pinanski

ASTOR

TUESDAY
NOV.

25

•

Cecil DeMille

MAKE

YOUR

RESERVATIONS

A/OtV;

Send
Bob O'Donnell

BALLROOM

HOTEL

Every year, the Pioneers get together and reminisce about old times and name one man as Pioneer of
the Year. This year's Pioneer is Nate Blumberg (above,
right), board chairman of Universal Pictures. He and
his company are both celebrating their 40th year in
the motion-picture business. His career reflects the
color and chaos of early movie history.
At 12, Blumberg was carrying props at the famous
Alhambra Theater in Milwaukee, where stage names
like Jane Cowl and May Irwin played. At 18, he started
his movie career as an assistant shipper in a film exchange, at a time when boys on bicycles carried one
print from theater to theater. From there, he progressed
from salesman to theater owner-exhibitor and was one
of the first to play movies of the unknown Jack Benny.
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RKO

TOA

KANE

Board
the temper as well as the ac- Radio
tions of the Allied States convention in Chicago last week there
can be no doubt that Allied is back In Two
Weeks
again mon the so-called "militant"
platfor on which it was founded
By MURRAY HOROWITZ
some 24 years ago and which has
served it for so many years.
The RKO Pictures and RKO
Many will regret it— -even some Radio Pictures boards are expected
within Allied ranks, for they are to be reconstituted within two
the thoughtful ones whose memo- weeks, the New York Supreme Court
ries are not too short to remember was informed here on Friday by Althat that policy has been futile in
bert R. Connelly, attorney representing the parent and subsidiary compamany instances and has not always
nies in hearings on the receivership
served to improve the lot of Allied
application filed by three minority
members.
stockholders.
Allied's current return to that
Justice Henry Clay Greenberg
policy is due to prevailing economic
granted RKO Pictures a postconditions in the industry. The
ponement on the hearing of arexhibitor, the small one, especially,
guments until Dec. 10 over the
has his back to the wall, if the wall
opposition of Louis Kipnis, athas not already caved in on him and
torney representing the minordeprived him of his theatre. It is
ity stockholders, who claim to
own 2,525 shares.
a case of declining attendance and
climbing film prices, with the exThe plea for postponement was
hibitor made desperate and com- joined by attorneys representing Sambative because he has found no
uel Goldwyn Productions and Walt
(Continued on page 4)
other answer to his grievous problems. In this situation the distributor is the most immediate target for
to
the exhibitor's anxiety and resent- Joseph Kaufman
ment.
Post
On the other hand, the producer- Cinerama
(Continued on page 2)

BY

WASHINGTON, Nov. 23.—
The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that
theatre admission prices
in large cities dropped
during the third quarter
to 77.9 per cent above the
1935-39 base period, compared with 79.6 per cent
at the end of June.
•
New wage agreements
covering all office employes of both Pathe and
Deluxe Laboratories, with
increases approximating
10 per cent, have been
reached here following
negotiations between the
managements and Local H63 of IATSE. Meanwhile,
Local No. H-63 has been
selected as bargaining
agent by the employes of
Columbia's exchange here.

Hollywood, Nov. 23. — Joseph
Kaufman, who recently produced
"Sudden Fear," has been named to
direct the exhibition and theatre operations of Cinerama Productions, it
was disclosed here by Louis B. Mayer,
chairman of the board, and Dudley
Roberts, Jr., president. Kaufman will
make his headquarters in New York.

Top
Price

Theatre
Ever:

NOVEMBER

ON

TO

MAP

CENTS

PLANS

ARBITRATION

Snaper Says Allied Has Not Closed
Arbitration; TOA Leaders Will Meet

the Door on
This Week

By AL STEEN
The opinion that Allied has
Theatre Owners of America's
future role in the evolvement of an closed the door to further negotiations for an industry arbitration
arbitration system will be discussed
here this week by Alfred Starr, system and that the organization
TOA president ; general counsel Her- had rejected the proposed formula at
man M. Levy and Mitchell Wolfson, its Chicago convention last 'week was
TOA executive. Levy and Wolfson are described as a fallacy at the weekend
here by Wilbur Snaper, Allied presitwo of the organization's three memdent. Snaper said that Allied objected
bers on the Industry Arbitration Conference. Si Fabian, the third member only to those portions of the draft that
of the group, is out of town and will did not meet the needs of exhibitors
in overcoming their many problems.
not be present at the sessions.
He contended that the door was still
Calling of the meeting stems from
open for further conferences, indicatAllied's Chicago action last week on
however, that success hinged on
the proposed industry arbitration sys- those ing,
points that the so-called industem, although in a prepared statement
try plan had side-stepped. These,
from his home in Nashville, Starr does
among other things, were film prices
not mention Allied. In announcing and
bidding as arbitable subjects.
this week's meeting, Starr said :
Arbitration of film rentals continues
"I have stated on many occasions
to be a questionable item in the ar(Continued on page 5)
ibtration picture. Allied contends that
the issue can be arbitrated, while the
distributors claim that it would not be
practicable. Association leaders base
2,537
Full-week
their affirmative opinions on the memorandum prepared almost a year ago
by Abram(Continued
F. Myers,
Allied
on page
5) general
Bookings for 'Show'
"The Greatest Show on Earth,"
Cecil B.ductionDeMille's
Technicolor
pro- Anniversary
Fete
for Paramount,
in 18 weeks
has attained an all-time company record of 2,537 full-week or longer bookings, A. W. Schwalberg, head of Para- Tops Variety Meet
mount Film Distributing Corp., reveals. Of(Continued
the 2,537 theatres
Pittsburgh, Pa., Nov. 23. — The
on page 4)which have
mid-winter meeting of Variety Club

Television

$ 7.20

The 50th Street Guild Theatre here
is currently selling" reserved seat tickets at $7.20 per seat for the Dec. 11
evening telecast of the Metropolitan
Opera Company's "Carmen," the highest box-office price ever set for a theatre television event.
Within seven days, 102 tickets were
sold, while a large block of tickets has
been reserved by the Metropolitan
Opera Association, the management
stated. The 450-seater is located in
Rockefeller Center.
The $7.20 scale includes the 20 per
cent Federal admission tax. The last
theatre television event at the Guild —
the Walcott-Marciano fight — brought

TEN

24, 1952

Per

International
brought
"a close
in
the Williamwas
Penn
Hotel tohere
yesterday with a banquet celebrating the
silver anniversary of Tent No. 1, attended by delegates from 39 tents in
the United States, England, Ireland
and Canada.
The members of the international
helped to put over an all night telethon on station
WDTV
raised
(Continued
on pagewhich
5)

$4.80
at the box-office.
Meanwhile,
according to reports
from Minneapolis, Benjamin Berger's
Gophermen"Theatre
will event
carry will
the not
"Cartelecast. The
be
telecast by Minnesota Amusement
Co.'s Radio City Theatre there. MACO said it made that decision to
avoid a conflict with a scheduled concert on the same night by the Minneapolis Symphony orchestra. The Gopher will use its theatre TV equipment for the first time for the onehour Dec. 8 telecast of the James
Lees sales convention.
According to an official of Theatre
(Continued on page 5)

No

'Undue

Interest'

In

'IP Case:

Snyder

Washington, Nov. 23. — Secretary
of the Treasury Snyder has denied
interest" in an extakingcessany "undue
profits tax refund claim of Universal Pictures Co., Inc.
The charge has, been made by some
members of a House Ways and Means
sub-commi(Continued
ttee investigat
4) the Inon pageing

2

Personal

Motion

Tradewise

.

Picture

.

Newsreel

.
R. M.

(Continued from page 1)

Monday, November 24, 1952

Daily

Weitman

Aids

N. Y.'s U.S.O. Fund
Robert M. Weitman, vice
president
United
mountof
Theatres,
has Parabeen
named chairman of the motion
pictures division of the New
York USO Defense Fund, it
was announced by Admiral
Oscar C. Badger, U. S. N.

Parade

T) RESIDENT-ELECT DWIGHT
distributor is faced with the same
A EISENHOWER'S latest activities
problems. Beset by increased costs
are highlighted in all current nezvsrecls. Featured' also are the inauguraon
all sides, higher prices for his
M
M-G,
GAN
RLES M. REA
CHAsales
tion of new Chilean president Carlos
manager, is due back here product are inescapable. The same
Ibancs, Connie Mack honored at 90,
todav from Chicago.
competitive
and
economic
forces
•
and a nezv jet plane speed record of
700 miles per hour.
which have reduced the theatres'
Dan S. Terrell, M-G-M exploitapatronage affect the producer-disMOVIETONE NEWS, No. 95-Ike sees
tion head, and Arthur Canton, Easttributor as seriously and as imparTruman at the White House and holds New
at
returned
tive,
(Ret.), chairman of the camern press representa
tially as they do the exhibitor. One
York talks. Egypt's premiere Naguib sees
the weekend from Boston and PlyWeitman will direct fund
King Faisal of Iraq. Oona Chaplin back in
mouth, Mass.
of the moves the producer-distributhe U.S.
Swedish
beauty
paign.
raising
activities
in
his
industor has resorted to in order to reWorld"
contest.
The1 team.
Movietonewins
News"Miss
1952
All-America
football
try's
drive
to
help
meet
the
Edward L. Hyman, vice-president win patronage has been an inFund's 1952 goal in New York
of United Paramount Theatres, and
creased concentration on producNEWS
O'F THE
DAY, No. 225--Ike
City of $2,500,000.
names first three members of the Cabinet.
his assistant, Bernard Levy, have retion of high budget pictures, speKorea prisoner-of-war issue stirs U.N.
turned to New York from the Midcials and super-specials which must
Connie Mack at 90. Axeman's derby.
west.
and can compete with rival forms
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 28— First
of entertainment and diversion.
names for Eisenhower Cabinet. Eden supName
Youngstein
Clifton Webb will be presented
For these, the price must be
ports India "PW" plan. Inaugural Day in
Chile. Connie Mack honored. New jet plane
with a special award by the Poor
record. Airliner flies polar route.
Richard Club in Philadelphia on higher or the producer-distributor
will not long survive.
Dec. 20.
'PR' Post
NCCJ
To
TELENEWS
DIGEST,
No. 47B— New
In this conflict of costs versus
Max E. Youngstein, vice president technique used as oil fire is doused by air.
anti-trust suit. Holland's Prince
Howard Dietz, M-G-M vice-presi- income, Allied's militant policy is of United Artists, has been named DuPont
Bernhard visits Mexico1. Newly invented
dent and director of advertising-pub- understandable, whether or not it
fifth wheel aids parking. Airline links desert
public relations
licity, will return here today from a is justifiable.
chairman
of the outposts in Sahara. Cosmic rays studied in
new observatory in South France. Chilean
It remains to be observed that
weekend on the Coast.
•
25th annivers- inauguration of new president.
Allied has been down the same road
ary committee
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 415— Presiof the National
Joel Bezahler, in charge of bid- before and the proof that there is
Eisenhower talks with Truman
Conference
of at Capital. dent-elect:
ding at M-G-M, will return here no panacea at its end lies in the fact
Harmon airplane trophy won by
Christians and
Wednesday from a Caribbean cruise. that Allied today is fighting against
Mtne. Jacqueline Auriol. President Truman
9
receives his Thanksgiving turkey. General
the same problems that beset it
aounced by Carlos Ibanez inaugurated as new president
Hugh Owen, Paramount's Eastern
anwas
it
of
Chile. Japanese crown prince in first
Jews,
and Southern division manager, will prior to its embarkation on a proRoger W . public appearance. Prince Charles cf Engbe in Atlanta today from New York.
Straus, general
land celebrates his fourth birthday. Ski time
gram in the 1930's which wound
•
chairman of the at Mt. Hood, Oregon.
through 13 years of Federal court
Committee.
Henry Koster, 20th Century-Fox litigation, just ending, and returns
WARNER
PATHE
NEWS,
No. 30^now
to
the
point
of
departure.
Eisenhower gets started on the job. Airdirector, will arrive here from HollyYoungwood today.
stein will take
plane flies Los
Angelessets
-CopenhagenNorthof
Max Yonnastein
As we have said, Allied has exroute.
Jet plane
speed record
•
a leading role Pole
plored that road before. Its recent,
700
miles
per
hour.
New
Chilean
president
in planning the
Arthur Greenblatt, Lippert Pro- brief excursion on the other road—
inaugurated.
Francisco football
'49ers-WashingRedskins San
professional
game.
quarter-centennial
celebration
of the ton
ductions general sales manager, was that of cooperative, all-industry enNational
Conference
next
year,
Straus
in Atlanta late last week.
deavor, has been pursued irreso- said. In addition, Youngstein will 2 Minn. Trust Suits
•
lutely and to no conclusion. There head the work of interpreting to the
Vincent J. Flynn, Omaha M-G-M is much in that direction that re- public the significance of the organi- Seek $2,418,000
manager, left here at the weekend for
mains to be explored. This is not
zation's history in building better unthat city.
derstanding" among Protestants, CathMinneapolis, Nov. 23. — Two antito say that it unequivocally promolics and Jews.
ises the answers Allied is seeking.
trust suits totaling $2,418,000 in damYoungstein served during 1950-51
ages have been filed here in U. S.
But it does seem preferable to a
Services for Jossey
District Court.
as public relations chairman of "Brothrepetition
of
an
old
and
futile
adThe major one, seeking $2,250,000
Today in Cleveland
erhood Week" for the NCCJ motion
venture.
in damages, was filed by Harold Field
picture division.
Cleveland, Nov. 23. — Funeral
and Harold Kaplan of the St. Louis
Services will be held here today for
Kramer
to Start
Park Theatres Co. Named as defendJulian (Jack) S. Jossey, veteran inEdwards
to Direct
ants are the Minnesota Amusement
dependent distributor and exhibitor,
Co.
and
eight majors. Field and
who died in University Hospital on
Division
'Mutiny'
Stanley on
Kramer,
after confabs at IFE News
Kaplan run the Park Theatre.
Thursday. He had been suffering with Work
A conspiracy suit for $168,000
a heart ailment for several years. The Columbia here, at the weekend orA division of short subject and
seven major film companies
widow and two stepsons survive.
dered "The Caine Mutiny" into im- newsreels has been established by against
mediate production, and declared that Italian Films Export here with Rob- and Minnesota Amusement Co. was
filed by Charles Rubenstein, Inc., and
"all stops will be pulled on the picert Gordon Edwards appointed direc- Rubenstein & Kaplan, operators of the
Renaud Hoffman Rites
ture." He said that he will devote
tor, it was announced by Dr. Renato
to it the bulk of his own efforts in Gualino, chief executive of IFE, at Hollywood, a 975-seat neighborhood
Hollywood, Nov. 23. — Funeral 1953.
services were held here yesterday for
house in Northeast Minneapolis.
the weekend.
Renaud Hoffman, well-known proUnder
the
direction
of
Edwards,
for
Only one picture will precede "The
ducer of silent movies, who died on
Wednesday. He produced the first Caine Mutiny," Kramer announced. the past three years head of the U.S. Queen
Theatre
in
This is titled temporarily "The Cy- office of INCOM, one of Italy's largfilms featuring Clara Bow.
clists' Raid." "Circle of Fire" has
est newsreel and short subjects pro- Chicago Files Suit
gone on the shelf, Kramer disclosed,
ducers, the new IFE division will repChicago, Nov. 23.— The 299-seat
clue to the illness of director Irving
resent all of Italy's short subject pro- Queen Theatre here has filed a tripleReject Drive-in Bid
Reis who cannot return to the studio
ducers in the sales, distribution and damage suit totalling $108,000 against
Baltimore, Nov. 23. — An applica- for many months.
promotion of their product for both the eight major film companies, Balation for a special permit to erect a
the theatrical and 16 mm markets in ban and Katz, and Warner Brothers
large drive-in theatre along Old Har- Ontario Classifies Three
the U.S.
Theatres for alleged conspiracy to hold
ford Road has been rejected by N. C.
The sales of all Italian newsreel the Queen back to a run no earlier
Heinmuller, acting zoning commisToronto, Nov. 2'3. — Chairman O. J.
sioner of Baltimore County. The Silverthorne of the Ontario Board of films to American theatrical and tele- than 83 days after first Chicago run.
vision newsreel companies will also be
The suit, filed by attorney Seymour
Censors,
reports that three pictures
proposed project was protested by
home owners in the area who de- have been classified as "adult enter- handled by this department as well Simon on behalf of Andrew Cuser,
who ran the house from Jan. 1, 1936
clared the theatre would cause a
tainment." They are : "Hellgate," as arrangements for adequate Ameritraffic hazard and create disturbing "Raiders" and the reissue of "The reels. can news coverage for Italian news- to Jan. 1, 1946, will be heard by Fednoises in the neighborhood.
eral Judge Sam Perry.
Beast with Five Fingers."
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"When

Joe

ood

B.-

T.

Got

Jackw

If you're enjoying good health this Thanksgiving

When

please listen to the story of Joe Jackwood.

T.B. struck him down, there was panic in the Jackwood

family. It's hard to put aside

savings these days and the prospect of hospital and doctor bills was frightening.

Thanks

to a lot of warm-hearted

people in film business Joe Jackwood

Variety Clubs-Will Rogers Memorial

There are many

Hospital at Saranac

other industry folk up there, some

getting the best of care.

is recovering at the

Lake.

whose

names

you know.

They

are

It can happen to anyone.

Tonight the good people of our business welcome
to enjoy themselves

at the same

Tonight is the World

Premiere

the opportunity to do a fine thing and

time.

of Samuel

Goldwyn's

at the Criterion Theatre. It's a wonderful
celebrities from East and West.

"HANS

CHRISTIAN

ANDERSEN"

picture and a gala occasion with stars and

There are a few seats left. If you haven't bought tickets yet PLEASE
the Joe Jackwoods of our industry. Phone Arthur Clary at Radio

give a thought to
City Music Hall,

Circle 6-4600.

Your

help makes

the Will Rogers

Memorial

Hospital possible. It is a project that

merits the continued thought and support of all of us.

There are many

who

are unable

to be at tonight's benefit. To them we say, join your friends in spirit, be part of this
wonderful enterprise. Send a check today to Abe Montagu, Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital, 1501 Broadway.

You'll have a happier Thanksgiving

this way.
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Motion

'Andersen'
Premiere

Benefit

See

New

Picture

RKO

WANTED

FILMS
FOR

T.V.

Our company is one of the foremost
distributors of film properties for
television. We are open for feature
films suitable for television syndication. Please submit summary of
what you have or, if you prefer,
write for an appointment to discuss.
BOX 415
MOTION PICTURE DAILY
1270 Avenue of the Americas
New York 20, N. Y.

Board

Pioneers

Expect

to

60 Tomorrow

{Continued from page 1)

The Will Rogers Memorial Hospi- Disney Productions, releasing through
tal benefit premiere of Samuel GoldRKO ; Atlas Corp., one of RKO Picwyn's
Andersen"
will be "Hans
held hereChristian
this evening
at the
tures' leading stockholders, and David
Criterion Theatre before a sell-out ]. Greene, claiming to own and control more than 78,000 shares of RKO
celebrity-packed audience.
Pictures stock.
Television coverage of the event
Connelly, of the law firm of Cravath,
will be provided by WPIX which
will have three cameras and a crew of Cwaine and Moore, in arguing for a
more than 20 on hand.
delay, informed the court that the
Samuel Goldwyn, producer, and two principal directors of the comDanny Kaye and Jeanmaire, stars of
pany were currently on the Coast
"Hans Christian Andersen," head the working on the reconstitution of the
list of celebrities who have purchased board. Connelly apparently referred
tickets for the benefit. Others include : to Sherrill Corwin, acting chairman
Linda Christian, Tyrone Power. Lilli Pal- of the board, and Edward J. Burke,
mer, Rex Harrison, Rosalind Russell. Fred- the other director who is also a memerick Brisson, Marlene Dietrich. Ave
ber of the Ralph Stolkin syndicate
Gabor, Clare Boothe Luce, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Rodgers, Mr. and Mrs. Robert which bought controlling interest in
Sterling;. Ralph Meeker, Lisa Ferraday, RKO from Howard Hughes. The
Monica Lewis, Elizabeth Threatt, Nancy
Carroll, Louise Rainer, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd attorney added that he expects the two
directors in New York shortly.
Odium, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Murrow.
Also, Mr. and Mrs. Moss Hart. Miss
"We have received a number of reSharman Douglas, Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
Miller, Dorothy Kilgallen, Richard Kollniar,
quests to submit affidavits in opposiMr. and Mrs. Robert Sherwood. Mr. and
tion" to the appointment of a temporary
Mrs. Ed Sullivan, Mr. and Mrs. Bennett receiver,
Connelly said, explaining
Cerf, William Randolph Hearst, Albert
Lasker, Mrs. Jack Warner, Mr. and Mrs. they came from producers, major
John Hertz, Mr. and Mrs. John Steinbeck. stockholders and bank representataFrank Loesser, Governor and Mrs. Sher- ives. Continuing his argument, the
man Adams, Mrs. David Sarnaff, Col. Serge
Obolensky and Ann Miller, and Mr. and RKO attorney said all of them would
Mrs. Bernard Gimbel.
consider it "a tragedy" if a receiver
Also, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Goldwyn, Jr., was appointed. He added that the
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wilson, Mrs. Dorothy plaintiff had not proven any harm
Schiff, Mrs. Helen Reid, Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard Lyons, Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon to the corporation by the present management which, he said, is now in the
Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. Mike Cowles, Mr.
and Mrs. Leland Hayward, Mr. and Mrs.
of reorganization of its execuEd Anthony, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Young, process
tive staff and continuing day-by-day
Mr. and Mrs. William Bernie, Mr. and
Mrs. Bosley Crowther. Mr. and Mrs. Sid- operations of the company as heretoMr. and Mrs. Walter Aanen- fore.
James,and
berg, neyMr.
Mrs. Robert Lehman, Mr.
and Mrs. Jules Stein, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
In his ruling granting a 19Manning,
Mr. BobandConsidine.
Mrs. John O'Connell,
day postponement, Justice
Mr.
and Mrs.
Greenberg pointed out that the
appointment of a temporary receiver is a "serious matter" and
'Andersen' Shown
to
"a drastic step," warranting a
New
York Press
full and complete hearing on
the arguments. He indicated
Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
that if all the parties to the
Andersen" was screened for newsdispute were not ready by that
paper, magazine and trade press repdate, he would consider a furresentatives Friday at the Paris Theatre here, and was followed by a
ther postponement.
luncheon for the critics at the Copenhagen Restaurant which was attended
Kipnis, representing minority stockholders Eli B. Castleman and his wife,
by Goldwyn and Danny Kaye.
Marion V. Castleman of Detroit, and
A collection of Andersen's fairy Louis Feuerman of this city, argued
tales was presented to the critics.
that if they agreed to an adjournment it might be "misconstrued" or
that "some misfortune" might occur
ow'
'Sh
gs for
to the company in the interim.
Bookin
(Continued
from page 1)

FEATURE

Radio

Induct

Tonight

played the DeMille circus story during the 18-week period for a week or
longer, only about 900 of them normally would run a "smash attraction"
for a full week, it was said. "The
Greatest Show" went into general release last July following pre-release
engagements in 304 key situations
across the countrv.
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Yeoman
For

Own

Leaves

RKO

Business

Milton J. Yeoman, veteran exchangeman, resigned at the weekend
as RKO Radio's New York exchange
office manager, effective on Dec. 5,
to enter the business of Yeoman and
Smith, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., manufacturers of custom-built kitchens.
Previous to RKO Radio, Yeoman
was an executive in foreign branch
operations of Eagle-Lion, and earlier
was with Universal for 17 years in
various foreign and domestic sales
positions.
<U' Case
(Continued from page 1)
ternal Revenue Bureau. In a letter to
the sub-committee, Snyder said he did
not try to influence the decision one
way or the other but only tried to
expedite a decision. He said his interest in this case "was no different
than I have displayed in many other

Whitney Seymour, of Simpson
Thacher and Bartlett, who represented
the Atlas Corp. and Walt Disney
Productions,
joined in RKO's
application for adjournment
and indicated
that his clients would file affidavits.
Atlas, according to its most recent report, as of June 30, stated that it
owned 76,500 shares of RKO common.
Isadore J. Kresel, counsel for
Greene, also argued for a postponement and expressed his opposition to
the appointment of a receiver. Following the court session, Kresel denied that he was forming any stockholders committee or had been approached tojoin such a committee for
a possible proxy contest.
A representative of the law firm of
Rosenman, Goldmark, Colin and Kaye
acted as an observer for Goldwyn.
Among others attending was Roy
Disney, president of Disney Productions. William Zimmerman, company attorney, who was recently
named to the board, was the attorney
of record.
The declaration that the reconstitution of the RKO board
is currently being worked out
on the Coast appears to spike
claims and counter-claims that
a new board slate and president
have already1 been agreed upon.
Corwin, Burke and Stolkin were
reported meeting on the Coast
with Hughes on the problem of
interim leadership while negotiations for the sale of the
Stolkin interests continue. On
the basis of RKO's information
to the court on Friday, it appeared that a decision on interim leadership still had to be
reached.

The total of new inductees into the
Motion Picture Pioneers is expected
to
excede
60 at tomorrow
the "Jubilee
of the
Pioneers
nightDinner"
at the
Hotel Astor. A last minute rush of
new applicants was recorded as the
deadline
for filing neared at the weekend.
The newest group of applications
include Benjamin Kalmenson, Warner
Brothers vice-president ; Edwin F.
Zabel, National Theatres, Los Angeles; Peter Mole, SMPTE president; William Blum, Universal Pictures, Cincinnati ; Irving M. Greenfield, Loew's, New York ; William
HSssner, Academy Theatre, Lebanon,
Pa. ; Thomas di Lorenzo, Massapequa,
L. I., Drive-in ; Bennett Abdur, Garden Theatre, Pittsburgh ; Louis A.
Bonn, of William J. German, Inc.;
Morris Dudelson, United Artists, Detroit ;William Flemion, Studio and
Coronet theatres, Detroit.
Also, Hal Roach; J. Robert Rubin,
Loew's ; Lew Breyer, Universal, MilwaukeeCarl
;
Buermele, General Theatres Service, Detroit ; Peter P. Horner, Union Film Distributors, New
York ; Harry W. Schroeder, Schroeder Associates, Inc. ; Fred G. Sliter,
20th Century-Fox, Albany ; L. J.
Duncan, Al Dunn Amusement Co.,
Lanette,
Ala.;'Pictures;
Jules Lapidus,
ner Brothers
RaymondWarE.
Moon, Universal Pictures ; Alfred
Starr, Bijou Amusement, Nashville,
and Morris M. Wexler, Philadelphia.
N. J. Blumberg, chairman of the
board of Universal Pictures, will be
honored at the dinner as the "Motion
Picture Pioneer of 1952." George Jessel will be toastmaster. Ned E. Depinet
is chairman of the dinner.

RKO Pictures executives declined Blumberg
Honored
comment as to when Corwin and
Burke are expected here from the
By U-I Associates
Coast.
The application for the appointment
of a temporary receiver stemmed from
Nate J. Blumberg, Chairman of the
a suit filed by the same three minority board of Universal Pictures, was paid
stockholders naming Hughes as prin- tribute by Universal-International executives in observance of his 40th ancipal defendant, charging him with
mismanagement. It also seeks restitu- niversay in the motion picture industion to the corporation of $3,000,000
try and his selection as "Motion Picfrom Hughes, said to be his profit on
ture Pioneer of 1952" at a luncheon
the sale of his 29 per cent interest on Friday at the Laurent Restaurant.
to the Stolkin group.
Alfred E. Daff, executive vice-president who is completing 33 years with
the company, was toastmaster at the
RKO
Radio
Will
affair eign
which
was and
given
U-I's fordepartment
wasbyattended
by
Start Another Film
the company's
studio and U.S. andof foreign
distribution,
Hollywood, Nov. 23. — The first representatives
advertising
and
publicity
departments.
production plans of RKO Radio Pictures since the resignation of Arnold
Homage was compaid
Blumberg's
plishments intheto industry
and ac-in
Grant as board chairman were disclosed here at the weekend. "Gambler relationships in speeches by Milton
Rackmil, president ; William Goetz,
Moon," an original by Thames Wil- studio
head ; Americo Aboaf, foreign
liamson who also wrote the screenplay, will go into production the first general sales manager, and Daff.
week in February.
Among other domestic executives
Edmund Grainger will produce and present were David Lipton, Leon
Goldberg, Charles Feldman, John J.
Robert Mitchum, Robert Ryan, Arthur Hunnicutt and Ursula Thiess O'Connor, Adolph Schimel, Maurice
will head the cast. Grainger is cur- Bergman, James Franey, Norman
J. J. Jordan, Ray Moon, F. J.
RKO. rently producing "Split Second" at Gluck,
A. McCarthy, Peter Dana, Foster
Blake, Harold Rubin, Irving Sochin,
Harry Fellerman, Al Horwits, Charles
cases where it seemed to me that the Simonelli, Philip Gerard, Jeff Livingston, Eugene Walsh, Hank Linet,
taxpayer was entitled to call on the
government for a fair and reasonable Morris Alin, and Milt Livingston.
Foreign department representatives
prompt consideration of its claim."
were Ben
Cohen,Irving
Felix Weiss,
SomThe sub-committee plans to hear present
mer, Fortunat
Baronat,
Snyder in person early next month on
Joe Mazer, Free Rieger, Alex Black
the Universal and other cases.
and Maurice Myron.

-
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Optimistic:

Equipment
World
with

RAY

.

•

Circuit

.

GALLO

COATINGS and paints especially
designed for drive-in theatre
screens, speaker posts, towers, signs,
fences and other types of weather-exposed equipment have been marketed
by the Vocalite Screen Corp., Roosevelt, N. Y. Included is a white screen
coating (W-5623) of titanium pigment,
one gallon of which is designed to
cover about 300 square feet or more,
depending upon the condition of the
surface to be coated. A black paint
(FB-S913) for border masking and
a structural aluminum coating ( SA3933 ) are also available.
•
Prestoseal Manufacturing Corp.,
manufacturers of "Presto-Splicer,"
which splices films in a few seconds
without cement, has announced the
opening of new headquarters at 37-27
33rd Street, Long Island City, N. Y.
•

Heads

French

Minneapolis, Nov. 23. — Minnesota Amusement Co. president Harry B. French reports
that optimism was the feeling
among heads of United Paramount circuit heads at the recent meeting at White Sulphur Springs, W. Va. French
stated that while big city
houses are "as a whole" a
headache, outstate grosses
"are very good and have
shown
recently.a substantial increase"

TOA

Plans

(Continued from page 1)
that I have dedicated my tenure of
office as president of TOA to the betterment of distributor-exhibitor relations. I now want to reaffirm that
"In an industry system of arbitraposition.
tion, I see a great step forward in
the process of improving distributorexhibitor relations. I feel, too, that
exhibitors have everything" to gain
from such a system and nothing whatsoever to lose, since there is no compulsion on exhibitors to use it. It is
there if they wish it.
Substantial Concessions

"Distribution has made substantial
concessions in order to activate the
system. It is not good sense for any
counsel, as a basis for discussion of exhibitor to reject those concessions."
Levy at the weekend declined to
an arbitration procedure. At that
time, Meyers claimed that a common make any comment on Allied's rejecform of arbitration was one to fix the
tion of the industry plan in its present
value of goods delivered for which no form, preferring to wait until after
price was stipulated. Myers said that this week's meeting before making an
the issue in such cases was the fair official statement.
Allied's side-stepping of
market value. Pointing- out that films theMeanwhile,
industry arbitration system, at
never were priced on a cost-plus profit
basis but on their box office value least for the present, continued to be a
which was ascertainable, Myers said it chief conversation topic here within
was common practice for some exhib- the trade. While it was believed generally that Allied would eventually
itors to play pictures on open contracts ;that is, with the film rental come back into the conferences, the
to be determined later.
necessary delay was bemoaned. One
distribution head said that "it is difficult to understand, with so many
Myers' Argument
'plus
points' listed by Abram Myers,
Myers' argument was that, in the
event the exhibitor and the distribu- Allied general counsel, in the industry
tor could not come to terms, there plan, why the association didn't permit its members to take advantage of
was no question but that their dispute
those
'plus points' by rejecting the
could be arbitrated. Myers admitted
has deprived its memthat if all or even a substantial num- plan. bers Allied
of the opportunity to iron out
ber of film deals were submitted to
arbitration, the result would be dis- their
Theredifficulties."
was an opinion expressed that
astrous. However, he said he did not
think there would be as many such other exhibitor organizations and the
arbitrations as some industry people distributors may go along on a system
Allied's participation actively,
have feared. The fact that such ar- without
but no action along this line has been
bitration involves delays, initial de- initiated.
posits and full disclosure of operations,
many exhibitors would be reluctant
to institute such proceedings unless Theatre TV
they were in dire need of relief, as
(Continued from page 1)
well as confident of winning their
cases.
Network Television — the agency
Myers said, however, that as a
which booked the "Carmen" telecast —
safeguard against such factors, the 27
theatres from Coast-to-Coast have
right of an exhibitor to invoke ar- already joined the exclusive network,
bitration might be made dependent while 11 others have agreed to terms
upon allegation and proof that he had of the contract, but pending the solutried in good faith to negotiate with
tion of a number of problems, have
the distributor and that he had ben not signed
up.
refused a license except on terms
that would not cover overhead and
Portland, Ore., Nov. 23. — Theatre
operating expense, plus a fair profit.
It is his matter of arbitration of TV equipment will be installed at
film rentals that appears to be a prin- John Hamrick's Liberty Theatre here
by the first week of December, accipal
in a plan's
tion,stumbling
with theblock
general
belief adopthat
cording to Will J. Conner, executive
concessions must be made by both vice-president of Hamrick Theatres.
sides before success can be achieved.
Allied Door Open
(Continued from page 1)

Purchase of chocolate coating equipment ivhich is expected to effect substantial economics in operation, and
the closing of its branch plant at San
Jose, Cat., were simultaneously revealed by Ralph A. Wenger, chairman
of the board of the Chase Candy Co.,
St. Louis. The company, which had
previously bought finished chocolate
for coating its candies, will now produce its own with equipment purchased
from the War field Chocolate Co., Chicago. Seven Western states formerly
served by the San Jose factory will
nozv be covered from St. Louis.
•
A drum table of transparent Lucite
for use in theatre foyers and lounges
has been marketed by the Associated
Ticket & Register Co., New York.
The table is 18 inches in diameter and
20 inches high. In another form it
provides a smoking stand of the same
size and shape. The ash receiver,
which sets into the table, is of steel
construction with a black finish. It
is large enough to hold empty candy
•and popcorn boxes as well as stubs
and ashes.
•
The Thomas Theatre Co. of Iron
Mountain, Mich., has signed a service contract for 12 of its theatres
with the RCA Service Co. The
contract was negotiated by Thomas
Renn, general manager of the
Thomas circuit. Theatres in Michigan included in the new pact are the
Braumart, Colonial and Tri-City
drive-in in Iron Mountain; the
Kerredge and Orpheum, in Hancock; the Lode, in Houghton; the FCC
Approves 14
Peoples, in Laurium; Calumet, in
New
TV Stations
Calumet, and the Lloyd, in Menominee. Also included are the Rialto,
Washington, Nov. 23. — The Federal Communications Commission has
Fox and 64 drive-in in Marinette,
Wise.
approved 14 new television stations, bringing to 122 the number of
new stations authorized since the liftSAG in Strike Plans
ing of the freeze.
Two new stations were authorized
Hollywood, Nov. 23. — Screen Actor Guild will mail letters to all mem- for Galveston, Tex., and one was
bers tomorrow instructing them not authorized for each of these 12 towns :
to accept employment in television Colorado Springs, Colo. ; Decatur,
film commercials after the following III; Belleville, III; Sioux City, la.;
Sunday ; also letters were sent to tele- Jackson, Mich.; Battle Creek, Mich.;
vision film commercial producers for- Flint, Mich. ; Greensboro, N. C. ;
merly notifying them that the strike Lima, O. ; Johnstown, Pa. ; Sioux
Falls, S. D., and Henderson, Ky.
goes into effect Dec. 1.

U. of Minn, to Cite
Northwest Variety
Minneapolis, Nov. 23. — The
governor of Minnesota and
the mayors of Minneapolis
and St. Paul will be among
the notables attending a dinner at the Nicollet Hotel here
Dec. 8 at which the regents
of the nesotaUniversity
Minwill present aofplaque
to the Northwest Variety
Club, as a tribute to the
showmen's group for sponsoring and supporting the heart
hosital located on the university campus.
Art Anderson, Warner
Brothers Midwest district
manager, and Col. William
McCraw of Variety Clubs International will be among the
industry members attending
the affair.

Variety Meet
(Continued from page 1)
pledges of better than $150,000 for
the erection of a hospital wing for
the Rosalia Foundling Home, to be
known as the Catherine Sheriden
Variety Wing.
Among the speakers at the banquet
were Congressman Dewey Short of
Missouri, chairman of the Armed
Forces Committee ; big boss John H.
Harris,
ringmaster
J. O'Donnell
of
Dallas;
main guyR. Marc
J. Wolf
of Indianapolis ; first assistant George
Hoover of Miami, C. J. Latta of London ;William McCraw of Dallas and
Nate Golden of Washington, chairman
of the Heart Fund.
At the business session Golden informed the backers present that a
total of $21,000,000 had been raised
and given away in charity work by
the Variety Clubs in a quarter of a
century and that $3,000,000 was spent
this year..
Hoover told of the arrangements
that had been completed for the staging of the annual convention at Mexico City next April 18-23 and stated
that the Mexican Government had ap$50,000 to
cover spectacle
the expenses of thepropriated
event.
A great
at the pyramids will be held for the
visiting barkers and their families.
A presentation was made at the
banquet to retiring chief barker William Finkel of Tent No. 1 and Carl
Doser, the incoming chief barker was
introduced.
In the absence of Mayor David L.
Lawrence, who was out of the city,
president of City Council Thomas E.
Gallagher welcomed the members of
the international at the initial session.
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55 min.
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Board
the temper as well as the ac- Radio
tions of the Allied States convention in Chicago last week there
can be no doubt that Allied is back In Two
Weeks
nt"
again on the so-called "milita
platform on which it was founded
By MURRAY HOROWITZ
some 24 years ago and which has
The RKO Pictures and RKO
served it for so many years.
Many will regret it— even some Radio Pictures boards are expected
within Allied ranks, for they are to be reconstituted within two
the thoughtful ones whose memo- weeks, the New York Supreme Court
ries are not too short to remember was informed here on Friday by Albert R. Connelly, attorney representthat that policy has been futile in
ing the parent and subsidiary compamany instances and has not always
nies in hearings on the receivership
served to improve the lot of Allied application filed by three minority
members.
stockholders.
Allied's current return, to that
Justice Henry Clay Greenberg
policy is due to prevailing economic
granted
RKO Pictures a postconditions in the industry. The
ponement on the hearing of arexhibitor, the small one, especially,
guments until Dec. 10 over the
has his back to the wall, if the wall
opposition of Louis Kipnis, athas not already caved in on him and
torney representing the minordeprived him of his theatre. It is
ity stockholders, who claim to
own 2,525 shares.
a case of declining attendance and
climbing film prices, with the exThe plea for postponement was
hibitor made desperate and com- joined by attorneys representing Sambative because he has found no
uel Goldwyn Productions and Walt
{Continued on page 4)
other answer to his grievous problems. In this situation the distributor is the most immediate target for
to
the exhibitor's anxiety and resent- Joseph Kaufman
ment.
Post
On the other hand, the producer- Cinerama
(Continued on page 2)

BY

Admission
Drop,

U.S.

Prices
Reports

Washington, Nov. 23. — Theatre
admission prices in large cities dropped
during the third quarter, the Bureau
of Labor Statistics reports.
Adult admission prices at the end
.of September dropped to 77.9 per cent
;abov,e the 1935-39 base period, com-pared with 79.6 per cent at the end of
June.

'Labs'
Pathe, DeLuxe
IA Pacts
In New
New wage agreements covering all
office employes of both Pathe and DeILuxe Laboratories here have been
reached following negotiations between
the managements and Local H-63 of
the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes. Increases_ approximating 10per cent are provided
in both instances.
Meanwhile, Local No. H-63 has
been selected as bargaining agent by
the employes of Columbia Pictures'
[New York exchange.
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ARBITRATION

Snaper Says Allied Has Not Closed
Arbitration; TOA Leaders Will Meet

the Door on
This Week

STEEN
By AL
Theatre Owners of America's
future role in the evolvement of an
arbitration system will be discussed
here this week by Alfred Starr,
TOA president ; general counsel Herman M. Levy and Mitchell Wolfson,
TOA executive. Levy and Wolfson are
two of the organization's three members on the Industry Arbitration Conference. Si Fabian, the third member
of the group, is out of town and will
not be present at the sessions.
Calling of the meeting stems from
Allied's Chicago action last week on
the proposed industry arbitration system, although in a prepared statement
from his home in Nashville, Starr does
not mention Allied. In announcing
this week's meeting, Starr said:
"I have stated on many occasions
(Continued on page 5)

2,537

Full-week

The opinion that Allied has
closed the door to further negotiations for an industry arbitration
system and that the organization
had rejected the proposed formula at
its Chicago convention last week was
described as a fallacy at the weekend
here by Wilbur Snaper, Allied president. Snaper said that Allied objected
only to those portions of the draft that
did not meet the needs of exhibitors
in overcoming their many problems.
He contended that the door was still
open for further conferences, indicating, however, that success hinged on
those points that the so-called industry plan had side-stepped. These,
among other things, were film prices
and bidding as arbitable subjects.
Arbitration of film rentals continues
to
be_ a questionable
in the that
aribtration
picture. Allieditem
contends
the issue can be arbitrated, while the
distributors claim that it would not he
practicable. Association leaders base
their affirmative opinions on the memorandum prepared almost a year ago
by Abram(Continued
F. Myers,
Allied
on page
5) general

Bookings for 'Show'
Hollywood, Nov. 23. — Joseph
"The Greatest Show on Earth,"
Kaufman, who recently produced Cecil B. DeMille's Technicolor production for Paramount, in 18 weeks Anniversary
Fete
"Sudden Fear," has been named to
direct the exhibition and theatre oper- has attained an all-time company recations of Cinerama Productions, it
ord of 2,537 full-week or longer bookwas disclosed here by Louis B. Mayer,
ings, A. W. Schwalberg, head of Para- Tops Variety Meet
chairman of the board, and Dudley
mount Film Distributing Corp., reveals. Of the 2,537 theatres which have
Roberts, Jr., president. Kaufman will
Pittsburgh, Pa., Nov. 23. — The
(Continued on page 4)
make his headquarters in New York.
mid-winter meeting of Variety Club
International was brought to a close
in the William Penn Hotel here yesterday with a banquet celebrating the
silver anniversary of Tent No. 1, atTelevision
tended by delegates from 39 tents in
Theatre
Top
the United States, England, Ireland
and Canada.
Price
Ever:
The members of the international
$7.20
Per
helped to put over an all night telethon on station WDTV which raised
(Continued on page 5)
The 50th Street Guild Theatre here $4.80 at the box-office.
Meanwhile, according to reports
is currently selling reserved seat tickets at $7.20 per seat for the Dec. 11 from Minneapolis, Benjamin Berger's
evening telecast of the Metropolitan Gopher Theatre will carry the "CarInterest'
men" telecast. The event will not be jNo 'Undue
Opera Company's "Carmen," the high- telecast by Minnesota Amusement
est box-office price ever set for a theIn 'IP Case: Snyder
atre television event.
Co.'s Radio City Theatre there. MACO
said
it
made
that
decision
to
Within seven days, 102 tickets were
Washington, Nov. 23. — Secretary
sold, while a large block of tickets has avoid a conflict with a scheduled concert on the same night by the Minne- of the Treasury Snyder has denied
been reserved by the Metropolitan
Opera Association, the management
apolis Symphony orchestra. The Go- taking any "undue interest" in an excess profits tax refund claim of Unipher will use its theatre TV equipstated. The 450-seater is located in
versal Pictures Co., Inc.
ment for the first time for the oneRockefeller Center.
The
charge has been made by some
hour
Dec.
8
telecast
of
the
James
The $7.20 scale includes the 20 per Lees sales convention.
members of a House Ways and Means
cent "Federal admission tax. The last
investigating
According to an official of Theatre sub-committee
(Continued
on page 4) the Intheatre television event at the Guild —
(Continued on page 5)
the Walcott-Marciano fight — brought
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Weitman

Aids

Parade

N. Y.'s U.S.O. Fund
Robert M. Weitman, vice
distributor
is
faced
with
the
same
Mention
PRESIDENT-ELECT
EISENHOWER'S latestDW1GHT
activities
president of United Paraproblems. Beset by increased costs
are
highlighted in all current nezvsmount Theatres, has been
reels. Featured, also are the inauguranamed chairman of the motion
M. REAGAN, M-G-M on all sides, higher prices for his
RLES ger,
CHAsales
tion of new Chilean president Carlos
mana
is due back here product are inescapable. The same
pictures
division
of
the
New
Ibanez, Connie Mack honored at 90,
today from Chicago.
competitive and economic forces
York USO Defense Fund, it
•
and a new jet plane speed record of
was announced by Admiral
700 miles per hour.
Dan S. Terrell, M-G-M exploita- which have reduced the theatres'
Oscar C. Badger, U. S. N.
patronage afreet the producer-disMOVIETONE NEWS, No. 95— Ike sees
tion head, and Arthur Canton, Easttributor
as
seriously
and
as
imparTruman at the White House and holds New
(Ret.), chairman of the camern press representative, returned at
tially as they do the exhibitor. One
York talks. Egypt's premiere Naguib sees
the weekend from Boston and PlyWeitman will direct fund
King- Faisal of Iraq. Oona Chaplin back in
mouth, Mass.
of the moves the producer-distribupaign.
the U.S.
Swedish
beauty wins
raising activities in his industor has resorted to in order to reWorld"
contest.
The team.
Movietone
News"Miss
1952
All-America
football
try's
drive
to
help
meet
the
Edward L. Hyman, vice-president win patronage has been an inFund's 1952 goal in New York
of United Paramount Theatres, and
creased concentration on producNEWS
OF THE
DAY, Not Z25^Ike
City of $2,500,000.
names first three members of the Cabinet.
his assistant, Bernard Levy, have retion of high budget pictures, speKorea prisoner-of-war issue stirs U.N.
turned to New York from the Midcials and super-specials which must
Connie Mack at 90. Axeman's derby.
west.
and can compete with rival forms
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 28_First
of entertainment and diversion.
names for Eisenhower Cabinet. Eden supName
Youngstein
Clifton Webb will be presented
For these, the price must be
India "PW"
Inaugural
Chile. ports
Connie
Mack plan.
honored.
New jetD'ay
planein
with a special award by the Poor
higher
or
the
producer-distributor
record.
Airliner
flies
polar
route.
Richard Club in Philadelphia on
will not long survive.
Dec. 20.
'PR' Post
TELENEWS
DIGEST,
No. 47B— New
In this conflict of costs versus To NCCJ
c
Max E. Youngstein, vice president technique used as oil fire is doused by air.
income, Allied's militant policy is of United Artists, has been named DuPont anti-trust suit. Holland's Prince
Howard Dietz, M-G-M vice-presi- understandable,
Bernhard visits Mexico. Newly invented
whether or not it
dent and director of advertising-pubfifth wheel aids parking. Airline links desert
public
relations
outposts
in Sahara. Cosmic rays studied in
licity, will return here today from a is justifiable.
chairman of the
new observatory in South France. Chilean
It remains to be observed that
weekend on the Coast.
c
Allied has been down the same road
25th annivers- inauguration of new president.
ary committee
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 415— Presiof the National
Joel Bezahler, in charge of bid- before and the proof that there is
Eisenhower talks with Truman
Conference of at Capital. dent-elect
ding- at M-G-M,
will return here no panacea at its end lies in the fact
Harmon airplane trophy won by
Christians and Mine, Jacqueline
Wednesday from a Caribbean cruise. that Allied today is fighting against
Auriol. President Truman
•
receives his Thanksgiving turkey. General
nounced by Carlos
the same problems that beset it
Ibanez inaugurated as new president
Owen,division
Paramount's
Eastern
Jews, it was an- of Chile. Japanese crown prince in first
andHugh
Southern
manager,
will prior to its embarkation on a proRoger W . public appearance. Prince Charles of Engbe in Atlanta today from New York.
land celebrates his fourth birthday. Ski time
Straus, general
gram in the 1930's which wound
•
chairman of the at Mt. Hood, Oregon.
through 13 years of Federal court
Committee.
Henry Koster, 20th Century-Fox litigation, just ending, and returns
WARNER
PATHE
NEWS,
No. 3<S>—
Eisenhower gets started on the job. Airdirector, will arrive here from Holly- now to the point of departure.
Youngwood today.
plane flies Los Angeles-Copenhagen-North
stein
will take
Max Youngstein
As we have said, Allied has exa leading role Pole route. Jet plane sets speed record of
plored that road before. Its recent,
700
miles
per hour. New Chilean president
in planning the
Arthur Greenblatt, Lippert Pro- brief excursion on the other road — quarter-centennial celebration of the inaugurated.
San Francisco '49ers-Washingductions general sales manager, was that of cooperative, all-industry en- National Conference next year, Straus ton Redskins professional football game.
in Atlanta late last week.
deavor, has been pursued irreso- said. In addition, Youngstein will 2 Minn. Trust Suits
•
lutely and to no conclusion. There head the work of interpreting to the
Vincent J. Flynn, Omaha M-G-M is much in that direction that re- public the significance of the organi- Seek $2,418,000
manager, left here at the weekend for
mains to be explored. This is not
zation's history in building better unthat city.
derstanding among Protestants, CathMinneapolis, Nov. 23. — Two antito say that it unequivocally promolics and Jews.
ises the answers Allied is seeking.
trust suits totaling $2,418,000 in damYoungstein served during 1950-51
ages have been filed here in U. S.
But it does seem preferable to a
Services for Jossey
District Court.
as
public
relations
chairman
of
"Brothrepetition of an old and futile adToday in Cleveland
erhood Week" for the NCCJ motion
The major one, seeking $2,250,000
venture.
picture division.
in damages, was filed by Harold Field
Cleveland, Nov. 23. ■— Funeral
and Harold Kaplan of the St. Louis
Services will be held here today for
Kramer
to
Start
Park Theatres Co. Named as defendJulian (Jack) S. Jossey, veteran inEdwards
to Direct
ants are the Minnesota Amusement
dependent distributor and exhibitor,
Co. and eight majors. Field and
who died in University Hospital on
Division
'Mutiny'
Stanley on
Kramer,
after confabs at IFE News
Thursday. He had been suffering with Work
Kaplan run the Park Theatre.
A conspiracy suit for $168,000
a heart ailment for several years. The Columbia here, at the weekend orA division of short subject and
against
seven major film companies
widow and two stepsons survive.
newsreels
.
has
been
established
by
dered "The Caine Mutiny" into immediate production, and declared that Italian Films Export here with Rob- and Minnesota Amusement Co. was
filed by Charles Rubenstein, Inc., and
"all stops will be pulled on the picert Gordon Edwards appointed direc- Rubenstein & Kaplan, operators of the
Renaud Hoffman Rites
ture." He said that he will devote
tor, it was announced by Dr. Renato
to it the bulk of his own efforts in Gualino, chief executive of IFE, at Hollywood, a 975-seat neighborhood
Hollywood, Nov. 23. ■— Funeral 1953.
services were held here yesterday for
house in Northeast Minneapolis.
the weekend.
Renaud Hoffman, well-known p'roUnder the direction of Edwards, for
Only one picture will precede "The
ducer of silent movies, who died on
Wednesday. He produced the first Caine Mutiny," Kramer announced. the past three years head of the U.S. Queen
Theatre
in
This is titled temporarily "The Cy- office of INCOM, one of Italy's largfilms featuring Clara Bow.
clists' Raid." "Circle of Fire" has
est newsreel and short subjects pro- Chicago Files Suit
gone on the shelf, Kramer disclosed,
ducers, the new IFE division will repChicago, Nov. 23.— The 299-seat
due to the illness of director Irving
resent all of Italy's short subject pro- Queen Theatre here has filed a tripleReject Drive-in Bid
Reis who cannot return to the studio
ducers in the sales, distribution and damage suit totalling $108,000 against
Baltimore, Nov. 23. — An applica- for many months.
promotion of their product for both the eight major film companies, Balation for a special permit to erect a
the theatrical and 16 mm markets in ban and Katz, and Warner Brothers
large drive-in theatre along Old Har- Ontario Classifies Three
the U.S.
Theatres for alleged conspiracy to hold
ford Road has been rejected by N. C.
The
sales
of
all
Italian
newsreel
Toronto,
Nov.
23.
—
Chairman
O.
J.
the Queen back to a run no earlier
Heinmuller, acting zoning commissioner of Baltimore County. The Silverthorne of the Ontario Board of films to American theatrical and tele- than 83 days after first Chicago run.
vision newsreel companies will also be
The suit, filed by attorney Seymour
proposed project was protested by Censors, reports that three pictures
home owners in the area who de- have been classified as "adult enter- handled by this department as well Simon on behalf of Andrew Cuser,
clared the theatre would cause a
tainment." They are : "Hellgate," as arrangements for adequate Ameri- who ran the house from Jan. 1, 1936
traffic hazard and create disturbing "Raiders" and the reissue of "The
reels. can news coverage for Italian news- to Jan. 1, 1946, will be heard by Fednoises in the neighborhood.
eral Judge Sam Perry.
Beast with Five Fingers."
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"When

Joe

Jackw

ood

GotT.

B.-

If you're enjoying good health this Thanksgiving

When

please listen to the story of Joe Jackwood.

T.B. struck him down, there was panic in the Jackwood

family. It's hard to put aside

savings these days and the prospect of hospital and doctor bills was frightening.

Thanks to a lot of warm-hearted

people in film business Joe Jackwood

Variety Clubs-Will Rogers Memorial

There are many

Hospital at Saranac

other industry folk up there, some

getting the best of care.

is recovering at the

Lake.

whose

names

you know.

They

are

It can happen to anyone.

Tonight the good people of our business welcome
to enjoy themselves

at the same

Tonight is the World

Premiere

the opportunity to do a fine thing and

time.

of Samuel

Goldwyn's

at the Criterion Theatre. It's a wonderful
celebrities from East and West.

"HANS

CHRISTIAN

ANDERSEN"

picture and a gala occasion with stars and

There are a few seats left. If you haven't bought tickets yet PLEASE
the Joe Jackwoods of our industry. Phone Arthur Clary at Radio

give a thought to
City Music

Hall,

Circle 6-4600.

Your

help makes

the Will Rogers

Memorial

Hospital possible. It is a project that

merits the continued thought and support of all of us.

There are many

who are unable

to be at tonight's benefit. To them we say, join your friends in spirit, be part of this
wonderful enterprise. Send a check today to Abe Montagu, Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital, 1501 Broadway.

You'll have a happier Thanksgiving

this way.
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Motion

"Andersen'
Premiere

Benefit

See

New

RKO

to

Disnev Productions, releasing through
RKO'; Atlas Corp., one of RKO Pictures' leading stockholders, and David
to own and conclaiming
J. Greene,
trol more than
78,000 shares of RKO
Pictures stock.
Connelly, of the law firm of Cravath,
Cwaine and Moore, in arguing for a
delay, informed the court that the
two principal directors of the company were currently on the Coast
working on the reconstitution of the
board. Connelly apparently referred
to Sherrill Corwin, acting chairman
of the board, and Edward J. Burke,
the other director who is also a member of the Ralph Stolkin syndicate
which bought controlling interest in
RKO from Howard Hughes. The
attorney added that he expects the two
directors in New York shortly.
"We have received a number of requests to submit affidavits in opposition" to the appointment of a temporary
receiver, Connelly said, explaining
they came from producers, major
stockholders and bank representataives. Continuing his argument, the
RKO attorney said all of them would
consider it "a tragedy" if a receiver
was appointed. He added that the
plaintiff had not proven any harm
to the corporation by the present management which, he said, is now in the
process of reorganization of its executive staff and continuing day-by-day
operations
of the company as heretofore.
In his ruling granting a 19day postponement, Justice
Greenberg pointed out that the
appointment of a temporary receiver is a "serious matter" and
"a drastic step," warranting a
full and complete hearing on
the arguments. He indicated
that if all the parties to the
dispute were not ready by that
date, he would consider a further postponement.

Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
Andersen" was screened for newspaper, magazine and trade press representatives Friday at the Paris Theatre here, and was followed by a
luncheon for the critics at the Copenhagen Restaurant which was attended
Kipnis,holdersrepresenting
Eli B. Castlemanminority
and his stockwife,
by Goldwyn and Danny Kaye.
Marion V. Castleman of Detroit, and
A collection of Andersen's fairy Louis Feuerman of this city, argued
tales was presented to the critics.
that if they agreed to an adjournment it might be "misconstrued" or
that "some misfortune" might occur
ow'
'Sh
for
gs
to the company in the interim.
Bookin
(Continued
from page 1)
played the DeMille circus story during the 18-week period for a week or
longer, only about 900 of them normally would run a "smash attraction"
for a full week, it was said. "The
Greatest Show" went into general release last July following pre-release
engagements in 304 key situations
across the country.

WANTED

FILMS
FOR

T.V.

Our company is one of the foremost
distributors of film properties for
television. We are open for feature
films suitable for television syndication. Please submit summary of
what you have or, if you prefer,
write for an appointment to discuss.
BOX 415
MOTION PICTURE DAILY
1270 Avenue of the Americas
New York 20, N. Y.

Radio

Board

Pioneers

Expect

to

60 Tomorrow

{Continued from page 1)

The Will Rogers Memorial Hospital benefit premiere of Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian Andersen"
will be held here this evening- at the
Criterion Theatre before a sell-out
celebrity-packed audience.
Television coverage of the event
will be provided by WPIX which
will have three cameras and a crew of
more than 20 on hand.
Samuel Goldwyn, producer, and
Danny Kaye and Jeanmaire, stars of
"Hans Christian Andersen," head the
list of celebrities who have purchased
tickets for the benefit. Others include:
Linda Christian, Tyrone Power. Lilli Palmer, Rex Harrison, Rosalind Russell. Frederick Brisson, Marlene Dietrich. Ave
Gabor, Clare Boothe Luce, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Rodgers, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Sterling, Ralph Meeker, Lisa Ferraday,
Monica Lewis, Elizabeth Threatt, Nancy
Carroll, Ixraise Rainer, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Odium, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Murrow.
Also, Mr. and Mrs. Moss Hart. Miss
Sharman Douglas. Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
Miller. Dorothy Kilgallen, Richard Kollmar,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sherwood. Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Sullivan, Mr. and Mrs. Bennett
Cerf, William Randolph Hearst, Albert
Lasker, Mrs. Jack Warner, Mr. and Mrs.
John Hertz, Mr. and Mrs. John Steinbeck.
Frank Loesser, Governor and Mrs. Sherman Adams, Mrs. David Sarnorf, Col. Serge
Obolensky and Ann Miller, and Mr. and
Mrs. Bernard Gimbel.
Also, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Goldwyn, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wilson, Mrs. Dorothy
Schiff, Mrs. Helen Reid, Mr. and Mrs.
Leonard Lyons, Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon
Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. Mike Cowles, Mr.
and Mrs. Leland Hayward, Mr. and Mrs.
Ed Anthonv, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Young,
Mr. and Mrs. William Bernie, Mr. and
Mrs. Bosley Crowther, Mr. and Mrs. SidMr. and Mrs. Walter AanenJames,and
berg, neyMr.
Mrs. Robert Lehman, Mr.
and Mrs. Jules Stein, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
Manning,
Mr. BobandConsidine.
Mrs. John O'Connell,
Mr.
and Mrs.

FEATURE
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Induct

Tonight

'Andersen' Shown
New
York Press

Picture

Yeoman
For

Own

Leaves

RKO

Business

Milton J. Yeoman, veteran exchangeman, resigned at the weekend
as RKO Radio's New York exchange
office manager, effective on Dec. 5,
to enter the business of Yeoman and
Smith, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., manufacturers of custom-built kitchens.
Previous to RKO Radio, Yeoman
was an executive in foreign branch
operations of Eagle-Lion, and earlier
was with Universal for 17 years in
various foreign and domestic sales
positions.
'U' Case
(Continued from page 1)
ternal Revenue Bureau. In a letter tp
the sub-committee, Snyder said he did
not try to influence the decision one
way or the other but only tried to
expedite a decision. He said his interest in this case "was no different
than I have displayed in many other

Whitney Seymour, of Simpson
Thacher and Bartlett, who represented
the Atlas Corp. and Walt Disney
Productions,
joined in RKO's
application for adjournment
and indicated
that his clients would file affidavits.
Atlas, according to its most recent report, as of June 30, stated that it
owned 76,500 shares of RKO common.
Isadore J. Kresel, counsel for
Greene, also argued for a postponement and expressed his opposition to
the appointment of a .receiver. Following the court session, Kresel denied that he was forming any stockholders committee or had been approached tojoin such a committee for
a possible proxy contest.
A representative of the law firm of
Rosenman, Goldmark, Colin and Kaye
acted as an observer for Goldwyn.
Among others attending was Roy
Disney, president of Disney Productions. William Zimmerman, company attorney, who was recently
named to the board, was the attorney
of record.
The declaration that the reconstitution of the RKO board
is currently being worked out
on the Coast appears to spike
claims and counter-claims that
a new board slate and president
have already been agreed upon.
Corwin, Burke and Stolkin were
reported meeting on the Coast
with Hughes on the problem of
interim leadership while negotiations for the sale of the
Stolkin interests continue. On
the basis of RKO's information
to the court on Friday, it appeared that a decision on interim leadership still had to be
reached.
RKO Pictures executives declined
comment as to when Corwin and
Burke are expected here from the
Coast.
The application for the appointment
of a temporary receiver stemmed from
a suit filed by the same three minority
stockholders naming Hughes as principal defendant, charging him with
mismanagement. It also seeks restitution to the corporation of $3,000,000
from Hughes, said to be his profit on
the sale of his 29 per cent interest
to the Stolkin group.
RKO
Start

Radio
Another

Will
Film

Hollywood, Nov. 23. — The first
production plans of RKO Radio Pictures since the resignation of Arnold
Grant as board chairman were disclosed here at the weekend. "Gambler
Moon," an original by Thames Williamson who also wrote the screenplay, will go into production the first
week in February.
Edmund Grainger will produce and
Robert Mitchum, Robert Ryan, Arthur Hunnicutt and Ursula Thiess
will head the cast. Grainger is curRKO. rently producing "Split Second" at

The total of new inductees into the
Motion Picture Pioneers is expected
to
excede
60 at tomorrow
the "Jubilee
of the
Pioneers
nightDinner"
at the
Hotel Astor. A last minute rush of
new applicants was recorded as the
deadline for filing neared at the weekend.
The newest group of applications
include Benjamin Kalmenson, Warner
Brothers vice-president ; Edwin F.
Zabel, National Theatres, Los Angeles ;Peter Mole, SMPTE president; William Blum, Universal Pictures, Cincinnati ; Irving M. Greenfield, Loew's, New York ; William
HSssner, Academy Theatre, Lebanon,
Pa. ; Thomas di Lorenzo, Massapequa,
L. I., Drive-in ; Bennett Abdur, Garden Theatre, Pittsburgh ; Louis A.
Bonn, of William J. German, Inc.;
Morris Dudelson, United Artists, Detroit ;William Flemion, Studio and
Coronet theatres, Detroit.
Also, Hal Roach; J. Robert Rubin,
Loew's ; Lew Breyer, Universal, MilwaukeeCarl
;
Buermele, General Theatres Service, Detroit ; Peter P. Horner, Union Film Distributors, New
York ; Harry W. Schroeder, Schroeder Associates, Inc. ; Fred G. Sliter,
20th Century-Fox, Albany ; L. J.
Duncan, Al Dunn Amusement Co.,
Lanette, Ala. ; Jules Lapidus, Warner Brothers Pictures; Raymond E.
Moon, Universal Pictures ; Alfred
Starr, Bijou Amusement, Nashville,
and Morris M. Wexler, Philadelphia.
N. J. Blumberg, chairman of the
board of Universal Pictures, will be
honored at the dinner as the "Motion
Picture Pioneer of 1952." George Jessel will be toastmaster. Ned E. Depinet
is chairman of the dinner.

Blumberg
By

U-I

Honored

Associates

Nate J. Blumberg, Chairman of the
board of Universal Pictures, was paid
tribute by Universal-International executives inobservance of his 40th anniversay in the motion picture industry and his selection as "Motion Picture Pioneer of 1952" at a luncheon
on Friday at the Laurent Restaurant.
Alfred E. Daff, executive vice-president who is completing 33 years with
the company, was toastmaster at the
affair eign
which
was and
given
U-I's fordepartment
wasbyattended
by
representatives
the company's
studio and U.S. andof foreign
distribution,
advertising and publicity departments.

Homage was compaid
Blumberg's
plishments intheto industry
and ac-in
relationships in speeches by Milton
Rackmil, president ; William Goetz,
studio head ; Americo Aboaf, foreign
general sales manager, and Daff.
Among other domestic executives
present were David Lipton, Leon
Goldberg, Charles Feldman, John J.
O'Connor, Adolph Schimel, Maurice
Bergman, James Franey, Norman
Gluck, J. J. Jordan, Ray Moon, F. J.
A. McCarthy, Peter Dana, Foster
Blake, Harold Rubin, Irving Sochin,
Harry Fellerman, Al Horwits, Charles
cases where it seemed to me that the Simonelli, Philip Gerard, Jeff Livingston, Eugene Walsh, Hank Linet,
taxpayer was entitled to call on the
government for a fair and reasonable Morris Alin, and Milt Livingston.
Foreign department representatives
prompt consideration of its claim."
present
were Ben
Cohen,Irving
Felix Weiss,
SomThe sub-committee plans to hear mer, Fortunat
Baronat,
Snyder in person early next month on
Joe Mazer, Free Rieger, Alex Black
the Universal and other cases.
and Maurice Myron.
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COATINGS and paints especially
designed for drive-in theatre
screens, speaker posts, towers, signs,
fences and other types of weather-exposed equipment have been marketed
by the Vocalite Screen Corp., Roosevelt, N. Y. Included is a white screen
coating (W-S623) of titanium pigment,
one gallon of which is designed to
cover about 300 square feet or more,
depending upon the condition of the
surface to be coated. A black paint
(FB-5913) for border masking and
a structural aluminum coating (SA3933 ) are also available.
•
Prestoseal Manufacturing Corp.,
manufacturers of "Presto-Splicer,"
which splices films in a few seconds
without cement, has announced the
opening of new headquarters at 37-27
33rd Street, Long Island City, N. Y.
•
Purchase of chocolate coating equipment which is expected to effect substantial economies in operation, and
the closing of its branch plant at San
Jose, Col., were simultaneously revealed by Ralph A. Wenger, chairman
of the board of the Chase Candy Co.,
St. Louis. The company, which had
previously bought finished chocolate
for coating its candies, will now produce its own with equipment purchased
from the Warfield Chocolate Co., Chicago. Seven Western states formerly
served by the San Jose factory will
now be covered from St. Louis.
•
A drum table of transparent Lucite
for use in theatre foyers and lounges
has been marketed by the Associated
Ticket & Register Co., New York.
The table is 18 inches in diameter and
20 inches high. In another form it
provides a smoking stand of the same
size and shape. The ash receiver,
which sets into the table, is of steel
construction with a black finish. It
is large enough to hold empty candy
and popcorn boxes as well as stubs
and ashes.
•
The Thomas Theatre Co. of Iron
Mountain, Mich., has signed a service contract for 12 of its theatres
with the RCA Service Co. The
contract was negotiated by Thomas
Renn, general manager of the
Thomas circuit. Theatres in Michigan included in the new pact are the
Braumart, Colonial and Tri-City
drive-in in Iron Mountain; the
Kerredge and Orpheum, in Hancock; the Lode, in Houghton; the
Peoples, in Laurium; Calumet, in
Calumet, and the Lloyd, in Menominee. Also included are the Rialto,
Fox and 64 drive-in in Marinette,
Wise.

Heads

French

Minneapolis, Nov. 23. — Minnesota Amusement Co. president Harry B. French reports
that optimism was the feeling
among heads of United Paramount circuit heads at the recent meeting at White Sulphur Springs, W. Va. French
stated that while big city
houses are "as a whole" a
headache, outstate grosses
"are very good and have
shown a substantial increase"
recently.

Allied Door Open
(Continued from page 1)
counsel, as a basis for discussion of
an arbitration procedure. At that
time, Meyers claimed that a common
form of arbitration was one to fix the
value of goods delivered for which no
price was stipulated. Myers said that
the issue in such cases was the fair
market value. Pointing out that films
never were priced on a cost-plus profit
basis but on their box office value
which was ascertainable, Myers said it
was common practice for some exhibitors to play pictures on open contracts ;that is, with the film rental
to be determined later.

TOA

Plans

(Continued from page 1)
that I have dedicated my tenure of
office as president of TOA to the betterment of distributor-exhibitor relations. Inow want to reaffirm that
"In an industry system of arbitraposition.
tion, I see a great step forward in
the process of improving distributorexhibitor relations. I feel, too, that
exhibitors have everything to gain
from such a system and nothing whatsoever to lose, since there is no compulsion on exhibitors to use it. It is
there if they wish it.
Substantial Concessions
"Distribution has made substantial
concessions in order to activate the
system. It is not good sense for any
exhibitor to reject those concessions."
Levy at the weekend declined to
make tionany
on Allied's
rejecof the comment
industry plan
in its present
form, preferring to wait until after
this week's
meeting before making an
official
statement.

Meanwhile, Allied's side-stepping of
the industry arbitration system, at
least for the present, continued to be a
chief conversation topic here within
the trade. While it was believed generally that Allied would eventually
come back into the conferences, the
necessary delay was bemoaned. One
distribution head said that "it is difficult to understand, with so many
Myers' Argument
'plus
points' listed by Abram Myers,
Myers' argument was that, in the
event the exhibitor and the distribu- Allied general counsel, in the industry
tor could not come to terms, there plan, why the association didn't permit its members to take advantage of
was no question but that their dispute
those
'plus points' by rejecting the
could be arbitrated. Myers admitted
that if all or even a substantial num- plan. Allied has deprived its members of the opportunity to iron out
ber of film deals were submitted to
arbitration, the result would be dis- their
Theredifficulties."
was an opinion expressed that
astrous. However, he said he did not
think there would be as many such other exhibitor organizations and the
arbitrations as some industry people distributors may go along on a system
have feared. The fact that such ar- without Allied's participation actively,
but no action along this line has been
bitration involves delays, initial de- initiated.
posits and full disclosure of operations,
many exhibitors would be reluctant
to institute such proceedings unless Theatre TV
they were in dire need of relief, as
(Continued from page 1)
well as confident of winning their
cases.
Network Television — the agency
Myers said, however, that as a
which booked the "Carmen" telecast —
safeguard against such factors, the 27
theatres from Coast-to-Coast have
right of an exhibitor to invoke ar- already joined the exclusive network,
bitration might be made dependent while 11 others have agreed to terms
upon allegation and proof that he had of the contract, but pending the solutried in good faith to negotiate with
tion of a number
of problems, have
up.
the distributor and that he had ben not signed
refused a license except on terms
that would not cover overhead and
Portland, Ore., Nov. 23. — Theatre
operating expense, plus a fair profit.
It is his matter of arbitration of TV equipment will be installed at
film rentals that appears to be a prin- John Hamrick's Liberty Theatre here
by the first week of December, accipal
in a plan's
tion,stumbling
with theblock
general
belief adopthat
cording to Will J. Conner, executive
concessions must be made by both vice-president of Hamrick Theatres.
sides before success can be achieved.

FCC
Approves 14
New TV Stations
Washington, Nov. 23.— The Federal Communications Commission has
approved 14 new television stations, bringing to 122 the number of
new stations authorized since the liftSAG in Strike Plans
ing of the freeze.
Two new stations were authorized
Hollywood, Nov. 23. — Screen Actor Guild will mail letters to all mem- for Galveston, Tex., and one was
bers tomorrow instructing them not authorized for each of these 12 towns :
to accept employment in television Colorado Springs, Colo. ; Decatur,
film commercials after the following 111.; Belleville, 111.; Sioux City, la.;
Sunday ; also letters were sent to tele- Jackson, Mich.; Battle Creek, Mich.;
vision film commercial producers for- Flint, Mich. ; Greensboro, N. C. ;
merly notifying them that the strike Lima, O. ; Johnstown, Pa. ; Sioux
goes into effect Dec. 1.
Falls, S. D., and Henderson, Ky.

U. of Minn, to Cite
Northwest Variety
Minneapolis, Nov. 23. — The
governor of Minnesota and
the mayors of Minneapolis
and St. Paul will be among
the notables attending a dinner at the Nicollet Hotel here
Dec. 8 at which the regents
of the University of Minnesota will present a plaque
to the Northwest Variety
Club, as a tribute to the
showmen's group for sponsoring and supporting the heart
hosital located on the university campus.
Art Anderson, Warner
Brothers Midwest district
manager, and Col. William
McCraw of Variety Clubs International will be among the
industry members attending
the affair.

Variety Meet
(Continued from page 1)
pledges of better than $150,000 for
the erection of a hospital wing for
the Rosalia Foundling Home, to be
known as the Catherine Sheriden
Variety Wing.
Among the speakers at the banquet
were Congressman Dewey Short of
Missouri, chairman of the Armed
Forces Committee; big boss John H.
Harris,
ringmaster
J. O'Donnell
of
Dallas;
main guyR. Marc
J. Wolf
of Indianapolis ; first assistant George
Hoover of Miami, C. J. Latta of London ;William McCraw of Dallas and
Nate Golden of Washington, chairman
of the Heart Fund.
At the business session Golden informed the backers present that a
total of $21,000,000 had been raised
and given away in charity work by
the, Variety Clubs in a quarter of a
century and that $3,000,000 was spent
this yearHoover told of the arrangements
that had been completed for the staging of the annual convention at Mexico City next April 18-23 and stated
that the Mexican Government had appropriated $50,000 to cover the expenses of the event. A great spectacle
at the pyramids will be held for the
visiting barkers and their families.
A presentation was made at the
banquet to retiring chief barker William Finkel of Tent No. 1 and Carl
Doser,
the incoming chief barker was
introduced.
In the absence of Mayor David L.
Lawrence, who was out of the city,
president of City Council Thomas E.
Gallagher welcomed the members of
the international at the initial session.

10 hrs.
55 min.
AMERICAN
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Widens

500

YORK, U. S. A., TUESDAY,

at

Pioneers'

Blumberg
Research

in

At

Astor

Tribute
Tonight

Five hundred members of the Motion Picture Pioneers from every
section of the U. S. and from countries all over the world will attend the
Raibourn Says Cinerama
"Jubilee Dinner" of the Pioneers at
Stimulates Advances
the Hotel Astor here tonight to join
in a tribute to N. J. Blumberg, chairParamount Pictures has stepped
man of the board of directors of Universal Pictures, as the "Motion Picup its motion picture research proture Pioneer of 1952."
gram, exploring the fields of third
Pioneer president Jack Cohn will
dimensional films and stereophonic
assemble
the "Class of 1952" for insound more induction by Judge Ferdinand Pecora ;
tensely, Paul
60 to be inducted, including Bennett
Raibourn,
Amdur, William Blum, Louis A.
Paramount,
Bonn, Lew Breyer, Carl Buermele,
vice - president,
Pedro Calderon, Will J. Conner, Eddisclosed here
ward P. Curtis, Thomas Di Lorenzo,
'yesterday
Morris
Dudelson, L. J. Duncan, Samfollowing his reuel Eckman, Jr., William Elson, Robcent return from
ert J. Fallon, Harold Fitzgerald,
a four-day visit
William Flemion, Sr., Norman E.
on the Coast.
Gluck, William Goldman, Irving H.
Larger sums
(Continued on page 5)
of money are
currently being
requested by
RKO
Pictures
Net
P aramount's
Paul Raibourn
research department, headed by Loren Ryder, to meet
Loss $4,777,766
the growing research demands, Raibourn added. Ryder and Raibourn con(Continued on page S)
The operations of RKO Pictures
Corp. and subsidiary companies for the
nine months ended Sept. 27 resulted
in a net loss (unaudited), after all
'Andersen'
Benefit
charges, of $4,777,766, which compares
with a loss of $145,904 for the same
Nets Fund
$25,000
period of 1951.
3rd

Dimension

An overflow audience contributed
a total of $25,000 to the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital by the benefit
premiere here last night of Samuel
Goldwyn's "Hans Christian Andersen" at the Criterion Theatre. Celebrities from the entertainment world
and prominent civic, business and
society figures attended, attracting
huge crowds of onlookers to the
"black tie" affair.
WPIX
televised the proceedings,
(Continued on page 5)
Colosseum
Ray

Wild

Elects

President

Atlanta, Nov. 24. — The eighth anannual convention of the Colosseum of
Motion Picture Salesmen of America,
held here in. honor of the late Frank
W. Salley, who started the organization, elected Ray Wild of Dallas president, succeeding Ross Williams.
Eddie Askin was elected vice-president;Floyd Klinger Smith, secretary ;
Leonard Appel, assistant secretary ;
Tom
McKean,
treasurer ; C. A.
(Continued on page 2)
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Series of Shorts on
Para. Screen Tests
Paramount's plan to produce a featurette titled "How
to Break Into the Movies," to
show the screen tests of upcoming Paramount stars, may
be revised so that the project would become a series of
shorts instead of a single
subject. Company executives
are of the opinion that there
is too much interesting material available from the
screen test to be crammed
into one featurette.
The tentative plan now is
to spread the subject matter
over a series of one-reelers,
each to be made available at
about the time that a feature
starring one or more of the
players whose screen test is
highlighted in the short, is
released.

Allied's
On

Hands

Arbitration

Tied
Next

CENTS

Until

Move

Majors

May

Up

Jan.

to Board;

Call Meet

Regardless of how Allied members may feel about reopening discussions on a uniform arbitration
plan, nothing can be done about it
until after the association's board
meeting in New Orleans Jan. 12.
Even if the distributors should come
up with a plan that would be entirely
acceptable to Allied, no action could
be taken on it until the proposals were
placed before the directors at the January sessions. This was stated emphatically by Abram F. Myers, chairman
of the board, in Washington.
Meanwhile, it is reported here that
distribution leaders are giving some
thought to calling a meeting of Allied
chieftains for the purpose of discussing the Allied objections to the somen'
Joins 'Car
WB
called industry arbitration plan which
Telecast Line-up
was turned down by Allied at its annual convention in Chicago last week.
Warner Brothers has joined the
By taking the "minus" points one by
believe they may
Theatre Network Television "Car- one, the distributors
(Continued on page 2)
men" line-up, while RKO Theatres
plans to carry the Dec. 11 event in
two situations.
Dims
WB has booked the cross-country Cut in Power
theatre TV Metropolitan Opera production in the Stanley, Philadelphia, Pacific Marquees
and Warner's Hollywood in Los Anbringing the number of theatres
RKO's
loss foron the
pe- alreadygeles,
signed up for the event to at
Portland, Ore., Nov. 24. — All theriod that ended
the three-month
same date was
atres in the large centers of the Pacific
$1,064,932, which compares with a least 30.
An RKO Theatres spokesman said Northwest — principally in Portland
profit of $588,816 for the third quar(Continued on page 4)
and Seattle — have agreed to cut their
ter of 1951.
electric power consumption 10 per
cent in accordance with a request
from the Defense Electric Power Administration. Apower shortage exists.
The Evergreen, Hamrick, J. J.
"Hans
Christian
Andersen"
Parker and Sterling circuits will dim
[Samuel Goldwyn-RKO Pictures']
their lights on their marquees and
pHILDREN OF ALL AGES love fairy tales and this one about darken display signs and spotlights.
^ the Danish writer in eye-caressing color by Technicolor reflects the
remarkable Goldwyn genius that combines genuine artistry with solid
commercial values. The peculiar magic that has been best exemplified
Promotion Plan Is
on the screen by the great Disney stories here is captured in the heartSet by Cinerama
warming Moss Hart screenplay and enchantingly projected in a performance byDanny Kaye that is eloquently simple.
Cinerama Productions has a
plan to make use of the heavy
Entwined with the cobbler-story-teller's appreciation of people and
children, is a sub-plot concerning his innocent affection for a beauteous
press attention given its new
ballerina. Jeanmaire looks and dances the role admirably and her acting
dimensional process, accordis surprisingly sensitive despite an obvious if charming French accent.
ing to Dudley Roberts, comUnknown to Kaye, she is happily married to a temperamental ballet
head. The
carriedpanyin key
city stories
newspapers
director, portrayed by Farley Granger with considerable glowering and
will be classified and grouped
gesturing but little conviction. They quarrel and fight in front of Kaye
in relation to the 200 cities in
but kiss and make up later.
which it is planned to show
Cinerama within the next
It is an exploitable angle of the film if a minor one and Kaye's shy
romance is touching. This part contains- a dream sequence, a charming
three years, in the form of
wedding fantasy and two opulent ballets, elaborately staged, and expertly
bound folders for theatres.
danced. Roland Petit, head of the Paris Ballet for which Jeanmarie starred,
(Continued on page 5)
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New

French

Washington, Nov. 24. — State Department officials have expressed satisfaction that the film industry itself
had negotiated the new French pact,
rather than continuing it as a government-to-government agreement.
They said that in the reports disclosing details of the new agreement,
this fact had generally been overlooked. They said the previous
French-American film agreement,
which grew out of conversations between one-time Secretary of State
Byrnes and former French premier
Blum, was the only instance where
the U. S. government had negotiated
with a foreign government for financial terms for a particular industryAll other film agreements, such as the
British, and all agreements governing
other products such as autos or steel,
are negotiated between the U. S. industry and the foreign government, it
was asserted.
"The French film agreement was
always an anomalous one, and we were
never very happy about it," one official said. "Frequently, we had to veto
something that was for the good of the
industry because it conflicted with
over-all
State D;epartment policy. It
Stanley Rubin, 20th Century-Fox
producer, arrived in New York yester- is a fine thing that this situation has
been changed and that the new agreeday from Hollywood.
9
ment was negotiated by the industry
W. E. Carroll of the Falls City and that all future bargaining will be
Theatre Equipment Co., Louisville, has
returned to that city from Chicago. done by the industry."
•
MPEA Seeking New
Samuel Goldwyn will be guest-in- Terms in Pakistan
terviewed on CBS radio's "In Town
Washington, Nov. 24. — Industry
Today" show on •Friday morning.
officials hope to get the Pakistan government to agree to better customs
Holland Smith, manager of the terms for U.S. film imports.
Saenger Theatre in New Orleans, has
Irving Maas of the Motion Picture
left there for Hollywood.
Export Association was reported to
be in Pakistan or en route there to
Tom Rodgers of Brandt Theatres work on the problem.
has returned here from a Nassau
Some time ago the Pakistan govhoneymoon.
ernment raised its duties on all film
•
imports. This was designed to protect
Arthur Manson of M-G-M's Ca- the domestic industry mainly against
nadian press field staff, will return to
an influx of films from India. ReToronto today from New York.
•
cently, however, the Pakistan government banned Indian films outright,
O. O. Dull, M-G-M director, is in thus reducing the need for the tariff
New York from the Coast.
protection. U.S. officials are hopeful
the Pakistan government will agree
to a drawback provision under which
Raftery
Testifies at duty.
U.S. film imports would get a lower
Chicago UA Hearing
Chicago, Nov. 24. — Edward RaftElects
ery, New York attorney and former Colosseum
(Continued from page 1)
president of United Artists, testified
here today in the Krinsley vs. United
Artists et al hearing before Special Blakely, assistant treasurer ; E. E.
Master William Saltiel, appointed by Shinn, Southern regional vice-president ;Dick Huffman, committeeman ;
Federal Judge William J. Campbell
to hear evidence.
Keith Godfrey, Eastern vice-president ;
The case involves splitting of the Bill Wink and Bob Lightfoot, Midwest vice-presidents ; Williams and
"spoils" of the Towne case. United
Artists claiming they should share Milt Simon, Central vice-presidents,
in the damages awarded the theatre, and Glen Haviland and Harry Swonhaving been partners, and the owners son, Western vice-presidents.
of the theatre claiming that UA was
The 100 attending salesmen apadmitted to partnership in the theatre
proved resolutions demanding the liftthrough coercion because of the
ing of the 20 per cent Federal amusement tax and the withdrawal of the
Towne's inability to buy first-run pictures, which United Artists supplied suit forcing the sale of 16mm. films
to the theatre after buying an inter- to TV.
est. The hearings before Saltiel probNextOrleans.
year's meeting will be held in
New
ably will be concluded tomorrow.

M-G-M
KENNETH McKENNA,
story head, will arrive here from
the Coast tomorrow.
•
Sperie Perakos, general manager
of the Perakos Theatres Circuit, New
Britain, Conn., and Mrs. Perakos are
due back from a European honeymoon about Dec. 1.
•
Harold
Postman,
assistant to
Alan F. Cummings, in charge of
M-G-M exchange operations, will return here Friday from the Midwest.
•
James F. McCarthy, manager of
the Warner Strand Theatre at Harthas returned there from a Southernford,vacation.
•
Francis M. Winikus, United Artists advertising-publicity director, left
here
Miami.last night for a week's vacation in
•
William B. Zoellner, head of MG-M's short subject and newsreel
sales, returned here yesterday from a
two-week tour of branches.
•

Pleased

Film

SEC
NT,

Tuesday, November 25, 1952

daily

Pact

Reports
Loew's

RKO,

Tradings

Washington,
■— Loew's,
National
Theatres,Nov.
RKO24.Pictures
and
RKO Theatres figured in changes in
stock holdings during October, according to a report made public by
the
Securities
and Exchanges Commission.
Charles C. Moskowitz, vice-president of Loew's, bought 1,000 shares
of Loew's common, increasing his direct holdings to 4,500 shares. Elmer
C. Rhoden, vice-president of National
Theatres, purchased 2,100 shares of
common stock, bringing his direct
National holdings to 5,900 shares.
Rhoden also has indirect holdings of
2,025 common shares.
Sherrill C. Corwin, a director of
RKO Pictures and currently acting
chairman of the board, sold 10,000
shares of capital stock, decreasing his
direct RKO holdings to 200,884
shares. David J. Greene, director in
RKO Theatres, purchased 1,800 shares
of common stock through the Chemical Bank & Trust Co. as trustee under agreement 'with David Greene for
Dorothy G. Greene. Trust holdings
total 34,100 shares. Greene's direct
holdings amount to 16,450 shares of
common, with partnership holdings
totalling 10,000 shares. Dorothy
Greene owns 3,000 shares of common,
with Barbara Greene, daughter, and
Lawrence Greene, son, owning 300
shares each.

Canadian

Exhibitors

Pay $19,647,000 Tax
Ottawa, Nov. 24. — Canadian
government
reports by
admission taxes collected
the
provincial governments across
the nation totalled $19,647,000 during the year ending
March 31, 1952, including, by
provinces, $10,329,000 in Ontario, $3,618,000 in Quebec,
$2,620,000 in British Columbia, $1,100,000 in Manitoba,
$955,000 in Alberta, $560,000
in Nova Scotia, $300,000 in
New Brunswick, $115,000 at
Prince Edward Island, and
$50,000 in Saskatchewan.

Rank
From

Group

Resigns

4U' Board

Directors of Universal Pictures
yesterday formally accepted the resignations of J. Arthur Rank, Robert
Benjamin and G. I. Woodham-Smith
from the Universal board at a meeting held had
here. continued as a board
Rank
member following the sale of his
stock interest in Universal last spring,
while Benjamin and Woodham-Smith
had remained on the board by virtue
of their executive association with
Rank. Rank and Woodham-Smith
tendered their resignations recently,
in viewterest hadofbeen
the sold
fact tothat
inDeccaRank's
Records.
Benjamin resigned when he became
chairman
of the board of United
Artists.
The trio's places on the Universal
board will not be filled, according to
N. J. Blumberg, board chairman.

Perlmutter
'53 Head
Of Albany Variety
Albany, N. Y., Nov. 24.— The local
Variety Club tonight elected Jules
Perlmutter, president of Perlmutter NEW YORK THEATRES
Theatre Booking Service and owner
of the Watervliet and Lake George
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Theatres, chief barker.
Leon Greenfield, Universal manager,
— — — Rockefeller Center — —
was chosen first assistant chief barker ;
Alan Iselin, operator of the Auto"The
Iro ADVENTURE"
"PLYMOUTH
Vision, East Greenbush, second assisSpencer TRACY R. Gene TIERNEY
tant chief barker ; George Schenck,
Tri-State Automatic Candy Corp.
Van JOHNSON
. Leo GENN
branch manager, property master ;
Color by TECHNICOLOR - An M-G-M Picture
Aaron Wining, chief doughboy. They
plus GREAT HOLIDAY STAGE SPECTACLE
will take office Dec. 1.
ALAN

Allied's Hands
(Continued from pageTied
1)

VIRGINIA

be able to find a means of meeting Allied's objections.
Because of Allied's position on the
issue, until after the board meeting,
it is obvious that an arbitration formula which would include Allied could
not be operative at least until after
Jan. 12. While the reported distributors' desire for a roundtable conference
with Allied leaders might result in
a step toward ironing out some of
wrinkles which Allied believes to exist
in the present format, participants
could do nothing but report the efforts
to
the follow.
board. Formal negotiations then
could

Mist
ress
Color by TECHNICOLOR
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Reviews

"Ab
botBrothers)
t and
(Warner

Costello

Meet

Captain Kidd
QHARLES LAUGHTON does slapstick comedy with alacrity in this
y amusing farce that features the formula antics of Bud Abbott and Lou
Costello and includes six songs zestfully rendered by a chorus and the principals. Fran Warren is introduced in this satire on the famous pirate chief
and sings several of the Bob Russell-Lester Lee songs.
It is one of the better films coming from the team lately due largely to the
fine spoofing done by Laughton and Hillary Brooke, the latter as a beauteous
lady pirate.^ the color by Supercmecolor is rather garish, but, nevertheless
the production has the right elements for good box-office
returns.
The story written by Howard Dimsdale and John Grant has tailor-made
situations for Abbott and Costello. It deals with Laughton, as Captain
Kidd
having raided ships in Miss Brooke's territory and the latter demanding her
share of the treasure which is cached on Laughton's private island. Abbott
and Costello become involved when they accidentally gain possessio
n of a
map showing where the
treasure is buried.
_ Leif Erickson stolidly plays Morgan, Laughton's assistant. Miss Warren
is appealing as a lady taken off a vanquished merchant ship, and Bill Shirley
is handsome and sings with relish, as her boy friend who is shanghaied
Lrickson. When Laughton double-crosses Miss Brooke over the treasure bv
joins forces with Abbott and Costello and when her own ship arrives she
destroy Laughton s gang. At the finale A. & C. sail off happily with they
the
treasure and Laughton hanging from the bowsprit by his toes.
Songs included are "North of Nowhere," "A Bachelor's Life," "Meet Captain Kidd, Speak To Me of the Tall Pine," "We Sail Tonight," and
Away, Aye, Ay, Aye, Oh!"
Alex Gottlieb produced and Charles Lamont directed. This is a broadlv
played comedy that contains names that can be exploited.
Running time, 70 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
c- '■
Walter Pashkin

"Thunderbirds"
(Republic)
A RESOUNDING tribute is paid to another branch of the Armed Forces
j the National Guard, in this ambitious Republic production. Oklahoma's
tamed and respected 45th Infantry Division, known as the "Thunderbirds "
is the focal point of the drama. Republic has given the picture a thoroughgoing and competent production treatment and has assembled a large cast for
lts enactment. As a drama it moves along the familiar ground of war stories
As for good exploitation material, it abounds in it.
Starting early in 1940, when Congress called up the National Guard the
story traces the adventures and experiences of two buddies, John Derek' and
John Barrymore, Jr., both of whom are in love with the same girl Eileen
Christy.
Their first baptism of fire is a harrying one and the camera traces with
stark realism battle after battle in Sicily and Italy. A considerable amount
of actual combat footage has been inserted for authentic effect. Around the
main plot in which the two lads play the focal part, the screenplay by Mary
C. McCall, Jr. delineates several other subplots involving others in the unit.
Thus it has warmth, humor, pathos and sentiment.
News finally comes to the boys that Miss Christy has made her choice of
one to marry, Barrymore, thus leaving Derek crestfallen. It is not for long,
however, as he meets a pretty Army nurse, Mona Freeman. The boys are
separated, and tension grows as Barrymore is believed to have been killed.
In a storybook ending, both are happily united however. Ward Bond, a
veteran sergeant who turns out to be Barrymore's father, dies heroically,
thus erasing a court marshal from World War I.
John H. Auer was associate producer-director for this Herbert J. Yates
presentation, based on a story by Kenneth Garnet. Others in the cast are
Gene Evans and Barton MacLane, both as sergeants.
Running time, 98 minutes. General audience classification. Release date
Nov. 27.
Tromba, the Tiger Man
(Lippert Pictures)
Hollywood, Nov. 24
TV/I ADE in Germany and in the German language but since dubbed in
English, this stacks up as a fair offering with subject matter that
allows for exploitation in certain situations. The clubbing is about average
and performances are ordinary.
The setting is the famous Krone circus in Europe and the story, by
Elizabeth Zimmermann and Helmut Weiss, deals with circus performers and
animals, thus providing circus promotional angles.
Tromba, who has a tiger act, is presented as the top attraction of the
circus. His way with women is persuasive, unprincipled, and usually tragic.
The circus is owned by a former trapeze artiste who was crippled in an
accident caused by Tromba. The same accident killed her husband. Tromba
becomes romantically entangled with the owner's daughter, who replaces
another
trapezethat
artiste
his tigers
affections.
upon a drug
keepsin the
underTromba's
control act
and with
whenthe hetigers
runs depends
out of
the drug, one of the tigers claws him to death.
Rene Deltgen portrays the title role and others in the cast include Angeline Hauff, Gustav Knuth, Hilde Weissner, Gretha Weiser, Gardy Granass,
and Adrian Hoven. Helmut Weiss directed.
Running time, 63 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date
Nov. 14.

or
will become enchanting, romantic now for millions of teen fans
when they see this tale about a
tall cobbler and a beautiful

upon
a

dancer. And they'll see it, they'll
love it (make friends go, and
time

family too) because it's the Picture of the Month in December
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Directed by CHARLES VIDOR
Screen Play by MOSS HART
Words and Music by FRANK LOESSER
Color by Technicolor
Distributed by RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.
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OMPI

Using

Report

on

SAG

TV Negotiations
A detailed report on the breakdown
of negotiations between the Screen
Actors Guild and TV producers on
the use of actors in television film
commercials will be given here tomorrow by Mel Gold, president of the
National Television Film Council,
who will address a luncheon meeting
of the NTFC at the Warwick Hotel.
In addition, nomination of officers
for 1953 will be discussed.
First

Collections

of

Will Rogers Drive
The Will Rogers Memorial Hospital
drive's first circuit wide report of collections byboxes-on-candy-stands was
received from the Loew's circuit and
Joseph R. Vogel revealed that over a
varying period of time, from four to
eight weeks, the initial total was
$2,100.
This averages $1.65 per week per
theatre in the New York area and
week per out-of-town
$2.33
theatre. per
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Ill Stations Now in
A. T. & T. TV Link

Television--Radio
with

Pinky

Herman

operations of KTSM-TV, El Paso, Tex., WFPG-TV,
WITH
Atlantic City; KTBC-TV, Austin, Tex., and KGMB-TV in
Honolulu, scheduled to NBCommence next month and seven additional TV outlets joining the NBChain early next year, NBCisn't Clancy
affiliated stations will total 77. . . . His name perhaps
and it was undoubtedly an accident, nevertheless, the CB Sound man
lowered the boom on Gordon Goodman's head just as the tenor
completed his song last Sunday on Fred Waring's telecast. . . . Bob
Weitman, "V.P." of United Paramount Theatres, has set up a million
y Parade for Cerebral Palsy"
talent for the "Celebrit
dollar array of which
will start at 8:00 P.M. Saturday, Dec. 6 and
ABC telethon
continue until 2:30 P.M. the following day. Definite assurances to
attend have been received from Jackie Gleason, Robert Merrill.,
Dennis James, Dorothy Sarnoff, Marie Riva, Jane Pickens, Yul
B runner, Constance Carpenter, Johnny Johnston, Tex and Jinx
McCrary, Tony Bennett, Jack Carter, Faye Emerson, Jan Peerce,
Skitch Henderson, Toni Arden, Arlene Francis and Joey Adams.
■& (Sunday, Dec. 7) will
TViewers of "Toast &of the it
Town,"
see how Samuel Goldwyn first entered the motion picture
business, back in 1913, when he formed the Jesse L. Lasky
Feature Play Co. with Lasky and A. S. Friend and signed a
young playwright named Cecil B. DeMille to direct the new
company's 'IThe Squaw Man," first full length film. The
Walter Camp All-American Football Team, sponsored by
Collier's Magazine, will line up on Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the
Town" telecast this CBSunday. Not to be outdone, Jackie
Gleason, who often referred to himself as the "All American
Drawback," will present on his own program the following
Team. . . . Veepee
Saturday Look magazine's All-American
Sam Nathanson of the Helen Ainsworth Corp. has returned
to Hollywood from a countrywide sales tour after setting up
TV outlets for 52 quarter-hour "Hollywood Newsreel" films,
of Patches"
films . entitled
of quarter-hour
aandseries
from
Corey, who retired
. . Alice "Adventures
musical shorts.
13 short
the stage when she married Wendell Corey, may accompany
him when he comes East. If so, look for La Corey to take a
fling at TV. . . . Bill Silbert, WABDisk Jockey, started as a
boy soprano at WWJ, Detroit. Later he joined the cast of a
the
Happy Hour," which included and
daily radio program, "The Darling,
Harvey Lichtenstein
following names: Betty
Amos Jacobs. (Yes, they are famous. They have since changed
names to Betty Hutton, Harvey Stone and Danny
their
Thomas.)

it

FLY

daily

NBC

Spot Announcements
Spot announcements over
WNBC here by the Organization of the Motion Picture Industry of the City of New
York are now being used on
the station's program, in a
deal between the OMPI and
the radio outlet. Besides promoting current pictures, the
organization is building the
theatre as a community institution. The subjects will include matters of interest to
the public pertaining to
power of projection, light,
screen size, safety factors,
air conditioning and community endeavors.

To

Picture

it

#

"This Is Shozv Business" will bow out in January and will be
with a telefilm series, "Private Secretary," starring Ann
replaced
Sothern. Sponsor continues to be Lucky Strike Ciggies and. the
CBSunday series will be aired three successive weeks with Jack
Benny's antics taking over this time-slot every fourth week. . . .
Donald O'Connor's Dec. 14 NBColgate Comedy Hour stint will be
for Columbia Pictures' Screen Snapshot series.
by Ralph
filmed
. . . Curt
Massey,Staub
WOR-MB Singing emcee, spent 30 of his 42 years
in show business. He started his musical career at the age of 12
playing a piano in a theatre in Roswell, New Mexico. . . . The Fred
W. Amend Co. will return to ABC-TV Saturday. Dec. 27 to sponsor
a kideo sport series, "Hail, the Champ" which will alternate on the
11 :30 A.M. -12 noon slot with Derby Foods' Western film series,
"Sky King." The Saturday morning line-up of juve telecasts will be
completely sold out on this net, starting Jan. 3 when the Johnson
Kasootie" the former
"Rootie
Russell's
in .Todd
ushers
Candy Co.Cola
NBCoca
series.
. . CBS
will toss
a cocktail party tomorrow
at the Ambassador Hotel here in honor of Jack (Range Rider)
who will ride in Macy's ThanksMahoney, Gene Autry's protege,
giving Day parade Thursday. . . .
iz
it
&
Hollywood's make believe can never match the thrilling official
pictures depicted in the "Battle of Coral Sea," episode of "Victory
at Sea," NBClassic Documentary, seen last Sunday on Channel 4.
. . . Motion Picture stars, who to date have steered clear of TV
appearances, were so thrilled at what they saw at the opening last
week of the Hollywood CBS-Television City that several expressed
intentions of an early TV invasion. . . . Another Bus will be added
to the 90 minutes "Omnibus" CB Series of telecasts Sunday, Dec. 28
when the Greyhound Bus becomes a participating sponsor.

Network television facilities
will be available for carrying
programs into Austin, Texas
starting Thursday, according
to the long lines department
of American Telephone and
Telegraph Co.
The addition of Austin to
the Bell network brings to
111 the total number of stations to which TV network
service is now available. The
network inter - connects 68
cities in the U.S.

'C armen' Telecast
(Continued from page 1)
that a TNT contract has yet to be
signed, but the circuit plans to carry
the telecast in two RKO theatres,
their location still undecided. The only
major circuit yet to publicly announce
a "Carmen" deal is Loew's. Five affiliated United Paramount Theatres
have joined the TNT network.
Meanwhile, TNT disclosed its selection of Henry Souvaine as producer
of the "Carmen" telecast, the first entertainment show in the history of the
theatre TV medium. Clark Jones was
selected as TV director for the threehour evening performance, starring
Rise Stevens, Nadine Conner, Richard Tucker and Robert Merrill.
Special Lighting
To get maximum effects for the
theatre audiences across the country,
the Metropolitan has agreed for the
first time to special television lighting
of its
technical stage.
crews of TV
the cameras
DuMont and
Television
Network will be used for the .telecast,
with cameras located in the "Diamond
Horseshoe" boxes, in the orchestra
pit, and for special programming outside the auditorium of the Metropolitan.
In Boston, the American Theatre
Corp. has announced that it has reconsidered and will definitely present
the "Carmen" telecast at the Pilgrim
Theatre.
.In Albany, N. Y., it was disclosed
that Fabian's Grand will present the
"Carmen" telecast. Prices will range
from $1.20 to $3.60 on a reserved seat
basis.
Manager Paul Wallen said that the
first seven rows of the orchestra will
be scaled at $2.50 and the remainder
at $3.60. Eight rows in the balcony
will be sold at $3.60 and six at $2.50.
Second balcony prices will be $1.50
and $1.20. The theatre seats 1,500.
Tickets will probably be placed on
sale the latter part of this week, coincidental
with the
vertising
campaign.breaking of an adVERDI was a PIONEER
Congratulations to the
MOTION PICTURE PIONEERS
We carousal
welcome atyoutheall HOTEL
to our magnificent
AST OR
NOW READY FOR RELEASE
Carmine Gallone's Motion Picture Version
"LA VERDI'S
F0RZA I M MORTAL
DEL DESTIN0"
OPERA
Featuring the World's Outstanding Singers
NELLY CARRADI TITO GOBBI
Cino Sinimberghi Giulio Neri
Mira Vargas
Vito de Tarranto
3NOWSTARS
New. .York
in its+ big 6th-kweek
. NewDaily
York News
City
. . . Dallas
This week1st. week
. . Denver,
Los Angeles,
San Francisco and Baltimore
Contact
Braunstein
SCREENNathan
ART CySALES
CO.
723 7th Avenue,
New York City
Clr. 6-5883
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Blumberg

(Continued from page 1)
Greenfield, George S. Gullette, William Hissner, Henry M. Hobart.
Also, Peter P. Horner, Benjamin
Kalmenson, Jules Lapidus, Martin Levine, Lewis Lieser, William Meinhardt, Peter Mole, Raymond E. Moon,
Milton A. Mooney, Edward E. Muhl,
J. J. erick
O'Leary,
Onie, FredC. Quimby,William
A. A. Renfro,
Hal
Roach, Samuel Rosen, J. Robert
Rubin, Edward Ruby, William F. Ruffin, John A. Schnack, Harry W.
Schroeder, Eddie Senz, Hyman Silverman, Fred G. Sliter, Nathan Sobel, David M. Sohmer, Alfred Starr,
Harold Sugarman, C. J. Tevlin, David
Weshner, Morris M. Wexler, Dudley
M. Williston, Benjamin Wray, Max
M. Yellen, Edward F. Zabel and
Adolph Zukor.
Ned E. Depinet is chairman of the
dinner, the 13th annual affair. George
Jessel will be toastmaster. The principal speaker will be Father Patrick
Peyton. Scheduled to sit on the dais,
besides Blumberg, Depinet, Cohn, Jessel, Father Peyton and Judge Pecora,
are Jack Alicoate, Barney Balaban,
Harry Brandt, Harry Cohn, Ted Curtis, Sam Dembow, Jr., G. S. Eyssell,
Harold Fitzgerald, Frank Folsom,
William German, William Goetz,
Leonard Goldenson, James R. Grainger, Abel Green, T. J. Hargrave,
Danny Kaye, Louis Lurie, John J.
O'Connor, Robert J. O'Donnell, Sam
Pinanski, Martin Quigley, Milton
Rackmil, Sam Rinzler, Herman Robbins, J. Robert Rubin, Serge Semenenko, George Skouras, Albert Warner,
Harry Warner, Robert R. Young and
Zukor.
Harry Wismer will highlight a special requiem for the industry leaders
who died during the past year, including 20 Pioneer members. Rabbi Ralph
Silverstein of Temple Sinai of Brooklyn and former Chaplain of Cinema
Lodge of B'nai B'rith, will deliver the
invocation. Jane Pickens will sing the
"Star Spangled Banner" and the Radio
City Music Hall Glee Club and Al
Rickey
and his orchestra will- provide
the music.
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Research

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

did the choreography and dances with her in the "The Little Mermaid" ballet.
Erik Bruhn of the Ballet Theatre performs with her in the other.
Frank Loesser's fine score has been integrated with the story and it includes
several songs based on and containing the essence of several of Andersen's
tales. There are "The Ugly Duckling," "The King's New Clothes,"
"Thumbelina" and "Inch Worm," "Wonderful Copenhagen," "Anywhere I
Wander," "I'm Hans Christian Andersen," and the thoroughly modern and
delightful duet "No Two People."
Joey Walsh is outstanding among a group of pleasant youngsters as the
orphaned cobbler-apprentice more wise to society's vicious ways than his
kindly guardian. It is Walsh who talks Kaye into leaving his small town to
go to Copenhagen when he discovers the town is going to order Kaye to
leave for keeping the children from school with his tale-telling. Walsh also
tries to dissuade Kaye from his love for Jeanmarie.
But Kaye persists and writes the "Mermaid" book for the ballerina and it
is produced when the company returns from tour. Before the performance
Kaye is accidentally locked in the prop room by Granger and left there.
Next morning Jeanmarie discovers this and summons him. He declares his
love for her but Granger bursts in with a display of affection and an extravagant gift of jewelry. Kaye realizes the truth and leaves Copenhagen, meeting
Walsh, whom he had broken relations with, on the way back to their small
town. Since he had achieved some fame from the publication of his tales, he is
welcomed back as a story-teller.
Charles Vidor's excellent direction has sustained the appealing mood and
maintained interest for the greater part of the production's 114 minutes.
Fifteen years of preparation have gone into this production which is said to
have cost $4,000,000 to make. The result is a unique film that offers tremendous merchandising potential. There is an enormous attraction for the fairy
tale audience of children and their parents all over the world. The ballet
sequences which utilize the talents of top performers in the field and spectacular settings comprise nearly 25 per cent of the film. Audience appreciation
of the ballet is probably currently at a peak but even if not, the ballets are
immense visual productions, the "Mermaid" alone costing $400,000. In addition there is the romantic triangle which can draw. The marquee lure of
Kaye and the Goldwyn trademark are strong assets, of course. The film
should prove a most potent package of entertainment at the box-office.
Others in a capable cast are John Qualen, Peter Votrian, John Brown,
Jeanne Lafayette, Robert Malcolm, George Chandler, Fred Kelsey, Gil
Perkins and Philip Tonge.
Running time, 114 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
not set.
W. P.

ferred during the Paramount vicepresident's Hollywood trip.
The mushrooming interest in technological advancement throughout the
industry was attributed by Raibourn
to the current run of "This Is Cinerama" at the Broadway Theatre here.
Technologically, Raibourn said, the industry had been marking time until
the peripheral vision process which
gives a three-dimensional effect was
unveiled. Stereophonic sound — that
is, sound coming from a number of
directions — is also used in the Cinerama process.
The Paramount vice-president expressed the belief that technological
advances will untap a wide audience
for motion picture theatres. Questioned about the economic drawbacks
of Cinerama, Raibourn said he believed that those and problems of
other third - dimensional processes
would be solved over a period of time.
Raibourn said to expect an announcement in the near future on Paramount's tri-color Chromatic TV tube.
He declined to say what the annuoncement would be, but Dick Hodgson,
president of Chromatic, previously reported on plans to hold demonstrations
of the home color TV tube in key
cities.
Raibourn acknowledged that Columbia Broadcasting System's television
executives continue to express interest in the possible purchase of Paramount's backlog of short subjects.
However, he made it clear that the
talks have never come close to the
consummation of a deal.

'Andersen' Benefit
(Continued from page 1)

ARE

utilizing three cameras and a crew of
20 with Tex and Jinx_ McCrary
conducting celebrity interviews. Producer Goldwyn, stars Danny Kaye and
Jeanmaire, screenplay author Moss
Hart, composer Frank Loesser and
featured actor Joey Walsh were on
The committee handling the details hand. Others were Lilli Palmer, Rex
of the dinner include Harry Takiff, Harrison, Rosalind Russell, Robert
Marvin Kirsch, Charles Alicoate, Gil Sherwood, Edward R. Murrow, John
Josephson, David Bader, Ray Gal- Steinbeck, Robert Considine, Goverlagher and Leon Leonidoff. John J.
nor Sherman Adams, G. S. Eyssell,
O'Connor is chairman of the honor president of Rockefeller Center, and
guests. Maurice Bergman, Hank A. Montague, vice-president of Columbia Pictures.
Linet and Milton Livingston have been
assisting the committee.
Eyssell, chairman of the benefit
committee ; Montague, president of the
New Balaban TV Station Will Rogers Hospital at Saranac
Lake, N. Y., and Kaye thanked the
Chicago, Nov. 24. — Harry and El- audience for their support in ceremer Balaban, of the H. and E. Balamonies that preceded the screening
ban Circuit, owners and operators of of the film. Montague expressed
theatres here and in Detroit, have ap- special appreciation to the benefit
plied for their second television chan- committee members.
nel, this one in Milwaukee.
Abstract Short on Program
'Sheba' to Victoria
"Color Rhapsodie," a short abstract
Hal Wallis' "Come Back, Little film produced by Mary Ellen Bute,
Sheba" will have its world pre-release was on the program last night and
opening at the Victoria Theatre here,
it was announced today by Paramount will accompany the world premiere
and the management. The film will engagement of "Andersen" at the
be the next attraction at the Victoria. Criterion. It is an interpretation of
what the eye sees when the ear hears
music, in this case Lizst's "Hungarian
Rhapsody."
Mrs. J. Stowell Rites
Albany, Nov. 24. — Funeral services
for Mrs. Joseph Stowell, 41, wife of
the manager of Warner's Lincoln
Theatre in Troy, N. Y., were held in
Utica yesterday. Mrs. Stowell died
suddenly on Friday.
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4 Iron

Mistress'

Good

as Hold-overs

Reign

on

Broadway

"Iron Mistress" opened to a pretty
good $65,000 at the Paramount this
week, a seven-day period in which
hold-overs predominated in most New
York first-run situations.
The dual world premiere of "Hans
Christian Andersen" will take place
today at the Criterion and the offBroadway Paris Theatre. The last
Men" at
"The Lusty
days nof racked
threeCriterio
the
up a moderate

Paris, "Young Wives'
At the out
$5,000. bowed
Tale"
in its third week
with a rather slow $3,800.
At the Radio City Music Hall, a
fairly nice $110,000 is seen for the
second week of "Plymouth Adventure." The picture will hold over the
Thanksgiving weekend. "Bloodhounds
of Broadway" at the Roxy is due to
hit a satisfactory $50,000 for its second week.
"Outpost in Malaya" will open tomorrow at Loew's State, replacing
"The Steel Trap," which is expected
to do a moderate $14,000 for its second and final week. A fair $17,000 is
seen for "Prisoner of Zenda," in its
third week, at the Capitol.
"Limelight" is holding up neatly
with $24,000 expected for the fifth
week of the film at the Astor and
$9,000 at the two-a-day 60th Street
Trans-Lux. "Breaking Through the
Sound Barrier," another good grosser,
is due to hit $20,000 for its third inning at the Victoria.
Holding up fairly well is "Snows
of Kilimanjaro" at the Rivoli, where
$17,000 is estimated for the tenth
week. "The Turning Point" at the
Globe is expected to bow out with an
average $10,500 for its second and
final week. Opening- Friday at the
Globe will be "Kansas City Confidential."
"The Thief of Venice" will premiere at the Mayfair on Thursday,
replacingis "The
Worldtoinhit
Hisa Arms,"
which
predicted
rather
moderate $10,000 for its seventh week.
Among off-Broadway theatres, the
record-breaking "The Promoter'' at
the Fine Arts is expected to -register
a robust $11,500 for its fourth week.
A neat $8,500 is indicated for "The
Fourposter" at the Sutton, now in
its sixth inning. At the 52nd Street
Trans-Lux, a fine $9,000 is forecast
for the sixth week of "O. Henry's
Full House." "Under the Red Sea"
at the Beekman opened to a pretty
good $7,800 for its first week.
MGM

Starts

Films

in Natural

Bow

Appeal

Film for 'Dimes'
Hollywood, Nov. 24.— M-G-M today began filming this year's March of
Dimes subject for the appeal on behalf of the National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis. The company is
making the short for the 12th year.
Starring Howard Keel for the second time, the half-reel appeal will be
the largest scale production in the series. It will be made at Rancho Los
Amigos Hospital with 50 to 75 respiratory cases appearing. As in previous years, Harry Loud will produce
and direct the short under the supervision of Frank Whitbeck. Sid Sidman is unit manager. The short will
be released in the near future with
14,000 prints being shown simultane
ously for one week throughout the
country.

Asides

&

Interludes
— by James

Cunningham

TONIGHT, the Motion Picture Pioneers, in annual assembly, will mantle
of "Motion Picture Pioneer of 1952."
the cloak
May Nathan
he wearBlumberg
it well ; with
well does
he deserve it.
Late one December afternoon in 1937, Nate, who was then happily engaged
as RKO Theatres' topper, invited a representative of each of the trade papers
to dinner at New York's 21 Club. There was no apparent connection at the
time to the rumors afoot and in print about the economic floundering of
Universal Pictures. Universal talk-to's generally were not available for
comment. Those who were, would not. Reporters on the Universal beat
were not happy.
Cherrystones, filet and cafe disposed of, up spoke mine host : "I am leaving
RKO Theatres." A shock. "Yes," added Nate, "I have been asked to take
over the operation of Universal Pictures."
Universal's home office payroll that day was obtained from the first day's
rental of the Roxy Theatre's smash opening of a new Universal star, .known
little then, but better now, as Deanna Durbin. Nate candidly explained the
plight of the company and as he let down the silvery locks atop that round
and likeable dome, he asked the guys for their support of "a terrific assignNate met the same reporters on the same night annually, after steering
Universal from the "red" to the "black," for several years thereafter.
ment."
The "Motion Picture Pioneer of 1937"— in 1952.
ft
ft
ft
Drive-in theatres' counterpart of baseball's "rain checks": "Fog tickets"; they're being issued in those sectors of these United States where
a condensed watery vapor suspended in th atmosphere obscures vision.
. . . A Washington tip indicates that Ike's new head-lawyer, Herb
Brownell, will not be a-pushing that government suit to compel picture
companies to release films to telecasters and juke-boxers. . . . "Doc"
Kalmus' linguistic experts now have Technicolor credits (you know,
"color-by-Technicolor") translated in 36 languages, from Afrikaaneze to
Urudeze. . . . The trial balloon business in the West has been soaring
and soring of late. One day last week, reporters chased the tail that
tied Ned Depinet back to the presidency of RKO Pictures and Howard
Hughes' Noah Dietrich to the company's board chairmanship; next day,
the tales and the balloons were reversed — Dietrich was reported to be
company president and Ned on top of the board.
ft
ft
ft
Nat Williams has some theatres down Georgia way, around Quitman
and Thomasville. And Nat has a problem. Being a member in good
standing on the books of the Theatre Owners of America, Nat sent an
S.O.S. to TOA legalistic sage Herman Levy, up Connecticut way, as
follows:

Vision
In

Will

Next

15

Be

Made

Months

Hollywood, Nov. 24. — Twelve
major motion pictures will be produced in Natural Vision 3-dimension
process during the next 15 months,
M. L. Gunzburg, president of Natural
Vision Corp., announced today.
Among them will be "Spear in
Sand," another production by Arch
Oboler,
whose
"Bwana
the
first
feature
filmed
in NV,Devil,"
premieres
here Wednesday evening. Negotiations are under way also for filming
the
Broadway
"New a Faces,"
on the
stage, andmusical,
for making
feature
using the "Cecil and Beany" puppets
from
name. the television show of that
Contracts Signed
Gunzburg said contracts for exhibition in 50 cities in the next six months
have been signed, with San Francisco
and New York following Los Angeles
in presenting the first attraction.
In response to questioning, Gunzburg said experiments have been made
to determine whether NV on telebut "3-D
on
televisionvision isispracticable,
not an immediate
possi'Bwana Devil' Will Bow Without
PCA Seal of Approval
bility."
Hollywood,
Nov.will
24. —beArch
Oboler's
"Bwana
Devil"
world
premiered Wednesday night at the Hollywood and Downtown Paramount
Theatres as the first feature ever
filmed with natural vision 3-dimension
process despite the fact that the Production Code Administration has withheld its seal of approval, Oboler told
the press today.
Oboler said PCA's objection to issuing the seal is based on a love

"I need help badly and immediately.
"Surely in some of your educational pursuits and charitable activities,
you have attached yourself in an official manner to some medical school
or hospital.
"I want a corpse. Well preserved, if possible, but a corpse. I'm in a
battle with the Railway Express Agency, and only with a corpse can I win.
"Quitman is 24 miles from here. They have set a $2.52 rate on a feature
film from here to there, or over 10 cents a mile. They will haul a corpse
for 2.6 cents per mile. If 1 can get a bow-legged corpse, I can set a film
can between his legs, and re-use indefinitely, saving 7.4 cents a mile on
hauls.
knowout.life expectancy of a corpse, but should recover profit
before Don't
he wears

scene
which, form
he said,
looks by
"hotter"
in rounded
achieved
NV
than it might have looked in regular
two dimension medium.
PCA turespokesman
told Motion
Daily the sequence
alludedPicto

"For a reasonable fee, say a half-dozen Scotchs, could you advise if the
plan has any legal flaws? If not, see what COMPO will offer for the idea.
They could copyright, sell to exhibitors, and simplify their funding labors."
ft
ft
ft
AN IDYLL ABOUT IDEALISTIC GREEKS :— Many years ago, after
the buffeting of oyster-opening in a St. Louis hash-house, and the many
harrowing experiences in building a circuit in and around that precinct,
George Skouras arrived in New York. He told me shortly thereafter that
his life's ambition was to buy a tiny island off the coast of his native Greece,
and to repose there to philosophize. Whether George ever did acquire that
island, we do not know. But we do know that George toured this country
in the interim to round up horses and cattle and pigs and whatnot and had
them shipped to replenish the farms of those parts of Greece which had been
devastated by war.
While George was collecting horses and theatres, his brother, Charles, was
shuffling about on the West Coast doing something or other about 450 theatres of National Theatres. Apparently, Charles also had a dream.
His dream was realized only the other day when the Cathedral of Saint
Sophia was dedicated in Los Angeles. Charles personally raised the several
million dollars required for its construction. It is the most expensive Cathedral in the world, we are told, costing $850 per seat, making it more costly
than St. Peter's in Rome and St. Sophia's in Constantinople.
"This is the church that Skouras built," said A.P.D. Valakis, in a gorgeous
brochure describing the imposing edifice rising in the middle of a large,
landscaped area on Normandie Avenue near Pico Boulevard, where Charles
Skouras plans to extend the arts and music, the liturgical and ritualistic
influences which the Orthodox Church has propagated through the long
centuries.

Los Angeles, Nov. 24. — Mayor
Fletcher Bowron has issued a proclamation here declaring the seven days

woulddimensions,
have beenone
objectionable
two
dimension, "in
or
'3-Dimension Week'
Proclaimed in L.A.

starting
to be "Three Diflat." Wednesday
mension Week" in honor of the world
premiere of "Bwana Devil" in the
Natural Vision process at two Paramount Theatres Wednesday evening.
According to the proclamation the
event "will have important repercussions in the motion picture industry
and already has created widespread interest throughout the U. S. and
abroad," because "final perfection of
the three dimensional film is the result
of over two decades of intensive efforts and research."
KATO
Meets

Today

Louisville, Nov. 24. — A meeting
of the board of directors of the Kentucky Association of Theatre Owners
has been called here for tomorrow to
discuss and set up definite plans for
luncheon or dinner meetings with Senators and Congressmen for repeal of
the 20 per cent admission tax.
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Tonight

Five hundred members of the Motion Picture Pioneers from every
section of the U. S. and from countries all over the world will attend the
Raibourn Says Cinerama
"Jubilee Dinner" of the Pioneers at
Stimulates Advances
the Hotel Astor here tonight to join
in a tribute to N. J. Blumberg, chairParamount Pictures has stepped
man of the board of directors of Uniup its motion picture research proversal Pictures, as the "Motion Picgram, exploring the fields of third
ture Pioneer of 1952."
Pioneer president Jack Cohn will
dimensional films and stereophonic
sound more inassemble the "Class of 1952" for induction by Judge Ferdinand Pecora ;
tensely, Paul
60 to be inducted, including Bennett
Raibourn,
Amdur, William Blum, Louis A.
Paramount,
Bonn, Lew Breyer, Carl Buermele,
vice - president,
disclosed here
Pedro Calderon, Will J. Conner, Edward P. Curtis, Thomas Di Lorenzo,
yesterday
Morris Dudelson, L. J. Duncan, Samfollowing his recent return from
uel Eckman, Jr., William Elson, Robert J. Fallon, Harold Fitzgerald,
a four-day visit
William Flemion, Sr., Norman E.
on the Coast.
Gluck, William Goldman, Irving H.
Larger sums
of money are
(Continued on page 5)'
currently being
requested by
RKO
Pictures
Net
P aramount' s
Paul Raibourn
research department, headed by Loren Ryder, to meet
the growing research demands, Rai- Loss $4,777,766
bourn added. Ryder and Raibourn con(Continued on page S) ,
The operations of RKO Pictures
Corp. and subsidiary companies for the
nine months ended Sept. 27 resulted
in a net loss (unaudited), after all
'Andersen'
Benefit
charges, of $4,777,766, which compares
with a loss of $145,904 for the same
Nets Fund
$25,000
period of 1951.
RKO's
loss foron the
period that ended
the three-month
same date was
An overflow audience contributed
a total of $25,000 to the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital by the benefit
premiere here last night of Samuel
Goldwyn's "Hans Christian Andersen" at the Criterion Theatre. Celebrities from the entertainment world
and prominent civic, business and
society figures attended, attracting
huge crowds of onlookers to the
"black tie" affair.
WP'IX televised the proceedings,
(Continued on page 5)
Colosseum
Ray

Wild

Elects

President

Atlanta, Nov. 24. — The eighth anannual convention of the Colosseum of
Motion Picture Salesmen of America,
held here in honor of the late Frank
W. Salley, who started the organization, elected Ray Wild of Dallas president, succeeding Ross Williams.
Eddie Askin was elected vice-president ;Floyd Klinger Smith, secretary ;
Leonard Appel, assistant secretary ;
Tom
McKean,
treasurer ; C. A.
(Continued on page 2)
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AlliecTs

Series of Shorts on
Para. Screen Tests
Paramount's plan to produce a featurette titled "How
to Break Into the Movies," to
show the screen tests of upcoming Paramount stars, may
be revised so that the project would become a series of
shorts instead of a single
subject. Company executives
are of the opinion that there
is too much interesting material available from the
screen test to be crammed
into one featurette.
The tentative plan now is
to spread the subject matter
over a series of one-reelers,
each to be made available at
about the time that a feature
starring one or more of the
players whose screen test is
highlighted in the short, is
released.

Joins 'Carmen'
WB
Telecast Line-up

On

Hands

Arbitration

Tied
Next

CENTS

Until

Move

Majors

May

Up

Jan.

to Board;

Call Meet

Regardless of how Allied members may feel about reopening discussions on a uniform arbitration
plan, nothing- can be done about it
until after the association's board
meeting in New Orleans Jan. 12.
Even if the distributors should come
up with a plan that would be entirely
acceptable to Allied, no action could
be taken on it until the proposals were
placed before the directors at the January sessions. This was stated emphatically by Abram F. Myers, chairman
of the board, in Washington.
Meanwhile, it is reported here that
distribution leaders are giving some
thought to calling a meeting of Allied
chieftains for the purpose of discussing the Allied objections to the socalled industry arbitration plan which
was turned down by Allied at its annual convention in Chicago last week.

Warner Brothers has joined the
By taking the "minus" points one by
Theatre Network Television "Car- one, the distributors believe they may
(Continued on page 2)
men" line-up, while RKO Theatres
plans to carry the Dec. 11 event in
two situations.
WB has booked the cross-country
theatre TV Metropolitan Opera production in the Stanley, Philadelphia,
and Warner's Hollywood in Los Angeles, bringing the number of theatres
PORTLAND,
Ore. , Nov.
already signed up for the event to at
24.
—
A
power
shortage
$1,064,932, which compares with a least 30.
exists
here
in
the
Pacific
An RKO Theatres spokesman said
profit of $588,816 for the third quar(Continued on page 4)
ter of 1951.
Northwest and all theatres in the large centers of the area — principally in Portland and
"Hans
Christian
Andersen"
Seattle — have agreed to
■cut their electric power
[Samuel Goldwyn-RKO Pictures']
CHILDREN
OF ALL AGES love fairy tales and this one about consumption 10 per cent.
^ the Danish writer in eye-caressing color by Technicolor reflects the
•
remarkable Goldwyn genius that combines genuine artistry with solid
commercial values. The peculiar magic that has been best exemplified
Dudley Roberts, presion the screen by the great Disney stories here is captured in the heartdent of Cinerama Producwarming Moss Hart screenplay and enchantingly projected in a pertions, reports a promoformance byDanny Kaye that is eloquently simple.
tion plan whereby all the
Entwined with the cobbler-story-teller's appreciation of people and stories carried in key
children, is a sub-plot concerning his innocent affection for a beauteous
ballerina. Jeanmaire looks and dances the role admirably and her acting city newspapers on Cinerama will be classified
is surprisingly sensitive despite an obvious if charming French accent.
Unknown to Kaye, she is happily married to a temperamental ballet and grouped in relation to
director, portrayed by Farley Granger with considerable glowering and the 200 cities in which it
gesturing but little conviction. They quarrel and fight in front of Kaye is planned to show Cinebut kiss and make up later.
rama within the next three
of
It is an exploitable angle of the film if a minor one and Kaye's shy years, in the form
romance is touching. This part contains a dream sequence, a charming
bound
folders
to
be
prewedding fantasy and two opulent ballets, elaborately staged, and expertly
sented to theatres indanced. Roland Petit, head of the Paris Ballet for which Jeanmarie starred,
(Continued on page 5)
stalling the process.
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French

Washington, Nov. 24. — State Department officials have expressed satisfaction that the film industry itself
had negotiated the new French pact,
rather than continuing it as a government-to-government agreement.
They said that in the reports disclosing details of the new agreement,
this fact had generally been overlooked. They said the previous
French-American film agreement,
which grew out of conversations between one-time Secretary of State
Byrnes and former French premier
Blum, was the only instance where
the U. S. government had negotiated
with a foreign government for financial terms for a particular industry.
All other film agreements, such as the
British, and all agreements governing
Francis M. Winikus, United Art- other products such as autos or steel,
ists advertising-publicity director, left are negotiated between the U. S. industry and the foreign government, it
here
Miami.last night for a week's vacation in was asserted.
•
"The French film agreement was
William B. Zoellner, head of M- always an anomalous one, and we were
G-M's short subject and newsreel never very happy about it," one offisales, returned here yesterday from a
cial said. "Frequently, we had to veto
something that was for the good of the
two-week tour of branches.
•
industry because it conflicted with
Stanley Rubin, 20th Century-Fox over-all State Department policy. It
producer, arrived in New York yester- is a fine thing that this situation has
been changed and that the new agreeday from Hollywood.
•
ment was negotiated by the industry
W. E. Carroll of the Falls City and that all future bargaining will be
Theatre Equipment Co., Louisville, has
returned to that city from Chicago. done by the industry."
•
MPEA Seeking New
Terms in Pakistan
Samuel Goldwyn will be guest-interviewed on CBS radio's "In Town
Washington, Nov. 24. — Industry
Today" show on •Friday morning.
officials hope to get the Pakistan government to agree to better customs
Holland Smith, manager of the terms for U.S. film imports.
Saenger Theatre in New Orleans, has
Irving Maas of the Motion Picture
left there for Hollywood.
Export Association was reported to
•
be in Pakistan or en route there to
Tom Rodgers of Brandt Theatres
has returned here from a Nassau work on the problem.
Some time ago the Pakistan govhoneymoon.
ernment raised its duties on all film
•
imports. This was designed to protect
Arthur Manson of M-G-M's Ca- the domestic industry mainly against
nadian press field staff, will return to
an influx of films from India. ReToronto today from New York.
•
cently, however, the Pakistan government banned Indian films outright,
O. O. Dull, M-G-M director, is in thus reducing the need for the tariff
New York from the Coast.
protection. U.S. officials are hopeful
the Pakistan government will agree
to a drawback provision under which
Raftery
Testifies at duty.
U.S. film imports would get a lower
Chicago UA Hearing
Chicago, Nov. 24. — Edward RaftElects
ery, New York attorney and former Colosseum
(Continued from page 1)
president of United Artists, testified
here today in the Krinsley vs. United
Artists et al hearing before Special Blakely, assistant treasurer ; E. E.
Master William Saltiel, appointed by Shinn, Southern regional vice-president ;Dick Huffman, committeeman ;
Federal Judge William J. Campbell
to hear evidence.
Keith Godfrey, Eastern vice-president ;
The case involves splitting of the Bill Wink and Bob Lightfoot, Midwest vice-presidents ; Williams and
"spoils" of the Towne case, United
Artists claiming they should share Milt Simon, Central vice-presidents,
in the damages awarded the theatre, and Glen Haviland and Harry Swonhaving been partners, and the owners son, Western vice-presidents.
of the theatre claiming that UA was
The 100 attending salesmen apadmitted to partnership in the theatre
proved resolutions demanding the liftthrough coercion hecause of the
ing of the 20 per cent Federal amusement tax and the withdrawal of the
Towne's inability to buy first-run pictures, which United Artists supplied suit forcing the sale of 16mm. films
to the theatre after buying an inter- to TV.
est. The hearings before Saltiel probNextOrleans.
year's meeting will be held in
New
ably will be concluded tomorrow.

KENNETH McKENNA, M-G-M
story head, will arrive here from
the Coast tomorrow.
•
Sperie Perakos, general manager
of the Perakos Theatres Circuit, New
Britain, Conn., and Mrs. Perakos are
due back from a European honeymoon about Dec. 1.
•
Harold
Postman,
assistant to
Alan F. Cummings, in charge of
M-G-M exchange operations, will return here Friday from the Midwest.
•
James F. McCarthy, manager of
the Warner Strand Theatre at Hartford, has returned there from a Southern vacation.
•

Pleased

Film

SEC
NT,
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Pact

Reports
Loew's

RKO,

Tradings

Washington,
— Loew's,
National
Theatres,Nov.
RKO24.Pictures
and
RKO Theatres figured in changes in
stock holdings during October, according to a report made public by
the Securities and Exchanges Commission.
Charles C. Moskowitz, vice-president of Loew's, bought 1,000 shares
of Loew's common, increasing his direct holdings to 4,500 shares. Elmer
C. Rhoden, vice-president of National
Theatres, purchased 2,100 shares of
common stock, bringing his direct
National holdings to 5,900 shares.
Rhoden also has indirect holdings of
2,025 common shares.
Sherrill C. Corwin, a director of
RKO Pictures and currently actingchairman of the board, sold 10,000
shares of capital stock, decreasing his
direct RKO holdings to 200,884
shares. David J. Greene, director in
RKO Theatres, purchased 1,800 shares
of common stock through the Chemical Bank & Trust Co. as trustee under agreement with David Greene for
Dorothy G. Greene. Trust holdings
total
34,100
shares.
Greene's
direct
holdings
amount
to 16,450
shares
of
common, with partnership holdings
totalling 10,000 shares. Dorothy
Greene owns 3,000 shares of common,
with Barbara Greene, daughter, and
Lawrence Greene, son, owning 300
shares each.

Canadian

Exhibitors

Pay $19,647,000 Tax
Ottawa, Nov. 24. — Canadian
government reports admission taxes collected by the
provincial governments across
the nation totalled $19,647,000 during the year ending
March 31, 1952, including, by
provinces, $10,329,000 in Ontario, $3,618,000 in Quebec,
$2,620,000 in British Columbia, $1,100,000 in Manitoba,
$955,000 in Alberta, $560,000
in Nova Scotia, $300,000 in
New Brunswick, $115,000 at
Prince Edward Island, and
$50,000 in Saskatchewan.

Rank
From

Group

Resigns

4U' Board

Directors of Universal Pictures
yesterday formally accepted the resignations of J. Arthur Rank, Robert
Benjamin and G. I. Woodham-Smith
from the Universal board at a meeting held here.
Rank had continued as a board
member following the sale of his
stock interest in Universal last spring,
while Benjamin and Woodham-Smith
had remained on the board by virtue
of their executive association with
Rank. Rank and Woodham-Smith
tendered their resignations recently,
in view
the sold
fact tothat
interest hadofbeen
DeccaRank's
Records.
Benjamin resigned when he became
chairman of the board of United
Artists.
The trio's places on the Universal
board will not be filled, according to
N. J. Blumberg, board chairman.

Perlmutter
'53 Head
Of Albany Variety
Albany, N. Y„ Nov. 24.— The local
Variety Club tonight elected Jules
Perlmutter, president of Perlmutter NEW YORK THEATRES
Theatre Booking Service and owner
of the Watervliet and Lake George
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Theatres, chief barker.
Rockefeller Center
Leon Greenfield, Universal manager,
was chosen first assistant chief barker ;
Alan Iselin, operator of the Auto"The
IroRADVENTURE"
"PLYMOUTH
Vision, East Greenbush, second assisSpencer TRACY . Gene TIERNEY
tant chief barker ; George Schenck,
Tri-State Automatic Candy Corp.
Van JOHNSON . Leo GENN
branch manager, property master ;
Color by TECHNICOLOR - An M-G-M Picture
Aaron Wining, chief dougtiboy. They
plus GREAT HOLIDAY STAGE SPECTACLE !
will take office Dec. 1.

Allied's Hands
(Continued from pageTied
1)

ALAN

be able to find a means of meeting Allied's objections.
Because of Allied's position on the
issue, until after the board meeting,
it is obvious that an arbitration formula which would include Allied could
not be^ operative at least until after
Jan. 12. While the reported distributors' desire for a roundtable conference
with Allied leaders might result in
a> step -toward ironing out some of
wrinkles which Allied believes to exist
in the present format, participants
could do nothing but report the efforts
to
the follow.
board. Formal negotiations then
could

Mist
ress
Color
by TECHNICOLOR
1
7?/lf?/iMO(//vr
Midnight ftetvrt
SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents
Hans Christian
starring
Andersen
DANNY KAYE%.
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Brothers)

Costello

Meet Captain Kidd"
QHARLES LAUGHTON does slapstick comedy with alacrity in this
y amusing tarce that features the formula antics of Bud Abbott and Lou
Costello and includes six songs zestfully rendered by a chorus and the principals. Fran Warren is introduced in this satire on the famous pirate chief
and sings several of the Bob Russell-Lester Lee songs.
It is one of the better films coming from the team lately due largely to the
fine spoofing done by Laughton and Hillary Brooke, the latter as a beauteous
lady pirate._ The color by Supercinecolor is
garish, but, nevertheless
the production has the right elements for goodrather
box-office returns.
The story written by Howard Dimsdale and John Grant has tailor-made
situations for Abbott and Costello. It deals with Laughton, as Captain
Kidd
having raided ships in Miss Brooke's territory and the latter demanding her
share oi the treasure which is cached on Laughton's private island. Abbott
and Costello become involved when they accidentally gain possessio
n of a
map showing where the
treasure is buried.
_ Leif Erickson stolidly plays Morgan, Laughton's assistant. Miss Warren
is appealing as a lady taken off a vanquished merchant ship, and Bill Shirley
is handsome and sings with relish, as her boy friend who is shanghaied
by
Lrickson. When Laughton double-crosses Miss Brooke
over the treasure she
joins forces with Abbott and Costello and when her own ship arrives they
destroy Laughton s gang. At the finale A. & C. sail off happily with
the
treasure and Laughton hanging from the bowsprit by his
toes.
•SonTfsJi"?luied are "North of Nowhere," "A Bachelor's Life," "Meet Captain Kidd, Speak To Me of the Tall Pine," "We Sail Tonight," and
Away, Aye, Ay, Aye, Oh!"
Alex Gottlieb produced and Charles Lamont directed.
played comedy that contains names that can be exploited. This is a broadly
Running time, 70 minutes. General audience classification. Release date
Uec- Z/Walter Pashkin

will become enchanting, romantic now for millions of teen fans
when they see this; tale about a
tall cobbler and a beautiful

time

family too) because it's the Picture of the Month in December

mnttn
ENTERTAINMENT MAGAZINE FOR
YOUNG WOMEN IN THEIR TEENS

Thunderbirds
(Republic)
A RESOUNDING tribute is paid to another branch of the Armed Forces
f A the National Guard, in this ambitious Republic production. Oklahoma's
tamed and respected 45th Infantry Division, known as the "Thunderbirds,"
is the focal point of the drama. Republic has given the picture a thoroughgoing and competent production treatment and has assembled a large cast for
lts enactment. As a drama it moves along the familiar ground of war stories
As for good exploitation material, it abounds in it.
Starting early in 1940, when Congress called up the National Guard, the
story traces the adventures and experiences of two buddies, John Derek and
John Barrymore, Jr., both of whom are in love with the same girl, Eileen
Christy.
Their first baptism of fire is a harrying one and the camera traces with
stark realism battle after battle in Sicily and Italy. A considerable amount
of actual combat footage has been inserted for authentic effect. Around the
main plot in which the two lads play the focal part, the screenplay by Mary
C. McCall, Jr. delineates several other subplots involving others in the unit.
Thus it has warmth, humor, pathos and sentiment.
News finally comes to the boys that Miss Christy has made her choice of
one to marry, Barrymore, thus leaving Derek crestfallen. It is not for long,
however, as he meets a pretty Army nurse, Mona Freeman. The boys are
separated, and tension grows as Barrymore is believed to have been killed.
In a storybook ending, both are happily united however. Ward Bond, a
veteran sergeant who turns out to be Barrymore's father, dies heroically,
thus erasing a court marshal from World War I.
John H. Auer was associate producer-director for this Herbert J. Yates
presentation, based on a story by Kenneth Garnet. Others in the cast are
Gene Evans and Barton MacLane, both as sergeants.
Running time, 98 minutes. General audience classification. Release date
Nov. 27.

"Tromha, the Tiger Man"
{Lippert Pictures)
Hollyzvood, Nov. 24
TV/I ADE in Germany and in the German language but since dubbed in
English, this stacks up as a fair offering with subject matter that
allows for exploitation in certain situations. The dubbing is about average
and performances are ordinary.
The setting is the famous Krone circus in Europe and the story, byElizabeth Zimmermann and Helmut Weiss, deals with circus performers and
animals, thus providing circus promotional angles.
Tromba, who has a tiger act, is presented as the top attraction of the
circus. His way with women is persuasive, unprincipled, and usually tragic.
The circus is owned by a former trapeze artiste who was crippled in an
accident caused by Tromba. The same accident killed her husband. Tromba
becomes romantically entangled with the owner's daughter, who replaces
another
trapezethat
artiste
his tigers
affections.
upon a drug
keepsin the
underTromba's
control act
and with
whenthe hetigers
runs depends
out of
the drug, one of the tigers claws him to death.
Rene Deltgen portrays the title role and others in the cast include Angeline Hauff, Gustav Knuth, Hilde Weissner, Gretha Weiser, Gardy Granass,
and Adrian Hoven. Helmut Weiss directed.
Running time, 63 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date.
Nov. 14.

dancer. And they'll see it, they'll
love it (make friends go, and
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Directed by CHARLES VIDOR
Screen Play by MOSS HART
Words and Music by FRANK LOESSER
Color by Technicolor
Distributed by RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.
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Report

on

SAG

TV Negotiations
A detailed report on the breakdown
of negotiations between the Screen
Actors Guild and TV producers on
the use of actors in television film
commercials will be given here tomorrow by Mel Gold, president of the
National Television Film Council,
who will address a luncheon meeting
of the NTFC at the Warwick Hotel.
In addition, nomination of officers
for 1953 will be discussed.
First

Collections

of

Will Rogers Drive
The Will Rogers Memorial Hospital
drive's first circuit wide report of collections byboxes-on-candy-stands was
received from the Loew's circuit and
Joseph R. Vogel revealed that over a
varying period of time, from four to
eight weeks, the initial total was
$2,100.
This averages $1.65 per week per
theatre in the New York area and
$2.33 per week per out-of-town
theatre.

See more. ..do moreenjoy the best for less!
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You can save more than $1 00
on a TWA ticket to Europe
and return (through
March 31). See your travel
agent or call Trans World
Airlines.
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Ill Stations Now in
A. T. & T. TV Link

Television-Radio
with

Pinky

Herman

operations of KTSM-TV, El Paso, Tex., WFPG-TV,
WITH
Atlantic City; KTBC-TV, Austin, Tex., and KGMB-TV in
Honolulu, scheduled to NBCominence next month and seven additional TV outlets joining the NBChain early next year, NBCaffiliated stations will total 77. . . . His name perhaps isn't Clancy
and it was undoubtedly an accident, nevertheless, the CB Sound man
lowered the boom on Gordon Goodman's head just as the tenor
completed his song last Sunday on Fred Waring's telecast. . . . Bob
Weitman, "V.P." of United Paramount Theatres, has set up a million
arrav of talent for the "Celebrity Parade for Cerebral Palsy"
dollar
ABC telethon which will start at 8:00 P.M. Saturday, Dec. 6 and
continue until 2:30 P.M. the following day. Definite assurances to
attend have been received from Jackie Gleason, Robert Merrill,,
Dennis James. Dorothy Sarnoff, Marie Riva, Jane Pickens, Yul
Brunner, Constance Carpenter, Johnny Johnston, Tex and Jinx
McCrary, Tony Bennett, Jack Carter, Faye Emerson, Jan Peerce,
Skitch Henderson, Toni Arden, Arlene Francis and Joey Adams.
ft

ft

ft

TViewers of "Toast of the Town," (Sunday, Dec. 7) will
see how Samuel Goldwyn first entered the motion picture
business, back in 1913, when he formed the Jesse L. Lasky
Feature Play Co. with Lasky and A. S. Friend and signed a
young playwright named Cecil B. DeMille to direct the new
company's "(The Squaw Man," first full length film. The
Walter Camp All-American Football Team, sponsored by
Collier's Magazine, will line up on Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the
Town" telecast this CBSunday. Not to be outdone, Jackie
Gleason, who often referred to himself as the "All American
Drawback," will present on his own program the following
Team. . . . Veepee
Saturday Look magazine's All-American
Sam Nathanson of the Helen Ainsworth Corp. has returned
to Hollywood from a countrywide sales tour after setting up
TV outlets for 52 quarter-hour "Hollywood Newsreel" films,
of Patches"
films . entitled
of quarter-hour
aandseries
from
Corey, who retired
. . Alice "Adventures
musical shorts.
13 short
the stage when she married Wendell Corey, may accompany
him when he comes East. If so, look for La Corey to take a
fling at TV. . . . Bill Silbert, WABDisk Jockey, started as a
boy soprano at WWJ, Detroit. Later he joined the cast of a
daily radio program, "The Happy Hour," which included the
following names: Betty Darling, Harvey Lichtenstein and
Amos Jacobs. (Yes, they are famous. They have since changed
their names to Betty Hutton, Harvey Stone and Danny
Thomas.)
ft

FLY

daily

NBC

Spot Announcements
Spot announcements over
WNBC here by the Organization of the Motion Picture Industry of the City of New
York are now being used on
the station's program, in a
deal between the OMPI and
the radio outlet. Besides promoting current pictures, the
organization is building the
theatre as a community institution. The subjects will include matters of interest to
the public pertaining to
power of projection, light,
screen size, safety factors,
air conditioning and community endeavors.

To

Picture

ft

ft

"This Is Show Business" will bow out in January and will be
a telefilm scries, "Private Secretary," starring Ann
replaced with
Sothcrn.
Sponsor continues to be Lucky Strike Ciggies and. the
CBSunday series will be aired three successive weeks with Jack
Benny's antics taking over this time-slot every fourth week. . . .
Donald O'Connor's Dec. 14 NBColgate Comedy Hour stint will be
by Ralph Staub for Columbia Pictures' Screen Snapshot series.
filmed
. . . Curt Massey, WOR-MB Singing emcee, spent 30 of his 42 years
in show business. He started his musical career at the age of 12
playing a piano in a theatre in Roszvell, New Mexico. . . . The Fred
W. Amend Co. will return to ABC-TV Saturday. Dec. 27 to sponsor
a kideo sport series, "Hail, the Champ" which will alternate on the
11:30 A.M. -12 noon slot with Derby Foods' Western film series,
"Sky King." The Saturday morning line-up of juve telecasts will be
completely sold out on this net, starting Jan. 3 when the Johnson
in Todd Russell's "Rootie Kasootie" the former
ushers
Candyoca.Co.Cola
NBC
series. . . . CBS will toss a cocktail party tomorrow
at the Ambassador Hotel here in honor of Jack (Range Rider)
Mahoney, Gene Autry's protege, who will ride in Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade Thursday. . . .
ft
ft
ft
Hollywood's make believe can never match the thrilling official
pictures depicted in the "Battle of Coral Sea," episode of "Victory
at Sea," NBClassic Documentary, seen last Sunday on Channel 4.
. . . Motion Picture stars, who to date have steered clear of TV
appearances, were so thrilled at what they saw at the opening last
week of the Hollywood CBS-Television City that several expressed
intentions of an early TV invasion. . . . Another Bus will be added
to the 90 minutes "Omnibus" CBSeries of telecasts Sunday, Dec. 28
when the Greyhound Bus becomes a participating sponsor.

Network television facilities
will be available for carrying
programs into Austin, Texas
starting Thursday, according
to the long lines department
of American Telephone and
Telegraph Co.
The addition of Austin to
the Bell network brings to
111 the total number of stations to which TV network
service is now available. The
network inter - connects 68
cities in the U.S.

'Carmen' Telecast
(Continued from page 1)
that a TNT contract has yet to be
signed, but the circuit plans to carry
the telecast in two RKO theatres,
their location still undecided. The only
major circuit yet to publicly announce
a "Carmen" deal is Loew's. Five affiliated United Paramount Theatres
have joined the TNT network.
Meanwhile, TNT disclosed its selection of Henry Souvaine as producer
of the "Carmen" telecast, the first entertainment show in the history of the
theatre TV medium. Clark Jones was
selected as TV director for the threehour evening performance, starring
Rise Stevens, Nadine Conner, Richard Tucker and Robert Merrill.
Special Lighting
To get maximum effects for the
theatre audiences across the country,
the Metropolitan has agreed for the
first time to special television lighting
of its stage. TV cameras and technical crews of the DuMont Television
Network will be used for the telecast,
with cameras located in the "Diamond
Horseshoe" boxes, in the orchestra
pit, and for special programming outside the auditorium of the Metropolitan.
In Boston, the American Theatre
Corp. has announced
that it has
reconsidered and will definitely
present
the
"Carmen" telecast at the Pilgrim
Theatre.
In Albany, N. Y., it was disclosed
that Fabian's Grand will present the
"Carmen" telecast. Prices will range
from $1.20 to $3.60 on a reserved seat
basis.
Manager Paul Wallen said that the
first seven rows of the orchestra will
be scaled at $2.50 and the remainder
at $3.60. Eight rows in the balcony
will be sold at $3.60 and six at $2.50.
Second balcony prices will be $1.50
and $1.20. The theatre seats 1,500.
Tickets will probably be placed on
sale the latter part of this week, coincidental with the breaking of an advertising" campaign.
VERDI was a PIONEER
Congratulations to the
MOTION PICTURE PIONEERS
We welcome you all to our magnificent
carousal at the HOTEL ASTOR
NOW READY FOR RELEASE
Carmine Gallone's Motion Picture Version
"LA VERDI'S
F0RZA IMMORTAL
DEL DESTIN0"
OPERA
Featuring
the
World's
NELLY CARRADI Outstanding
TITO GOBBISingers
Cino Sinimberghi Giulio Neri
Mira Vargas
Vito de Tarranto
3NOWSTARS
New . .York
in its+ big+6th+ week
. NewDaily
York News
City
1st
week
.
.
.
Dallas
This week . . . Denver, Los Angeles,
San Francisco and Baltimore
Contact
Braunstein
SCREEN Nathan
ART CySALES
CO.
723 7th Avenue,
New
Clr. 6-5883 York City
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(Continued from page 1)

{Continued from page 1)
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Greenfield, George S. Gullette, William Hissner, Henry M. Hobart.
Also, Peter P. Horner, Benjamin
Kalmenson, Jules Lapidus, Martin Levine, Lewis Lieser, William Meinhardt, Peter Mole, Raymond E. Moon,
Milton A. Mooney, Edward E. Muhl,
J. J. erick
O'Leary,
Onie, FredC. Quimby,William
A. A. Renfro,
Hal
Roach, Samuel Rosen, J. Robert
Rubin, Edward Ruby, William F. Ruffin, John A. Schnack, Harry W.
Schroeder, Eddie Senz, Hyman Silverman, Fred G. Sliter, Nathan Sobel, David M. Sohmer, Alfred Starr,
Harold Sugarman, C. J. Tevlin, David
Weshner, Morris M. Wexler, Dudley
M. Williston, Benjamin Wray, Max
M. Yellen, Edward F. Zabel and
Adolph Zukor.
Ned E. Depinet is chairman of the
dinner, the 13th annual affair. George
Jessel will be toastmaster. The principal speaker will be Father Patrick
Peyton. Scheduled to sit on the dais,
besides Blumberg, Depinet, Cohn, Jessel, Father Peyton and Judge Pecora,
are Jack Alicoate, Barney Balaban,
Harry Brandt, Harry Cohn, Ted Curtis, Sam Dembow, Jr., G. S. Eyssell,
Harold Fitzgerald, Frank Folsom,
William German, William Goetz,
Leonard Goldenson, James R. Grainger, Abel Green, T. J. Hargrave,
Danny Kaye, Louis Lurie, John J.
O'Connor, Robert J. O'Donnell, Sam
Pinanski, Martin Quigley, Milton
Rackmil, Sam Rinzler, Herman Robbins, J. Robert Rubin, Serge Semenenko, George Skouras, Albert Warner,
Harry Warner, Robert R. Young and
Zukor.
Harry Wismer will highlight a special requiem for the industry leaders
who died during the past year, including 20 Pioneer members. Rabbi Ralph
Silverstein of Temple Sinai of Brooklyn and former Chaplain of Cinema
Lodge of B'nai B'rith, will deliver the
invocation. Jane Pickens will sing the
"Star Spangled Banner" and the Radio
City Music Hall Glee Club and A!
Rickey and his orchestra will provide
the music.
The committee handling the details
of the dinner include Harry Takiff,
Marvin Kirsch, Charles Alicoate, Gil
Josephson, David Bader, Ray Gallagher and Leon Leonidoff. John J.
O'Connor is chairman of the honor
guests. Maurice Bergman, Hank
Linet and Milton Livingston have been
assisting the committee.

did the choreography and dances with her in the "The Little Mermaid" ballet.
Erik Bruhn of the Ballet Theatre performs with her in the other.
Frank Loesser's fine score has been integrated with the story and it includes
several songs based on and containing the essence of several of Andersen's
tales. There are "The Ugly Duckling," "The King's New Clothes,"
"Thumbelina" and "Inch Worm," "Wonderful Copenhagen," "Anywhere I
Wander," "I'm Hans Christian Andersen," and the thoroughly modern and
delightful duet "No Two People."
Joey Walsh is outstanding among a group of pleasant youngsters as the
orphaned cobbler-apprentice more wise to society's vicious ways than his
kindly guardian. It is Walsh who talks Kaye into leaving his small town to
go to Copenhagen when he discovers the town is going to order Kaye to
leave for keeping the children from school with his tale-telling. Walsh also
tries to dissuade Kaye from his love for Jeanmarie.
But Kaye persists and writes the "Mermaid" book for the ballerina and it
is produced when the company returns from tour. Before the performance
Kaye is accidentally locked in the prop room by Granger and left there.
Next morning Jeanmarie discovers this and summons him. He declares his
love for her but Granger bursts in with a display of affection and an extravagant gift of jewelry. Kaye realizes the truth and leaves Copenhagen, meeting
Walsh, whom he had broken relations with, on the way back to their small
town. Since he had achieved some fame from the publication of his tales, he is
welcomed back as a story-teller.
Charles Vidor's excellent direction has sustained the appealing mood and
maintained interest for the greater part of the production's 114 minutes.
Fifteen years of preparation have gone into this production which is said to
have cost $4,000,000 to make. The result is a unique film that offers tremendous merchandising potential. There is an enormous attraction for the fairy
tale audience of children and their parents all over the world. The ballet
sequences which utilize the talents of top performers in the field and spectacular settings comprise nearly 25 per cent of the film. Audience appreciation
of the ballet is probably currently at a peak but even if not, the ballets are
immense visual productions, the "Mermaid" alone costing $400,000. In addition there is the romantic triangle which can draw. The marquee lure of
Kaye and the Goldwyn trademark are strong assets, of course. The film
should prove a most potent package of entertainment at the box-office.
Others in a capable cast are John Qualen, Peter Votrian, John Brown,
Jeanne Lafayette, Robert Malcolm, George Chandler, Fred Kelsey, Gil
Perkins and Philip Tonge.
Running time, 114 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
not set.
W. P.

ferred during the Paramount vicepresident's Hollywood trip.
The mushrooming interest in technological advancement throughout the
industry was attributed by Raibourn
to the current run of "This Is Cinerama" at the Broadway Theatre here.
Technologically, Raibourn said, the industry had been marking time until
the peripheral vision process which
gives a three-dimensional effect was
unveiled. Stereophonic sound — that
is, sound coming from a number of
directions — is also used in the Cinerama process.
The Paramount vice-president expressed the belief that technological
advances will untap a wide audience
for motion picture theatres. Questioned about the economic drawbacks
of Cinerama, Raibourn said he believed that those and problems of
other third - dimensional processes
would be solved over a period of time.
Raibourn said to expect an announcement in the near future on Paramount's tri-color Chromatic TV tube.
He declined to say what the annuoncement would be, but Dick Hodgson,
president of Chromatic, previously reported on plans to hold demonstrations
of the home color TV tube in key
cities.

'Andersen' Benefit
(Continued from page 1)

utilizing three cameras and a crew of
20 with Tex and jinx McCrary
conducting celebrity interviews. Producer Goldwyn, stars Danny Kaye and
Jeanmaire, screenplay author Moss
Hart, composer Frank Loesser and
featured actor Joey Walsh were on
hand. Others were Lilli Palmer, Rex
Harrison, Rosalind Russell, Robert
Sherwood, Edward R. Murrow, John
Steinbeck, Robert Considine, Governor Sherman Adams, G. S. Eyssell,
president of Rockefeller Center, and
of ColA. Montague,
umbia Pictures. vice-president
Eyssell, chairman of the benefit
committee ; Montague, president of the
New Balaban TV Station Will Rogers Hospital at Saranac
Lake, N. Y., and Kaye thanked the
Chicago, Nov. 24. — Harry and El- audience for their support in ceremer Balaban, of the H. and E. Balamonies that preceded the screening
ban Circuit, owners and operators of of the film. Montague expressed
theatres here and in Detroit, have ap- special appreciation to the benefit
plied for their second television chan- committee members.
nel, this one in Milwaukee.
Abstract Short on Program
'Sheba' to Victoria
"Color Rhapsodie," a short abstract
Hal Wallis' "Come Back, Little film produced by Mary Ellen Bute,
Sheba" will have its world pre-release was on the program last night and
opening at the Victoria Theatre here, will accompany the world premiere
it was announced today by Paramount
of "Andersen" at the
and the management. The film will engagement
be the next attraction at the Victoria. Criterion. It is an interpretation of
what the eye sees when the ear hears
music, in this case Lizst's "Hungarian
Rhapsody."
Mrs. J. Stowell Rites
Albany, Nov. 24. — Funeral services
for Mrs. Joseph Stowell, 41, wife of
■the manager of Warner's Lincoln
Theatre in Troy, N. Y., were held in
Utica yesterday. Mrs. Stowell died
suddenly on Friday.
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Raibourn acknowledged that Columbia Broadcasting System's television
executives continue to express interest in the possible purchase of Paramount's backlog of short subjects.
However, he made it clear that the
talks have never come close to the
consummation of a deal.
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"Iron Mistress" opened to a pretty
good $65,000 at the Paramount this
week, a seven-day period in which
hold-overs predominated in most New
York first-run situations.
The dual world premiere of "Hans
Christian Andersen" will take place
todav at the Criterion and the offBroadway Paris Theatre. The last
Men" at
"The Lusty
days nof racked
three
the Criterio
up a moderate
Paris, "Young Wives'
At the out
$5,000. bowed
Tale"
in its third week
with a rather slow $3,800.
At the Radio City Music Hall, a
fairly nice $110,000 is seen for the
second week of "Plymouth Adventure." The picture will hold over the
Thanksgiving weekend. "Bloodhounds
of Broadway" at the Roxy is due to
hit a satisfactory $50,000 for its second week.
"Outpost in Malaya" will open tomorrow at Loew's State, replacing
"The Steel Trap," which is expected
to do a moderate $14,000 for its second and final week. A fair- $17,000 is
seen for "Prisoner of .Zenda," in its
third week, at the Capitol.
"Limelight" is holding up neatly
with $24,000 expected for the fifth
week of the film at the Astor and
$9,000 at the . twp-a-day 60th Street
Trans-Lux. "Breaking Through the
Sound Barrier," another good grosser,
is due to hit $20,000 for its third inning at the Victoria.
Holding up fairly well is "Snows
of Kilimanjaro" at the Rivoli, where
$12,000 is estimated for the tenth
week. "The Turning Point" at the
Globe is expected to bow out with an
average $10,500 for its second and
final week. Opening Friday at the
Globe will be "Kansas City Confidential."
"The Thief of Venice" will premiere at the Mayfair on Thursday,
replacing "The World in His Arms,"
which is predicted to hit a rather
moderate $10,000 for its seventh week.
Among off-Broadway theatres, the
record-breaking "The Promoter" at
the Fine Arts is expected to register
a robust $11,500 for its fourth week.
A neat $8,500 is indicated for "The
Fourposter" at the Sutton, now in
its sixth inning. At the 52nd Street
Trans-Lux, a fine $9,000 is forecast
for the sixth week of "O. Henry's
Full House." "Under the Red Sea"
at the Beekman opened to a pretty
good $7,800 for its first week.
MGM

Picture

Appeal

Film for 'Dimes'
Hollywood, Nov. 24. — M-G-M today began filming this year's March of
Dimes subject for the appeal on behalf of the National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis. The company is
making the short for the 12th year.
Starring Howard Keel for the second time, the half-reel appeal will be
the largest scale production in the series. It will be made at Rancho Los
Amigos Hospital with 50 to 75 respiratory cases appearing. As in previous years, Harry Loud will produce
and direct the short under the supervision of Frank Whitbeck. Sid Sidman is unit manager. The short will
be released in the near future with
14,000 prints being shown simultaneously for one week throughout the
country.

Asides

&

Interludes
— by James

Cunningham

TONIGHT, the Motion Picture Pioneers, in annual assembly, will mantle
the cloak
of "Motion
Picture Pioneer of 1952."
May Nathan
he wearBlumberg
it well ; with
well does
he deserve
it.
Late one December afternoon in 1937, Nate, who was then happily engaged
as RKO Theatres' topper, invited a representative of each of the trade papers
to dinner at New York's 21 Club. There was no apparent connection at the
time to the rumors afoot and in print about the economic floundering of
Universal Pictures. Universal talk-to's generally were not available for
comment. Those who were, would not. Reporters on the Universal beat
were not happy.
Cherrystones, filet and cafe disposed of, up spoke mine host : "I am leaving
RKO Theatres." A shock. "Yes," added Nate, "I have been asked to take
over the operation of Universal Pictures."
Universal's home office payroll that day was obtained from the first day's
rental of the Roxy Theatre's smash opening of a new Universal star, known
little then, but better now, as Deanna Durbin. Nate candidly explained the
plight of the company and as he let down the silvery locks atop that round
and likeable dome, he asked the guys for their support of "a terrific assignNate met the same reporters on the -same night annually, after steering
Universal from the "red" to the "black," for several years thereafter.
ment."
The "Motion Picture Pioneer of 1937" — in 1952.
ik
ik
ik
Drive-in theatres' counterpart of baseball's "rain checks": "Fog tickets"; they're being issued in those sectors of these United States where
a condensed watery vapor suspended in th atmosphere obscures vision.
. . . A Washington tip indicates that Ike's new head-lawyer, Herb
Brownell, will not be a-pushing that government suit to compel picture
companies to release films to telecasters and juke-boxers. . . . "Doc"
Kalmus' linguistic experts now have Technicolor credits (you know,
"color-by-Technicolor") translated in 36 languages, from Afrikaaneze to
Urudeze. . . . The trial balloon business in the West has been soaring
and soring of late. One day last week, reporters chased the tail that
tied Ned Depinet back to the presidency of RKO Pictures and Howard
Hughes' Noah Dietrich to the company's board chairmanship; next day,
the tales and the balloons were reversed — Dietrich was reported to be
company president and Ned on top of the board.
ik
ik
ik
Nat Williams has some theatres down Georgia way, around Quitman
and Thomasville. And Nat has a problem. Being a member in good
standing on the books of the Theatre Owners of America, Nat sent an
S.O.S. to TOA legalistic sage Herman Levy, up Connecticut way, as
follows:

Films
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Hollywood, Nov. 24. — Twelve
major motion pictures will be produced in Natural Vision 3-dimension
process during the next 15 months,
M. L. Gunzburg, president of Natural
Vision Corp., announced today.
Among them will be "Spear in
Sand," another production by Arch
Oboler,
whose
"Bwana
the
first feature
filmed
in NV,Devil,"
premieres
here Wednesday evening. Negotiations are under way also for filming
the
Broadway
"New a Faces,"
on the
stage, andmusical,
for making
feature
using the "Cecil and Beany" puppets
from
name. the television show of that
Contracts Signed
Gunzburg said contracts for exhibition in 50 cities in the next six months
have been signed, with San Francisco
and New York following Los Angeles
in presenting the first attraction.
In response to questioning, Gunzburg said experiments have been made
to determine whether NV on television is practicable, but "3-D on
television is not an immediate possi'Bwana Devil' Will Bow Without
PCA Seal of Approval
Hollywood,
Nov.will
24. —beArch
Oboler's
bility."
"Bwana
Devil"
world
premiered Wednesday night at the Hollywood and Downtown Paramount
Theatres as the first feature ever
filmed with natural vision 3-dimension
process despite the fact that the Production Code Administration has withheld its seal of approval, Oboler told
the press today.
Oboler said PCA's objection to issuing the seal is based on a love

"I need help badly and immediately.
"Surely in some of your educational pursuits and charitable activities,
you have attached yourself in an official manner to some medical school
or hospital.
"1 want a corpse. Well preserved, if possible, but a corpse. I'm in a
battle with the Railway Express Agency, and only with a corpse can I win.
"Quitman is 24 miles from here. They have set a $2.52 rate on a feature
film from here to there, or over 10 cents a mile. They will haul a corpse
for 2.6 cents per mile. If I can get a bow-legged corpse, I can set a film
can between his legs, and re-use indefinitely, saving 7.4 cents a mile on
hauls.
knowout.life expectancy of a corpse, but should recover profit
before Don't
he wears

scene
which, form
he said,
looks by
"hotter"
in rounded
achieved
NV
than it might have looked in regular
two dimension medium.
PCA spokesman told Motion Picture Daily the sequence alluded to

"For a reasonable fee, say a half-dozen Scotchs, could you advise if the
plan has any legal flaws? If not, see what COMPO will offer for the idea.
They could copyright, sell to exhibitors, and simplify their funding labors."
ik
it
ik
AN IDYLL ABOUT IDEALISTIC GREEKS :— Many years ago, after
the buffeting of oyster-opening in a St. Louis hash-house, and the many
harrowing experiences in building a circuit in and around that precinct,
George Skouras arrived in New York. He told me shortly thereafter that
his life's ambition was to buy a tiny island off the coast of his native Greece,
and to repose there to philosophize. Whether George ever did acquire that
island, we do .not know. But we do know that George toured this country
in the interim to round up horses and cattle and pigs and whatnot and had
them shipped to replenish the farms of those parts of Greece which had been
devastated by war.
While George was collecting horses and theatres, his brother, Charles, was
shuffling about on the West Coast doing something or other about 450 theatres of National Theatres. Apparently, Charles also had a dream.
His dream was realized only the other day when the Cathedral of Saint
Sophia was dedicated in Los Angeles. Charles personally raised the several
million dollars required for its construction. It is the most expensive Cathedral in the world, we are told, costing $850 per seat, making it more costly
than St. Peter's in Rome and St. Sophia's in Constantinople.
"This is the church that Skouras built," said A.P.D. Valakis, in a gorgeous
brochure describing the imposing edifice rising in the middle of large,
landscaped area on Normandie Avenue near Pico Boulevard, where Charles
Skouras plans to extend the arts and music, the liturgical and ritualistic
influences which the Orthodox Church has propagated through the long
centuries.

Los Angeles, Nov. 24. — Mayor
Fletcher Bowron has issued a proclamation here declaring the seven days

woulddimensions,
have beenone
objectionable
two
dimension, "in
or
'3-Dimension Week'
Proclaimed in L.A.

starting Wednesday to be "Three Difiat." mension Week" in honor of the world
premiere of "Bwana Devil" in the
Natural Vision process at two Paramount Theatres Wednesday evening.
According to the proclamation the
event "will have important repercussions in the motion picture industry
and already has created widespread interest throughout the U. S. and
abroad," because "final perfection of
the three dimensional film is the result
of over two decades of intensive efforts and research."
KATO

Meets

Today

Louisville, Nov. 24. — A meeting
of the board of directors of the Kentucky Association of Theatre Owners
has been called here for tomorrow to
discuss and set up definite plans for
luncheon or dinner meetings with Senators and Congressmen for repeal of v
the 20 per cent admission tax.
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Zukor's

Morgan Says Format and
Advertising Big Factors
A sizeable segment of the socalled "lost audience" is being regained through a new approach to
programming as reflected in theatre
advertising, according to Oscar Morgan,
P a r a mount
short subjects
and newsreel
manager, who
has completed a
report on the
initial phase of
a personal investigation into
marketing conditions. Morgan
will make furOscar Morgan
ther field probes
before February
when the company's short subjects
program for 1953-54 will be determined.
Morgan said that the new approach
(Continued on- page 4)
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Variety

Clubs

in

Honor
to Sponsor

Series of Events in '53
A worldwide celebration in honor
of Adolph Zukor, chairman of the
board of Paramount Pictures, will
be observed early next year in a
series of events
sponsored by
Variety Clubs
International
which has
designated Zukor
as
"the motion picture industry's
outstanding
pion e e r

JACK

COHN,

Photo by Cosmo-Sileo
president of the Motion Picture Pioneers (left),

and Ned Depinet, chairman of the Pioneers' "Jubilee Dinner"
(right), presenting a plaque to Nate Blumberg, Universal Pictures'
board chairman, citing him as the "Pioneer of 1952" at New
York's Astor Hotel last night.

fi 1 m -

The ment
announcewas made
officially here
yesterday
by Robert J.
O'Donnell, ofviceZukor cirpresident
the TexasAdolph
Interstate
maker.''
cuit, who will act as general chairman
of the committee
(Continued inon-charge
page 4) of the af-

Dip

Box-office

London, Nov. 25. — A six per cent
drop in Britain's box-office gross takings for the second quarter ended
June 28, was reported by the Board
of Trade.
Box-office grosses fell from £28,953,000 for the quarter ending March
29, 1952 to £27,208,000 for the second quarter. The number of admis{Coniinued on page 5)

8 Weeks for 'Hans'
In Chicago's Loop
Chicago, Nov. 25. — Samuel
Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
Andersen" was awarded an
extended run of eight weeks
in the Chicago Loop, in a decision by Federal Judge Michael Igoe. James A. Mulvey,
president of Samuel Goldwyn
Productions, was present at
the hearings.
The theatre and opening
date for the Chicago run
have not yet been set.

It
As

Was

Pioneers'

Industry

Big

Night
—

Hails

COLUMBUS, 0., Nov. 25.
With Ohio education

Blumberg

officials "fairly convinced" that censorship
It was "old timers' night" in the Grand Ballroom of New York's is on the way out, chief
Hotel Astor last night when the Motion Picture Pioneers gathered for state film censor
Dr.
their annual banquet and to pay homage to N. J. Blumberg, who was
Clyde Hissong and others
proclaimed
"Motion ofPicture
Pioneer of 1952." Blumberg, chairman are exploring alternative
of
the board the
of directors
Universal
sources of revenue for
Pictures, is marking his 40th anniver- E. L. Scanlon Named
sary in the motion picture business.
support
of the audio-visSome 500 Pioneers and their guests Cinerama
ual educational
program
Treasurer
attended the organization's "Jubilee
Dinner," which was highlighted by the
induction of 60 new members and addresses by Blumberg, dinner chairman
Ned E. Depinet and Father Patrick
Peyton, prominent Catholic clergyman.
Judge Ferdinand Pecora conducted the
induction ceremonies.
George Jessel, who has become almost a "regular" in toastmastering
Pioneer dinners, officiated again last
night and was presented with a platinum wrist watch by Depinet on behalf
of the Pioneers.
Upon receiving a citation plaque
from the Pioneers, Blumberg asserted
that the motion picture industry "is in
the beginnning of a new era and there
is no limit to the scientific advances
{Continued on page 4)

Hollywood, Nov. 25. — Ernest L.
Scanlon has resigned as manager of
RKO Radio Pictures studio here to
become treasurer of Cinerama Productions. Scanlon will be a member
of the executive board, joining Louis
B. Mayer, chairman; Merian C.
Cooper, chief of production ; Dudley
Roberts, president ; and Frank Smith,
vice-president.
Scanlon, who will make his headquarters in New York, was with
RKO ainnumber
the early
30's asindustry
auditor, posts
and
after
of other
took the studio manager position last
year. In 1942-49 he was vice-president
of. Selznick Releasing Organization.
Before that he was executive vicepresident of Vanguard Films.

should present censorship
revenues be cut off.
•
LOS ANGELES, Nov. 25.
— Projectionists' Local
No. 150 has received IATSE
permission
to strike
drive-ins within its jurisdiction if necessary
to enforce the terms of a
contract stymied by the
demand that drive-ins employ two men in the booth
when showing a first-run
picture .
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D RESIDENT-ELECT D WIGHT
* EISENHOWER'S visit to the
Italian Films Export has set up a United Nations is highlighted in curJOHN SCHLESINGER, head of
rent neivsreels. Also featured are the
Television division to be headed by
»J Schlesinger Theatres in South
Variety
Club's Anniversary, Nehru
Ralph
Serpe
which
will
represent
Africa, is in New York from Johannesburg.
Italian producers in developing co- honored by natives, and football high•
production deals with American tele- lights.
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 9«— Ike
vision producers, it was announced
William Perlberg, Paramount pro^
Dulles visit UN. Sen. Nixon calls on
here by Dr. Renato Gualino. Nego- and
ducer, has been inducted into Delta
tiations are already under way with Ike. Water famine in UN. Variety Club
honIndo-China
Kappa Alpha, the international
two package agencies, it was revealed, anniversary.
French. Football
highlights. Reds menace
in'
fraternity,
picture
orary
motion
for co-production agreements involvHollywood.
•
NEWS OF THE DAY, 226— Ike finds
ing major film series packages and inspiration
in UN visit. NATO in war
featuring top American film stars.
L. W. Brockington, president of
games off Turkish coast. Life-termer
The
division
is
planning
to
create
Odeon Theatres (Canada) Ltd., has
Variety Clubs' anniversary.innocent.
Football.
its own package shows, in addition, freed; found
been appointed to the newly-created
for
American
distribution
that
would
Court-Martial Appeals Court in ToPARAMOUNT
NEWS,
No. 2S— Ike in
draw on Italian short subjects and
ronto.
UN.
Message
of
faith
fromWilliam
Presi•
utilize IFE sound studio facilities to visit todent
Truman. Last rites for
Green.
Holiday
treat.
Football
games
of
make
them
available
in
English.
It
is
George L. Carrington, president of
expected that films will be expressly the year.
Altec, has arrived in New York from
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 48A— Naval
designed for the world-wide television
Beverly Hills.
Schwartz
Names
3 market.
powers in landing test. Milford, Tex. gets
Prior to this appointment, Serpe new doctor. Nehru honored by natives.
Career girl fashion show. Red prisoners
Myron Sattler, Paramount's New
had
represented the Marziale interests reach safety. Football.
To
NCC
J
Committee
York branch manager, will begin a
two-week vacation • today.
in the financing of Italo-American coUNIVERSAL
NEWS., No. 416 — NATO
productions, and served as U. S. rep- naval
maneuvers. Eisenhower at the UN.
Appointment
of
three
members
to
resentative for the Ponti-Di Laurentis Variety Clubs' anniversary. Underwater
Terry Moore and Richard Jaeckel
camera. Football highlights.
have returned to Hollywood from New the national committee for the film Studios in Rome.
York.
industry's participation in the National Conference of Christians and
WARNER
PATHE UN.NEWS,
31—
Eisenhower
visits
TurkeyNo.NATO
maneuvers.
Iraq
king
in
Baghdad.
Big
oil
Jews'
"Brotherhood
Week,"
Feb.
15Louis R. Lurie is here from San ?2, was reported here yesterday by
fire extinguished in two minutes. V ariety
Special
Feature
for
Francisco. ■
chairman Sol Schwartz, president of
Club anniversary. British Parliament dedicates memorial.
R.KO Theatres.
'Mickey's' Birthday
, Warner
j Ben Kalmenson
general
sales manager,
will Brothers'
head the
Kreisler's First Will
Washington
Opening
distribution committee, Walter Reade,
The 25th anniversary of Walt DisOpen in January
Jr., president of Walter Reade Theaney's
be celebrated in"Mickey
1953 Mouse"
with thewillrelease
by Of 'Sound Barrier'
tres, will be .chairman of the exhibitor
"Ring Around the Clock," ItalianWashington, Nov. 25. — A starmade film, based on a factual story committee and named to head the
RKO
Radio
of
a
special
feature
picstudded audience turned out here tofrom Time magazine, with an English advertising-publicity committee is Si
ture entitled "Mickey Mouse's Birthadaptation by A. J. Liebling of the Seadler, in charge of advertising for
night for the opening of "Breaking
day Party," it was announced here the Sound Barrier" at the Playhouse
New Yorker magazine, will have its M-G-M.
Theatre.
The chairman of the British
following a meeting of DisSchwartz said that other committee yesetrday
U. S. premiere in January, it was anney and RKO sales and promotion Joint Services Mission, Air Chief
nounced here by B. Bernard Kreisler, members will be announced within a executives.
Marshal Sir William Elliot, and Lady
president of International Film As- few days.
Elliot, sent out invitations in honor
The
film,
which
will
go
into
nasociates, which is releasing the picture.
tional release on May 15, tacked by of the U. S. Air Force.
Arrangements are being made for the
Prior to the premiere, Supreme
a large advertising, publicity and expremiere at one of the art theatres in 'Circus9
ploitation campaign, will be made up Court Justice William Douglas was
Will
Open
New York with a special charity
of the jects
sixfound"Mickey
Mouse"
shortduring
sub- host at a cocktail party in honor of
presentation sponsored by civic leaders
to be most
popular
Uya E. Lopert, president of Lopert
for the opening night, proceeds to be Roxy
oloram
"Crystal 'Ice-C
Circus" will
be thea'
first the past 25 years. RKO will urge ex- Film Distributing Corp. and owner
turned over to Boys Town in Italy.
hibitors to play it in its entirety as a film.
Roxy "Ice-Colorama" show when the
of the Playhouse and Dupont TheThe film is the first independent resecond
feature,
although the picture
atres, both of which will play the
theatre
reopens
Dec.
22
with
"Stars
lease of IFA. Kreisler also announced
Stripes Forever" featured on the will be arranged so that it can be
the appointment of Michael Hall as and
screen.
broken down into individual sequences.
publicity director for the film.
The Roxy will close Sunday for the
Global promotion plans for the an- ACLU
Offers
Aid
first time in its 25-year history, for
niversary were discussed at an initial
about three weeks in order to enlarge meeting which was attended by SidOn Censor Problems
Danny
Kaye
Opens
its stage and effect other changes.
ney Kramer, short subjects sales
Service to exhibitors and distribuAt Palace Jan. 18
Total cost of alterations was esti- manager for RKO Radio ; Leo F.
mated at $200,000.
Samuels,
sales
supervisor
for
Disney;
tors in combatting "pressure-group"
The opening date for Danny Kaye
at motion picture censorIrving Ludwig, domestic sales super- drivesship aimed
and his "All-Star International Variwas offered here by the American
visor
;
Charles
Levy,
publicity
direcGannaway to Filmcraft
Show,"changed
at the RKO
Palace
tor; Card Walker, advertising and Civil Liberties Union.
has ety
been
to Jan.
18. here
The
In letters to more than 200 theatreHollywood, Nov. 25. — Al Ganna- exploitation director ; Pat Ryden, of
opening date was originally Jan. 19.
way, TV Productions
producer-actor,
has joined
the Disney character merchandise men and tional
distributors,
ACLU's from
NaFilmcraft
as
director
of
Council on the
Freedom
During Kaye's limited Palace endivision, and Joe Erlich, supervisor of
gagement, 10 shows weekly will be
A former special mapublicity and exploita- Censorship proposed a three-point
presented, three at matinees, on programming.
terial writer for Bob Hope, he pro- shortstion subjects
for RKO.
assistance program. It asked recipiWednesday, Saturday and Sunday,
duced several TV shows for ABCents to report to the ACLU all inand every night, including Sunday. TV before being recalled to military
stances in which films have either
Mail orders are currently being filled duty to produce a film series for the
been, by public officials, censored or
on a reserve seat basis.
withdrawn from exhibition due to
Army. He was recently released.
'Limelight', 'Stripes'
pressure group action.
Are Set in Boston
Bandit Gets $3,000
Boston, Nov. 25. — Christmas Day
No Paper Tomorrow
Buffalo. Nov. 25. — A masked openings here have been set for Firth Services Held
bandit held up Edward Miller, man- Charles Chaplin's "Limelight," United
Motion Picture Daily will
Services for Maurice Firth, a fundraiser of the United Jewish Appeal
ager ;William D. Edler, assistant, Artists release, at the Esquire and
not be published tomorrow,
and
Raymond
F.
Kuschel,
usher,
in
Mayflower theatres, and for 20th Cen- of Greater New York in the motion
Thanksgiving Day, a legal
the Paramount Theatre and escaped
holiday.
tury-Fox's "Stars and Stripes For- picture and entertainment industries,
with $3,000, taken from a safe in the
ever," at the Pilgrim. The Esquire were held here Monday at Riverside
has been closed for several years.
Chapel. Firth died on Saturday.
manager's office.
MOTION PICTURE DAILY. Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Terry Ramsaye, Consulting Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley -Publishing Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue, Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco,
New York."James
MartinP. Quigley,
President;
Theo. Manager;
J. Sullivan,
and Treasurer;
Raymond
Levy. Vice-President;
Leo J.Building,
Brady,
Secretary;
Cunningham,
News Martin
Editor;Quigley,
Herbert Jr.,
V. Vice-President;
Fecke, Advertising
GusVice-President
H. Fausel, Production
Manager;
Hollywood
Bureau, Yucca-Vine
William R. Weaver, Editor. Chicago Bureau, 120 South LaSalle Street, Urben Farley, Advertising Representative, FI 6-3074; Bruce Trinz, Editorial Representative, 11 North
Clark Street, FR 2-2843. Washington, J. A. Otten, National Press Club, Washington. D. C. London Bureau, 4 Golden Sq., London Wl: Hope Burnup, Manager; Peter Burnup,
Editor;
address,
"Quigpubco,
Quigley Almanac;
Publications:
Picture
Herald; Better
Theatres
Sales,
published
times N.a year
as a the
section
of Motioncable
Picture
Herald;
Motion London."
Picture andOther
Television
Fame.Motion
Entered
as second-class
matter,
Sept. and
21, Theatre
1938, at the
posteach
office
at New 13York,
Y., under
act
of March 3, 1879. Subscription rates per year, $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign; single copies, 10c.
Mention

Hollywood, Nov. 25. — Monogram Pictures Corp. and subsidiaries showed a net profit
of $125,897 for the quarter
ended Sept. 27, according to a
report by Steve Broidy, president.
The figure compares with
$150,465 for the net in the
same period in the previous
year. Broidy said the seeming decline in earnings actually is due to the fact that
the previous year's figure included income from the licensing of certain pictures to
television, which policy was
discontinued.
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COLOR BY
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WITH
EVE MILLER -GEORGE GIVOT - PAUL HARVEY- JACK ROSE and MELVILLE SHAVELSON
CLAUDE
DAUPHIN
Musical Numbers Staged and Directed by LeRoy Prinz • Sung "April in Pans", Lyrics by E. Y. Harburg,
Music by Vernon Duke • Original Songs, Lyrics by Sammy Cahn, Music by Vernon Duke • Musical Direction by Ray Heindorf produced Br WILLIAM JACOBS • directed bk QAVID BUTLER
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'Free'
Equip 3 WB Houses
With TV on Coast

Pioneers'

Hollywood, Nov. 25.— Three
Warner Theatres, the Downtown Los Angeles, the Hollywood, and the Huntington
Park, have been equipped for
big-screen television. Until
now, Sherrill Corwin's Orpheum, in the downtown area,
had been the only house here
with TV facilities.

awaiting the development in this electronic age." He warned that "we of
the older generation, we who have seen
our business grow from an idea to a
fabulous institution, must not assume
the role of spectators," adding chat
"we must place accent on youth, but
we also must respect maturity."
Blumberg said he believed the Pioneers should enlarge its scope and assume an obligation to help induct new
blood in the business. "Our maturity
plus youth should be a combination to
insure
he
said. good health in our industry,"

To

Honor Zukor
(Continued from page 1)

fair, on behalf of Variety International. The plan was discussed and
Variety's mid-winter
d
approve in at
Pittsburgh last weekend.
meeting
Extend Over Several Months
The testimonials, which are expected
to extend over several months, will
lead off with a celebration marking
Zukor's 80th birthday, Jan. 7. This
will be in the form of a dinner in
Hollywood, probably at the Ambassador Hotel, with all branches of the
industry represented, including many
persons who were associated with
Zukor in his enterprises in the past.
Another dinner, scheduled for March 4
at the Hotel Waldorf Astoria in New
York, will commemorate the 50th anniversary ofZukor's
entrance
the
motion picture
business
in into
March,

Big Night
(Continued from bage 1)

The plaque presented to
Blumberg as the year's pioneer
"Motion
of the industry
Picture
Pioneersread:
bestows
its
BlumNate
upon
honor
highest
berg, whose forty brilliant years
in the motion picture business
closely parallel the spectacular growth and tremendous
achievements of the industry
he has served so faithfully and
well. For enriching our industry with his countless contributions as exhibitor, producer
and distributor, for his sterling
attributes exemplified by his
devotion, his affection and his
feeling for his fellow man, we
acclaim him 'Pioneer of the

In telling about the work of the
Foundation of the Motion Picture
Year'."during the past year, Depinet
Pioneers
asked those Pioneers fortunate enough
to be able to leave an estate to consider leaving some of the estate to the
Foundation. He said the Foundation
should be uppermost in their minds
because "the help we give these unfortunate people is only a small token of
repayment for their great service in
events originated
when executives
O'Donnell building what we know as a successlearned
that Paramount
ful motion picture industry."
were contemplating a birthday dinner
Depinet traced Blumberg's rise from
in his honor.
poster clerk to his present important
In a telegram sent earlier to
position, with proof of his humble bethe Paramount home office
ginning supplied by Harold Fitzgerof Fox-Wisconsin Theald,
president
from Dallas, O'Donnell deatres, who gave Blumberg his start in
clared that Zukor's 80th birththe film business in 1912.
day and his 50th anniversary
in the film business constituted
Father Peyton, who achieved international fame through his Family
occasions deserving a celebraRosary
Crusade
via radio, TV, films
tion by the entire industry. Upon receiving the consent of
and rallies, paid tribute to film industry members who joined forces with
Paramount executives, O'Donradio in bringing the messages of the
nell went to Pittsburgh and
Crusade's
Family
Theatre
to the
placed the idea before the Variety meeting.

1903. The guest list will include financial, business and political leaders of
the nation.
At a trade press conference here
yesterday, O'Donnell said that all
crafts, s'uilds, associations and organizations within the industry, as well as
all other phases of the entertainment
world, will he invited to participate
with the Variety Clubs in honoring the
veteran film showman. Plans for the

"Adolph Zukor's life," O'Donnell
said yesterday, "is an example of the
American dream fulfilled. Coming to
America from his native Hungary as
a poor boy, he not only raised himself
to a position of honor, but in doing
so built an industry which has carried the ideals of his adopted country
all over the world. His life is a saga
of Americanism at its best and I can
think of nothing more worthwhile for
our industry than to hold up Mr.
Zukor as a shining example of what
this business stands for."
Other events in honor of Zukor
will be held throughout the world
during 1953.

'HalV
Show

Christmas
Opens

Dec.

4

Radio City Music Hall's annual
Christmas stage program will be presented in two parts this year, opening
on Thursday, Dec. 4, co-featuring
the world premiere of M-G-M's "Million Dollar Mermaid."
The stage program will comprise
the pageant, "The Nativity," produced by Leon Leonidoff, and "SeaGreetings," produced by Russellson's
Markert.

people of America and the world.
Other speakers included Pioneers
president Jack Cohn, Danny Kaye and
Jesse
Block. Plaques
constructive
contributions
in both"forthoughts
and
deeds" were presented to Harry J.
Takiff, secretary-treasurer of the organization, and vice-president Marvin
Kirsch. Special thanks for helping to
make the "Jubilee Dinner" a success
were given to John J. O'Connor, Maurice Bergman, Charles Alicoate, Gilbert Josephson, David Bader, Ray
Gallagher, Leon Leonidoff, Henry A.
Linet and Milton Livingston as members of the working committee.
A telephone recording of greetings
from three Hollywood friends of
Blumberg was played over a loud
speaker. The salutes came from Jack
Benny, Jimmy Durante and James
Stewart. Harry Wismer read the
names of 36 industry representatives,
20 of them members of the Pioneers,
who died during the past year. Rabbi
Ralph Silverstein of Temple Sinai and
former Chaplain of the Cinema Lodge
of B'nai B'rith, delivered the invocation and participated in requiem ceremonies for the departed members.
Jane Pickens Sings
JanethemPickens
sang the was
national
anand entertainment
supplied
by
City through
Music the
Hall's
Glee
Club,Radio
the latter
courtesy
of G. S. Eyssell and Leon Leonidoff. Music was provided by Al
Rickey and his "Pioneer
Orchestra."
Acknowledgments
were made
to Jake
Starr who, every year, has created and
contributed display decorations for the
dinners and to the trade press for its
help in publicizing the affair.
A special feature was a "Salute by
Look Magazine" to the Pioneers, featured in the Dec. 2 issue of the magazine, now on newsstands.
Dais guests at the dinner were
Blumberg, Edward P. (Ted) Curtis,
Depinet, Fitzgerald, Frank Folsom,
William German, William Goetz,
Leonard Goldenson, T. J. Hargrave,
Jessel, Kaye, Louis Lurie, Judge Pecora, Father Peyton, Sam Pinanski,
Milton R. Rackmil, J. Robert Rubin,
Serge Semenenko, Rabbi Silverstein,
George Skouras, Harry M. Warner,
Robert R. Young, Adolph Zukor,
Sam Dembow, Jr., Jack Alicoate,

For

Bingo

Ohio

Heads

Court

Test

Columbus, O., Nov. 25. — A
court test of the legality of
"free" bingo is seen following
the arrest of Paul (Slim)
Janes, operator
a no-admission bingo of
game
here.
Jones was inspired to try the
free policy because of the
success of the donation policy
at the Little Theatre here.
Police confiscated $427 in
"contributions" which were
tossed into barrels placed
around the bingo hall.

Programming
Slant
(Continued from page 1)
to programming which hundreds of
exhibitors
have adopted relates to format and advertising.
"No longer is programming a mere
matter of time-filling to these showmen," Morgan said. "They have taken
cognizance of the great national magazines' profound influence on public
entertainment values and tastes ; that
is to say, they have come to realize
that just as such magazines maintain
a proper balance of reading entertainment and enlightenment in the form
of features, stories, serials, oddities,
news commentaries and special departments and columns, so must the
motion picture theatre balance its program instead of overweighing it with
features at the expense of such entertainment as cartoons, newsreels and
other short subjects.
"The exhibitors realize, too, that to
deprive their patrons of the film counterparts of magazine oddities, sports
items, news reports, etc., is to create
in the customers' subconscious minds
the feeling of having been cheated of
part of that to which theatre patrons
are entitled in return for the admission price paid. Thus, the content and
format of the great national magazines now exercise an influence on
motion picture theatre programming,
according to numbers of independent
exhibitors and circuit operators.
New Attitude

"This new exhibitor attitude is reflected in theatre newspaper advertisements as well as on the screen-. In
Barney Balaban, Harry Brandt, O'Con- city after
city which I visited I found
nor, Robert J. O'Donnell, Martin
Quigley, James R. Grainger, Abel advertisements for features also listGreen, Herman Robbins and Major
ing by title the short subjects on the
Albert W arner.
programs. Less and less do we find
merely the line : 'Also selected short
subjects.' And because the intelligent
'Peter Pan9 Float in exhibitor now knows his customers
regard newsreels as a necessary part
Philadelphia Parade
of the pattern of keeping well-inRKO Radio Pictures reported here
formed in these times, he is demanding that his newsreels be new and not
yesterday
that Thanksgiving
the "Peter Pan"
in tomorrow's
Day float
pa- two or more weeks old — this despite
rade in Philadelphia will be the largest the extent to which television can
float ever used to promote a motion
news service."
provide
Morganquick
said, "I have discovered
The float is 15 feet high and con- also two other important developpicture.
tains all of the cartoon characters in
ments,1( ) that motion picture advertising in general by exhibitors is
the picture. Parade officials have built
a publicity campaign around it, said showing a greater exercise of intelligence and reflecting strong insights
RKO.

into what sets the public's imagina"The Nativity" pageant, which tells
tion afire, and, (2), that exhibitors in
the story of the first Christmas, will Goldwyn Going to Boston general
are using press books more
BosTO'N,
Nov.
25.
—
Samuel
Goldwyn
feature the Music Hall Choral Ensemble, under the direction of Rayof "Hans Christian Ander- consistently than ever before."
mond Paige. Norman Wyatt will be producer
sen,"
and
his wife will arrive in Bosnarrator.
Gottlieb Signs Baxter
ton on Monday for a two-day stay Breen Succeeds McCall
Hollywood, Nov. 25. — Anne Baxhe will be host to memThe new "holiday spectacle," "Sea- duringbers ofwhich
Hollywood*, Nov. 25. — Screen
ter signed with Alex Gottlieb to star
son's Greetings," will feature the nesday. the press, radio and television. Writers Guild elected Richard Breen,
Rockettes, Corps de Ballet, Choral He will return to the Coast on Wedin ;his "Blue Gardenia," which Fritz ensemble
and soloists.
president, succeeding Mary C. McLang will direct.
Call, Jr., whose term expired.
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Robust

$6,500

for

'Christian Andersen'
A robust $6,500 was estimated for yesterday's opening
of "Hans Christian Andersen"
at the Criterion here. Business at the off - Broadway
Paris Theatre, where the
Samuel Goldwyn production
also had a premiere, was described as fine.
The Criterion management
• reported that it had been
swamped with telephone calls
throughout the day, seeking
information on the time and
price schedule for evening
and Thanksgiving Day holiday performances.

John

Jones

Chicago

Heads

Variety

Chicago, Nov. 25. — New Variety
Club of Illinois officers for the coming year were elected at a meeting
of the new board here today at the
Congress Hotel, site of the Club's
new quarters which are now under
construction. .
Elected were : John Jones of Jones,
Linick and Schaefer, chief barker ;
Nat Nathanson, district manager for
Allied Artists, first assistant chief
barker ; James E. Coston, president
of Indiana-Illinois Theatres and Coston enterprises, second assistant chief
barker ; Mannie Gottlieb, district
manager of Universal, propertymaster, and Manny Smerling, head
of Confection Cabinet Corp., dough
guy.
Others Named
Also serving on the board are
James Donahue, district manager of
Paramount ; Tom Flannery, president
of the White Way Sign Co. ; Max
Rosenbaum, head of United Beverage
Co. ; Arthur Schoenstadt, head of
Schoenstadt Theatres ; Edwin Silverman, of Essaness Theatres ; Dave
Wallerstein, General Manager Balaban and Katz and of Great States
Theatres, plus the ex-officio members,
former chief barkers Joe Berenson,
Jack Kirsch, Irving Mack, Irving
Mandel and Jack Rose, who is also
international representative. John
Jones and Joe Berenson have been
selected as official delegates from the
Local Tent to the 1953 convention in
Mexico City, with Jack Rose and
Sam Levensohn as alternates.
BOT

Reports
(Continued from page 1)
sions decreased from 345,596,000 for
the first quarter to 326,447,000 for the
second quarter, representing a drop of
5.5 per cent. The average admission
price for the second quarter was 20
pence
to the first quarter's
of 20. 1compared,
pence.
During the quarter ending June 28,
the entertainment tax amounted to
£9,471,000. The percentage of net
takings paid for film rentals fell from
35.4 to 35. The exhibitors' share of
the gross totaled £11,062,000, compared to £11,662,000.
Production figures relating to the
quarter ending Sept. 30, 1952, indicated that 25 films were in production, compared to 16 at the end of
June, with 5,222 persons employed

Motion

Picture

s

daily
National

Reviews

Pre-Selling
"Against
All
( Universal-In temational)

Flags"

\/f AUREEN O'HARA and ERROL FLYNN are as handsome a couple
as ever got mixed up with pirates in bright color by Technicolor in
this superior production that contains all the elements of a strong box-office
success. Anthony Quinn is on hand as a swaggering pirate captain whose
attentions are rejected by Miss O'Hara and who tries to do-in Flynn, a
government spy trying to break up the captains of the Coast pirate syndicate.
There is a sure-fire mixture of attractive romance and vigorous swashbuckling- ina taut screenplay by Aeneas MacKenzie and Joseph Hoffman,
based on a MacKenzie story, that provides crisp and often
humorous dialogue
for the principals. The island backgrounds are impressive and George Sherman's direction has kept the proceedings moving at a neat pace.
Producer Howard Christie has made good use of shipboard settings where
much of the action occurs. Flynn poses as an officer-deserter who escapes
with seamen Phil Tully and John Alderson. They are accepted by the pirates
after Flynn defeats a huge pirate in an exciting pike duel. Flynn becomes
navigator on Quinn's ship. Quinn vanquishes a ship on the high seas that
is the state ship of the Emperor of India and carries Alice Kelley, the emperor's daughter.
Flynn rescues Miss Kelley from the burning ship and later spikes the island's
fortification guns. He then signals the waiting government ship to attack
but is caught by Quinn and only saved from death by Miss O'Hara; who
loves him. Flynn boards Quinn's ship as it is escaping by using Miss Kelley
as a hostage. He kills Quinn in a duel, returns the ship to his superior
officers,
obtains a pardon for Miss O'Hara, and happily chooses her at the
finale.

HP HE advertising profession lost a
prospective account executive
when Alec Guiness, British star, resigned from an ad agency to become
an actor, according to a story in the
current issue of Life. Twelve portraits of Alec are reproduced in a
spread, each showing him in a different character part. The author of
the article says it takes Alec up to
three hours to make up for each character role and transform himself into
his screen personality. It is rare
when a British film shows a substantial profit in the U. S. market.
However, Alec Guiness' last three
pictures, "The Lavender Hill Mob,"
"The Man in the White Suit" and
"The Promoter," all Universal-International releases, are expected to
make
a
profit
of over $2,000,000 in
this country.
•
Cameron Shipp has written his
impressions of Leslie Caron for the
issue
Woman's Home Companion
Flynn and Quinn are zestful derring-doers, Miss O'Hara registers strongly now onof the
newsstands. When readas _ the spitfire pirate, Miss Kelley is notable as the pretty princess, and
Mildred Natwick supplies comedy as her governess. Others in the cast are
ing
Shipp's
the feeling that Missarticle
Caron you
bothgetastounded
Michael Ross, Harry Cording and Paul Newlan. This production has names,
and bewildered the author. Alaction, and spirit and should be a solid attraction.
though she is now a star at the
Running time, 83^ minutes. General audience classification. For December M-G-M studio and married to the
release.
Walter Pasiikix heir of the Hormel ham and meat
packing fortune, she still practices
the thrift taught to her by her
French parents. Quoting Leslie on
"The Desperate Search"
(Metro-Gold'zvyn-Mayer)
economy,
she said, "I cook all the
A SOLID cast featuring Howard Keel, Jane Greer, Patricia Medina, time. I have to. We do not have
r\ and Keenan Wynn is the main asset of this moderate entry that is mooch money and we hate restaudramatically concerned with several routine domestic problems but suffers
rants." M-G-M has scheduled her
from a rather incredible story. There is some attractive aerial footage since for stardom. Her next pictures will
the protagonists are bush flyers, and some suspense is generated in the climactic be "Glorv Alley," "Lili" and "The
search for survivors of a passenger plane crash.
The screenplay by Walter Doniger, based on a novel by Arthur Mayse, Story of Three Loves."
•
presents Keel as a pilot married to Miss Greer and the father of two children,
Lee Aaker and Linda Lowell, by a previous marriage to domineering flyer,
John Wayne says "I don't act, I
according to Don Allen in a
Miss Medina. Aaker and young Miss Lowell spend some time with their react,"
story
on this modest star which will
father and are on a plane slated to return them to their mother when it
crashes in a mountainous area.
appear in Sunday's American Weekly.
John's quaint way of explainThe children, sole survivors, try to await rescue and avoid being killed by This ing is
his acting ability, although he has
a cougar while Keel is trying to convince the search party to follow his been voted the best box office star in
hunch and search the crash area. They do not do so and Miss Medina
Motion Picture Herald-Fa-me poll
attempts to win back Keel but he remains true to Miss Greer and after a the
for the past two years. He has been
few days follows his hunch and flies to the area alone, locating the youngsters. leading man for Colbert, Dietrich and
After landing, he finds the children treed by the animal, which he clubs to
death and all ends happily as Miss Medina decides to leave the children Crawford. Their consensus of opinwith him.
ion of John
was, Wayne
"He's sonever
dependable."
Oddly
enough,
worries
The children make a very appealing pair and perform capably, as do the about
his love scenes. Nor does he
stars. Others in the cast are Robert Burton, Michael Dugan, Elaine Stewart, try to be too adept. He thinks a little
Jonathan Cott, Jeff Richards ,and Dick Simmons. Production and direction clumsiness is better suited to the charare adequate. Matthew Rapf produced and Joseph Lewis directed. The production has several exploitation angles and some genuine appeal.
acters he plays.
the "Jet
Pilot"
set his co-star,
JanetOnLeigh,
was ribbed
Running time, 73 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Jan. 16.
W. P. about this. "The guy wasn't very expert in not,"
love interludes,
he?"
"Maybe
said Janet was
seriously,
Sherrill C. Corwin formerly held 43^2
per cent of Mt. Hood stock, and Ted
Gamble owns 43^4 per cent of the
Appeals FCC Ruling
stock. Several weeks ago Stolkin,
Washington, Nov. 25. — Mt. Hood Burke and Corwin sold their stock to
Radio and Television Broadcasting more than 30 employes of radio station
Corp. attorneys have appealed to the KOIN in Portland, which is confull Federal Communications Comtrolled by Mt. Hood.
The FCC has been holding hearings
mission
from
a
hearing
examiner's
decision that a pending application on several competing applications for
for a Portland, Ore., television sta- Portland TV channels and Mt. Hood
tion could not be changed to include is one of the applicants. Mt. Hood
the liquidation of the holdings of asked permission to change its applications to conform to the stock sale,
Ralph E. Stolkin and affiliated investors.
but examiner Elizabeth C. Smith reStolkin, Edward G. Burke, Jr., and
fused the request, declaring it was too
late in the hearing to permit the
change.
full-time, compared with 4,356 three
months earlier. The number of days
Mt. Hood's appeal to the full Comworked by extras during the quarter
mission stated with
Miss theSmith's
was 24,979, compared to 13,642 in the was inconsistent
law andrulingprevious FCC regulations and decisions.
previous quarter.
Mt

Hood

Radio,

TV

summing him up, "but he's very thorough." Wayne's current picture is
"The Quiet Man," produced by John
Ford for Republic Pictures.
•
Louis Pollock's profile on Deborah
Kerr in December's Redbook gives
the reader the impression that her
life's story would make a rather
good movie script. Deborah was
born in Helensburgh, Scotland,
went to London in her early 'teens
to study the ballet and drama.
During the war, while part of a
theatrical troupe entertaining servicemen, she met an RAF fighter
pilot whom she married after the
European war had ended. Her
most
recent
picturenowis playing
M-G-M'sat
"Prisoner
of Zenda,"
the Capitol Theatre here.
Walter Haas

A Bert E. Friedlob

Production-Released

by 20fh

Century-Fox
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On

Grosses

Zukor's
Variety

Morgan Says Format and
Advertising Big Factors

In

UK

Reports

Honor
to Sponsor

ture industry's
outstanding
pio-

ij^^

BOT

Clubs

in

Series of Events in '53
A worldwide celebration in honor
of Adolph Zukor, chairman of the
board of Paramount Pictures, will
be observed early next year in a
series of events
sponsored by
Variety Clubs
International
which has
designated Zukor
as
"the motion pic-

A sizeable segment of the socalled "lost audience" is being regained through a new approach to
programming as reflected in theatre
advertising, according to Oscar Morgan,
P a r amount
short subj ects
and newsreel
manager, who
has completed a
report on the
in-into
a personal vestigation
marketing cons. Morgan
dition
I
«iM
fl
.«l
^
HnV
^^9
wjjj make fur.
Oscar Morgan ther field probes
before February
when the company's short subjects
program for 1953-54 will be determined.
Morgan said that the new approach
(Continued on page 4)
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JACK

COHN,

Photo by CosmO'Sileo
president of the Motion Picture Pioneers (left),

and Ned Depinet, chairman of the Pioneers' "Jubilee Dinner"
(right), presenting a plaque to Nate Blumberg, Universal Pictures'
board chairman, citing him as the "Pioneer of 1952" at New
York's Astor Hotel last night.

n e e r filmThe ment
announcewas made
officially here
yesterday
by
RobertvioeJ.
O'Donnell,
maker."

Adolph Zukor
president of the Texas Interstate circuit, who will act as general chairman
of the committee
(Continued inon charge
page 4) of the afSees

Ohio

Censors

Dip

Box-office

London, Nov. 25. — A six per cent
gross takdrop in Britain's box-office
ings for the second quarter ended
June 28, was reported by the Board
of Trade.
Box-office grosses fell from £28,953,000 for the quarter ending March
29, 1952 to £27,208,000 for the second quarter. The number of admis(Continaed on page 5)

8 Weeks for 'Hans'
In Chicago's Loop
Chicago, Nov. 25. — Samuel
Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
Andersen" was awarded an
extended run of eight weeks
in the Chicago Loop, in a decision by Federal Judge Michael Igoe. James A. Mulvey,
president of Samuel Goldwyn
Productions, was present at
the hearings.
The theatre and opening
date for the Chicago run
have not yet been set.

It

Was

Pioneers'

As

Industry

Hails

Big

Night

Blumberg

4On

the

Way

Out'

Columbus, O., Nov. 25. — Dr. Clyde
Hissong, chief state film censor, and
representative Ohio citizens are exploring alternative sources of revenue

It was "old timers' night" in the Grand Ballroom of New York's
support
of the
state's should
audioeducational
program
Hotel Astor last night when the Motion Picture Pioneers gathered for for the visual
present
revenues
from
film
censorship
their annual banquet and to pay homage to N. J. Blumberg, who was
fees be cut off. The Columbus DisPioneer of 1952." Blumberg, chairman
"Motion ofPicture
proclaimed
patch states that Ohio education offiof
the board the
of directors
Universal
Pictures, is marking his 40th anniversary in the motion picture business.
Some 500 Pioneers and their guests
attended the organization's "Jubilee
Dinner," which was highlighted by the
induction of 60 new members and addresses by Blumberg, dinner chairman
Ned E. Depinet and Father Patrick
Peyton, prominent Catholic clergyman.
Judge Ferdinand Pecora conducted the
induction ceremonies.
George Jessel, who has become almost a "regular" in toastmastering
Pioneer dinners, officiated _again last
platinight and was presented withona behalf
num wrist watch by Depinet
of the Pioneers.
Upon receiving a citation plaque
from the Pioneers, Blumberg asserted
that the motion picture industry "is in
the beginnning of a new era and there
is no limit to the scientific advances
(Continued on page 4)

E. L. Scanlon

Named

Cinerama Treasurer
Hollywood, Nov. 25. — Ernest L.
Scanlon has resigned as manager of
RKO Radio Pictures studio here to
become treasurer of Cinerama Productions. Scanlon will be a member
of the executive board, joining Louis
B. Mayer, chairman; Merian C.
Cooper, chief of production ; Dudley
Roberts, president ; and Frank Smith,
vice-president.
Scanlon, who will make his headquarters in New York, was with
RKO
in
the
30's asindustry
auditor, posts
and
after a numberearly
of other
took the studio manager position last
year. In 1942-49 he was vice-president
of Selznick Releasing Organization.
Before that he was executive vicepresident of Vanguard Films.

cials are
that state
censorship"fairly
is on the convinced"
way out. The
audio-visual program receives about
$100,000 annually from censor fees.

Coast

Drive-ins

Face

Operators' Strike
Los Angeles, Nov. 25. — The
IATSE has given Projectionists' Local No. 150 permission
to strike at drive-ins within
its jurisdiction if necessary
to enforce demands of a contract stymied in negotiation.
The principal demand at issue
is that drive-ins employ two
men in a booth when presenting a first-run picture.

.2

Motion
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IFE

Personal

Monogram
Net Profit

Mention

Hollywood, Nov. 25. — Monogram Pictures Corp. and subsidiaries showed a net profit
of $125,897 for the quarter
ended Sept. 27, according to a
report by Steve Broidy, president.
The figure compares with
$150,465 for the net in the
same period in the previous
year. Broidy said the seeming decline in earnings actually is due to the fact that
the previous year's figure included income from the licensing of certain pictures to
television, which policy was
discontinued.

IOHN SCHLESINGER, head of
»J Schlesinger Theatres in South
Africa, is in New York from Johannesburg.
•
William Perlberg, Paramount producer, has been inducted into Delta
Kappa Alpha, the international honorary motion picture fraternity, in
Hollywood.
•
L. W. Brockington, president of
Odeon Theatres (Canada) Ltd., has
been appointed to the newly-created
Court-Martial Appeals Court in Toronto.
•
George L. Carrington, president of
Altec, has arrived in New York from
Beverly Hills.
•
Myron Sattler, Paramount's New
York branch manager, will begin a
two-week vacation • today.
Terry Moore and Richard Jaeckel
have returned to Hollywood from New
York.
Louis R. Lurie is here from San
Francisco.
Kreisler' s First Will
Open in January
"Ring Around the Clock," Italianmade film, based on a factual story
from Time magazine, with an English
adaptation by A. J. Liebling of the
New Yorker magazine, will have its
U. S. premiere in January, it was announced here by B. Bernard Kreisler,
president of International Film Associates, which is releasing the picture.
Arrangements are being made for the
premiere at one of the art theatres in
New York with a special charity
presentation sponsored by civic leaders
for the opening night, proceeds to be
turned over to Boys Town in Italy.
The film is the first independent release of IFA. Kreisler also announced
the appointment of Michael Hall as
publicity director for the film.
Danny
Kaye
Opens
At Palace Jan. 18
The opening date for Danny Kaye
and his 'All-Star International VariShow,"changed
at the RKO
Palace
has ety
been
to Jan.
18. here
The

Quarter
Drops

TV
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daily

Sets

Up

Division

Italian Films Export has set up a
Television division to be headed by
Ralph Serpe which will represent
Italian producers in developing coproduction deals with American television producers, it was announced
here by Dr. Renato Gualino. Negotiations are already under way with
two package agencies, it was revealed,
for co-production agreements involving major film series packages and
featuring top. American film stars.
The division is planning to create
its own package shows, in addition,
for American distribution that would
draw on Italian short subjects and
utilize IFE sound studio facilities to
make them available in English. It is
expected that films will be expressly
designed for the world-wide television
Schwartz
Names
3 market.
Prior to this appointment, Serpe
had represented the Marziale interests
To NCC J Committee
in the financing of Italo-American coproductions, and served as U. S. repAppointment of three members to
resentative for the Ponti-Di Laurentis
the national committee for the film Studios in Rome.
industry's
in the National participation
Conference of Christians
and
Jews' "Brotherhood Week," Feb. 1522, was reported here yesterday by
for
chairman Sol Schwartz, president of Special Feature
RKO Theatres.
'Mickey's' Birthday
Brothers'
Warner
on,
Kalmens
Ben
general sales manager, will head the
distribution committee, Walter Reade,
The 25th anniversary of Walt DisTheaney's "Mickey Mouse" will be celeJr., president of Walter Readeexhibitor
brated in 1953 with the release by
tres, will be chairman of the
committee and named to head the
RKO Radio of a special feature picadvertising-publicity committee is Si
ture entitled "Mickey Mouse's Birthing
Seadler, in charge of advertis
for
M-G-M.
day Party," it was announced here
following a meeting of DisSchwartz said that other committee yesetrday
ney and RKO sales and promotion
members will be announced within a executives.
few days.
The film, which will go into national release on May 15, backed by
a large advertising, publicity and ex'Circus'
Will
Open
ploitation campaign, will be made up
of the six "Mickey Mouse" short subjects found to be most popular during
Roxy
"Crystal 'Ice-Colorama'
Circus" will be the first the past 25 years. RKO will urge exhibitors to play it in its entirety as a
Roxy "Ice-Colorama" show when the
second
feature,
although the picture
"Stars
with
22
Dec.
theatre reopens
will be arranged so that it can be
and
Stripes
Forever"
featured
on
the
screen.
broken down into individual sequences.
The Roxy will close Sunday for the
Global promotion plans for the anfirst time in its 25-year history, for
niversary were discussed at an initial
about three weeks in order to enlarge
meeting which was attended by Sidits stage and effect other changes.
ney Kramer, short subjects sales
Total cost of alterations was esti- manager for RKO Radio ; Leo F.
mated at $200,000.
Samuels, sales supervisor for Disney;

Gannaway to Filmcraft
Hollywood, Nov. 25. — Al Gannaopening date was originally Jan. 19.
way, TV producer-actor, has joined
During Kaye's limited Palace en- Filmcraft Productions as director of
gagement, 10 shows weekly will be
A former special mapresented, three at matinees, on programming.
terial writer for Bob Hope, he proWednesday, Saturday and Sunday,
duced several TV shows for ABCand every night, including Sunday. TV before being recalled to military
Mail orders are currently being filled duty to produce a film series for the
on a reserve seat basis.
Army. He was recently released.

Newsreel
Parade
DRESIDENT-ELECT DWIGHT
■L EISENHOWER'S visit to the
United Nations is highlighted in current newsreels. Also featured are the
Variety Club's Anniversary, Nehru
honored by natives, and football highlights.
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 96— Ike
and Dulles visit UN. Sen. Nixon calls on
Ike. Water famine in UN. Variety Club
anniversary.
Indo-highlights.
China Reds menace
French. Football
NEWS OF THE DAY, 226— Ike finds
inspiration in UN visit. NATO in war
games off Turkish coast. Life- termer
freed; found
Variety Clubs' anniversary.innocent.
Football.
PARAMOUNT
NEWS,
No. 2»-Ike in
visit todent
UN.
Message
of
faith
fromWilliam
PresiTruman. Last rites for
Green. Holiday treat. Football games of
the year.
TELENEWS
DIGEST, No. 48A—Naval
powers in landing test. Milford, Tex. gets
new doctor. Nehru honored by natives.
Career girl fashion show. Red prisoners
reach safety. Football.
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 416 — NATO
naval maneuvers. Eisenhower at the UN.
Variety Clubs'
Underwater
camera.
Football anniversary.
highlights.
WARNER
PATHE UN.NEWS,
51—
Eisenhower
visits
TurkeyNo.NATO
maneuvers. Iraq king in Baghdad. Big oil
fire extinguished in two minutes. Variety
Club anniversary. British Parliament dedicates memorial.
Washington

Opening

'Sound Barrier'
Of
Washington, Nov. 25. — A starstudded audience turned out here tonight for the opening of "Breaking
the Sound Barrier" at the Playhouse
Theatre. The chairman of the British
Joint Services Mission, Air Chief
Marshal Sir William Elliot, and Lady
Elliot, sent out invitations in honor
of the U. S. Air Force.
Prior to the premiere, Supreme
Court Justice William Douglas was
host at a cocktail party in honor of
Ilya E. Lopert, president of Lopert
Film Distributing Corp. and owner
of
Playhouse and Dupont Thefilm.the atres,
both of which will play the
ACLU

Offers

Aid

On Censor Problems
Service to exhibitors and distributors in combatting "pressure-group"
at motion picture censorIrving Ludwig, domestic sales super- drivesship aimed
was offered here by the American
visor; Charles Levy, publicity director; Card Walker, advertising and Civil Liberties Union.
exploitation director ; Pat Ryden, of
In letters to more than 200 theatrethe Disney character merchandise men and tional.
NaACLU's from
distributors,
Council on the
Freedom
division, and Joe Erlich, supervisor of
shorts subjects publicity and exploita- Censorship proposed a three-point
tion for RKO.
assistance program. It asked recipients to report to the ACLU all instances in which films have either
censored or
been, by public
withdrawn
fromofficials,
exhibition due to
'Limelight', 'Stripes'
Are Set in Boston
pressure group action.
Boston, Nov. 25. — Christmas Day
openings here have been set for Firth Services Held
Charles Chaplin's "Limelight," United
Services
for United
Maurice Jewish
Firth, aAppeal
fundArtists release, at the Esquire and
raiser of the
Mayflower theatres, and for 20th Cen- of Greater New York in the motion
tury-Fox's "Stars and Stripes For- picture and entertainment industries,
ever," at the Pilgrim. The Esquire were held here Monday at Riverside
has been closed for several years.
Chapel. Firth died on Saturday.

Bandit Gets $3,000
Buffalo, Nov. 25. — A masked
bandit held up Edward Miller, manMotion Picture Daily will
ager ;William D. Edler, assistant,
not be published tomorrow,
and Raymond F. Kuschel, usher, in
Thanksgiving Day, a legal
the Paramount Theatre and escaped
holiday.
with $3,000, taken from a safe in the
manager's office.
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Warner
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Musical
Spree

Tl ATTDUTM E,E miller -seorge moi-mul habvey - jack iose«,melville shavelson
trr \jit\v
JUl/jLvJ X XX JLiAl Musical Numbers Staged and Directed by LeRoy Pnnz • Song -April in Paris", Lyrics by E. Y. Harburg,
I jf\ | j | /|j
Cahn, Music by Vernon Duke . Musical Direction by Ray Heindorf produced by WILLIAM JACOBS - directed bv f)AVID BUTLER
Sammy
by
Lyrics
Songs,
Original
•
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'Free'
Equip 3 WB Houses
With TV on Coast

Pioneers'

Hollywood, Nov. 25.— Three
Warner Theatres, the Downtown Los Angeles, the Hollywood, and the Huntington
Park, have been equipped for
big-screen television. Until
l Corwin's Ornow, Sherril
in the downtown area,
pheuni,
had been the only house here
with TV facilities.

awaiting the development in this elec"we of
age." He warned
, we whothathave seen
the oldertronicgeneration
our business grow from an idea to a
fabulous institution, must not assume
the role of spectators," adding that
we must place accent on youth, but
we also must respect maturity."
Blumberg said he believed the Pioneers should enlarge its scope and assume an obligation to help induct new
blood in the business. "Our maturity
plus youth should be a combination to
insure
he
said. good health in our industry,"

To

Honor Zukor
{Continued from page 1)

fair, on behalf of Variety International. The plan was discussed and
approved at Variety's mid- winter
meeting- in Pittsburgh last weekend.
Extend Over Several Months
The testimonials, which are expected
to extend over several months, will
lead off with a celebration marking
Zukor's 80th birthday, Jan. 7. This
will be in the form of a dinner in
Hollywood, probably at the Ambassador Hotel, with all branches of the
industry represented, including many
persons who were associated with
Zukor in his enterprises in the past.
Another dinner, scheduled for March 4
at the Hotel Waldorf Astoria in New
York, will commemorate the 50th anniversary ofZukor's entrance into the
motion picture business in March,
1903. The guest list will include financial, business and political leaders of
the nation.
At a trade press conference here
yesterday, O'Donnell said that all
crafts, guilds, associations and organizations within the industry, as well as
all other phases of the entertainment
world, will be invited to participate
with the Variety Clubs in honoring the
veteran film showman. Plans for the
events
when executives
O'Donnell
learned originated
that Paramount

Big
Night
{Continued from Page 1)

The plaque presented to
Blumberg as the year's pioneer
of
the industry
"Motion
Picture
Pioneersread:
bestows
its
BlumNate
upon
highest honor
berg, whose forty brilliant years
in the motion picture business
closely parallel the spectacular growth and tremendous
achievements of the industry
he has served so faithfully and
well. For enriching our industry with his countless contributions as exhibitor, producer
and distributor, for his sterling
attributes exemplified by his
devotion, his affection and his
feeling for his fellow man, we
acclaim him 'Pioneer of the

In telling about the work of the
Foundation of the Motion Picture
Year'."during the past year, Depinet
Pioneers
asked those Pioneers fortunate enough
to be able to leave an estate to consider leaving some of the estate to the
Foundation. He said the Foundation
should be uppermost in their minds
because "the help we give these unfortunate people is only a small token of
repayment for their great service in
building what we know as a successful motion picture industry."
were contemplating a birthday dinner
Depinet traced Blumberg's rise from
in his honor.
poster clerk to his present important
In a telegram sent earlier to
position, with proof of his humble bethe Paramount home office
ginning supplied by Harold Fitzgerald, president of Fox- Wisconsin Thefrom Dallas, O'Donnell deatres, who gave Blumberg his start in
clared that Zukor's 80th birththe film business in 1912.
day and his 50th anniversary
in the film business constituted
Father Peyton, who achieved international fame through his Family
occasions deserving a celebravia radio, TV, films
Crusade
Rosary
tion by the entire industry. Upon receiving the consent of
and rallies, paid tribute to film industry members who joined forces with
Paramount executives, O'Donradio in bringing the messages of the
nell went to Pittsburgh and
to the
Theatre
Family
Crusade's
placed the idea before the Variety meeting.
"Adolph Zukor's life," O'Donnell
said
yesterday,
an example
of the
American
dream"isfulfilled.
Coming
to
America from his native Hungary as
a poor boy, he not only raised himself
to a position of honor, but in doing
so built an industry which has carried the ideals of his adopted country
all over the world. His life is a saga
of Americanism at its best and I can
think of nothing more worthwhile for
our industry than to hold up Mr.
Zukor as a shining example of what
this business stands for."
Other events in honor of Zukor
will be held throughout the world
during 1953.
Gottlieb Signs Baxter
Hollywood, Nov. 25. — Anne Baxter signed with Alex Gottlieb to star
in his "Blue Gardenia," which Fritz
Lang will direct.

'Hair
Show

Christmas
Opens

Dec.

4
Radio City Music Hall's annual
Christmas stage program will be presented in two parts this year, opening
on Thursday, Dec. 4, co-featuring
the world premiere of M-G-M's "Million Dollar Mermaid."
The stage program will comprise
the pageant, "The Nativity," produced by Leon Leonidoff, and "SeaGreetings," produced by Russellson's
Markert.
"The Nativity" pageant, which tells
the story of the first Christmas, will
feature the Music Hall Choral Ensemble, under the direction of Raymond Paige. Norman Wyatt will be
narrator.
The new "holiday spectacle," "Season's Greetings," will feature the
Rockettes, Corps de Ballet, Choral
ensemble and soloists.

people of America and the world.
Other speakers included Pioneers
president Jack Cohn, Danny Kaye and
Jesse
Block. Plaques
constructive
contributions
in both"forthoughts
and
deeds" were presented to Harry J.
Takiff, secretary-treasurer of the organization, and vice-president Marvin
Kirsch. Special thanks for helping to
make the "Jubilee Dinner" a success
were given to John J. O'Connor, Maurice Bergman, Charles Alicoate, Gilbert Josephson, David Bader, Ray
Gallagher, Leon Leonidoff, Henry A.
Linet and Milton Livingston as members of the working committee.
A telephone recording of greetings
from three Hollywood friends of
Blumberg was played over a loud
speaker. The salutes came from Jack
Benny, Jimmy Durante and James
Stewart. Harry Wismer read the
names of 36 industry representatives,
20 of them members of the Pioneers,
who died during the past year. Rabbi
Ralph Silverstein of Temple Sinai and
former Chaplain of the Cinema Lodge
of B'nai B'rith, delivered the invocation and participated in requiem ceremonies for the departed members.
Jane Pickens Sings
Jane Pickens sang the national anthem and entertainment was supplied
by
City through
Music Hall's
Glee
Club,Radio
the latter
the courtesy
of G. S. Eyssell and Leon Leonidoff. Music was provided by Al
Rickey and his "Pioneer
Orchestra."
Acknowledgments
were made
to Jake
Starr who, every year, has created and
contributed display decorations for the
dinners and to the trade press for its
help in publicizing- the affair.
A special feature was a "Salute by
Look Magazine" to the Pioneers, featured in the Dec. 2 issue of the magazine, now on newsstands.
Dais guests at the dinner were
Blumberg, Edward P. (Ted) Curtis,
Depinet, Fitzgerald, Frank Folsom,
William German, William Goetz,
Leonard Goldenson, T. J. Hargrave,
Jessel, Kaye, Louis Lurie, Judge Pecora, Father Peyton, Sam Pinanski,
Milton R. Rackmil, J. Robert Rubin,
Serge Semenenko, Rabbi Silverstein,
George Skouras, Harry M. Warner,
Robert R. Young, Adolph Zukor,
Sam Dembow, Jr., Jack Alicoate,

For

Bingo

Ohio

Heads

Court

Test

Columbus,
25. — of
A
court
test ofO.,theNov.
legality
"free" bingo is seen following
the arrest of Paul (Slim)
Janes, operator
a no-admission bingo of
game
here.
Jones was inspired to try the
free policy because of the
success of the donation policy
at the Little Theatre here.
Police confiscated $427 in
"contributions" which were
tossed into barrels placed
around the bingo hall.

Programming
Slant
{Continued from page 1)
to programming which hundreds of
exhibitors have adopted relates to format and advertising.
'No longer is programming a mere
matter of time-filling to these showmen," Morgan said. "They have taken
cognizance of the great national magazines' profound influence on public
entertainment values and tastes ; that
is to say, they have come to realize
that just as such magazines maintain
a proper balance of reading entertainment and enlightenment in the form
of features, stories, serials, oddities,
news commentaries and special departments and columns, so must the
motion picture theatre balance its program instead of overweighing- it with
features at the expense of such entertainment as cartoons, newsreels and
other short subjects.
"The exhibitors realize, too, that to
deprive their patrons of the film counterparts of magazine oddities, sports
items, news reports, etc., is to create
in the customers' subconscious minds
the feeling of having been cheated of
part of that to which theatre patrons
are entitled in return for the admission price paid. Thus, the content and
format of the great national magazines now exercise an influence on
motion picture theatre programming,
according to numbers of independent
exhibitors and circuit operators.
New Attitude

"This new exhibitor attitude is reflected intheatre newspaper advertisements as well as on the screen. In
Barney Balaban, Harry Brandt, O'Con- city after city which I visited I found
nor, Robert J. O'Donnell, Martin
Quigley, James R. Grainger, Abel advertisements for features also listGreen, Herman Robbins and Major
ing by title the short subjects on the
Albert Warner.
programs. Less and less do we find
merely the line: 'Also selected short
subjects.' And because the intelligent
'Peter Pan' Float in exhibitor now knows his customers
regard newsreels as a necessary part
Philadelphia Parade
of keeping well-inRKO Radio Pictures reported here of the formedpattern
in these times, he is demanding that his newsreels be new and not
yesterday that the "Peter Pan" float two or more weeks old — this despite
in tomorrow's Thanksgiving Day parade in Philadelphia will be the largest the extent to which television can
float ever used to promote a motion
service."
provide
Morganquick
said,news
"I have discovered
picture.
The float is 15 feet high and con- also two other important developtains all of the cartoon characters in
picture adverthat motion
ments, in(1)general
tising
by exhibitors is
the picture. Parade officials have built
a publicity campaign around it, said showing a greater exercise of intelliRKO.
gence and reflecting strong insights
into what sets the public's imagination afire, and, (2), that exhibitors in
Goldwyn Going to Boston
Boston, Nov. 25. — Samuel Goldwyn, general are using press books more
producer of "Hans Christian Ander- consistently than ever before."
sen," and his wife will arrive in Boston on Monday for a two-day stay Breen Succeeds McCall
during which he will be host to memHollywood, Nov. 25. — Screen
bers of the press, radio and television. Writers
Guild elected Richard Breen,
nesday.
He will return to the Coast on Wedpresident, succeeding Mary C. McCall, Jr., whose term expired.
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Robust

$6,500

for

'Christian Andersen'
A robust $6,500 was estimated for yesterday's opening
of "Hans Christian Andersen"
at the Criterion here. Business at the off - Broadway
Paris Theatre, where the
Samuel Goldwyn production
also had a premiere, was described as fine.
The Criterion management
reported that it had been
swamped with telephone calls
throughout the day, seeking
information on the time and
price schedule for evening
and Thanksgiving Day holiday performances.

John

Jones

Chicago

Heads

Variety

Chicago, Nov. 25. — New Variety
Club of Illinois officers for the coming year were elected at a meeting
of the new board here today at the
site of the Club's
Hotel,
Congress
which are now under
quarters
new
construction..
Elected were: John Jones of Jones,
Linick and Schaefer, chief barker;
Nat Nathanson, district manager for
Allied Artists, first assistant chief
barker; James E. Coston, president
of Indiana-Illinois Theatres and Coston enterprises, second assistant chief
barker ; Mannie Gottlieb, district
manager of Universal, propertymaster, and Manny Smerling, head
of Confection Cabinet Corp., dough
guy.-

Others Named

Also serving on the board are
James Donahue, district manager of
Paramount; Tom Flannery, president
of the White Way Sign Co.; Max
Rosenbaum, head of United Beverage
Co. ; Arthur Schoenstadt, head of
Schoenstadt Theatres ; Edwin Silverman, of Essaness Theatres ; Dave
Wallerstein, General Manager Balaban and Katz and of Great States
Theatres, plus the ex-officio members
former chief barkers Joe Berenson,
Jack Kirsch, Irving Mack, Irving
Mandel and Jack Rose, who is also
international representative. John
Jones and Joe Berenson have been
selected as official delegates from the
Local Tent to the 1953 convention in
Mexico City, with Jack Rose and
Sam Levensohn as alternates.
BOT

Reports
(Continued from page 1)
sions decreased from 345,596,000 for
the first quarter to 326,447,000 for the
second quarter, representing a drop of
5.5 per cent. The average admission
price for the second quarter was 20
to the first quarter's
pence
of
20.1compared,
pence.
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Pre-Selling

"Against
All Flags"
( Universal-International)
MAUREEN
O'HARA and ERROL FLYNN are as handsome a couple
as ever got mixed up with pirates in bright color by Technicolor in
this superior production that contains all the elements of a strong box-office
success. Anthony Quinn is on hand as a swaggering' pirate captain whose
attentions are rejected by Miss O'Hara and who tries to do-in Flynn, a
government spy trying to break up the captains of the Coast pirate syndicate.
There is a sure-fire mixture of attractive romance and vigorous swashbuckling in a taut screenplay by Aeneas MacKenzie and Joseph Hoffman,
based on a MacKenzie story, that provides crisp and often humorous dialogue
for the principals. The island backgrounds are impressive and George Sherman's direction has kept the proceedings moving at a neat pace.
Producer Howard Christie has made good use of shipboard settings where
much of the action occurs. Flynn poses as an officer-deserter who escapes
with seamen Phil Tully and John Alderson. They are accepted by the pirates
after Flynn defeats a huge pirate in an exciting pike duel. Flynn becomes
navigator on Quinn's ship. Quinn vanquishes a ship on the high seas that
is the state ship of the Emperor of India and carries Alice Kelley, the emperor's daughter.
Flynn rescues Miss Kelley from the burning ship and later spikes the island's
fortification guns. He then signals the waiting government ship to attack
but is caught by Quinn and only saved from death by Miss O'Hara, who
loves him. Flynn boards Quinn's ship as it is escaping by using Miss Kelley
as a hostage. He kills Quinn in a duel, returns the ship to his superior
officers,
obtains a pardon for Miss O'Hara, and happily chooses her at the
finale.

ng profession lostvea
advertisi
THE
ive account
prospect
executi
when Alec Guiness, British star, resigned from an ad agency to become
an actor, according to a story in the
current issue of Life. Twelve portraits of Alec are reproduced in a
spread, each showing him in a different character part. The author of
the article says it takes Alec up to
three hours to make up for each character role and transform himself into
his screen personality. It is rare
when a British film shows a substantial profit in the U. S. market.
However, Alec Guiness' last three
pictures, "The Lavender Hill Mob,"
The Man in the White Suit" and
"The Promoter," all Universal-International releases, are expected to
make a profit of over $2,000,000 in
this country.

Cameron Shipp has written his
impressions of Leslie Caron for the
issue of Woman's Home Companion
and Quinn
are Miss
zestfulKelley
derring-doers,
Missas O'Hara
registers
strongly
as Flynn
the spitfire
pirate,
is notable
the pretty
princess,
and now on the newsstands. When readMildred Natwick supplies comedy as her governess. Others in the cast are
ing Shipp's article you get the feeling that Miss Caron both astounded
Michael Ross, Harry Cording and Paul Newlan. This production has names,
and bewildered the author. Alaction, and spirit and should be a solid attraction.
though she is now a star at the
Running time, 83l/2 minutes. General audience classification. For December M-G-M studio and married to the
release.
Walter Pashkin heir of the Hormel ham and meat
packing fortune, she still practices
the thrift taught to her by her
French parents. Quoting Leslie on
The
Desperate
Search"
(Metro-Go Idkvy n- Mayer)
economy,
she said,
"I cook
the
I have
to. We
do notallhave
A SOLID cast featuring Howard Keel, Jane Greer, Patricia Medina, time.
and Keenan Wynn is the main asset of this moderate entry that is mooch money and we hate restaudramatically, (concerned with several routine domestic problems but suffers
rants." M-G-M has scheduled her
from a rather incredible story. There is some attractive aerial footage since for stardom. Her next pictures will
the protagonists are bush flyers, and some suspense is generated in the climactic
be "Glory Alley," "Lili" and "The
search for survivors of a passenger plane crash.
•
The screenplay by Walter Doniger, based on a novel by Arthur Mayse, Story of Three Loves."
presents Keel as a pilot married to Miss Greer and the father of two_ children,
Lee Aaker and Linda Lowell, by a previous marriage to domineering flyer,
John Wayne says "I don't act, I
Miss Medina. Aaker and young Miss Lowell spend some time with their react," according to Don Allen in a
story
on this modest star which will
father and are on a plane slated to return them to their mother when it
crashes in a mountainous area.
appear in Sunday's American Weekly:
John's quaint way of explainThe children, sole survivors, try to await rescue and avoid being killed by This ing is
his acting ability, although he has
a cougar while Keel is trying to convince the search party to follow his been voted the best box office star in
hunch and search the crash area. They do not do so and Miss Medina the Motion Pichvre Herald-Fame poll
attempts to win back Keel but he remains true to Miss Greer and after a for the past two years. He has been
few days follows his hunch and flies to the area alone, locating the youngsters. leading man for Colbert, Dietrich and
After landing, he finds the children treed by the animal, which he clubs to Crawford. Their consensus of opindeath and all ends happily as Miss Medina decides to leave the children
with him.
ion of John
was, Wayne
"He's sonever
dependable."
Oddly
enough,
worries
The children make a very appealing pair and perform capably, as do the about his love scenes. Nor does he
stars Others in the cast are Robert Burton, Michael Dugan, Elaine Stewart, try to be too adept. He thinks a little
Jonathan Cott, Jeff Richards ,and Dick Simmons. Production and direction clumsiness is better suited to the charand Joseph Lewis directed. The proare adequate. Matthew Rapf produced
he plays.
the "Jet
Pilot"
set his acters
co-star,
JanetOn Leigh,
was ribbed
duction has several exploitation angles and some genuine appeal.
date:
Release
ion.
classificat
audience
General
minutes.
73
time,
Running
W. P. about this. "The guy wasn't very exJan. 16.
he?"
love interludes,
pert in not,"
"Maybe
said Janet was
seriously,
Mt.

Hood

Radio,

TV

Sherrill C. Corwin formerly held 43^
per cent of Mt. Hood stock, and Ted
Gamble owns 43J/2 per cent of the
stock. Several weeks ago Stolkin,
Burke and Corwin sold their stock to
more than 30 employes of radio station
KOIN in Portland, which is controlled by Mt. Hood.
The FCC has been holding hearings
on several competing applications for
Portland TV channels and Mt. Hood
is one of the applicants. Mt. Hood
asked permission to change its applications to conform to the stock sale
but examiner Elizabeth C. Smith refused the request, declaring it was too
late in the hearing to permit the
change.

Appeals FCC Ruling
Washington, Nov. 25.— Mt. Hood
Radio and Television Broadcasting
Corp. attorneys have appealed to the
full Federal Communications Comhearing examiner's
thatfrom aa pending application
decision mission
During the quarter ending June 28,
a Portland, Ore., television stathe entertainment tax amounted to for tion could not be changed to include
£9,471s000. The percentage of net the liquidation of the holdings of
takings paid for film rentals fell from Ralph E. Stolkin and affiliated investors.
35.4 to 35. The exhibitors' share of
Stolkin, Edward G. Burke, Jr., and
the gross totaled £11,062,000, compared to £11,662,000.
Production figures relating to the full-time, compared with 4,356 three
quarter ending Sept. 30, 1952, in- months earlier. The number of days
Mt. Hood's appeal to the full Comdicated that 25 films were in produc- worked by extras during the quarter
mission stated Miss Smith's ruling
tion, compared to 16 at the end of was 24,979, compared to 13,642 in the was inconsiste
nt with the law and preJune, with 5,222 persons employed previous quarter.
vious FCC regulations and decisions.

summing him up, "but he's very thorough." Wayne's current picture is
"The Quiet Man," produced by John
Ford for Republic •Pictures.
Louis Pollock's profile on Deborah
Kerr in December's Redbook gives
the reader the impression that her
life's story would make a rather
good movie script. Deborah was
born in Helensburgh, Scotland,
went to London in her early 'teens
to study the ballet and drama.
During the war, while part of a
theatrical troupe entertaining servicemen, she met an RAF fighter
pilot whom she married after the
European war had ended. Her
M-G-M'sat
picturenowis playing
"Prisoner
of Zenda,"
most recent
the Capitol Theatre here.
Walter Haas

A Bert E. Friedlob

Production-Released

by

Century-Fox

PICTURE

MOTION
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20th

Earned

NEW

YORK,

U.S.A., FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

FOREIGN

RECORD

EARNINGS

$2,768,191

FILM

In

Receipts Abroad LasTfear Were $160,000,000,
U.S. Reports; An Increase of $40,000,000

39

Weeks

Also Reports Special
Credit of $1,077,755
Consolidated net earnings of
$2,768,191 and a special credit of
$1,077,755 for the 39 weeks ended
Sept. 27, 1952, was reported here
by 20th Century-Fox Film Corp. and
all subsidiaries, including- Wesco Theatres Corp. and Roxy Theatres, Inc.
This compares with net earnings of
$2,147,628 for the 39- week period ended Sept. 29, 1951.
The $1,077,755 special credit, according to the company report, arose
from a change of accounting procedure with respect to foreign operations. The earnings, together with the
special credit, for the period ended
Sept. 27 of this year amounted to
$3,845,946. This was equal to $1.39 per
share, 38 cents of which were derived
from the special credit, on the 2,769,
484 shares of common stock outstanding.
The end of the current 39-week
(Continued on page 8)

Cole
For

Touring
Repeal

Col. H. A. Cole, national co-chairman of the Admission Tax Repeal
Committee of the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations, is travelling
the country in behalf of the industry's
effort to have the 20 per cent Federal
ticket levy repealed. He has attended
12 tax meetings during the past week
(Continued on page 8)
Seek Extension of
Toledo Censor Law
Columbus, Nov. 27.— While it
is legal to show newsreels in
Toledo without censorship,
the Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio is taking
steps to apply the verdict of
the Toledo court to the entire
state through court action.
The state has decided that it
will not appeal the decision
which ruled that newsreels
were not subject to censorship, the verdict applying
only to Toledo.
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New
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Push
Talks

Arbitration

Starr Warns of Dangers
If System Is Delayed

By J. A. OTTEN

Washington, Nov. 27. — The U. S. film industry's earnings overseas
hit a record $160,000,000 last year, the Commerce Department reports.
By AL STEEN
The previous high was in 1946 when the earnings were put at $142,in
The
distributors'
draft of an in$130,000,000
to
000 000 They dropped to $124,000,000 in 1947, rose
1948 and fell again to $120,000,000
dustry arbitration plan is not eneach in 1949 and 1950
tirely satisfactory to the Theatre
Commerce officials emphasized that Owners of America, non-inclusion
especially the
of
Foreign Films Hit
these figures do not represent amounts
film rentals as
actually remitted but rather total
U.S. Rental Record
earnings each year, whether remitted
aarbitration,
subject but
for
or blocked abroad. However, they are
gton, Nov. 27. —
Washinfor
foreign films in
Rentals
the TOA will
net earnings figures, after allowance
the U.S. hit a record last
tration, per se,
advertising and other disfor foreign tribution
not reject arbicosts. Commerce officials
year, the Commerce Depart(Continued
on
page
3)
ment reports.
merely because
It estimated film rentals
it cannot obpaid in this country at $11,This
tain thatcession.
con000,000, compared with $3,Texas
Compo
Calls
TOA position
000,000 in 1947, $5,000,000 in
was stated
1948 and $4,000,000 each in
1949 and 1950.
Wednesday
in
New York by
'Incentive Selling'
Alfred Starr,
Alfred Starr
TOA president,
Beneficial
Mutually
and affirmed by Mitchell Wolfson,
Gets
Jubilee
(Continued on page 3)
Zukor
Dallas, Nov. 27. — Texas Council
of Motion Picture Organizations offiCOMPOs
Support
cials are said to be highly gratified
Starr
Names
with the reactions to their "Incentive
Selling"
program
which
was
expressly
The Council of Motion Picture Or- designed to benefit the exhibitor and
ganizations has pledged its support the distributor, and they are strongly
and cooperation in the Adolph Zukor recommending its initiation, states Committees
'Golden Jubilee" celebration, becom- Kyle Rorex, executive director for
ing the first group to line up behind Texas COMPO, who has announced
the event.
Chairmen of standing committees
theThe
plan'sprogram
results. was conducted by of the Theatre Owners of America
O'DonJ.
Robert
to
telegram
a
In
nell, international chairman of the
for the next year were announced
and involved a non-com- here by Alfred Starr, TOA president,
celebration, the three executive heads Paul Short
petitive Texas town with a population
of COMPO— Al Lichtman, Sam Pin- of 10,000 in which an independent as follows :
stated
h—
anski and Trueman Rembusc
exhibitor operated an A and two B
Concessions,
Leonon Levenson,
Bos(Continued
page 3)
that the organization would give full
houses (one(Continued
part time),
and 3)a drive-in.
on page
support to the salute to Zukor.
"We can think of nobody in our
business more deserving of such trib(Continued on page 3)
Says Rentals
and
Col. Seeks Bond
in
Tax Are Hardships

20th
NY

to

Over

Open

4

In

Holidays

Twentieth Century-Fox will open
four pictures almost simultaneously on
Broadway during the holiday season.
Three of the films, including the company's contender for the Academy
Award, "My Cousin Rachel," will
"Stars
open on Christmas Day, whilepremiere
will
Forever"
Stripes
and
on Dec. 22 at the Roxy.
"Rachel" will open at the Rivoli
Theatre, "Pony Soldier," will be at
the Globe and "Ruby Gentry" will
open at the Mayfair.

Minority

Trust

Suit

A hearing on a show cause order
minority stockColumbia
calling upon
holder William
B. Weinberger of
New York to post a bond in connection with his anti-trust suit against
the company, has been set for Thursday in New York Supreme Court.
Weinberger's attorney, Samuel H.
Levinkind, also of this city, on Wednesday said he had been served with
papers, citing Section 61B of the general corporation law. It was explained
that this section requests the plaintiff
in a minority suit to post a bond of
(Continued on page 3)

San Francisco, Nov. 27. —
"It's not TV that's killing us,"
charges Rotus Harvey in the
current issue of Western
Theatre Owners' Exhibitors'
Digest, "It is the 20 per cent
tax and
tant film distributors'
rentals coupledexorbiwith
their short - sighted, asinine
releasing system. Were I in
charge of a production studio
responsible for the making of
pictures, I would be worried
to death over the actions and
poor business judgment of my
distributors," Harvey wrote.
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Paramount-Italian
California - Nevada
Unit Changes Name
San Francisco, Nov. 27. —
The Independent Theatre
Owners of Northern California and Nevada has had its
name changed to Northern
California Theatres Association. Nevada is still a member of the unit, however, the
name having been changed
because Nevada is part of the
Northern California exchange
territory.

M. SCHENCK,
NICHOLAS
president of Loew's ; Howard
Dietz, vice-president in charge of advertising-publicity, and Joseph R.
Vogel, vice-president, were scheduled
to arrive here yesterday from the
Coast. Charles C. Moskowitz, vicepresident and treasurer, arrived here
from the Coast earlier in the week.
•
Herman Rifkin, Allied Artists
franchise holder in Boston and a
member of the company's board of
directors, has returned to that city
Strike
SAG
from Hollywood.
Meet
•
C. J. Latta, managing director of
Associated
British Pictures Corp., With Unity: Gold
will sail from here today for England
A plea for unity among all teleaboard the 6". 6". •Queen Elizabeth.
vision producers of filmed commercials was sounded here by Mel Gold,
David Lipton, Universal vicepresident in charge of advertising- president of the National Television
publicity, returned to the Coast from Film Council, in the face of the
threatened Screen Actors Guild
New York.
•
strike, set for Monday.
W. A. Scully spent Thanksgiving
Addressing Wednesday's NTFC
with his family in Florida and will luncheon meeting here at the Hotel
leave there on Monday for Los An- Warwick, Gold warned against any
"private deals" when the strike goes
geles.
•
into effect. The following TV production centers will be affected by the
George Giroux, Technicolor field
representative, is in New York and strike, the first such action taken since
the inception of the SAG : New York,
on Sunday will leave for Boston.
•
Los Angeles, Chicago and Detroit.
Gold called SAG. wage proposals
Noel Meadow, foreign film importer, is in Washington from New "unfair" in his review of the protracted negotiations held in the East.
York.
•
He said agreement could not be
Harold Mirisch, Allied Artists reached on the principles of hiring
vice-president, has returned to Holly- actors on a per spot basis rather than
wood from New York.
per day, the present practice ; on the
•
SAG's demand for the limitation of
Albert Vermes, Cleveland exhi- the use of the TV commercial, and
bitor, announces the birth of a third the payment to actors for additional
use. He said the SAG is seeking $70
daughter to Mrs. Vermes.
per spot for the actor, in comparison
to the current scale of $70 per day
Picker Leaves
on in which the actor can make a number
of spots.
Pacific Area
Tour
The following slates were nominated to head the NTFC next year:
Arnold M. Picker, vice-president of
United Artists in charge of foreign For president, Andrew Jaeger, Arch
distribution, left New York by plane
Mayers, Sydney Mayers ; vice-president, David Savage, Sally _ Perle;
last night on a month's tour of New
Zealand, Australia, Indonesia, Singa- secretary, David Bader, Bill Van
pore and the Philippines. The trip is
Perle ; treasurer, Wilhis first to the Southeast Asia and Praag,liamSally
Reddick, Waldo Mayo ; direcPacific areas.
tors, Mel Gold, Bill Holland, Henry
Picker expects to return to New Brown, Gene Sharin, Sydney Mayers,
York about Dec. 22. He plans to meet Lou Feldman, Arch Mayers, Bader,
personnel of United Artists and sur- Dr. Alfred Goldsmith, Jaeger, White,
vey the company's Far Eastern opera- Reddick, Connie Lazar and Savage.
tions. He will also bring the field
forces up to date on United Artists'
present situation and future plans.
New Roxy Lighting

Co-production
Is

Near

Deal

Completion

Paramount' s plan for co-production
of features in Italy with Italian producers is reported to have materialized to the point where an announcement may be forthcoming shortly.
While there has been no confirmation
of the deal's completion, reports from
Rome indicate that George Weltner,
president of Paramount International,
who has been in the Italian capital
this week, has reached an agreement
with the principals On the project.
Under the plan, Paramount will
participate in the production of moderately budgeted pictures for European distribution by Paramount.
However, the company will have an
option on American distribution of
those films which are believed suitable for the U. S. market.
Weltner was reported to have flown
to London from Rome and will return
to New York Monday, cutting short
a European tour that was to have
extended well into December. The
Italian deal is said to have been the
reason for his quick return to the
home office.
RKO

Fordham

Will

Ohio

ITO

Conclave

Set for April 7-8
Columbus, O., Nov. 27.— The
Independent Theatre Owners
of Ohio has set April 7-8 as
the dates for its annual convention here. Sessions will
be
held
lick Hotel.at the Deshler-Wal-

Daff Starts 4 - Week
Global Tour Dec. 19
Alfred E. Daff, Universal executive
vice-president, is finalizing plans for
a world tour to begin Dec. 19 and
last about a month that would include
a series of sales meetings with Universal personnel in Europe, the Far
East and Australia.
Daff is slated to leave for the Coast
Sunday where it is expected he will
remain for two weeks holding executive discussions about production,
sales and other matters.
Harry Gross Recovers
Harry Gross, former film theatre
financier in New York's Bronx, was
rushed to St. Clare's Hospital here
Tuesday evening from the Motion
Picture Pioneers annual dinner after
having been stricken with an attack
of indigestion. He was discharged
from the hospital that evening following treatment.

TV
Carry 'Carmen'
The RKO Fordham will carry the
Dec. 11 telecast of "Carmen," making
it the third theatre in New York to NEW YORK THEATRES
take the Theatre Network Television
event.
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Another RKO house which has
—^-^
Rockefeller Center
booked the Metropolitan Opera production isthe Albee, Cincinnati. Both
the Fordham and Albee will charge
"PLYMOUTH ADVENTURE"
from
served.$1.20 to $3.60, with all seats reSpencer
TRACY • Gene TIERNEY
TheIroa
Van JOHNSON . Leo GENN
The two additional TV-equipped
houses in New York joining the
Color by TECHNICOLOR • An M-G-M Picture
cross-country network of theatres are
Ulus GREAT HOLIDAY STAGE SPECTACLE
the 50th Street Guild and the Marine,
Brooklyn. Already lined up for the
first theatre TV entertainment show _ ALAN
VIRGINIA
are 30 theatres, with an estimated
Ladd Mayo
seating capacity of 70,000.
In Cleveland, the Hippodrome has
established a $2.40 to $3.60 scale for
the "Carmen" telecast, with no. re:
Mistress
served seats. In Toledo, the Rivoli
has also set a $2.40 to $3.60 scale with Color by TECHNICOLOR
a reserved seat policy.
Midnight F«ot«r#
SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents
Cowan
Arrives
to
Hans Christian
starring
Andersen
Street'
Finish 'Main
GarLester Cowan, producer ; Tay
nett, director, and James Wong Howe,
DANNY KAYE
cameraman of the Council of the LivCRITERION • PARIS
ing Theatre's film production, "Main
B'way & 45th St. 58th St. W. of 5th Ave.
Street to Broadway," have arrived in
New York in preparation for shooting final scenes of the film next week
Get Your Special XMAS
in the theatrical district and in inJ&Trailers On GREEN FILM
teriors of several legitimate theatres.
7 From Good Old Dependable
"Main Street" is being produced
first
the
as
for release by M-G-M
film to be made in collaboration beIfilmack
tween the legitimate stage and the
You Can Always Count On Us
film industry. Profits will be turned
Living
to the Council of the
over
For Top Quality and Fast Service
Theatre.

To Cost $45,000
Work is now under way at the
Shows for Holiday
Theatre here on the new "IceExtra stage and screen shows for Roxy
Colorama" stage with some 5,000 feet
the Thanksgiving Day holiday will of neon tubing to be installed under
continue today at the New York the ice surface, in addition to 3,000
Paramount, with the last in-person feet of ultraviolet tubing to heighten
show presented at 11:00 P.M. At the fluorescent costumes. Cost of the
Trans-Lux 60th Street, a special holi- lighting innovations will be about
day matinee performance of "Lime- $45,000.
light" was given at 5 :30 yesterday.
The first "Ice-Colorama" show will
Most other Broadway first-run be introduced on Dec. 22, along with
theatres held no extra performances
the world premiere of "Stars and
on the holiday.
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Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)

past president, and Herman Levy,
general counsel.
Starr said that TOA was pleased
with the report that the Motion Picture Association of America may
initiate meetings among Allied, TOA
and distributors in order to determine
Allied objections to the draft, which
was turned down at its recent annual
convention in Chicago. However, it
was stressed that if the MPAA does
not sponsor such a meeting, the TOA
will do so on its own.
Starr said he did not believe that
the difference between Allied and the
distributors were irreconcilable. He
asserted that Allied objected only to
portions of the draft and that he was
confident of a renewal of negotiations.
TOA, too, has objections to the last
draft, Starr said, but the association
will not abandon hope for a formula
because of the objections, which can
be overcome. He warned that the industry must have some sort of an
unmpire to settle disputes and unless
the industry sets up a system, the
government could step in and dictate
one of its own. He described a government-sponsored system as having
"disastrous" possibilities.
Exhibitors, Starr said, have
not surrendered anything in
drafting an arbitration plan, but
the distributors surrendered
"plenty" in their proposals. The
agreement to arbitrate runs and
damages was a definite concession, he said, in view of the
fact that it was a "one way
street," meaning that the exhibitor could bring an arbitration complaint but the distributor could not. Starr said he
agreed with Abram F. Myers,
Allied general counsel, in the
latter's pursuit of a provision
for arbitrating film rentals, also
way street." But
as a "one
whether
a workable plan could
be conceived is questionable, he
added.

Wolfson pointed out that if something desirable is left out of a final
draft, an exhibitor can still go to
court if he wishes. Arbitration is not
compulsory for the exhibitor, but it
is mandatory for the distributor if a
theatre operator registers a complaint.
Wolfson said that litigation was costly, but, on the other hand, whatever
is subject to litigation also can be
arbitrated. He said TOA wanted a
vehicle that was reasonable without
the cops."
the necessity of "calling of
the difWolfson said a great deal
ferences between exhibitor and distributor stemmed from a "lack of
communication" between the two. He
said distributors were not always unwilling to settle a dispute, but often
were not aware of the situation.
Wolfson declared there was some
danger in an attempt to fix film
rentals. He said if the public should
become aware of film rental control,
it might seek to fix admission prices
through government agencies.
Starr emphasized the point that
TOA had not approved the distributors' arbitration plan. TOA, he said,
would like some changes, but the association iswilling and ready to sit
down and discuss the changes at any
time.

Motion

Picture

Texas

Review

stardom by combining a solid, convincingROCK HUDSONhis achieves
rugged good looks in this uncommonly good Western
portrayal with
that bears the brand of a smooth Raoul Walsh production.
There is plenty of quick-on-the-draw gunplay, exciting chases, and two
thrilling horse races. Two competent and extremely attractive young actresses,
Julia Adams and Mary Castle, turn in neat performances. Wrapped up in
flawless color by Technicolor, for which color-consultant William Frietzsche
rates special mention, this is a fine entertainment package that should result
in strong box-office returns.
Director Walsh obtained credible performances from the entire cast and
moved the story forward with a maximum of interest and suspense. The
screenplay by Bernard Gordon, from a story by William Alland, details the
constant moving which Hudson must do after killing a man in a poker fight
in a setting after the Civil War in a state occupied by the Northern army.
Hudson leaves his home because of a fanatically religious severe disciplinarian
father and lives with his kindly uncle. Both roles are well played by John
Mclntire.
In self defense, Hudson eventually kills two of the brothers of the man
he shot and he is wounded. Miss Castle, his sweetheart, is killed in one of
his narrow escapes but he is aided by Miss Adams, a gambling saloon girl.
The two live on his gambling earnings. Hudson marries Miss Adams but
Texas Rangers capture him and he spends 16 years in jail. Pardoned, he
returns to his family only to find his son a gun-slinging replica of his
adolescence. Hudson is shot in the back in a bar argument involving his
son but recovers and convinces his son living by the gun is not good, at the
happy ending.
William Alland produced and used serviceable Western backgrounds effectively. This is a compact and skillfully-made entry that should account for
itself well at the box-office.
Others in the cast are Hugh O'Brien, William Pullen, Glenn Strange,
Lee Van Cleef, Michael Ansara, Race Gentry, Forrest Lewis, Bob Anderson
and Stephen Chase.
Running time, 83 minutes. General audience classification. For January
release.
Walter Pashkin

Orton; Council of Motion Picture
ganizations, Sam Pinanski, Boston;
theatre television, S. H. Fabian, New
York; drive-ins, Jack Braunagel,
Kansas City; public relations, Elmer
Rhoden, Kansas City; national legislation, A. Julian Brylawski, Washington; state and local legislation,
Robert Bryant, Rock Hill, S. C, and
adLaMar Sarra, Jacksonville; legalNew
visory, Herman M. Levy,
Haven ; organization and membership,
George Kerasbtes, Springfield, 111.,
and E. D. Martin, Columbus, Ga.;
theatre equipment and accessories,
Joseph J. Zaro, Nashville ; arbitration,
R. B. Wilby, Atlanta; building and
safety codes, Henry. Anderson, New
York; research, Myron Blank, Des
Moines.

Compo

(Continued from page 1 )

"The Lawless Breed
(Un k 'ersa I-International)

Starr Names
(Continued from page 1)
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Col. Seeks Bond
(Continued from page 1)
$75,000 in cash or $50,000 worth of
the company's securities to cover legal
fees in case the suit is lost by the
plaintiff. Levinkind said other Columbia minority stockholders would be
approached for support in the posting
of the bond. Weinberger, he added,
owns more than 100 shares.
The suit seeks to enjoin the company and its officers from engaging
in alleged anti-trust practices in connection with the production, distribution and exhibition of motion pictures.
It also seeks an accounting of losses
allegedly sustained by the company
due to anti-trust suits.
Zukor Jubilee
(Continued from page 1)

ute and of no activity that will reflect
more honor and credit on our industry than the birthday and jubilee ceForeign Earnings
lebration you contemplate," the wire
(Continued from page 1)
read. "Please count on COMPO and
on each of us individually for fullest
also emphasized that 1947 was the
cooperation
and support in your encomlast year for which absolutely
plete data was available and that the
The lead-off event in the observance
later figures were all built up from
of
Zukor's 80th birthday and 50th
g.
samplin
y
industr
a large
deavor."
anniversary
in the motion picture
Of the total $160,000,000 earned
will be a dinner in Hollyoverseas last year, $88,000,000 was business
wood on Jan. 7.
earned in Britain, France and other
Anes.
countri
Pact
ic
Atlant
North
other $15,000,000 came from Canada McVeigh
to Assist in
and about $26,000,000 from Latin
,000
'Hiawatha' Promotion
America. The remaining $31,000
came from the rest of the world.
Blake McVeigh, film publicist and
exploiteer who recently handled special exploitation here for 20th CenFP-C Declares Dividend
tury-Fox, has been retained to assist
Plays
Famou
27.—
Nov.
Ottawa,
ers Canadian Corp., Ltd., has declared Allied Artists' Eastern publicity representative Harry Goldstein in a proa dividend of 35 cents on common
campaignproduction
for "Hiawatha,"
the
stock plus an extra 15 cents for the Walter motion
Mirisch
which had
Dec. 31, payable on
"If we don't have arbitration," quarter27 ending
its
premiere
at
the
Bijou
Theatre
here
to shareholders of record last MondayDec.
Starr said, "the plight of the exhibitor Dec.
12.
will worsen."

The A theatre was used for the test.
It had 750 seats, made three changes
weekly ( Sunday - Monday - Tuesday,
Wednesday- Thursday, and FridaySaturday) ; the admission price was
40 cents and the theatre played only
single features. There were no roadshow engagements and the theatre
played product from all major companies, except one.
During the preferred time for 1951
the exhibitor did an average gross
business of $989 weekly, paid an average film rental of 35 per cent and
spent $45 for advertising.
Theitor and
agreement
betweenwasthethat
exhibthe distributor
the
exhibitor increase his film rental to
40 per cent on his last year's average
of $989 gross for his preferred time
change. The distributor would receive 25 per cent of any additional
gross over $989.
The picture which the exhibitor
selected grossed $1,960 which was
$971 over the previous year's average
of $989. But the theatre paid a film
rental of 32 per cent instead of an
average 35 per cent the year before.
The distributor last year received
$346 on the average of $989 gross,
while on the $1,960 gross he received
$638. The exhibitor spent $75 for
advertising against the $45 average
for last year. (On this particular
picture the distributor was asking
for a sliding scale of 40 per cent
through 50 per cent).
The picture chosen by the distributor grossed $1,680, which was $691
over the, previous year's average of
$989, but the exhibitor paid a film
rental of 33 per cent instead of the
average 35 per cent paid the previous
year. The distributor last year received $346 average on the $989 average gross, while on the $1,680 he
received $568. The exhibitor spent
$70.50 for advertising against last
year's average of $45. (On this particular picture the distributor was
asking for a sliding scale of 37J4 per
cent through 50 per cent).
Observations disclosed that as a
result of the increased attendance
during the preferred time change, an
increase of 11.8 per cent was noted
for the two following changes of the
same week.
Colonel H. A. Cole, co-chairman of
Texas COMPO and chairman of the
board of Allied Theatre Owners of
Texas, commented on the plan as follows : "For practical purposes the
program needs clarification and qualification. It can be enormously successful if the exhibitor selects only
one picture from each film company
and the distributor selects only one
picture during a 12-month period. In
my opinion the average exhibitor dissipates his efforts if he endeavors to
sell more than 16 pictures a year. The
superior and comprehensive selling of
16 pictures per year will carry the
routine merchandising of the other
pictues on the program to a substanRorex stated that, "for obvious reasons, due to the singular circumtial profit."
stances it would not be possible to
disclose the distributor, the exhibitor
and the two pictures involved."
Republic Dividend
A dividend of 25 cents a share on
preferred stock, payable Jan. 2, to
stockholders of record on Dec. 10, has
been declared by the board of directors of Republic Pictures.
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M-G-M presents "MILLION
MERMAID"
DOLLAR
starring Esther Williams
Victor Mature • Walter Pidgeon
David Brian • with Donna
Corcoran • Color by Technicolor
Screen Play by Everett Freeman
Directed by Mervyn LeRoy • Produced by Arthur Hornblow, Jr.

M-G-M presents Lana Turner
Kirk Douglas • Walter Pidgeon
Dick Powell in "THE BAD
AND THE BEAUTIFUL"
co-starring Barry Sullivan
Gloria Grahame • Gilbert Roland
with Leo G. Carroll • Vanessa
Brown • Screen Play by Charles
Schnee • Based on a story by
George Bradshaw • Directed by
Vincente Minnelli • Produced
by John Houseman
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Jarrico Decision Is
Called Precedental

Hollywood, Nov. 27. — Superior Judge Orlando H.
Rhodes' decision yesterday
finding RKO Pictures justified in refusing screen credit
to Paul Jarrico on "The Las
Vegas Story," following the
writer's discharge for refusing to answer official UnAmerican Activities Committee questions, is regarded here
as importantly precedental
t to the studio's
with respec
right
to allot or withhold
screen credits.
As all talent guilds and
some unions have provisions
in their basic contracts with
studios governing the manner
in which screen credits may
be apportioned, the Jarrico
precedent apparently opens
the way for the reconsideration of these agreements. It
is believed, however, that studios would seek no more than
a provision for the elimination of discredited names or
similar limited modifications
in existing pacts.
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Tastes

of

Hometowners

eard,
"Blackb
(RKO Pictures)

the

Pirate"

NEWTON chews up the scenery in this pirate film that contains more gore and violence than most vicious melodramas and which,
because of its comic-book story and performances, will appeal mainly to the
younger element.
It can be exploited for the leads, Linda Darnell and William Bendix, a
and much intrigue. Miss Darnell's
plethora of fighting and swordplay,
beauty is breathtakingly displayed in lush color by Technicolor. The screenplay "bv Alan LeMay,' from a story by DeVallon Scott, presents _Newton
as the famed pirate escaping destruction by the government, which is represented by former pirate Sir Henry Morgan, as played by Torin Thatcher.
Newton has Miss Darnell, Morgan's intended bride, kidnapped as protection.
Young surgeon Keith Andes is a government spy who is supposed to prove
that Thatcher is still in league with buccaneers.
Miss Darnell has a fortune in jewels which is taken by Newton and
buried by him on an island. Thatcher arrives for combat and Newton is
defeated but escapes. Newton later captures a ship with Andes and Miss
Darnell aboard. His crew mutinies, demanding treasure shares. Andes and
Miss Darnell vow their mutual love and escape, while Newton is buried alive
on shore at the gruesome fadeout.
produced economically. Raoul Walsh's direction emEdmundphasized Grainger
the action and allowed for broad performances. Andes turns in the
most solid acting job; others in the cast are Irene Ryan, Alan Mowbray,
Richard Egan, Skelton Knaggs, Dick Wessel, Anthony Caruso, Jack Lambert, Noel Drayton and Pat Flaherty.
Running time, 99 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Walter Pashkin
£>ec_ 25.
ROBERT

Cole Touring
(Continued from page 1)
Release
Granted
in
and he leaves Dallas tomorrow by
plane for San Francisco where he will
Jackson
Pk. Decree
talk with H. V. (Rotus) Harvey,
Ben Levin, Homer I. Tegtmeier, and
Roy Cooper, state tax committee
Chicago, Nov. 27. — Some modifi- chairman,
to discuss the campaign.
cations of the Jackson Park decree
San Francisco on Monleave
will
He
have been granted by Federal Judge
to confer with WilSeattle
day
for
Michael Igoe, who handed down an
liam J. Connor, Hamrick Theatres ;
order; which read in part: "No doubt George DeWaide, B. F. Shearer Co.,
the separation of interests required by
the Paramount decree will eventually and Fred Danz, Jr., state tax committee chairman, of Sterling Thebe effective to eradicate all illegal
atres, Inc.
concert between producer-distributors
Will Leave Wednesday
and the exhibitor branch of the indusHe will leave Wednesday for PortThe -court granted some modificatry.'"
land, Oregon, to talk with William
tion in regard to : Licensing of double Graeper,
state committee chairman,
features in first-run houses, granting and Art Adamson. He will arrive in
the request in the Balaban and Katz Los Angeles on Thursday where he
petition to eliminate the necessity for has arranged discussions with Charlie
getting specific permission from the
and Bud Lowlier, of NaJackson Park for each first-run double Skourastional Theatres ; Burton Jones of La
feature booking ( which permission Mesa Theatres ; Hugh Bruen, Al
had been granted tacitly on a blanket
O'Keefe and Harry Vinnicof of Vinbasis by the Jackson Park) ; clear- nicof
Theatres. He will depart for
ance on pictures that are booked for Chicago on Dec. 9 to meet R. J.
two weeks and pulled prior to the end
of the scheduled run because of poor O'Donnell and attend the national
business shall be 10 days, to give the CpMPO meetings.
film companies adequate time to get
the picture into release for subsequent Columbia Signs Sitwell
runs ; and the burden of enforcement
Columbia Pictures has signed Edith
of the provision of the decree that
forbids booking of double features Sitwell, British poetess, novelist, historian and critic, to prepare for the
"in such a manner as to deny product at a reasonable price to the Jack- screen her own novel, "Fanfare for
son Park" shall be shifted from Bala- Elizabeth," story of the life of Anne
ban and Katz to the distributors.
Reisch will collaboWalter
Boleyn.
rate on the
screenplay.
Requests were denied in the B. and
K. petition to eliminate the two-week
restriction on first-runs without spe- immediate relaxation of restraints in
cific exemption by the court on in- an industry whose members have been
dividual pictures, and to change the described (by the Supreme Court) as
present distribution set-up to provide having 'shown a marked proclivity for
for "reasonable" clearance between
conduct'."
Meanwhile,
Judge Igoe granted a
first Chicago runs and first subse- unlawful
quent run. The present distribution first-run of up to eight weeks for
set-up, which was continued, calls for
of "Hans
immediate release of pictures to first the RKO-Goldwyn release
with an admoniAndersen,"
Christian
tion to RKO Radio Pictures, whose
outlying runs when they wind up their
first Chicago runs.
"Peter Pan" was granted an extended
be played here until
The order also stated that "we run but will not
think that completion of divestiture mid-February, that pictures must_ be
did not result in such immediate played off within a reasonable time
between dischange in relationships
they are granted extended runtributors and exhibitors as to require after ning time.

20th Earned
(Continued from page 1)

Trueman T. Rembusch, Indiana exhibitor and one of the triumvirate
which heads the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations, has probed the
motion picture tastes of hometown
Americans in 32 states and his findings appear in the December issue
of The American Magazine, on newsstands today, in an article written by
Martin Bunn. Summarized, the
masses expressed their cinematic likes
and dislikes as follows :
We don't care much for presentday Academy Award pictures. The
last five Oscar winners were superb
productions, technically, but most of
the folks who saw them found them
comparatively dull.
We aren't even slightly impressed
any more by super-productions cost$10,000,000.
Weing are
losing our appetite for love.
the word
when fans
At one
was
in time
the title,
stormed"love"
the
doors. Now that word is poison.
We want no messages in our entertainment.
Rembusch found that John Q. Pubic, in his search for relaxation and
entertainment, is not serious-minded.
Sometimes wetertainment
passbecause
upwefirst-class
suspecten-a

period marked the division of the
company into separate production- preachy picture. "My Son John," an
distribution and exhibition units, with
of Communism, and "I Was
National Theatres, the new exhibition aexposure
Communist for the FBI" were great
company,
taking over the operation shows, but they drew relatively slim
of
the Roxy.
audiences.
The $2,147,628 earnings of the corporation for the same period in 1951
amounted to 69 cents per share, after
deduction of preferred dividends, on
the then outstanding 2,769,396 shares.
This compares with this year's $1.39
per share of common stock earned in
the 39-week period, when there was
no deduction for preferred dividends.
Total income for the 39 weeks in
1952 was $119,120,437, compared to
$119,120,446 for the same period of
1951. The company reported that
gross income from film rentals in the
1952 period totaled $67,1 49,364, against
$66,050,817 in 1951, and that theatre
receipts totaled $41,508,215 in the
1952 period, against $43,618,276 in
1951.
The change in accounting procedure
was made, it was explained, in order
to consolidate foreign operations for
the same periods as domestic operations. Foreign operations had pre
viously been consolidated five weeks
in arrears of domestic, but improved
airmail service now makes it feasible
to state them for the same dates, it
was stated.
It was also announced that a quar
terly cash dividend of 25 cents per
share on the outstanding common
stock had been declared payable Dec.
24 to stockholders of record on
Dec. 9.

Ampa
Guests
Talk
On Ad
Mechanics
The Associated
Motion Pictures
Advertisers
showmanship course
which was cancelled last night be
cause of the holiday will be resumed
next Thursday evening at the Hotel
Woodstock. The topic will be "Me
chanics." William Boley, of the Buch
anan Advertising Co. will be chair
man for the session which will feature

Most of us don't go for "arty" or
longhair" pictures. As a rule we
don't like foreign productions.
We usually don't give a hoot, either,
for professional critics' opinions of a
We've had enough run-of-the-mine
picture.
Westerns.
We are sharply divided on double
bills.
Weite actors
average
people
pick' our
usually
because
they favorhave
warm, lovable personalities.
We don't object to "cheesecake"
but
wonder
producersanother
don't
spendwe more
timewhy
developing
Shirley Temple.
Most of us like drive-in theatres.
Here is the Rembusch list of stars
for whom most family people, old and
young,
"a real
Percy have
Kilbride
and affection"
Marjorie : Main,
Martin and Lewis, John Wayne, Abbott and Costello, Francis the Talking
Mule, Alan Ladd, Esther Williams,
June Allyson, James Stewart, Doris
Day, the Bowery Boys, Susan Hayward.
Idzal

Sets

New

Scale

Detroit, Nov. 27. — Starting yesterday, Dave Idzal, managing director
of the Fox Theatre here, introduced
a special family and shoppers bargain
price. drenThe
will beadmission
21 cents, price
plus for
tax, chiland
for adults, 62 cents, plus tax, until
2 :00 P.M. The regular admission
price is 35 cents for children and 95
cents for adults.
speakers and a film on gravure printing.
Speakers slated are Benjamin Keen,
of Ad- Set Service, on typography ;
Tom

Walsh, of Wilbar Photo Enon engraving
; FrankCo.,Neubert, of graving,
Riley
Electrotype
on
mats and types, and Richard T. Habel,
of Intaglio Printing, who will deliver
a lecture accompanying the film.
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Allied
Renew

YORK, U.S.A., MONDAY,
Willing

To

Arbitration

DECEMBER

TEN

1, 1952
Slate

61

New

CENTS

Bendix

Canadian

Houses; 69 in Work
/"^URRENT consideration being Plan
Toronto, Nov. 30. — A total of
Discussions
61 new theatres have opened
^J given to the convening of a
conference on arbitration to discuss
in Canada since the beginning
Allied leaders are willing to sit
of the year. Twenty-three
Allied States' objections to the diswere drive-ins. Under contributors' proposed draft in order to down and discuss possible changes in
struction now are 32 standdetermine what, if anything, might the distributors' arbitration formula
be done to meet those objections whenever such a meeting is called,
ard-type houses and 12 driveins. Work will continue as
appears to be a start in the right Wilbur Snaper, Allied president, said
here at the weekend. He pointed out,
long as weather permits on
direction.
however, that no official action could
the
drive-ins and will be comThe holding of such a meeting is be taken until after the Allied board
pleted early next year in time
a logical first step, if industry arbi- meets in New Orleans in January.
for spring opening.
tration efforts are not to be sum"We did not reject arbitration at
On the planning boards are
marily abandoned. And without Al- our convention in Chicago," Snaper
14 indoor projects and 11
lied participation, the idea might said. "We merely turned down the indrive-ins.
dustry draft in its present form. It
just as well be abandoned. Even
conceding the wholly questionable is possible that we can straighten out
possibility that the Department of all the so-called minus points at the
Justice and the Federal court would proposed meeting" so that a revised Rogers, New Deputy
sanction an arbitration plan which plan can be submitted to the didid not have Allied approval, there
Meanwhile, no parlays have been Attorney
General,
remains the plain fact that without rectors." (Continued on page 5)
that large segment of independent
Close
to Industry
exhibition participating, any indusSmith
Named
try arbitration system would be in- Lou
Washington, Nov. 30. — The apcomplete and very likely ineffectual.
pointment of William P. Rogers as
The main inducement to distribu- Zukor
Jubilee Aide
U. S. Deputy Attorney General in
tors of an arbitration system is the
the administration of President-elect
promise it holds of reducing the
Lou Smith, currently handling Eisenhower places a man close to the
number of anti-trust actions instimotion picture industry in a key spot
"Movietime, U.S.A." for the Council in the Department of Justice. Rogers,
gated by exhibitors. Without Allied of
Motion Picture Organizations in
participation that aim never could Hollywood, has been named by R. J. whose ■ home is in Baltimore, is the
(Continued on page 2)
O'Donnell as his executive aide on Washington representative of the law
firm of Dwight, Royall, Harris, Koethe
Adolph which
Zukor will
"Golden
Jubilee" gel
celebration
be launched
and Caskey, legal counsel of 20th
early in 1953 under the auspices of Century-Fox. .
In his position as Deputy Attorney
Variety Clubs International.
Smith will operate from Hollywood General, Rogers is certain to be an
and New York during the coming important factor in determining the
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 5)
WASHINGTON, Nov. 30. ~
On Friday the FCC 1 s broadcast bureau asked
that
the Commission throw out 'Bwana'
in
Natural
Vision
ResLeo
hearing examiner
Coast
on
Records
nick's approval of all Breaks
applications involved in
the catch-all UPT - ABC
By WILLIAM WEAVER
proposed merger hearings
Hollywood,
Nov.
30.
— While the self-conscious local press and proand further
requested
fession waged a heated debate over the present and future prospects of
oral arguments.
•
Natural Vision 3-dimension process and Arch Oboler's "Bwana Devil,"
both of which world-premiered at Hollywood and Los Angeles Paramount theatres last Wednesday night,
COLUMBUS, Nov. 30 — Acplain
citizens
with ticket money in
cording to T. W. Kienlan
Col. Writes Off Color hand queued up at both houses
of the Treasury Departthroughout the biggest weekend busiment in Washington,
ness in years, and practical exhibitors
Films
At
Slower
Rate
should the free admission
began pressing for bookings and playdates. As has happened repeatedly
policy as practiced by the
Because foreign revenues and the in the industry's history, the paying
321-seat Little Theatre
longevity of returns from a feature public immediately placed its stamp of
here become widespread,
production are materially different for approval on an innovation the trade
the Internal Revenue Bur- pictures in color as opposed to black- itself had regarded with diffidence.
The attraction shattered the openeau would have to "work and-white film's, Columbia Pictures
ing-day records of both houses in
out a regulation to cover has revised its world amortization
spite of the fact that local newspaper
tables for feature productions.
"
The plan
the situation.
The new tables are segregated into reviewers, who saw the picture for
has been in effect for the black-and-white and color features,
the first (Continued
time at on
thepage
premiere,
disS)
past two weeks.
(Continued on page 5)

Theatre
Meet

TV

Dec.

Teleconference
Cross-country

30

Arranges
Deal

A national dealers meeting, utilizing the medium of theatre television, will be held on Dec. 30 by the
Bendix Home Appliances Division
of the Avco Manufacturing Co. The
telecast, arranged by the newly-organized firm of Teleconference, Inc.,
of New York, will be carried to every
key market area in the country, in at
least
42 theatres in 42 cities, it was
indicated.
The joint statement of Bendix
and Teleconference stated that
the one-hour program will originate in the Garrick Theatre,
Chicago, at about noon. An audience potential of more than
100,000 ofbutors,
thedealers,
company's
salesmendistriand
invited guests was envisioned.
The extensiveness of the second
deal for the
commercial
utilization
of theatre
TV tops"off-hour"
the first
(Continued on page 4)

Atlas
Top

Corp.
Bidder

Reported
forRKO

Atlas Corp. was reported at the
weekend to be the most important
bidder for the
Ralphin Stolkin
group's
controlling
interest
RKO Pictures.
Although other syndicates are still
angling for the deal, Atlas was said
to have the inside track.
If such a deal should be consummated, control would pass back to the
organization that once held the stock.
Floyd Odium's Atlas Corp. sold its
major interest in RKO to Howard
(Continued on page 4)
MGM
In

Next

to

Start

15

3 Months

Hollywood, Nov. 30. — Fifteen pictures have been scheduled to start during the coming three months, which
will maintain M-G-M's 1952-53 program at an increasingly high level of
production well into the new year, it
has been announced by Dore Schary,
vice-president in charge of production.
Decisions on continued acceleration
of production and future planning
(Continued on page 4)
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Newsreel
Personal

Cites

Mention

On

Industry

Election

Day

for

Aid

Turnout

/CHARLES EINFELD, 20th CenC. M. Vandeburg-, executive director of the American Heritage Foun\j tury-Fox vice-president, left here
dation, has cited the motion picture industry for the "monumental role"
over the weekend by plane for the
in aiding the recent record-breaking 60,000,000 election-day
played
t
Coast. He plans to remain there a turnout.
week.
•
He stated, "In an outstanding and
. .
way, the Motion Picture As- Tradewise
generous
Robert H. O'Brien, secretarysociation
of
America,
its
member
comThetreasurer of United Paramount
panies and the exhibitors of the coun(Continued from page 1)
atres, was due to arrive in Chicago
try turned their energies to the cause
from New York at the weekend and
of good citizenship in this election.
is expected to return here Wednes- Without this signal devotion to better be importantly realized. Moreover,
day.
•
citizenship, the unprecedented vote without Allied, the workings of the
system could be hamstrung by reLeon" Bamberger, RKO Radio could not have been achieved."
"Of the 51 national organizations
fusals of many independent exhibisales promotion manager, will address and industry groups which worked
tors to intervene in or respond to
the Allied Theatres of Indiana con- with the American Heritage Founda- arbitration complaints involving
vention being held in Indianapolis to"none competitive situations of which they
day and tomorrow. •
he said, to
the vote,"
tion to get tooutconvey
did more
the appeal
the
are a part. Clearance and run, bidGrace Guillen, secretary in the public than munications
commass power
the country's
media. The unique
ding" and other complaints would be
Universal foreign department, will be
particularly
difficult to resolve if
and
impact
of
the
theatre
screen
and
married Dec. 13 to Arthur Anga- its vast weekly attendance made the they involved Allied members who
role.
•
contribution of the motion picture in- ignored them. Arbitration awards
dustry all the more significant and made without the intervention of
Ursula Rank, daughter of J. ArAllied members who were affected
thur Rank, was married to Robert
"The Motion Picture Association by them well might lead to more,
Lancelot Newton on Thursday in valuable."
of America and its member companies,
London.
not less, litigation.
•
in cooperation with the exhibitors of
Therefore, if it is possible to
the
nation
actually
did
more
than
urge
Lee R. Bobker, formerly with
bring
Allied back into the fold, and
Campus Film Productions, has joined movie-goers to register and vote,"
it
was
stated.
"Through
newsreels,
Dynamic Films here as executive pro- trailers and specially produced short the door does not appear to be forducer.
ever closed, a conference to deter•
subjects, they acquainted the public
mine when and how that might be
camR. J. Ingram, Columbia Southern with the dominant issues of the
accomplished,
would be eminently
two entire newsreel
district manager, and George Roscoe, editionspaign andtodevoted
worth
the
time
and effort it reeach
of
the
Presidential
Atlanta branch manager, have returned
to that city from •Chicago.
From Aug. 4 to election day, the
candidates."
The Allied board at its Chicago
Malcom Johnson, formerly with film industry's five newsreels ran quires.
more than 200 sequences highlighting meeting emphasized that neither it
20th Century-Fox in Atlanta, has the
candidates and their views as they nor the organization as a whole is
joined Kay Exchanges there as a sales toured the nation. Trailers on every "opposed to arbitration and yields
representataive.
•
newsreel issued for three months prior to no one in their devotion to that
Harry Goldstein, Allied Artists
publicity representataive, left here at
the weekend for Chicago.
•
Lynn Farnol has left here on a
five-city tour ; he is due to return
here on Dec. 8.
•
Matthew Rapf, M-G-M producer,
has gone to Melbourne, Fla., from
Hollywood.
•
Albert Lewin, M-G-M producer,
will leave Hollywood by plane Dec. 9
for England and France.
Boston

Notables

to the election exhorted movie-goes to
register and vote. Motion picture
companies and hundreds of theatres
supplemented their efforts by inserting
register-and-vote appeals in their
newspaper ads. A few enthusiastic
exhibitors even went so far as to provide free admissions to people in their
community who voted, it was explained.
During the pre-election months, film
companies also made available to civic
and community organizations takingpart in the register-and-vote campaign
specially prepared film shorts and
trailers that emphasized the importance of voting.

At

Goldwyn
Tribute
Boston, Nov. 30. — Prominent Bos
tonians have been invited to a luncheon
in honor of Samuel Goldwyn to be
given Tuesday at the Ritz Carlton, in
honor of his "consistent record of holding to the best traditions in bringing
the best films before the public."
Before the luncheon the guests will
attend a private showing of ''Hans
Christian Andersen." In addition to
Goldwyn and Mrs. Goldwyn, among
those who are slated to be present are
Governor Paul A. Dever, Governor
elect Christian A. Herter, Mayor John
B. Hynes, Danish consul Earle W
Eames, Serge Semenenko, vice-president of the First National Bank of
Boston, and others.

Big
Bow

RCA

Screen

at RKO

to

Here

The world premiere of SyncroScreen, described as the largest screen
ever made by RCA, will be held here
at
the RKO 58th Street Theatre on
Friday.
Projected on the big screen, which
is three times the size of regular one
at the theatre, will be the dual attraction "Way of a Gaucho" and
"Lure of the Wilderness." Before its
premiere, RKO has scheduled a series
of newspaper advertisements in local
papers heralding the event.
There will be a demonstration on
Wednesday for the trade press and
New York newspaper film editors.

Parade
PARACHUTE
air drop of
in Korea is highlighted
in supplies
current
newsreels. Featured also are George
M cony's
appointment
as newpresident,
American Federation,
of Labor
Eric Johnston's trip to Latin America,
President-Elcct
Eisenhower's
nent to Government
posts appointof two
women, and the Vishinsky rejection
of
the Indian
proposal on Korea at the
United
Nations.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 97— French
battle Red offensive in Tndo-China. Eisenhower names two women to jobs in Government. Assam tribes honor Nehru. Paratroops
on alertMarshall
in Korea.TitoO'Dwyer
quits
Mexico post.
is reelected.
Eric Johnston in Latin America. Florida
picks Miss Tangerine.
NEWS
OF THE DAY, No. 227— Air
drops filmed in Korea. Vishinsky vs. Acheson at U.N. MPPA president Eric Johnston in Rio meet with Brazilian president
Vargas. AFL elects George Meany. Bill
1953.
Stern's All-American stars and plays of

PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 30— George
Meany named AFL president. Vishinsky
says "No" to Indian proposed on Korea.
Eric Johnston in Brazil with Brazilian president Vargas. Mrs. Eisenhower honored by
the' USO. Women appointees in new administration. Paramount 1952 All-American
team.
TELENEWS
DIGEST, No. 4*B — Air
Force "Flying Boxcars" supply troops in
Korea by air. Last rites paid to former
AFL president Green. One man crusade
against Communism waged by Ambrose P.
Salmini.standsFiberfrax,
fiber prepare
that withextreme heat.newBritish
for
coronation. Italian sportsmen go boar hunting in Tuscany. Tennis champion retains
title in ancient game.
UNIVERSAL NEWS No. 417 — Korea
paratroops. Motion Picture Pioneers choose
Nate J. Blumberg leader of the year. Britain's new amphibious jeep. Seattle's fourth
annual Santa Claus parade. French observatory examines cosmic rays.
WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. SZ— Vispour into PresidentElect Eisenhower's
Paradrop
in Korea.
In other words, the present op- busy itorsheadquarters.
George
Meany
named
AFL chief.
concept." position within Allied is directed Medal of Honor awardednew
to Korea hero.
Eric Johnston calls on president Vargas of
only
at
the
distributors'
draft
as
it
Brazil.
Motion
Picture
Pioneers
honor Nate
now stands, and not to arbitration
Blumberg. New designs in fashions for rePhiladelphia Eagles -Cleveland Browns
footballsorts.
game.
perWhat,
se.
then, must be clone to remove that opposition ?
First, of all, Allied has said, an
arbitration plan which it can ap- SAG TV Commercial
imme- Strike on Today
promise "direct,
proveandmust
diate
substantial
benefit to exhibitors." If Allied can be convinced that an industry arbitration
The Screen Actors Guild's strike
plan meets that basic requirement against producers of filmed television
and does not contain provisions commercials
tionally today.is scheduled to begin na"which are not deemed to be in the
On the eve of the strike, an SAG
exhibitors' interest," it might then representative in the East reported
be determined whether Allied would that the Guild has been pledged full
not be willing to waive its only
of from
Actors the
Equity
and A's,"
the
"Four
other requisite — the arbitration of Members
cooperation
film rentals.
American Federation of Television
These are matters requiring a and Radio Artists have been alerted
conference of the arbitration prin- by mail about the strike. The SAG
cipals. If they can be resolved, and spokesman added that TV commercial
that does not seem beyond the realm producers have been warned that the
hiring of non-union talent would lead
of possibility, it could well be that to the advertised product being put
a better arbitration plan than that on the "unfair list" of the American
now proposed, could result. If so, Federation of Labor.
Allied's stand might become over
The strike will not affect commercial telecasts which already have been
night a valuable contribution to the
telecasts will conindustry at large, rather than the produced.
sets. tinue to be Such
seen on home television
which some
obstruction
negative
now hold it to be.
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Review
Cites 'Daily's' Aid
To 'Jimmy' Fund
Arthur H. Lockwood, general chairman of the 1952
"Jimmy" research
Fund, the foundation
children's
cancer
sponsored by the Variety Club
of New England and the Boston Braves baseball team, has
expressed the appreciation of
the trustees of the Fund for
cooperation accorded by Motion Picture Daily.
In a letter to the editor,
Lockwood says: "We are fully
aware that the successful results of the
'Jimmy'
Fund Drive
would1952
never
have
been possible without the excellent cooperation we have
received from Motion Picture
Daily.
"During the course of our
campaign your fine publication has given most generously of space, and has been the
medium that brought the
'Jimmy' Fund to the attention of the people in the motion picture industry."

Heads
To

of

Meet

Universal
on

Coast

Universal Pictures' distribution and
promotion executives will join the
company's
production heads
the
Universal-International
Coast at
studios
for a week-long series of top level
policy and planning sessions starting
Monday, Dec. 8, covering production,
distribution and promotion for thi
coming year, Alfred E. Daff, ex.ecu
tive vice-president, announced at the
weekend.

RKO RADIO PICTURES,
TRADE

"Come Back, Little Sheba"
(Hal B. Wallis-Paramount)
Hollywood, Nov. 30
THIS distinguished production by Hal B. Wallis of a stage play by William Inge which ran up a big Broadway success, both commercial and
artistic, is exceptional in so many ways, as a motion picture theatre attraction, as to present problems as well as promise of profit to the practical
showman.
Foremost on the plus side of . the picture's prospects is the brilliant performance of Shirley Booth in the principal role, a performance already widely
described, quite properly, as an achievement of Academy Award calibre.
At the other pole of the property, concerning the considerations of a practical showman, is the drunk scene in which the alcoholic of the story shouts
accusations at his wife in which the word "slut," unfamiliar on the screen
and in most homes, is reiterated as a keynote.
High in the scale of assets is the presence of Burt Lancaster, the strongest
name
athlete. in the cast and proving here that he's as fine an actor as he is an
Less likely to startle cinema customers than the loose use of the word
'slut" are candid references by husband and wife to the unrestrained nature
of their courtship, the resultant necessity of their wedding, and the casual
candor of dialogue from beginning to the end of the picture — but likely enough.
Strictly plus values are Richard Jaeckel and Terry Moore, strikingly proficient young performers who make their portrayals of sex-happy college
students realistic beyond usual screen requirements.
Excellent direction by Daniel Mann, and fine supporting performances by
Philip Ober, Lisa Golm and Walter Kelley have much to do with making
the film a rounded, convincing drama.
In common with most other pictures made from stage plays, this one is
more mental than physical, more concerned with emotions than with motion,
and with character study, delineation, and dramatic observation. Miss Booth
plays the listless but loving wife of Lancaster, a chiropractor whom Alcoholics
Anonymous has kept sober for a year before the picture opens, and the issues
between them are too much for their mentalities to cope with. By the end
of the picture they appear to have got hold of their hopes again, as has
happened often during their 20 years together. The how, the why and so
forth are what the picture's about.
The picture is, quite completely, a filming of a stage play, rather than a
motion picture. There is no apparent intent to make it seem other than that.
In view of the success of the play, that doubtless is what it should be.
The production may be offered to the public, if an exhibitor choose to do
so, as evidence that the screen is becoming adult, as the saying goes. If it
becomes any more adult than "Come Back, Little Sheba" we're going to have
a new kind of motion picture business to deal with, and it won't be for the
kiddies, nor for the family audience, but rather for the patronage that sup
ports the Broadway stage.
"Come Back, Little Sheba" was produced originally by the Theatre Guild,
probably not this well.
Running time, 90 minutes. Adult audience classification. For February
release.
William R. Weaver

The company's division and district
sales managers will participate in the
meetings as well as Eastern and West
em promotion executives. Among
studio executives at the meetings will
be William Goetz, in charge of production; David A. Lipton, vice-president in charge of advertising-publicity ;
Edward E. Muhl, vice-president and
general manager of the studios ; Al
Horwits, and others.
Milton R. Rackmil, president ; Daff
and Charles J. Feldman, general sales
manager, left New York over the
weekend for Hollywood in advance
of the meetings. N. J. Blumberg,
chairman of the board, and Adolph
Schimel, vice-president and general
counsel, will leave later this week.
Charles Simonelli, Eastern advertising-publicity department manager,
Philip Gerard, Eastern publicity manager and Jeff Livingston, Eastern advertising manager, will leave New
York tomorrow. Ben Katz, Midwest
promotion representaative, will join
them.
Also scheduled to leave later this
week are Ray Moon, assistant general
sales manager: F. J. A. McCarthy,
Southern and Canadian sales manager ;
P. T. Dana. Eastern sales manager;
Foster M. Blake, Western sales manager;James J. Jordan, circuit sales
manager: Harry Fellerman, sales
head of U-I's Special Films Division,
and A. W. Perry, head of Empire
Universal in Canada which distributes
Universal films there.
District managers will include
David A. Lew. from New York ;
James Frew, Atlanta ; Manie M. Gott

Alex

Gottlieb

to

'Little Sheba' Opens
Dec. 23 at Victoria

Make 5 for Warner
Hollywood, Nov. 30. — Warner
"Come Back, Little Sheba," Para- Brothers has completed negotiations
mount's Hal Wallis production of the for the distribution of five feature picTheatre Guild stage play, starring Burt
tures to be delivered to the company
Lancaster and Shirley Booth, will
have a premiere at the Victoria The- by producer Alex Gottlieb.
The first will be "The Blue Garatre here on Dec. 23. The film of the
denia," starring Anne Baxter, Richard
William Inge play marks the screen
debut of Miss Booth, who recreates Conte, Ann Sothern and Nat King
Cole.startFilming
of "Blue
Gardenia"
the role for which she won five the- will
this week
with Fritz
Lang
atrical and newspaper awards.
directing. Charles Hoffman wrote
Stars from Broadway and Hollywood and celebrities from other fields the
screenplay
original
story. from Vera Caspary^s
are to attend the premiere of the prerelease world engagement.
4 UA
Releases Now
Brandt
Of JDA

Co-chairman
Dinner

At Broadway
Houses
There are currently four United
Artists releases playing on Broadway.
Harry Brandt, an honorary chairman of the current Joint Defense Charles Chaplin's "Limelight" is at
Appeal campaign, and JDA national the Astor, "Breaking the Sound Barrier" is showing at the Victoria ;
treasurer Edmund Waterman will
serve jointlv as chairmen of a dinner "Kansas City Confidential" is on the
honoring Richard Rodgers and Oscar Globe screen, and "Outpost in Malaya" is playing Loew's State.
Hammerstein 2nd, to be held Wednesday evening at the Hotel Pierre
in behalf of the JDA's current drive. Loew's, Ltd., Profit
Toronto. Nov. 30. — Marcus Loew's
Theatres, Ltd. of Canada reports a
lieb, Chicago; Henry J. Martin, Dal- net profit of $84,944, or $11.32 a share
las ;P. F. Rosian, Cleveland ; Lester
Zucker, Kansas City; Tohn J. Scully. for the year ended Aug. 28, compared
a profit of $84,140, or $11.22 a
Boston, and Barney Rose from San with
share in 1951.
Francisco.

Inc.

SHOWINGS

of

FREDERICK BRISSON'S
presentation of
"NEVER WAVE AT A WAC"
ALBANY
Fox Scr. Rm.
Mon. 12/8 2:30 P.M.
1052 B'way
ATLANTA
RKO Scr. Rm.
Mon. 12/8 2:30 P.M.
195 Luckie St., N.W.
BOSTON
RKO
Rm. St.
Mon 12/8 10:30 A.M.
122-28 Scr.
Arlington
BUFFALO
Mo. Pic. Oper.
Mon. 12/8 2:00 P.M.
498Scr.Pearl
Rm. St.
CHARLOTTE
Fox Scr. Rm.
Mon. 12/8 2:00 P.M.
308 S. Church St
CHICAGO
Mon. 12/8 2:00 P.M.
RKO Scr. Rm.
1300 S. Wabash Ave.
CINCINNATI
Palace Scr. Rm.
12 East 6th St. Mon. 12/8 8:00 P.M.
CLEVELAND
Fox Scr. Rm.
Mon. 12/8 2:30 P.M.
2219 Payne Ave.
DALLAS
Mon. 12/8 2:30 P.M.
Rep. S.Scr.
Rm. St.
412
Harwood
DENVER
Para. Scr. Rm.
Mon. 12/8 2:00 P.M.
2100 Stout St.
DES MOINES
Mon. 12/8 1:00 P.M.
Fox. Scr. Rm.
1300 High St.
DETROIT
Blumenthals
Rm. Ave. Mon. 12/8 2:30 P.M.
2310Scr.Cass
INDIANAPOLIS
Univ. Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/8 1:00 P.M.
517 N. Illinois St.
KANSAS CITY
Para. Scr. Rm.
Wed. 12/10 2:30 P.M.
1800 Wyandotte St.
LOS ANGELES
RKO Scr. Rm.
Mon. 12/8 2:00 P.M.
1980 S. Vermont Ave.
MEMPHIS
Mon. 12/8 12:15 P.M.
Fox Scr. Rm.
151 Vance Ave.
MILWAUKEE
Warner Scr.
212Room
W. Wisconsin Mon.
Ave.
MINNEAPOLIS
Mon.
Fox Scr. Rm.
1015 Currie Ave.
NEW HAVEN
FoxWhiting
Scr. Rm.St. Mon.
40
NEW ORLEANS
Fox S.Scr.Liberty
Rm. St. Mon.
200
NEW YORK
Mon.
RKO Scr. Rm.
630 Ninth Ave.
OKLAHOMA
Mon.
Fox Scr. Rm.
10 North Lee St.
OMAHA
Mon.
Fox Scr. Rm.
1502 Davenport St.
PHILADELPHIA
Mon.
RKO Scr. Rm.
250 N. 13th St.
PITTSBURGH
Mon.
RKO Scr. Rm.
1809-13 Blvd. of Allies
PORTLAND
Star Scr. Rm.
Mon.
925 N.W. 19th Ave.
ST. LOUIS
RKO Scr. Rm.
Tues.
3143 Olive St.
SALT LAKE CITY
Fox Scr. Rm.
Mon.
216 E. 1st St. South
SAN FRANCISCO
Fox Scr. Rm.
Mon.
245 Hyde St.
SEATTLE
Jewel
Scr. Box
Rm.
Mon.
2318 2nd Ave.
SIOUX FALLS
Hollyw'd
Thea. Ave.Mon.
212
N. Philips
WASHINGTON
Film Center
Scr. Rm.
Mon.
932 New Jersey Ave.

12/8

2:00 P.M.

12/8

1:30 P.M.

12/8

2:00 P.M.

12/8

2:30 P.M.

12/8

2:30 P.M.

12/8 10:30 A.M.
12/8

1:30 P.M.

12/8

2:30 P.M.

12/8

1:30 P.M.

12/8

2:00 P.M.

12/9

1:00 P.M.

12/8

1:30 P.M.

12/8

2:00 P.M.

12/8

1:00 P.M.

12/8

9:30 A.M.

12/8 10 :00 A.M.

Also Showing
RKO Palhe's
"OPERATION
A-BOMB"
Eastman Color

Motion

Business
Aim

Telecasts,

of New

Firm

Teleconference, Inc., the newly-organized firm which has arranged for a
Dec. 30 Bendix telecast, will specialize
in closed-circuit theatre telecasts for
business and educational groups, Aaron
Feinsot, vice-president, said here at the
weekend.
He added, however, that the firm
would not limit itself. The future will
tell how the organization expands its
services, he indicated. Asked if Teleconference was in competition with
Theatre Network Television, Feinsot
said "we are already competing with
them."
Teleconference, he added, was organized about six months ago by a
group of men with long service in the
public relations field. The officers were
listed as follows : Stanley Baar, president ;Thomas Casey, vice-president ;
Feinsot, vice-president ; Gerald Dickler
secretary and general counsel.
Lambs

Club

Salutes

Sousa
on Dec, 14
The Lambs Club here will hold a
special salute to the memory of John
Philip Sousa on the night of Dec. 14,
it was announced by William Gaxton,
Shepherd of the Lambs. Sousa was a
former member of the Lambs and a
founder of the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers.
Guest of the evening will be stage and
screen star Clifton Webb, who portrays Sousa in 20th Century-Fox's
"Stars and Stripes Forever." from
Joining Webb, who will come
Hollywood for the tribute, will be
the Maprominent representativesandof ASCAP
rine Corps, the Lambs,

Bendix

Picture

TV
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Telethon

On

Palsy
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(Continued from page 1)

one set by Theatre Network Television, which has booked the national
sales convention of Lees Carpets on
Dec. 8 in 15 cities from coast-to-coast.
the BenAmong the circuits takingParamou
nt
dix telecast are United
Theatres affiliates, Warner Brothers,
Loew's,. RKO Theatres and Fabian
Theatres
Commenting on the deal, Robert H.
O'Brien, secretary-treasurer of UPT,
said that the acceptance of closed circuit television by an industry leader
such as Bendix was an indication that
its commercial use would be accelerated. "We have always felt that
circuit telethe real field for closed
vision is in its use by industry, and
we welcome this opportunity to test
in every key market area in the
United States the public's reaction to

President-Elect Dwight D. Eisenhower will appear on the "Celebrity
Parade for Cerebral Palsy" telethon,
according to an announcement by Robert M. Weitman, vice-president of
United Paramount Theatres, who is
executive producer of the telethon.
The 18^-hour televised charity
show to be seen on Channel No. 7
beginning at 8:00 P.M. Saturday,
Dec. 6, and continuing until 2 :30 P.M.
the following afternoon, has been given
the support of all the crafts, guilds
and unions of show business and will
present talent estimated to be valued
in excess of $1,250,000.
Yul Brynner, who with Weitman
heads the talent committee, is said to
have commitments of appearance from
Jackie Gleason, Constance Carpenter,
Robert Merrill, Tan Peerce, Dorothy
Sarnoff, Johnny Johnston, Maria Riva,
Dennis James. Arlene Francis, Jack
Carter, Tony Bennett, Faye Emerson,
Skitch Henderson, Toni Arden, Irving
Fields Trio. George Shearing, Donald
Richards, Billy Gilbert, Jackie Miles
and Edward Arnold.
Also Eileen Barton, Sunny Gale,
Toey Adams, Chester Morris. Theresa
Breuer, Hazel Scott, Paul Winchell.
Frank Sinatra, Hy Gardner, Mel
Torme, Juanita Hall, Elliot Lawrence,
Tex and Jinx McCrarv. Martha
Wright, George Britton, Mindy Carbon, Ray Malone, Lanny Ross, Paul
Whiteman, Don Ameche, Fran Warren, Vivian Blaine, Nick Kenny. Ed
Sullivan. Leonard Lyons, Fred Waring, Molly Picon, Earl Wilson, Danton Walker, Janis Paige, the Blackburn Twins, Frank Fontaine, and
others.

such a presentation."
n S. Sayre, Avco vice-presiJudso
dent and general manager of Bendix,
said, "We feel that closed circuit telecasting possesses unlimited opportunities tor presenting to the best possible advantage this great new appliance our dealers will have on their
s." He
floors in a very few week
added that while the cost of the telecast would be comparable to regional
dealer meetings, a great saving would
De effected in the hours and energy
to travel to intives
execu
spent by dividual
regional
meetings.
bendix and Teleconference officials
have been working for weeks to clear
theatres and lines. Teleconference
said the cities which will be used include: Albany, Atlanta, Buffalo,
Charlotte, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton, Detroit, New York,
Pittsburgh, Providence, Richmond,
Atlas RKO
Bidder
Toledo, Jacksonville, Baltimore, Bos(Continued
from
page 1)
Chiton, Philadelphia, Washington,
cago, Des Moines, St. Louis, Dallas,
Birmingham, Houston, Milwaukee, Hughes in 1948. Some observers believe that Atlas would be the logical
St. Paul, Kansas City, Memphis, New
Orleans, Omaha, Gary, Indianapolis, contender for the controlling interest
Louisville, Denver, Phoenix, Salt inasmuch as the financial company is
familiar with RKO's operations.
Lake City, Los Angeles, . San Fran- more
Atlas, it is reported, has been buying
cisco, Seattle and Portland
RKO stock in recent weeks.

to Start 15
MGM
(Continued from page 1)
were outlined in meetings of East
West executives during the past 10
days.
Attending- the conferences were
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
Loew's, vice-presidents Charles Moskowitz, Joseph R. Vogel, Howard To Reopen Cairo House
Dietz and members of the studio executive board, E. J. Mannix, Ben
With Egypt's Premier, General NaThau, Louis K. Sidney, J. J. Cohn, guib, and other notables as sponsors,
Loew's International will reopen the
Lawrence Weingarten, Kenneth MacKenna, Marvin Schenck and Charles Metro Theatre in Cairo on WednesSchnee.
Vadis,"
with a premiere
A.
Morton
here ofby"Quo
it isday reported
In line with the company's policy
company.
the
of
of long-range preparation, Schary Spring, vice-president
The house has been closed since the
stated, 52 story properties are cur- political disturbances earlier this year
rently in active work. From these a
tentative 1953-54 schedule of films has
produced by Edwin H. Knopf.
been outlined.
"Easy to Love," Technicolor musical
Thirteen pictures have been com
starring Esther Williams with Busby
pleted since the beginning of the fiscal Berkeley directing the dance numbers and
Toe Pasternak producing.
year, Sept. 1, with five now before
"Interrupted Melody," story of Mar]orie
the cameras.
Lawrence, to be filmed in Technicolor
The 15 pictures being readied for starring Greer Garson, with Jack Cummings producing.
production are :
the High Ground," to be produced
"Latin Lovers," Technicolor musi by"Take
Schary, in the new Ansco Color
cal, starring Lana Turner, Ricardo withDore
a cast including James Whitmore,
and WilMontalban and John Lund, to be di- Dean Miller, Richard Anderson
liam Campbell; directed by Richard Brooks.
rected by Mervyn LeRoy with Joe
"Jefferson Selleck," to star Spencer
Pasternak producing.
L. Mankiewicz as. proJoseph
withdirector
Tracy, ducer,
and writer.
"Years Ago," co-starring Spencer
"Kis^s Me Kate," Cole Porter's Grayson,
musical,
Tracy, Jean Simmons and Teresa
starring Kathryn
Wright, to be directed by George in Technicolor,
proand
Sidney
George
by
directed
be
Gukor with Lawrence Weingarten to
duced by Jack Cummings.
"Affairs of Dobie Gillis," starring Debbie
producing.
Reynolds, to be directed by Don Weis. and
"All the Brothers Were Valiant," produced
by Arthur Loew, Jr.
in Technicolor, starring Robert Tay
"Otte More Time," starring Lana Turner,
lor, Stewart Granger and Elizabeth to be directed by George Cukor and produced by Armand Deutsch.
Taylor, to be directed by Richard
Married West Point," to be produced
Thorpe and produced by Pandro S. by"IWilliam
Grady, Jr.
Berman.
in the group of 15 are "Flight to
Also
'■Blue Goddess," starring Red Skelton,
"Big Leaguer," and "Scarlet
Islands,"
to be directed by Robert Z. Leonard and the
Coat,"
to be filmed in Ansco Color.

Equipment
World
with

RAY

.

.

.

GALLO

the
sinceTeda
TIME and
THE ofFIRST
FOR
creation
the Tesma
organizations, a joint trade show convention was held in conjunction with
theatre owners, and the value of that
policy was proved at Chicago. Among
the more than 2,100 delegates from
these organizations, including Allied
States, many hundreds were theatre
owners. And a number of products
were exhibited at a Tesma show for
the first time, among them White
Comb vending equipment, the Miracle
Whirl Whip ride for drive-in playgrounds, Oxford electric in-car speakers, Bally's space ship, Prince Castle's
new multimixer, ABC's French Boy's
popcorn warmer and Tripe-S changeablementletters,
stands. and Master-Kraft refreshThrough the courtesy of Bill De
Vry, Jack Dempsey "headlined" the
Teda
banquet
at Chicago's
famous
Ivanhoe
night
club. Festivities
paused briefly while the committee
for the 25th Anniversary Salute to
George Schutz presented a scroll to
the editor of Better Theatres. Jack
• "M. C."
O'Brien of RCA was
The all-industry banquet at the
Morrison Hotel on the last night of
the convention was completely sold
out the very first day of the conclave.
A top executive of each major film
company was on the dais, along with
Greer Garson, Ronald Reagan and
Morton Doicucy, representing the entertainment division.
•

Roy Martin of Martin Theatres of
Columbus, Ga., won a combination
radio clock given by Theatre Seat
Service of Nashville. This was a prize
for
guessing the age of a chair on
Fox's negotiaAlthough
stock
Stolkin syndicate
tions for the Matthew
at the Theatre Seat Service
display
are said to have been terminated, one
Curry• of National TheJohn
booth.
source indicated at the weekend that
atre Supply was runner-up.
Fox still could swing the deal if he
raised the offered price.
Arsene Pernetti of Majestic EnMeanwhile, reports from the Coast
terprises, Los Angeles, announced
indicate that an announcement on new
the
opening
of a new factory in
Rome,
Italy.
RKO management will be forthcom
•
ing this week.
Harry H. Strong of the Strong
Zukor Jubilee
Electric Corp., Toledo, was presented
(Continued from page 1)
with a plaque by Tesma in recognition of his many years of service to
weeks in conjunction with the Variety the organisation of both Teda and
committees in charge of setting up the Tesma' actk'ities.
arrangements for the celebrations. The
first celebration will be an industry
dinner in Hollywood honoring Zukor
The Ballantyne Company's buffeton his 80th birthday, on Jan. 7.
"selltheatre party was a complete
"Stalag 17"
out." Guests attended then
Smith returned to Hollywood at the
repaired
at the Erlanger Theatre,
the Ballantyne •Hotel suite for reconferring
after for
weekend
nell
on plans
the past with
week.O'Don- to
freshments.
O'Donnell, international chairman
of the event, stated that Smith would
The Philadelphia sales office of
be on loan from COMPO for the A. & M. Karagheusian, Inc., New
time required to complete and carry
York City, manufacturer of Gulisments.
through all Zukor Jubilee arrange- tan
carpets, formerly located in the
Public Ledger Building, has moved
to larger quarters. The new address,
Renoir Due Here Soon
at 2006 Chestnut Street, provides
Director Jean Renoir is due here greater display space and is a more
from Paris within three weeks with convenient location, the company
the first color in Technicolor print announced. Rudy Grofsick is branch
I manager of the Philadelphia office.
of his latest film, "The Golden Coach."
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Plan

Set

in Mich.

(Continued from page 1)
played cautious coolness as well as
confusion in trying to evaluate the
process and the picture in a single
review.
Marco
Wolff , co - owner of
the Hollywood Paramount, said,
"Arch Oboler's 'Bwana Devil' in
Natural Vision 3-dimension is a
big" step forward in motion picture production, and the public
knows it, as is evidenced by the
all-time record for an opening
day having
been
broken by
more than $2,000."
Jerry Zigmond, West Coast division manager of UPT, operating the
said, "proof
Paramount,
downtown
that the public is movie theatre conscious cannot be better shown than
by the sensational business done. Opening business at the downtown Paramount broke every record of any kind,
including stage shows with top personalities. Beyond the great business
the picture is doing, the industry as a
whole will benefit from this 3-dimension film, with the public again looking at theatres as their number one
entertainment source."
Raymond Willey, assistant general
manager of Interstate Theatres, said,
"I flew in from Dallas to see Natural
in 'Bwanna
in action
Vision
d to Devil.'
As
a result
I am determine
make

this picture our big Christmas attraction in Dallas and Fort Worth and,
if they'll give me enough prints, in
San Antonio and Houston. People
are going to want to see 3-dimension,
and theatres will have a long, bigsmash openings."
run after
money
director
Smith,themanaging
Holland
New Orleans,
Theatres,
of Saenger
said, "the smart exhibitor is looking
for box office. Natural Vision's 3-dimension process, as shown by Oboler's
'Bwana Devil,' is going to be the
biggest thing since sound and color.
I'm glad I came to California to see
exactly how big this was going to be.
I'll book every picture made in Natural Vision."
Myer J. Schine, president of the
Inc., said, "I
Schine Chain Theatres,I know
glasses
enjoyed the picture.
cannot be avoided, and so we exhibitors and public will live with them.
There is no question but that Natural
Vision will mean a great deal to the
box office. I like the whole idea very
much and know it will mean much to
the industry."
Both Natural Vision equipment and "Bwana Devil," the
first feature produced for exhibition in New York, are being
booked nationally by George J.
Schaefer, New York.
Robert Stack, Barbara Britton and
Nigel Bruce are principals in the
Oboler production, which will be re
viewed in an early issue.
Rogers, New Deputy
(Continued from page 1)

its 16mm. antigovernment's policythein film
companies.
trust suit against
in the Atman
Two
Number
As the
torney General's office, it probably will
be up to him to decide whether the
case will be prosecuted or abandoned.
Rogers represented 20th-Fox on
several anti-trust matters in the past.
Observers here believe that the 16mm.
case will be given a more thorough
study before any attempt at litigation
is started.

"Angel Face"
(RKO Pictures)
THE hatred for and subsequent murder of a stepmother by a pretty younggirl who adores her father serves as the mainspring of this interesting
drama that unfolds too slowly but builds towards a suspensful climax.
A competent cast includes such name performers as Robert Mitchum, Jean
Simmons, Mona Freeman and Herbert Marshall, but the idea of an innocent bystander becoming romantically involved and hence blamed with the
murderess is not tautly enough developed.
Otto Breminger produced with a maximum of economy and directed it
with emphasis on the evolving dramatic suspense. The screenplay by Frank
Nugent and Oscar Millard, from a Chester Erskine story, presents Mitchum
as an ambulance driver who meets Miss Simmons on an emergency call to
is over..." mountain-top mansion when her stepmother, Barbara O'Neil,racing
car
come by a mysteriously opened gas jet. Mitchum is a former
driver and desires to open a garage for such cars. He quits his job to
become Miss Simmons' chauffeur and breaks off with his girl friend, Miss
Freeman.
Mitchum refuses to run away with Miss Simmons and the next day
Miss O'Neil and Herbert Marshall, her husband who had requested a ride
to town, go over a cliff when the car acts in reverse. Evidence implicates
Mitchum so legal-eagle Leon Ames convinces him to marry Miss Simmons,
and beat the murder charge. The latter half of the film concerning the trial
lS quite effective; Ames is especially convincing as the shrewd lawyer. They
are acquitted but Mitchum, although rejected by Miss Freeman refuses to
Simremain with Miss Simmons. He plans a Mexican divorce but Miss
her guilt to Ames to no avail, drives Mitchum
mons, who had confessed
and herself over the cliff.
at
This has names and a theme to exploit and should gather fair returns

Barnett,
Kenneth Tobey, Raymond Greenleaf, Griff
cast are
^theMorgan
^Othe^Gist,
,
■
Farley and Jim Backus.
Robert
ce
audien
l
Genera
.
minutes
90
Running time,
Jan. 23.

ttle Town"
"Ca
(Warner Brothers)
lines but contains an
A HUSKY Western that develops along formula
Dennis Morgan this
by
zing
vocali
some
and
g
ample amount of fightin
of fictionalized
picture stacks up fairly well for its type. An occasional note between ranch
battles
and
ings
bicker
the
ning
concer
in,
history is mixed
owners and squatters in Texas shortly after the Civil War.
into the troubled
The screenplay by Tom Blackburn has Morgan sent efforts
are opposed
His
peace.
about
bring
to
r
governo
Texas
a
by
y
territor
cattle in
their
of
rs
squatte
thenly.
to fleece
planshu
whoin
Ray Teal
ma
by rancber
addition
to treating
them
.
,
and
There is excitement and intrigue and the usual rounds of gunplay
causes the death
hard riding building up to a climactic cattle stampede which
Miss Blake
Blake.
Amanda
rescue
to
chance
a
Morgan
gives
and
Teal
of
but at the
angle
romantic
the
in
affection
s
and Rita Moreno vie for Morgan'
together
fadeout it is Miss Blake who Morgan chooses, and they ride off

Detroit, Nov. 30. — The executive
committee of Allied Theatres of Michigan has approved a new plan of
membership for drive-ins.
The recent Allied state convention
showed that drive-ins have much in
common with other theatres in regard
to film buying, arbitration, film delivery costs,missions
free
shows,
Federal
adtax and
the the
constant
threat
of a state amusement tax.
The major obstacle which prevented
drive-in owners from joining Allied
was the high rate of dues.
A plan worked out by ..the executive
committee consists of a seasonal membership for all drive-ins, regardless of
capacity, with free membership each
year for the months of January, February,
April, The
October,
November andMarch,
December.
exhibitors
would pay only for five months membership. Drive-ins would pay two
cents a month per speaker for the five
months, or a total of 10 cents per
speaker for the period.
Pierce Parkurst, of Lansing, drivein chairman, and Joe D. Kitchen,
drivesjn bership
secretary,
outlinedto the
memplan in a bulletin
exhibitors
in Michigan.
Under .(the new; prog ram, all due to
Allied
would "pay*
once would
and forotherall"
all
assessments
which
wise be solicited from exhibitors by
salesmen or directly from the Council
f Motion Picture Organizations.
The plan, it was said, will provide
sufficient
to permit
a bu'cjget
to
handle allincome
legislative
problems
apd tax
issues, both .state and national. Allied
would represent exhibitors in all financial payments in - the industryAllied Willing
(Contimted from page 1)

cheduled
as yet. ofIf America
the Motiondecides
Picture Association
to initiate the sessions, a date and
place probably will not be set until
after the return of MPAA president
Eric Johnston from his current South
American tour. Johnston is due back
George
Novello,
Jay
earlyficethis
month,
but the
of^Otrlrs in the cast are Philip Carey, Paul Picerni,
here did
not know
the MPAA
exact date
O'Hanlon Bob Wilke, Sheb Wooley, Charles Meredith, Merv Griffin, A.
at
the
weekend.
On
the
other
hand,
Kenney. Bryan Foy proddced and
and Jack .
Boyd Morgan
Guy
cted
, .
„ ,
.
,
Smith dire
Noel Teague,
the distributors' arbitration committee
date,
Release
.
classification
audience
General
minutes.
71
time,
Running
may ture
set roundtable
a schedule
this week
for fuDec.
6.
discussions
among
the
film companies, Allied and the Theatre Owners of America.
' Andersen* Heading
for
Files
Chesapeake
For Records Here
Col. Writes Off
' Alice' Assignment
(Contimted from page 1 )
a
filed
has
s
Industrie
Chesapeake
The opening week's business of
suit in Federal Court here against Lou Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
with the write-off on color films runBunin Productions and Souvaine Se- Andersen" at the Criterion and Paris
ning as high as six per cent behind
theatres
here
will
shatter
the
box-of
t
assignmen
an
seeking
lective Pictures,
fice records at both houses, according the amortization of black-and-white
which
on "Alice in Wonderland,"in 1949. to the managements.
Both categories, according"
Bunin produced in France
A first week gross of $60,000 is pictures.
to a report to the Securities and ExChesapeake claims there is a balance
change Commission, have a complete
due of $24,626 on a promissory note predicted for the Criterion, while
for $28,000.
$24,000 is expected at the 572-seat write-off period of 104 weeks. HowParis, which has added some extra
ever, the black-and-white features, unThe plaintiff asked the court to al- shows.
der the system instituted and reflected
anyto
low full rights to the picture
in the
company's
annual
report,
are
amortized
at a last
greater
percentage
body who buys the foreclosed mort- Florida Firm
Files
released
gage. "Alice" originally was
rate than tinted films. The percentby Film Classics and was then taken
age varies from six per cent for the
over by Souvaine. Chesapeake also
first 13 weeks in release to one per
Miami, Nov.
30.—vs.
A $255,000
has pending a $27,000 suit against Trust
'U' triple- cent at the 91st week.
Suit
for prints and laboratory work- damage anti-trust suit has been filed
Bunin
on the picture.
in Federal court here by a Miami
Beach firm against Universal and its Burton, 20th Negotiating
Hollywood, Nov. 30. — Richard
subsidiary, United World Films. The
Free Passes for Plasma
suit, brought by Allied Motion Pic Burton, new 20th Century-Fox star
Columbus, O., Nov. 30.— In a tieup tures and its officers individually from the British stage, is here negohood thewith the Red Cross, neighbor
the defendants with monopotiating a"million dollar" contract callatres here have arranged to give a free charges
ing for a picture annually for 10 years,
listic practices in failing to supply the
donates
who
person
every
to
pass
said the studio.
plaintiffs with products.
blood to the plasma campaign.
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Tradewise
By SHERWIN

NEW
.

. .

KANE

CURRENT considerationg beinggiven to the convenin of a
conference on arbitration to discuss
Allied States' objections to the distributors' proposed draft in order to
determine what, if anything, might
be done to meet those objections
appears to be a start in the right
direction.
The holding of such a meeting is
a logical first step, if industry arbitration efforts are not to be summarily abandoned. And without Allied participation, the idea might
just as well be abandoned. Even
conceding the wholly questionable
possibility that the Department of
Justice and the Federal court would
sanction an arbitration plan which
did not have Allied approval, there
remains the plain fact that without
that large segment of independent
exhibition participating, any industrv arbitration system would be incomplete and very likely ineffectual.
The main inducement to distributors of an arbitration system is the
promise it holds of reducing the
number of anti-trust actions instigated by exhibitors. Without Allied
participation that aim never could
{Continued on page 2)

Allied
Renew
Plan

YORK, U.S.A., MONDAY,
Willing

DECEMBER

To

Arbitration
Discussions

61

New

Houses;

Meanwhile, no parlays have been
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Toronto, Nov. 30. — A total of
61 new theatres have opened
in Canada since the beginning
of the year. Twenty-three
were drive-ins. Under construction now are 32 standard-type houses and 12 driveins. Work will continue as
long as weather permits on
the drive-ins and will be completed early next year in time
for spring opening.
On the planning boards are
14 indoor projects and 11
drive-ins.

Allied leaders are willing to sit
down and discuss possible changes in
the distributors' arbitration formula
whenever such a meeting is called,
Wilbur Snaper, Allied president, said
here at the weekend. He pointed out,
however, that no official action could
be taken until after the Allied board
meets in New Orleans in January.
"We did not reject arbitration at
our convention in Chicago," Snaper
said. "We merely turned down the industry draft in its present form. It
is possible that we can straighten out
all the so-called minus points at the
proposed meeting so that a revised
Rogers,
plan can be submitted to the di-
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A national dealers meeting, utilizing the medium of theatre television, will be held on Dec. 30 by the
Bendix Home Appliances Division
of the Avco Manufacturing Co. The
telecast, ganized
arranged
by the newly-orfirm of Teleconference,
Inc.,
of New York, will be carried to every
key market area in the country, in at
least
42 theatres in 42 cities, it was
indicated.
The joint statement of Bendix
and Teleconference stated that
the one-hour program will originate in the Garrick Theatre,
Chicago, at about noon. An audience potential of more than
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T consideration beingCURREN
given to the convening of a
conference on arbitration to discuss
Allied States' objections to the distributors' proposed draft in order to
determine what, if anything, might
be done to meet those objections
appears to be a start in the right
direction.
The holding of such a meeting is
a logical first step, if industry arbitration efforts are not to be summarily abandoned. And without^ Allied participation, the idea might
just as well be abandoned. Even
conceding the wholly questionable
possibility that the Department of
Justice and the Federal court would
sanction an arbitration plan which
did not have Allied approval, there
remains the plain fact that without
that large segment of independent
exhibition participating, any industrv arbitration system would be incomplete and very likely ineffectual.
The main inducement to distributors of an arbitration system is the
promise it holds of reducing the
number of anti-trust actions instigated by exhibitors. Without Allied
participation that aim never could
{Continued on page 2)
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Toronto, Nov. 30. — A total of
61 new theatres have opened
in Canada since the beginning
of the year. Twenty-three
were drive-ins. Under construction now are 32 standard-type houses and 12 driveins. Work will continue as
long as weather permits on
the drive-ins and will be completed early next year in time
for spring opening.
On the planning boards are
14 indoor projects and 11
drive-ins.

Allied leaders are willing to sit
down and discuss possible changes in
the distributors' arbitration formula
whenever such a meeting is called,
Wilbur Snaper, Allied president, said
here at the weekend. He pointed out,
however, that no official action could
be taken until after the Allied board
meets in New Orleans in January.
"We did not reject arbitration at
our convention in Chicago," Snaper
said. "We merely turned down the industry draft in its present form. It
is possible that we can straighten out
all the so-called minus points at the
proposed meeting so that a revised Rogers,
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Turnout

20th CenC. M. Vandeburg, executive director of the American Heritage FounCHARLES EINFELD,
tury-Fox vice-president, left here
dation, has cited the motion picture industry for the "monumental role"
over the weekend by plane for the
played
it
n in aiding the recent record-breaking 60,000,000 election-day
turnout.
Coast. He plans to remain there a
week.
•
He stated, "In an outstanding and Tradewise
. .
way, the Motion Picture Asgenerous
Robert H. O'Brien, secretarysociation ofAmerica, its member comtreasurer of United Paramount T?he(Continued from page 1)
atres, was due to arrive in Chicago
panies and the exhibitors of the country turned their energies to the cause
from New York at the weekend and
of good citizenship in this election. be importantly realized. Moreover,
is expected to return here Wednes- Without
this signal devotion to better
day.
•
citizenship, the unprecedented vote without Allied, the workings of the
system could be hamstrung by reLeon Bamberger, RKO Radio could not have been achieved."
"Of the 51 national organizations
fusals of many independent exhibisales promotion manager, will address
tors to intervene in or respond to
and industry groups which worked
the Allied Theatres of Indiana conAmerican Heritage Founda- arbitration complaints involving
vention being held in Indianapolis to- with the
day and tomorrow. •
"none
he said, to
the vote,"
tion to get tooutconvey
did more
the appeal
the competitive situations of which they
are a part. Clearance and run, bidGrace Guillen, secretary in the public than munications
commass power
the country's
ding and other complaints would be
media. The unique
Universal foreign department, will be
and
particularly
difficult to resolve if
screen
theatre
the
of
impact
and
Dec. 13 to Arthur Anga- its vast weekly attendance made the they involved Allied members who
married
ROLE.
•
contribution of the motion picture in- ignored them. Arbitration awards
dustry all the more significant and made without the intervention of
Ursula Rank, daughter of J. ArAllied members who were affected
thur Rank, was married to Robert
"The Motion Picture Association
Lancelot Newton on Thursday in of
valuable."
America and its member companies, by them well might lead to more,
London.
•
in cooperation with the exhibitors of not less, litigation.
Therefore, if it is possible to
Lee R. Bobker, formerly with the nation actually did more than urge
bring
Allied back into the fold, and
Campus Film Productions, has joined movie-goers to register and vote,"
it
was
stated.
"Through
newsreels,
Dynamic Films here as executive pro- trailers and specially produced short the door does not appear to be forducer.
ever closed, a conference to deter•
subjects, they acquainted the public
mine when and how that might be
camR. J. Ingram, Columbia Southern with the dominant issues of the
accomplished,
would be eminently
two entire newsreel
district manager, and George Roscoe, editionspaign andtodevoted
worth the time and effort it reeach
of
the
Presidential
Atlanta branch manager, have returned
to that city from •Chicago.
From Aug. 4 to election day, the
candidates."
The Allied board at its Chicago
industry's five newsreels ran quires.
Malcom Johnson, formerly with film
meeting
emphasized that neither it
more than 200 sequences highlighting
20th Century-Fox in Atlanta, has the candidates and their views as they nor the organization as a whole is
joined Kay Exchanges there as a sales toured the nation. Trailers on every "opposed to arbitration and yields
representataive.
•
newsreel issued for three months prior to no one in their devotion to that
Harry Goldstein, Allied Artists to the election exhorted movie-goes to
register and vote. Motion picture
In other words, the present oppublicity representataive, left here at companies
and hundreds of theatres concept." position within Allied is directed
the weekend for Chicago.
•
supplemented their efforts by inserting
at the distributors' draft as it
Lynn Farnol has left here on a register-and-vote appeals in their only
now stands, and not to arbitration
five-city tour; he is due to return newspaper ads. A few enthusiastic
exhibitors even went so far as to prohere on Dec. 8.
vide free admissions to people in their per se.
•
What, then, must be done to remove that opposition?
Matthew Rape, M-G-M producer community who voted, it was exFirst, of all, Allied has said, an
has gone to Melbourne, Fla., from plained.
During the pre-election months, film
Hollywood.
•
companies also made available to civic arbitration plan which it can apimmepromise "direct,
proveandmust
Albert Lewin, M-G-M producer, and community organizations taking
diate
substantial
benefit to expart in the register-and-vote campaign
will leave Hollywood by plane Dec.
hibitors." If Allied can be conspecially prepared film shorts and
for England and France.
vinced that an industry arbitration
trailers that emphasized the importance of voting.
plan meets that basic requirement
and does not contain provisions
Boston
Notables
At
"which are not deemed to be in the
Goldwyn
Tribute
Big RCA
Screen to
exhibitors' interest," it might then
be determined whether Allied would
Boston, Nov. 30. — Prominent Bos- Bow at RKO
Here
tonians have been invited to a luncheon
not be willing to waive its only
in honor of Samuel Goldwyn to be
The world premiere of Syncro- other requisite — the arbitration of
given Tuesday at the Ritz Carlton, in Screen, described as the largest screen film rentals.
honor of his "consistent record of hold- ever made by RCA, will be held here
These are matters requiring a
the RKO 58th Street Theatre on
ing to the best traditions in bringing at
Friday.
conference of the arbitration printhe best films before the public."
Before the luncheon the guests will
Projected on the big screen, which
cipals. If they can be resolved, and
is three times the size of regular one that does not seem beyond the realm
attend a private showing of "Hans
Christian Andersen." In addition to at the theatre, will be the dual at- of possibility, it could well be that
Goldwyn and Mrs. Goldwyn, among
than that
traction "Way of a Gaucho" and
those who are slated to be present are "Lure of the Wilderness." Before its a better arbitration plan
If so,
result.
could
proposed,
now
Governor Paul A. Dever, Governor- premiere, RKO has scheduled a series
elect Christian A. Herter, Mayor John of newspaper advertisements in local Allied's stand might become overB. Hynes, Danish consul Earle W. papers heralding the event.
night avaluable contribution to the
There will be a demonstration on industry at large, rather than the
Eames, Serge Semenenko, vice-president of the First National Bank of Wednesday for the trade press and
which some
negative
now
hold obstruction
it to be.
Boston, and others.
New York newspaper film editors.

Parade
air drop of
ipARACHUTE
in Korea is highlighted
in supplies
current
newsreels. Featured also are George
Me amy's
appointment
as newpresident,
American Federation
of Labor
Eric Johnston's trip to Latin America,
President-Elect Eisenhower s appointment to Government posts of two
women, and the Vishinsky rejection
of
the Indian
proposal on Korea at the
United
Nations.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 97— French
battle Red offensive in Indo-China. Eisenhower names two women to jobs in Government. Assam tribes honor Nehru. Paratroops on alert in Korea. ODwyer quits
Mexico post. Marshall Tito is reelected.
Eric Johnston in Latin America. Florida
picks Miss Tangerine.
NEWS
OF THE
DAY, No. 227— Air
drops filmed in Korea. Vishinsky vs. Acheson atston inU.N.
MP'PAwithpresident
JohnRio meet
BrazilianErie
president
Vargas. AFL elects George Meany. Bill
1952.
Stern's All-American stars and plays of
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 3»-Georjre
Meany named AFL president. Vishinsky
says "No" to Indian proposed on Korea.
Eric Johnston
Brazil
with Brazilian
ident Vargas. inMrs.
Eisenhower
honoredpresby
the USO'. Women appointees in new administration. Paramount 1952 All-American
team.
TELENEWS
DIGEST, No. 4SB — Air
Force "Flying Boxcars" supply troops in
Korea by air. Last rites paid to former
AFL president Green. One man crusade
against Communism waged by Ambrose P.
Salmini. Fiberfrax, new fiber that withstands extreme heat. British prepare for
coronation. Italian sportsmen go boar hunting in Tuscany. Tennis champion retains
title in ancient game.
UNIVERSAL NEWS No. 417 — Korea
paratroops. Motion Picture Pioneers choose
Nate J. Blumberg leader of the year. Britain's new amphibious jeep. Seattle's fourth
annual Santa Claus parade. French observatory examines cosmic rays.
WARNER PATHE NEWS, No. 32— Vispour into President-Elect
busy itorsheadquarters.
ParadropEisenhower's
in Korea.
George Meany named new AFL chief.
Medal of Honor awarded to Korea hero.
Eric Johnston calls on president Vargas of
Brazil. Motion Picture Pioneers honor Nate
Blumberg. New designs in fashions for rePhiladelphia Eagles -Cleveland Browns
footballsorts.
game.

SAG TV Commercial
Strike on Today
The Screen Actors Guild's strike
against producers of filmed television
commercials
tionally today.is scheduled to begin naOn the eve of the strike, an SAG
representative in the East reported
that the Guild has been pledged full
"Four
Members
of from
Actors the
Equity
and A's,"
the
cooperation
American Federation of Television
and Radio Artists have been alerted
by mail about the strike. The SAG
spokesman added that TV commercial
producers have been warned that the
hiring of non-union talent would lead
to the advertised product being put
on the "unfair list" of the American
Federation of Labor.
Thecial telecasts
strike which
will not
affect have
commeralready
been
sets.
produced. Such telecasts will continue to be seen on home television
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Daily

Review
Cites 'Daily's' Aid
To 'Jimmy' Fund
Arthur H. Lockwood, general chairman of the 1952
"Jimmy"
Fund, the foundation
children's
cancer research
sponsored by the Variety Club
of New England and the Boston Braves baseball team, has
expressed the appreciation of
the trustees of the Fund for
cooperation accorded by Motion Picture Daily.
In a letter to the editor,
Lockwood says: "We are fully
aware that the successful results of the
'Jimmy'
Fund Drive
would1952
never
have
been possible without the excellent cooperation we have
received from Motion Picture
Daily.
"During the course of our
campaign your fine publication has given most generously of space, and has been the
medium that brought the
'Jimmy' Fund to the attention of the people in the motion picture industry."

Heads
To

of

Meet

Universal
on

Coast

Universal Pictures' distribution and
promotion executives will join the
company's
production heads
the
Universal-International
Coast at
studios
for a week-long series of top level
policy and planning sessions starting
Monday, Dec. 8, covering' production,
distribution and promotion for the
coming year, Alfred E. Daff, executive vice-president, announced at the
weekend.

RKO RADIO PICTURES,

Come Back, Little Sheba
Hollywood, Nov. 30
(Hal B. Wallis-Par amount)
THIS distinguished production by Hal B. Wallis of a stage play by WilHam Inge which ran up a big Broadway success, both commercial and
artistic, is exceptional in so many ways, as a motion picture theatre attraction, as to present problems as well as promise of profit to the practical
showman.
Foremost on the plus side of the picture's prospects is the brilliant performance ofShirley Booth in the principal role, a performance already widely
described, quite properly, as an achievement of Academy Award calibre.
At the other pole of the property, concerning the considerations of a practical showman, is the drunk scene in which the alcoholic of the story shouts
accusations at his wife in which the word "slut," unfamiliar on the screen
and in most homes, is reiterated as a keynote.
High in the scale of assets is the presence of Burt Lancaster, the strongest
name in the cast and proving here that he's as fine an actor as he is an
athlete.
Less likely to startle cinema customers than the loose use of the word
"slut" are candid references by husband and wife to the unrestrained nature
of their courtship, the resultant necessity of their wedding, and the casual
candor of dialogue from beginning to the end of the picture— but likely enough.
Strictly plus values are Richard Jaeckel and Terry Moore, strikingly proficient young performers who make their portrayals of sex-happy college
students realistic beyond usual screen requirements.
Excellent direction by Daniel Mann, and fine supporting performances by
Philip Ober, Lisa Golm and Walter Kelley have much to do with making
the film a rounded, convincing drama.
In common with most other pictures made from stage plays, this one is
more mental than physical, more concerned with emotions than with motion
and with character study, delineation, and dramatic observation. Miss Booth
plays the listless but loving wife of Lancaster, a chiropractor whom Alcoholics
Anonymous has kept sober for a year before the picture opens, and the issues
between them are too much for their mentalities to cope with. By the end
of the picture they appear to have got hold of their hopes again, as has
happened often during their 20 years together. The how, the why and so
forth are what the picture's about.
The picture is, quite completely, a filming of a stage play, rather than a
motion picture. There is no apparent intent to make it seem other than that.
In view of the success of the play, that doubtless is what it should be.
The production may be offered to the public, if an exhibitor choose to do
so, as evidence that the screen is becoming adult, as the saying goes. If it
becomes any more adult than "Come Back, Little Sheba" we're going to have
a new kind of motion picture business to deal with, and it won't be for the
kiddies, nor for the family audience, but rather for the patronage that sup
ports the Broadway stage.
"Come Back, Little Sheba" was produced originally by the Theatre Guild,
probably not this well.
Running time, 90 minutes. Adult audience classification. For February
William R. Weaver
release.

The company's division and district
sales managers will participate in the
meetings as well as Eastern and Western promotion executives. Among
studio executives at the meetings will
be William Goetz, in charge of production; David A. Lipton, vice-president in charge of advertising-publicity ;
Edward E. Muhl, vice-president and
general manager of the studios ; Al
Horwits, and others.
Milton R- Rackmil, president; Daff
and Charles J. Feldman, general sales
manager, left New York over the
weekend for Hollywood in advance
of the meetings. N. J. Blumberg,
chairman of the board, and Adolph
Schimel, vice-president and general
counsel, will leave later this week.
Charles Simonelli, Eastern advertisling-publicity department manager,
Philip Gerard, Eastern publicity manadager and Jeff Livingston, Eastern New
vertising manager, will leave
York tomorrow. Ben Katz, Midwest
promotion representaative, will join
them.
Also scheduled to leave later this
week are Ray Moon, assistant general
sales manager: F. J. A. McCarthy,
Southern and Canadian sales manager ;
P. T. Dana. Eastern sales manager;
Foster M. Blake, Western sales manager;James J. Jordan, circuit sales
manager: Harrv Fellerman, sales
head of U-I's Special Films Division,
Empireand A. W. Perry, head ofdistribu
tes
Universal in Canada which
Universal films there.
District managers will include
David A. Lew. from New York;
James Frew, Atlanta ; Manic M. Gott-

Alex
'Little Sheba' Opens
Dec. 23 at Victoria
"Come Back, Little Sheba," Paramount's Hal Wallis production of the
Theatre Guild stage play, starring Burt
Lancaster and Shirley Booth, will
at the Victoria Thepremiere
a here
have atre
on Dec. 23. The film of the
William Inge play marks the screen
debut of Miss Booth, who recreates
the role forand which sher won five theatrical newspape awards.
Stars from Broadway and Hollywood and celebrities from other fields
are to attend the premiere of the prerelease world engagement.

Brandt
Of JDA

Co-chairman
Dinner

Gottlieb

to

Make 5 for Warner
Hollywood, Nov. 30. — Warner
Brothers has completed negotiations
for the distribution of five feature pictures to be delivered to the company
by producer Alex Gottlieb.
The first will be "The Blue Gardenia," starring Anne Baxter, Richard
Conte, Ann Sothern and Nat King
Cole.startFilming
of "Blue
Gardenia"
will
this week
with Fritz
Lang
directing. Charles Hoffman wrote
the
screenplay
original
story. from Vera Caspary's
4

UA

Releases

Now

At Broadway
Houses
There are currently four United
Artists releases playing on Broadway
an honorary chairBrandt,
Harry
man of the
current Joint Defense Charles Chaplin's "Limelight" is at
"Breaking the Sound BarAppeal campaign, and JDA national the Astor,
rier" is showing at the Victoria ;
treasurer Edmund Waterman will
serve jointlv as chairmen of a dinner "Kansas City Confidential" is on th<
honoring Richard Rodgers and Oscar Globe screen, and "Outpost in Ma
Hammerstein 2nd, to be held Wed- laya" is playing Loew's State.
nesday evening at the Hotel Pierre
in behalf of the JDA's current drive. Loew's, Ltd., Profit
Toronto, Ltd.
Nov.of30.Canada
— Marcusreports
Loew'sa
Theatres,
J. Martin. Dal- net profit of $84,944, or $11.32 a share
lieb, Chicago; HenryClevela
nd ; Lester for the year ended Aug. 28, compared
las ;P. F. Rosian,
Zucker, Kansas City; Tohn J. Scully. with a profit of $84,140, or $11.22 a
Boston, and Barney Rose from San share in 1951.
Francisco.

TRADE

SHOWINGS

Inc.
of

FREDERICK BRISSON'S
presentation of
"NEVER WAVE AT A WAC"
ALBANY
Hon. 12/8 2:30 P.M.
Fox Scr. Rm
1052 B'way
Mon.
ATLANTA
12/8 2:30 P.M.
RKO Scr. Rm.
195 Luckie St.
BOSTON
, N.W.
RKO
Rm. St.
Mon, 12/8 10:30 A.M.
122-28 Scr.
Arlington
BUFFALO
Mon.
Mo. Pic. Oper
12/8 2:00 P.M.
Scr.
Rm.
498 Pearl St.
CHARLOTTE
Fox Scr. Rm.
12/8 2:00 P.M.
308 S. Church St
CHICAGO
Mon 12/8 2:00 P.M.
RKO Scr. Rm.
Mon
1300 S. Wabash Ave.
CINCINNATI
Palace Scr. Rm.
12 East 6th St. Mon. 12/8 8:00 P.M.
CLEVELAND
Fox Scr. Rm.
Mon 12/8 2:30 P.M.
2219 Payne Ave.
DALLAS
Rep. S.Scr.
Rm. StMon. 12/8 2:30 P.M.
412
Harwood
Mon.
DENVER
Para. Scr. Rm.
12/8 2:00 P.M.
2100 Stout St.
DES MOINES
12/8 1:00 P.M.
Fox. Scr. Rm.
Mon
1300 High St.
DETROIT
Blumenthals
Scr. Rm.
Mon. 12/8 2:30 P.M.
2310 Cass Ave.
INDIANAPOLIS
Mon.
12/8 1:00 P.M.
Univ.
Rm. St
517 N. Scr.
Illinois
KANSAS CITY
Para. Scr. Rm.
12/10 2:30 P.M
1800 Wyandotte St.Wed
LOS ANGELES
RKO Scr. Rm. Mon
1980 S. Vermont Ave. 12/8 2:00 P.M
MEMPHIS
Fox Scr. Rm.
12/8 12:15 P.M
151 Vance Ave Mon
MILWAUKEE
Warner Scr.
212Room
W. Wisconsin Mon.
Ave. 12/8 2:00 P.M
MINNEAPOLIS Mon.
Fox Scr. Rm.
12/8 1:30 P.M
1015 Currie Ave
NEW HAVEN
Fox
Scr. Rm.St. Mon. 12/8 2:00 P.M
40 Wbit:ng
NEW ORLEANS Mon.
12/8 2:30 P.M
200
Fox S.Sc*-.Liberty
Rm. St
NEW YORK
Mon 12/8 2:30 P.M
RKO Scr. Rm.
630
Nirth
Ave.
OKLAHOMA
12/8 10:30A.M
Fox
Scr. Rm.
10 North
Lee St.
Mon
OMAHA
12/8 1:30 P.M
Fox Scr. Rm.
1502 Davenport St.Mon.
PHILADELPHIA Mon.
RKO
12/8 2:30 P.M
250 N.Scr.
13thRm.St.
PITTSBURGH
Mc
RKO Scr. Rm.
12/8 1:30 P.M
1809-13 Blvd. of Allies
PORTLAND
Star Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/8 2:00 P.M
925 N.W. 19th Ave.
ST. LOUIS
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues. 12/9 1:00 P.M
3143 Olive St.
SALT LAKE CITY
Fox Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/8 1:30 P.M
216 E. 1st St. South
SAN FRANCISCO
Fox Scr. Rm. Mon. 12/8 2:00 P.M
245 Hyde St.
SEATTLE
Jewel Box
Scr. Rm.
Mon. 12/8 1 :00 P.M
2318 2nd Ave.
SIOUX FALLS
Hollyw'd
Thea. AveMon. 12/8 9 :30 A.M
212
N. Philips
WASHINGTON
Film Center
Scr. Rm.
Mon. 12/8 10:00 A.M
932 New Jersey Ave.
Also Showing RKO Pathc
"OPERATION A-BOMB" Eastman Colo

i

Motion

Business
Aim

Telecasts,

of New

Firm

Teleconference, Inc., the newly-organized firm which has arranged for a
Dec. 30 Bendix telecast, will specialize
in closed-circuit theatre telecasts for
business and educational groups, Aaron
Feinsot, vice-president, said here at the
weekend.
He added, however, that the firm
would not limit itself. The future will
tell how the organization expands its
services, he indicated. Asked if Teleconference was in competition with
Theatre Network Television, Feinsot
said "we are already competing with
them."
Teleconference, he added, was organized about six months ago by a
group of men with long service in the
public relations field. The officers were
listed as follows : Stanley Baar, president ;Thomas Casey, vice-president ;
Feinsot, vice-president ; Gerald Dickler,
secretary and general counsel.
Lambs

Club

Salutes

Sousa
on Dec. 14
The Lambs Club here will hold a
special salute to the memory of John
Philip Sousa on the night of Dec. 14,
it was announced by William Gaxton,
Shepherd of the Lambs. Sousa was a
former member of the Lambs _ and a
founder of the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers
Guest of the evening will be stage and
screen star Clifton Webb, who por
trays Sousa in 20th Century-Fox's
"Stars and Stripes Forever."
Joining Webb, who will come from
Hollywood for the tribute, will be
prominent representatives of the Marine Corps, the Lambs, and ASCAP.
MGM
to Start 15
(Continued from page 1)

Bendix

TV

(Continued from page 1)

Picture

daily
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the THEATRE
lisenhowerOnPalsyj/n
Telethon Saturday
Equipment

President-Elect Dwight D. EisenTelevione set by Theatre Network national
sion, which has booked the
hower will appear on the "Celebrity
sales convention of Lees Carpets on Parade for Cerebral Palsy" telethon,
to an announcement by RobDec. 8 in 15 cities from coast-to-coast. according
ert M. Weitman, vice-president of
Benthe
taking
Among the circuits
United Paramount Theatres, who is
dix telecast are United Paramount
executive producer of the telethon.
,
Brothers
Theatres affiliates, Warner
The 18% -hour televised charity
Fabian
and
Loew's,. RKO Theatres
show to be seen on Channel No. 7
Theatres
beginning at 8 :00 P.M. Saturday,
Commenting on the deal, Robert H. Dec. 6, and continuing until 2:30 P.M.
rer
y-treasu
O'Brien, secretar
of UPT, the following afternoon, has been given
said that the acceptance of closed cir- the support of all the crafts, guilds
cuit television by an industry leader and unions of show business and will
such as Bendix was an indication that present talent estimated to be valued
its commercial use would be accel- in excess of $1,250,000.
erated. "We have always felt that
Yul Brynner, who with Weitman
the real field for closed circuit tele- heads the talent committee, is said to
vision is in its use by industry, and have commitments of appearance from
we welcome this opportunity to test
Jackie Gleason, Constance Carpenter,
in every key market area in the Robert Merrill, Tan Peerce, Dorothy
United States the public's reaction to Sarnoff, Johnny Johnston, Maria Riva,
Dennis James. Arlene Francis, Jack
such a presentation."
vice-presi- Carter, Tony Bennett, Faye Emerson,
S. Sayre, Avco
Judson general
Bendix,
r
of
manage
and
dent
Skitch Henderson, Toni Arden, Irving;
said, "We feel that closed circuit tele- Fields Trio, George Shearing, Donald
casting possesses unlimited opportun- Richards, Billy Gilbert, Jackie Miles
ities for presenting to the best pos- and Edward Arnold.
sible advantage this great new appliAlso Eileen Barton, Sunny Gale,
ance our dealers will have on their
Toey Adams, Chester Morris. Theresa
" He Breuer, Hazel Scott, Paul Winchell
floors in a very few weeks.
added that while the cost of the tele- Frank
Sinatra, Hy
Gardner, Mel
able
to regional
cast would be compar
Torme,
Juanita
Hall,
Elliot
Lawrence,
dealer meetings, a great saving would
and Jinx McCrary. Martha
be effected in the hours and energy Tex
Wright, George Britton, Mindy Car
spent by executives to travel to in son, Ray Malone, Lanny Ross, Paul
dividual regional meetings.
Bendix and Teleconference officials Whiteman, Don Ameche, Fran War
have been working for weeks to clear ren, Vivian Blaine. Nick Kenny, Ed
theatres and lines. Teleconference Sullivan, Leonard Lyons, Fred Waring, Molly Picon, Earl Wilson, Dan
said the cities which will be used in
elude:
Albany,
Atlanta, Buffalo, ton Walker, Janis Paige, the BlackFontaine, and
Charlotte, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Co others. burn Twins, Frank
lumbus, Dayton, Detroit, New York,
Pittsburgh,
Providence, Richmond,
Atlas RKO
Bidder
Toledo, Jacksonville, Baltimore, Bos(Continued from page 1)
ton, Philadelphia, Washington, Chi
cago, Des Moines, St. Louis, Dallas,
Birmingham,
Houston, Milwaukee, Hughes in 1948. Some observers be
St. Paul, Kansas City, Memphis, New lieve that Atlas would be the logical
Orleans, Omaha, Gary, Indianapolis, contender for the controlling interest
Louisville, Denver,
Phoenix, Salt inasmuch as the financial company is
Lake City, Los Angeles, San Fran more familiar with RKO's operations.
Atlas, it is reported, has been buying
cisco, Seattle and Portland.
RKO stock in recent weeks.

were outlined in meetings of EastWest executives during the past 10
days.
Attending the conferences were
Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
Loew's, vice-presidents Charles Moskowitz, Joseph R. Vogel, Howard To Reopen Cairo House
Dietz and members of the studio executive board, E. J. Mannix, Ben
With Egypt's Premier, General Na
Thau, Louis K. Sidney, J. J. Cohn, guib, and other notables as sponsors
Loew's International will reopen the
Lawrence Weingarten, Kenneth Mac- Metro Theatre in Cairo on Wednes
Kenna, Marvin Schenck and Charles
Schnee.
Vadis,'A
a premiere
day iswith
it
reported
here ofby"Quo
Morton
In line with the company's policy Spring, vice-president of the company
of long-range preparation, Schary The house has been closed since the
stated, 52 story properties are cur- political disturbances earlier this year
rently in active work. From these a
tentative 1953-54 schedule of films has
produced by Edwin H. Knopf.
been outlined.
"Easy to Love," Technicolor musical
Thirteen pictures have been com- starring Esther Williams with Busby
Berkeley
directing the dance numbers and
pleted since the beginning of the fiscal
Pasternak producing-. _ _
year, Sept. 1, with five now before Toe"Interrupted
Melody," story of Marjorie
the cameras.
Lawrence, to be filmed in Technicolor
The 15 pictures being readied for starring Greer Garson, with Tack Cum
mings producing.
production are:
the High Ground," to be produced
"Latin Lovers," Technicolor musi- by"Take
Schary, in the new Ansco Color
cal, starring Lana Turner, Ricardo with Dore
a cast including James Whitmore
Miller, Richard Anderson and Wil
Montalban and John Lund, to be di- Dean
rected by Mervyn LeRoy with Joe liam Campbell; directed by Richard Brooks
"Jefferson Selleck," to star Spencer
Pasternak producing.
L. Mankiewicz as proJoseph
withdirector
Tracy, ducer,
and writer.
"Years Ago," co-starring Spencer
"Kiss Me Kate," Cole Porter's musical,
Tracy, Jean Simmons and Teresa
Technicolor, starring Kathryn Grayson,
Wright, to be directed by George in
to
be
directed by George Sidney and proCukor with Lawrence Weingarten
duced by Jack Cummings.
"Affairs of Dobie Gillis," starring Debbie
producing.
Reynolds, to be directed by Don Weis and
"All the Brothers Were Valiant," produced by Arthur Loew, Jr.
in Technicolor, starring Robert Tay"One More Time," starring Lana Turner,
lor, Stewart Granger and Elizabeth to be directed by George Cukor and produced by Armand Deutsch.
Taylor, to be directed by Richard
Married West Point," to be produced
Thorpe and produced by Pandro S. by"IWilliam
Grady, Jr.
Berman.
Also in the group of 15 are "Flight to
"Blue Goddess," starring Red Skelton,
Islands," "Big Leaguer," and "Scarlet
to be directed by Robert Z. Leonard and the
Coat," to be filmed in Ansco Color.

World
with

RAY

.

.

.

GALLO

POR
THE ofFIRST
TIME and
sinceTeda
the
creation
the Tesma
organizations, a joint trade show convention was held in conjunction with
theatre owners, and the value of that
policy was proved at Chicago. Among
the more than 2,100 delegates from
these organizations, including Allied
States, many hundreds were theatre
owners. And a number of products
were exhibited at a Tesma show for
the first time, among them White
Comb vending equipment, the Miracle
Whirl Whip ride for drive-in playgrounds, Oxford electric in-car speakers, Bally's space ship, Prince Castle's
new multimixer, ABC's French Boy's
popcorn warmer and Tripe- S changeablementletters,
stands. and Master-Kraft refresh•
Through the courtesy of Bill De
Vry, Jack Dempsey "headlined" the
Teda
banquet
at Chicago's
famous
Ivanhoe
night
club. Festivities
paused briefly while the committee
for the 25th Anniversary Salute to
George Schutz presented a scroll to
the editor of Better Theatres. Jack
O'Brien of RCA was
• "M. C."
The all-industry banquet at the
Morrison Hotel on the last night of
the convention was co-mpletely sold
out the very first day of th-e conclave.
A top executive of each major film
company was on the dais, along with
Greer Garson, Ronald Reagan and
Morton Downey, representing the entertainment division.
•

Roy Martin of Martin Theatres of
Columbus, Ga., won a combination
radio clock given by Theatre Seat
Service of Nashville. This was a prize
for guessing the age of a chair on
Although
Matthew
Fox's
negotiations for the Stolkin syndicate stock display at the Theatre Seat Service
are said to have been terminated, one
source indicated at the weekend that booth. John Curry of National Theatre Supply was runner-up.
Fox still could swing the deal if he
raised the offered price.
Arsene Pernetti of Majestic EnMeanwhile, reports from the Coast
terprises, Los Angeles, announced
indicate that an announcement on new the opening
Rome, Italy. of a new factory in
RKO management will be forthcom
•
ing this week.
Harry H. Strong of the Strong
Zukor Jubilee
Electric Corp., Toledo, was presented
(Continued from page 1)
with a plaque by Tesma in recognition of his many years of service to
weeks in conjunction with the Variety the organisation of both Teda and
committees in charge of setting up the Tesma actiznties.
arrangements for the celebrations. The
first celebration will be an industry
dinner in Hollywood honoring Zukor
The Ballantyne Company's buffeton his 80th birthday, on Jan. 7.
party was a complete "selltheatre out."
Guests attended "Stalag 17"
Smith returned to Hollywood at the at the Erlanger
Theatre, then repaired
to
the
Ballantyne
Hotel suite for reweekend
after
conferring
with
O'Donnell on plans for the past week. _
freshments.
O'Donnell, international chairman
of the event, stated that Smith would
The Philadelphia sales office of
be on loan from COMPO for the A. & M. Karagheusian, Inc., New
time required to complete and carry
York City, manufacturer of Gulisthrough
all Zukor Jubilee arrange- tan carpets, formerly located in the
ments.
Public Ledger Building, has moved
to larger quarters. The new address,
Renoir Due Here Soon
at 2006 Chestnut Street, provides
Director Jean Renoir is due here greater display space and is a more
from Paris within three weeks with convenient location, the company
the first color in Technicolor print announced. Rudy Grofsick is branch
of his latest film, "The Golden Coach." manager of the Philadelphia office.
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'Bwana'
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Reviews

Drive-inMembership
Plan

Set

in Mich.

(Continued from page 1)
played cautious coolness as well as
confusion in trying to evaluate the
process and the picture in a single
review.
Marco
Wolff, co - owner of
the Hollywood Paramount, said,
"Arch Oboler's 'Bwana Devil' in
Natural Vision 3-dimension is a
big step forward in motion picture production, and the public
knows it, as is evidenced by the
all-time record for an opening
been broken by
day having
more than $2,000."
Jerry Zigmond, West Coast division manager of UPT, operating the
said, "proof
Paramount,
downtown
conthat the public is movie theatre
scious cannot be better shown than
by the sensational business done. Opening business at the downtown Paramount broke every record of any kind,
including stage shows with top personalities. Beyond the great business
the picture is doing, the industry as a
whole will benefit from this 3-dimension film, with the public again looking at theatres as their number one
entertainment source."
Raymond Willey, assistant general
manager of Interstate Theatres, said,
"I flew in from Dallas to see Natural
in action in 'Bwanna Devil.'
Vision
a result I am determined to make
As

Christmas attracthis picture our big Fort
Worth and,
tion in Dallas and
if they'll give me enough .prints,
in
San Antonio and Houston People
are going to want to see 3-dimension,
and theatres will have a long, bigsmash openings.
run after
money
director"
Smith,themanaging
Holland
of Saenger Theatres, New Orleans,
said, "the smart exhibitor is looking
for box office. Natural Vision's 3-dimension process, as shown by Oboler's
'Bwana Devil,' is going to be the
biggest thing since sound and color.
I'm glad I came to California to see
exactly how big this was going to be.
I'll book every picture made in Natural Vision."
Myer J. Schine, president of the
Schine Chain Theatres, Inc., said, "I
enjoyed the picture. I know glasses
cannot be avoided, and so we exhibitors and public will live with them.
There is no question but that Natural
Vision will mean a great deal to the
box office. I like the whole idea very
much and know it will mean much to

the industry."
Both Natural Vision equipment and "Bwana Devil," the
first feature produced for exhibition in New York, are being
booked nationally by George J.
Schaefer, New York.
Robert Stack. Barbara Britton and
Nigel Bruce are principals in the
production, which will be reOboler viewed
in an early issue.
Rogers, New Deputy
(Continued from page 1)

antigovernment's policy in its 16mm.
trust suit against the film companies.
As the Number Two man in the Attorney General's office, it probably will
be up to him to decide whether the
case will be prosecuted or abandoned.
Rogers represented 20th-Fox on
several anti-trust matters in the past.
Observers here believe that the 16mm.
case will be given a more thorough
study before any attempt at litigation
is started.

"Angel Face"
(RKO Pictures)
THE hatred for and subsequent murder of a stepmother by a pretty younggirl who adores her father serves as the mainspring of this interesting
drama that unfolds too slowly but builds towards a suspensful climax.
A competent cast includes such name performers as Robert Mitchum, Jean
Simmons, Mona Freeman and Herbert Marshall, but the idea of an innocent bystander becoming romantically involved and hence blamed with the
murderess is not tautly enough developed.
Otto Breminger produced with a maximum of economy and directed it
with emphasis on the evolving dramatic, suspense. The screenplay by Frank
Nugent and Oscar Millard, from a Chester Erskine story, presents Mitchum
as an ambulance driver who meets Miss Simmons on an emergency call to
O'Neil, is overher mountain-top mansion when her stepmother, Barbara
come by a mysteriously opened gas jet. Mitchum is a former racing car
driver and desires to open a garage for such cars. He quits his job to
become Miss Simmons' chauffeur and breaks off with his girl friend, Miss
Freeman.
Mitchum refuses to run away with Miss Simmons and the next day
Miss O'Neil and Herbert Marshall, her husband who had requested a ride
to town, go over a cliff when the car acts in reverse. Evidence implicates
Mitchum so legal-eagle Leon Ames convinces him to marry Miss Simmons,
and beat the murder charge. The latter half of the film concerning the trial
is quite effective ; Ames is especially convincing as the shrewd lawyer. They
are acquitted but Mitchum, although rejected by Miss Freeman, refuses to
but Miss Simremain with Miss Simmons. He plans a Mexican divorce drives
Mitchum
mons, who had confessed her guilt to Ames to no avail,
and herself over the cliff.
This has names and a theme to exploit and should gather fair returns at

Detroit. Nov. 30. — The executive
committee of Allied Theatres of Michan has approved a new plan of
membership for drive-ins.
The recent Allied state convention
showed that drive-ins have much in
common with other theatres in regard
to film buying, arbitration, film delivery costs,missions
free
shows,
Federalthreat
adtax and
the the
constant
of a state amusement tax.
The major obstacle which prevented
drive-in owners from joining Allied
was the high rate of dues.
A plan worked out by the executive
committee consists of a seasonal membership- for all drive-ins, regardless of
capacity, with free membership each
year for the months of January, FebApril, The
October,
Noember ruary,
and March,
December.
exhibitors
would pay bership.
only Drive-ins
for five
months
would
pay memtwo
cents a month per speaker for the five
months, or a total of 10 cents per
speaker for the period.
Pierce Parkurst, of Lansing, drivein chairman, and Joe D. Kitchen,
drive-in secretary, outlined the membership plan in a bulletin to exhibitors
in Michigan.
Under the new program, all due to

cast are Kenneth Tobey, Raymond Greenleaf, Griff Barnett,
^Others itfthe
Robert Gist, Morgan Farley and Jim Backus.
Allied would "pay once and for all"
Release __date all assessments which would otherRunning time, 90 minutes. General audience classification.
Walter Pashkin
wise be solicited from exhibitors by
Jan. 23.
salesmen or directly from the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations.
The plan, it was said, will provide
ufficient income to permit a budget to
"Cattle Town"
r Brothers')
but contains an handle all legislative problems and tax
(Warne
HUSKY Western that develops along formula lines
A
, this issues, both state and national. Allied
ample amount of fighting and some vocalizing by Dennis ofMorgan
alized would represent exhibitors in all finanfiction
note
onal
occasi
cial payments in the industry.
picture stacks up fairly well for its type An
ranch
n
betwee
battles
and
ings
bicker
the
ning
concer
in,
mixed
history is
War
Civil
owners and squatters in Texas shortly after the
sent into the troubled Allied Willing
The screenplav by Tom Blackburn has Morgan His
(Continued from page 1)
efforts are opposed
territory by a Texas governor to bring about peace.
in
cattle
their
of
rs
squatte
the
to fleece
planshu
whoin
Ray Teal
by rancher
manly.
,
,
them
to treating
addition
as yet. ofIf America
the Motiondecides
Picture Association
and scheduled
There is excitement and intrigue and the usual rounds of gunplay
the death to initiate the sessions, a date and
hard riding building up to a climactic cattle stampede which causesMiss Blake
Blake.
place probably will not be set until
Amanda
rescue
to
chance
a
Morgan
gives
and
of Teal
angle but at the after the return of MP A A president
and Rita Moreno vie for Morgan's affection in the romantic
together Eric Johnston from his current South
fadeout it is Miss Blake who Morgan chooses, and they ride off
American tour. Johnston is due back
George
Novello,
Jay
early this month, but the MPAA ofPhilip Carey, Paul Picerni,
^Others in the cast areSheb
fice here did not know the exact date
Wooley, Charles Meredith, Merv Griff m, A
OHanlon Bob Wilke,
at
the
weekend. On the other hand,
and
produced
Foy
Bryan
Kenney.
Jack
and
Morgan
Boyd
Guy Teague,
Noel
Smith directed.
.
the distributors' arbitration committee
time, 71 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, may set a schedule this week for fuRunning
Dec.
6.
ture roundtable discussions among the
film companies, Allied and the Theatre Owners of America.
'Andersen* Heading
Files for
Chesapeake
For Records Here
Col. Writes Off
'Alice' Assignment
(Continued from page 1)
a
filed
has
s
Industrie
ke
Chesapea
The opening week's business of
suit in Federal Court here against Lou Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
with the write-off on color films runBunin Productions and Souvaine Se- Andersen" at the Criterion and Paris
ning as high as six per cent behind
here will shatter the box-of
lective Pictures, seeking an assignment theatres
fice records at both houses, according the amortization of black-and-white
which
nd,"
on "Alice in Wonderla
pictures. Both categories, according
managements.
Bunin produced in France in 1949. to Athefirst
week
gross
of
$60,000
is
to a report to the Securities and Exbalance
a
is
Chesapeake claims there
change Commission, have a complete
due of $24,626 on a promissory note predicted for the Criterion, while
for $28,000.
$24,000 is expected at the 572-seat write-off period of 104 weeks. HowParis, which has added some extra
ever, the black-and-white features, unThe plaintiff asked the court to al- shows.
der the system instituted and reflected
anyto
picture
low full rights to the
in the company's last annual report,
are amortized at a greater percentage
body who buys the foreclosed mortFlorida
Firm
Files
released
was
y
gage. "Alice" originall
rate than tinted films. The percentby Film Classics and was then taken
age varies from six per cent for the
over by Souvaine. Chesapeake also
first 13 weeks in release to one per
Miami, Nov.
30.—vs.
A $255,000
has pending a $27,000 suit against Trust
'U' triple cent at the 91st week.
Suit
for prints and laboratory work- damage anti-trust suit has been filed
Bunin
on the picture.
in Federal court here by a Miami
Beach firm against Universal and its Burton, 20th Negotiating
subsidiary, United World Films. The
Hollywood, Nov. 30. — Richard
Free Passes for Plasma
Burton, new 20th Century-Fox star
by
Allied
Motion
PicColumbus, O., Nov. 30.— In a tieup suit, brought
tures and its officers individually, from the British stage, is here negowith the Red Cross, neighborhood a thefree
give
to
tiating a"million dollar" contract callcharges
the defendants with monopoatres here have arranged
ing for a picture annually for 10 years,
listic practices in failing to supply the
donates
who
person
pass to every
said the studio.
plaintiffs with products.
blood to the plasma campaign.
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Circuits

"Hans Christian Andersen" broke
Heads
the 16-year gross record at the Cri- Kranze
terion here, racking up a terrific $64,Will Have 17 000 for its initial week. ComparaCompany
tively, the picture did just as well at
Houses in Dealer Show the off-Broadway Paris Theatre, pac- U. A.
Sales
ing New York first-run business,
Seventeen affiliates of United swelled by the holiday crowds that
Bernard G. Kranze has been apParamount Theatres are slated to flocked to theatres during the long
pointed United Artists' general sales
Thanksgiving Day weekend.
manager for the U. S. and Canada,
theDec. 30
Teleconference's
carry atre
dealers
Bendix
it
was
announced
here yesterday
the
telecast of
At the Paris, "Hans Christian
with
circuit
the
UPT
meeting, making
Andersen" registered a sturdy
by William J.
$24,000 for its opening week,
the largest number of TV-equipped
1 feineman, vicecloseda
breaking
the
house
record
of
in
participate
to
ever
theatres
president in
circuit event.
the five-year-old
art theatre.
charge of tribution.
dis-The
are
Theatres
Brothers
Five Warner
(Continued on page 4)
also scheduled to join the Coast-topost is a new
Coast Teleconference net, which will
one.Krauze, who
cities.
41
in
be carried in 42 theatres
Gualino
Heads
IFE
has been servThe only city which will have two
will
ing
TV-equipped houses participat
ing assistant
as execu-to
tive
be New York. A Teleconference Distribution Unit
Heineman since
theatres
of
list
the
spokesman said that
l "off-hour" telethewhichcommercia
The IFE Releasing Corp. has comtaking cast,
April,gan 1951,
bewill get underway from
career
in 1921his at
the
pleted
its
roster
of
top
executive
permade
be
will
Chicago at about noon,
sonnel
with
the
designation
of
Dr.
B.
G.
Kranze
Paramount
stupublic shortly. Included in the circuit Renato Gualino as president, E. R.
dios in Astoria,
Fabian
and
Loew's
are
line-up
Zorgniotti as executive vice-president, Long Island. He later served as salestheatres.
Rosenfield, Jr., as viceman, (Continued
branch manager
and4) EasternThe 17 UPT houses scheduled to and Jonas
on page
(Continued on page 4)
points
also
program
Bendix
the
take
(Continued on page 5)

Allied
Plan

Production

Under

Study

Arbitration

A

Hied

's Stand

HUGHES

DEPINET,

SEEN

May

on

Rest

CENTS

SLATE
Say Dietrich Included in
New Executive Team as
Coast Confabs Continue
Conferences on the problem of
Interim leadership for RKO Radio
Pictures were reported yesterday to
be reaching their climactic stage on
the Coast, with the arrival there of
Ned E. Depinet, former president, now
"consultant."
company
Depinet,
according to informed
trade quarters here, was called
to the Coast by Howard Hughes
at the weekend to discuss a new
company executive slate, which
would include himself, Hughes
and Noah Dietrich, former
chairman of the board.
Spurring the selection of company
executives are the dual factors of the
court hearing here next week on the
receivership application pending against
need to. reestaband the
the company
lish the company
on a sound basis so
that the Ralph Stolkin group can sell
its 29 per cent controlling interest
without incurring a severe financial
penalty.
Depinet, whose stewardship of RKO
(Continued on page' 4)

On

Rentals

By AL STEEN
Des Moines, Dec. 1.— Allied States'
Unless Allied is willing to go along on an arbitration system without
cooperative ventures in film producand film de- the inclusion of the right to arbitrate film rentals, the chances for an
tion, buying and booking ced
by the
livery have been advan
board of directors of Iowa-Nebraska industry formula for ironing out exhibitor-distributor problems are remote, distribution sources indicated here yesterday. A major company
m a curAllied, members are advised tin
spokesman said he was certain the
from
rent organizational bulle
distributors would not agree to film
Charles Jones, secretary.
rental arbitration, while Allied apIowathe
that
The bulletin states
Morgan in Western
pears to be just as firm in its position
Nebraska board has been presented
Pa.
Allied
Post
al
nation
that
it's
a case of "that or else."
which
under
with a plan
Resumption of talks among exhibiAllied would enter film production
tion segments and distribution in rePittsburgh, Dec. 1. — Rich(Continued on page 4)
ard P. Morgan of New Jersey,
gard to revision
the distributors'
recently affiliated with the
plan will
depend onof what
action Eric
Walter
Reade
and
ConsoliJohnston,
president
of
the Motion Picto
38 Personalities
ture Association of America, will take
dated Theatres circuits in a
when he returns from South America
managerial capacity, has been
Entertain Overseas
named executive secretary of
within the next 10 days. The distribution committee on arbitration was
Allied of Western Pennsylvania.
set
up
by
Johnston and the group
1.— Sixteen perHollywood, Dec. added
will
not
initiate
further meetings unlist
Morgan,
who
replaces
Fred
the
to
formers have been
less the MPAA president so requests,
Herrington,
who
held
the
date
to
teers
volun
38
ng
totali
now
it was said yesterday.
position for 20 years, also
twho will go overseas to entertain
There was a feeling among some
worked
for
Paramount
Pics
"GIs" stationed in the four corner
distribution executives that Allied
tures
in
Philadelphia
and
of the world during the Christmasleaders had "mellowed" somewhat
Kansas City. He was admitNew Year's season, it was announced
from their vehement opposition to the
ted to the bar in 1934 and
Com
ng
inati
Coord
wood
by the. Holly
mittee
joined the legal department
distributors' draft at Allied's convention in Chicago last month and that
of Paramount in 1939.
Six of the 16— Dawn Addams, Mo
Allied feels it should not have taken
vita Castaneda, Debbie Reynolds, Ros
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)

SAN FRANCISCO , Dec. 1.
— Western Theatre Owners
rejected the distributors' draft of the proposed arbitration plan,
Rotus Harvey said here today. The two reasons given
were: (1) It does not
carry out the format as
outlined at the original
arbitration meeting; (2)
has

It is too

wordy and complicated; any plan to be
agreeable to WTO must be
simpler, less expensive.

—

PORTLAND, Ore., Dec. 1.
Indications are that

another half-dozen driveins will open e^rly in
1953 in the State of Washington. Most of the driveins in the state have
closed

after a very
cessful season.

suc-
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Films'

'Golden

Era/

Says N. Y. Mirror
The New York Daily Mirror, which has been conducting a most enthusiastic promotion in print in behalf of
motion pictures, hit a new
high note yesterday when it
told its reading public that
"Motion pictures have always
been wonderful entertainment
— but today they are superproductions. This is the
golden era of technical genius,
camera magic, brilliant color
and a never-ending stream of
'hit' films. You're missing a
great deal unless you get out
of the stay-at-home rut and
go to the movies. You'll enjoy
life more if you do."

Dec. 1. — Plans are under way here to start what may well
inDenver,
g
amusebe a deciding- factor in the figJit to get the 20 per cent Federal
ment tax lifted. The move resulted from suggestions made by United
States Senator Eugene D. Millikin (Rep. of Colorado), during a meetbetween him and a number of
Denver theatremen.
Pointing out that he was acting only Lapidus to Preside
Meet Today
in an advisory capacity, since any tax- At WB
cutting move would have to be started
Jules Lapidus, Warner Brothers
in the House Ways and Means Com- Eastern and Canadian division sales
mittee, Millikin told the local group manager, will preside over a meeting
to "Present your case through films.
the company's
Eastern district in
t' s Get Hollywood to use the best script of
Boston
beginning today.
Paramoun
A. Walsh,
Josephoperatio
ns manager,
was in writers and the best talent in making
branch
Attending will be Norman Ayers,
Washington yesterday on the first a convincing short that will present
Eastern district manager, and branch
stop of a tour of the company's ex- the case of the discriminatory tax in managers Ray S. Smith, Albany ;
changes.
a manner that will be easily under- Ralph J. Iannuzzi, Boston; Clayton G.
•
entertaining- Eastman, Buffalo ; Max Birnbaum,
succinct,your
stood.will
Make a convey
Francis M. Winikus, United Art- film that
point to New Haven, and Ben Abner, New
ists advertising-publicity director, will
New Re-release Dual
York. Home office executives presandareRepresentative."
every Senator
return here today from a Miami vaca- Denver
theatremen
set
to
get
acent
will
also
include
I.
F.
Dolid
and
tion.
Radio
tion on this move, which they acclaim Bernard R. Goodman, supervisor of Set by RKO
•
to be the best suggestion made to exchanges.
"The Bachelor and the BobbyEastern
Soxer"
Friday. and "Bachelor Mother," RKO
Radio's
RKOis in
Nat Levy,
division
manager,
Boston today, date.
Radio pictures, will be re-released on
In
presentingarguments
to
the
Senand will stop off in Cleveland before
Bieringer
ator, Robert Selig, executive vice-pres- Norman
returning here on oFriday.
ident of Fox Intermountain Theatres,
They will be re-issued in combinaFeted in Milwaukee
pointed
out
that
"the
tax
is
discrimition under the title "RKO's Best
exhibitor
M-G-M
Richey,
M.
H.
natory. Many little theatres over the
Milwaukee, Dec. 1.— Norman S.
relations head, will attend the New country are closing because of the tax. Bieringer was honored with a testimonial luncheon here in observance
England Independent Theatre Owners No other industry is taxed in this
convention in Boston on Dec. 9.
Reappointed
manner.
Department
stores
pay
tax
of
his
30
years in show business, the Traub
•
on furs and cosmetics, but they have last 25 of which were as a representa- Censor Board Head
Mike Simons, assistant to H. M. much other merchandise for sale.
Sellers."
tive for Warner Brothers Pictures.
Baltimore, Dec. 1. — Sydney R.
Richey at M-G-M, left last night by Theatres sell only entertainment, and Seventy-five members of the WisconTraub
was reappointed chairman of
sin
industry
were
present.
conAllied
that
is
taxed.
In
many
cases
it
means
plane to attend the Indiana
in Indianapolis.
the Maryland State Board of Motion
vention starting today
Dave
Chapman,
president
of
the
•
the difference between profit and loss." Reel Fellows Club of the Colosseum
Picture Censors by Governor Theodore McKeldin. Subject to Senate
of Motion Picture Salesmen, presided.
Irving Sochin, Universal short
subject sales head, is visiting Dallas, Set 'Rachel' Benefit
Speakers were Harold J. Fitzgerald confirmation, the appointment is a
of Fox-Wisconsin Theatres, Ray three-year term that began last May.
Oklahoma City and Cincinnati this
week.
Pre-show for Dec. 16
Trampe of Allied Artists Corp., Jack Since that time the post has been the
•
of considerable political and
Cousin Rachel," 20th Century- Lorentz of 20th Century-Fox, and subject
Maurice
Goodman
of the 20th Fox"Mycontender
for the 1952 Academy Robert Baker, RKO Radio. The oc- public controversy.
casion was his semi-retirement.
Century-Fox home office art depart- Award, will have a special benefit
ment, announces the birth of a daugh- pre-showing at the Academy of Music
ter, Judy Ann, to• Mrs Goodman.
here on Dec. 16 as part of a three- 'Bwana'
Distribution
hour performance to aid a Christmas
NEW YORK THEATRES
Jacqueline Maurer of Hal Roach fund campaign for wounded service- Talks on This Week
men hospitalized in this country and
Studios has become engaged to Mil- overseas.
ton Macy.
Negotiations with distributing com•
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
panies for the release of Natural ViThe world premiere is scheduled for
sion's "Bwana Devil" are expected to
Pa- the Rivoli Theatre on Christmas Day. get under
Rockefeller Center — — —
George Weltner, president of here
way this week. George
ramount International, returned
Clifton Webb and Debra Paget will Schaefer, executive representative of
yesterday from Europe.
•
appear on the program along with a Natural Vision in New York, said
"PLYMOUTH ADVENTURE"
caravan of WNBC stars.
TIERNEY
yesterday that talks with possible disSpencer
TRACY • .Gene
genunt's
Paramo
Perkin
James
Leo GENN
tributors ofthe three-dimensional picVan
"MJOHNSON
eral manager
ins,England, is due in
r
on,
ture would start in a few days.
on Dec. 13.
New York from there
Frisch to Preside
•
Color by TECHNICOLOR - An M-G-IH Picture
Meanwhile, Schaefer has been dickplus GREAT HOLIDAY STAGE SPECTACLE
ering with Warner Theatres for the
Hugh Owen, Eastern and Southern At FJP Meeting
showing
of
the
film
in
the
Warner
here
d
returne
has
,
manager
division
Frisch of Randforce Amuse- Theatre on Broadway when that
Manny
from a two-week Southern tour.
ment Co., has called a meeting of top house reopens. It has been closed since
•
.VIRGINIA
industry leaders to be held tomorrow, early summer.
at
the
Astor
Hotel
here
to
prepare
Paraof
head
n,
Martin Friedma
mount's playdate department, began a plans for the 1952-53 campaign of the 25-cent Warner Dividend
amusement division of the Federation
two-week vacation yesterday.
At a special meeting of the board
of Jewish Philanthropies.
ColorMby
istre
Frisch, who was chairman of last of directors of Warner Brothers PicArthur Canton, Eastern M-G-M
ss
TECHNICOLOR
1
tures
yesterday,
a
dividend
of
25
cents
press representative left here yester- year's Federation drive, will preside
over the meeting which will select per share was declared on the comday on a tour of Eastern cities.
Midnight Fcolur*
leadership for the current campaign
mon stock,
payable on
on Dec.
Jan. 515.to stockholders of record
SAMUEL
GOLDWYN
presents
of the Federation's 116 hosBen Lorber, Universal insurance on behalf
pitals and institutions.
Hans Christian
department head, has returned to New
'Kidd' Opens Dec. 17
York from the Coast.
starring
To Open Manos House
The Midwest premiere of "Abbott
Cleveland, Dec. 1. — George Manos, and Costello Meet Captain Kidd" will
Harry M, Warner will leave here
DANNY KAYE^
for the Coast on Dec. 9.
head of the Manos Circuit operating be held at the Balaban and Katz
United
Artists
Theatre
in
Chicago
on
20 theatres in Ohio, will open the
CRITERION • PARIS
Manos in Columbiana after the first Dec. 17, with the two stars set to
yeshere
arrived
Mayer
B.
Louis
_ B'way & 45th St. 58th St. W. ot 5th Ave.
make
a
personal
appearance.
of the year.
terday from the Coast.
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ROY O. DISNEY, president of
Walt Disney Productions, and
Card Walker, advertising director,
have returned to Hollywood from
New York.
•
Max E. Youngstein, United Artists vice-president, left New York last
night to speak at the Indiana Allied
convention being held in Indianapolis
today and tomorrow.
•
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October Same as '51
Chicago, Dec. 1. — Theatre
admission receipts here for
the month of October were
virtually the same as for October of last year, according
to figures released today by
the city tax collector's office.
The $88,957.96 collected during the past month (on October receipts), although down
almost $12,000 from the previous month, was off onlyr $327.18
(or less than one half of one
per cent) from the corresponding month last year.
Other amusements showed
a drop of approximately 16
per cent from October of last
year, falling from over $72,000 to less than $60,000. For
the year to date, theatre tax
collections are off approximately $87,000, while income
from other amusements has
dropped less than a thousand
dollars.

20th-Fox
Branch

May

Open

in Houston

Because of increased business pressure on its Dallas branch, 20th Century-Fox isconsidering the possibility
of opening an exchange in Houston.
The sales department plans to make
a comprehensive survey of the situation in the near future; a preliminary
study has been completed, but no definite decision has been made.
Whether the prospective Houston
office would be strictly a shipping
point or a full sales headquarters also
is a question still to be decided. It
is reported that other major distrib
utors also are eyeing Houston as a
possible key distribution city.
N.

Y. Variety

Club

Sets Plans for '53
Canvasmen of the New York Variety Club met yesterday to outline
plans for the coming year and discuss
committee appointments. Plans for a
new club headquarters were considered and an announcement of the selection of a site may be made shortly.
An active year, with specific charities to be supported by the New
York Tent, was envisioned by Tent
leaders. Al Gorson was named to
handle public relations for the local
chapter.

Review

"No Time for Flowers"
(Mort Briskin-RKO Pictures)
FILMED in its entirety in occupied Austria, this amusing satire on Russian police tactics in present-day Prague is merchandiseable but will
need exploitation. Most audiences should enjoy the humorous situations but
there are not many strong names for the marquee and the title may be
inappropriate.
Viveca Lindfors and Paul Christian are starred as a secretary and a secret
police agent, respectively, with Christian posing as a pro-American comrade
in order to .test her loyalty prior to her assignment as an ambassador's secretary in the U. S. The screenplay by Laslo Vadnay and Hans Wilhelm provides numerous jabs at Russian poverty.
Christian plies Miss Lindfors with American coffee, nylons, magazines, a
bubble bath, and takes her to an expensive restaurant. Miss Lindfors reports
all to police head, Peter Preses. But her love for Christian prevents her
informing on the final test which concerns a planned escape to an American
zone. Preses mistrusts her and Christian, and notifies personnel chief Frederick
Berger she is not loyal. However, it is Berger who actually is pro-American
and lie has Miss Lindfors phone in. Christian discovers this, "arrests" Miss
Lindfors, her family and Berger, and flees with them to the free American
zone.
All of the principal performers turn in convincing portrayals under the
incisive direction of Don Siegel. Manfred Inger supplies humor as a stolid
suitor of Miss Lindfors who gifts her with food instead of flowers. Others
noteworthy are Ludwig Stossel, Peter Czeyke and Adrienne Gessner.
Mort Briskin produced and made effective use of the Austrian streets and
backgrounds. While, this is a diverting satire on an almost-sure-fire topic,
it will need special effort. Given proper backing, it should account for itself
fairly well at the box-office.
Running time, 83 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Feb. 20, 1953.
Walter Pashkin

Says

Up,

Goldwyn

Boston, Dec. 1.— "Motion picture
theatres are doing better business than
they did a year ago, according to
gross reports that are coming into distributors' offices all over the country,"
it was stated here today by Samuel
Goldwyn at the Ritz Carlton Hotel
during a press interview.
Goldwyn said that television will
definitely help the motion picture industryfirming
as well
as theatres.of After
the importance
TV, afhe
noted, "The public is beginning to
realize that motion picture theatres
are offering better entertainment than
they are getting on television. He
said
helped
"fringe"
housestelevision
or thosehasin not
small
towns.
Hartman

Due

From

Europe Saturday
Don Hartman, in charge of production for Paramount, will arrive in
New York by plane from Paris Saturday, following conferences in Rome
and London concerning" pictures which
have been completed or will be made
in the future overseas. He will take
a plane for Hollywood on Sunday.
In Rome, Hartman conferred with
'Peter Pan' in N. Y.,
'Sign' Award
Goes
producer-director William Wyler concerning" "Roman Holiday," which
Chicago, Premiere
'Fat
for
ima'editor
To
JerryWB
Cotter,
motion
picture
"Peter Pan," Walt Disney's all Wyler recently finished in the Italian
of The Sign, national Catholic month- cartoon feature, will have a dual capital. In London, Hartman conferred with Roy Boulting, writer-proly, reports that the publication's 11th world premiere at the Roxy Theatre
annual award for the outstanding mo- in New York and the State-Lake
ducer, on plans for Paramount's production of "Wings
Across authorities
the Sea" ;
tion picture of the year goes to W ar- Theatre in Chicago, it was announced discussed
with British
ner Brothers for "The Miracle of Our here by Charles Boasberg, general
sales manager for RKO Radio, which plans for Paramount's., production, in
of Fatima."
Lady
Ceylon of "Elephant
Walk," and-made
In making
the award The Sigw sin- is distributing" the picture.
preliminary
arrangements
for . the
Disney and RKO Radio sales, pubgled the picture
out
for
being
"dramatically powerful without sacrificing
licity, and advertising executives last making of "Babylon Revisited," the
Fitzgerald story , which Wydiscussed preliminary plans for, F. Scott
dignity, . . . and produced with sin-1 week
ler will produce and direct. . i
the New York opening.
cerity and understanding."
Charity Drive Advances
Canada 9-Month Film
Hollywood,
1,.— Theannounced
Permanent Charities Dec.
Committee
'
nhoe
(Iva
To Sell
er
r
East
Afte
Flat
Imports Increased
that $992,156 has been pledged toward
Chicago, Dec. 1.— Independent ex- the organization's campaign goal. The
Ottawa, Dec. 1. — The Canadian
hibitors have been informed that figure is 81 per cent of the total.
government reports that the value of
motion picture imports increased to M-G-M's "Ivanhoe" will be sold flat
$4,718,000 in the first nine months of when it goes into regular runs around NY Lodge Meets Tonight
1952, compared with $4,432,000 in the Easter time next year. The picture
same period of 1951.
will be continued on a pre-release
New York's Cinema Lodge of B'nai
Film imports for September rose to basis until about next Jan. 15, with B'rith will hold a business meeting
at
the Hotel Astor tonight, reports
$533,000, compared to $421,000 in the no policy having been disclosed for Martin Levine, president.
the runs between that date and Easter.
same month last year.

It's a

better

theatre

with...

Kramer, Selznick
Admitted
to SPG

— Admission" bf
d, Dec.to 1.the
Hollywoo
four
new members
Screen Producers Guild has been disclosed by
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., chairman of
the membership committee.
Admitted to full membership were
producers Stanley Kramer, David O.
Selznick and Harry Joe Brown. Admitted to associate membership was
Oscar Saul.

Loudspeaker

Systems

161 Sixth Avenue
New York 13, NX
9356 Santa
Monica
Beverly
Hills,
Calif. Blvd.

Closes House Till April
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 1. — Jules
Perlmutter of Albany has closed the
Lake, Lake George, until April.

A LIMITED NUMBER

ARE STILL AVAILABLE

FROM THEATRE SUPPLY DEALERS

Motion
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(Continued from page 1)
The previous Criterion record
of $60,000 was established 16
years ago by "Brute Force."
A fine $125,000 was forecast for the
third week of "Plymouth Adventure"
at Radio City Music Hall, which will
open its Christmas show on Thursday with "Million Dollar Mermaid"
on the screen. "Kansas City Confidential" isexpected to do a fine $23,500 for its first seven days at the
Globe. Another opener, "The Thief
of Venice," is due to rack up a very
good $25,000 for its initial week at
the Mayfair.
ly is "Limelight"
strong
ng up and
the two-a-day 60th
the Astor
at Holdi
Street Trans-Lux. A robust $27,000
for the sixth week is seen at the Astor
and a nice $8,500 is indicated for the
picture at the off-Broadway house. At
the Paramount, a pretty good $64,000
is predicted for the second week of
"Iron Mistress."
'Sound Barrier' Healthy
The fourth week of "BreakingThrougah the Sound Barrier" at the
Victori is due to hit a healthy $24,000. "Snows of Kilimanjaro," now
in its 11th week at the Rivoli," is expected to do a good $20,000. The
opening week of "Outpost in Malaya"
at Loew's State was a bit disappointing, with $18,000 indicated. At the
Capitol, a satisfactory $23,000 is indicated for "Prisoner of Zenda." Weekend business at the Roxy was fairly
good, with $29,500 grossed up for the
last three days of "Bloodhounds of
Broadway." The picture, in its third
week, was the last for the National
Theatres' house before its closing to
reopen on Dec. 22.
Among other off-Broadway houses,
"The Promoter" is still outstanding,
with the Fine Arts anticipating $13,800 for the film's fifth week. At the
Sutton, a steady $8,800 is forecast for
the seventh week of "The Fourposter." "O. Henry's Full House" at
the 52nd Street Trans-Lux is expected to do a solid $8,500 for its
seventh week, while a good $7,200 is
seen for the second week of "Under
the Red Sea" at the Beekman.
'Bwana Devil' Breaks All Records
At Hollywood, L.A. Paramounts
Hollywood, Dec. 1.— Arch Oboler's
"Bwana Devil" in Milton Gunzburg's
Natural Vision 3-dimension grossed
$77,000 at the Hollywood and Los
Angeles Paramounts the first four
days, topping all previous records in
the history of both houses.
Set 'Sound' Opening
"Breaking The Sound Barrier," will
have its West Coast premiere on Dec.
17 in Los Angeles with simultaneous
openings in four theatres, headed by
the Chinese and Los Angeles, it was
announced by William J. Heineman,
UA distribution vice-president. The
Midwest premiere will be held Thurs
day at the Oriental in Chicago.
Palmer Park to Teicher
Detroit, Dec. 1. — Irving Teicher,
original owner of the Studio The
atre, is taking over the Palmer Park
Theatre for operation as a first-run
foreign and art film house. The the
atre is in the process of renovation.
When reopened it will have weekly
art exhibitions and a series of lec
tures and chamber music programs.
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(Continued from page 1)
Mr.

W alkie

Talkie
Hollyzvood, Dec. 1
(Hal Roach, Jr.-Lippcrt Pictures)
THIS production involves the long-sputtering feud between Sergeant Joe
Sawyer and Sergeant William Tracy of the U. S. Infantry. It moves a
bit more slowly than usual but stacks up about par for the series as far as
commercial value is concerned.
The screenplay by Edward Seabrook and George Carleton Brown has
Tracy portray a walking-encyclopedia whose glib recitations of rare informait is Tracy's
to the point of hysteria. However, .a
tion annoy the stolid Sawyer
disastrous
c memory that extricates the infantry company from
photographi
position.
.
,
At the opening of the film in a training- camp, Sawyer is so distraught
that he applies for a transfer. It is granted and he is sent to Korea. There
op,
he is on front-line duty and is happy until Tracy arrives by parachute-draway
to share his life again. There are further adventures under fire and
Sawyer, fleeing Tracy's precocity, upsets his
from it, until the finaleactwhere
of recommending him for a Congressional Medal
colonel who is in the
musical touch as a volunof Honor. Margia Dean supplies the feminine and
teer entertainer. She sings a song number by Leon Klatzkin. Others in the
cast are Russell Hicks, Robert Shayne, Alan Hale, Jr., and Wong Artarne.
Hal Roach Jr., produced and Fred L. Guiol directed.
Running time, 65 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,

28. °
Nov. Personalities
38
(Continued from page 1)

Gualino Heads
(Continued from page 1)

coe Ates, Peter Lawford and Richard
Morris — have joined the troupe
scheduled to perform for militaryzedper-in
sonnel stationed and hospitali
Korea.
Susan Morrow has been assigned
to the unit going to Alaska and nine
others compose the troupe slated to
visit isolated bases in the Northeast
Air Command, covering Greenland,
Baffinland, Newfoundland and Labrador. They are Raymond Burr, Wanda
Curtis, Don Garner, Paul Garteiz,
Eve Halpern, Flo Ann Hedley, Marilyn Hedley, Jack Iversen and Evelyn
Russell.
"We are in the process of organizing a fourth troupe which will entertain Armed Forces in the Caribbean,"
said HCC president George
Murphy.
The four troupes will take off from
Burbank Airport Dec. 19, returning
on Jan. 4. The Department of Defense requested the HCC to organize
the project in cooperation with Army
Special Services and USO Camp
Shows.
Divided Into 3 Units

president in charge of advertising,
promotion and publicity.
All three will also continue as top
executives of Italian Films Export,
trade association of Italian producers,
Dr. Gualino being general director,
Zorgniotti, U, S. representative, _and
Rosenfield, director of public relations
The parent organization (IFE) was
recently expanded by the addition of
two new departments, a division of
newsreels and short subjects headed
by Robert Gordon Edwards, and a
television division under the direction
of Ralph Serpe.
IFE Releasing Corp., national dis
tribution organization for Italian films
in the American market, begins its
official activity today, following two
months of organization and planning.
Previously announced was the appointment of Bernard Jacon as vicepresident in charge of sales.
Field staffs for the five regional offices which IFE Releasing Corp. is
now setting up in New York, Cleveland, Chicago, Atlanta and Los Angeles will be announced shortly, according to Zorgniotti. Dr. Gualino
left here for Rome late last week.

Twenty volunteers to date have
been divided into three units which
will tour Korea covering a 10-day
schedule of engagements. They are
Paul Douglas, Jan Sterling, Richard
Allen and Richard Morris in one
group ; Walter Pidgeon, Keenan
Wynn, Carleton Carpenter, Carolina
Cotton, Peggy King, Debbie Reynolds, Movita Castaneda and Peter
Lawford in another group ; Dawn Addams, Roscoe Ates, Lita Baron, Rory
Calhoun, Jeanne Cooper, Virginia
Hall, Bill Shirley and Mark Stevens'
group.
The unit headed for Alaska will include Freddie Browne, Jean Fowler,
Jane Frazee, Johnny Grant, Ginny
Jackson, Tony Lovello, Susan Morrow, Eddie Samuels and Joy Windsor.
To Show 'A-BomV
A series of special screenings for
more than 200 newspaper and trade
paper publishers and reporters, and
high ranking Marine Corps, officers
will be held for RKO-Pathe's "Oper
ation A-Bomb," the first motion pic
ture in color of an atomic bomb ex
plosion, on Friday, at the Johnny
Victor Theatre in the RCA Exhibi
tion Hall here.

Radio Pictures had encompassed many
years, was said to be closeted with
Hughes on the Coast over the weekend. The projected executive slate of
Depinet, Hughes and Dietrich, it is
pointed out, would be agreed upon to
provide the leadership needed to pilot
the company through its interim
course, before a deal for the sale of
the
Stolkin group's stock interest is
consummated.
The Stokin syndicate, which purchased its controlling interest in the
company from Hughes, is finding it
difficult to get offers commensurate
with its investment, according to reports. The Stolkin group paid $7 per
share tures
for shares
Hughes'
1,013,420 RKO
last September.

Pic-

Follows Other Talks
The reported Depinet-Hughes talks
came on the heels of Coast conferences
between Hughes and members of the
Stolkinself, ongroup,
includingofStolkin
himthe selection
a company
president cancies.
and Presently
the filling
of Coast
board vaon the
are
Sherrill Corwin, acting chairman of
the board, and Edward Burke, director, both members of the Stolkin
The approaching hearing in New
group.
York Supreme Court, slated for Dec.
10, on the receivership application filed
by three minority stockholders, was
seen as another strong factor pointing
to the selection of new company executives shortly. The filling of the
presidency and directorial vacancies, it
is stressed, would strengthen the company's arguments opposing the appointment ofa receiver.
Hollywood, Dec. 1.— Ned E. Depinet, former RKO Radio Pictures president
and currently
company today
"consultant,"
declined to comment
on
New York reports that he, Howard
Hughes and Noah Dietrich, were to
head up the new executive slate of the
company.
He said
sonal business
only.he was here on perAllied Plan
(Continued from page 1)

"but the plan has not been sufficiently
developed to present to the general
assembly" yet.
Plans for the cooperative buying and
booking
and the film delivery service
Central district manager for RKO
Pictures. He was assistant general would be limited to the Iowa-Nebraska organization. Details of the
sales manager for the J. Arthur Rank
commitdisclosed tobutinvestigate
not appointed
Organization in the United States and plansteeswere
have been
in 1948 became vice-president in their feasibility. Reports are scheduled
charge of sales for Film Classics. He to be made at the January board
meeting.
was vice-president in charge of distribution for Eagle Lion Classics before joining United Artists.
Pine Extends Tour
Producer William Pine will extend
Arbitration
his current six-week European tour
(Continued from page 1)
another three weeks in order to discuss local audience film preferences
such a firm stand. While it appears
certain that Allied will participate in with more exhibitors of England,
new discussions, sales chiefs believe France, Spain and Switzerland. Pine
that the talks will be fruitless unless is co-producer with William Thomas,
Allied takes a different attitude toward releasing through Paramount.
the film rentals issue.
Thomas in 2nd WB Film
"Wonder Bar" is planned by WarGerman Films in Toronto
ner Bros, as a starring vehicle for
Toronto, Dec. 1. — Practically all
theatre circuits and a number of inde- Danny Thomas, whose latest picture
pendent exhibitors in Canada are play- is "The Jazz Singer," which will have
world premiere at the Fox Beverly
ing post-war pictures of German its
Theatre in Beverly Hills, CaL, on
origin which are said to have met with Dec.
30.
approval by theatre-goers.

Kranze Heads
(Continued from page 1)
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Cool

Censor

FCC

Permits Granted
Washington, Dec. 1. — Eight new
television licenses have been granted
by the Federal Communications Commission, bringing to 130 the number of
grants since the end of the freeze.
New permits went to Paper Broadcasting, Mobile, Ala. ; Mid- American
Broadcasting, Louisville ; Howard D.
Steere, Kalamazoo, Mich. ; Skyland
Broadcasting, Dayton ; Pennsylvania
Broadcasting, Philadelphia ; Westex
Television, San Angelo, Tex. ; Oshkosh Broadcasting, Oshkosh, Wise,
and Mid-Hudson Broadcasting, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Film

Personalities

to

Mexican Film Fete
Hollywood, Dec. 1. — Junket of top
personalities departed for Mexico
City tonight to appear at the annual
Mexican Film Festival, as guests of
the Mexican government and the
Mexican film industry.
Enroute are Gary Cooper, Celeste
Holm, Lex Barker, Hedda Hopper,
Debbie Raynolds, Virginia Gibson,
Rhonda Fleming, Dr. Lew Mornl,
Peter Lawford, Corinne Calvet, John
Bromfield, Ursula Theiss, and Arthur
Jacobs, public relations advisor.

New SAG Negotiations
Hollywood, Dec. 1.— Screen Actors
Guild, whose strike against television
film-commercial producers became efcomfective today, announced the
mencement of negotiations with the
\lliance of Television Film Producers
and the "Hal Roach group," television
film, producers already signatory to the
SAG contract, for an additional conin film commercials. tract covering actors
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Ottawa, Dec. 1. — The Canadian
government is looking coolly on the
legislative move by the Quebec provincial government for the censoring
of films and live shows for television.
Federal comment was that control
of TV programs throughout the country is vested in the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., which is the Dominiongovernment agency for radio and television. Premier Maurice Duplessis of
Quebec announced he would seek
agreement with the Ottawa government on the subject of TV censorship. Other provinces in Canada are
awaiting the outcome of negotiations.
The new Quebec law provides for a
penalty of $500 or three months in
jail for the TV exhibition of any uncensored motion picture.
ISO

Picture

Steady;

Television-with

Pinky

Radio

Herman

ART LINKLETTER is en route East to emcee and officiate at
the annual Pillsbury Cake-baking- contest which will be decided
toria, Tues., Dec. 9. While here "The Link" Will
at the Waldorf-As
do his Dec. 6 and 13th radio and TV CBShows. . . . George F.
starring Chester Morris,
Foley's presentation of "The Glacier Giant,"
which will be ABChanneled Friday, calls for an eight-foot actor, so
m, TV's tallest thespian, was fitted out with speMurray Tannenbau
cial elevator shoes as he stands ONLY seven feet, four inches in
height. . . . CBS-TV press info occupied its temporary quarters at
51 E. 42nd St. yesterday while its radio contemporaries take over
its permanent abode at the CB Studio Bldg. on E. 52nd St. Friday.
Producer Abby Greshler, acutely aware of the influence TV
wields on impressionable youngsters, has switched the "Peck's Bad
Boy" gimmick and instead of permitting young "Peck" to get away
with his pranks and practical jokes, rather has them backfire on the
prankster. Thus he pleases parents and at the same time gets added
laughs from the Kideance.
#
#
V
Add the name of Perry Como to the tiny list of tunestars
who year in and year out remain favorites of John Q. Citizen.
Kate Smith and Bing Crosby first attracted attention back in
1930 and are tied for longevity of reign. About 1935 another
golden-voiced gal, Dinah Shore, graduated
from a local N. Y. station, WNEW, into
big time where she's become a fixture,
the
while the Andrews Sisters, via a sensational
rendition of "Bei Mir Bist Du Schein,"
likewise zoomed into the rarified atmosphere of musical leadership, remaining
there for almost two decades. Lanny Ross
and Frank Parker are still delighting their
many fans these past 20 years and must
be included in this charmed circle. . . .
Consolidated Television Sales has acquired
exclusive distribution rights to Tableau
Perry Como
Productions Ltd.'s "A Christmas Carol,"
starring Taylor Holmes as "Scrooge," with
narration by Vincent Price. . . . Handsome young lark, Paul
Darnay, featured in the Columbia filmusical, "Something To
Shout About," is an added starter in the national Baritone
Sweepstakes via his Brewster recording of the torchy "Don't
Cry, My Heart.". . . Al Johnston doing a great directorial job
on the "Bill Silbert" WABDisk Jockey evening series. . . .
&
#
<A
When John B. Gambling zvas a wireless operator, thirty years
ago, on a British Merchant vessel, he often contacted another
ship's "sparks" named Edmund Franke. Idly glancing thru the
Mutual Directory, John noticed such a name listed and picking
up the telephone, he learned that his co-WORker, the station's
Supervisor of Transmitters, zvas the one and the same Franke
of his sea-faring days, (yep, it's a small IV O Rid.). . . Samuel
Goldzvyn, who will be CBSaluted Sunday on Ed. Sullivan's "Toast
of the Town," has won the coveted "Oscar" 8 times and is recognised in the film world as "All-time Champion of Champions."
Incidentally, ballots for the Motion Picture Daily- Fame annual
haven't sent in
poll, are still coming in. TV-radio editors who
their selections have until Dec. 22. . . . Ethel Colby's WABDaily
"Broadway Matinee" series (12:30-12:45 P.M.) is a quarter hour
of interesting patter and chatter about and with Main Stem and
Hollywood personalities. . . . While emoting in the title role of
"Liliom" with an amateur troupe in San Diego, Bob Nelson's outstanding performance cought the fancy of producer Romer Grey
who signed him for an- important part in the Zone Grey classic,
Cal. . . .
now on
"Light of Western Stars,"Zh
& location
V at India,
succeeds
LOTSA DOTS. ... A TVersion of "My Little Margie'1. , . . Red
"Racket Squad" for Philip Morris ciggies starting Jan.
Take A
Benson's perennial audience-participation comedy series
Number" heard every morning via WOR, adds a Saturday nite at
8 :30 stanza as of January 3. . . . Richard LaMarr and Lester Wintz,
both vet theatrical agents have joined forces and the firm, LaMarr
& Wintz, will cover all showbiz for clients. . . . Dr. Renato Gualino,
head of Italian Films Export, has set up a special TV division to
develop co-production deals between Italian producers and American
producers. Ralph Serpe will be in charge of I.F.E.'s television
TV
activities.

Production
33

in Work

Hollywood, Dec. 1.— The production chart remains the same as last
week, for a total of 33 pictures in
work. Six new ones were started
and six were finished.
Started were : "The Copperhead,"
Allied Artists ; "Harness Bull," Sequoia, "The Blue Gardenia" (Alex
Gottlieb), Warner Brothers; "A
Slight Case of Larceny," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ; untitled comedy, Paramount; "A Perilous Voyage," Rewere : "The Homepublic.
steaders"Completed
and "White Lightning," Allied Artists; "Billy Ringo" (Edward
Small) and "Tarzan and the SheDevil" (Sol Lesser), independent;
"Forever Female," Paramount ; "Split
Second," RKO Radio.
Would Let TV-Radio
Cover Mass. Solons
Boston, Dec. 1.— A bill to give
Massachusetts radio and television
stations permission to broadcast and
televise the proceedings of the State
Legislature has been filed by Rep.
Harold Putnam of Needham, Mass.
The Putnam bill gives full permission tovision
anystationlicensed
teleasking radio
only and
a pledge
that equal time be given as far as
possible to spokesmen from each party
and that every effort be made to present all points on subjects under debate by both houses of legislature.
Salzburg Heads New
TV Film Company
Novel Films, Inc., has been formed
here for the purpose of producing integrated film programs for television.
Officers of the corporation are J. Milton Salzburg, president ; Frank Soule,
vice-president, and Jack H. Rosner,
treasurer.
The first series to be produced will
be a group of 13 stories from the
classics. The initial series is scheduled
for release early in 1953.
UPT-Bendix
(Continued from page 1)
up the circuit's predominance in the
number of theatres equipped with television, topping the totals of all other
individual circuits.
Continue All-night Policy
Detroit, Dec. 1.— Rufus Shepherd,
Theatres'
Detroithere,
United State
:,900-seatof Palms
says
manager
the theatre's all-night policy will continue. It is the first first-run in Detroit to operate all night.
BOOKER
Experienced
booker
desiresExperience
position inwith
the both
New
York Metropolitan area.
exchange and major circuit. Familiar with
all type motion picture product. Native New
Yorker, desires
this area.
Interbookingtoorreturn
sellingto> position
or booker
for TVested innetwork.
Bex 440, MOTION PICTURE DAILY
1270 Sixth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.
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US-Argentina
Accord:
count

your

FOR

blessings

THE

HEALTH

BY

YOU

HAVE

HELPING

WHO

LACK

THOSE

IT

Let us view with gratitude the
Jkomhiqimu?

position we occupy as "stockholders" in the Will Rogers
Hospital . . .

/95Z

Memorial

Already we have restored 1109 persons to
useful lives, and we have the enviable record of
having cured more than 90% of all our cases of
tuberculosis.
Our hospital stands ready to help anyone in
the amusement industry who needs TB care . . .
without cost or obligation.
Where the light of knowledge, skill and brotherly
love combine to combat
mankind's ruthless enemy. . . . Here exhaustive
research never ends. The
best care — the best medical and surgical tech-

It's wonderful to have a part in such a beneficent movement— and it's also gratifying to know
that the facilities, the skill, and the human understanding isthere for our own use, too, should
we ever need it.
So, let's be thankful that there IS a Will
Rogers Hospital — grateful that we are part of it
. . . and let's be generous in our support of it. Give
gratefully to this year's Christmas Salute — give
"a dime, a dollar, or an endowment".

niques. This is your contribution tomankind. All
this is your protection,
and your responsibility.

New

ROGERS^

York Office: 15 01

porations.
Approximately 300 pictures have
been imported bv American companies
in Argentina during the last year and
a half. Of these, 178 are still waiting
for licenses
approval by review boards exhibi
tion.
that would permit their

UA-Heineman
Drive

Broadway,

New

York 36, N.Y.

•

Week

United Artists' "Bill Heineman
Sales Drive" which began on June 15
is in its final week and will end on
Saturday. The home stretch follows
three previous laps of six weeks each.
Vice-president Max E. Youngstein,
serving as drive-captain, reports that
at the end of the fifth week of the
Los Angeles, New Orlast lap, the
leans and New Haven exchanges held
down first places in each of the three
groups into which the exchanges had
been divided for the drive. San Francisco, Charlotte and Vancouver are
the runners-up.
House

Gets

2

SCROLL

Double

HOSPITAL
NEW YORK

LAKE

in Last

Sales

SALUTE

llui CHRISTMAS

S ARAN AC

Earnings frozen in Argentina as a
result of the government's failure to
implement the agreement are estimated
at morement than
governascribed$2,000,000.
its failure The
to act
to a
dollar shortage.
Under the terms of a five-year
agreement, the industry was to be
permitted to remit profits up to $1,100,000 a year or 50 per cent of its
earnings at the official free rate of
14 pesos to the dollar. The remaining
50 percent was allowed to be invested
in local enterprises under the same
privileges granted other foreign cor-

Bills
Wage
Minimum
m
minimu
Boston, Dec. 1. — Two
wage bills, one providing for 85 and
the other for 90 cents an hour, have
been filed in the Massachusetts House
of Representatives. The bills will be
legislative committhe joint
heardtee onbyWays
and Means before they
reach the floor of the House and
Senate for a vote.

SIGN

WILL

Johnston

Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association of America,
states he believed the financial problems between the Argentine government and the American film industry
involving dollar remittances had been
resolved according to a news dispatch
from Buenos Aires. Johnston is reported to have expressed this belief
following conferences in Buenos Aires
with Foreign Minister Jeronimo Remorino and Raul Apold, chief of the
sub-secretariat of information.
The industry has not been allowed
officially to transfer any earnings to
the U. S. since about 1947, although
Argentina ratified in July, 1951, an
agreement made with the industry in
try.
that covered the remitMay, tance1950,
of dollar earnings in this coun-

Mass.

WE CARE FOR OUR OWN

Near

BRyant

9-1046

Tribute

to Webb

The Mugs Club, a fun-making organization within Philadelphia's Poor
tribRichard Club, will pav a double
ute to Clifton Webb when the 20th
Century-Fox film star appears as
annual
honor
guest masofdinner
who
Webb,ChristDec.the 20.
on at
will be installed as an "Honorary
Chief Mugman" at the affair, will be
presented with a plaque heralding his
contributions in the field of entertainment.
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UPTs

NEW

Bendix

'Andersen
Two

Telecast

Tops

YORK,

Ho

Ist-Run

U.S.A., TUESDAY,

'Smashes

DECEMBER

TEN
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DEPINET,

Allied

Grosses

Up

SEEN

RKO

Circuits

Production

HUGHES

u se Records;

"Hans Christian Andersen" broke
Heads
the 16-year gross record at the Cri- Krauze
terion here, racking up a terrific $64,initial week. ComparaWill Have 17 000 fortively,its
Company
the picture did just as well at
Show
Sales
r
Deale
Houses in
the off-Broadway Paris Theatre, pac^ U. A.
ing New York first-run business,
Seventeen affiliates of United swelled by the holiday crowds that
Bernard G. Kranze has been apParamount Theatres are slated to flocked to theatres during the longpointed United Artists' general sales
Thanksgiving Day weekend.
manager for the U. S. and Canada,
the's Dec. 30
carry Teleconference
it was announced
here yesterday
atre telecast of the Bendix dealers
At the Paris, "Hans Christian
Andersen" registered a sturdy
meeting, making UPT the circuit with
by William J.
$24,000 for its opening week,
JH ^'"~&M Heineman, vicethe largest number of TV-equipped
breaking the house record of
president in
theatres ever to participate in a closedcircuit event.
the five-year-old
art theatre.
charge of tribution.
dis-The
(Continued on page 4)
Five Warner Brothers Theatres are
the Coast-to
post is a new
also scheduled to joinnet,
which will
Coast Teleconference
one.Kranze, who
be carried in 42 theatres in 41 cities. Gualino
Heads
IFE
has been servThe only city which will have two
TV-equipped houses participating will Distribution Unit
ing asassistant
execu-to
tive
be New York. A Teleconference
Heineman since
spokesman said that the list of theatres
ial "off-hour ' teleThe IFE Releasing Corp. has comApril, 1951, bethe commerc
taking cast,
gan his at
career
which will get underway from
in 1921
the
pleted
its
roster
of
top
executive
perChicago at about noon, will be made
sonnel with the designation of Dr.
B.
G.
Kranze
Paramount
stupublic shortly. Included in the circuit Renato Gualino as president, E. R.
dios in Astoria,
Fabian
and
Loew's
line-u.p are
Zorgniotti as executive vice-president, Long Island. He later served as salestheatres
Rosenfield, Jr., as viceman, (Continued
branch manager
and4) EasternThe 17 UPT houses scheduled to and Jonas(Continued
on page
on page 4)
points
also
am
take the Bendix progr
{Continued on page 51

Other

Arbitration

May

Rest

SLATE
Say Dietrich Included in
New Executive Team as
Coast

Confabs

Under

Study

Des Moines, Dec. 1.— Allied States'
cooperative ventures in film producand film detion, buying and booking nced
by the
livery have been adva
raska
-Neb
Iowa
of
tors
direc
of
board
advised in a curAllied, members areonal
bulletin from
rent organizati
Charles Jones, secretary.
The bulletin states that the IowaNebraska board has been presented
al
with a plan under which nation
Allied would enter film production
(Continued on page 4)

Allied' s

Stand

on

Continue

Conferences on the problem of
interim leadership for RKO Radio
Pictures were reported yesterday to
be reaching their climactic stage on
the Coast, with the arrival there of
Ned E. Depinet, former president, now
"consultant."
company
Depinet,
according to informed
trade quarters here, was called
to the Coast by Howard Hughes
at the weekend to discuss a new
company executive slate, which
would include himself, Hughes
and Noah Dietrich, former
chairman of the board.
Spurring the selection of company
executives are the dual factors of the
court hearing here next week on the
receivership application pending against
need to reestaband the
the company
lish the company
on a sound basis so
that the Ralph Stolkin group can sell
its 29 per cent controlling interest
without incurring a severe financial
penalty.
Depinet,(Continued
whose stewardship
on page 4) of RKO

On
Arbitration

Plan

CENTS

Draft

Rentals

By AL STEEN
Unless Allied is willing to go along on an arbitration system without
the inclusion of the right to arbitrate film rentals, the chances for an
industry formula for ironing out exhibitor-distributor problems are remote, distribution sources indicated here yesterday. A major company
spokesman said he was certain the
distributors would not agree to film
rental arbitration, while Allied appears to be just as firm in its position
Morgan in Western
Pa. Allied Post
that it's a case of "that or else."
Resumption of talks among exhibition segments and distribution in rePittsburgh, Dec. 1. — Richard P. Morgan of New Jersey,
gard to revision
the distributors'
plan will
depend onof what
action Eric
recently affiliated with the
to
Walter
Reade
and
ConsoliJohnston,
president
of
the
Motion
Pics
tie
ali
son
Per
38
ture Association of America, will take
dated Theatres circuits in a
when he returns from South America
managerial capacity, has been
Entertain Overseas
named executive secretary of
within the next 10 days. The distribution committee on arbitration was
Allied of Western Pennsylvania.
set
up
by
Johnston and the group
peren
Hollywood, Dec. 1.— Sixte
will not initiate further meetings unMorgan, who replaces Fred
formers have been added to the list
less the MPAA president so requests,
Herrington, who held the
now totaling 38 volunteers to date
it
was
said yesterday.
position
for
20
years,
also
ain
entert
who will go overseas to
There was a feeling among some
worked for Paramount Pic"GIs" stationed in the four corners
distribution executives that Allied
tures in Philadelphia and
of the world during the Christmasleaders had "mellowed" somewhat
Kansas City. He was admitNew Year's season, it was announced
from their vehement opposition to the
ted to the bar in 1934 and
Coordinating Comby the Hollywood
joined the legal department
mite.distributors'
draftlast
at Allied's
convention in Chicago
month and
that
of Paramount in 1939.
Six of the 16— Dawn Addams, MoAllied
feels
it
should
not
have
taken
Rosvita Castaneda, Debbie Reynolds,
(Continued on page 4)
(Continned on page 4)

Rejected

by

WTO

San Francisco, Dec. 1. — Rotus
Harvey told Motion Picture Daily
here today that Western Theatre
Owners finds it necessary to reject
the proposed arbitration plan as approved by distribution for two seasons.
First, it does not carry out the format
as outlined at the original arbitration
meeting. Second, it is too wordy and
complicated ; any plan to be agreeable
to WTO must be more simple and inexpensive, hesaid.
Good

Season

for

Northwest Drive-ins
Portland, Ore., Dec. 1. —
Practically all of the drive-ins
in the State of Washington
have closed after a most successful season. Indications
point to another half-dozen
opening early in 1953. Ten
Oregon drive-ins are still in
operation
despite
zero weather
in the
manyalmost
key
cities.
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Films' 'Golden Era,'
Says N. Y. Mirror
The New York Daily Mirror, which has been conducting a most enthusiastic promotion in print in behalf of
motion pictures, hit a new
high note yesterday when it
told its reading public that
"Motion pictures have always
been wonderful entertainment
— but today they are superproductions. This is the
golden era of technical genius,
camera magic, brilliant color
and a never-ending stream of
'hit' films. You're missing a
great deal unless you get out
of the stay-at-home rut and
go to the movies. You'll enjoy
life more if you do."

Denver, Dec 1.-— Plans are under way here to start what may well
amusebe a deciding' factor In the fight to get the 20 per cent Federal
ment tax lifted. The move resulted from suggestions made by United
States Senator Eugene D. Millikin (Rep. of Colorado), during a meeting between him and a number of
Denver theatremen.
Pointing out that he was acting only Lapidus to Preside
Meet Today
in an advisory capacity, since any tax- At WB
cutting move would have to be started
Jules Lapidus, Warner Brothers
in the House Ways and Means Com- Eastern and Canadian division sales
mittee, Millikin told the local group manager, will preside over a meeting
to "Present your case through films.
the company's Eastern district in
Paramount's Get Hollywood to use the best script of
Walsh,
A.
Joseph
branch operations manager, was in writers and the best talent in making Boston beginning today.
Attending
will be Norman Ayers,
Washington yesterday on the first a convincing short that will present
Eastern district manager, and branch
stop of a tour of the company's ex- the case of the discriminatory tax in managers Ray S. Smith, Albany ;
changes.
•
a manner that will be easily under- Ralph J. Iannuzzi, Boston; Clayton G.
stood. Make a succinct, entertaining
Francis M. Winikus., United Art- film that will convey your point to Eastman, Buffalo ; Max Birnbaum,
New Haven, and Ben Abner, New New Re-release Dual
ists advertising-publicity director, will
Representative." York. Home office executives presand
Senator
return here today from a Miami vaca- every
Denver theatremen are set to get acent will also include I. F. Dolid and
tion.
Radio
tion on this move, which they acclaim Bernard R. Goodman, supervisor of Set by RKO
•
"The Bachelor and the Bobbyto be the best suggestion made to exchanges.
Friday.
Soxer" and "Bachelor Mother," RKO
Radio's Eastern date.
RKOis in
Nat Levy,
division
manager,
Boston today,
In
presenting
arguments
to
the
SenRadio
pictures, will be re-released on
and will stop off in Cleveland before
Bieringer
ator, Robert Selig, executive vice-pres- Norman
returning here on Friday.
ident
of
Fox
Intermountain
Theatres,
e
They will be re-issued in combinaFeted in Milwaukee
that "the tax is discrimition under the title "RKO's Best
H. M. Richey, M-G-M exhibitor pointed out
Milwaukee, Dec. 1. — Norman S.
natory. Many little theatres over the
relations head, will 'attend the New country are closing because of the tax. Bieringer was honored with a testimonial luncheon here in observance
England Independent Theatre Owners No other industry is taxed in this
convention in Boston on Dec. 9.
Reappointed
manner. Department stores pay tax of his 30 years in show business, the Traub
•
on furs and cosmetics, but they have last 25 of which were as a representa- Censor Board Head
Sellers."
Mike Simons, assistant to H. M. much other merchandise for sale.
tive for Warner Brothers Pictures.
Baltimore, Dec. 1. — Sydney R.
Richey at M-G-M, left last night by Theatres sell only entertainment, and Seventy-five members of the WisconTraub
was reappointed chairman of
sin
industry
were
present.
conAllied
that
is
taxed.
In
many
cases
it
means
Indiana
the
attend
to
plane
the Maryland State Board of Motion
vention starting today in Indianapolis.
Dave
Chapman,
president
of
the
•
the difference between profit and loss." Reel Fellows Club of the Colosseum
Picture Censors by Governor Theodore McKeldin. Subject to Senate
of Motion Picture Salesmen, presided.
Irving Sochin, Universal short
confirmation,
the appointment is a
subject sales head, is visiting Dallas, Set 'Rachel' Benefit
Speakers were Harold J. Fitzgerald
of Fox-Wisconsin Theatres, Ray three-year term that began last May.
Oklahoma City and Cincinnati this
week.
Pre-show for Dec. 16
Trampe of Allied Artists Corp., Jack Since that time the post has been the
•
of considerable political and
Cousin Rachel," 20th Century- Lorentz of 20th Century-Fox, and subject
Maurice
Goodman
of the 20th Fox"Mycontender
for the 1952 Academy Robert Baker, RKO Radio. The oc public controversy.
Century-Fox home office art depart- Award, will have a special benefit casion was his semi-retirement.
ment, announces the birth of a daugh- pre-showing at the Academy of Music
ter, Judy Ann, to• Mrs Goodman.
here on Dec. 16 as part of a three- 'Bwana'
Distribution
hour performance to aid a Christmas
NEW YORK THEATRES
Jacqueline Maurer of Hal Roach fund campaign for wounded service- Talks on This Week
Milto
men hospitalized in this country and
has become engaged
Studios Macy.
ton
overseas.
Negotiations with distributing com•
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
panies for the release of Natural ViThe world premiere is scheduled for
—— —
Rockefeller Center
sion's
"Bwana
Devil"
are
expected
to
Pa- the Rivoli Theatre on Christmas Day. get under way this week. George
George Weltner, president of here
ramount International, returned
Clifton Webb and Debra Paget will Schaefer, executive representative of
yesterday from Europe.
appear on the program along with a Natural Vision in New York, said
•
"PLYMOUTH ADVENTURE"
caravan of WNBC stars.
yesterday that talks with possible disSpencer
TRACY . Gene TIERNEY
genunt's
Paramo
s,
Perkin
James
tributors ofthe three-dimensional pic. Leo GENN
eral manager in England, is due in
Van
JOHNSON
ture would start in a few days.
New York from there on Dec. 13.
Frisch
to
Preside
•
Color by TECHNICOLOR - An M-G-M Picture
Meanwhile, Schaefer has been dickplus GREAT HOLIDAY STAGE SPECTACLE
ering with Warner Theatres for the
Hugh Owen, Eastern and Southern At FJP Meeting
showing of the film in the Warner
division manager, has returned here
e Amuse- Theatre on Broadway when that
of Randforc
Manny
tour.
from a two-week Southern
ment Co.,Frisch
has called
a meeting of top house reopens. It has been closed since
•
industry leaders to be held tomorrow, early summer.
Martin Friedman, head of Para- at the Astor Hotel here to prepare
mount's playdate department, began a plans for the 1952-53 campaign of the 25-cent Warner Dividend
amusement division of the Federation
two-week vacation • yesterday.
At a special meeting of the board
of Jewish Philanthropies.
of
directors of Warner Brothers PicFrisch,
who
was
chairman
of
last
M-G-M
n
Easter
,
Canton
Arthur
tures yesterday, a dividend of 25 cents
here yester- year's Federation drive, will preside
press representative, left cities.
over the meeting which will select per share was declared on the comday on a tour of Eastern
Midnight faolurt
leadership for the current campaign
mon stock,
payable onon Dec.
Jan. 515.to stockholders of record
SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents
of the Federation's 116 hosBen Lorber, Universal insurance on behalf
pitals and institutions.
Hans Christian
department head, has returned to New
'Kidd' Opens Dec. 17
York from the Coast.
starring
Andersen
To Open Manos House
The Midwest premiere of "Abbott
Harry M, Warner will leave here
Cleveland, Dec. 1. — George Manos, and Costello Meet Captain Kidd" will
DANNY KAYE ^
for the Coast on Dec. 9.
head of the Manos Circuit operating be held at the Balaban and Katz
United
Artists
Theatre
in
Chicago
on
20 theatres in Ohio, will open the
CRITERION • PARIS
Dec. 17, with the two stars set to
Louis B. Mayer arrived here yes- Manos in Columbiana after the first make
_ B'way & 45th St. 58th St. W. of 5th Ave.
a
personal
appearance.
of the year.
terday from the Coast.
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ROY O. DISNEY, president of
Walt Disney Productions, and
Card Walker, advertising director,
have returned to Hollywood from
New York.
•
Max E. Youngstein, United Artists vice-president, left New York last
night to speak at the Indiana Allied
convention being held in Indianapolis
today and tomorrow.
•
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October Same as '51
Chicago, Dec. 1. — Theatre
admission receipts here for
the month of October were
virtually the same as for October of last year, according
to figures released today by
the city tax collector's office.
The $88,957.96 collected during the past month (on October receipts), although down
almost $12,000 from the previous month, was off only $327.18
(or less than one half of one
per cent) from the corresponding month last year.
Other amusements showed
a drop of approximately 16
per cent from October of last
year, falling from over $72,000 to less than $60,000. For
the year to date, theatre tax
collections are off approximately $87,000, while income
from other amusements has
dropped less than a thousand
dollars.

20th-Fox
Branch

May

Open

in Houston

Because of increased business pressure on its Dallas branch, 20th Century-Fox isconsidering the possibility
of opening an exchange in Houston.
The sales department plans to make
a comprehensive survey of the situation in the near future ; a preliminary
study has been completed, but no definite decision has been made.
Whether the prospective Houston
office would be strictly a shipping
point or a full sales headquarters also
is a question still to be decided. It
is reported that other major distributors also are eyeing Houston as a
possible key distribution city.
N.

Y. Variety

Club

Sets Plans for '53
Canvasmen of the New York Variety Club met yesterday to outline
plans for the coming year and discuss
committee appointments. Plans for a
new club headquarters were considered and an announcement of the selection of a site may be made shortly.
An active year, with specific charities to be supported by the New
York Tent, was envisioned by Tent
leaders. Al Gorson was named to
handle public relations for the local
chapter.

Review

Up,

«

No Time for Flowers
(Mort Briskin-RKO Pictures)
FILMED in its entirety in occupied Austria, this amusing satire on Russian police tactics in present-day Prague is merchandiseable but will
need exploitation. Most audiences should enjoy the humorous situations but
there are not many strong names for the marquee and the title may be
inappropriate.
Viveca Lindfors and Paul Christian are starred as a secretary and a secret
police agent, respectively, with Christian posing as a pro-American comrade
in order to test her loyalty prior to her assignment as an ambassador's secretary in the U. S. The screenplay by Laslo Vadnay and Hans Wilhelm provides numerous jabs at Russian poverty.
Christian plies Miss Lindfors with American coffee, nylons, magazines, a
bubble bath, and takes her to an expensive restaurant. Miss Lindfors reports
all to police head, Peter Preses. But her love for Christian prevents her
informing on the final test which concerns a planned escape to an American
zone. Preses mistrusts her and Christian, and notifies personnel chief Frederick
Berger she is not loyal. However, it is Berger who actually is pro-American
and he has Miss Lindfors phone in. Christian discovers this, "arrests" Miss
Lindfors,
her family and Berger, and flees with them to the free American
zone.
All of the principal performers turn in convincing portrayals under the
incisive direction of Don Siegel. Manfred Inger supplies humor as a stolid
suitor of Miss Lindfors who gifts her with food instead of flowers. Others
noteworthy are Ludwig Stossel, Peter Czeyke and Adrienne Gessner.
Mort Briskin produced and made effective use of the Austrian streets and
backgrounds. While this is a diverting satire on an almost-sure-fire topic,
it will need special effort. Given proper backing, it should account for itself
fairly well at the box-office.
Running time, 83 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Feb. 20, 1953.
Walter Pashkin

Says

Goldwyn

Boston, Dec. 1.— "Motion picture
theatres are doing better business than
they did a year ago, according to
gross reports that are coming into distributors' offices all over the country,"
it was stated here today by Samuel
Goldwyn at the Ritz Carlton Hotel
during a press interview.
Goldwyn said that television will
definitely help the motion picture industry as well as theatres. After affirming the importance of TV, he
noted, "The public is beginning to
realize that motion picture theatres
are offering better entertainment than
they are getting on television. He
said
helped
"fringe"
housestelevision
or thosehasin not
small
towns.
Hartman

Due

From

Europe Saturday
Don Hartman, in charge of production for Paramount, will arrive in

New York by plane from Paris Saturday, following conferences in Rome
and London concerning pictures which
have been completed or will be made
in the future overseas. He will take
a plane for Hollywood on Sunday.
In Rome, Hartman conferred with
'Peter Pan' in N. Y.,
'Sign' Award
Goes
producer-director William Wyler conChicago, Premiere
cerning "Roman Holiday," which
(Fat
for
ima'editor
To
Wyler recently finished in the Italian
JerryWB
Cotter,
motion
picture
"Peter Pan," Walt Disney's allof The Sign, national Catholic month- cartoon feature, will have a dual capital. In London, Hartman conferred with Roy Boulting, writer-proly, reports that the publication's 11th world premiere at the Roxy Theatre
annual award for the outstanding mo- in New York and the State-Lake
ducer, on plans for Paramount's production of "Wings
Across authorities
the Sea" ;
tion picture of the year goes to War- Theatre in Chicago, it was announced discussed
with British
ner Brothers for "The Miracle of Our here by Charles Boasberg, general
sales manager for RKO Radio, which plans for Paramount's production in
of Fatima."
Ceylon of "Elephant Walk," and made
Lady
In making
the award The Sign sin- is distributing the picture.
preliminary arrangements for the
Disney and RKO Radio sales, pubgled the picture
out
for
being
"dramatically powerful without sacrificing
licity and advertising executives last making of "Babylon Revisited," the
Fitzgerald story which Wydignity, . . . and produced with sin- week discussed preliminary plans for F. Scott
ler will produce and direct.
the New York opening.
ceritv and understanding."
Charity Drive Advances
Canada 9-Month Film
Hollywood, Dec. 1,.— The Permanent Charities Committee announced
'
nhoe
'Iva
To Sell
er
r
East
Afte
Flat
Imports Increased
that $992,156 has been pledged toward
Chicago, Dec. 1.— Independent ex- the organization's campaign goal. The
Ottawa, Dec. 1. — The Canadian
hibitors have been informed that figure is 81 per cent of the total.
government reports that the value of
M-G-M's
"Ivanhoe" will be sold flat
motion picture imports increased to
$4,718,000 in the first nine months of when it goes into regular runs around
1952, compared with $4,432,000 in the Easter time next year. The picture NY Lodge Meets Tonight
same period of 1951.
will be continued on a pre-release
New York's Cinema Lodge of B'nai
Film imports for September rose to basis until about next Jan. 15, with B'rith will hold a business meeting
at
the Hotel Astor tonight, reports
$533,000, compared to $421,000 in the no policy having been disclosed for
the runs between that date and Easter. Martin Levine, president.
same month last vear.

It's a

better

theatre

with...

Kramer, Selznick
Admitted
to SPG
Hollywood, Dec. 1.— Admission of
four new members to the Screen Producers Guild has been disclosed by
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., chairman of
the membership committee.
Admitted to full membership were
producers Stanley Kramer, David O.
Selznick and Harry Joe Brown. Admitted to associate membership was
Oscar Saul.

Loudspeaker

Systems

161 Sixth Avenue
New York 13, N.Y.
9356 Santa Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.

Closes House Till April
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 1. — Jules
Perlmutter of Albany has closed the
Lake, Lake George, until April.

A LIMITED NUMBER

ARE STILL AVAILABLE

FROM THEATRE SUPPLY DEALERS
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(Continued from page 1)
The previous Criterion record
of $60,000 was established 16
years ago by "Brute Force."
A fine $125,000 was forecast for the
third week of "Plymouth Adventure"
at Radio City Music Hall, which will
open its Christmas show on Thursday with "Million Dollar Mermaid"
on the screen. "Kansas City Confidential" isexpected to do a fine $23,500 for its first seven days at the
Globe. Another opener, "The Thief
of Venice," is due to rack up a very
good $25,000 for its initial week at
the Mayfair.
ly is "Limelight"
strong
ng up and
the two-a-day 60th
the Astor
at Holdi
Street Trans-Lux. A robust $27,000
for the sixth week is seen at the Astor
and a nice $8,500 is indicated for the
picture at the off-Broadway house. At
the Paramount, a pretty good $64,000
is predicted for the second week of
"Iron Mistress."
'Sound Barrier' Healthy

The fourth week of "Breaking
Through the Sound Barrier" at the
Victoria is due to hit a healthy $24,000. "Snows of Kilimanjaro," now
in its 11th week at the Rivoli," is expected to do a good $20,000. The
week of "Outpost in Malaya"
opening
at Loew's State was a bit disappointing, with $18,000 indicated. At the
Capitol, a satisfactory $23,000 is indicated for "Prisoner of Zenda." Weekend business at the Roxy was fairly
good, with $29,500 grossed up for the
last three days of "Bloodhounds of
Broadway." The picture, in its third
week, was the last for the National
Theatres' house before its closing to
reopen on Dec. 22.
Among other off-Broadway houses,
"The Promoter" is still outstanding,
with the Fine Arts anticipating $13,800 for the film's fifth week. At the
Sutton, a steady $8,800 is forecast for
the seventh week of "The Fourposter." "O. Henry's Full House" at
the 52nd Street Trans-Lux is expected to do a solid $8,500 for its
seventh week, while a good $7,200 is
seen for the second week of "Under
the Red Sea" at the Beekman.
'Bwana Devil' Breaks All Records
At Hollywood, L.A. Paramounts
Hollywood, Dec. 1.— Arch Oboler's
"Bwana Devil" in Milton Gunzburg's
Natural Vision 3-dimension grossed
$77,000 at the Hollywood and Los
Angeles Paramounts the first four
days, topping all previous records in
the history of both houses.
Set 'Sound' Opening
"Breaking The Sound Barrier," will
have its West Coast premiere on Dec.
17 in Los Angeles with simultaneous
openings in four theatres, headed by
the Chinese and Los Angeles, it was
announced by William J. Heineman,
UA distribution vice-president. The
Midwest premiere will be held Thursday at the Oriental in Chicago.
Palmer Park to Teicher
Detroit, Dec. 1. — Irving Teicher,
original owner of the Studio Theatre, is taking over the Palmer Park
Theatre for operation as a first-run
foreign and art film house. The theatre is in the process of renovation.
When reopened it will have weekly
art exhibitions and a series of lectures and chamber music programs.

Slate

Review
"Mr. W alkie Talkie"
Hollywood, Dec. 1
(Hal Roach, Jr.-Lippert Pictures)
Sergeant Joe
between
THIS production involves the long-sputtering feud
Sawyer and Sergeant William Tracy of the U. S. Infantry._ It moves a
bit more slowly than usual but stacks up about par for the series as far as
_
•.
commercial value is concerned.
Brown has
Carleton
George
and
Seabrook
Edward
by
The screenplay
informarare
of
recitations
glib
whose
Tracy portray a walking-encyclopedia
Tracy's
is
it
However,
hysteria.
of
point
the
to
Sawyer
stolid
the
annoy
tion
ic memory that extricates the infantry company from a disastrous
photograph
position.
.
.
distraught
so
is
Sawyer
camp,
training
a
in
film
the
of
opening
the
At
that he applies for a transfer. It is granted and he is sent to Korea. There
op,
he is on front-line duty and is happy until Tracy arrives by parachute-dr
to share his life again. There are further adventures under fire and away
finale where Sawyer, fleeing Tracy's precocity, upsets his
until the
from it,who
is in the act of recommending him for a Congressional Medal
colonel
touch as a volunof Honor. Margia Dean supplies the feminine and musical
teer entertainer. She sings a song number by Leon Klatzkin. Others in the
cast are Russell Hicks, Robert Shayne, Alan Hale, Jr., and Wong Artarne.
Hal Roach Jr., produced and Fred L. Guiol directed.
Running time, 65 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Nov. 28.
38 Personalities
(Continued from page 1)

Gualino Heads
(Continued from page 1)

coe Ates, Peter Lawford and Richard
Morris — have joined the troupe
military perscheduled to perform forhospital
ized in
sonnel stationed and
Korea.
Susan Morrow has been assigned
to the unit going to Alaska and nine
others compose the troupe slated to
visit isolated bases in the Northeast
Air Command, covering Greenland,
Baffinland, Newfoundland and Labrador. They are Raymond Burr, Wanda
Curtis, Don Garner, Paul Garteiz,
Eve Halpern, Flo Ann Hedley, Marilyn Hedley, Jack Iversen and Evelyn
Russell.
"We are in the process of organizing a fourth troupe which will entertain Armed Forces in the CaribMurphy. bean," said HCC president George

president in charge of advertising,
promotion and publicity.
All three will also continue as top
executives of Italian Films Export,
trade association of Italian producers,
Dr. Gualino being general director,
Zorgniotti, U. 1 S. representative, and
Rosenfield, director of public relations.
The parent organization (IFE) was
recently expanded by the addition of
two new departments, a division of
newsreels and short subjects headed
by Robert Gordon Edwards, and a
television division under the direction
of Ralph Serpe.

The four troupes will take off from
Burbank Airport Dec. 19, returning
on Jan. 4. The Department of Defense requested the HCC to organize
the project in cooperation with Army
Special Services and USO Camp
Shows.
Divided Into 3 Units

IFE Releasing Corp., national distribution organization for Italian films
in the American market, begins its
official activity today, following two
months of organization and planning.
Previously announced was the appointment of Bernard Jacon as vicepresident in charge of sales.
Field staffs for the five regional offices which IFE Releasing Corp. is
now setting up in New York, Cleveland, Chicago, Atlanta and Los Angeles will be announced shortly, according to Zorgniotti. Dr. Gualino
left here for Rome late last week.

Twenty volunteers to date have
been divided into three units which Kranze Heads
will tour Korea covering a 10-day
(Continued from page 1)
schedule of engagements. They are
Paul Douglas, Jan Sterling, Richard Central district manager for RKO
Allen and Richard Morris in one Pictures. He was assistant general
group ; Walter Pidgeon, Keenan sales manager for the J. Arthur Rank
Wynn, Carleton Carpenter, Carolina Organization in the United States and
Rey- in 1948 became vice-president in
Cotton, Peggy King, Debbie Peter
nolds, Movita Castaneda and
charge of sales for Film Classics. He
Lawford in another group ; Dawn Ad- was vice-president in charge of disdams, Roscoe Ates, Lita Baron, Rory
tribution for Eagle Lion Classics beCalhoun, Jeanne Cooper, Virginia
fore joining United Artists.
Hall, Bill Shirley and Mark Stevens'
group.
Arbitration
The unit headed for Alaska will in(Continued from page 1)
clude Freddie Browne, Jean Fowler,
Jane Frazee, Johnny Grant, Ginny
such a firm stand. While it appears
Jackson, Tony Lovello, Susan Mor- certain that Allied will participate in
row, Eddie Samuels and Joy Windsor.
new discussions, sales chiefs believe
that the talks will be fruitless unless
Allied takes a different attitude toward
To Show 'A-BomV
A series of special screenings for the film rentals issue.
more than 200 newspaper and trade
paper publishers and reporters, and
high ranking Marine Corps, officers German Films in Toronto
Toronto, Dec. 1. — Practically all
will be held for RKO-Pathe's "Operation A-Bomb," the first motion pic- theatre circuits and a number of indeture in color of an atomic bomb expendent exhibitors in Canada are playplosion, on Friday, at the Johnny
ing post-war pictures of German
Victor Theatre in the RCA Exhibi- origin which are said to have met with
tion Hall here.
approval by theatre-goers.

Radio Pictures had encompassed many
years, was said to be closeted with
Hughes on the Coast over the weekend. The projected executive slate of
Depinet, Hughes and Dietrich, it is
pointed out, would be agreed upon to
provide the leadership needed to pilot
the company through its interim
course, before a deal for the sale of
the
Stolkin group's stock interest is
consummated.
The Stokin syndicate, which purchased its controlling interest in the
company from Hughes, is finding it
difficult to get offers commensurate
with its investment, according to reports. The Stolkin group paid $7 per
share for
Hughes'
1,013,420 RKO
tures shares
last September.

Pic-

Follows Other Talks
The reported Depinet-Hughes talks
came on the heels of Coast conferences
between Hughes and members of the
Stolkinself, ongroup,
includingofStolkin
himthe selection
a company
president cancies.
and Presently
the filling
of Coast
board vaon the
are
Sherrill Corwin, acting chairman of
the board, and Edward Burke, director, both members of the Stolkin
The approaching hearing in New
group.
York Supreme Court, slated for Dec.
10, on the receivership application filed
by three minority stockholders, was
seen as another strong factor pointing
to the selection of new company executives shortly. The filling of the
presidency and directorial vacancies, it
is stressed, would strengthen the company's arguments opposing the appointment ofa receiver.
Hollywood, Dec. 1.— Ned E. Depinet, former RKO Radio Pictures president and currently company "consultant," declined to comment today on
New York reports that he, Howard
Hughes and Noah Dietrich, were to
head up the new executive slate of the
company.
He said
sonal business
only.he was here on perAllied Plan
(Continued from page 1)
"but the plan has not been sufficiently
developed to present to the general
assembly" yet.
Plans for the cooperative buying and
booking and the film delivery service
would be limited to the Iowa-Nebraska organization. Details of the
commitdisclosed tobutinvestigate
not appointed
plansteeswere
have been
their feasibility. Reports are scheduled
meeting.
to
be made at the January board
Pine Extends Tour
Producer William Pine will extend
his current six-week European tour
another three weeks in order to discuss local audience film preferences
with more exhibitors of England,
France, Spain and Switzerland. Pine
is co-producer with William Thomas,
releasing through Paramount.
Thomas in 2nd WB Film
"Wonder Bar" is planned by Warner Bros, as a starring vehicle for
Danny Thomas, whose latest picture
is "The Jazz Singer," which will have
its world premiere at the Fox Beverly
Theatre in Beverly Hills, Cal., on
Dec. 30.
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FCC

Permits Granted
Washington, Dec. 1.— Eight new
television licenses have been granted
by the Federal Communications Commission, bringing to 130 the number of
grants since the end of the freeze.
New permits went to Paper Broadcasting, Mobile, Ala. ; Mid-American
Broadcasting, Louisville; Howard D.
Steere, Kalamazoo, Mich. ; Skyland
Broadcasting, Dayton ; Pennsylvania
Broadcasting, Philadelphia ; Westex
Television, San Angelo, Tex. ; Oshkosh Broadcasting, Oshkosh, Wise,
and Mid-Hudson Broadcasting, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Film

Personalities

to

Mexican Film Fete
Hollywood, Dec. 1.— Junket of top
personalities departed for Mexico
City tonight to appear at the annual
Mexican Film Festival, as guests of
the Mexican government and the
Mexican film industry.
Enroute are Gary Cooper, Celeste
Holm, Lex Barker, Hedda Hopper,
Debbie Ravnolds, Virginia Gibson,
Rhonda Fleming, Dr. Lew Mornl,
Peter Lawford, Corinne Calvet, John
Bromfield, Ursula Theiss, and Arthur
Jacobs, public relations advisor.

New SAG Negotiations
Hollywood, Dec. 1.— Screen Actors
Guild, whose strike against television
film-commercial producers became effective today, announced the commencement of negotiations with the
sion Film Producers
Televi
Alliance of
and the "Hal Roach group," television
film, producers already signatory to the
SAG contract, for an additional concommercials. tract covering actors in film

MITCHELL

Coast

Law

Television

MAY,

Jr.

CO., INC.

INSURANCE
Specializing
in requirements of the
Motion Picture Industry
75 Maiden Lane, New York
3720 W. 6th St., Los Angeles
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Ottawa, Dec. 1.— The Canadian
government is looking coolly on the
legislative move by the Quebec provincial government for the censoring
of films and live shows for television.
Federal comment was that control
of TV programs throughout the country is vested in the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., which is the Dominiongovernment agency for radio and television. Premier Maurice Duplessis of
Quebec announced he would seek
agreement with the Ottawa government on the subject of TV censorship. Other provinces in Canada are
awaiting the outcome of negotiations.
The new Quebec law provides for a
penalty of $500 or three months in
jail for the TV exhibition of any uncensored motion picture.
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Picture

Steady;

Television-Radio
with

Pinky

Herman

ART LINKLETTER is en route East to emcee and officiate at
the annual Pillsbury Cake-baking contest which will be decided
Waldorf-Astoria, Tues., Dec. 9. While here "The Link" will
at the
his Dec. 6 and 13th radio and TV CBShows. . . . George F.
do
Morris,
Foley's presentation of "The Glacier Giant," starring Chester actor,
so
which will be ABChanneled Friday, calls for an eight-foot
spewith
out
fitted
was
thespian,
tallest
TV's
,
Murray Tannenbaum
cial elevator shoes as he stands ONLY seven feet, four inches in
height. . . . CBS-TV press info occupied its temporary quarters at
51 E. 42nd St. yesterday while its radio contemporaries take over
its permanent abode at the CB Studio Bldg. on E. 52nd St. Friday.
Producer Abby Greshler, acutely aware of the influence TV
wields on impressionable youngsters, has switched the "Peck's Bad
Boy" gimmick and instead of permitting young "Peck" to get away
with his pranks and practical jokes, rather has them backfire on the
prankster. Thus he pleases parents and at the same time gets added
laughs from the Kideance.
&
&
Add the name of Perry Como to the tiny list of tunestars
who year in and year out remain favorites of John Q. Citizen.
Kate Smith and Bing Crosby first attracted attention back in
1930 and are tied for longevity of reign. About 1935 another
golden-voiced gal, Dinah Shore, graduated
from a local N. Y. station, WNEW, into
where she's become a fixture,
the bigthetime
Andrews Sisters, via a sensational
while
rendition of "Bei Mir Bist Du Schein,"
likewise zoomed into the rarified atmosphere of musical leadership, remaining
there for almost two decades. Lanny Ross
and Frank Parker are still delighting their
many fans these past 20 years and must
be included in this charmed circle. . . .
Consolidated Television Sales has acquired
exclusive distribution rights to Tableau
Perry Como
Productions Ltd.'s "A Christmas Carol,"
starring Taylor Holmes as "Scrooge," with
narration by Vincent Price. . . . Handsome young lark, Paul
Darnay, featured in the Columbia filmusical, "Something To
Shout About," is an added starter in the national Baritone
Sweepstakes via his Brewster recording of the torchy "Don't
Cry, My Heart.". . . Al Johnston doing a great directorial job
on the "Bill Silbert" WABDisk Jockey evening series. . . .
#
#
V
When John B. Gambling was a wireless operator, thirty years
ago, on a British Merchant vessel, he often contacted another
ship's "sparks" named Edmund Franke. Idly glancing thru the
Mutual Directory, John noticed such a name listed and picking
lie learned that his co-WORker, the station's
up the telephone,
Supervisor of Transmitters, was the one and the same Franke
of his sea-faring days, (yep, it's a small WO Rid.). . . Samuel
Goldwynjfcfho will be CBSaluted Sunday on Ed. Sullivan's "Toast
of the T<?wn," has won the coveted "Oscar" 8 times and is recognised in' the film world as "All-time Champion of Champions."
Incidentally, ballots for the Motion Picture DAiLY-Fame annual
poll, arc still coming in. TV-radio editors who haven't sent in
their selections have until Dec. 22. . . . Ethel Colby's WABDaily
"Broadway Matinee" series (12:30-12:45 P.M.) is a quarter hour
of interesting patter and chatter about and with Main Stem and
Hollywood personalities. . . . While emoting in the title role of
"Liliom" with an amateur troupe in San Diego, Bob Nelson's outstanding performance cought the fancy of producer Romer Grey
who signed him for an important part in the Zane Grey classic,
at Indio, Cal. . . .
"Light of Western Stars,"Zh now on
& location
#

LOTSA DOTS. ... A TVersion of "My Little Margie" succeeds
"Racket Squad" for Philip Morris ciggies starting Jan. 1. ... Red
Benson's perennial audience-participation comedy series "Take A
Number" heard every morning via WOR, adds a Saturday nite at
8 :30 stanza as of January 3. . . . Richard LaMarr and Lester Wintz,
both vet theatrical agents have joined forces and the firm, LaMarr
& Wintz, will cover all showbiz for clients. . . . Dr. Renato Gualino,
head of Italian Films Export, has set up a special TV division to
develop co-production deals between Italian producers and American
TV producers. Ralph Serpe will be in charge of I.F.E.'s television
activities.

Production
33

in Work

Hollywood,
Dec. the
1.— same
The production chart remains
as last
week, for a total of 33 pictures in
work. Six new ones were started
and six were finished.
Started were: "The Copperhead,"
Allied Artists; "Harness Bull," Sequoia, "The Blue Gardenia" (Alex
Gottlieb), Warner Brothers; "A
Slight Case of Larceny," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ; untitled comedy, Paramount; "A Perilous Voyage," Republic. Completed were : "The Homesteaders" and "White Lightning," Allied Artists ; "Billy Ringo" (Edward
Small) and "Tarzan and the SheDevil" (Sol Lesser), independent;
"Forever Female," Paramount ; "Split
Second," RKO Radio.
Would Let TV-Radio
Cover Mass. Solons
Boston, Dec. 1.— A bill to give
Massachusetts radio and television
stations permission to broadcast and
televise the proceedings of the State
Legislature has been filed by Rep.
Harold Putnam of Needham, Mass.
The Putnam bill gives full permission tovision
anystationlicensed
teleasking radio
only and
a pledge
that equal time be given as far as
possible to spokesmen from each party
and that every effort be made to present all points on subjects under debate by both houses of legislature.
Salzburg Heads New
TV Film Company
Novel Films, Inc., has been formed
here for the purpose of producing integrated film programs for television.
Officers of the corporation are J. Milton Salzburg, president ; Frank Soule,
vice-president, and Jack H. Rosner,
treasurer.
The first series to be produced will
be a group of 13 stories from the
classics. The initial series is scheduled
for release early in 1953.
UPT-Bendix
(Continued front page 1)
up the circuit's predominance in the
number of theatres equipped with television, topping the totals of all other
individual circuits.
Continue All-night Policy
Detroit, Dec. 1.— Rufus Shepherd,
Theatres'
Detroithere,
United State
manager of Palms
2,900-seat
says
the theatre's all-night policy will continue. It is the first first-run in Detroit to operate all night.
BOOKER
Experienced booker desires position in the New
York Metropolitan area. Experience with both
exchange and major circuit. Familiar with
all type motion picture product. Native New
Yorker, desires
this area.
Interbookingtoorreturn
sellingto position
or booker
for TVested innetwork.
Box 440, MOTION PICTURE DAILY
1270 Sixth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.
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US-Argentina
Accord:
count

your

FOR

blessings

THE

HEALTH

BY

YOU

HAVE

HELPING

WHO

LACK

THOSE

IT

Let us view with gratitude the
occupy as "stockposition we
holders" in the Will Rogers
Memorial Hospital ...
>
Already we have restored 1109 persons to
useful lives, and we have the enviable record of
having cured more than 90% of all our cases of
tuberculosis.

Tkcmhiqimu?

/95Z

Our hospital stands ready to help anyone in
the amusement industry who needs TB care . . .
without cost or obligation.
Where the light of knowledge, skill and brotherly
love combine to combat
mankind's ruthless enemy. . . . Here exhaustive
research never ends. The
best care — the best medical and surgical tech-

It's wonderful to have a part in such a beneficent movement— and it's also gratifying to know
that the facilities, the skill, and the human understanding isthere for our own use, too, should
we ever need it.
So, let's be thankful that there IS a Will
Rogers Hospital — grateful that we are part of it
. . . and let's be generous in our support of it. Give
gratefully to this year's Christmas Salute — give
"a dime, a dollar, or an endowment".

niques. This is your contribution tomankind. All
this is your protection,
and your responsibility.

SIGN
It*

CHRISTMAS
SALUTE
SCROLL

WILL

ROGERS^
S ARAN AC

New

HOSPITAL
NEW YORK

LAKE

York Office: 1501 Broadway,

New

York 36, N.Y.
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Johnston

Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association of America,
states he believed the financial problems between the Argentine government and the American film industry
involving dollar remittances had been
resolved according to a news dispatch
from Buenos Aires. Johnston is reported to have expressed this belief
following conferences in Buenos Aires
with Foreign Minister Jeronimo Remorino and Raul Apold, chief of the
sub-secretariat of information.
The industry has not been allowed
officially to transfer any earnings to
the U. S. since about 1947, although
Argentina ratified in July, 1951, an
agreement made with the industry in
that covered the remitMay, tance1950,
of dollar earnings in this country. '.
_
Earnings frozen in Argentina as a
result of the government's failure to
implement the agreement are estimated
at morement than
governascribed$2,000,000.
its failure The
to act
to a
dollar shortage.
Under the terms of a five-year
agreement, the industry was to be
permitted to remit profits up to $1,100,000 a Year or 50 per cent of its
earnings at the official free rate of
14 pesos to the dollar. The remaining
50 percent was allowed to be invested
in local enterprises under the same
privileges granted other foreign cor-

porations.ximately 300 pictures have
Appro
been imported bv American companies
in Argentina during the last year and
waitinga half. Of these, 178 are still
for licenses
approval by review boards
that would permit their exhibition.

UA-Heineman
Drive

in Last

Sales
Week

United Artists' "Bill Heineman
Sales Drive" which began on June 15
is in its final week and will end on
Saturday. The home stretch follows
three previous laps of six weeks each.
Vice-president Max E. Youngstein,
serving as drive-captain, reports that
at the end of the fifth week of the
Or, ' New
es held
Angeles
exchang
Haven
New Los
leans andthe
last lap,
down first places in each of the three
groups into which the exchanges had
been divided for the drive. San Francisco, Charlotte and Vancouver are
the runners-up.
Mass.

WE CARE FOR OUR OWN

Near

House

Gets

2

Bills
Wage
Minimum
m
minimu
Two
—
Boston, Dec. 1.
85 and
wage bills, one providing for
the other for 90 cents an hour, have
been filed in the Massachusetts House
of Representatives. The bills will be
commit
legislative
the joint
heardon byWays
they
before
and Means
'tee
and
House
the
reach the floor of
Senate for a vote.
Double

Tribute

to Webb

The Mugs Club, a fun-making or's Poor
ganization within Philadaelphia
double tribRichard Club, will pay when
the 20th
ute to Clifton Webb
Century-Fox film star appears as
annual
honor
who
guest masofdinner
Webb,ChristDec.the 20.
on at
"Honorary
will be installed as an
Chief Mugman" at the affair, will be
ing his
presented with
.
r~j„a ...herald
ment. a.. plaque
contributions in theaflfld of entertain-
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Arbitration
More

NEW
Is Myers

Confused

YORK,

PICTURE

U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

Sees

Hope

DECEMBER

ATLAS

In Heart- to-Heart' '
Arbitration
Talks IN

BID

TEN

3, 1952

REPORTED
FOR

Indianapolis, Dec. 2. — The door to
industry arbitration was unlocked and
left slightly ajar by Abram F. Myers, Schwalberg Details
general counsel of national Allied, in
Coast Group's Rejection
his address before the Allied Theatre 'Grass Roots ' Plan
Raises New Questions
Owners of Indiana state convention
here today.
For Sales Meetings
Rejection of the distributors' ar"The only thing that would open up
bitration draft by the Western The- the situation," he said, "would be if
Philadelphia, Dec. 2. — Details of
atre Owners, as announced Monday distributor executives asked their sales
in San Francisco by Rotus Harvey, departments to step aside while they a new plan for division managers'
past president of WTO, was greeted acquainted themselves with the ex- sales meetings, with special emphasis
here yesterday by distribution leaders
hibitordications
point thatofbackstage
view." There
in- on the specific needs of each inditalkswere
toward
vidual regional territory, was disas further complicating the entire arclosed here by A. W. Schwalberg,
bitration picture. It had. been the this end are under way in New York
of Corp.Paramount Film Disfeeling that Allied was the only hold- with national Allied president Wilbur president tributing
out on accepting the draft as a spring- Snaper.
The first scheduled application of
board to a more acceptable formula,
"If it results in bringing leaders
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 5)
but with WTO siding in with Allied
the problem takes on a more serious
complexion, according to some opinions.
To
Set Exchange
One distributor raised this quesNed Clarke Disney's
tion : If the industry were to move
for the establishment of an arbitration Contracts Locally
Foreign Sales Head
ByWTOAction

system without Allied's participation
in the hope of obtaining Department
of Justice approval, regardless, would
there be any chance of obtaining that
approval with WTO, as well as Allied, opposed to the plan?
It was
(Continued on page 4)

Letters to local unions representing
exchange workers in each kev city
have been sent by the home offices of
national distributors, requesting the
locals for the terms and conditions demanded in new contracts. The locals
voted this year to negotiate new pacts
(Continued on page 2)

Ned Clarke has joined the Walt
Disney organization as foreign sales
supervisor, it was announced yesterday by Roy O. Disney, president of
Walt Disney Productions. Clarke will
assume his duties Monday after conferring with Disney and Leo Samuels,
(Continued on page 5)

TV

in

RKO

Proposal
For
For

COLUMBUS, Dec. 2. — The
ITO of Ohio board of directors voted today to approve the action of national Allied rejecting
the distributors' draft
of the arbitration plan.
It also authorized Columbus statistician W. V.
Blake to make a study of
Ohio film carriers. According to secretary Robert Wile, who was reappointed, a preliminary
report revealed a wide
discrepancy in rates.
•
The Dec. 11 "Carmen" telecast price range runs
from $1.20 to $7.20, with
most theatres taking the
Theatre Network Television event charging from
$2.40 to $4.80, a compilation of field reports disclosed here yesterday.

Share

Said

$l-Million
Early

to Call

Deposit

Take-over

^ Floydwhich
B. Odium,
headcontrolling
of Atlas
Corp.,
sold the
stock interest in RKO Pictures to
Howard Hughes four years ago,
was reliably reported yesterday to be
a principal figure in a rapidly shapingmovement
to negotiate a deal for a
takeover of control from the Ralph
Stolkin syndicate which now holds it.
Milton Gettinger, New York
attorney, is said to figure in the
Odium proposal, and the two
reportedly conferred at length
yesterday with James A. Mulvey, president of Samuel Goldwyn Productions, which releases
through RKO Radio. None of
the three could be reached for
comment.
According to one report, Gettinger
recently completed a report on RKO
Pictures' current position which
showed the company to be basically
(Continued on- page 5)

Greene
RKO

to

CENTS

Hit

in

Minority

New
Suit

Newsreel

David J. Greene's intervention as an
RKO Pictures' stockholder in the
minority receivership application was
hit yesterday in a separate action filed
'Poor
of Ike's
Korea
Trip
here, by Louis Kipnis, attorney representing the three minority stockholders
Dave Oliver, Warner-Pathe News cameraman, will be the only newsseeking to put the company into
reel representative to accompany President-elect Eisenhower to Korea.
receivership.
The "visual media," which includes television, were limited to one
Kipnis obtained a show cause order,
representative. Oliver was chosen by Walton Anient, chairman of the
Motion Picture Association newsreel returnable Dec. 9, seeking a contempt
of court citation against Greene, who
committee and vice-president and gen- claims
to own and control more than
eral manager of Warner Pathe, with
(Continued on page 5)
Charles S hour as to
the consent of the other four newsAid Zukor Jubilee
reels. All of Oliver's footage will be
pooled and released to the other reels
Dallas, Dec. 2. — Charles
Brandt
at
simultaneously, immediately that se- Condon,
Skouras, president of Nationcurity regulations on the Eisenhower
al Theatres, has accepted the
journe}' have been lifted.
West Coast chairmanship of
2 -Day Chicago Meet
Plans call for Oliver's footage to be
the Adolph Zukor Golden Jubshipped
directly
to
Washington,
where
ilee to be sponsored by the
Chicago, Dec. 2. — Richard Condon,
it will be developed and made ready
International Variety Clubs,
for instantaneous release, subject to director of advertising, publicity and
it was disclosed here by Robsecurity restrictions. Release of the exploitation for RKO Radio, and
footage to television will be held up Leon Brandt, exploitation manager,
ert J. O'Donnell, international
chairman of the event.
will arrive here tomorrow to conduct
pendingtres.
shipment
the reels to theaUnder thisof arrangement,
TV a two-day meeting with the company's
Skouras and O'Donnell will
field representatives.
shortly meet to arrange decould get a release simultaneous with Midwestern
Extensive discussions of campaign
tails of Hollywood participatheatre release but could not "scoop"
tion in nationwide industry
the theatres, first-runs, at least, with plans will be held on Samuel Goldthe
newsreel films.
wyn's "Hans Christian Andersen,"
plans to honor Zukor throughout 1953.
Walt Disney's
"Peter
Pan,"
(Continued
on page
5) Gabriel
The arrangement
was
made
neces(Continued on page 5)
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Newsreel
Personal

IFE

Mention

Six

Releasing
Films

for

The IFE Releasing Corp. will have
NATE J. BLUM BERG, Universal
board chairman and "Pioneer of six major Italian films for nationrelease during the first six
the Year," left here yesterday for an monthswideof
1953, at least three of
extended stay on the
• Coast.
which will be in dubbed in English,
Arthur Gottlieb, Clem Williams it was disclosed here yesterday by
and Walter Ellaby, Audio Pictures Bernard Jacon, sales vice-president.
executives, have left Colorado Springs,
Jacon also revealed five regional
Gottlieb for New York, Williams sales offices involving a staff of 18
for Toronto and Ellaby on a sales will be in operation by Jan. 1. A
trip to Vancouver, Calgary and Win- division manager and about two sales
nipeg.
representatives will work out of the
Eastern division office in New York
F. Phillipe Brais, president of City, the Central division office in
General Theatres, Ltd., Quebec, was Cleveland, the Midwestern division in
elected a director of Canadian Fund, Chicago, Southern division in Atlanta,
Inc., and Canadian Investment Fund, and the Western division in Los
Ltd.
Angeles. Jacon will leave on a
month-long trip on Monday on which
Bob Daugherty today will resign he will install division personnel and
his post as manager of the Olympia finalize booking dates in major cities.
The sales force will work with the
Theatre in Miami, Fla., to become
permanent
exploitation, publicity and
Theadistrict manager with the Floyd
tre circuit, Haines City, Fla.
advertising staff, under Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., vice-president in charge.
Cpl. Walter R. Wilson, formerly There will also be a per-picture exploitation staff wherever needed. A
assistant manager at the Paramount
is under way with National
Theatre, New Haven, is recipient of deal
the Bronze Star Medal for heroism Screen Service for accessories and
special trailers for TV.
in action in Korea.
"Anna," starring Sylvana ManAbe Olman, general manager for gano, initiates the IFE schedule of
one major feature each month, with
the Big Three Music companies, sub- two pre-release dates already booked
sidiaries of Loew's, flew to Europe
next month for two United Parayesterday from New
• York.
mount Theatres, the St. Francis
Theatre in San Francisco, starting
Frederick C. Bruns has joined the
6, and the Center Theatre in
executive staff of Donahue and Coe. Jan.
Buffalo on Jan. 8.
and
ident
vice-pres
He was formerly
Anna Magnani may make her first
a director of Ruthrauff and Ryan.
visit to the United States for personal appearances in connection with
Stanley Rubin, 20th Century-Fox
film, "Bellissima" in Febto the Coast yes- her newest
producer, returned York.
ruary, Jacon indicated.
terday from New
Balance
of through
the organization's
release schedule
May calls for
ive vice-presiA. A. Ward, execut
dent of Altec Lansing Corp., is in a March opening of "Times Gone
By," and an Easter release of a still
New York from the Coast.
untitled film on the life of Pope
Pius X in an American-language
Eric Johnston, MPAA president, version.
is due in New York Monday from
"The Young Caruso" also will be
South America.
released in an American-language
version, in April. Final film on the
Samuel Goldwyn will return here initial list announced by Jacon is
today from Boston.
"Girls of the Piazza."
The Rossellini-Bergman picture,
"Europe '51" has also been acquired
by IFE and will be released early
Contracts
Exchange
next fall.
(Continued from page 1)
individually, rather than have the
Kate Cameron
IATSE act for them, and the distribu- Name
carry
to
es
committe
up
set
to
plan
tors
To NY
Critics Post
on the negotiations at the local level.
The
New
York Film Critics has
A two-year contract covering the exchanges expired Monday.
selected Kate Cameron, motion picWhen the proposals of each local
ture critic of the Daily News, viceare received in New York, the labor chairman, thereby putting her automatically in line to succeed current
relations departments of the various
companies will study the demands chairman Leo Mishkin, Morning
jointly and individually. It is then Telegraph critic, next year. Howard
planned to appoint one or more com- Thompson of the Times was reelected
mittees, representing the distributors, secretary and Frank Quinn, Daily
which will go from city to city and Mirror critic, was named a new
negotiate with the unions on a local member.
basis.
The group also voted to hold its
It is expected that the new pacts, annual balloting for the year's best
when consummated, will be retroactive picture, foreign film, director, actor
and actress on Dec. 29.
to Dec. 1.

Corp.

Six

Sets

Months

Kansas

City

Elects

Directors

4

MPA

Kansas City, Dec. 2. — Four directors were elected to four-year terms
at the annual meeting yesterday of
the Motion Picture Association of
Greater Kansas City. Twelve directors hold over.
Elmer C. Rhoden, Sr., president of
Fox Midwest, was reelected a director. Three new members of the board
are William Gaddoni, branch manager,
M-G-M ; R. M. Shelton, vice-president
and general manager of Commonwealth Theatres, and Finton H.
Jones, insurance
specialist.
directors
are Ben
Shlyen, RetiringR. R.
Biechele and Arthur Cole. The board
of directors will meet Dec. 15 when
officers will be elected. Arthur Cole,
president, presided at the meeting.
Reports included that of Robert
Withers ; chairman of the welfare
committee, the chief project of which
was sponsoring and paying the costs
for 62 boys to a summer camp.
Howard Burkhardt, chairman of the
public relations committee, told of
numerous projects, such as the motion
picturethan
industry
division's
of
more
$18,000
to thetotal
United
Funds' campaign
theatre contributions to the, polioandcampaign.

Richey
to 'M.C
Independents
Fete
Boston, Dec. 2. — Henderson M.
Richey, director of exhibitor relations for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, has
accepted the Independent Exhibitors
of New England invitation to serve
as master-of-ceremonies at the organization's annual convention banquet, at the Sheraton Plaza Hotel
here on Tuesday.
Joseph Kaufman, director of theatre
operations for Cinerama Productions,
will speak at the banquet.

Parade
PREPARATIONS in Seoul, Korea
for the arrival of President-elect
Dzvight Eisenhower is the highlight
of all current nezvsreels. Featured also
are the White House meeting of Mrs.
Eisenhoiver and Mrs. Truman, the
C-54 plane crash at Tacoma, the
Army's public test of a new amphibious cargo vehicle, and U. S. Steel observing its 51st year.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 98 — Mrs,
Eisenhower sees Mrs. Truman at the White
House. Korea awaits the arrival of Eisenhower. Koreans activate two new divisions.
36 killed in crash of C-54 at Tacoma. Chicago1 is host to prize cattle. Notre DameSouthern California and Army -Navy football games.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 22S— Korea
prepares
big welcome
Eisenhower.
New
tenant visits
White for
House.
U.S. Steel
marks
Slst Clifford
year by H.pourington of its
steel;
Hood one-billionth
is the new
president. 37 perish as plane crashes in
fog-.
Army-Navy,
Notre Dame-Southern
California
football games.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 31 — Korea
ready for Ike. Mrs. Eisenhower visits Mrs.
Truman.
Heavy toll
in C-54
Tacoma. Winthrop
Aldrich
new crash
envoy at
to
Great Britain. Midnight in toyland. ArmyNavy, games.
Notre Dame -Southern California
football
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 49A— Mammoth reception set in Seoul for Ike's visit.
Army tests 60-ton amphibious cargo vehicle. Navy planes stage rocket weapons
show on the Mojave Desert. French patrols
hit Red lines in Endo-China. New fashions
in watches. Some 102,000 watch Army-Navy
football game.
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 418 — Korea
awaits Ike as dignitaries gather for his inspection. PlaneHouse.
crash New
at Tacoma.
at the White
Army "Mamie"
amphibious vehicle. New and old Secretaries of
Defense, Charles Wilson and Robert Lovett,
confer. Operation Rawin unveils new Signal
Corps meteorological
device. Army-Navy
football
game.
WARNER
PATHE
NEWS,
No. 33—
Korea awaits Ike. Air crash kills 36. Mrs.
Truman and Mrs. Eisenhower meet at the
White House. Army shows giant 60-ton
amphibian.
and stars
at Warner's
studio.
Pour Cars
Homestead's
billionth
ton of
steel
in
Pennsylvania.
Army-Navy,
Notre
Dame-Southern California football games.
IMPPA
To

Names

Succeed

Broidy

Chadwick

Hollywood, Dec. 2. — The Independent Motion Picture Producers AssoJack Bellman
Joins
ciation has elected Allied Artists
president, Steve Broidy, president,
Favorite Exchange
succeeding the late I. E. Chadwick,
Jack Bellman, distribution veteran and named Jack Broder, Robert
and formerly Eastern division mana- Lippert and Sam Katzman viceger of Republic Pictures and circuit presidents. Ed Finney was reelected
sales manager of Eagle Lion, has secretary-treasurer.
joined Joe Felder, Moe Kerman and
said,
are determined
continue
our"We
operations
on the
Irving Wernick in the operation of to Broidy
Favorite Pictures Exchange here.
same high plane and following the
Bellman will assume the post of same fine ideals set down by Mr.
Chadwick and followed so closely by
general manager in charge of exchange operations on Monday. Wernick remains with Favorite in charge him during- his tenure of office."
of sales.
A new
has y'
been set
'O. Henr
for record
00 gross
$65,0
Annual Gridiron Film
by "O. Henry's Full House" at the
RKO - Pathe's annual two - reel 52nd Street Trans-Lux Theatre here,
special, "Football
Highlights,"
com- with an accumulated seven-week
pilation of outstanding
playsa from
the manage$65,000,reports.
reaching
of the theatre
The
the nation's collegiate gridiron clas- gross ment
sics, will be available for national 20th Century-Fox omnibus producexhibition on Dec. 12, according to
tion, which comprises four of O.
Sidney Kramer, short subjects sales Henryi's stories, entered its eighth
manager.
week at the theatre last Friday.
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Pick-up

on

Lees

TV

In

Loew's
Bendix

Theatres
Deal

Four Loew's TV-equipped theatres
will carry the Dec. 30 Bendix theatre
telecast arranged by Teleconference,
Inc.
Meanwhile, Aaron Feinsot, Teleconference vice-president, left here for
South Bend, Ind., for conferences with
Bendix officials on the finalization of

plans. The four Loew's theatres taking the "off-hour" program are :
Loew's State, Cleveland, Loew's State,
St. Louis; Loew's Penn, Pittsburgh;
and Loew's State, Boston.
With Loew's taking the program in
four situations, Warner Brothers in
Paramount Theatres'
five and United
affiliates
in 17, the major circuits
account for 26 of the 42 theatres slated
to take the Coast-to-Coast event.

Soviet

Impact

Produced

Film

by Schary

Hollywood, Dec. 2. — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's "The Hoaxters," a docuof Soviet Russia's Commented impact
survey on
munist
the American scene,
has been completed by Dore Schary
and will open in three Los Angeles
theatres on Saturday, in time to be
eligible for Academy Award consideration. The picture was written
by Herman Hoffman, associate producer, and has been booked to play
»the Vogue,
United
Artists.Warner's Wiltern and
Royal

Purchases

5th

Story for '53 Lineup
Purchase of "Murder by Proxy," a
novel by Helen Neilsen, completes the
five-picture lineup of Royal Productions for 1953, Julian Lesser, head of
Royal, reported. The picture will go
into production in March under the
title of "Whispering Smith Off Balance."
Royal's first film in the new program, "The Lost Hours," produced in
England, will be available in about 10
days. Lesser's program includes two
each in the "Whispering Smith" and
the "Saint" series.

Sees
Myers
(Continued from page 1)
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daily

Weltner

Remote

Details of the. one-hour production
program for the Dec. 8- Lees Carpets
theatre telecast, highlighting remote
ques,
pick-ups and split screen techni
were disclosed here yesterday by
Theatre Tele-sessions, subsidiary oi
Theatre Network Television, which
booked the event.
The program will also feature Kate
Smith, whose first TV program for
Lees will go on the air on the same
afternoon as the theatre telecast. Russell G. Gerbert, vice-president in
charge of production for Lees, will
deliver an address from the company's
Glasgow plant. To show conversations during the telecast between leading retailers from other cities and
Lees officials, the split-screen technique will be used. A new 1953 carpet line will be presented in a special
fashion show, augmented off the screen
by a display of Lees merchandise in
the lobbies of participating theatres.
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Picture

Confirms

Para. -Italian

Deal

Completion of the deal whereby
-heart disreal heart-to
for aleads
together cussion
to some measure Paramount will co-produce a series of
that
of relief and a better arbitration draft, features in Italy was confirmed here
the action taken in Chicago was not yesterday by George Weltner, president of Paramount-International, who
a mere dragging of feet but a very
returned to the home office from a
fortuna.te thing to happen," Myers
declared
two-week European trip. Under the
setup, Paramount will distribute in
Myers pleaded for a "return to the
days when the object was to fill thea- Europe the entire output of Ponti-De
tres with people and not to get the Laurentiis, Italian production company. The exact number has not been
most from each individual patron."
determined, but it is understand that
"I would like to see the disthere
tures. will be a minimum of 10 pictributors play along with us to
that end," he said. "1943 defiThe first two films under the agreenitely will be a year of decision
ment already are in production. They
in the motion picture business."
are "La Lupa" ("The She-Wolf")
"There was not a director or a and an untitled feature. Paramount
member of Allied I talked to who
currently is distributing "Sensualita,"
was produced by Ponti-Desaid he was against arbitration," which
Laurentiis prior to the new pact. This
a
isn't
"Arbitration
declared.
Myers
of a code of con- picture is not included in the current
word, ductitand consists
a method of enforcing it. agreement.
In arriving at such a plan, you had
better give careful consideration to
what goes in it. It could give judicial UA
in Joint Italian
sanction to practices many exhibitors
feel are wrong." His criticism of the Production
Deal
industry plan centered on pre-releases,
competitive bidding and the lack of
provisions that "would ease the strain
Joint Italo - American production
in
Italy of major motion pictures
exhibitorswastoday."
on Caution
urged by Max _ A.
for world-wide distribution, will be
United
of
vice-president
Youngstein,
an arrangement conArtists. "Aggressiveness is not good if achievedcluded inunder*
Naples by Arthur B. Krim,
it is without purpose," he argued, "If
we forget where the actual disease president of United Artists, and Anin our business lies, if we are going gelo Rizzoli and Robert Haggiag of
to kick the brains out of distributors Italy, it was announced by UA here
because it's a lot of fun, that is a yesterday.
The arrangement also provides for
serious mistake. Most of our prob- the formation of a new distribution
recognizby
lems will be solved only
company, resulting from the merger
ing that there are more areas of agree- of Dearfilm, a company currently dis
ment than of disagreement."
tributing Italian films, and DAI, which
Youngstein called Cinerama
is the exclusive agency for distribut
c
"the single most dramati ining UA releases in Italy. Haggiag is
novation in the last 20 years—
the
head of DAI and Rizzoli, Italian
in many ways a solid answer
publisher, industrialist and producer
"Tomorrow Is Too Late" and
n."
to televisioRembusch
, president of of
Trueman
"Don
the state Allied for the past 7 years, film. Camillo," is the head of Dearannounced that he was not a candidate
for reelection.
French
Notify
U.S.
Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)

pointed out that nearly half the or
ganized exhibitors of the country are
represented in the two organizations
The problem now, it was said, is to do
more extensive missionary work in
getting a larger bloc of exhibitors to
agree to the tentative draft than was
first anticipated.
On the other hand, some leaders
took the position that the entire ar
bitration situation eventually would be
solved, but that it would take more
time. Objections to the plan can be
overcome, say the more optimistic
ones.
Meanwhile, both sides are awaiting
the return from South America of
Eric Johnston, president of the Mo
tion Picture Association of America,
who may take some immediate action
in setting up new talks. However, an
MPAA spokesman said here yesterday
that the association's knowledge of the
willingness of exhibitor organization
leaders to continue talks on ironing out
the wrinkles in the latest arbitration
plan has come only from trade press
reports. It was suggested that the
meetings might be expedited if one or
more groups would contact Johnston
or the MPAA and ask that the sessions be called. Johnston is due in
New York next Monday.

Firms

on

Allocations

National
Pre-Selling

" A QUIET
MOVIES"
the title MAN'S
Look gives
to a sketchis
of producer Hal Wallis's "life in the
movies,"
in with
the current
sue. Theappearing
story starts
Wallis isin
1920, an obscure studio publicity man
for Warner Brothers : "He dared to
court film comedienne Louise Fazenda, then earning $4,000 a week.
Her friend, Lilyan Tashman, warned
Miss Fazenda against taking seriously
a young nobody who was trying to
hitch his wagon to a star. Miss Fazenda thought otherwise. She married
Walks and retired to watch the youngnobody rise to head all production at
Warners from 1930 to 1940, and from
1944, operate his independent company
at Paramount." Wallis has two pictures ready for release : "Come Back,
Little Sheba," with Shirley Booth,
and "The Stooge," starring Dean
Martin and Jerry Lewis. Both are
Paramount releases.
The editor of the "Journal About
Town" department in the December
Ladies' Home Journal reports the
following took place after a preview of "Hans Christian Andersen";
Bruce Gould, co-editor of the Journal; Dore Schary and Ed Murrow
were congratulating Sam Goldwyn
in the 21 Club after seeing the picture. Goldwyn said, "The better the
picture, the more I'd !ike to start
right in the minute it is made and
do it all over again• — and better."
Edwin Miller, motion picture editor
of Seventeen, did a "profile" of Aldo
Ray for the December issue. Miller
says "Aldo is without self-consciousness. And without conceit. He happens to have a number of outstanding
talents; he is azvare of them. Underneath it all, though, he appeals for
approval. He wants to feel that you
agree with him, that you like him,
that you
he's okay."
Ray's Jane
next
part
is a feel
starring
role opposite

Wyman in a musical called "Love
Song." After that he is scheduled to
Paris, Dec. 2. — Letters to Ameri- appear in James Jones' story, "From
can film companies, notifying them as
to how many dubbing permits each ILere to Eternity." •
may apply for under the new French
"Plymouth Adventure" is reviewed
film pact, are being sent out by the in "McCall's Goes to the Movies" in
French government. It is expected the issue now on newsstands. The rethat the allocations will be made in
viewer says " 'Plymouth Adventure,'
two "shifts," allowing 90 permits
immediately and 20, possibly in the famous
the grimvoyage
storyfrom
of the
Mayflower's
the old
world to
spring, for member companies of the New England, is tensely told in this
Motion Picture Export Association. M-G-M picture. Although founded on
Independent companies are being allo- historical record, the film relies on
cated atotal of 11 permits.
fiction for action during the 96 days
The 20 permits, in a sense, are
the Pilgrims were at sea in their tiny
being
year's vessel. The hardships of the 102 perquota. borrowed
France is against
allowing next
an overall
sons crammed into the little ship, the
import total of 138 pictures from all tremendous effects of a storm at sea
countries.
and the often bitter personal conflicts
among the Pilgrims are all powerfullyMaas
in Japan Seeks depicted. " Also recommended in McCall's regular monthly movie guide
Unrestricted Imports
are RKO Radio's "The Lusty Men,"
Unrestricted importation of Ameri- Columbia's "The Four Poster," and
can films in Japan is being sought by
Paramount's "The • Stooge."
Irving Maas, representative of the
international division of the Motion
Leslie Caron is pictured as Queen
Picture Association of America, now Nefertete, who ruled Egypt 3,000
in Tokyo. Maas is expected back in
ago, on the front-cover of
New York by Christmas, and it is years
This Week magazine, on newsstands
believed that negotiations will be con- Sunday. The issue also has a spread
cluded within the next two weeks, but of Leslie taken during the filming
whether Japan will agree to the free of "Lili," her latest M-G-M picture.
entry of pictures remains a question.
Walter Haas
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Share

(Continued from page 1)
sary when TV was counted out of
the Eisenhower traveling party because it was tardy in making application for a representative, it was said.
When TV finally woke up and applied
for representation, accommodations on
the Eisenhower plane were not available and there was insufficient time
to clear a TV man, give him his
"shots" and complete the numerous
other preliminaries.
Newsreels, of course, maintain representation inKorea and Tokyo and
the footage from those sources obtained during Eisenhower's visit_ will
not be made available to television.
However, if security agencies so decide, none of the Eisenhower footage
until the Presidentmay be released the
United States,
elect is back in

Condon, Brandt
(Continued from page 1)
Pascal's "Androcles and the Lion,"
Huntington Hartford's "Face to Face,"
Sol Lesser's "Under the Red Sea" and
"'Blackbeard the Pirate."
Douglas Beck, Chicago; William
Brooker, Kansas City ; Joseph Longo,
Cleveland, and Edward Terhune, Salt
Lake City, will attend the confabs.
Similar meetings for members of
the Eastern field force were concluded
today in New York. In attendance
were Spencer Steinhurst, Atlanta;
Hank Howard, Philadelphia ; Barry
Bernard, Buffalo ; Seymour Eaton,
Dallas, and Charles Moss, David Cantor, and Norman Poller of the home
office.
Condon is scheduled to leave Chir Fredcago on Friday to join produce
erick Brisson in Washington, to meet
with General Omar Bradley and Mrs.
Anna Rosenberg to discuss plans for
the world premiere of Brison's "Never
Wave at a Wac." Brandt will return
to New York via Miami where he
will set up the opening of "Hans
Christian Andersen" on Christmas
day.
Ned

Clarke
(Continued from page 1)

Disney worldwide sales supervisor.
Clarke's post is a new one.
Clarke resigned this week from the
post of Latin-American and Far-Eastern sales supervisor for RKO Radio
Pictures. An industry veteran, he
started his film sales career in Boston
with Pathe in 1929.
At the time of Pathe's merger with
RKO, Clarke entered the foreign field
and
represented
the
company in
Europe, Latin- America and the Aril gentine.
New

House

Motion

Schwalherg

Details

the new plan on more intensive local
promotion policies will cover releases
for the first six months of 1953, it
was explained. Schwalberg stated,
"We feel confident that each of our
division managers and each branch
manager has an intimate knowledge
of his own territory which will be invaluable in setting details of merchandising plans and programs. By
coordinating the individual needs of
each territory into one completelyintegrated program of promotion, we
feel that we shall strengthen our
operations
Keynote tremendously."
of the plan, according to
Schwalberg, will be the immediate
inauguration of a series of individual
regional meetings to be conducted in
city of each Parathe headquarters
mount division. The meetings, to be
conducted by Schwalberg, also will
E. K. (Ted) O'Shea,
be attended by and
vice-president,
Jerry Pickman,
vice-president in charge of advertising, publicity and exploitation, as well
as the division manager and key
division personnel.
"The basis for the added strength
which the Paramount program will
derive from this method of han"is the fact
added,
dling," Schwalberg
that individual
division
managers and
branch managers are so much more
closely connected with the needs of
theatres throughout the country than
we can possibly be in the home office.
value unNo program can have any
less it provides a direct benefit to the
exhibitor at his own box-office. This
is our aim — to do everything we can
to stimulate box-office revenue to the
individual theatre."
The new program of individual
meetings starts here tomorrow, where
Schwalberg, O'Shea and Pickman
are meeting with Mid-Eastern
division manager Howard G. Minsky
and key division personnel.
Following return to the home office
and
O'Sheawhere
Friday,
to Dallas,
will fly rg,
Pickman Schwalbe
Sunday and Monday will be spent in
similar meetings with South Central
division manager A. M. Kane and
territory personnel. Next stop will
sesbe Los Angeles, for a two-day with
sion Tuesday and Wednesday,
Western division manager George A.
Smith and Pacific Coast sales forces.
On Dec. 12 and 13, the executive
trio will be in Chicago for sessions
with Central division manager J. J.
Donohue. Final meeting of the trip
will be held in New York on Dec. 15
and 16, with Eastern and Southern
division manager Hugh Owen calling
personnel from his territogethertories tokey
discuss forthcoming product.
A definite date has not yet been set,
Schwalberg said, for a sales meeting
in Toronto with Canadian division
Lightstone and Canamanager Gordon
dian sales personnel, but it is expected
will be held before the first
thatthethis
of
year.
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Daily

Meets

{Continued from page 1)

for Harris
Harry A. Harris, owner of a circuit of Spanish-speaking theatres here,
has taken a long term lease on the
2,000-seat Public Theatre in downtown Manhattan, it was disclosed by
Berk and Krumgold, realtors. The Greene Hits
aggregate rental is $400,000.
(Continued from page 1)
TRADE SHOWING CHANGE
The RKO Radio Pictures trade
showings for "NEVER WAVE
AT A WAC," advertised for
Dec. 8th, 9th and 10th, will not
be held on those dates.
New dates will be announced.

Picture

Atlas-RKO
(Continued from page 1)

Paramount's schedule for the first
six months of 1953, as announced by
Schwalberg, includes the following :
January: "Road to Bali," color by Technicolor; Bing Crosby-Bob Hope-Dorothy
Lamour Alan
starrer;
the Charles
East,"
starringLadd,"Thunder
Deborah inKerr,
Boyer
and Corinne
Calvet;Ronald
"Tropic Reagan,
Zone,"
Technicilor,
starring
Rhonda Fleming and Estelita.
February: "The Stooge," Dean Martin Jerry Lewis starrer; special' pre-release
engagements of "Come Back, Little
Sheba," starring Shirley Booth, Burt
Lancaster, Terry Moore and Richard

sound. Gettinger occasionally represents the Chemical Bank & Trust Co.
of this city and, it is said, the plan
he and Odium are putting together
for a deal which would be acceptable
to both the Stolkin group and Hughes
calls for the deposit of $1,000,000 with
Chemical by Atlas Corp. as an initial
payment on the 1,013,420 shares of
RKO Pictures common stock, repre- senting a controlling 29 per cent inwhich is presently held by the
Stolkin terest,
group.

March: "The Stars Are Singing," TechJaeckel.
nicolor, starring Anna Maria Alberghetti,
Rosemary Clooney and Lauritz Melchoir;
"Pleasure Island," in Technicolor, starring
Don
chester.Taylor, Leo Genn and Elsa LanApril: "Off Limits," starring Bob Hope,
Mickey Rooney and Marilyn Maxwell;
"Pony Express," in Technicolor, starring
Charlton Heston, Rhonda Fleming, Forrest
Tucker and Jan Sterling.
May: George Pal's Technicolor production, "War ofstarring
the Worlds";
"Jamaica,"
Technicolor,
Ray Milland,
Arlenein
Dahl and Wendell Corey.
June: "Alaska Seas," in Technicolor;
"Rock Grayson's Women," in Technicolor,
satrring John Payne, Coleen Gray, Jan
Sterling and Lyle Bettger.

Further Details Not Clear
Further details of the proposal were
not clear but it was assumed that
thereafter Atlas Corp. would assume
the future stock purchase obligations
of the Stolkin group to Hughes, on
some basis acceptable to both of the
latter. The Stolkin group agreed to
pay Hughes
for last
the
stock
and made $7an per
initialshare
payment
September of $1,500,000. A similar
amount is due next year and the balance in 1954. It is assumed the Atlas
proposal will call for price and other
concessions from both Stolkin and

Paramount Sets This Month
Hughes.
It could not be learned
For Booker-Salesman Drive
whether the Atlas proposal will
Paramount has dedicated this
include a provision, or agreement, to reinstate Ned E. Depimonth to its fifth annual "BookerSalesman's Drive" as a tribute to the
net as RKO Pictures president
booker - salesmen, whom A. W.
and Noah Dietrich as board
chairman, as currently proposed
Schwalberg, drive initiater and president of the distributing company, reby Hughes. Observers believed
gards as "the backbone of any film
that Hughes might insist on
such a condition in return for
The drive opened on Nov. 30 and
organization."
any concessions,
price or
otherwill
continue through Jan. 3. The
wise which he might
agree
to
booker-salesmen have re-dedicated
in a possible modification of the
the drive to Schwalberg and viceStolkin group's stock purchase
president
(Ted)
agreement.
Quotas E.
haveK. been
set O'Shea.
for the drive,
Meanwhile, Flughes, Depinet and
and advertising material has been
prepared by a home office committee members of the Stolkin syndicate are
under the chairmanship of Monroe continuing their conferences in HollyR. Goodman. The committee includes
wood, which are expected to last sevHarold Beecroft, Joe Bisdale, Sid
eral days more. It is generally believed that if a deal with Atlas is not
Blumenstock, Arthur Dunne, Martin
Friedman, J. Knox Haddow, Fred consummated in the very near future, 1
Leroy, Sid Mesibov, Jack Roper, Hughes will pick up the reins again
and designate Depinet and Dietrich
George Schur and Joe Walsh.
his chief executive officers.
English Representative Due
Depinet served as vice-president of
Dec. 13 for Production Talks
RKO Pictures in charge of distribution during the previous Atlas Corp.
Richard Mealand, Paramount pro- period of RKO control. N. Peter
duction representative in England,
was Odium's choice for preswill arrive in New York by plane Rathvon
ident then.
from London on Dec. 13 to start discussions with company executives
about world-wide production problems
and overseas shooting locales.
— FLY TO- >^^>
This will be Mealand's first U. S.
visit in nearly two years. His first
of several meetings with New York
LOS
ANGELES
executives will be with Russell Holman, Paramount's Eastern production
on United's Luxurious
manager. Early in January Mealand
"OVERNIGHT
will fly to the Coast to meet with
Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount vicepresident in charge of the studio ;
Don Hartman, in charge of production, and other studio heads.
YWOO
D"
OnlyHO
1 1LLhrs.
one-stop!

Judge. Sydney Sugarman of U. S.
District Court. The hearing date of
Dec. 9 is just one day before arguments on the receivership application
are
scheduled
to be heard in New
78,000 RKO Pictures shares. The
York
Supreme
Court.
citation is sought on grounds that the
A
Greene
spokesman,
in commentgovernment consent decree forbids
exhisplit-up
of
ing
on
the
action,
said
"we
intervened
directors
and
officers
as a securities firm on the basis
of the
bition companies from influencing the
feeling
that
receivership
would
be
unthe production-distrintfirms.ofGreene
manageme
bution
is a director of
wise." He said that Kipnis' move
would be vigorously opposed by
RKO Theatres.
The show cause order was signed by Greene.

The fine service of United's "Hollywood"
flights is youfi on the "Overnight Hollywood" to Los Angeles. You leave New
York after midnight, stop only at Denver,
enjoy a delicious breakfast aloft, and
arrive in Los Angeles at 8:20 a. m., giving you a full day for business.
United
air lines
COMPARE THE FARE AND
YOU'LL GO BY AIR

Produced by JOSEPH BERNHARD and KING VIDOR • Directed by KING VIDOR 'Screenplay by SILVIA RICHARDS
Story by ARTHUR FITZ-RICHARDS • A Bernhard-Vidor Presentation • Released by 20th Century-Fox
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Indianapolis, Dec. 2. — The door to
industry arbitration was unlocked and
Details
left slightly ajar by Abram F. Myers, Schwalberg
general counsel of national Allied, in
Coast Group's Rejection
his address before the Allied Theatre 'Grass Roots9 Plan
Raises New Questions
Owners of Indiana state convention
here today.
For Sales Meetings
"The only thing that would open up
Rejection of the distributors' arbitration draft by the Western The- the situation," he said, "would be if
Philadelphia, Dec. 2. — Details of
atre Owners, as announced Monday distributor executives asked their sales
in San Francisco by Rotus Harvey, departments to step aside while they a new plan for division managers'
past president of WTO, was greeted accmainted themselves with the ex- sales meetings, with special emphasis
here yesterday by distribution leaders
hibitordications
point thatofbackstage
view." There
in- on the specific needs of each inditalkswere
toward
vidual regional territory, was disas further complicating the entire ar- this end are under way in New York
closed here by A. W. Schwalberg,
bitration picture. It had been the
with national Allied president Wilbur president tributing
of Corp.Paramount Film Disfeeling that Allied was the only hold- Snaper.
out on accepting the draft as a springThe first scheduled application of
"If it results in bringing leaders
board to a more acceptable formula,
(Continued on page 5)
' (Continued on page 4)
but with WTO siding in with Allied
the problem takes on a more serious
complexion, according to some opinions.
To
Set Exchange
One distributor raised this quesNed Clarke Disney's
tion : If the industry were to move
for the establishment of an arbitration Contracts Locally
Foreign Sales Head
ByWTOAction

system without Allied's participation
in the hope of obtaining Department
of Justice approval, regardless, would
there be any chance of obtaining that
approval with WTO, as well as Allied, opposed to the plan? It was
(Continued on page 4)

ITOO

Okays

Arbitration

Letters to local unions representing
exchange workers in each kev city
have been sent by the home offices of
national distributors, requesting the
locals for the terms and conditions demanded in new contracts. The locals
voted this vear to negotiate, new pacts
(Continued on page 2)

Ned Clarke has joined the Walt
Disney organization as foreign sales
supervisor, it was announced yesterday by Roy O. Disney, president of
Walt Disney Productions. Clarke will
assume his duties Monday after conferring with Disney and Leo Samuels,
(Continued on page 5)
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Newsreel

Columbus, Dec. 2. The board
of directors of Independent Theatre 'Poor
of Ike's
Korea
Trip
Owners of Ohio voted to approve the
action of national Allied to reject the
Dave Oliver, Warner-Pathe News cameraman, will be the only newsarbitration plan in its present form
reel
representative to accompany President-elect Eisenhower to Korea.
and to notify Abram Myers of the
The "visual media," which includes television, were limited to one
board's
approval
of the W.rejection.
The board
authorized
V. Blake, representative. Oliver was chosen by Walton Anient, chairman of the
Motion Picture Association newsreel
Columbus statistician, to make a
committee and vice-president and genstudy of Ohio film carriers and reeral manager of Warner Pathe, with
port his recommendations at the next
Charles Skouras to
the consent of the other four newsboard meeting. A preliminary study
Aid Zukor Jubilee
revealed a wide discrepancy in rates,
reels. All of Oliver's footage will be
pooled and released to the other reels
said Robert Wile, secretary.
Dallas, Dec. 2. — Charles
simultaneously, immediately that seSkouras, president of Nationcurity regulations on the Eisenhower
al Theatres, has accepted the
journey have been lifted.
West Coast chairmanship of
'Carmen'
Tickets
Plans call for Oliver's footage to be
the Adolph Zukor Golden Jubshipped directly to Washington, where
ilee to be sponsored by the
From
$1.20 to $7.20
it will be developed and made ready
International Variety Clubs,
for instantaneous release, subject to
it was disclosed here by Robsecurity restrictions. Release of the
The price range for the Dec. 11
ert J. O'Donnell, international
footage to television will be held up
chairman of the event.
"Carmen" telecast runs from $1.20 to
$7.20, with most theatres taking the
pendingtres.
shipment
the reels to theaUnder thisof arrangement,
TV
Skouras and O'Donnell will
Theatre Network Television event
shortly meet to arrange decould
get
a
release
simultaneous
with
charging from $2.40 to $4.80', a check
tails of Hollywood participaof field reports disclosed here.
tion in nationwide industry
theatre release but could not "scoop"
the theatres, first-runs, at least, with
In New York, the 450-seat Guild
the
newsreel films.
plans
to
honor
Zukor
throughTheatre on 50th ■ Street, which is
out 1953.
charging $7.20 per seat, including
The arrangement
neces(Continned onwas
page made
5)
tax, is nearly sold out.

RKO
Proposal
For
For

Said

$l-Million
Early

to Call

Deposit

Take-over

Floyd B. Odium, head of Atlas
Corp., which sold the controlling
stock interest in RKO Pictures to
Howard Hughes four years ago,
was reliably reported yesterday to be
a principal figure in a rapidly shaping
movement to negotiate a deal for a
takeover of control from the Ralph
Stolkin syndicate which now holds it.
Milton Gettinger, New York
attorney, is said to figure in the
Odium proposal, and the two
reportedly conferred at length
yesterday with James A. Mulvey, president of Samuel Goldwyn Productions, which releases
through RKO Radio. None of
the three could be reached for
comment.
According to one report, Gettinger
recently completed a report on RKO
Pictures' current position which
showed the company to be basically
(Continued on page 5)

Greene
RKO

Hit

in

Minority

New
Suit

David J. Greene's intervention as an
RKO Pictures' stockholder in the
minority receivership application was
hit yesterday in a separate action filed
here, by Louis Kipnis, attorney representing the three minority stockholders
seeking to put the company into
receivership.
Kipnis obtained a show cause order,
returnable Dec. 9, seeking a contempt
of court citation against Greene, who
claims to own and control more than
(Continued on page 5)

Condon,
2 -Day

Brandt

Chicago

at

Meet

Chicago, Dec. 2. — Richard Condon,
director of advertising, publicity and
exploitation for RKO Radio, and
Leon Brandt, exploitation manager,
will arrive here tomorrow to conduct
aMidwestern
two-day meeting
with the company's
field representatives.
Extensive discussions of campaign
plans will be held on Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian Andersen,"
Walt Disney's
"Peter
Pan,"
(Continued
on page
5) Gabriel
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Newsreel
Personal

IFE

Mention

Six

Releasing
Films

for

The IFE Releasing Corp. will have
NATE J. BLUMBERG, Universal
six
major Italian films for nationboard chairman and "Pioneer of
wide release during the first six
the Year," left here yesterday for an
months of 1953, at least three of
extended stay on the
Coast.
•
which will, be in dubbed in English,
Arthur Gottlieb, Clem Williams it was disclosed here yesterday by
and Walter Ellaby, Audio Pictures Bernard Jacon, sales vice-president.
executives, have left Colorado Springs,
Jacon also revealed five regional
Gottlieb for New York, Williams sales offices involving a staff of 18
for Toronto and Ellaby on a sales will be in operation by Jan. 1. A
to Vancouver, Calgary and Win- division manager and about two sales
trip
nipeg.
representatives will work out of the
Eastern division office in New York
F. Phillipe Brais, president of City, the Central division office in
General Theatres, Ltd., Quebec, was Cleveland, the Midwestern division in
elected a director of Canadian Fund, Chicago, Southern division in Atlanta,
Inc., and Canadian Investment Fund, and the Western division in Los
Ltd.
Angeles. Jacon will leave on a
month-long trip on Monday on which
Bob Daugherty today will resign he will install division personnel and
his post as manager of the Olympia finalize booking dates in major cities.
The sales force will work with the
Theatre in Miami, Fla., to become
permanent
exploitation, publicity and
TheaFloyd
the
with
manager
district
tre circuit, Haines City, Fla.
advertising staff, under Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., vice-president in charge.
Cpl. Walter R. Wilson, formerly There will also be a per-picture exploitation staff wherever needed. A
assistant manager at the Paramount
deal
is
under
way with National
of
recipient
is
Theatre, New Haven,
the Bronze Star Medal for heroism Screen Service for accessories and
special trailers for TV.
in action in Korea.
"Anna," starring Sylvana ManAbe Olman, general manager for gano, initiates the IFE schedule of
one major feature each month, with
the Big Three Music companies, subtwo
pre-release dates already booked
sidiaries of Loew's, flew to Europe
next
month for two United ParaYork.
yesterday from New
•
mount Theatres, the St. Francis
Frederick C. Bruns has joined the Theatre in San Francisco, starting
6, and the Center Theatre in
executive staff of Donahue and Coe. Jan.
Buffalo on Jan. 8.
He was formerly vice-president and
Anna Magnani may make her first
a director of Ruthrauff and Ryan.
visit to the United States for personal appearances in connection with
Stanley Rubin, 20th Century-Fox
her
newest
film, "Bellissima" in Febyesproducer, returned to the Coast
ruary, Jacon indicated.
terday from New York.
Balance
of through
the organization's
release schedule
May calls for
esivice-pr
ive
execut
Ward,
A. A.
a March opening of "Times Gone
of Altec
Corp., is in By," and an Easter release of a still
the ngCoast.
fromLansi
York
New dent'
untitled film on the life of Pope
Pius X in an American-language
Eric Johnston, MPAA president, version.
is due in New York Monday from
"The Young Caruso" also will be
South America.
released in an American-language
version, in April. Final film on the
Samuel Goldwyn will return here initial list announced by Jacon is
today from Boston.
"Girls of the Piazza."
The Rossellini-Bergman picture,
"Europe '51" has also been acquired
by IFE and will be released early
Contracts
Exchange
next fall.
(Continued from page 1)

Corp.

Six

Sets

Months

Kansas

City

Elects

Directors

4

MPA

Kansas City, Dec. 2. — Four directors were elected to four-year terms
at the annual meeting yesterday of
the Motion Picture Association of
Greater Kansas City. Twelve directors hold over.
Elmer C. Rhoden, Sr., president of
Fox Midwest, was reelected a director. Three new members of the board
are William Gaddoni, branch manager,
M-G-M ; R. M. Shelton, vice-president
and general manager of Commonwealth Theatres, and Finton H.
Jones, insurance specialist. Retiring
directors are Ben Shlyen, R. R.
Biechele and Arthur Cole. The board
of directors will meet Dec. 15 when
officers will be elected. Arthur Cole,
president, presided at the meeting.
Reports included that of Robert
Withers ; chairman of the welfare
committee, the chief project of which
was sponsoring and paying the costs
for 62 boys to a summer camp.
Howard Burkhardt, chairman of the
public relations committee, told of
numerous projects, such as the motion
picturethan
industry
division's
of
more
$18,000
to thetotal
United
Funds' campaign
theatre contributions to the. polioandcampaign.

Richey
to 'M.C
Independents
Fete
Boston, Dec. 2. — Henderson M.
Richey, direfctor of exhibitor relations for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, has
accepted the Independent Exhibitors
of New England invitation to serve
as master-of-ceremonies at the organization's annual convention banquet, at the Sheraton Plaza Hotel
here on Tuesday.
Joseph Kaufman, director of theatre
operations for Cinerama Productions,
will speak at the banquet.

Parade
PREPARATIONS in Seoul, Korea
for the arrival of President-elect
Dzvight Eisenhower is the highlight
of all current neivsreels. Featured also
are the White House meeting of Mrs.
Eisenhozver and Mrs. Truman, the
C-54 plane crash at Tacoma, the
Army's public test of a nezv amphibious cargo
and U. S. Steel observing vehicle,
its 51st year.
MOVIETONE
NEWS,
No. 98 — Mrs.
Eisenhower sees Mrs. Truman at the White
House. Korea awaits the arrival of Eisenhower. Koreans activate two new divisions.
36 killed in crash of C-54 at Tacoma. Chicago is host to prize cattle. Notre DameSouthern California and Army -Navy football games.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 228—Korea
prepares big welcome for Eisenhower. New
tenant visits White House. U.S. Steel
marks its Slst year by pouring one-billionth
ton of steel; Clifford H. Hood is the new
president. 37 perish as plane crashes in
fog.
Army-Navy,
Notre Dame-Southern
California
football games.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 31 — Korea
ready for Ike. Mrs. Eisenhower visits Mrs.
Truman.
Heavy toll
in C-54
Tacoma. Winthrop
Aldrich
new crash
envoy at
to
Great Britain. Midnight in toyland. ArmyNavy, games.
Notre Dame-Southern California
football
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 48A — Mammoth reception set in Seoul for Ike's visit.
Army tests 60-ton amphibious cargo vehicle. Navy planes stage rocket weapons
show on the Mojave Desert. French patrols
hit Red lines in Indo-China. New fashions
in watches. Some 102,000 watch Army -Navy
football game.
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 418 — Korea
awaits Ike as dignitaries gather for his inspection. PlaneHouse.
crash New
at Tacoma.
at the White
Army "Mamie"
amphibious vehicle. New and old Secretaries of
Defense, Charles Wilson and Robert Lovett,
confer. Operation Rawin unveils new Signal
Corps meteorological
device. Army -Navy
football
game.
WARNER
PATHEAir crash
NEWS,kills No.
33LKorea
awaits Ike.
36. Mrs.
Truman and Mrs. Eisenhower meet at the
White House. Atmy shows giant 60^ton
amphibian.
and stars
at Warner's
studio.
Pour Cars
Homestead's
billionth
ton of
steel in Pennsylvania. Army-Navy, Notre
Dame-Southern California football games.
IMPPA
To

Names

Succeed

Broidy

Chadwick

Hollywood, Dec. 2. — The Independent Motion Picture Producers AssoJack Bellman
Joins
ciation has elected Allied Artists
president, Steve Broidy, president,
Favorite Exchange
succeeding the late I. E. Chadwick,
Jack Bellman, distribution veteran and named Jack Broder, Robert
and formerly Eastern division mana- Lippert and Sam Katzman viceger of Republic Pictures and circuit presidents. Ed Finney was reelected
sales
manager of Eagle Lion, has secretary-treasurer.
individually, rather than have the
joined
Joe Felder, Moe Kerman and
Name
Kate
Cameron
said,
are determined
distribuIATSE act for them, and the
continue
our"We
operations
on the
Irving Wernick in the operation of to Broidy
tors plan to set up committees to carry To NY
Favorite Pictures Exchange here.
Critics
Post
same
high
plane
and
following
the
on the negotiations at the local level.
Bellman will assume the post of same fine ideals set down by Mr.
.
The
New
York
Film
Critics
has
Chadwick and followed so closely by
A two-year contract covering the exchanges expired Monday.
selected Kate Cameron, motion pic- general manager in charge of exchange operations on Monday. WerWhen the proposals of each local
ture critic of the Daily Nezvs, vicenick remains with Favorite in charge him during his tenure of office."
are received in New York, the labor chairman, thereby putting her auto- of sales.
matically in line to succeed current
relations departments of the various
companies will study the demands chairman Leo Mishkin, Morning
A new
has y'
been set
'0. Henr
for record
00 gross
$65,0
jointly and individually. It is then Telegraph critic, next year. Howard Annual Gridiron Film
by
"O.
Henry's
Full
House"
at the
RKO - Pathe's annual two - reel 52nd Street Trans-Lux Theatre here,
planned to appoint one or more com- Thompson of the Times was reelected
mittees, representing the distributors, secretary and Frank Quinn, Daily
Highlights,"
com- with an accumulated seven-week
pilation of outstanding
playsa from
which will go from city to city and Mirror critic, was named a new special, "Football
the managemember.
$65,000,reports.
reaching
negotiate with the unions on a local
of the theatre
The
the nation's collegiate gridiron clas- gross ment
basis.
sics, will be available for national 20th Century-Fox omnibus producThe group also voted to hold its
exhibition on Dec. 12, according to
It is expected that the new pacts,
tion, which comprises four of O.
balloting for the year's best
when consummated, will be retroactive annual
Sidney Kramer, short subjects sales Henry's stories, entered its eighth
picture, foreign film, director, actor manager.
and actress on Dec. 29.
to Dec. 1.
i week at the theatre last Friday.
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THE

MOST

TRANSCONTINENTAL

LUXURIOUS

AIR
EVER

TWA's

l\IW)

SUPER

SERVICE
OFFERED

CONSTELLATIONS

Daily between New York and Los Angeles . . . New York and San
Francisco. All flights via Chicago. Sleeper berth reservations available.

Now TWA offers transcontinental "Ambassador" service . . . providing all of the luxurious features that have distinguished TWA
"Ambassador" flights to Europe, and more!
You're in important, exciting company from the moment you
set foot on the rich red carpet that leads to your flight. Your plane
is a giant new Super Constellation, expressly built by Lockheed for
TWA, and one of the most powerful airliners in the skies today.
Your accommodations are the finest: restful lean-back club chairs
or luxurious full-length sleeping berths. And you can enjoy delicious
between -meal refreshments and friendly conversation with your
fellow passengers in the gaily decorated lounge.

On your next cross-country trip plan to go on the "Ambassador"
. . . truly the most luxurious transcontinental flights ever offered.
For reservations, see your travel agent or call Trans World Airlines,
LExington 2-7100.

ACROSS

THE

U.S. AND OVERSEAS.
S
WORLD AIRLINES
FLY —TRANS
U.S.A. • EUROPf • AFRICA • ASIA
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Motion

To

Include

Pick-up

on

Lees

Details of the. one-hour production
program for the Dec. 8 Lees Carpets
theatre telecast, highlighting remote
pick-ups and split screen techniques,
were disclosed here yesterday by
Theatre Tele-sessions, subsidiary of
Theatre Network Television, which
booked the event.
The program will also feature. Kate
Smith, whose first TV program for
Lees will go on the air on the same
afternoon as the theatre telecast. Russell G. . Gerbert, vice-president m
e
charg of production for Lees, will
deliver an address from the company's
saGlasgow plant. To show converleadtions during the telecast between
ing retailers from other cities and
Lees officials, the split-screen technique will be used. A new 1953 carpet line will be presented in a special
fashion show, augmented off the screen
by a displav of Lees merchandise in
the lobbies of participating theatres.

4
In

s Theatres

Loew

Bendix

Deal

Four Loew's TV-equipped theatres
will carry the Dec. 30 Bendix theatre
telecast arranged by Teleconference,
Inc.
TeleconMeanwhile, Aaron Femsot, here
for
ference vice-president, left
South Bend, Ind., for conferences with
Bendix officials on the finalization of
takplans. The four Loew's theatres are:
ing the "off-hour" program
Loew's State, Cleveland, Loew's State,
St. Louis; Loew's Penn, Pittsburgh;
and Loew's State, Boston.
With Loew's taking the program in
four situations, Warner Brothers in
Paramount Theatres'
five and United
affiliates in 17, the major circuits
account for 26 of the 42 theatres slated
to take the Coast-to-Coast event.
Soviet

Impact

Produced

Film

by Schary

Hollywood, Dec. 2. — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's "The Hoaxters," a documented survey of Soviet Russia's Communist impact on the American scene,
has been completed by Dore Schary
and will open in three Los Angeles
theatres on Saturday, in time to be
eligible for Academy Award consideration. The picture was written
Hoffman, associate proHerman
by
ducer, and has been booked to play
the Vogue,
United
Artists.Warner's Wiltern and
Royal

Purchases

5th

Story for '53 Lineup
Purchase of "Murder by Proxy," a
novel by Helen Neilsen, completes the
five-picture lineup of Royal Productions for 1953, Julian Lesser, head of
Royal, reported. The picture will go
into production in March under the
title of "Whispering Smith Off Balance."
Royal's first film in the new program, "The Lost Hours," produced in
England, will be available in about 10
days. Lesser's program includes two
each in the "Whispering Smith" and
the "Saint" series.

Sees
Myers
(Continued from page 1)
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Weltner

Remote
TV

Picture

Confirms

Para. -Italian

Deal

Completion of the deal whereby
o-heart distogether for a real heart-t
cussion that leads to some measure Paramount will co-produce a series of
of relief and a better arbitration draft, features in Italy was confirmed here
the action taken in Chicago was not yesterday by George Weltner, president of Paramount-International, who
a mere dragging of feet but a very returned
to the home office from a
Myers
,"
fortunad.te thing to happen
declare
two-week European trip. Under the
setup, Paramount will distribute in
the
to
n
Myers pleaded for a "retur
Europe
the entire output of Ponti-De
theathe object was toto fill
days when people
get the Laurentiis, Italian production comand not
tres with
pany. The exact number has not been
most from each individual patron."
determined,
but it is understand that
"I would like to see the disthere
will
be
a minimum of 10 picto
us
with
along
tributors play
tures.
that end," he said. "1943 defiThe first two films under the agreenitely will be a year of decision
ment already are in production. They
in the motion picture business."
are "La Lupa" ("The She-Wolf")
"There was not a director or a and an untitled feature. Paramount
member of Allied I talked to who currently is distributing "Sensualita.
was produced by Ponti-Desaid he was against arbitration," which
a Laurentiis prior to the new pact. This
Myers declared. "Arbitration isn't
of a code of con- picture is not included in the current
word, ductitand consists
a method of enforcing it. agreement.
In arriving at such a plan, you had
better give careful consideration to
what goes in it. It could give judicial UA
in Joint Italian
sanction to practices many exhibitors
the
feel are wrong." His criticism of
Production
Deal
industry plan centered on pre-releases,
competitive bidding and the lack of
provisions that "would ease the strain
Joint Italo - American production
exhibitorswastoday."
on Caution
urged by Max _ A. in Italy of major motion pictures
for world-wide distribution, will be
Youngstein, vice-president of United achieved under an arrangement conArtists. "Aggressiveness is not good if
cluded in Naples by Arthur B. Krim,
he argued, "If
it is without purpose,"
we forget where the actual disease president of United Artists, and Anin our business lies, if we are going gelo Rizzoli and Robert Haggiag of
to kick the brains out of distributors Italy, it was announced by UA here
because it's a lot of fun, that is a yesterday.
The arrangement also provides for
serious mistake. Most of our prob- the formation of a new distribution
lems will be solved only by recogniz- company, resulting from the merger
ing that there are more areas of agree- of Dearfilm, a company currently disment than of disagreement."
tributing Italian films, and DAI, which
Youngstein called Cinerama
is
the
exclusive
agency for distribut"the single most dramatic ining UA releases in Italy. Haggiag is
years—
20
last
novation in the
the head of DAI and Rizzoli, Italian
in many ways a solid answer
publisher, industrialist and producer
of "Tomorrow Is Too Late" and
ion."
televis
to
n Rembusch, president of "Don Camillo," is the head of DearTruema
years,
7
past
the
for
Allied
the state
film.
announced that he was not a candidate
for reelection.
French
Notify
U. S.
Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)

pointed out that nearly half the or
ganized exhibitors of the country are
represented in the two organizations.
The problem now, it was. said, is to do
more extensive missionary work in
getting a larger bloc of exhibitors to
agree to the tentative draft than was
first anticipated.
On the other hand, some leaders
that the entire artook the position
bitration situation eventually would be
solved, but that it would take more
time. Objections to the plan can be
c
more optimisti
say the.
overcome,es
on
..
Meanwhile, both sides are awaiting
the return from South America of
of the Mopresident of
Johnston,Associati
Eric tion
America,
on
Picture
who may take some immediate action
in setting up new talks. However, an
MPAA spokesman said here yesterday
that the association's knowledge of the
willingness of exhibitor organization
leaders to continue talks on ironing out
the wrinkles in the latest arbitration
plan has come only from trade press
reports. It was suggested that the
meetings might be expedited if one or
more groups would contact Johnston
or the MPAA and ask that the sessions be called. Johnston is due in
New York next Monday.

Firms

on

Allocations

National
Pre-Selling

" ■ii
A QUIET
MOVIES"
the title MAN'S
Look gives
to a sketchis
of producer Hal Wallis's "life in the
movies," appearing in the current issue. The story starts with Wallis in
1920, an obscure studio publicity man
for Warner Brothers : "He dared to
court film comedienne Louise Fazenda, then earning $4,000 a week.
Her friend, Lilyan Tashman, warned
Miss Fazenda against taking seriously
a young nobody who was trying to
hitch his wagon to a star. Miss Fazenda thought otherwise. She married
Walks and retired to watch the young
nobody rise to head all production at
Warners from 1930 to 1940, and from
1944, operate his independent company
at Paramount." Wallis has two pictures ready for release : "Come Back,
Little Sheba," with Shirley Booth,
and "The Stooge," starring Dean
Martin and Jerry Lewis. Both are
Paramount releases.
•
The editor of the "Journal About
Town" department in the December
Ladies' Home Journal reports the
following took place after a preview of "Hans Christian Andersen";
Bruce Gould, co-editor of the Journal; Dore Schary and Ed Murrow
were congratulating Sam Goldwyn
in the 21 Club after seeing the picture. Goldwyn said, "The better the
picture,
to start
right in the
the more
minute I'dit like
is made
and
do it all over again• — and better."
Edwin Miller, motion picture editor
of Seventeen, did a "profile" of Aldo
Ray for the December issue. Miller
says "Aldo is without self-consciousness. And without conceit. He happens to have a number of outstanding
talents;neath he
is aware
Underit all,
though,ofhethem.
appeals
for
approval. He wants to feel that you
agree with him, that you like him,
that you
he's okay."
Ray's Jane
next
part
is a feel
starring
role opposite

Wyman in a musical called "Love
■Song." After that he is scheduled to
Paris, Dec. 2. — Letters to Ameri- appear in James Jones' story, "From
can film companies, notifying them as
•
to how many dubbing permits each ILere to Eternity."
may apply for under the new French
Adventure" is reviewed
film pact, are being sent out by the in "Plymouth
"McC
all's
Goes
to the Movies" in
French government. It is expected
that the allocations will be made in the issue now on newsstands. The reviewer says " 'Plymouth Adventure,'
two "shifts," allowing 90 permits
immediately and 20, possibly in the famous
Mayflower's
of the
storyfrom
the grim
voyage
the old
world to
spring, for member companies of the New England, is tensely told in this
Motion Picture Export Association. M-G-M picture. Although founded on
Independent companies are being allo- historical record, the film relies on
cated atotal of 11 permits.
fiction for action during the 96 days
The 20 permits, in a sense, are
the Pilgrims were at sea in their tiny
being
year's vessel. The hardships of the 102 perquota. borrowed
France is against
allowing next
an overall
sons crammed into the little ship, the
import total of 138 pictures from all tremendous effects of a storm at sea
countries.
and the often bitter personal conflicts
among the Pilgrims are all powerfully
Maas
in Japan Seeks depicted." Also recommended in McCall's regular monthly movie guide
Unrestricted Imports
are RKO Radio's "The Lusty Men,"
Unrestricted importation of Ameri- Columbia's "The •Four Poster," and
can films in Japan is being sought by
Paramount's "The Stooge."
Irving Maas, representative of the
international division of the Motion
Leslie Caron is pictured as Queen
Picture Association of America, now Nefertete, who ruled Egypt 3,000
in Tokyo. Maas is expected back in
of
on the front-cover
ago, magazine,
yearsWeek
New York by Christmas, and it is This
on newsstands
believed that negotiations will be con- Sunday. The issue also has a spread
cluded within the next two weeks, but of Leslie taken during the filming
whether Japan will agree to the free of "Lili," her latest M-G-M picture.
entry of pictures remains a question.
Walter Haas
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Share

(Continued from page 1)
sary when TV was counted out of
the Eisenhower traveling party because it was tardy in making application for a representative, it was said.
When TV finally woke up and applied
for representation, accommodations on
the Eisenhower plane were not available and there was insufficient time
to clear a TV man, give him his
"shots" and complete the numerous
other preliminaries.
Newsreels, of course, maintain representation inKorea and Tokyo and
from those sources obfootage
the
r's visit_ will
tained during Eisenhowe
not be made available to television.
However, if security agencies so decide, none of the Eisenhower footage
released until the Presidentbe
may
elect is back in the United States.

Motion

Schwalberg

Picture

Details

Meets

{Continued from page 1)
the new plan on more intensive local
promotion policies will cover releases
for the first six months of 1953, it
was explained. Schwalberg stated,
"We feel confident that each of our
division managers and each branch
manager has an intimate knowledge
of his own territory which will be invaluable in setting details of merchandising plans and programs. By
coordinating the individual needs of
each territory into one completelyintegrated program of promotion, we
feel that we shall strengthen our

5

Daily

Atlas-RKO
(Continued from page 1)

Paramount's schedule for the first
six months of 1953, as announced by
Schwalberg, includes the following :
January: "Road to Bali," color by Technicolor; Bing Crosby-Bob Hope-Dorothy
Lamour starrer; "Thunder in the East,"
starring- Alan Ladd, Deborah Kerr, Charles
Boyer
and Corinne
Calvet;Ronald
"Tropic Reagan,
Zone,"
Technicilor,
starring
Rhonda Fleming and Estelita.
February: "The Stooge," Dean MartinJerry Lewis starrer; special pre-release
engagements of "Come Back, Little
Sheba," starring Shirley Booth, Burt
Lancaster, Terry Moore and Richard

sound. Gettinger occasionally represents the Chemical Bank & Trust Co.
of this city and, it is said, the plan
he and Odium are putting together
for a deal which would be acceptable
to both the Stolkin group and Hughes
calls for the deposit of $1,000,000 with
.Chemical by Atlas Corp. as an initial
payment on the 1,013,420 shares of
RKO Pictures common stock, representing acontrolling 29 per cent interest, which is presently held by the
Stolkin group.

March: nicolor,
"The
Singing,"
TechJaeckel.
starringStars
Anna AreMaria
Alberghetti,
Rosemary Clooney and Lauritz Melchoir;
"Pleasure Island," in Technicolor, starring
Don
chester.Taylor, Leo Genn and Elsa LanApril: "Off Limits," starring Bob Hope,
Mickey Rooney and Marilyn Maxwell;
"Pony Express," in Technicolor, starring
Charlton Heston, Rhonda Fleming, Forrest
Tucker and Jan Sterling.
May: George Pal's Technicolor production, "War ofstarring
the Worlds";
"Jamaica,"
Technicolor,
Ray Milland,
Arlenein
Dahl and Wendell Corey.
June: "Alaska Seas," in Technicolor;
"Rock Grayson's Women," in Technicolor,
satrring John Payne, Coleen Gray, Jan
Sterling and Lyle Bettger.

Further Details Not Clear
Further details of the proposal were
not clear but it was assumed that
thereafter Atlas Corp. would assume
the future stock purchase obligations
of the Stolkin group to Hughes, on
some basis acceptable to both of the
latter. The Stolkin group agreed to
pay Hughes
for last
the
stock
and made $7an per
initialshare
payment

operations
Keynote tremendously."
of the plan, according to
Schwalberg, will be the immediate
inauguration of a series of individual
regional meetings to be conducted in
the headquarters city of each Paramount division. The meetings, to be
conducted by Schwalberg, also will
Condon, Brandt
be attended by E. K. (Ted) O'Shea,
(Continued from page 1)
vice-president, and Jerry Pickman,
Pascal's "Androcles and the Lion/| vice-president in charge of advertising, publicity and exploitation, as well
Huntington Hartford's "Face to Face," as the division manager and key
and
Sea"
Red
Sol Lesser's "Under the
division personnel.
"Blackbeard the Pirate."
"The basis for the added strength
Douglas Beck, Chicago; William
Paramount Sets This Month
Brooker, Kansas City ; Joseph Longo, which the Paramount program will For Booker-Salesman Drive
Cleveland, and Edward Terhune, Salt derive from this method of hanParamount has dedicated this
dling," Schwalberg added, "is the fact
Lake City, will attend the confabs.
Similar meetings for members of that individual division managers and month to its fifth annual "Bookerthe Eastern field force were concluded branch managers are so much more Salesman's Drive" as a tribute to the
today in New York. In attendance closely connected with the needs of booker - salesmen, whom A. W.
were Spencer Steinhurst, Atlanta; theatres throughout the country than Schwalberg, drive initiater and presiHank Howard, Philadelphia ; Barry we can possibly be in the home office.
dent of the distributing company, reBernard, Buffalo; Seymour Eaton, No program can have any value ungards as "the backbone of any film
less it provides a direct benefit to the
Dallas, and Charles Moss, David Can- exhibitor at his own box-office. This
The drive opened on Nov. 30 and
tor, and Norman Poller of the home is our aim — to do everything we can organization."
office.
will continue through Jan. 3. The
to stimulate box-office revenue to the booker-salesmen have re-dedicated
Condon is scheduled to leave Chithe drive to Schwalberg and vicer Fred- individual theatre."
cago on Friday to join produce
The new program of individual
erick Brisson in Washington, to meet
president
(Ted)
where
w,
Quotas E.
haveK. been
set O'Shea.
for the drive,
with General Omar Bradley and Mrs. meetings starts here tomorro
for
plans
Anna Rosenberg to discuss
Schwalberg, O'Shea and Pickman and advertising material has been
are meeting with Mid-Eastern
by a home office committee
the world premiere of Brison's "Never division manager Howard G. Minsky prepared
under the chairmanship of Monroe
return
Wave at a Wac." Brandt will
R. Goodman. The committee includes
to New York via Miami where he and key division personnel.
return to the home office Harold Beecroft, Joe Bisdale, Sid
Following
will set up the opening of "Hans
and Blumenstock, Arthur Dunne, Martin
O'Sheawhere
Christian Andersen" on Christmas Friday,
to Dallas,
will fly rg,
Pickman Schwalbe
Friedman, J. Knox Haddow, Fred
day.
Sunday and Monday will be spent in Leroy, Sid Mesibov, Jack Roper,
similar meetings with South Central George Schur and Joe Walsh.
Ned Clarke
division manager A. M. Kane and
territory personnel. Next stop will English Representative Due
(Continued from page 1)
ses- Dec. 13 for Production Talks
be Los Angeles, for a two-day ■with
sion Tuesday and Wednesday,
Disney worldwide sales supervisor.
Western division manager George A.
Richard Mealand, Paramount proClarke's post is a new one.
duction representative in England,
Clarke resigned this week from the Smith and Pacific Coast sales forces.
will arrive in New York by plane
e
executiv
the
13,
and
12
Dec.
On
Far-Eastpost of Latin-American and
ern sales supervisor for RKO Radio trio will be in Chicago for sessions from London on Dec. 13 to start discussions with company executives
Pictures. An industry veteran, he with Central division manager J. J.
started his film sales career in Boston Donohue. Final meeting of the trip about world-wide production problems
with Pathe in 1929.
will be held in New York on Dec. IS and overseas shooting locales.
This will be Mealand's first U. S.
At the time of Pathe's merger with and 16, with Eastern and Southern
RKO, Clarke entered the foreign field division manager Hugh Owen calling visit in nearly two years. His first
of several meetings with New York
and represented the company in
his terri- executives will be with Russell Holl from
key personne
together
product.
ming
forthco
discuss
to
tories
ArEurope, Latin- America and the
A definite date has not yet been set, man, Paramount's Eastern production
gentine.
Early in January Mealand
Schwalberg said, for a sales meeting manager.
will
fly
to
the Coast to meet with
division
Canadian
with
in Toronto
New House for Harris
Y.
Frank
Freeman,
viceand Cana- president in charge Paramount
Gordon Lightstone
of the studio ;
Harry A. Harris, owner of a cir- manager
expected
is
it
but
personnel,
dian
sales
cuit of Spanish-speaking theatres here,
the first Don Hartman, in charge of produchas taken a long term lease on the that this will be held before
tion, and other studio heads.
of the year.
2,000-seat Public Theatre in downtown Manhattan, it was disclosed by
Tudge. Svdney Sugarman of U. S.
District Court. The hearing date of
Berk and Krumgold, realtors. The Greene Hits
aggregate rental is $400,000.
(Continued from page 1)
Dec. 9 is just one day before arguments on the receivership application
shares. The are scheduled to be heard in New
Pictures
RKO
78,000
TRADE SHOWING CHANGE
citation is sought on grounds that the York Supreme Court.
A Greene spokesman, in commentThe RKO Radio Pictures trade
government consent decree forbids
exhishowings for "NEVER WAVE
split-up
on the action,
"we basis
intervened
of
officers and directors
as a ingsecurities
firm said
on the
of the
AT A WAC," advertised for
bition companies from influencing the
Dec. 8th. 9th and 10th, will not
the production-distri- feeling that receivership would be unntfirms.ofGreene
manageme
be held on those dates.
bution
is a director of
wise" He said that Kionis' move
would be vigorously opposed, by
RKO Theatres.
New dates will be announced.
The show cause order was signed by Greene.

September of $1,500,000. A similar
amount is due next year and the balance in 1954. It is assumed the Atlas
proposal will call for price and other
concessions from both Stolkin and
Hughes.
It could not be learned
whether the Atlas proposal will
include a provision, or agreement, to reinstate Ned E. Depinet as RKO Pictures president
and Noah Dietrich as board
chairman, as currently proposed
by Hughes. Observers believed
that Hughes might insist on
such a condition in return for
any concessions,
price or
otherwise which he might
agree
to
in a possible modification of the
Stolkin group's stock purchase
agreement.
Meanwhile, Hughes, Depinet and
members of the Stolkin syndicate are
continuing their conferences in Hollywood, which are expected to last several days more. It is generally believed that if a deal with Atlas is not
consummated in the very near future,
Hughes will pick up the reins again
and designate Depinet and Dietrich
his chief executive officers.
Depinet served as vice-president of
RKO Pictures in charge of distribution during the previous Atlas Corp.
period of RKO control. N. Peter
Rathvon was Odium's choice for president then.

—FLY
LOS

rn^
ANGELES

on
Luxurious
"OUnited's
VERNIGHT

LLhrs.
YWOO
D"
OnlyHO
11%
one-stop!

The fine service of United's "Hollywood"
flights is you;\, on the "Overnight Hollywood" to Los Angeles. You leave New
York after midnight, stop only at Denver,
enjoy a delicious breakfast aloft, and
arrive in Los Angeles at 8:20 a. m., giving you a full day for business.
United
air lines
COMPARE THE FARE AND
YOU'LL GO BY AIR

Produced by JOSEPH BERNHARD and KING VIDOR • Directed by KING VIDOR -Screenplay by SILVIA RICHARDS
Story by ARTHUR FITZ-RICHARDS • A Bernhard-Vidor Presentation • Released by 20th Century-Fox
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Divests

DECEMBER

TEN

4, 1952

Itself

of

Management
RKO

Of

Films

On

More

Than

60

Is

of

Key

Theatres

United Paramount Theatres has divested itself of over 60 theatres
in conformity with its divestiture schedule requiring the sale of, or the
end of joint interests in, 184 theatres by Sept. 3, 1953, a company official reported here yesterday.
Turner and MBS in New
UPT's report on the divestiture of
Plan for Advertising
Two
Rep. Senators
the
theatres
came
on yesterday's
deadline
date for
divorcement
of oneBy AL STEEN
third of its remaining 184 theatres,
which cannot be retained, according Object to Early
A plan whereby television sta- to the terms of its consent decree.
tions will promote and advertise The original deadline of Sept. 3, set FCC
Merger
Okay
motion pictures in theatres on a last March by the New York Statupercentage basis, the percentage to
tory Court, had been extended to
.Washington, Dec. 3. — Two topDec. 3.
be paid by the
ranking Republican Senators who will
distributor, i s
According to the Statutory Court's
being developed
ruling, which gave UPT 18 months Congress
occupy key positions
next toyear's
reported intoday
have
to divorce itself of the 184 theatres, registered were
by Terry Turobjections
with
the
Federal
the
next
deadline
is
March
3
for
the
ner, former exdivestiture of another third. The Communications Commission against
ploitationid rector of RKO
ruling called for the divestiture of at early approval of the proposed merAmerican Broadcasting and
Radio Pictures,
least one-third of the remaining Unitedger ofParamount
Theatres.
for the owned
theatres in each six-month period.
The
two
were
Senator
Tobey of
and affiliated
UPT, when it obtained the March
New Hampshire,
who
will3) head the
TV stations of
(Continued
on
page
ruling, had already fulfilled its com(Continued on page 3)
the Mutual
Broadcasting System.
Indiana Allied Hits May Bid E. Pa. Unit
Turner took up
his new duties
Terry Tulnei
this week at
Back to Allied
Price Increases
MBS.
The plan, which is expected to get
Allied States may make overtures
(Continued on page 3)
Indianapolis, Dec. 3. — Resolutions
on price increases, print availability in the near future to determine
and film allocation practices were pre- whether or not Allied Theatre Owners
sented to the closing session of the of Eastern Pennsylvania and SouthSee RKO-Skouras
in
Allied Theatre Owners of Indiana
ern New Jersey can be reclaimed on
state convention in the Hotel Lincoln an acceptable basis.
Da\ -arid-Date Deal
here today.
The exhibitor unit, headed by Sidney Samuelson,
a past
president
of naElection of a new president to suc(Continucd
on page
3)
(Continued on page 3)
The same day and dates booking
for RKO Theatres and Skouras
Theatres on featured films in New
York has been evidenced in the wake
of a long-time threatened anti-trust
suit by Skouras Theatres against
Schary's
'Hoaxters'
an
RKO Theatres, Metropolitan Playhouses and the majors.
The double bill of "The Miracle of
Expose
of Communism
Fatima" and "The Rose Bowl Story"
recently played in virtually all New
York houses of both circuits simul(Continucd on page 3)
Hollywood, Dec. 3. — "The Hoaxters," a 37-minute documentary produced by Dore Schary for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer reTO A Oklahoma
Unit
lease, previewed here last night, is composed of expertly selected and juxtaposed footage from many sources, both forOkays Arbitration
eign and domestic, assembled in such a fashion as to trace
Theatre Owners of America disclosed here yesterday that its Okla- Russian Communism's course from 1919 to the present. The
homa unit, Theatre Owners of Okla- film, which the producer describes as a personal product more
homa, had endorsed in principle the than a year in work, is technically extraordinary, with adroitly
industry's arbitration plan. The Okla- matched scenes and utterances combining with crisp off-screen
homa unit is the eighth TOA affiliate
commentary and a dynamic music score to give the material
to approve the tentative formula.
The endorsement by Oklahoma and maximum impact. The production is being offered to exhibiother TOA units, in effect, is a vote
tors, Schary said at the preview, on a documentary scale of
of confidence in arbitration and a
gesture that they will go along with prices, with the company "more interested in having it widely
the national organization on any seen than in making money on it."
formal action it may take on the
Using specially-filmed footage of an old-fashioned medicine
(Continued on page 3)
issue.
Percentage

CENTS

To

Would
Avoid

Atlas

Plan

Provide Cash But
Stock Purchase

The Atlas Corp. proposal for reentering- RKO Pictures is limited
to control of management of the
latter company and not to acquisition of the controlling- stock interest,
now held by the Ralph Stolkin syndicate, it was learned yesterday.
The Atlas plan is contained in
a report to the board of directors of that company prepared
by Floyd B. Odium, president.
The report suggests that the Atlas
board, might give consideration to taking over the operation of RKO Pictures and putting it in good condition
"as Atlas did before." The procedure
suggested for so doing is that Atlas
would advance money to RKO Pictures as needed and take new debentures to be issued by RKO in return.
An initial deposit by Atlas of
$1,000,000 with Chemical Bank &
page 6) credit is
Trust Co. (Continued
to RKO onPictures'

Decontrolling
Still in the

Date

Air

Washington, Dec. 3. — National
Production Authority officials said
there was still a "good possibility"
that the date for relaxing theatre construction controls would be advanced
to Jan. 1, but that the chances were
somewhat dimmer than they were just
a few days ago.
Everything was all set for an orderto be issued tomorrow advancing the
date to Jan. 1, NPA officials declared,
but there were last moment objections.

High Court to Hear
Ad Film Case Dec. 8
Washington, Dec 3. — The
IL S. Supreme Court has set
Dec. 8 for argument on the
Federal Trade Commission's
appeal in the advertising film
case
The Commission is appealing a Fifth Circuit Court decision concerning the Motion
Picture Advertising Service
Co. and other similarly situated companies.
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McGee
Personal

Rank

Theatre

Is

Says

Congressmen
Mention

Of

Film

Quota

London, Dec. 3. — The summons
STEVE BROIDY, Allied Artists
president, will leave Hollywood
Circuits
Rank's
J. Arthur
against
Sunday for the COMPO meeting in Management
Association,
charging the
Chicago.
Haymarket Gaumont Theatre with
•
failure to comply with the 25 per cent
Gordon White of the Motion Pic- supporting film quota law, was disture Association of America here beBow Street Magistrate's
missed by thetoday.
came agrandfather for the fourth time Court here
Rank personally had testified in the
when his daughter-in-law, Mrs. Gordon White, Jr., gave birth to a son, case at 'the hearing last Saturday, contending that there were not enough
named Gordon ~ White,
III.
•
worthwhile British second features to
M. Met'ori, Paramount's general meet; _ the standard of entertainment
"manager in Japan, has arrived in Hol- expected of West End showplaces. _
lywood from Tokyo and will come to
Dismissing the summons against
New York in mid-December.
Rank's theatre, Magistrate Sir Lau•
rence Dunne was highly critical of the
Pincus Sober of the M-G-M home Board of Trade, which filed the comoffice legal department left San Franplaint. In his judgment, the magistrate
cisco yesterday for
said, government ministers have a
• Portland.
grave ' responsibility to consider all
Jack Gunsky, manager of the Fox
before launching prosecutions
and State theatres in Watsonville, aspects
such as this. "Clearly, the Board of
Gal., is the father of his first child, a
Trade
he
said. has not done that this time,"
girl.
•
The magistrate pointed out that the
Al Schuman, general manager of exhibitor's need is for films of sound,
the Hartford Theatre Circuit, Hart- commercial practicability.
ford, and Mrs. Schuman are in
Exhibitors here are overjoyed at the
Miami Beach on a vacation.
verdict, saying that by his stand Rank
•
has brought immeasurably nearer a
Otto Braeunig, RKO Radio of- revision of the generally repugnant
fice manager in Cleveland, and Mrs. supporting program quota.
Braeunig recently celebrated their
25th wedding anniversary.
•
Oct. Tax Income 2nd
Nat Goldberg has resigned as man- Highest This Year
ager of the West Boyleston, Mass.,
Drive-in Theatre to join his son,
Washington, Dec. 3.— General admission tax collections in October, reStanley, in business in Brooklyn.
flecting September business, were the
second highest for any 1952 month,
W estUnited
Velde,
the running only slightly behind the Sepwill visit
r, Artists'
n manage
divisio
ernJames
tember high, the Bureau of Internal
Midwest next week.
•
Revenue reported. October collections
were far below those for October,
nt's branch 1951, however. The October collecWalsh, Paramou
Joseph
operations manager, is spending this
tions were tops last year.
week in Atlanta.
•
The bureau said collections in October amounted to $31,294,629', comTom Grady, M-G-M home office
pared with $32,174,969 in September
master booker, is in San Francisco
from New York.
and $37,302,260 in October, 1951. Sep•
tember and October have been the only
Arthur Leeham, Jackson, Miss., two months this vear during which
exhibitor, is confined to a hospital collections topped the $30,000,000
mark.
there.
•
Oliver Broughton, M-G-M main- Dismiss $1,300,000
tenance representative, is in San FranSuit vs. Silverman
cisco from New York.
Chicago, Dec. 3. — Federal Judge
Walter La Buy today dismissed the
Screen Gems
TV
in
$1,300,000
suit 'brought
by E.against
Stern
and
the Sidney
Spiegel Estate
Expansion
Move
Edwin Silverman and associates for
John Mitchell is leaving the vicealleged "mismanagement" which led
presidency of United Artists Televi- to
the plaintiff ( Stern and the Spiegel
sion to join Screen Gems, Inc., on
receiving $1,200,000 for the
Monday as general sales manager, a Estate)
sale to Silverman of their stock in
new post.
Theatres instead of the $2,Screen Gems produces the Ford Essaness
500,000 to which they thought they
Theatre, broadcast weekly over a 54- should have been entitled. Judge La
station NBC network, and about half
Buy's decision confirmed that of the
of the programs in DuPont's "Caval- Illinois court.
cade
of
America"
series,
carried
over
the same network. It is an affiliate
of Columbia Pictures.
Ohio 'M' Action
Mitchell and Ralph Cohn, general Drop
Columbus, O., Dec. 3. — The Ohio
manager of Screen Gems, will expand Supreme Court has dismissed an action
the sales setup to handle packaged filed by Superior Films, Inc., of New
film programs to national advertisers, York, to compel Ohio's film censorship
as well as a countrywide syndication division
"M."
to review the motion picture
organization.

See

Default
JDA
And

Fetes

Rodgers

Hammer

Frisch,

Tax

Will

Picture

The short subject which Senator
Milliken of Colorado suggested as the

stein

Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II were honor guests at a
dinner given by the Joint Defense
Appeal at the Hotel Pierre last night.
They were cited for their outstandingcontributions to "the enrichment of
America's
Dinner cultural
chairmanlegacy."
Harry Brandt,
1951 JDA drive chairman, was presented with a scroll for his "pioneering leadership" of the drive. "Audition
for Angels," a dramatic presentation
produced by Morton Sunshine and
enacted by a cast of notables was the
high spot of the event. Proceeds of
the affair are to further the programs
of the American Jewish Committee
and
Anti-Defamation League of
B'nai the
B'rith.
Name

Only

Cleared

Fabian,

Balaban Drive Heads
Barney Balaban, Si Fabian, and
Manny Frisch were chosen as cochairmen of the amusement division
for the 1952-53 camnaign of the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies, at
an FJP meeting held at the Astor
Hotel here yesterday.
Among those present at the meeting were Balaban. Bernard Birnbaum.
Harry Brandt, William Brenner. Sy
Fabian, Frisch, William German. Leon
Goldberg, Arthur Israel, Jr., Harry
Mandel. Martin Newman, Walter
Reade, Jr., Samuel Rinzler, Samuel
Pr\Qpn_ A,doln^ S '-him el T<""ed J.
Schwartz and Sol Strausberg.

best vehicle for telling the industry's
tax story is to be shown only to
Senators and Congressmen and is not
to be made available to exhibitors, it
was stressed yesterday by Pat McGee, co-chairman of the National Tax
Repeal Campaign Committee.
McGee, who was one of a delegation of Colorado theatremen who conferred last week with Senator Milliken on the industry's tax problems,
emphasized in a wire to the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations yesterday that the Colorado Senator said
that if such a picture could be shown
in Washington to groups of Senators
and Congressmen it would be of great
help in the industry's tax campaign.
"Neither the Senator nor any of
those at the conference," McGee
wired, "made any mention of making
the picture available to exhibitors for
screening to the public, since from
the beginning of our campaign we
have carefully avoided making any
appeal to the general public for support. This picture would be shown
only to Senators and Congressmen,
either in Washington or in their home

districts."
Spyros Skouras to Go
To Rome from Athens
Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th
Century-Fox, will depart from his native Greece tomorrow for Rome by
plane on
stops company
of his round-theworld
trip final
to survey
and film
industry conditions, the company re-

ports here. has been visiting Athens
Skouras
since Sunday, following stopovers at
Cairo, Bombay and Calcutta. In each
Goldwyn
Is Set
city he has held meetings with exA full hour documentary radio prohibitors, 20th-Fox representatives and
gram devoted to producer Samuel government officials, as well as adGoldwyn will be broadcast to British
dressing
in behalf
of the
extensiongroups
committee
of the
World
listeners on March 1, it was announced by John McMillan of the Brotherhood Movement.
BBC "light programs" network, who
is visiting in New York. The show
Ahrens
Heads
Film
will dramatize
character-of
istics, his ideals Goldwyn's
and his methods
Editors Local 771
working-, he said.
Motion Picture Film Editors, Local
McMillan said this will be the
first time a motion picture producer No. 771, IATSE, has elected Fred
has been the subject of a detailed Ahrens, president ; Leonard Hein,
documentary nrogram on the BBC. vice-president ; Robert Dworsky, secretary ;Lawrence F. Sherman, Jr.,
McMillan will leave for Hollywood
Sundav to work on the show and other treasurer ; Charles Wolfe, business
agent, and Fred Edwards and Edward
projects.
Jr., sergeants-at-arms.
Wyant,
The following
executive board was
Name
Sam
Gillet
also elected : Ahrens, chairman, Hein,
Dworsky, Sherman, John Oxton,
Head of Tent No. 38
James Molini, Frank Madden, EdSalt Lake City, Dec. 3. — Sam L.
wards, Wyant, Michael Prusch and
Gillett, Salt Lake City and Toole,
Joseph
Castilioni.
Utah, exhibitor, was named president
of Variety Tent No. 38. Giff Davison,
RKO Radio branch manager, was New Beck Assignment
named first assistant and Shirl
"Gilbert and Sullivan," London
Thayne, Universal salesman, second Films production starring Robert
assistant. Other officers are How- Morley and Maurice Evans, will be
ard Pearson, secretary, and the fol- represented in the United States on
lowing directors : Ralph Trathen, advertising and publicity by the office
Sid Cohen, K. O. Lloyd, Jack Swon- of
Beck, it was announced
Lopert P.Films.
son, Dan Kostopulos and Bob Braby. by Myer
BBC
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Promotion
(Continued from page 1)

Schary's

'Hoaxters
(Continued from page 1)

Rep.
Senators
(Continued from page 1)

Interstate Commerce Commission,
with jurisdiction over the FCC, and
show spieler as a connective device, the early portion of the Senator Langer of North Dakota,
will head the Judiciary Commitfilm shows the rise and fall of Hitler's Nazism, Mussolini's who tee,
which watches the administration
Fascism, munismand
Militarism, and likens Russia's Com- of the anti-trust laws.
to themJapan's
in essentials.
FCC hearing examiner Leo Resnick recently recommended approval
The latter portion of the picture traces Soviet Russia's of the merger and also found that
seven changes of policy toward the United States since 1919.
nothing in the recent anti-trust record
A great many world figures appear in the footage assembled, of either UPT or Paramount Pictures barred them from being TV
and original sound tracks are heard in effective alternation
with commentary spoken by various actors and Schary. The licensees. The FCC staff has filed
to Resnick's decision and
over-all effect is an exposure and denouncement of Russian objections
suggested that the full Commission
Communism in simple, graphic, dramatic terms, with inci- hold oral arguments on the case.
dental reference to the dangers of loose accusations and unTobey in Paris
warranted condemnation, and with a rousing conclusion exTobey, who is now in Paris, cabled
tolling freedom and liberty.
the Commission early this week.
Associate producer Herman Hoffman wrote the story for
Both the
FCC and
office
fused to discuss
the Tobey's
cablegram,
but re-it
the picture from material compiled and arranged by Victor
Preliminary Talks
reported that he sugLasky and William Herbert, and a fine editing job is credited was reliably
gested that the Commission withhold
In preliminary talks with a few disfurther action on the case until he
tributors, the sales chiefs were recep- to Laurie Vejar and Harry Komer.
William R. Weaver returns late this month
and has had a
tive to the proposed formula, Turner
chance to study it in greater detail.
said. The idea may be tested first
Langer wrote the FCC expressing
on reissues. The plan, in substance,
Indiana Allied
]. Pa. Allied
(Continued from page 1)
will function like this : Turner will
oppositicision
to theanti-tru
Commission's deonto ignore
(Continued from page 1)
st violations
arrange with a distributor to reissue
more
than
three
years
old. He also
ceed Trueman Rembusch, who an- dustry.
a series of pictures, with the same
nounced that he was not a candidate argued that the merger would reduce
star, in selected areas, preferably in tional Allied, withdrew from membership in the parent organization two after seven years at the post, and the competition in the entertainment insummer months, when the more im- years ago over what was reported
officers was deferred until the Janportant new. films are being held back.
Affiliated TV stations in the areas at the time to be Samuelson's dissat- tors. uary meeting of the board of direcDuMont Files Exceptions
will saturate all available air time
isfaction with Allied's policy of cooperating in all-industry endeavors.
In
UPT-ABC Merger Case
with specially prepared trailers, using
Urge Resistance
scene clips and announcements as to With Allied again in its so-called
Washington, Dec. 3.— Allen B.
The convention adopted a resolution
where a picture is playing. Instead "militant" role, and its participation
industry activities cur- condemning increased admission pic- DuMont Laboratories today filed exof being paid a flat rate for the in cooperative
tailed, some Allied figures feel that
ceptions to the initial decision in the
tures as "detrimental to theatre public
"plugs," the stations will receive a the national organization may once
Paramou
United
nt Theatres-Amerirelations
"
and
urging
exhibitor
s to
percentage of the distributor's per- again be radical enough to conform
can Broadcasting Co. merger case,
resolua
passed
also
It
them.
resist
of the will
film's
issued several
ago by Federal
theatre. centage
There
be gross
no costintoeach
the with Samuelson's requirements, proattention Communicationsweeks
tion _calling distribu
Commiss
viding acceptable terms for its rein- "again" to the "necessity tor
theatre. The distributor will pay the
of making a examiner Leo Resnick. ion hearing
statement can be agreed upon.
stations an amount based on the busigreater number of prints available in
DuMont's attorneys said the filing
Explore Possibilities
ness done by the picture as a result
the exchange area." The number of
was
purely formal and was for the
inbeen
has
serviced
be
to
situations
of the television campaign. In other
Irving Dollinger, chairman of New
purpose of keeping the record in the
words, the station's arrangement with Jersey Allied, reportedly was in- operation creased by the growth of outdoor case
complete.
the distributor would be on a sliding
s in the past decade, while
structed by the national Allied board
even
fewer
prints
are
available
today,
scale,thejust
as the
pact at its Chicago meeting last month it was stated.
with
theatre
callsdistributor's
for a remittance
Walker, FCC
to explore the possibilities of a reHead,
based on the gross.
A third resolution, providing- that
instatement of the Eastern PennsylIndiana
Allied
set
up
a
system
for
the
Before House Group
vania unit. A similar attempt at the
RKO Radio's television campaign
on "King Kong" in five territories — New York national convention last exchange of information on allocation
Washington, Dec.
Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati, In- year failed when Samuelson declined and terms to aid exhibitors who are Communications Commissio3.n — Federal
chairman
dianapolis and Pittsburgh — cost the proffered terms covering payment on their own in outlying situations,
$25,000 for a specific number of cf dues for the period the unit was was tabled for subsequent action by Paul A. Walker will testify on Fritrailer announcements. Turner out of the national organization.
the board. All three resolutions came
day before a House Interstate Commerce sub-committee investigating
asserted that if the stations had been
out of the film clinics which occupied
content of radio and televiprogram
on a participating arrangement, they
Philadelphia, Dec. 3. — Sidney the convention's morning sessions
sion programs.
would have given a much more in- Samuelson todav claimed he "knows both days. Attendance was light on
Walker's appearance will wind up
account of bad weather.
tensive drive to the picture, spotting
nothing" of any Allied States plan
days of hearings held this week
three
the trailers in all un-sold spot an- to contact him on the return of Eastnouncement slots.
Harris sub-committee, which
the
by
ern Pennsylvania Allied to member- RKO-Skouras
has heard numerous witnesses on the
ship in the national organization.
(Continued from page 1)
Turner said the plan would
subject periodically since last spring.
be specially attractive to indeToday the committee heard from
taneously. Despite this, both RKO several local radio station managers.
US Marine Band at
pendent producers whose releasTheatres and Skouras spokesmen de- Tomorrow's witness will be Frederick
ing contracts with national distributors are about to expire.
nied a settlement involving a move-up R. Gamble, president of the American
'Stripes' Premiere
For the first time in its history, for Skouras Theatres. An official of Association of Advertising Agencies.
Instead of disposing of the picthe United States Marine Band has Warner Brothers, which is releasing
tures to television, the independent producer will see the
been granted Presidential approval to "The Miracle of Fatima," also denied
Divests
opportunity to derive further
participate in the world premiere of a existence of an agreement between UPT
(Continued from page 1)
revenue from theatres, with the
motion picture. The band, familiarly WB and Skouras Theatres to avert
the threatened suit.
theatres cashing in on the TV
known as "The President's Own,"
mitments on 888 theatres, as required
campaign.
will participate in the opening night
Recently,reached
Loew'sa settlement
and the Skouras
Theatres
on the by the consent decree, which affected
ceremonies
at
the
Roxy
Theatre
here
In his contacts with TV stations,
threatened complaint, moving up play a total of 1,071 theatres.
Turner said they were all cooperative, for 20th Century-Fox's "Stars and dates for a number of Skouras Theaas the TV executives are eager to Stripes Forever" on Monday, Dec. 22.
tres to match Loew's availability.
Pearce to Hollywood
prove the value of the new advertisLondon, Dec. 3.— Perce Pearce has
ing medium. If the stations can in- the plan, Turner said they will be Hartford Film Opens
crease business in theatres through ready to join when the plan becomes
left here for Hollywood with a roughTV, they will be happy to do so, more concrete. Mutual TV outlets
"Face to Face," Huntington HartWalt Disney's recently comford's initial production for RKO cut of pleted
especially if they can benefit finan- are in New York, Hollywood, Bos"The Sword and the Rose."
cially through the upswing in theatre
ton, Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus, Radio, will have its world premiere While in
Hollywoo
d he will discuss
patronage by means of the percentage Chicago, Philadelphia, Washington, today at the Studio Theatre in Salt with Disney pre-production plans for
arrangement.
Baltimore, Buffalo, Syracuse, Cleve- Lake City. The picture is the first in Disney's
fourth all-live action picture,
While all stations in the Mutual
land, Detroit, San Antonio, Atlanta, a series to be produced by Hartford "Rob Roy."
for
release
through
RKO.
network are not committed as yet to Louisville and Minneapolis.

into operation by next summer, is
said be the most far-reaching in the
so-called "wedding" of TV and the
motion picture industry. Turner
stressed the point here yesterday that
the plan would not be applicable to
all pictures, possibly only 10 a year,
but that its potentialities would be
the means of "harnessing TV" to
bring millions of dollars back to the
box-office.
Turner said that the power of television as a promotional factor in
building theatre patronage was proved
in the campaigns he used on "King
Kong," "Snow White" and "Sudden
Fear." In spots where TV was not
used as an advertising medium, the
grosses fell below those in areas
where television was used, he said.
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Atlas-RKO

(Continued from page 1)
understood to be included in the proposal. The Odium report sidesteps
completely the acquisition by it of the
29 per cent controlling stock interest
in RKO Pictures, for which the Stolkin group agreed to pay Howard
Hughes in excess of $7,000,000. Presumably, that would be left to members of the Stolkin group to resolve
directly with Hughes.
Substantial Profit

Review
Bwana

Devil

RKO Theatres Board
Increases Dividend
A dividend of 15 cents per
share on the capital stock of
RKO Theatres was declared
here yesterday at a board of
directors meeting, payable on
Jan. 2 to stockholders of
record on Dec. 15, Sol A.
Schwartz, company president,
reported.
The last dividend, of 10
cents per share, was declared
on Sept. 15, 1951.

(Ar(h Oboler Production)
Hollywood, Dec. 3
Hp HIS is the first feature-length dramatic narrative ever made for threel dimension motion picture purposes. It is therefore automatically the
best, the worst and the average production of its kind. As it is not to be
exhibited in two-dimensional form, within the predictable future at any rate,
it cannot properly be rated on any existing scale of values. A purely personal opinion of it is that it is not so bad as Los Angeles newspaper critics
said it is, nor as good as the first picture shot and exhibited by the Natural
Vision method should have been ; but is adequate for the purpose for which
it was made — no more, no less.
"Bwana Devil" was produced in Ansco color by Arch Oboler, who also
Hughes acquired the stock from At- wrote
the story and directed the performances. It is a story about Africa and
las, at a substantial profit to the lat- animals, . both of which are suitable subjects for three-dimension treatment,
ter, in 1948. Last September Hughes and it has Robert Stack, Barbara Britton and Nigel Bruce as its principal Find Giant Synchro
made the deal with the Stolkin group, players. The story is based on a historical fact, which concerns a couple
which made an initial payment to him of lions which put a stop to the building of a railroad in Africa by devour- Screen Imp
ressive
of $1,500,000. The Stolkin group is
ing the native workmen until killed by an engineer, played by Stack.
endeavoring to get out of the deal now
The story is a relatively mild chronicle of some not very mild events —
An impressive demonstration of
and for the past several weeks has
been negotiating with Hughes in lion hunts, attacks, devourings, pursuits, escapes, etc. — and yet it managed RCA's giant Synchro-Screen was
Hollywood in an effort to reach some to create perceptible suspense, about two thirds of its way through, in an held here yesterday at the RKO 58th
agreement under which it can be re- audience seeing three-dimension exhibition for the first time in its life. The Street Theatre, which will show the
newness of the medium, the expectations of the audience, and the over- screen to the general public
lieved of its purchase commitments.
tomorrow.
The added dimensions of the screen
whelming camera effects inherent in "3-d," all were weighing against Oboler's
Hughes appears willing, provided
chances
of
achieving
story
suspense.
Although
he shortly thereafter closes
acceptable arrangements can be made,
and the "light surround" intensify
particularly with regard to the down his picture with disappointing suddenness he has proved decisively that dra- the panora
mic view of the film. It
also heightens the color values of
payment made by the Stolkin group.
matic entertainment and "3-d" are compatible.
The picture is 79 minutes long, is obtainable for Natural Vision exhibition Technicolor. Presented at the demonIn that event, it is reliably reported,
stration were newsreel shots and
RKO Pictures will go back to its pre- only, and is without a Production Code Administration seal due to a clinch
William R. Weaver
Stolkin status of last September, with sequence that is unnecessary to the story.
scenes
from
"Way of A Gaucho" and
Ned E. Depinet as president ; Noah
"Lure of the Wilderness."
Dietrich, board chairman, and Hughes
Sol Schwartz, president of RKO
as head of production.
RKO
Foreign
Post Theatres, who attended the demonSEC
Rejects
RKO
stration, said the screen was especially
The trade regards such an aradvantageous to balcony viewers,
To Edwin
Smith
rangement as a temporary one,
Minority Request
bringing them closer to the picture.
designed to ward off the pendThe picture width of the new screen
ing petition for appointment of
Appointment of Edwin J. Smith,
The Securities and Exchange Comis 30 feet, 7 inches, with 12-foot wings
a receiver for the company and
mission has disclaimed authority to Jr., as assistant foreign sales man- on each side, heightening the effect of
to place it in good operating
ager of RKO Radio Pictures, was
intervene in the RKO Pictures situacondition once more so that
RKO 58th Street inannounced here yesterday by Alfred bigness. The
stal ation isthe first in the U. S. The
tion
as
requested
by
Louis
Kipnis,
either the Stolkin group or
attorney representing three minority Crown, foreign manager. The post is screen, the largest ever made by RCA,
Hughes could obtain an acceptstockholders seeking to put the com- a new one, created by the resigna- filled the theatre's entire proscenium.
able offer for the controlling
tions of B. D. Lion and Ned Clarke,
M. H.
pany into receivership.
stock interest.
division managers in the foreign deKipnis said he received SEC's reThe appointment becomes Roxy Installs Large
There appears to be little immediate
sponse in a letter yesterday, which effective onpartment.
Monday.
Size Walker Screen
prospect of the Odium proposal fitting
Smith has been with the RKO orinto this intention on the part of said in part : "Please be advised that
Installation of a new Walker screen,
the a Commission's
ganization for many years, having
Hughes and the Stolkin group. Od- in
situation of statutory
the kind authority
indicated
measuring 32 feet high and 24 feet
joined
the
domestic
sales
department
ium's report is understood to be defi- by your letters runs only to the solici- in 1931. He rejoined
RKO in 1946 wide, is underway at the shuttered
nitely averse to paying anything like
tation of proxies and matters inci- after serving three years in the
Army Roxy Theatre, which will reopen
the $7 per share for the controlling
dental thereto. The Commission has
block that the Stolkin group is com- no power under the Securities and Signal Corps, becoming assistant Dec. 22.
Alterations also include the additreasurer and assistant secretary.
mitted to pay.
Exchange Act of 1934 to intervene in
tion of three Ashcraft super-high proCrown also announced the promoDoesn't Propose Depinet
tions of Melvin Danheiser and Arthur jection lamps, plus new model Simmatters of internal management."
Kipnis in two letters sent to the Herskovitz to assist Smith with EuMoreover, the Odium report does
plex X-L type projectors.
not propose Depinet for president in SEC asked the commission to investi- tively.
ropean-Australasian and Latin Amergate whether Howard Hughes was a
the event Atlas succeeded in reentering
ican-Far Eastern operations, respec'Quiet Man' Boom
RKO Pictures by obtaining manage- bona fide candidate as a director,
ment control. Rather, it refers to losses along with, his nominees, when proxies
House
Saves Doomed
incurred by the company during De- were sent out last May." He also
Joins
called upon the Commission to stop Earle Nines
Chicago, Dec. 3— Exhibitors Harrv
pinet's tenure as president. The re- alleged dealings in the sale of the
Sears and Dick Zazove, owners of the
port also refers to N. Peter Rathvon,
NT
Directorate
Park Theatre in suburban Austin, who
company's
directors'
and
officers'
Odium's choice as president of RKO posts. Kipnis contended that Hughes
Washington, Dec. 3. — Earle G. last month were prepared to close the
when he acquired control before. Odwas
negotiating
for
the
sale
of
his
Hines,
chairman of the board of Gen- house_ and end their connection with
ium suggests that Rathvon might be
eral Precision Equipment Corp., has the industry following a four-day
enlisted as head of production, par- 29 per cent stock interest to the Ralph
Stolkin group when the proxies were been elected to the expanded board run of Republic's "The Quiet Man,"
ticularly in charge of organizing in- sent
out.
of National Theatres, the Securities are now solidly entrenched at the
dependent production units to release
through RKO Radio.
Meanwhile, Kipnis reported he has and Exchange Commission was in- Park with no intention of closing up
formed here.
shop. At the same time they are tryThe report does not specify, how- received no reply to his request , for
NT
reported
that its board has been
ing to hold their print of the picture.
ever, that Rathvon, in that capacity, a change in the company's by-laws
would also be the chief executive of which was enclosed in a letter to the enlarged from 11 to 12 directors and
What happened was this : The proRKO Pictures.
company. The attorney representing that its annual stockholders meetings
jected four-day run that started
Nov. 9 is still running strong, with
will
be
held
on
the
third
Tuesday
in
three
stockholders,
claiming
to
own
Not Associated with Odium
2,525 shares, proposed in his letter February instead of the third Tuesday business 300 per cent above normal.
Meanwhile, it was ascertained that that 10 per cent of the stockholders in November of each year.
But Republic has delivered an ultimatum that the print must be returned .
Milton Gettinger, New York attorney should be granted the authority to call
who sometimes represents the Chemi- a special meeting of stockholders and
by
next
Tuesday, so that the exchange
cal Bank, and James A. Mulvev, presi- that the quorum for the board be in- Berlo Promotes Hamilton can service other theatres. The exAlbany, N. Y., Dec. 3. — Jack
hibitors feel that the film would be
creased from two to three directors.
dent of Samuel Goldwyn Productions,
Hamilton, former Schine circuit man- able to hold up until after the first
which releases through RKO Radio,
ager in Syracuse,. Glens Falls and of the year in their predominantly
are in no way associated with the Odium report and proposal to the Atlas Florida for a brief visit and, while he, Rochester, has been appointed Albany Irish neighborhood, but are now retoo, is working on a report of RKO manager for Berlo Vending Co. He
board, contrary to earlier reports.
signed to acceding to the distributor's
Efforts to contact Gettinger and Picture's current position, it is not succeeds Vic Cohen, who was transAt the moment a "bicycferred to Los Angeles. Hamilton had demands.
Mulvey on Tuesday concerning the re- associated in any way with Odium's.
ling" arrangement has been worked
ports were unsuccessful. Yesterday, Mulvey also denied any association been a Berlo supervisor in Washing- cue with the Balaban and Katz Senton for eight months.
ate Theatre.
Gettinger's office said that he is in i with the Odium report.
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United Paramount Theatres has divested itself of over 60 theatres
in conformity with its divestiture schedule requiring the sale of, or the
end of joint interests in, 184 theatres by Sept. 3, 1953, a company official reported here yesterday.
Turner and MBS in New
UPT's report on the divestiture of
Plan for Advertising
Two
Rep. Senators
the theatres
came
on yesterday's
deadline
date for
divorcement
of onethird of its remaining 184 theatres,
By AL STEEN
which cannot' be retained, according Object to Early
A plan whereby television sta- to the terms of its consent decree.
tions will promote and advertise The original deadline of Sept. 3, set FCC
Merger
Okay
motion pictures in theatres on a last March by the New York Statupercentage basis, the percentage to
tory Court, had been extended to
Washington, Dec. 3. — Two topDec. 3.
be paid by the
ranking Republican Senators who will
distributor, i s
According
the Statutory
being developed
ruling,
which togave
UPT 18 Court's
months occupy key positions in next year's
to divorce itself of the 184 theatres, Congress were reported today to have
by Terry Turthe next deadline is March 3 for the registered objections with the Federal
ner, former exdivestiture of another third. The Communications Commission against
ploitationid rector of RKO
ruling called for the divestiture of at early approval of the proposed merAmerican Broadcasting and
Radio Pictures,
least one-third of the remaining Unitedger ofParamount
Theatres.
for the owned
theatres in each six-month period.
The
two
were
Senator
of
and affiliated
UPT, when it obtained the March New Hampshire, who will Tobey
head the
TV stations of
{Continued on page 3)
ruling, had already fulfilled its com(Continued on page 3)
the Mutual
Broadcasting System.
Indiana Allied Hits May Bid E. Pa. Unit
Turner took up
his new duties
Terry Turner
this week at
Back to Allied
Price Increases
MBS.
The plan, which is expected to get
(Continued on page 3)
Allied States may make overtures
Indianapolis, Dec. 3. — Resolutions
on price increases, print availability in the near future to determine
and film allocation practices were pre- whether or not Allied Theatre Owners
sented to the closing session of the of Eastern Pennsylvania and SouthSee RKO-Skourasin
Allied Theatre Owners of Indiana
ern New Jersey can be reclaimed on
state convention in the Hotel Lincoln an acceptable basis.
here today.
Day-and-Date
Deal
The exhibitor unit, headed by Sidney Samuelson,
a past
president
of naElection of a new president to suc(Continucd
on page
3)
(Continued on page 3)
The same day and dates booking
for RKO Theatres and Skouras
Theatres on featured films in New
York has been evidenced in the wake
of a long-time threatened anti-trust
suit by Skouras Theatres against
Schary's
'Hoaxters'
an
RKO Theatres, Metropolitan Playhouses and the majors.
The double bill of "The Miracle of
Expose
of Communism
Fatima" and "The Rose Bowl Story"
recently played in virtually all New
York houses of both circuits simul(Conlinued on page 3)
Hollywood, Dec. 3. — "The Hoaxters," a 37-minute documentary produced by Dore Schary for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer reTO A Oklahoma
Unit
lease, previewed here last night, is composed of expertly selected and juxtaposed footage from many sources, both forOkays Arbitration
eign and domestic, assembled in such a fashion as to trace
Theatre Owners of America disclosed here yesterday that its Okla- Russian Communism's course from 1919 to the present. The
homa unit, Theatre Owners of Okla- film, which the producer describes as a personal product more
homa, had endorsed in principle the than a year in work, is technically extraordinary, with adroitly
industry's arbitration plan. The Okla- matched scenes and utterances combining with crisp off -screen
homa unit is the eighth TOA affiliate
commentary and a dynamic music score to give the material
to approve the tentative formula.
The endorsement by Oklahoma and maximum impact. The production is being offered to exhibiother TOA units, in effect, is a vote
tors, Schary said at the preview, on a documentary scale of
of confidence in arbitration and a
gesture that they will go along with prices, with the company "more interested in having it widely
the national organization on any seen than in making money on it."
formal action it may take on the
Using specially-filmed footage of an old-fashioned medicine
issue.
(Continued on page 3)
Percentage

CENTS

To

Atlas

Plan

Would Provide Cash But
Avoid Stock Purchase
The Atlas Corp. proposal for reentering RKO Pictures is limited
to control of management of the
latter company and not to acquisition of the controlling stock interest,
now held by the Ralph Stolkin syndicate, it was learned yesterday.
The Atlas plan is contained in
a report to the board of directors of that company prepared
by Floyd B. Odium, president.
The report suggests that the Atlas
board might give consideration to taking over the operation of RKO Pictures and putting it in good condition
"as Atlas did before." The procedure
suggested for so doing is that Atlas
would advance money to RKO Pictures as needed and take new debentures to be issued by RKO in return.
An initial deposit by Atlas of
$1,000,000 with Chemical Bank &
page 6) credit is
Trust Co. (Continued
to RKO onPictures'

WASHINGTON, Dec. 3. -There was still a "good
possibility" that the
date for relaxing theatre
construction controls
would be advanced to Jan.
1 , though chances were dimmer than they were a short
while ago. An order was
set to be issued tomorrow
advancing the date, but
other agencies entered
last minute objections.
•
WASHINGTON, Dec. 3. —
Dec. 8 has been set by the
U. S. Supreme Court as the
date for argument on the
Federal Trade Commission's appeal in the advertising film case. The
FTC is appealing a Fifth
Circuit Court decision
concerning the Motion
Picture Advertising Service Co.
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McGee
Rank

Personal

Theatre

Is

Says

Congressmen
Mention

Of

Film

Quota

London, Dec. 3. — The summons
STEVE BROIDY, Allied Artists
president, will leave Hollywood
Circuits
Rank's
J. Arthur
Management
Association,
charging the
Sunday for the COMPO meeting in against
Chicago.
Haymarket
Gaumont
Theatre
with
•
failure to comply with the 25 per cent
Gordon White of the Motion Pic- supporting film quota law, was disture Association of America here beBow Street Magistrate's
missed by thetoday.
came agrandfather for the fourth time Court here
Rank
personally
had testified in the
GorMrs.
when his daughter-in-law,
don White, Jr., gave birth to a son, case at the hearing last Saturday, connamed Gordon White, IIT.
tending that there were not enough
•
worthwhile British second features to
meet the standard of entertainment
M. Metori, Paramount's general
expected
of West End showplaces.
Holin
manager in Japan, has arrived
Dismissing the summons against
lywood from Tokyo and will come to
ber.
New York in mid-Decem
Rank's theatre. Magistrate Sir Lau•
rence Dunne was highly critical of the
Pincus Sober of the M-G-M home Board of Trade, which filed the complaint. In his judgment, the magistrate
office legal department left San Francisco yesterday for• Portland.
said, government ministers have a
grave responsibility to consider all
Jack Gunsky, manager of the Fox aspects before launching prosecutions
and State theatres in Watsonville, such as this. "Clearly, the Board of
Cal., is the father of his first child, a
Trade
he
said. has not done that this time,"
girl.
•
The magistrate pointed out that the
Al Schuman, general manager of exhibitor's need is for films of sound,
the Hartford Theatre Circuit, Hart- commercial practicability.
ford, and Mrs. Schuman are in
Exhibitors here are overjoyed at the
Miami Beach on a vacation.
verdict, saying that by his stand Rank
•
has brought immeasurably nearer a
Otto Braeunig, RKO Radio of- revision of the generally repugnant
fice manager in Cleveland, and Mrs. supporting program quota.
Braeunig recently celebrated their
25th wedding anniversary.
•
Oct. Tax Income 2nd

Nat Goldberg has resigned as manager of the West Boyleston, Mass.,
to join his son,
Drive-in Theatre
in Brooklyn.
Stanley, in business
•

WestUnited
Velde,
James
will visit the
r, Artists'
manage
ern division
Midwest next week.
•
Paramount's branch
Joseph
ons Walsh,
operati
manager, is spending this
week in Atlanta.
•
Tom Grady, M-G-M home office
master booker, is in San Francisco
from 'New York.
•
Arthur Leeham, Jackson, Miss.,
exhibitor, is confined to a hospital
there.
•
Oliver BroughtO'N, M-G-M maintenance representative, is in San Francisco from New York.
Screen

Gems

TV

in

Expansion
Move
John Mitchell is leaving the vicepresidency of United Artists Television to join Screen Gems, Inc., on
Monday as general sales manager, a
new post.
Screen Gems produces the Ford
Theatre, broadcast weekly over a 54station NBC network, and about half
of the programs in DuPont's "Cavalcade of America" series, carried over
the same network. It is an affiliate
of Columbia Pictures.
Mitchell and Ralph Cohn, general
manager of Screen Gems, will expand
the sales setup to handle packaged
film programs to national advertisers,
as well as a countrywide syndication
organization.

Highest This Year
Washington, Dec. 3. — General admission tax collections in October, reflecting September business, were the
second highest for any 1952 month,
running only slightly behind the September high, the Bureau of Internal
Revenue reported. October collections
were far below those for October,
1951, however. The October collections were tops last year.
The bureau said collections in October amounted to $31,294,629, compared with $32,174,969 in September
and $37,302,260 in October, 1951. September and October have been the only
two months this vear during which
collections topped the $30,000,000
mark.
Dismiss

$lf30(h000

Suit vs. Silverman
Chicago, Dec. 3. — Federal Judge
Walter La Buy today dismissed the
$1,300,000 suit brought by E. Stern
and the Sidney Spiegel Estate against
Edwin Silverman and associates for
alleged "mismanagement" which led
to the plaintiff (Stern and the Spiegel
Estate) receiving $1,200,000 for the
sale to Silverman of their stock in
Essaness Theatres instead of the $2,500,000 to which they thought they
should have been entitled. Judge La
Buy's
Illinois decision
court. confirmed that of the
Drop Ohio 'M' Action
Columbus, O., Dec. 3. — The Ohio
Supreme Court has dismissed an action
filed by Superior Films, Inc., of New
York,
compel
censorship
division
reviewOhio's
the film
motion
picture
"M." to to

Default
JDA
And

Fetes

See

Rodgers

Hammer

Frisch,

Tax

Will

Picture

The short subject which Senator
Milliken of Colorado suggested as the

stein

Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II were honor guests at a
dinner given by the Joint Defense
Appeal at the Hotel Pierre last night.
They were cited for their outstanding
contributions to "the enrichment of
America's
Dinner cultural
chairmanlegacy."
Harry Brandt,
1951 JDA drive chairman, was presented with a scroll for his "pioneering leadership" of the drive. "Audition
for Angels," a dramatic presentation
produced by Morton Sunshine and
enacted by a cast of notables was the
high spot of the event. Proceeds of
the affair are to further the programs
of the American Jewish Committee
and the Anti-Defamation League of
B'nai B'rith.
Name

Only

Cleared

Fabian,

Balaban Drive Heads
Barney Balaban, Si Fabian, and
Manny Frisch were chosen as cochairmen of the amusement division
for the 1952-53 campaign of the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies, at
an FJP meeting held at the Astor
Hotel here yesterday.
Among those present at the meeting were Balaban, Bernard Birnbaum.
Harry Brandt, William Brenner. Sy
Fabian, Frisch, William German. Leon
Goldberg, Arthur Israel, Jr., Harry
Mandel. Martin Newman, Walter
Reade, Jr., Samuel Rinzler. Samuel
T>^or", Adnln^ c"lijme1 E"ed J.
Schwartz and Sol Strausberg.

best
vehicle isforto telling
the industry's
tax story
be shown
only to
Senators and Congressmen and is riot
to be made available to exhibitors, it
was stressed yesterday by Pat McGee, co-chairman of the National Tax
Repeal Campaign Committee.
McGee, who was one of a delegation of Colorado theatremen who conferred last week with Senator Milliken on the industry's tax problems,
emphasized in a wire to the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations yesterday that the Colorado Senator said
that if such a picture could be shown
in Washington to groups of Senators
and Congressmen it would be of great
help in the industry's tax campaign.
"Neither the Senator nor any of
those at the conference," McGee
wired, "made any mention of making
the picture available to exhibitors for
screening to the public, since from
the beginning of our campaign we
have carefully avoided making any
appeal to the general public for support. This picture would be shown
only to Senators and Congressmen,
either in Washington or in their home

Spyros
Skouras to Go
districts."
To Rome from Athens
Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th
Century-Fox, will depart from his native Greece tomorrow for Rome by
plane
stops company
of his round-theworld on
trip final
to survey
and film
industry conditions, the company re-

ports here. has been visiting Athens
Skouras
since Sunday, following stopovers at
Cairo, Bombay and Calcutta. In each
Goldwyn
Is Set
city he has held meetings with exhibitors, 20th-Fox representatives and
A full hour documentary radio program devoted to producer Samuel government officials, as well as adGoldwyn will be broadcast to British
dressing groups
in behalf
of the
extension
committee
of the
World
listeners on March 1, it was anBrotherhood
Movement.
nounced bv John McMillan of the
BBC "light programs" network, who
is visiting in New York. The show
Ahrens
Heads
Film
will dramatize
character-of
istics, his ideals Goldwyn's
and his methods
Editors Local 771
working', he said.
Motion Picture Film Editors, Local
McMillan said this will be the
first time a motion picture producer No. 771, IATSE, has elected Fred
has been the subject of a detailed Ahrens, president ; Leonard Hein,
documentary program on the BBC vice-president; Robert Dworsky, secretary; Lawrence F. Sherman, Jr.,
McMillan will leave for Hol'vwood
Sundav to work on the show and other treasurer ; Charles Wolfe, business
agent, and Fred Edwards and Edward
projects.
Wyant,
Jr., sergeants-at-arms.
The following
executive board was
Name
Sam
Gillet
also elected : Ahrens, chairman, Hein,
Dworsky, Sherman, John Oxton,
Head of Tent No. 38
Frank Madden, EdSalt Lake City, Dec. 3. — Sam L. James Molini,
wards, Wyant, Michael Prusch and
Gillett, Salt Lake City and Toole,
Utah, exhibitor, was named president Joseph Castilioni.
of Variety Tent No. 38. Giff Davison,
RKO Radio branch manager, was New Beck Assignment
named first assistant and Shirl
"Gilbert and Sullivan," London
Thayne, Universal salesman, second Films production starring Robert
assistant. Other officers are How- Morley and Maurice Evans, will be
ard Pearson, secretary, and the fol- represented in the United States on
lowing directors : Ralph Trathen, advertising and publicity by the office
Sid Cohen. K. O. Lloyd, Jack Swon- of Myer P. Beck, it was announced
son, Dan Kostopulos and Bob Braby. by Lopert Films.
llliC Documentary
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Promotion
(Continued from page 1)

into operation by next summer, is
said be the most far-reaching in the
so-called "wedding" of TV and the
motion picture industry. Turner
stressed the point here yesterday that
the plan would not be applicable to
all pictures, possibly only 10 a year,
but that its potentialities would be
the means of "harnessing TV" to
bring millions of dollars back to the
box-office.
Turner said that the power of television as a promotional factor in
building theatre patronage was proved
in the campaigns he used on "King
Kong," "Snow White" and "Sudden
Fear." In spots where TV was not
used as an advertising medium, the
grosses fell below those in areas
where television was used, he said.
Preliminary Talks
In preliminary talks with a few distributors, the sales chiefs were receptive to the proposed formula, Turner
said. The idea may be tested first
on reissues. The plan, in substance,
will function like this : Turner will
arrange with a distributor to reissue
a series of pictures, with the same
star, in selected areas, preferably in
summer months, when the more important new films are being held back.
Affiliated TV stations in the areas
will saturate all available air time
with specially prepared trailers, using
scene clips and announcements as to
where a picture is playing. Instead
of being paid a flat rate for the
"plugs," the stations will receive a
percentage of the distributor's perof the will
film's
theatre. centage
There
be gross
no costintoeach
the
theatre. The distributor will pay the
stations an amount based on the business done by the picture as a result
of the television campaign. In other
words, the station's arrangement with
the distributor would be on a sliding
scale,thejust
as the
pact
with
theatre
callsdistributor's
for a remittance
based on the gross.
RKO Radio's television campaign
on "King Kong" in five territories —
Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Pittsburgh — cost
$25,000 for a specific number of
trailer announcements. Turner
asserted that if the stations had been
on a participating arrangement, they
would have given a much more intensive drive to the picture, spotting
the trailers in all un-sold spot announcement slots.
Turner said the plan would
be specially attractive to independent producers whose releasing contracts with national distributors are about to expire.
Instead of disposing of the pictures to television, the independent producer will see the
opportunity to derive further
revenue from theatres, with the
theatres cashing in on the TV
campaign.
In his contacts with TV stations,
Turner said they were all cooperative,
as the TV executives are eager to
prove, the value of the new advertising medium. If the stations can increase business in theatres through
TV, they will be happy to do so,
especially if they can benefit financially through the upswing in theatre
patronage by means of the percentage
arrangement.
While all stations in the Mutual
network are not committed as yet to

Schary's

'Hoaxters'
(Continued from page 1)

Rep.
Senators
(Continued from page 1)

Interstate Commerce Commission,
with jurisdiction over the FCC, and
show spieler as a connective device, the early portion of the Senator Langer of North Dakota,
who will head the Judiciary Commitfilm shows the rise and fall of Hitler's Nazism, Mussolini's
tee, which watches the administration
of the anti-trust laws.
Fascism, munismand
Japan's
Militarism,
and
likens
Russia's
Comto them in essentials.
FCC hearing examiner Leo Resnick recently recommended approval
The latter portion of the picture traces Soviet Russia's of the merger and also found
that
seven changes of policy toward the United States since 1919.
nothing in the recent anti-trust record
A great many world figures appear in the footage assembled, of either UPT or Paramount Pictures barred them from being TV
and original sound tracks are heard in effective alternation
licensees. The FCC staff has filed
with commentary spoken by various actors and Schary. The
to Resnick's decision and
over-all effect is an exposure and denouncement of Russian objections
suggested that the full Commission
Communism in simple, graphic, dramatic terms, with inci- hold oral arguments on the case.
dental reference to the dangers of loose accusations and unTo bey in Paris
warranted condemnation, and with a rousing conclusion exTobey, who is now in Paris, cabled
tolling freedom and liberty.
the Commission early this week
Associate producer Herman Hoffman wrote the story for Both the FCC
Tobey's
refused to discuss and
the cablegramoffice
, but it
the picture from material compiled and arranged by Victor
was
reliably
reported
that
he
sugLasky and William Herbert, and a fine editing job is credited
gested that the Commission withhold
further action on the case until he
to Laurie Vejar and Harry Komer.
William R. Weaver returns late this
month and has had a
chance to study it in greater detail.
Langer wrote the FCC expressing
Indiana Allied
E. Pa. Allied
to the Commission's deopposition
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
cision to ignore
anti-trust violations
more
than
three years old. He also
ceed Trueman Rembusch, who an- dustry.
tional Allied, withdrew from memberargued that the merger would reduce
nounced that he
ship in the parent organization two after seven years was not a candidate competition in the entertainment inat
the
post,
and
the
years ago over what was reported officers
was deferred until the Janat the time to be Samuelson's dissat- tors. uary meeting of the board of direcDuMont Files Exceptions
isfaction with Allied's policy of cooperating" in all-industry endeavors.
In
UPT-ABC Merger Case
Urge Resistance
With Allied again in its so-called
Washington, Dec. 3.— Allen B.
"militant" role, and its participation
The convention adopted a resolution
DuMont Laboratories today filed exin cooperative industry activities cur- condemning increased admission
pictailed, some Allied figures feel that
tures as "detrimental to theatre public United ceptions to the initial decision in the
the national organization may once
Paramount Theatres-Amerirelations" and urging exhibitors to
again be radical enough to conform resist
can Broadcasting Co. merger case,
them. It also passed a resoluissued several
witli Samuelson's requirements, protion _callin distributor attention Communicatio weeks ago by Federal
ns Commission hearing
viding acceptable terms for its rein- "again" to theg "necess
ity of making
statement can be agreed upon.
greater number of prints available ina examiner Leo Resnick.
DuMont's attorneys said the filing
Explore Possibilities
the exchange area." The number of
situations to be serviced has been in- was purely formal and was for the
Irving" Dollinger, chairman of New
purpose of keeping the record in the
creased by the
Jersey Allied, reportedly was in- operations in the growth of outdoor case complete.
past decade, while
structed by the national Allied board
even fewer prints are available today,
at its Chicago meeting last month it
was stated.
Walker, FCC Head,
to< explore the possibilities of a reA
instatement of the Eastern Pennsyl- Indianathird resolution, providing that
Allied set up a system for the Before House Gro
vania unit. A similar attempt at the
up
New York national convention last exchange of information on allocation
Washi
ngton
,
Dec.
3.
—
Federal
year failed when Samuelson declined and terms to aid exhibitors who are Communicatio
ns Commission chairman
the proffered terms covering payment on their own in outlying situations,
Paul
A.
Walker
will testify on Friwas
tabled for subsequent action by
cf dues for the period the unit was
the board. All three resolutions came
day before a House Interstate Comout of the national organization.
merce sub-committee investigating
out of the film clinics which occupied
m content of radio and televi^
Philadelphia, Dec. 3. — Sidney the convention's morning sessions progra
both days. Attendance was light on sion programs.
Samuelson todav claimed he "knows account
Walker's appearance will wind up
of bad weather.
nothing" of any Allied States plan
three days of hearings held this week
to contact him on the return of Eastby the Harris sub-committee, which
ern Pennsylvania Allied to member- RKO-Skouras
has heard numerous witnesses on the
ship in the national organization.
(Continued from page 1)
subject periodically since last spring.
Today the committee heard from
taneously. Despite this, both RKO several local radio station managers.
US Marine Band
at
Theatres and Skouras spokesmen de- Tomorrow's witness will
be Frederick
nied a settlement involving a move-up R. Gamble, president of the
'Stripes' Premiere
American
For the first time in its history, for Skouras Theatres. An official of Association of Advertising Agencies.
the United States Marine Band has Warner Brothers, which is releasing
been granted Presidential approval to "The Miracle of Fatima," also denied
Divests
participate in the world premiere of a existence of an agreement between UPT
(Conthmed from page 1)
motion picture. The band, familiarly WB and Skouras Theatres to avert
the threatened suit.
knownparticipate
as "Thein President's
will
the opening Own,"
night
Recently, Loew's and the Skouras mitments on 888 theatres, as required
ceremonies at the Roxy Theatre here Theatres reached a settlement on the by the consent decree, which affected
threatened complaint, moving up play a total of 1,071 theatres.
for 20th Century-Fox's "Stars and
Stripes Forever" on Monday, Dec. 22. dates for a number of Skouras Theatres to match Loew's availability.
Pearce to Hollywood
the plan, Turner said they will be
London, Dec. 3.— Perce Pearce has
ready to join when the plan becomes Hartford Film Opens
left
here for Hollywood with a roughmore concrete. Mutual TV outlets
"Face to Face," Huntington Hartcut
of Walt Disney's recently comare in New York, Hollywood, Bosford's initial production for RKO
pleted "The Sword and the Rose."
ton, Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus, Radio, will have its world premiere While in
Hollywood he will discuss
Chicago, Philadelphia, W ashington, today at the Studio Theatre in Salt
with
Disney
pre-production plans for
Baltimore, Buffalo, Syracuse, Cleve- Lake City. The picture is the first in Disney's
fourth all-live action picture,
land, Detroit, San Antonio, Atlanta, a. series to be produced by Hartford "Rob Rov."
for release through RKO.
Louisville and Minneapolis.
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Bwana
Devil
understood to be included in the pro- (Arch Obolcr Production)
Hollyivood, Dec. 3
posal. The Odium report sidesteps
completely the acquisition by it of the THIS is the first feature-length dramatic narrative ever made for threedimension motion picture purposes. It is therefore automatically the
29 per cent controlling stock interest
in RKO Pictures, for which the Stol- best, the worst and the average production of its kind. As it is not to be
kin group agreed to pay Howard exhibited in two-dimensional form, within the predictable future at any rate,
Hughes in excess of $7,000,000. Pre- it cannot properly be rated on any existing scale of values. A purely personal opinion of it is that it is not so bad as Los Angeles newspaper critics
sumably, that would be left to members of the Stolkin group to resolve said it is, nor as good as the first picture shot and exhibited by the Natural
Vision method should have been ; but is adequate for the purpose for which
directly with Hughes.
it was made — no more, no less.
Substantial Profit
"Bwana Devil" was produced in Ansco color by Arch Oboler, who also
Hughes acquired the stock from At- wrote
the story and directed the performances. It is a story about Africa and
las, at a substantial profit to the lat- animals, both of which are suitable subjects for three-dimension treatment,
ter, in 1948. Last September Hughes and it has Robert Stack, Barbara Britton and Nigel Bruce as its principal
made the deal with the Stolkin group, players. The story is based on a historical fact, which concerns a couple
which made an initial payment to him of lions which.put a stop to the building of a railroad in Africa by devourof $1,500,000. The Stolkin group is
ing the native workmen until killed by an engineer, played by Stack.
endeavoring to get out of the deal now
The story is a relatively mild chronicle of some not very mild events —
and for the past several weeks has
been negotiating with Hughes in lion hunts, attacks, devourings, pursuits, escapes, etc. — and yet it managed
Hollywood in an effort to reach some to create perceptible suspense, about two thirds of its way through, in an
agreement under which it can be re- audience seeing three-dimension exhibition for the first time in its life. The
newness of the medium, the expectations of the audience, and the overlieved of its purchase commitments.
Hughes appears willing, provided
whelming camera effects inherent in "3-d," all were weighing against Oboler's
acceptable arrangements can be made, chances of achieving story suspense. Although he shortly thereafter closes
his
picture
with disappointing suddenness he has proved decisively that draparticularly with regard to the do\vn
matic
entertainment
and "3-d" are compatible.
payment made by the Stolkin group.
The picture is 79 minutes long, is obtainable for Natural Vision exhibition
In that event, it is reliably reported,
RKO Pictures will go back to its pre- only, and is without a Production Code Administration seal due to a clinch
William R. Weaver
Stolkin status of last September, with sequence that is unnecessary to the story.
Ned E. Depinet as president; Noah
Dietrich, board chairman, and Hughes
as head of production.
RKO
F o reign Post
SEC
Rejects
RKO
The trade regards such an arTo Edwin
Smith
rangement as a temporary one,
inority Request
designed to ward off the pending petition for appointment of
Appointment of Edwin J. Smith,
The Securities and Exchange Coma receiver for the company and
mission
has
disclaimed
authority
to
Jr.,
as assistant foreign sales manto place it in good operating
ager of RKO Radio Pictures, was
intervene in the RKO Pictures situacondition once more so that
tion as requested by Louis Kipnis, announced here yesterday by Alfred
either the Stolkin group or
attorney representing three minority Grown, foreign manager. The post is
Hughes could obtain an acceptcreated by the resignastockholders seeking to put the com- a newtion ofone,
able offer for the controlling
B. D. Lion and Ned Clarke,
pany into receivership.
stock interest.
division managers in the foreign deKipnissponsesaid
he received
SEC'swhich
repartment. The appointment becomes
There appears to be little immediate
in a letter
yesterday,
effective on Monday.
prospect of the Odium proposal fitting
Smith has been with the RKO orinto this intention on the part of said in part : "Please be advised that
ganization for many years, having
Hughes and the Stolkin group. Od- the
in a Commission's
situation of statutory
the kind authority
indicated
joined
the
domestic
department
ium's report, is understood to be defi- by your letters runs only to the solici- in 1931. He rejoinedsales
RKO in 1946
nitely averse to paying anything like
tation of proxies and matters inci- after serving three years in the Army
the $7 per share for the controlling
dental thereto. The Commission has
Signal Corps, becoming assistant
block that the Stolkin group is comno power under the: Securities and treasurer and assistant secretary.
mitted to pay.
Exchange Act of 1934 to intervene in
Crown also announced the promotions of Melvin Danheiser and Arthur
Doesn't Propose Depinet
matters of internal management."
Kipnis in two letters sent to the Herskovitz to assist Smith with EuMoreover, the Odium report does
not propose Depinet for president in SEC asked the commission to investiropean-Australasian and Latin Amergate whether Howard Hughes was a
the event Atlas succeeded in reentering
ican-Far Eastern operations, respectively.
RKO Pictures by obtaining manage- bona fide candidate as a director,
ment control. Rather, it refers to losses along with his nominees, when proxies
incurred by the company during De- were sent out last May. He also Earle Hines
Joins
called upon the Commission to stop
pinet's tenure as president. The re- alleged dealings in the sale of the
port also refers to N. Peter Rathvon,
NT
Directorate
company's
directors'
and
officers'
Odium's choice as president of RKO posts.
Washington,
Dec. 3. — Earle G.
Kipnis
contended
that
Hughes
when he acquired control before. Odwas
negotiating
for
the
sale
of
his
Hines,
chairman
of
the board of Genium suggests that Rathvon might be
eral Precision Equipment Corp., has
enlisted as head of production, par- 29 per cent stock interest to the Ralph
Stolkin group when the proxies were been elected to the expanded board
ticularly in charge of organizing in- sent
out.
of National Theatres, the Securities
dependent production units to release
Meanwhile, Kipnis reported he has and Exchange Commission was inthrough RKO Radio.
formed here.
The report does not specify, how- received no reply to his request for
NT
reported
that its board has been
ever, that Rathvon, in that capacity, a change in the company's by-laws
would also be the chief executive of which was enclosed in a letter to the enlarged from 11 ff> 12 directors and
RKO Pictures.
company. The attorney representing that its annual stockholders meetings
three
stockholders, claiming to own will be held on the third Tuesday in
Not Associated with Odium
2,525 shares, proposed in his letter February instead of the third Tuesday
Meanwhile, it was ascertained that that 10 per cent of the stockholders in November of each year.
Milton Gettinger, New York attorney should be granted the authority to call
who sometimes represents the Chemi- a special meeting of stockholders and
cal Bank, and James A. Mulvev, presi- that the quorum for the board be in- Berlo Promotes Hamilton
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 3. — Jack
creased from two to three directors.
dent of Samuel Goldwyn Productions,
which releases through RKO Radio,
Hamilton, former Schine circuit manager in Syracuse, Glens Falls and
are in no way associated with the Odium report and proposal to the Atlas Florida for a brief visit and, while he, Rochester, has been appointed Albany
too, is working on a report of RKO manager for Berlo Vending Co. He
board, contrary to earlier reports.
Efforts to contact Gettinger and Picture's current position, it is not succeeds Vic Cohen, who was transferred to Los Angeles. Hamilton had
Mulvey on Tuesday concerning the re- associated in any way with Odium's.
ports were unsuccessful. Yesterday, Mulvey also denied any association been a Berlo supervisor in Washington for eight months.
Gettinger's office said that he is in ! with the Odium report.

RKO Theatres Board
Increases Dividend
A dividend of 15 cents per
share on the capital stock of
RKO Theatres was declared
here yesterday at a board of
directors meeting, payable on
Jan. 2 to stockholders of
record on Dec. 15, Sol A.
Schwartz, company president,
reported.
The last dividend, of 10
cents per share, was declared
on Sept. 15, 1951.
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Giant

Screen

Synchro

Impressive

An impressive demonstration of
RCA's
Synchro-Screen • was
held here giant
yesterday
at the RKO 58th
Street Theatre, which will show the
screen to the general public tomorrow.
The added dimensions of the screen
and the "light surround" intensify
the panoramic view of the film. It
also heightens the color values of
Technicolor. Presented at the demonstration were newsreel shots and
scenes from "Way of A Gaucho" and
"Lure of the Wilderness."
^ Sol Schwartz, president of RKO
Theatres, who attended the demonstration, said the screen was especially
advantageous to balcony viewers,
bringing them closer to the picture.
The picture width of the new screen
is 30 feet, 7 inches, with 12-foot wings
on each side, heightening the effect of
bigness. The RKO 58th Street instal ation isthe first in the U. S. The
screen, the largest ever made by RCA,
filled the theatre's entire proscenium.
i
M. H.
Roxy Installs Large
Size Walker Screen
Installation of a new Walker screen,
measuring 32 feet high and 24 feet
wide, is underway at the shuttered
Roxy Theatre, which will reopen
Dec. 22.
Alterations also include the addition of three Ashcraft super-high projection lamps, plus new model Simplex X-L type projectors.
'Quiet Man' Boom
Saves Doomed
House
Chicago, Dec. 3. — Exhibitors Harry
Sears and Dick Zazove, owners of the
Park Theatre in suburban Austin, who
last month were prepared to close the
house and end their connection with
the industry following a four-day
run of Republic's "The Quiet Man,"
are now solidly entrenched at the
Park with no intention of closing up
shop. At the same time they are trying to hold their print of the picture.
What happened was this : The projected four-day run that started
Nov. 9 is still running strong, with
business 300 per cent above normal.
But Republic has delivered an ultimatum that the print must be returned
by next Tuesday, so that the exchange
can service other theatres. The exhibitors feel that the film would be
able to hold up until after the first
of the year in their predominantly
Irish neighborhood, but are now resigned to acceding to the distributor's
demands. At the moment a "bicycling" arrangement has been worked
out with the Balaban and Katz Senate Theatre.
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Texas Unit Plans 22-Car
Train for Exposition
Dallas, Dec. 4. — A special
streamlined 22-car railroad train
will carry the "Motion Picture
World Exposition," sponsored by
the Texas Council of Motion Picture
Organizations, on a nationwide tour
next year, following its presentation
at the State Fair of Texas, it was
announced here today.
The decision to transfer the
exposition to a train resulted
from the interest shown in the
project by all branches of the
film industry, as well as a large
number of requests for its appearance from Chambers of
Commerce, civic organizations
and educational institutions,
state COMPO headquarters reported.
Paul Short, creator and designer of
{Continued on page 3)

Set

Roberts

Early

Video

Test

Film
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Percentage

Coast

Meet

Zukor

Chicago
In Return
And

Plan

First tests of the television promotion plan under which TV stations will receive a percentage of
the distributors' share of the gross
on pictures advertised through the
TV medium will be made in February or March, according to Terry
Turner, who is developing the formula for the Mutual Broadcasting
System. The tests will be made on
one new picture and on one reissue.
It is planned, Turner said, to
conduct the campaigns in separated parts of the country.
(Continued on page 3)

On
Reelect

Monday
Jubilee

President

Group

Waives $1,250,000 Payment
for Release from Commitments

Liabilities;

Depinet

on
Palsy

Head

Telethon
Funds

FCC Replies to Senator Tobey's Letter in
Opposition to Early Approval of Merger

Autonomy

The liberalized building code in New
York City that would permit theatres
to be built in apartment or office buildings, legalize theatre erection above
or below street level, allow construction over a theatre's stage level, and
permit the sale of liquor in theatres
has been drawn up by the technical
committee of the League of New York
Theatres in the form of 21 bills.
The proposed legislation, it is said,
would make
investments
(Continaed
on page in3) new7 the-

By J. A. OTTEN
\\ ashingtox, Dec. 4. — The Federal Communications Commission has

All theatrical unions, crafts and
guilds are cooperating, as well as
more than 100 entertainers and others,
in putting on the 18-hour cerebral
palsy telethon which starts here at
8:00 P. M. tomorrow over WJZ-TV,
Channel No. 7. Robert Weitman is
chairman of the talent committee.
The show will run continuously
until two o'clock Sunday afternoon to
raise funds to help cerebral palsied
(Continued on page 3)

Given

Hollywood, Dec. 4. — The Ralph Stolkin syndicate ended weeks
of negotiations here today by forfeiting the $1,250,000 cash payment
it made to Howard Hughes in September for the 29 per cent controlling stock interest in RKO Pictures. Hughes resumes ownership of the stock and control of the
company in return for a waiver
RKO
Settlement
of liability to members of the StolHerewith arc the highlights
kin group and their release from
all
obligations
under the stock purof the agreement reached yeschase agreement which called for
terday in Hollyzt'ood zvhich returns RKO Pictures to normal
the further payment to" Hughes of
operating status:
$6,000,000 during the next two
Stolkin's syndicate waived
years with provisions for interest and
penalties in event of default.
its
$1,250,000*
down
payment
and returned to Howard
As a result of the agreement Ned
E. Depinet, who participated in the
Hughes his 29 per cent controlling stock interest in
agreements here, again becomes presiRKO.
dent of RKO Pictures, effective immediately. Hughes has agreed to give
Hughes reappointed Ned E.
Depinet complete autonomy in the
Depinet president with complete autonomy. Appointment
management of the company. Preof top executives, including a
sumably, this extends to the designastudio head, will be up to
tion of a studio head, which accordingly need not necessarily be Hughes,
Depinet.
(Continued on page S)
Hughes releases Stolkin
group members from further
performance of their stock
purchase contract and from
New
Building Code
liabilities arising pursuant to
their administration of the
company.
Nearer Completion

Los Angeles, Dec. 4. — Invitations
were sent out today to studio heads
and industry leaders by Charles P.
Skouras, chairman of the Variety
Dudley Roberts, Jr., was reelected Clubs International Hollywood dinpresident of Cinerama Productions,
ner committee to honor Adolph
Inc., yesterday at a meeting here of Zukor's 80th birthday, to attend
a
luncheon-meeting Monday at the BevtheThe
company's
board
of directors.
(Continued on page 3)
reelection
of Roberts
and all
other officers of the corporation came
following Tuesday's annual meeting of
stockholders. The number of stockholders in the company are approximately 50. Others reelected include PLEDGES'CAREFUL'
Frank M. Smith, executive vice-president ;Louis B. Mayer, chairman of UPT-ABC
STUDY
the board ; Lowell Thomas, vice-chair(Continued on page 3)
Cinerama

For

Stock;

COMPO's

For

100

CENTS

assured Senator Tobey that it will give "careful study and consideration"
to all of the objections before reaching a final decision on the proposed
merger of American Broadcasting .Co. and United Paramount Theatres.
Both Tobey, who will head the
Senate Interstate Commerce Commit- letters from Tobey and Langer and
tee next year, and Senator Danger, also the Commission's replies. It
who will head the Judiciary Commit- also made public a letter from Senator Robertson, Virginia Democrat,
tee, have protested early approval of
the merger as recently recommended urging the Commission to expedite
by FCC hearing examiner Leo action on the case. Robertson said
he had some
constituents
Resnick.
(Continued
on page 3) operating
Today the FCC made public the

20th
Shorts

to

Release

Next

51

Year

A program of 51 short subjects will
be released during 1953 by 20th Cen(Ctury-Fox,
ontinu
PeteredG.on Levathes, short
^)
subjects sales manager,j^^^
reports.
The
total compares with 50 subjects this
A series of seven Technicolor art

2

Personal
Mention

SCHWALBERG, president
AW.
• of Paramount Film Distributing Corp.; E. K. (Ted) O'Shea., sales
vice-president, and Jerome Pickman,
advertising - publicity vice - president,
will return here today from Philadelphia.
•

Motion

Kansas
On

New

City

Picture

daily

Holds
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Hearings
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MPTOA
of Virginia
Favors Arbitration
Richmond, Dec. 4. — The Virginia Motion Picture Theatre
Association today passed a
resolution favoring arbitration that is favorable to exhibition-distribution and voted unanimously to have a
more expanded
grievance-conciliation program
to assist all

Kansas City, Dec. 4. — A City Council committee held a hearingtoday on a substitute ordinance providing- for the review of motion pictures, but also providing that the reviewer may give certificates of
approval without reviewing- pictures, in cases where the reviewer and
welfare director accept the opinion on
such pictures of national accredited
reviewing organizations or associamembers on local and statetions.
Says Publicity Aid
wide problems.
James Perkins, Paramount manThe reviewer and director may,
The summer convention will
aging director for the United King- however, later modify a certificate or Of Producers
a Must
dom, will arrive here from London
be held at Old Point Comfort
after 15 days notice revoke the certifiDec. 13
aboard
the
-S\
6".
Queen
Elisacate
on
further
observation
or
inbeth. He will return to London shortly
on May 4-6.
To assure maximum grosses in the
formation. Newsreels are exempted
after the first of the year. His son,
current
film
market,
a
producer,
along
from review. A new feature beyond
Robert Perkins, Paramount's Far the present censorship ordinance now with the stars, must assist actively in
Eastern manager, will arrive in New
publicity and exploitation campaigns, Goldwyn on TV Show
in force prohibits the offer or exhibi- Frederick Brisson, producer, said here
York from Hollywood on Monday.
Samuel Goldwyn, who was to ap•
tion of posters, billboards or similar
pear in person on the second of the
advertising of motion pictures that are yesterday enroute to Washington.
Barney Pitkin, RKO Radio considered objectionable on the same
In the Capital, he will discuss plans two chapters of his film career on
branch manager, and Mrs. Pitkin grounds as pictures are judged. Fees for the world premiere of Independent Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the Town"
have become grandparents, with the for certifiicates are unchanged.
Artists' "Never Wave at A WAC," TV show on CBS, is now set to apwhich he produced and is releasing
birth of a son to daughter-in-law Mrs.
pear as Sullivan's guest on the first
Arthur
Cole,
president
of
the
MoMalcolm Pitkin, also of New Haven.
tion Picture Association of Greater through RKO Pictures. Conferences chapter this Sunday.
•
Kansas City, Senn Lawler, secretary, will be held with General Omar Bradley and Assistant Secretary of Defense Ask Lower Pro jector Fee
Harry Mersaye, head of 20th Cen- and R. R. Biechele, spoke. No maMrs. Anna Rosenberg. The premiere
tury-Fox's print department, will celejor objections against the substitute
Boston, Dec. 4. — A bill has been
brate his 25th anniversary with the ordinance was made by any interested will be held in Washington in late filed
for consideration by the 1953
company today.
January with President-elect and Mrs.
•
group at the hearing except that cen- Eisenhower as likely guests of honor, Massachusetts legislature which
sorship isitself deplored and that any
would reduce fees for licensing moRichard Condon, director of adver- such ordinance may be unconstitu- he Insaid.
tion picture projectors from $20 to $6
order to insure the participation
tional. Industry representatives have of stars, Brissoh noted that he had for new applicants and from $10 to $3
tising-publicity for RKO Radio, will
arrive in Washington today from Chi- worked with other groups and city included a clause in the contracts of for renewals.
cago.
department people for several months Rosalind Russell, Paul Douglas and
developing this proposed ordinance.
Marie Wilson, all featured in the film,
Martin Quigley, Jr., and Mrs.
requiring them to make a minimum of
Quigley announce the birth Wednes- Souvaine
Position
six personal appearances with the pic- NEW YORK THEATRES
day of a son, Kevin Francis.
ture at key openings.
In Suit Explained
Paul Graetz, European producer,
The inclusion of Souvaine Selective
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
will arrive in New York on Monday Pictures as a defendant in Chesapeake Delay Col. Minority
Rockefeller Center
Industries' Federal Court suit to exaboard the 5". 5*. Mauretania.
Bond
Counter
-action
ercise achattel mortgage and promisA postponement until Dec. 15 was
sory note against Lou Bunin Produc- granted
here yesterday on the show
"MILLION
DOLLAR
MERMAID"
tions, Inc., producers and owners of
Esther
WILLIAMS
• Victor
MATURE
Shupert
Joining
cause
order
calling upon Columbia
'Alice in Wonderland," "is purely of
Walter
P
IDG
EON
•
David
BRIAN
minority stockholder William B.
a technical nature," explains David Weinberger of New York to post
UA
TV
Affiliate
P. Wiener, comptroller of Souvaine.
Color by TECHNICOLOR . An M-G-IH Picture
& The Music Hall's Great Christmas Stage Show
Chesapeake is suing to recover bond in connection with his anti-trust
suit against the company.
$24,626
balance
said
to
be
due
from
George T. Shupert has been apThe action in New York Supreme
which, it is asserted, was ad- Court was brought by the company
pointed vice-president and general Bunin, vanced
to Bunin to cover certain costs
manager of United Artists Television
under a section in the general corCorp., a wholly-owned subsidiary of of "Alice" before the picture was
poration law which requests the plainUnited Artists, it was announced by given to Souvaine to distribute. "This
tiff in a minority suit to post a bond
Robert Benjamin, chairman of the indebtedness," continued Wiener, "is of $75,000 in cash or $50,000 worth
a matter of the alleged liaboard. Shupert succeeds John Mit- entirely
bility of Bunin to Chesapeake, and not of the company's securities to cover
chell who resigned to join Columbia
legal fees in case the suit is lost by
Pictures' Screen Gems-TV.
the plaintiff. The minority suit seeks
of Souvaine."
Shupert, currently vice-president of
to enjoin the company and its officers
Midnight Ftotur*
Peerless Film Productions, and for- UA
Opens Its First
from engaging in alleged anti-trust
SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents
merly vice-president and director of
practices
in
connection
with
the
proin Albany
commercial operations for Paramount Exchange
duction, distribution and exhibition of Hans Christian
Television Productions, will assume
starring
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 4. — United motion pictures.
Andersen
his new posts on Monday. United Artists has opened a film exchange
Artists Television distributes film here in quarters rented from National
DANNY KAYE
programs made especially for tele- Screen Service. Established to pro- Zukor Biography an
vision and does not handle United
vide better service for exhibitors of
Industry History
CRITERION • PARIS
Artists' feature pictures, which are the district, it is the first to be oper_ B'way & 45th St. 58th St. W. of 5th Ave.
The
autobiography
of
Adolph
exhibited only in theatres, said a comated by UA in Albany, which heretofore
has
been
serviced
out
of
New
Zukor, which will be told by biograpany statement.
A Detroit investment banker for York City and Buffalo. Robert Adpher Dale Kramer, will also be a
14 years before entering the visual ler, Monogram booker-salesman here history of motion pictures besides
media field, Shupert, in 1940, organ- for five years, has been appointed UA conveying reminiscences of many of
famous personalities he encounized Paramount Pictures' industrial sales manager. Moe Dudelson, dis- the
dustry.
film division and served as its sales
trict manager, and Manny Brown,
tered in his 50-year career in the indirector for three years. He began Buffalo branch manager, came here
The book will be published by G. P.
his television activities in 1943 as for the opening.
assistant to Paul Raibourn, president
Dale Herman, former supervisor Putnam's Sons in the fall of 1953,
of Paramount Television. In Oct., for Smith-Howell Film Delivery during the "Golden Jubilee" year of
board chairman of Paramount
1951, Shupert helped set up Peerless Service, succeeds Adler at Mono- the
Pictures.
Films.
gram.
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Motion

Exhibit
Snaper, Majors in
Arbitration Talks
Wilbur Snaper, national Allied president, revealed here
yesterday that he had discussed renewal of arbitration
talks with both exhibitor and
distributor leaders, but no
decision had been reached.
When asked what the nature
of his discussions was, Snaper
said, "Our talks were toward
the goal of making arbitration
a reality."
He declined further comment.
Meanwhile, William F.
Rodgers, chairman of the distributors' arbitration committee, leaves next week for an
extended Florida vacation,
which means that a key figure
in the arbitration planning
board will not be present if
exhibitor-distributor negotiations for a mutually approved
system should be resumed.
Rodgers said here yesterday
that he would not delay his
trip in view of possible new
conferences on the issue.

100

on Telethon
(Continued from page 1)

children and adults in the Metropolitan New York area. It is estimated
that 50,000 palsied persons are in the
75-mile radius covered by the telecast.
President-elect Dwight D. Eisenhower will launch the marathon program by answering (on film) little
Vivian Principe of Bloomfield, N. J.,
six-year-old "National Poster Girl"
for United Cerebral Palsy, who will
be on stage with Yul Brynner, star of
"The King and I."
Performers and others who will
appear on "Celebrity Parade for
Cerebral Palsy" will include:
Robert Merrill, Molly Picon, Morey Amsterdam, Arlene Francis, Dbrothy Sarnoff,
Red Buttons, Ed Sullivan, Frank Sinatra.
Toni Arden, Skitch Henderson, Jan Peerce,
Jack Carter, Maria Riva, Mindy Carson,
Herb Shriner, Dennis James, Taylor Grant,
Jan
Murray, and
Jackie
Gleason,
Art Mooney
band,
Fred Janis
Waring;Paig"e,
and
23 sing-ers, Guy Lombardo. and orchestra,
Irving- Fields Trio.
Also, Joey Adams, Snooky Lanson,
Johnny Johnston, Lanny Ross, Martha
Wright, George Britton, Woody Herman.
Vivian Blaine, Eileen Barton, Juanita Hall,
Chester Morris, Freddie Robbins, Valentino,
Buster
Crabbe,Rootie
NancyKazootie,
Craig", Johnny
Olsen,
Jim Atkins,
Garry Moore.
Perry Como, Fontaine Sisters.
Also, Steven Allen, Al Bernie, Hazel
Scott, Paul Whiteman, Henny Youngman,
Sunny Gale, Yvette, Don Lowe. Nat
(King) Cole, Billy Daniels, Constance
Carpenter, Tex and Jinx McCrary, Condos
and Brandow, Paul Winchell and Jerry
Mahoney, Ann Jeffreys and Robert Sterling
and Les Paul and Mary Ford.

on

Picture

National

Tour

{Continued from page 1)
f|he exposition, will direct the State
Fair engagement as well as the tour,
assisted by his co-chairmen. He currently is conferring with officials of
the American Association of Railroads regarding complete details and
plans for the tour. The plans will
be presented to the board of directors
of national COMPO at its Chicago
meeting on Dec. 10-11, by R. j.
O'Donnell, national director of
"Movietime U.S.A." and co-chairman
of Texas COMPO with Col. H. A.
Cole.
The streamliner will be designed in
white, with a red, white and blue
motif, each of the cars bearing the
industry's "Movietime" trademark.
Twelve of the cars will house Hollywood studio exhibits, which will include historical data, costumes, properties, miniature sets and material
showing the growth of the industry
from magic lantern days to Cinerama.
The exhibits will total approximately
11,000 items.
One of the cars will be especially
equipped to carry network radio
broadcasts ; another will present television programs in which audiences
at the various stops of the tour will
participate. Two cars will be
equipped to serve the press, the executive staff and the crew.
Still another car will be converted
into a miniature theatre for the showing of a 20-minute subject covering
the history of the industry with much
of the material taken from the archives of Hollywood studios which
will be assembled by Hollywood
writers, directors and producers.
Another car will become a
miniature motion picture studio
for screen tests to execute the
Leonard Goldenson plan for a

national talent search, in which
all theatres in the United States
will have an opportunity to
offer contestants and candidates. Tests will be made by
noted Hollywood directors and
writers who will be aboard for
this particular assignment.
One of the features of both the
exposition and the tour will be a
$5,000 contest in which awards will
be made to persons submitting the
closest estimates of the number of
feet of film used by the industry in
producing talking pictures and color
pictures. The talking picture footage
contest will be confined to the exposition at the Texas State Fair and
the color film footage will be covered
exclusively by the tour.
"This cavalcade," said a COMPO
statement, "regarded as one of the
most ambitious efforts to date in the
motion picture field of public relations, will have the active cooperation and sponsorship of all Hollywood
studios, guilds, organizations, , stars
and players, all of whom will be an
important part of the venture. Fans
throughout the entire country will be
given the opportunity of meeting personally their favorites in acting, producing, directing, writing and all related fields of the cinema.
_ "We shall make every effort to
visit all communities possible," Short
declared. "We hope to cover some
of the most remote territories as well
as the large cities."
_ "There
is industry
a possibility
for thebefore
motion picture
to parade
2,500,000 persons at the State Fair
alone, with an additional 50,000,000
persons being given the opportunity of
seeing, inspecting and enjoying the
industry's caravan."

Coast Meet Monday
(Continued from page 1)

51 20th Shorts
(Continued from page 1)

erly Hills Hotel during which Jubilee
plans will be reviewed.
Robert J. O'Donnell, international
chairman of the Zukor birthday cele.bration, will come to Hollywood from
Dallas to join Skouras in outlining"
plans for the event.
The 80th birthday dinner will be
held at the Ambassador Hotel here
on Jan. 7, and will be an invitational
affair, ft will also launch the world

films dealing with the works and lives
of renowned, artists will be offered
next year. Three of the subjects prereleased this year, "Curtain Call" — art
of Degas, "I Rember the Glory" —
art of Botticelli, and "Light in the
Window" — art of Vermeer, will lead
the series. Others are "Birth of
Venus" — art of the Rennaissance,
"Joy of Living" — art of Renoir, "The
Young Immortal" — art of Raphael,
and "The Night Watch"— art of Rembrandt. Marilyn Silverstone, as associate producer, headed a production
unit that photographed the paintings
in European and American art galleries and museums. Jean Oser directed for producer Boris Vermont.
Terrytoons will be represented by
30 in Technicolor. Twenty-six will
be new, four will be reissues.
Six sport reels will come from
Movietone News, with sportscaster
Mel Allen narrating highlights of
athletic competitions as well as sidelines of sport. Movietone will introduce a special series of six 10-minute
shorts dealing with headline news
events. Two Lew Lehr featurettes
will be reissued.

wide Adolph Zukor "Golden Jubilee"
celebration marking the film veteran's
50 years in show business, which will
be climaxed by a dinner and celebration in New York at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria on March 4, the date on
which he opened his first nickelodeon
theatre in that city and started his film
career.
Those receiving invitations to the
Building Code
Monday organizational luncheon here
(Continued from page 1)
include Steve Broidy, Harry Cohn,
atres more attractive. The bills are Sherrill Corwin, Cecil B. DeMille,
Depinet, Walt Disney, Y. Frank
now being studied by the fire, building Ned
Freeman, William Goetz, Samuel
and housing departments. These agencies are represented on the technical Goldwyn, Jesse L. Lasky, L. B. Mayer, Dore Schary, Joseph Schenck, Leo
committee and after approval of the
Spitz, Jack Warner, Herbert J. Yates,
bills'
drafts,
they bywillCouncilman
be submitted
the City
Council
Hughto Darryl F. Zanuck and Eugene Zukor.
Quinn, Democrat, of Queens.
The technical committee of 12 drew RKO
to Distribute
up the 21 code revisions in 10 weeks.
Members of the committee include 'Heavy Water9 Here
RKO Radio Pictures will release in
architects and engineers. John Phillips of the Metropolitan Motion Pic- the U. S. and some foreign countries
ture Theatres Association, represents an English-dubbed Norwegian featurelocal theatre interests.
length documentary, "Heavy Water,"
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Daily

Early

Test

(Continued from page 1)
For example, the experiment on
the new picture may be made
in the West, while the test on
the reissue may be held in the
South or East. It may be, he
added, that the new picture experiment will be tried with a
single Broadway theatre.
Possibly 30 theatres within a 50mile orbit of a television station will
be tied in on the initial tests. Turner
said that he had received a number
of inquiries from interested distributors after the announcement of the
plan was reported yesterday in
Motion Picture Daily. Titles of
the pictures to be used in the tests
will be revealed shortly.
Under the plan, television stations
will saturate their areas with trailers
on specific pictures playing at theatres
within their orbit. Instead of receiving a flat fee for the time slots, the
stations will share in the distributors'
percentage of the gross. Eighteen
stations, owned by, or affiliated with
Mutual will participate in the plan.

UPT-ABC
Merger
(Continued from page 1)
radio stations with ABC programs
and that they would appreciate an
early decision. In reply the Commission said it would handle the case
as expeditiously as consistent with
the legal requirements and fairness to
the various parties.
In his protest, Tobey said he was
shocked that Resnick had ignored the
recommendations of the FCC staff,
who had opposed the merger. He
said he hoped the Commission would
consider these objections • before
reaching its decision.
In reply, acting chairman Hyde
said that the Commission would give
full consideration to all of the recommendations ofthe examiner and also
to all of the exceptions filed by the
FCC staff and other parties.
Langer, in his letter, also attacked
Resnick's decision and said that he
was protesting also to the Attorney
General so that the Justice Department could make a thorough study of
the anti-trust aspects of the case and
submit recommendations both to the
FCC and to the Judiciary Committee.
Reelect Roberts
(Continued from page 1)

man of the board, and Ernest Scanlon,
treasurer.
Meanwhile, it was disclosed that dis- ,
cussions on production and exhibition
plans are continuing here among company executives, including Roberts and
Mayer. Joseph Kaufman, director of
exhibition and theatre operations for
Cinerama Productions, announced that
a series of seven special matinees has
been
scheduled
for "This
Is Cinerama"
at the
Broadway
Theatre
between
Christmas and New Year's Day to
take
tickets.care of the heavy demand for

The extra performances were scheduled following- the sell-out of all regular performances for the eight-day
period and the denial of more than
which tells about the battle of Nor- 100,000 applications for tickets.
The annual meeting of stockholders
wegian and British saboteurs to prevent the Germans from developing an reelected the following to the board :
Frank M. Smith, Paul W. Kesten,
atomic bomb in World War II.
The film was photographed in the Marion C. Cooper, Thomas L. PerNorwegian locale where the story is man. kins, Milo Sutliff and Alger B. Chaplaid.
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Stock

(Continued from page 1)
who was the head of the studio and
managing director of production for
four years prior to the sale of the
Hughes and Depinet stock amounting
to some 1,047,000 shares for $7 per
share to the Stolkin group.
Whether or not Noah Dietrich
will again become chairman of
the board of RKO Pictures was
not immediately determined.
Presumably, that too will be
Depinet's decision to make.
It was reported but not confirmed
that Hughes accorded the Stolkin
group some future rights to re-purchase a part of his RKO Pictures
stockholdings at an equitable price,
presumably for re-sale in the event
the company is re-established on a
profitable basis. In that eventuality,
members of the Stolkin group would
be in a position to dispose of the stock
advantageously and thus recoup some
part of the $1,250,000 down payment
they are sacrificing now.
Lengthy Negotiations
The agreement today came after
lengthy negotiations here between the
Stolkin group principals and Hughes.
Members of the group in addition to
Stolkin are A. L. Koolish, Ray Ryan,
E. J. Burke and Sherrill Corwin. It
was reported that an agreement calling merely for deferment of the
syndicate's remaining payments to
Hughes, with Hughes re-assuming
management control of RKO, might
have been reached earlier except for
objections by Corwin. The latter, it
is said, insisted upon being freed of
all continuing obligations to which he
was liable under the stock purchase
agreement. Unable to swing Corwin,
other members of the Stolkin syndicate, it is said, agreed to return the
stock to Hughes and made the final
agreement. Next week a further payment of $400,000 in interest reportedly
was due Hughes from the Stolkin
group. A payment of $1,500,000 in
principal would come due next year
and the balance in 1954.
The settlement permits RKO
attorneys to go into court in
New York next Wednesday in
a strong position to argue
against the pending action
there for appointment of a receiver for the company.
Depinet may again offer positions
to the; RKO executives who were dismissed during the abortive two-month
regime of Arnold Grant. Grant was
installed by the Stolkin group as chief
executive officer of RKO following
the purchase of the Hughes stock.
The replaced RKO executives include : Phil Reisman, vice-president
in charge of foreign distribution ;
Robert Mochrie, domestic sales manager ; J. Miller Walker, secretary,
and a number of department heads.
Whether or not all would respond to
a recall is unknown. Reisman now is
vice-president of Joseph P. Kennedy
Industries, Mochrie is sales manager
for Samuel Goldwyn Productions, and
other former RKO executives are
now in other posts. Alfred W. Crown
holds the RKO foreign sales post now
and Charles Boasberg the post of
general sales manager.
Meanwhile, Hughes has obtained
government approval for the release
of his RKO Theatres stock from
trusteeship, in which it was placed as
a condition of the company's Federal
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"Meet Me at the Fair"
( Universal -International)
FRESH personalities and the polished song-and-dance-man, Dan Dailey,
have combined their talents in an impressive, engaging musical that is
geared for strong box-office returns. In color by Technicolor, it has diversified appeal for any audience and is warmly and unpretentiously played by a
trio of new performers, and Dailey and Diana Lynn.
Foremost of the trio is Chet Allen, a boy soprano who is well-known to
TV viewers for his acclaimed performances in Gian-Carlo Menotti's Christmas opera, "Amahl and the Night Visitors." His beautiful voice is highlighted to fine advantage with "Ave Maria" and in several jazz-type duets.
Noteworthy, too, are "Remember the Time," delivered by Dailey and Carole
Matthews, and the latter's singing of the title song. Miss Matthews is a
very smooth performer who sings, dances and acts a familiar role with surprising attractiveness. Pleasant "Scat Man" Crothers winningly portrays
the assistant of Dailey, who plays the owner of a medicine show.
The screenplay, by Irving Wallace, and an adaptation by Martin Berkeley
are derived from a Gene Markey novel, "The Great Companions." The story
has Dailey pick up Allen, an escaped orphan from a viciously-run, corrupt
detention home, and hide him from the incumbent political party which fears
an election expose. Miss Lynn portrays an honest welfare representative
who rejects her dishonest district attorney suitor for Dailey at the finale
after Dailey exposes the graft and is assured of a properly run home.
Douglas Sirk's direction has maintained an even pace and producer Albert
J. Cohen cleverly utilized backstage interiors while retaining the opulent
facade. Others in the cast are Hugh O'Brian, Rhys Williams, Thomas E.
Jackson, Russell Simpson, George Chandler and Doris Packer. Included in
the score are "I Was There," "Ezekiel Saw De Wheel," "I Got the Shiniest
Mouth in Town," "Bill Bailey, Won't You Please Come Home?," "All God's
Chillun Got Wings" and "Sweet Genevieve."
Running time, 87 minutes. General audience classification. For January
release.
Walter Pashkin

Jan.

Mid-winter

Meeting

25-27

in

for
N.

Y.

The mid-winter board meeting of
the Theatre Owners of America has
been set for Jan. 25-27 in New York.
Charles P. Skouras, chairman, will
preside at the sessions. The executive
committee will convene on the afternoon of Sunday, Jan. 25, and the directors will continue their meetings
Monday and Tuesday.
Although the agenda has not been
prepared, it is expected that arbitrationtrustandsuitthewillgovernment's
16mm. topics
antibe the principal
of discussion. Trade practices and
general organization business also will
be on the agenda. As a result of a
questionnaire sent to members by general counsel Herman Levy, on the
stand TOA should take on the 16mm.
suit, a policy may be determined at the
January meetings.
WB

So.

American

Executives to Meet
Wolfe Cohen, president of Warner
International, and Karl Macdonald,
vice-president, are en route to Lima,
Peru for the
Latin
American
salescompany's
meeting annual
which opens
there
on
Monday
for
a
full
week
of
Stars Record
for
Masterpiece First
sessions.
South African Fete
Attending the conferences will be
In Realart Drive
division
Armando Trucies,
John Schlesinger, head of the Pacific ; managers
New Orleans, Dec. 4. — MasterPeter Colli, Caribbean, and
Schlesinger
film
interests
in
South
piece Pictures here has won first
Africa, has left the Coast for New Ary Lima, Atlantic. Managers of all
prize in the national Realart-Jack York after conferring with Michael Warner head offices in countries
South of the border will be present.
Broder "Employees Playdate Drive"
which covered the six-month period Silver about Hollywood's participa- These include Americo Rosenberger,
from June 1 to Dec. 1, it was distion in the South African industry's Mexico ; Leo Green, Panama and
Jubilee" during 1953. Silver, Central America ; Ira Beck, Coclosed here by Milton Dureau, vice- "Golden
managing
director of Commercial
president and general manager of the
lombia;Hugo Geri, Ecuador; Jack
Radio
Corp.
of South Africa, Ltd.,
local Realart-Broder franchise exMindis, Peru ; Louis Lipsky, Chile ;
change. All employes will share in has recorded programs with numer- Cesar Aboaf, Argentine ; Lester
ous stars saluting African film digni- Cohen, Brazil ; Richard Spierman,
the $1,000 prize.
taries. They will be broadcast once
a week throughout 1953, beginning Trinidad ; Geza Polaty, Cuba and
John Jones, Puerto Rico.
Reelect Frank King
on Jan. 1.
Hollywood,; Dec. 4. — King Brothjers
Topic
H. Cohen, Aht Form
stockholders today reelected Frank Ad Mechanics
King president, and all incumbent Of AMP
Abtcon
Pictures
A Course
officers. Also, C. H. Van Camp, former comptroller of Monogram, joined
"Ad Mechanics" was the topic
Hollywood, Dec. 4. — Herman
King Brothers in the same capacity. under discussion last night at the Cohen, former vice-president of Jack
Associated Motion Picture Advertis- Broder Productions and Realart, today announced the formation of
ers showmanship course at the Paraconsent decree prohibiting individual
mount Caterers Hall. William Boley Abtcon Pictures, Inc., to make exownership of both picture and theatre of the Buchanan Co., was chairman
ploitation features. Cohen is presiinterests. The theatre stock again of the session.
dent, with William L. Abt, former
would have to be returned to trusteeBenjamin Keen of Ad-Set Service president of Abt Laboratories, Chiship by Hughes.
spoke on typography; Tom Walsh
cago, secretary-treasurer.
of Wilbar Photo Engraving on enBrief, Eventful And Unhappy
graving ;Frank Neubert of Riley
The Stolkin group's tenure in RKO Electrotype Co. on mats and types, Ky. Groups Meet on
was a brief, eventful and presumably and Richard T. Habel of Intaglio
unhappy one. Shortly after the pur- Printing, whose talk was on printing, Tax Fight Issues
chase of the stock, the Wall Street was accompanied by a film.
Louisville, Dec. 4. — A joint meetJournal ran an expose of past business
ing on the amusement tax situation
activities of Stolkin and Koolish which
was held here by representatives of
Two
More
Tennessee
revealed them to have been cited by
the Kentucky Association of Theatre
Better Business Bureaus, the Federal Drive-in Operations
Owners and the Louisville Theatre
Trade Commission and the Postoffice
Owners
group. A discussion of ways
Nashville, Dec. 4. — Plans for two and means
Department for allegedly unethical
of implementing the fight
more
Tennessee
drive-ins
have
been
practices in the mail order business disclosed here. Crescent Amusement to repeal or reduce both the state and
and in distribution of punchboards. intends to build one near here and meeting.
Federal admission taxes sparked the
Ryan was revealed to have figured in Ed Burchfield has already begun
the Kefauver Senate crime investiga- work on a 400-car drive-in near Oak
tions of a year ago and to have num- Ridge, to be completed for a March 1
Premiere of Wilde Story
bered underworld figures among his
acquaintances. The expose forced the opening.
"The Importance of Being Earnresignations of Stolkin and Koolish
J. Arthur Rank Organization
Town Can Tax Video Sets Britishest."film
based on the Oscar Wilde
and that of William Gorman, Ryan's
representative on the RKO board.
Boston, Dec. 4. — Henry F. Long,
comedy,
will
have its American preGrant, unable to reorganize the RKO Commissioner of Taxation for Massamiere at the Baronet Theatre in New
chusetts,
has
granted
the
assessors
of
board, could not proceed witli the
York on Monday, Dec. 22, it was
town of Merrimac permission to announced by Universal, American
operation of the company and re- the
tax television sets.
distributor of the film.
signed last month.
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THERE is no point in minimizing the significance of the rejection of the distributors' proposed arbitration draft by Western
Theatre Owners.
Indeterminate as the organization's executive status (it has been
without a president since Rotus V.
Harvey resigned last summer) may
be at the moment, WTO nevertheless manages to speak for quite
a number of very active local and
regional exhibitor organizations
along the length of the Northern
Pacific Coast and inland to the
Rockies.
Geographically, WTO picks up
where Allied States' affiliates leave
off at the Texas, Oklahoma, Rocky
Mountain boundaries. Thus, there
is the appearance, if not the actuality, of Coast to Coast exhibitor
opposition to the distributors' proposed draft. Add to that the fact
that WTO again could become a
fully organized regional association overnight by the simple expedient of calling a board meeting
and electing officers, and you have
a formidable appearing opposition
bloc when coupled with Allied
States as an opponent of the draft.
Numerically, it means two out
of five exhibitor organization participants inthe industry arbitration
conference are opposed to the
draft.
This much is clear: Any chance
there may have been of obtaining
Department of Justice and Federal
court approval of an industry arbitration plan without the participation of Allied, has as good as disappeared as a result of WTO's
action.
Accordingly, if there is to be an
industry arbitration plan, it will
have to be one other than that proposed by distributors.
Now is as good a time as any to
start working on it.
• •

industry arbitraWHEN tionthe
conference was initiated
in New York last spring, the
Western Theatre Owners' representatives of record at the conference were Rotus Harvey and L. S.
Hamm, the latter as WTO counsel.
In view of WTO's veto of the
arbitration draft, it is curious now
to note that Hamm is, and was.
president of California Theatres
Association, San Francisco, which
is a member of Theatre Owners of
America, vigorous champion of industry arbitration.

Regular
Of

Theatre

Seen

in

Use
TV

Offing

Regularity in theatre television
programming-, with additional programming agencies such as Theatre
Network Television and Teleconference, Inc., being organized, is understood to be in the offing.
The prediction of opening up the
floodgates of programming comes at a
time when the number of theatre TV
installations is approaching 100 or
more, with nearly every key area 1 in
the country possessing a TV installation. The forecast is also bolstered
by the three theatre TV events slated
for this month, a milestone for the
(Continued on page 6)

2 Tri-Opticon
Set

by

Sol

Films

DECEMBER

WIND-UP
DEAL

OF

Stolkin
Lees Telecast Set
Nationally Today

RKO

in Color

Impressive

Short

Group,

Depinet Resume
After Weekend

Eighteen TV-equipped theatres in 17 cities, from Coastto-Coast, will participate in
today's Lees Carpet dealers
telecast, the first commercial
program for the medium.
The one-hour program,
booked by Tele-Sessions, a
subsidiary of Theatre Network Television, will originate in the NBC studios in
New York at noon. Locally,
the show will be carried at
the Guild and the Colonial
Theatres.

4A-Bomb'

CENTS

IMMINENT

Lesser

Hollywood, Dec. 7. — Sol Lesser
will produce two feature-length films
in three-dimension in the near future,
Lesser told newsmen following the
first American demonstration of TriOpticon, for which he holds the
American rights, Friday afternoon.
Lesser said he is considering "Runaway Train," an original melodrama
featuring action, for the first, and
may start shooting in a week or so.
For today's
demonstration
Lesser
(Continued
on page 3)

TEN
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an

Hughes,
Talks
Hiatus

Hollywood, Dec. 7.— Members
of the Ralph Stolkin syndicate continued their discussions here on
Friday with Howard Hughes and
Ned E. Depinet, aiming for a wind-up
of the agreement under which Hughes
recovers ownership of the 29 per cent
controlling stock interest in RKO
Pictures from the syndicate and
Depinet resumes as president of the
company with complete autonomy.
It was stated that no meetings were held yesterday or today and that there was a strong
likelihood that the final conferences would be concluded tomorrow. Principals on both
sides maintained official silence
concerning the basic points on
which agreements have been
reached.

In the absence of their official contheRKO-Pathe's
first motion "Operation
picture inA-Bomb,"
color of
firmation, itwas not clear whether
an atomic bomb explosion, running 16 new problems had arisen or whether
(Continued on page 3)
minutes, was screened for top state
and city Civil Defense officials and
film trade press representatives at the
Theatre here on FriJohnnyday. ItVictor
Support
for
was photographed by U. S. More
Marine Corps cameramen in the new
Eastman color process at Yucca Flat Ticket Tax Repeal
and is a well-made, strongly provoca(Continticd on page 6)
Minneapolis, Dec. 7.— U. S. Senator Hubert H. Humphrey of Minnesota has reversed his prior stand and
committed himself to complete repeal
of the 20 per cent Federal tax on
Zukor
Jubilee
Getting
theatre tickets. The Senator's backing considerably strengthens the antitax campaign in this area.
Mass
Exhibitor
Support
Elsewhere in the area the drive to
win commitments from members of
Congress continues.
Dallas, Dec. 7. — Pledges of "full and unbounded cooperation" in
celebrating Adolph Zukor's "Golden Jubilee" in the motion picture
industry next year are flooding the office of international Jubilee comPredict 'U' Gross
mittee chairman Robert J. O'Donnell, "from every leading exhibitor
organization," the latter disclosed
To Top '51's High
here at the weekend. Variety Clubs
Indications are that the 1952
great motion picture inthis
that
lic
International
is
sponsoring
the
worlddustry has stability and prestige and
domesticversal gross
income
Uniwide event.
will exceed
the of
income
functions in the American tradition.
In approving the tribute, Rotus V. Mr. Zukor's SO years of devoted
from operations in 1951, which
Harvey of the Western Theatre work toward the development of the
established an all-time high.
Owners Association, cited Zukor as
For the 53 weeks ended Nov.
industry, his rise from a poor immi"one of the motion picture industry's
grant boy to a dean of entertainment,
3, 1951, the income was $65,is inspiring to, the young men coming
172,580, compared to $55,591,pioneers."
true
Trueman
T. Rembausch of Indiana,
085 in 1950.
the industry."
The books now are being
one of the triumvirate governing into
president of naSnaper,
Wilbur
es
Allied,
of
assuranc
wired
tional
OrPicture
the Council of Motion
audited for the annual state"whole-hearted cooperation for the
ment which will be sent to
ganizations, said, "Variety by its acstockholders late in January.
tion insures that the action is non- salute honoring Adolph Zukor."
partisan, that all within the industry
Harry (Continned
Brandt, president
on page 3)of the Inwill cooperate and prove to the pub-
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SAMUEL GOLDWYN will leave
here today for the Coast, accompanied by Mrs. Goldwyn.
•
N. Peter Rathvon, Sr., president
of Rathvon Overseas, Ltd., and former
head of RKO Pictures, accompanied
by Mrs. Rathvon ; Frederick
March and his wife, Florence Eldridge, and Madeleine Carroll and
her husband, Andrew Heiskell, Life
magazine publisher, will arrive here
from Europe today aboard the 5". 5.
Liberie.
•

Hollywood, Dec. 7. — Universal Pictures' sales and promotion executives
will open a week-long series of toplevel policy and planning sessions with
tlie
company's
at the
studios production
tomorrow executives
morning,

Meet

'Top-LeveV

covering production, distribution and
promotion for the coming year.
Pleading the participants in the
meetings are Milton R. Rackmil,
president ; N. J. Blumberg, chairman
of the board ; Alfred E. Daff , executive vice-president ; William Goetz,
in charge of production ; Edward
Muhl, vice-president and studio general manager ; Charles J. Feldman,
general sales manager, and David A.
Lipton, vice-president in charge of
advertising and publicity.
Division and district sales executives and promotion heads who are
here for the meetings are scheduled
to see six of the company's recently
completed films, including "The Lone
Hand," "City Beneath the Sea,"
"Seminole," "Desert Legion" and
"Thunder Bay," all with color by
Technicolor, as well as "Girls in the
Night." There will also be a special
screening of "The World's Most
Beautiful Girls," two-reel special in
Technicolor and a visit to the Walter
Lantz Studio.
Sales executives attending besides
Feldman include Ray Moon, F. J. A.
McCarthy, P. T. Dana, Foster M.
Blake, James J. Jordan, Harry Fellerman, John J. Scully, David A. Levy,
P. F. Rosian, James Frew, Manie M.
Gottlieb, Lester Zucker, Henry J.
Martin, Barney Rose and A. W.
Perry, head of Empire-Universal in
Canada.
Promotion executives include
Charles Simonelli, Philip Gerard, Jeff
Livingston, Ben Kat.z and the West
Coast promotional force headed by Al
Horwits.

Today

Policy
Allied
13

Artists

Films

Has

in Backlog

Hollywood, Dec. 7.— Allied Artists
is completing the year with a backlog of 13 pictures. Four are in color.
The color films are "Kansas Pacific," aSterling Hayden starrer; "The
Roar of the Crowd," starring Howard Duff ; "Fort Vengeance," starring
James Craig, and "Son of Belle
Starr," with Keith Larsen starred.
The other films are "Cow Country,"
starring Edmond O'Brien ; "Timber
Wolf," starring Kirby Grant with
Chinook, the canine star ; "Star of
Texas" and "The Marksman," each
starring Wayne Morris ; "Tangier
Incident," George Brent; "The Homesteaders" and "Copperheads," both
starring Wild Bill Elliott; "White
Lightning," starring Stanley Clements,
and the Bowery Boys' "Jalopy."

Parade
Jl/TEXICO'S inauguration of PresiiVM Adolf o Ruiz Cortiucs is highlighted in current newsreels. Featured
also are Walter Reuther's election to
the CIO presidency, the Saar elections, Winston Churchill's 78th birthday celebration, and. the British government's .minting of a new Queen
Elizabeth coin.

MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 99— Coi -tines
new president of Mexico. United Nations
votes
on India's
plan. Reuther
Ike namesnamed
final
Cabinet
choices.peace
Walter
CIO president. Gen. Van Fleet visits
wounded in Korea. Air Force unveils new
super
jet, the is"Thunderstreak."
"Snows
Kilimanjaro"
inspiration for exotic
styles.of
Heisman trophy to Billy Vessels. Slalom
champs in dizzy drop.
MOVIETONE NEWSREEL SPECIAL
James R. Grainger, Republic exTHEATRE
SUPPLEMENT — N. J. —
ecutive vice-president, left here FriStevenson speaks at memorial session for
day for Chicago, first stopover on a
Philip Murray. 111. — 24 of 42 scientists who
began atomic energy experiments at Chitrip which will take him to Milwaucago site 10 years ago in anniversary
kee, Denver, Seattle, Portland, San
observation. France — A flood in the town of
Francisco and Los Angeles. He will
Bergerac duelaidto inearly
snowfalls.
Tombstone
Belsen
for 5,000Germany
Jews and—
spend the Christmas holidays at the
anti-Nazi Germans slaughtered there. India
Coast.
— Celebration of 63rd birthday of Prime
•
Minister Nehru. England — Celebration of
Winston Churchill's 78th birthday at 10
Robert J. O'Donnell, international
Downing Street. N. Y. — Winner of "Most
chairman of the Adolph Zukor birthBeautiful Blind Girl" contest. 111.— Contest
day celebration, and Lou Smith,
to
select the healthiest teen-ager in U. S'.
Sullivan's Show
to
Penn. — Man perfects working model of
Coast Movietime director, will leave
multi-storied mechanized garage building.
Emanate
from Roxy
Hollywood today for the COMPO
Oregon — W. L. Howard perched atop 54
meeting in Chicago• on Wednesday.
Ed Sullivan's CBS-TV show, foot flagpole breaks flagpole-sitting record.
"Toast of the Town," will emanate
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 229— First
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO Radio
from the Roxy Theatre on Dec. 21 decade
of atomic energy marked by sciensales promotion manager, will leave
tists in Chicago ceremonies. Stevenson visits
in
a
special
hour-long
salute
to
"Stars
here for Boston tomorrow to speak
Truman. Happy birthday No. 78 for Winston Churchill. New Mexican president,
and Stripes Forever," the 20th Cenat the annual convention of the Indetury-Fox film which will have its pre- Adolfo Ruiz Cortines. New Elizabethan
pendent Exhibitors• of New England.
miere at the theatre on the following coins for Britain. Football award to Oklahoma star Billy Vessels. African Gold
day, when
the house,
extensive alterations,
will following
reopen with
its Coast inspires new styles. Walter Reuther
David Lewis, Loew's International
new CIO' chief. Yuletide message by Lionel
"Ice Colorama" show.
regional director for Continental EuBarrymore.
from
York
New
in
rope, will arrive
Sonja Heme, on the new ice stage,
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 32— Inaugural
will make her first TV appearance
there
retania.tomorrow aboard the 5". 5. Mauof new president in Mexico. Battle for key
on the show, along with Lilli Pal- outpost in Indo-China. CIO picks Walter
mer, Hume Cronyn and Jessica Reuther as president. New Labor Secretary
interviewed.
A warming tale conTandy, A^ictoria De Los Angelos and Dirken cerning
Ralph Cohn and John H. Mitpuppies.
the U. S. Marine Band. Also, the
chell, recently elected Screen Gems
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 49B — Adlai
Roxy's corps of skaters will preview
vice-presidents, will arrive in HollyStevenson honors Philip Murray at CIO
its "Colorama" show format.
wood today from New
York.
national convention. Mexico celebrates as
•
new president, Adolfo Ruiz Cortines is
Johnston
Due
from
Roxy Sets Production
Richard Condon, RKO Radio disworn in. Captured Russian arms and
Staff for Ice Show
trucks in Indo-China prove their aid. New
rector of advertising-publicity, and S. American
Trip
styles in cruise fashions for the sunny
Frederick Brisson, will return here
The Roxy Theatre has assembled Southland.
today from Washington.
Washington,
Dec.
7.
—
Eric
Johnse
ton, president of the Motion Picture the following production staff to forUNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 419— Saar elecmulate and execute the "Ice-ColoJohn R. Buckley, publisher of Association of America was scheduled
tions. Reuther chosen CIO1 president. Corrama"
revue
opening
Dec.
22
:
tines new Mexican president. French attack
Good Housekeeping magazine, is ce- to return today from his South Amerin
Indo-China.
minting of new Queen
Arthur
Knorr,
production
chief,
ican trip. It was not certain whether will be in charge of stage production, Elizabeth coin. Royal
lebrating his 25th anniversary with
F-84 jet a new jet fighterhe
would
come
directly
here
or
stop
the Hearst Publications.
Puppies in Germany. Santa Claus
special sets and lighting, with Ron bomber.
•
off in New York.
in Heidelberg. Billy Vessels gets Heisman
Fletcher
as
choreographer,
assisted
is scheduled to report to
grid trophy.
Jules Livingston, Republic ex- theJohnston
MPAA board within a few clays by Flo Walters ; Michi, JapaneseWARNER inauguration
PATHE
NEWS,
34change manager in New Haven, anAmerican
designer,
will
create
the
Mexican
of new No.
president
nounces the birth of a son, Bernard, on results of his trip which concerned
costumes ; Bob Boucher will again Cortines. Stevenson addresses CIO1 convento Mrs. Livingston.
tion in Atlantic City. Winston Churchill
film export problems in Brazil, Ar- conduct the orchestra, and Rae Porter
•
gentina and other South American will assemble a new group of singers. celebrates 78th birthday in London. Germans erect a memorial to Nazi victims
Edward L. Hyman, United Para- countries, and blocked film revenue
in Belsen. Vital elections in Saar. Billy
mount Theatres, and his assistant, therein. He also is expected _to take
Vessels named grid star of the year. CleveTV Show
land-Browns-Washington Redskins football
Bernard Levy, will be in Detroit to- early action in getting an industry Movietone
arbitration conference convened to disday and tomorrow. •
Set
for
Children
cuss exhibitor objections to the disA new Movietone TV program game.
William Pine, Paramount protributors' proposed draft.
Dancigers Coming
ducer, will sail from Naples for New
especially prepared and filmed for
York aboard the S. S. Independence Gualino
Oscar Dancigers and Henry EhrReelected
children, titled "News Adventures for lich will fly to New York from
on Dec. 13.
Young America," will be launched Mexico City shortly after Jan. 1 to
Italian Unit Head
this week in 10 markets, it was an- finalize negotiations for a major renounced at the weekend by Peter G.
Dr. Renato Gualino was reelected
Charles Einfeld, 20th Centurylease for their Pathe color producFox vice-president, will arrive in New president of the National Producers Levathes, director of television for
tion,
"Robinson Crusoe," being made
York from the Coast by plane today. Union in Rome, it was reported here 20th Century-Fox. The markets set there, it was reported by Alfred Katz,
•
are New Orleans, Houston, San
at the weekend by Italian Films Exwho will handle publicity and exploiE. Z. Walters, Altec comptroller,
port. Gualino is director general of Francisco, Seattle, Detroit, Kansas
tation on the film, before he left here
has arrived in New York from IFE and president of the IFE Re- Citv, Minneapolis, Buffalo, Charlotte over the weekend for Mexico City to
and Cleveland.
leasing Corp.
Beverly Hills, Cal.
confer with the producers.
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Boston, Dec. 7.— A bill has
been filed with the clerk of
the House of Representatives
raising the compulsory school
age from 16 to 18 years of
age.
The bill if passed would
mean that motion picture theatres could no longer employ
16 and 17-year-olders as ushers, candy stand girls, cashiers and doormen as they do
at present. Some circuit offices also employ 16 and 17year-olders as clerks, while
distribution offices employ
them as clerks and shippers.

Beverly, Gettinger in
Distribution Deal
A deal has been consummated here
between Oliver A. Unger's and Herbert Bregstein's Beverly Pictures,
Inc., and Milton Gettinger whereby
Beverly will handle national distribution of 16 former Film Classics features. Gettinger is of the law firm of
Gettinger and Gettinger.
The features include "Daughter of
the West," "The Crooked Way,"
"Guilty Bystander," "Miraculous
Journey," "Devil's Cargo," "Money
Madness," "Captain Sirocco," "For
You I Die," "Blonde Ice," "Inner
Sanctum," "The Lovable Cheat,"
"State Department— File 649," "Good
Time Girl," "Sofia," "Four Days'
Leave" and "C-Man."

"Invasion VS. A."
(American Pictures Cor p. -Columbia Pictures)
EXCELLENT newsreel footage of the second world war and the Korean
war has been cleverly interjected in this effective propaganda drama
that deals with the possibility of the invasion of America in the next global
conflict. A large amount of the footage depicts atomic and other destruction
of planes, ships and buildings in a most convincing fashion. It is used to
shock the audience into the realization of the dangers of an invasion by "the
enemy," not otherwise identified but implied by the accents of the actors
as Russian.
It is definitely an exploitable film although it suffers from a lack of
dramatic plausibility. The screenplay by Robert Smith from a story which
he co-authored with Franz Spencer follows the actions of a group of purportedly representative people. After their destruction and the enemy's victory
is established at the climax, the trick is used of- having it all labelled a
dream-like look into the future. The characters were supposedly under the
prophetic mass-hypnosis of forecaster Dan O'Herlihy. Given another chance,
they vow to do everything possible to avoid such occurrences as the bombing of Alaska, California, and New York ; the capturing of Washington,
D. C. and New York, and the A-bombing of the Boulder Dam, all of which
are shown.
Gerald Mohr and Peggy Castle supply the romantic interest. The cast
also includes Robert Bice, Tom Kennedy, Wade Crosby, Erik Blythe,
Phyllis Coates, Aram Katcher, Knox Manning and Edward G. Robinson, Jr.
It is a cleft and economical production that Albert Zugsmith fashioned for
his American Pictures Corp. with Robert Smith. Alfred E. Green directed
adequately, ft ^capitalizes on the- war problems currently prevailing and
exhibitors suitably exploiting it should acquire box-office profits.
Running time, 74 minutes. General audience classification. December
release.
Walter Pashkin
RKO
Deal Near
(Continued from page 1)

the principals merely are engaged in
wrapping up details of the agreement, which admittedly involves numerous complexities. However, observers close to the scene are inclined
to accept the latter as the most likely
explanation in view of the lack of
Terrell Named
MGM
urgency displayed by the principals
in adjourning the meetings over the
weekend.
Publicity Head Here
The latter believed that legal work
Dan S. Terrell, Metro-Goldwyninvolving
the preparation of releases
Mayer's home office exploitation di- of the Stolkin
syndicate members
rector for the past three years, was
named Eastern publicity manager at from their commitments to Hughes
the weekend by Howard Dietz, vice- and from liability are being prepared
president in charge of advertising, for signing and may be ready for
publicity and exploitation.
tomorrow's session. Such releases are
Terrell succeeds John Joseph, who part of the agreement by which
resigned recently to move to Cali- Hughes recovers the stock which was
turned over to the syndicate last
fornia.
September, and for which syndicate
members waive their $1,250,000 down
Paal Here on Deal
payment to Hughes.
For Two Pictures
Harold Lloyd May
Alexander Paal, independent producer, has arrived here from London Reissue Past Hits
to arrange for the worldwide disHarold Lloyd may reissue others
tribution of two films he recently
of his past successful feature comedies
completed there. They are "The Four- if "The Freshman" is favorably received at the Paris Theatre here.
Sided Triangle," starring Barbara
Payton and James Hayter, and
Under consideration for re-release are
"There's No Escape," with a cast
headed by Paul Henreid, Lois Max- "Grandma's Boy" and "Safety Last."
"The Freshman," originally rewell and Kieron Moore.
leased in 1925, will have its re-release
"premiere" at the Paris following the
current engagement of Samuel GoldTri-Opticon
wyn's "Hans Christian Andersen."
(Continued from page 1)
With "Andersen" in for a long run,
used five short subjects, produced and there is no indication when the Lloyd
originally shown in England, which picture will open.
Lippert Productions is handling the
are now in engagement in Paris, London, Rotterdam and elsewhere abroad, distribution of "The Freshman."
and which he will use for the first
American opening of Tri-Opticon. Trailer for Red Cross
The place and date for that opening
Hollywood, Dec. 7. — A trailer
has not been selected.
which will he used by the American
Red Cross as an aid in its fund soliciRites for Philip Bock
tation next year has been filmed at
Cincinnati, Dec. 7.— Services were Warner Brothers with John Wayne
held here yesterday for Philip Bock, starred. Michael Curtiz, currently
87; president of the Royal Theatre Co.
the star in WB's "Trouble
of this city. He is survived by two directing
Along
the Way," does an acting bit
in the trailer.
sons and two daughters.

Zukor Jubilee
(Continued from page 1)
dependent Theatre Owners Associaof New York,
said his group
"is
most tion anxious
to participate
in the
series of events planned."
After commending O'Donnell for
his part in promoting the tribute,
Abram F. Myers, general counsel of
national Allied said : "In honoring
Adolph Zukor, father of feature films,
the industry not only will pay just
tribute to a worthy pioneer, but will
.launch an effective public relations
campaign to put the industry in a
proper light for all the world to see.
I know we can trust you to see to it
that there is substance along with
the hoop-la, and that attention is
fastened on those features of our
business which are enduring and good
so as to erase from the public mind
that which is transient and trivial."
"There is no greater name in show
business" than Zukor's, "and all exhibitors everywhere are delighted to
have a part in this fine testimonial
to him,"
Alfred Starr,
president of wired
the Theatre
Owners
of
America.
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tractile cords, which
can beitsused
ANEW
bulletin
describing
reon in-car speakers and heaters in
drive-in theatres, has been released by
Koiled Kords, Inc., of New Haven.
Explained in the illustrated, eightpage catalogue are how the cords are
made, where they are used and the
specific features making their use advantageous. In drive-in theatres,
"they eliminate the danger of cords
catching on door handles and breaking," the bulletin states. Also, "they
are compact and stay out of the way
when not in use, yet extend to the
desired length when needed."
The United States Air Conditioning Corp. of Minneapolis has named
as its manufacturer's representative
for Eastern Tennessee the Mechanical Equipment Co. of Knoxville.
The firm will handle usAIRco's air
conditioning, heating and ventilating line.
•
A new drink dispensing unit, ina
Root Beer
barrel
on tap andcorporating Dad's
tzvo
faucets
for
other below
beverages,
has been
signed
by dethe
Dad"s
Root
Beer Co.
of
in laboration
col-zvith
tChicago
h e Uniflow

Mtiering
a n itCo.
/ a c ofErie, Pa. The
Other beverages
"if
cither
^"•L^
( ) (/),)//;
four (_carbonated
coarse and fine
stream) or tzvo carbonated from one
faucet and two flat from the other.
Other models available have- the barrel and only one faucet below to dispense either tzvo or three extra drinks.
The dispensing cabinet has a pebbletone finish zvith sinks and drain plates
of stainless steel. A syrup cabinet
Emanuel Frisch, president of the zvith storage tanks is optional. The
Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatre complete unit (including the syrup
cabinet) is 35 inches long; 19% zvide,
Owners of New York, said he is cerand 42 high. Without the cabinet, it
tain that "all segments of our indus- is 24 inches long.
try will enthusiastically join in pay•
ing tribute to one" who can truly be
Appointment
of
Smith H. Cady, Jr.
called "Mr. Motion Pictures."
as sales promotion .and advertising
manager of the Schutter Candy Co.,
Chicago, has been announced by W.
Ballet Sequence
on
A.
Fette, vice-president and director
HalVs Magnascope
of sales.
Cadyof resigned
merchandise manager
the Chase asCandy
Co.,
The Radio City Music Hall here
St.
Louis,
to
take
the
new
post.
He
is using its full Magnascope screen
for the water ballet sequence of the is well known to the candy trade,
particularly through his speeches and
current attraction, "Million Dollar articles on candy merchandising.
Mermaid," giving a Cinerama effect.
This optical device has been used regularly by the Music Hall for its newsreel presentations, with the screen 8mm. Films Duty-free
frame 45 feet wide.
Mexico City, Dec. 7. — Duty-free
The difference in the present use importation of eight-mm. films has
is in the dimensions. Ordinarily, the been authorized hy the National
picture on the Music Hall screen is Cinematographic Board. It is no
approximately 31 feet in which, but longer necessary to obtain permits
for the water ballet scenes the picture from the board- to bring- in that type
of film.
is 50 feet wide.
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Washington, Dec. 7.— The Harris
sub-committee of the House Interstate Commerce Committee wound up
its hearings on radio and television
program content over the weekend
and settled down to writing a report.
Due to come out about Jan. 1, the
report will probably say that the
broadcasting industry should be given
a chance to operate under its recently
adopted standards of practice code,
without government interference but
that the standards adopted could be
higher than they are.
Final witness before the committee was Federal Communications
Commission chairman Paul A.
Walker, who said that it would be
dangerous to give a censorship power
over radio and television programs to
any government agency. He pointed
out that the FCC was specifically
forbidden by law to exercise any censorship and added that he thought
this was "wise."
Walkeri declared that the public
had the responsibility of making its
likes and dislikes known to the
broadcasters who) were licensed to
serve it.
Lippert

Sales

Meet

Challenged

medium as to the number in a 30-day
period.
One major theatre TV circuit executive said that he currently knows
of a number of public relations firms
and TV packaging outfits which are
working on closed-circuit theatre TV
deals. He also mentioned that the
sports field is being scouted by persons interested in promoting theatre
TV deals.
Theatre Network Television and its
subsidiary, Tele-sessions, are working
on a number of projects, while Teleconference, Inc., the new agency
which broke into the field with a deal
for the Dec. 30 Bendix telecast, says
that there are a number of other deals
coming up. Aaron Feinsot, Teleconference vice-president, told Motion Picture Daily that following
the Bendix announcement his company receivedclients.
"a lot of inquiries"
from potential
Meanwhile, circuits with a number
of TV installations are holding exploratory talks on individual projects,
both in the commercial "off-hour"
period and in the entertainment field.
The three TV events this month
will
kicked telecast,
off todayfollowed
by TNT's
Lees beCarpet
by
TNT's Wednesday "Carmen" teleand Teleconference's Dec. 30
Bendixcast,program.
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Mexico City, Dec. 7. — Enactment
of the highly controversial cinematographic law with its publication in the
"Diario Oficial" ("Official Gazette"),
generally displeases the trade, although
the measure was somewhat modified
after conferences between industry
representatives and officials of the
Ministry of the Interior.
Studio operators and some distributors are about the only ones now who
like the law. Those opposing it plan
to seek injunctions against its enforcement, fearing that the measure
will have the same result as a similar
law in the Argentine where it practically established government control
of the industry.
Besides demanding 50 per cent playing time for Mexican pictures, the law
places the Ministry of the Interior in
charge of the industry, "to assure its
moral, artistic and economic elevation." It gives the Ministry complete
charge of national censorship of Mexican and imported pictures, their importation, exportation, distribution and
exhibition, and also over the production of all films in Mexico, whether
in Spanish or other languages. The
Ministry is to have a special budget
allowance yearly to help the Mexican
trade.
The law also provides for the establishment of a cinematographic library
to which all producers in Mexico
must donate one copy of every picture
they make ; prohibits the export of any
Mexican film that the Ministry considers unfit in theme and development
for exhibition abroad ; regulates the
distribution of Mexican pictures in

CITY

Monday,
•

Control

{Continued from page 1)

In Chicago Jan. 10-11
Hollywood, Dec. 7.— Robert Lippert called the first meeting of the Administer Legion Oath
new Lippert Franchise holders for
Hollywood, Dec. 7.— Pastors in all
Jan. 10-11 at the Blackstone Hotel, Catholic parishes here today administered the pledge of the Legion of
Chicago, with Arthur Greenblatt, general sales manager, presiding.
Decency at all masses.
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WITHERS

Color by TECHNICOLOR
Written for the Screen
and Directed by LEWIS R. FOSTER
Based on a novel by Tom Gill
Produced by
WILLIAM H. PINE and WILLIAM C. THOMAS

ALBANY
ATLANTA
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHARLOTTE
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
DALLAS

PLACE

tive
-Bomb'
Asubject.
Burton Benjamin supervised the
production and wrote a simple commentary that effectively sticks to the
basic facts and allows the footage of
the explosions to provide the powerful impact. Bob Considine does the
narration which aides in depicting the
state of mind of the 2,100 Marines
in foxholes less than four miles from
the explosion.
First, the Marines watch a prior
explosion set off for Army troops and
there is a delay before their own test,
because of wind and rain storms.
They are more impressed after the
detonation when they view the havoc
done to heavy armored equipment.
There are many fine shots, perhaps
the most notable being the opening
picture
of the
and the
closing one
which"mushroom"
was taken with
the
camera aimed directly at the moment
of explosion, capturing the initial
blinding flash.
The tests prove that only exceedingly deep foxholes and shelter are
safeguards against A-bombing. Jay
Bonafield has fashioned a compact
production. It is a short that is sure
to create tremendous attraction wherever it is played. It will be released
nationally on Jan. 16.
W.P.
the public interest, and classes the
trade as being in the public interest,
like electrical firms, communications,
railroads, mining and oil. Also, Mexican trade disputes must be arbitrated
by the National Cinematographic Art
Council.

OF SCREENING

TIME

FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1052 Broadway
2:30
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 154 Walton St., N. W
2
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 58-62 Berkeley Street
10:30
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 464 Franklin Street
2
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 305-7 South Church Street
70
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1306 South Michigan Avenue
7.30
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1638 Central Parkway
2:30
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1735 East 23rd Street
8
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 401 N. Pearl Expressway
2

P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
P.M.
A.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

DENVER
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 2100 Stout Street
'.
2 P.M.
DES MOINES
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1 1 25 High Street
7 P.M.
DETROIT
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 479 Ledyard Avenue
2 P.M.
INDIANAPOLIS PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 116 West Michigan Street
70:30 A.M.
JACKSONVILLE FLORIDA THEATRES SCREENING ROOM, Florida Thea. Bldg
2 P.M.
KANSAS CITY
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1800 Wyandotte Street
2 P.M.
FLOS ANGELES PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1613 West 20th Street
7:30 P.M.
MEMPHIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 362 South Second Street
72:75 NOON
MILWAUKEE
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1121 North Eighth Street
2 P.M.
MINNEAPOLIS PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1201 Currie Avenue
2 P.M.
NEW HAVEN
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 82 State Street
2 P.M.
NEW ORLEANS PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 215 South Liberty Street
2:30 P.M.
NEW YORK CITY. . .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1501 Broadway (9th Fl.)
2:30 P.M.
OKLAHOMA CITY. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 701 West Grand Avenue.. ..... 70:30 A.M.
OMAHA
.FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1502 Davenport Street
7:30 P.M.
PHILADELPHIA PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 248 North 12th Street
2 P.M.
PITTSBURGH PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1727 Boulevard of Allies
2 P.M.
PORTLAND
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 909 N. W. 19th Avenue
2 P.M.
ST. LOUIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 2949-2953 Olive Street
7 P.M.
SALT LAKE CITY PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 270 East 1st South Street
7:30 P.M
SAN FRANCISCO. . .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 205 Golden Gate Ave
2 P.M.
SEATTLE
MODERN THEATRE SUPPLY PROJ. ROOM, 2400 Third Ave
7:30 P.M.
WASHINGTON PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 306 H Street, N.W
8 P.M.
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THERE is no point in minimiz- Of Theatre
TV
ing the significance of the rejection of the distributors' proposed arbitration draft by Western
Theatre Owners.
Seen
in Offing
organizathe
as
Indeterminate
tion's executive status (it has been
Regularity in theatre television
without a president since Rotus V.
programming, with additional proHarvey resigned last summer) may
gramming agencies such as Theatre
be at " the moment, WTO never- Network Television and Telecontheless manages to speak for quite
ference, Inc., being organized, is understood to be in the offing.
a number of very active local and
The prediction of opening up the
regional exhibitor organizations
floodgates of programming comes at a
along the length of the Northern time
when the number of theatre TV
Pacific Coast and inland to the
installations is approaching 100 or
Rockies.
more, with nearly every key area in
Geographically, WTO picks up the country possessing a TV installation. The forecast is also bolstered
where Allied States' affiliates leave
off at the Texas, Oklahoma, Rocky by the three theatre TV events slated
Mountain boundaries. Thus, there for this month, a milestone for the
(Continued on page 6)
is the appearance, if not the actuality, of Coast to Coast exhibitor
to the distributors' proopposition
posed draft. Add to that the fact 2 Tri-Opticon Films
that WTO again could become a
fully organized regional associa- Set by Sol Lesser
tion overnight by the simple expedient of calling a board meeting
Hollywood, Dec. 7. — Sol Lesser
and electing officers, and you have
will produce two feature-length films
a formidable appearing opposition in three-dimension in the near future.
bloc when coupled with Allied Lesser told newsmen following the
States as an opponent of the draft. first American demonstration of TriNumerically, it means two out Opticon, for which he holds the
of five exhibitor organization par- American rights, Friday afternoon.
ticipants inthe industry arbitration Lesser said he is considering "Runconference are opposed to the
away Train,"
an original
featuring
action,
for the melodrama
first, and
draft.
may start shooting in a week or so.
This much is clear : Any chance
For today's
demonstration
Lesser
(Continued
on page 3)
there may have been of obtaining
Department of Justice and Federal
court approval of an industry arbitration plan without the participation of Allied, has as good as disappeared as a result of WTO's
action.
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WIND-UP
DEAL

OF

RKO

IMMINENT
Stolkin

Lees Telecast Set
Nationally Today

in Color

Impressive

Group,

Depinet Resume
After Weekend

Eighteen TV-equipped theatres in 17 cities, from Coastto-Coast, will participate in
today's Lees Carpet dealers
telecast, the first commercial
program for the medium.
The one-hour program,
booked by Tele-Sessions, a
subsidiary of Theatre Network Television, will originate in the NBC studios in
New York at noon. Locally,
the show will be carried at
the Guild and the Colonial
Theatres.

'A-Bomb'

CENTS

an

Short

Hughes,
Talks
Hiatus

Hollywood, Dec. 7. — Members
of the Ralph Stolkin syndicate continued their discussions here on
Friday with Howard Hughes and
Ned E. Depinet, aiming for a wind-up
of the agreement under which Hughes
recovers ownership of the 29 per cent
controlling stock interest in RKO
Pictures from the syndicate and
Depinet resumes as president of the
company with complete autonomy.
It was stated that no meetings were held yesterday or today and that there was a strong
likelihood that the final conferences would be concluded tomorrow. Principals on both
sides maintained official silence
concerning the basic points on
which agreements have been
reached.

RKO-Pathe's "Operation A-Bomb,"
In the absence of their official conthe first motion picture in color of
firmation, itwas not clear whether
an atomic bomb explosion, running 16
had onarisen
or whether
minutes, was screened for top state new problems
(Continued
page 3)
and city Civil Defense officials and
film trade press representatives at the
Theatre here on FriJohnnyday. ItVictor
was photographed by U. S.
Marine Corps cameramen in the new
Eastman color process at Yucca Flat
and is a well-made, strongly provoca(Continued on page 6)
Dec. t7.-or , Huber
H.
SenatS
S. APOLI
U. MINNE
Humphrey of Minnesota has
committed himself to comZukor
Jubilee
Getting
plete repeal of the 20 per
cent Federal tax on theatre tickets, reversing
Mass
Exhibitor
Support
his previous stand and
considerably
thereby

Accordingly, if there is to be an
industry arbitration plan, it will
have to be one other than that proposed bv distributors.
Now is as good a time as any to
Dallas, Dec. 7. — Pledges of "full and unbounded cooperation" in
start working on it.
celebrating Adolph Zukor's "Golden Jubilee" in the motion picture
• •
industry next year are flooding the office of international Jubilee committee chairman Robert J. O'Donnell, "from every leading exhibitor
industry arbitra- organization,"
WHEN tionthe
the latter disclosed
conference was initiated here at the weekend.
Variety Clubs
lic that this great motion picture inin New York last spring, the International is sponsoring the worlddustry has stability and prestige and
wide
event.
functions in the American tradition.
Western Theatre Owners' repreIn approving the tribute, Rotus V. Mr. Zukor's 50 years of devoted
sentatives of record at the conference were Rotus Harvey and L. S. Harvey of the Western Theatre work toward the development of the
Hamm, the latter as WTO counsel. Owners Association, cited Zukor as industry, his rise from a poor immigrant boy to a dean of entertainment,
In view of WTO's veto of the "one of the motion picture industry's is inspiring
to the young men coming
arbitration draft, it is curious now
pioneers."
true
Trueman
T.
Rembausch
of
Indiana,
to note that Hamm is, and was,
the industry."
one of the triumvirate governing into
Wilbur
Snaper, president of national Allied, wired assurances of
president of California Theatres
Picture OrMotion
of
Council
the
Association, San Francisco, which
"whole-hearted
cooperation for the
ganizations, said, "Variety by its acis a member of Theatre Owners of
nonis
tion insures that the action
salute honoring Adolph Zukor."
Harry (Continned
Brandt, president
partisan, that all within the industry
America, vigorous champion of inon page 3)of the Industry arbitration.
will cooperate and prove to the pub-

strengthening the antitax campaign in the NorthCentral area.
•
The 1952 domestic gross
income of Universal will
exceed the income from operations in the 1951 fiscal year, which established an all-time high,
according
weeks

to present indications. For the 53
ended Nov. 3, 1951,

the company's income was
$65,172,580 compared to
$55,591,085 for the 1950
fiscal year.
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Universal

Mention

On

will leave
GOLDWIN
SAMUEL
here today for the Coast, accom.
panied by Mrs. Goldwyn
•
N. Peter Rath von, Sr., president
of Rathvon Overseas, Ltd., and former
head of RKO Pictures, accompanied
by Mrs. Rathvon ; Frederick
March and his wife, Florence Eldridge, and Madeleine Carroll and
her husband, Andrew Heiskell, Life
magazine publisher, will arrive here
from Europe today aboard the 5".
Liberie.

Hollywood, Dec. 7. — Universal Pic- Allied Artists Has
tures' sales and promotion executives
will open a week-long series of toplevel policy and planning sessions with 13 Films in Backlog
the
company's
at the
studios production
tomorrow executives
morning,
Hollywood, Dec. 7.— Allied Artists
covering production, distribution and
is completing the year with a backpromotion for the coming year.
log of 13 pictures. Four are in color.
Heading the participants in the
The
color films are "Kansas Pacimeetings are Milton R. Rackmil,
fic," aSterling Hayden starrer ; "The
president ; N. J. Blumberg, chairman
of the board ; Alfred E. Daff, execu- Roar of the- Crowd," starring Howard Duff ; "Fort Vengeance," starring
tive vice-president ; William Goetz,
in charge of production ; Edward James Craig, and "Son of Belle
Muhl, vice-president and studio gen- Starr," with Keith Larsen starred.
eral manager ; Charles J. Feldman,
The other films are "Cow Country,"
general sales manager, and David A. starring Edmond O'Brien; "Timber
Lipton, vice-president in charge of Wolf," starring Kirby Grant with
advertising and publicity.
Chinook, the canine star ; "Star of
Division and district sales execu- Texas" and "The Marksman," each
tives and promotion heads who are starring W ayne Morris ; "Tangier
here for the meetings are scheduled Incident," George Brent ; "The Homesteaders" and "Copperheads," both
to see six of the company's recently
starring
Wild
Bill Elliott; "White
completed films, including "The Lone Lightning," starring
Stanley Clements,
Hand," "City Beneath the Sea,"
"Seminole," "Desert Legion" and and the Bowery Boys' "Jalopy."
"Thunder Bay," all with color by
Technicolor, as well as "Girls in the
to
Night." There will also be a special Sullivan's Show
from Roxy
screening of "The World's Most Emanate
Beautiful Girls," two-reel special in
Ed Sullivan's CBS-TV show,
Technicolor and a visit to the Walter
Lantz Studio.
"Toast of the > Town," will emanate
Sales executives attending besides from the Roxy Theatre on Dec. 21
Feldman include Ray Moon, F. J. A. in a special hour-long salute to "Stars
McCarthy, P. T. Dana, Foster M. and Stripes Forever," the 20th Century-Fox film which will have its premiere at the theatre on the following
James J. Jordan, Harry FellerBlake, John
man,
J. Scully, David A. Levy,
the house,
extenP. F. Rosian, James Frew, Manie M. day, when
sive alterations,
will following
reopen with
its
Gottlieb, Lester Zucker, Henry J. "Ice Colorama" show.
Martin, Barney Rose and A. W.
Sonja Henie, on the new ice stage,
Perry, head of Empire-Universal in will make her first TV appearance
Canada.
Promotion executives include on the show, along with Lilli Palmer, Hume Cronyn and Jessica
Charles Simonelli, Philip Gerard, Jeff
Tandy, Victoria De Los Angelos and
Livingston, Ben Katz and the West the U. S. Marine Band. Also, the
Coast promotional force headed by Al
Roxy's corps of skaters will preview
Horwits.
its "Colorama" show format.

James R. Grainger, Republic executive vice-president, left here Friday for Chicago, first stopover on a
trip which will take him to Milwaukee, Denver, Seattle, Portland, San
Francisco and Los Angeles. He will
spend the Christmas holidays at the
Coast.
•
Robert J. O'Donnell, international
chairman of the Adolph Zukor birthday celebration, and Lou Smith,
Coast Movietime director, will leave
Hollywood today for the COMPO
meeting in Chicago• on Wednesday.
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO Radio
sales promotion manager, will leave
here for Boston tomorrow to speak
at the annual convention of the Independent Exhibitors• of New England.

David Lewis, Loew's International
regional director for Continental Europe, will arrive in New York from
there
retania.tomorrow aboard the 6". 5\ MauRalph Cohn and John H. Mitchell, recently elected Screen Gems
vice-presidents, will arrive in HollyYork.
wood today from New
•
Richard Condon, RKO Radio director of advertising-publicity, and
Frederick Brisson, will return here
on.
today from Washingt
e
, ,
John R. Buckley, publisher of
Good Housekeeping magazine, is celebrating his 25th anniversary with
the Hearst Publications.
•

Jules Livingston, Republic exchange manager in New Haven, announces the birth of a son, Bernard,
to Mrs. Livingston.
•
Edward L. Hyman, United Paramount Theatres, and his assistant,
Bernard Levy, will be in Detroit today and tomorrow. •
William Pine, Paramount producer, will sail from Naples for New
5". Independence
YorkDec.aboard
on
13. the 5".
Charles Einfeld, 20th CenturyFox vice-president, will arrive in New
York from the Coast
by plane today.
•

to

' Top-Leve

Meet

Today

I • Po licy

Parade
J\/TEXICO'S
inauguration
IV*
Adolf o Ruiz
Cortincs of
is Presihighlighted in current newsreels. Featured
also are Walter Reulher's election to
the CIO presidency, the Saar elections, Winston Churchill's 78th birthday celebration, and. the British government's minting of a new Queen
Elisabeth coin.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 99 —Cor tines
new president of Mexico. United Nations
votes
on India's
plan. Reuther
Ike namesnamed
final
Cabinet
choices.peace
Walter
CIO president. Gen. Van Fleet visits
wonnded in Korea. Air Force unveils new
super
jet, the is"Thunderstreak."
"Snows
Kilimanjaro"
inspiration for exotic
styles.of
Heisman trophy to Billy Vessels. Slalom
champs in dizzy drop.
MOVIETONE NEWSREEL SPECIAL
THEATRE
SUPPLEMENT
— N. J. —
Stevenson speaks at memorial session for
Philip Murray. 111. — 24 of 42 scientists who
began atomic energy experiments at Chicago site 10 years agoi in anniversary
observation. France — A flood in the town of
Bergerac
snowfalls.
Tombstone duelaidto inearly
Belsen
for 5,000Germany
Jews and—
anti-Nazi Germans slaughtered there. India
— Celebration of 63rd birthday of Prime
Minister Nehru. England — Celebration of
Winston Churchill's 78th birthday at 10
Downing Street. N. Y. — Winner of "Most
Beautiful Blind Girl" contest. 111. — Contest
to select the healthiest teen-ager in U. S.
Penn. — Man perfects working model of
multi-storied mechanized garage building.
Oregon — W. L. Howard perched atop 54
foot flagpole breaks flagpole-sitting record.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 229— First
decade of atomic energy marked by scientists in Chicago ceremonies- Stevenson visits
Truman.
Happy birthday
No. 78 for
Winston. Churchill.
New Mexican
president,
Adolfo Ruiz Cortines. New Elizabethan
coins for Britain. Football award to Oklahoma star Billy Vessels. African Gold
Coast inspires new styles. Walter Reuther
new CIO chief. Yuletide message by Lionel
Barrymore.
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 32— Inaugural
of new president in Mexico. Battle for key
outpost in Tndo-China. CIO picks Walter
Reuther as president. New Labor Secretary
Dirken interviewed. A warming tale concerning puppies.

TELENEWS
DIGEST, No. 49B — Adlai
Stevenson honors Philip Murray at CIO
national convention. Mexico celebrates as
new president, Adolfo Ruiz Cortines is
Johnston
Due
from
Roxy Sets Production
sworn in. Captured Russian arms and
Staff for Ice Show
trucks in Indo- China prove their aid. New
S. American
Trip
styles in cruise fashions for the sunny
The Roxy Theatre has assembled Southland.
Washington, Dec. 7.— Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture the following production staff to forUNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 419— Saar elecAssociation of America was scheduled
mulate and execute the "Ice-Colotions. Reuther chosen CIO president. Correvue opening Dec. 22:
tines new Mexican president. French attack
to return today from his South Amer- rama"
Arthur Knorr, production chief, in Indo- China. Royal minting o<f new Queen
ican trip. It was not certain whether
Elizabeth coin. F-84 jet a new jet fighterhe would come directly here or stop will be in charge of stage production, bomber.
Puppies in Germany. Santa Claus
special sets and lighting, with Ron in Heidelberg.
off in New York.
Billy Vessels gets Heisman
Fletcher as choreographer, assisted
Johnston is scheduled to report to
the MPAA board within a few days by Flo Walters ; Michi, Japanese- grid
trophy. PATHE
WARNER
34American designer, will create the Mexican
inauguration NEWS.
of new No.
president
on results of his trip which concerned
costumes ; Bob Boucher will again Cortines. Stevenson addresses CIO1 convenfilm export problems in. Brazil, Ar- conduct the orchestra, and Rae Porter
tion in Atlantic City. Winston Churchill
gentina and other South American will assemble a new group of singers. celebrates 78th birthday in London. Germans erect a memorial to Nazi victims
countries, and blocked film revenue
in Belsen. Vital elections in Saar. Billy
therein. He also is expected to take
Vessels named grid star ofland-Browns-Washington
the year.
CleveTV Show
early action in getting an industry Movietone
Redskins football
arbitration conference convened to disSet for Children
cuss exhibitor objections to the disA new Movietone TV program Dancigers Coming
tributors' proposed draft.
especially prepared and filmed for game.
Oscar Dancigers and Henry EhrGualino
Reelected
children, titled "News Adventures for lich
will fly to New York from
Young
America,"
will
be
launched
Mexico
City shortly after Jan. 1 to
Italian Unit Head
this week in 10 markets, it was anfinalize
negotiations
for a major renounced at the weekend by Peter G.
Dr. Renato Gualino was reelected
lease
for
their
Pathe
color producLevathes,
director
of
television
for
president of the National Producers
"Robinson Crusoe," being made
Union in Rome, it was reported here 20th Century-Fox. The markets set there, tion,
it was reported by Alfred Katz,
are New Orleans, Houston, San
at the weekend by Italian Films Ex- Francisco, Seattle, Detroit, Kansas who will handle publicity and exploiport. Gualino is director general of
tation on the film, before he left here
Citv, Minneapolis, Buffalo, Charlotte over the weekend for Mexico City to
IFE and president of the IFE Re- and
Cleveland.
leasing Corp.
confer with the producers.

E. Z. Walters, Altec comptroller,
has arrived in New York from
Beverly Hills, Cal.
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Mass. Bill Would
Curtail Workers
Boston, Dec. 7.— A bill has
been filed with the clerk of
the House of Representatives
raising the compulsory school
age from 16 to 18 years of
age.
The bill if passed would
mean that motion picture theatres could no longer employ
16 and 17-year-olders as ushers, candy stand girls, cashiers and doormen as they do
at present. Some circuit offices also employ 16 and 17year-olders as clerks, while
distribution offices employ
them as clerks and shippers.

Motion

Picture

In

Review
Invasion

U.S.A.

3

Daily
the

THEATRE

»*

(American Pictures Cor p. -Columbia Pictures)
XCELLENT newsreel footage of the second world war and the Korean
war has been cleverly interjected in this effective propaganda drama
that deals with the possibility of the invasion of America in the next global
conflict. A large amount of the footage depicts atomic and other destruction
of planes, ships and buildings in a most convincing fashion. It is used to
shock the audience into the realization of the dangers of an invasion by "the
identified but implied by the accents of the actors
not otherwiseian.
enemy,"
.
.
as Russ
It is definitely an exploitable film although it suffers from a lack of
dramatic plausibility. The screenplay by Robert Smith from a story which
he co-authored with Franz Spencer follows the actions of a group of purvictorya
and the itenemy's
theirisdestruction
Aftertrick
people. the
portedly representative
all labelled
used of having
at the climax,
is established
dream-like look into the future. The characters were supposedly under the
prophetic mass-hypnosis of forecaster Dan O'Herlihy. Given another chance,
they vow to do everything possible to avoid such occurrences as the bombing of Alaska, California, and New York; the capturing of Washington,
Dr C. and New York, and the A-bombing of the Boulder Dam, all of which
are shown.
Gerald Mohr and Peggy Castle supply the romantic interest. The cast
also includes Robert Bice, Tom Kennedy, Wade Crosby, Erik Blythe,
Phyllis Coates, Aram Katcher, Knox Manning and Edward G. Robinson, Jr.
It is a deft and economical production that Albert Zugsmith fashioned for
his American Pictures Corp. with Robert Smith. Alfred E. Green directed
adequately. It capitalizes on the war problems currently prevailing and
exhibitors suitably exploiting it should acquire box-office profits.
Runnino- time, 74 minutes. General audience classification. December
release. &
Walter Pashkin

Beverly, Gettinger in
Distribution Deal
A deal has been consummated here
between Oliver A. Unger's and Herbert Bregstein's Beverly Pictures,
Inc., and Milton Gettinger whereby
Beverly will handle national distribution of 16 former Film Classics features. Gettinger is of the law firm of
Gettinger and Gettinger.
The features include "Daughter of
the West," "The Crooked Way," RKO
Deal Near
"Guilty Bystander," "Miraculous
(Continued
from page 1)
Journey," "Devil's Cargo," "Money
Madness," "Captain Sirocco," "For
merely are engaged in
You I Die," "Blonde Ice," "Inner the principals
Sanctum," "The Lovable Cheat," wrapping up details of the agreement, which admittedly involves nu"State Department— File 649," "Good
merous complexities. However, obTime Girl," "Sofia," "Four Days'
servers close to the scene are inclined
Leave" and "C-Man."
to accept the latter as the most likely
explanation in view of the lack of
Terrell Named
MGM
urgency displayed by the principals
in adjourning the meetings over the
weekend.
Publicity Head Here
The latter believed that legal work
Dan S. Terrell, Metro-Goldwynthe preparation of releases
involving
Mayer's home office exploitation director for the past three years, was of the Stolkin syndicate members
named Eastern publicity manager at from their commitments to Hughes
the weekend by Howard Dietz, vice- and from liability are being prepared
president in charge of advertising, for signing and may be ready for
tomorrow's session. Such releases are
publicity and exploitation.
Terrell succeeds John Joseph, who part of the agreement by _ which
resigned recently to move to Cali- Hughes recovers the stock which was
fornia.
turned over to the syndicate last
September, and for which syndicate
members waive their $1,250,000 down
Paal Here on Deal
payment to Hughes.
For Two Pictures
Harold Lloyd May
Alexander Paal, independent producer, has arrived here from London Reissue Past Hits
to arrange for the worldwide disHarold Lloyd may reissue others
tribution of two films he recently
of his past successful feature comedies
completed there. They are "The Four- if "The Freshman" is favorably reSided Triangle," starring Barbara
ceived at the Paris Theatre here.
Payton and James Hayter, and
Under consideration for re-release are
"There's No Escape," with a cast
Boy" and "Safety Last."
! headed by Paul Henreid, Lois Max- "Grandma's
"The Freshman," originally rewell and Kieron Moore.
leased in 1925, will have its re-release
"premiere" at the Paris following the
current engagement of Samuel GoldTri-Opticon
wyn's "Hans Christian Andersen."
(Continued from page 1)
With "Andersen" in for a long run,
used five short subjects, produced and there is no indication when the Lloyd
originally shown in England, which picture will open.
Lippert Productions is handling the
are now in engagement in Paris, London, Rotterdam and elsewhere abroad, distribution of "The Freshman."
and which he will use for the first
American opening of Tri-Opticon. Trailer for Red Cross
The place and date for that opening
Hollywood, Dec. 7. — A trailer
has not been selected.
which will he used by the American
Red Cross as an aid in its fund soliciRites for Philip Bock
tation next year has been filmed at
Cincinnati, Dec. 7.— Services were Warner Brothers with John Wayne
held here yesterday for Philip Bock, starred. Michael Curtiz, currently
87, president of the Royal Theatre Co.
the star in WB's "Trouble
of this city. He is survived by two directing
Along
the Way," does an acting bit
in the trailer.
sons and two daughters.

Zukor Jubilee
(Continued from page 1)
dependent Theatre Owners Associaof New York,
said his group
"is
most tion anxious
to participate
in the
series of events planned."
After commending O'Donnell for
his part in promoting the tribute,
Abram F. Myers, general counsel of
national Allied said : "In honoring
Adolph Zukor, father of feature films,
the industry not only will pay just
tribute to a worthy pioneer, but will
launch an effective public relations
campaign to put the industry in a
proper light for all the world to see.
I know we can trust you to see to it
that there is substance along with
the hoop-la, and that attention is
fastened on those features of our
business which are enduring and good
so as to erase from the public mind
that which is transient and trivial."
"There is no greater name in show
business" than Zukor's, "and all exhibitors everywhere are delighted to
have a part in this fine testimonial
to him,"
Alfred Starr,
president of wired
the Theatre
Owners
of
America.
Emanuel Frisch, president of the
Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of New York, said he is certain that "all segments of our industry will enthusiastically join in paying tribute to one who can truly be
called "Mr. Motion Pictures."

Equipment
World
with

.

RAY

.

.

GALLO

retractile cords, which
canng beitsused
describi
bulletin
ANEW
on in-car speakers and heaters in
drive-in theatres, has been released by
Koiled Kords, Inc., of New Haven.
Explained in the illustrated, eightpage catalogue are how the cords are
made, where they are used and the
specific features making their use advantageous. In drive-in theatres,
"they eliminate the danger of cords
catching on door handles and breaking," the bulletin states. Also, "they
are compact and stay out of the way
when not in use, yet extend to the
desired length when• needed."
The United States Air Conditioning Corp. of Minneapolis has named
as its manufacturer's representative
for Eastern Tennessee the Mechanical Equipment Co. of Knoxville.
The firm will handle usAIRco's air
conditioning, heating and ventilat•
ing line.
A new drink dispensing unit, incorporating Dad's
a
Root Beer barrel
on tap and two faucets
for
other bclozv
beverages,
has been
signed by dethe
Dad"s Root
Beer
Co. of
1
I
MB

lab
oration
Chicago
in with
colthe
Unifloiv
Co- of
Mturin9
a.nufac-

Erie. Pa. The
other beverages
can be either
. ; ::-lLi*L four
,„„/ co
< b,,ih
carbonated
coarse and fine
stream) or tzvo carbonated from one
faucet and two flat from the other.
Other models available have the barrel and only one faucet below to dispense either two or three extra drinks.
The dispensing cabinet has a pebbletone finish with sinks and drain plates
of stainless steel. A syrup cabinet
with storage tanks is optional. The
complete unit (including the syrup
cabinet) is 35 inches long; 19% wide,
and
high. long.
Without the cabinet, it
is 2442inches
•

Appointment of Smith H. Cady, Jr.
as sales promotion and advertising
manager of the Schutter Candy Co.,
Chicago, has been announced by W.
Ballet Sequence
on
A. Fette, vice-president and director
HalVs Magnascope
of sales.
Cadyof resigned
merchandise manager
the Chase asCandy
Co.,
The Radio City Music Hall here
St.
Louis,
to
take
the
new
post.
He
is using its full Magnascope screen
for the water ballet sequence of the is well known to the candy trade,
particularly through his speeches and
current attraction, "Million Dollar articles on candy merchandising.
Mermaid," giving a Cinerama effect.
This optical device has been used regularly by the Music Hall for its newsreel presentations, with the screen 8mm. Films Duty-free
frame 45 feet wide.
Mexico City, Dec. 7. — Duty-free
The difference in the present use importation of eight-mm. films has
is in the dimensions. Ordinarily, the been authorized by the National
picture on the Music Hall screen is Cinematographic Board. It is no
approximately 31 feet in which, but longer necessary to obtain permits
fromfilm.the board- to bring in that type
for the water ballet scenes the picture I of
is 50 feet wide.
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TV-Radio

Content

Theatre

Is in Work

Report

Sales

Law

Meet

medium as to the number in a 30-day
period.
theatre TV circuit exOne major
ecutive said that he currently knows
of a number of public relations firms
and TV packaging outfits which are
working on closed-circuit theatre TV
deals. ■ He also mentioned that the
sports field is being scouted by persons interested in promoting theatre
TV deals.
Theatre Network Television and its
subsidiary, Tele-sessions, are working
on a number of projects, while Teleconference, Inc., the new agency
which broke into the field with a deal
for the Dec. 30 Bendix telecast, says
that there are a number of other deals
coming up. Aaron Feinsot, Teleconference vice-president, told Motion Picture Daily that following
the Bendix announcement his com"a lot of inquiries"
pany receivedclients.
from potential
Meanwhile, circuits with a number
of TV installations are holding exploratory talks on individual projects,
the commercial "off-hour"
both, in
period
and in the entertainment field.
The three TV events this month
will
kicked telecast,
off todayfollowed
by TNT's
Lees beCarpet
by
TNT's Wednesday "Carmen" teleand Teleconference's Dec. 30
Bendixcast,program.

In Chicago Jan. 10-11
Hollywood, Dec. 7. — Robert Lippert called the first meeting of the Administer Legion Oath
new Lippert Franchise holders for
Hollywood, Dec. 7.— Pastors in all
Jan. 10-11 at the Blackstone Hotel, Catholic parishes here today administered the pledge of the Legion of
Chicago, with Arthur Greenblatt, general sales manager, presiding.
Decency at all masses.

TRADE
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RONALD

REAGAN

RHONDA

• FLEMING

ESTELITA
' ... *

;V

Tropic
NOAH

BEERY

in

with

Zone

• GRANT

WITHERS

Color by TECHNICOLOR
Written for the Screen
and Directed by LEWIS R. FOSTER
Based on a novel by Tom Gill
Produced by
WILLIAM H. PINE and WILLIAM C. THOMAS

Control

'A-Bomb'

Challenged

(Continued from page 1)

Mexico City, Dec. 7.— Enactment
of the highly controversial cinematographic law with its publication in the
"Diario Oficial" ("Official Gazette"),
generally displeases the trade, although
the measure was somewhat modified
after conferences between industry
representatives and officials of the
Ministry of the Interior.
Studio operators and some distributors are about the only ones now who
like the law. Those opposing it plan
to seek injunctions against its enforcement, fearing that the measure
will have the same result as a similar
law in the Argentine where it practically established government control
of the industry.
Besides demanding 50 per cent playing time for Mexican pictures, the law
places the Ministry of the Interior in
charge of the industry, "to assure its
moral, artistic and economic elevation." It gives the Ministry complete
charge of national censorship of Mexican and imported pictures, their importation, exportation, distribution and
exhibition, and also over the production of all films in Mexico, whether
in Spanish or other languages. The
Ministry is to have a special budget
allowance yearly to help the Mexican
trade.
The law also provides for the establishment of a cinematographic library
to which all producers in Mexico
must donate one copy of every picture
they make ; prohibits the export of any
Mexican film that the Ministry considers unfit in theme and development
for exhibition abroad ; regulates the
distribution of Mexican pictures in

tive subject.
Burton Benjamin supervised the
production and wrote a simple commentary that effectively sticks to the
basic facts and allows the footage of
the explosions to provide the powerful impact. Bob Considine does the
narration which aides in depicting the
state of mind of the 2,100 Marines
in foxholes less than four miles from
the explosion.
First, the Marines watch a prior
explosion set off for Army troops and
there is a delay before their own test,
because of wind and rain storms.
They are more impressed after the
detonation when they view the havoc
done to heavy armored equipment.
There are many fine shots, perhaps
the most notable being the opening
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Mexican

TV

{Continued from page 1)

Washington, Dec. 7.— The Harris
sub-committee of the House Interstate Commerce Committee wound up
its hearings on radio and television
program content over the weekend
and settled down to writing a report.
Due to come out about Jan. 1, the
report will probably say that the
broadcasting industry should be given
a chance to operate under its recently
adopted standards of practice code,
without government interference but
that the standards adopted could be
higher than they are.
Final witness before the committee was Federal Communications
Commission chairman Paul A.
Walker, who said that it would be
dangerous to give a censorship power
over radio and television programs to
any government agency. He pointed
out that the FCC was specifically
forbidden by law to exercise any censorship and added that he thought
this was "wise."
Walker^ declared that the public
had the responsibility of making its
likes and dislikes known to the
broadcasters who] were licensed . to
serve it.
Lippert

PICTURE

PLACE

picture
of the
and the
closing one
which"mushroom"
was taken with
the
camera aimed directly at the moment
of explosion, capturing the initial
blinding flash.
The tests prove that only exceedingly deep foxholes and shelter are
safeguards against A-bombing. Jay
Bonafield has fashioned a compact
production. It is a short that is sure
to create tremendous attraction wherever it is played. It will be released
nationally on Jan. 16.
W.P.
the public interest, and classes the
trade as being in the public interest,
like electrical firms, communications,
railroads, mining and oil. Also, Mexican trade disputes must be arbitrated
by the National Cinematographic Art
Council.

OF SCREENING

TIME

ALBANY
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1052 Broadway
2:30 P.M.
ATLANTA
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 154 Walton St., N. W
2 P.M.
BOSTON
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 58-62 Berkeley Street
70:30 A.M.
BUFFALO
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 464 Franklin Street
2 P.M.
CHARLOTTE
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 305-7 South Church Street
10 A.M.
CHICAGO
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1306 South Michigan Avenue
7.30 P.M.
CINCINNATI FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1638 Central Parkway
2:30 P.M.
CLEVELAND
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1735 East 23rd Street
8 P.M.
DALLAS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 401 N. Pearl Expressway
2 P.M.
DENVER
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 2100 Stout Street
2 P.M.
DES MOINES
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1125 High Street
7 P.M.
DETROIT
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 479 Ledyard Avenue
2 P.M.
INDIANAPOLIS PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1 1 6 West Michigan Street
J0:30 A.M.
JACKSONVILLE FLORIDA THEATRES SCREENING ROOM, Florida Thea. Bldg
2 P.M.
KANSAS CITY
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1800 Wyandotte Street
2 P.M.
LOS ANGELES PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1613 West 20th Street
J:30 P.M.
MEMPHIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 362 South Second Street
12:75 NOON
MILWAUKEE
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1121 North Eighth Street
2 P.M.
MINNEAPOLIS PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1201 Currie Avenue
2 P.M.
NEW HAVEN
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 82 State Street
2 P.M.
NEW ORLEANS PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 215 South Liberty Street
2:30 P.M.
NEW YORK CITY. . .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 1501 Broadway (9th Fl.)
2:30 P.M.
OKLAHOMA CITY. .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM, 701 West Grand Avenue
70:30 A.M.
OMAHA
FOX SCREENING ROOM, 1502 Davenport Street
7:30 P.M.
PHILADELPHIA PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM,
PITTSBURGH
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM,
PORTLAND
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM,
ST. LOUIS
PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM,
SALT LAKE CITY PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM,
SAN FRANCISCO. . .PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM,
SEATTLE
MODERN THEATRE SUPPLY
WASHINGTON PARAMOUNT PROJ. ROOM,

248 North 12th Street...".
2 P.M.
1727 Boulevard of Allies
2 P.M.
909 N. W. 19th Avenue
2 P.M.
2949-2953 Olive Street
7 P.M.
270 East 1st South Street
7:30 P.M
205 Golden Gate Ave
2 P.M.
PROJ. ROOM, 2400 Third Ave
7:30 P.M.
306 H Street, N.W
8 P.M.
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RESUMING

Postponed

Another

Week

RKO

MANAGEMENT

The hearing on a petition for apSees
Top
pointment ofa receiver for RKO Pic- Einfeld
tures which had been scheduled for
tomorrow before New York Supreme
Court Justice Henry Clay Greenberg
has been postponed to Dec. 17 at the Grosser in 'Madam'
A prediction that 20th Centuryrequest of the company.
The petition was brought by several
; "Call Me Madam"' will rank
as
"one of top
the
all-time
RKO Pictures stockholders represented by Louis Kipnis, attorney. At
a hearing before Justice Greenberg on
grossers in the
history of the
Nov. 21, Albert R. Connelly, attorney for the company, said it was exindustry" was
pected the RKO Pictures board of divoiced yesterrectors would be re-constituted within
two weeks. Justice Greenberg indiFox'
day Einfeld,
by vicepresident
Charles
cated at that time that if all the parties involved were not ready for a
upon his return
to New York
hearing by tomorrow he would enterfrom a visit to
tain petitions for a further postponement.
the company's
Hollywood
studios.
Three other
Charles Einfeld
Bronx
Independent
20th-Fox producti ons to reach the
screens next
Files Trust Suit
were(Continued
also' reported
on page on
4) by Ein-

Executives of James Lees and
Sons, Inc., sponsors of the first
commercial theatre telecast, expressed satisfaction following yesterday's one-hour telecast here of the
carpet manufacturer's national sales
convention, according to Theatre Network Television, which booked the
event.
Victor Ratner, director of TeleSessions, a subsidiary of TNT, said
that Lees management was enthusiastic about the new medium and expressed complete satisfaction after the
performance, which was seen in 18
theatres in 17 major cities from Coastto-Coast.
As seen at the Colonial Theatre
here, the telecast appeared to carry
an effective sales message and was
technically almost without fault. Most
viewers at the Colonial expressed
An anti-trust suit, brought under
regret that the carpets on the screen
could not be shown in their true colors, New York State's Donnelly Act, was
yesterday by the 1948 Holdrather than in black-and-white. How- filed here
ing Corp. and Nathan Steinberg,
(Continued on page 5)
operating the Square Theatre in
Westchester Square, The Bronx,
against five theatre companies, three
Paramount
Host
at distributors and three individuals. The
plaintiffs are asking for an injunction
and damages allegedly resulting from
Zukor
Jubilee Fete
(Continued on page 4)

Johnston Meets With
year
MP A A Board Today

Grants
Stolkin
Depinet

Extensions to
Group; Report
Not

Hollywood,

Returning
Dec. 8. — The deal

turn to RKO
PicturesHughes'
went into
providing
for Howard
rethe final stages with the preparation of legal documents here today.
The company is expected to make a
formal announcement of the new
agreement tomorrow.
Under the deal Hughes will have
management control of the company
in return for granting members of
the Ralph Stolkin syndicate extensions of time on their commitments
to purchase his 29 per cent controlling stock interest in the company.
The extension, it is understood, covers dates on which payments to
Hughes of the more than $6,000,000
unpaid balance of the purchase price
fall due. The extensions are regarded
as additional periods of grace during
which the Stolkin group can carry on
negotiations for the sale of its RKO
Pictures stock.
At the
same ontime,
(Continued
page it4) is re-

Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Association of America,
will make a report here today on his
South American tour to the MPAA
board of directors. Johnston returned
from Latin America over the week(Continued on page 4)

Los Angeles, Dec. 8. — Paramount
Pictures will be the host for the
Adolph Zukor 80th Birthday Dinner TV
WINS
OUT
IN
Celebration sponsored by the Variety
Clubs International to be held in
Hollywood Jan. 7, it was announced
COVERAGE
today by committee chairman Charles KOREA
P. Skouras, who revealed that A. W.
Schwalberg, Paramount Film Distributing Corp. president, requested the Video Outlets Pool Resources for Eisenhower's
privilege for his firm in a wire.
Tour and Beat Newsreels in Race to the Public
The invitational dinner will be held
(Continued on page 4)
The newsreel coverage of President-Elect Eisenhower's Korean tour
developed
into the most heated race between motion pictures and teleUA
Theatre
Circuit
vision since the latter medium became a competitive factor. And TV
was the winner in bringing the event
to the public, nosing out theatres by
Net Up to $491,013
Fine
$140,000
for a 24-hour margin. This was made
possible by four TV networks pooling
Net income of United Artists The- 'Mermaid'
their own resources and working inat Hall
atre Circuit and subsidiary companies
dependently ofthe pooled film industry
for the year ended Aug. 31, 1952, was
newsreel's representative, Dave Oliver
The Christmas attraction at Radio of Warner-Pathe News, insofar as
$491,013. This was an increase over
the corresponding 1951 fiscal period City Music Hall, "Million Dollar President-elect Eisenhower's activities
when the net was $402,290, but it was Mermaid," coupled with the Hall's on Korean soil was concerned.
traditional holiday show, opened to a
When the television companies were
below the 1950 earnings of $614,383.
informed,
a week before the Presidentfine
$140,000
for;
its
first
week.
BusiThe circuit's net before deducting
ness at most other first-run houses in
interest, depreciation, amortization and
elect's departure, that there would be
provision for Federal income taxes New York was from excellent to fair. room for(Continned
only one onnewsreel
page 5) camera(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)

WASHINGTON, Dec. 8. ~
United Paramount Theatres, American Broadcasting and Balaban and Katz
in a joint petition today
asked the Federal Communications Commission to
make final the FCC examiner's favorable decision in the ABC-UPT merger case without oral argument. If the Commission
thinks argument is necessary, they continued, it
should set an immediate
date. A similar petition
was filed
by Paramount.
0
WASHINGTON, Dec. 8. —
The NPA's decision to end
its theatre construction
ban on Jan. 1 will be announced this week, probably on Wednesday. At
present, the ban is slated
to end next May 1.
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NCA
Plan

Mention

president of
LOEW,
ARTHUR
International, has reLoew's
turned here from the Coast.
•
Dudley Pictures
of
Carl Dudley
Corp. and Dudley Television Corp.,
will arrive here tomorrow from Hollywood.
•

Compo

Chicago

A report on the industry's drive
for repeal of the 20 per cent Federal
admission tax will be the chief topic
of discussion at the special meeting
of the executive committee and board
of directors of the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations tomorrow at
the Blackstone Hotel in Chicago.
Nearly 50 are expected to attend the
Maxwell Alderman of Allied The- sessions which may extend through
atres of Connecticut has been named Thursday. Col. H. A. Cole and Pat
to the board of directors of the New McGee, co-chairman of the National
Tax Repeal Campaign Committee,
Council.
Haven Jewish Community
•
will report on results to date on the
Prince Francesco Alliata De campaign and lead a discussion on
Villafranca, Italian producer, ar- methods e to be pursued in obtaining
rived here yesterday from Europe favorabl action on the tax question
aboard the Liberie.
by Congress.
t
' Robert J. O'Donnell, national director of "Movietime, U.S.A.," will
Kenneth MacKenna, M-G-M stureport
on results obtained so far by
for
dio story head, will leave here
the Coast at the weekend.
this COMPO project, and there will
•
be a report on plans for a second
industry round table discussion beJoseph Walsh, Paramount's inbranch
tween producers and exhibitors in
Dalons manager, will be
operatitomorrow
Hollywood next February.
through the weekend.
las
•
Arnall to Report
Frederick Brisson, producer, and
publicist Phil Gersdorf returned to
The agenda also provides for reports by officers, a report of the
Hollywood yesterday
• from New York. membership committee by Ellis Arnall, plans for a speakers bureau, a
Harry Goldstein, Allied Artists
Eastern publicity representative, has motion picture exposition and a prereturned here from Chicago.
sentation of a plan for industry par•
ticipation "in National Health Week"
Al Lewin, M-G-M producer, will by Mrs. Albert D. Lasker.
Others
at
meeting-, T.
which
will be preleave here today by plane for London.
sided over bythe Trueman
Rembusch,
one
of CO'MPO's three co-chairmen, will be Al
Lichtman, Sam Pinanski, the two other coHarry Wessel Dies at 80
chairmen; Herman Robbins, treasurer; Sidney Schreiber, secretary; S. H. Fabian.
Cincinnati, Dec. 8.— Harry J. Richard
Bror.s, Harry Brandt, Ben Shlyen,
1912
in
who
80,
Wessel,
(Pop)
Ben Berber, Wilbur Snaper, Lauritz Garfounded the Film Service Co., the man,
Marvin Faris, Robert Livingston,
first film delivery service in this area, Jack Kirsch, Ben Marcus, Henderson
died Saturday at his home following Richey,
Emanuel
F'risch,
Herman Allen
Levy, Johnson,
Leo Brecher,
Art Arthur,
a long illness. He was a past chief Steve Broidy, George Murphy. Irving Long,
barker of the Cincinnati Variety Club, Norman. Winter, S. J. Goldberg, Ray Colin which organization he held a life vin, Lou Smith, Roy Cooper, Charles Niles,
Tames Costen, John Balaban, LaMar Sarra,
membership. He is survived by three Robert
W. Coyne. Charles E, McCarthy,
daughters and a son.
Sam Shain, Duke Clark, Dave Wallerstein,
Charles McBreeu. Joyce O'Hara, Ralph
Hetzel, William K. Hollander and Loui
UA Booker Killed
Abramson.
Norman Letarte, United Artists
booker at the New York exchange,
was killed in an automobile accident P or a.-lnter national's
near Daytona Beach, Fla., while on Rose to State Dept.
his honeymoon last week, the local
Gilbert Rose, service manager of
office learned yesterday. His bride,
Clara, was injured seriously. Letarte, Paramount-International for the last
who had been with UA for eight years, seven years, is resigning to join the
was married two weeks ago.
U.
S. State Department's
International
Information
Administration
of the
Motion Picture Bureau.
Rose, who has been in the indusJack Levin's Mother
Services were held here yesterday
try since 1927, takes over his new
at the Park West Chapel for Mrs. duties on Monday in the New York
Sarah Levin, mother of Jack Levin, office of the State Department.
president of Jack M. Levin Associates,
who died Sunday at the age of 75. Files for Injunction
She was the w(idow of Benjamin
Chicago, Dec. 8. — Attorney Richard
Levin, founder of the Lenox Film Exchange.
Orlikoff today filed for an injunction on behalf of the American Civil
Liberties Union in Federal Court
Services for Mark Kelly here, asking that the Chicago Police
Hollywood, Dec. 8. — Funeral
services will be held here tomorrow Censor Board be enjoined from preexhibition
of by
"The
morning for Mark Kelly, 59, former Banning venting
of the
film
the Mircle."
Censor
newspaper sports editor and member Board was upheld by Mayor Kennelly,
of the 20th-Fox studio publicity staff to whom the ACLU appealed the decision, leaving no further recourse but
for the past 12 years, who died Fricourt action.
day night from a stroke.

Meeting

Paramount
Begin

on

Confabs

the

Coast

A new series of territory-by-territory merchandising and promotion
conferences with the West Coast as
the focal point are being conducted
today and tomorrow by A. W.
Schwalberg, president of Paramount
Film Distributing Corp. ; E. K.
O'Shea, sales vice-president; and
Jerome Pickman, vice-president in
charge of advertising-publicity.
The trio are slated to arrive today
in Los Angeles from Dallas. Meetings
were held in Dallas with branch executives yesterday and Sunday under a
new plan devised to lend special emphasis to more intensive promotion
policies adapted to the specific needs of
each individual regional territory. They
will hold similar discussions today
and tomorrow with Western division
manager George A. Smith and Pacific
Coast sales personnel.
Named

Executive

20th

Producer

Berger

for Distribution

Minneapolis, Dec. 8. — The
North Central Allied board
today instructed executive
counsel Stan Kane to investigate the legality of president
Ben Berger's
plan to seek
legislation in Minnesota
placing
film distribution under public
utilities regulations.

N.Y.

Variety

Selects

Piccadilly Quarters
The New York Variety Club
selected the Piccadilly Hotel as its
headquarters beginning next month, at
a meeting of the members held here
yesterday. The membership is slated
to meet frequently to accelerate program accumulated
activities andoverdispose
of problems
the past
year.
Among the activities thus far decided are the official sponsorship of the
Adolph Zukor testimonial dinner here
next year, and the revitalization of the
copper
salvageFund.
drive Monroe
for the Kaplan
benefit
of the Heart
is chairman of the fund.
N.

Klune

Studies

Y. Cinema

Membership

Lodge
Drive

New York's Cinema Lodge of B'nai
B'rith has launched a 12-week new
membership drive, with the member
bringing in the most in excess of 10
becoming
eligible
for the
a one-week
free
vacation for
two at
North Shore

Hollywood, Dec. 8. — Raymond A.
Klune has been named 20th CenturyFox executive producer by Darryl Zanuck. He will assume duties formerly Manor in Miami Beach, Martin Leperformed by Julian Blaustein. Klune vine, president of the lodge announced.
has been executive production manager Mort Sunshine, Cinema membership
at 20th Century-Fox since 1943, join- chairman, and Robert K. Shapiro, cochairman, are handling details.
ing the company from the Selznick organization.
At the same time Zanuck announced
that Michael Abel would be an associate to Klune in his new post. ProNEW YORK THEATRES
operating within
Klune'sWilliam
sphere
includeducersRobert
Bassler,
Bloom, Otto Lang, Frank McCarthy,
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Frank Rosenberg and Stanley Rubin.
Rockefeller Center
Blaustein's contract has been renewed, but he will return to individual
"TheIroa
production.
"MILLION
DOLLAR
MERMAID"
Esther
WILLIAMS
• Victor
MATURE
Walter PIDGEON • David BRIAN
'Cinerama' Is Named
Color by TECHNICOLOR . An M-G-M Picture
&. The Music Hall's Great Christmas Stage Show

first annual list
the Best9
place on'10
Top
Tops
of
the 10 of
best films of the year, as
compiled by Frank Quinn, motion
.VIRGINIA
picture editor of the New York
Mirror, went to "This Is Cinerama," Ladd Mayo
first production in the new multidimensional, curved-screen medium,
now in its third month at the BroadMistress
way Theatre here.
The Mirror cited "Cinerama" as 1Color by TECHNICOLOR
the most important cinema contribution of the year "for its revolutionary
Midnight Fcatvrf
technique and for its unprecedented
SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents
entertainment
quality."
The were,
other
nine
films signled
out by Quinn
Hans Christian
respectively, "High Noon," "Sudden
Andersen
Fear," "Come Back Little Sheba,"
"The Quiet Man," "Hans Christian
DANNY KAYE <
Andersen," "The Greatest Show on
Earth," "Walk East on Beacon,"
CRITERION
starring s • PARIS
"Breaking the Sound Barrier" and
_ B'way & 45th St. 58th St. W. ol 5th Ave.
"The Promoter."

MOTION PICTURE DAILY. Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Terry Ramsaye, Consulting Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue. Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-310O Cable address: Quigpubco,
New York." Martin Quigley, President; Martin Quigley, Jr., Vice-President; Theo. J. Sullivan, Vice-President and Treasurer; Raymond Levy. Vice-President; Leo J. Brady.
Fausel, Production Manager; Hollywood Bureau, Yucca- Vine Building,
Secretary; James P. Cunningham, News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; Gus H.Representative,
FI 6-3074; Bruce Trinz, Editorial Representative. 11 North
William R. Weaver, Editor. Chicago Bureau, 120 South LaSalle Street, Urben Farley, Advertising
Clark Street, FR 2-2843. Washington, J. A. Otten, National Press Club, Washington, D. C. London Bureau, 4 Golden Sq., London WI; Hope Burnup. Manager; Peter Burnup,
Editor; cable address, "Quigpubco, London." Other Quigley Publications: Motion Picture Herald; Better Theatres and Theatre Sales, each published 13 times a year as a section
of Motion Picture Herald; Motion Picture and Television Almanac; Fame. Entered as second-class matter. Sept. 21, 1938, at the post office at New York, N, Y., under the act
of March 3, 1879. Subscription rates per year. $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign; single copies, 10c.
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RKO RADIO PICTURES,

TRADE

SHOWINGS

Inc.

of

FREDERICK BRISSON'S
presentation of

C"
NEVER WAVE AT A WA
ALBANY
Tues. 12/16 2:00 P.M.
Fax Scr. Rm.
1052 B'vray
ATLANTA
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues. 12/16 2:30 P.M.
195 Luckie St., N.W.
BOSTON
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues. 12/16 10:30 A.M.
122-28 Arlington St.
BUFFALO
Mo. Pic. Oper.
Tues. 12/16 2:00 P.M.
Scr. Rm.
498 Pearl St.
CHARLOTTE
Fox Sch. Rm. Tues. 12/16 2:00 P.M.
308 S. Church St.
CHICAGO
Tues. 12/16 2:00 P.M.
RKO Scr. Rm. h Ave.
1300 S. Wabas
CINCINNATI
Scr.Rm. Tues. 12/16 8:00 P.M.
Palace
12
East 6th St.
CLEVELAND
Tues. 12/16 2:30 P.M.
Fox Scr. Rm.
2219 Payne Ave.
DALLAS
,„ .,,„,
Rm.od Tues. 12/16 2:30 P.M.
Scr.
Rep.
412 S. Harwo St.
DENVER
Para. Scr. Rm Tues. 12/16 2:00 P.M.
2100 Stout St.
DES MOINES
Fox Scr. Rm. Tues. 12/16 1:00 P.M.
1300 High St.
DETROIT
Blumenthals
Tues. 12/16 2:30 P.M.
Scr. Rm.
2310 Cass Ave.
INDIANAPOLIS
Tues. 12/16 1:00 P.M.
Univ. Scr. Rm.
517 N. Illinois St.
AS
KANS
CITY
Para. Scr. Rm. Wed. 12/17 2:30 P.M.
1800 Wvandotte St.
LOS ANGELES
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues. 12/16 2:00 P.M.
1980 S. Vermont Ave.
MEMPHIS
Tues. 12/16 12:15 P.M.
Fox Scr. Rm.
151 Vance Ave.
MILWAUKEE
Warner Scr.
Rm.
Tues. 12/16 2:00 P.M.
212 W. Wisconsin Ave.
MINNEAPOLIS
Fox Scr. Rm.
Tues. 12/16 1:30 P.M.
1015 Currie Ave.
NEW HAVEN
Fox Scr. Rm.
Tues. 12/16 2:00 P.M.
40 Whiting St.
NEW ORLEANS
Fox Scr. Rm.
Tues. 12/16 2:30 P.M.
200 S. Liberty St.
NEW YORK
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues. 12/16 2:30 P.M.
630-Ninth Ave.
OKLAHOMA
Fox Scr. Rm.
Tues. 12/16 10 :30 A.M
10 North Lee St.
OMAHA
Fox Scr. Rm.
Tues. 12/16 1:30 P.M.
1502 Davenport St.
PHILADELPHIA
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues. 12/16 2:30 P.M
250 N. 13th St.
PITTSBURGH
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues. 12/16 1:30 P.M
1809-13 Blvd. of Allies
PORTLAND
Star Scr. Rm.
Tues. 12/16 2:00 P.M.
925 N.W. 19th Ave.
ST. LOUIS
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues. 12/16 1:00 P.M.
3143 Olive St.
SALT LAKE CITY
Fox Scr. Rm.
Tues. 12/16 1:30 P.M.
216 E. 1st St. South
SAN FRANCISCO
Fox Scr. Rm.
Tues. 12/16 2:00 P.M
245 Hyde St.
SEATTLE
Jewel Box
Scr. Rm.
Tues. 12/16 1:00 P.M.
2318 2nd Ave.
SIOUX FALLS
Hollyw'd
Thea. Ave.
Tues. 12/16 9 :30 A.M
212
N. Philips
WASHINGTON
Film Center
Scr. Rm.
Tues. 12/16 10:00 A.M
932 New Jersey Ave.

Also Showing RKO Pathe's
'OPERATION A-BOMB" Eastman Colo

\.Y.

PICTURE
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Zukor

Grosses

(Continued from page 1)

n Andersen" continHans
record-breaking pace at the
ued its Christia
n
Criterio and the off-Broadway Paris.
For the second week at the Criterion
a sturdy $46,500 was registered while
the Paris racked up a solid $19,400.
Land-office business is still the rule
of the day at the Broadway Theatre,
where "This Is Cinerama" is featured.
A capacity $40,000 was due there for
the 10th week of the Cinerama show.
At the Paramount, a pretty good $50,000 was forecast for the third and
final week of "Iron Mistress," which
will be replaced tomorrow by "Stop,
You're Killing Me."
"Because of You" opened to a nice
$31,000 for its initial seven days at
the Capitol. At the Rivoli, a fair $12,000 is indicated for the 12th week of
"Snows of Kilimanjaro," while at
Loew's State a moderate $15,000 is
seen for the second and final week
of "Outpost in Malaya." "Hangman's
Knot" will have its premiere there
tomorrow.
'Limelight" is still holding up fairly
well at the Astor and the two-a-day
60th Street Trans-Lux. The Astor expects $18,000, for the seventh week of
the film, while $7,000 is indicated for
the 60th Street Trans-Lux. On Friday,miere"Pony
will havereplacing
its preat the Soldier"
Globe Theatre,

Heads
Management
Can Join Academy

Hollywood, Dec. 8.— Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences president
Charles Brackett reports that
board of
the organization's
governors has approved the
establishment of a new branch
of the Academy to consist of
management executives."
"top
The addition brings the number of academy branches to 13.
UATC

Net

Up

(Continued from page 1)

was $749,360, with the deductible
items totalling $494,313. To the remaining $255,046 was added $235,966,
the proportion of undisting
represen tributed net profits,
less the proportion
of net losses of companies not owned
100 per cent.
It was pointed out in the consolidated balance sheet that "there are remaining important theatre operations
in which the company and its partlyowned companies and major producing
companies are interested which are to
be terminated as a result of the government's anti-trust litigation brought
against certain film producing companies. The effect which these matters
may have upon' the financial position
of the company and its partly-owned
companies cannot be determined at this

"Kansas City Confidential" which is
forecast to bow out at a fair $14,500
for its second and final week.
At the Mayfair, a moderate $15,000
UATC operates 20 theatres in Caliis indicated for the second week of
fornia, Michigan, Oregon and New
"The Thief of Venice." "Breaking- York. It is interested in, but does
dropped not operate, Metropolitan Playhouses
Through
somewhat the
but Sound
a more Barrier"
than satisfactory
which
time."holds an interest in two circuits
$15,000 is indicated for its fifth week. operating 128 theatres in and around
Among off-Broadway theatres, a New York City ; United California
solid $9,600 is predicted for the sixth Theatres, with 99 theatres ; Rowley
week of "The Promoter" at the Fine United Theatres, 127 theatres, and
Arts, while a steady $7,100 is seen Penn - Federal Enterprises, seven
theatres.
for the eighth week of "The Four"O. Henry's
Sutton.
at the
poster"
Full
House"
at the
52nd Street TransLux is expected to register a fine Files Trust Suit
(Continued from page 1)
$6,200 for its eighth week. At the
Beekman, a satisfactory $4,500 is forecast for the third week of "Under the the exclusion of the Square in a moveup of clearances in the area.
"Hiawatha"
will have its premiere
It is charged in the complaint that
Sea."
Red
at the Bijou Theatre, now shuttered, Loew's settled a threatened litigation
by Skouras Theatres Corp. for $600,on Christmas Day and "The Impor- 000
at a time when Skouras was in
tance
of
Being
Earnest"
will
open
at
the Baronet on Dec. 22.
a ''straightened financial position."
Until 1950, Skouras operated the
Hall Slates Extra Performances
Square Theatre which then was taken
To accommodate weekend audiences, over by Steinberg and the 1948 HoldCo. The plaintiffs charge that
Radio City Music Hall has scheduled until ingSeptember
of this year, the
extra performances of its traditional
Christmas show on Saturday, with Square and Skouras' Interboro and
Pilgrim Theatres played day-and-date
doors opening at 8 :00 A.M.
seven
but thatdays
last after
month Loew's
the twoAmerican,
Skouras
houses
were
moved
up
by Paramount
Einfeld Sees
and United Artists to day-and-date
(Continued from page 1)
with the American. The Square, it is
charged,
was excluded from the imfeld who saw rough cuts of them on
provement inclearance. Monroe Stein
the Coast. The pictures are : "Nia- is attorney for the plaintiffs.
gara," which stars Marilyn Monroe,
Defendants in the Steinberg
1) suit
Joseph Cotten, and Jean Peters ; "Man are Loew's, Parkchester Amusement
on A Tightrope," directed by Elia Co., Number 26 Theatres, Inc., SkouKazan in Germany and starring Fredras Theatres Corp., Metropolitan
eric March, Gloria Grahame, and
Playhouses, United Artists Theatre
Terry
Moore,production
and "The starring
Star," a Bette
Bert Circuit, Paramount, United Artists.
E.
Friedlob
Davis.
George Skouras and Nicholas and
Joseph M. Schenck.
Einfeld's agenda at the studios included discussions with Darryl F.
Zanuck, production chief, and Harry Johnston Meets
(Continued from page
Brand, studio publicity head, to formulate promotional plans on the films
viewed along with other attractions end and went direct to his home in
scheduled for release during the new Washington.
Johnston yesterday declined to comyear.

Fete

(Continued from page 1)

at the Ambassador Hotel on Zukor's
, internaJ. O'Donnell
. R.
birthday
chairman,
from
who arrived
tional
Dallas this morning, announced that
the event will be followed by similar
celebrations later in Dallas, Chicago
and other key cities, climaxed by a
dinner March stor4ia in at the Hotel Waldorf-A New York.
Skouras met with studio and industry leaders at a Beverly Hills
Hotel luncheon today to formulate
plans for the dinner. Among those
invited to attend were Steve Broidy,
Harry Cohn, Sherrill Corwin, Cecil B.
DeMille, Ned Depinet, Walt Disney,
Y. Frank Freeman, William Goetz,
Samuel Goldwyn, Jesse L. Lasky, L.
B. Mayer, Dore Senary, Joseph
Schenck, Leo Spitz, Jack Warner,
Herbert J. Yates, Darryl F. Zanuck
and Eugene Zukor.
Film Trade Unions Behind
Zukor Celebration, Jubilee
Dallas, Dec. 8. — Trade unions affiliated with the industry in Hollywood are swinging in line behind V ariety Clubs International with pledges
of support of the all-industry Adolph
Zukor 80th Birthday Celebration and
Golden Jubilee which Variety is
sponsoring
in 1953.
Behind the
forthcoming event are
the executive board of the Motion
Picture Industry Council and its affiliated membership, which includes Artists Managers Guild, Association of
Motion Picture Producers Association,
Independent Office Workers, Screen
Actors Guild, Screen Producers Guild,
Screen Story Analysts' Guild, Screen
Writers' Guild, Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers, Society of
Motion Picture Art Directors and
Unit Production Managers' Guild.
Hughes
Resuming
(Continued from page 1)
ported that last minute hitches
developed in working out the
status of Ned E. Depinet, who
had been slated to return as
president of RKO Pictures with
full autonomy. That plan is
said to have broken down, with
no agreement concerning Depinet having been reached.
It is understood that Noah Dietrich,
who served as RKO board chairman
in the previous Hughes regime, is
interested and may be named president.
The statement scheduled to be
issued tomorrow is expected to include the announcement of new directors of the company, as well as the
new chief executive officers.
The final agreement on the major
phases of the re-transfer of control
of the company came late today followinghere
nearlybetween
four weeks
of discussions
Hughes
and
members of the Chicago group. The
latter include, in addition to Stolkin,
A. L. Koolish, E. J. Burke, Ray
Ryan and Sherrill Corwin. Depinet
was a participant in the talks during
the past nine days.
ment on arbitration until he had been
briefed on developments during his
absence.
This afternoon, Johnston will speak
at a luncheon for the National Association of Insurance Commissioners
at the Hotel Commodore here.
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TV

Motion

Picture

Lees

Wins
(Continued from page 1)

man aboard the planes carrying- the
party to Korea, the TV firms decided
on their own coverage. They drew
lots to decide which company would
designate a cameraman. National
Broadcasting "won" and it selected
Julius Zenier, an NBC cameraman in
Korea. Zenier shot the scenes of
Eisenhower's tour on land, although
footage was available
flight
Oliver's
outlets.
the video
to
Zenier's pooled footage was flown
via Pan American Airways from
Tokyo and arrived in San Francisco
at 6:15 A.M. (EST) Sunday. After
two hours in San Franciso, where the
film was viewed by security censors,
the footage was rushed to New York
where prints were made for the TV
stations. NBC hit the TV screens
at 5 :30 Sunday afternoon, with CBS
following an hour later. Others in
the pool were DuMont and American
Broadcasting.
Other Stories Excluded
The regular newsreel companies
processed their negatives here yesterday and the films reached New
York theatre screens late in the afternoon. The Eisenhower-Korea scenes
comprise the entire issue, with all
other news stories excluded.
Oliver is reported to be on the
USS. Helena, covering the sessions
between Eisenhower and military
leaders.
7 'Bali' TV Trailers
Set By Paramount
Paramount reports that CBS and
NBC networks across the country will
carry seven special video trailers to
an estimated 60,000,000 persons for
"Road to Bali," forthcoming HopeCrosby-Lamour comedy. This marks
the first time, the company claims, that
such a saturation campaign designed
for television has been devised by a
film company.
The trailers do not contain scenes
from the picture but are titled "Great
Moments in History with Bing Crosby
and Bob Hope" and are seven short
subjects that were written by Leonard Neubauer and directed by Phil
Pemberton, head of Paramount's
trailer department.
Hits
Films

5

Daily

Undesirable
for Children

■ Albany, N. Y., Dec. 8.— "Millions
of American
are being
exposed weeklychildren"
to undesirable
motion
pictures, "not only those sexually bad,
but those which incite to crime, contain horrible thoughts or terrible fanRev.Catholic
Edward Radio
J. Lareau,
director tasies,"
of thethe
Guild
of the Albany Diocese, said in a sermon at the Church of the Sacred
Heart yesterday.
Father Lareau credited the Legion
of Decency with doing a great deal "to
clean up motion pictures."

S. WABASH AVE, CHICAGO
(39 NINTH AVENUE, HEW YORK

Television
with

Pinky

—

Radio

Herman

SULLIVAN entered the Flower Hospital last night for a complete physical check-up (he's been suffering from ulcers) and
the second chapter of the "Samuel Goldwyn Story," on "Toast of the
Town," scheduled for this coming CBSunday, will probably be postponed until sometime in January. Incidentally, last Sunday's portion
of the Goldwyn story, with flashes of S.G.'s memorable films, was
easily the piece de resistance of the day's TV fare. Pending "the
smiling Irishman's" return "T.O.T.T." will be hosted by guest
emcees. . . . Bob Goldstein, in town for a few days en route to
Italy where he plans to produce a series of TV films. . . . REUNION IN CLEVELAND :— Henry (Hot Lips) Levine has
signed a one year pact to become musical director of WTAM's
radio and TV starting January 15. He'll join his former boss Norman Cloutier who is now production ' chief ; Lee Sullivan, formerly
heard on NBC, and Johnny Andrews, formerly co-starred on "Easy
Does It," NBTVehicle. for which Hot Lips provided hot licks. . . .
Claus" on WOR's "20 Questions,"
will guest
Lon
Dec. Clark
20, making
this as
his"Santa
sixth annual visit to the program (and
ED

after so many years as that famous radio sleuth, Lon'll probably be
called "St. Nick" Carter on the show).
ir
Former ''Hit Parade'' NBChanter Bill Harrington, whose current series over WNEW tabs him as a triplethreat (singer, emcee, accordionist) , has
been signed to make a telefilm series by
Bob Saz'ini. In the TV musicals, titled,
"Meet the Composer," Bill sings old and nezv
song hits and will present the writers of these
compositions. . . . The program "Movie
Matinee," formerly heard via Mutual, has
been revised by producers Wilbur Stark and
Jerry Layton and MBStarting Jan. 9 (8:00
to 8:30 P.M.) will be titled "Movie Payoff"
and heard via a 500 station hook-up over
Mutual. The series, based entirely on motion
Hill Harrington
picture data and, personnel, will be co-sponsored by General Mills and Genera! Tire and will feature Johnny
Olsen, as emcee.
it
"fr #
Travelers Insurance Co. for the third successive year will
NBCommercialize on the annual year-end round up of news
which will be aired
highlights program, "Voices and Events,"
Sunday, Dec. 21, from 7:00 to 8:00 P.M. Kenneth Banghart
will be narrator. . . . Bob Hope will be honored next February with a national salute to celebrate his fifteenth anniversary with Paramount Pictures and NBC. . . . Blake
Edwards, CBScripter of Dick Powell's two "Singer Four Star
Playhouse" telecasts, will make his debut as a director with
"Knockout" which will star Broderick Crawford on the series.
Edwards also authored the teleplay. . . . Tip to ad agencies :
Latch on to ex GI Merrill E. Joel's talents. His sparkling
characterizations make this Joel a jewel. . . . Duff Baking
Mix (a Pillsbury Mills product) and Deepfreeze (Motors
Products Corp.) are the sixth and seventh sponsors, respectively, to CBSign up for participation in the "Garry Moore
Show" telecasts. (Oh well, the Moore the merrier. Ouch!)
. . . With seven major sponsors already set to spend
in 1953, that net's execs see a
$10,000,000 with MBS (radio) neat
11% increase over 1952.
record $20,000,000 gross, a
WOR-TV likewise appears headed for a new gross with the
of Coca-Cola, Whelan Drugs and Piel's beer to their
addition
list of 1953 sponsors.
it
G
£
After 30 years with NBC, during which he served as president,
chairman of the board and member of the board of RCA, Niles
Trammell has resigned to become prexy of the newly formed Biscayne TV Corp., which has filed an application with FCC for a TV
station grant on Channel 7 at Miami, Fla. . . . Beautiful Kathi
who relinquished the title of "TV's busiest femcee," in
Norris, for
August
the arrival of her second child, is getting ready to resume
her radio and TV career. . . . Jimmy Rich, who discovered and
coached among others Dinah Shore, Dick Brown and Jeff Clark, is
managing a newcomer. Herb George, who is ready to warble on a
of Firestone,"
"Voice
With last nite's
. . .consecutive
record label.
major
NBCommenced
its 25th
year. showr
Program
not only was the
first commercial in radio but it is also the first to have been simulcast.

TV

(Continued from page 1)

ever, this was compensated somewhat
by a carpet display in the lobby, where
the multi-colored patterns could be
seen.
Initial reports from the field on the
telecast, which originated in NBC studios here, were on the whole excellent.
Hundreds of carpet dealers, retailers
and sales personnel across the nation
attended theatres to participate in the
event, which kicked off at 12:00
noon (EST).
Many of the United Paramount
Theatre managers, whose houses carried the program, also commented on
the
absence
of dent,
color, said
Robert
O'Brien,
UPT vice-presi
in reporting
reactions of representatives canvassed.
O'Brien pointed out, however, that the
lack of color will be less noticeable
in the case of the Bendix sales conference, to be held on theatre TV
later, due to the lack of color emphasis and importance in the presentation of Bendix products.
The UPT managers felt, according
to a consensus, that the Lees program
further demonstrated the practicability
and value of off-hours theatre TV.
Reception was good, for the most part,
marred only infrequently by light
fadings. Interest was maintained
throughout the telecast and all of the
aims of the event were realized, it was
said.
Received Well in Chicago
The telecast was well received by
the dealers, the salesmen and retailers
who attended the Telenews Theatre in
Chicago. The only adverse comment
was that the pictures of the carpeting were notThose
too effective
in black-at
and-white.
in- attendance
the Telenews felt, however, that it
was in some respects better than a
regular sales meeting, which does not
afford them a chance to meet or see
top company executives, as heard and
viewed
yesterday's
Quality
of
the at
picture
itself telecast.
was marred
by
what seemed to be poor lighting. The
sound was excellent and the engineers seemed to feel that the picture
would have been better had the telecast been carried micro-wave rather
than cable.
In Boston, the telecast was well
received at the Pilgrim Theatre. Many
of the 300 dealers who attended the
sales meeting termed it a very big
success.
In Atlanta, 750 dealers and spectasaw the
show torsat
the "off-hour"
Paramountcommercial
Theatre.
Transmission on the whole was fair,
but at times the picture was too light,
making it difficult in certain instances
to distinguish the speakers clearly.
The sound came over very good, however. Salesmen expressed regret at
the lack of color.
Gould

to Meet

Press

Details of a new film distributingcompany will be announced here today by Walter Gould, former foreign
manager of United Artists. Gould
will explain the plans of the new organization at a trade press conference.
BOOKER
Experienced booker desires position in the New
York Metropolitan area. Experience with both
exchange and major circuit. Familiar with
all type motion picture product. Native New
Yorker, desires to return to this area. Interbooking or selling position or booker
for TVested innetwork.
Box 440, MOTION PICTURE DAILY
1270 Sixth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.
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NEW
RKO

Lees'

Toppers

Enthusiastic
Over

Telecast

Lack

of Color

Field

Reports

Noted;
Good

Executives of James Lees and
Sons, Inc., sponsors of the first
commercial theatre telecast, expressed satisfaction following yesterday's one-hour telecast here of the
carpet manufacturer's national sales
convention, according to Theatre Network Television, which booked the
event.
Victor Ratner, director of TeleSessions, a subsidiary of TNT, said
that Lees management was enthusiastic about the new medium and expressed complete satisfaction after the
performance, which was seen in 18
theatres in 17 major cities from Coastto-Coast.
As seen at the Colonial Theatre
here, the telecast appeared to carry
an effective sales message and was
technically almost without fault. Most
viewers at the Colonial expressed
regret that the carpets on the screen
could not be shown in their true colors,
rather than in black-and-white. How{Contintied on page 5)
Paramount
Zukor

Host

Jubilee

at

Fete

U. S. A., TUESDAY,

Receivership

Hearing
For

YORK,

DECEMBER

9, 1952

TEN

HUGHES

RESUMING

Postponed

Another

Week

RKO

MANAGEMENT

The hearing on a petition for apSees
Top
pointment ofa receiver for RKO Pic- Einfeld
tures which had been scheduled for
tomorrow before New York Supreme
Court Justice Henry Clay Greenberg
has been postponed to Dec. 17 at the Grosser in 'Madam'
request of the company.
A prediction that 20th CenturyThe petition was brought by several Fox's "Call Me- Madam" will rank
as "one of top
the
all-time
RKO Pictures stockholders represented by Louis Kipnis, attorney. At
a hearing before Justice Greenberg on
grossers in the
history of the
Nov. 21, Albert R. Connelly, attorney for the company, said it was exindustry" was
pected the RKO Pictures board of divoiced yesterrectors would be re-constituted within
two weeks. Justice Greenberg indiday Einfeld,
by viceCharles
president
cated at that time that if all the parties involved were not ready for a
upon his return
to New York
hearing by tomorrow he would enterfrom a visit to
tain
petitions
for
a
further
postponement.
tile t i i 1 11 | I . U I \

Bronx
Files

CENTS

Independent
Trust

Suit

An anti-trust suit, brought under
New York State's Donnelly Act, was
filed here yesterday by the 1948 Holding Corp. and Nathan Steinberg,
operating the Square Theatre in
Westchester Square, The Bronx,
against five theatre companies, three
distributors and three individuals. The
plaintiffs are asking for an injunction
and damages allegedly resulting from
{Continued on page 4)

Charles Einfeld

Three other
20th-Fox productions to reach the screens next
year were{Continued
also reported
on page on4) by EinJohnston
MPAA

Meets

Board

With

Today

Grants
Stolkin
Depinet

Extensions to
Group ; Report
Not

Hollywood,

Returning
Dec. 8. — The deal

turn to RKO
PicturesHughes'
went into
providing
for Howard
rethe final stages with the preparation of legal documents here today.
The company is expected to make a
formal announcement of the new
agreement tomorrow.
Under the deal Hughes will have
management control of the company
in return for granting members of
the Ralph
Stolkin
syndicate
extensions of time
on their
commitments
to purchase his 29 per cent controlling stock interest in the company.
The extension, it is understood, covers dates on which payments to
Hughes of the more than $6,000,000
unpaid balance of the purchase price
fall due. The extensions are regarded
as additional periods of grace during
which the Stolkin group can carry on
negotiations for the sale of its RKO
Pictures stock.
At the
same ontime,
{Continued
page it4) is re-

ErictionJohnston,
president ofof America,
the MoPicture Association
will make a report here today on his Ask FCC
South American tour to the MPAA
board of directors. Johnston returned
from Latin America over the week- ABC-UPT
{Continued on page 4)

Los Angeles, Dec. 8. — Paramount
Pictures will be the host for the
Adolph Zukor 80th Birthday Dinner TV
WINS
OUT
IN
Celebration sponsored by the Variety
Clubs International to be held in
Hollywood Jan. 7, it was announced
COVERAGE
today by committee chairman Charles KOREA
P. Skouras, who revealed that A. W.
Schwalberg, Paramount Film Distributing Corp. president, requested the Video Outlets Pool Resources for Eisenhower's
privilege for his firm in a wire.
Tour and Beat Newsreels in Race to the Public
The invitational dinner will be held
{Continued on page 4)
The newsreel coverage of President-Elect Eisenhower's Korean tour
developed into the most heated race between motion pictures and teleUA
Theatre
Circuit
vision since the latter medium became a competitive factor. And TV
was the winner in bringing the event
to the public, nosing out theatres by
Net Up to $491,013
Fine $140,000
for a 24-hour margin. This was made
possible by four TV networks pooling
Net income of United Artists The- 'Mermaid'
their own resources and working inat
Hall
atre Circuit and subsidiary companies
dependently ofthe pooled film industry
for the year ended Aug. 31, 1952, was
newsreel's representative, Dave Oliver
The Christmas attraction at Radio of Warner-Pathe News, insofar as
$491,013. This was an increase over
the corresponding 1951 fiscal period City Music Hall, "Million Dollar President-elect Eisenhower's activities
when the net was $402,290, but it was Mermaid," coupled with the Hall's on Korean soil was concerned.
When the television companies were
traditional holiday show, opened to a
below the 1950 earnings of $614,383.
The circuit's net before deducting fine $140,000 for its first week. Busi- informed, a week before the Presidentinterest, depreciation, amortization and
ness at most other first-run houses in
elect's departure, that there would be
provision for Federal income taxes New York was from excellent to fair. room for( Continued
only one onnewsreel
page 5) camera(Continued on page 4)
{Continued on page 4)

Ruling

on

Merger

Washington, Dec. 8. — United
Paramount Theatres, American
Broadcasting and Balaban and Katz
today asked the Federal Communications Commission to make final the
FCC examiner's favorable decision in
the ABC-UPT merger case without
oral argument.
In a joint petition, the three companies said that the FCC broadcast
bureau and Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, which had filed exceptions to
the initial decision of the hearing examiner, had not expressly asked for
oral argument, even though they had
pointed out the desirability of having it.
Decision
Relaxing

Is

Due

Controls

• Washington, Dec. 8— The National Production Authority will announce this week, probably on Wednesday, adecision to end its theatre
construction ban on Jan. 1.
At May
present,
next
1. the ban is slated to end
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NCA
Plan

Mention

president of
LOEW,
ARTHUR
Loew's
International, has returned here from the Coast.
•
Dudley Pictures
of
Carl Dudley
Corp. and Dudley Television Corp.,
here tomorrow from Hollywill
wood.arrive
•
Maxwell Alderman of Allied Theatres of Connecticut has been named
to the board of directors of the New
y Council.
Haven Jewish Communit
•

Compo

Chicago

A report on the industry's drive
for repeal of the 20 per cent Federal
admission tax will be the chief topic
of discussion at the special meeting
of the executive committee and board
of directors of the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations tomorrow at
the Blackstone Hotel in Chicago.
Nearly 50 are expected to attend the
sessi6ns which may extend through
Thursday. Col. H. A. Cole and Pat
McGee, co-chairman of the National
Tax Repeal Campaign Committee,
will report on results to date on the
Prince Francesco Alliata De campaign and lead a discussion on
methods to be pursued in obtaining
Villafranca, Italian producer, ar- favorab
le action on the tax question
rived here yesterday from Europe
aboard the S.S. Liberte.
by Congress.
•
' Robert J. O'Donnell, national director of "Movietime, U.S.A.," will
Kenneth MacKenna, M-G-M stuon results obtained so far by
report
for
dio story head, will leave here
the Coast at the weekend.
this COMPO project, and there will
•
be a report on plans for a second
industry round table discussion beJoseph Walsh, Paramount's branch
producers and exhibitors in
ions manager,h will be ind.Dal- Hollywotween
operat
od next February.
las tomorrow throug the weeken
•
Arnall to Report
Frederick Brisson, producer, and
The agenda also provides for republicist Phil Gersdorf returned to
ports by officers, a report of the
York.
Hollywood yesterday
• from New
membership committee by Ellis Arnall, plans for a speakers bureau, a
Harry Goldstein, Allied Artists
Eastern publicity representative, has motion picture exposition and a prereturned here from Chicago.
sentation of a plan for industry par•
ticipation "in National Health Week"
Al Lewin, M-G-M producer, will by Mrs. Albert D. Lasker.
Others
at
the meeting;, which will be preleave here today by plane for London.
sided over by Trueman T. Rembusch, one
of COMPO's three co-chairmen, will be Al
Lichtman, Sam Pinanski, the two other coHarry Wessel Dies at 80
chairmen; Herman Robbins, treasurer; Sidney Schreiber, secretary; S. H. Fabian,
Cincinnati, Dec. 8. — Harry J. Richard
Bror.s, Harry Brandt, Ben Shlyen,
1912
in
who
80,
Wessel,
(Pop)
Berger, Wilbur Snaper, Lauritz Garfounded the Film Service Co., the Ben
man, Marvin Paris, Robert Livingston,
first film delivery service in this area, Jack Kirsch, Ben Marcus, Henderson
died Saturday at his home following Herman
Richey, Allen
Emanuel
F'risch,
Levy, Johnson,
Leo Brecher,
Art Arthur,
a long illness. He was a past chief Steve Broidy, G'eorg-e Murphy, Irving- Long,
barker of the Cincinnati Variety Club, Norman Winter, S. J. Goldberg, Ray Colin which organization he held a life vin, Lou Smith, Roy Cooper, Charles Niles,
Tames Costen, John Balaban, LaMar Sarra,
membership. He is survived by three Robert
W. Coyne, Charles E. McCarthy,
daughters and a son.
Sam Shain, Duke Clark, Dave Wallerstein,
Charles McBreen, Joyce O'Hara, Ralph
Hetzel, William K. Hollander and Loui
UA Booker Killed
Abramson.
Norman Letarte, United Artists
booker at the New York exchange,
was killed in an automobile accident Para.-lnternational's
near Daytona Beach, Fla., while on Rose to State Dept.
his honeymoon last week, the local
Gilbert Rose, service manager of
office learned yesterday. His bride,
Clara, was injured seriously. Letarte, Paramount-International for the last
who had been with UA for eight years, seven years, is resigning to join the
was married two weeks ago.
U.
S. State Department's
International
Information
Administration
of the
Motion Picture Bureau.
Rose, who has been in the indusJack Levin's Mother
Services were held here yesterday
try since 1927, takes over his new
at the Park West Chapel for Mrs. duties on Monday in the New York
Sarah Levin, mother of Jack Levin, office of the State Department.
president of Jack M. Levin Associates,
who died Sunday at the age of 75. Files for Injunction
She was the wiidow of Benjamin
Chicago, Dec. 8.— Attorney Richard
Levin, founder of the Lenox Film Exchange.
Orlikoff today filed for an injunction on behalf of the American Civil
Liberties Union in Federal Court
Services for Mark Kelly here, asking that the Chicago Police
Hollywood, Dec. 8. — Funeral Censor Board be enjoined from preservices will be held here tomorrow
exhibition
of by
"The
morning for Mark Kelly, 59, former Banning venting
of the
film
the Mircle."
Censor
newspaper sports editor and member Board was upheld by Mayor Kennedy,
of the 20th-Fox studio publicity staff to whom the ACLU appealed the decision, leaving no further recourse but
for the past 12 years, who died Fricourt action.
day night from a stroke.

Meeting

Paramount
Begin

on

Confabs

the

Coast

A new series of territory-by-territory merchandising and promotion
conferences with the West Coast as
the focal point are being conducted
today and tomorrow by A. W.
Schwalberg, president of Paramount
Film Distributing Corp. ; E. K.
O'Shea, sales vice-president; and
Jerome Pickman, vice-president in
charge of advertising-publicity.
The trio are slated to arrive today
in Los Angeles from Dallas. Meetings
were held in Dallas with branch executives yesterday and Sunday under a
new plan devised to lend special emphasis to more intensive promotion
policies adapted to the specific needs of
each individual regional territory. They
will hold similar discussions today
and tomorrow with Western division
manager George A. Smith and Pacific
Coast sales personnel.
Named

20th

Berger

for Distribution

Minneapolis, Dec. 8. — The
North Central Allied board
today instructed executive
counsel Stan Kane to investigate the legality of president
Ben Berger's
plan to seek
legislation in Minnesota
placing
film distribution under public
utilities regulations.

N.Y.

Variety

Selects

Piccadilly Quarters
The New York Variety Club
selected the Piccadilly Hotel as its
headquarters beginning next month, at
a meeting of the members held here
yesterday. The membership is slated
to meet frequently to accelerate program accumulated
activities andover
dispose
of problems
the past
year.
Among the activities thus far decided are the official sponsorship of the
Adolph Zukor testimonial dinner here
next year, and the revitalization of the
copper
salvageFund.
drive Monroe
for the Kaplan
benefit
of the Heart
is chairman of the fund.
N.

Klune

Studies

Y. Cinema

Membership

Lodge
Drive

New has
York's
Cinema aLodge
of B'nai
B'rith
launched
12-week
new
membership drive, with the member
bringing in the most in excess of 10
Hollywood, Dec. 8. — Raymond A.
eligible
for the
a one-week
free
Klune has been named 20th Century- becoming
vacation for
two at
North Shore
Fox executive producer by Darryl Zanuck. He will assume duties formerly Manor in Miami Beach, Martin Leby Julian Blaustein. Klune vine, president of the lodge announced.
performed
been executive production manager Mort Sunshine, Cinema membership
has
and Robert K. Shapiro, coat 20th Century-Fox since 1943, join- chairman,
chairman, are handling details.
ing the company from the Selznick organization
At the .same time Zanuck announced

Executive

Producer

that Michael Abel would be an associate to Klune in his new post. Pro- NEW YORK THEATRES
sphere
Klune'sWilliam
operating within
includeducersRobert
Bassler,
Bloom, Otto Lang, Frank McCarthy,
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Frank Rosenberg and Stanley Rubin.
Rockefeller Center — ^—
Blaustein's contract has been renewed, but he will return to individual
production.
'Cinerama'

Is Named

first annual list
on the Best'
Top
Tops
films of the year, as
best '10
10 of
the place
of
compiled by Frank Quinn, motion
picture editor of the New York
Mirror, went to "This Is Cinerama,"
first production in the new multidimensional, curved-screen medium,
now in its third month at the Broadway Theatre here.
The Mirror cited "Cinerama" as
the most important cinema contribution of the year "for its revolutionary
technique and for its unprecedented
entertainment
quality."
The were,
other
nine
films signled
out by Quinn
respectively, "High Noon," "Sudden
Fear," "Come Back Little Sheba,"
"The Quiet Man," "Hans Christian
Andersen," "The Greatest Show on
Earth," "Walk East on Beacon,"
"Breaking the Sound Barrier" and
"The Promoter."

"MILLION
DOLLAR
MERMAID"
Esther
WILLIAMS
• Victor
MATURE
Walter PIDGEON • David BRIAN
Color by TECHNICOLOR . An M-G-M Picture
& The Musio Hall's Great Christmas Stage Show

Midnight Ftatwrt
SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents,
Hans Christiani
starring
• PARIS
DANNY KAYE %
CRITERION
B'way & 45th St.
58th St. W. of 5th Ave.
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Motion

RKO RADIO PICTURES,

TRADE

SHOWINGS

Inc.

of

FREDERICK BRISSON'S
presentation of

NEVER WAVE

AT A WAC

ALBANY
Fox Scr. Rm.
Tues. 12/16 2:00 P.M.
1052 B'way
ATLANTA
,„„,
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues. 12/16 2:30 P.M.
195 Luckie St., N.W.
BOSTON
Scr. Rm. Tues 12/16 10:30 A.M.
RKO
122-28 Arlington St.
BUFFALO
Mo. Pic. Oper.
Tues, 12/16 2:00 P.M.
Scr. Rm.
498 Pearl St.
CHARLOTTE
Fox Sell. Rm. Tues. 12/16 2:00 P.M.
308 S. Church St.
CHICAGO
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues. 12/16 2:00 P.M.
1300 S. Wabash Ave.
CINCINNATI
Palace Scr. Rm Tues. 12/16 8:00 P.M.
12 East 6th St.
CLEVELAND
Fox Scr. Rm. Tues 12/16 2:30 P.M.
2219 Payne Ave.
DALLAS
Rm. Tues. 12/16 2:30 P.M.
Rep. S.Scr.
412
Harwood St.
DENVER
Para. Scr. Rm Tues. 12/16 2:00 P.M.
2100 Stout St.
DES MOINES
Fox Scr. Rm. Tues. 12/16 1:00 P.M.
1300 High St.
DETROIT
Blumenthals
Tues. 12/16 2:30 P.M.
Scr. Rm.
2310 Cass Ave.
INDIANAPOLIS
Univ. Scr. Rm. Tues. 12/16 1:00 P.M.
517 N. Illinois St.
KANSAS CITY
Para. Scr. Rm. Wed. 12/17 2:30 P.M.
1800 Wyandotte St.
LOS ANGELES
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues. 12/16 2:00 P.M.
1980 S. Vermont Ave.
MEMPHIS
Tues. 12/16 12:15 P.M.
Fox Scr. Rm.
151 Vance Ave.
MILWAUKEE
Warner Scr.
Rm.
Tues. 12/16 2:00 P.M.
212 W. Wisconsin Ave.
MINNEAPOLIS
Fox Scr. Rm.
Tues. 12/16 1:30 P.M,
1015 Currie Ave.
NEW HAVEN
Fox Scr. Rm.
Tues. 12/16 2:00 P.M.
40 Whiting St.
NEW ORLEANS
Fox Scr. Rm.
Tues. 12/16 2:30 P.M,
200 S. Liberty St.
NEW YORK
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues. 12/16 2:30 P.M
630 Ninth Ave.
OKLAHOMA
Fox Scr. Rm.
Tues. 12/16 10:30 A.M.
10 North Lee St.
OMAHA
Fox Scr. Rm.
Tues. 12/16 1:30 P.M
1502 Davenport St.
PHILADELPHIA
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues. 12/16 2:30 P.M
250 N. 13th St.
PITTSBURGH
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues. 12/16 1:30 P.M
1809-13 Blvd. of Allies
PORTLAND
Star Scr. Rm.
Tues. 12/16 2:00 P.M.
925 N.W. 19th Ave.
ST. LOUIS
RKO Scr. Rm. Tues. 12/16 1:00 P.M.
3143 Olive St.
SALT LAKE CITY
Fox Scr. Rm.
Tues. 12/16 1:30 P.M.
216 E. 1st St. South
SAN FRANCISCO
Fox Scr. Rm.
Tues. 12/16 2:00 P.M
245 Hyde St.
SEATTLE
Jewel Box
Scr. Rm.
Tues. 12/16 1:00 P.M
2318 2nd Ave.
SIOUX FALLS
Hollyw'd
Thea. Ave.
Tues. 12/16 9:30 A.M
212 N. Philips
WASHINGTON
Film Center
Scr. Rm.
Tues. 12/16 10:00 A.M
932 New Jersey Ave.
Also Showing RKO Pathe's
"OPERATION A-BOMB" — Eastman Colo

N.Y.

Picture

Zukor

Grosses

(Continued from page 1)

Christian Andersen" continHans
ued its record-breaking pace at the
n
Criterio and the off-Broadway Paris.
For the second week at the Criterion
sturdy $46,500 was registered while
the Paris racked up a solid $19,400.
Land-office business is still the rule
of the day at the Broadway Theatre,
where "This Is Cinerama" is featured.
A capacity $40,000 was due there for
the 10th week of the Cinerama show.
At the Paramount, a pretty good $50,000 was forecast for the third and
final week of "Iron Mistress," which
will be replaced tomorrow by "Stop,
You're Killing Me."
'Because of You" opened to a nice
$31,000 for its initial seven days at
the Capitol. At the Rivoli, a fair $12,000 is indicated for the 12th week of
Snows of Kilimanjaro," while at
Loew's State a moderate $15,000 is
seen for the second and final week
in Malaya." "Hangman's
"Outpost
of
Knot"
will have its premiere there
tomorrow.
"Limelight" is still holding up fairly
well at the Astor and the two-a-day
60th Street Trans-Lux. The Astor expects $18,000, for the seventh week of
the film, while $7,000 is indicated for
the 60th Street Trans-Lux. On Friday,miere"Pony
will havereplacing
its preat the Soldier"
Globe Theatre,
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Heads
Management
Can Join Academy

Hollywood, Dec. 8.— Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences president
Charles Brackett reports that
the organization's board of
governors has approved the
establishment of a new branch
of the Academy to consist of
tives."
nt execu
gemebring
manaion
"top addit
s the numThe
ber of academy branches to 13.
UATC
Net Up
(Continued from page 1)

was $749,360, with the deductible
items totalling $494,313. To the remaining $255,046 was added $235,966,
the proportion of undisrepresenting
tributed net profits, less the proportion
of net losses of companies not owned
100 per cent.
It was pointed out in the consolidated balance sheet that "there are_ remaining important theatre operations
in which the company and its partlyowned companies and major producing
companies are interested which are to
be terminated as a result of the government's anti-trust litigation brought
against certain film producing companies. The effect which these matters
may have upon' the financial position
"Kansas toCity
_which
forecast
bow Confidential"
out at a fair
$14,500is of the company and its partly-owned
companies cannot be determined at this
for its second and final week.

Fete

(Continued, from page 1)
at the Ambassador Hotel on Zukor's
birthday.
J. O'Donnell,
tional R.
chairman,
who arrivedinternafrom
Dallas this morning, announced that
the event will be followed by similar
celebrations later in Dallas, Chicago
and other key cities, climaxed by a
dinner March 4 at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria inNew York.
Skouras met with studio and industry leaders at a Beverly Hills
Hotel luncheon today to formulate
plans for the dinner. Among those
invited to attend were Steve Broidy,
Harry Cohn, Sherrill Corwin, Cecil B.
DeMille, Ned Depinet, Walt Disney,
Y. Frank Freeman, William Goetz,
Samuel Goldwyn, Jesse L. Lasky, L.
B. Mayer, Dore Schary, Joseph
Schenck, Leo Spitz, Jack Warner,
Herbert J. Yates, Darryl F. Zanuck
and Eugene Zukor.

At the Mayfair, a moderate $15,000
UATC operates 20 theatres in Caliis indicated for the second week of
fornia, Michigan, Oregon and New
"The Thief of Venice." "Breaking York. It is interested in, but does
Barrier" dropped
operate, Metropolitan Playhouses
Through
somewhat the
but Sound
a more than satisfactory not
which
holds an interest in two circuits
time."
$15,000 is indicated for its fifth week. operating 128 theatres in and around
Among off-Broadway theatres, a New York City ; United California
solid $9,600 is predicted for the sixth Theatres, with 99 theatres ; Rowley
week of "The Promoter" at the Fine United Theatres, 127 theatres, and
Arts, while a steady $7,100 is seen Penn - Federal Enterprises, seven
theatres.
for the eighth week of "The Four"O. Henry's
Sutton.
at the
poster"
Full
House"
at the
52nd Street TransLux is expected to register a fine Files Trust Suit
(Continued from page 1)
$6,200 for its eighth week. At the
Beekman, a satisfactory $4,500 is forecast for the third week of "Under th'e the exclusion of the Square in a moveup of clearances in the area.
"Hiawatha"
will have its premiere
It is charged in the complaint that
Sea."
Red
at the Bijou Theatre, now shuttered, Loew's settled a threatened litigation
on Christmas Day and "The Impor- by Skouras Theatres Corp. for $600,000 at a time when Skouras was in
tance of Being
the Baronet
on Earnest"
Dec. 22. will open at
a "straightened financial position."
Until 1950', Skouras operated the
Hall Slates Extra Performances
Square Theatre which then was taken
To accommodate weekend audiences, over by Steinberg and the 1948 Hold
ing Co. The plaintiffs charge that
Radio City Music Hall has scheduled until
September of this year, the
extra performances of its traditional
Christmas show on Saturday, with Square and Skouras' Interboro and
Pilgrim Theatres played day-and-date
doors opening at 8 :00 A.M.
seventhatdays
but
last after
month Loew's
the twoAmerican,
Skouras
houses were moved up by Paramount
Einfeld Sees
and United Artists to day-and-date
(Continued from page 1)
with the American. The Square, it is
feld who saw rough cuts of them on charged, was excluded from the improvement inclearance. Monroe Stein
the Coast. The pictures are : "Nia- is attorney for the plaintiffs.
gara," which stars Marilyn Monroe,
Defendants in the Steinberg suit
Joseph Cotten, and Jean Peters ; "Man are Loew's, Parkchester Amusement
on A Tightrope," directed by Elia Co., Number 26 Theatres, Inc., SkouKazan in Germany and starring Fredras Theatres Corp., Metropolitan
eric March, Gloria Grahame, and
Playhouses, United Artists Theatre
Terry Moore, and "The Star," a Bert Circuit, Paramount, United Artists,
E.
Friedlob production starring Bette
Davis.
George Skouras and Nicholas and
Joseph
M. Schenck.
Einfeld's agenda at the studios in
eluded discussions with Darryl F.
Zanuck, production chief, and Harry Johnston Meets
Brand, studio publicity head, to for
(Continued from page 1)
mulate promotional plans on the films
viewed along with other attractions end and went direct to his home in
scheduled for release during the new Washington.
Johnston yesterday declined to comyear.

Film Trade Unions Behind
Zukor Celebration, Jubilee
Dallas, Dec. 8. — Trade unions affi- ,
liated with the industry in Hollywood are swinging in line behind Variety Clubs International with pledges
of support of the all-industry Adolph
Zukor 80th Birthday Celebration and
Golden Jubilee which Variety is
sponsoring
in 1953.
Behind the
forthcoming event are
the executive board of the Motion
Picture Industry Council and its affiliated membership, which includes Artists Managers Guild, Association of
Motion Picture Producers Association,
Independent Office Workers, Screen
Actors Guild, Screen Producers Guild,
Screen Story Analysts' Guild, Screen
Writers' Guild, Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers, Society of
Motion Picture Art Directors and
Unit Production Managers' Guild.
Hughes
Resuming
(Continued from page 1)
ported that last minute hitches
developed in working out the
status of Ned E. Depinet, who
had been slated to return as
president of RKO Pictures with
full autonomy. That plan is
said to have broken down, with
no agreement concerning Depinet having been reached.
It is understood that Noah Dietrich,
who served as RKO board chairman
in the previous Hughes regime, is
interested and may be named president.
The statement scheduled to be
issued tomorrow is expected to include the announcement of new directors of the company, as well as the
new chief executive officers.
The final agreement on the major
phases of the re-transfer of control
of the company came late today following nearly four weeks of discussions here between Hughes and
members of the Chicago group. The
latter include, in addition to Stolkin,
A. L. Koolish, E. J. Burke, Ray
Ryan and Sherrill Corwin. Depinet
was a participant in the talks during
the past nine days.
ment on arbitration until he had been
briefed on developments during his
absence.
This afternoon, Johnston will speak
at a luncheon for the National Association of Insurance Commissioners
at the Hotel Commodore here.
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Picture

Daily
Lees

Wins
(Continued from page 1)

man aboard the planes carrying _the
party to Korea, the TV firms decided
on their own coverage. They drew
lots to decide which company would
designate a cameraman. National
Broadcasting "won" and it selected
Julius Zenier, an NBC cameraman in
Korea. Zenier shot the scenes of
Eisenhower's tour on land, although
Oliver's
flight
footage was available
to
the video
outlets.
pooled footage
was flown
viaZenier's
Pan American
Airways
from
Tokyo and arrived in San Francisco
at 6:15 A.M. (EST) Sunday. After
two hours in San Franciso, where the
film was viewed by security censors,
the footage was rushed to New York
where prints were made for the TV
stations. NBC hit the TV screens
at 5 :30 Sunday afternoon, with CBS
following an hour later. Others in
the pool were DuMont and American
Broadcasting.
Other Stories Excluded
The regular newsreel companies
processed their negatives here yesterday and the films reached New
York theatre screens late in the afternoon. The Eisenhower-Korea scenes
comprise the entire issue, with all
other news stories excluded.
Oliver is reported to be on the
U.S.S. Helena, covering the sessions
between Eisenhower and military
leaders.
7 'Bali' TV Trailers
Set By Paramount
Paramount reports that CBS and
NBC networks across the country will
carry seven special video trailers to
an estimated 60,000,000 persons for
"Road to Bali," forthcoming HopeCrosby-Lamour comedy. This marks
the first time, the company claims, that
such a saturation campaign designed
for television has been devised by a
film company.
The trailers do not contain scenes
from the picture but are titled "Great
Moments in History with Bing Crosby
and Bob Hope" and are seven short
subjects that were written by Leonard Neubauer and directed by Phil
Pemberton, head of Paramount's
trailer department.
Hits
Films

Undesirable
for Children

Albany, N. Y., Dec. 8.— "Millions
of American
are being
exposed weeklychildren"
to undesirable
motion
pictures, "not only those sexually bad,
but those which incite to crime, contain horrible thoughts or terrible fanRev.Catholic
Edward Radio
J. Lareau,
director tasies,"
of thethe
Guild
of the Albany Diocese, said in a sermon at the Church of the Sacred
Heart yesterday.
Father Lareau credited the Legion
of Decency with doing a great deal "to
clean up motion pictures."

Television
with

Pinky

--

Radio

Herman

SULLIVAN entered the Flower Hospital last night for a complete physical check-up (he's been suffering from ulcers) and
the second chapter of the "Samuel Goldwyn Story," on "Toast of the
Town," scheduled for this coming CBSunday, will probably be postponed until sometime in January. Incidentally, last Sunday's portion
of the Goldwyn story, with flashes of S.G.'s memorable films, was
easily the piece de resistance of the day's TV fare. Pending "the
smiling Irishman's" return "T.O.T.T." will be hosted by guest
emcees. . . . Bob Goldstein, in town for a few days en route to
Italy where he plans to produce a series of TV films. . . . REUNION IN CLEVELAND :— Henry (Hot Lips) Levine has
signed a one year pact to become musical director of WTAM's
Norformer boss
his Sullivan,
15. He'll
January
starting
TV who
andCloutier
radio man
formerly
; Lee
chiefjoin
production
is now
ED

heard on NBC, and Johnny Andrews, formerly co-starred on "Easy
Does It," NBTVehicle, for which Hot Lips provided hot licks. . . .
Lon Clark will guest as "Santa Claus" on WOR's "20 Questions,"
Dec. 20, making this his sixth annual visit to the program ( and
after so many years as that famous radio sleuth, Lon'll probably be
called "St. Nick" Carter on the show).
■ft
-fr -k
Former "Hit Parade" NBChanter Bill Harrington, zvhose current series over WNEW tabs him as a triplethreat (singer, emcee, accordionist) , has
been signed to make a telefilm series by
Bob Savin i. In the TV musicals, titled,
"Meet the Composer," Bill sings old and nezv
song hits and will present the writers of these
compositions. . . . The programs "Movie
Matinee" formerly heard via Mutual, has
been revised by producers Wilbur Stark and
Jerry Lavton and MB Starting Jan. 9 (8:00
to 8:30 P.M.) will be titled "Movie Payoff"
and heard via a 500 station hook-up over
Mutual. The series, based entirely on motion
picture data and. personnel, will be co-sponsored by General Mills and General Tire and will feature Johnny
Olsen, as emcee.
#
-fr it
Travelers Insurance Co. for the third successive year will
NBCommercialize on the annual year-end round up of news
and Events," which will be aired
highlights program, "Voices to
8:00 P.M. Kenneth Banghart
Sunday, Dec. 21, from 7:00
will be narrator. . . . Bob Hope will be honored next February with a national salute to celebrate his fifteenth anniversary with Paramount Pictures and NBC. . . . Blake
Edwards, CBScripter of Dick Powell's two "Singer Four Star
Playhouse" telecasts, will make his debut as a director with
"Knockout" which will star Broderick Crawford on the series.
Edwards also authored the teleplay. . . . Tip to ad agencies :
Latch on to ex GI Merrill E. Joel's talents. His sparkling
characterizations make this Joel a jewel. . . . Duff Baking
Mix (a Pillsbury Mills product) and Deepfreeze (Motors
Products Corp.) are the sixth and seventh sponsors, respectively, to CBSign up for participation in the "Garry Moore
Show" telecasts. (Oh well, the Moore the merrier. Ouch!)
. . . With seven major sponsors already set to spend
$10,000,000 with MBS (radio) in 1953, that net's execs see a
gross, a neat 11 c'c increase over 1952.
record $20,000,000
WOR-TV
likewise appears headed for a new gross with the
addition of Coca-Cola, Whelan Drugs and Piel's beer to their
list of 1953 sponsors.
•fr
ix
it
L~JBt
Bill Harrington

After 30 years with NBC. during which he served as president,
chairman of the board and member of the board of RCA, Niles
Trammell has resigned to become prexy of the newly formed Biscayne TV Corp., which has filed an application with FCC for a TV
station grant on Channel 7 at Miami, Fla. . . . Beautiful Kathi
who relinquished the title of "TV's busiest femcee," in
Norris, for
August
the arrival of her second child, is getting ready to resume
her radio and TV career. . . . Jimmy Rich, who discovered and
coached among others Dinah Shore, Dick Brown and Jeff Clark, is
managing a newcomer. Herb George, who is ready to warble on a
major record label. . . . With last nite's show "Voice of Firestone,"
NBCommenced its 25th consecutive year. Program not only was the
first commercial in radio but it is also the first to have been simulcast.

TV

(Continued from page 1)
ever, this was compensated somewhat
by a carpet display in the lobby, where
the multi-colored patterns could be
seen.
Initial reports from the field on the
telecast, which originated in NBC studios here, were on the whole excellent.
Hundreds of carpet dealers, retailers
and sales personnel across the nation
attended theatres to participate in the
event, which kicked off at 12:00
noon (EST).
Many of the United Paramount
Theatre managers, whose houses carried the program, also commented on
the
of color, said
Robert
O'Brien,
UPT absence
vice-president,
in reporting
reactions of representatives canvassed.
O'Brien pointed out, however, that the
lack of color will be less noticeable
in the case of the Bendix sales conference, to be held on theatre TV
later, due to the lack of color emphasis and importance in the presentation of Bendix products..
The UPT managers felt, according
to a consensus, that the Lees program
further demonstrated the practicability
and value of off-hours theatre TV.
Reception was good, for the most part,
marred only infrequently by light
fadings. Interest was maintained
throughout the telecast and all of the
aims of the event were realized, it was
said. Received Well in Chicago
The telecast was well received by
the dealers, the salesmen arid retailers
who attended the Telenews Theatre in
Chicago. The only adverse comment
was that the pictures of the carpeting were notThose
too effective
in blackand-white.
in attendance
at
the Telenews felt, however, that it
was in some respects better than a
regular sales meeting, which does not
afford them a chance to meet or see
top company executives, as heard and
viewed
yesterday's
Quality
of the at
picture
itself telecast.
was marred
by
what seemed to be poor lighting. The
sound was excellent and the engineers seemed to feel that the picture
would have been better had the telecast been carried micro-wave rather
than
In cable.
Boston, the telecast was well
received at the Pilgrim Theatre. Many
of the 300 dealers who attended the
sales meeting termed it a very big
success.
In Atlanta, 750 dealers and spectators saw the "off-hour" commercial
show at the Paramount Theatre.
Transmission on the whole was fair,
but at times the picture was too light,
making it difficult in certain instances
to distinguish the speakers clearly.
The sound came over very good, however. Salesmen expressed regret at
the lack of color.
Gould to Meet Press
Details of a new film distributing
company will be announced here today by Walter Gould, former foreign
manager of United Artists. Gould
will explain the plans of the new organization ata trade press conference.
BOOKER
Experienced booker desires position In the New
York Metropolitan area. Experience with both
exchange and major circuit. Familiar with
all type motion picture product. Native New
Yorker, desires to return to this area. Interbooking or selling position or booker
for TVested innetwork.
Box 440, MOTION PICTURE DAILY
1270 Sixth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.
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Differences

YORK, U. S. A., WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

TEN

10, 1952

CENTS

in
Controlling

Interest

In

Arbitration
WB

Drafts

MPAA
Aug.,

Are

Releases

Texts

of

Oct. Proposals

A comparison of the two drafts
designed to establish a system of
arbitration for the motion picture
industry — one prepared by Abram
F. Myers, Allied general counsel, and
s
major
the other
chiefly
ences lawyer
differies'
the compan
that
als by
—reve
are in verbiage, with some additions
by the distributors in various provisions. Neither draft includes provisions for arbitrating film rentals nor
proposed overing the
for financ
a plan
ion system
.
all arbitrat
Last summer, a special sub-committee of the Arbitration Conference
reached an agreement in principle on
a plan and Myers was designated to
which was subprepare mittedthe
to thedraft,
interested parties on
Aug. 21. The distributors' lawyers
revised the August draft and sub' mitted it on Oct. 21. It was decided
by the Conference that both drafts
would be withheld from the trade
(Continued on page 5)
Fox

Midwest

Meetings

This

Theatres

to

Fabian

Few

Holds
Week

Kansas City, Dec. 9. — Fox Midwest district meetings are being held
this week in preparation for the circuit's mid-winter campaign. Three
districts held sessions at the Hotel
Muehlebach here today after a general
meeting addressed by Elmer C. Rhoden, Sr., president, and department
heads. District managers in charge of
meetings today were Leon Robertson,
J. J. Long and Ed Haas.
Rhoden and other executives will
meet in Wichita tomorrow and in St.
Louis, Thursday.

Loew's Executives
To Plan 'Ike' Show
Washington, Dec. 9. — The
Eisenhower inaugural program variety show, to be held
on Jan. 19, will be coordinated
by Orville Crouch, Allan Zee
and Jack Foxe, local Loew's
executives, according to
George Murphy, director of
entertainment for the entire
inaugural program.

Theatre

Deal

Harry, Jack and Albert Warner
Sell
Their Personal Stock in Circuit to

Group;
300 Theatres
Are
Involved
THE Warner-Fabian transaction
is a development of deep sigBy MURRAY HOROWITZ
nificance tothe business of motion
An
agreement
with
Fabian Enterprses, Inc., for the sale of the
pictures. It will add stature and
Brothers
Warner
stock
in the new exhibition company to be formed
scope to the already highly imfor
Warner
Brothers
theatres
was disclosed here yesterday.
portant exhibition interests of the
Fabian enterprises.
Under the agreement, the sale of the brothers' stock will be consummated when the parent company, Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.,
The acquisition by the enteris reorganized under the consent
prises under the leadership of Mr.
decree into separate productionSi Fabian and Mr. Samuel Rosen
distribution and exhibition comof the theatre holdings of Harry,
panies. This reorganization is exAlbert and Jack Warner constipected to be effected with a few
months.
tutes an eloquent pledge of conThe market
fidence inthe future of theatrical
value of the
entertainment which will have
deal, based on
the current
sharp impact upon the amusement
market price of
world. It will have a stabilizing
influence and it will fan out into
er s common,
Warner
Brotha broad current of confidence.
runs to approxUnder the judicial decision of
imately $9,000,divorcement of production and
000.ure isThis
figbased
on
exhibition the Warner brothers
the current quowere required to abandon either
tation of $13.25
production or exhibition. As they
for
WB
comSi Fabian
had entered the exhibition field only
mon, and the Samuel Rosen
halving
of
the
with reluctance the decision as to
where their future efforts would
quotation in consideration of the prodivorcement.that the deal would
It is jected
understood
be devoted was a foregone con- Prospects Bright in
give Fabian Enterprises, which owns
clusion. They are now left free to
and operates about 60 theatres in
devote themselves single-mindedly $. Amer.: Johnston
the East, control of about 25 per cent
to the business of producing and
in the new Warner Brother theatre
An optimistic picture oi future re- company. The projected theatre comdistributing motion pictures, which
lationships between
U. S film m- pany at the time of its reorganization
(Continued on page 2)
dustry and various theLatin
American
(Continued on page 5)
governments was presented to the
board of direc4Bwana' Booked
in
tors oftion
the Picture
Mo- Talks
Continue
Association of
225 Major Cities
America here
yesterday by On
RKO
Setup
Deals for the booking of "Bwana
Eric A.
MPAA dentpresiDevil," the three-dimensional Natural
Vision feature film, in every major
Johnston.
city in the United States was disclosed
sion with the
here yesterday by George J. Schaefer,
Johnston's sesMPAA board
producer representative who is currently managing the distribution of
the film.
was devoted
entirely to his
Schaefer said that the film has been
visit
to
five
Eric Johnston
booked in approximately 230 first-run
South
American countries,
houses in 225 cities throughout the
country. Deals for the bookings have having returned from his South-ofbeen consummated during the past the-border trip last weekend.
two weeks, Schaefer added.
Johnston reported that he conferred
Schaefer, who is also a director of personally with the Presidents of Bra(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)

Hollywood, Dec. 9. — Executives of
RKO Pictures continued their conferences here today, paving the way
for the return of Howard Hughes to
the management of the company.
Necessary legal documents^ were being
prepared and indications were that
they
would be completed by late this
evening.
Under the reported setup, Hughes,
in return for an extension of time to
the "Ralph Stolkin syndicate on their
commitments to purchase his stock
(Continued on page 4)
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daily

Production

Plans

Newsreel
Parade

on

Talent

Available

Eisenthree-dayECT
the
visit to
hower's-EL
PRESIDENT
pro22-picture
reannounced
recently
fronts
Paramount's
—
9.
LD,
Dec.
the
is
Korea
of
battle
frozen
Hollywood,
ONA
McD
B.
S
RLE
CHA
100
tired RKO Theatres veteran, is
duction schedule for the coming year may swell to as many as 28 or sole topic of almost all curren
t
newshere from Hollywood, Fla., for eye shrink to as few as 12, depending on talent availabilities and other reels.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No.
unpredictabl.es, production head Don Hartman told newsmen here today visit
surgery at St. Clare
• 's Hospital.
to Korea.
on his return from a European visit.
MOVIETONE NEWSREEL, SPECIAL
Edward Heiber, Universal CleveThe executive said the studio's 6U' Sales
Drive
THEATRE SUP PLIMENT— Bonn treaty.
00 inventory of finished picland branch manager, acting as De- $45,000,0
tures is large and varied enough so
Charles
Jr., new National
AssOf
troit manager during the illness of
ciation R.
of Sligh,
Manufacturers
head. Model
there is no pressure on produc- To Honor
Ben Robins, suffered a heart attack that tion
Fel
dma
n
atomic power plant in New York CityIke's
exfor the sake of release, and for
and is confined to a hospital in the
hibit. Mrs.flammable
Vanhair spray.
Fleet's Palace
60th birthday.
Inthis reason the studio is able to sit
horse show
latter city.
back and wait for the best players,
in Tokyo. Far eastern naval commander
Hollywood, Dec. 9. — Universal Admiral
Radford inspects Chiang Kai-Chek
favorable circumstances or right
will launch an 18-week "Charles J. farces. Saharian military company's cenEdward L. Hyman, United Para- market conditions, before starting protenary in Algeria. Miami Beach scene of
Feldman Silver Anniversary Drive" on 26th American
mount Theatres vice-president, and duction.
contract bridge tournament.
his assistant, Bernard Levy, will be
He also said the company is now Dec. 28, to go through May 2, to mark Model trains in Germany. Swimming pool
in Cincinnati today and tomorrow.
Feldman's 25 floating soft-drink bar in Miami. Drunken
in a very comfortable condition as to
•
years with the driver test performed by volunteer.
finances and the present size of the
company, it was
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 230— Films of
inventory of unreleased pictures is
announced here
Eisenhower in Korea.
Arthur Canton, Eastern M-G-M
right in proportion to other fisrepresentative, and Abe Bernstein, aboutcal factors.
by Alfred E.
Buffalo and Albany exploiter, were in
PARAMOUNT NEWS, No. 33 — Film
Daff, executive
.
the former city yesterday
vice-president diary of Eisenhower's mission to Korea.
Concerning the industry's future,
Hartman mentioned the remote-control
•
TELENEWS
DIGEST, No. 50A — Ike
lighting system and other mechanical
to the company's visits
Korea battlefronts. South African
production, tribution
dis-and
Nat Levy, Eastern division man- devices recently applied in production
ager for RKO Radio, will be in Phila- and said, "We have lots of mechanical
report.
promotion
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 420— Eisendelphia today from New York.
executives
innovations and production improvehower in Korea.
meeting
in
ments waiting, just around the corner, and our only concern is to get
WARNER
PATHE
NEWS,
No. 35—
a week-long
se- Eisenhower visits Korea.
ries of top level
Columbia
Lists 10 around that corner. Rising production
conferences.
costs is the biggest problem we have."
Charles Feldman
Upwards of
Heads
Meet
Top Productions
$36,000 will be distributed in prizes to Studio
12 in 1953 from New the domestic division, district, branch
and office managers, salesmen and
Tribute
Ten top productions were anbookers. As an innovation this year, On Zukor
nounced here yesterday by Columbia
in addition to the top national prizes,
for 1953, which Harry Cohn, presi- Coplan, Gould Firm
branch managers, office managers,
dent and head of production, predicted
Hollywood, Dec. 9. — Emphasis on
in a home office statement would be
Formation of a new distribution salesmen and bookers will also be the all-industry angle of the Adolph
eligible for prizes in their divisions. Zukor 80th birthday dinner celebration
"the most important in Columbia's company which plans to release 12
Nine of 12 pictures listed by Daff to be sponsored by Variety Clubs Inhistory in quality of new produc- pictures in 1953 was announced here
for release during the period of the
ternational was stressed here yestertions."
yesterday by David Coplan and Wal- drive have color by Technicolor. The
ter Gould, both formerly associated
Listed were "Salome," color in
day by R. and
J. O'Donnell,
international
Charles P.
Skouras,
Technicolor, with Rita Hayworth, in the worldwide operations of remaining three in black and white chairman,
Stewart Granger, Charles Laughton; United Artists. The company, In- are highlighted by "Ma and Pa Kettle Hollywood chairman, at a luncheonof studio and administration
ternational-United Productions, Inc., on Vacation" and "Abbott and Cos- meeting
"Let's Do It Again," Technicolor
executives
held at the Beverly Hills
Hotel.
is
the
exclusive
American
outlet
for
a
comedy with music, with Jane Wytello
to Mars."
TheGo nine
Technicolor films are :
man, Ray Milland and Aldo Ray ;
O'Donnel said, "For the months of
group of producers in France, Switz- "Against All Flags," starring Errol
erland, Italy, England and other
"Red Beret," Technicolor, starring
January,
Februaryi and March, Adolph
Flynn and Maureen O'Hara; "Meet Zukor no longer belongs solely to
Alin Ladd; "Miss Sadie Thompson," countries.
Technicolor, to star Rita Hayworth ;
Me
at
the
Fair,"
Dan
Dailey
and
Paramount but to the industry as a
Coplan, who has held executive industry posts in the United States and Diana Lvnn ; "The Lawless Breed," whole. At 80, Mr. Zukor is not a
"From Here to Eeternity," adaptaRaoul Walsh production starring
tion of James Jones' novel ; "The Canada and was UA managing direcbut an actuality repretor in Great Britain from 1944 to Rock Hudson and Julia Adams ; "The mere symbol
Franz Liszt Story" ; "The Gaysenting and touching every phase of
Redhead
from
Wyoming,"
Maureen
Girls," Technicolor, to star Rita 1949, is president of the new compioneering and progress through which
pany. Gould, who joined UA in 1926 O'Hara and Alex Nicol ; "MissisHayworth ; "The Life of Casanova" ;
sippi
Gambler,"
Tyrone
Power,
Piper
and
became
general
foreign
manager
"River of the Sun," by James Ramsey
our industry has passed."
Ullman, and a Judy Holliday vehicle in 1940, is executive vice-president.
Laurie and Julia Adams ; "City Beas yet untitled.
neath the Sea," Robert Ryan, Mala 'Exploitation', Ampa
entire program of
Jerry Wald, as executive producer, 12 International's
films has already been completed, Powers, Anthony Quinn and Suzan
functioning under Cohn, will have with the first five available for Ball; "Seminole," Rock Hudson, Bar- Topic Tomorrow
bara Hale, Anthony Quinn and RichThe next-to-last meeting of the
supervision of the company's top nationwide distribution starting Feb.
bracket productions.
ard Carlson ; "Gunsmoke," Audie Associated Motion Picture Advertis15. "Black Eagle," starring Rossano Murphy,
Susan Cabot and Paul Kelly,
Showmanship Class tomorrow
Brazzi and Maria Canale ; "Kill Him and
Legion," starring Alan night ers'
Theatre Deal
will be devoted to a discussion
for Me!" starring Arturo de Cordova Ladd, "Desert
Richard Conte and Arlene Dahl.
of exploitation. Speakers will be
with Leticia Palma ; "Swords of the
(Continued from page 1)
Musketeers," based on the Alexandre The 12th picture is an "exploitation" Dan S. Terrell, exploitation director
Dumas story, with Maria Canale and picture, "Girls in the Night," featur- of M-G-M for three years and newly
has always been the activity upon
ing Joyce Holden, Glenda Farrell, appointed Eastern publicity manager ;
Peter
"City of Violence,"
which their major loyalties rested. starringTrent;
Maria Montez and Alan Harvey Lembeck and Patricia Hardy.
Sid Mesibov, exploitation manager
This new undertaking is a fitting Curtis, with the screenplay by Jesse
for Paramount Pictures, and Edgar
L.
Lasky,
Jr.,
and
Louis
L.
Gittler,
capstone to the record of vision
Goth, director of advertising, pubBeast," a new production of Robert
"The
Captain's
Wife,"
starring
licity and exploitation for Fabian
and initiative of the Fabian family, and
Theatres.
Anne Vernon and Rossano Brazzi.
Louis Stevenson's "Dr. Jekyll and
the third generation of which is
The balance of the program for Mr. Hyde"; "The Wicked Lady
"Magazine Magic," a 16mm. sound
now active in the affairs of the
another Dumas story, starring picture in color, showing the process
1953 will be: "The Pirate Prince," Anne,"
Rossano
Brazzi
and
Yvette
Lebon
;
starring
Vittorio
Gassmann
and
Milly
company. To all concerned in this
of magazine publication by the Curtis
"High Treason," starring "The Prisoner of Venice," "Son of Publishing Co., will be shown at the
significant development hearty Vitale;
Signe Hasso and Alf Kjellin, known the Hunchback," starring Rossano session. Don A. Brennan, a Curtis
congratulations are in order. — in Hollywood as Christopher Kent ; Brazzi and Milly Vitale, and "The executive, will speak in connection
M. Q.
with the showing of the film.
"The
Strange
Case of Man and Man in the Red Mask."
MOTION PICTURE DAILY. Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Terry Ramsaye, Consulting Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
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Daily
Independents

Hit Advanced

Prices

|National
, ...
Pre- be

I ling

Boston, Dec. 9.— The New England Independent Exhibitors voted to
have their members furnish affidavits
and pertinent evidence in an attack
title of aUtaleLOON
of Jerry
the
isvacaY" Lewis'
on advanced admission prices on pre- <<|_J ONO
Hawaiian
Lewis)
andLUL
(Martin
released pictures and endorsed the . tion
. it appears
in Modem
Screen's
policies of national Allied as^ outlined jjanu'ary issue. The Honolulu vacaHollywood
tion was born by a sudden impulse.
Los at the recent Chicago convention, toatres, in theday, atresolutions
a meeting here.
Jerry, his wife Patty, his press agent,
The
were
passed
at
a
Angeles, breakof bo rect_h joint session this morning of both doctor,
ord every
Jerry's
Keller,
MartinMrs.
Levy,
wereandsitting
in
ing
Jack Keller,
houses. He said conventional and drive-in theatremen Lewis's living room when the phone
ang for the 12th time. Jerry said,
the film will to discuss common problems. Further
particular
problems
were
_
dis"If
that phone rings again I'm going
cussed later when the group split up
open in
sco San
o n
Franci
Dec. 16 at the into two separate clinics. No elec- someplace where no one will find me."
tion was held and it was decided to Keller answered the phone. "He's not
George Schaefer
St. Francis and
here. I think he went to Honolulu."
o n Christmas defer this action until the annual Jerry
said, "That's it, Patty pack the
meeting in January.
Day in Philadelphia, Dallas, San An
Let's
to Honolulu.
going phone
bags, we're
tonio and Houston. He added that
Speakers
this afternoon^ ^"eluded |lea°v(I
before&the°
rings again."
of the film. are expected by Leon J. Bamberger of RKO Radio Keller said, "You've got to make re150 prints
Feb.
1.
Pictures; Burton Robbins, National
servations and get tickets." Jerry said,
Under the terms, it was explained, Screen Service; Stephen L. Saunders, "Then go ahead and do it, and you
50 per cent of the gross accrues to publisher of the magazine P revue, and your wife come along too. It was
is sold in theatre lobbies ; | aU - . idea» Dr. Levy said, "You're
the distributor, with both exhibitor which
and distributor sharing advertising Father Joseph A. Pelletier, author of supposed to take jt easy." "Okay,"
costs on a 50-50 basis. Ten cents paid The Sun Danced at Fatima," which said Jerry to Keller, "get him a ticket
by the exhibitor for each pair of is being sold by theatres playing the so he can see that I take it easy."
Polarized glasses is deducted from the "Lady of Fatima" film; Joseph Rif- Within eight hours all four were
a, and aboard a trans-Pacific plane headed
gross before the distributor-exhibitor kin, who spoke on Cineram
Irving Isaacs, who gave a complete for Honolulu. Jerry Lewis and Dean
percentage is divided.
Martin's latest picture, the Paramount
fight to
the exhibit
report nonbooths
. Day.
one operator
with ors'
maintai
RKO
Talks
It was noted a decision from the release, "The Stooge," is scheduled for
(Continued from page 1)
New Year's
Massachusetts Supreme Court is_ ex- multiple bookings starting
•
middle
the
and
now
between
pected
ent
managem
resume
interest, will
of February.
control.
Cyd Charisse, who started her
career with the Ballet Russe, is
Prospects Bright
Ned Depinet, who had been slated Bamberger Sees Need of More
shown in the current issue of Life
(Continued from page 1)
to return to the company as presi- News, Cheaper Film Ads
dancing through two editorial pages
dent, is scheduled to return to New
zil, Argentina, Chile and Peru and York tomorrow or Thursday. His
Boston, Dec. 9.— Leon J. Bam
as she danced in M-G-M's new picwith national leaders of Uruguay. status remains in doubt, but there
ture "Sombrero." The picture was
for
in- could be a switch to the original plan, berger, sales promotion manager
The prospects of settling various
Radio Pictures, outlined for made in Mexico and is in^ the lanRKO
dustry problems in those countries are sources here said.
the convention of /the Independent guage of an "ad man." It's in full
encouraging, Johnston said. While not
Exhibitors of New England today Color. A rainstorm plays an impor
part in the picture, and Cyd
going into detail on the many points Hearing Today on RKO
"the cooperation that should exist be- tant
of current conflict, it is understood Receivership Case
tween you and your newspapers, your is shown all soaked. She had to be
over and over again for this
that those problems involve remitA hearing on a move to postpone greatest ally." He emphasized that doused
scene. Cyd Charisse was voted a
tances, import permits, the present exby
closer
relationships
with
newsclusion of U. S. newsreels in Brazil arguments in the RKO Radio Pictures receivership application will be
paper figures, the exhibitors can at- "Star of Tomorrow" in Motion Picand Argentina and the Brazilian plan
ture Herald— Fame Poll of 1948.
tain
fairer
advertising
lication of more
news. rates and pubto have all black-and-white prints pro- held before Justice Henry Clay Greenberg in New York Supreme Court
cessed in that country after Jan. 1.
Louella Parsons reports in Pictorial
All meetings were on a friendly todav. The notice of postponement un- Richey Urges Whole Industry
til Dec. 17 was filed by RKO Radio To Practice Public Relations
Review
on Sunday that Olivia De
basis and "everything augurs well" for Pictures.
Havilland is intensely devoted to her
the industry down there, Johnston
Boston, Dec. 9. — Henderson Richey,
said.
According to Louis Kipnis, attorney M-G-M
Oliviagoes
says,wrong,
"When I anydirector of exhibitor rela son Benjie.
thing mechanical
just
The MPAA president did not take for three minority stockholders seektions, tonight urged the Independent call on him and he fixes it. He fixed
into receiver- Exhibitors of New England at their the radio in the car. He is going to
up the question or arbitration at yesing to put the company early
Monday
ship, he was informed
terday's meeting. However, he plans
Plaza Hotel banquet to
to return to New York from his that a request for postponement had Sheraton
be an inventive genius." Olivia De
night
to
actively
participate in main
by
informed
be
to
Haznlland's
most recent picture is
Washington headquarters next week been granted, only
the
on
when the arbitration situation may be the court later that hearings
Rachel.
Cousin
"My
|
and
relations
public"to every single
goodapplies
taining
noted this
discussed. Johnston returned to Wash- request would be held today.
person
making
his
living
or
who
has
In a separate suit against David J.
On the schedule for "Hans Chrismeeting. ington immediately after yesterday's Greene, who owns about 78,000 shares
ours. future in this great business of |tian Andersen" ads are Life, Booh,
his
Collier's Saturday Evening Post,
of RKO Pictures stock, Kipnis withRichey cited the importance and Woman's Home Companion, Good
drew his application to cite Greene
for conptempt of court. Kipnis was gauged the progress of industry pubSeeks Industry Aid
Ladies'
eventeen,
lic relations in the past two years.
Housekeeping,
Home
Journal, S Coronet,
Cosmopoliadvised by the U. S. District Court
On Overseas Films
tan, Redbook, and American Magayesterday that the Department of Juszine. According to a spokesman for
Sen. Alexander Wiley of Wisconsin
tice should be apprised of the eviarcus
Files
Suit
dence supporting such application.
predicted yesterday that leading HolDonahue
& Coe, $500,000 is beingspent in consumer publications.
lywood film executives will be invited The contempt citation was sought on
also
is
who
to testify before the special Senate the grounds that Greene,
in RKO Theatres, violated
A spread is given to pictorial and
Foreign Relations sub - committee athedirector
terms of the consent decree by Vs. Loew's, Para.
text
coverage of eight pictures sehearings reviewing America's OverIndianapolis, Dec. 9.— A $300,000
receiverlected by American Magazine in the
seas Information Program, which in- opposing the RKO Pictureshearing.
ship bid at the last court
suit against Loew's and Paramount December issue. The eicrht chosen
cludes the wide use of motion pictures.
charging
and illegal"
control of "unreasonable
distribution channels,
ha are Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans ChrisThe ranking Republican on the
tian Andersen," 'Stars and Stripes
en'
ente
'Sev
to
ffer
committee announced here that the Shae
Martha Shaeffer has been appointed been
filedAvenue
in Federal
CourtCorp.
here by the | Forever," 20th Century-Fox :
Central
Theatre
"
hearings also will review closer co- press editor in charge of all Sevenlion Dollar Mermaid.
M-G-M;
operation between the motion picture
First
and
subsequent-run
policies
I
"Against
All
Flags,"
Universal-In
effecrelations,
public
teen Magazine
tive immediately, succeeding Tess constitute restraint of trade under the ternational ; "Abbott and Costello
industry and the government's film
Williams,
who has resigned to make Sherman and Clayton anti-trust laws, Meet Captain Kidd," Warner; "The
program, and closer cooperation with
the industry itself in reviewing over- her home in Boston, it was disclosed according to the action taken on be- Glass Wall," United Artists ; "Eight
seas film exports which might pos- here yesterday by Mrs. Alice Thomp- half of the Zaring Theatre, Northside Iron Men," Columbia, and "Road to
sibly have an adverse effect on foreign
son, publisher and editor of the neighborhood house, by Mannie Mar- Bali," Paramount.
cus, president of Central.
opinion of the United States.
magazine.
Walter Haas
Mil-

president of the MoEric Johnston,
tion Picture Association of America,
outlined three specific proposals for
consideration in the coming session of
the new Congress that would directly
affect film industry foreign operations
by greatly increasing international
trade and protecting private American
capital investments abroad, at a luncheon yesterday given by the National
Association of Insurance Commissioners at the Hotel Commodore here.
Johnston advocated the creation of
a Federal system to insure capital investments abroad against such extraordinary business risks as wars and
tion through nauprisings, or tionaconfisca
lization ofindustry; extension of
present tax incentives to companies doing business in all other areas of the
world as well as the Western Hemisphere to which present tax laws apply ;and the allowance of reinvestment
of a new overseas enterprise's profits
without payment of U. S. tax on such
profits for branch establishments as
well as the presently provided for foreign-organized subsidiary.
Pointing out that foreign economic
aid since the war has cost $35,000,000,000 and that "handouts are palliatives
gains" whereas
no lasting
bring trade
that
increased
does, Johnston urged
the stimulation of private American industry abroad to replace handouts.

Natural Vision, said that "Bwana
Devil" grossed
0 in its
$96,00week
at
first
the Paramount
Downtown and
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Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)
press, which meant that only members
of the Conference would be aware of
the progress. As is now known, Allied rejected the distributors' ' plan
at its Chicago convention last month.
The Motion Picture Association of America here yesterday
released the texts of both drafts
on the premise that it was desirable to make the plans available to the industry because of
further joint discussions being
under consideration.
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Theatres

(Continued from page 1)

operate apis expected to own andtheatr
es.
proximately 300 WB
Harry M. Warner, president of
WB, Albert Warner and Jack L.
Warner, vice-presidents, together own
ndabout 18 per cent of WB's outstafaming stock. Members of their per
ily own roughly another seven
C&Si H. Fabian, president of Fabian
corporation opEnterprises, a familyCircuit,
said that
erating the Fabian
only Samuel Rosen, secretary-treasasurer of the company, himself an are
sociate of Fabian Enterprises,
this
participants in the purchase at that
time. Fabian added, however,
other persons outside the industry
may be included in the deal later. He
declined to elaborate.
comNeither Fabian nor WB wouldFabian
ment on the purchase price.
said that Serge Semenenko, president
of the First National Bank of Boston,
was instrumental in bringing about
the deal. He declined to state whether
the bank figured in the financing of
the purchase.
the sucwhich led toagreem
Negotiationsconclusio
ent
n of the
cessful
to four months
had gone on for three
both on the East and West coasts,
Fabian said.

Kalmine to Remain
Head of Circuit

of
Harry M. Kalmine, president
business from its producits theatre
ment Corp.,
etion and distribution enterprises, and Warner Brothers Circuit Manag
the brothers were personally required
will continue
to either sell or trustee their holdings
as head of the
in either one or the other branch.
new theatre
company, Si
that
WB stated that "It is expected
the new theatre company will be
Fabian,of Fabia
presihis assoheaded by Si Fabian and
s,n
Enterdentprise
ciates, and the Warner brothers are
Inc., said here
happy that their stock is to be acyesterday.
quired by such well known veterans
in the exhibition of motion pictures,
Fabian made
and feel that under this arrangement
the statement
the best interests of the stockholders
following announcement of
and employes of the new theatre com
the deal for
Harry Kalmine
plan for
the sale of the
d."reorganization,
Under
be preserve
will the
pany
new
the
of
officers
and
rs
the directo
threeto Warner
brothers
theatre
stock
Fabian
theatre company may be designated
Enterprises.
by the parent company, it was ex-

d hereBasically, the summary 17printe
draft, with
with is from the Oct.
modifications of the August proposals.
According to the distributors' version,
be "to
a system wouldinexpe
the purpose ofexpedi
ntious and
serve as an
ng controversies."
of settli
sive means slight
variation from the
This is a
plained.
with the form and interested
Fabian commented, "Samuel Rosen
Myers draft which would make the
and I are very happy to have been
and distributors
exhibitors
three
the
with
deal
able to make this
plan "serve as an auxiliary enforceour
right to interthe
nces
have
evide
would
It
ers.
broth
rust
er
anti-t
Warn
the
under
re"
ment procedu
of arbitrators
vene.
Selection
s.
the
in
decree
nt
dence
conse
confi
and
and
judgments
complete faith
is provided in Section. 2. In
n picture exhibifuture of the motiosubsta
cases were the only parties are
Article I specifies that arbir
numbe
ntial
A
y.
industr
tion
tration would be available for
the complainant exhibitor and
ated with the operaof the men associ
18 months as a test to "qualified
tion of the theatres are friends of
the respondent distributor or
exhibitors," who are defined as
distributors, each
these
intervening
Under
ing.
yearss, stand
many stance
actual operators, operators of
we are not strangers to
circum
or
arbitratemporarily closed theatres
appoint
partytor andwould
would andesignate
the two
them and they are not strangers to
of new theatres about to open.
the relationship
that
sure
are
We
us.
will rethe third, or neutral, arbitrator.
The Warner brothers
If the system were not renewed
will be an effective and happy one
In the event of disagreement on
main with the picture company
after the 18-month test, awards
the neutral arbitrator, the local
and will devote all their time
ned." company will own
concer
made during that period would
forTheallnew
theatre
committee would
arbitration
continue to be binding.
buction and distri
to the produ
name one. If there are more
operate approximately 300 WB
n pictures and its
and
motio
of
tion
CaliArticle II, dealing with the scope
theatres in 16 states, includingIllinois
a WB stateties,
activi
other ment
,
case than menre,
Delawa
st,
parties to theand
section
Connecticu
five
fornia,
in
.
is
declared
tion,
arbitra
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there is distioned above
s,
husett
Massac
oned
conditi
and,
,
Maryl
bidding
na,
runs,
India
ce,
clearan
arbitrators, the
agreement
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tion
aniza
reorg
It was explained that
arbitration committee
local
licensing and violations. Under SecJersey, New York, Ohio, Oklawill take place New
Virsee,
Tennes
of the parent company annua
three neutral ones.
ania,
select
tion 1, exhibitor complaints assertPennsylv
homa,
would
l meeting
ia, Wisconsin and
ing that a distributor or distributors sometime following the
Virgin
West
ginia,
Five other sections in Article V
maintained a system of clearance, or of stockholders in Wilmington on the District of Columbia. Thees 60m
operat
t
Circui
n
concern more or less routaine rules.
ce to a theatre or the- Feb. 17. Under the Jan. 5, 1951, con- theatre Fabia
granted clearan
here
Jersey
New
,
lvania
Pennsy
The only significant differenceAugust
York,
New
atres not in substantial competition or
t, Warner Brothers Pic- and Virginia.
and
judgmen
sent
October
the
between
tures, Inc*' was required to separate
granted unreasonable clearance would
drafts is that the former defines a
be subject to arbitration. Arbitrators
even
lawyer in broad terms to include have
would have the power to dismiss the
the
but
during
degrees
ed
law
sustain
have
who
s
who
tor
damage
those
the
exhibi
to
an
with
ate
complaint, order a distributor to cease to negoti
all bids period of four years preceding the never been admitted to the bar. If
and desist or eliminate or reduce made the best offer, after
with filing of the complaint, or subject to the exhibitor does not use a lawyer,
ate
clearance.
had been rejected or to negoti
the the state's statute of limitations.
ing
reject
after
the distributor may not use one either.
tors
exhibi
other
They also would be empowered to
dealing
IV,
Article
of
in
1
not
is
Section
ion
provis
This
Article VI contains routine proviinitial bids.
grant damages for the period that the the
itself, concerns the
sions on appeals. In effect, an appeal
system
the
with
t
draft.
Augus
complained of clearance was in effect,
Committee. may be taken only in connection with
rative
Administ
National
subject to the provisions of Article
g or denying of damages.
In regard to conditioning one
III. As to Section 2, dealing with
This section proposes that the arbitra- the awardin
license upon another, covered
12 perby
draft proposes conciliarun
be
October
would
The
system
tion
runs, theto arbitrators would be empowtion in Article VII, which does not
sons composed of three each from
by Section 4, this point could
ered dismiss the complaint or to
be arbitrated, but the exhibitor
of Amen- appear in the August proposals. This
Allied, the Theatre Owners
order a distributor to grant the exa claim to
ors, one from the section provides for conciliation of all
make
distribut
to
the
and
have
ica
would
hibitor the opportunity to obtain the
the distributor within 10 days
Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres controversies in a procedure intended
run, equal to a competing exhibitor
the Independ- to dispose "of such controversies amicAssociation, one fromAssociat
after receipt of the license alor exhibitors. If conditions are alion and
ent Theatre Owners
In
y." proleged to have changed since an award
leged to include the conditionquickl
informallye and
Owners. order ably,
tion
Theatre
a concilia
Western
from
to institut
one
r.5, Conanothe
sale s,onSectio
was made, the exhibitor, distributor
one violation
ing oftract
chairman would be elected by the
may
or would have to
The
n
exhibit
an
ceeding,
or intervening exhibitors may seek
file a written request for a meeting
be arbitrated if the exhibitor
group on a rotating basis. a regional with the branch manager involved.
new arbitration. The burden of provfor
provides
2
Section
claims that provisions of a liing such change would be upon the
tribunal in each exchange _ city. The The exhibitor could be accompanied
censing agreement have been
party asserting it.
tribunal would be supervised by a to the meeting by one assistant or
utor.
distrib
the
by
violated
consultant, the same privilege applying
Section 3 — competitive bidding —
local committee made up of represenpicked
If
ns
.
associatio
damages
If the conwith
exhibitor
provides for arbitrating complaints
of
tatives
deals
to the branch manager.
Article III
troversy isnot settled at the meeting,
that awards allegedly were made in damages are claimed in the original by exhibitor members of the national
write to the discompetitive bidding not on a theatre- complaint, arbitrators may award an administrator and an equal number of the exhibitor may
general sales manager for
by-theatre basis, solely on the merits amount equal to the proven loss, or distributors chosen by the adminis- a meeting tributor's
at the home office, although
and without discrimination ; when more if it is found that the damages
trator's distributor members. The
the meeting
agreement
competitive bidding was established were a result of "the deliberate pur- August draft does not give the na- by mutual
Here again
anywhere.
held
be
could
local
without written request of one or
select
to
tional body the right
or
pose to injure the complainant or in
an assistant,
have
could
exhibit
the
more exhibitors, and to comply with a wilful disregard of the probable harm- members of the arbitration committee.
with the distributor being represented
court order or decree, in good faith
ant." A national appeals board of three non- by the sales manager or an assistant
to the complain
ces
consequen
ful
to protect the distributor against col- If arbitrators find that other exhib- industry members is provided in Secdesignated by him. Conciliation meetlusion among exhibitors. Arbitration
tion 3.
itors are involved in the circumstances
ings would be confidential and without
also could be requested if an exhibitor that resulted in damages to the comArticle
V
concerns
rules
of
prejudice and would not bar an exalleged that a distributor broke the
plainant, an amount equal to the arhibitor from going to arbitration or
Under
procedure.
and
rules for conducting bidding. There
practice
bitrators' judgment of damages caused
n.
litigatio
proceedis nothing in this section that would by the non-intervening exhibitors may
Section 1, arbitration
A draft of a court order providing
ings would be instituted by an
compel a distributor to accept an of- be deducted from the damages to be
for
the establishment of the arbitraexhibitor filing a prescribed
fered bid which he considered inade- paid by the distributor. When damtion system was proposed in the
quate. A provision in the October
ages are claimed by the complainant
with the tribunal's clerk.
form
August
draft only.
The complaint would be filed
draft covers the right of a distributor exhibitor, such claim shall be limited
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CENTS

in
Controlling

Interest

In

Arbitration
WB

Drafts
MPAA
Aug.,

Are

Theatres

to

Fabian

Few

Releases Texts
Oct. Proposals

of

A comparison of the two drafts
designed to establish a system of
arbitration for the motion picture
industry — one prepared by Abram
F. Myers, Allied general counsel, and
rsy
major
the other
chiefl
rences lawye
diffenies'
the compa
that
als by
—reve
are in verbiage, with some additions
us proviby the distributors in variodes
provisions. Neither draft inclu
sions for arbitrating film rentals nor
sed overing the
for financ
a plan
tion system
. propo
all arbitra
ommitLast summer, a specialn sub-c
tee of the Arbitratio Conference
reached an agreement in principle on
a plan and Myers was designated to
draft, which was subprepare mittedthe
to the interested parties on
Aug. 21. The distributors' lawyers
revised the August draft and sub-d
mitted iton Oct. 21. It was decide
by the Conference that both drafts
would be withheld from the trade
(Continued on page 5)

KANSAS CITY, Dec. 9.—
Three Fox Midwest districts held sessions here
today as the company began preparations for its
midwinter campaign. President Elmer Rhoden, Sr. ,
who presided at today's
meet, will hold confabs
in Wichita tomorrow and
in St. Louis on Thursday.
The three districts meeting today were headed by
Leon Robertson, J. J. Long
and Ed Haas.
•
WASHINGTON, Dec. 9 . ~
Orville Crouch, Allan Zee
and Jack Fox, local Loew's
executives, will coordinate the Eisenhower inaugural program variety
show, to be held here on
Jan. 19, according to
George Murphy, director
of entertainment.

Theatre

Deal

Harry, Jack and Albert Warner
Sell
Their Personal Stock in Circuit to

Group;
300 Theatres
Are
Involved
THE Warner-Fabian transaction
is a development of deep sigBy MURRAY HOROWITZ
nificance tothe business of motion
An agreement with Fabian Enterprses, Inc., for the sale of the
pictures. It will add stature and Brothers Warner stock in the new exhibition company to be formed
scope to the already highly im- for Warner Brothers theatres was disclosed here yesterday.
portant exhibition interests of the
Fabian enterprises.
Under the agreement, the sale of the brothers' stock will be consummated when the parent company, Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.,
enterthe
by
on
The acquisiti
is reorganized under the consent
prises under the leadership of Mr.
decree into separate productionSi Fabian and Mr. Samuel Rosen
distribution and exhibition comof the theatre holdings of Harry,
panies. This reorganization is expected to be effected with a few
Albert and Jack Warner constimonths.
tutes an eloquent pledge of conThe market
fidence inthe future of theatrical
value of the
entertainment which will have
deal, based on
the current
sharp impact upon the amusement
market price of
world. It will have a stabilizing
influence and it will fan out into
BrotheWarner
r s common,
a broad current of confidence.
runs to approxUnder the judicial decision of
imately $9,000,divorcement of production and
000.ure isThis
based figon
exhibition the Warner brothers
the current quotation of $13.25
were required to abandon either
production or exhibition. As they
for WB comSamuel Rosen
had entered the exhibition field only
halving mon,ofand the
the
with reluctance the decision as to
quotation in consideration of the prowhere their future efforts would
divorcement.that the deal would
It is jected
understood
be devoted was a foregone con- Prospects Bright in
give Fabian Enterprises, which owns
clusion. They are now left free to
and operates about 60 theatres in
S.
Amer.:
Johnston
devote themselves single-mindedly
the East, control of about 25 per cent
in the new Warner Brother theatre
to the business of producing and
distributing motion pictures, which
An optimistic picture of future re- company. The projected theatre company at the
time ofonitspage
reorganization
(Continued on page 2)
lationships between the U. S. film in(Continued
5)
dustry and various Latin American
governments was presented to _ the
board of direc'Bwana' Booked
in
tors oftion
the Picture
Mo- Talks
Continue
Association of
225 Major Cities
America here
RKO
Setup
yesterday by On
Deals for the booking of "Bwana
Eric A.
MPAA dentpresiDevil," the three-dimensional Natural
Vision feature film, in every major
Johnston.
city in the United States was disclosed
here yesterday by George J. Schaefer,
sion with the
sesJohnston's
MPAA
board
producer representative who is currently managing the distribution of
the film.
was devoted
entirely to his
Schaefer said that the film has been
visit to five
Eric Johnston
booked in approximately 230 first-run
South
Amerihouses in 225 cities throughout the
can countries,
country. Deals for the bookings have
from his South-ofhaving returned
been consummated during the past the-border
trip last weekend.
two weeks, Schaefer added.
Johnston reported that he conferred
Schaefer, who is also a director of
with the onPresidents
personally
(Continued
page 4) of Bra(Continued on page 4)

Hollywood, Dec. 9. — Executives of
RKO Pictures continued their conferences here today, paving the way
for the return of Howard Hughes to
the management of the company.
Necessary legal documents were being
prepared and indications were that
evening.
they
would be completed by late this
Under the reported setup, Hughes,
in return for an extension of time to
the Ralph Stolkin syndicate on their
commitments to purchase his stock
(Continued on page 4)
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Production
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Top

Lists

reel

Parade

on

Talent

Available

NALD, reHollywood, Dec. 9. — Paramount's recently announced 22-picture proCHARLES RKOB. McDO
Theatres veteran, is
tired
duction schedule for the coming year may swell to as many as 28 or
here from Hollywood, Fla., for eye shrink to as few as 12, depending on talent availabilities and other
surgery at St. Clare'
unpredictables, production head Don Hartman told newsmen here today
• s Hospital.
on his return from a European visit.
Edward Heiber, Universal CleveThe executive said the studio's 4U' Sales
Drive
land branch manager, acting as De- $45,000,000 inventory of finished pictures is large and varied enough so
troit manager during the illness of
Ben Robins, suffered a heart attack that there is no pressure on produc- To Honor
Feldman
tion for the sake of release, and for
and is confined to a hospital in the
sit
to
able
is
studio
the
reason
this
latter city.
back and wait for the best players,
Hollywood, Dec. 9. — Universal
favorable circumstances or right
Edward L. Hyman, United Para- market conditions, before starting pro- will launch an 18-week "Charles J.
mount Theatres vice-president, and duction.
Feldman
Anniversary
on
Dec. 28, toSilver
go through
May 2,Drive"
to mark
his assistant, Bernard Levy, will be
He also said the company is now
in Cincinnati today and tomorrow.
Feldman's 25
in a very comfortable condition as to
years with the
•
finances and the present size of the
company, it was
announced here
■ Arthur Canton, Eastern M-G-M inventory of unreleased pictures is
right in proportion to other fisrepresentative, and Abe Bernstein, aboutcal factors.
by Alfred E.
Buffalo and Albany exploiter, were in
Daff, executive
vice-president
the former city yesterday.
Concerning
the
industry's
future,
Hartman mentioned the remote-control
•
lighting system and other mechanical
to the company's
Nat Levy, Eastern division man- devices recently applied in production
production, tribution
dis-and
ager for RKO Radio, will be in Phila- and said, "We have lots of mechanical
promotion
delphia today from New York.
executives
innovations and production improveColumbia

News

10

ments waiting, just around the corner, and our only concern is to get
around that corner. Rising production
costs is the biggest problem we have."

Productions
12 in 1953

top productions were announced here yesterday by Columbia
for 1953, which Harry Cohn, president and head of production, predicted
in a home office statement would be
"the most important in Columbia's
history in quality of new productions."
Listed were "Salome," color in
Technicolor, with Rita Hayworth,
Stewart Granger, Charles Laughton;
"Let's Do It Again," Technicolor
comedy with music, with Jane Wyman, Ray Milland and Aldo Ray ;
"Red Beret," Technicolor, starring
Alan Ladd; "Miss Sadie Thompson,"
Technicolor, to star Rita H'ayworth ;
"From Here to Eeternity," adaptation of James Jones' novel ; "The
Franz Liszt Story" ; "The Gay
Girls," Technicolor, to star Rita
Hayworth ; "The Life of Casanova" ;
"River of the Sun," by James Ramsey
Ullman, and a Judy Holliday vehicle
as yet untitled.
Jerry Wald, as executive producer,
functioning under Cohn, will have
supervision of the company's top
bracket productions.

from

New

Ten

Theatre Deal
(Continued from page 1)
has always been the activiiy upon
which their major loyalties rested.
This new undertaking is a fitting
capstone to the record of vision
and initiative of the Fabian family,
the third generation of which is
now active in the affairs of the
company. To all concerned in this
significant development hearty
congratulations are in order. —
M. Q.

Coplan,

Gould

Firm

Formation of a new distribution
company which plans to release 12
pictures in 1953 was announced here
yesterday by David Coplan and Walter Gould, both formerly associated
in the worldwide operations of
United Artists. The company, International-United Productions, Inc.,
is the exclusive American outlet for a
group of producers in France, Switzerland, Italy, England and other
countries.
Coplan, who has held executive industry posts in the United States and
Canada and was UA managing director in Great Britain from 1944 to
1949, is president of the new company. Gould, who joined UA in 1926
and became general foreign manager
in 1940, is executive vice-president.
International's entire program of
12 films has already been completed,
with the first five available for
nationwide distribution starting Feb.
15. "Black Eagle," starring Rossano
Brazzi and Maria Canale ; "Kill Him
for Me !" starring Arturo de Cordova
with Leticia Palma ; "Swords of the
Musketeers," based on the Alexandre
Dumas story, with Maria Canale and
Peter Trent ; "City of Violence,"
starring Maria Montez and Alan
Curtis, with the screenplay by Jesse
L. Lasky, Jr., and Louis L. Gittler,
and "The Captain's Wife," starring
Anne Vernon and Rossano Brazzi.
The balance of the program for
1953 will be: "The Pirate Prince,"
starring Vittorio Gassmann and Milly
Vitale; "High Treason," starring
Signe Hasso and Alf Kjellin, known
in Hollywood' as Christopher Kent ;
"The
Strange
Case of Man and

meeting" i n
a week-long
series of top level
conferences.
Charles Feldman
Upwards of
$36,000 will be distributed in prizes to
the domestic division, district, branch
and office managers, salesmen and
bookers. As an innovation this year,
in addition to the top national prizes,
branch managers, office managers,
salesmen and bookers will also be
eligible for prizes in their divisions.
Nine of 12' pictures listed by Daff
for release during the period of the
drive have color by Technicolor. The
remaining three in black and white
are highlighted by "Ma and Pa Kettle
on Vacation" and "Abbott and Costello
to Mars."
TheGo nine
Technicolor films are :

RESIDENT
-ELECT
Eisen1p twicer's
three-day
visit to
the
frozen battlefronts of Korea is the
sole topic of almost all current nctvsreels.
MOVIETONE NEWS,
No. 100
visit to Korea.
MOVIETONE NEWSREEL SPECIAL.
THEATRE SUPPLIMENT— Bonn treaty.
Charles R.
Jr.. new National
Assoiciation
of Sligh,
Manufacturers
head. Model
Ike's
atomic power plant in New York City exhibit. Mrs.flammable
Vanhair spray.
Fleet's Palace
60th birthday.
Inhorse show
in Tokyo. Far eastern naval commander
Admiral Radford inspects Chiang Kai-Chek
forces. tenarySaharian
in Algeria.military
Miami company's
Beach scenecen-of
26th American contract bridge tournament.
Model trains in Germany. Swimming pool
floating soft-drink bar in Miami. Drunken
driver test performed by volunteer.
NEWS OF THE DAY, No. 230— Films of
Eisenhower in Korea.
PARAMOUNT
NEWS, No. 33 — Film
diary of Eisenhower's mission to Korea.
TELENEWS
DIGEST, No. 50A — Ike
visits Korea battlefronts. South African
report.
UNIVERSAL NEWS,
hower in Korea.

No. 420— Eisen-

WARNER
PATHE
NEWS,
Eisenhower visits Korea.
Studio
On

Heads

Zukor

No. 35—

Meet

Tribute

Hollywood, Dec. 9. — Emphasis on
the all-industry angle of the Adolph
Zukor 80th birthday dinner celebration
to be sponsored by Variety Clubs International was stressed here yesterday
by
R.
J.
international
chairman, andO'Donnell,
Charles P.
Skouras,
Hollywood chairman, at a luncheonmeeting of studio and administration
executives held at the Beverly Hills
Hotel.
O'Donnel said, "For the months of
January, February and March, Adolph
Zukor no longer belongs solely to
Paramount but to the industry as a
whole. At 80, Mr. Zukor is not a
mere synnbol but an actuality representing- and touching every phase of
pioneering and progress through which

"Against All Flags," starring Errol
Flynn and Maureen O'Hara ; "Meet
Me at the Fair," Dan Dailey and
Diana Lvnn ; "The Lawless Breed,"
Raoul Walsh production starring
Rock Hudson and Julia Adams ; "The
Redhead from Wyoming," Maureen
O'Hara and Alex Nicol ; "Mississippi Gambler," Tyrone Power, Piper our industry has passed."
Laurie and Julia Adams ; "City Beneath the Sea," Robert Ryan, Mala 'Exploitation', Ampa
Powers, Anthony Quinn and Suzan
Ball ; "Seminole," Rock Hudson, Bar- Topic Tomorrow
bara Hale, Anthony Quinn and RichThe next-to-last meeting of the
ard Carlson ; "Gunsmoke," Audie Associated Motion Picture AdvertisMurphy, Susan Cabot and Paul Kelly,
ers' Showmanship Class tomorrow
and "Desert Legion," starring- Alan night will be devoted to a discussion
Ladd, Richard Conte and Arlene Dahl.
of exploitation. Speakers will be
The 12th picture is an "exploitation" Dan S. Terrell, exploitation director
picture, "Girls in the Night," featur- of M-G-M for three years and newly
ing Joyce Holden, Glenda Farrell,
Harvey Lembeck and Patricia Hardy. appointed Eastern publicity manager ;
Sid Mesibov, exploitation manager
for Paramount Pictures, and Edgar
Goth, director of advertising, pubBeast," a new production of Robert
licity and exploitation for Fabian
Theatres.
Louis Stevenson's "Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde"; "The Wicked Lady
"Magazine Magic," a 16mm. sound
Anne," another Dumas story, starring picture
in color, showing the process
Rossano Brazzi and Yvette Lebon ;
of magazine publication by the Curtis
"The Prisoner of Venice," "Son of Publishing Co., will be shown at the
the Hunchback," starring Rossano session. Don A. Brennan, a Curtis
Brazzi and Milly Vitale, and "The executive, will speak in connection
with the showing of the film.
Man in the Red Mask."
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Motion

Urges
On

Insurance

Foreign

Trade

ent of the MoEric Johnston, presid
tion Picture Association of America,
outlined three specific proposals for
consideration in the coming session of
the new Congress that would directly
affect film industry foreign operations
by greatly increasing international
trade and protecting private American
capital investments abroad, at a luncheon yesterday given by the National
Association of Insurance Commissioners at the Hotel Commodore here.
Johnston advocated the creation of
a Federal system to insure capital investments abroad against such extraordinary business risks as wars and
on through nauprisings, or confiscati
tionalization ofindustry ; extension of
present tax incentives to companies doing business in all other areas of the
world as well as the Western Hemisphere to which present tax laws apply ;and the allowance of reinvestment
of a new overseas enterprise's profits
without payment of U. S. tax on such
profits for branch establishments as
well as the presently provided for foreign-organized subsidiary.
Pointing- out that foreign economic
aid since the war has cost $35,000,000,000 and that "handouts are palliatives
that
bring trade
no lasting
gains" •whereas
increased
does, Johnston
urged
the stimulation of private American industry abroad to replace handouts.

Book

Picture

'Bwana

{Continued from page 1)

Natural Vision, said that "Bwana
Devil" grossed
in its
$96,000week
at
first
the Paramount
Downtown and
d in theHollywoo
Los
atres,
Angeles, breakrecing
of both
ord every
houses. He said
the film will
open in San
Francisco o n
Dec. 16 at the
Georg-e Scliaefer
St. Francis and
o n Christmas
hia, Dallas, San AnDay intonioPhiladelp
and Houston. He added that
150 prints of the film are expected by
Feb. 1.
Under the terms, it was explained,
50 per cent of the gross accrues to
the distributor, with both exhibitor
and distributor sharing advertising
costs on a 50-50 basis. Ten cents paid
by the exhibitor for each pair of
Polarized glasses is deducted from the
gross before the distributor-exhibitor
percentage is divided.
RKO

Talks
(Continued from page 1)

N.

E.
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Daily
Independents

Hit Advanced

Prices

Boston, Dec. 9. — The New England Independent Exhibitors voted to
have their members furnish affidavits
and pertinent evidence in an attack
on advanced admission prices on prereleased pictures and endorsed the
policies of national Allied as outlined
at the recent Chicago convention, today, at a meeting here.
The resolutions were passed at a
joint session this morning of both
conventional and drive-in theatremen
to discuss common problems. Further
cussedparticular
later whenproblems
the groupwere
splitdisup
into tion
twowas held
separate
No elecand clinics.
it was decided
to
defer this action until the annual
meeting in January.
Speakers this afternoon included
Leon J. Bamberger of RKO Radio
Pictures ; Burton Robbins, National
Screen Service; Stephen L. Saunders,
publisher of the magazine Prevue,
which is sold in theatre lobbies ;
Father Joseph A. Pelletier, author of
"The Sun Danced at Fatima," which
is being sold by theatres playing the
"Lady of Fatima" film; Joseph Rifkin, who spoke on Cinerama, and
Irving Isaacs, who gave a complete
rs' operator.
fight to
the exhibito
report onbooths
with one
maintain
It was noted a decision from the
Massachusetts Supreme Court is expected between now and the middle
of February.

interest, will resume management
control.
Prospects Bright
Ned Depinet, who had been slated Bamberger Sees Need of More
(Continued from page 1)
to return to the company as president, is scheduled to return to New News, Cheaper Film Ads
zil, Argentina, Chile and Peru and York tomorrow or Thursday. His
Boston,
Dec. 9. — Leon J. Bamwith national leaders of Uruguay. status remains in doubt, but there
berger, sales promotion manager for
Radio Pictures, outlined for
The prospects of settling various in- could be a switch to the original plan, RKO
dustry problems in those countries are sources here said.
the convention of .the Independent
encouraging, Johnston said. While not
Exhibitors of New England today
going into detail on the many points Hearing Today on RKO
"the
cooperation that should exist be
of current conflict, it is understood Receivership Case
tween you and your newspapers, your
that those problems involve remitally."
He emphasized that
A hearing on a move to postpone greatest
by closer relationships with news
tances, import permits, the present exclusion of U. S. newsreels in Brazil arguments in the RKO Radio Picfigures, the exhibitors can at
tures receivership application will be paper
and Argentina and the Brazilian plan
tain fairer advertising rates and pub
to have all black-and-white prints pro- held before Justice Henry Clay Green- lication of more news.
berg in New York Supreme Court
cessed in that country after Jan. 1.
All meetings were on a friendly today. The notice of postponement un- Richey Urges Whole Industry
til Dec. 17 was filed by RKO Radio To Practice Public Relations
basis and "everything augurs well" for Pictures.
the industry down there, Johnston
Boston, Dec. 9. — Henderson Richey,
said.
According to Louis Kipnis, attorney
The MPAA president did not take for three minority stockholders seek- M-G-M director of exhibitor relations, tonight urged the Independent
up the question or arbitration at yesing to put the company into receiver- Exhibitors of New England at their
ship,
he
was
informed
early
Monday
he plans
to returnterday's
tomeeting.
NewHowever,
York from
his that a request for postponement had Sheraton Plaza Hotel banquet tonight to actively participate in mainWashington headquarters next week been granted, only to be informed by
taining good public relations and
when the arbitration situation may be the' court later that hearings on the
request would be held today.
discussed. Johnston returned to Wash
noted this applies "to every single
In a separate suit against David J. person making his living or who has
ington
meeting. immediately after yesterday's Greene, who owns about 78,000 shares his future in this great business of
of RKO Pictures stock, Kipnis withRichey cited the importance and
drew his application to cite Greene
for conptempt of court. Kipnis was gauged the progress of industry pubSeeks Industry Aid
lic relations in the past two years.
advised by the U. S. District Court
On Overseas Films
yesterday that the Department of JusSen. Alexander Wiley of Wisconsin
ours."
tice should be apprised of the evi- Marcus
Files Suit
dence supporting such application.
predicted yesterday that leading Hoi
The
contempt
citation
was
sought
on
lywood film executives will be invited
to testify before the special Senate the grounds that Greene, who is also
in RKO Theatres, violated
Foreign
Relations
sub - committee athedirector
terms of the consent decree by Vs. Loew's, Para.
hearings reviewing America's Over
Indianapolis, Dec. 9.— A $300,000
seas Information Program, which in opposing the RKO Pictures receivership bid at the last court hearing.
eludes the wide use of motion pic
suit against Loew's and Paramount,
tures.
charging
and illegal"
control of "unreasonable
distribution channels,
has
The ranking Republican on the
'
nteen
'Seve
to
been
filed
in
Federal
Court
here by the
committee announced here that the Shaef
fer
Martha Shaeffer has been appointed
hearings also will review closer co- press editor in charge of all Seven- Central Avenue Theatre Corp.
operation between the motion picture
First and subsequent-run policies
teen Magazine public relations, effec- constitute
restraint of trade under the
tive immediately, succeeding Tess
industry and the government's film
program, and closer cooperation with Williams, who has resigned to make Sherman and Clayton anti-trust laws,
the industry itself in reviewing over- her home in Boston, it was disclosed according to the action taken on behalf of the Zaring Theatre, Northside
seas film exports which might pos- here yesterday by Mrs. Alice Thompsibly have an adverse effect on foreign
son, publisher and editor of the neighborhood house, by Mannie Maropinion of the United States.
magazine.
cus, president of Central.

National

Pre-Selling

"UONOLULU
LOONY" is the
-TT- title of a tale of Jerry Lewis'
(Martin and Lewis) Hawaiian vacain Modern Screen's
tion ;it appears
January
issue. The Honolulu vacation was born by a sudden impulse.
Jerry, his wife Patty, his press agent,
Jack Keller,
Keller,
Jerry'sin
doctor,
MartinMrs.Levy,
wereandsitting
Lewis's living room when the phone
rang for the 12th time. Jerry said,
"If that phone rings again I'm going
someplace where no one will find me."
Keller answered the phone. "He's not
here. I think he went to Honolulu."
Jerry said, "That's it, Patty pack the
bags, we're going to Honolulu. Let's
leave before the phone rings again."
Keller said, "You've got to make reservations and get tickets." Jerry said,
"Then go ahead and do it, and you
and your wife come along too. It was
all your idea." Dr. Levy said, "You're
supposed to take it easy." "Okay,"
said Jerry to Keller, "get him a ticket
so
he can
see hours
that I all
takefour
it easy."
Within
eight
were
aboard a trans-Pacific plane headed
for Honolulu. Jerry Lewis and Dean
Day.
Martin's latest picture, the Paramount
release, "The Stooge," is scheduled for
multiple bookings starting New Year's
«
Cyd Charisse, who started her
career with the Ballet Russe, is
shown in the current issue of Life
dancing through two editorial pages
as she danced in M-G-M's new picture "Sombrero." The picture was
made in Mexico and is in the lanan "ad man."
in full
Color. Aguage ofrainstorm
plays It's
an important part in the picture, and Cyd
is shown all soaked. She had to be
doused over and over again for this
scene. Cyd Charisse was voted a
"Star of Tomorrow" in Motion Picture Herald— Fame• Poll of 1948.
Louella Parsons reports in Pictorial
Review on Sunday that Olivia Dc
Havilland is intensely devoted to her
son Bcnjie.
Oliviagoes
says,wrong,
"When I anything mechanical
just
call on him and he fixes it. He fixed
the radio in the car. He is going to
be an inventive genius." Olivia De
Havilland' s most recent picture is
•
"My Cousin Rachel."
On the schedule for "Hans
tian Andersen" ads are Life,
Collier's Saturday Evening
Woman's Home Companion,

ChrisBook,
Post,
Good

Housekeeping,
Ladies'
Flome Journal, Seventeen,
Coronet, Cosmopolitan, Redbook, and American Magazine. According to a spokesman for
Donahue & Coe, $500,000 is being
spent in consumer • publications.
A spread is given to pictorial and
text coverage of eight pictures selected by American Magazine in the
December issue. The eight chosen
are Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian Andersen," 'Stars and Stripes
Forever," 20th Century-Fox: "Million Dollar Mermaid." M-G-M;
"Against All Flags," Universal-International; "Abbott and Costello
Meet Captain Kidd," Warner; "The
Glass Wall," United Artists; "Eight
Iron Men," Columbia, and "Road to
Bali," Paramount.
Waltek Haas
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Arbitration

Motion
Interest

(Continued from page 1)

press, which meant that only membersof
of the Conference would be aware
the progress. As is now known, Allied rejected the distributors' plan
at its Chicago convention last month.
The Motion Picture Association of America here yesterday
released the texts of both drafts
on the premise that it was desirable to make the plans available to the industry because of
further joint discussions being
under consideration.
hereBasically, the summary 17printed
draft, with
with is from the Oct.
modifications of the August proposals.
According to the distributors' version,
would be "to
the purpose of a system
serve as an expeditious and inexpenmeans of settling controversies."
is a slight variation from the
This sive
Myers draft which would make the
plan "serve as an auxiliary enforcement procedure" under the anti-trust
judgments and consent decrees.
Article I specifies that arbitration would be available for
18 months as a test to "qualified
exhibitors," who are defined as
actual operators, operators of
temporarily closed theatres or
of new theatres about to open.
If the system were not renewed
after the 18-month test, awards
made during that period would
continue to be binding.
Article II, dealing with the scope
of arbitration, is in five sections —
clearance, runs, bidding, conditioned
licensing and violations. Under Section 1, exhibitor complaints asserting that a distributor or distributors
maintained a system of clearance, or
granted clearance to a theatre or theatres not in substantial competition or
granted unreasonable clearance would
be subject to arbitration. Arbitrators
would have the power to dismiss the
- complaint, order a distributor to cease
and desist or eliminate or reduce
clearance.
They also would be empowered to
grant damages for the period that the
complained of clearance was in effect,
subject to the provisions of Article
III. As to Section 2, dealing with
runs, the arbitrators would be empowered to dismiss the complaint or to
order a distributor to grant the exhibitor the opportunity to obtain the
run, equal to a competing exhibitor
or exhibitors. If conditions are alleged to have changed since an award
was made, the exhibitor, distributor
or intervening exhibitors may seek
new arbitration. The burden of proving such change would be upon the
party asserting it.
Section 3 — competitive bidding —
provides for arbitrating complaints
that awards allegedly were made in
competitive bidding not on a theatreby-theatre basis, solely on the merits
and without discrimination ; when
competitive bidding was established
without written request of one or
more exhibitors, and to comply with a
court order or decree, in good faith
to protect the distributor against collusion among exhibitors. Arbitration
also could be requested if an exhibitor
alleged that a distributor broke the
rules for conducting bidding. There
is nothing in this section that would
compel a distributor to accept an offered bid which he considered inadequate. A provision in the October
draft covers the right of a distributor

in

Picture

Daily

Theatres

WB

(Continued from page 1)

is expected to own and operate approximately 300 WB theatres.
Harry M. Warner, president of
WB, Albert Warner and Jack L.
Warner, vice-presidents, together own
about 18 per cent of WB's outstanding stock. Members of their famper
cent. ily own roughly another seven
Si H. Fabian, president of Fabian
Enterprises, a family corporation operating the Fabian Circuit, said that
only Samuel Rosen, secretary-treasurer of the company, himself an associate of Fabian Enterprises, are
participants in the purchase at this
time. Fabian added, however, that
other persons outside the industry
may be included in the deal later. He
declined to elaborate.
Neither Fabian nor WB would comment on the purchase price. Fabian
said that Serge Semenenko, president
of the First National Bank of Boston,
was instrumental in bringing about
the deal. He declined to state whether
the bank figured in the financing of
the purchase.
which led to the suconsconclusion
Negotiati
cessful
of the agreement
had gone on for three to four months
both on the East and West coasts,
Fabian said.

Kalmine to Remain
Head of Circuit

Harry M. Kalmine, president of
its theatre business from its producment Corp.,
tion and distribution enterprises, and Warner Brothers Circuit Managethe brothers were personally required
will continue
to either sell or trustee their holdings
as head of the
in either one or the other branch.
new theatre
WB stated that "It is expected that
company, Si
the new theatre company will be
Fabian,
presiheaded by Si Fabian and his assodent of ises,
Fabian
Enterpr
ciates, and the Warner brothers are
happy that their stock is to be acInc., said here
quired by such well known veterans
yesterday
in the exhibition of motion pictures,
Fabian . made
and feel that under this arrangement
the statement
the best interests of the stockholders
following announcement of
and employes of the new theatre comHarry Kalmine
the Sale
the
the
dealof for
Under
plan for reorganization,
be preserved."
pany willthe
the directors and officers of the new
three Warner
theatre company may be designated brothers theatre stock to Fabian
Enterprises.
by the parent company, it was ex-

The Warner brothers will remain with the picture company
and will devote all their time
to the ofproduction and distribution motion pictures and its
other activities, a WB statement declared.

It was explained that reorganization
of the parent company will take place
sometime following the annual meeting
of stockholders in Wilmington on
Feb. 17. Under the Jan. 5, 1951, consent judgment, Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc., was required to separate
to negotiate with an exhibitor who
made the best offer, after all bids
had been rejected or to negotiate with
other exhibitors after rejecting the
initial bids. This provision is not in
the August draft.
In regard to conditioning one
license upon another, covered
by Section 4, this point could
be arbitrated, but the exhibitor
would have to make a claim to
the distributor within 10 days
after receipt of the license alleged to include the conditionanother.5, Consale onSection
one violations,
ing oftract
may
be arbitrated if the exhibitor
claims that provisions of a licensing agreement have been
violated by the distributor.
Article III deals with damages. If
damages are claimed in the original
complaint, arbitrators may award an
amount equal to the proven loss, or
more if it is found that the damages
were a result of "the deliberate purpose to injure the complainant or in
wilful disregard of the probable harmthe complainant."
ful consequencesfindto that
If arbitrators
other exhibitors are involved in the circumstances
that resulted in damages to the complainant, an amount equal to the arbitrators' judgment of damages caused
by the non-intervening exhibitors may
be deducted from the damages to be
paid by the distributor. When damages are claimed by the complainant
exhibitor, such claim shall be limited

plained.
Fabian commented, "Samuel Rosen
and I are very happy to have been
able to make this deal with the three
Warner brothers. It evidences our
complete faith and confidence in the
future of the motion picture exhibition industry. A substantial number
of the men associated with the operation of the theatres are friends of
standing. Under these
many years
nces, we are not strangers to
circumsta
them and they are not strangers to
us. We are sure that the relationship
will be an effective and happy one

concerned
forTheallnew
theatre." company will own
and operate approximately 300 WB
theatres in 16 states, including California, Connecticut', Delaware, Illinois,
Indiana, Maryland, Massachusetts,
New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin and
of Columbia. The 60the District
theatre
Fabian Circuit operates in
New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey
and Virginia.
to the damages sustained during the
period of four years preceding the
filing of the complaint, or subject to
the state's statute of limitations.
Section 1 of Article IV, dealing
with the system itself, concerns the
National Administrative Committee.
This section proposes that the arbitration system would be run by 12 persons composed of three each from
Allied, the Theatre Owners of Ameriica and the distributors, one from the
Metropolitan Motion Picture Theatres
Association, one from the Independent Theatre Owners Association and
one from Western Theatre Owners.
The chairman would be elected by the
group on a rotating basis.
Section 2 provides for a regional
tribunal in each exchange city. The
tribunal would be supervised by a
local committee made up of representatives of exhibitor associations picked
by exhibitor members of the national
administrator and an equal number of
distributors chosen by the administrator's distributor members. The
August draft does not give the national body the right to select local
members of the arbitration committee.
A national appeals board of three nonindustry members is provided in Section 3.
Article V concerns rules of
practice and procedure. Under
Section 1, arbitration proceedings would be instituted by an
exhibitor filing a prescribed
form with the tribunal's clerk.
The complaint would be filed

with the form and interested
exhibitors
and distributors
would have the right to intervene. Selection of arbitrators
is provided in Section. 2. In
cases were the only parties are
the complainant exhibitor and
the respondent distributor or
intervening
distributors, each
arbitraappoint
partytor andwould
the two would andesignate
the third, or neutral, arbitrator.
In the event of disagreement on
the neutral arbitrator, the local
arbitration
committee would
name one. If there are more
to the case than menparties tioned
above and there is disagreement on arbitrators, the
local
arbitration committee
would select three neutral ones.
Five other sections in Article V
concern more or less routaine rules.
The only significant difference here
between
the October
and August
drafts is that the former defines a
lawyer in broad terms to include even
those who have law degrees but have
never been admitted to the bar. If
the exhibitor does not use a lawyer,
the distributor may not use one either.
Article VI contains routine provisions on appeals. In effect, an appeal
may be taken only in connection with
the awarding or denying of damages.
The October draft proposes conciliation in Article VII, which does not
appear in the August proposals. This
section provides for conciliation of all
controversies in a procedure intended
to dispose "of such controversies amicinformally and
quickly." proIn
order ably,
to institute
a conciliation
ceeding, an exhibitor would have to
file a written request for a meeting
with the branch manager involved.
The exhibitor could be accompanied
to the meeting by one assistant or
consultant, the same privilege applying
to the branch manager. If the controversy isnot settled at the meeting,
the exhibitor may write to the distributor's general sales manager for
a meeting at the home office, although
by mutual agreement the meeting
could be held anywhere. Here again
the exhibitor could have an assistant,
with the distributor being represented
by the sales manager or an assistant
designated by him. Conciliation meetings would be confidential and without
prejudice and would not bar an exhibitor from going to arbitration or
litigation.
A draft of a court order providing
for the establishment of the arbitration system was proposed in the
August draft only.
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Hughes-Stolkin
Highlights
Meet

COMPO

First Stage of Fight Seen
Advancing Satisfactorily
Chicago, Dec. 1. — The major
topic discussed today at the first
day's meeting of the executive committee and board of directors of
the Council of Motion Picture Organizations at the Blackstone Hotel, was
the report of the national tax repeal
campaign committee, headed by H. A.
Cole, and Pat McGee.
Declaring that the first stage of the
campaign, the enlistment of Senators
and Congressman to support repeal,
has progressed most satisfactorily, the
report stated that the next step called
for the securing of information from
distressed theatres which would show
the hardship inflicted by the tax. This
information, it was asserted, will be
used by the tax repeal committee in
its arguments for repeal before the
House Ways and Means Committee.
Recognizing the importance of personalized experiences with the operations of the tax, the meeting, which
(Continued on page 6)

NPA
On

to

Lift

Building

Ban

Jan.

1

Washington, Dec. 10. — The National Production Authority announced
today it would end its two-year old
ban on theatre construction Jan. 1,
with one major modification.
Effective Jan. 1, would-be-theatre
builders can self-certify — that is, write
their own priority tickets — up to five
tons of steel and 500 pounds of copper
per project, per quarter. Self-certification privileges for aluminum, however, won't be effective until May 1,
when theatre builders will be able to
self-authorize up to 300 pounds of
aluminum per project, per quarter.
NPA originally had scheduled May
1 as the date for lifting the prohibition on new theatre construction.

Cinerama
More

Orders

Equipment

A large order for projectors
and accessory equipment for
future Cinerama installations
has been placed with Century
Projector Corp., it was disclosed here yesterday.
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Group

to Them

Court

Hollywood, Dec. 10. — Negotiations between the Ralph Stolkin
syndicate and Howard Hughes which have been under way liere for
Justice Henry Clay Greenberg yes- nearly four weeks were terminated today, for the time being at
terday expressed concern for the welfare of RKO Pictures stockholders in least, with no agreements of any kind having been reached.
In consequence of the collapse of all proposals for reorganization
granting another week's adjournment
in the RKO receivership' case. Hear- of RKO Pictures' management, reconstitution of its board of directors and revision or cancellation of
restockholders'
minority
ings on theceivership
application were
set for next
the Stolkin syndicate's agreement
Wednesday in New York Supreme
Court.
to purchase Hughes' 29 per cent
' Carmen
9 TV
controlling stock interest in the
Justice Greenberg, approving
company,
the remains
ownershiptheand
management status
same
as it
the company's bid for a delay,
To
31
Houses
was on Nov. 13 when Arnold Grant
said he was disturbed by current reports of company losses
resigned as board chairman and chief
and said the situation does not
executive officer of RKO Pictures for
The entire Metropolitan Opera the Stolkin syndicate.
seem to be "a very healthy one."
Sherrill Corwin, a member of the
Company's
production
Albert R. Connelly, attorney repre- will
be televised
tonightofin "Carmen"
31 thea(Continued on page 3)
syndicate,
was named acting chairtres in 27 cities from Coast-to-Coast,
man of the board at that time and
Theatre Network Television, the
presumably continues in the same
agency which booked the event, dis- capacity. Corwin and Edward J.
closed here yesterday.
Will Rogers
Unit
Theatres located in the following Burke are the only members of the
cities
will carry the event, the first syndicate still on RKO Pictures'
Reelects Officers
entertainment show ever seen on the board. Elected with them to the

Expressed

new medium : New York, Fort Lee,
All officers of the Variety Clubs- N. J. ; Lynn, Mass. ; Boston, Asbury
Will Rogers Memorial Hospital have Park, N. J. ; Richmond, Pittsburgh,
been reelected and three new vice- Toledo, Cleveland, Chicago, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Omaha, Des
presidents have been added for the
Moines, Denver, Salt Lake City, San
coming year. Jack Beresin, interna- Francisco, Los Angeles Hollywood,
tional chief barker of the Variety
Kansas City, Philadelphia,
Clubs, and Alfred Starr, president of Buffalo, (Continued
on page 6)
the Theatre Owners of America, have
been placed on the board of directors.
Beresin fills the vacancy left by Marc
Wolff, retired chief barker, and Starr
Eastern
succeeds Mitchell Wolfson, the pre- Approve
vious TOA president. The new vicepresidents are Charles J. Feldman, Crafts' Council
(Continued on page 6)
Nine local unions affiliated with the
International Alliance of Theatrical
Variety
Clubs
in Stage Employes have approved the
constitution of the newly formed Eastern Motion Picture Council which
Four
Cities Elect
will function on a similar basis as the
Hollywood AFL Film Council. The
The Variety Clubs of Detroit, constitution currently is being submitted to four additional locals which
Memphis and Buffalo have elected
new boards of directors, the Detroit will make up the 13-union memberTent also naming new officials for
ship in the Council.
The basic agreement covering the
1953, and the Variety Club of Cincinnati has selected new officers.
various crafts identified with the production of TV films in the East is
In Detroit, the new board chose
Jack Zide of Allied Film exchange as being prepared by a special committee and the draft will be submitted
chief barker; Harold Brown, United
Detroit Theatres, first assistant ; to the locals' representatives at a
Milton Zimmerman, Columbia, second meeting in New York on Monday.
The Council will not concern itself
assistant ; Ernest Conlon, Allied of
(Continued on page 3)
(Continued on page 3)

RKO Radio board following Grant's
resignation
wereBoasberg
William and
Zimmerman, Charles
Ross
Hastings, executives of the company.
Three vacancies on the board remain
unfilled.
The earlier board vacancies occurred Oct. 22 when Stolkin, A. L.
Koolish and William Gorman, the
latter the representative of Ray Ryan,
the fifth member
re(Continuedofonthepagesyndicate,
3)

See

$15,000,000

'Hans' 'Pan'
From
A potential
rental income of at leastfilm$15,000,000
is
expected by RKO Radio Pictures from "Hans Christian
Andersen" and "Peter Pan,"
it was disclosed in a deposition filed in the New York
Supreme Court by William H.
Clark, director and treasurer
of
the company,
at yesterday's
hearing
on an application
for
a receivership for RKO.
The figure was cited to
show the importance of independent producers such as
Samuel Goldwyn and Walt
Disney to the corporation.

MOTION

Personal

Rathvon

Mention

Finance

PICTURE

Closes

N. Peter Rathvon closed a deal for
the financing of one European picture
during his recent overseas trip. The
former RKO president, who returned
, said
Dr Charles A. Brind, Jr., counsel here this week from Europe
tment
Depar
State
York
forNew
his
of
the
for
yesterday that the purpose
Euroeign tour was to look over theview
of Education and the Board of Reof
re
pean production field with the
gents will discuss "Motion Pictutowith
rs
ting
produce
r-mee
for
ng capital
Censorship" at a dinneMens Club of supplyiding
story material.
outstan
morrow night at the
m
ch
Chur
Rathvon declined to identify the
Westminster Presbyterian
Albany.
producer or the picture's title until
after the final details of the transaction have been completed. The deal is
Walter Reade, Jr., president of
to
d
name
was
res,
Theat
expected to be concluded next week.
Walter Reade
the executive board of Monmouth No distribution arrangements will be
is
County, N. J., Boy Scouts of America negotiated until after the picture
and has also been appointed to head a completed, he said.
Rathvon plans to leave for the
special Christmas activity committee
J.
N.
h,
Branc
to spend Christin Long
Coast late next week
mas at his California home.
Mike Simons, assistant to H. _M.
of M-G-M's exhibitor
Richey, head
relations department, will begin a Three Television
four-city speaking tour Monday when
he addresses the Professional Social Firms in Merger
Workers of Wheeli#ng, W. Va.
United Television Programs, Inc.,
in association with Gross-Krasne Productions, Inc., and Studio Films, Inc.,
Walter Gould, executive vice-presdescribed as
ident of International-United Pro- have formed what was
ductions, Inc., new film distributing "the major all-purpose organization in
company, left here for Boston yester the television industry," joining diswill proceed to Chicago over terests.
tribution, production and financial inand nd.
day weeke
the
The board of directors of the combined companies includes Gerald King,
dis
Republic
Jr.,
Titus,
L.
Walter
M. Tuttle, Milton Blink, Ben
Willson
Dallas
trict manager, is visiting the
o, Philip N.
branch and is expected to return here Frye, Sam A. Costell
Krasne and Jack J. Gross. Tuttle
next Thursday.
will be president. He recently resiged as vice-president in charge of
Interna
Barnett
of
Alan Barnett
radio and television for Ruthrauff &
tional Forwarders, left here yesterday
Ryan. King is chairman of the board.
for Philadelphia, Baltimore and Wash- He was president and co-founder of
ington. He will •return on Monday TP in 1950 and was once associated
with Warner Brothers. Blink, execuH. M. Richey, M-G-M exhibitor
tive vice-president, will continue in
relations head, is due back here to the same capacity and as the commorrow from the COMPO meeting in
pany's treasurer. Frye will be viceChicago.
president in charge of sales.
Irving Sochin, Universal short sub
jects sales manager, has returned to Royal London
Debut
New York from Oklahoma City, Dal
las and Cincinnati.
For 'Hans Christian'
Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
Paul Raibourn, Paramount vice- Andersen" will be given a royal premiere in London on Dec. 19 at the
president, yesterday returned to New
Carlton Theatre for the benefit of the
York from Miami Beach
Scottish Veterans' Association, it was
Mrs. Kate Treske of the Lenox announced here. The Duke and
Theatre, Hartford, has returned there Duchess of Gloucester will head a
list of distinguished guests who will
from a New York vacation.
•
attend the performance.
RKO Radio, which is releasing the
Louis Ram, South Carolina exhibi- Technicolor film, is collaborating on
tor, is in a Charlotte hospital follow- all arrangements for the premiere.
ing a heart attack.
N.

J. Allied

Meets

Deal

to

Tentative Date Set
For 'Ronde' Hearing

Film

Albany,
N. Y.,
Dec. 10.—
Jan.
7 has been
tentatively
set
by the Court of Appeals here

1st -run Films
6 RKO
Here During Holiday
Six RKO Radio releases will play
first-run engagements in New YorK
during the holiday season. Another,
Walt Disney's "Peter Pan," is set to
open early in February.
Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
Andersen" will continue at the Criterion and Paris. On Christmas Day,
Mort Briskin's "No Time for
Flowers" will bow in at the Normandie, and "Blackbeard, the Pirate" will
open at Loew's State. Huntington
Hartford's "Face to Face" will move
into the 52nd St. Trans Lux late this

for
argument
Ronde"
appeal in
andthefor"Laa
screening which the seven
judgestion waswill
witness.
This actaken
after Florence
Perlow Shientas, attorney for
Commercial Pictures, distributor of the French-made
film, filed the printed record
and a brief.

European

WARNER, Warner
HARRY
' president, has left here
hers
Brot
for the Coast.
•
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month, following "O. Henry's Full
House." Gabriel Pascal's "Androcles
and the Lion" will open at the Capitol
and Frederick Brisson's "Never Wave
at a Wac" at an as yet undesignated
theatre, both in January.
RKO

First

to Set

Long Yule Weekend
RKO Radio Pictures is the first
film company to announce a long
Christmas weekend for home office
employes. The company will be closed
from 3 :00 P.M. on Dec. 24 until Monday morning, Dec. 29. Other film and
low.
theatre companies are expected to fol-

The latter
urged totheoverrule
State's
highest
tribunal
the 3-2 decision of the Appelate division, announced
last May, which supported
the Regent's ruling that the
picture was "immoral and
tended
to meaning
corrupt morals"
within the
of Section 122 of the Education Law.
Dr. Charles A. Brind, Jr.,
counsel for the Regents, will
file an answering brief before
Jan. 5. The case is eventually
expected to reach the United
States Supreme Court.

Services
Theresa

Today
Dureau,

for
82

New Orleans, Dec. 10. — A ReMass will
be said
here Roman
tomorrow quiem
in St.
Frances
Cabrini
Catholic Church for Mrs. Theresa
It is understood that city and Federal departments, as well as a large Maurice Dureau, who died this morning at the ageare
of 82.
number of business establishments,
Survivors
a daughter, Mrs.
banks, department stores, etc., will
Edmund
Langhetee,
three sons, Gasclose on both Fridays, Dec. 26 and
man- ;
general
and
president
ton J.,agerJr.,
of Paramount Gulf
Theatres
Jan. 2.
Milton M., vice-president and general
RKO
Adds Field Men manager of Masterpiece Pictures, Inc.,
and Alton C, a salesman with Masterpiece Pictures ; a sister, Miss Alice
For
'Hans'
and
'Peter'
RKO Radio will add additional field Marie ; a brother, Sidney Marie, and
men to handle pre-release engagements 11 grandchildren and great grandchildren. Interment will be in Lafayof Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
ette Cemetery.
Andersen" and Walt Disney's "Peter
Pan," it was announced here yesterday by Richard Condon, director of FCC's
Smith
Joins
advertising-publicity. They will work
under exploitation manager Leon Welch
Law
Firm
Brandt.
Washington, Dec. 10. — Stratford
Smith, Federal
mission theatre Communications
television expert,Comhas
Press Agents Honor
joined the firm of Welch, Mott and
Samuel
Goldwyn
Morgan here.
Vincent Welch, senior partner of
Hollywood, Dec. 10. — Samuel Goldthe firm, is representing the Motion
wyn was the honor guest this eve- Picture Association of America in its
ning at the sixth annual Panhandle
Dinner of the Screen Publicists Guild, theatre television hearing before the
It's expected, however, that
yearly get-together of Hollywood FCC.
Smith will not take part in the theatre
press agents covering the motion pic- television hearings for some time.
ture industry. Goldwyn was introduced at the dinner by Edgar Bergen
Group
and Charlie McCarthy, whom he Paramount

Legion
of Decency
brought to the screen in "The Gold- To Chicago Meet
wyn Follies" 15 years ago.
Lists 3 in Class B
And Eats in Passaic
ParaAllied of New Jersey last night
Three films are placed in Class B,
Los Angeles, Dec. 10.rg,— E.
K.
held its annual beefsteak dinner at six films in Class A-I and six films Dreyfus Rites in Chicago mount's A. W. Schwalbe
Chicago, Dec. 10. — Max Dreyfus, (Ted) O'Shea and Jerome Pickman
the Ritz Restaurant in Passaic, fol- in Class A-II in the latest Legion of
lowing amembership meeting in the Decency report.
72, former exhibitor and long-time this evening prepared to head for
afternoon.
of the Monogram exchange Chicago for a sales parley in their
The Class B films are : "The Bad employee
here when it was operated by Irving current series of regional merchandisA discussion of national Allied's and the Beautiful," M-G-M; "Ruby
otion conferences. On Friday
convention in Chicago last month Gentry," 20th Century-Fox, and Mandel, was buried at Waldheim ing-prom
and
Saturday
they will hold sessions
highlighted the business session. Ap
Two Cents Worth of Hope," (Ital- Cemetery yesterday. He is survived there with Central division manager
by the widow, a brother, and a sister.
proximately 100 attended the dinner. I ian) Times Film Corp.
J. J. Donohue and territory personnel.
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control more than 78,000 shares of Michigan, property master ; Ben Rosen, Confection Cabinet, dough guy ;
RKO Pictures stock, supported the
Saul Korman, Korman Theatres,
application for adjournment.
chairman of the house committee;
Louis Kipnis, attorney for the plaintiff minority stockholders, said he Julian Lefkowitz, L & L Concessions,
could not consent to an adjournment. assistant house committee chairman ;
The three minority stockholders seek- Zimmerman,
chairman
of the
membership committee
; Brown,
press
guy ;
ing to put the company in receivership
are Eli B. Castleman and his wife,
Community
Marion V. Castleman of Detroit and Adolphtres,Goldberg,
national canvassman,
and TheaZide,
Louis Feuerman of this city, claiming alternate.
The 11 members of the new board
to own a total of 2,525 shares.
of directors are Brown ; Dew Wisper,
The hearing on the delaying
motion also brought to light a
W & W Theatres ; Zimmerman ; Lefkowitz ;Zide ; William Clark, Clark
cross-motion by the company to
Theatre
Service ; Dan Lewis, Coopto
dismiss
the
receivership
apDepinet had been called here 10
erative Theatres ; Korman ; Rosen ;
lication. In support of this
in
participate
to
Hughes
days ago by
cross-motion were the affidavits
Ivan Clavet, National Screen Servthe final conferences. Shortly after
of Zimmerman, William H.
ice, and Conlon.
his arrival an agreement was reached
In Cincinnati the Variety Club
Clark, treasurer of RKO Radio
under which the Stolkin group was
elected Herman Hunt as chief barker,
Pictures, and Garrett Van Wagto return the 1,048,012 shares which
succeeding Vance Schwartz, and deit contracted to purchase from
ner, comptroller.
cided to hold the installation dinner
Zimmerman, in his affidavit, said next month.
Hughes and Depinet at $7 per share.
The Stolkin group was to have
that experienced key employees of the
Other New Officers
company who are in great demand by
waived its $1,250,000 down payment
for the stock in return for waivers of
"our competitors have given indicaOther new officers include Ed Salzliability under the purchase agree-of
tion of the possibility of their leaving" berg, first assistant chief barker;
ment and during its administration
the company in the event of a court- Richard Rosenfeld, second assistant ;
RKO Pictures. Depinet was to have
appointed receiver.
Rex Carr, property master, and Hoys
returned as president with complete
The company's motion to dismiss the McGown, dough guy. William Onie
autonomy.
receivership application claimed that and
Hunt were chosen delegates to
the complaint did not state sufficient the international convention, with
Hitch Occurred
facts to constitute a cause of action,
Noah Schechter and McGown as
A hitch occurred late last week in
that the plaintiffs have no legal ca- alternates. The crew, in addition to
pacity to sue and that the court should the officers and past chief barkers,
effecting the agreement, some reports
decline jurisdiction of the action be- consists of Saul Greenberg, Harry
having it that Corwin balked at takcause it involves the internal affairs
ing the loss of the down payment,
and management of a solvent foreign Hartman, Stuart Jacobson, Robert
leading to differences among the
McNabb, Arthur Van Gelder and
corporation.
members of the syndicate.
Clark, in his affidavit, pointed up Albert Weinstein.
On Monday of this week syndicate
Variety Club of Buffalo has elected
the importance of such producers as
members reached a new agreement
Goldwyn, Disney and Sol Lesser to the following directors : Manuel A.
with Hughes under which their stock
the company. He said of approxi- Brown, United Artists ; John G. Chipurchase commitments would be demately $39,000,000 of film rentals in nell, RKO Pictures; Robert Hayferred, but Hughes would assume rethe 39 weeks ending Sept. 27, 1952, man, Hayman Theatres ; Marvin
sponsibility for RKO Pictures' manabout $21,000,000 was realized from Jacobs, Sportservice ; Billy Keaton,
agement until such time as the Stolfeatures and short subjects produced WGR; Arthur Krolick, United
kin group had found a purchaser for
by others releasing through RKO. Paramount Theatres ; W. E. J. MarJudge
Samuel
J.
Rosenman,
repreinits 29 per cent controllingly stock
tin, Courier-Express drama editor ;
senting
Samuel
Goldwyn
Productions,
"The effect upon the company of havrejected
reported
terest. Hughes
Inc.,
questioned
the
jurisdiction
of
the
ing
these
distributor
contracts
canDewey Michaels, Michaels Enterthis agreement the following day
court as to RKO assets outside N,ew
celled by reason of the appointment of
prises; Albert Ryde, Buffalo projecupon learning that Depinet would not
tionists union ; Elmer C. Winegar of
Supporting the com
a receiver is obvious," he added.
Pictures presi- ! York State.
return to the RKO
the
same
union, and Max Yellen of
Van Wagner's deposition said, with- Midland Properties.
dency without an unequivocal guar pany's bid for a delay, Judge Rosenout
exception,
the
basic
operating
orman
said
RKO's
distribution
set-up
is
Hughes
anty of complete autonomy.
Delegates elected to the 1953
ganization of the company is intact
in a normal and profitis said to have balked at the guar- now operating
and fully capable of carrying out its Variety Clubs International convenable
manner.
tion in Mexico City next year are :
anty with the result that Depinet de-a
Whitney Seymour, of Simpson, production and distribution commit- William
clined to accept the presidency and
D. Dipson, Dipson circuit,
ments. He said that approximately
Thacher
and
Bartlett,
who
represented
place on the board of directors.
and
Ben
Kulick,
Faysan Distributors.
1,000
persons
are
employed
at
the
stuthe Atlas Corp. and Walt Disney Prodio and currently one picture is being Alternates are Myron Gross, Co-OpDepinet to New York
ductions, expressed no objection to
filmed and five others being cut and erative Theatres; Wally Gluck,
Depinet was scheduled to leave here postponing the hearing as requested edited. Preparatory work, he went on, theatrical agent, and Krolick.
by RKO. He said he had no comment
for New York by plane tonight.
The Memphis Variety Club has
is underway on 13 additional feature
Collapse of the negotiations here as to the operations of the company. pictures under the supervision of six elected the following directors : M. H.
Isadore J. Kresel, counsel for David
obviously leaves the next move up to
Brandon, Alton Sims, Jack Sawyer,
producers employed by the studio.
the Stolkin group. They are back in J. Greene, who claims to own and
George Simpson, Tom Kirk, Tony
the saddle, apparently against their
Tedesko, Ed Doherty, Ben Bluestein,
wishes, and are confronted with the
Tom bert
Young,
Vernon
Adamsboard
and GilApprove
(Continued Council
Brandon.
The new
will
problem of providing management
from page 1)
t's
Regen
Is
on
for
Gord
directors
of
board
and a complete
meet
Monday
to
select
officers
for
1953.
the company before next Wednesday, U. S. Representative
with
the
producers
of
theatrical
feaGordon Films, Inc., has concluded
when a hearing is scheduled in New
tures in the East, as contracts with
deal with Regent Film Distributors,
York Supreme Court on a stockhold- aLtd.,
theatrical
film makers already are es- Bezel Distribution
distributor of foreign language
ers' application for appointment of a
tablished. The organization will defilms
in
England,
to
be
the
exclusive
receiver for the company. The hearvote
itself
to the utilization of its Deal with Beverly
ing was postponed for one week representative of that company in the crafts members by the makers of teleUnited States, it was disclosed here
Albert Dezel has completed a dis~
vision films. These crafts include tribution deal with Oliver A. Unger
today, largely on company repre- by Richard Gordon, president of the
sentations tothe court that a settle- company.
cameramen, studio mechanics, film and Herbert Bregstein of Beverly Picment of the management and board
tures for the Chicago, Indianapolis,
Gordon Films has hitherto only editors, laboratory technicians, assistant directors, wardrobe personnel, and Detroit exchange areas for releasproblems was expected "momen- acted as representative for British
ing rights to 16 former Film Classics
tarily."
producers, handling their product for makeup artists and hair stylists.
Members Liable
The basic agreement will include features.
American theatrical and television
base
scales
and
conditions
for
each
Members of the Stolkin syndicate distribution, but the new agreement, union. The Council proposes to assist
5-Theatre L.A. Opening
are liable individually and as a group |negotiated by Gordon with James A.
TV producers in working out producto Hughes for performance of the Wilson, managing director of Regent
tion problems by close cooperation on
"Breaking the Sound Barrier" will
stock purchase contract, under which in London, will supply the company both sides, at the same time seeking open in Los Angeles simultaneously at
Chinese, Los Angeles, Uptown,
they are committed to pay a $6,- with a flow of foreign language mo- the producers' recognition of IATSE the
nesday.
000,000 balance on the purchase price,
tion pictures, all of which will be sub- personnel as those who can do the Loyola and Wilshire theatres on Wedtitled or dubbed by Regent in Great best work in television filming.
plus interest, and with provisions for
Britain.
penalties, before October, 1954.

signed following a series of expose
articles in the Wall Street Journal
which concerned the three.
The calling off of all deals
between Hughes and the Stolkin
syndicate today resulted, according to reports, from
Hughes' ons
unwillingness tonts
make
concessi
or deferme
to
the Stolkin group on their stock
purchase agreement with him
without Ned E. Depinet returning to the RKO Pictures presidency.

senting the company, informed the
court that meetings are continuing on
the Coast for reconstitution of the
board and the selection of a president.
Connelly added that a decision on
these problems may come "momentarily." He referred to the series of
meetings between Howard Hughes,
members of the Ralph Stolkin group,
which purchased Hughes' 29 per cent
controlling interest in the company,
and Ned E. Depinet, former RKO
president and now company consultant. The attorney of the law firm of
Cravath, Swaine and Moore, expressed regret that the Coast conferences had not as yet culminated.
William Zimmerman, RKO general
counsel, told the court that there was
"no real emergency" as to the solvency
of the company. He said the losses
currently being sustained by the company are "in effect liquidation of high
cost pictures" which were completed
last year. "Our real problem" Zimmerman continued, "is the accumulation of pictures." He said he saw no
conflict of interest between the 29 per
cent group represented by Stolkin and
the remaining stockholders.
This brought a rejoinder from Justice Greenberg, who said that "Howard Hughes probably can lose $2,000,000 or $3,000,000 while others can't
lose $200 or $300."
Justice Greenberg also took
judicial notice of the fact that
more than 50 per cent of the
company's current income is
derived from independent producers releasing through RKO.
Contracts of independent producers, according to company
affidavits, provide for termination of distribution rights if a
receiver is appointed.
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was attended by 50 representatives
of all the organizations making up
COMPO, authorized Cole and McGee to take whatever steps may be
necessary to obtain this information.
It was indicated that a simple ques-of
tionaire would be put in the hands
all distressed exhibitors and that, _if
necessary, salesmen of the various disthe work. tributing" companies would be used in

The meeting adopted a resolution commending the tax campaign committee for its work.
Sam Pinanski, one of the three cochairmen now directing the affairs
ot COMPO,
read a report
acthe of the
covering tivities
co-ch airmen
since their ascension of office last June.
The report emphasized that
Al Lichtman,
^HH
Jt
/
fi T r u c m .i n T.
/ •£
Rembusch and
I
*^
f /
ski , the
Pinanirate,
11 triumv
had
nski
thrown all of
Siim Pina
COMPO's
resources and facilities behind
the campaign and that this policy would be
pursued until the tax is repealed.
The report of the membership drive
conducted in August and September,
read by Rembusch, as chairman of
the finance committee, stated that
nearly 14,000 exhibitors had paid their
COMPO dues.
Herman Robbins, treasurer,
read a report of COMPO's financial condition and policies.
The Theatre Owners of Washington, Idaho and Alaska were admitted
to membership and the membership
committee was instructed to approach
equipment manufacturers and other
industries allied with the picture business to enlist them as members.
The committee voted to give further
consideration to a proposal by Mrs.
Mary Lasker, widow of Albert D.
Lasker, that motion picture theatres
conduct a national health week for the
benefit of charities in need of money
for medical research.
Reporting on the Movietime, U.S.A.
projects,
director,Robert
said J. O'Donnell, national
that since the
tours were
started a year
ago, 330 Hollywood personalities had made
8,000 personal
appearances in
1,500 cities and
towns in nearly
all of the 48
states. O'Donnell, who was
commended for
his work, emphasized that
the tours must
R. J. O'Dc
si)
be continued because of their great
value in promoting industry good-will
and because they have perfected an
organization for future industry action
on other problems that might arise.
The committee heard a proposal from Steve Broidy, president of the Motion Picture Industry Council of Hollywood,
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'Carmen'

TV

(Continued from page 1)
Hollywood, Dec. 10
(Allied
Artists)
atha"
Hiaw
h has presented the story of the Henry WadsPRODUCER Walter Mirisc
action
worth Longfellow American poetic classic in terms of straightaway
charm.
tale's
the
of
loss
t
withou
with fine dramatic values and
d prinFilmed in -CineColor, this held a capacity preview audience compose
in Hollythe Academy Awards Theatre
cipally of press and professionandat drew
sustained applause at the closing
wood completely in its spell,
to be credited to Mirisch and to
ent
achievem
notable
a
is
on
producti
The
his director, Kurt Neumann,
ce,
Heerman
his associate producer, Richard
his cinematographer, Harry
and
Ullman,
Dan
and
Strawn
Arthur
writers,
his
Neumann.

Detroit, Baltimore, Albany, Cincinnati and Sacramento.
TNT said that more than 20 additional theatres desiring to carry the
opera are unable to because of the
unavailability of A. T. & T. long lines
for the occasion.
See 'Carmen' Telecast Sellout

Unlikely at Albany's Grand
10. — Fabian's
N. Y.,isDec.
ing 263
Grand
Albany,
Theatre
advertis
able, at $1.20,
seats
still
purchase
kinds.
The filming of the Longfellow poem presented problems of various
the telecast of
$2.40 for
$1.80 and
The measured narration of the poet had to be enlivened, and Mirisch madeg "Carmen
" tomorro
w night.
Sales to
very beginnin
it a point to throw in a hot-tempered killing at almostthetheLongfel
date
do
not
indicate
a
capacity
story
low
ence— -1500 — unless they pickaudiup
of the film. How to write dialogue that would convey
was
It
.
question
simple
no
was
poem
the
of
without falling into the rhythm
sharply. Some observers believe the
in date
is too close to Christmas.
answered by giving the Indians plain every-day English lines to speak
Only
aken
undert
ion
express
or
phrases
poetic
no
The
theatre will show a picture
every-day fashion, with
at the start and close of the picture are a few lines of the poem spoken, by until 4:30 P.M. Closing for three
an off-screen narrator.
hours, it will reopen for the telecast at
The story of Hiawatha is too well known, for repetition in synopsis _here. 8 :30. Breaking time is scheduled for
The important fact is that it comes out in the Mirisch production a 11 :45. One of the three intermissions
of the Ojolbways, will be devoted to a musical quiz,
story of Indian life, customs and conflicts in the America
the Illinois and the Dacotahs, before the coming of the whites, and thatandit from New York. The Grand will
have its concession stand open, but
retains the charm of the poem without utilizing the devices of poetry,
will sell no popcorn.
in spite of the swift and sometimes bloody melodrama contained in it.
Vincent Edwards portrays the title character, and Yvette Dugay plays 'Carmen' Telecast at Orpheum,
Minnehaha. Others in the cast are Keith Larsen, Gene Iglesias, Armando
Silvestre, Stuart Randall, Michael Tolan, Ian MacDonald, Katherine Emery, Warner Scaled at $1.50-$3.60
Morris Ankrum and Stephen Chase.
Hollywood, Dec. 10. — Admission
minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
time, 80
Running
.
Dec.
28
prices
for $1.50
the to"Carmen"
telecast
range from
$3.60 at both
the
Orpheum, Downtown, and the Warner, Hollywood. The Orpheum is
"Babes In Bagdad"
(Edward J. and Harry L. Danziger -United Artists)
getting $3.60 for the main floor (exreferred
cept first five rows at $2.40) and balPAULETTE GODDARD and Gypsy Rose Lee are the two lylasses
is humorous
cony loges. The balcony behind the
to in the title of this harum-scarum satire that occasional
loges is $2.40 and $1.50. Warner is
and often is opulent. It is especially attractive when the two _ very amply scaled
identically for balcony, but gets
endowed actresses are dazzlingly displayed in a variety of revealing costumes $3.60 for first 11 rows downstairs,
in a bright color process titled Exoticolor.
The emphasis on glamor undoubtedly can be exploited and the marquee $2.40 for remainder.
lure of the cast is of value. Richard Ney and John Boles are further aids. Paramount in Denver Sees
Edward J. and Harry L. Danziger have provided lavish interior settings and
utilized Spanish backgrounds. The screenplay by Felix Feist andjoe Anson Sellout for 'Carmen' Telecast
Denver, Dec. 10. — The Paramount
includes harum gags and intersperses modern colloquialisms with pseudoArabian dialogue. Director Edgar G. Ulmer has allowed the performers to here with 2,200 seats is expected to
"ludicrous.
cavort freely and the mixture of serious playing and broad acting is quite be sold out for the telecast of "Carmen" tomorrow night. Prices are
Richard Ney is the godson of a Caliph whose monogamous viewpoint re- $2.30, $3.60, and $4.80. Closed all day,
sults in his investigating a complaint filed by Miss Lee and other harum the house will open at 5 :00 for free
members against Kadi John Boles. At the same time he looks into the Bagdad
corruption carried on by the tax collector, villainously portrayed by Thomas coffee
and sandwiches with "Carmen"
Gallagher. It takes a few days for Ney to get the goods on Gallagher, trick starting via large screen television
Boles into letting him marry Miss Goddard and turn Boles into a tractable at 6:40.
ruler, who accepts Miss Lee as his sole wife.
Others in the cast are Sebastian Cabot, Macdonald Parke, Natalie Benesh,
nance and fund-raising committee, reHugh Dempster, and Peter Bathurst.
year's
"Christmas
Running time, 79 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, Salute" ported
wasthat this
running
ahead
of last
Dec. 7.
Walter Pashkin year's drive and that the results will
exceed 1951's total of $97,000. The
"Coin Box" project, Schwartz said,
that COMPO cooperate in an
Rogers Unit
has 3,754 theatres cooperating.
(Continued from page 1)
extension of the MPIC's public
The 1953 board of directors is comrelations service through exhiprised of Beresin, Maurice Bergman,
bitors. It was referred to the
Sam J. Switow and Joseph R. Vogel. Charles Boasberg, Harry Brandt,
finance committee.
The reelected officers are: A. MonCohen, Tom Connors, George Demtague, of
president
;
Robert
J.
O'Donnell,
bow,
Gus S. Eyssell, Fabian, Feldchairman
the board
Lewis, man, William
a presentation
O'Donnell
J. German, Leonard H.
of After
the plans
of Texas by
COMPO
for executive vice-president; Chick
; Max A. Goldenson, Maurice R. Goldstein,
an exposition and touring train, the
Cohen, secretary ; S. H. Fabian, treas- John H. Harris, William Heineman,
committee adopted a resolution apurer ;George Eby, assistant treasurer, J. Robert Hoff, Harry M. Kalmine,
proving the presentation and instruct- and Harry Brandt, Robert Mochrie,
ing the COMPO co-chairmen to pre- Herman Robbins and Richard Walsh, Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., Lewis, Al Lichtpare a report on the project.
man, Mochrie, Montague, O'Donnell,
The session was presided over by vice-presidents.
Sam Rinzler, Robbins, William RodAt a meeting of the board of di- gers, Samuel Rosen, Schwartz, WilRembusch .and will resume tomorrow
rectors here Tuesday, Lewis reported
morning.
bur Snaper, Starr, Switow, Morton
on the year's improvements at the hos- Thalhimer, Vogel, Richard F. Walsh,
pital and announced the appointment Murray Weiss, William White, and
of Charles Gratz of Pittsburgh as Herbert J. Yates, Sr.
Notaro in Roth Post
hospital administrator.
Pat Notaro has resigned from WarFabian, reported that for the fiscal Para. Christmas Party
ner Brothers Theatres, effective Jan.
The Paramount Pictures Club will
3, after having been with that company year ended Oct. 31, the hospital operating cost amounted to $174,127, with be host to Paramount employes of the
for 24 years, to accept an executive
expense for the entire pro- New York metropolitan area at a
post with Roth Enterprises which op- an over-all
gram totalling $221,072, an increase of Christmas party on the afternoon of
erates theatres in Washington and
$7,500 over the costs of 1951.
Dec. 24 in the Paramount Hotel. Sid
Virginia. He will make his headquarFred Schwartz, chairman of the fi- Mesibov is club president.
ters in Washington.
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Fight

on

Talks

Hughes-Stolkin
Highlights
COMPO

Meet

First Stage of Fight Seen
Advancing Satisfactorily
Chicago, Dec. 1. — The major
topic discussed today at the first
day's meeting of the executive committee and board of directors of
the Council of Motion Picture Organizations at the Blackstone Hotel, was
the report of the national tax repeal
campaign committee, headed by H. A.
Cole, and Pat McGee.
Declaring that the first stage of the
campaign, the enlistment of Senators
and Congressman to support repeal,
has progressed most satisfactorily, the
report stated that the next step called
for the securing of information from
distressed theatres which would show
the hardship inflicted by the tax. This
information, it was asserted, will be
used by the tax repeal committee in
its arguments for repeal before the
House Ways and Means Committee.
Recognizing the importance of personalized experiences with the operations of the tax, the meeting, which
{Continued on page 6)

WASHINGTON, Dec. 10.—
The NPA's two-year old ban
on theatre construction
will end on Jan. 1, with
one major modification,
the agency announced today. Whereas would-be
theatre
builders
can
write their own priority
tickets for up to five
tons of steel and 500
pounds of copper per pro j ect, per quarter, selfcertification for aluminum won't be effective
until May 1, the original
relaxation date.
•
It was disclosed here
yesterday that a large
order for projectors and
accessory equipment for
future Cinerama installations has been placed with
the Century Projector
Corp.

Concern
Of

for Welfare

RKO

Expressed

Collapse

Future

RKO

'Holders
by

Court

All

Deals

Are

Called

Negotiations

Break

Keeps

Next

Stock;

Up;
Move

Off

as

Coast

Chicago
Is Up

Group

to Them

Hollywood, Dec. 10. — Negotiations between the Ralph Stolkin
syndicate and Howard Hughes which have been under way here for
Justice Henry Clay Greenberg yes- nearly four weeks were terminated today, for the time being at
terday expressed concern for the welfare of RKO Pictures stockholders in least, with no agreements of any kind having been reached.
In consequence of the collapse of all proposals for reorganization
granting another week's adjournment
in the RKO receivership case. Hearof RKO Pictures' management, reconstitution
of itsorboard
of direc-of
tors and revision
cancellation
ings on theceivership
minority
stockholders'
reapplication were
set for next
the Stolkin syndicate's agreement
Wednesday in New York Supreme
Court.
to purchase Hughes' 29 per cent
' Carmen
9 TV
controlling stock interest in the
Justice Greenberg, approving
company,
the remains
ownershiptheand
management status
same
as it
the company's bid for a delay,
To
31
Hous
es
was on Nov. 13 when Arnold Grant
said he was disturbed by current reports of company losses
resigned as board chairman and chief
and said the situation does not
executive officer of RKO Pictures for
The entire Metropolitan Opera the Stolkin syndicate.
seem to be "a very healthy one."
Sherrill Corwin, a member of the
production
Albert R. Connelly, attorney repre- Company's
will be televised
tonightofin "Carmen"
31 thea{Continited on page 3)
syndicate,
was named acting chairtres in 27 cities from Coast-to-Coast,
man of the board at that time and
Theatre Network Television, the
continues in the same
agency which booked the event, dis- presumably
capacity. Corwin and Edward J.
closed here yesterday.
Will Rogers
Unit
Theatres located in the following Burke are the only members of the
cities
will carry the event, the first syndicateElected
still on
Reelects Officers
withRKO
them Pictures'
to the
entertainment show ever seen on the board.
new medium : New York, Fort Lee, RKO Radio board following Grant's
were William ZimmerAll officers of the Variety Clubs- N. J. ; Lynn, Mass. ; Boston, Asbury resignation
man, Charles Boasberg and Ross
Will Rogers Memorial Hospital have Park, N. J. ; Richmond, Pittsburgh, Hastings, executives of the company.
been reelected and three new vice- Toledo, Cleveland, Chicago, Minne- Three vacancies on the board remain
apolis, Milwaukee, Omaha, Des
presidents have been added for the
Moines, Denver, Salt Lake City, San unfilled.
coming year. Jack Beresin, interna- Francisco,
Los Angeles Hollywood,
The earlier board vacancies octional chief barker of the Variety
curred Oct. 22 when Stolkin, A. L.
Kansas City, Philadelphia,
Clubs, and Alfred Starr, president of Buffalo, {Continued
Koolish and William Gorman, the
on page 6)
the Theatre Owners of America, have
latter the representative of Ray Ryan,
been placed on the board of directors.
the fifth member
reBeresin fills the vacancy left by Marc
{Continuedofonthepagesyndicate,
3)
Wolff, retired chief barker, and Starr
Eastern
succeeds Mitchell Wolfson, the pre- Approve
vious TOA president. The new vicepresidents are Charles J. Feldman, Crafts' Council
See $15,000,000
{Continued on page 6)
Nine local unions affiliated with the
International Alliance of Theatrical
'Hans' 'Pan'
From
A potential
rental income of at leastfilm
$15,000,000
is
Variety
Clubs
in Stage Employes have approved the
constitution of the newly formed Eastexpected by RKO Radio Picern Motion Picture Council which
Four
Cities Elect
tures from "Hans Christian
will function on a similar basis as the
Andersen"
and "Peter Pan,"
Hollywood AFL Film Council. The
it was disclosed in a deposiThe Variety Clubs of Detroit, constitution currently is being subtion filed in the New York
mitted to four additional locals which
Memphis and Buffalo have elected
Supreme Court by William H.
new boards of directors, the Detroit will make up the 13-union memberClark, director and treasurer
Tent also naming new officials for
ship in the Council.
The basic agreement covering the
of
the company,
at yesterday's
1953, and the Variety Club of Cincinhearing
on an application
for
nati has selected new officers.
various crafts identified with the proa receivership for RKO.
duction of TV films in the East is
In Detroit, the new board chose
The figure was cited to
Jack Zide of Allied Film exchange as being prepared by a special commitshow
the importance of intee
and
the
draft
will
be
submitted
chief barker; Harold Brown, United
dependent producers such as
Detroit Theatres, first assistant ; to the locals' representatives at a
Samuel Goldwyn and Walt
Milton Zimmerman, Columbia, second meeting in New York on Monday.
Disney to the corporation.
The Council will not concern itself
assistant ; Ernest Conlon, Allied of
{Continued
on
page
3)
, {Continued on page 3)
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Motion

picture

Rathvon

Mention

Finance

WARNER, Warner
Y s' president, has left here
R
R
A
J
Brother
for|_the Coast.

N. Peter Rathvon closed a deal for
the financing of one European picture
during his recent overseas trip. The
former RKO, president, who returned
here this week from Europe, said
yesterday that the purpose of his forEuroeign tour was to look over theview
of
pean production field with the
supplying capital for producers with
outstanding story material.
Rathvon declined to identify the
producer or the picture's title until
after the final details of the transac-is
tion have been completed. The deal
expected to be concluded next week.
No distribution arrangements will be
negotiated until after the picture is
completed, he said.
Rathvon plans to leave for the
Coast late next weekia to spend Christmas at his Californ
home.

Meets

And Eats in Passaic
Allied of New Jersey last night
held its annual beefsteak dinner at
the Ritz Restaurant in Passaic, following a membership meeting in the
afternoon.
A discussion of national Allied's
convention in Chicago last month
highlighted the business session. Approximately 100 attended the dinner.

Tentative

Legion
of Decency
Lists 3 in Class B
Three films are placed in Class B,
six films in Class A-I and six films
in Class A-II in the latest Legion of
Decency report.
The Class B films are : "The Bad
and the Beautiful," M-G-M ; "Ruby
Gentry," 20th Century-Fox, and
"Two Cents Worth of Hope," (Italian) Times Film Corp.

'Ronde'

Date

Set

Hearing

Film

Albany,
N. Y.,
Dec. 10.—
Jan.
7 has been
tentatively
set
by the Court of Appeals here

Ist-run Films
6 RKO
Here During Holiday
Six RKO Radio releases will play

for
argument
Ronde"
appeal in
andthefor"Laa
screening which the seven
judgestion waswill
witness.
This actaken
after Florence
Perlow Shientas, attorney for
Commercial Pictures, distributor of the French-made
film, filed the printed record
and a brief.

European

Irving Sochin, Universal short subjects sales manager, has returned to Royal London
Debut
New York from Oklahoma City, Dallas and Cincinnati.
For 'Hans Christian'
Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
Paul Raibourn, Paramount vice- Andersen" will be given a royal premiere in London on Dec. 19 at the
president, yesterday returned to New
Carlton. Theatre for the benefit of the
York from Miami Beach.
Scottish Veterans' Association, it was
Mrs. Kate Treske of the Lenox announced here. The Duke and
Theatre, Hartford, has returned there Duchess of Gloucester will head a
list of distinguished guests who will
from a New York vacation.
attend the performance.
RKO Radio, which is releasing the
Louis Ram, South Carolina exhibi- Technicolor film, is collaborating on
tor, is in a Charlotte hospital follow- all arrangements for the premiere.
ing- a heart attack.
J. Allied

to

For

Dr. Charles A. Brind, Jr., counsel
for the New York State Department
of Education and the Board of Regents, will discuss "Motion Picture
ng toCensorship" at a dinner-meeti
morrow night at the Mens Club of
Westminster Presbyterian Church in
Albany.
•
Walter Reade, Jr., president of
Walter Reade Theatres, was named to
the executive board of Monmouth
County, N. J., Boy Scouts of America
and has also been appointed to head a
special Christmas activity committee
in Long Branch, N.• J.
Mike Simons, assistant to H. M.
Richey, head of M-G-M's exhibitor
relations department, will begin a Three Television
four-city speaking tour Monday when
he addresses the Professional Social Firms in Merger
Workers of Wheelin• g, W. Va.
United Television Programs, Inc.,
in association with Gross-Krasne Productions, Inc., and Studio Films, Inc.,
Walter Gould, executive vice-president of International-United Pro- have formed what was described as
ductions, Inc., new film distributing "the major all-purpose organization in
company, left here for Boston yester- the television industry," joining disday and will proceed to Chicago over terests.
tribution, production and financial inthe weekend.
The board of directors of the combined companies includes Gerald King,
disRepublic
Jr.,
Walter L. Titus,
Willson
M. Tuttle, Milton Blink, Ben
Dallas
the
trict manager, is visiting
branch and is expected to return here Frye, Sam A. Costello, Philip N.
Krasne and Jack J. Gross. Tuttle
next Thursday.
will be president. He recently resiged as vice-president in charge of
Alan1 Barnett of Barnett Interna- radio
and television for Ruthrauff &
tional Forwarders, left here yesterday
Ryan. King is chairman of the board.
for Philadelphia, Baltimore and Wash- He was president and- co-founder of
ington. He will return on Monday. TP in 1950 and was once associated
with Warner Brothers. Blink, execuH. M. Richey, M-G-M exhibitor
tive vice-president, will continue in
relations head, is due back here to- the same capacity and as the commorrow from the COMPO meeting in
pany's treasurer. Frye will be viceChicago.
president in charge of sales.

N.

Deal

Closes

Personal
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daily

"VorK
in New
first-runtheengageme
Another,
season.
holidaynts
during
Walt Disney's "Peter Pan," is set to
open early in February.
Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
" will continue at the CriteAndersen
rion and Paris. On Christmas Day,
Mort Briskin's "No Time for
Flowers" will bow in at the Normandie, and "Blackbeard, the Pirate" will
open at Loew's State. Huntington
Hartford's "Face to Face" will move
into the 52nd St. Trans Lux late this

month, following "O. Henry's Full
House."
Gabriel Pascal's "Androcles
and the Lion" will open at the Capitol
and Frederick Brisson's "Never Wave
at a Wac" at an as yet undesignated
theatre, both in January.
RKO

First

to Set

Long Yule Weekend
RKO Radio Pictures is the first
film company to announce a long
Christmas weekend for home office
employes. The company will be closed
from 3 :00 P.M. on Dec. 24 until Monday morning, Dec. 29. Other film and
theatre companies are expected to follow.
It is understood that city and Federal departments, as well as a large
number of business establishments,
banks, department stores, etc., will
close on both Fridays, Dec. 26 and
Jan. 2.
RKO

The latter
urged totheoverrule
State's
highest
tribunal
the 3-2 decision of the Appelate division, announced
last May, which supported
the Regent's ruling that the
picture was "immoral and
tended
to meaning
corrupt morals"
within the
of Section 122 of the Education Law.
Dr. Charles A. Brind, Jr.,
counsel for the Regents, will
file an answering brief before
Jan. 5. The case is eventually
expected to reach the United
States Supreme Court.

Services
Theresa

Today
Dureau,

for
82

New Orleans, Dec. 10. — A ReMass will
be said
here Roman
tomorrow quiem
in St.
Frances
Cabrini
Catholic Church for Mrs. Theresa
Maurice Dureau, who died this morning- at the age of 82.
Survivors are a daughter, Mrs.
Edmund Langhetee, three sons, Gaston J.,agerJr.,
president and
general
man- ;
of Paramount
Gulf
Theatres

Milton M., vice-president and general
manager of Masterpiece Pictures, Inc.,
and Alton C, a salesman with Masterpiece Pictures ; a sister, Miss Alice
For
'Hans'
and
'Peter'
RKO Radio will add additional field Marie ; a brother, Sidney Marie, and
men to handle pre-release engagements 11 grandchildren and great grandchildren. Interment will be in Lafayof Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Cnristian
ette Cemetery.
Andersen" and Walt Disney's "Peter
Pan," it was announced here yesterday by Richard Condon, director of FCC's
Smith
Joins
advertising-publicity. They will work
under exploitation manager Leon Welch
Law
Firm
Brandt.
Washington, Dec. 10. — Stratford
Smith, Federal
mission theatre Communications
television expert,Comhas
Press Agents Honor
joined
the
firm
of
Welch,
Mott
and
Samuel
Goldwyn
Morgan here.
Vincent Welch, senior partner of
Hollywood, Dec. 10. — Samuel Goldwyn was the honor guest this eve- the firm, is representing the Motion
ning at the sixth annual Panhandle Picture Association of America in its
Dinner of the Screen Publicists Guild, theatre television hearing before the
yearly get-together of Hollywood FCC. It's expected, however, that
press agents covering the motion pic- Smith will not take part in the theatre
ture industry. Goldwyn was intro- television hearings for some time.
duced at the dinner by Edgar Bergen
and Charlie McCarthy, whom he Paramount
Group
brought to the screen in "The GoldTo Chicago Meet
wyn Follies" 15 years ago.
Adds

Dreyfus

Field

Men

Rites in Chicago
^ Chicago, Dec. 10.— Max Dreyfus,
72, former exhibitor and long-time
employee of the Monogram exchange
here when it was operated by Irving
Mandel,
was buried at Waldheim
Cemetery yesterday. He is survived
by the widow, a brother, and a sister.

Los Angeles,
Dec. 10. — E.
Paramount's
A. W. Schwalberg,
K.
(Ted) O'Shea and Jerome Pickman
this evening prepared to head for
Chicago for a sales parley in their
current series of regional merchandising-promotion conferences. On Friday
and Saturday they will hold sessions
jthere with Central division manager
| J. J. Donohue and territory personnel.
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control more than 78,000 shares of Michigan, property master ; Ben Rosen, Confection Cabinet, dough guy ;
RKO Pictures stock, supported the
Saul
Korman, Korman Theatres,
application for adjournment.
Louis Kipnis, attorney for the plain- chairman of the house committee;
tiff minority stockholders, said he Julian Lefkowitz, L & L Concessions,
could not consent to an adjournment. assistant house committee chairman ;
The three minority stockholders seek- Zimmerman, chairman of the membership committee ; Brown, press guy ;
ing to put the company in receivership
are Eli B. Castleman and his wife,
Community TheaMarion V. Castleman of Detroit and Adolphtres,Goldberg,
national canvassman, and Zide,
alternate.
Louis Feuerman of this city, claiming
the Stolkin group on their stock
The 11 members of the new board
to own a total of 2,525 shares.
purchase agreement with him
of directors are Brown ; Lew Wisper,
The hearing on the delaying
without Ned E. Depinet returnmotion also brought to light a
ing to the RKO Pictures presiW & W Theatres ; Zimmerman ; Lefdency.
kowitz ;Zide ; William Clark, Clark
cross-motion by the company to
Theatre
Service ; Dan Lewis, Coopto
dismiss
the
receivership
apDepinet had been called here 10
erative Theatres ; Korman ; Rosen ;
lication.
In
support
of
this
days ago by Hughes to participate in
cross-motion were the affidavits
Ivan Clavet, National Screen Servthe final conferences. Shortly after
of Zimmerman, William H.
ice, and Conlon.
his arrival an agreement was reached
In Cincinnati the Variety Club
Clark, treasurer of RKO Radio
under which the Stolkin group was
elected Herman Hunt as chief barker,
Pictures, and Garrett Van Wagto return the 1,048,012 shares which
succeeding Vance Schwartz, and deit contracted to purchase from
ner, comptroller.
cided to hold the installation dinner
Zimmerman, in his affidavit, said next month.
Hughes and Depinet at $7 per share.
The Stolkin group was to have
that experienced key employees of the
Other New Officers
waived its $1,250,000 down payment
company who are in great demand by
for the stock in return for waivers of
"our competitors have given indicaOther new officers include Ed Salzliability under the purchase agreetion of the possibility of their leaving" | berg, first assistant chief barker;
ment and during its administration of
the company in the event of a court- Richard Rosenfeld, second assistant ;
RKO Pictures. Depinet was to have
appointed receiver.
Rex Carr, property master, and Hoys
returned as president with complete
The company's motion to dismiss the
autonomy.
receivership application claimed that McGown, dough guy. William Onie
Hunt were chosen delegates to
the complaint did not state sufficient and
Hitch Occurred
the
convention, with
facts to constitute a cause of action, Noah international
Schechter and McGown as
A hitch occurred late last week in
that the plaintiffs have no legal ca- alternates. The crew, in addition to
pacity to sue and that the court should
effecting the agreement, some reports
officers and past chief barkers,
decline jurisdiction of the action be- the
having it that Corwin balked at takconsists of Saul Greenberg, Harry
cause
it
involves
the
internal
affairs
ing the loss of the down payment,
and management of a solvent foreign Hartman, Stuart Jacobson, Robert
leading to differences among the
McNabb, Arthur Van Gelder and
members of the syndicate.
corporation.
Albert Weinstein.
Clark,
in
his
affidavit,
pointed
up
On Monday of this week syndicate
Variety Club of Buffalo has elected
the importance of such producers as
members reached a new agreement
Goldwyn, Disney and Sol Lesser to the following" directors : Manuel A.
with Hughes under which their stock
the company. He said of approxi- Brown, United Artists ; John G. Chipurchase commitments would be demately $39,000,000 of film rentals in nell, RKO Pictures ; Robert Hayferred, but Hughes would assume rethe 39 weeks ending Sept. 27, 1952, man, Hayman Theatres ; Marvin
mansponsibility for RKO Pictures'
about $21,000,000 was realized from Jacobs, Sportservice ; Billy Keaton,
agement until such time as the Stolfeatures and short subjects produced WGR; Arthur Krolick, United
kin group had found a purchaser for
Judge Samuel J. Rosenman, repre- by others releasing through RKO. Paramount Theatres ; W. E. J. Marits 29 per cent controlling stock intin, Courier-Express drama editor ;
senting Samuel Goldwyn Productions, "The effect upon the company of havterest. Hughes reportedly rejected
Inc.,
questioned
the
jurisdiction
of
the
ing
these
distributor
contracts
canthis agreement the following day
Dewey Michaels, Michaels Entercelled by reason of the appointment of
prises;Albert Ryde, Buffalo projecupon learning that Depinet would not court as to RKO assets outside New
tionists union; Elmer C. Winegar of
!
York
State.
Supporting
the
coma
receiver
is
obvious,"
he
added.
return to the RKO Pictures presithe same union, and Max Yellen of
Van Wagner's deposition said, with- Midland Properties.
pany's bid for a delay, Judge Rosendency without an unequivocal guarout exception, the basic operating oranty of complete autonomy. Hughes man said RKO's distribution set-up is
Delegates elected to the 1953
ganization of the company is intact
is said to have balked at the guar- now operating in a normal and profitable manner.
and fully capable of carrying out its Variety Clubs International convenanty with the result that Depinet detion in Mexico City next year are :
Whitney Seymour, of Simpson, production and distribution commitclined to accept the presidency and a
ments. He said that approximately William D. Dipson, Dipson circuit,
Thacher
and
Bartlett,
who
represented
place on the board of directors.
the Atlas Corp. and Walt Disney Pro- 1,000 persons are employed at the stu- and Ben Kulick, Faysan Distributors.
Depinet to New York
dio and currently one picture is being Alternates are Myron Gross, Co-Opductions, expressed no objection to
filmed and five others being cut and erative Theatres; Wally Gluck,
postponing
the
hearing
as
requested
Depinet was scheduled to leave here
by RKO. He said he had no comment edited. Preparatory work, he went on, theatrical agent, and Krolick.
for New York by plane tonight.
The Memphis Variety Club has
is underway on 13 additional feature
Collapse of the negotiations here as to the operations of the company. pictures under the supervision of six elected the following directors : M. H.
Isadore
J.
Kresel,
counsel
for
David
obviously leaves the next move up to
Brandon, Alton Sims, Jack Sawyer,
the Stolkin group. They are back in J. Greene, who claims to own arid producers employed by the studio.
George Simpson, Tom Kirk, Tony
the saddle, apparently against their
Tedesko, Ed Doherty, Ben Bluestein,
wishes, and are confronted with the
Tom bert
Young,
Vernon
Adamsboard
and GilApprove
problem of providing management
(Continued Council
Brandon.
The new
will
from page 1)
Is Regent's
and a complete board of directors for Gordon
meet
Monday
to
select
officers
for
the company before next Wednesday, U. S. Representative
1953.
with
the
producers
of
theatrical
feaGordon Films, Inc., has concluded
when a hearing is scheduled in New
tures in the East, as contracts with
York Supreme Court on a stockhold- a deal with Regent Film Distributors, theatrical film makers already are esBezel Distribution
Ltd.,
distributor
of
foreign
language
ers' application for appointment of a
tablished. The organization will dereceiver for the company. The hear- films in England, to be the exclusive
vote itself to the utilization of its Deal with Beverly
ing was postponed for one week representative of that company in the
crafts
members by the makers of teleAlbert Dezel has completed a distoday, largely on company repre- United States, it was disclosed here
vision films. These crafts include
tribution deal with Oliver A. Unger
by
Richard
Gordon,
president
of
the
sentations tothe court that a settlecameramen, studio mechanics, film and Herbert Bregstein of Beverly Picment of the management and board company.
tures for the Chicago, Indianapolis,
Gordon Films has hitherto only editors, laboratory technicians, assistproblems was expected "momen- acted as representative for British
ant directors, wardrobe personnel, and Detroit exchange areas for releastarily."
ing rights to 16 former Film Classics
producers, handling their product for makeup artists and hair stylists.
Members Liable
The basic agreement will include features.
American theatrical and television
Members of the Stolkin syndicate distribution, but the new agreement, base scales and conditions for each
are liable individually and as a group j negotiated by Gordon with James A. union. The Council proposes to assist 5-Theatre L.A. Opening
to Hughes for performance of the Wilson, managing director of Regent TV producers in working out producproblems by close cooperation on
"Breaking the Sound Barrier" will
stock purchase contract, under which in London, will supply the company both tion
sides, at the same time seeking open in Los Angeles simultaneously at
the
Chinese, Los Angeles, Uptown,
they are committed to pay a $6,- with a flow of foreign language moproducers' recognition of IATSE Loyola and Wilshire theatres on Wed■000,000 balance on the purchase price,
tion pictures, all of which will be sub- the
personnel as those who can do the nesday.
titled or dubbed by Regent in Great best work in television filming.
plus interest, and with provisions for
Britain.
penalties, before October, 1954.

signed following a series of expose
articles in the Wall Street Journal
which concerned the three.
The calling off of all deals
between Hughes and the Stolkin
syndicate today resulted, according to reports, from
Hughes'
unwillingness
to maketo
concessions or deferments

senting the company, informed the
court that meetings are continuing on
the Coast for reconstitution of the
board and the selection of a president.
Connelly added that a decision on
these problems may come "momentarily." He referred to the series of
meetings between Howard Hughes,
members of the Ralph Stolkin group,
which purchased Hughes' 29 per cent
controlling interest in the company,
and Ned E. Depinet, former RKO
president and now company consultant. The attorney of the law firm of
Cravath, Swaine and Moore, expressed regret that the Coast conferences had not as yet culminated.
William Zimmerman, RKO general
counsel, told the court that there was
"no real emergency" as to the solvency
of the company. He said the losses
currently being sustained by the company are "in effect liquidation of high
cost pictures" which were completed
last year. "Our real problem" Zimmerman continued, "is the accumulation of pictures." He said he saw no
conflict of interest between the 29 per
cent group represented by Stolkin and
the remaining stockholders.
This brought a rejoinder from Justice Greenberg, who said that "Howard Hughes probably can lose $2,000,000 or $3,000,000 while others can't
lose $200 or $300."
Justice Greenberg also took
judicial notice of the fact that
more than 50 per cent of the
company's current income is
derived from independent producers releasing through RKO.
Contracts of independent producers, according to company
affidavits, provide for termination of distribution rights if a
receiver is appointed.
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The meeting adopted a resolution commending the tax campaign committee for its work.
Sam Pinanski, one of the three cochairmen now directing the affairs
ot COMPO,
read a report
the of accovering tivities
the
co-chairmen
■since their ascension of office last June.
The report emphasized that
Al Lichtman,
True m a n T.
1 Rembusch and
Pinanski, the
triumvirate, had
Sam Pinanski
thrown all of

'Carmen'

TV

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

was attended by 50 representatives
of all the organizations making up
COMPO, authorized Cole and McGee to take whatever steps may be
necessary to obtain this information.
It was indicated that a simple ques-of
tional re would be put in the hands
ssed exhibitors and that, _if
distre
all
salesmen of the various disary,
necess
tributing companies' would be used in
the work.

Thursday, December 11, 1952

"Hiawatha"
Hollywood, Dec. 10
(Allied Artists)
story of the Henry WadsPRODUCER Walter Mirisch has presented intheterms
of straightaway action
worth Longfellow American poetic classic
with fine dramatic values and without loss of the tale's charm.
Filmed in CineColor, this held a capacity preview audience composed principally of press and profession at the Academy Awards Theatre in Hollywood completely in its spell, and drew sustained applause at the closing.
The production is a notable achievement to be credited to Mirisch and to
his associate producer, Richard Heermance, his director, Kurt Neumann,
writers, Arthur Strawn and Dan Ullman, and his cinematographer, Harry
his
Neumann.

The filming of the Longfellow poem presented problems of various kinds.
The measured narration of the poet had to be enlivened, and Mirisch made
it a point to throw in a hot-tempered killing at almost the very beginning
of the film. How to write dialogue that would convey the Longfellow story
without falling into the rhythm of the poem was no simple question. It was
answered by giving the Indians plain every-day English lines to speak in
every-day fashion, with no poetic phrases or expression undertaken. Only
at the start and close of the picture are a few lines of the poem spoken, by
an off -screen narrator.
The story of Hiawatha is too well known, for repetition in synopsis here.
The important fact is that it comes out in the Mirisch production a
story of Indian life, customs and conflicts in the America of the Ojolbways,
the Illinois and the Dacotahs, before the coming of the whites, and that it
retains the charm of the poem without utilizing the devices of poetry, and
in spite of the swift and sometimes bloody melodrama contained in it.
Vincent Edwards portrays the title character, and Yvette Dugay plays
Minnehaha. Others in the cast are Keith Larsen, Gene Iglesias, Armando
Silvestre, Stuart Randall, Michael Tolan, Ian MacDonald, Katherine Emery,
Morris Ankrum and Stephen Chase.
Running time, 80 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Dec. 28.

's reCOMPOthe
camsources and facilities behind
paign and that this policy would be
pursued until the tax is repealed.
The report of the membership drive "Babes In Bagdad"
conducted in August and September, (Edward J. and Harry L. Dansiger --United Artists)
GODDARD and Gypsy Rose Lee are the two lasses referred
read by Rembusch, as chairman of PAULETTE
to
in
the
title
of this harum-scarum satire that occasionally is humorous
the finance committee, stated that
and
often
is
opulent.
It is especially attractive when the two very amply
nearly 14,000 exhibitors had paid their endowed actresses are dazzlingly
displayed in a variety of revealing costumes
COMPO dues.
in a bright color process titled Exoticolor.
Herman Robbins, treasurer,
The emphasis on glamor undoubtedly can be exploited and the marquee
lure of the cast is of value. Richard Ney and John Boles are further aids.
read a report of COMPO's financial condition and policies.
Edward J. and Harry L. Danziger have provided lavish interior settings and
utilized Spanish backgrounds. The screenplay by Felix Feist and Joe Anson
The Theatre Owners of Washing- includes harum gags and intersperses modern colloquialisms with pseudoton, Idaho and Alaska were admitted Arabian dialogue. Director Edgar G. Ulmer has allowed the performers to
to membership and the membership cavort freely and the mixture of serious playing and broad acting is quite
committee was instructed to approach ludicrous.
equipment manufacturers and other
Richard Ney is the godson of a Caliph whose monogamous viewpoint results in his investigating a complaint filed by Miss Lee and other harum
industries allied with the picture business to enlist them as members.
members against Kadi John Boles. At the same time he looks into the Bagdad
The committee voted to give further corruption carried on by the tax collector, villainously portrayed by Thomas
consideration to a proposal by Mrs. Gallagher. It takes a few days for Ney to get the goods on Gallagher, trickMary Lasker, widow of Albert D. Boles into letting him marry Miss Goddard and turn Boles into a tractable
Lasker, that motion picture theatres ruler, who accepts Miss Lee as his sole wife.
conduct a national health week for the
Others in the cast are Sebastian Cabot, Macdonald Parke, Natalie Benesh,
benefit of charities in need of money Hugh Dempster, and Peter Bathurst.
for medical research.
Running time, 79 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Reporting on the Movietime, U.S.A. Dec. 7.
Walter Pashkin
projects, Robert J. O'Donnell, national
director, said
that since the
that COMPO cooperate in an
Rogers Unit
tours were
(Continued from page 1 )
extension of the MPIC's public
started a year
relations service through exhibitors. It was referred to the
ago, 330 HollySam J. Switow and Joseph R. Vogel.
finance committee.
The reelected officers are : A. Monwood personalities had made
tague, president ; Robert J. O'Donnell,
a presentation
O'Donnell
8,000 personal
of After
the plans
of Texas by
COMPO
for chairman of the board ; Chick Lewis,
appearances in
executive
vice-president ; Max A.
an exposition and touring train, the
1 ,500 cities and
Cohen,
secretary
; S. H. Fabian, treascommittee adopted a resolution aptowns in nearly
urer
;
George
Eby,
assistant treasurer,
proving
the
presentation
and
instructall of the 48
ing the COMPO co-chairmen to pre- and Harry Brandt, Robert Mochrie,
Herman Robbins and Richard Walsh,
states. O'Donpare a report on the project.
nell, who was
The session was presided over by vice-presidents.
commended for
Rembusch and will resume tomorrow
At a meeting of the board of dimorning.
his work, emrectors here Tuesday, Lewis reported
phasized that
on the year's improvements at the hospital and announced the appointment
R J" O'Donnell
tours mustbecause
the continued
be
of their great Notaro in Roth Post
of Charles Gratz of Pittsburgh as
value in promoting industry good-will
Pat Notaro has resigned from War- hospital administrator.
and because they have perfected an
Fabian, reported that for the fisca
ner Brothers Theatres, effective Jan.
organization for future industry action 3, after having been with that company year ended Oct. 31, the hospital operon other problems that might arise.
ating cost amounted to $174,127, with
for 24 years, to accept an executive
an
over-all
expense for the entire pro
The committee heard a propost with Roth Enterprises which operates theatres in Washington and gram totalling $221,072, an increase of
posal from Steve Broidy, president of the Motion Picture InVi rginia. He will make his headquar- $7,500 over the costs of 1951.
Fred Schwartz, chairman of the fi
ters in Washington.
dustry Council of Hollywood,

Detroit, Baltimore, Albany, Cincinnati and Sacramento.
TNT said that more than 20 additional theatres desiring to carry the
opera are unable to because of the
unavailability of A. T. & T. long lines
for the occasion.
See 'Carmen' Telecast Sellout
Unlikely at Albany's Grand
10. — Fabian's
N. Y.,isDec.
ng 263
Albany,
advertisi
Theatre
Grand
seats still purchaseable, at $1.20,
$1.80 and $2.40 for the telecast of
"Carmen" tomorrow night. Sales to
capacity
not —indicate
date do ence—1500
up
pickaudiunless a they

sharply. Some observers believe the
date is too close to Christmas.
The theatre will show a picture
until 4 :30 P.M. Closing for three
hours, it will reopen for the telecast at
8 :30. Breaking time is scheduled for
11 :45. One of the three intermissions
will be devoted to a musical quiz,
from New York. The Grand will
have its concession stand open, but
will sell no popcorn.
'Carmen' Telecast at Orpheum,
Warner Scaled at $1.50-$3.60
Hollywood, Dec. 10. — Admission
prices
for $1.50
the to"Carmen"
telecast
range from
$3.60 at both
the
Orpheum, Downtown, and the Warner, Hollywood. The Orpheum is
getting $3.60 for the main floor (except first five rows at $2.40) and balcony loges. The balconv behind the
scaled
identically
balcony,Warner
but getsis
loges is
$2.40 andfor$1.50".
$3.60 for first 11 rows downstairs,
$2.40 for remainder.
Paramount in Denver Sees
Sellout for 'Carmen' Telecast
Denver, Dec. 10. — The Paramount
here with 2,200 seats is expected to
be sold out for the telecast of "Carmen" tomorrow night. Prices are
$2.30, $3.60, and $4.80. Closed all day,
the house will open at 5 :00 for free
coffee
andvia
sandwiches
with "Carmen"
starting
large screen
television
at 6:40.
nance and fund-raising committee, reyear's
"Christmas
Salute" ported
wasthat this
running
ahead
of last
year's drive and that the results will
exceed 1951's total of $97,000. The
"Coin Box" project, Schwartz said,
has 3,754 theatres cooperating.
The 1953 board of directors is comprised of Beresin, Maurice Bergman,
Charles Boasberg, Harry Brandt,
Cohen, Tom Connors, George Dembow, Gus S. Eyssell, Fabian, Feldman, William J. German, Leonard H.
Goldenson, Maurice R. Goldstein,
John H. Harris, William Heineman,
J. Robert Hoff, Harry M. Kalmine,
Paul N. Lazarus, Jr., Lewis, Al Lichtman, Mochrie, Montague, O'Donnell,
Sam Rinzler, Robbins, William Rodgers, Samuel Rosen, Schwartz, Wilbur Snaper, Starr, Switow, Morton
Thalhimer, Vogel, Richard F. Walsh,
Murray Weiss, William White, and
Herbert J. Yates, Sr.
Para. Christmas Party
The Paramount Pictures Club will
be host to Paramount employes of the
New York metropolitan area at a
Christmas party on the afternoon of
Dec. 24 in the Paramount Hotel. Sid
I Mesibov is club president.
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Green,

Myers

Allied's

Issue
But

U.S.A., FRIDAY,

Veteran

of

Clarifies
Proxy

On

YORK,

Stand

Arbitration
May Be Discussed,
Only Board Can Act

Wars,

Buying

Fox

Southwest
Will

Honor

Industry
Zukor

Dallas, Dec. 11. — The Texas Variety Club and the Texas Council of
Motion Picture Organizations will
jointly honor Adolph Zukor at a
Golden Jubilee celebration banquet at
the Baker Hotel here on Jan. 28.
Variety Clubs International,, sponsor
of the Zukor Jubilee next year, will
participate.
One thousand Southwest exhibitors
are expected to attend. Dignitaries
(Continued on page 5)
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HUGHES

MAY

CENTS

PICK

Admits
Stock

Recent stock market activity in
20th Century-Fox shares is officially
attributed to buying by Charles
Green, a New York appliance dealer,
who has specialized in several wellknown proxy fights and campaigns
against management in such companies as Twin City Rapid Transit
Corp. United Cigar-Whelan Stores
and

Washington, Dec. 11.— Allied
States Association general counsel
Abram F. Myers said today that
Green confirmed his buying of 20thAllied leaders cannot participate in Fox
stock in the open market to
any arbitration negotiations until the Motion Picture Daily yesterday.
board reverses the stand it took at
He pointed out that he had been critithe recent Chicago meeting.
cal of company operations at the annual meeting of 20th-Fox stockholdHowever, he added, "it would
ers at the home office last May but
be proper for Allied's president
said his current buying of the stock
to confer informally with representatives of distribution on
is "strictly as an investment." Howthis or any other subject and
ever,relations
Green's past
activities
in corpoto receive from them and report
rate
suggest
the possibility
(Continued on page 5)
to the board any proposals they
may see fit to offer for ending
the impasse."
Myers' statement was issued to Allied Policy Okayed
clarify the confusion existing in the
industry as to how far Allied leaders
Jersey Unit
can now take part in arbitration talks. By New
stand
Myers has always taken the
(Continued on page 5)
National Allied's statement of
policy regarding the association's
withdrawal from intra-industry activities in order to devote itself to taxes
Reelects
Compo
and other problems has been approved
by Allied Theatre Owners of New
Jersey. At its membership meeting
Trio of Heads
in Passaic Wednesday. The New Jersey unit also endorsed the national
Year
One
For
organization's
standon onpagearbitration
in
(Continued
5)
Chicago, Dec. 11. — The Council
of Motion Picture Organizations
will retain its executive triumvirate
for another year. The executive
committee of COMPO today unanimously reelected Trueman T. Rembusch, San Pinanski and Al Lichtman
as co-chairman of the organization
for 1953 and expressed full approval
of the trio's conduct of COMPO
(Continued on page 5)

DECEMBER

RKO

MANAGEMENT

DepinetConfirms
His
To

Decision
Re-enter

Not
RKO

Hollywood, Dec. 11. — Confirming
earlier reports that he would not return to RKO Pictures, Ned E. Depinet, in a statement issued here prior
to his departure
for New York
"Due to said:
existtoday,
it was
ing stances
circummy
considered
decision that it
would serve no
useful purpose
for me to reenter the management of
RKO at this
Ned E. Depinet

Report Stalemate Ends
With Stolkin Group
Given

Pact

Deferments

Hollywood, Dec. 11. — Howard
Hughes and Ralph Stolkin were
scheduled to issue a statement late
tonightment onannouncing
deferthe Stolkin that
stockthepurchase
agreement had been . granted and it
would result in a new RKO Pictures
management and board of directors.
According to the reports, both
sides are reverting to the position
they took earlier this week under
which Hughes would grant deferments of obligations of the Stolkin
group under their stock purchase
agreement
which
gave theminterest
Hughes'in
29 per cent
controlling
RKO Pictures, and would himself be
responsible for designation of new
management and reorganization of
the board of directors.
With Ned E. Depinet, former
company president, confirming
(Continued on page 4)

Depinet added : "I am sure
Mr. (Howard) Hughes intends to do 26 £U' Productions
whatever is necessary to give RKO
good management and I hope with all
time."
myDepinet
heart that
was he
heresucceeds."
for the past 10 Before the Cameras
days as a participant in the Hughes- In Next
7 Months
Stolkin syndicate discussions. His
statement in full follows :
"There (Continued
has been onfor
Hollywood, Dec. 11. — Universalpagethe4) past few
International will put a minimum of
26 productions before the camera during the next seven months, at least
16 of them to have color by Technicolor.
Find
'Carmen'
Box-Off
ice
The new production schedule was
made public as a climax to a weeklong series of policy meetings at the
Video
Event
Fair-Good
U-I studio, with executives of the
company from all sections of the
The box-office performance of last night's ''Carmen" theatre telecast country in attendance.
The company
was spotty, varying from excellent to fair, on the basis of advance sales
(Continuedpointed
on pageout
4) that the
in most of the 31 theatres in 27 cities which carried the Metropolitan
The Theatre Network Television
Opera Company's three-hour show attraction was the first entertainment
show offered on theatre TV.
Oral Argument
Jan.5
In New York, before curtain time,
Postpone
Bendix
Fox Fabian's in Brooklyn reported OnUPT-ABCMerger
Telecast to Spring
the ticket sale as fair, while the RKO
Fordham, Bronx, found the ticket sale
The scheduled Dec. 30 Benencouraging.
The 50th Street Guild
Washington, Dec. 11. — The Feddix theatre telecast has been
eral Communications Commission has
Theatre reported a virtual sell-out of
postponed until the spring,
its 450 seats, which were lowered ordered oral argument on Jan. 5 in
according to circuit execufrom $7.20 to $4.80 when tickets the United Paramount - American
tives who said they were infailed to sell as quickly as expected. Broadcasting merger case.
formed here yesterday of the
Factors affecting poor results in
The argument will also cover the
postponement by Teleconfersome situations, it was explained, was
ence, Inc., the new theatre TV
of Paramount Pictures' relathe price for the attraction, which question tionship
with Allen B. DuMont Teleprogramming agency which
varied
in
the
majority
of
situations
vision Laboratories, the anti-trust
booked the event.
from $1.80 to $3.60, and opera not records of Paramount and UPT, and
(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 4)
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Daily
Stress

Personal

'Collier's'
Sees Good

Mention
life
HOBLITZELLE'S
K ARL
radio
story was the subject of
Dallas, this
program over WFAA,
week. The program was directed by
Texas COMPO's • Paul Short.

George Nichols of the M-G-M
studio publicity department arrived
here yesterday from the Coast for a
week's visit.
•
Jean Renor, French director, will
arrive here today from Paris via
Pan American Airways.
•
Leon Brandt, RKO Radio Pictures
left here last
exploitation manager
night by plane for •Hollywood.
David Golding. Goldwyn Productions' advertising-publicity director,
left here yesterday for Florida.
Production

Code

Seal to 'Bwana'
Hollywood, Dec. 11. — "Bwana
Devil," now in its third week at the
two Paramount theatres here, has received Production Code seal of approval, which it lacked for the openArch ceOboler's
followingofproduce
ing,tion
elimina
the rsequen
found
objectionable by the PC A.
Meanwhile, Oboler flew today to
San Francisco for advance promotional work on the St. Francis
Theatre engagement of the first
Natural Vision feature in threedimension, which starts on Dec. 16.
Following the premiere there, Oboler
flies to Detroit for an opening on the
23rd, then to Texas, where the film
will open in Dallas, Houston and San
Antonio on Christmas Day.
Montague

Option

Deal with Columbia
An option to acquire an aggregate
10,000 shares of Columbia Pictures
common stock has been provisionally
granted to Abe Montague, Columbia
vice-president, the Securities and
Exchange Commission was informed
here yesterday. A similar option for
1,000 shares was reported for Gerald
supervisor of the company's
Rackett,
film laboratory.
The five-year Montague contract,
the SEC was informed, sets the purchase price at $12 per share and is
exercisable at any time from Nov. 3,
1952 to Sept. 9, 1958. The execution
of the option must be approved at the
next annual meeting of stockholders
in Jan., 1953.

Editorial Lauds 'Andersen';
Patronage for Better Films

Another friendly salute to the motion picture industry, together
Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
with a persuasive "plug" for
Andersen" appears on the editorial page of the Dec. 20 issue of
Collier's, on newsstands today.
A large color photo of Jeanmaire dominates the magazine s editorial page. The lead editorial beneath it is headed "Something
e to its readers, the Collier's
Worth Seeing." Introducing Jeanmair
and we liked and eneditorial says: "We liked her in the picture which
reminds us that
thusiastically recommend the picture itself—
we've seen a lot of good movies this year. It also reminds us that
Mr Goldwyn, who has made many a good one in his time, wrote an
article in Collier's something more than a year ago. Its title was
Hollywood would keep on
. He figured
'. .ri
od Through?
'Is Hollywo
ght.
going,
turned
out he was
,
And
movies.
the
to
going
be
to
seem
still
people
"We notice that
when there's a particularly popular attraction playing, its still
tough to get a seat.
"Maybe the box-office scare of the last two or three years will
turn out to be a healthy thing for the film makers. It seems to
a strongus that even now they are turning out a better product in audience.
er effort to compete with television for the American
Collier's was one of the national magazines which editorialized
torce
strongly against the Justice Department's anti-trust suit to
the sale of 16mm. films to television and other non-theatrical users.

9 AM

Sale

Reopening

of

Roxy

Tickets

At

Exploitation

AMPAs

Clinic

Practical ways to put exploitation
to the best uses of the exhibitor highlighted last night's Showmanship
Class of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers at the Woodstock
Hotel here. Speakers were Dan S.
Terrell, exploitation-publicity director of M-G-M ; Sid Meisbov, exploitation manager of Paramount Pictures Edgar
;
Goth, director of advertising-publicity-exploitation for Fabian Theatres, and Don A. Brennan,
an executive of Curtis Publishing Co.
Terrell pointed up the value of "offthe-amusement page" ads in newspapers in stimulating public interest,
emphasizing the potentialities of cooperative advertising pages and classified ad tieups. It is necessary, he
said, to attract the attention of persons who ordinarily do not read the
amusement pages.

"Any theatre that neglects the opportunity for extra "off -amusementpage"
provided
the righta
sort of publicity
commercial
tieups by
is making
serious omission in campaigns to
bring attractions to the widest possible audience," Terrell said.
ford
Hart
on
Meet
Mesibov ploitation
stressed
the of
"stunt"
of all forms
retail exor
point-of-sale advertising that falls in
'Times' Symposium
the jurisdiction of exploitation activiThe so-called "stunt," he said,
Commendations, continue for the two can beties.head
and shoulders above renewsand
industry
tail advertising in any other business.
motion picture
at Hart- Regardless of product, even when
sponsored
fordpaper
duringsymposiums
the year
by the Hartford
pre-sold, the "stunt" by its very
Times.
asserted.can be the ace-in-the-hole, he
Both Robert M. Weitman, vice- nature
H. O'Brien,
and Robert
president,
secretary-treasurer
of United ParaGoth played
up such
the so-called
"attendance stunts,"
as jitterbug
mount Theatres, addressing a meeting
here this week in the Paramount contests, giving case histories of successful promotions of this type. He
Building, of UPT and Hartford Times
executives, stated that the two sessions to
alsoillustrate
presented
"roughs"
his advertising
point.
of motion picture-newspaper personnel
"went far"
daily ailments
by the Gannett
helddiscussions
in
of common
of
the film business, as related to the

The box-office of the Roxy Theatre
here will open on Monday at 9:00
A. M. for the advance sale of reserved seat tickets for the theatre's
reopening on Monday evening,
Dec. 22. The box-office will be open
daily thereafter from 9:00 A. M. to
9:00 P. M.
The premiere will introduce an enlarged ice stage with "Ice-Colorama,"
"Crystal Circus," with a
presenting
y
compan of 80. The new ice stage,
square feet, will inmeasuringtroduce the3,600
use of neon color tubing
in four colors, in addition to black
light, for fluorescent effects. Also,
John Philip Sousa's "Stars andg
Weitman said, "There's a new feel- NEW YORK THEATRES
ox, starrin press.
Stripes Forever,"will20th-F
ing" of optimism in Hollywood. This
have its world is based
Clifton Webb,
not only on better industry
premiere on the 22nd.
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
relations, as seen in the two Hartford
— — — Rockefeller Center
Times symposiums, but also in steppedTribute to Sousa
up interest on the part of top executives in better story selection, improved
Here on Sunday
production technique and the disap"MILLION
DOLLAR
MERMAID"
Esther
WILLIAMS
• Victor
MATURE
'Doubting
Thomases'
A group of celebrities will gather of a year pearanceorofthose
two
ago
who
proclaimed
Waiter PEDGEON • David BRIAN
at the Lambs Club here Sunday eve- that the movies were done and finning to honor the memory of AmerColor by TECHNICOLOR . An M-G-M Picture
ican "March King" John Philip
O'Brien observed : "Millions of new
& The Music Hall's Great Christmas Stage Show
Sousa. Heading the roster will be
have been invested in HollyClifton Webb, who portrays Sousa in dollars wood
productions. New methods of
not only are welcomed and
20th Century-Fox's musical, "Stars production
ished."
and Stripes Forever" ; John Philip tried, but the production community
Sousa, III; Brig. Gen. V. J. McCaul,
director of public information, USMC ; itself is ever-searching for new talent,
District Attorney Frank Hogan ;
DAMON RUNYON'S
attendance, in addition to WeitN. Y. C. Commissioners Walter newIn scripts."
man and O'Brien were Leonard H.
Shirley and Jacob Grumet, and Win- Goldenson, UPT president; Walter
throp Rockefeller. Representing the
entertainment world will be Vinton Gross, vice-president and general
counsel ; M. J. Mullin and Harry
Freedley, Conrad Nagel, Rube Gold- Browning, New England Theatres ; F.
berg, Bobby Clarke, Ralph Bellamy S. Murphy, David R. Daniel and AlSAMUEL GOLDWYN presents,
and Jack Pearl.
len M. Widem, Hartford Times.
Hans Christian!
starring
Andersen
L. Raphael Resigns
Samuel Ward Dies
Louise B. Raphael, formerly assistOANNY KAYE% a*.
Baltimore, Dec. 11. — Samuel
ant to John Mitchell, has resigned
Ward,
48,
manager
of
the
Royal
from United Artists-TV, effective to- Theatre here, died today at Maryland
CRITERION • PARIS
day and will announce new plans fol- General Hospital.
B'way & 45th St. 58th St. W. of 5th Ave.
i lowing a vacation.

UPT Closes 'Frisco Run
San Francisco, Dec. 11. — The
2,135-seat downtown State Theatre
has been closed by United Paramount
and the reason given was high operational costs, including labon Fox
West Coast closed the 2,578-seat El
Capitan and the 990-seat Noe (both
neighborhoods) last month, a few
days after signing new contracts with
local, which incorthe projectionists'
porated ahealth and welfare plan.
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M-G-M

presents The Love Story Behind
The Billion Dollar Secret!

"ABOVE
AND
BEYOND"
starring
Robert Taylor • Eleanor Parker • with
James Whitmore

• Marilyn

Erskine • Screen

play by Melvin Frank, Norman Panama
and Beirne Lay, Jr. • Story by Beirne
Lay, Jr.- Produced and Directed
Frank and Norman Panama

by Melvin

From Editorial in Hollywood Reporter, Nov. 26, 1952
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Robert Taylor
Eleanor Parker

BEYOND!"
44 Picture of the Month. A !ove story no woman will ever forget."— LOUELLA
"Thrilling and exciting picture."— HEDDA

PARSONS, Cosmopolitan Magazine

HOPPER, Nationally Syndicated Columnist

"His finest performance and the picture is a certain Academy Award Winner."— SHEILAH GRAHAM, Nationally Syndicated Columnist
"Will fascinate both men and women. Thrilling and moving."— FLORENCE SOMERS, Feature Editor of Redbook
"Spine-tingling experience. Its excitement is the warm
"A wonderful

modern

love story, dramatizing

ITS

FAME

emotional impact." —RUTH HARBERT,Good Housekeeping Motion Picture Editor

sharply the emotional

WILL

GROW

problems of our times."
—ELEANOR STIERHAM, Today's Woman Fiction Editor
AND

GROW!
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(Continued from page 1)

prior to his departure for New
York today that he had decided
not to return to the company,
it was believed that under the
presently reported plan Noah
RKO board
Dietrich, former
named presbe
chairman, would
ident and a director.
In addition, it is believed that
Hughes will invite J. Miller Walker,
former RKO secretary, general coun-to
sel and board member, to return
in those capacities.
the company
Walker was among the RKO Radio
executives who were let out during
the brief tenure of Arnold Grant, as
chief executive officer of the company
appointfor the Stolkin group. The
ment of a Hughes financial associate
as an officer, probably chairman, and
member of the board, also was said
to be in readiness.
Court Hearing

Picture

Considers 2
CDA
Theatre Telecasts

Washington, Dec. 11.— Federal Civil Defense Administration officials said they
hoped to send two training
programs over closed circuit
theatre television early next

Daily

half filled for "Carmen." While
owner Frank Durkee declined to report the gross, he declared the boxoffice was just about out of the red.
n at intermisThe audience reactio
sion was completely enthusiastic,
state "pered Durkee
which hapsprompt
can be tosold on this
the public
form of entertainment." At what intervals he hesitated to state. However, Durkee added the idea would be
undoubtedly excellent if something of
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(Continued from page 1)

1951-52 fiscal year, which ended a few
weeks ago, "was one of the most sucional's
in Universal
the
plans for
e, -Internat
Therefor
history. cessful
coming year will follow closely the
pattern set during the preceding 12

"
Pacificof
"South some
suchHeas blamed
mass appeal
offered.
As already announced, u-I will
were
the
on
36 pictures, 26 of them in Techhouse
lled
make
last night's half-fi
. attended by
nicolor, during 1952-53
uncooperative local press rather than
were
The meetings
lovmusic
the
by
t
months."
interes
of
the lack
Milton R. Rackmil, president; N. J.
ing public. The reception and sound Blumberg, chairman of the board;
came through with exceptional clarity. Numerous theatres executives William Goetz, in charge of production ;Alfred E. Daff , executive vicefrom Washington came over to witmance.
ness the perforChicago
; Edward Muhl, vice-presipresident
dent and general manager ; Charles
J. Feldman, general sales manager ;
The telecast at the Telenews Thea- David A. Lipton, vice-president in
y, and
tre in Chicago was a virtual sell-out, charge of advertising-publicit
'Carmen'
sales executives from all over the
with only a few seats in the back row country.
of the balcony vacant as the opera
(Continued from page 1)
started. In contrast to the poor
Emphasis was placed on plans for
reception for the Lees telecast "The Glenn Miller Story," based on
visual
loeah
many
in
draw
prime
a
being
the "Carmen" picture was excellent the life of the orchestra leader.
ties. Other negative factors were the on
the close-ups although fuzzy on the James Stewart will star and Anthony
Should these appointments maseason, and
terialize, the present board vacancies proximity to the holidayment
shots. The sound was excellent. Mann will direct the picture, which
long
weather
m some places, incle
Prices charged at the Telenews, the berg.
would be filled in advance of the hear- trade.
drop-i
_, , n only theatre in Chicago to carry the will be produced by Aaron Rosening next Wednesday in New York which precluded last-minute
telecast of the opera, were $6, includSupreme Court on the petition of
TechniFour of the pictures, all in cameras
In San Francisco, the 400-seat Telefor
.
ing tax, for all seats.
are before the
already
some RKO Pictures' stockholders
color,
Conseat.
per
$6.00
at
out
sold
news
the
the appointment of a receiver for
on
"
sidering the opposition, Dancers Bah theIn Ashland
"Carmen
Mo.,
City,
Kansas screen drew much more They gare Rock
Golden
: "The
Piper
and Blade,"
Hudson
company. That hearing was ad- at the local opera house, district man- than half of the capacity, which is starrin
journed from last Wednesday, largely
" starring
of Bagdad,
"Prince and
Laurie; Mature
said there is defJohn Parsons
the event priced at $2.44, Victor
Mari Blanchard ;
that the manage- inatelyager an
nce for this type of 1,200, with
on representationsvacanc
d
ies would be attraction. Heaudie
reserve
seats
leading
in
advance
ment and board
a,"
"East of Sumatr
starring Jeff
said out of 20,000 names
sales,
and
$1.22
and
$3.66
priced
seats
."
, Anthony
tarily
Maxwell
"momen
cerChandler, Marilyn
settled
on the San Francisco opera list,
this type about equally divided.
reported developsee
to
pay
400
would
tainly
The presently
Kansan regular opera goers and Quinn and Suzan Ball, and "The
ment followed close on the heels of of entertainment. However, beyond the
what appeared yesterday to be a 400, the appeal is definitely limited, music lovers were enthusiastic over Stand
River."
Apacheolor
productions inOtherat Technic
the event, with many small parties
stand-off for both the Hughes and he said.
clude "Walkin' My Baby Back
both
in
advance
sales
and
buying
earlier
of
r
Stolkin sides. A numbe
tickets at the door. The head usher Home," a musical starring Donald
Fabian's Grand
one
plans having been kicked over for
and the staff of the Kansas City O'Connor; "Bengal Rifle," "Fort
reason or another, it appeared definite
s
telecas
In Albany
in the
ce tofin950Fabian'
drew antheaudien
Music Hall were in tuxedos, provid- Laramie," "Wings of the Hawk,"
last night that all deals were being Grand
ing a familiar atmosphere for patrons starring Glenn Ford, "Outlaw Hathe
g
,
eat
holdin
s
Mantop.
$3.60
at
theatre
1500-s
Hughe
with
called off,
vten," "King of the Wind," "Port
ager Paul Wallen said that the of the Philharmonic and similar Royal,"
Stolkin group to its original stock
"Devil's Canyon," "The Long
r
musical
events.
The
management
the
during
fell
rain
heavy
—
weathe
it
with
ng
carryi
ment,
agree
purchase
"Smoke Signal," "Streets
,"
Hunters
near
—
year
of
says
the
project
was
well
worth
while
time
the
and
sientire day —
ement and board respon
the manag
Christmas — were adverse factors. He and will put on such events when of Cairo," "Men of Iron," "Saskatche.
bilities
le feasible, educating the public to the
wan," "Sun Mountain" and "CoHowever, that stalemate today ap- thought that at a more favorab
period, an opera might attract a larger high value of the television screen
furas
:
broken
been
have
to
peared
and
Black manche
Sky." white films include
ther talks ensued, leading to the crowd.
presentation and also as to the locaBarThe fact that the higher priced seats
tion of this Eastside neighborhood "You Belong to Me," starring
board - management responsibility
bara Stanwyck and Richard Carlson;
did not sell too well indicated that the theatre.
going to Hughes who, presumably, is
ng," starring Tony Curtis,
"Drifti
Denver
might have been over-scaled.
granting the Stolkin group additional house
time in which to seek a purchaser for The orchestra was about 50 percent of
Joanne Dru and Lyle Bettger ; "It
capacity. First balcony had a larger
its stock.
In Denver,
"Carmen"
was
wellwere
re- Happens Every Thursda
starring.
y," Forsythe
ceived.
Reception
and
sound
Loretta Young and John
percentage of patrons, while second
t and Costello Meet Dr.
"Abbot
fine.
The
gross
was
about
$3,500,
balcony was reported full. Seats went
Hood
Lets ML
FCC
at $3.60, $3, $2.40, $1.80 and $1.20. with half going to the Met and the
Priand
It was not a cream crop audience, in arranging company. The audience Jekyll vate
from Outer
Man "Bonzo,
"TheHyde,"
Eye,"Mr.
ion
TV Petit
Amend
reaction
was
good
and
those
talked
money and in dress, but it was atten- to indicated they would like to see Space," "All-American," "Black LaFedWashington, Dec. 11. — The
responsive. A surprising numgoon, "Spin the Glass Web" and
eral Communications Commission has tiv and
ber of young men and young women more of the same.
Joins the Wacs."
"Francis
and
agreed to let Mt. Hood Radio
attended.
Souvenir
program
sales
toIn
Omaha,
the
telecast
of
"CarTelevision Broadcasting Corp. amend
talled 175. The concession stand did
men" drew a 1,400 house at the Orits application for a television station a fair candy, ice cream and cigarette pheum, with $3.85 top and $1.20 low. Depinet
(Continued from page 1)
Sherril
Stolkin,
to show that Ralph
business. Popcorn was not sold.
Tri-States district manager William
Corwin and Edward G. Burke, Jr.,
The picture thrown on the screen, Miskell said the crowd was about 50
had sold their stock in the company during the first act, was clear. Sound per cent of the 3,000 seating capacity weeks considerable speculation as to
in a new RKO executive
position
Mt. Hood, applicant for a Port- occasionally was too loud, although but it was enthusiastic. He said he my
and numerous stories have been
land, Ore., station, is owned 43.5 per this was corrected.
feels pre-Christmas period was a poor set-up
time for presentation.
cent by Ted Gamble. Stolkin, Cord implying that I might republishe
Met Poll
turn to the presidency of the company.
win and Burke owned another 43.5
In Boston, the Pilgrim reported a
Hughes
per cent but some weeks ago sold out
Patrons were asked to rate — on an sell-out, while the Hippodrome in It is true that Mr. Howard
to more than 30 employes of station official ballot, mailable to the Metro- Cleveland reported only a fair advance asked me to return to the board of
directors of RKO and to again bepolitan Opera Association — the picture
KOIN, Mt. Hood's Portland AM
station.
and sound, with their reaction to sale.
come the president. I deeply appreciated this expression of confidence in
Hearings were then underway on "Carmen" and their willingness "to To Raze Baltimore Rivoli
me by Mr. Hughes.
Mt. Hood's application but when the were
see other
operas
here." Twelve works
Baltimore,
Dec.
11.
—
The
Rivoli
"However, due to existing circumlisted
for
choice.
company petitioned to amend its apstances itwas my considered decision
plication to show the changed ownerThirty State Teachers College stu- deluxe
Theatrefirst-runs
here, one
of
Baltimore's
a generation ago, is that it would serve no useful purship, the hearing examiner ruled
dents, the girls in evening clothes,
against the petition and the hearing served as ushers. Manager Wallen and to be torn down to make way for a
pose for me to re-enter the management of RKO at this time. I therewas recessed while Mt. Hood ap- his assistants wore tuxedos. Palms parking lot. Present plans are for
fore declined, with thanks, Mr.
pealed to the full Commission.
decorated the outer lobby. Fabian up- closing Christmas Eve. Bob Houseman is manager. When the house Hughes' request. I am sure Mr.
The FCC decision, which set aside
state general manager Saul J. Ullman
observed the telecast.
originally opened it marked the intro- Hughes intends to do whatever is necthe examiner's ruling, opens the way
duction to the public of Fred Waring
essary to give RKO good management
In Baltimore, the State Theatre,
for an immediate resumption of the
and I hope with all my heart that he
hearing.
with 1,820 seats, was slightly over and His Pennsylvanians.

year.
aimed at'
d be
woul
One mana
and the other
gers
plant
at union officials. Full details
are still to be worked out.
The CDA pioneered in the
use of theatre television as a
government information and
training device.

succeeds."
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(Continued from page 1)
that he cold be preparing to engage
anproxy
in a nual
meeting.fight for next year's
The cumulative voting method is
used in 20th Century-Fox board elections and if Green gained representation on the board, he would be in a
position to demand a voice in management, observers point out.
Green's holdings of 20th- Fox stock
are reportedly around 20,000 shares,
owned personally. However, it is believed he may control much more
than that, which would be voted his
way in the event of a proxy fight.
Green's proxy battles have been
the subject of national magazine at- Myers Clarifies
tention in the past year and a half,
(Continued from page 1)
and
Collier's
as
publications
suchs He
in
Time.
is said to have sued that the Chicago resolution barred
any formal Allied participation and
Collier's
was
settledsubsequently
out of court.and the case he reaffirmed this today.
In its issue of Oct. 15, 1951, Time
described him as having "a sharp eye
for a quick profit. He buys stock in
companies that make money, but pay
small dividends, or none, then pressures the management into shelling
out."
Of Green's invasion of United
Cigar-Whelan Stores Co., Time said :
"Green started his attack by charging
that President Walter G. Baumbogthe
associates
his how
andidea
ger
faintest
to run 'haven't
the business

5

Daily

His statement began by pointingout that the recent Chicago board
meeting and the convention itself
voted to take Allied officials out of
all cooperative activities which did
not give direct and immediate benefits to exhibitors. He said that the

Zukor

(Continued from page 1)

Compo
Reelects
(Continued from page 1)
affairs since they took office last
At the conclusion of the commitJune. tee's two-day meeting here, the group
approved a budget including all estimated expenses for the tax repeal
campaign. A proposal that COMPO
cooperate with the Motion Picture
Industry Council of Hollywood in an
extension of MPIC public relations
work was referred to the organizastudy. tion's finance committee for further

rejection of the distributors' arbitration draft was based on dissatisfaction with the draft itself and also on
the belief that Allied leaders working
A committee report on a "National
on arbitration could spend their time Health
Week" project, calling for
theatres
to collect funds for charities
better in other activities. He pointed
needing
money
for medical research,
out that arbitration was the only cowas accepted and referred to
profitably.'
operative activity "deemed to be exGreen's Career
COMPO's constituent organization
pendable" bythe board. He said that members
with the proviso that if they
"President Baumhogger and asso- the "necessary effect" of the board's approve the report a committee will
ciates then reopened a chapter in action was to terminate Allied's arbiappointed to put the plan into
tration negotiating committee and the be
effect.
Green's career that he would like to
in
this
field
of
Myers
himforget — a stormy 16 months when he activities
Because of a conflict of dates with
was president of Minneapolis and St. self.
other meetings scheduled by exhibitor
Paul's Twin City Rapid Transit Co.,"
organizations, it was decided to postTime relates. "Green had won that
Merger
job after threatening a proxy fight. UPT-ABC
pone the industry "round table" in
(Continued from page 1)
In November, 1949, he had gone to
Hollywood which had been tentatively set for Feb. 2-6. A date in
Minnesota armed with 19,200 shares
issues in the proceedings.
of T.C.R.T. and complaints about no other
April
or
May will be fixed later, deThe Commission has allotted five
pending on the needs of the tax repeal
dividends. As an ally in his fight,
hours for argument, with each major campaign.
he picked up Nightclub Proprietor
Isadore Blumenfeld, alias Kid Cann, party getting one hour. One of the
The committee went on reca wealthy Minneapolis underworld parties will be the Commission's own
ord as favoring production of a
broadcast
bureau
which
appealed
excharacter with a record of 30 arrests
new series of short subjects
aminer Leo Resnick's decision ap(two for murder) and three liquor
proving the merger and giving film
similar
to the "Movies
and You"
convictions.
series released
a few years
ago.
companies a clean bill of health as
An
effort
will
be
made
to obtain
"Green won and got the $40,000-a- television licensees.
from the trustees of the resiyear president's job. While car
dual funds the use of $44,000
riders howled bitterly, Green won approval of a fare hike from 12c to 15c. Called on Ticket Taxes
surplus remaining from the inHe fired 800 employes, curtailed
come of the previous series.
Bradenton, Fla., Dec. 11. — Two
schedules, abandoned unprofitable
officials
of
'the
company
operating
the
Because of the cost, a plan for an
trolley and bus lines.
Trail Drive-in have been ordered to
industry
radio program! was voted
"Green's lawyer, Fred A. Ossanna
in Federal Court in Tampa down. The plan, submitted by Robert
and other associates became so appear
on a charge of failing to report
alarmed at the publicity that they $11,000 in amusement taxes. Mose J. O'Donnell, called for five recorded
broadcasts each week, the subject
quarreled
with Green," the Time ac- L. Waller of Lenior City, Tenn., is matter to be devoted to promoting
count continues.
president and F. H. Thomas of Sara- industry causes.
"In July 1950 the Ossanna group
sota, Fla., is secretary-treasurer of
Part of the session was given over
shares. the Waller and Thomas Amusement to further discussion of the tax repeal
Green's
up
buy
helped
had
Green was eased out last March, and Co. operating the drive-in. Seven
campagn, with emphasis being laid on
Ossanna put in as board chairman.
counts charge them with "wilfully procedures to be followed after ConCharlie Green hastened back to New failing
to make returns of collected
York a wiser and richer (by about
gress convenes. The committee approved the work of the tax repeal
$100,000) man.
campaign committee and gave it a
"In all this," Time said, "United taxes."
vote of confidence in its plans for the
Cigar-Whelan's management saw a majority of those present would be second phase of the campaign.
baleful parallelBut
to Green
Green's mustered
present needed), the management 'compromaneuvering.
mised.' It apparently planned to give
enough votes to force his foes to Green a majority of directors on a
N. J. Allied
hold a special stockholders' meeting.
(Continued from page 1)
Theboard."
turnover of 20th-Fox stock
"This week (October, 1951) the new
ballot count was announced. Green yesterday on the New York Stock
polled more votes than the manage- Exchange was 18,600 shares, closing rejecting the distributors' draft of a
ment 1,010,000 to 598,000) but lacked at 14, a gain of three-quarters of a proposed system. The members also
a general discussion on film
the majority of all common shares point on the day for a new high for held
rentals and other trade matters.
this
year.
(2,307,000) needed to unseat the
The beefsteak dinner at the Ritz
Green also is said to have engaged
management at a special meeting.
Faced with probable defeat at the in several successful proxy fights in Restaurant which followed the business session was attended by 118.
next regular meeting (where only a the steel industry.

invited include Governors Allan Shivers,
; RoyKennon,
J. Turner,
Okla- ;
homaTexas
; Robert
Louisiana
Francis Cherry, Arkansas ; Frank
Clement, Tennessee ; Hugh White,
Mississippi; Howard Pyle, Arizona;
Edward L. Mechem, New Mexico ;
Dan Thornton, Colorado ; Edward F.
Arn, Kansas; Phil M. Donnelly, Missouri and Robert Crosby of Nebraska.
Paul Short and John Rowley were
appointed temporary co-chairmen, but
it
is expectedchairman
that R. of
J. the
O'Donnell,
international
Zukor
Jubilee celebration, will appoint a general chairman at the next board of
directors and general meeting of
Texas Variety.
Arrangements are being completed
to televise the banquet in addition to
bringing it to radio audiences via network hookups. Newsreel coverage will
be extensive.
Rowley is arranging a meeting with
the chief barkers of Houston, Oklahoma City and Memphis, as well as
film leaders from Kansas City, Denver and New Orleans who will work
together to bring leaders to Dallas
for this event.
Variety International will also
honor Zukor at the International Variety convention in Mexico City, April
18-23. Los Angeles Variety, under
the chairmanship of Charles Skouras,
will hold a celebration on Jan. 7. The
New York tent will pay homage to
Zukor on March 14. The clubs in London, Paris and Rome have not set
exact dates, but they are expected to
plans events for June and July.
Chief barkers of Variety in Chicago, Detroit, Pittsburgh, Boston and
Toronto have expressed their approval
and pledged their clubs to honor
Zukor during 1953.
Charles Skouras Names Zukor
Jubilee Dinner Committee
Los Angeles, Dec. 11. — Charles P.
Skouras, chairman of the Hollywood
Adolph Zukor Golden Jubilee testimonial dinner to be held at the Ambassador Hotel here on Jan. 7, has
named the following general committe :
Steve Broidy, Harry Cohn, Sherrill
Corwin, Ned Depinet. Cecil B. DeMille, Walt Disney, Y. Frank Freeman, William Goetz, Samuel Goldwyn, Don Hartman, B. B. Kahane,
Jesse L. Lasky, Sol Lesser, L. B.
Mayer, Dore Senary, Joseph Schenck,
Louis K. Sidney, Edward Small, Leo
Spitz:, Walter Wanger, Harry Warner, Jack Warner, Herbert J. Yates,
Darryl Zanuck and Eugene Zukor.
Sidney and Lasky are co-chairmen
heading the committe in charge of
program and entertainment.
The general arrangements committee, which includes studio publicity directors, is headed by Perry Lieber.
Members are Harry Brand, Teet
Carle, Alex Evelove, Mickey Gross,
Al Horwits, George Lait, Howard
Strickling and Duke Wales.
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. . . through the years that
has become a soundly established hallmark of
authority on the standing
of Producers, Directors,
Stars and Productions in
the fields of motion pictures, radio and television. For the genuinely
famous are in FAME
and the reasons why they
are there are dear and
dependable.
Editorially, in the newspaper and magazines of the
nation and throughout the world, FAME is the recog
nized authority for articles, stories and items con
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The FAME polls for this year's audit of personalities
are now in active process of fact-finding. The announcements ofthe results will have an even greater
significance than ever before.
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MixedReaction

By

To

Exhibitors
'Carmen'

Theatre Men Divided As
To Future of Opera TV

Exhibitor reaction to the first
large screen telecast of an operatic
performance, the Metropolitan Opera's production of "Carmen" last
Thursday night, was mixed but
an artismight fairly be described as
tic success, while something less than
that, financially, to the exhibitor.
However, virtually all theatres operators contacted agreed that the telecast was a showmanly experience
which they would be interested in repeating ifthe operatic attraction selected isa good one and the price for
it is "right."en ot ' the
. 3i
Fewer than a half-doz
theatres in 27 cities which took the
"Carmen" telecast reported sell-outs.
Even after allowing for inclement
weather in many cities, which held
down drop-in trade, and for the proximity of the date to the Christmas
holidav, the traditionally slow show
business season, attendance was less
{Continued on page 4)
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GettingerRKOPlan
U. A. Sales Drive
To Honor Krauze

Calls

United Artists will launch
a 26-week sales, billing and liquidation drive on Dec. 22,
in honor of B. G. Kranze,

'

MPA's

CENTS

Foreign

Three

SeparateCompaniet

the company's newly-appointed general sales manager, it was announced at the
weekend by William J. Heineman, vice-president in charge
of distribution.
To be called the "Bernie
Kranze Drive," it will extend
through June 20.

'Stars
&
Stripes
Premiere
1st to Be

for

TEN

15, 1952

Operations

to

Be
Broadened
A plan for the reorganization of
RKO Pictures calling for the creation
of a new studio company, a new re- McCarthy Resigns Post;
issue company and the conversion of
Geographical Area Set
the present company into a distribution
consolidatedorganization
with some physically
existing company,
The international division of the
"like United Artists," has been pre- Motion Picture Association of
pared by Milton M. Gettinger, attorney, who sometimes represents the America will be reorganized in order to step up operations in the
Chemical
Bank & Trust Co. of this
city.
foreign field, Eric Johnston, MPAA
Gettinger said he had been asked to president, announced here at the weekend. Johnston told the association's
prepare the plan- by several groups
tify.
interested in purchasing control of board of directors that the reorganization plan would deal more effectively
RKO Pictures, whom he did not iden- with the constantly increasing probties. lems of the industry's overseas activiSalient provisions of Gettinger's
plan are as follows :
The resignation of John G. Mcnew "Studio
Corporation"
would
Carthy,
managing
of the inbe A formed
and would
issue 4,000,000
ternational
division,director
was announced at
shares to RKO Pictures in exchange the meeting. The resignation
for the Hollywood studio properties effective immediately. It was became
stated
and the entire inventory of currently
had several new affiliareleased and new product, which he that McCarthy
tions under consideration and would
says has an estimated cost of approxi- announce future plans after a vacation.
mately $35,000,000. The 4,000,000
Ralph D. Hetzel, Jr., will serve di(Continued on page 2)
rectly under Johnston in New York
in the conduct of foreign business.
(Continuedwill
Joyce O'Hara
cm handle
page 4) contacts
Cinerama
May Open

TV'd
Nationally
The first national telecast of a motion picture premiere has been set by
20th Century-Fox for "Stars and
Stripes Forever," on Dec. 22 at the
newly-refurbished Roxy Theatre in
New York, Charles Einfeld, vicepresident of the company, announced
at the weekend.
The event will be televised by ABC
in a "live," theatre-front show between 8:30 and 9 :00 P.M.. EST, and
will be carried by ABC's flagship station in N.ew York, WJZ-TV, and out- In Chicago in March
lets in such key cities as Philadelphia,
Chicago, Atlanta and Cleveland, where
Chicago, Dec. 14. — Papers are
the production will have openings dur- being drawn up for the official consummation next week of a contract
days. ing the Christmas-New Year's holiPalace
Two nights later, on Dec. 24, the between
WASHINGTON, Dec. 14. —
Theatre, Cinerama
which will and
leadEitel's
to Cinerama
ce
aran
original
telecast
will
be
seen
over
other
appe
of
s
Notice
opening in Chicago around the beginhave been filed by 19 stations of the ABC-TV network, inning of March.
cluding those in Detroit and Baltimore
groups at the theatre tel- with additional stations expected to
Following the run of "Stars and
evision hearings sched- carry the half-hour show that evening. Stripes Forever" at the Palace, which
opens Christmas day, the house will
(Continued on page 4)
uled to reopen Jan. 26 bego
dark for about six weeks for installation of the Cinerama equipment.
fore the Federal CommuniThe Palace has been run under joint
cations Commission. All
have indicated that they Bergman, White and management of Arthur Wirtz, James
Coston, and the landlord, Otto K.
will file exhibits. Among DeBra
at AMPA
Eitel, since last spring when RKO
the 19 are the Motion Picgave it up after many years.
ture Association of AmerThe Associated Motion Picture
ica, and National Exhibi- Advertisers will wind up its series of
tors Theatre Television Showmanship Classes for the year
Industry Leaders
to
Committee .
here on Thursday night when the
•
principal speakers will be Maurice Aid FJP Drive
Bergman of Universal Pictures, and
Gordon White and Arthur DeBra, of
OTTAWA, Dec. 14. — The the
An executive committee of the
Motion Picture Association of
ols
contr
removal of steel
amusement division of the Federation
America.
They
will
summarize
the
on
ructi
const
re
for theat
role of public relations in the motion of Jewish Philanthropies has been aneffective
and repair,
nounced by Barney Balaban, S. H.
picture industry and tell of their exFabian and Manny Frisch, joint heads
Dec. 31, was announced by
periences inthis field.
the Canadian government.
The showmanship clinics were in- of the industry's FJP drive.
Named to the committee are : Harry
augurated this year by AMPA presiThe lifting of steel condent Harry McWilliams of Columbia Brandt, Brandt Theatres ; Jack Cohn,
trols is expected to stim- Pictures. Personnel in the publicity, Columbia Pictures ; Emil Friedlander ;
ulate large expenditures
advertising and exploitation fields,
Leopold (Continued
Friedman, on-Loew's
page 4); Leonard
and others served as lecturers.
by major circuits.

May
Oppose
16mm.
Suit Charges Today
Los Angeles, Dec. 14.— Defendant
the government's
companies
film
anti-trust
suit toin force
the sale of
16mm. films to television and other
non-theatrical users plan to move in
Federal court here tomorrow for the
elimination of some allegations in the
government's complaint.
The companies
(Continued
' answers
on page to4) the com-

New England Show
Train to the Hall
Seven hundred New Engenders came to New York
Friday evening on a special
New Haven Railroad show
train to witness Radio City
Music Hall's Christmas production. The special train
brought theatre-goers from
as far North as Massachusetts to the Rockefeller Center showplace.
Russell V. Downing, Music
Hall president; Raymond
Paige, music director, and
Richard Leibert, organist,
rode the train with the theatre guests.
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Carolinas
Theatre

Mention

AEFER left here
G EORGE J. SCH
at the weekend• for the Coast.

Get

1st

Television

Charlotte, Dec. 14. — First
theatre in the Carolinas to receive large-screen television
program will be the Carolina
here. Equipment is now being
installed.

RKO

Plan
Parade

(Continued from page 1)

shares of the new company would be
turned over as a stock dividend to
RKO Pictures stockholders.
new "Library Corporation" would
be A formed and would receive title to
all old shorts and features in RKO
Pictures' vaults, in exchange for
4,000,000 shares of the new corpora-d
tion, these shares also to be declare
as a stock dividend to RKO Pictures
stockholders. It is contemplated that
the pictures out of release would be
turned over for reissue by a company
such as Realart, under a deal similar
to that by which Realart distributes
reissues for Universal.
RKO Pictures would be continued
solely as a distributor of independent
product, including that made at the
new Studio Corporation's plant. Such
product, the plan contemplates, would
consist of a minimum of 26 pictures
annually, each budgeted between
$300,000 and $500,000.
As an integral part of the
conversion of the present RKO
company to an exclusively distributing organization, Gettinger's plan contemplates a consolidation of its distribution
facilities, worldwide, with those
of United Artists, primarily to
effect operating and executive
economies.

G RE AT BRITAIN'S explosion of
the atomic bomb in the barren
Monte Bello Islands off the coast of
Australia making England, the third
atomic potver in the world is highlighted in all current newsreels. Also
featured is President-elect Eisenhower
returning from Korea.
MOVIETONE NEWS, No. 101— British
A-bomb exploded off Australia. Ike returnIndo-China.
battle in plan.
Big five-year
from Korea. new
Peroning announces
Jewels
for the Coronation. Post office aids Santa.
Mermaids throw porpoise party at Marine land, Florida. Rodeo in Australia.
MOVIETONE NEWS SPECIAL THEATRE, SUPPLEMENT— Russian foreign minister Vishinsky leaves from New York.
on inspection tour of NATO
Ridgeway
forces.
"Mamie" Eisenhower at Great Neck
in funding raising for USO Camp Shows for
Korea. Mark Clark and Syngman Rhee
visit cadets at Korean Military Academy. "GIs" give toys to German orphans.
Army demonstrates new tank retriever of
wounded. Korea black-market operations.
midget automobiles.
Two Detroit boys pilot
Christmas village in Torrington, Conn.
crocheting chamPostman wins nationalbrood
of chicks and
pionship. Cat mothers
kittens in Australia.

T E. Perkins, chairman and managing director of Paramount Film
HayService, London, and Rita
worth, were among the passengers
who arrived here on the S.S. Queen NEWS
Elizabeth Saturday.•
Brief
.
Mrs. Hayden Evans is the mother in
Edward
King
at
born
er
daught
of a
Hospital in Bermuda. Mrs. Evans,
formerly with United Artists, is the
The final two-day merchandisingdaughter of Jack • Krieger, producer.
promotion meeting in the series being
Edward L. Hyman, vice-president held by Paramount's A. W. Schwalof United Paramount Theatres, and berg, E. K. (Ted) O'Shea and Jerome
underway here toLevy, have re- Pick'man, willwith get
his assistant, Bernardfrom
morrow, Hugh Owen, Eastern
Detroit and
turned to New York
on manager, and
divisi
rn
Southe
and
Cincinnati.
•
territories.
his
from
nel
person
key
Pickman
and
viceO'Shea
M-G-M
,
berg,
Rodgers
F.
Schwal
m
Willia
New York tomorrow
president and sales consultant, left will arrive in
Schwalberg
here Sunday for an indefinite stay in morning from Chicago.at the recent
Florida.
will preside, as he did
•
Philadelphia, Dallas, Los Angeles and
Britain's
Z31—homeward
DAY, No. Ike
THE explosion.
OF bomb
NEWS
Chicago meetings.
atomic
first
as
top
branch
a.
nt's
Indo-Chin
in
Paramou
survival
Walsh,
for
Joseph
bound. Fight
set up
ons manager, will arrive in Los
operati
Peron declares new five-year plan. Atomic
Paris
to
trips
free
With
Angeles tomorrow e from New York,
Sanjewels. GenCoronatio
model.
powerta'splant
in nIndiana.
celebrates
home town
prizes, Warner Brothers has
Japto
hunting.
eral Franco goes partridge
an essay contest of national scope
champ routs Geman.
judo
anese
Pincus Sober of M-G-M'sNew
legal_York
department, has returned to
in Paris," with the
promote "April
PARAMOUNT NEWS. No. 34— Truman
tion of Air France and the
after a 10-day trip• to the Northwest. coopera
Tourist Office.
ment
assails Ike and MacArthur. Eisenhower
French Govern
Gettinger
said~he
had
asked
Arthur
Krim, U.A. president, if he would be aboard USS Helena. British crown jewels.
Clyde Dickerson has been named Theatres all over the country are interested in the plan and received an Argentina's new five-year plan. French
booker at the Schine office in Cleve- eligible to participate if their play- affirmative answer. Krim is now in Morocco, davs of unrest. Judo expert throws
land to succeed Bennett Goldstein. date of "April in Paris" is between Europe. Other U.A. officials here said 20 opponents. Britain's first atomic bomb
Dec. 25 and Feb. 14.
they knew nothing of the plan and had explosion.
"Why I Would Like to Spend no interest in it.
TELENEWS DIGEST, No. 40B— British
whichin
elected
is the toposer
Ben-Zvi Sawyer
Itzhak
April in Paris?"
explode atom
answer
. Secretary
president
Gettinger's plan for consolidation of Israel's
second bomb.
contestants are required
Big Ad
Campaign
distribution
of
the
two
companies
problanks
festiSultan of Morocco, at
100 words or less, with entry
Marines
poses that U.A. transfer its present visitsval asFranco,
riots spread in Casablanca.
available at participating theatres.
resort
New
battle.
mock
in
training
receive
contracts to RKO, retainFor 4U' Drive
The theatre manager and a local distribution
ing all other assets, in exchange for a styles displayed at Palm Beach. British
committee will select the five best block of RKO Pictures common stock, fleet on maneuvers in Arctic waters.
Hollywood, Dec. 14.— An extensive local letters which are to be forthe number of shares to be determined
UNIVERSAL NEWS, No. 421— French
warded to a national committee in
a.
advertising and promotional campaign
attack in Indo-Chin
back
strike
by
the
ratio
of
RKO
and
U.A.
disaground m
sea. Freighter
er inat savage
Eisenhow
New York for judging of the two
J.
tribution
gross
for
the
past
several
es
"Charl
the
with
tion
conjunc
in
Morfinal winners to be;•; awarded the trip.
plan. "Operatio
Peron Crochetin
on. Navy.
g in Newn York.
ale" for the
Feldman Silver Anniversary Drive,"
vears. U.A.'s is estimated at $24,- Washingt
18-week
an
Malta.
in
during
covering 12 releases
000.000 annually, RKO's at $36,000,000. Commando troops in training
anon of "Romeo
ing Dec. 28, was
producti
the
Gettinger sees an annual profit on Britain explodes its A-bomb.
for
Plans
period beginn
Lipton,
nounced here by David A.
and Juliet" were announced here by this operation of between $8,000,000
No, 36—
NEWS,
PATHE
WARNER
vice-president in charge of advertising the J. Arthur Rank Organization. The and $10,000,000 on a gross of $60,000,wer reEisenho
n.
explosio
A-bomb
British
and publicity.
lor,
picture, to be made, in Technico
hma battle.
Indo-C
plan.
Peron
000,
in
which
the
new
consolidated
turning.
The drive, plans for which were is to be produced jointly by the Rank distribution companv would share at Royal'jewels for the Coronation. Christmasat
to Hawaii. Youngsters in Paris
execu- organization and the Italian film com- the rate of 30 to 35 per cent in dis- trees
blueprinted during last week's
time. Cleveland Browns -Chicago
Christmas
pany, Universalcine.•
tive meetings at the studio, will hightribution fees. He estimates the over- Cardinals football game.
head of the company at $10,000,000
light four major Technicolor producWashington. Dec. 14.— A House
tions. Lipton added that top stars and
year maximum.
Winikus to Coast on
young players, heads of the costume Interstate Commerce sub-committee perThe
new studio company, it is sugand make-up departments and other which has been holding intensive heargested in the plan, would attract in- Advertising Plans
ings on the program content of radio
studio personnel will aid in the promo- and television
dependent nroducers by offering,
broadcasts will release
tion of the pictures.
direcFrancis M. Winikus, national United
its report tomorrow, Oren D. Harris, through banks, estimated production
tor of advertising-publicity for
sub-committee chairman, announced loans of about 60 per cent of the aoproved budget. Production would be Artists, will leave here for Hollywood
over the weekend.
on a "cooperative" basis to provide today by plane for a and
Loew's RKO
Theatres
stayionto
studio facilities at actual cost as well set
final advertising week'spromot
Get Long Holidays
A special premiere of "The Jazz 'as release arrangements through RKO. plans for the pre-release Academy
Singer" will take place on Jan. 13 at The independent producers would pay
Employes of Loew's — M-G-M and the
n Rouge"
"Moulirs.
Paramount Theatre here for the the studio an agree-on percentage of and
premiere
Award
RKO Theatres home offices will enwithof produce
to confer
benefit
of
the
National
Foundation
joy a long Christmas holiday weekprofits after negative cost has been reend, the companies have announced. for Infantile Paralysis, as a result of covered.
M-G-M will be closed from 4 :00 P.M. arrangements concluded by Warner
"that there should be freed to
In addition, it is contemplated that gests
stockholders between $15,000,000 and
Dec. 24 until Monday, Dec. 29 and
RKO
also
would
distribute
product
of
Basil O'Conthe producers,
RKO from 1:00 P.M. Dec. 24 until Brothers,
nor, president
of the Foundation, and "outside" independents.
working capital as liqui$20,000,000 of
dating dividends during the next 18
Monday. RKO Radio Pictures had Robert Weitman, vice-president of
The plan envisions a distribution to
previously decided to close over the United Paramount Theatres.
stockholders by the studio company
The Paramount - has a ticket sale
estimates the RKO stuChristmas weekend. M-G-M also anThedio'splan
worth at $4,000,000 and the backof "between $20,000,000 and $30,000,nounced that it will close New Year's goal of $50,000, with tickets scaled
at between $10,log of old pictures ,00.
weekend from 4:00 P.M. Dec. 31 from $2 up to "Golden Circle" seats 000 over the next several years" after 000,000
There is no
and $15,000
months."
repayment
of
bank
loans.
It
also
suguntil Monday, Jan. 5.
at $100.
proposal to sell the latter to television.
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(Continued from page 1)
with the State Department and foreign
embassies in Washington.
Under the reorganization plan,
Johnston is setting up three geographical divisions — Europe and
Africa, the Western Hemisphere and
Asia. Responsibility for each of these
areas will be assigned to a representative in the New York headquarters.
Johnston personally will take over acof all of the association's
tive direction affairs.
international

'Carmen'

Picture

Telecast

Reaction

(Continued from page 1)

than anticipated in many theatres.
The experience, exhibitors said, demonstrated that some cities have sufficient opera enthusiasts to draw a good
house and others haven't. Those that
have, apparently, are Boston, San
Francisco, New York and Los AnThe latter did not have sellouts butgeles.
attendance was, on the whole,
better than in some other cities much
farther from the "Met's" home base,
and where smaller theatres and fewer
of them took the telecast.
European-African Desk
Exhibitor reaction to the reception
Hetzel, in addition to his over-all of the telecast also was mixed. There
duties, will be in acting charge of the were numerous criticisms of an indistinct picture and excessive sound
European-African desk, with George
R. Canty as assistant director. Robert volume. Other exhibitors found the
J. Corkery, who accompanied John- reception good, on the whole, and
ston on his recent trip to South Amer- pointed out that TV, as a medium,
ica, will handle the Western Hemi- simply will not accommodate crowd
sphere desk. The head of the Asiatic scenes such as the opera's massed
choruses, even when on large screens.
desk will be named shortly.
The changes, Johnston explained,
The lack of color also was mentioned frequently, many stating that
are designed to attune the association
tit the growing importance of the it would add tremendously to an operatic telecast.
overseas business to the industry. In
virtually every country, he said, new
Complain of Costs
and complicated problems that are
constantly developing require specialThe recurring complaint of exhibitors, though, was the cost of booking
ized attention and action. He felt the
new division setup would facilitate the the attraction, which virtually everyone contacted referred to as "too
successful handling- of these problems.
To keep the association currently high." Several pointed out that even
abreast of economic developments in allowing for 20 additional theatres
the different countries, Johnston has which Theatre Network Television
said wanted the program but were
assigned
the association's
Griffith Johnson,
to devoteeconomist,
his time G.
to unable to get because of unavailability
international affairs.
of A. T. & T. lines, half of the TVequipped theatres were uninterested.
They attributed this solely to the
Delay Crescent Hearing
terms asked, which were a guaranty
Washington, Dec. 14. — Argument of 40 cents per seat against 50 percent of the gross, whichever was
on the Government's contempt charges
against Crescent Amusement Co. will higher. Some newspapers reported
not be heard until after Jan. 1, Su- that half of this went to the Metropreme Court officials said.
politan and half to TNT. The estimated gross for the 31 theatres was
in excess of $100,000.
'Stars & Stripes'
Following are individual city re(Continued from page 1)
ports on the telecast, in addition to
those published in Motion Picture
An eight-day saturation advertising- Daily last Friday.
campaign, beginning today and runChicago — Local critics blasted the
ning, through the day of the "Stars
and Stripes" launching, will pre-sell theatre television presentation of
the musical over 80 TV spot an- "Carmen," which was marred here by
nouncements.
the failure of an electronic control
The intensified spot compaign is con- that overheated, distorting the picture,
sidered to be the largest single sale
on the long- shots. Critics
of its kind ever consummated for a particularly
Janet Kern of the Herald-American
motion picture campaign.
and Sam Lesner of the Daily News
were more critical, however, of the
production which they felt should
16mm
Suit
have originated in a studio.
(Continued from page 1)
Hit Admission Price
plaint were scheduled to be filed toThey agreed that the sound was
morrow, after several postponements
of the original deadline. However, it "excellent at times" although the volume was overpowering in certain
is now assumed that if the defendants
move to strike out some of the gov- arias. Both remarked that the admission price of $6 was out of line and
ernment allegations, as planned, their
motion would be made returnable in that some method should be devised
a week or two, thus automatically to bring opera to the public at a more
setting back the date again for the reasonable price and with greater
visual and auditory fidelity.
filing of their answers.
Jack McPaul, Sun-Times reporter,
rated the performance a "click," saying that although the picture left
FJP Campaign
something to be desired, the sound
(Continued from page 1)
was excellent and audience reaction
H. Goldenson, United Paramount was good. The picture, while better
Theatres ; Henry Jaffe, Jaffe and in many respects than that for the
Jaffe ; Al Lichtman, 20th Century- Lees telecast, was not up to what has
experienced with fight telecasts
Fox ; Herman Robbins, National been
Screen Service ; Samuel Rosen, here.
Fabian Theatres ; Fred Schwartz,
Cleveland — There was a small atCentury Circuit ; Sol A. Schwartz,
tendance of 1,500 at the 3,500-seat
RKO Theatres; George Skouras and
Hippodrome
hereAbout
for the
telecast.
1,000"Carmen"
patrons
Spyros S. Skouras, Skouras Theatres ; theatre
Albert Warner, Warner Brothers.
occupied the $2.40 balcony seats and
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the other 500 the $3.60 orchestra seats.
There were no takers for the upper
balcony, priced at $1.25. The gross
for the performance was approximately $4,200.
Theatre manager Jack Silverthorne
believes audience enthusiasm, as evidenced by generous applause, justifies
an occasional repeat presentation of
TV operas selected for popular appeal.
Sound was perfect and there were
no continuity breaks. Picture clarity
varied from gray to clear and was
not comparable to motion picture
standards. A representative of the
Northern .Ohio Metropolitan Opera
Company, which sponsors annual
Metropolitan Cleveland engagements,
thought the presentation interesting,
with room for mechanical improvement and that it should be repeated.
They do not see it as a threat to live
opera because of limited screen area,
lack of color and loss of audience
excitement.
Repeat Called For
Buffalo — The "Carmen" telecast
a sell-out at the Cenpractically
was ter
Theatre. Only a few hundred
seats were unsold in the orchestra.
No seats were reserved. The price
scale was: balcony, $1.80, which was
sold out several days in advance ;
orchestra, $2.40, and loges, $2.80.
Business was around $3,500 net. Management reaction was very good, believing- that opera should be repeated
several times annually on a reserved
seat basis.
Press reaction here was very good,
the Courier-Express declaring: "On
the whole, reception and sound were
good at the Center. Several times the
audience, although 400 miles from the
proceedings, applauded arias. Unlike
the New York assemblage, Buffalo
opera-goers were not in formal dress,
but their sense of communion with
the big city production was unmis-

the Evening
Saidtheatre
qualifieds
was :a"Buffalo'
telecast News
first
takable." As a musical event it was
success.
first class. As a telecast it was imaginative, dramatic and exciting. But
due to unexplained transmission difficulties that resulted in a picture something- less than perfect, it did not fully
realize the tremendous potentialities of
the video medium. That this fault did
not detract overly from the show was
indicated by many comments of praise
from persons in the near-capacity audicence. By and large the viewers
seemed enthusiastic over this initial
Buffalo presentation and the future of
large screen telecast entertainment."
Big Scene Comment
Detroit — Approximately 2,500 people paid $1.20 to $3.60 for reserved
seats to see the large screen telecast
of "Carmen" at the 3,500-seat Hollywood Theatre here.
The regular screen of the theatre
was used. It is 22 feet by 16 feet high.
The picture looked like a TV movie,
especially in the distance shots. An
A. T. & T. representative explained
that as the picture size increased its
clarity was reduced. Quality of closeups was good and contained clear detail, but when scenes shifted to a panorama xif the stage, it was like looking
down at a group of people from a
great height. Sound was excellent.
Minneapolis — A near-capacity audience of almost 1,000 braved a snowstorm for the telecast of the Metropolitan Opera's "Carmen"
at the

Boston

Wants

More

Opera Theatre TV
Boston, Dec. 14.— Edward S.
Canter, treasurer of American
Theatre Corp. here, said his
company "will be very glad
to present future opera telecasts" as a result of its experformance
Pilgrim
perience withatthethe"Carmen"
Theatre.
He called the presentation
of the opera "a tremendous
success," pointing out that
Boston has a ready-made audience for this type of entertainment. The Pilgrim sold
out for the performance in
advance.
Gopher here. The Minneapolis symphony Orchestra played in opposition
at the University of Minnesota Auditorium, splitting the carriage trade.
Sound reception was good with the
music lovers applauding vigorously.
Reaction to the picture was mixed as
the long shots turned fuzzy and had
insufficient light. Most often heard
comment was, "If it had only been
in color." The house was scaled from
$1.80 to $3.60.
Boston — According to a report
from Lynn, Mass., the Paramount
Theatre there grossed approximately
of "Carmen"
telecastCapacity
for the night.
last Thursday
of the
$1,500
house is 2,500. It was scaled at $2.40
orchestra
and $1.25 balcony, both reserved.
Milwaukee — Bad weather here on
the
night
the box
"Carmen"
theatre
telecast
heldofdown
office sales
of
tickets somewhat, in contrast to a very
good advance sale for the performance
at Standard's Riverside Theatre. The
management stated, however, that it
would definitely be interested in scheduling another operatic telecast should
one be made available.
Cincinnati ■— "Carmen" did less
than two-thirds capacity at the 3,300seat RKO Albee here. Audience reception was excellent and sound, perfect. The house was scaled at $1.19
to $3.59, including tax. Gross was
of theaconsensus
The that
$3,300.
about
tre men
here was
opera telecasts
will not pay off.
Hollywood — The telecast was just
slightly less than a sell-out at both
the Warner Hollywood and the Los
Angeles Orpheum theatres despite the
5 :30 P.M. starting time which obviously prevented many interested
persons from attending.
Trade circles on the Coast displayed
uniformly favorable reaction to the
first such telecast, expressing the
opinion that future events of a similar
nature will fare as well or better
financially. The newspaper critics
gave the telecast extensive coverage,
almost totally favorable.
Frank

Abbott

Stricken

Detroit, Dec. 14. — Frank P. Abbott, manager of the Regent Theatre
in Battlecreek, and associated with
theatres there for 45 years, died at a
Battlecreek Hospital after being
stricken on stage last Tuesday.
Harold

Bernstein,

47

Detroit, Dec. 14. — Harold Bernstein, 47, of Bay City, owner of five
theatres, died Wednesday of a heart
attack in a Detroit hospital. He was
stricken while on business in Detroit.
I His widow and four children survive.
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Sam:

As a long-time admirer of the art and showmanship of Samuel Goldwyn, I am delighted to seize this
first moment of a new business day to express pleasure
and gratification over my happy experience last evening in seeing "Hans Christian Andersen."
I feel a deep sense of obligation to you for
this rare experience — an obligation which I believe I
shall eventually be sharing with countless millions of
people the whole world over.
"Hans Christian Andersen," as you have brought
the subject to the screen, is, in my opinion, a living,
vibrant work of art — an achievement of classic significance in its beauty, melody, humor, movement and sentiment. It represents to me the Screen in the full bloom
This production alone would
of the maturity of the art.
insure for its producer a permanent place in the hall
of fame of theatrical entertainment.
Yours

Mr. Samuel Goldwyn
Sherry Netherland Hotel
Fifth Avenue at 59th Street
New York, New York

sincerely,

MOTION

PICTURE
Accurate

and
Impartial
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MixedReaction

By

Exhibitors
4Carmen'

To
Theatre

Men

To Future

Divided

of Opera

As

TV

Exhibitor reaction to the first
large screen telecast of an operatic
performance,, the Metropolitan Opera's production of "Carmen" last
Thursday night, was mixed but
an artismight fairly be described as less
than
tic success, while something
that, financially, to the exhibitor.
However, virtually all theatres operators contacted agreed that the telecast was a showmanly experience
which they would be interested in repeating ifthe operatic attraction selected is a good one and the price for
it is "right." a half-dozen of the 31
Fewer than
theatres in 27 cities which took the
"Carmen" telecast reported sell-outs.
Even after allowing for inclement
weather in many cities, which held
down drop-in trade, and for the proximity of the date to the Christmas
holiday, the traditionally slow show
business season, attendance was less
(Continued on page 4)

19

Groups

Theatre

TV

to

File

Exhibits

Washington, Dec. 14.— Nineteen
groups have filed notice of appearance
at the theatre television hearings
scheduled to reopen Jan. 26 before the
Federal Communications Commission,
and- have indicated will file exhibits.
Among the 19 are the Motion Picture Association of America, the National Exhibitors Theatre Television
. Committee, American Telephone and
'Telegraph, Paramount Television Productions, Allen B. DuMont Laboratories and Skiatron.

Lift Steel Controls
In Canada Dec. 31

Ottawa, Dec. 14.— The Canadian government announces
the removal of steel controls
for theatre construction and
repair, effective Dec. 31. The
lifting of controls is expected
to stimulate large expenditures by major theatrical
companies next year since
many projects had been held
up by restrictions.

YORK,

U.S.A., MONDAY,

NEW

U. A. Sales Drive
To Honor Kranze
United Artists will launch
a 26-week sales, billing and liquidation drive on Dec. 22,
in honor of B. G. Kranze,
the company's newly-appointed general sales manager, it was announced at the
weekend by William J. Heineman, vice-president in charge
of distribution.
To be called the "Bernie
Kranze Drive," it will extend
through June 20.

'Stars &
Stripes
Premiere
1st to Be

In Chicago

Open

in March

Chicago, Dec. 14. — Papers are
being drawn up for the official consummation next week of a contract
between: Cinerama- and Eitel's Palace
Theatre, which will lead to Cinerama
opening in Chicago around the beginning of March.
Following the run of "Stars and
Stripes Forever" at the Palace, which
opens Christmas day, the house will
go dark for about six weeks for installation ofthe Cinerama equipment.
The Palace has been run under joint
management of Arthur Wirtz, James
Coston, and the landlord, Otto K.
Eitel, since last spring when RKO
gave it up after many years.

CENTS

RADIO

DIRECTORS

NAMED

for

Three

Hughes, Dietrich, Brent,
Walker, Burke Named;
See Diettich President

Hollywood,1 Dec. 14. — Election
of four new directors and the resignation of jSherrill C. Corwin as
A plan for the reorganization of
RKO Pictures calling for the creation chairman of the board of RKO Pictures were; announced by the comof a new studio company, a new reissue company and the conversion of
pany at the weekend. The new board
now consists of Howard Hughes,
the present company into a distribu- Noah Dietrich, J. Miller Walker,
tion
consoli- Maurice H. Brent and Edward G.
datedorganization
with some physically
existing company,
"like United Artists," has been pre- Burke, Jr. The latter is the only member of the directorate who likewise
pared by Milton M. Gettinger, attorney,
who
sometimes
represents
the
was
a member of the board in existcity.
Chemical Bank & Trust Co. of this
ence at the start of the executive
meeting dn Friday.
Gettinger said he had been asked to
Brent is a senior member of
prepare the plan by several groups
the investment firm of Merrill
tify.
interested in purchasing control of
Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and Beane.
RKO Pictures, whom he did not idenWalker previously was a vicepresident, general counsel and
Salient provisions of Gettinger's
a diijec'tpr of the corporation
plan are as follows :
and /had been with RKO for
new "Studio
Corporation"
would
be A formed
and would
issue 4,000,000
21 year's.. Dietrich long has been
shares to RKO Pictures in exchange
assopiat^d with Hughes in his
for the Hollywood studio properties
various /enterprises.
and the entire inventory of currently
Cor\idn / asked . to be permitted to
released and new . product, which he
resign/
an officer and director of
says has an estimated cost of approxi- RKO/iiias;order
to devote his time to
mately $35,000,000. The 4,000,000
(Continued on page 2)
other/business interests. For that reason, the! board announced that his
resignation was accepted.
Tljei new directorate is expected to
McCarthy
Resigns
meetl jimmediately to elect Dietrich
MP A Foreign Post
pres/d^t of RKO Pictures and RKO
The international division of the
Radfoj ^nd Walker to the executive
Motion Picture Association of posts /hfe held previously.
Brehf, who has handled special
America will be reorganized in or- ass gprrtents of a financial nature in
der to step up operations in the
foreign field, Eric Johnston, MPAA RHO before, -is -regarded -as the designee' to the board -of the Mellon
president, announced here at the weekBank ;of Pittsburgh, which is associend. Johnston told the association's
ated with the Bankers Trust Co. ~of
board of directors that the reorganizaRKOweekend
financing.
tion plan would deal more effectively IS^few
■' The/York
move inthis
marks the
with the constantly increasing prob- i/eturn of Hughes to a position of
lems of the industry's overseas activi- pia/nkgement responsibility in RKO.
ties. The(Continued
resignation
on of
pageJohn
4) G. Mc- ^v^ich he relinquished last September
w/th the sale, oft his stock to the
(Continued
on page 2)by ■ MotionStolfkin group.*
As 'reported
Industry Leaders to
Aid FJP Drive
May
Oppose
16mm.
An executive committee of the Suit Charges Today
amusement division of the Federation
Los Angeles., Dec. 14. — Defendant
of Jewish Philanthropies has been an- anti-trust
film
companies
the government's
suit toin force
the sale of
nounced by Barney Balaban, S. H.
Fabian and Manny Frisch, joint heads 16mm. films to television and other
non-theatrical users plan to- move in
of the industry's FJP drive.
Named to. the. committee are: Harry Federal court here tomorrow for the
Brandt, Brandt Theatres ; Jack Cohn, elimination of some allegations in the
Columbia Pictures ; Emil Friedlander ; government's complaint.
The companies'
(Contifmed answers
on page to4) the comLeopold (Continued
Friedman, onLoew's
page 4); Leonard
Separate

9

TEN

RKO

Calls

Two nights later, on Dec. 24, the
original telecast will be seen over other
stations of the ABC-TV network, including those in Detroit and Baltimore
with additional stations expected to
carry the half-hour show that evening.
An eight-day saturation advertising
(Continued on page 4)

May

15, 1952

GettingerRKOPlan

TV'd
Nationally
The first national telecast of a motion picture premiere has been set by
20th Century-Fox for "Stars and
Stripes Forever," on Dec. 22 at the
newly-refurbished Roxy Theatre in
New York, Charles Einfeld, vicepresident of the company, announced
at the weekend.
The event will be televised by ABC
in a "live," theatre-front show between 8:30 and 9 :00 P.M., EST, and
will be carried by ABC's flagship station in New York, WJZ-TV, and outlets in such key cities as Philadelphia,
Chicago, Atlanta and Cleveland, where
the production will have openings durdays. ing the Christmas-New Year's holi-

Cinerama

DECEMBER

Firms

Motion

Personal

RKO

Picture

Plan

{Continued from page 1)

Mention

shares of the new company would be
turned over as a stock dividend to
ARFER left here RKO Pictures stockholders.
G EOKtiE J. SCH
at the weekend for the Coast.
y Corporation" would
A new "Librar
formed and would receive title to
be
man- all old shorts and features in RKO
T. E. Perkins, chairman and
aging director of Paramount Film Pictures' vaults, in exchange for
Service, London, and Rita Hay00 shares of the new corporawoRtii, were among the passengers 4,000,0tion,
these shares also to be declared
n
Quee
5.5".
the
dividend to RKO Pictures
on
stock
a
as
here
ed
arriv
who beth Saturday.
Eliza
•
stockholders. It is contemplated that
the pictures out of release would be
Mrs. Hayden Evans is the mother turned
over for reissue by a company
of a daughter born at King Edward such as Realart, under a deal similar
Hospital in Bermuda. Mrs. Evans, to that by which Realart distributes
formerly with United Artists, is the reissues for Universal.
daughter of Jack • Krieger, producer.
RKO Pictures would be continued
as a distributor of independent
esident
solely
vice-pr
.
Hyman
L.
Edward
and
s,
Theatre
unt
Paramo
product, including that made at the
of United
rehave
Levy,
d
Bernar
t,
Studio Corporation's plant. Such
new
his assistan
turned to New York from Detroit and product, the plan contemplates, would
consist of a minimum of 26 pictures
Cincinnati.
•
annually, each budgeted between
$300,000
and $500,000.
viceM-G-M
,
Rodgers
F.
William
Gettinger said he had asked Arthur
president and sales consultant, left Krim,
U.A. president, if he would be
here Sunday for an indefinite stay in
Florida.
the plan and received "an
interested e inanswer.
9
affirmativ
Krim is now- -.in
Europe. Other U.A. officials here said
branch
Joseph
arrive in Los they knew nothing of the plan and had
will unt's
manager, Paramo
ons Walsh,
operati
no interest in it.
Angeles tomorrow • from New York.
Talked to Krim
Pincus Sober of M-G-M's legal department, has returned to New York
Gettinger's plan for consolidation of
after a 10-day trip• to the Northwest. distribution of the two companies proposes that U.A. transfer its present
Clyde Dickerson has been named distribution contracts to RKO, retainassets, in exchange for a
booker at the Schine office in Cleve- blocking allofother
RKO Pictures common stock,
land to succeed Bennett Goldstein.
the number of shares to be determined
of RKO and U.A. disby the ratio
tribution gross for the past several
vears. U.A.'s is estimated at $24,Big Ad
Campaign
000,000 annually, RKO's at $36,000,000.
Gettinger sees an annual profit on
For 4IT Drive
this operation of between $8,000,000
Hollywood, Dec. 14. — An extensive
advertising and promotional campaign
in conjunction with the "Charles J.
Feldman Silver Anniversary Drive,"
covering 12 releases during an 18-week
period beginning Dec. 28, was announced here by David A. Lipto'n,
vice-president in charge of advertising
and publicity.
The drive, plans for which were
blueprinted during last week's executive meetings at the studio, will highlight four major Technicolor productions. Lipton added that top stars and
young players, heads of the costume
and make-up departments and other
studio personnel will aid in the promotion of the pictures.
MGM,
Get

RKO

Long

Theatres

Holidays

and $10,000,000 on a gross of $60,000,000, in which the new consolidated
distribution company would share at
the rate of 30 to 35 per cent in distribution fees. He estimates the overhead of the company at $10,000,000
per year maximum.
'Cooperative' Basis
The new studio company, it is suggested in the plan, would attract _independent producers by offering,
through banks, estimated production
loans of about 60 per cent of the approved budget. Production would be
on a "cooperative" basis to provide
studio facilities at actual cost as well
as release arrangements through RKO.
The independent producers would pay
the studio ah agree-on percentage of
after negative cost has been reprofits
covered.
The plan envisions a distribution to
stockholders by the studio company
of "between $20,000,000 and $30,000,000 over the next several years" after
repayment of bank loans. It also suggests "that there should be freed to
stockholders between $15,000,000 and
$20,000,000 of working capital as liquidating dividends during the next 18

Employes of Loew's — M-G-M and
RKO Theatres home offices will enjoy a long Christmas holiday weekend, the companies have announced.
M-G-M will be closed from 4:00 P.M.
Dec. 24 until Monday, Dec. 29 and
RKO from 1:00 P.M. Dec. 24 until
Monday. RKO Radio Pictures had
previously decided to close over the
The plan estimates the RKO stuChristmas weekend. M-G-M also an- months."
dio's worth at $4,000,000 and the backlog of old pictures at between $10,nounced that it will close New Year's
weekend from 4:00 P.M. Dec. 31 000,000 and $15,000,00. There is no
proposal to sell the latter to television
until' Monday, Jan. 5.
MOTION PICTURE DAILY.

Monday, December 15. 1952

Daily

Carolinas Get 1st
Theatre Television

Charlotte, Dec. 14. — First
retheatre in the Carolinas to
ceive large-screen television
the Carolina
program will be
here. Equipment is now being
installed.

NEWS
in

Brief

RKO

Board

(Continued from page 1)

Picture Daily on Friday, Hughes is
granting deferments to the Stolkin
group of maturity dates on their future
payments due him under their stock
purchase agreement. They paid $1,250,000 down in September and have
ately $6,000,000 more to pay
approxim
the next two years.
in
Ends Negotiations

■

The final two-day merchandisingpromotion meeting in the series beingheld by Paramount's A. W. SchwalJerome
berg, E. K. (Ted) O'Shea and here
tounderway
Pickman, willwith get
morrow, Hugh Owen, Eastern
and Southern division manager, and
key personnel from his territories.
Schwalberg, O'Shea and Pickman
will arrive in New York tomorrow
morning from Chicago. Schwalberg
will preside, as he did at the recent
Philadelphia, Dallas, Los Angeles and
Chicago meetings. •
With free trips to Paris as top
prizes, Warner Brothers has set up
an essay contest, of national scope to
in Paris," with the
promote "April Air
France and the
cooperation of
French Government Tourist Office.
Theatres all over the country are
eligible to participate if their play"April in Paris" is between
date
25 and Feb. 14.
Dec. of
"Why I Would Like to Spend
is the poser which
April in Paris?"
are required to answer in
contestants
100 words or less, with entry blanks
available at participating theatres.
The theatre manager and a local
committee will select the five best
local letters which are to be forwarded to a national committee in
New York for judging of the two
final winners to be« awarded the trip.
for the production of "Romeo
andPlans
Juliet" were announced here by
the J. Arthur Rank Organization. The
picture, to be made, in Technicolor,
is to be produced jointly by the Rank
organization and the Italian film company, Universalcine.•
Washington. Dec. 14. — A House
Interstate Commerce sub-committee
which has been holding intensive hearings on the program content of radio
and television broadcasts will release
its report tomorrow, Oren D. Harris,
sub-committee chairman, announced
over the weekend.
•
A special premiere of "The Jazz
Singer" will take place on Jan. 13 at
the Paramount Theatre here for the
benefit of the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis, as a result of
arrangements concluded by Warner
Brothers,
the producers,
Basil O'Connor, president
of the Foundation,
and
Robert Weitman, vice-president of
United Paramount Theatres.
The Paramount has a ticket sale
goal of $50,000, with tickets, scaled
from $2 up to "Golden Circle" seats
at $100.

The agreement on the new board
tions beculminates weeks ofthenegotia
Stolkin group
tween Hughes and
here, during which one solution after
another was discarded after having
been tentatively agreed upon. This
final agreement was reported substantially in Motion Picture Daily on
Friday. It permits RKO to go into
New York Supreme Court next
Wednesday with a complete board
and chief executive officers to combat
lders' application
stockho
the pending
appoint
therethefor
. ment of a receiver
for
company
It is believed that Hughes will
direction of studio operagain assume
ations and production, although the
official statement said nothing on that
subject.
Depinet Declined
Ned E. Depinet announced on Fribut deinvited,
had beenpreside
day thatclined,heto become
nt and a
member of the board of the company.
In prepared statements by Hughes
and Ralph Stolkin, head of the syndiper
d Hughes'
which purchase
Pictures,29 each
in RKO
interest
cent cate
explained the events leading up to the
selection of the new board. Hughes
said that on Nov. 22, he had received
a call from Stolkin asking for a meeting between his group and Hughes
concerning the company. One of the
points of discussion, he said, was a
review of the names of men who were
being considered by the directors as
possible candidates to fill_ existing
vacancies. Following these discussions,
the board met and elected the new
members.
Stolkin Statement
Stolkin's statement was similar,
pointing out that the purchase of
Hughes' stock was motivated by a
"sincere confidence in the future of
the motion picture business and the
potential resources of RKO." He said
his group's confidence in the investment and RKO's future had not diminished. Stolkin said the "feeling of
responsibility impelled us to do everything within our power to reconstitute
the board with stature, dignity and integrity." He added that at the same
time, the group felt that new board
members should have to be familiar
and its problems. He dewith RKO
clared that he was certain the men
elected to the board would immediately focus their attention and effort
upon the revitalization of RKO.
It is understood here that Hughes
has granted the Stolkin group a deferment of obligations under its stock
purchase agreement in order to allow
more time for the disposition of the
stock or the acquisition of capital to
make the subsequent payments.
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Carmen'

Picture

Telecast

Reaction

(Continued from page 1)

the other 500 the $3.60 orchestra seats.
There were no takers for the upper
balcony, priced at $1.25. The gross
ance was approxifor thematelyperform
$4,200.
Theatre manager Jack Silverthorne
believes audience enthusiasm, as evidenced by generous applause, justifies
an occasional repeat presentation of
TV operas selected for popular appeal.
Sound was perfect and there were
no continuity breaks. Picture clarity
varied from gray to clear and was
not comparable to motion picture
standards. A representative of the
Northern ,Ohio Metropolitan Opera
Company, which sponsors annual
Metropolitan Cleveland engagements,
thought the presentation interesting,
improvewith room for mechanical
ment and that it should be repeated.
They do not see it as a threat to live
opera because of limited screen area,
lack of color and loss of audience
excitement.
Repeat Called For
Buffalo — The "Carmen" telecast
Complain of Costs
ly a sell-out at the Cenpractical
was ter
Theatre. Only a few hundred
exhibiof
nt
complai
g
The recurrin
seats were unsold in the orchestra.
tors, though, was the cost of booking No
seats were reserved. The price
the attraction, which virtually every- scale was: balcony, $1.80, which was
one contacted referred to as "too sold out several days in advance;
high." Several pointed out that even
allowing for 20 additional theatres orchestra, $2.40,' and loges, $2.80.
which Theatre Network Television Business was around $3,500 net. Management reaction was very good, besaid wanted the program but were
lieving that opera should be repeated
unable to get because of unavailability
several times annually on a reserved
of A. T. & Tv lines, half of the TV- seat basis.
sted.
equipped theatres were unintere
Press reaction here was very good,
They attributed this sojely to the
terms asked, which were a guaranty the Courier-Express declaring: "On
of 40 cents per seat against 50 per the whole, reception and sound were
cent of the gross, whichever was good at the Center. Several times the
higher. Some newspapers reported audience, although 400 miles from the
applauded arias. Unlike
that half of this went to the Metro- proceedings,
York assemblage, Buffalo
New
the
estiThe
politan and half to TNT.
in formal dress,
mated gross for the 31 theatres was opera-goers were not communion
with
but their sense of
in excess of $100,000.
unmisrewas
city
l
Following are individua
the big city production
ports on the telecast, in addition to
'Stars & Stripes'
(Continued from page 1)
o'sd
those published in Motion Picture first
g t News:
telecas
was a"Buffal
qualifie
the Evenin
Saidtheatre
takable."
Daily last Friday.
. As a musical event it was
success
campaign, beginning today and runChicago — Local critics blasted the
As a telecast it was imagining through the day of the "Stars theatre television presentation of first class.
native, dramatic and exciting. But
and Stripes" launching, will pre-sell
the musical over 80 TV spot an- "Carmen," which was marred here by due to unexplained transmission diffinouncements.
the failure of an electronic control
culties that resulted in a picture somethat
overheated, distorting the picture,
thing less than perfect, it didnotfully
The intensified spot compaign is considered to be the largest single sale particularly on the long shots. Critics realize the tremendous potentialities of
of its kind ever consummated for a Janet Kern of the He raid- Am eric an the video medium. That this fault did
and Sam Lesner of the Daily News not detract overly from the show was
motion picture campaign.
were more critical, however, of the indicated by many comments of praise
which they felt should from persons in the near-capacity auproduction
16mm
Suit
dicence. By and large the viewers
have originated in a studio.
(Continued from page 1)
over this ' initial
Hit Admission Price
astic and
enthusiation
seemed present
Buffalo
the future of
plaint were scheduled to be filed toThey
agreed
that
the
sound
was
morrow, after several postponements
large screen telecast entertainment."
of the original deadline. However, it "excellent at times" although the volBig Scene Comment
ume was overpowering in certain
is now assumed that if the defendants
Detroit
— Approximately 2,500 peoremarked that the_ admismove to strike out some of the gov- arias.sionBoth
price of $6 was out of line and
ple paid $1.20 to $3.60 for reserved
ernment allegations, as planned, their that some
method should be devised seats to see the large screen telecast
motion would be made returnable in
to
bring
opera
to the public at a more of "Carmen" at the 3,500-seat Hollya week or two, thus automatically reasonable price
wood Theatre here.
with greater
setting back the date again for the visual and auditoryandfidelity.
The regular screen of the theatre
was used. It is 22 feet by 16 feet high.
filing of their answers.
Jack McPaul, Sim-Times reporter, The picture looked like a TV movie,
rated the performance a "click," say- especially in the distance shots. An
ing that although the picture left
FJP Campaign
something to be desired, the sound A. T. & T. representative explained
(Continued from page 1)
was excellent and audience reaction that as the picture size increased its
H. Golden son, United Paramount was good. The picture, while better clarity was reduced. Quality of closeTheatres ; Henry Jaffe, Jaffe and in many respects than that for the ups was good and contained clear detail, but when scenes shifted to a panoJaffe ; Al Lichtman. 20th Century- Lees telecast, was not up to what has
rama of the stage, it was like looking
experienced
with
fight
telecasts
Fox ; Herman Robbins, National been
down at a group of people from a
Screen Service ; Samuel Rosen, here.
Fabian Theatres ; Fred Schwartz,
Cleveland — There was a small at- great height. Sound was excellent.
Century Circuit ; Sol A. Schwartz,
Minneapolis — A near-capacity autendance of 1,500 at the 3,500-seat
RKO Theatres; George Skouras and
dience of almost 1,000 braved a snowfor the
hereAbout
Hippodrome
telecast.
1,000''Carmen"
patrons
Spyros S. Skouras, Skouras Theatres ; theatre
storm for the telecast of the MetroAlbert W arner, Warner Brothers.
occupied the $2.40 balcony seats and
politan Opera's "Carmen"
at the

or of the inCarthy, managing direct
ternational division, was announced at
the meeting. The resignation became
effective immediately. It was stated
affiliathat McCarthy had several new
tions under consideration and would
announce future plans after a vacation.
diRalph D. Hetzel, Jr., will serveYork
rectly under Johnston in New
in the conduct of foreign business.
Joyce O'Hara will handle contacts
with the State Department and foreign
embassies in Washington.
Under the reorganization plan,
Johnston is setting up three geographical divisions — Europe and
Africa, the Western Hemisphere and
Asia. Responsibility for each of these
areas will be assigned to a representative in the New York headquarters.
Johnston personally will take over acof all of the association's
tive direction affairs.
international
Hetzel, in addition to his over-all
duties, will be in acting charge of the
European-African desk, with George
R. Canty as assistant director. Robert
J. Corkery, who accompanied Johnston on his recent trip to South America, will handle the Western Hemisphere desk. The head of the Asiatic
desk will be named shortly.
The changes, Johnston explained,
are designed to attune the association
to the growing importance of the
overseas business to the industry. In
virtually every country, he said, new
and complicated problems that are
constantly developing require specialized attention and action. He felt the
new division setup would facilitate the
successful handling of these problems.
To keep the association currently
abreast of economic developments in
the different countries, Johnston has
assigned
the association's
Griffith Johnson,
to devoteeconomist,
his time G.
to
international affairs.

than anticipated in many theatres.
The experience, exhibitors said, demonstrated that some cities have sufficient opera enthusiasts to draw a good
house and others haven't. Those that
have, apparently, are Boston, San
Francisco, New York and Los Angeles. The latter did not have sellouts but attendance was, on the whole,
better than in some other cities much
farther from the "Met's" home base,
and where smaller theatres and fewer
of them took the telecast.
Exhibitor reaction to the reception
of the telecast also was mixed. There
were numerous criticisms of an indistinct picture and excessive sound
volume. Other exhibitors found the
reception good, on the whole, and
pointed out that TV, as a medium,
simply will not accommodate crowd
scenes such as the opera's massed
choruses, even when on large screens.
The lack of color also was mentioned frequently, many stating that
add tremendously to an operit wouldtelecast.
atic
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Boston

Wants

More

Opera Theatre TV
Boston, Dec. 14.— Edward S.
Canter, treasurer of American
Theatre Corp. here, said his
company "will be very glad
to present future opera telecasts" as a result of its experformance
Pilgrim
perience withatthethe"Carmen"
Theatre.
He called the presentation
of the opera "a tremendous
success," pointing out that
Boston has a ready-made audience for this type of entertainment. The Pilgrim sold
out for the performance in
advance.

Gopher here. The Minneapolis symphony Orchestra played in opposition
at the University of Minnesota Auditorium, splitting the carriage trade.
Sound reception was good with the
music lovers applauding vigorously.
Reaction to the picture was mixed as
the long shots turned fuzzy and had
insufficient light. Most often heard
comment was, "If it had only been
in color." The house was scaled from
$1.80 to $3.60.
Boston — According to a report
from Lynn, Mass., the Paramount
Theatre there grossed approximately
of "Carmen"
telecastCapacity
for the night.
$1,500
last Thursday
of the
house is 2,500. It was scaled at $2.40
orchestra
and $1.25 balcony, both reserved.
Milwaukee — Bad weather here on
theatre
"Carmen"
the box
the night
telecast
heldofdown
office sales
of
tickets somewhat, in contrast to a very
good advance sale for the performance
at Standard's Riverside Theatre. The
management stated, however, that it
would definitely be interested in scheduling another operatic telecast should
one be made available.
Cincinnati — "Carmen" did less
than two-thirds capacity at the 3,300seat RKO Albee here. Audience reception was excellent and sound, perfect. The house was scaled at $1.19
to $3.59, including tax. Gross was
of theaconsensus
The that
$3,300.
about
tre men
here was
opera telecasts
will not pay off.
Hollywood — The telecast was just
slightly less than a sell-out at both
the Warner Hollywood and the Los
Angeles Orpheum theatres despite the
5:30 P.M. starting time which obviously prevented many interested
persons from attending.
Trade circles on the Coast displayed
uniformly favorable reaction to the
first such telecast, expressing the
opinion that future events of a similar
nature will fare as well or better
financially. The newspaper critics
gave the telecast extensive coverage,
almost totally favorable.
Frank

Abbott

Stricken

Detroit, Dec. 14. — Frank P. Abbott, manager of the Regent Theatre
in Battlecreek, and associated with
theatres there for 45 years, died at a
Battlecreek Hospital after being
stricken on stage last Tuesday.
Harold

Bernstein,

47

Detroit, Dec. 14. — Harold Bernstein, 47, of Bay City, owner of five
theatres, died Wednesday of a heart
attack in a Detroit hospital. He was
stricken while on business in Detroit.
His widow and four children survive.
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Dear

Sam:

As a long-time admirer of the art and showmanship of Samuel Goldwyn, I am delighted to seize this
first moment of a new business day to express pleasure
and gratification over my happy experience last evening in seeing "Hans Christian Andersen."
I feel a deep sense of obligation to you for
this rare experience — an obligation which I believe I
shall eventually be sharing with countless millions of
people the whole world over.
"Hans Christian Andersen," as you have brought
the subject to the screen, is, in my opinion, a living,
vibrant work of art — an achievement of classic significance in its beauty, melody, humor, movement and sentiment. It represents to me the Screen in the full bloom
This production alone would
of the maturity of the art.
insure for its producer a permanent place in the hall
of fame of theatrical entertainment.
Yours

Mr. Samuel Goldwyn
Sherry Netherland Hotel
Fifth Avenue at 59th Street
New York, New York

sincerely,

MOTION

PICTURE
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VOL. 72.
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United

Opens
New
Openings
Disclosed

NEW

Artists

Six

.

Offices
in Key Cities
by Heineman

United Artists has opened six
new booking offices in key cities, it
was disclosed by William J. Heineman, vice-president in charge of distribution. The new offices are in Des
Moines, Jacksonville, Memphis, Oklahoma City, Portland, Ore., and Albany, N. Y., and are part rof an expansion move which was designed to
increase sales services to exhibitors.
The Des Moines office, with Dorothy Pobst as booker, is at 1110 High
Street and will function under the jurisdiction ofthe Omaha exchange. The
Jacksonville office, under the Atlanta
exchange, h at 414 Masonic Temple
building and has Orville Ray, Jr., as
booker. The Memphis offices, under
the St. Louis exchange, is at 408
South Second Street and has Katharine Randall as booker., Wanda McClain is the booker at the Oklahoma
City office, at 18^4 North Lee Street,
which is under the Dallas exchange.
(Continued ^on page 3)
Justice
Crescent

Abandons
Appeal

Washington, Dec. IS. — The Supreme Court today, acting on the motion of the Justice Department, agreed
to dismiss the ^Department's appeal of
a lower court ruling throwing out
civil contempt charges against Crescent Amusement Co.
The Justice Department motion
came as a surprise since the high
court had already agreed to hear the
appeal and argument was expected
early next year.
Justice officials said they had de(Continued on page 3)
To

Name

On

New

Consultant
French

Tax

Film company foreign department
managers voted here yesterday to authorize their representatives in Paris
to engage" a tax consultant to seek a
solution to the French government's
demand for an eight per cent turnover tax on remittances. The consultant will represent all of the American
film companies. The decision was
made at a meeting with Eric Johns(Continned on page 3)

YORK,

Benjamin

U.S.A., TUESDAY,

Denies

UA

Involved in 'Merger'
The mention of United Artists in attorney Milton Gettinger's ization
plan
for the
reorgan-in
of RKO
Pictures
daily papers here yesterday
brought the following statement from Robert S. Benjamin, UA board chairman:
"No one at United Artists
is now negotiating, nor has
anyone in the past negotiated
any deal with or for RKO
merger or otherwise, nor has
anyone been authorized on
United Artists' behalf to do
In the story of the reorganization plan it was stated that
Gettinger had a company "like
United Artists" in mind for
the distribution of RKO pictures.so."

'Ike ' and
Hold

Johnston

Meeting

Here

DECEMBER

16, 1952

TEN

RKO
Prepares
For Shooting;

5

Bent,

CENTS

Designee

ToRKOBoard,
20

Releases

Set

Following the reconstitution of
RKO Pictures' board of directors, the May
Not
Serve
studio is preparing to swing into acr
tion for the production of five pictures Burke Says Officers
for which scripts have been completed, To Be Elected Later
the company reported here yesterday.
Charles Boasberg, general sales manWhether Maurice H. Bent is or
ager, hasduction
gone conferences
to the with
Coast for
proHoward
is not a member of the hew RKO
Hughes,activity.
indicating Hughes' return to Pictures board of directors restudio
mained an unanswered question
At the same time, RKO Radio this
week set its release schedule into mid- here yesterday. RKO announced
from the Coast over the weekend
June, listing 20 pictures.
that Bent had been elected to the
Pictures set to go before the cameras aremund
: "Gambler
Moon,"
which with
Ed- board, but subsequent events indiGrainger will
produce
cated that Bent can't, or is. unwilling,
Robert (Continued
Mitchum onstarring
page 5); "High to accept the post. Bent was identified as a senior partner in the investment firm of Merrill Lynch, Pierce,
Feiiner and Beane, but according to
H. Smith, house,
managing
125 Theatres
in NY Winthrop
tor of the brokerage
Bent direcis an
employe in its underwriting division.
Bent, himself, would make no comment on his reported election, but it
was
said
that he would make a clariFrom 125 to 150 theatres are exfying announcement shortly: There
pected to participate in the "Neigh- was a hint that he wold • make the
borhood Movie Houses" theatre direc- announcement late yesterday, but he
tory advertising format recently in- left his office in the mid-afternoon
troduced by the New York Daily without commenting on the situation.
Nezvs.
(Continued on page 5)
The format offers advertisers sectional theatre listings. Since the introduction ofthe plan on Nov. 2, the
number of theatres has grown from
54 to 100. Circuits already using the
format include Skouras Theatres,
(Continued on page 5)

'News'

Ad

Plan

President-elect Dwight D. Eisenhower and Eric Johnston, president
;of the Motion Picture Association of
America, conferred briefly yesterday
in New York, but the nature of the
discussions was not revealed. It is reported that Eisenhower asked Johnston to call on him.
i Because of recurring reports that
Johnston may be asked to take a
diplomatic
post, yesterday's
stirred
up conjectures
in the parley
trade
here. Some basis for the conjectures
stems from th fact that Johnston is 18 -Week Drive Set
not well acquainted with the President-elect and that a meeting between For TJniv. Abroad
the two would not be a social visit.
An 18-week global sales competiJohnston left a meeting of the for-tion dubbed the "Daff-Third-of-a-Ceneign managers
at on
MPAA
(Continued
page 3)headquar- tury Drive"
will be sales
launched
by inUniversal International
forces
38
countries on Dec. 28. The drive, which
2 Cinerama
Films will mark the 33rd anniversary in the
business of Al Daff, executive vicepresident of Universal, will continue to
Planned
for 1953
May 2.
Ben Cohn
of Universal's
de(Continued
on page foreign
5)
Two Cinerama productions and the
equipping of at least IS theatres are
planned for 1953, Dudley Roberts, Jr.,
president of Cinerama Productions,
Hearings on 16 mm.
Inc., disclosed here yesterday.
Suit Motions Dec. 29
Shooting on Cinerama's second feature production will begin in another
Hollywood, Dec. 15. — Fedfive or six weeks under the supervieral Judge William Byrne tosion of Louis B. Mayer, chairman of
day set Dec. 29, for hearings
the board, and Merian C. Cooper,
on motions for the clarificageneral manager in charge of production of in
thecharges
government's
tion, itwas stated. Roberts added that
language
against
the two stories for 1953 already have
them filed by defendents in
the 16 mm. case to force the
been selected. He denied that "Blossale of films to TV.
som Time," the Broadway stage play
whose film rights have been acquired
(Continued on page 3)

HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 15. —
Hal E. Roach, president of
Hal
Roach Studios,
disclosed
a deal todaywith
Harry J. Allen of Toronto
for the world-wide distribution of 12 feature
pictures

for the year commencing in 1953. Distribution will be under the
supervision of Allen, who
will operate under the
firm name of Guild International Films.
•
KANSAS CITY, Dec. 15.—
The Motion Picture Association of Greater Kansas
City elected Senn Lawler
of Fox Midwest, president; J. W. Lewis, first
vice-president; Stanley
Durwood, second vicepresident; William Gaddoni, secretary, and Ed
Hartman, treasurer.

2

Motion

Personal
Mention

E. DEPINET returned here
from the Coast yesterday.

Judge Roy Russell, owner of the
Russell Theatre in Millersburg, O.;
his wife, Mrs. Helen Smith Rus-e
sell, owner of the Majestic Theatr
son-inin Akron; their daughter andCox
and
law, Mrs. Barbara Russell
Wilbur Cox, have become owners
and publishers of the Holmes County
Farmer-Hub.
•
Arthur Krolick, UPT general
manager in Buffalo and Rochester,
nhas accepted the exhibitor chairma
ship for Brotherhood Week in the
Buffalo exchange area.
•
Ed Reilly of Florida State Theatres, has been elected president of the
Greater Miami chapter of the National
Association of Building Owners and
Managers.
•
Bernard Prager, general sales manLoew's
Music
for Robbins
Jan.
leaveCo.,here
ry, will
music agersubsidia
11 on a two-month tour of the
country.
•

AMENT
WITH

Picture

HOLDS

Editor, Motion Picture Daily:
Your issue of Tuesday, December
9, 1952, carried an article on its first
page, which I feel conveyed several
improper and inaccurate expressions.
The facts are these :
All of the motion picture film, including the film made available by
TV's own correspondent in Korea,
arrived at La Guardia Field at 6:30
A. M. Sunday, December 7th. In
accordance with arrangements made
companies
by the theatrical newsreel
the film was instantly picked up by
Army Signal Corps representatives
and rushed to the Astoria Signal
Corps Studio. There it was met by
Mr. Jack Le Vien, representing the
theatrical newsreels, and Mr. Ted
Genock, representing the TV reels,
and immediately distributed.
The film was forthwith developed
and the neecssary prints processed for
all theatrical newsreels and all TV
reels with all possible dispatch. This
shipment of film contained the only

to Meet
Albany TOA
Harry Feinstein, Warner Theatress' New Haven zone manager ; On
TV, Legislation
James Tottman, his assistant, and
James Bracken, contact manager,
15. — The
Albany, N. Y., Dec.
have returned to that city from Al- Theatre
Owners Association of this
bany.
•
area will meet at Keeler's Restaurant
conMaxwell Alderman of Allied on Jan. 13 to consider an agenda
sisting of a talk on theatre television
Theatres of Connecticut and Mrs Alntative from Camderman are marking their 25th wed- by an RCA represe
a proposed amendof
on
discussi
a
den,
ding anniversary.
ment to the Labor Law Code No. 36
covering theatres and other places of
Max Birnbaum, Warner Brothers public assembly, and bills affecting
branch manager in New Haven, has the industry that may be pending beresumed his duties following a sixfore the state legislature, executive
week illness.
director Lewis A. Sumberg reports
to members.
H. B. Allinsmith, formerly man'Not Too Harmful'
aging director of Western Electric
Co.,, Ltd., has returned to New York
Sumberg expressed the opinion that
from London.
based on a study of the latest draft
the code
of the code "you will find
ted not too harmful
Jack Beresin, Variety Clubs In- as now constitupart
to the fact that
ternational chief barker, will be in due in a large
s
Appeals
Standard
of
Board
the
Buffalo today on his tour of the coun- has made concessions at and
the request
try's tents.
of this organization." As counsel,
and participated in disDavid Golding, Samuel Goldwyn he attended
cussions at various board hearings.
Productions advertising-publicity di"I think you should also know,"
rector, will return here today from
Florida.
Sumberg stated, "that in some small
o
measure your executive director cooperated with Saul Ullman, chairman
William H. Wright, M-G-M pro- of COMPO in this area, with regard
ducer, will arrive here from the Coast
the support of Congresson Dec. 29, accompanied by Mrs. to enlisting
man O'Brien of Albany in the tax
Wright.
repeal campaign. I think also that
recognition and thanks for work well
Ben Goetz, head of M-G-M's studio done should go to Ullman since he
in Great Britain, is due here Monday also enlisted the support of U. S.
from London by plane en route to the Senator Irving M. Ives and CongressCoast.
men Dean Taylor of Troy and Bernard W. Kearney of Gloversville.
Rube Joiner of Joiner Booking
Service, Atlanta, has returned there
from Charlotte.
Rockland Houses Burn
•
Boston, Dec. 15. — Two Rockland,
Steve Broidy, Allied Artists presi- Me., theatres, the Knox and the
dent, has returned to Hollywood from Strand, were damaged by a $1,000,000
fire in the business district.
Chicago.

OF

TV

BEAT

REELS

FOOTAGE
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IKE

S

TRIP

film of any sort received bv the theatrical newsreels and the TV newsreels on Eisenhower's trip to Korea.
This was in accordance with the careg of the theful forehanded planninonly
by virtue
atrical newsreels and
of that did the TV reels have any
film to show. The theatrical newsreels had three cameramen in Korea
with Eisenhower: Dave Oliver, who
was the only motion picture cameraman to travel with General Eisenhower, Gene Zenier and Kim Wee.
The film mae'e by all three of these
men was made available to the TV
reels in accordance with an arrangement imposed by the authorities iir
the Korean Theater. To the best of
our knowledge the TV reels had only
one man covering for them in Korea.
Therefore, it was the theatrical newsreels who won out in Korea.
Walton C. Ament,
Vice-president and
General manager,
Warner News, Inc.

Beverly
Honor

Hills

Sam

Tri-Opticon Premiere
In Chi. Christmas
Hollywood,
Dec. 15.
— the
Sol
Lesser
announced
that
American premiere engagement of the Tri-Opticon three
dimension program will be
held at Telenews Theatre,
Chicago, Christmas Day. The
program includes
five totalling
demonstration subjects,
less than an hour, acquired
for American marketing by
Lesser from Stereo - Techniques, Ltd., London. The
process requires polaroid
glasses. It is believed the
program will consist of the
subjects plus a newsreel.

Lasky Confers Here
On Financing Film
Conferences on the financing of independent producer Jesse L. Lasky's
planned color in Technicolor production, "The Big Brass Band," got underway here yesterday following
Lasky's arrival from the Coast. The
film, which has been in active preparation for the past 18 months, will
cost an estimated $2,000,000.

Will

Goldwyn

Niagara
Falls
Admission
Tax

Kills
Rise

Buffalo, Dec. 15. — Niagara Falls
Hollywood, Dec. 15. — Beverly Hills
will pay tribute to Samuel Goldwyn has overwhelmingly defeated a proposed referendum which would have
on Monday in a citywide observance
permitted an additional five per cent
of
in admission tax. Prominent in the
the the
filmproducer's
industry.40th
Theanniversary
day will be
fight against the measure were
set aside as "Samuel Goldwyn Day,"
and the producer will be presented Robert and Richard Hayman of the
with
Hall. a medal in ceremonies in City Hayman
circuit,
Al Pierce
Bellevue and
Richard
Walsh ofof Shea's
Hayman.
Among those on the committee
selected by Mayor David Tannenbaum
to supervise the tribute are : Jack L.
Warner, Don Hartman, George Jessel, Irene Dunne, Dore Schary, William Goetz, Cecil B. DeMille, Jesse L. NEW YORK THEATRES
Lasky, Jean Hersholt, Jerry Wald
and Y. Frank Freeman.
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center
Rathvon
Returns
to
Paris on Finance Deal
N. Peter Rathvon returned to Paris
yesterday via Pan American Airways
for several days of conferences in connection with independent production
which he is financing. The picture is
to be produced in France, shooting to
start shortly after Jan. 1.
Rathvon, former RKO president, arrived here from Paris last Monday and
had planned to leave for the Coast this
week. He will return to New York
late this week and will leave immediately to spend the Christinas holidays
at his California home.

"MILLION
DOLLAR
MERMAID"
Esther
WILLIAMS
• Victor
MATURE
Walter PIDGEON • David BRIAN
Color by TECHNICOLOR . An M-G-M Picture
& The Music Hall's Great Christmas Stage Show

ccioi >, WARNER COLOR
........ BRODERICK CLAIRt
f

3 Houses

Change

Booking

Cincinnati,
Dec. 15.
— RKO's
Paramount
and Western
theatres
here
and the 105th St. theatre in Cleveland
hereafter will be booked out of the
Cincinnati RKO headquarters instead
of the New York office.
The three houses are subsequent
runs on a multiple-change weekly

CRAWFORD [REVOI

SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents
Hans Christian
Andersen
DANNY KAYE^.
CRITERION
starring
_ B'way & 45th St.

s • PARIS
58th St.W. of 5th Ave.
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(Continued from page 1)
"Member
of the Wedding'*
(Stanley Kramer-Columbia Pictures)
painful entrance
girl's
of aa hit
McCULLERS'
CARSON
into adolescence
that madesensitive
a noted portrait
book and
Broadway play has
been filmed with reverential awe by Stanley Kramer in a virtually verbatim
fashion.
It is a difficult theme to present to a large general audience. The production, employs the talents of the outstanding Broadway cast stars, Ethel
Waters, Julie Harris and Brandon De Wilde. Its greatest appeal will be
to the ultra-intellectual audience. It can be merchandised via a prestige
approach and may be well received in urban areas and specialized houses.
There is a modicum of motion as Miss Harris portrays the girl who is
too old for her younger playmates and too tomboyish for her more feminine
friends. Close-ups have been used excessively so that the girl's dream world
has not been established sympathetically and the hiatus of the adult world
is not definitively shown.
The story is largely the thoughts and emotions of Miss Harris as she
identifies herself in the universe for the first time by "belonging" to her
brother, Arthur Franz, his fiance, Nancy Gates, and their wedding. She cannot comprehend, despite Miss Waters' warnings, that she cannot accompany
the two on their honeymoon. Her attempts to do so are roughly foiled by
her father, William Hansen. Rejected, she does not respond to kind treatment by Miss Waters and her younger child friend De Wilde, but goes on
a telescoped tour of the sleazier section of the town. She enters a cafe and
talks to drunken soldier Dick Moore who attempts to kiss her and is hit over
the head with a bottle. She returns home to find De Wilde dead of an illness.
Soon after Miss Harris has "recovered" from the wedding and the death,
and fallen into the usual adolescent ways.
Fred Zinnemann directed and has allowed the principals full sway in the
exhibition of ultra-realistic histrionics. Edna and Edward Anhalt are credited
with the screenplay. Others in the cast are James Edwards, Harry Bolden,
Danny Mummert, June Hedin and Ann Carter.
N. Y. Visitors Told
This is a pretentious, Art with a capital A, film. Exhibitors should see
About Cinerama
it for proper evaluation of merchandising possibilities for their situations.
That Cinerama has made the
Running time, 91 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
not set.
"internaan
here
Theatre
Broadway
tional institution" is acknowledged by
the New York Convention and VisiU. A. Will Release
tors Bureau in a special listing which Crescent Appeal
says, "Cinerama, the new motion picThree in January
(Continued from page I]
ture medium that creates a startling
United Artists will place three
illusion of three dimensional reality, is cided to forget about contempt
on
films, "Kansas City Confidential,"
at the Broadway Theatre."
and instead concentrate
The publication goes to 4,000,000 of charges
"Guerilla Girl" and "Luxury Girls,"
getting the Nashville District Court in
general release during January, it
New York's visitors each year. No to toughen the original Crescent con- was announced here by William J.
entertainment has ever had a listing
sent decree.
of this kind, it was said.
Heineman, vice-president in charge of
In 1950, the anti-trust division distribution.
brought civil and criminal contempt
"Kansas City Confidential," an
charges against Crescent, four allied Edward
Small production starring
theatre
circuits
and
three
circuit
offiFilm
Italy Slashes
cers. The Nashville District Court John Payne and Coleen Gray, will go
threw out the contempt charges but into general release on Jan. 16.
"Guerrilla Girl" will be released on
Production
Subsidy
reserved- jurisdiction on several Jus- Jan. 23. Produced and directed by
tice requests to broaden some of the
Christian, it stars Helmut Dantheatre acquisition provisions in the John
By ARGEO SANTUCCI
tine and introduces a new screen actearlier consent decree.
ress, Mariana. On Jan. 30 U.A. will
Rome, Dec. 15. — The government
d the criminal conJustice appeale
committee charged with reducing
tempt decision to the Sixth Circuit release
location "Luxury
in Europe. Girls," filmed on
budget expenditures has approved a
of Appeals and the civil conCourt
formula which lowers government contempt decision directly to the Supreme
tributions tonative motion picture pro- Court.
Stage Shows at Capitol
duction from $9,000,000 to $3,500,000.
Department spokesmen today said
Johnnie Ray will start a series of
Half of . the achieved economies ef- the criminal contempt appeal had been
fected by the committee will be used quietly withdrawn some weeks back, personal appearances at New York's
for defense and half for reducing the and the civil contempt appeal action Capitol Theatre on Wednesday, Dec.
deficit. Members of the committee, followed. They said the Department 24, in the first stage show at that
established in 1948, are representative felt that "as a matter of tactics it was house in more than a year and a half.
Ray Anthony and his orchestra and
of the Treasury Ministry and of Par
liament.
better , to prosecute what'; still left songstress Gloria Gibbs will be coin the District Court." They indicated starred with Ray. On the screen will
Since 1948 the government has they
did not yet know the date for
granted $35,000,000 to the film pro- further proceedings in the District be Universal International's "Against
duction industry.
Court.
All
'IkFlags."
e' and Johnston
To Name
Consultant
'Stars' Set for 400
(Continued from page 1)
. (Continued from page 1).,
Holiday Openings
ters to keep the appointment with
ton, president of the Motion Picture
Association of America, and Joyce
"Stars and Stripes Forever" will Eisenhower, turning the meeting over
open in over 400 situations in the to Joyce O'Hara. Johnston later reO'Hara^ MPAA vice-president.
turned to the meeting for a brief stay
The foreign department chiefs were U. S. and Canada during the Christmas-New Year season, reports 20th and then planed to Washington.
told that the change of government in
Japan had slowed tdown the efforts of Century-Fox. This represents one of
the largest holiday booking totals for
Richard P, McDonn'elL MP AA\ inter- the company.
UA Opens Offices
national department representative, in
(Continued from page 1)
The film, a biography in color by
obtaining remittances pn, frozen funds.
Technicolor of bandleader John Philip
The Portland office, under the Seattle
Irving Maas, of' the" Motion* Picture
Export Association, who" has been Sousa, is being pre-sold' through a exchange, is at 1816 N. W. Keaney.
negotiating a new agreement . on im- campaign embracing the musical, his- The Albany office is at 443 North
torical, and personality aspects of the Pearl Street.
in Tokyo,1'
is on his way
back port
to licenses
the United.
States.
picture.

produced by Cineby Mayer,
next,be
rama as its will
Currently, deals are being set for
the showing of Cinerama in Los Angeles and Detroit, Roberts said, adding that Eitel's Palace in Chicago has
set for the next Cinealreadyrama been
installation.
The target of other installations,
Roberts explained, is to have at least
15 theatres from Coast-to- Coast equip1953. The Cinerama prespedident
by Nov.
said the theatres would be leased,
not bought, stating "we're not in the
real estate business."
Three projectors, the number currently being used at the Broadway
Theatre in New York, will be necessary for the showing of Cinerama for
at least another year or two, Roberts
forecast.
As to structural changes necessary
in future theatres, Roberts estimated
that the costs would be less than the
estimated $75,000 for the Broadway
Theatre here. He said the Chicago
situation would cost from $25,000 to
$50,000 to alter. Orders to completely
equip 20 theatres have now been
placed by Cinerama, Roberts stated.

3

daily

Name Carolina TOA
Committee Heads
Charlotte, Dec. 15.— Woodrow Fussell, president of the
Theater Owners Association,
of North and South Carolina,
has appointed
new committees for the ensuing
year.
Chairmen are: John Dineen,
Leaksville, conciliation; Walter Griffith, Charlotte, membership; H. F. Kincey, Charlotte, screenings; Jack Fuller,
Columbia, public relations;
Warren Irving, Columbia,
South Carolina legislature; H.
E. Buchanan, Hendersonville,
North Carolina legislature.

End

Odeon

In NTS

Interest

Theatres

Toronto, Dec. 15. — -Sam Fingold,
president of National Theatre Services, has announced the termination,
effective Jan. 3, 1953 of his association
with Odeon Theatres (Canada)
in the operation of 16 theatres, adding
that Odeon's interest in his company
had also been acquired.
National is now 100 per cent owned
by him, Fingold stated, and will conoperate including;
a circuit the
of 16
30 units
theatrestinueintoOntario.
jointly operated. ,
Delay Columbia Suit
A postponement until Jan. 15 was
granted here yesterday on the show
cause , order calling - upon Columbia
Pictures' minority stockholder- William B. Weinberger .of -New York- to
post bond in connection with his antitrust suit against the company.

THE

BILLION

DOLLAR

SECRET

We cannot withhold
the secret any longer.
in

It is revealed
the film "Above

and

about
is nowwhic
M-G-M
h
Beyond"
to release.
Do

not

tell anyone

the basic facts behind
this unusual narrative.
It is an

obligation

"Above and Beyond"
the call of duty.
For security reasons
we do not reveal why
"Above and Beyond"
was one of the most
"restricted"

sets

during its filming.

MOTION
State

Sees

Difficulties

Censorship

Aliunv, N. Y., Dec. IS.— Dr.
Charles A. Brind, Jr., counsel to the
Slate Education Department and the
predicted "chaos" in
of Regents,
Boardmotion
picture industry if film
the
censorship were declared unconstitutional.
of
Club Dr.
ng before
Speaki
Church,
erianMen's
Presbytthe
nster
Westmi
cities
nt
Brind declared that differe
would take different positions on what
is censorable within their police power
whereas now producers are "set" once
a picture is licensed in New York
State. Emphasizing- that "someone
will have to keep a watch on things,"
he pointed out that "enforcement under
the penal law" bad been tried before
the present licensing statute was enacted and "did not work." To meet
the situation that might develop with
the invalidation of censorship, Dr.
Brind projected, as he had recently in
a speech in Washington, the possibility
of theatre licensing.
Brind stated that "it is not true to
say that the motion picture industry
has cleaned house when 50 per cent
of the pictures presented to the motion picture division of the State Education Department are foreign-made
or produced by fly-by-night companies" that do not subscribe to the Production Code. He said that the_ major
Hollywood producing companies do
not give the motion picture division
any "trouble."
Seeks

No

dio

Television--Ra
with

112 TV Stations Now
The long lines department of the
American Telephone and Telegraph
Co. reports the opening of a new
microwave link connecting Roanoke,
Va., with
the Bell
System's nationwide television
network.
Network service is now available
to 112 television stations in 69 cities.

INVITATION

TO

ACMIOLA
EDITING

MACHINES

PICTURE Cr SOUND, 1 6-35 mm
Shipments within 3 months! Built to outlast three ordinary machines! Continuous
demonstrations commencing Friday, Dec.
19th. 2 P.M.
S.O.S.CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK CITY

Pinky

Herman

XTOT only did Ed CBSullivan regain his health during his weeks
but the host of the "Toast of the
Hospital
Flower
at thealso
stayseries
of the fine work of Flower Hospital
learned
Town"
Student Nurses' Choir of Fifty Voices and forthwith signed them to
Christmas carol-lick on Sunday's program, an Icetraganza, which
will originate from the enlarged stage of the Roxy Theatre. Sonja
Henie will make her TV debut, wearing a forty pound hula costume
during her famous hula dance on ice. . . . When Marguerite Piazza
waxes a new album of light operatic selections next month for MOM
by
Records, background and supporting music will be furnishedMax
on
y
regularl
featured
are
Both
ra.
Orchest
s
Sanford'
Charles
Liebman's "Your Show of Shows," perennial NBChckeroo. .
Dec. 28
When Jack Benny's next TVer for Lucky Strikes goes onwill
make
Stewart
Jimmy
Star
Screen
City,
TV
CBS
new
the
from
his initial venture in television. . . . Songstress Benay Venuta
observes that "if the dollar depreciates another three cents from its
ar pieces."
current 53 cent value, then they could stop making half-doll
(A half-truth, no?). . . . Starting Monday, Dec. 29, beauteous Kyle
MacDonnell's vocalisthenics will be heard five times a week at 11:15
to 11 :30 P.M. via WOR.
ftr
"ft
ft
'.
, ,
There's no business people like show business people when it
comes to unselfish donations of their time, talents, money, etc.,
telethon, ABConfor worthy charities. Bob Weitmmis 18-hour
ducted last week for the United Cerebral Palsy Fund, raised more
than- half a million dollars. Incidentally,
Dennis James turned in a masterful stint as
MC. . . . CBS is lining up another TV series
for Eddie Albert in addition to his Tuesday at
8 P.M. program. New half-hour format will
be alotted in the afternoon, where it is hoped
he will duplicate the success he enjoyed with
daytime TV on the coast. . . . Bob Manning,

Toronto

Telemeter Permit
Toronto, Dec. 15.— W. Z. Estey,
representing the Famous Players Canadian Corp., appeared before the
Toronto Board of Control to ask for
a permit to erect a 300-foot Telemeter
aerial and for a franchise to operate
the subscriber system of TV programs.
The Toronto city fathers promised
to study the application before giving
an answer, probably in January.
Similar applications have been made
by Famous Players in other cities,
but the Toronto situation is different
because, the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. already operates a television
station here.

FILM

House

if

Ends
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Censor

N.Y.

FPC

PICTURE

Dennis James

former chirper with Art Mooney's ork, has
been signed to warble on Capitol Records. His
platter ("Gypsy Girl ) could very well
first
launch the tall, good-looking youngster smack,
dab into the middle of the baritone szueepstakes. . . . The MacQuarrie Network

(Australia) poll for the "most popular vocalc
ist"roamed
Rosemary Clooney, the new
Paramount star
currently
making
the Girls,"
with
Bob Hope.
. While on the "Here
subject Come
of Polls,
the Motion
Picture Daily-Fame annual Television Radio Poll is Hearing completion and'will be announced in a few weeks.
CBS' TV series, "Omnib
ft" Sundays from 4:30 to
• hed
ft us,"ft flas
6:00 P.M., is now completely sold out, the latest co-sponsor
being Scott Paper.
Others include, Willys-Overland, Greyhound Bus, Electric Shaver Div. of Remington-Rand and
American Machine & Foundry. . . . Questioning a 14-yearold girl on his "Name That Tune," NBC quizzer, Red Benson
had no comeback, when to his query, "What do you want to
be when you grow up," she answered simply, "Why I'd like
to be married." . . . We caught Larry Storch's hilarious
"Benny" routine Sunday on "This Is Show Business" and are
even more mystified than ever that this clever comic doesn't
have his own TV series. . . . Quite by accident we turned the
radio dial to WMGM
one midnight last week and fortunately,
too, for we found ourselves listening to a program, originating
from Hutton's Restaurant, and featuring the wit and humor
of Henry Morgan.
Stay-up-lates can now enjoy a happy,
relaxed and completely new Morgan personality, whose easyto-listen-to chatter without becoming enmeshed in controversial harangues by would-be radioracles. . . . Bob Quigley's
Kideo series. "Shenanigans," which bowed in recently via
WPIX in the daily 5:00 to 6:00 P.M. slot is sure-fire moppet
material.
Written by Bob, with B.Q. himself doing the emceeing honors, the program features games, cartoon strips,
movies and daily adventures of "Slick Trick Quigley, Private

ft

ft

Group

Good

Radio

in

Sees

TV,

Censorship

Washington, Dec. 15— A House
investigating committee said today it
thought Congress could, if necessary,
enact Federal censorship of radio and
television broadcasting, but that no
good might come from such legislaThe conclusion came from a House
tion.
Commerce sub-committee headed by
Rep. Harris (D., Ark.), which has
standbeen investigating
ards of radio andtheTVmoral
programs.
The sub-committee held hearings from
June into December, and today issued
its final report.
The report said the question had
been raised whether Congress could
legislate in this field. Quoting from
in "The
decisioncensorship
Courtpicture
Supreme
the
Miracle"
motion
case, the sub-committee said the court
had clearly found that under some
circumstances some form of comconoverthefilms
munitystitutional
control
and that
samewas
thought
could be applied to broadcasting.
"The sub-committee believes, however, that the potential evils inherent
in such governmental controls might
be even greater than the evils that
such controls might be designed to
stated. "Furremedy," the
thermore, report
the sub-committee
feels
that there appears to be no good reason why such controls should be imposed at this time before the industry has had an opportunity to explore
fully whether effective self-regulation
Welcomes TV Code
feasible."
is The
sub-committee welcomed the
television industry's recent code of
said that "self-regulaand substantial
standards
tion is making
progress in
this field, and, so long as the public
interest is served, is preferable to
government-imposed regulation." It
conCongress
urged, tinuehowever,
to keep an that
eye on
the subject
and that the new Congress "continue
andOther
expand"
the investigation.
conclusions
in the report :
There is still entirely too much emphasis upon crime programs ;
Television reaches a different audiother media, and performence from
ances or discussions which might be
okaying ; in motion picture theatres, on
the stage or in books or_ magazines
might be considered offensive on television, especially when presented during periods when children are watchWhile networks have some responsibility for program standards, individual licensees still bear the final reOne method for improving program
standards issponiblty- for the public to express
its criticisms freely and fully;
Poor taste has been displayed in
advertising many products ;
Television
is trying toprograms,
get more cultural and educational
and
should continue to do so.

ft

LOTSA DOTS . . . Radio's newest Space Hero, "Planet Man,"
made a personal appearance last week in Buffalo, co-sponsored by the
NewEye.
York
State Nurses and Station WEBR. The popular Space
"
Man, hero of the Palladium Radio Productions sensational ET series,
drew a crowd of over 75,000 people, according to Bill Schwietzer,
promotion mgr. of WEBR.
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RKO Radio 'Holders
File Suit on Coast

(Continued from page 1)
Equipment
World

.

.

with

RAY

.

.

.

GALLO

T NSTALLATIQNS of Simplex tele1 vision systems in two theatres have
been announced by National Theatre
Supply, New York. Both systems are
the direct projection type, manufactured by General Precision Laboratory, Pleasantville, X. Y. One instalS. Moss' 1,500-seat
lation was in atB.Fort
Lee Theatre
Lee, N. J., the
other was at the 1,028-seat Gopher
Theatre in Minneapolis.
•

Ray Dunn, Chicago branch manager for A. & M. Karagheusian, Inc.,
New York, manufacturer of Gulistan carpets, will assume control
over the entire Chicago territory,
upon retirement Dec. 31 of Edward
Strauss as Midwestern division
manager. The territory includes the
Northern half of Illinois, all of
Iowa, the Eastern half of Nebraska,
most of Wisconsin, the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, and the Northern half of Indiana. From headquarters in Chicago, Dunn will supervise activities of three salesmen,
Charles Mallinson, John Manfrin
and Robert Palm.
•
David E. Feinberg has been named
general manager of the United States
Air Conditioning
Corp. of Minneapolis:- to succeed his father,
the late A. A.
Feinberg. A
vice-president of
the corporation
since May, 1951,
David has also
served as sales
manager of the
c o m pany' s refrigeration division and as coo r din at or of
us A I Rco's defense production
David E. Feinberg
activities. Except for three years in the Army Air
Force, he has been associated zvith
the corporation since 1940.
e
A new rubber runner matting especially designed for lobbies or other
inside entrance ways has been announced bv the D. W. Moor Co. of
Toledo. Called the "Do-All LongRibbed Matting," it is made from
corded rubber in 3/16-inch thickness.
It has traction-type ribbing running
the long way of the mat to facilitate
cleaning with a broom. Sold by the
running foot, the matting is 34 inches
wide and comes in rolls of approximately 38 feet in length. Colors available include red, green, blue, mosaic
and black.
•
Renovating and redecorating of
its showrooms on the 18th floor of
the Merchandise Mart in Chicago is
being carried out in time for an
early January reopening by the
James Lee and Sons Co., Bridgeport, Pa., manufacturers of carpets.
The company also has announced
new warehouses in Cleveland and
Los Angeles and additions to showrooms in Atlanta and Dallas.

when the election is held. DieMotion- Picture Daily was told by
trich was chairman of the board
the Merrill Lynch firm that by virtue
of RKO Pictures prior to the
of the firm's policy it would not be
sale of Hughes' stock to the
possible for a member of the comRalph Stolkin syndicate last
pany to be on the board of any organization. It also was stated that
September.
the brokerage company had no conThe other new members of the
nections whatsoever with RKO Pic- board, as announced by the company
tures.
in Hollywood on Saturday, are
Bent, however, served on the
Hughes and J. Miller Walker. The
latter was a board member, secretary
RKO Pictures board for about a
and general counsel of RKO prior to
year in 1949-'50, presumably as
the sale to Stolkin, and resigned at
a Hughes' nominee, shortly after
that
time.
Atlas
the
Hughes purchased
It was reported from Hollywood
Corp. controlling stock interest
in RKO.
that in addition to granting the Stolkin group deferments on maturity
Edward G. Burke, Jr., a member dates of the stock purchase payments
of the new RKO board, who arrived
also waived a prohere from the Coast yesterday, could due him,vision ofHughes
the agreement holding the
not clarify the confusion over Bent.
He said that he presumed an official members of the Stolkin group "jointly
severally" liable for performance
statement would be issued by the and
of the contract. In consequence of
board this week. It is believed that such a waiver, it was said, members
a new director will be elected to re- of the Stolkin group could, if they so
place Bent, if the latter is definitely desired, sell their RKO stock holdoff the directorate.
ings individually, rather than in a
Burke said there had been no elec- block.
tion of RKO officers over the weekHowever, three of the five memend, as had been scheduled. He said
bers, Stolkin, A. L. Koolish and Ray
he believed an election would be held
Ryan,
are said to hold 90 per cent of
later this week. Because the other
three directors are on the Coast, he the block, with Burke and Sherrill
said the election would be held in Corwin owning the other 10 per cent.
Meanwhile, a hearing is scheduled
Hollywood. Burke will be in New
in New York Supreme Court here
York for two or three days.
tomorrow on a petition by a stockIt is generally anticipated in
holders' group for appointment of a
the trade that Noah Dietrich,
receiver for RKO, an adjunct of an
cne of the new members of the
action for recovery which they have
board, will be named president
brought against Hughes.
RKO

Prepares 5
(Contimted from page 1)

Universal Drive
(Continued from page 1)
partment has been named captain of
the drive by Americo Aboaf, foreign
general sales manager. Prizes of trips
to New York, or any other city of
their choosing, will go to managers
of winning forces in the Latin American, Far Eastern and European divisions. Staff members in the top country will receive three weeks' salary ;
secondary, place
territory,
saland third,
fourth two
and weeks'
fifth place
countries, one week's salary.
News' Ad Plan
(Continued from page 1)
Century, Prudential, Interboro and
Randforce. The Warner circuit is
slated to join the plan following the
Christmas holidays.
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GREAT

Hollywood,
Dec.against
15. — A RKO
million dollar suit
Pictures, RKO Radio Pictures, RKO Radio Pictures,
Inc., Howard Hughes and
Chase National Bank was
filed in Federal Court here
today by Eli B. and Marion B.
Castleman and Louis Feuerman, stockholders. The
charges duplicate those made
by the same group in filing a
parallel suit in New York
Nov. 13.

BY

PROCESSED

PATHE

Frontier," to be produced by Robert
Sparks from an original story by
Beirne color,
Lay,
Jr. ;an"Size
12," story
Technibased on
original
by
Jerome Weidman, which Harriet Parwill produceby; "Second
Chance," ;
to be sonsproduced
Sam Wiesenthal
"The Return of Zorro," written for
the screen by Walter Ferris and
Frances Kavanaugh from an adaptation by Laurence Hazzard.
The 20 pictures to be released between now and June 18 are: "Hans
Christian Andersen," Dec. 19 ; "Blackbeard the Pirate," Dec. 25 ; "Androcles and the Lion," Jan. 9 ; "Never
Wave at A Wac," Jan. 28 ; "No Time
for Flowers," Jan. 31 ; "Peter Pan,"
Feb. 5; "Angel Face." Feb. 11;
"Sword of Venus," Feb. 20; "Night
Without Stars," March 6 ; "The Persuader," March 13 ; "Fort Apache"
and "Blood on the Moon" (reissues),
March 27 ; "Beautiful but Dangerous."
April L; "Port Sinister," April 10;
"The Sea Around Us," April 22 ; "Sea
Devils," May 1 ; "Mickey Mouse
Birthdav Party," May 15 ; "Below
the Sahara," May 22; "Break-Up,"
June 11 ; and "Split-Second," June 18.
'Jazz Singer' Promotion
Hollywood, Dec. 15. — In a campaign aimed at reaching the largest
post-premiere audience in company
history, Warner Brothers has completed arrangements to translate special recordings of "The Jazz Singer"
30 into sevworld premiere on Dec.
eral foreign languages. The special
discs will be used domestically on
radio stations catering to foreign langauge audiences.
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Film

Library

Preside?! r says:
"Our
often
Pathe

upon

dependent
has

never
When

very

let

us

survival
lab

is

service.

down."

the lab work can make or break

a picture, don't take chances. Specify
Pathe because Pathe produces the
highest-c\VL2X\ty work with best service
available anywhere.

Both New York and Hollywood Have Complete Pathe Laboratory Facilities:
35MM
• l6MM
• COLOR
• BLACK
AND WHITE
Pathe Laboratories, Inc. is a subsidiary of Chesapeake Industries, Inc.
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United

Artists

Opens
New
Openings
Disclosed

NEW

Six
Offices

in Key Cities
by Heineman

United Artists has opened six
new booking offices in key cities, it
was disclosed by William J. Heineman, vice-president in charge of distribution. The new offices are in Des
Moines, Jacksonville, Memphis, Oklahoma City, Portland, Ore., and Albany, N. Y.. and are part of an expansion move which was designed to
increase sales services to exhibitors.
The Des Moines office, with Dorothy Pobst as booker, is at 1110 High
Street and will function under the jurisdiction ofthe Omaha exchange. The
Jacksonville office, under the Atlanta
exchange, is at 414 Masonic Temple
building and has Orville Ray, Jr., as
booker. The Memphis offices, under
the St. Louis exchange, is at 408
South Second Street and has Katharine Randall as booker. Wanda McClain is the booker at the Oklahoma
City office, at IS1/. North Lee Street,
which is under the Dallas exchange.
(Continued on page 3)
Justice
Crescent

Abandons
Appeal

Washington. Dec. 15. — The Supreme Court today, acting on the motion of the Justice Department, agreed
to dismiss the Department's appeal of
a lower court ruling throwing out
civil contempt charges against Crescent Amusement Co.
The Justice Department motion
came as a surprise since the high
court had already agreed to hear the
appeal and argument was expected
early next year.
Justice officials said they had de(Continued on page 3)
To

Name

On

New

Consultant
French

Tax

Film company foreign department
managers voted here yesterday to authorize their representatives in Paris
to engage a tax consultant to seek a
solution to the French government's
demand for an eight per cent turnover tax on remittances. The consultant will represent all of the American
film companies. The decision was
made at a meeting with Eric Johns(Continued on page 3)

YORK,

Benjamin

U.S.A., TUESDAY,

Denies

UA

Involved in 'Merger'
The mention of United Artists in attorney Milton Gettinger's ization
plan
for the
reorgan-in
of RKO
Pictures
daily papers here yesterday
brought the following statement from Robert S. Benjamin, UA board chairman:
"No one at United Artists
is now negotiating, nor has
anyone in the past negotiated
any deal with or for RKO
merger or otherwise, nor has
anyone been authorized on
United Artists' behalf to do
In the story of the reorganization plan it was stated that
Gettinger had a company "like
United Artists" in mind for
the distribution of RKO pictures.so."

'Ike ' and
Hold

Johnston

Meeting

Here
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TEN

RKO
Prepares
For Shooting;
20

Releases

5

Set

Bent,

CENTS

Designee

ToRKOBoard,

Following the reconstitution of
RKO Pictures' board of directors, the May
Serve
Not
studio is preparing to swing into action for the production of five pictures Burke Says Officers
for which scripts have been completed,
the company reported here yesterday. To Be Elected Later
Charles Boasberg, general sales manWhether Maurice H. Bent is or
ager, has gone to the Coast for production conferences with Howard
is not a member of the new RKO
Hughes,activity.
indicating Hughes' return to Pictures board of directors restudio
mained an unanswered question
At the same time, RKO Radio this
week set its release schedule into mid- here yesterday. RKO announced
from the Coast over the weekend
June, listing 20 pictures.
that Bent had been elected to the
Pictures set to go before the cameras aremund
: "Gambler
Moon,"
which with
Ed- board, but subsequent events _ indiGrainger will
produce
cated that Bent can't, or is unwilling,
Robert (Continued
Mitchum onstarring
page 5); "High to accept the post. Bent was identified ment
as a firmsenior
partner Lynch,
in the Pierce,
investof Merrill
Fenner and Beane, but according to
H. Smith, managing direc125 Theatres
in NY Winthrop
tor of the brokerage house, Bent is an
employe in its underwriting division.
News' Ad
Plan
Bent, himself, would make no comment on his reported election, but it
was
said
that he would make a clariFrom 125 to 150 theatres are exfying announcement shortly. There
pected to participate in the "Neigh- was a hint that he wold make the
borhood Movie Houses" theatre direc- announcement late yesterday, but he
tory advertising format recently in- left his office in the mid-afternoon
troduced by the New York Daily without commenting on the situation.
(Continued on page 5)
Neit/s.
The format offers advertisers sectional theatre listings. Since the introduction of the plan on Nov. 2, the
in Deal With
number of theatres has grown from Roach
54 to 100. Circuits already using the
format include Skouras Theatres,
(Continued on page 5)
Harry J. Allen

President-elect Dwight D. Eisenhower and Eric Johnston, president
of the Motion Picture Association of
America, conferred briefly yesterday
in New York, but the nature of the
discussions was not revealed. It is reported that Eisenhower asked Johnston to call on him.
Because of recurring reports that
Johnston may be asked to take a
diplomatic
post, yesterday's
stirred
up conjectures
in the parley
trade
here. Some basis for the conjectures
stems from th fact that Johnston is 18-Week
Drive Set
not well acquainted with the President-elect and that a meeting between For Univ. Abroad
the two would not be a social visit.
An 18-week global sales competiJohnston left a meeting of the fortion dubbed the "Daff-Third-of-a-Ceneign managers
at on
MPAA
(Continued
page 3)headquar- tury Drive"
will be sales
launched
by inUniversal International
forces
38
countries on Dec. 28. The drive, which
2 Cinerama
Films will mark the 33rd anniversary in the
business of Al Daff, executive vicepresident of Universal, will continue to
Planned
for 1953
May 2.
Ben Cohn
of Universal's
de(Continued
on page foreign
5)
Two Cinerama productions and the
equipping of at least 15 theatres are
planned for 1953, Dudley Roberts,. Jr.,
president of Cinerama Productions,
Hearings on 16 mm.
Inc., disclosed here yesterday.
Suit Motions Dec. 29
Shooting on Cinerama's second feature production will begin in another
Hollywood, Dec. 15. — Fedfive or six weeks under the supervieral Judge William Byrne tosion of Louis B. Mayer, chairman of
day set Dec. 29, for hearings
the board, and Merian C. Cooper,
on motions for the clarificageneral manager in charge of production of in
thecharges
government's
tion, itwas stated. Roberts added that
language
against
the two stories for 1953 already have
them filed by defendents in
the 16 mm. case to force the
been selected. He denied that "Blossale of films to TV.
som Time," the Broadway stage play
whose film rights have been acquired
{Continued on page 3)

Hollywood, Dec. 15. — Hal Roach,
president of Hal Roach Studios, disclosed here today an association with
Harry J. Allen of Toronto for the
worldwide distribution of 12 feature
pictures in 1953. Distribution will be
under the supervision of Allen, who
will operate under the firm name of
Guild International Films.
Senn

Lawler

Kansas

City

Heads
Unit

Kansas City, Dec. 15. — Senn
Lawler of Fox Midwest was elected
president ciationofof Greater
the Motion
PictureCity
AssoKansas
by
the board of directors. J. W. Lewis,
RKO Radio branch manager, was reelected first vice-president and Stanley Durwood of Durwood Theatres,
second vice-president.
William Gaddoni, M-G-M branch
manager, was elected secretary to
succeed Senn Lawler. Ed Hartman
of Hartman Booking Agency was
elected treasurer, succeeding Sam
Abend of Exhibitors Film Delivery.

2

Motion
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Personal
HOLDS

AMENT

Mention

XT ED E. DEPINET returned here
IN from the Coast• yesterday.

Judge Roy Russell, owner o£ the
Russell Theatre in Millersburg, O. ;
his wife, Mrs. Helen Smith Rus-e
sell, owner oi the Majestic Theatr
in Akron; their daughter and son-inlaw, Mrs. Barbara Russell Cox and
Wilbur Cox, have become owners
and publishers of the Holmes County
Farmer-Hub.
•
Arthur Krolick, UPT general
manager in Buffalo and Rochester,
has accepted the exhibitor chairmanship for Brotherhood Week in the
Buffalo exchange area.
•
Ed Reilly of Florida State Theatres, has been elected president of the
Greater Miami chapter of the National
Association of Building Owners and
Managers.
•
Bernard Prager, general sales manLoew's
Music
for Robbins
Jan.
leaveCo.,here
y, will
music agersubsidiar
11 on a two-month tour of the
country.

WITH

Editor, Motion Picture Daily :
Your issue of Tuesday, December
9, 1952, carried an article on its first
I feel conveyed several
page, which"
improper and inaccurate expressions.
The facts are these :
All of the motion picture film, including the film made available by
TV's own correspondent in Korea,
arrived at La Guardia Field at 6:30
A. M. Sunday, December 7th. In
accordance with arrangements made
by the theatrical newsreel companies
the film was instantly picked up by
Army Signal Corps representatives
and rushed to the Astoria Signal
Corps Studio. There it was met by
Mr. Jack Le Vien, representing the
theatrical newsreels, and Mr. Ted
Genock, representing the TV reels,
and immediately distributed.
The film was forthwith developed
and the neecssary prints processed for
all theatrical newsreels and all TV
reels with all possible dispatch. This
shipment of film contained the only

Albany

TO

A to Meet

Harry Feinstein, Warner Theatf ess' New Haven zone manager ; On
TV, Legislation
James Tottman, his assistant, and
James Bracken, contact manager,
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 15. — The
have returned to that city from Al- Theatre
Owners Association of this
bany.
•
area will meet at Keeler's Restaurant
an agenda con^Maxwell Alderman of Allied on Jan. 13 to considertheatre
television
on
talk
a
of
sisting
Theatres of Connecticut and Mrs Altative from Camderman are marking their 25th wed- by an RCA represen
amendn of a proposed
den, adiscussio
ding anniversary.
Code No. 36
Law
Labor
the
to
ment
•
covering theatres and other places of
Max Birnbaum, Warner Brothers public assembly, and bills affecting
branch manager in New Haven, has the industry that may be pending beresumed his duties following a sixfore the state legislature, executive
week illness.
director Lewis A. Sumberg reports
to members.
H. B. Allinsmith, formerly man'Not Too Harmful'
aging director of Western Electric
Co.,, Ltd., has returned to New York
Sumberg expressed the opinion that
from London.
based on a study of the latest draft
of the code "you will find the code
ed not too harmful
Jack Beresin, Variety Clubs In- as now constitut
ternational chief barker, will be in due in a large part to the fact that
Board of Standards and Appeals
Buffalo today on his tour of the coun- the
has made concessions at the request
try's tents.
•
of this organization." As counsel,
and participated in disDavid Golding, Samuel Goldwyn he attended
cussions atvarious board hearings.
Productions advertising-publicity di"I think you should also know,"
rector, will return here today from
Florida.
Sumberg stated, "that in some small
•
measure your executive director cooperated with Saul Ullman, chairman
William H. Wright, M-G-M pro- of COMPO in this area, with regard
ducer, will arrive here from the Coast
the support of Congresson Dec. 29, accompanied by Mrs. to enlisting
man O'Brien of Albany in the tax
Wright.
repeal campaign. I think also that
recognition and thanks for work well
Ben Goetz, head of M-G-M's studio done should go to Ullman since he
in Great Britain, is due here Monday also enlisted the support of U. S.
from London by plane en route to the Senator Irving M. Ives and CongressCoast.
men Dean Taylor of Troy and Ber•
nard W. Kearney of Gloversville.
Rube Joiner of Joiner Booking
Service, Atlanta, has returned there
from Charlotte.
Rockland Houses Burn
Boston, Dec. 15. — Two Rockland,
Steve Broidy, Allied Artists presi- Me., theatres, the Knox and the
dent, has returned to Hollywood from Strand, were damaged by a $1,000,000
fire in the business district.
Chicago.

OF

TV

BEAT

'REELS

FOOTAGE
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S

TRIP

film of any sort received by the theatrical newsreels and the TV newsreels on Eisenhower's trip to Korea.
This was in accordance with the cared planning of the theful forehande
atrical newsreels and only by virtue
of that did the TV reels have any
film to show. The theatrical newsreels had three cameramen in Korea
with Eisenhower: Dave Oliver, who
was the only motion picture cameraman to travel with General Eisenhower, Gene Zenier and Kim Wee.
The film made by all three of these
men was made available to the TV
reels in accordance with an arrangement imposed by the authorities in
the Korean Theater. To the best of
our knowledge the TV reels had only
one man covering for them in Korea.
Therefore, it was the theatrical newsreels who won out in Korea.
Walton C. Ament,
Vice-president and
General manager,
Warner News, Inc.

Beverly
Honor

Hills

Sam

Tri-Opticon Premiere
In Chi. Christmas
Hollywood,
Dec. 15.
— the
Sol
Lesser
announced
that
American premiere engagement of the Tri-Opticon three
dimension program will be
held at Telenews Theatre,
Chicago, Christmas Day. The
program includes
five totalling
demonstration subjects,
less than an hour, acquired
for American marketing by
Lesser from Stereo - Techniques, Ltd., London. The
process requires polaroid
glasses. It is believed the
program will consist of the
subjects plus a newsreel.

Lasky

Confers

Here

On Financing Film
Conferences on the financing of independent producer Jesse L. Lasky's
planned color in Technicolor production, "The Big Brass Band," got underway here yesterday following
Lasky's arrival from the Coast. The
film, which has been in active preparation for the past 18 months, will
cost an estimated $2,000,000.

Will

Goldwyn

Niagara
Falls
Admission Tax

Kills
Rise

Buffalo, Dec. 15. — Niagara Falls
Hollywood, Dec. 15. — Beverly Hills
will pay tribute to Samuel Goldwyn has overwhelmingly defeated a proposed referendum which would have
on Monday in a citywide observance
permitted an additional five per cent
of
in admission tax. Prominent in the
the the
filmproducer's
industry.40th
Theanniversary
day will be
fight against the measure were
set aside as "Samuel Goldwyn Day,"
and the producer will be presented Robert and Richard Hayman of the
with
Hall. a medal in ceremonies in City Bellevue
Hayman and
circuit,
Al Pierce
Richard
Walsh ofof Shea's
HayAmong those on the committee
selected by Mayor David Tannenbaum
to supervise the tribute are: Jack L.
Warner, Don Hartman, George Jessel, Irene Dunne, Dor.e Senary, Wil- NEW YORK THEATRES
liam Goetz, Cecil B. DeMille, Jesse L.
Lasky, Jean Hersholt, Jerry Wald
and Y. Frank Freeman.
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Rockefeller Center
Rathvon
Returns
to
Paris on Finance Deal
N. Peter Rathvon returned to Paris
yesterday via Pan American Airways
for several days of conferences in connection with independent production
which he is financing. The picture is
to be produced in France, shooting to
start shortly after Jan. 1.
Rathvon, former RKO president, arrived here from Paris last Monday and
had planned to leave for the Coast this
week. He will return to New York
late this week and will leave immediately to spend the Christmas holidays
at his California home.
3 Houses

Change

Booking

"MILLION DOLLAR MERMAID"
Esther WILLIAMS • Victor MATURE
Walter PIDGEON • David BRIAN
Color by TECHNICOLOR . An M-G-M Picture
& The Music Hall's Great Christmas Stage Show

m.i «, WARNER COLOR
„

BR00ERICK CLAIRt

SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents
Cincinnati,
Dec. 15.
— RKO's
Paramount
and Western
theatres
here Hans Christian
and the 105th St. theatre in Cleveland
starring
Andersen
hereafter will be booked out of the
Cincinnati RKO headquarters instead
DANNY KAYEw
of the New York office.
The three houses are subsequent
CRITERION • PARIS
runs on a multiple-change weekly
_ B'way & 45th St. 58th St. W. of 5th Ave.
basis, playing "exploitation" pictures.
MOTION PICTURE DAILY. Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin, Kane, Editor; Terry Ramsaye, Consulting- Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
Sundays
and holidays,
by Quigley
Publishing
Sixth Avenue,
Center,
New York and
20, N.Treasurer;
Y. Telephone
CircleLevy,
7-310O._
Cable address:Leo"Quigpubco,
New York."
Martin. Quigley,
President;
MartinCompany,
Quigley, Inc.,
Jr., 1270
Vice-President;
Theo.Rockefeller
J. Sullivan,
Vice-President
Raymond
Vice-President;
J. Brady,
Secretary; James P. Cunningham, News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; Gus H. Fausel, Production Manager; Hollywood Bureau, Yucca-Vine Building,
William R. Weaver, Editor. Chicago Bureau, 120 South LaSalle Street, Urben Farley, Advertising Representative, FT 6-3074; Bruce Trin2, Editorial Representative, 11 North
Clark Street, FR 2-2843. Washington, J. A. Otten, National Press Club, Washington, D. C. London Bureau, 4 Golden Sq., London WI; Hope Burnup, Manager; Peter Burnup,
Editor; cable address, "Quigpubco, London." Other Quigley Publications: Motion. Picture Herald; Better Theatres and Theatre Sales, each published 13 times a year as a section
of Motion Picture Herald; Motion Picture and Television Almanac; Fame. Entered as second-class matter, Sept. 21, 1938, at the post office, at New York, N. Y., under the act
of March 3, 1879. Subscription rates per year, $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign; single copies, 10c.
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Name Carolina TO A
Committee Heads

"Member
of the Wedding"
(Stanley Kramer-Columbia Pictures)

Charlotte, Dec. 15.— Woodrow Fussell, president of the
Theater Owners Association,
of North and South Carolina,
has appointed
new committees for the ensuing
year.
Chairmen are: John Dineen,
Leaksville, conciliation; Walter Griffith, Charlotte, membership; H. F. Kincey, Charlotte, screenings; Jack Fuller,
Columbia, public relations;
Warren Irving, Columbia,
South Carolina legislature; H.
E. Buchanan, Hendersonville,
North Carolina legislature.

(Contimied from page 1)
by Mayer,
rama as its will
next.be produced by CineCurrently, deals are being set for
the showing of Cinerama in Los Angeles and Detroit, Roberts said, adding that Eitel's Palace in Chicago has
already been set for the next Cinerama installation.
The target of other installations,
Roberts explained, is to have at least
15 theatres from Coast-to- Coast equipped by Nov. 1953. The Cinerama president said the theatres would be leased,
not bought, stating "we're not in the
real estate business."
Three projectors, the number currently being used at the Broadway
Theatre in New York, will be necessary for the showing of Cinerama for
at least another year or two, Roberts
forecast.
As to structural changes necessary
in future theatres, Roberts estimated
that the costs would be less than the
estimated $75,000 for the Broadway
Theatre here. He said the Chicago
situation would cost from $25,000 to
$50,000 to alter. Orders to completely
equip 20 theatres have now been
placed by Cinerama, Roberts stated.

CARSON
McCULLERS'
of1 aa hit
girl's
painful play
entrance
into adolescence
that madesensitive
a noted portrait
book and
Broadway
has
been filmed with reverential awe by Stanley Kramer in a virtually verbatim
fashion.
It is a difficult theme to present to a large general audience. The production employs the talents of the outstanding Broadway cast stars, Ethel
Waters, Julie Harris and Brandon De Wilde. Its greatest appeal will be
to the ultra-intellectual audience. It can be merchandised via a prestige
approach and may be well received in urban areas and specialized houses.
There is a modicum of motion as Miss Harris portrays the girl who is
too old for her younger playmates and too tomboyish for her more feminine
friends. Close-ups have been used excessively so that the girl's dream world
has not been established sympathetically and the hiatus of the adult world
is not definitively shown.
The story is largely the thoughts and emotions of Miss Harris as she
identifies herself in the universe for the first time by "belonging" to her
brother, Arthur Franz, his fiance, Nancy Gates, and their wedding. She cannot comprehend, despite Miss Waters' warnings, that she cannot accompany
the two on their honeymoon. Her attempts to do so are roughly foiled by
her father, William Hansen. Rejected, she does not respond to kind treatment by Miss Waters and her younger child friend De Wilde, but goes on
a telescoped tour of the sleazier section of the town. She enters a cafe and
talks to drunken soldier Dick Moore who attempts to kiss her and is hit over
the head with a bottle. She returns home to find De Wilde dead of an illness.

End

Odeon

Interest

In NTS
Theatres
Toronto, Dec. 15. — Sam Fingold,
president of National Theatre Services, has announced the termination,
effective Jan. 3, 1953 of his association
with Odeon Theatres . (Canada)
Soon after Miss Harris has "recovered" from the wedding and the death, in the operation of 16 theatres, adding
and fallen into the usual adolescent ways.
Fred Zinnemann directed and has allowed the principals full sway in the that Odeon's interest in his company
exhibition of ultra-realistic histrionics. Edna and Edward Anhalt are credited had also been acquired.
National is now 100 per cent owned
with the screenplay. Others in the cast are James Edwards, Harry Bolden,
Danny
Mummert,
June
Hedin
and
Ann
Carter.
N. Y. Visitors Told
by him, Fingold stated, and will conThis is a pretentious, Art with a capital A, film. Exhibitors should see
tinueintoOntario
operate including
a circuit the
of 16
30 units
theAbout Cinerama
atres
it for proper evaluation of merchandising possibilities for their situations.
That Cinerama has made the
Running time, 91 minutes. General audience classification. Release date, jointly operated.
Broadway Theatre here an "interna- not set.
tional institution" is acknowledged by
Delay Columbia Suit
the New York Convention and VisiU. A. Will Release
tors Bureau in a special listing which Crescent Appeal
A postponement until Jan. 15 was
granted here yesterday on the show
says, "Cinerama, the new motion picThree
in
January
(Continued
from,
page
1
)
ture medium that creates a startling
cause order calling upon Columbia
United Artists will place three Pictures' minority stockholder Wilillusion of three dimensional reality, is cided to forget about contempt
liam B. Weinberger of New York to
charges and instead concentrate on films, "Kansas City Confidential,"
at the Broadway Theatre."
The publication goes, to 4,000,000 of getting the Nashville District Court "Guerilla Girl" and "Luxury Girls," post bond in connection with his antiin general release during January, it
trust suit against the company.
New York's visitors each year. No
the original Crescent con- was announced here by William J.
entertainment has ever had a listing to toughen
sent decree.
of this kind, it was said.
Heineman, vice-president in charge of
In 1950, the anti-trust division distribution.
brought civil and criminal contempt
"Kansas City Confidential," an
charges against Crescent, four allied
Edward Small production starring
theatre
circuits
and
three
circuit
offiItaly Slashes
Film
THE BILLION
cers. The Nashville District Court John Payne and Coken Gray, will go
threw out the contempt charges but into general release on Jan. 16.
"Guerrilla Girl" will be released on
Production
Subsidy
reserved jurisdiction on several Jus- Jan. 23. Produced
DOLLAR
SECRET
and directed by
tice requests to broaden some of the
theatre acquisition provisions in the John Christian, it stars Helmut DanBy ARGEO SANTUCCI
tine and introduces a new screen actearlier consent decree.
We cannot withhold
ress, Mariana. On Jan. 30 U.A. will
Rome, Dec. 15. — The government
Justice
appealed
the
criminal
concommittee charged with reducing
the secret any longer.
tempt decision to the Sixth Circuit release "Luxury Girls," filmed on
budget expenditures has approved a Court of Appeals and the civil con- location in Europe.
It is revealed in
formula which lowers government contempt decision directly to the Supreme
tributions tonative motion picture pro- Court.
duction from $9,000,000 to $3,500,000.
the film "Above and
Department spokesmen today said Stage Shows at Capitol
Johnnie Ray will start a series of
Half of the achieved economies ef- the criminal contempt appeal had been
fected by the committee will be used quietly withdrawn some weeks back, personal appearances at New York's
M-G-M
is nowwhich
about
Beyond"
for defense and half for reducing the and the civil contempt appeal action Capitol Theatre on Wednesday, Dec.
deficit. Members of the committee, followed. They said the Department 24, in the first stage show at that
to release.
established in 1948, are representative felt that "as a matter of tactics it was house in more than a year and a half.
Ray
Anthony
and
his
orchestra
and
of the Treasury Ministry and of Parliament.
better to prosecute what's still left songstress Gloria Gibbs will be coDo not tell anyone
the District Court." They indicated
Since 1948 the government has in
they did not yet know the date for starred with Ray. On the screen will
the basic facts behind
granted $35,000,000 to the film pro- further proceedings in the District be Universal International's "Against
duction industry.
Court.
this unusual narrative.
All
Flags."
'Ike' and Johnston
It is an obligation
To Name
Consultant
'Stars' Set for 400
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
"Above and Beyond"
Holiday Openings
the call of duty.
ters to keep the appointment with
ton, president of the Motion Picture
Eisenhower,
turning
the
meeting
over
Association of America, and Joyce
"Stars and Stripes Forever" will
open in over 400 situations in the to Joyce O'Hara. Johnston later reO'Hara,
MPAA
vice-president.
For security reasons
turned to the meeting for a brief stay
The foreign department chiefs were U. S. and Canada during the Christwe do not reveal why
mas-New Year season, reports 20th and then planed to Washington.
told that the change of government in
Japan had slowed down the efforts of Century-Fox. This represents one of
largest holiday booking totals for
Richard P. McDonnell, MPAA inter- the
"Above and Beyond"
UA
Opens Offices
national department representative, in the company.
was one of the most
(Continued from page 1)
The
film,
a
biography
in
color
by
obtaining remittances on frozen funds.
"restricted" sets
Irving Maas, of the Motion Picture Technicolor of bandleader John Philip The Portland office, under the Seattle
Export Association, who has been Sousa, is being pre-sold through a
exchange, is at 1816 N. W. Keanev.
during its filming.
negotiating a new agreement on im- campaign embracing the musical, his- The Albany, office is at 443 North
torical, and personality aspects of the
port licenses in Tokyo, is on his way
back to the United States.
picture.
Pearl Street.'

Motion
State

Sees

Difficulties

Censorship

House
No

if

Ends

Television
with

N. ,Y.,
Alba
the
to Dr.:
counsel15".—
Jr., Dec.
A. Brind
esny,
Charli
the
and
tment
Depar
State Education
s, predicted "chaos" in
of Regent
Boardmotio
n picture industry if film
the
declared unconstitucenso
tional.rship were
Speaking before the Men s Club of
Westminster Presbyterian Church, Dr.
Brind declared that different cities
would take different positions on what
is censorable within their police power
ers are "set" once
whereas now produc
a picture is licensed in New ^ork
State. Emphasizing that "someone
will have to keep a watch on things,"
he pointed out that "enforcement under
the penal law" had been tried before
the present licensing statute was enacted and "did not work." To meet
the situation that might develop with
the invalidation of censorship, Dr.
Brind projected, as he had recently m
a speech in Washington, the possibility
of theatre licensing.
Brind stated that "it is not true to
say that the motion picture industry
has cleaned house when 50 per cent
of the pictures presented to the mo
tion picture division of the State Edu
cation Department are foreign-made
or produced by fly-by-night compa
nies" that do not subscribe to the Pro
duction Code. He said that the_ major
Hollywood producing companies do
not give the motion picture division
any "trouble."
Seeks

Toronto

Telemeter Permit
Toronto, Dec. 15.— W. Z. Estey,
Canrepresenting the Famous d Players
adian Corp., appeare before the
Toronto Board of Control to ask for
Telemeter
a permit to erect a 300-foot
aerial and for a franchise to operate
the subscriber system of TV programs.
The Toronto city fathers promised
to study the application before giving
an answer, probably in January.
Similar applications have been made
by Famous Players in other cities,
but the Toronto situation is different
because, the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. already operates a television
station here.
112 TV Stations Now
The long lines department of the
American Telephone and Telegraph
Co. reports the opening of a new
microwave link connecting Roanoke,
System's nationthe Bell
Va., with
wide television
network.
Network service is now available
to 112 television stations in 69 cities.

INVITATION
PREMIERE

TO

SHOWING

ACMIOLA
FILM

EDITING

MACHINES

PICTURE & SOUND, 16-35 mm
Shipments within 3 months! Built to outlast three ordinary machines! Continuous
demonstrations commencing Friday, Dec.
19th, 2 P.M.
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK CITY
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Pinky

-Radio
Herman

during his i week :s
XTOT only did Ed CBSullivan regain his health
Toast of the
the
of
host
the
JM stay at the Flower Hospital but
r Hospital
Flowe
of
work
fine
the
of
d
learne
also
Town" series
them to
signed
ith
forthw
and
Student Nurses' Choir of Fifty Voices
which
ganza,
Icetra
an
am,
Christmas carol-lick on Sunday's progr
Sonja
re.
Theat
Roxy
the
of
stage
ed
will originate from the enlarg
costume
Henie will make her TV debut, wearing a forty pound hula
When Marguerite Piazza
during her famous hula dance on ice. . . .ions
next month for MOM
select
ic
operat
light
of
album
waxes a new
will be furnished by
Records, background and supporting music
ed regularly on Max
featur
are
Both
tra.
Charles Sanford's Orches
NBChckeroo^ .
ial
perenn
,"
Liebman's "Your Show of Shows
28
When Tack Benny's next TVer for Lucky Strikes goes on Dec.
make
will
t
Stewar
Jimmy
Star
Screen
City,
from the new CBS TV
a
his initial venture in television. . . . Songstress Benay Venut
its
irom
cents
three
r
anothe
iates
observes that "if the dollar deprec
current 53 cent value, then they could stop making half-dollar pieces.
Kyle
(A half-truth, no?). . . . Starting Monday, Dec. 29, beauteous
MacDonnell's vocalisthenics will be heard five times a week at 11 :lo
to 11:30 P.M. via WOR.
if
if
#
, •
it
when
people
business
show
like
people
business
no
There's
etc.,
money,
talents,
time,
their
of
donations
unselfish
to
comes
. Bob Weitman's 18-hour telethon, ABC onfor worthy charities
ducted last week for the United Cerebral Palsy Fund, raised more
than half a million dollars. Incidentally,
Dennis James turned in a masterful stint as
MC. . . . CBS is lining up another TV series
for Eddie Albert in addition to his Tuesday at
8 P.M. program. New half-hour format will
be dotted in the afternoon, where it is hoped
he will duplicate the success he enjoyed with
daytime TV on the coast. . . . Bob Manning,
ork, has
former chirper with Art Mooney's
been signed to warble on Capitol Records. His
first platter ("Gypsy Girl ) could very well
launch the tall, good-looking youngster smack,
dab into the middle of the baritone sweepstakes. . . . The MacQuarrie Network
Dennis James
poll for the "most popular vocal(Australia)
ist" crowned Rosemary Clooney, the nevo
"Here Come the Girls," with
Paramount star currently making
Bob Hope. . . . While on the subject of Polls, the Motion
Picture Daily-Fame annual Television Radio Poll is nearing completion and will be announced in a few weeks.
if
if
if
CBS' TV series. "Omnibus," flashed Sundays from 4:30 to
6:00 P.M., is now completely sold out, the latest co-sponsor
Others include, Willys-Overland, Greybeing Scott Paper.
hound Bus, Electric Shaver Div. of Remington-Rand and
American Machine & Foundry. . . . Questioning a 14-yearold girl on his "Name That Tune," NBC quizzer, Red Benson
had no comeback, when to his query, "What do you want to
be when you grow up," she answered simply, "Why I'd like
to be married." . . . We caught Larry Storch's hilarious
"Benny" routine Sunday on "This Is Show Business" and are
this clever comic doesn't
that by
than. .ever
moreownmystified
even his
have
TV series.
. Quite
accident we turned the
radio dial to WMGM
one midnight last week and fortunately,
too, for we found ourselves listening to a program, originating
from Hutton's Restaurant, and featuring the wit and humor
of Henry Morgan.
Stay-up-lates can now enjoy a happy,
relaxed and completely new Morgan personality, whose easytq-listen-to chatter without becoming enmeshed in controversial harangues by would-be radioracles. . . . Bob Quigley's
Kideo series. "Shenanigans," which bowed in recently via
WPIX in the daily 5:00 to 6:00 P.M. slot is sure-fire moppet
material.
Written by Bob, with B.Q. himself doing the emceeing honors, the program features games, cartoon strips,
movies and daily adventures of "Slick Trick Quigley, Private
if
it
if
LOTSA DOTS . . . Radio's newest Space Hero, "Planet Man,"
made a personal appearance last week in Buffalo, co-sponsored by the
New York State Nurses and Station WEBR. The popular Space
Eye."
Man, hero of the Palladium Radio Productions sensational ET series,
drew a crowd of over 75,000 people, according to Bill Schwietzer,
promotion mgr. of WEBR.

Group

Good

Radio

in

Sees

TV,

Censorship

Washington, Dec. 15.--A House,
investigating committee said today it
thought Congress could, if necessary,
enact Federal censorship of radio and
television broadcasting, but that no
good might come from such legislation.
The conclusion came from a House
Commerce sub-committee headed by
Rep. Harris (D., Ark.), which has
standbeen investigat
programs.
andtheTVmoral
ards of radio ing
The sub-committee held hearings from
June into December, and today issued
its final report.
The report said the question had
been raised whether Congress could
legislate in this field. Quoting from
in "Thep
decision
Courtpicture
Supreme
the
_ censorshi
motion
Miracle"
court
the
case, the sub-committee said
had clearly found that under some
circumstances some form of comwas conoverthefilms
control
munitystitutional
same thought
and that
be applied to broadcasting.
could
"The sub-committee believes, however, that the potential evils inherent
in such governmental controls might
be even greater -than the evils that
such controls might- be designed to
stated. "Furremedy," the
feels
thermore, report
the sub-committee
reagood
no
be
that there appears to
son why such controls should be imindusbefore the
at thisan time
to explore
opportunity
try hasposedhad
fully whether effective self-regulation
Welcomes TV Code
feasible."
is The sub-committee welcomed the
television industry's recent code of
said that "self-regulaand substantial
standards
progress in
tion is making
this field, and, so long as the public
interest is served, is preferable to
government-imposed regulation." It
conCongress
urged, tinuehowever,
the subject
eye on
to keep an that
and that the new Congress "continue
and expand" the investigation.
Other conclusions in the report :
There is still entirely too much emphasis upon crime programs ;
Television reaches a different audimedia, and performence from other ons
which might be
ances or discussi
theatres, on
picture
motion
okay in
the ing ;stage or in books or magazines
might be considered offensive on television, especially when presented during periods when children are watchWhile networks have some responsibility for program standards, indisponsib lity ;
still bear the final revidual licensees
One method for improving program
standards is for the public to express
its criticisms freely and fully;
Poor taste has been displayed in
advertising many products ;
get more, culis tryingal toprograms
Televisio
and
tural andneducation
should continue to do so.
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Equipment

RKO Radio 'Holders
File Suit on Coast

Motion Picture Daily was told by
when the election is held. DieHollywood,
Dec.against
15. — A RKO
million dollar suit
trich was chairman of the board
the Merrill Lynch firm that by virtue
Pictures, RKO Radio Picof RKO Pictures prior to the
tures, RKO Radio Pictures,
of the firm's policy it would not be
. . . possible for a member of the comWorld
sale of Hughes' stock to the
Inc., Howard Hughes and
Ralph
Stolkin
syndicate
last
Chase National Bank was
pany to be on the board of any organization. It also was stated that
September.
filed in Federal Court here
with RAY GALLO
the brokerage company had no conThe other new members of the
today by Eli B. and Marion B.
nections whatsoever with RKO Pic- board, as announced by the company
tures.
Castleman and Louis Feuerman, stockholders. The
in Hollywood on Saturday, are
INSTALLATIONS of Simplesx telecharges duplicate those made
Bent, however, served on the
Hughes and J. Miller Walker. The
vision systems in two theatre have
by the same group in filing a
RKO Pictures board for about a
latter was a board member, secretary
been announced by National Theatre
parallel
and general counsel of RKO prior to
Nov. 13. suit in New York
Supply, New York. Both systems are
year in 1949-'50, presumably as
the
sale
to
Stolkin,
and
resigned
at
a Hughes' nominee, shortly after
the direct projection type, manufacthat time.
Hughes purchased the Atlas
tured by General Precision LaboraCorp.
controlling
stock
interest
It was reported from Hollywood
tory, Pleasantville, N. Y. One instalin RKO.
that
in addition to granting the Stol- Universal Drive
lation was in B. S. Moss' 1,500-seat
kin group deferments on maturity
Lee Theatre at Fort Lee, N. J., the
Edward G. Burke, Jr., a member
(Continued from page 1)
other was at the 1,028-seat Gopher of the new RKO board, who arrived dates of the stock purchase payments
Theatre in Minneapolis.
Hughes also waived a prohas been named captain of
here from the Coast yesterday, could due him,
•
vision of the agreement holding the partment
the drive by Americo Aboaf, foreign
not clarify the confusion over Bent.
Ray Dunn, Chicago branch man- He said that he presumed an official members of the Stolkin group "jointly general sales manager. Prizes of trips
ager for A. & M. Karagheusian, Inc., statement would be issued by the and severally" liable for performance to New York, or any other city of
New York, manufacturer of Guli- board this week. It is believed that of the contract. In consequence of their choosing, will go to managers
such a waiver, it was said, members
stan carpets, will assume control
over the entire Chicago territory, a new director will be elected to re- of the Stolkin group could, if they so of winning forces in the Latin American, Far Eastern and European diviBent, if the latter is definitely desired, sell their RKO stock holdupon retirement Dec. 31 of Edward off theplacedirectorate.
sions. Staff members in the top counStrauss as Midwestern division
ings individually, rather than in a
Burke
said
there
had
been
no
electry
will
receive three weeks' salary ;
block.
manager. The territory includes the
tion of RKO officers over the weeksecond
place
territory,
salNorthern half of Illinois, all of
However, three of the five memary, and third,
fourth two
and weeks'
fifth place
end, as had been scheduled. He said
Iowa, the Eastern half of Nebraska, he believed
bers,
Stolkin,
A.
L.
Koolish
and
Ray
an election would be held
most of Wisconsin, the Upper Pen- later this week. Because the other Ryan, are said to hold 90 per cent of countries, one week's salary. .
insula of Michigan, and the North- three directors are on the Coast, .he the block, with Burke and Sherrill
ern half of Indiana. From head- said the election would be held in Corwin owning the other 10 per cent. 'News' Ad Plan
Meanwhile, a hearing is scheduled
quarters in Chicago, Dunn will su- Hollywood. Burke will be in New
in New York Supreme Court here
(Continued from page 1)
pervise activities of three salesmen, York for two or three days.
Charles Mallinson, John Manfrin
tomorrow on a petition by a stockand Robert Palm.
It is generally anticipated in
holders' group for appointment of a Century, Prudential, Interboro and
•
the trade that Noah Dietrich,
receiver for RKO, an adjunct of an Randforce. The Warner circuit is
one of the new members of the
action for recovery which they have slated to join the plan following the
David E. Feinberg has been named
Christmas holidavs.
board, will be named president
brought against Hughes.
general manager of the United States
Air Conditioning Corp. of Minneapolis, to succeed his father,
RKO
Prepares 5
the late A. A.
GREAT
MOTION
PICTURES
ARE
PROCESSED
BY PATHE
(Continued
from page 1)
Feinberg . A
vice-president of
Frontier," to be produced by Robert
the corporation
Sparks from an original story by
since May, 1951,
David has also
Beirne color,
Lay,
Jr.;an"Size
12," story
TechniBEN
PIVAR.
Independent Film Libra? y
based on
original
by
served as sales
Jerome
Weidman,
which
Harriet
Parmanager of the
President says :
sons will produce; "Second Chance,"
company's reto be produced by Sam' Wiesenthal ;
frigeration divi"The Return of Zorro," written for
sion and as cothe screen by Walter Ferris and
ord inator of
"Our
very survival
is
Frances . Kavanaugh from an adaptaus A I Rco's detion by Laurence Hazzard.
fense production
David E. Feinber;
The 20 pictures to be released belab service.
upon
activities. Exoften dependent
tween now and June 18 are : "Hans
cept for three years in the Army Air
Force, he has been associated ivith Christian Andersen," Dec. 19 ; "Black•beard the Pirate," Dec. 25 ; "Androlet us down."
the corporation since 1940.
lias never
Pathe
a
cles and the Lion," Jan. 9 ; "Never
A new rubber runner matting es- Wave at A Wac," Jan. 28 ; "No Time
pecially designed for lobbies or other for Flowers," Jan. 31 ; "Peter Pan,"
When the lab work can make or break
inside entrance ways has been an- Feb. 5; "Angel Face," Feb. 11;
nounced bv the D. W. Moor Co. of "Sword of Venus," Feb. 20; "Night
a picture, don't take chances. Specify
Toledo. Called the "Do-All Long- Without Stars," March 6 ; "The Persuader,"
March
13
;
"Fort
Apache"
Pathe because Pathe produces the
Ribbed Matting,'' it is made from and "Blood on the Moon" (reissues),
corded rubber in 3/16-inch thickness.
It has traction-type ribbing running March 27 ; "Beautiful but Dangerous,"
^ig/z^Z-quality work with best service
the long way of the mat to facilitate April 1 ; "Port Sinister," April 10 ;
available anywhere.
"The
Sea
Around
Us,"
April
22;
"Sea
cleaning with a broom. Sold by the
running foot, the matting is 34 inches Devils," May 1 ; "Mickey Mouse
wide ;and comes in rolls of approxi- Birthday Party," May 15 ; "Below
mately 38 feet in length. Colors avail- the Sahara," May 22; "Break-Up,"
able include red, green, blue, mosaic June 11 ; and "Split-Second," June 18.
and black.
•
'Jazz Singer' Promotion
Renovating and redecorating of
Hollywood, Dec. 15. — In a camits showrooms on the 18th floor of
paign aimed at reaching the largest
the Merchandise Mart in Chicago is post-premiere audience in company
being carried out in time for an history, Warner Brothers has comearly January reopening by the
pleted arrangements to translate speJames Lee and Sons Co., Bridgecial
recordings of "The Jazz Singer"
Both New York and Hollywood Have Complete Pathe Laboratory Facilities:
port, Pa., manufacturers of carpets. world premiere
on Dec. 30 into sevThe company also has announced
eral foreign languages. The special
JJMM
• l6MM
• COLOR
• BLACK
AND WHITE
new warehouses in Cleveland and discs will be used domestically on
Pathe Laboratories, Inc. is a subsidiary of Chesapeake Industries, Inc.
Los Angeles and additions to show- radio stations catering to foreign lanrooms in Atlanta and Dallas.
gauge audiences.
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Johnston

Sees

Exhibitors

New
104

Republic

Films

Rates
To

WCBS-TV;

No

accepts

the opinion of national accredited reviewing organizations.

Folsom

at Kodak

Effect

Westerns

Arbitration

KANSAS CITY, Dec. 16. —
City Council has passed an
ordinance, effective Sunday, providing for the review of motion pictures,
but also providing that
the reviewer may give certificates of approval
without reviewing pictures in cases where he

CAP

Sold

A deal for 104 Republic features, most of them produced between 1945
and 1948, was disclosed here yesterday by WCBS-TV, key station of
the CBS television network, and Hollywood Television Service, Inc., a
Initiates First Session
completely-owned subsidiary of Republic Pictures.
It is estimated that the deal, the
Aimed at New Agreement
largest ever negotiated directly between a motion picture company's
Harbinger of Good
TV subsidiary and a telecaster, inSteps toward reaching an undervolves about $200,000. No picture in
Business at Hall
standing- on the future of arbitration
the package is a Western, it was disin the motion picture business have
A harbinger of good Christclosed. The films, which will be released to WCBS-TV for exclusive
mas holiday business for exbeen taken in a preliminary "offthe-record" meeting between three
hibitors was provided here
first-run television showings in the
exhibitor leaders and Eric Johnston,
yesterday by the Radio City
New York area, will be shown startpresident of the Motion Picture AssoMusic Hall, which traditioning Feb. 1, on the New York teleciation of America, with Joyce
ally finds its grosses up with
vision station's "The Early Show"
O'Hara and Ralph Hetzel, MPAA
the opening of its Christmas
and "The Late Show."
vice-presidents, sitting in. The meetA spokesman for the network said
stage show. Currently, busiing was held in New York last Friness is ahead of last year.
similar deals with Hollywood Teleday but efforts were made to withvision Service are expected to be conThe second week of "Million
hold news of the sessions and the
summated for owned and operated
nature of the talks.
Dollar Mermaid," plus the
CBS-TV stations and affiliated staholiday stage show, is due to
tions elsewhere in the country.
It was learned, however, that
hit a big $145,000, topping the
Included
in the 104 films are musithe parleys covered the general
first week's gross of $142,000.
cals, comedies, adventure stories and
problems relating to arbitration, with no conclusions
mysteries. Among them are : "Northreached, nor were any future
west Outpost," with Nelson Eddy;
Pathe
Television
meetings scheduled.
"Specter (Continued
of the Rose,"
on- pagewith
5) Judith
Exhibitor representatives at the
meeting were Herman Levy, general Seeking Material
counsel of Theatre Owners of Araer$18,160,000
World
(Continued on page 5)
Although the Pathe Television
Corp. was formed 10 months ago for
the purpose of financing and distribut- Gross Sales for 4IT
ing film programs for TV, the company is still looking for packages to
Washington, Dec. 16. — Universal
finance and, as yet, has not started to Pictures and subsidiaries reported to
function. Last March the newly- the Securities and Exchange Commission here todav estimated consolidated
It was learned here yes- formed organization announced that it
had set up a budget of $6,250,000 to world gross sales of $18,160,000 for
terday that the Departthe 13-week final fiscal quarter of
ment of Justice has cover two years of operations.
According to William C. MacMil- 1952 ending Nov. 1. Consolidated
granted an extension of len, Jr., president of Chesapeake (for- world gross sales for the 14 weeks
time for the disposition
merly Pathe) Industries, the group final quarter of 1951 were $21,138,791.
For the 52 weeks of 1952 ending
of RKO's stock interests had not found a "package attractive
Nov. 1, the estimated total was $63,enough
to
finance."
MacMillen
said
in Metropolitan Play- here yesterday that the company had 991,682, compared with $65,172,580
houses. The new deadline not used the funds which had been al- for the 53 weeks of 1951.
(Continued on page 2)
to report to the New York
In its report, Universal points out
(Continued on page 5)
Statutory Court is Feb. 2,
instead of the old date of
Robinson
Succeeds
Dec. 20.
On

AS

CENTS

UA's
Heads
Sugar
Exchange
Here

Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 16. — Archbold Robinson was elected treasurer of
Joseph Sugar has been promoted to
Eastman Kodak at a meeting of direc- the post of branch manager of United
tors today. His election followed the Artists' New York exchange, under
district manager Fred Myers, it was
board's
resignation
of Marionacceptance
B. Folsomof asthetreasurer
and announced here by general sales manager B. G. Kranze. The position had
a director, Folsom resigning to take
the appointment of Under-Secretary been vacant for more than a year. Sugar had been manager of the
of the Treasury in the Eisenhower
Administration. The selection of Fol- home office contract and playdate department since joining United Artists
som was announced
by Robinson
Eisenhower's
headquarters
yesterday.
will early last year.
He began his industry career in
assume his(Continued
new duties
when2) Folsom's
(Continued on page 5)
on page

Cuts

up

Revised
Smaller

to

25%

Schedule Aids
Houses Mainly

Savings up to 25 per cent have
been effected in new contracts of
the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers covering the performance of ASCAP
music by means of recordings in conventional and drive-in motion picture
theatres. The basic changes, which
were negotiated by the Theatre Owners of America and other groups, are
noted principally in the contracts for
the smaller type of theatres in both
categories. It was pointed out by
J. M. Collins, ASCAP sales manager, that the decrease in fees was
made possible by inserting an additional bracket in both schedules.
The new rates become effective

For conventional theatres,
Jan.
the 1.annual rates range from $12
for seating capacities of less
than 400,
to $48cm for
s
(Continued
page theatre
5)

RKO
Case

Rec
Set

eivership
for

Fri.

Postponement until Friday of a
hearing on an RKO Pictures stockholders' application for appointment of
a receiver in New York Supreme
Court was granted yesterday. The
hearing, twice postponed, had been
slated for today.
Meanwhile, the investment firm of
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and
Beane stated that Maurice Bent, one
of its executives, definitely is not a
member of the new board of directors
(Continued on page 5)

Disney
Lesser

Series
Film

and

to RKO

A new series of Walt Disney featurettes with color in Technicolor, and
Julian Lesser's "The Lost Hours"
will be released by RKO Radio Pictures, the company reported here yesterday. Sidney Kramer, short subjects sales manager, said that the
Disney series, which will deal with
little-known and out-of-the-ordinary
people and places,, will have, no established releasing schedule nor will it
(Continued on page 5)

2

Motion

Personal

Mexican

Mention

Fined

Picture

Theatres

for

John Huston, director, and Colette Marchand, French actressdancer, will arrive here by plane today from Paris.
•
Jean Renoir, director, will leave
New York today for Hollywood, but
will stop off en route to visit his son
in Ohio.
Richard Condon, RKO Radio director ofadvertising-publicity, will return to New York today from Washington.
•
manager of
general
Olman,
Abe
M-G-M's music subsidiaries, has returned from a 10-day
European trip.
•

of SpeJules B. Weill, president left
New
cialty Television Films, has
York for Chicago • and the Coast.
Leon Brandt, RKO Radio exploitation manager, has returned to New
York from Hollywood.
•
Milton Weisman of Telenews will
leave here on Jan. 7 on a six-month
world survey.

Closed.

Set

Zukor

Family

at

Birthday Dinner
Hollywood, Dec. 16. — More than
Adolph
20
area
Angelesfamily
Los Zukor's
live inof the
whomembers

will be on hand for his 80th birthday dinner to be held at the Ambassaon Jan. 7. The all-indusdor Hotel
try event is sponsored by Variety
Clubs International with Charles P.
Skouras as dinner chairman.
Family members include Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Zukor, son, and their
children, E. John Zukor, Adolph
Zukor II, and James R. Zukor; Mr.
and Mrs. Boyd Morse, Arthur Loew,
Jr., Albert A. Kaufman, Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Kaufman, Jr., Mr. and
Mrs. Melville A. Shauer, Mrs. Jenny
Shauer, Mr. and Mrs. David Loew,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Beck and
Stewart Stern. A group of friends
and relatives from the East are planning to attend.

The closings resulted when 11 top
first-runs and five secondary first-runs
not take seriously
did
department
that hisBustamante's
announcement
would collect and turn over to public
charities all that the top theatres
charged over 46 cents and all over 34
cents which secondary houses demanded. The department insisted that
the rate of 57 cents, which the top
theatres charged and the 46 cents
the secondaries, were excharged by
cessive. The action caused 80 second
and subsequent-run theatres to cut
from 20 to 35 per cent.
The department had been fining theAdvance
atres $57.80 per day for charging Four-week
prices higher than those authorized. Sale for Kaye
It said the exhibitors were glad to
profits they
In anticipation of a heavy sale of
pay
made.because of the huge
tickets for Danny Kaye in person
U. S. distributors' reaction to the with his "All-Star International Vanew theatre prices was the suspension
Show," starting
the RKO
Palace riety
Theatre
Sunday at
evening,
Jan.
of Mexican premieres, scheduled dur- 18, the box-office will open today,
ing Christmastime, of three top
four weeks in advance.
American films : Paramount's "The
Box-office hours will be from 10 :00
Greatest Show on Earth," M-G-M's
"Ivanhoe" and Republic's "The Quiet A.M. to 10:00 P.M. daily, and from
Man." The companies had booked 12:00 noon on Sundays until 10:00
these pictures at very high percentages P.M. Prices Monday through Thursunder the old theatre prices. They
day, and Sunday evenings will range
want to see how the forced-down price from $1.80 to $4.80; Friday and Satsituation develops before releasing the
urday evenings, $1.80 to $6.00; Wedthree.
nesday matinees, $1.20 to $3.60, and
Saturday and Sunday matinees, $1.20
Will

Show

Machine

Here

Acmiola
Friday

to $4.20-.
Name
Head

FJP

Office

Over-charging

Mexico City, Dec. 16.— Ninety-six
GOLDING, advertisingDAVID
publicity director for Samuel local theatres have reduced their admission prices 20 to 35 per cent beGoldwyn Productions, will arrive in
.
of drastic action taken against
cause
York
New
Hollywood today from
•
lb in the form of a two-hour closing
of their box-offices by Erg, Loew's Interna- and sealing
Morton Sprin
nesto P. Uruchurtu, the new mayor,
tional vice-president, and Seymour
Mayer, Far East supervisor, will and Adolfo Fernandez Bustamante,
of the city amusements suleave here by plane Jan. 10 forthea fiveFar new chief
week tour of Europe and
department, for alleged overpervision
.
charging
Kast.
A. Dale Hermans has been named
Allied Artists office manager-booker
in Albany, succeeding Robert Adler,
who has become United Artists sales
manager in that city.
•
Harry Feinstein, Warner Theatres' New England zone manager,
and Mrs. Feinstein are marking their
ary.
11th wedding annivers
•
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Home

Unit

A committee of home office chairmen for the amusement division campaign of the Federation of Jewish
Philanthropies has been named by
Barney Balaban, Si Fabian and
Manny Frisch, campaign leaders.
On the new committee are : Martin
H. Newman, Century Circuit ; Abe
Schneider, Columbia Pictures ; Ed
Fabian, Fabian Theatres ; Leopold
Friedman and Irving Greenfield,
Loew's ; William Brenner and Burton Robbins, National Screen Service ;Arthur Israel, Jr., and Louis A.
Novins, Paramount ; Harry Mandel,
RKO Theatres ; Charles Boasberg,
RKO Radio Pictures ; Louis M.
Weber, Skouras Theatres ; Max
Youngstein, United Artists ; Edward
L. Hyman and Robert Weitman.
United Paramount Theatres ; Leon
Goldberg and Adolph O. Schimel,
Universal Pictures ; Samuel Schneider,
Warner Bros.
William J. German, of the firm of
the same name, has accepted the chaireration
manshipdrive.
of the film laboratories' FedLong
Weekend
for
New
York Industry
Eight more home offices have decided to give their employes a long
Christmas weekend. They are Allied
Artists, Columbia, Paramount Pictures, 20th Century-Fox, United Artists, United Paramount Theatres,
Universal-International and Warner
Brothers. M-G-M, RKO Radio Pictures and RKO Theatres had previously announced the weekend closing.
Republic and
Picture
sociation havethe
notMotion
set their
plans Asas

Companies observing the long weekend will close early in the afternoon
on Dec. 24, at which time most of
them will hold Christmas parties and
will remain closed until Monday,
to Dec. 29.

Independent
A premiere showing and demonstraOntario
T. A,
tion of the Acmiola 16mm. and 35mm.
yet.
Named
Davis
Toronto, Dec. 16. — An independent Cowan
film editing, viewing and sound reproexhibitor,
J.
D.
McCulloch,
owner
of
ducing machine will be held here FriAd-Puhlicity Head
day afternoon at the showrooms of the Iroquois Theatre, Petrolia, has
Allan Davis, M-G-M director, is S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp. Film been elected 1953 president of the MoPhil Cowan has been appointed diin New York from the Coast.
rector of advertising, publicity and
tion Picture Theatres Association of
producers,
editors
and
laboratory
technicians were invited.
Ontario. He succeeds Harry S. Man- exploitation for Arthur Davis Assodell
ronto. of 20th Century Theatres, Tociates, president Arthur Davis disPathe Television
closed here yesterday. Cowan, former
{Continued from page 1)
Other officers are : vice-president, publicist with Eagle Lion Films and
QP Party Tomorrow
William A. Summerville, Jr., B. & F. United Artists, was recently with
lotted to the project and there were
The Quigley Publishing Company's Theatres, Toronto ; secretary, E. G. Kenyon and Eckhardt. He will take
no immediate plans for operations. He employes' Christmas party will be Forsyth, Odeon Theatres, (Canada) over his new post immediately.
denied reports that the company had held at The Tavern on the Green to- Ltd., and treasurer, John Clarke,
Specializing in the distribution of
been dissolved.
morrow evening. Jack Lasher, manaLoew's Theatre, Toronto. Arch H. foreign films, Davis will release 18
ger
of
the
United
Nations
restaurant,
features in 1953.
Bruce Eels, Hollywood radio packre-appointed executive secager and former executive of the Manny Wolf's Chop House, and The Jolley was
retary for the eighth year.
Tavern on the Green, and Harry Anaand Rubicam advertising- stasia of the circulation department of
Young was
Robinson Succeeds
agency,
announced as president of
{Continued from page 1)
the Pathe subsidiary, with Henry tails.
Quigley Publishing, are handling de- Canada
to Lift
Briggs, James Wolcott, Livingston
resignation becomes effective at the
Building Curbs
Goddard, Eels and MacMillen as directors.
end of the year.
Date Australian Film
Toronto, Dec. 16. — Federal conCarl L. Stevenson was elected an
trols on the use of steel for non-esThe American premiere of the Aussential construction, which includes assistant treasurer. He has been mantralian-made "Wherever She Goes"
Set 'Hiawatha' Opening
ager of the company's employee benetheatres,
will be lifted Dec. 31, acThe Eastern premiere of Allied Ar- has been scheduled for New York's
fits department.
cording to formal announcement by
tists' "Hiawatha" has been set at the Beekman Theatre following the curRobinson,
assistant treasurer
Production Minister C. D. Howe. Im- since 1937, hasanbeen
Bijou Theatre here on Christmas
with Kodak for
rent run of "Under the Red Sea."
Arthur Mayer and Edward Kingsley
more
than
30
years.
He began in
provement
in
Canada's
steel
position
Day.also"Climbing
has made the move possible.
will
be on the the
bill. Matterhorn" are distributing in the U. S.
the sales department in 1919.
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National

Pre-Selling

ANOTHER example of national
magazine cooperation with exhibitors isan offer of free pre-selling
tie-in material by Seventeen Magazine. The feature selected by Seventeen as "Picture of the Month" is
"Million Dollar Mermaid." Available now to exhibitors for lobby display or other use, are reprints of
'Seventeen' s review together with a
re the
the Month"
of magazi
"Pictuof
the cover
of the
copy
ne.
seal and
•
Some Bermuda fish are being immortalized this week in a story
called "Film Stars with Fins," appearing in the current issue of Life.
It pictures the trials and triumphs
of shooting in Bermuda waters
"Main Street, Under Sea," a halfhour featurette in Eastman color
produced by Marion Gering of G-L
Enterprises. Life's cameraman went
under water to get pictures of
Bronson Hartley, director, and Martica, his wife, who swims the lead.
The camera, a secret invention, is
shown as a mysterious dark object
— carefully shrouded in Martica's
black taffeta slip.
•
A four-color ad for "Hans ■Ohris*tian Andersen" appears in the Janu: ary issue of Woman's Home Com<.panion.
the same issue the Companion-a/»/>row</' features for January
'■are pictorially displayed.
They are
,-P aramount' s "Come
Back, Little
? Sheba," M-G-M's "Plymouth Adven1,-iuve" and "Prisoner of Zcnda," Gold]<ivyn's "Hans
Christian Andersen,"
^United Artists' "Outpost in Malaya",
and V 'niversal-Intcrnatioual 's • "Bef cause of You."
•
■• A; precedent is being broken by The
(Saturday Review of Literature in its
issue of Dec. 27. For the first time
-in its history the magazine will use
'the
portrait
a performer,
Shirley
Booth,
on theof cover.
The issue
will
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Picture
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Spiegal
Stresses
Importance
of

Never Wave At a Wac
(Frederick BrissonzRKO Pictures)
ROSALIND RUSSELL is back in top form in another of her famed
comedy roles and this one, with Marie Wilson, is really stacked. Both
stars and Paul Douglas provide strong marquee lure but what's most important is that Ken Englund has contributed a .screenplay that is loaded with
gags and distributes the punch-lines lavishly among the trio. From all angles
this looks like one of the company's top grossers ; it is sure-fire entertainment.
Norman Z. McLeod directed excellently, maintaining a rapid pace and
utilizing many incisive visual jokes. • Miss Russell is seen at the opening as
a Washington hostess, a Senator's daughter who caters to "V.I.P.s" and
gaudy panties. She is divorced from textile expert Douglas and being
romanced by Army Col. William Ching. When Ching is stationed in Paris
and. Miss- Russell's rival, Hillary Brooke, joins the WAC and is assigned
near him,' the famed hostess joins up too expecting a commission and ;duty
near her intended.'
However, her father, Charles Dingle, desires the Army to straighten her
out and refuses a' commission" for her. Miss" Wilson, a showgirl tired of
over appreciative males, enlists and is Rosalind's pal. Douglas shows up as
a tester of military clothing and gets his ex-wife special, rigorous .duty with
his group, which is experiencing Arctic tests. 'Eventually she : gets, tired of
the needling and having her passes : cancelled and demands separation from
the service. She is court-martialed "and. released, although Douglas testifies
■in her behalf. Set to marry Ching Who has commuted from Paris, to see her,
she attends an engagement party of Miss Wilson and Sergeant Leif Erickson
and decides on the next day ~to" gcr back"tO" " Douglas "and the WAC." Miss
Russell and Miss Wilson are expert comediennes and a fine team. Performances are top-notch all around with Erickson notable as the sergeant. Others
in
the.
cast, are'
ArleenandWhalen,
Lurene
Tuttle, Regis Toomey, Frieda InesSimpson.
Bernedine
Beavers
cort, Louise
Word-o£mouth advertising should get around on this one for it is a
smartly produced comedy that deftly treats with familiar situations and
should prove a crowd-pleaser of magnitude.
"Running
time,~87
minutes:
General' audience "dassirTcaTionr
X V Release date
1
Jan.
6
.

Overseas

Market

The importance of the foreign
market was stressed here yesterday by
independent producer Sam Spiegal,
who has returned from England where
he
completed production on "M.elba,"
which
Artists. will be released through United
Spiegal cited the revenues of
"African Queen" as an example. He
■estimated that "African Queen" will
earn from $7,000,000 to $8,OO0',0OO, 45
per cent of which will be derived outside the United States and Canada.
"African Queen," released through UA, was made under the HorizonAmerican banner, a company in which
he is associated with John Huston.
said Technicolor,
that "Melba,"cost
produced
in Spiegal
color by
about
$1,000,000-. • Costs were held down,
Spiegal continued," by shooting on location abroad. He praised Britain's..
Eady Plan as an incentive for Iproducing in England.
Three

Will

Plan

Wise. Drive-in Meet
Milwaukee, Dec. 16. — Sig Gokberg,
president of Wisconsin Allied, has appointed three to head the three nain. \
committees to set in motion plans for
the held
national
drive-in with
convention
be
in conjunction
Allied to
of '- 'I

Wisconsin's state convention. Match":,1
24-26 at the Schroeder Hotel, Mil- 1
waukee.
They are: Eric* BroW'n, . ,
Plymouth,
chairman drive-in
of the' !
j^AMON RUNYON'S distinctive touch is evident in this zany post-Prohi- convention-;- overall
- Ben
Marcus,
tion story ki-volviiig-^'-hatikrupr-beer-baTOri, a half-million dollar "bookie"
robbery, and an orphan with a penchant for practical jokes. This is a pleasant chairman ; Oliver Trampe, |state chair- 1
package of entertainment in color by WarnerColor that has marquee lure in man.
the names of Broderick Crawford and Claire Trevor, and plenty of situation
comedy. It is a potent bit of merchandise- which, properlv promoted, should do
- .
- » well at the box-office. i
The screenplay by James O'Hanlon presents". Crawford, Miss Trevor's husband, as a beer baron who goes to Saratoga to arrange payment of a loan on
THE MEANING
his brewery. Crawford's daughter, Virginia Gibson, accompanies her parents
and her suitor, Bill Hayes, who , takes a state trooper's job nearby. He is
OF "THE
i|
leally the son of a socially prominent and wealthy family.

Stop, Brothers)
You're
(Warner

Killing

Me

In' Crawford's absence from hjs . Saratoga mansion the five men who robbed
of Miss Booth's the bookies
hide out. One Henry. Morgan, kills his four partners when they
Wallis's "Come
jtry to double-cross him. He cannot flee because Crawford's mobster -pals,
This film will
opening on Dec. turned" house-servants, arrived cn the scene with Louis Lettieri, six-year-old
Theatre in New orphaned boy whom Crawford has taken along for a vacation. Crawford
throws a big party in a futile' money-raising effort. Lettieri, who has found
Morgan's black bag full of money and hidden it, empties some of its content
among the. guests. Crawford uses the
currency to get an extension from bank
- A full-color page ad on Universal- representatives Don Beddoe and Steven Chase. He makes Hayes a hero by
International's "Against All Flags," a having him shoot the closeted already-dead crooks and accidentally capture
■page-and-one-half four-color ad on Morgan.. Hayes and Miss ( Gibson clinch at .the happy fadeout. ,
Sam Goldwyn's "Hans Christian AnCrawford; Miss Trevor, and!" Lettieri "handle the comedy adeptly, ably supdersen," and a one-half page ad on
Cantor,
Sheldon
Leonard
and Margaret
Joe VitaleDumont,
as Crawford's
by ' Charles
Others
in the
cast are
Howard
St. John,
Henry
Hal Wallis's "Come Back, Little aides. ported
Sheba" appear in the issue of Look Slate, Jack Pepper arid Ned Glass. There are neat renditions, of .the title
now on the newsstands.
song and "My Everlovin','-' ";Ain't She Sweet," "Baby Face" and "Let- the
I--.''*-of the World Go- By."'
"r.r^\
A tzvo-page color picture story Rest
Roy Del Ruth's capable direction emphasized the broad - comedy aspects.
■about Gary Cooper's spear-fishing in Louis F. Edehnan's production is attractive and authentic for the period.
■Samjoa during, the filming on tlmt
Running time", 86 minutes. General audience classification." - Release date,
South Pacific island of his forthcom- Jan. 17.
ing United Artists release, "Return
to Paradise," appears in the issue of
Control of Scandia
Collier's nozv on the newsstands. $13,915,000 Gross
Also appearing in this issue are a
Films Passes to 3
City
page-and-one-half four-color ad on In Mexico
To assure films from Sweden and
Mexico City, Dec. 16. — Local
"Hans Christian Andersen" and a.
clear-thinking editorial on ' the motion theatres had a $13,915,000 gross last the Scandinavian countries wider distribution in the United States, three
picture industry.
year, announced the National Statis•
tics Department which cited that Swedish producers have purchased
Scandia Films, Inc., distributor of
Samuel Goldwyn's musical fairy revenue as demonstrating" general Swedish films in America, Ernest
tale, i "Hans Christian Andersen," an prosperity. Films are Mexico's top Mattsson, president and owner, of
RKO Radio release, receives top bill- paid public amusement.
ing—one page and four pictures— in
The theatres' gross ^compares with Scandia, announced. Thei producers
the January "McCalfs Goes to the the $920,000 which the local bull -fight are A. B. Europa Film, A. B. Sanring expects to gross from 16 shows drews. Ateljeer .and., the A.-B.— S-ve-nsk
Movies."Walter Haas this
Filmindustri, all of Stockholm.
season.

also carry a review
film debut in Hal
iBack, Little. Sheba."
Lave its pre-release
23 at the Victoria
.York.
•
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LIGHT"/
I
\BLUE
■;■ \
' ~ ]
1 h
This is the key to why f
"Above

and Beyond')

v

was a hush-hush pic- ture. But now it ban
be told.

Robert

Taylor

sur-

passes his performance in "Quo Vadis"
and "Ivanhoe"^ iii
and Beyond. 7
■ "Above
" .-.
i :a
~ \\

'""'.■
,. f
"Above and Beyond"
contains the Billion
Dollar Secret whiclji
Robert Taylor kept
from
who

Eleanor

Parker,

plays his wife.
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Wednesday, December 17, 1952

New

ASCAP

Rates

Motion

Picture

Daily

Reviews

Johnston

Following are the new and previous annual rates for ASCAP muTropic Zone
sic, on recordings, for both conven- (Pine & Thomas-Paramount)
tional and drive-in theatres:
\T7lLLIAM PINE and William Thomas have fashioned another of their
VV smooth, actionful productions in color by Technicolor that utilizes
Conventional Theatres
handsome island settings and stars Ronald Reagan and Rhonda Fleming.
NEW RATES
Estelita is featured as a casino singer and dancer and performs zestfully.
Up to 400 seats
$12
401 to 800 seats
$18 Like Miss Fleming, she is quite attractive and both are well-costumed. The
film has plenty of brawls and under the skillfull direction of Lewis Foster
801 to 1,200 seats
$24 there
is a neat blending of action, romance, and song. There are sufficient
1,201 to 1,600 seats
$36
merchandising
angles to garner ample box-office returns.
Over 1,600 seats
$48
Based on a novel by Tom Gill and written by Lewis R. Foster, the plot
PREVIOUS RATES
presents Reagan as a political refugee who is smuggled into the country by
Up to 600 seats
$15 Estelita and soldier of fortune pilot Noah Beery. He meets Miss Fleming
601 to 1,200 seats
$24 who has inherited a small banana plantation which is being deliberately run
1,201 to 1,600 seats
$36
by foreman Grant Withers. The latter is in the pay of John Wengraf,
Over 1,600 seats
$48 down
monopolistic shipper seeking to ruin and buy up all small plantations.
Reagan happens to have been a banana expert so he easily replaces Withers
Drive-Ins
who gets fired after getting drunk. However, Wengraf threatens to turn in
NEW RATES
Up to 250 cars
$24 Reagan as an illegal entry and blackmails him into damaging the plantation.
251 to 500 cars
$36 Reagan and Miss Fleming fall in love so he double crosses Wengraf and has
501 to 700 cars
$48 Beery fly off to arrange a fruit supplying contract with a big firm for the
Over 700 cars
$60 independents. Beery obtains the contract, Reagan's political friends return
to power in his exiled country, he fills the contract on time, and convinces
PREVIOUS RATES
Estelita he and Miss Fleming are enamoured. The stars perform capably and
Up to 350 cars
$36 and Estelita effectively dances the Handkerchief Dance and the Cali Conga.
351 to 650 cars
$48
and "The Magic of You." Others
Over 650 cars
$60 She also sings "I'll Always Love You"
in the cast are Argentina Brunetti, Ricco Alanez, Maurice Jara and Pilar
Del Rey.
New

Ascap Rates
(Continued from page 1)
with more than 1,600 seats,
compared with a previous range
of $15 up to 600 seats and $48
for 1,600 seats or more. The
changes in brackets apply to
to those houses with less than
1,200 seats.
There are four basic changes in the
drive-in theatre schedules, which start
at $24 for capacities up to 250 cars,
with the top being $60 for theatres
having space for 700 or more cars.
On Pro-rata Basis
Collins said that several theatre
operators had inquired whether they
would be obliged to pay the full
annual rate in cases where the theatres did not operate the entire year.
He said the policy of ASCAP in thirespect was that if a theatre operated
on n. seasonal basis, its rate would be
pro-rated on the basis of the annual
rate.
Theatres and circuits that already
have signed contracts may continue to
operate under their present pacts for
the first year of the agreement or
execute a new contract embodying the
new rates.
Films to TV
(Continued from page 1)

1 \v n.ng time, 94 minutes. General audience classification. For January
release.
"The Gambler
and the Lady"
Hollytuood, Dec. 16
(Exclusive Fihns-Lipfert)
PRODUCED in England by Exclusive Films, this melodrama presents
Dane Clark as an American ex-convict, who, although operating a London
night club, has ambitions to crash English society. Clark is the only American personality in the cast and he handles his role in a highly satisfactory
manner. Others are : Kathleen Byron, Naomi Chance, Meredith Edwards,
Anthony Forwood, Eric Pholmann, Julian Somers, Anthony Ireland, Max
Bacon and Mona Washbourne.
Clark portrays a mobster whose temper has involved him in a murder
charge in the United States. His social ambitions cause him to jilt the
club's dancer, who loves him, in favor of a socialite who, he believes, can
set him accepted by the social set. However, Clark finds that his goal is not
as easy as he imagined. Just as he seems to be making some headway, the
dancer runs him down with her car, ending his ambitions and his life. Miss
Byron gives a polished performance, as do the others in the all-British cast.
capably
Estelita'' he and Miss Fleming are enamoured. The stars perform
Anthony Hinds produced the picture, which is satisfactory, and which was
co-directed by Sam Newfield and Patrick Jenkins.
Kumi.ng ume, 72 minutes. General audience classification. Release date.

Dec. 26. " Series
Disney
(Continued from page 1)

have any predetermined number of
issues.
"The Lost Hours," which was produced in England by Robert Baker
and Monty Berman for Eros Films,

Ltd., will'
be added to the release
schedule
shortly.
The first issue of the featurettes, to
Anderson ; "Casanova in Burlesque,"
starring Joe E. Brown and June be known as "People and Places,"
is "The Alaskan Eskimo." This has
Havoc ; "Madonna's Secret," with been completed and will be set for
Francis Lederer, Gail Patrick and early release.
Meanwhile, with the addition of two
Ann Rutherford ; "Steppin' in Society," "Scotland Yard Investigator," re-releases to its schedule, plus the
and "The Cheaters."
Lesser production, RKO will have
Negotiations for the contract, which
23 pictures available in the sevenrequired six months to complete, month
span from December to next
were conducted by David Savage, June. The additional reissues are
film manager for WCBS-TV, and "The Bachelor and the Bobby Soxer"
Earl Collins, president of Hollywood and "Bachelor Mother."
Television Service. It is the second
contract for an exclusive film pack- for 1952 will have a calculated cost
age negotiated for WCBS-TV within
of $6,930,000. Up to Nov. 30, 88
the past three weeks. The first in- pictures
had been made and 12 more
volved 18 films produced by Sol
are to be finished by Dec. 31. After
Wurtzel.
starting very slowly because of
financing
and labor troubles, produc100 Films Cost $6,930,000
tion was normalized in August and
Mexico City, Dec. 16. — Production since then has continued satisfactorily.
of the 100 pictures which the trade
The present average cost per picture is $69,300.
estimates will be Mexico's maximum

Sees

(Continued from page 1)
ica; Wilbur
Snaper, president
of Allied States Association,
and Manny
Frisch, head of Metropolitan Motion
Picture Theatres Association.
Snaper, it was said, reported that
Allied wanted two points involving
general trade practices cleared up
before his association would enter into
any new discussions of the proposed
arbitration system. The two points
were high film rentals and the large
number of pre-release pictures being
released by distributors. Those
issues, Snaper was reported to have
said, were Allied's "main concerns."
Snaper pointed out that Allied wanted
some indication from distributors that
they are aware of the exhibitor problems on the two points, hinting at the
possibility of conciliating the differences before entering into arbitration
discussions.
It was brought out that TOA also
agreed that film rentals were too
high, but that the organization was
ready to proceed with arbitration
talks anyway. It is expected that
Snaper will give a report on the sessions to the national Allied board at
its meeting in New Orleans next
month.
U'

Gross Sales
(Continued from page 1)

that excise taxes are not included in
gross sales ; that gross sales include
gross revenue from foreign countries
having exchange restrictions only to
the extent that net earnings resulting
therefrom have been or can be realized in U. S. dollars, regardless of
the period or periods in which such
gross revenue may have been earned
in those foreign countries ; and that
gross sales are only partly estimated.
Sugar
Heads
(Continued
from page 1)

1935 when he entered the home office
contract department of Republic Pictures. In 1946 he became manager
RKO
Pictures
of the contract department of Producers Releasing Corp. and later held
(Continued from page 1)
the same position with Eagle Lion
Films, before moving to United Artists. From 1942 to 1946, Sugar
of
election last
to
the RKO
boardPictures.
had beenBent's
announced
served in the Armed Forces.
week in Hollywood. Presumably, rules
of the brokerage firm prevent him
from taking the post but no official
— FLY TO
explanation was made.
Edward Burke, the only member
of the Ralph Stolkin syndicate which
purchased Howard Hughes' 29 per
LOS
ANGELES
cent interest in the company to remain on the RKO board, left here
on United's Luxurious
yesterday for Texas.
Heard by Justice Greenberg
OVERNIGHT
The receivership application, brought
HOLLYWOOD 99
by three minority stockholders claiming to own 2,525 shares of stock, will
Only 1 IVa hrs. one-stop!
be heard before Justice Henry Clay
Greenberg,, who expressed concern
The fine service of United's "Hollywood"
over the welfare of RKO stockholders
flights is you:'., on the "Overnight Hollyat the hearing, last Wednesday.
wood " to Los Angeles. You leave New
York after midnight, stop only at Denver,
It was reported on the Coast that
enjoy a delicious breakfast aloft, and
C. J. Tevlin, long time Howard
arrive in Los Angeles at 8:20 a. m., givHughes employee who served as
RKO vice-president in charge of
ing you a full day for business.
studio operations during Hughes'
regime as general director of producUnited
air lines
tion, will return to that post in conseCOMPARE THE FARE AND
of Hughes'
of virYOU'LL GO BY AIR
tual quence
control
as the resumption
dominant member
of the new board.
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Wednesday, December 17, 1952

New

ASCAP

Motion

Rates

Following are the new and previous annual rates for ASCAP music, on recordings, for both conventional and drive-in theatres:
Conventional Theatres
NEW RATES
Up to 400 seats
$12
401 to 800 seats
$18
801 to 1,200 seats
$24
1,201 to 1,600 seats
$36
Over 1,600 seats
$48
PREVIOUS RATES
Up to 600 seats
$15
601 to 1,200 seats
$24
1,201 to 1,600 seats
$36
Over 1,600 seats
$48
Drive-Ins
NEW RATES
Up to 250 cars
251 to 500 cars
501 to 700 cars
Over 700 cars
PREVIOUS RATES
Up to 350 cars
351 to 650 cars
Over 650 cars
New

$24
$36
$48
$60
$36
$48
$60

Ascap Rates
(Continued from page 1)

with more than 1,600 seats,
compared with a previous range
of $15 up to 600 seats and $48
for 1,600 seats or more. The
changes in brackets apply to
to those houses with less than
1,200 seats.
There are four basic changes in the
drive-in theatre schedules, which start
at $24 for capacities up to 250 cars,
with the top being $60 for theatres
having space for 700 or more cars.
On Pro-rata Basis
Collins said that several theatre
operators had inquired whether they
would be obliged to pay the full
annual rate in cases where the theatres did not operate the entire year.
He said the policy of ASCAP in this
respect was that if a theatre operated
on -\ seasonal basis, its rate would be
pro-rated on the basis of the annual
rate.
Theatres and circuits that already
have signed contracts may continue to
operate under their present pacts for
the first year of the agreement or
execute a new contract embodying the
new rates.
Films to TV
(Continucu from page 1)
Anderson ; "Casanova in Burlesque,"
starring Joe E. Brown and June
Havoc ; "Madonna's Secret," with
Francis Lederer, Gail Patrick and
Ann Rutherford; "Steppin' in Society," "Scotland Yard Investigator,"
and "The Cheaters."
Negotiations for the contract, which
required six months to complete,
were conducted by David Savage,
film manager for WCBS-TV, and
Earl Collins, president of Hollywood
Television Service. It is the second
contract for an exclusive film package negotiated for WCBS-TV within
the past three weeks. The first involved 18 films produced by Sol
Wurtzel.

100 Films Cost $6,930,000
Mexico City, Dec. 16.— Production
of the 100 pictures which the trade
estimates will be Mexico's maximum

Picture
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Sees

(Continued from page 1)
"Tropic Zone"
(Pine & Thomas-Paramount)
\17lLLIAM PINE and William Thomas have fashioned another of their
VV smooth, actionful productions in color by Technicolor that utilizes
handsome island settings and stars Ronald Reagan and Rhonda Fleming.
Estelita is featured as a casino singer and dancer and performs zestfully.
Like Miss Fleming, she is quite attractive and both are well-costumed. The
film has plenty of brawls and under the skillfull direction of Lewis Foster
there is a neat blending of action, romance, and song. There are sufficient
merchandising angles to garner ample box-office returns.
Based on a novel by Tom Gill and written toy Lewis R. Foster, the plot
presents Reagan as a political refugee who is smuggled into the country by
Estelita and soldier of fortune pilot Noah Beery. He meets Miss Fleming
who has inherited a small banana plantation which is being deliberately run
down by foreman Grant Withers. The latter is in the pay of John Wengraf,
monopolistic shipper seeking to ruin and buy up all small plantations.
Reagan happens to have been a banana expert so he easily replaces Withers
who gets fired after getting drunk. However, Wengraf threatens to turn in
Reagan as an illegal entry and blackmails him into damaging the plantation.
Reagan and Miss Fleming fall in love so he double crosses Wengraf and has
Beery fly off to arrange a fruit supplying contract with a big firm for the
independents. Beery obtains the contract, Reagan's political friends return
to power in his exiled country, he fills the contract on time, and convinces
Estelita he and Miss Fleming are enamoured. The stars perform capably and
and Estelita effectively dances the Handkerchief Dance and the Cali Conga.
She also sings "I'll Always Love You" and "The Magic of You." Others
in the cast are Argentina Brunetti, Ricco Alanez, Maurice Jara and Pilar
Del Rey.
1 tr n. ng time, 94 minutes. General audience classification. For January
release.
"The Gambler
and the Lady"
(Exclusive Films-Lippcrt)
Hollywood, Dec. 16
PRODUCED in England by Exclusive Films, this melodrama presents
Dane Clark as an American ex-convict, who, although operating a London
night club, has ambitions to crash English society. Clark is the only American personality in the cast and he handles his role in a highly satisfactorymanner. Others are : Kathleen Byron, Naomi Chance, Meredith Edwards,
Anthony Forwood. Eric Pholmann, Julian Somers, Anthony Ireland, Max
Bacon and Mona Washbourne.
Clark portrays a mobster whose temper has involved him in a murder
charge in the United States. His social ambitions cause him to jilt the
club's dancer, who loves him, in favor of a socialite who, he believes, can
get him accepted by the social set. However, Clark finds that his goal is not
as easy as he imagined. Just as he seems to be making some headway, the
dancer runs him down with her car, ending his ambitions and his life. Miss
Byron gives a polished performance, as do the others in the all-British cast.
Estelita he and Miss Fleming are enamoured. The stars perform capably
Anthony Hinds produced the picture, which is satisfactory, and which was
co-directed by Sam Newfield and Patrick Jenkins.
Kunmng lime, 72 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,

Dec. 26. ' Series
Disney
(Continued from page 1)
have any predetermined number of
issues.
"The Lost Hours," which was produced in England by Robert Baker
and Monty Berman for Eros Films,
Ltd., will be added to the release
schedule shortly.
The first issue of the featurettes, to
be known as "People and Places,"
is "The Alaskan Eskimo." This has
been completed and will be set for
early release.
Meanwhile, with the addition of two
re-releases to its schedule, plus the
Lesser production, RKO will have
23 pictures available in the sevenmonth span from December to next
June. The additional reissues are
"The Bachelor and the Bobby Soxer"
and "Bachelor Mother."
for 1952 will have a calculated cost
of $6,930,000. Up to Nov. 30, 88
pictures had been made and 12 more
are to be finished by Dec. 31. After
starting very slowly because of
financing and labor troubles, production was normalized in August and
since then has continued satisfactorily.
The present average cost per picture is $69,300.

ica ; Wilbur Snaper, president of Allied States Association, and Manny
Frisch, head of Metropolitan Motion
Picture Theatres Association.
Snaper, it was said, reported that
Allied wanted two points involving
general trade practices cleared up
before his association would enter into
any new discussions of the proposed
arbitration system. The two points
were high film rentals and the large
number of pre-release pictures being
released by distributors. Those
issues, Snaper was reported to have
said,
Allied's
"main
concerns."
Snaperwere
pointed
out that
Allied
wanted
some indication from distributors that
they are aware of the exhibitor problems on the two points, hinting at the
possibility of conciliating the differences before entering into arbitration
discussions.
It was brought out that TOA also
agreed that film rentals were too
high, but that the organization was
ready to proceed with arbitration
talks anyway. It is expected that
Snaper will give a report on the sessions to the national Allied board at
its meeting in New Orleans next
month.
'U' Gross

Sales

(Continued from page 1)
that excise taxes are not included in
gross sales ; that gross sales include
gross revenue from foreign countries
having exchange restrictions only to
the extent that net earnings resulting
therefrom have been or can be realized in U. S. dollars, regardless of
the period or periods in which such
gross revenue may have been earned
in those foreign countries ; and that
gross sales are only partly estimated.
Sugar Heads
(Continued from page 1)

1935 when he entered the home office
contract department of Republic Pictures. In 1946 he became manager
of the contract department of ProRKO
Pictures
ducers Releasing Corp. and later held
( Continued from page 1 )
the same position with Eagle Lion
Films, before moving to United Arof RKO Pictures. Bent's election to
tists. From 1942 to 1946, Sugar
the board had been announced last
served
in
the Armed Forces.
week in Hollywood. Presumably, rules
of the brokerage firm prevent him
from taking the post but no official
»
•
explanation was made.
— FLY TO— >%5^p»
Edward Burke, the only member
of the Ralph Stolkin syndicate which
purchased Howard Hughes' 29 per
LOS
ANGELES
cent interest in the company to remain on the RKO board, left here
on
United's Luxurious
yresterday for Texas.
"OVERNIGHT
Heard by Justice Greenberg
The receivership application, brought
by three minority stockholders claiming to own 2,525 shares of stock, will
OnlyHOLLYWOOD"
1 VA hrs. one -stop!
be heard before Justice Henry Clay
Greenberg;,, who expressed concern
over the welfare of RKO stockholders
The fW service of United's "Hollywood"
flights is you:.; on the "Overnight Hollyat the hearing, last Wednesday.
wood" to Los Angeles. You leave New
York after midnight, stop only at Denver,
It was reported on the Coast that
C. J. Tevlin, long time Howard
enjoy a delicious breakfast aloft, and
arrive in Los Angeles at 8:20 a. m., givHughes employee who served as
RKO vice-president in charge of
ing you a full day for business.
studio operations during Hughes'
regime as general director of producUntied
air limes
tion, will return to that post in conseCOMPARE
THE
FARE AND
of Hughes'
of virtual quence
control
as the resumption
dominant member
YOU'LL GO BY AIR
of the new board.
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complete

news coverage. That's why Hollywood has
invested more money in the Companion during the
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Exhibitors
On

Arbitration

Initiates
Aimed

First

at New

Session
Agreement

Steps toward reaching an understanding on the future of arbitration
in the motion picture business have
been taken in a preliminary "offthe-record" meeting between three
exhibitor leaders and Eric Johnston,
president of the Motion Picture Association of America, with Joyce
O'Hara and Ralph Hetzel, MPAA
vice-presidents, sitting in. The meeting was held in New York last Friday but efforts were made to withhold news of the sessions and the
nature of the talks.
It was learned, however, that
the parleys covered the general
problems relating to arbitration, with no conclusions
reached, nor were any future
meetings scheduled.

YORK, U.S.A., WEDNESDAY,

Kansas City, Dec. 16.— The
new city ordinance providing
for the review of motion pictures and also providing that
the reviewer may give certificates of approval without
reviewing in cases where the
reviewer and welfare director
accept the opinion of national
accredited reviewing organizations will become effective
on Sunday.
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New
104

Republic

Films

WCBS-TV;

No

ASCAP

at Kodak

Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 16— Archbold Robinson was elected treasurer of
Eastman Kodak at a meeting of directors today. His election followed the
board's acceptance of the resignation
of Marion B. Folsom as treasurer and
a director, Folsom resigning to take
the appointment of Under-Secretary
of the Treasury in the Eisenhower
Administration. The selection of Folsom was announced by Eisenhower's
headquarters yesterday. Robinson will
assume his(Continued
new duties
when2) Folsom's
on page

Effect

Westerns

A deal for 104 Republic features, most of them produced between 1945
and 1948, was disclosed here yesterday by WCBS-TV, key station of
the CBS television network, and Hollywood Television Service, Inc., a
completely-owned subsidiary of Republic Pictures.
It is estimated that the deal, the
largest ever negotiated directly be
tween a motion picture company's
Harbinger of Good
TV subsidiary and a telecaster, inBusiness at Hall
volves about $200,000. No picture in
the package is a Western, it was disA harbinger of good Christclosed. The films, which will be remas holiday business for exleased to WCBS-TV for exclusive
hibitors was provided here
first-run television showings in the
yesterday by the Radio City
New York area, will be shown startMusic Hall, which traditioning Feb. 1, on the New York teleally finds its grosses up with
vision station's "The Early Show"
the opening of its Christmas
and "The Late Show."
stage show. Currently, busiA spokesman for the network said
ness is ahead of last year.
similar deals with Hollywood Television Service are expected to be conThe second week of "Million
summated for owned and operated
Dollar Mermaid," plus the
CBS-TV stations and affiliated staholiday stage show, is due to
tions elsewhere in the country.
hit a big $145,000, topping the
Included
in the 104 films are musifirst week's gross of $142,000.
cals, comedies, adventure stories and
mysteries. Among them are : "Northwest Outpost," with Nelson Eddy;
Pathe
Television
"Specter (Continued
of the Rose,"
on pagewith
5) Judith

Folsom

CENTS

Sold

Rates
To

Exhibitor representatives at the
meeting were Herman Levy, general Seeking Material
counsel of Theatre Owners of Amer(Continued on page 5)
Although the Pathe Television
Corp. was formed 10 months ago for
the purpose of financing and distributRKO
Theatres Wins
ing film programs for TV, the company is still looking for packages to
finance
and, as yet, has not started to
D. of J. Extension
function. Last March the newlyformed organization announced that it
The Department of Justice has had set up a budget of $6,250,000 to
granted an extension of time for the cover two years of operations.
According to William C. MacMildisposition of RKO's stock interests in
Metropolitan Playhouses.
len, Jr., president of Chesapeake (formerly Pathe) Industries, the group
The new deadline date for George
Alger, trustee of the stock, to report had not found a "package attractive
to the New York Statutory Court on enough to finance." MacMillen said
the disposition of the stock is Feb. 2, here yesterday that the company had
instead of Dec. 20. The disposal of not used the funds which had been al(Continued on page 2)
56,488f shares of Class A stock in
Metropolitan is called for under the
terms of the RKO consent decree.
Robinson
Succeeds
New K. C. Censor
Ordinance Dec. 21

DECEMBER

$18,160,000

Cuts

up

Revised
Smaller

Schedule Aids
Houses Mainly

to

25%

Savings up to 25 per cent have
been effected in new contracts of
the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers covering the performance of ASCAP
music by means of recordings in conventional and drive-in motion picture
theatres. The basic changes, which
were negotiated by the Theatre Owners of America and other groups, are
noted principally in the contracts for
the smaller type of theatres in both
categories. It was pointed out by
J. M. Collins, ASCAP sales manager, that the decrease in fees was
made possible by inserting an additional bracket in both schedules.
The new rates become effective

For conventional theatres,
Jan. 1.
the annual rates range from $12
for seating capacities of less
than 400,
to $48on for
es
(Continued
page theatr
5)

World

RKO
Gross Sales for fcLP
Washington, Dec. 16. — Universal
Pictures and subsidiaries reported to
the Securities and Exchange Commission here today estimated consolidated
world gross sales of $18,160,000 for
the 13-week final fiscal quarter of
1952 ending Nov. 1. Consolidated
world gross sales for the 14 weeks
final quarter of 1951 were $21,138,791.
For the 52 weeks of 1952 ending
Nov. 1, the estimated total was $63,991,682, compared with $65,172,580
for the 53 weeks of 1951.
In its report, Universal points out
(Continued on- page 5)

Case

Receivership
Set

for

Fri.

Postponement until Friday of a
hearing on an RKO Pictures stockholders' application for appointment of
a receiver in New York Supreme
Court was granted yesterday. The
hearing, twice postponed, had been
slated for today.
Meanwhile, the investment firm of
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and
Beane stated that Maurice Bent, one
of its executives, definitely is not a
member of(Cont
theinued
new onboard
page of5) directors

Disney

Series

and

UA's
Heads
Sugar
Exchange
Here

Lesser

Joseph Sugar has been promoted to
the post of branch manager of United
Artists' New York exchange, under
district manager Fred Myers, it was
announced here by general sales manager B. G. Kranze. The position had
been vacant for more than a year.
Sugar had been manager of the
home office contract and playdate department since joining United Artists
early last year.
He began his industry career in
(Continued on page 5)

A new series of Walt Disney
turettes with color in Technicolor, feaand
Julian
"The
Hours"
will
be Lesser's
released by
RKOLost
Radio Pictures, the company reported here yesterday. Sidney Kramer, short subjects sales manager, said that the
Disney series, which will deal with
little-known and out-of-the-ordinary
people and places, will have no established releasing schedule nor will it
(Continued
on page 5)
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Theatres

Closed.

Over-charging

Mexico City, Dec. 16.— Ninety-six Zukor Family at
GOLDING, advertisingDAVID
publicity director for Samuel local theatres have reduced their adGoldwyn Productions, will arrive in
mission prices 20 to 35 per cent because of drastic action taken against Birthday Dinner
New York,
Hollywood today from
•
Hollywood, Dec. 16. — More than
16 in the form of a two-hour closing
Ermembers of Adolph Zukor's family
by
20
es
box-offic
of their
g, Loew's Interna- and sealing
Morton Sprin
nesto P. Uruchurtu, the new mayor, who live in the Los Angeles area
tional vice-president, and Seymour
Mayer, Far East supervisor, will and Adolfo Fernandez Bustamante, will be on hand for his 80th birthday dinner to be held at the Ambassaleave here by plane Jan. 10 for a five- new chief of the city amusements sudor Hotel on Jan. 7. The all-indusweek tour of Europe and the Far charging. pervision department, for alleged overtry event is sponsored by Variety
East.
Clubs International with Charles P.
The closings resulted when 11 top Skouras as dinner chairman.
■A. Dale Hermans has been named first-runs and five secondary first-runs
Family members include Mr. and
Bustamante's
Allied Artists office manager-booker announcement
did not take seriously
Mrs. Eugene Zukor, son, and their
that
his
department
in Albany, succeeding Robert Adler, would collect and turn over to public children, E. John Zukor, Adolph
who has become United Artists sales charities all that the top theatres Zukor II, and James R. Zukor; Mr.
manager in that city.
and Mrs. Boyd Morse, Arthur Loew,
•
charged over 46 cents and all over 34
Jr., Albert A. Kaufman, Mr. and
secondary houses de- Mrs. Albert Kaufman, Jr., Mr. and
Harry Feinstein, Warner The- cents which
manded.
The
department
insisted
that
atres' New England zone manager, the rate of 57 cents, which the top Mrs. Melville A. Shauer, Mrs. Jenny
and Mrs. Feinstein are marking their
theatres charged and the 46 cents Shauer, Mr. and Mrs. David Loew,
11th wedding anniver
Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Beck and
• sary.
the secondaries, were excharged by
cessive. The action caused 80 second Stewart Stern. A group of friends
John Huston, director, and Co-- and subsequent-run theatres to cut and relatives from the East are planlette Marchand, French actress from 20 to 35 per cent.
ning to attend.
dancer, will arrive here by plane tofrom
The department had been fining theParis. •
day
atres $57.80 per day for charging Four-week
Advance
Jean Renoir, director, will leave prices higher than those authorized. Sale for Kaye
New York today for Hollywood, but It said the exhibitors were glad to
because of the huge profits they
In anticipation of a heavy sale of
will stop off en route to visit his son pay
made.
in Ohio.
tickets for Danny Kaye in person
U. S. distributors' reaction to the with his "All-Star International Vanew theatre prices was the suspension
riety Show," starting at the RKO
Richard Condon, RKO Radio dipremieres, scheduled dur- Palace Theatre Sunday evening, Jan.
rector ofadvertising-publicity, will re- of Mexican
ing Christmastime, of three top 18, the box-office will open today,
turn to New York today from Washfour weeks in advance.
ington.
American films : Paramount's "The
•
Box-office hours will be from 10 :00
Greatest Show on Earth," M-G-M's A.M. to 10:00 P.M. daily, and from
Abe Olman, general manager of "Ivanhoe" and Republic's "The Quiet 12 :00 noon on Sundays until 10 :00
M-G-M's music subsidiaries, has re- Man." The companies had booked
these pictures at very high percentages P.M. Prices Monday through Thursturned from a 10-day
European trip. under
•
the old theatre prices. They
day, and Sunday evenings will range
want to see how the forced-down price from $1.80 to $4.80; Friday and SatSpeof
t
presiden
Jules B. Weill,
develops before releasing the
urday evenings, $1.80 to $6.00 ; Wedcialty Television Films, has left New situation
three.
nesday matinees, $1.20 to $3.60, and
York for Chicago •and the Coast.
Saturday and Sunday matinees, $1.20
to $4.20.
Leon Brandt, RKO Radio exploi- Will Show
Acmiola
tation manager, has returned to New
York from Hollywood.
Machine
Here Friday Name
•
Independent
to
Milton Weisman of Telenews will
leave here on Jan. 7 on a six-month
world survey.

A premiere showing and demonstration of the Acmiola 16mm. and 35mm.
film editing, viewing and sound reproducing machine will be held here Friday afternoon at the showrooms _ of
Allan Davis, M-G-M director, is S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp. Film
in New York from the Coast.
producers,
and laboratory technicianseditors
were invited.

Head

Ontario

T. A.

Set

FJP

Office

Home

Unit

A committee of home office chairmen for the amusement division campaign of the Federation of Jewish
Philanthropies has been named by
Barney Balaban, Si Fabian and
Manny Frisch, campaign leaders.
On the new committee are: Martin
H. Newman, Century Circuit ; Abe
Schneider, Columbia Pictures ; Ed
Fabian, Fabian Theatres ; Leopold
Friedman and Irving Greenfield,
Loew's ; William Brenner and Burton Robbins, National Screen Service ;Arthur Israel, Jr., and Louis A.
Novins, Paramount ; Harry Mandel,
RKO Theatres ; Charles Boasberg,
RKO Radio Pictures ; Louis M.
Weber, Skouras Theatres ; Max
Youngstein, United Artists; Edward
L. Hyman and Robert Weitman,
United Paramount Theatres ; Leon
Goldberg and Adolph O. Schimel,
Universal Pictures ; Samuel Schneider,
Warner Bros.
William J. German, of the firm of
the same name, has accepted the chaireration
manshipdrive.
of the film laboratories' FedLong
Weekend
for
New
York Industry
Eight more home offices have decided to give their employes a long
Christmas weekend. They are Allied
Artists, Columbia, Paramount Pictures, 20th Century-Fox, United Artists, United Paramount Theatres,
Universal-International and Warner
Brothers. M-G-M, RKO Radio Pictures and RKO Theatres had previously announced the weekend closing.
Republic and
Picture
sociation havethe
notMotion
set their
plans Asas
Companies observing the long Weekend will close early in the afternoon
on Dec. 24, at which time most of
them will hold Christmas parties and
will remain closed until Monday,
Dec. 29.

yet.
Named
Davis
Toronto, Dec. 16. — An independent Cowan
exhibitor, J. D. McCulloch, owner of
the Iroquois Theatre, Petrolia, has Ad-Publicity Head
been elected 1953 president of the MoPhil Cowan has been appointed director of advertising, publicity and
tion Picture Theatres Association of
Ontario. He succeeds Harry S. Man- exploitation for Arthur Davis Assodell
ronto. of 20th Century Theatres, ToPathe Television
ciates,
president Arthur
Davis
disclosed
here yesterday.
Cowan,
former
{Continued from page 1)
Other officers are : vice-president, publicist with Eagle Lion Films and
QP Party Tomorrow
William A. Summerville, Jr., B. & F. United Artists, was recently with
lotted to the project and there were
The Quigley Publishing Company's Theatres, Toronto ; secretary, E. G. Kenyon and Eckhardt. He will take
no immediate plans for operations. He employes' Christmas party will be Forsyth, Odeon Theatres, (Canada) over
his new post immediately.
denied reports that the company had held at The Tavern on the Green to- Ltd., and treasurer, John Clarke,
Specializing in the distribution of
been dissolved.
morrow evening. Jack Lasher, manafilms, Davis will release 18
ger of the United Nations restaurant, Loew's Theatre, Toronto. Arch H. foreign
Bruce Eels, Hollywood radio packfeatures in 1953.
re-appointed executive secager and former executive of the Manny Wolf's Chop House, and The Jolley was
retary for the eighth year.
Young and Rubicam advertising Tavern on the Green, and Harry Anastasia
of
the
circulation
department
of
Robinson Succeeds
agency, was announced as president of
(Continued from page 1)
the Pathe subsidiary, with Henry tails.
Quigley Publishing, are handling de- Canada
to Lift
Briggs, James Wolcott, Livingston
resignation becomes effective at the
Building Curbs
Goddard, Eels and MacMillen as directors.
end of the year.
Date Australian Film
Toronto, Dec. 16. — Federal conCarl L. Stevenson was elected an
trols on the use of steel for non-es- assistant treasurer. He has been manThe American premiere of the Aussential construction, which includes
tralian-made "Wherever She Goes"
Set 'Hiawatha' Opening
ager of the company's employee benetheatres,
will be lifted Dec. 31, acThe Eastern premiere of Allied Ar- has been scheduled for New York's
fits department.
cording to formal announcement by
tists' "Hiawatha" has been set at the Beekman Theatre following the curRobinson, an assistant treasurer
Bijou Theatre here on Christmas
rent run of "Under the Red Sea." Production Minister C. D. Howe. Im- since 1937, has been with Kodak for
Arthur
Mayer and Edward Kingsley
provement inmove
Canada's
steel position more than 30 years. He began in
Day.also"Climbing
has made the
possible.
will
be on the the
bill. Matterhorn" are distributing in the U. S.
the sales department in 1919.
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Reviews

Spiegal
Stresses
Importance
of

Pre-Selling

"Never Wave At a Wac"
(Frederick Brisson-RKO Pictures)

Overseas

AXOTHER example of national
magazine cooperation with exhibitors isan offer of free pre-selling
tie-in material by Seventeen Magazine. The feature selected by Seventeen as "Picture of the Month" is
"Million Dollar Mermaid." Available now to exhibitors for lobby display or other use, are reprints of
Seven teen s review together with a
copy of the "Picture of the Month"
seal and the cover of the magazine.
•
Some Bermuda fish are being immortalized this week in a story
called "Film Stars with Fins," appearing in the current issue of Life.
It pictures the trials and triumphs
of shooting in Bermuda waters
"Main Street, Under Sea," a halfhour featurette in Eastman color
produced by Marion Gering of G-L
Enterprises. Life's cameraman went
under water to get pictures of
Bronson Hartley, director, and Martica, his wife, who swims the lead.
The camera, a secret invention, is
shown as a mysterious dark object
— carefully shrouded in Martica's
black taffeta slip.
•

"D OSALIND RUSSELL is back in top form in another of her famed
1V comedy roles and this one, with Marie Wilson, is really stacked Both
stars and Paul Douglas provide strong marquee lure but what's most important is that Ken Englund has contributed a screenplay that is loaded with
gags and distributes the punch lines lavishly among the trio. From all angles
this looks like one of the company's top grossers ; it is sure-fire entertainment.
Norman Z. McLeod directed excellently, maintaining a rapid pace
and
utilizing many incisive visual jokes. Miss Russell is seen at the opening
as
a Washington hostess, a Senator's daughter who caters to "VIPs"°and
gaudy parties
She is divorced from textile expert Douglas and being
r°T alVCed bJ Af,my ^0L WilHam ChinS- When ChinS ^ stationed in Paris
and Miss Russell s rival, Hillary Brooke, joins the WAC and is assigned
near him, the famed hostess joins up too expecting a commission and duty
near her intended.
However her father, Charles Dingle, desires the Army to straight
out and refuses a commission for her. Miss Wilson, a showgirl en her
tired of
over appreciative males enlists and is Rosalind's pal. Douglas
shows
up as
a tester of military clothing and gets his ex-wife special,
duty With
his group, which is experiencing Arctic tests. Eventually rigorous
gets tired of
he needling and having her passes cancelled and demands she
separati
the service She is court-martialed and released although Douglas on from
testifies
in her behalf. Set to marry Ching who has commuted from Paris
to
see
her
she attends an engagement party of Miss Wilson and Sergeant Leif
Erickson
and decides on the next day to go back to Douglas and the
WAC Miss
Russell and Miss Wilson are expert comediennes and a fine team.
Performances are top-notch all around with Erickson notable as the servant
Others
m the cast are Arleen Whalen, Lurene Tuttle, Regis Toome^
F eda ne cort, Louise Beavers and Bernedine Simpson.
Word-of-mouth advertising should get around on
this one for it is a
^SynPr°d
CTe,dy erthat
deftly
should proveUCed
treats
with
familiar
a crowd-pleas
situations and
of magnitude

The importance of the -foreign
market was stressed here yesterday by
independent producer Sam Spiegal,
who has returned from England where

A four-color ad for "Hans Christian Andersen" appears in the January issue of Woman's Home Companion. In the same issue the Com\r<mion-approz'cd features for January
arc pictorially displayed. They are
Paramount' s "Come Back, Little
Sheba," M-G-M's "Plymouth Adventure" and "Prisoner of Zcnda," Goldwyn's "Hans Christian Andersen,"
United Artists' "Outpost in Malaya"
and Universal-International's "Because of You."
•

he
completed
n on "Melba,"
which
will be productio
released through
Artists.
United
Spiegal cited the revenues of
"African Queen" as an example. He
.estimated that "African Queen'? will
earn from $7,000,000 to $8,000,000, 45
per cent of which will be derived outside the United States and Canada.
"African Queen," released through
UA, was made under the HorizonAmerican banner, a company in which
he is associated with John Huston.
Spiegal said that "Melba," produced
in color by Technicol
or, cost about
$1,000,000. Costs were held down,
Spiegal continued, by shooting on location abroad. He praised Britain's
Eady Plan as an incentive for producing in England.

Three

Will

Plan

Wise. Drive-in Meet
Milwaukee, Dec. 16.— Sig Goldberg,
president of Wisconsin Allied, has appointed three to head the three main
committees to set in motion plans for
^Running time, 87 minutes. General audience classification.
Release date, the national drive-in convention
to
be held in conjunction with Allied of
Wisconsin's state convention, March
24-26 at the Schroeder Hotel, MilSto
p, Broth
You
're Killing Me
(War
ner
ers)
waukee. They are: Eric Brown,
Plymouth, overall chairman of the
convention; Ben Marcus, drive-in
tion story involving adfbankrupt
beer baron,
Dl,^„0IrRUNYpN'S
Tive t0UCh
is evideilt
in ^ «W dollar
Post-Prohia half-million
chairman ; Oliver Trampe. state chairbookie
io.bb.ery, and an orphan with a penchant for practical
man.
package of entertainment in color by WarnerColor jokes Th is is nleasant
that has marquee ure

com reitlfD°oreentCkhitCrfWf0rd1 ^
Pem> a"d P^nty "of situation
Pr°™ted, should do
bt 01 men*andlSe Whlch'
£e
box
Irthe
S
A1 precedent is being broken by The
Saturday Review of Literature in its KaLhVCrTPlay. by JaTeS °'HanIo» Presents
band as a beer baron ^yho goes to Saratoga to Crawford,
Miss Trevor's
arrange payment
issue of Dec. 27. For the first time
of a loanhus™
in its history the magazine will use
yirginia Gibs°"' -cornpanie^Lr parents
°H '
na socially
the portrait of a performer, Shirley leally
iiSd^Ts3torCrB
nt and
thJ son 'off
yfS'promine
Wh° takes
a state
trooP«-'s
wealthy
family. job nearby. He is
Booth, on the cover. The issue will rSl the
also carry a review of Miss Booth's
film debut in Hal Wallis's "Come
Back, Little Sheba." This film will
have its pre-release opening on Dec.
23 at the Victoria Theatre in New
York.
•

Market

the
bookies hide ab!encA
out. Onefr°Tm
Henry.
rlJnK?^f0.!v.'S
h'S SaratoSa
men who
Morgan, mansion
kills his the
four five
partners
whenrobbed
the
try to double-cross him. He cannot flee because Crawford's
mobster-pals
turned house-servants arrived on the scene with Louis Lettieri,
six-vear-o d
orphaned boy whom Crawford has taken along for
a vacation.
throws a big party in a futile money-raising effort. Lettieri who Crawford
Morgan s black bag full of money and hidden it, empties some of has found
i s conten
among the guests. Crawford uses the currency to get an extension
from bank
A full-color page ad on Universal- representatives Don Beddoe and Steven Chase.
He makes Haves a hero by
International's "Against All Flags," a having hmi shoot the closeted already-dead crooks and accidentally
capture
page-and-one-half four-color ad on Morgan.
Hayes and Miss Gibson clinch at the happy fadeout.
Sam Goldwyn's "Hans Christian AnCrawford Miss Trevor, and Lettieri handle the comedy adeptly,
ablv supdersen," and a one-half page ad on
ported by Charles Cantor, Sheldon Leonard and Joe Vitale as Crawfor
d's
Hal Wallis's "Come Back, Little aides. Others in the cast are Howard St. John, Margar
et Dumont. Henrv
Sheba" appear in the issue of Look Slate, Jack Pepper and Ned Glass. There are neat renditi
ons of the title
now on the newsstands.
•
song and My Everlovin, "Ain't She Sweet," "Baby Face" and "Let the
Rest of the World Go By.
A two-page color picture story
Roy Del Ruth's capable direction emphasized the broad
about Gary Cooper's spear-fishing in Louis F. Edelman's production is attractive and authentic comedy aspects
the period
Sampa during the filming on that
Running time, 86 minutes. General audience classification. forRelease
date
South Pacific island of his forthcom- Jan. 17.
ing United Artists release, "Return
to Paradise," appears in the issue of
Control of Scandia
Collier's now on the newsstands. $13,915,000 Gross
Also appearing m this issue
are a
Films Passes to 3
City
page-and-one-half four-color ad on In Mexico
To assure films from Sweden and
Mexico City, Dec. 16. — Local
"Hans Christian Andersen" and a
clear-thinking editorial on the motion theatres had a $13,915,000 gross last the Scandinavian countries wider dispicture industry.
tribution in the United States, three
year, announced the National Statistics Department which cited that Swedish producers have purchased
Scandia Films, Inc., distributor of
Samuel Goldwyn's musical fairy revenue as demonstrating general Swedish films in
tale, "Hans Christian Andersen," an prosperity. Films are Mexico's top Mattsson, president America, Ernest
and owner of
RKO Radio release, receives top bill- paid public amusement.
Scandia, announced. The producers
ing— one page and four pictures — in
The theatres' gross compares with
A. B. Europa Film, A. B. Santhe January "M cCall's Goes to the the $920,000 which the local bull-fight are
ring expects to gross from 16 shows drews Ateljeer and the A. B. Svensk
Movies."
Filmindustri, all of Stockholm.
Walter Haas this season.

THE
OF

MEANING
"THE

This
key to why
LIGHT"
BLUEis the
"Above

and Beyond"

was

a hush-hush picture. But now it can
be told.

Robert

Taylor

sur-

passes his performand

ance in "Quo Vadis"
"Ivanhoe" in

"Above

and Beyond."

"Above and Beyond"
contains the Billion
Dollar Secret which
Robert Taylor kept
from
who

Eleanor

Parker,

plays his wife.
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Wednesday, December 17, 1952

New

ASCAP

Motion

Rates

Picture

Reviews

Following are the new and previous annual rates for ASCAP music, on recordings, for both conventional and drive-in theatres:
Conventional Theatres
NEW RATES
Up to 400 seats
$12
401 to 800 seats
$18
801 to 1,200 seats
$24
1,201 to 1,600 seats
$36
Over 1,600 seats
$48
PREVIOUS RATES
Up to 600 seats
$15
601 to 1,200 seats
$24
1,201 to 1,600 seats
$36
Over 1,600 seats
$48
Drive-ins
NEW RATES
Up to 250 cars
251 to 500 cars
501 to 700 cars
Over 700 cars
PREVIOUS RATES
Up to 350 cars
351 to 650 cars
Over 650 cars
New

with more than 1,600 seats,
compared with a previous range
of $15 up to 600 seats and $48
for 1,600 seats or more. The
changes in brackets apply to
to those houses with less than
1,200 seats.
There are four basic changes in the
drive-in theatre schedules, which start
at $24 for capacities up to 250 cars,
with the top being $60 for theatres
having space for 700 or more cars.
On Pro-rata Basis
Collins said that several theatre
operators had inquired whether they
would be obliged to pay the full
annual rate in cases where the theatres did not operate the entire year.
He said the policy of ASCAP in this
respect was that if a theatre operated
on a seasonal basis, its rate would be
pro-rated on the basis of the annual
rate.
Theatres and circuits that already
have signed contracts may continue to
operate under their present pacts for
the first year of the agreement or
execute a new contract embodying the
new rates.
Films to TV
(Continued from page 1)
Anderson ; "Casanova in Burlesque,"
starring Joe E. Brown and June
Havoc ; "Madonna's Secret," with
Francis Lederer, Gail Patrick and
Ann Rutherford ; "Steppin' in Society," "Scotland Yard Investigator,"
and "The Cheaters."
Negotiations for the contract, which
required six months to complete,
were conducted by David Savage,
film manager for WCBS-TV, and
Earl Collins, president of Hollywood
Television Service. It is the second
contract for an exclusive film package negotiated for WCBS-TV within
the past three weeks. The first involved 18 films produced by Sol
Wurtzel.

100 Films Cost $6,930,000
Mexico City, Dec. 16.— Production
of the 100 pictures which the trade
estimates will be Mexico's maximum

Johnston

Sees

(Continued from page 1)

"Tropic Zone"
{Pine & Tliomas-Paramount)
XX7TLLIAM PINE and William Thomas have fashioned another of their
VV smooth, actionful productions in color by Technicolor that utilizes
handsome island settings and stars Ronald Reagan and Rhonda Fleming.
Estelita is featured as a casino singer and dancer and performs zestfully.
Like Miss Fleming, she is quite attractive and both are well-costumed. The
film has plenty of brawls and under the skillfull direction of Lewis Foster
there is a neat blending of action, romance, and song. There are sufficient
merchandising angles to garner ample box-office returns.
Based on a novel by Tom Gill and written by Lewis R. Foster, the plot
presents Reagan as a political refugee who is smuggled into the country by
Estelita and soldier of fortune pilot Noah Beery. He meets Miss Fleming
who has inherited a small banana plantation which is being deliberately run
down by foreman Grant Withers. The latter is in the pay of John Wengraf,
monopolistic shipper seeking to ruin and buy up all small plantations.
Reagan happens to have been a banana expert so he easily replaces Withers
who gets fired after getting drunk. However, Wengraf threatens to turn in
$24 Reagan as an illegal entry and blackmails him into damaging the plantation.
$36 Reagan and Miss Fleming fall in love so he double crosses Wengraf and has
$48 Beery fly off to arrange a fruit supplying contract with a big firm for the
$60 independents. Beery obtains the contract, Reagan's political friends return
to power in his exiled country, he fills the contract on time, and convinces
$36 Estelita he and Miss Fleming are enamoured. The stars perform capably and
$48 and Estelita effectively dances the Handkerchief Dance and the Cali Conga.
$60 She also sings i'l'll Always Love You" and "The Magic of You." Others
in
Del the
Rey.cast are" Argentina Brunetti, Ricco Alanez, Maurice Jara and Pilar

Aseap Rates
(Continued from page 1)

5

Daily

Ru'-iimg- time, 94 minutes. General audience classification. For January
release.
"The Gambler
and the Lady"
(Exclusive Films-Lippert)
Hollywood, Dec. 16
PRODUCED in England by Exclusive Films, this melodrama presents
Dane Clark as an American ex-convict, who, although operating a London
night club, has ambitions to crash English society. Clark is the only American personality in the cast and he handles his role in a highly satisfactory
manner. Others are : Kathleen Byron, Naomi Chance, Meredith Edwards,
Anthony Forwood, Eric Pholmann, Julian Somers, Anthony Ireland, Max
Bacon and Mona Washbourne.
Clark portrays a mobster whose temper has involved him in a murder
charge in the United States. His social ambitions cause him to jilt the
club's dancer, who loves him, in favor of a socialite who, he believes, can
get him accepted by the social set. However, Clark finds that his goal is not
as easy as he imagined. Just as he seems to be making some headway, the
dancer runs him down, with her car, ending his ambitions and his life. Miss
Byron gives a polished performance, as do the others in the all-British cast.
Estelita he and Miss Fleming are enamoured. The stars perform capably
Anthony Hinds produced the picture, which is satisfactory, and which was
co-directed by Sam Newfield and Patrick Jenkins.
Running time, 72 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
Dec. 26.

ica ; Wilbur Snaper, president of Allied States Association, and Manny
Frisch, head of Metropolitan Motion
Picture Theatres Association.
Snaper, it was said, reported that
Allied wanted two points involving
general trade practices cleared up
before his association would enter into
any new discussions of the proposed
arbitration system. The two points
were high film rentals and the large
number of pre-release pictures being
released by distributors. Those
issues, Snaper was reported to have
said,
Allied's
"main
concerns."
Snaperwere
pointed
out that
Allied
wanted
some indication from distributors that
they are aware of the exhibitor problems on the two points, hinting at the
possibility of conciliating the differences before entering into arbitration
discussions.
It was brought out that TOA also
agreed that film rentals were too
high, but that the organization was
ready to proceed with arbitration
talks anyway. It is expected that
Snaper will give a report on the sessions to the national Allied board at
its meeting in New Orleans next
month.
'U' Gross

Sales

(Continued from page 1)
that excise taxes are not included in
gross sales ; that gross sales include
gross revenue from foreign countries
having exchange restrictions only to
the extent that net earnings resulting
therefrom have been or can be realized in U. S. dollars, regardless of
the period or periods in which such
gross revenue may have been earned
in those foreign countries ; and that
gross sales are only partly estimated.
Sugar Heads
(Continued from page 1)

1935 when he entered the home office
contract department of Republic Pictures. In 1946 he became manager
of
the
contract department of ProRKO
Pictures
Disney Series
ducers Releasing Corp. and later held
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
the same position with Eagle Lion
Films, before moving to United ArRKO Pictures. Bent's election to
tists. From 1942 to 1946, Sugar
have any predetermined number of of
the
board
had
been
announced
last
issues.
served in the Armed Forces.
week in Hollywood. Presumably, rules
"The Lost Hours," which was pro- of the brokerage firm prevent him
duced in England by Robert Baker
and Monty Berman for Eros Films, from taking the post but no official
— FLY TO— N
^^p
Ltd., will be added to the release explanation was made.
schedule shortly.
Edward Burke, the only member
The first issue of the featurettes, to of the Ralph Stolkin syndicate which
be known as "People and Places," purchased Howard Hughes' 29 per
LOS
ANGELES
is "The Alaskan Eskimo." This has cent interest in the company to rebeen completed and will be set for
main on the RKO board, left here
early release.
on
United's Luxurious
yesterday for Texas.
"OVE
RNIGHT
Meanwhile, with the addition of two
Heard
by
Justice
Greenberg
re-releases to its schedule, plus the
Lesser production, RKO will have
The receivership application, brought
23 pictures available in the seven- by three minority stockholders claimmonth span from December to next
ing to own 2,525 shares of stock, will
"
OnlyHOL
1 VALYW
hrs. OOD
one -stop!
June. The additional reissues are be heard before Justice Henry Clay
"The Bachelor and the Bobby Soxer" Greenberg,, who expressed concern
over the welfare of RKO stockholders
The fins service of United's "Hollywood"
and "Bachelor Mother."
flights is you/., on the "Overnight Hollyat the hearing, last Wednesday.
wood" to Los Angeles. You leave New
It was reported on the Coast that
York after midnight, stop only at Denver,
for 1952 will have a calculated cost
of $6,930,000. Up to Nov. 30, 88 C. J. Tevlin, long time Howard
enjoy a delicious breakfast aloft, and
arrive in Los Angeles at 8:20 a. m., givpictures had been made and 12 more Hughes employee who served as
are to be finished by Dec. 31. After RKO vice-president in charge of
ing you a full day for business.
starting very slowly because of studio operations during Hughes'
financing and labor troubles, produc- regime as general director of producUnited
air lines
tion, will return to that post in consetion was normalized in August and
since then has continued satisfactorily.
COMPARE THE FARE AND
of Hughes'
of virtual quence
control
as the resumption
dominant member
YOU'LL GO BY Alk
The present average cost per pic- of the new board.
ture is $69,300.

Currently
in the

Over

advertised

4,300,000 women

know what they want in

entertainment— thanks to the Companion's

COMPANION

complete

news coverage. That's why Hollywood has
invested more money in the Companion during the

movie
Hans Christian Andersen. ..Goldwyn-RKO

The Bad and the Beautiful..

MGM

Plymouth Adventure

MGM

past six years than in any other monthly magazine.*
*Except of course the fan magazines.
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Streamlining

Subject

TEN

18, 1952

Short

Presentations

Sales

CENTS

Heads

To

Meet

On

Arbitration

Today

By AL STEEN
Plan

Changes

Si Fabian Confers with
Executives on Details

RKO Radio Pictures is streamlining its concept of short subjects
production, distribution and exhibition to conform with present day
tastes and to meet TV competition by tying in television and radio
personali
ties with completed shorts.
Elect Howard Hughes
Sid Kramer,
RKO's short
RKO Board Chairman
subjects
sales
manager,
Hollywood, Dec. 17. — At a meetrevealed here
ing of the RKO Radio Pictures
board of directors this afternoon
that the new apHoward Hughes was elected chairproach to the
man of the board. A. B. Simpson,
merchanwho is vice-chairman of the Nadising of shorts
tional Bank of Commerce of Housis designed to
stimulate the
ton, was elected a director, cominterest of both
pleting the RKO five-man board.
Sid Kramer
exhibitors and
The other members are Noah
Dietrich, J. Miller Walker and Edthe public in the
ward Burke, Jr.
entertainment value of featurettes.
One radical innovation planned for
1953, Kramer said, is the linking of
two or three short subjects into feature (Continued
length offerings,
Los Angeles
Tops
on pagewith4) a well

Possible changes in the Warner
Brothers reorganization plan, including those arising from Fabian
Enterprises' purchase of controllinginterest in the projected Warner
Brothers theatre company, are currently being ironed out by top WB
executives, it was learned here yesterday.
In addition, conferences are being
held between Si Fabian, president of
the company bearing his name, and
WB officials to put the . finishing
touches on the agreement, under
which Fabian Enterprises will buy
the estimated 25 per cent stock interest of Harry W. Warner, WB president, Albert Warner and Jack L.
Warner in the new theatre company.
The reorganization changes and
the selection of directors and officers U. A. Sales Drive
of the new theatre company will be
embodied in the proxy statement, due
United Artists branches in Los
in January, a month before the com(Continued on page 4)
Angeles, New Orleans and Vancouver are winners of the 25-week "Bill
Heieneman Sales Drive" which ended
Dec. 6, it was disclosed here yesterday by Max E. Youngstein, UA vicepresident and drive captain. The
three exchanges topped their individual divisions in the drive which
SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 17.
— Sol Lesser will meet was launched last June.
Runners-up in each of the three
with John Parsons, Telegroups into which the sales organizanews district manager
tion had been divided were : San
here, in Los Angeles to Francisco and Chicago, group one ;
make a deal whereby the Charlotte and St. Louis, group two,
(Continued on page 4)
local Telenews Theatres
will become the first in
Northern California to
RKO
Receivership
hold exhibition rights to
the Tri-Opticon three di- Case Set for Jan. 5
mension process, which is
a British development.
Another postponement, this one to
•
Jan. 5, was granted here yesterday
by the New York Supreme Court for
WASHINGTON, Dec. 17.— a hearing on the RKO Pictures miThe film division of the
nority suit, seeking a court-appointed
NPA was allotted amounts receiver for the company. The postponement was sought by Louis
of metals for parcelling
out among film and photo- Kipnis, attorney for the three minority stockholders. The hearing was
graphic product manufac- slated for tomorrow.
turers in the second quarKipnis said he needed more time
ter of 1953 that
are to study and answer the affidavits
sharply below the totals supporting the company's position
for the first quarter of submitted by James A. Mulvey,
president of Samuel Goldwyn Pro1953 and the four quarters
ductions, which releases through
of this year.
(Continued on page 4)

Reelect
TOA

Mullin

Unit

N.E.

N.

Y.

Film

Film company sales managers
are scheduled to meet here this
morning- at the Motion Picture Association ofAmerica offices to discuss the current stalemate in the
establishment of an arbitration system for the motion picture industry.
MP A A president Eric Johnston and
Ralph Hetzel, Jr., in charge of the
New York MPAA office, will attend
the meeting, possibly along with
Joyce O'Hara, vice-president at the
Washington headquarters.

The sales chiefs are expected
to exchange opinions as to what
concessions the distributors
may offer that would be attractive to exhibitors and to delve
into the objections expressed by
Allied to the Oct. 21 arbitration
proposals prepared by company
attorneys. This will be the first
meeting on the issue by the
(Continued on page 4)

President

_ Boston, Dec. 17.— Martin J. Mullin was reelected president of the
Allied Theatres of New England at
the unit's annual meeting today in the
Hotel Touraine here. The following
were named vice-presidents : Samuel
Pinanski, Charles E. Kurtzman, Ben
Domingo,
Feinstein. Al Somerby and Harry
Stanley Sumner was reelected treasurer and John J. Ford was reelected
chairman of the board of directors.
Other members of the board are
Walter A. Brown, Edward S. Canter,
Theodore Fleisher, Winthrop S. Knox,
Jr., Joseph
Liss and
Phillip
(Continued
on page
4) Smith.

Dickstein

Johnston to Confer On
Possible Draft Changes

Heads
BOT

The New York Film Board of
Trade yesterday named Abe Dickstein
of 20th Century-Fox to succeed
Henry Randel of Paramount as
president. Lou Allerhand of
M-G-M, formerly second vice-president, was named first vice-president,
replacing William Murphy of Republic. Myron Sattler of Paramount
was named second vice-president.
Robert (Continued
J. Fannonon of
folpageRepublic
4)

Warns
Bowl

Against
Game

Rose

Pickup

A warning against any unauthorized large-screen theatre television
pickup of the Rose Bowl game was
sounded by L. S. Frost, of the National Broadcasting Co., in a letter
to the Theatre Owners of America.
The letter said in part, "Any unauthorized exhibition of the telecast
would be in violation of theatre television rights owned and reserved by
the Pacific Coast Intercollegiate Athletic(Cont
Conference
the4) Pasadena
inued and
on page

U. K.
Bow

Theatre
with

TV

to

Coronation

London, Dec. 17.— Large screen
theatre television of the Coronation
next June appears to be a certainty
with an announcement expect
ed from
the House of Commons shortly specifying the conditions under which it
will be permitted. B.B.C. obstacles
and copyright difficulties heretofore
have prevented large screen
TV in
British (Cont
theatrinued
es. onThe
page gover
4) nment
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'Graduates'
Personal

Long

Park

of Ampa

Showmanship
Mention

EL. SCANLAN, newly appointed
• treasurer of Cinerama Productions, has arrived here from Hollywood.
•
Ben Morris, Columbia service department manager here, and Mrs.
Morris announce the marriage of
their daughter, Roberta Elaine, to
Herbert L. Green on Sunday.

w, manager of Loew's
Boyd d Sparro
in San Francisco, is visiting
Warfiel
Cenin New York. M. C. Burnett, uting
tral division manager, is substit
for Sparrow.
•

Favors

RKO

Theatres

due Long Park and that the contract
agreement with RKO Theatres should
be set aside.
Judge Steuer in his decision denied
any fraud had taken place and dismissed the Long Park complaint.
The suit grew out of RKO The- Among those who testified in the suit
atres' purchase in Sept., 1950 of Long- were Walter Reade, Jr., president of
Park's stock interest in the Trenton- the circuit bearing his name ; Sol
New Brunswick Corp. The Reade
firm contended that the $792,500, paid Schwartz, president of RKO Theatres; Tom O'Connor, RKO viceby RKO was for a 25 per cent inter- president, and Harold Newcomb,
est in the stock, valued at $750,000, comptroller.
Solomon Goodman was the attorand $42,500 as a dividend due the Reade
firm at the time. It was further
ney for Long
Park, while
and Raftery
and O'Brien,
George
claimed that a $50,000 dividend pay- Driscoll
ment, over and above the $42,500, was Raftery were trial counsel.

RKO Thein favorhereof yesterday
Judgment
by
atres was rendered
Judge Aaron Steuer of the New York
Supreme Court in the suit filed by
Inc., a Walter Reade
Long
company.
TheatresPark',

Joe Huff, former city manager in
Stockton, Cal., for Blumenfeld Thein London,
atres, has gone into temporary retire- Skouras
ment and plans a South American trip
Back Here Next Week
with Mrs. Huff.
London, Dec. 17. — Spyros P.
t Skouras, 20th Century-Fox president,
S. J. Gardner, M-G-M assistanhis
has arrived here from the Continent
West Coast sales manager, and
Monon
co
on
the last leg of his round-the-world
Francis
San
leave
will
wife
day for a two-week cruise on the 5\.S\ business trip. He plans to remain in
Lurline.
England until Monday when he and
Mrs. Skouras will leave for New
York
by plane.
Phil Williams, 20th Century-Fox
LeWilliam
J. Kupper, 20th-Fox manPeter
of
executive on the staff
director for Britain, will leave
vathes, will return here next week for NewagingYork
later in the month and,
from a two-week visit to Houston.
after home office conferences, will
visit the West Coast before returning
Jerry Zigmond, West Coast divi- here.
t
sion manager for United Paramoun
Theatres, is in San Francisco from
Los Angeles.
WB
Houses
in Joint
Harold Wirthwein, Allied Artists
Western sales manager, has returned
to Hollywood from a two-week Midwestern trip.
Max Bercutt, Warner Brothers
field representative, is in Los Angeles
from San Francisco.
Frank Jenkins, former San Francisco theatre manager, is in New
York.
Personnel,

Theatre

Changes on Coast
San Francisco, Dec. 17.— Redwood
Theatres, headed by George M. Mann,
has transferred Bert Henson, former
city manager at Modesto, to Klamath
Falls, Ore, Lou Vaughn has also
been transferred to Klamath Falls
from Eureka. Earl Baughman has
gone from Klamath to take over district managership of Eureka, Ray
Duddy replaces Hensen at Modesto.
Other changes in Northern California include the Rio at Alameda
being purchased by Robert L. McKee. At Pollock Pines, the Grand,
owned by Graff Broadbent and booked
by Ed Rewden, has closed. E. F.
Michelsen put the Brisbane (just
outside of San Francisco) on a twochange-six-day week, with the house
remaining dark on Thursdays. Previously it was operated on a three
changes a week, seven-day policy.
Dave Richards sold his Rialto at Oakland to Pete Kyprios, and Edgar P.
Weiss purchased the Vista at Rio

'Hans'

To

Get

Class

Diplomas

"Graduates" of the Associated Mo-

tionClasses
Picturewill
Advertisers'
Showman-at
ship
be given diplomas
the January AMPA meeting to be
held in the Hotel Piccadilly here on
Jan. 15, it was reported yesterday
by
AMPA The
president
Harry
K. McWilliams.
final class
of the
first
series of clinics will be held tonight at
the Woodstock Hotel.
Speakers at tonight's session will
be Arthur D.e Bra, director of community relations, and Gordon White,
director of the Advertising Code Administration ofthe Motion Picture Association of America, and Maurice
Bergman, director of public relations
and asssistant to the president of Universal Pictures. Their subject will
Braden
Touring
to
be "public relations." Since the classes
were started on Sept. 29, 45 in the
industry here have lectured.
'Andersen'
Publicist Frank
Braden has left
Promote
The AMPA board will hold a meeton a three-month tour of 19 key cities
in the United States and Canada on
inggramtoday
to discuss
next year's proand other
matters.
behalf of Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans
Christian
Andersen," which RKO
Radio is releasing.
Tri-Color
Working in advance of the regular To Show
Tube Here Shortly
campaign, Braden will spend a minimum of two days in each city, beA demonstration of the tri-color
tween now and mid-February, plant- television tube developed by Chromaing feature material with, newspapers.
tic, Inc., a subsidiary of Paramount
Cities on Braden's itinerary are Phila- Pictures, will be held at the Paradelphia, Baltimore, Washington, Atmount home office here in about anlanta, New Orleans, Dallas, Memphis,
other week.
St. Louis, Kansas City, Denver, MinThe tube, which is adaptable either
neapolis, Milwaukee, Chicago, De- for home or theatre television, has
troit, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, been
demonstrated in Los Angeles
Toronto and Montreal.
frequently. The purpose of the New
York demonstration, according to a
Adler
Manager
of Chromatic spokesman, is to acquaint
the home television industry with its
performance. Paramount, which has
UA's Albany
Office
Buffalo, Dec. 17. •— Robert Adler halted production of its theatre TV
has been named sales manager and system, has no current plans to adopt
Lillian Paulin booker in the new Al- the tube for theatre television.
bany office of United Artists, according to M. E. Brown, U. A. manager Charles Moss Enters
of Buffalo and Albany. Adler was

Promotion
Hollywood, Dec. 17. — Warner theatres in this area have joined in a
campaign to promote the West Coast
premiere of Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans
Christian Andersen" on Dec. 26 at the
Beverly Theatre in Beverly Hills.
Feature of the campaign, wdiich involves the Wiltern, Warner Downtown, Hollywood and Huntington
Park theatres, is a 10-foot high lobby
display sign in each of the houses. formerly with Monogram and Miss
Paulin was with Columbia.
Other cross "plugs" .include trailers,
full-size cutouts and photo blow-ups
in color.
Rent
Morning
Use

Radio-TV
Production
Charles B. Moss, executive director
of the Criterion Theatre here and
president of B. S. Moss Theatrical
Enterprises, and Richard Lewis, raOf U pstate Houses
Melford Film to WB
dio-TV producer and director, have
formed a new company, Moss and
Hollywood, Dec. 17. — Warner Strand
Albany,
N.been
Y., rented
Dec. 17.to
— Warner's
has
Gateway
Brothers has concluded a deal under
Lewis, Inc., for the purpose of developing "live"
which independent producer Frank Motors for free shows on the morn- television
and and
radio.film programs for
of Dec. 23-24. Admission by
Melford will deliver "The Diamond ticket ingswill
be given to members of
The new firm's first production will
Queen" to the company for distribu- the "Ford Family" and their children.
tion. The film, set to enter production
be
Mickey Spillane's "That Hammer
Fabian's Plaza, Schenectady, Guy,"
next month, will be filmed in the new Also,
based on the mystery novels,
has been leased to Kaye Motors for which
will tee off over the Mutual
Eastman three-color process.
a "Christmas kiddie carnival" on the Broadcasting System on Jan. 6.
morning of Dec. 22. Admission will
be a useable toy which the SchenecFirst Rep.-Wilcox Film
tady Related Activities Council will Legion of Decency
London, Dec. 17. — Shooting has
started at Shepperton Studio on the repair for presentation to needy boys Puts 6 in Class B
first of the joint Republic Pictures- and girls.
Six films are placed in Class B,
Herbert Wilcox productions, a Techeight in Class A-I and four in Class
nicolor version of Joseph Conrad's 'Peter' on 'Omnibus'
A-II in the latest Legion of Decency
"Laughing Anne." Forrest Tucker and
Television
Show
report.
Wendell Corey are cast opposite Margaret Lockwood and Ronald Shiner.
The six Class B films are: "Angel
WaltRadio
Disney's
an Face" and "Blackbeard the Pirate,"
RKO
release,"Peter
will bePan,"
the first
in Paris,"
Vista. Dick Rose was named mana- picture distributed by a major studio Warner
RKO Radio;
Brothers "April
; "The Desperate
Search,"
M-G-M;
"Mesa
of Lost
to
be
represented
on
"Omnibus,"
ger
of
Blumenfeld's
El
Cerrito
Motor
Movies at El Cerrito, replacing Frank CBS Television's new Coast-toCoast program, on Sunday, Dec. 28. Westport
Women," International
Realart, andFilms.
"Shamed,"
Jenkins, who resigned.
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Plan

Divorce

RKO

Radio

PICTURE

Streamlining

lity of the airways —
known
radio or persona
TV— doing a commentary as
an introduction, a chatter routine between each subject and a sign off at
the end of the final subject.
While no "names" have been signed
peras yet, Kramer said he visualized Linksons like Herb Shrkier and Art
letter for the interpolations. Shriner
and Linkletter are familiar to TV audiences and their presence on the theatre screen would be drawing cards,
Kramer said. RKO, he added, will
"tailor" the subject to the requirements of the exhibitor, eliminating one
short from the feature-length _subject
to fit a scheduled running time for
UA Sales Drive
an over-all program. Thus, the con(Continued from page 1)
nected shorts and the inserted commentaries bythe personalities may beand New Haven and Buffalo, group
come the second feature on dual prothree.
Prize money has been awarded grams.
Lost Entertainment
branch managers, salesmen, bookers
and cashiers of the winning offices.
Kramer said he believed the projects
Special awards went to . George
and
whet the appetite of the public
manager,
would
district
Pabst, Southern
for short comedies which, in many
Western
Southern
James Velde,
division manager, for the showings in theatres, have become lost entertainment due to the length of each feature
their territories.
on double bills.
Following the pattern set by TV
production whereby filmed subfilm
Theatres
Granada
jects are turned out speedily after
preparation, RKO short subcareful
Profit
Reports
George Bilson has project producer
duced six two-reel comedies at the
London, Dec. 17. — Granada Theatres, Ltd., reports a trading profit for Hollywood studio in 12 days, Kramer
the year ended Sept. 30 of £212,912, said. The six included four Gil Lamb
compared with £219,949 in the previ- subjects and two in thecomplete
"Newlyd wed"
and
series. With scripts
ous year.
ed. Last year's dividends were
maintain
shot
Bilson
ready,
crews
on
producti

meeting
lders'
annual
pany's for
ton,,
Wilming
17 in
Feb.stockho
slated
Del. Fabian, who is expected to head
up the new theatre company, declined
comment as to the identity of the
directors and officers of the projected
theatre company, which will be
formed under the company's consent
ng production and disdecree divorci
tribution from exhibition.
The changes in the plan will be
subject to the approval of stockholders, who last year approved the
original formula for divorcement.

ANSWER

YOUR

TECHNICAL

PROBLEMS

. . .

the block of shorts in about the time
that it ordinarily took to film one
subject on a staggered schedule. There
was no loss of quality and the economic savings were sizeable, Kramer
said. In that way, the balance of
RKO's shorts program for the 195253 season were completed in less than
two weeks.
Greater attention is being given to
the merchandising of the shorts subjects, Kramer explained. Under Joe
Ehrlich, recently named to promote
tie-ups are being
the company's shorts,
made on a scale almost equal to that

Altec

Service
the

Man

and

organization

behind

K. Theatre TV
(Continued from page 1)

na-,
since Allied's
tional convention
in Chicago
sales heads
where the exhibitor organizators'
draft. tions rejected the distribu

Reelect Mullin
(Continued from page 1)

Canter is a new member of the board.
now has taken the matter of the
C. Lydon is executive secretary.
Coronation theatre telecast, at least, Frank
Samuel Pinanski, a member of the
ruling triumvirate of COMPO, gave
out of B.B.C.'s hands.
J. Arthur Rank's Leicester Square
Odeon and three of his larger pro- a complete report on COMPO's activivincial theatres are equipped with
ties toheld
date,
which included
ing
in Chicago
recently.the meetlarge screen TV. Associated British
Cinema's
atre in a3,000-seat
London Commodore
suburb is toThebe
equipped with Cintel apparatus, while
the Monseigneur newsreel theatres
and cuit
Sidney
Bernstein'sas Granada
plan installations
soon as cirthe
necessary permission issues from the

him

(Continued from page 1)

It was reported here that the sales
managers will give serious attention
to the request by Wilbur Snaper,
national Allied president, that the
distributors clear up two points involving trade practices before Allied
will go along on new arbitration
negotiations. The two points, presented by Snaper at a meeting with
Johnston here last Friday, were high
A-bomb film rentals and an excessive number
of features. The company's attention,
of pre-release pictures. The sales
subject is getting special
with the Armed Forces and Civil De- managers may be willing to clarify
the
fense groups alerted to promote
those ancetwo
points if Aliied's
acceptof an arbitration
plan hinges
on
picture in local areas.
When "Mickey Mouse Birthday
such was
action.
LastbyFriday's
Party" — which is composed of five also
attended
Herman session
Levy,
"Mickey Mouse" subjects— is released general counsel of Theatre Owners
in the spring, a heavy exploitation of America, and Manny Frisch, president of Metropolitan Picture Theatres
campaign is planned, with "birth- Association.
be
to
balls"
day parties and grand
from Coast-to-Coast.
staged
In some quarters, the opinion was
Greater impetus than ever given
that
before to the sales and promotion of expressed tributors
are notAllied
as far and
aparttheon disan
shorts subjects will be in evidence
agreement
in
regard
to
an
arbitranext year, Kramer said.
tion plan as some in the industry believe, in view of the fact that the
RKO
Receivership
draft prepared by Abram F. Myers,
Allied general counsel, and submitted
(Continued from page 1)
on Aug. 21, was approved by all parties. The so-called apple-cart was
RKO ; David J . Greene, who claims
to own and control more than 78,000 kicked over when certain distributor
RKO Pictures shares, and the Chase
asked for some adNational Bank, which is in charge of lawyers allegedly
ditional provisions, with Allied then
keeping the company records.
requesting some changes of their
own.
Kipnis said he had been informed
by
Pictures'
moreRKO
affidavit
from attorneys
the Coastthat
is one
due
to be submitted. The affidavits of Rose Bowl Game
(Continued from page 1)
Mulvey and Greene oppose the appointment of a receiver. Mulvey, it
was learned, expressed satisfaction Tournament of Roses Association and
with RKO as a releasing organiza- also of similar rights ... of the
tion and spoke about the losses that
would result if a receiver were ap- National Broadcasting Company."
Last year, Sherrill Corwin's OrKipnis said he had called upon the pheum Theatre in Los Angeles was
pointed.
Department of Justice to investigate the only TV-tquipped theatre in the
nation to carry the Jan. 1 Rose Bowl
Greene's relations with RKO Pic- game, in conjunction with a home
tures for possible violation of the telecast of the football event.
company's consent decree. Greene,
Frost's letter asked the TOA to
besires being a stockholder in RKO
Pictures, is a director of RKO convey the warning to its members.
Theatres.
U.

The

Arbitration

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

TO
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INVITATION
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government.
Dickstein Heads
(Continued from page 1)
161 Sixth Avenue,
New York 13, N. Y.
PROTECTING

THE

THEATRE -FIRST

PLACE

IN ENTERTAINMENT

lowed Nat Furst of Allied Artists
into
post and
Phil
Hodestheof treasurer's
RKO Pictures
succeeded
Dickstein as secretary. David I.
Levy of Universal became sergeantat-arms, replacing Saul Trauner of
Columbia.

TO

SHOWING

ACMiOLA
FILM

EDITING

MACHINES

PICTURE & SOUND, 16-35 mm
Shipments within 3 months! Built to outlast three ordinary machines! Continuous
demonstrations commencing Friday, Dec.
19th, 2 P.M.
S.O.S.CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK CITY
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"Torpedo Alley"
(Allied Artists)
Hollywood, Dec. 17
MANY
productions concerning U. S. military services have preceded
"Torpedo Alley," a tale about submarines and the men aboard them,
but few were as well-rounded as this one, from the standpoints of entertainment, action, performances, story, production and direction. Strong marquee
and market values spring from the names of the cast of Mark Stevens, Dorothy Malone, Charles Winninger and Bill Williams.
This story of the submarine is so skillfully worked into the flow of the
personal narrative as to add to the film the substantial impact of the documentary without incurring the tedium of that medium.
The production is by Lindsley Parsons, with John H. Burrows serving
as associate producer, and with Commander B. R. Van Buskirk (Ret.) and
Rear Admiral Thomas N. Dykers (Ret.) as technical advisers. Direction
is by the dependable Lew Landers, and the writing credit goes to Sam
Roeca and Warren Douglas, who did their best to keep the story from
following too closely in the footsteps of the hundreds of service stories that
have gone before.
Stevens portrays a Navy flier who is picked up from the sea, after having
frozen at the controls during combat, at the cost of his crew's lives, by a
submarine on which Douglas Kennedy is executive officer. At war's end
Stevens finds civilian employment no balm for his sense-of-guilt and rejoins
the Navy, signing up for submarine service, in which he again meets Kennedy and also Kennedy's girl, Miss Malone. While she's getting around to
making up her mind between
the men, the Korean fighting begins, the men
are
ordered
sea, upanda tunnel,
Stevens that
proves,
course of leading 'a landing
party which to
blows
he is inno the
coward.
Others in the cast are James Millican, Bill Henry, James Seay Robert
Rose, John Alvin, Carlton Young and Ralph Sanford.
Running time, 84 minutes. General audience classification.

Studying

Delivery

'Brotherhood

Tariffs

Ohio

Leaders

in

Columbus, O., Dec. 17. — A study of
rates and service offered to Ohio exhibitors by 12 film carriers is being
conducted by W. V. Blake of Columbus for the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio.
Robert Wile, 1TOO secretary, said
that his office will furnish members
with proposed rate changes as soon as
they are filed with the Ohio Public
Utilities Commission. Only notification to theatres in the past has been
publication in Ohio newspapers of proposed rate changes. Wile said that a
preliminary survey conducted by Blake
has revealed a "wide discrepancy" in
rates.

Spectacle!

Romance!

sending

of teens your

Sol A. Schwartz, national chairman for the amusement industry's
participation in "Brotherhood Week,"
Feb. 15-22, on behalf of the 25th
anniversary of the National Conference of Christians and Jews, has announced the following national committee members :
William W. Howard, vice-chairman; Harry Mandel, co-ordinator;
Ben Kalmenson, national distributor
chai rman with Bernard Goodman as
his assistant ; Si Seadler, national advertising and publicity chairman, with
Ira Morais as his assistant ; Walter
Reade, Jr., national exhibitor chairman ; Brooks Atkinson, chairman of
the legitimate theatres division ;
Notes Discrepancies
William J. German, laboratories
chairman; C. Walton Ament, news"Some
carriers
charge
a
certain
amount for a minimum number of reel chairman ; Richard Walsh,
chairman for labor organizations, and
reels," for
Wilethe said,
"with
per-reel
charge
excess.
Somea of
them Burton Robbins, accessories chairman.
do not charge for the return of the
film brought to the theatre from the
exchange. Some carriers charge a 'Cincy
' Exhibitors
flat rate per change of show. Some
charge by weight, others by distance.
Some carry advertising matter, In New Display Plan
trailers, candy and popcorn, etc, for
Cincinnati, Dec. 17. — Local exnothing while others charge for this
service. Some of them make differhibitors are co-operating with Robert
entiations among their own customers Wile, secretary of the Independent
for this service— charging some and Theatre Owners of Ohio, and the Cincinnati Gas and Electric Co. in a
not others."
Hollywood display scheduled for the
List Carriers
company's main downtown offices
The Ohio film carriers under study March 16-April 9. The display,
ininclude : Columbus-Cincinnati Truckspired by the success of the "Hollying Co., Cincinnati; E. S. Johnson,
wood At The Fair" exhibit at Ohio
Cleveland ; Film Transit Co., Cleve- State Fair last August, would show
land;L. C. Gross, Cleveland ; Leon- props, miniature sets, costumes and
ard N. Albrecht and Walter M. Solo- displays from coming pictures. Wile
mon, Cleveland; Film Service Co., is soliciting the co-operation of major
Cincinnati ; Huntington - Cincinnati Hollywood studios.
Cincinnati exhibitors already
Truck Lines, Portsmouth ; Larry Tuccio, Belleaire ; Louis J. Iori, Jr., Cin- pledged include F. W. Huss, Jr.,
cinnati; John Thomas Larkin, St. RKO Theatres, Rube Shor, Herman
Hunt, Louis Wiethe, N. G. Shafer
Mary's; Theatre Transport Co., and
William Bein. Others are exCleveland, and Film Deliveries, Inc.,
Columbus.
pected to join soon.
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By AL STEEN
Plan

Changes

Si Fabian Confers with
Executives on Details
Possible changes in the Warner
Brothers reorganization plan, including those arising from Fabian
Enterprises' purchase of controlling
interest in the projected Warner
Brothers theatre company, are currently being ironed out by top WB
executives, it was learned here yesterday.
In addition, conferences are being
held between Si Fabian, president of
the company bearing his name, and
WB officials to put the finishing
touches on the agreement, under
which Fabian Enterprises will buy
the estimated 25 per cent stock interest of Harry W. Warner, WB president, Albert Warner and Jack L.
Warner in the new theatre company.
The reorganization changes and
the selection of directors and officers
of the new theatre company will be
embodied in the proxy statement, due
in January, a month before the com(Continued on page 4)

RKO Radio Pictures is streamlining its concept of short subjects
production, distribution and exhibition to conform with present day
tastes and to meet TV competition by tying in television and radio
Elect Howard Hughes
RKO Board Chairman
Hollywood, Dec. 17. — At a meeting of the RKO Radio Pictures
board of directors this afternoon
Howard Hughes was elected chairman of the board. A. B. Simpson,
who is vice-chairman of the National Bank of Commerce of Houston, was elected a director, completing the RKO five-man board.
The other members are Noah
Dietrich, J. Miller Walker and Edward Burke, Jr.

Los
U.

A.

Angeles
Sales

Tops

Drive

United Artists branches in Los
Angeles, New Orleans and Vancouver are winners of the 25-week "Bill
Heieneman Sales Drive" which ended
Dec. 6, it was disclosed here yesterday by Max E. Youngstein, UA viceTri-opticon
System
president and drive captain. The
To Telenews
Circuit
three exchanges topped their individual divisions in the drive which
was launched last June.
San Francisco, Dec. 17. — John
Runners-up in each of the three
Parsons, Telenews district manager,
groups
into which the sales organizaflew to Los Angeles from here to
tion had been divided were : San
make a deal with Sol Lesser whereby
the local Telenews Theatre will be- Francisco and Chicago, group one ;
come the first in Northern California Charlotte and St. Louis, group two,
(Continued on page 4)
to hold exhibition rights to the Sol
Lesser Tri-opticon three dimensional
process.
Telenews in Chicago will be the RKO
Receivership
first in the circuit to show the new
process, starting Christmas Day.
Case Set for Jan. 5
NP

A Cuts

Metals

2nd

Period

Allocations

. Washington, Dec. 17. — The National Production Authority's film
division was allotted 3,029 tons of
steel, 820,000 pounds of copper and
1,106,000 pounds of aluminum for
parcelling out among film and photographic product manufacturers in the
second quarter of 1953.
The amounts are sharply below the
totals for the first quarter of 1953
and the four quarters of this year,
said NPA officials.

Another postponement, this one to
Jan. 5, was granted here yesterday
by the New York Supreme Court for
a hearing on the RKO Pictures minority suit, seeking a court-appointed
receiver for the company. The postponement was sought by Louis
Kipnis, attorney for the three minority stockholders. The hearing was
slated for tomorrow.
Kipnis said he needed more time
to study and answer the affidavits
supporting the company's position
submitted by James A. Mulvey,
president of Samuel Goldwyn Productions, which releases through
(Continued on page 4)

personalities
with completed shorts.
Sid Kramer,
RKO's short
subj ect s sales
manager,
revealed here
that the new approach to the

Johnston to Confer On
Possible Draft Changes

Film company sales managers
are scheduled to meet here this
morning at the Motion Picture Association ofAmerica offices to discuss the current stalemate in the
establishment of an arbitration system for the motion picture industry.
MPAA
president Eric Johnston and
merchandising of shorts
is designed to Ralph Hetzel, Jr., in charge of the
stimulate the New York MPAA office, will attend
interest of both the meeting, possibly along with
Sid Kramer
exhibitors and Joyce O'Hara, vice-president at the
Washington headquarters.
the public in the
entertainment value of featurettes.
The sales chiefs are expected
to exchange opinions as to what
One radical innovation planned for
concessions the distributors
1953, Kramer said, is the linking of
may offer that would be attractwo or three short subjects into feative to exhibitors and to delve
ture length offerings, with a well
into the objections expressed by
(.Continued on page 4)
Allied to the Oct. 21 arbitration
proposals prepared by company
attorneys. This will be the first
Reelect Mullin N.E.
meeting on the issue by the
(Continued on page 4)
TO A Unit President
Boston, Dec. 17. — Martin J. Mullin was reelected president of the
Allied Theatres of New England at
the unit's annual meeting today in the
Hotel Touraine here. The following
were named vice-presidents : Samuel
Pinanski, Charles E. Kurtzman, Ben
Domingo,
Feinstein. Al Somerby and Harry
Stanley Sumner was reelected treasurer and John J. Ford was reelected
chairman of the board of directors.
Other members of the board are
Walter A. Brown, Edward S. Canter,
Theodore Fleisher, Winthrop S. Knox,
Jr., Joseph
Liss and
Phillip
(Continued
on page
4) Smith.

Dickstein
N.

Y.

Film

Heads
EOT

The New York Film Board of
Trade yesterday named Abe Dickstein
of 20th Century-Fox to succeed
Henry Randel of Paramount as
president. Lou Allerhand of
M-G-M, formerly second vice-president, was named first vice-president,
replacing William Murphy of Republic. Myron Sattler of Paramount
was named second vice-president.
Robert (Continued
J. Fannonon of
folpageRepublic
4)

Warns
Bowl

Against
Game

Rose

Pickup

A warning against any unauthorized large-screen theatre television
pickup of the Rose Bowl game was
sounded by L. S. Frost, of the National Broadcasting Co., in a letter
to the Theatre Owners of America.
The letterauthorized
saidexhibition
in part,
unof the"Any
telecast
would be in violation of theatre television rights owned and reserved by
the Pacific Coast Intercollegiate Athletic(Continued
Conference and
the 4) Pasadena
on page

U. K.
Bow

Theatre
with

TV

to

Coronation

London, Dec. 17.— Large screen
theatre television of the Coronation
next June appears to be a certainty
with an announcement expected from
the House of Commons shortly specifying the conditions under which it
will be permitted. B.B.C. obstacles
and copyright difficulties heretofore
have prevented large screen TV in
British (Conti
theatres.
ent
nued onThe
page governm
4)
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'Graduates'
Personal
Mention

EL. SCANLAN, newly appointed
• treasurer of Cinerama Produchas arrived here from Hollywood. tions,
•
Ben Morris, Columbia service department manager here, and Mrs.
Morris announce the marriage of
their daughter, Roberta Elaine, to
Herbert L. Green • on Sunday.

w, manager of Loew's
Boyd d Sparro
in San Francisco, is visiting
Warfiel
in New York. M. C. Burnett, Central division manager, is substituting
for Sparrow.
•

Long
Favors

Park

Suit

Showmanship
RKO

Theatres

RKO Thein favorhereof yesterday
Judgment
atres was rendered
by
Judge Aaron Steuer of the New York
Supreme Court in the suit filed by
Long Park, Inc., a Walter Reade
Theatres company.
The suit grew out of RKO Theatres' purchase in Sept., 1950 of Long
Park's stock interest in the TrentonNew Brunswick Corp. The Reade
firm contended that the $792,500,_ paid
for a 25 per cent interby RKO
est in thewasstock, valued at $750,000,
and $42,500 as a dividend due the Reade
firm at the time. It was further
claimed that a $50,000 dividend payment, over and above the $42,500, was

Joe Huff, former city manager in
Stockton, Cal., for Blumenfeld Thein London,
atres, has gone into temporary retire- Skouras
ment and plans a South American trip
Back Here Next Week
with Mrs. Huff.
London, Dec. 17. — Spyros P.
Skouras,
20th Century-Fox president,
assistant
M-G-M
r,
Gardne
J.
S.
West Coast sales manager, and his has arrived here from the Continent
wife will leave San Francisco on Mon- on the last leg of his round-the-world
business trip. He plans to remain in
Lurline.
day for a two-week cruise on the 5.6". England until Monday when he and
•
Mrs. Skouras will leave for New
York
by plane.
Phil Williams, 20th Century-Fox
LeWilliam
J. Kupper, 20th-Fox manPeter
of
staff
the
on
executive
director for Britain, will leave
Vathes, will return here next week for NewagingYork
later in the month and,
from a two-week visit
• to Houston.
after home office conferences, will
visit the West Coast before returning
Jerry Zigmond, West Coast divi- here.
t
Paramoun
United
sion manager for
Theatres, is in San Francisco from
Los Angeles.
WB
Houses
in Joint
Harold Wirthwein, Allied Artists
Western sales manager, has returned
to Hollywood from a two-week Midwestern trip.
Max Bercutt, Warner Brothers
field representative, is in Los Angeles
from San Francisco.
Frank Jenkins, former San Francisco theatre manager, is in New
York.
Personnel,

Theatre

Changes on Coast
San Francisco, Dec. 17. — Redwood
Theatres, headed by George M. Mann,
has transferred Bert Henson, former
city manager at Modesto, to Klamath
Falls, Ore. Lou Vaughn has also
been transferred to Klamath Falls
from Eureka. Earl Baughman has
gone from Klamath to take over district managership of Eureka. Ray
Duddy replaces Hensen at Modesto.
Other changes in Northern California include the Rio at Alameda
being purchased by Robert L. McKee. At Pollock Pines, the Grand,
owned by Graff Broadbent and booked
by Ed Rewden, has closed. E. F.
Michelsen put the Brisbane (just
outside of San Francisco) on a twochange-six-day week, with the house
remaining dark on Thursdays. Previously it was operated on a three
changes a week, seven-day policy.
Dave Richards sold his Rialto at Oakland to Pete Kyprios, and Edgar P.
Weiss purchased the Vista at Rio

of Ampa

Judgment

'Hans*

To

due Long Park and that the contract
agreement with RKO Theatres should
be set aside.
Judge Steuer in his decision denied
any fraud had taken place and dismissed the Long Park complaint.
Among those who testified in the suit
were Walter Reade, Jr., president of
the circuit bearing his name ; Sol
Schwartz, president of RKO Theatres ;Tom and
O'Connor,
vicepresident,
Harold RKO
Newcomb,

Diplomas

"Graduates" of the Associated MotionClasses
Picturewill
Advertisers'
Showman-at
ship
be given diplomas
the January AMPA meeting to be
held in the Hotel Piccadilly here on
Jan. 15, it was reported yesterday
by
AMPA The
president
Harry
K. McWilliams.
final class
of the
first
series of clinics will be held tonight at
the Woodstock Hotel.

Speakers at tonight's session will
be Arthur D,e Bra, director of community relations, and Gordon White,
director of the Advertising Code Administration ofthe Motion Picture Asney for Long
Park, while
Driscoll
and Raftery
and O'Brien,
George
sociation of America, and Maurice
Raftery were trial counsel.
Bergman, director of public relations
and asssistant to the president of Universal Pictures. Their subject will
Braden
Touring
to
be "public relations." Since the classes
were started on Sept. 29, 45 in the
industry here have lectured.
'Andersen'
Promote
Publicist Frank Braden has left
The AMPA board will hold a meeton a three-month tour of 19 key cities
in the United States and Canada on
ing today to discuss next year's program and other matters.
behalf of Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans
Christian
Andersen," which RKO
Radio is releasing.
Tri-Color
Working in advance of the regular To Show
Tube
Here
Shortly
campaign, Braden will spend a minimum of two days in each city, beA demonstration of the tri-color
tween now and mid-February, plant- television tube developed by Chromaing feature material with newspapers.
tic, Inc., a subsidiary of" Paramount
Cities on Braden's itinerary are Phila- Pictures,
will be held at the Paradelphia, Baltimore, Washington, Atmount
home office here in about anlanta, New Orleans, Dallas, Memphis,
other week.
St. Louis, Kansas City, Denver, MinThe tube, which is adaptable either
neapolis, Milwaukee, Chicago, De- for home or theatre television, has
troit, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, been
demonstrated in Los Angeles
Toronto and Montreal.
frequently. The purpose of the New
York demonstration, according to a
Adler
Manager
of Chromatic spokesman, is to acquaint
the home television industry with its
performance. Paramount, which has
UA's Albany
Office
Buffalo, Dec. 17. — Robert Adler halted production of its theatre TV
has been named sales manager and system, has no current plans to adopt
Lillian Paulin booker in the new Al- the tube for theatre television.

comptroller.
Solomon Goodman was the attor-

Promotion
Hollywood, Dec. 17. — Warner theatres in this area have joined in a
campaign to promote the West Coast
premiere of Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans
Christian Andersen" on Dec. 26 at the
Beverly Theatre in Beverly Hills.
Feature of the campaign, which inbany office of United Artists, accordvolves the Wiltern, Warner Downing to M. E. Brown, U. A. manager
town, Hollywood and Huntington
Park theatres, is a 10-foot high lobby of Buffalo and Albany. Adler was
display sign in each of the houses. formerly with Monogram and Miss
Paulin was with Columbia.
Other cross "plugs" include trailers,
full-size cutouts and photo blow-ups
in color.
Rent
Morning
Use
Melford Film to WB
Hollywood, Dec. 17. ■— Warner
Brothers has concluded a deal under
which independent producer Frank
Melford will deliver "The Diamond
Queen" to the company for distribution. The film, set to enter production
next month, will be filmed in the new
Eastman three-color process.

Get

Class

Of

U pstate

Houses

Albany,
Y., rented
Dec. 17.to
— Warner's
Strand
has N.been
Gateway
Motors for free shows on the mornings of Dec. 23-24. Admission by
ticket will be given to members of
the "Ford Family" and their children.
Also, Fabian's Plaza, Schenectady,
has been leased to Kaye Motors for
a "Christmas kiddie carnival" on the
morning of Dec. 22. Admission will
be a useable toy which the SchenecFirst Rep. -Wilcox Film
tady Related Activities Council will
London, Dec. 17. — Shooting has
started at Shepperton Studio on the repair for presentation to needy boys
first of the joint Republic Pictures- and girls.
Herbert Wilcox productions, a Technicolor version of Joseph Conrad's 'Peter' on 'Omnibus'
"Laughing Anne." Forrest Tucker and
Wendell Corey are cast opposite Mar- Television Show
garet Lockwood and Ronald Shiner.
WaltRadio
Disney's
an
RKO
release,"Peter
will bePan,"
the first
Vista. Dick Rose was named mana- picture distributed by a major studio
ger of Blumenfeld's El Cerrito Motor
be represented on "Omnibus,"
Movies at El Cerrito, replacing Frank to
CBS Television's new Coast-toCoast program, on Sunday, Dec. 28.
Jenkins, who resigned.

Charles

Moss

Enters

Radio-TV
Production
Charles B. Moss, executive director
of the Criterion Theatre here and
president of B. S. Moss Theatrical
Enterprises, and Richard Lewis, radio-TV producer and director, have
formed a new company, Moss and
Lewis, Inc., for the purpose of developing "live"
television
and and
radio.film programs for
The new firm's first production will
be Mickey Spillane's "That Hammer
Guy," based on the mystery novels,
which will tee off over the Mutual
Broadcasting System on Jan. 6.
Legion

of Decency

Puts 6 in Class B
Six films are placed in Class B,
eight in Class A-I and four in Class
A- 1 1 in the latest Legion of Decency
report.
The six Class B films are: "Angel
Face" and "Blackbeard the Pirate,"
RKO Radio; "April in Paris,"
Warner Brothers ; "The Desperate
Search," M-G-M; "Mesa of Lost
Women,"
Realart, andFilms.
"Shamed,"
Westport International
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Motion

Divorce

Plan

RKO

Radio

Picture

Streamlining

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 1)

ity of the airways —
knownor personal
TV — doing a commentary as
radio
an introduction, a chatter routine between each subject and a sign off at
the end of the final subject.
While no "names" have been signed
as yet, Kramer said he visualized persons like Herb Shriner and Art Linkletter for the interpolations. Shriner
and Linkletter are familiar to TV audiences and their presence on the theatre screen would be drawing cards,
Kramer said. RKO, he added, will
"tailor" the subject to the requirements of the exhibitor, eliminating one
short from the feature-length _subj ect
to fit a scheduled running time for
UA Sales Drive
an Over-all program. Thus, the con(Continued from page 1)
nected shorts and the inserted commentaries bythe personalities may beand New Haven and Buffalo, group
come the second feature on dual prothree.
Prize money has been awarded grams.
branch managers, salesmen, bookers
Lost Entertainment
and cashiers of the winning offices.
Kramer said he believed the projects
Special awards went to George
Pabst, Southern district manager, and would whet the appetite of the public
for short comedies which, in many
James Velde, Southern - Western
in
showings
the
lost entertaindivision manager, for
theatres, have become of
each feature
their territories.
ment due to the length
on double bills.
Following the pattern set by TV
subfilm production whereby filmed after
Granada
Theatres
jects are turned out speedily
careful preparation, RKO short subReports Profit
George Bilson has proproducer
ject duced
six two-reel comedies at the
London, Dec. 17. — Granada Theatres, Ltd., reports a trading profit for Hollywood studio in 12 days, Kramer
the year ended Sept. 30 of £212,912, said. The six included four Gil Lamb
compared with £219,949 in the previ- subjects and two in the "Newlyd wed"
series. With scripts complete and
ous year.
d. Last year's dividends were
maintaine
production crews ready, Bilson shot

meeting,
annual
pany's for
on,
Wilmingt
17 inders'
Feb.stockhol
slated
Del. Fabian, who is expected to head
up the new theatre company, declined
comment as to the identity of the
directors and officers of the projected
theatre company, which will be
formed under the company's consent
g production and disdecree divorcin
tribution from exhibition.
The changes in the plan will be
subject to the approval of stockholders, who last year approved the
original formula for divorcement.
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Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)

the block of shorts in about the time
that it ordinarily took to film one
subject on a staggered schedule. There
was no loss of quality and the economic savings were sizeable, Kramer
said. In that way, the balance of
RKO's shorts program for the 195253 season were completed in less than
two weeks.
Greater attention is being given to
the merchandising of the shorts subjects, Kramer explained. Under Joe
Ehrlich, recently named to promote
shorts, tie-ups are being
the company's
made on a scale almost equal to that

nasince Allied's
sales heads
in Chicago,
tional convention
where the exhibitor organizations rejected the distributors'
draft.
It was reported here that the sales
managers will give serious attention
to the request by Wilbur Snaper,
national Allied president, that the
distributors clear up two points involving trade practices before Allied
will go along on new arbitration
negotiations. The two points, presented by Snaper at a meeting with
Johnston here last Friday, were high
A-bomb film rentals and an excessive number
of features. The company's attention,
subject is getting special
of pre-release pictures. The sales
with the Armed Forces and Civil De- managers may be willing to clarify
fense groups alerted to promote the
those ancetwo
if Allied's
acceptof an points
arbitration
plan hinges
on
picture in local areas.
When "Mickey Mouse Birthday
such was
action.
LastbyFriday's
Party"— which is composed of five also
attended
Herman session
Levy,
"Mickey Mouse" subjects— is released general counsel of Theatre Owners
in the spring, a heavy exploitation of America, and Manny Frisch, president of Metropolitan Picture Theatres
campaign is planned, with "birth- Association.
grand balls" to be
and
day
parties
In some quarters, the opinion was
staged from Coast-to-Coast.
Greater impetus than ever given
that Allied and the disbefore to the sales and promotion of expressed tributors
are not as far apart on an
shorts subjects will be in evidence
agreement in regard to an arbitranext year, Kramer said.
tion plan as some in the industry believe, in view of the fact that the
RKO
Receivership
draft prepared by Abram F. Myers,
Allied general counsel, and submitted
(Continued from page 1)
on Aug. 21, was approved by all parties. The so-called apple-cart was
RKO ; David J. Greene, who claims
to own and control more than 78,000 kicked over when certain distributor
RKO Pictures shares, and the Chase lawyers allegedly asked for some adNational Bank, which is in charge of
ditional provisions, with Allied then
keeping the company records.
requesting some changes of their
Kipnis said he had been informed own.
by
Pictures'
moreRKO
affidavit
from attorneys
the Coastthat
is one
due
to be submitted. The affidavits of Rose Bowl Game
Mulvey and Greene oppose the ap(Continued from page 1)
pointment of a receiver. Mulvey, it
was learned, expressed satisfaction Tournament of Roses Association and
with RKO as a releasing organiza- also of similar rights ... of the
tion and spoke about the losses that
would result if a receiver were ap- National Broadcasting Company."
Last year, Sherrill Corwin's OrKipnis said he had called upon the pheum Theatre in Los Angeles was
pointed.
Department of Justice to investigate the only TV-equipped theatre in the
nation to carry the Jan. 1 Rose Bowl
Greene's relations with RKO Picin conjunction with a home
tures for possible violation of the game,
telecast of the football event.
company's consent decree. Greene,
Frost's letter asked the TOA to
besires being a stockholder in RKO
convey
the warning to its members.
Pictures, is a director of RKO
Theatres.
U.

PROTECTING

daily

K. Theatre TV
(Continued from page 1)

Reelect Mullin
(Continued from page 1)

now has taken the matter of the Canter is a new member of the board.
Coronation theatre telecast, at least, Frank C. Lydon is executive secretary.
Samuel Pinanski, a member of the
ruling triumvirate of COMPO, gave
out of B.B.C.'s hands.
J. Arthur Rank's Leicester Square
Odeon and three of his larger pro- a complete report on COMPO's activivincial theatres are equipped with
ties to date, which included the meeting held in Chicago recently.
large screen TV. Associated British
Cinema's
atre in a3,000-seat
London Commodore
suburb is toThebe
equipped with Cintel apparatus, while
INVITATION
TO
the Monseigneur newsreel theatres
and cuit
Sidney
Bernstein'sas Granada
plan installations
soon as cirthe
SHOWING
necessary permission issues from the PREMIERE
government.
ACMIOLA
Dickstein Heads
FILM EDITING MACHINES
(Continued from page 1)
PICTURE & SOUND, 16-35 mm
lowed Nat Furst of Allied Artists
Shipments within 3 months! Built to outlast three ordinary machines! Continuous
into
post and
Phil
Hodestheof treasurer's
RKO Pictures
succeeded
demonstrations commencing Friday, Dec.
Dickstein as secretary. David I. 19th. 2 P.M.
Levy of Universal became sergeantat-arms, replacing Saul Trauner of S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK CITY
Columbia.
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"Torpedo Alley"
(Allied Artists)
Hollywood, Dec. 17
MANY
productions concerning U. S. military services have preceded
"Torpedo Alley," a tale about submarines and the men aboard them,
but few were as well-rounded as this one, from the standpoints of entertainment, action, performances, story, production and direction. Strong marquee
and market values spring from the names of the cast of Mark Stevens, Dorothy Malone, Charles Winninger and Bill Williams.
This story of the submarine is so skillfully worked into the flow of the
personal narrative as to add to the film the substantial impact of the documentary without incurring the tedium of that medium.
The production is by Lindsley Parsons, with John H. Burrows serving
as associate producer, and with Commander B. R. Van Buskirk (Ret.) and
Rear Admiral Thomas N. Dykers (Ret.) as technical advisers. Direction
is by the dependable Lew Landers, and the writing credit goes to Sam
Roeca and Warren Douglas, who did their best to keep the story from
following too closely in the footsteps of the hundreds of service stories that
have gone before.
Stevens portrays a Navy flier who is picked up from the sea, after having
frozen at the controls during combat, at the cost of his crew's lives, by a
submarine on which Douglas Kennedy is executive officer. At war's end
Stevens finds civilian employment no balm for his sense-of-guilt and rejoins
the Navy, signing up for submarine service, in which he again meets Kennedy and also Kennedy's girl, Miss Malone. While she's getting around to
making up her mind between the
men, the Korean fighting begins, the men
are
sea, upanda tunnel,
Stevens that
proves,
course of leading 'a landing
partyordered
which to
blows
he isinno the
coward.
Others in the cast are James Millican, Bill Henry, James Seay Robert
Rose, John Alvin, Carlton Young and Ralph Sanford.
Running time, 84 minutes. General audience classification.

Studying

Delivery

Tariffs

Ohio

in

Columbus, O., Dec. 17. — A study of
rates and service offered to Ohio exhibitors by 12 film carriers is being
conducted by W. V. Blake of Columbus for the Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio.
Robert Wile, ITOO secretary, said
that his office will furnish members
with proposed rate changes as soon as
they are filed with the Ohio Public
Utilities Commission. Only notification to theatres in the past has been
publication in Ohio newspapers of proposed rate changes. Wile said that a
preliminary survey conducted by Blake
has revealed a "wide discrepancy" in
rates.

'Brotherhood
Leaders

Spectacle!

Romance!

sending

of teens your

Sol A. Schwartz, national chairman for the amusement industry's
participation in "Brotherhood Week,"
Feb. 15-22, on behalf of the 25th
anniversary of the National Conference of Christians and Jews, has announced the following national committee members :
William W. Howard, vice-chairman; Harry Mandel, co-ordinator;
Ben Kalmenson, national distributor
chairman with Bernard Goodman as
his assistant; Si Seadler, national advertising and publicity chairman, with
Ira Morais as his assistant ; Walter
Reade, Jr., national exhibitor chairman; Brooks Atkinson, chairman of
the legitimate theatres division ;
Notes Discrepancies
William J. German, laboratories
"Some carriers charge a certain chairman; C. Walton Anient, newsamount for a minimum number of reel chairman ; Richard Walsh,
chairman for labor organizations, and
reels," for
Wilethe said,
"with
per-reel
charge
excess.
Somea of
them Burton Robbins, accessories chairman.
do not charge for the return of the
film brought to the theatre from the
exchange. Some carriers charge a 'Cincy
' Exhibitors
flat rate per change of show. Some
charge by weight, others by distance.
Some carry advertising matter, In New Display Plan
trailers, candy and popcorn, etc, for
Cincinnati, Dec. 17. — Local exnothing while others charge for this
service. Some of them make differhibitors are co-operating with Robert
entiations among their own customers Wile, secretary of the Independent
for this service — charging some and Theatre Owners of Ohio, and the Cincinnati Gas and Electric Co. in a
not others."
Hollywood display scheduled for the
List Carriers
company's main downtown offices
The Ohio film carriers under study March 16- April 9. The display,
ininclude: Columbus-Cincinnati Truckspired by the success of the "Hollying Co., Cincinnati; E. S. Johnson,
wood At The Fair" exhibit at Ohio
Cleveland ; Film Transit Co., Cleve- State Fair last August, would show
land ;L. C. Gross, Cleveland ; Leon- props, miniature sets, costumes and
ard N. Albrecht and Walter M. Solo- displays from coming pictures. Wile
mon, Cleveland; Film Service Co., is soliciting the co-operation of major
Cincinnati ; Huntington - Cincinnati Hollywood studios.
Cincinnati exhibitors already
Truck Lines, Portsmouth ; Larry Tuccio, Belleaire; Louis J. Iori, Jr., Cin- pledged include F. W. Huss, Jr.,
cinnati; John Thomas Larkin, St. RKO Theatres, Rube Shor, Herman
Mary's; Theatre Transport Co, Hunt, Louis Wiethe, N. G. Shafer
Cleveland, and Film Deliveries, Inc., and William Bein. Others are exColumbus.
pected to join soon.
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of excitement

wave

Seventeen 's

of the Month

MILLION
starring

after wave

(along with friends & families)

to see January

Week'

Appointed

High-tides

DOLLAR

MERMAID

ESTHER WILLIAMS
VICTOR MATURE
WALTER PIDGEON
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Gettinger
Submit

Plan

to

to

RKO

Hughes

Author of Formula to
Meet with RKO
Chief
Milton Gettinger, New York attorney who last week made public
a plan for the reorganization of
RKO Pictures, plans to go to the
Coast shortly after the first of the
year to discuss the plan with Howard
Hughes. Gettinger prepared the plan
at the request of several groups reportedly interested in buying control
of the company, he said.
There has been some misunderstanding as to the purpose of the
plan, the attorney said yesterday,
pointing out that in some quarters it
had been interpreted as a "camouflaged liquidation" proposal. In reality, he said, the plan would have the
opposite effect, designed to revitalize
and strengthen the company and place
it on a firm foundation. Gettinger
asserted that the reaction to the plan
has been "excellent" by scores of
stockholders who have contacted him
since the formula was released to the
press.
In fact, Gettinger said, a group of
(.Continued on page 4)
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AMPA

Music

Hall

'Best

Man'
Film

Speakers

Named
of

1952'

Pictures' "The Quiet Man,"
theRepublic
film about Irish life, directed by
John Ford, has been chosen as the
best motion picture of 1952 by the
Committee on Exceptional Films of
the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures.
The National Board's remaining
nine of the 10 best for 1952 are : "High
Noon," "Limelight," "Five Fingers,"
"The Snows of Kilimanjaro," "The
Thief," "The Bad and the Beautiful,"
"Singin' in the Rain," "Above and
Beyond" and "My Son John."
"Breaking the Sound Barrier" was
voted the best foreign
film seen in the
U.S. during 1952, and four other foreign films were voted exceptional ■
"The Man in the White Suit," "Forbidden Games," "Beauty and the
Devil" and "Ivory Hunter."
David Lean's direction of "Breaking
the Sound(Conti
Barrie
d the
nuedr"on was
page deeme
2)

Urge

Close

Up

Relations

Public
Ties

The relationship of advertising to
public relations in the motion picture
industry was the keynote of speakers
at the final session of the first series
in the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers' Showmanship
project
here last night at theClass
Woodstock
Hotel. The instructors were Maurice
Bergman, director of public relations
of Universal Pictures ; Arthur DeBra,
director of community relations for
the Motion Picture Association of
America, and Gordon S. White, of the
Advertising Advisory Council of the
MP A A.
Bergman advocated an industryfinanced motion picture which would
factually tell the story of the industry.
(Continued on page 4)

H. M.

Warner

Salary

$182,000
in '51-52
Washington, Dec. 18.— Harry M.
Warner, president of Warner Brothers,
received a salary of $182,100 in the
fiscal year ended Aug. 31, 1952, according to a report filed with the
Securities and Exchange Commission.
Other yearly WB salaries listed in
the report included the following:
Jack
L.(ContWarner
vice-pre
inued on, page
4) sident,

Theatre
in Trust

Theatre

Arbitration

CENTS

Ready

For the Earlybirds
To accommodate weekend
audiences, Radio City Music
Hall, has scheduled extra performances of its institutional
Christmas show tomorrow
with doors opening at 8:00
A.M.

'Quiet

TEN

19, 1952

TV

To

Allied,

Heads
Meeting
In

Policy

Sales

Declare
Here

Results

Reiteration

The distributors' committee of
the Motion Picture Association of
America met here yesterday to review developments in the efforts to
set up an industry arbitration system,
and the discussions culminated with
the re-affirmation of the distributors'
stand that the "door was still open"
for further negotiations with exhibitors. No conclusions were reached
and there, were indications that the
sales managers would meet again in
the near future. Eric A. Johnston,
MPAA president, presided at the session which lasted less than an hour.
While the committee expressed
itself as being receptive to exhibitor recommendations for
changes in the already prepared
arbitration drafts, the members
reiterated their position that
they would not agree to the arbitration of film rentals. The
attitude appeared to be that it
was up{Continued
to Allied,on which
page 4)has re-

Five

Variety

Elect

1953

Clubs

Officers

Variety clubs in Charlotte, Memphis,
Buffalo, Baltimore and Cleveland have
elected officers for 1953, the tent in
Waits
on
Chicago has named committee chairEquity's
Scales
men, and the tent in Los Angeles has
elected
crewmen.
Actors Equity and Chorus Equity are continuing a study of
conditions
Bob Alander is the new chief barker
under which they will authorize members to appear in stage
performances of Charlotte Tent No. 24, succeeding
winch are made available to large screen theatre television.
Until the Don Graham. Cy
Dillon is first asstudy has been completed and the conditions for such perfor
sistant chief barker, William P. White
mancesto
defined, there can be no telecasts
motion picture theatres of any top is second assistant, Bob Saunders is
Sees
Increase
in Broadway dramatic or musical pro- dough guy and Bob Simril, property
ductions.
master. (Continued
Six others were named to
on page 4)
An
experime
ntal
telecast
of Mike
Theatre Telecasts
Todd's "A Night in Venice" from
Jones Beach Amphitheatre to the
Favors
WB
Camden, N. J., Dec. 18. — Last Warner Theatre on Broadway had Court
ASCAP
to be canceled last summer because
Passes New
week's theatre telecasts of "Carmen"
by the Metropolitan Opera, and a Actors Equity demanded a full week's In Donahue
Case
sales meeting to field men of James salary for every member of the large
ElectionAmendment
cast
for
the
single,
experime
ntal
Lees & Co., both arranged by Theatre transmission
of the water show to the
The District Court of Utah has deNetwork Television, Inc., and both
cided in the case of Donahue vs.
The American Society of Compos- considered pioneering steps in TV, theatre. The cost made the experiment prohibitive.
Warner Brothers, on constitutional
ers, Authors and Publishers has
"point the way to a greater number
Equity has since indicated that the grounds, that the Utah right
passed an amendment to its. organiza- and a greater variety of entertainment
of prition articles which is designed to off- events for theatre television, in the one week's pay for its members devacy statute does not prohibit the pormanded
last
summer
for the experitrayal of a deceased public figure in
set ASCAP's past difficulties in elect- opinion of J. F. O'Brien, manager of
mental theatre telecast is not to be a fictional motion picture, and
that
ing presidents. It appears that past theatre, sound and visual equipment
as ainued
standar
d for
of dthe heirs of such a
presidents have objected to being re- sales of the Victor Division of the regarded (Cont
commer- the consent
on
page
(Continue
2)
on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)
.(Continued on page 2}
Howard Hughes' controlling stock
interest
in RKO Theatres will have
to remain in trusteeship indefinitely
in consequence of this week's developments which returned him to management control of RKO Pictures, according to informal opinions of Federal attorneys.
Hughes had sought and obtained
Department of Justice permission to
reclaim his RKO Theatres stock from
the trusteeship of Irving Trust Co.
here shortly after the sale of his con(Continued on page 4)
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(Continued from page 1)

Mention
ersal Pictures exDAFF, Univ
ecutive vice-president, will leave
here today for Europe, beginning an
extended business •trip abroad.
William Dieterle, Paramount director, and Franz Bachelin, art director', have returned to Hollywood
from location scouting on "Elephant
Walk" in Ceylon. Irving As her, producer, and unit chief Ken DeLand
are slated to arrive in Hollywood
.
on Sunday from London
•
AL

William Pine of the Pine-Thomas
production team returned here yesterday from Europe aboard the S. S. Inleave for Hollydependence and will d.
wood over the weeken
•
Frederick Brisson. producer, will
arrive in New York today from Hollyin Washington.
wood, after a stopoff
•

Stanley Kramer will be the guest
er's House Party,"
Linklett
on "Art
on •Monday.
CBS-TV
over
E. A. Dickinson of the Westrex
here from JoCorp. has returnedAfrica.
hannesburg, South
N. Peter Rathvon is due here from
Europe over the weekend.
Clubwomen

Urged

best of the year. For his performance
in that film Ralph Richardson was
chosen as the best actor of the year.
For her part in "Come Back, Little
Sheba," Shirley Booth was voted the
best actress.
'The National Board selected three
films for honorable mention because
of their contribution to the art and
technics of the motion picture.^ "This
Is Cinerama" was cited for _ its reemphasis of the possibilities inherent
in wide-angle photography and largeda Vinci"
projection;
screen
which
methods by
for the "Leonardo
was cited
the
"to
it gave cinematic interest
"Four
;
artist"
great
a
of
drawings
Poster" was cited for its use of animation to convey background information and time and space details in
a feature fiction film.
Aaron

Heads

Cinema

Stamp Collectors
The Cinema Stamp Collectors here
has elected the following officers for
1953: Edwin Aaron, 20th CenturyFox, president ; Leon J. Bamberger,
RKO Radio, first vice-president ;
Jack Levy, National Screen Service,
second vice-president ; Elias Sandberg, third vice-president ; Dr. Elliot
W. Lawrence, treasurer ; Sidney Lieb,
United Artists, recording secretary,
retary.
and Joseph Marcy, corresponding sec-
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Holds
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(Continued from page 1)
Coast

Meet

cial telecasts of stage performances.
The. results of the current study could
As a follow-up to the three-day bring about demands in excess of that,
meeting conducted in Los Angeles by it was indicated.
The recent telecast of the MetroA. W. Schwalberg, Paramount Film
viceand
president,
Distributing Co.
Opera production
of "Carmen"politan
was made
possible when
the
and Jerry American
Guild of Musical Artists
presidents E. K. O'Shea
Pickman, individual sessions with which, like. Actors and Chorus Equity
divisional branch managers are now
is a member of the Associated Actors
being held by Western division man- & Artists of America, accepted only
Smith.
A.
ager George
token compensation because the
Currently conferring with Smith "Met's" share of proceeds, about 25
are Frank Ricketts, Denver ; Wayne
Thiriot, Portland; Henry Haustein, per cent of the gross, was donated to
the Metropolitan Opera Benevolent
Seattle; H. Neal East, San Fran- Fund.
cisco; Frank Smith, Salt Lake City,
Would Have Been Impossible
and A. R. Taylor, Los Angeles. The
meetings concern the new regional
Had the "Met's" participation been
merchandising and promotion plan on a strictly commercial basis, it is
designed to stimulate revenues at believed that AGMA's demands, like
local theatre levels.
those of Actors Equity last summer,
would have made the theatre telecast
of "Carmen" impossible. However,
Mamoulian
to Aid
observers
that upon
the Four
A's
unions arepoint
not out
intent
barring
Zukor Celebration
theatre telecasts of stage productions
Hollywood, Dec. 18. — Rouben but merely wish to appraise the situaMamoulian, stage and screen director,
tion carefully before setting scales for
has accepted the post of producer and even a limited period of time.
director of entertainment for the
The problems involved being comAdolph Zukor 80th birthday dinner
plex as well as new, the studies in
which will be held here on Jan. 7, progress
are being carefully made.
under
the auspices
of Variety Clubs
International.
,
Increase
Assisting Mamoulian will be a Sees(Continued
from page 1)
group of production aides, with Carey
Wilson in charge of writers ; William
Meiklejohn, Bill Golden and Les Radio Corp. of America.
The sales meeting telecast points
Petersen in charge of talent ; Louis
Lipstone in charge of music, and also, he added, "to a new source of
Sammy Ledner in charge of stage revenue for the exhibitor from offhour use of theatre TV facilities for
management.
non-entertainment purposes.
The appointment of Mamoulian and
O'Brien reported that 23 of the 31
his staff was announced by co-chair- theatres
in 28 cities which presented
men Louis Sidney and Jesse Lasky
the "Carmen" telecast are equipped
Sr., who head the entertainment com- with RCA TV systems.
under Variety
Club's dinner
chairmanmitteeCharles
P. Skouras.

The new executive committee includes all of the foregoing and HenTo See 'Andersen'
derson M. Richey, Loew's, chairman ;
Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian Nat Cohn. Columbia; Jack Hoffberg,
Andersen" has received the endorse-of Hoffberg Productions ; Alfreda Rubin,
ment of the General Federation
Milton Zucker, Herman Seltzer and
Women's Clubs, representing a mem- Sidney Weiner.
bership of 5,500,000 throughout the
CSC will continue its semi-monthly
country. RKO Radio, the distributor, meetings at the Hotel Astor during
reported here yesterday.
the coming year.
In a letter to all local chapters of
the Women's Clubs, Mrs. Dean Gray
Edwards, chairman of the motion Press Cites Smakwitz
Heavy Promotion
for NEW YORK THEATRES
picture division, urged all members
New
The
18.—
Dec.
Y.,
N.
Albany,
Drive Films
and their friends to see the production. York State Associated Press Associa- Feldman
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Universal-International plans extion has adopted a resolution citing
Charles A. Smakwitz, Warner
tensive promotions for the initial four
Rockefeller Center — —
'Stripes' TV Comment
Brothers zone manager, for his co- pictures in its "Charles J. Feldman
operation in arranging its annual Silver Anniversary Drive," reports
By Lewis, McNellis
test exhibit here. The David A. Lipton, vice-president in
Robert Q. Lewis and Maggi photo-con
"MILLION
DOLLAR
MERMAID"
-"solution will be forwarded to Harry
of Advertising-Publicity.
Esther
WILLIAMS
• Victor
MATURE
McNellis will handle the television M. Warner. Smakwitz and Governor charge
Spearheading the activity will be
Walter PIDGEON • David BRIAN
commentary of the "Stars and Stripes Thomas E. Dewey were the only the Mississippi River Valley territorial saturation world premiere of .« Color by TECHNICOLOR . An M-G-M Picture
Forever" premiere Monday evening "outside" guests at the recent
at the Roxy Theatre here, 20th Cen- dinner of the association here. annual "Mississippi Gambler" which will kick i & The Music Hall's Great Christmas Stage Show
tury-Fox announced.
Si
off in St. Louis, Memphis and New
PUDD
Y MORROW j
To emanate from the front of the
Orleans on Jan. 13, 14 and 15 and in
Extra
FP-C
Dividends
theatre between 8:30 and 9:00 P.M.,
more
than
200
other
situations
in
the
territory.
the "live" show — the first national
Toronto, Dec. 18. — Famous Players Canadian Corp. is closing out the
telecast of a film premiere — will be
"Meet Me at the Fair" will be
carried around the country through year with two extra dividends on the launched with a series of special preON'S
DAMON«», RUNY
the facilities of American Broadcast- common shares for the fourth quar», WARNER COLOR
release New Year's Eve performances
ter.
An
extra
five
cents
has
been
with campaign designed to point up
ing's television network.
BRODERICK
added to the regular payment of 30 the music and nostalgia of the travelling medicine shows.
Gould Back from Chicago cents, payable Dec. 27 to stockholders
Midnight f*ot«r«
of record on Dec. 12, while a bonus
"Against All Flags," the first reWalter Gould, executive vice-presi- dividend of 15 cents has been declared
lease in the drive period, is being
dent of International - United Film for the same date, making a total of
SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents
Corp., has returned to New York 50 cents. Payments for the year total launched with national campaigning
I
Bans Christian
and a simultaneous key-city opening
fromtheChicago
after apattern
week's insurvey
starring
of
distribution
that $1.40, compared with $1.20 in 1951. across the country during Christmas
Andersen
week.
territory. While in Chicago he also
"The Lawless Breed," which has
held screenings of three of the 12 pro- Pollard, Silent Actor
DANNY KAYEw
ductions already completed for InterHollywood, Dec. 18. — Bud Pollard, been designated as the anniversary
picture
to
mark
50
years
of
westerns,
CRITERION • PARIS
national release. These were "Black silent film actor, died yesterday of a
attack in Culver City at the is being kicked off with a Texas pre_ B'way & 45th St. 58th SI. W. of 5th Ave.
Eagle," "Kill Him for Me!" and i heart
release saturation.
age of 65.
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'"Picture of the Month'... a love story no woman will ever
forget."
— Louella Parsons, COSMOPOLITAN
"Thrilling and spectacular, but above and beyond that is
its exciting love story. Certain Academy Award Winner."
— Sheilah Graham, SYNDICATED COLUMNIST
"Will

fascinate

moving."
"An

both

men

and

Every woman
—Dorothy

women.

Thrilling

and

— Florence Somers, Feature Editor, REDBOOK

extraordinary picture. The

love interest is very real.

should see it."
Wheelock, Theatre Editor, HARPER'S

"A wonderful, modern

BAZAAR

love story dramatizing sharply the

emotional problems of our times."
— Eleanor Stierham, Fiction Editor, TODAY'S
And
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"M-G-M's 'ABOVE AND BEYOND' is a love story with
tenderness and heartbreak. Ladies, take a couple of hankies
with you. You'll — need
Heddathem."
Hopper, SYNDICATED

COLUMNIST

"Spine-tingling experience ... its excitement

is the warm

impact."
—emotional
Roth Herbert,
Motion Picture Editor, GOOD

HOUSEKEEPING

"Intensely interesting and very moving." — Elizabeth Madeira,
Fashion Editor, WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION
"Not just for women, but for everyone."
— Allene Talmey, Feature Editor, VOGUE
"A thrilling experience. Women
the man

every

GROW

who

have sacrificed for

understand."
love will
they
—Vivien
Todrin,
Production Editor, BETTER LIVING
day!

AND

GROW!

*
M-G-M presents "ABOVE AND BEYOND" starring Robert Taylor • Eleanor Parker • with James Whitmore • Marilyn Erskine • Screenplay by
Melvin Frank, Norman Panama and Beirne Lay, Jr. - Story by Beime Lay, Jr. • Produced and Directed by Melvin Frank and Norman Panama

Motion

Stock
Hughes'
(Continued from page 1)
trolling stock interest in RKO Pictures Co. to the Ralph Stolkin syndicate last September. However, insofar as could be learned yesterday,
Hughes never acted on the government authorization to recover his theatre stock and it has remained in
trust.
There it will have to remain, attorneys believe, for as long as
Hughes exercises the management
control of the picture company. In
addition to being chairman of the
board, the first time in his four-year
association with RKO Pictures that
he has consented to becoming an officer of the company, Hughes also has
appointed a majority of the board of
directors of five, of which he is one.
The RKO consent decree of 1950,
providing for the divorcement of_ the
company's film and theatre operations,
specified that Hughes could retain his
interest in either the new picture company or the new theatre company, but
not both. He elected to hold the picture company stock and the court appointed Irving Trust as trustee for the
theatre stock.
Attorneys believe that while Hughes
probably could not be required to sell
his theatre stock while the present
circumstances continue, he would _be
restrained from directly exercising
the control it represents in the theatre
company for as long as he continues
to wield management control of the
picture company.
Gettinger Plan
(Continued from page 1)

foreign producers, whom he did not
identify, is interested in buying into
the company if the plan can be
effected so that the group may represent RKO in the foreign field.
The Gettinger plan, in brief, provides for the establishment of three
active corporations within the RKO
framework — a production company, a
"library company" which would
handle older product and a distributing organization. Production would
be on a cooperative basis to provide
studio facilities at actual cost and on
a profit-sharing arrangement. A
board of five producers would supervise and pass on all stories, casts and
production details.
Gettinger said that several of the
groups interested in purchasing control have assured him that they would
back the plan if they were successful
bidders for the stock.

Variety

Picture

Clubs

daily

Elect

(Continued from page 1)
the crew. They are Frank Beddingfield, J. E. Holston, W. Frank Lowry,
Hugh Sykes, Jr., Johnny Vickers and
Walter Griffith.
M. Ii. Brandon was reelected chief
barker of Memphis Variety. Others
reelected were Ben Bluestein, first
assistant ; Tom Kirk, second assistant ;
Vernon Adams, property master ;
Jack Sawyer, dough guy.
Dewey Michaels of Michaels Theatres, has been elected chief barker of
Tent No. 7 of Buffalo, Other new
officers are : Billy Keaton, WGR, first
assistant chief barker ; Marvin Jacobs,
second assistant ; Robert Hayman, Hayman Theatres, Niagara Falls, dough
guy, and W. E. J. Martin, CourierExpress drama editor, property master. New directors are : Henry L.
Berkson, Monogram; John G. Chinell,
RKO Radio; Albert F. Ryde and
Elmer C. Winegar, Local No. 233,
Motion Picture Operators ; Max Yellen, Century Theatre, and Arthur
Krolick, United Paramount Theatres.
Baltimore Tent No. 19, named the
following officers : Jack Pollack, chief
barker ; Joe Walderman and Cy
Bloom, first and second chief barkers,
respectively : Milton Schwaber, dough
guy ; John Volz, property master ;
Rodney Collier and Sam Tabor, delegates, with Earl Lewis and Joseph
Grant as alternates, and Barry Goldman, international canvasman. In addition to the officers the newly elected
board includes Isador M. Rappaport,
Richard Dubin, Lou Becker, Aaron
Seidler and Fred Sapperstein.
Cleveland Variety reelected Henry
Greenberger to serve a second term
AMPA
Speakers
(Continued from page 1)

as chief barker. Other officers elected
are : first vice-barker, Jack Silverthorne ; second vice-barker, Jerry
Wechsler ; dough guy, I. J. Schmertz ;
man, Leonard Greenberger.
property
board of directors is composed
The
Greenberger, Silverthorne, Wechsler,
Irwin Pollard, Milton Grant, Irwin
Shenker, M. B. Horwitz, Schmertz,
Abe Kramer, Oscar Ruby, Sanford
Leavitt, Leonard Greenberger, Nat
Barach, Marshall Fine and Max Mink.
Variety announced a New Year's
party to be held in its Hollenden
Hotel club rooms. Silverthorne is in
charge of arrangements.
Merle Chambeiiin has been elected
a member of the crew for 1953 of
Tent No. 25, Variety Club of Southern California, in Los Angeles. Incumbents reelected include George
Bowser, W. H. (Bud) Lollier, Wih
lard Keith, Lloyd C. Ownbey, O. N.
(Bill) Srere, Hugh W. Bruen, Ezra
Stern, Howard Stubbins, Morton
Scott and Al Hanson.
At a meeting of the new 1953 crew
of the Variety Club of Illinois at its
Congress Hotel headquarters in Chicago, chief barker John J. Jones
named the following committee chairmen for 1953 :
House committee, Nat Nathanson;
Heart committee, Edwin Silverman
entertainment committee, Nate Piatt ;
publicity, Irving Mack; banquet, Jack
Kirsch ; ticket sales, Jack Rose and
Manuel Smerling ; membership. Joe
Berenson ; law, Aaron Stein ; golf,
Elmer Balaban; special activities committee, Arthur Schoenstadt and James
Donahue.
Donahue
Case
(Continued from page 1)

deceased public figure for such a portrayal isnot necessary, Warner Brotherssionstated
deciof the here
courtyesterday.
followed "This
the verdict
of the jury, rendered on Nov. 21, in
favor of Warner Brothers on the facts
of the case, and the decision now fixes
the law of the case," according to the
company.
The District Court of Utah indicated
in an oral decision from the bench that
it would grant the counterclaim of
Warner Brothers for a declaratory
judgment and will declare that the
Utah right of privacy statute does not
apply to fictional depictions of deceased public figures in photoplays, it
was said. This statement was made
by the court after holding the question
under advisement since Nov. 21, the
Ky. Tax Take Down
date on which the jury had brought
Louisville, Dec. 18. — The Departin a verdict in favor of Warner
ment of Finance and the Department
Brothers and other defendants, Warof Revenue report the tax revenue
ner stated.
on amusements for October was
"Following
the jury's verdict, the
$156,989, compared to $162,293 for
court took under advisement WarOctober, 1951, a decrease of $5,304.
ner's counterclaim for a declaratory
Tax revenue for July through Octojudgment. The court announced that
ber was $607,009, compared to
it would decide the question raised by
$603,777 for the same period in 1951,
this counterclaim in favor of Warner
an increase of $3,232.
Brothers. The formal written judgment has not yet been entered. The
case went to trial before Judge Ray
Van Cott and a jury on Nov. 17, the
trial lasting five days. In the course
of the trial the jury heard testimony
by leading national educators, among
them Dr. Lorin Wheelwright of Salt
Lake City, Professor Mark May and
Walter
Prichard Eaton of Yale, Prothat intra-industry friction "hurts us
fessor Lilla Belle Pitts, leading Amerboth," and that "we can hope to sucican music educator of Teachers Colceed only if we have the wholehearted
lege, and Eric Haight of Encyclopedia
cooperation of the exhibitors."
He pointed out that other industries
make large funds available to conduct
consistent, well organized public relations programs in all media of communications, but that "it is a strange
omission to think that we do not even
use our screens to counter-attack and
to educate the people of our commendable attributes." Bergman cited as
one of the best public relations programs the establishing of a school for
the training and development of not
only young talent, but of young executives and administrators on an industry-wide basis.
White, who served as chairman of
last night's meeting, sketched a brief
history of the MPAA and its predecessor, the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, and explained the workings of the Advertising Code. He said that in 1951 more
than 151,000 pieces of advertising material went through his department
and that not more than two per cent
received any comment other than a
formal stamp of approval. Since the
organization of the association, he
said, no new censorship law has come
into being.
DeBra explained the different approach to publicity as practiced by advertising departments and his own
MPAA unit. Whereas advertising men
appeal to the individual, he appeals to
organizations, more than 2,000 of
them, in the course of a year. He
urged that the efforts of both segments be coordinated. He asserted
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Arbitration
(Continued from page 1)
jetted
the with
distributors'
draft, for
to
come up
suggestions
changes. However, it was expected that no formal action
could be taken until after the
Allied board meeting in New
Orleans next month.
As one sales executive said after
yesterday's meeting, the tenor of the
session was : "Allied turned down the
lastIt draft.
What'lloutwe that
do now?"
was pointed
a letter to
Allied executives which accompanied
the October draft of the distributors
asking for Allied's comments on the
proposals has not brought forth a
reply. In fact, one sales head said,
"we never received even a formal
notification that Allied had rejected
the last arbitration draft."
Despite
reports
some for
distributors were
not toothat
anxious
an
arbitration system, all of the representatives yesterday gave their assurance that they would back a system
and expressed hope that a plan could
be worked out.
An informal press release, by the
MPAA after yesterday's meeting
stated Johnston "reiterated that there
was
no change
in possible
the distributors'
readiness
to discuss
changes
in the arbitration proposals with exhibitor representatives. It was recalled that this was made clear in
October in a letter to exhibitor leaders
inviting comments on modifications
suggested by the distributors. There
was a unanimous sentiment expressed
on the desirability of establishing a
mutually beneficial industry system."
The meeting yesterday was attended
by sales managers and Austin Keough,
Adolph Schimel and Robert Perkins,
attorneys for Paramount, Universal
and Warner Brothers, respectively,
who
drew up the distributors' draft
in October.

Ascap Amendment
(Continued from page 1)
elected, with the result that for certain periods the organization has been
without an official head.
Under the amendment, in the event
of a failure to elect a president at the
end of his one-year term, the office
shall remain vacant, but pending an
election, the first vice-president shall
discharge the duties of the president.
The term of office is one year, but no
president can be elected for more than
three successive terms.
The amendment was passed by 72.5
ciety.cent of the members of the Soper
Warner
Salary
(Continued from page 1)
$182,050; Albert Warner, vice-president, $104,000; Harry M. Kalmine,
vice-president, $130,000; Robert W.
Perkins, vice-president and general
counsel, $104,800 ; Samuel Schneider,
vice-president, $104,700, Samuel
Carlisle, comptroller, $50,720 ; and
Stanleigh P. Friedman, vice-president,
The total paid to all directors and
$65,800.
officers for the year was $1,199,970.
statement.
Britannica Films," said Warner's
Trial counsel for Warner was Dennis McCarthy of Salt Lake City.
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T> EACTION of many exhibitors
to the recently published comparisons ofthe Aug. 20 and Oct. 21
(distributors') industry arbitration
drafts: If, as distributors say, the
changes they have made in the
Aug. 20 draft are restricted largely
to verbiage and are of "minor''
significance, then presumably they
have little to lose by waiving their
proposed changes and restoring the
Aug. 20 draft, on which there was
substantial, though tentative, exhibitor agreement.
Another frequently encountered
exhibitor reaction to the two drafts
is that it requires legal training to
determine the exact significance of
the changes made in the Aug. 20
draft. Most exhibitors, not being
lawyers, are deferring conclusions
on that score.
r\ FFICIAL Washington reac" tion on the value of Eric
Johnston's recent journey through
South America : Johnston did a
good job, saw many of the top
people in the countries visited and
received from them promises
which, if performed, could be of
great value to the industry. BUT —
Officials of most of the countries
visited by Johnston are known to
have made promises before, many
of which were not kept. An evaluation of the Johnston trip, therefore, may be impossible to make
accurately for another several
months when a determination may
be had of whether performances
match the promises.
A L DAFF, executive vice-president of Universal, and Charles
Feldman, general sales manager,
soon will be honored by the company's domestic
foreign sales
organizations withandsales
drives, the
occasions being Daff's third of a
century anniversary with Universal, and Feldman's quarter of a
century anniversary.
Both Daff and Feldman came up
from the ranks in the company
they have served so many years ;
Daff from the obscurity of a branch
office in Tasmania, Feldman from
the perhaps greater obscurity of a
Sioux City office.
Their careers are both testimony
to the opportunity this industry
affords and incentive to younger
men eager and qualified to make
careers in the business of motion
(Continued on pane 2)
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Officers ' Slate Due;
DieMchHereJan.5\DAMAGES
Hollywood, Dec. 21. — With at least
a quorum of the new RKO Pictures
20th-Fox Shuns TV
board of five members in periodic
Production Now
meetings here over the weekend, an
announcement, was expected of the
Twentieth Century-Fox,
election of new officers of the comwhich last May disclosed plans
pany.
to study its entrance into the
Noah Dietrich, former RKO board
field of TV film production,
chairman, still is expected to be named
has
not acted on such plans
president. Dietrich is participating in
as
yet,
a top 20th-Fox executhe conferences here with Hughes
tive said here at the weekend.
and J. Miller Walker. The latter is
The 20th-Fox official, exexpected to be reelected vice-president, secretary and general counsel,
plaining the company's
reluctance to study
the TV producposts he held prior to the sale of
tion field at this time, said
Hughes' controlling stock interest to
that 20th-Fox considers the
the Ralph Stolkin syndicate.
production of motion pictures
The company announced the elecfor theatrical distribution is
tion of Hughes as board chairman
its sole function.
last week. The other members of
the board, in addition to Hughes, Dietrich and Walker, are A. B. Simpson of Houston and Edward Burke,
(Continued on page 4)
Para.
Subsidiary

Enters
Bill

to

Halve

Tax

Stirs

Field

of

U.S.

COMPO

TV

Film

Production

TEN

CENTS

TREBLE

URGED
Commerce Dep't Advisory
Group Also Asks D. of J.
Pre-Court Conferences
Washington, Dec. 21. — The
Commerce Department's Business
Advisory Council today urged that
courts avoid imposing retroactive
treble damages in anti-trust suits
where the evidence indicates lack of
wilful violation.
The Council submitted to Secretary
Sawyer an exhaustive study of the
anti-trust laws entitled 'Effective
"A strong sense of injustice is
aroused," the report said at one point,
Competition."
"by
penalizing people for action which
they could not have known to be illegal. A large majority of major antitrust cases are decided by a divided
court. For example in trade regulation cases in 1948-49 only four of 11
Supreme Court decisions were unanimous, dissents running from two to
four in the other seven cases. Furthermore, the Court overruled 30
earlier decisions in 12 years. The best
efforts toward compliance cannot cope
(Continued on page 4)

Entrance into the field of television
film production by Paramount Television Productions, Inc., a whollyowned subsidiary of Paramount Pictures Corp., was disclosed here at the
weekend by Paul Raibourn, president
of Paramount Television and vicepresident of Paramount Pictures.
Dinged, a member of the House
Struggling against the
"We have just completed arrangements with Edward J. and Harry Lee record competition which
Ways and Means committee, has longbeen an opponent of practically all Danziger, Hollywood independent
excise taxes.
producers, for the production of a TV is expected by the home
telecasting of the Jan.
series of 39declared.
half-hourHedramatic
films,"
The Council of Motion Picture Or- Raibourn
added that
39 20 inaugural ceremonies
ganizations said on Friday it had scripts have already been written for of President-elect Eisen(Continued on. page 4)
(Continued on page 4)
hower, plans are underway
here and in Washington for
record newsreel coverage,
4
Universal
Executives
with most companies planning to devote at least
the major portion and
Get
New
3- Year
probably all of their reel
Contracts
to the ceremonies.
racts
have
been authorized by the
New three-year employment cont
•
Universal Pictures board of director
s for Leon Goldberg-, vice-president
HOLLYWOOD, Dec. 21. —
and treasurer; John J. O'Connor,
vice-president; Adolph Schimel, vice- Jack L. Warner has confirmed negotiations with
Feldman
Heads MP A president, general counsel and secretary, and Charles J. Feldman, general Milton L. Gunzburg, pressales manager and vice-president of
ident of Natural Vision
Distributors' Group
C. J. Feldman, general sales man- Universal Film Exchanges.
Corp.,
for the production
ager of Universal Pictures, has been
The new pacts will replace oneof a feature picture in
named chairman of the Distributors year contracts expiring Dec. 31.
Contracts for other top Universal the new three dimension
Committee of the Motion Picture
Association of America. He succeeds executives, completed earlier, include process
and WarnerColor,
A. W. Schwalberg of Paramount those for Milton R. Rackmil, Uni- with production
set to
versal
president;
Pictures.
As
outgoing chairman,
(Conti
nued Nate
on pageJ. 4)Blumberg, start by Jan. 15.
(Continued on page 4)
Washington, Dec. 21. — Rep. Dinged, Michigan Democrat, said he
would introduce early in January a
bill to halve the present 20 per cent
Federal admission tax and to reduce
or eliminate many other Federal excises.
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Outlay

for

Mention

'53
in
Bldg.
Recreational
delivered
without
any
trouble the
Washington, Dec. 21. — A top Na- maximum amounts of steel,
WILLIAM BOASBERG, RKO
copper
tional
Production
Authority
official
ger,
s
mana
sale
ral
Radio gene
and aluminum authorized for them by
t
Coas
the
predicted today that close to $250,- NPA regulations.
returned to New York from
at the weekend, following conferences 000,000 worth of theatres, bowling
"Fortunately," he said, "the prewith Howard Hugh• es.
recrea-in
and other
playgrounds
alleys, tional
structures would
be built
dominant types of building materials
1953,
used
in
most
recreational construcof
ent
presid
,
Fabian
H.
Simon
tion— concrete, cinder blocks, brick,
NPA has announced that its 26Fabian Enterprises, has been named
a member of the newly created board month old ban on theatre and other rough lumber, wall board and nonconstruction would end Jan. 1.
metallic roofings — should be amply
for development at New York Uniavailable to fill the stored-up demand
versity.
•
NPA's
director ofalso
Haynes, division,
John L.materials
building
said in this field in addition to the continuing requirements for other types
that he thought builders of these types
Steve Levitz, promotion manager of
structures would be able to have
subM-G-M
Co.,
Music
s
for Robbin
of construction."
sidiary, will leave here Saturday by
accomn,
vacatio
Miami
plane for a
Film
Communion
58 Short
Subjects
panied by Mrs. Levitz.

Earl Sponable, director of research
for 20th Century-Fox, is due here today from Europe. •
David Coplan, president of. the
newly - formed International - United
Film Corp., left here at the weekend
for England by plane.
•

Breakfast

on

Feb.

1 From

U-I

in

1953

Cohen, Velde and
Chaplin Head Drive
Milton E. Cohen, James
Velde and Charles Chaplin,
United Artists' Eastern,
Western and Canadian division managers, respectively,
have been named co-captains
of the company's "Bernie
Kranze Drive," which gets
under way today, it was announced by William J. Heineman, vice-president in charge
of distribution.
The 26-week sales, billings
and liquidation drive, named
in honor of UA's newlyappointed general sales manager, will extend through
June 20, 1953.

Expect

200

at Ampa

Universal - International Pictures
Party Tomorrow
will release 58 short subjects — 29 onereelers and 29 two-reelers with color
Almost 200 persons are expected to
predominating — and 104 issues of the attend
the Associated Motion Picture
Universal-International Newsreel during" the new year, Irving Sochin, Advertisers' annual Christmas luncheon party here tomorrow in the Hotel
short subjects sales manager, anElias Lapinere, M-G-M's special
nounced at the weekend. The com- Piccadilly. Every guest will receive
publicity representative in Continental
at least one door prize and AMPA
Europe, will sail from here tomorrow
pany is committed to 59 this year — 33 members will be eligible to win a
one-reelers and, 26 in two reels.
•
Mary.
aboard 'the 5. S. Queen
Highlighting the program will be week's vacation at the Lord Tarlton
the release of the two-reel Technicolor Hotel, Miami Beach, or the Sheraton
M-G-M's stuGeorge Nichols ofretur
Beach Hotel, Daytona Beach, Fla.
ned to the
dio publicity staff
subject, "The World's Most Beautiful
Iii addition, there will be drawings
Coast over the weekend from New
Girls," filmed at the "Miss Universe" entitling winners to a weekend at the
York.
beauty pageant in Pasadena last June.
•
The picture will receive a special Ritz Carlton Hotel, Atlantic City,
M-G-M
promotional campaign and will be sold and a four-day vacation at Grossintrick,
Fitzpa
James A.
producer of Traveltalks, will leave the
as a possible second feature.
ger's Hotel and Country Club.
Among Hollywood and Broadway
Coast Feb. 1 for a South American
With
the
enlargement
of
the
facili.
cruise on the S. S. Caronia
celebrities
who are expected to attend
ties
of
the
Walter
Lantz
Studios,
•
Lantz will deliver seven new Tech- are Boris Karloff, Blossom Seeley,
Attendance at this year's New York
nicolor cartoons in addition to the six Benny Fields, Joe E. Brown, Clifton
William H. Wright, M-G-M pro- breakfast
is expected to equal the caducer, isin Cincinnati from the Coast
pacity
crowd
of
1,500
who
attended
"Woody Woodpecker Cartunes" which Webb,
Widmark.Terry Moore and Richard
with his wife. They will leave for
he has been making for U-I. Special
New York on Saturday.
Tickets,
last
year's. which will go on sale early promotional opportunities are available
•
in January, will be handled, as in past to exhibitors now that Woody WoodSkouras to Germany,
Arthur Krim, United Artists pre- years, by members of the committee in
pecker isa syndicated cartoon in addisident, isdue in New York this week each company office or branch of the
tion to a comic book series.
from Europe.
U-I will introduce a new series of Paris; Then Home
industry. Members of the sponsoring
committee are :
one-reelers in color to be known as
London, Dec. 21. — Spyros Skoures,
Frank Alford, MPEA; William E. Barry, "U-I Color Parade," on a variety of 20th Century-Fox president, left here
John McCarthy
Going Shea
Enterprises; Marguerite Bourdette,
first.
"Fiesta Frolics" will be the by plane at the weekend for FrankParamount; Frank Bryan, Skouras Thea- subjects.
On Vacation Jan. 1
tres; Frank E. Cahill, Jr., Warner Brothers
fort, Germany for a brief visit. He
Management Corp. ; Francis X.
went from there to Paris to join
John G. McCarthy, who resigned as Circuit
Expanding the company's "Name
head of the international division of Carroll, 20th Century- Fox; Pat Casey, Pat Band Musical" series of two-reelers Mrs. Skouras, who will accompany
Casey Enterprises ; John Confort, Jr., Con- U-I will release a new series under him to New York by plane. They
the Motion Picture Association of fort
& Co., Inc.; Robert W. Coyne,
Thomas Creban, RKOi Theatres; the more-inclusive title of "Musical are scheduled to arrive there ChristAmerica, plans to leave for a South- COMPO;
mas Eve.
William
Comerford Theatres; John Featurettes" with 13 subjects featurern vacation shortly after Jan. 1. Dervin, Cronin,
Monogram
Pictures; Edward C.
ing name singers, entertainers and
While
in Paris, it is reported but
He said here at the weekend that he Dowden, Loew's; Joseph
Theatres ; James M. Franey, Eagan.
United Fabian
World dancers in addition to the customary not confirmed, Skouras will confer
hoped to be able to take a "good Films; Joseph M. Geoghan, Century Thea- name bands. More attention will be
with Eidophor large screen television
rest" before becoming associated with
tres; Edmund C Grainger, RKO Theatres. given to story and production in this officials.
a new enterprise.
Also, James R. Grainger, Republic Pic- series.
McCarthy has had one meeting
tures; William J. Heineman, United Artists; Walter F. J. Higgins, Prudential
with Samuel Goldwyn and James Theatres;
The company's two-reel Louis DeHughes, United Artists;
Mulvey in regard to the possibility James D1. John
Ivers, Quigley Publishing Co. ; Rochemont "The Earth and Its Tradewise
. . .
of his taking an executive post with John Kane, Columbia Pictures; Austin C. Peoples" series will include 13 more
Keough,
Paramount
Pictures;
Mrs.
James
subjects.
Rounding
out
the
program
the Society of Independent Motion
International Federation of CathPicture Producers. However, nothing Looram,
(Continued from page 1)
olic Alumnae; Fred Lynch, Music Hall; of two-reelers will be two specials.
definite was decided, although it is Thomas J. Martin, Warner Bros. ; William Completing the program of one-reelers
Moclair,
Roxy;
Peter
J.
Mooney,
Audio
reported that SIMPP leaders are in- Productions; Paul C. Mooney, Sr.. National will be the "Variety Views" series
pictures. The achievements of
of eight one-reelers.
services. terested in acquiring McCarthy's Screen Service; James A. Mulvey, Goldwyn
Daff and Felclman, also, are eloProductions;
John F. Republic
Murphy, Pictures
Loew's; ;
William
P. Murphy,
quent rebuttal to the cynical attiThomas Murtha, IATSE, Local No. 4, United Paramount Theatres; Toyce O'Hara.
tude, sometimes encountered, which
Brooklyn.
MPAA;
Edward
K.
O'Shea,
Paramount;
Bookers' Theatre Party
Also, Joseph A. McConville. Columbia Martin Quigley. Quigley Publishing Co. ; holds that loyalty too often is
A theatre party has been organized
International Corp.; Joseph Mc- Charles M. Reagan, Loew's; George J.
by the Motion Picture Bookers Club Pictures
Mahon, Republic Pictures; William J. Schaefer; Bert Sanford; Edwin T- Smith, poorly rewarded.
Our sincere congratulations to
of New York for the March 5 per- McShea. RKO1 Radio Pictures; L. Douglas Jr., RKO Radio Pictures; Nick Tronolone;
Frank C. Walker, Comerford Theatres ; Daff and Feldman on the occasion
Netter,
Jr.,
Altec
Service;
John
J.
O^Connor,
formance of "Hazel Flagg" at the
F. Walsh, IATSE; William A. of these memorable new milestones
Mark Hellinger Theatre, Louis Wolf, Universal Pictures; Thomas F. O'Connor, Richard
White, Skouras Theatres; Very Rev. PatRKO'
Theatres;
Paul
D.
O'Brien,
O'Brien.
club president, has announced.
in their eventful careers.
rick J. Masterson, Spiritual Director.
Driscoll & Rafferty; Robert H. O'Brien,
MOTION PICTURE DAILY. Martin Quigley, Editor-in-Chief and Publisher; Sherwin Kane, Editor; Terry Ramsave, Consulting Editor. Published daily, except Saturdays,
Sundays and holidays, by Quigley Publishing Company, Inc., 1270 Sixth Avenue, Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N. Y. Telephone Circle 7-3100. Cable address: "Quigpubco,
New York." Martin Quigley, President; Martin Quigley, Jr., Vice-President; Theo. J. Sullivan, Vice-President and Treasurer; Raymond Levy. Vice-President; Leo J. Brady,
Secretary; James P. Cunningham, News Editor; Herbert V. Fecke, Advertising Manager; Gus H. Fausel, Production Manager; Hollywood Bureau, Yucca-Vine Building,
William R. Weaver, Editor. Chicago Bureau, 120 South LaSalle Street, Urben Farley, Advertising Representative, FI 6-3074; Bruce Trinz, Editorial Representative, 11 North
Clark Street, FR 2-2843. Washington, J. A. Otten, National Press Club, Washington, D. C. London Bureau, 4 Golden Sq., London WI; Hope Burnup. Manager; Peter Burnup,
Editor;
address,
"Quigpubco,
Quigley Almanac;
Publications:
Picture
Herald; Better
Theatres
Sales,
published
times N.a' year
as a the
section
of
Motioncable
Picture
Herald;
Motion London."
Picture andOther
Television
Fame.Motion
Entered
as second-class
matter,
Sept. and
21, Theatre
1938, at the
posteach
office
at New 13York,
Y., under
act
of March 3, 1879. Subscription rates per year, $6 in the Americas and $12 foreign; single copies, 10c.
The third :annual Communion
breakfast for members of the motion
picture industry in the New York
area will be held on Feb. 1 in the
Hotel Waldorf Astoria. The breakfast will he preceded by Mass in St.
Patrick's Cathedral at 9:00 A.M.
The idea of a Communion breakfast for Catholics in the industry
started in New York two years ago.
Last year similar events were held
in Los Angeles and Toronto. Communion breakfasts will again be held
in those two cities this year, also on
Feb. 1, and plans are under way for
a series of them to be held in a number of Canadian cities, including Hamilton, Chatham, St. John, Halifax,
Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver and
Windsor.
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Esther Williams,
Victor Mature, David Brian.
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"ABOVE
AND
BEYOND"
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker.

"THE CLOWN"
Red Skelton, Jane Greer, Tim Considine

(Jech)
NAKEDJanetSPUR"
"THE
James Stewart,
Leigh, Robert
Ryan, Ralph Meeker.

"THE
BAD Kirk
ANDDouglas,
THE Walter
BEAUTIFUL"
Lana Turner,
Pidgeon, Dick Powell.

(Tech.)
N" Reynolds.
MELVI
LOVEO'Connor,
"IDonald
Debbie

"SOMBRERO"
(Tech.)
Ricardo Montalban, Pier Angeli, Vittorio Gassman, Cyd Charisse,
Yvonne de Carlo.

GIRL"
"SMALL
Jane Powell,TOWN
Farley Granger.

"DREAM
WIFE"
Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr, Walter Pidgeon.

"STORY
THREE
LOVES"
(Tech)
Pier Angeli,OFEthel
Barrymore,
Leslie Caron,
Kirk Douglas, Farley
Granger, James Mason, Moira Shearer.
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Leslie Caron, Mel Ferrer, Jean Pierre Aumont.
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Elizabeth
Taylor,WHO
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William Powell.

"NEVER
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Clark Gable, Gene Tierney.

"BATTLE CIRCUS"
Humphrey Bogart, June Allyson.
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Marlon Brando,
James Mason, John Gielgud, Louis Calhern, Edmond
O'Brien, and Greer Garson, Deborah Kerr.
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Taylor, Ava Gardner, Howard Keel.
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Delay Filings for
Theatre TV Hearing
Washington, Dec. 21.— The
Federal Communications
Commission has set back
from tomorrow until Jan. 12
the deadline for parties in the
theatre television hearings to
submit lists, of their proposed witnesses and summaries of the testimony to be
covered. The hearings are
slated to resume Jan. 26.

Curb

the

THEATRE

Damages

(Continued from page 1)

with such contingencies. Hundreds of
pment
millions of dollars of retroactive pe- Equi
nalties hinge on such a state of law.
. . .
World
"Under these circumstances
it seems that where the eviwith RAY GALLO
dence indicates lack of wilful
violation, discretion should be
used to avoid any effort to impose retroactive treble damages, often covering many
truded aluminum, smaller in size
NEW poster cases of exTWOits "Del
uxe" model while emthan
ploying that same design, have been
The Council's report said business
Para. TV Films
policy generally is to comply with the added to its line by Poblocki & Sons
anti-trust laws, but that the big dif(Continued from page 1)
iere"
s wide
l isauke
by
inche"Prem
for e.cases
mode
The40 new
of Milw
ficulty isthat agencies and courts in- any height or 40 inches high by any
years."
O'Connor
John J.
the series and shooting is scheduled to
Leon Goldberg
"So
statutes
confused terpret
is thethe
picture differently.
that it is often
start on Jan. 5.
width. The new "Econ" model is for
The announcement, which marked impossible for a business man or his cases 30 inches wide by any height
.
s
Paramount' s first venture into TV film lawyer to know whether he is con- or 30 inche high by any width Both
ed
-hing
are
piano
cases
new
of
the
antithe
violating
or
forming with
production, was met by a one-and-an-of
and an extra moulding of extruded
trust laws," the report stated.
eighth point rise in the quotation
The Council suggested a conference aluminum can be added to accommoParamount stock on the New York
date lighting on all four sides of
Stock Exchange. The trading was section be set up in the Department the case.
active on Friday with 93,000 shares of Justice, and that this section dissold.
cuss Deparment complaints with busiA new carpet which has a sponge
nessmen before going to court. "There
'Sister Arts'
is reason to believe," the report said, rubber cushion "built in" under a
Stated Raibourn: "We believe that "that fully 90 per cent of the cases broadloom surface is being manutelevision and motion pictures are sis- arising in the anti-trust field can be
factured byShelton Looms for Sidney Blumenthal & Co., Inc., New
ter arts and that each has a construc- solved by preliminary conference."
The
Council
also
urged
that
businessYork. It is being distributed by
tive contribution to make to the other."
men should be able to get authorita- Weil Bros. Textiles, Inc., New York.
Charles J. Feldman The programs, he explained, will be
Adolph Sehimel
tive rulings on a particular practice,
produced under the supervision of Burt
Called "Loma Loom," the carpet can
and that such a service might be oper- be repaired when damaged by cigarBalaban, director "of programming and
ated
as
an
adjunct
to
the
conference
for Paramount Television section.
ette burns or stains by simply liftboard chairman; Alfred E. Daff, ex- production
ecutive vice-president ; David Lipton, Productions, Inc.
ing
out the harmed section and inFinally, the Council urged the esAt the same time, John F. Howell,
tablishment of one or more objective
vice-president in charge of advertis- director of sales and merchandising
serting new carpet. For installation no base or underlay are reing-publicity, and Edward Muhl, vice- for Paramount Television, announced review boards, consisting of competent
president.
quired, the sponge rubber back
The contracts of William Goetz that a complete merchandising and ex- businessmen, engineers, economists being designed to mould to the
and Leo Spitz, studio executives, have
to "in- available type of flooring. Cleanploitation campaign is now being pre- and non-prosecuting
sure that government lawyers,
commencement
another year to run. Spitz has been
ing can be either by vacuum or
of anti-trust cases conforms to nainactive because of protracted illness. pared.
shampoo. The carpet is manufacDepending on the condition of his RKO
Officers
tured in a wide range of colors.
tional policy."Sawyer praised the reSecretary
health in the future, his contract may
(Continued from page 1)
port and specifically endorsed the sugnot be renewed on its expiration next
gestion for a conference section in the
The Wensel Projector Co. of Chiyear.
Jr. Simpson and Burke have not Department of Justice.
cago has appointed as exclusive disbeen continuous participants in the
current meetings.
of its "Ace"
tributors in Mexico
Feldman
Heads
PRO-4 projectors
and WSH-3 sound
U. S. Tax Bill
Posts
Undisturbed
heads,
the
Cinemex
Co.
of Mexico
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
City
and
Guadalajara.
Dietrich, it is learned, is scheduled
Schwalberg was host at a dinner hon- to arrive in New York on Jan. 5, been given to understand that Rep.
oring the sales executives of the comNew vending machines for dispenspresumably to take over executive di- Dingell's bill would provide for companies.
ing combs, bobby pins or napkins in
rection
of
the
company
there.
WilPresent at the dinner, in addition
plete elimination of the Federal ad- theatre rest rooms have been anliam
Clark
is
expected
to
continue
as
mission
tax
on
tickets
priced
at
60
to Schwalberg and Feldman, were :
nounced by White's Comb Vendor,
Al Lichtman, William C. Gehring, RKO treasurer and Garrett Van Wag- cents and under, and that the reduc- Inc., Elgin,
111. The comb vendors,
ner as comptroller. The posts of the
tion
of
the
tax
to
10
per
cent
would
with a capacity of 200 combs, are 30
Charles M. Reagan, Maurice Gold- latter two were undisturbed during be on tickets over 60 cents.
stein, William J. Heineman, Bernard
COMPO officials said they expect inches long ; 4>4 inches wide and 6l/2
G. Kranze, George F. Denibow, the Stolkin syndicate's 10-week interinches thick. The bobby pin vendor
lude in control of management.
several bills for outright repeal of the
Ralph D. Hetzel, Ned E. Depinet,
dispenses
18 pins in one package and
20 per cent tax as well as others
Robert Mochrie, Martin Quigley,
has a capacity of 80 such packages.
similar to Dingell's to be introduced The napkin vendor has a capacity of
John
O'Connor, Ted O'Shea and
early next month. For that reason
MonroeJ. Goodman.
Green
Said Seeking
•
they are not unduly concerned about 32 napkins.
Several of the other sales executives were out of the city.
Dingell's bill failing to make pro20th Proxy Support
vision for complete elimination of
New, individually motorized ticket
issuing units, automatically dispensing
the tax.
tickets in sets of from one to four,
Robert W. Coyne, executive direc- have been announced by the Argus
of 'Jazz'
Charles Green, whose recent extenPremiere
tor
of
COMPO,
expressed
some
sursive purchases of 20th Century-Fox
Will Be Telecast
stock has been interpreted in the
prise that Dingell's
the Manufacturing Co., Chicago. Cabireported
in viewbillof isthetaking
fact that
nets are also available from the comWarner Brothers' ''The Jazz trade as the forerunner to a proxy form
pany accommodating three, four or
author has been represented as an
Singer" special benefit premiere ac- fight at the next stockholders meet- its
tivities on Jan. 13 at the Paramount
ing, is reported to be seeking support advocate of outright repeal of the five separate units, any one of ivhich
Theatre here for the National Foun- among stockholders. Green is said to tax. The bill, it is understood, calls may be easily removed without affecting operation of the others. The
dation for Infantile Paralysis, will be have contacted banking interests with for complete elimination of the tax on mechanisms
were developed with a
telecast over WJZ-TV from 8:30 to 20th-Fox stock holdings or voting dance halls, cabarets and the like.
9:00 P.M.
Coyne said COMPO at the week- number of protective devices, includtrusts preparatory to the predicted
end was endeavoring to get in touch
Danny Thomas and Peggy Lee, proxy battle. According to Wall
ing separately locked magazine comDingell in Detroit to obtain a
partments to prevent access to unstars of the film, will attend, in ad- Street reports, however, Green has with
clarification
of
his
views.
authorised personnel. Also, not more
dition to many other celebrities. not been given much assurance that
than one key of the same unit may
Tickets for the benefit range up to the interests will line up on his side.
be operated at one time, and the
$100 per seat. Three TV cameras
Green, at the weekend, would make Schwarz Resigns
machine will not repeat if the key is
will be used for the opening night no comment on the report that he was
held
dozm. The delivery chute is
ceremonies, with Dennis James han- lining up stockholder support.
Film director Mickey Schwarz has
designed not to jam even if tickets
resigned
from
Parsonnet
TV
Studios
dling the play-by-play report of the
"I'm only trying to run my own
accidentally pushed back. When
proceedings and Maggi McNellis re- business," he told Motion Picture here, with whom he has been affiliated are
the
ticket
magazine is empty, the unit
for the past two years.
porting the fashions and society.
j Daily.
locks automatically. '
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Review
"The Pathfinder"
(Columbia)

Announcement!!

THE TIMELESS NOVEL of James Fenimore Cooper, "The Pathfinder,"
serves as the basis upon which this historical adventure drama has been
produced. Fashioned in knowing formula style, the picture bristles with
action, combat and historical overtones. It is entertainment that is relaxing
and easy to follow. As such it should prove attractive with general patronage. The lead and title role is played by George Montgomery, with top billing
shared by Helena Carter.
The story is set in the year 1754 with both France and England seeking
to gain control of the prized American territory around the Great Lakes.
On the side of the English are the peaceful Mohicans while the war-like
Mingos are lined up with the French. As the story opens, the Pathfinder
beholds the atrocities of the Mingos and in rage decides to aid the English.
He agrees to become a scout for them and do some espionage work around a
French supply center. Because he speaks no French, it is decided to provide
him with an interpreter. The interpreter turns out to be Miss Carter.
As one might expect, each becomes competitive with the other and a lot
of innocent differences arise as they infiltrate enemy territory. However, faced
with the common danger of the enemy, both are brought closer together, until
finally love flowers.
Throughout the screenplay, by Robert E. Kent, there are skirmishes with
Indians and dangerous calls in general. The finale sees Montgomery and
Miss Carter captured and doomed to death as spies. It takes some brisk action
by Montgomery and a fortunately-timed attack by the British to save the day.
Sam Katzman produced and Sidney Salkow directed. Others in the cast
are Jay Silverheels and Walter Kingsford.
Running time, 78 minutes. General audience classification. For January
release.

CULVER

CITY, CALIFORNIA
December

Hal
Roach

15, 1952

E. Roach, 'President of the Hal
Studios announced here today an

association

with

Mr.

Toronto, Canada

Harry

J. Allen

of

for the tvorld wide distri-

bution oftwelve feature pictures per year
commencing

in 195 3.

Asserting his confidence that the Motion
Picture theatre will continue

to serve the

public to even a greater extent than heretofore, his plan provides for a series of films

Freeman

Denounces

Book 'Niagara,' 'Pan/
'Madam'
At Roxy
A
line-up
of
three
films to follow
Hollywood, Dec. 21. — "Irresponsible
tonight's
reopening
feature,
"Stars
agents" were depublicity
personal nounced
by Association of Motion and Stripes Forever" at the Roxy
Picture Producers board chairman here was disclosed at the weekend.
Y. Frank Freeman over the weekend Tn addition to the reopening feature,
for "descending to the lowest level of the Roxv will introduce its "Icebad taste" in causing the publication colorama" stage policy.
The three films are "Niagara,"
of "salacious" photographic material
in "some trade papers and some fan which will follow "Stars and Stripes
Forever," "Peter Pan," which will
magazines."
Freeman pointed out in a statement open Feb. 4, and "Call Me Madam."
released to the press that the organized industry maintains the Produc- 'Ivanhoe' Goes Into
tion Code and Advertising Code,
which prevent improper material from Release on Feb. 20
emanating from responsible studios or
Charles M. Reagan, general sales
producers, and called upon all peri- manager of M-G-M, disclosed at the
odicals to lend their "cooperation to- weekend that "Ivanhoe" will be made
ward the elimination of such ma- available
for general release on
Feb. 20.
terial."
"The nre-release engagements in the
first 200 showings of 'Ivanhoe' set a
$2,340,000 Suit Is
record of grossing more than $5,000,000, Reagan stated.
Filed Here by Pix
A $2,340,000 anti-trust suit was
filed here in Federal Court Friday by Saville to Produce
the Pix Theatre Co., which owns the Soillane Stories
Pix Theatre, Washington, against
Completion of a deal to film the
eight majors and United Paramount
mystery novels of Mickey Spillane
Theatres.
Listed as co-partners in the Pix was disclosed here at the weekend by
Theatre Co., which also has offices Victor Saville, producer-director.
in New York, are Samuel, Faith and
Sav'lle, who produced "Goodbve
Max Cummins, Rose Chatkin and Mr. Chips," "Citadel," "Dr. Jekyll
Cecilia B. Cohen. The suit charged, pnd Mr. Hyde." and others, said the
among other things, discrimination first film based on a Spillane novel
will be released in the spring.
by the majors against the Pix.
Certain

Publicists

Ornstein, Ettinger
Arthur Leaving FP-C
Aid 'Brotherhood'
For Stage Production
William Ornstein and George EtToronto, Dec. 21. — Jack Arthur,
tinger have been appointed to aid the
official of the Famous Players-Cana- amusement industry's participation in
Corp., the
Dominion's
largestat "Brotherhood Week," Feb. 15-22, on
circuitdiansince
its start,
will retire
behalf of the 25th anniversary of the
the end of the year as a district man- National Conference of Christians
ager but will continue in an advisory and Jews, Si Seadler, national advercapacity, it was announced here in
tising-publicity chairman for the inconnection with preparations for a
dustry drive, disclosed here at the
weekend.
dinner in his honor next month.
Formal announcement will then be
Ornstein, of M-G-M, will handle
mdae of his acceptance of a contract trade publications, while Ettinger, of
as stage producer of the Canadian Columbia Pictures, will handle radio
and television.
National Exhibition, Toronto fair.

The

of unique plot and character which

will be

a "musf
xvorld.
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for the theatre marquees

first six subjects are tentatively entitled: —
"THE

LOST

"THE

ELEVENTH

"SHADOW
"THE

BEYOND"

OF

STORM

COMMANDMENT"

THE
AND

IRON
THE

CURTAIN"
LOBSTER"

"CICERO"
"THE

WOMAN

to be followed

NINE"

by: —

"PRETTY
"MR.

IN WARD

BOY"

WILMER"

"WALLS

OF

JERICHO"

"THE

GLICKET

"THE

STRIKE"

"TREASURE

World-wide

OF

CAT"

MONTEZUMA"

distribution

will be under

the supervision of Harry J. Allen, who will
operate

under

the title of Guild

Inter-

national Films, Inc., 40 Wall Street, N.Y.

C.
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Produced by JOSEPH BERNHARD and
KING VIDOR -Directed by KING VIDOR
Screenplay by SILVIA RICHARDS
AStory
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Presentation
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Officers 'Slate Due;
"D EACTION of many exhibitors Dietrich
Here Jan. 5 DAMAGES
to the recently published comparisons ofthe Aug. 20 and Oct. 21
Hollywood, Dec. 21.— With at least
(distributors') industry arbitration
drafts: If, as distributors say, the a quorum of the new RKO Pictures
20th-Fox Shuns TV
changes they have made in the board of five members in periodic
Production
Now
Aug. 20 draft are restricted largely meetings here over the weekend, an
announcement
was
expected
of
the
to verbiage and are of "minor"
Twentieth Century-Fox,
significance, then presumably they election of new officers of the comwhich last May disclosed plans
have little to lose by waiving their pany.
to study its entrance into the
Noah Dietrich, former RKO board
field of TV film production,
proposed changes and restoring the chairman, still is expected to be named
Aug. 20 draft, on which there was
has not acted on such plans
president. Dietrich is participating in
substantial, though tentative, ex- the conferences here with Hughes
as yet, a top 20th-Fox executive said here at the weekend.
hibitor agreement.
and J. Miller Walker. The latter is
The 20th-Fox official, exAnother frequently encountered expected to be reelected vice-presiexhibitor reaction to the two drafts
dent, secretary and general counsel,
plaining the company's
reluctance to study
the TV producis that it requires legal training to posts he held prior to the sale of
tion field at this time, said
determine the exact significance of Hughes' controlling stock interest to
that 20th-Fox considers the
the changes made in the Aug. 20 the Ralph Stolkin syndicate.
production of motion pictures
_ The company announced the elecfor theatrical distribution is
draft. Most exhibitors, not beingtion of Hughes as board chairman
lawyers, are deferring conclusions last week. The other members of
its sole function.
on that score.
the board, in addition to Hughes, Dietrich and Walker, are A. B. Simpson of Houston and Edward Burke,
r\ FFICIAL Washington reac(Continued on page 4)
Para.
Subsidiary
" tion on the value of Eric
Johnston's recent journey through
Enters Field of
South America : Johnston did a
Bill to Halve
U.S.
good job, saw many of the top
people in the countries visited and
TV Film Production
received from them promises Tax Stirs COMPO
which, if performed, could be of
Entrance into the field of television
great value to the industry. BUT—
Washington, Dec. 21. — Rep. Din- film production by Paramount TeleOfficials of most of the countries gell, Michigan Democrat, said he
vision Productions, Inc., a whollyvisited by Johnston are known to would introduce early in January a owned subsidiary of Paramount Pictures Corp., was disclosed here at the
have made promises before, many bill to halve the present 20 per cent
of which were not kept. An evalu- Federal admission tax and to reduce weekend by Paul Raibourn, president
cises.eliminate many other Federal ex- of Paramount Television and viceation of the Johnston trip, there- or
president of Paramount Pictures.
fore, may be impossible to make
Dingell, a member of the House
'We have just completed arrangeaccurately for another several Ways and Means committee, has long
ments with Edward J. and Harry Lee
months when a determination may been an opponent of practically all Danziger, Hollywood independent
be had of whether performances excise taxes.
producers, for the production of a TV
match the promises.
of 39declared.
half-hourHedramatic
films,"
Raibourn
added that
39
The Council of Motion Picture Or- series
ganizations said on Friday it had scripts have already been written for
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)
A L DAFF, executive vice-president of Universal, and Charles
Feldman, general sales manager,
soon will be honored by the com4
Universal
Executives
pany's domestic and foreign sales
organizations with sales drives, the
occasions being Daff's third of a
New
3- Year
Contracts
century anniversary with Univer- Get
sal, and Feldman's quarter of a
century anniversary.
Both Daff and Feldman came up
from the ranks in the company
they have served so many years ;
Daff from the obscurity of a branch
office in Tasmania, Feldman from
the perhaps greater obscurity of a
Sioux City office.
Their careers are both testimony
to the opportunity this industry
affords and incentive to younger
men eager and qualified to make
careers in the business of motion
(Continued on page 2)

TEN

22, 1952

New three-year employment contracts have been authorized by the
Universal Pictures board of directors for Leon Goldberg, vice-president
and treasurer ; John J. O'Connor,
vice-president ; Adolph Schimel, viceFeldman
Heads MP A president, general counsel and secretary, and Charles J. Feldman, general
sales
manager and vice-president of
Distributors' Group
C. J. Feldman, general sales man- Universal Film Exchanges.
ager of Universal Pictures, has been
The new pacts will replace onenamed chairman of the Distributors year contracts expiring Dec. 31.
Contracts for other top Universal
Committee of the Motion Picture
Association of America. He succeeds executives, completed earlier, include
A. W. Schwalberg of Paramount those for Milton R. Rackmil, Universal president; Nate J. Blumberg,
Pictures.
As
outgoing chairman,
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on page 4)

CENTS

TREBLE

URGED
Commerce Dep't Advisory
Group Also Asks D. of J.
Pre-Court Conferences
Washington, Dec. 21. — The
Commerce Department's Business
Advisory Council today urged that
courts avoid imposing retroactive
treble damages in anti-trust suits
where the evidence indicates lack of
wilful violation.
The Council submitted to Secretary
Sawyer an exhaustive study of the
anti-trust laws entitled 'Effective
"A strong sense of injustice is
aroused," the report said at one point,
Competition."
"by penalizing people for action which
they could not have known to be illegal. A large majority of major antitrust cases are decided by a divided
court. For example in trade regulation cases in 1948-49 only four of 11
Supreme Court decisions were unanimous, dissents running from two to
four in the other seven cases. Furthermore, the Court overruled 30
earlier decisions in 12 years. The best
efforts toward compliance cannot cope
(Continued on page 4)

WB
In

to Make
Natural

Feature
Vision

Hollywood, Dec. 21. — Negotiations
with Milton L. Gunzburg, president
of National Vision Corp., for the production of a feature picture in the new
Natural Vision three dimension process and WarnerColor was confirmed
here by Jack L. Warner, Warner
Brothers production head.
In making the announcement, Warner stated that the film will go into
production by Jan. 15.

'Reels

Plan

Inaugural

Record

Coverage

Plans are underway here and in
Washington for record newsreel coverage of the Jan. 20 inaugural ceremonies of President-elect Eisenhower,
against the record competition which
is
theexpected
event. by the home telecasting of
Most newsreel companies polled
plan to devote either the whole or
the major portion of their reel to the
ceremonies. The inaugural reel
should be ready for showing on
theatre screens on the following day.

2

Personal
Mention
WILLIAM BOASBERG, RKO
Radio general sales manager,
returned to New York from the Coast
at the weekend, following conferences
with Howard Hugh• es.
Simon H. Fabian, president of
Fabian Enterprises, has been named
a "member of the newly created board
at New York Unifor devel
. opment •
versity
Steve Levitz, promotion manager
for Robbins Music Co., M-G-M subsidiary, will leave here Saturday by
a Miami vacation, accomfor
plane
panied by Mrs. Levitz.

Motion
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$250,000,000
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Outlay

for

'53
in
Bldg.
Recreational
delivered
without
any
trouble the
Washington, Dec. 21. — A top Na- maximum amounts of steel,
copper
tional Production Authority official
and aluminum authorized for them by
predicted today that close to $250,000,000 worth of theatres, bowling NPA regulations.
"Fortunately," he said, "the prerecrea-in
and other
playgrounds
alleys, tional
structures would
be built
dominant types of building materials
1953.
used in most recreational construction— concrete, cinder blocks, brick,
NPA has announced that its 26month old ban on theatre and other rough lumber, wall board and nonmetallic roofings — should be amply
construction would end Jan. 1.
available to fill the stored-up demand
NPA's
director ofalso
H'aynes, division,
John L.materials
said in this field in addition to the conbuilding
tinuing requirements for other types
that he thought builders of these types
of structures would be able to have
of construction."
Film

Communion

58

Short

Cohen, Velde and
Chaplin Head Drive
Milton E. Cohen, James
Velde and Charles Chaplin,
United Artists' Eastern,
Western and Canadian division managers, respectively,
have been named co-captains
of the company's "Bernie
Kranze Drive," which gets
under way today, it was announced by William J. Heineman, vice-president in charge
of distribution.
The 26-week sales, billings
and liquidation drive, named
in honor of UA's newlyappointed general sales manager, will extend through
June 20, 1953.

Subjects

Earl Sponable, director of research Breakfast
on Feb. 1 From
U-I in 1953
Expect 200 at Ampa
for 20th Century-Fox, is due here today from Europe. •
Universal - International Pictures
The third 'annual Communion
David Coplan, president of the breakfast for members of the motion will release 58 short subjects — 29 one- Party Tomorrow
newly - formed International - United picture industry in the New York reelers and 29 two-reelers with color
Almost 200 persons are expected to
Film Corp., left here at the weekend area will be held on Feb. 1 in the predominating — and 104 issues of the
attend the Associated Motion Picture
for England by plane.
Universal-International
Newsreel
durHotel Waldorf Astoria. The break•
ing the new year, Irving Sochin, Advertisers' annual Christmas lunchfast will he preceded by Mass in St.
eon party here tomorrow in the Hotel
special
short
subjects sales manager, an's
Patrick's Cathedral at 9 :0O A.M.
Elias Lapinere, M-G-M
nounced at the weekend. The com- Piccadilly. Every guest will receive
publicity representative in Continental
The
idea
of
a
Communion
breakleast one door prize and AMPA
Europe, will sail from here tomorrow
fast -for Catholics in the industry
pany is committed to 59 this year — 33 at
members will be eligible to win a
aboard the S. S. Queen Mary.
one-reelers
and
26
in
two
reels.
started
in
New
York
two
years
ago.
•
Highlighting the program will be week's vacation at the Lord Tarlton
Last year, similar events were held
the
release of the two-reel Technicolor Hotel, Miami Beach, or the Sheraton
stuM's
M-Gof
George Nichols returned to the in Los Angeles and Toronto. Comdio publicity staff
munion breakfasts will again be held subject, "The World's Most Beautiful Beach Hotel, Daytona Beach, Fla.
In addition, there will be drawings
Coast over the weekend from New in those two cities this year, also on
Girls," filmed at the "Miss Universe" entitling winners to a weekend at the
York.
beauty
pageant
in
Pasadena
last
June.
Feb. 1, and plans are under way for
•
Ritz Carlton Hotel, Atlantic City,
a series of them to be held in a num- The picture will receive a special
M-G-M
promotional
campaign
and
will
be
sold
trick,
and
a four-day vacation at GrossinFitzpa
A.
James
ber of Canadian cities, including Hamas a possible second feature.
producer of Traveltalks, will leave the
ger's Hotel and Country Club.
ilton,
Chatham,
St.
John,
Halifax,
Coast Feb. 1 for a South American Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver and
Among Hollywood and Broadway
With the enlargement of the facilicruise on the 6\ S. Caronia.
ties of the Walter Lantz Studios, celebrities who are expected to attend
Windsor.
m
Lantz will deliver seven new Tech- are Boris Karloff, Blossom Seeley,
Attendance at this year's New York
nicolor cartoons in addition to the six Benny Fields, Joe E. Brown, Clifton
William H. Wright, M-G-M pro- breakfast
is expected to equal the caducer, isin Cincinnati from the Coast
Terry Moore and Richard
pacity
crowd
of
1,500
who
attended
"Woody
Woodpecker Cartunes" which Webb,
Widmark.
with his wife. They will leave for
he has been making for U-I. Special
New York on Saturday.
Tickets,
last
year's. which will go on sale early promotional opportunities are available
•
in January, will be handled, as in past to exhibitors now that Woody WoodSkouras to Germany,
Arthur Krim, United Artists pre- years, by members of the committee in
pecker isa syndicated cartoon in addisident, isdue in New York this week each company office or branch of the
tion to a comic book series.
from Europe.
U-I will introduce a new series of Paris; Then Home
industry. Members of the sponsoring
one-reelers in color to be known as
committee are:
London, Dec. 21. — Spyros Skoures,
Frank Alford, MPEA; William E. Barry,
John McCarthy
Going Shea Enterprises ; Marguerite Bourdette, "U-I Color Parade," on a variety of 20th Century-Fox president, left here
first.
Paramount; Frank Bryan, Skouras Thea- subjects. "Fiesta Frolics" will be the by plane at the weekend for FrankOn Vacation Jan. 1
tres; Frank E. Cahill, Jr., Warner Brothers
fort, Germany for a brief visit. He
Circuit Management Corp. ; Francis X.
went from there to Paris to join
John G. McCarthy, who resigned as Carroll,
Expanding
the
company's
"Name
20th Century-Fox; Pat Casey, Pat Band Musical" series of two-reelers Mrs. Skouras, who will accompany
head of the international division of Casey Enterprises
; John Confort, Jr., Con- U-I will release a new series under him to New York by plane. They
the Motion Picture Association of fort & Co., Inc.;
Robert W. Coyne,
COMPO;
Thomas
Creban, RKO Theatres; the more-inclusive title of "Musical are scheduled to arrive there ChristSoutha
for
leave
to
America, plans
William Cronin, Comerford Theatres; John
mas Eve.
ern vacation shortly after Jan. 1. Dervin, Monogram Pictures; Edward C. Featurettes" with 13 subjects featuring name singers, entertainers and
He said here at the weekend that he Dowden, Loew's; Joseph Eagan. Fabian
While in Paris, it is reported but
Theatres; James M. Franey, United World dancers in addition to the customary
hoped to be able to take a "good Films; Toseph M. Geoghan, Century Thea- name bands. More attention will be not confirmed, Skouras will confer
rest" before becoming associated with
tres; Edmund C. Grainger, RKO Theatres. given to story and production in this with Eidophor large screen television
a new enterprise.
officials.
Also, James R. Grainger, Republic Pic- series.
McCarthy has had one meeting
tures; William J. Heineman, United Artists; Walter F. J. Higgins, Prudential
with Samuel Goldwyn and James
The company's two-reel Louis DeJohn . Hughes, United Artists;
Mulvey in regard to the possibility Theatres;
James D. Ivers, Quigley Publishing Co. ; Rochemont "The Earth and Its Tradewise
. . .
of his taking an executive post with John Kane, Columbia Pictures; Austin C. Peoples" series will include 13 more
the Society of Independent Motion Keough, Paramount Pictures; Mrs. James subjects. Rounding out the program
International Federation of CathPicture Producers. However, nothing Looram,
olic Alumnae; Fred Lynch, Music Hall; of two-reelers will be two specials.
(Continued from page 1)
definite was decided, although it is Thomas J. Martin, Warner Bros. ; William Completing the program of one-reelers
Moclair,
Roxy;
Peter
J.
Mooney,
Audio
reported that SIMPP leaders are in- Productions; Paul C. Mooney, Sr.. National will be the "Variety Views" series
pictures. The achievements of
of eight one-reelers.
services. terested in acquiring McCarthy's Screen Service; James A. Mulvey, Goldwyn
Daff and Feldman, also, are eloProductions;
John F. Republic
Murphy, Pictures;
Loew's;
William
P. Murphy,
quent rebuttal to the cynical attiThomas Murtha, IATSE, Local No. 4, United Paramount Theatres; Joyce O'Hara,
tude, sometimes encountered, which
Brooklyn.
MPAA;
Edward
K.
O'Shea,
Paramount;
Bookers'
Theatre
Party
Also, Joseph A. McConville, Columbia Martin Quigley, Quigley Publishing Co. ; holds that loyalty too often is
A theatre party has been organized
International Corp.; Joseph Mc- Charles M. Reagan. Loew's ; George J.
by the Motion Picture Bookers Club Pictures
Mahon, Republic Pictures; William J. Schaefer; Bert Sanford; Edwin J. Smith, poorly rewarded.
Our sincere congratulations to
McShea.
RKO1
Radio Pictures; L, Douglas Tr., RKO1 Radio Pictures; Nick Tronolone;
of New York for the March S perFrank C Walker, Comerford Theatres; Daff and Feldman on the occasion
Netter,
Jr.,
Altec
Service;
John
J.
0''Connor,
formance of "Hazel Flagg" at the
F. Walsh, IATSE; William A.
Mark Hellinger Theatre, Louis Wolf, Universal Pictures; Thomas F. O'Connor, Richard
White, Skouras Theatres; Very Rev. Pat- of these memorable, new milestones
RKO*
Theatres;
Paul
D.
O'Brien,
O'Brien.
club president, has announced.
rick J. Masterson, Spiritual Director.
in their eventful careers.
Driscoll & Rafferty; Robert H. O'Brien,
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(A date to remember. Brotherhood Week's Silver Anniversary,
Feb. 15-22, 195 S.)

I have just seen
starring Red
THE CLOWN'
Skelton. It is superb — a picture
with heart and
soul and joy, a
great boxofj ice
attraction!"

GIFT

SUGGESTION

"Give

them

M-G-M
ID"
MERMA
DOLLA
ON
MILLI
Esther Williams,
Victor R
Mature,
David Brian.

!

(Tech.)

Picture

s!"

"ABOVE
AND
BEYOND"
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker.

"THE CLOWN"
Red Skelton, Jane Greer, Tim Considine

(Jech-)
"THE
James NAKED
Stewart, JanetSPUR"
Leigh, Robert
Ryan, Ralph Meeker.

"THE BAD AND
THE BEAUTIFUL"
Lana Turner, Kirk Douglas, Walter Pidgeon, Dick Powell.

(Tech.)
N" Reynolds.
MELVIDebbie
LOVEO'Connor,
"I Donald

"SOMBRERO"
(^ch.)
Ricardo Montalban, Pier Angeli, Vittorio Gassman, Cyd Charisse,
Yvonne de Carlo.

GIRL"
"SMALL
Jane Powell,TOWN
Farley Granger.

"DREAM
WIFE"
Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr, Walter Pidgeon.

(Tech.)
LOVES"
THREE
"STORY
Pier Angeli,OFEthel
Barrymore,
Leslie Caron,
Kirk Douglas, Farley
Granger, James Mason, Moira Shearer.

"LILI" (Tech.)
Leslie Caron, Mel Ferrer, Jean Pierre Aumont.

"VICKI"
(Tech.)
Greer Garson,
Walter Pidgeon.

"THE GIRL WHO
HAD EVERYTHING"
Elizabeth Taylor, Fernando Lamas, William Powell.

"NEVER
GO"
Clark Gable,LET
GeneME
Tierney.

"BATTLE CIRCUS"
Humphrey Bogart, June Allyson.

"JULIUS
CAESAR"
Marlon Brando,
James Mason, John Gielgud, Louis Calhern, Edmond
O'Brien, and Greer Garson, Deborah Kerr.

(Ansco Color)
ERO"
"VAQU
Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner, Howard Keel.
"REMAINS
TO BE SEEN"
June Allyson, Van Johnson.

(Tech.)

(Tech-) Deborah Kerr, Charles Laughton.
BESS"
NG
"YOU
Jean Simmons,
Stewart Granger,
and

many

other big entertainments!
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(Continued from page 1)

PICTURE

Delay Filings for
Theatre TV Hearing
Washington, Dec. 21— The
Federal Communications
Commission has set back
from tomorrow until Jan. 12
the deadline for parties in the
theatre television hearings to
submit lists, of their prosumand to
posed
maries
of thewitnesses
testimony
be
covered. The hearings are
slated to resume Jan. 26.

Para. TV Films
(Continued from page 1)
Leon Goldberg:

Adolph Schlmel

John J. O'Connor

Charles J. Feldman

the series and shooting is scheduled to
start on Jan. 5.
The announcement, which marked
Paramount's first venture into TV film
production, was met by a one-and-aneighth point rise in the quotation of
Paramount stock on the New York
Stock Exchange. The trading was
active on Friday with 93,000 shares
sold.
'Sister Arts'
Stated Raibourn: "We believe that
television and motion pictures are sister arts and that each has a constructo make to the other."
contribution he
The tive
programs,
explained, will be
produced under the supervision of Burt
Balaban, director of programming and
production for Paramount Television
Productions, Inc.
At the same time, John F. Howell,
director of sales and merchandising
for Paramount Television, announced
that a complete merchandising and exploitation campaign is now being prepared.
RKO
Officers
(Continued from page 1)

board chairman; Alfred E. Daff, executive vice-president ; David Lipton,
vice-president in charge of advertising-publicity, and Edward Muhl, vicepresident. The contracts of William Goetz
and Leo Spitz, studio executives, have
another year to run. Spitz has been
inactive because of protracted illness.
Depending on the condition of his
health in the future, his contract may
not be renewed on its expiration next
year.
Jr. Simpson and Burke have not
been continuous participants in the
current meetings.
Feldman
Heads
Posts Undisturbed
(Continued from page 1)
Dietrich, it is learned, is scheduled
Schwalberg was host at a dinner hon- to arrive in New York on Jan. 5,
oring the sales executives of the compresumably to take over executive dipanies.
rection of the company there. WilPresent at the dinner, in addition
liam Clark is expected to continue as
to Schwalberg and Feldman, were
Al Lichtman, William C. Gehring, RKO treasurer and Garrett Van Wagner as comptroller. The posts of the
Charles M. Reagan, Maurice Gold
stein, William J. Heineman, Bernard latter two were undisturbed during
G. Kranze, George F. Dembow the Stolkin syndicate's 10-week interlude in control of management.
Ralph D. Hetzel, Ned E. Depinet,
Robert Mochrie, Martin Quigley,
John
O'Connor, Ted O'Shea and
MonroeJ. Goodman.
Green
Said Seeking
Several of the other sales execu
tives were out of the city.
20th Proxy Support
Premiere
of 'Jazz*
Will Be Telecast
Warner Brothers' "The Jazz
Singer" special benefit premiere activities on Jan. 13 at the Paramount
Theatre here for the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, will be
telecast over WJZ-TV from 8:30 to
9:00 P.M.
Danny Thomas and Peggy Lee,
stars of the film, will attend, in addition to many other celebrities.
Tickets for the benefit range up to
$100 per seat. Three TV cameras
will be used for the opening night
ceremonies, with Dennis James handling the play-by-play report of the
proceedings and Maggi McNellis reporting the fashions and society.
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(Continued from page 1)
with such contingencies. Hundreds of
millions of dollars of retroactive penalties hinge on such a state of law.
"Under these circumstances
it seems that where the evidence indicates lack of wilful
violation, discretion should be
used to avoid any effort to impose retroactive treble damages, often covering many
The Council's report said business
policy generally is to comply with the
anti-trust laws, but that the big difficulty isthat agencies and courts inyears."
"So
statutes
confused terpret
is thethe
picture differently.
that it is often
impossible for a business man or his
lawyer to know whether he is conforming with or violating the antitrust laws," the report stated.
The Council suggested a conference
section be set up in the Department
of Justice, and that this section discuss Deparment complaints with businessmen before going to court. "There
is reason to believe," the report said,
"that fully 90 per cent of the cases
arising in the anti-trust field can be
solved by preliminary conference."
The Council also urged that businessmen should be able to get authoritative rulings oh a particular practice,
and that such a service might be operated as an adjunct to the conference
section.
Finally, the Council urged the establishment ofone or more objective
review boards, consisting of competent
businessmen, engineers, economists
and non-prosecuting lawyers, to "insure that government commencement
of anti-trust cases conforms to national policy."Sawyer praised the reSecretary
port and specifically endorsed the suggestion for a conference section in the
Department of Justice.
U. S. Tax Bill
(Continued from page 1)
been given to understand that Rep.
Dingell's bill would provide for complete elimination of the Federal admission tax on tickets priced at 60
cents and under, and that the reduction of the tax to 10 per cent would
be on tickets over 60 cents.
COMPO officials said they expect
several bills for outright repeal of the
20 per cent tax as well as others
similar to Dingell's to be introduced
early next month. For that reason
they are not unduly concerned about
Dingell's bill failing to make provision for complete elimination of
the tax.
Robert W. Coyne, executive director of COMPO, expressed some surprise that Dingell's bill is taking the
form reported in view of the fact that
its author has been represented as an
advocate of outright repeal of the
tax. The bill, it is understood, calls
for complete elimination of the tax on
dance halls, cabarets and the like.
Coyne said COMPO at the weekend was endeavoring to get in touch
with Dingell in Detroit to obtain a
clarification of his views.

Charles Green, whose recent extensive purchases of 20th Century-Fox
stock has been interpreted in the
trade as the forerunner to a proxy
fight at the next stockholders meeting, is reported to be seeking support
among stockholders. Green is said to
have contacted banking interests with
20th-Fox stock holdings or voting
trusts preparatory to the predicted
proxy battle. According to Wall
Street reports, however, Green has
not been given much assurance that
the interests will line up on his side.
Green, at the weekend, would make Schivarz Resigns
no comment on the report that he was
Film director Mickey Schwarz has
lining up stockholder support.
"I'm only trying to run my own resigned from Parsonnet TV Studios
here, with whom he has been affiliated
business,"
he told Motion Picture for
Daily.
the past two years.

Equipment
World
with

RAY

.

.

.

GALLO

truded aluminum, smaller in size
NEW poster cases of exO
TW
than its "Deluxe" model while employing that same design, have been
added to its line by Poblocki & Sons
iere"
s wide
model
for e.cases
inche"Prem
by
The40 new
of Milwisauke
any height or 40 inches high by any
.
width
new
"Econ"by model
is fort
s wide
cases 30Theinche
any heigh
or 30 inches high by any width. Both
of the new cases are piano-hinged
and an extra moulding of extruded
aluminum can be added to accommodate lighting on all four sides of
the case.
A new carpet which has a sponge
rubber cushion "built in" under a
broadloom surface is being manufactured by Shelton Looms for Sidney Blumenthal & Co., Inc., New
York. It is being distributed by
Weil Bros. Textiles, Inc., New York.
Called "Loma Loom," the carpet can
be repaired when damaged by cigarette burns or stains by simply lifting out the harmed section and inserting new carpet. For installation no base or underlay are required, the sponge rubber back
being designed to mould to the
available type of flooring. Cleaning can be either by vacuum or
shampoo. The carpet is manufactured in a wide range
of colors.
•
The Wenzel Projector Co. of Chicago has appointed as exclusive disof its "Ace"
tributors in Mexico
PRO-4 projectors
and WSH-3
sound
heads, the Cinemex Co. of Mexico
City and Guadalajara.
New vending machines for dispensing combs, bobby pins or napkins in
theatre rest rooms have been announced by White's Comb Vendor,
Inc., Elgin, 111. The comb vendors,
with a capacity of 200 combs, are 30
inches long ; 4>4 inches wide and 6^4
inches thick. The bobby pin vendor
dispenses 18 pins in one package and
has a capacity of 80 such packages.
The napkin vendor has a capacity of
32 napkins.
•
New, individually motorized ticket
issuing units, automatically dispensing
tickets in sets of from one to four,
have been announced by the Argus
Manufacturing Co., Chicago. Cabinets are also available from the company accommodating three, four or
five separate units, any one of which
may be easily removed without affecting operation of the others. The
mechanisms were developed with a
number of protective devices, including separately locked magazine compartments to prevent access to unauthorized personnel. Also, not more
than one key of the same unit may
be operated at one time, and the
machine will not repeat if the key is
held down. The delivery dhute is
designed not to jam even if tickets
are accidentally pushed back. When
the ticket magazine is empty, the unit
locks automatically.
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Review
"The Pathfinder"
(Columbia)

Announcement!!

THE TIMELESS NOVEL of James Fenimore Cooper, "The Pathfinder,"
serves as the basis upon which this historical adventure drama has been
produced. Fashioned in knowing formula style, the picture bristles with
action, combat and historical overtones. It is entertainment that is relaxing
and easy to follow. As such it should prove attractive with general patronage. The lead and title role is played by George Montgomery, with top billing
shared by Helena Carter.
The story is set in the year 1754 with both France and England seeking
to gain control of the prized American territory around the Great Lakes.
On the side of the English are the peaceful Mohicans while the war-like
Mingos are lined up with the French. As the story opens, the Pathfinder
beholds the atrocities of the Mingos and in rage decides to aid the English.
He agrees to become a scout for them and do some espionage work around a
French supply center. Because he speaks no French, it is decided to provide
him with an interpreter. The interpreter turns out to be Miss Carter.
As one might expect, each becomes competitive with the other and a lot
of innocent differences arise as they infiltrate enemy territory. However, faced
with the common danger of the enemy, both are brought closer together, until
finally love flowers.
Throughout the screenplay, by Robert E. Kent, there are skirmishes with
Indians and dangerous calls in general. The finale sees Montgomery and
Miss Carter captured and doomed to death as spies. It takes some brisk action
by Montgomery and a fortunately-timed attack by the British to save the day.
Sam Katzman produced and Sidney Salkow directed. Others in the cast
are Jay Silverheels and Walter Kingsford.
Running time, 78 minutes. General audience classification. For January
release.
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with

Mr.

Toronto, Canada

of the Hal

here today

Harry
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J. Allen

an
of

for the world %vide distri-

bution oftwelve feature pictures per year
commencing

in 1953.

Asserting his confidence that the Motion
Picture theatre will continue

to serve the

public to even a greater extent than heretofore, his plan provides for a series of films

Freeman

Denounces

Book 'Niagara,' 'Pan/
'Madam'
At Roxy
A
line-up
of
three
films to follow
Hollywood, Dec. 21 .—"Irresponsible
tonight's
reopening
feature,
"Stars
dewere
publicity agents"
personal nounced
by Association of Motion and Stripes Forever" at the Roxy
Picture Producers board chairman here was disclosed at the weekend.
Y. Frank Freeman over the weekend In addition to the reopening feature,
for "descending to the lowest level of the Roxy will introduce its "Icebad taste" in causing the publication colorama" stage policy.
of "salacious" photographic material
The three films are "Niagara,"
in "some trade papers and some fan which will follow "Stars and Stripes
Forever," "Peter Pan," which will
magazines."
Freeman pointed out in a statement open Feb. 4, and "Call Me Madam."
released to the press that the organized industry maintains the Produc- 'Ivanhoe' Goes Into
tion Code and Advertising Code,
which prevent improper material from Release on Feb. 20
emanating from responsible studios or
Charles M. Reagan, general sales
producers, and called upon all peri- manager of M-G-M, disclosed at the
odicals to lend their "cooperation to- weekend that "Ivanhoe" will be made
ward the elimination of such ma- available
for general release on
Feb. 20.
terial."
"The pre-release engagements in the
first 200 showings of 'Ivanhoe' set a
$2,340,000 Suit Is
record of grossing more than $5,000,000, Reagan stated.
Filed Here by Pix
A $2,340,000 anti-trust suit was
filed here in Federal Court Friday by Saville to Produce
the Pix Theatre Co., which owns the
Pix Theatre, Washington, against Spillane Stories
Completion of a deal to film the
eight majors and United Paramount
mystery novels of Mickey Spillane
Theatres.
Listed as co-partners in the Pix was disclosed here at the weekend by
Theatre Co., which also has offices Victor Saville, producer-director.
in New York, are Samuel, Faith and
Saville, who produced "Goodbve
Max Cummins, Rose Chatkin and Mr. Chips," "Citadel," "Dr. Jekyll
Cecilia B. Cohen. The suit charged, and Mr. Hyde," and others, said the
among other things, discrimination first film based on a Spillane novel
will be released in the spring.
by the majors against the Pix.
Certain

Publicists

Ornstein,
Arthur Leaving FP-C
For Stage Production
Toronto, Dec. 21. — Jack Arthur,
official of the Famous Players-Canadian Corp., the Dominion's largest
circuit since its start, will retire at
the end of the year as a district manager but will continue in an advisorycapacity, it was announced here in
connection with preparations for a
dinner in his honor next month.
Formal announcement will then be
mdae of his acceptance of a contract
as stage producer of the Canadian
National Exhibition, Toronto fair.

Ettinger

Aid 'Brotherhood'
William Ornstein and George Ettinger have been appointed to aid the
amusement industry's participation in
"Brotherhood Week," Feb. 15-22, on
behalf of the 25th anniversary of the
National Conference of Christians
and Jews, Si Seadler, national advertising-publicity chairman for the industry drive, disclosed here at the
weekend.
Ornstein, of M-G-M, will handle
trade publications, while Ettinger, of
Columbia Pictures, will handle radio
and television.
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a "must"
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first six subjects are tentatively entitled: —
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STORM
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CURTAIN"
LOBSTER"

"CICERO"
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to be followed

BOY"

WILMER"
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OF
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STRIKE"
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World-wide
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Selznick
Reissue

Tops

Finds
Value

TV

Deals

Rules Out Sale of Old
SRO Films to Video
Plans to reissue for theatrical
distribution 18 or 19 pictures of the
Selznick Releasing Organization
were disclosed here yesterday by
Frank I. Davis, Jr., vice-president of
SRO, who vigorously denied any intention of selling SRO films to television at this time, as reported.
Davis said that David O. Selznick,
SRO president, has rejected offers
from television interests substantially
in excess of $1,000,000 for the films,
which were produced between 1936
and 1952. The reason for the rejection,
according to Davis, was that it "is
economically
to release the
films
at this unfeasible"
time to television.
He
said the TV market had been studied
by SRO. "We believe," he added,
"thatin a the
greater
amount
of revenue"
lies
theatrical
reissue
value of
.the pictures. He did not rule out,
however, the possibility of selling the
(Continued on page 5)

High

Court

Utah

Carrier

Rejects
Case

20th,

Roxy

'Stripes'
Show

YORK,

U. S. A., TUESDAY,
Unveil

and

Ice
Gala Bow

in

(Photo on page 5)
Twentieth Century-Fox and National Theatres joined in a double unveiling here last night, the former
with its premiere of "The Stars and
Stripes Forever" at the Roxy Theatre and the latter, which has just
taken over the theatre, with its new
"Ice Colorama" stage pageant. A
third high point in the important event
was the Coast-to-Coast telecast of
the premiere, marking the first "across
the board" televising of an opening,
via American Broadcasting Co. The
occasion also was covered by the
(Continued on page 5)

Drive-in

Convention

Committee

Is Named

Milwaukee, Dec. 22. — The national
drive-in theatre convention, to be held
at the Schroeder Hotel, here, March
24-26, will be conducted by a main
committee consisting of S. J. Goldberg, Hollywood and 29 Drive-in theatres, Wausau, president ; Eric Brown,
Plymouth Theatres, vice-president and
over-all convention chairman ; Ben
Marcus, S. & M. Theatres, national
director of Wisconsin Allied, and national treasurer of Allied, acting as
(Continued on page 5)
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RKO Pictures Board
Reelects Walker
Hollywood, Dec. 22.— J. Miller Walker, as forecast in
Motion Picture Dtoily on Monday, was reelected vice-president, general counsel and secretary of RKO Pictures Corp.,
it was disclosed here today
following a meeting of the
board of directors. The post
of presidency was not filled,
however.
Walker is also a member
of the board which includes
Howard Hughes, chairman,
Noah Dietrich, A. D. Simpson
and Edward G. Burke, Jr. The
newly chosen vice-president
has been with the company
22 years.

RKO

Plans

Most

in

CENTS

20,

Color,

For

Next

Would

Be

Year

in Addition

Independent

to

Productions

By MURRAY HOROWITZ
Twenty feature productions, the
majority of them in color, are planned by RKO Pictures for 1953,
Charles Boasberg, RKO Radio Pictures general sales manager, disclosed
here yesterday upon his return from
the Coast where he conferred with
Howard Hughes, board chairman.
The 20, Boasberg- explained, would
be in addition to independent productions which may be released through
RKO. He said the 1953 production
Report
Changes
in schedule would be launched in February, when four or five pictures are
Stock to the SEC
slated for filming, story properties for
which already have been selected.
He said the studio is currently
Washington, Dec. 22. — Changes in
stock holdings in three industry cor- geared for substantial production on
porations were reported to the Securi- the properties owned by RKO. While
ties and Exchange Commission. The on the Coast, Boasberg conferred with
companies were RKO Theatres, Na- Hughes on other projected films, retional Theatres and Warner Brothers
laying his views on the selling potenPictures.
tial of various stories and casting
A. Louis Oresman and David
Greene, directors in RKO Theatres, problems.
were purchasers of company stock.
Favorable
Outlook
Oresman (Continned
bought 2,400
shares
on page
5) of comSeen

Washington, Dec. 22. — The Supreme Court, by an eight to one vote, Canada
Spent
$108,207,000
threw out an attempt by a Utah film
carrier to bar the Utah Public Service Commission from regulating its On
Films
Last
Year;
Up
15%
business.
The court ruled largely on technical grounds that the Utah firm, WyOttawa, Dec. 22. — Canadians spent an unprecedented high total of
(Continued on page 5)
$108,207,000 on motion picture entertainment last year; an increase of
15 per cent over the previous total of $94,152,000. The number of paid
admissions increased three per cent to 239,132,000 from 231,747,000,
!with the per capita expenditure rising
to $7.72 from $7.12, the Canadian
Hall's Pre - Holiday
government reports.
Gross Still Climbs
MGM's
'Hoaxters'
There were 1,808 regular theatres
000.
_
The pre-Christmas gross at
in operation
and their receipts were
Released on Jan. 30
Radio City Music Hall conboosted to $90,986,000 from $82,708,tinues to climb, with a robust
000, while amusement taxes declined
$151,000 forecast for the third
M-G-M has scheduled "The Hoax- slightly to $11,374,000; from $11,445,week of "Million Dollar Merters," its special 36-minute subject for
national release on Jan. 30.
Drive-in theatres numbered 82 and
maid" and the traditional
holiday stage show.
"The Hoaxters," produced by Dore accounted for $3,348,000 of the total
To further accommodate
Schary, "tells of the evils of Commun- receipts and 6,555,000 of the paid adholiday audiences, the Hall
missions, compared with 62 theatres
ism, shows why it is no different basically from Fascism or Nazism, traces with receipts of $2,291,000 and 4,943,has scheduled extra performits history in America and shows how 000 paid admissions in the previous
ances beginning Friday, with
doors opening at 7:30 A.M.,
it must be fought," said the company. year. There were 632 community enBranch managers throughout the
Saturday at 8:00 A.M., Sunterprises operating in 1951 as comcountry will screen the picture locally
pared with 586 in 1950. Total receipts
day, 11:30 A.M., and Monday
and Tuesday, 7:30 A.M.
for all leading exhibitors who, in turn, amounted to $1,500,000, an increase of
will be asked to hold special showings nearly 20 per cent, while attendance
(Continued on page 5)
at these halls was 4,861,000.

in Legislatures

Washington, Dec. 22. — Forty-four
state legislatures will meet next year,
with no indication so far of any unusual legislation threatening the industry, according to Jack Bryson,
legislative representative of the Motion Picture Association of America.
Only Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi and Virginia do not have sessions scheduled for 1953. Fifteen
state legislatures will convene between Jan. 1 and 8, Bryson stated.
Three

Dimension

11 Evergreen

for

Houses

Portland, Ore., Dec. 22. —
Frank L. Newman, Sr., president of Evergreen Theatres
reports that one of its three
Seattle theatres will be equipped early next year for Natfilms. ural Vision third-dimensional
Evergreen also
third-dimensional
in theatres in 10
in the Northwest

will install
equipment
other cities
area.

2

Motion

Personal

U.

Mention

Foreign

GEORGE SCHAEFER will return
to New York today from Hollywood.
•
Robeut Gruver, Glenburnie, Md.,
exhibitor, has been discharged from
Mercy Hospital, Baltimore, but is still
confined to bed as the result of injuries received in an• auto accident.

Washington, Dec. 22. — The U. S.
motion picture industry had $111,600,000 invested in foreign countries
at the end of 1950, the Commerce
Department reported today.
The report was based on a census
of film companies, the first since the
end of World War II.
Of the total, $56,400,000 was invested in Western Europe, Commerce
said. The next largest area investment was $22,900,000 in Canada.
U. S. film companies reported a $16,400,000 stake in Latin America. All
other parts of the world accounted
for the remaining $15,900,000.
Commerce officials said that by far
the largest part of the foreign investments was owned by foreign-incorporated subsidiaries, rather than
branches.

Earl Revoir, Allied Artists assistant treasurer, and Miss Frances
Ramey will be married Christmas
Day at Clinton, Md. They will then
go for a brief trip• to Bermuda.

S.

Lists

Picture

$111,600,000

Film

Steve Broidy, Allied Artists presiAccording to Melvin L. Gold,
dent, has returned to his office at the NTFC president, who is completing
his third term in office, the posts of
studio after a four-day illness.
president and vice-president for 1953
assured to the above-mentioned
Ben Goetz, head of M-G-M's Brit- are
ish studios, left here yesterday by nominees due to other candidates
plane for the Coast.
dropping out of the race. At Fri•
day's meeting", the offices of treasurer
Ray Milland and Mrs. Milland and secretary will also be filled, as
well
as
positions on the board of
will sail from here today for Europe
directors.
aboard the 5". 5". Queen
Mary. •
Trustees

to Rule

in

Investments

Howard Stubbins, Allied Artists
West Coast franchise co-owner, accompanied by Mrs. Stubbins, left
Los Angeles yesterday to spend the
holidays in Phoenix.
•
Arthur
Krim,
United Artists
president, has delayed his return to
Perle
New York from Europe until after See Mayers,
Jan. 1. He is currently
in Italy,
a
In Top NTFC
Posts
Merle Oberon and Harold Russell arrived here over the weekend
Arche Mayers, president of Unity
Television, and Sally Perle of the
from
Mary. Europe aboard the 5". 6\ Queen Mesal Organization, are expected to
•
president and vice-presiArthur Davis, president of the firm be elected
dent, respectively, of the National
bearing his name, will leave here today Television Film Council at the orfor Detroit and Chicago.
•
on Friday. ganization's annual luncheon-meeting

Lester Cowan left here for Hollywood yesterday.
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Operators* Benefits
San Francisco, Dec. 22. — FollowCapitol Books UA's
ing incorporation of a health and welfare plan in the contracts between
e'
lin
'Mou
Roug
exhibitors and projectionists, a board
"Moulin Rouge" will have its New
York premiere at the Capitol. Theatre of trustees has been set up to sit in
on all health and welfare cases where
following the engagement of "An- payments are to be made for death
drocles and the Lion," it was disclosed or illness.
here yesterday by William J. HeineMembers include theatremen Graman, United Artists vice-president in
ham Kislingbury, North Coast Thecharge of distribution. The Romulus
atres district manager ; Ben Levin, of
production was directed by John
General Theatrical, and Paul Williams
Huston.
of Golden State Theatres. Representing projectionists and the local are
Kaye Has Texas Date
business manager John Forde, secretary-treasurer Frank W. Costello and
Hollywood, Dec. 22. — Danny Kaye
has been signed for a personal ap auditor Rexford Elder.
pearance engagement beginning
Christmas Day at the State Fair in
Dallas. He is also booked for the Rites for Widow of Katz
Palace in New York opening Jan. 18,
Chicago, Dec. 22'. — Services were
held here for Mrs. Sonia Katz, 80,
widow of Morris Katz, one of the
Hollander in New Post
founders of the Balaban and Katz
Elmer Hollander, for the past three circuit, who died here at her home on
years film buyer for the St. Cloud Friday. She is survived by a son,
Amusement Co., has resigned and will Sam, also one of the founders of B.
assume a new connection after Jan. 1 and K. and more recently chairman of
with Florida States Theatres in Jack- the board of Stanley Kramer Producsonville, Fla.
tions, two daughters and two brothers.

Set

Variety

Meet

for

At

Mexico

May

18-22

The Variety Clubs International
convention in Mexico City will be
held on May 18-22 next year instead
of in April as previously planned, according to word received from Louis
Montes, chairman of the convention,
in Mexico City.
The change was necessary, it was
said, because the previous date conflicted with several events being
staged by other Tents throughout the
country and also because it would be
a more suitable time for the "goodwill" milk train for Mexico that is
now being organized by William
Koster of Tent No. 23 of Boston.
Plans for a scrap book contest and
a photo contest at the convention
were also disclosed. A scroll will be
awarded to the Tent having the best
scrap book containing all published
material collected from June 1, 1952
to April 1, 1953 pertaining to club
and Heart activities. In the photo
contest a prize of $300 will be
awarded for the best photograph of a
Variety Club activity or personality
which has been reproduced in a
recognized newspaper, magazine,
trade paper or other periodical after
June 1, 1952 and before April 1, 1953.
In addition, it was disclosed that
American
Broadcasting"
broad-a
cast over its
entire radio will
network
special Christmas Eve program saluting Variety Clubs International on the
25th
anniversary
charitable
work. of the organization's

34

Features

Work

on

the

Are

Special Display for
4Sheba' Premiere

in

Coast

Hollywood, Dec. 22. — The production chart lost a point for a total of
34 pictures in work. Six new ones
were started and seven were com-

Victoria

Tonight

A full-color 40-by-80-foot display
has
been Theatre
erected over
New York's
Victoria
announcing
Hal
Wallis' "Come Back, Little Sheba,"
which has its premiere there tonight.
The sign, designed by the Paramount
art department and constructed by
Artcraft-Strauss, is said to be the
largest ever to use concealed shadowbox illumination through lucite. The
lights are located behind the letters
spelling out the names of the stars —
Burt Lancaster and Shirley Booth —
and those of Terry Moore and
Richard Jaeckel, along with the title
of the picture.
Miss Booth's debut as a motion
picture
"Little Sheba"
will
receive actress
special intelevision
recognition
this morning on the NBC-TV "Today
with Dave Garroway" show.

Lapkin,

Moss

Federation

Aid

Drive

Nat Lapkin, of Fabian Theatres, and
Charles B. Moss, of the B. S. Moss
Corp., have been named co-chairmen
of the vendors committee of the amusement division of the Federation of
Jewish Philanthropies. Barney Balaban, Simon H. Fabian and Manny
Frisch are the over-all chairmen of
the industry's campaign.
Assisting Lapkin and Moss on the
vendors committee are : Frank Angotti, RKO Theatres; Charles Biegel,
Loew's-M-G-M ; Ethel C. Black, Universal International ; Jules Catsiff,
Skouras Theatres ; J. P. Friedhoff ,
Monogram ; Milton Green, Republic ;
George Hornstein, J. Hornstein, Inc. ;
Stanley Kolbert, Interboro Circuit ;
Fred Lakeman, RKO Theatres; Herman R. Maier, Warner Brothers ; Ben
Perse, Capitol Motion Picture Supplies ;Leslie Schwartz, Century Circuit ;Robert Schwartz, United Artists ; Max Seligman, Columbia ; Al
Streimer, Frisch and Rinzler.

Started were : "Jalopy," Allied Artpleted.
ists ;"Conquest of Cochise" (Esskay NEW YORK THEATRES
Pictures), and "Forty-Nine Men,"
Columbia ; "A Lion Is in the Streets"
(Cagney), Warner Brothers; "China
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Gold" (Wisberg-Pollexfer) and "The
Rockefeller Center
Neanderthal Man" (Wisberg-Pollexfer) both independent.
Completed were : "The Sword and
the Rose" (Disney-British), Inde"MILLION
DOLLAR
MERMAID"
Esther
WILLIAMS
• Victor
MATURE
pendent "A
;
Slight Case of Larceny"
Walter
PIDGEON
•
David
BRIAN
and "Give a Girl a Break," MetroGoldwyn-Mayer ; "Arrowhead" and
Color by TECHNICOLOR . An M-G-M Picture
"Little Boy Lost," Paramount ;
"Nearer My God to Thee," 20th jii& The Music Hall's Great Christmas Stage Show
Century-Fox
; "The System," Warner
Brothers.
rs
Jefferson's TV Bid
Washington, Dec. 22.— The Jefferson Amusement Co. has applied to
the Federal Communications Commission for a license to build a television station in Beaumont, Texas.

coio> o. WARNER COLOR
BR0DERICK CLAIRE
f

CRAWFORD ■ FREVOR

Midnight Feature
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Customs
Foreign

Motion

Picture

5

Daily

to Expedite
Film

Release

Changes in procedure for clearing
foreign motion picture film designed
to more completely utilize government facilities here, as well as . expedite the release of such imported films
here, are announced by Harry M.
Durning, collector for the Bureau of
Customs, New York.
The changes, to be made effective
next month, contemplate that commercial and feature films arriving by
air which do not require screening,
or with regard to which screening is
waived, will be cleared and completely released at the airport where
entry is made.
Films requiring screening will be
sent to the Appraiser's Stores or to
the Custom House Building. In
either case, prompt action will be
taken to examine and release the
films.
At present a good deal of commercial film is examined and screened
outside the Customs buildings at the
request of importers. In many instances, itwas found, the film would
have been released more promptly had
it been sent to the Appraiser's Stores.
Should the government facilities be
overtaxed to the extent that undue
delays might result, consideration will
be given to importers' requests for
screenings at private preview rooms,
it was stated.
Also, under a new procedure, imported film requiring processing or
printing will be released to recognized
film laboratories for necessary work
on assurances from importers and the
laboratories that the printed or
processed material will be submitted
to Customs for examination when the
"lab" work is completed.
Selznick Finds
(Continued from page 1)
films to television following their reissue theatrical run.
The SRO executive explained that
the reissue value of the films would
be depleted at this time if the same
films also appeared on home television.
He declined to estimate how long it
would take SRO to reissue the package theatrically, but said that the ordinary run for complete distribution
of a reissue is about two years. He
said it has not been decided as yet
how many reissues would be released
at' one time.
Selznick arrived here yesterday
from Rome, where his latest producfilmed. tion, "Terminal Station," is being
High Court
(Continued from page 1)
coff Co., Inc., had brought the suit
before its business really was threatened with regulation.
Wycoff contended that all film
carrying was part of interstate commerce and that even its routes wholly
within Utah could not be regulated
by the Utah Commission. It asked
for a "declaratory judgment" to this
effect. A District court ruled against
it, but the Court of Appeals upheld
the company.
In the high court's opinion today,
Justice Jackson said the company
offered "no evidence whatever of any
past, pending of threatened action by
the Utah Commission touching its
business in any respect."

'Stars

and

Stripes'

Premiere

Roxy
Reopens
(Continued from page 1)

"Voice of America" and the Armed
Forces Radio Service, beaming the
show to listeners around the world.
Despite cold weather and a threat
of rain or snow, thousands of spectators jammed a three-block area flanking the 50th Street and 7th Avenue
entrances to the theatre to view the
arrival of celebrities. Robert Q.
Lewis
and Maggi
the
30-minute
ABC
theatre which had
installation of the
Citation

McNellis
video show"M.C'd
at the
been closed for the
ice equipment.
to Webb

Following the theatre-front festivities, ceremonies were held on stage at
which Clifton Webb accepted a citation from the U. S. Marine Corps to
20th-Fox for its many films depictingMarine Corps life and traditions. The
citation was made by Col. William
F. Santelmann, conductor of the U. S.
Marine Corps band which played a
medley of John Philip Sousa marches
after the ceremonies.
Preceding the presentation of "The
Stars^ and Stripes Forever," the
Roxy's corps of dancers-on-ice performed the theatre's initial "Ice Color ama"
program,
teeing Aoffpreview
the theatre's
new ice show policy.
of the
ice show was presented on Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the Town" CBS-TV
program Sunday night.

Al Lichtman, director of distribution for 20th Century-Fox, and Mrs.
Lichiman join with show business luminaries and notables from the

Report Changes
( Continued from page 1 )

mon, increasing his direct holdings to
32,400 shares. Greene bought 2,400
shares of common through the
Chemical Bank and Trust Co. for
Dorothy Greene, increasing the total
to 36,500 shares.
Elmer C. Rhoden, a director of
National Theatres and president of
April 13-14 Tentative Fox Midwest, purchased 3,000 shares
MGM's
'Hoaxters'
(Continued from page 1)
Dates for KATO
Meet of common, increasing direct holdings
to 8,900 shares. He also has indirect
Louisville, Dec. 22. — Tentative holdings of 2,025 shares.
in their own projection rooms, where
of April 13-14 have been set for
Warner vice-president Albert Warpossible, and arrange for representa- dates
tives of the press, clergy, educational the annual Kentucky Association of
ner made gifts of 3,200 shares of
Theatre
Owners
convention,
according
common, decreasing holdings to
institutions, American Legion, Veterans of Foreign Wars and persons in to president Ralph McCianahan, who 329,350 shares. Warner also purlocal, public and civic life to attend. also disclosed that Bob Cox of Schine
chased 5,600 shares of common, repreIn connection with the distribution Theatres, Lexington, succeeds Harold
senting additions to holdings in a
Sliter as a KATO director. Schine
trust
in
which
Warner is a beneficiary
Hoax"The
for
plans
releasing
and
ters," Charles M. Reagan, general has transferred Sliter' to Ohio.
q'f 26,000 shares.
sales manager, stated : "It is the company's desire to get the widest possible
List
Drive-in Convention
circulation of this picture in the belief Underwriters
that there will accrue to theatres in
(Continued from page 1)
Fire Safety Films
particular and the industry at large a
The National Board of Fire Under- national drive-in chairman ; Oliver
result that cannot help but be of the
writers has made public its new 1953 Trampe, Cudahy Theatres, treasurer
greatest benefit to all concerned."
listing of 22 current fire prevention of Wisconsin Allied, acting as state
films that are being offered free. The chairman; Robert C. Peck, Keno and
films, several in color, run from five Westgate Drive-in theatres, Kenosha
to 20 minutes. All emphasize the need and Racine, publicity chairman ; EdHughes and Reiman
for increased fire prevention in the
ward E. Johnson, Roosevelt Theatre,
In New
UA Posts
face of today's record annual loss of Milwaukee, advertising chairman.
Peck states that the convention is
John Hughes and Arthur Reiman 11,000 lives and $770,000,000 worth of
have been promoted to head the
strictly
for drive-in theatre owners and
property.
that the invitation is extended whether
newly-established dual contract dean exhibitor is affiliated or not with
Allied.
Artists' Easternof UnitedWestern
Southern partmentsand
- Canadian Baron
Harold with
Baron 'Redbook'
has been named
divisions, respectively, it was an- articles editor of Redbook Magazine
nounced by B. G. Kranze, general
sales manager. The reorganization by Wade H. Nichols, editor. He
succeeds John B. Danby who was
does away with a single contract de- recently appointed executive editor.
partment.
formerly
Today's
Hughes has been assistant to East- Baron
Woman was
Magazine
where with
he served
as
ern-Southern division manager Mil- feature editor for four years before
ton E. Cohen. Reiman has been
assistant to Joseph Sugar, who had free lancing as a magazine writer for
been head of the over-all contract the past year. He also was associate
department until his appointment last articles editor for This Week Magazine and a manuscript scout for the
week as branch manager of United
Thomas Y. Crowell Publishing Co.
Artists' New York exchange.
political and social world at the world premiere of John Philip Sousa's
"Stars and Stripes Forever," at the newly refurbished Roxy Theatre
here last night.

On

The

Line

By BOB CONSIDINE
chil-I saw a
of the film's swarm of Technicolored
NEW YORK, NOV. 27- (INS)
Joey
my
old
earch
14-y
whi
dren, his miming with
moving picture the other night
in the
(a fine young actor from the East
y
h
enjo
Wals
ld
shou
n
dre
hil
ndc
gra
great
t
her would
Side of New York who is making his debu
21st century-just as my grandfat
hapthe
the
for
in films ) , and his forlorn love
yed it if it had appeared in
enjoury.
have cent
19th
pily married ballet dancer show us a Kaye
better than ever before.
itely
infin
ns
"Ha
one,
new
n's
dwy
Gol
uel
It is Sam
,
I am, I've always felt
Unfeeling slob that
Christian Andersen," starring Danny Kaye
exception of opera
ble
possi
the
with
that
balng
with Farley Granger and a stunni
balcthe most inept way to tell a storyon isherby toes,
lerina named Jeanmaire. Moss Hart magi
ng
danci
girl
a
of
out
sight
y
The
let.
ally built a durable and touching stor
e a
no matter how delicately, has always made
of sheer gossamer ; Frank Loesser wrot
c;
me wince like a quince. I keep thinking the
barrel of sprightly and moving musi
off-stage castanets are toes snapping like
-factual
Charles Vidor directed thiss, demi
nd
Rola
and
hand
popcorn. I have an occasional nightmare of
fable with the surest of
we
ve
essi
impr
so
was
phy
gra
reo
being forced at gunpoint to do one of these
Petit's cho
.
word
the
ciating pirouettes, at a certain point
of
g
excru
nin
mea
the
looked up
of which I break both ankles and babble the
To begin with, it is not an easy task to
H-Bomb plans to the mad man.
is.
make a moving picture as lush as this one
d is more aware of teleNobody in Hollywoo
Artful Blend
vision and other causes of a falling off of
movie attendances. But Goldwyn put more
Getting back to the ballet, however, the
of the whimthan $3,000,000 into this story
Andersen" is
s Chris
in "Han
flouncing
artfully as Kaye s
as tian
sical, semi-tragic, wonderful cobbler who
the story
ed into
blend
almost made good in the big city of Copensong cubs. This Jeanmaire is something to
hagen. His confidence should be rewarded
see. She would have set grandpaw's musfor years to come, for this is an effort that
tache a'twitter, just as I predict she'll cause
ever man's hearts
when
back
ht
broug
be
can
led rotors on my great-grandthe jet-propel
need lightening.
children's beanies to whir happily in 2052
A.D.
Kaye's Best
If you're still with me, you may ask,
"Won't her clothes look as out of place in
It must have been a tough one to write
too. But Hart has put together a story
the 21st century as Lillian Russell's now
which, while not a biography of Andersen
do?" Nope. Jeanmaire's costumes in
"Hans," or lack of same, have no ^ more
in the strict sense, leaves the viewer with an
an eccenunusually well-defined memory of explosi
out of style than Eve's.about
ve
chance of going say
tric Dane whose wan, sad, happy,
something nice
I wanted to
fairy stories have won the rapt attention of
and music. But the
words
's
Frank Loesser
children throughout the world for more
sat next to me said it better by his
who
man
than a hundred years.
r
applause at the end of almost every meLoesse
was a
This is the best thing Kaye has ever done.
number. The man who sat next to
He is as nimble and believable as Anderfair hand at that profession himself. Fellow
named Richard Rodgers.
sen's stories are to children. His handling
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D
A
20th, I
Roxy
Unveil
Finds

Reissue

Value

Tops

TV

Deals

Rules Out Sale of Old
SRO Films to Video
Plans to reissue for theatrical
distribution 18 or 19 pictures of the
Selznick Releasing Organization
were disclosed here yesterday by
Frank I. Davis, Jr., vice-president of
SRO, who vigorously denied any intention of selling SRO films to television at this time, as reported.
Davis said that David O. Selznick,
SRO president, has rejected offers
from television interests substantially
in excess of $1,000,000 for the films,
which were produced between 1936
and 1952. The reason for the rejection,
according to Davis, was that it "is
economically
to release the
films at this unfeasible"
time to television.
He
said the TV market had been studied
by SRO. "We believe," he added,
"thatin a the
greater
amount
of revenue"
lies
theatrical
reissue
value of
the pictures. He did not rule out,
however, the possibility of selling the
(Continued on page 5)

High

Court

Utah

Carrier

Rejects
Case

'Stripes'
Show

and

in

Ice

Gala

Bow

(Photo on page 5)
Twentieth Century-Fox and National Theatres joined in a double unveiling here last night, the former
with its premiere of "The Stars and
Stripes Forever" at the Roxy Theatre and the latter, which has just
taken over the theatre, with its new
"Ice Colorama" stage pageant. A
third high point in the important event
was the Coast-to-Coast telecast of
the premiere, marking the first "across
the board" televising of an opening,
via American Broadcasting Co. The
occasion also was covered by the
(Continued on page 5)

Drive-in

Convention

Committee

Is Named

Milwaukee, Dec. 22. — The national
drive-in theatre convention, to be held
at the Schroeder Hotel, here, March
24-26, will be conducted by a main
committee consisting of S. J. Goldberg, Hollywood and 29 Drive-in theatres, Wausau, president ; Eric Brown,
Plymouth Theatres, vice-president and
over-all contention chairman ; Ben
Marcus, S. & M. Theatres, national
director of Wisconsin Allied, and national treasurer of Allied, acting as
(.Continued on page 5)
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RKO Pictures Board
L
Y
Reelects Walker
Hollywood, Dec. 22.— J. Miller Walker, as forecast in
Motion Picture Dbily on Monday, was reelected vice-president, general counsel and secretary of RKO Pictures Corp.,
it was disclosed here today
following a meeting of the
board of directors. The post
of presidency was not filled,
however.
Walker is also a member
of the board which includes
Howard Hughes, chairman,
Noah Dietrich, A. D. Simpson
and Edward G. Burke, Jr. The
newly chosen vice-president
has been with the company
22 years.

RKO
Most

Plans
in

CENTS

20,

Color,

For

Next

Would

Be

Year

in Addition

Independent

to

Productions

By MURRAY HOROWITZ
Twenty feature productions, the
majority of them in color, are planned by RKO Pictures for 1953,
Charles Boasberg, RKO Radio Pictures general sales manager, disclosed
here yesterday upon his return from
the Coast where he conferred with
Howard Hughes, board chairman.
The 20, Boasberg- explained, would
be in addition to independent productions which may be released through
RKO. He said the 1953 production
Report
Changes
in schedule would be launched in February, when four or five pictures are
Stock to the SEC
slated for filming, story properties for
which already have been selected.
He said the studio is currently
Washington, Dec. 22. — Changes in
stock holdings in three industry cor- geared for substantial production on
porations were reported to the Securi- the properties owned by RKO. While
ties and Exchange Commission. The on the Coast, Boasberg conferred with
companies were RKO Theatres, Na- Hughes on other projected films, retional Theatres and Warner Brothers
laying his views on the selling potenPictures.
tial of various stories and casting
A. Louis Oresman and David
Greene, directors in RKO Theatres, problems.
were purchasers of company stock.
Oresman (Continued
bought 2,400
shares
on page
5) of com-

Washington, Dec. 22. — The Supreme Court, by an eight to one vote, Canada
Spent
$108,207,000
threw out an attempt by a Utah film
carrier to bar the Utah Public Service Commission from regulating its
On
Films
Last
Year;
Up 15%
business.
The court ruled largely on techniOttawa, Dec. 22. — Canadians spent an unprecedented high total of
cal grounds that the Utah firm, Wy(Continued on page 5)
$108,207,000 on motion picture entertainment last year ; an increase of
15 per cent over the previous total of $94,152,000. The number of paid
admissions increased three per cent to 239,132,000 from 231,747,000,
with the per capita expenditure rising
to $7.72 from $7.12, the Canadian
Hall's Pre -Holiday
government reports.
Gross Still Climbs
MGM's
Hoaxters'
There were 1,808 regular theatres
The pre-Christmas gross at
in operation and their receipts were
Released on Jan. 30
Radio City Music Hall conboosted to $90,986,000 from $82,708,tinues to climb, with a robust
000, while amusement taxes declined
$151,000 forecast for the third
M-G-M has scheduled "The Hoax- slightly to $11,374,000; from $11,445,week of "Million Dollar Merters," its special 36-minute subject for 000.Drive-in theatres numbered 82 and
national release on Jan. 30.
maid" and the traditional
holiday stage show.
"The Hoaxters," produced by Dore accounted for $3,348,000 of the total
To further accommodate
Schary, "tells of the evils of Commun- receipts and 6,555,000 of the paid admissions, compared with 62 theatres
holiday audiences, the Hall
ism, shows why it is no different basically from Fascism or Nazism, traces with receipts of $2,291,000 and 4,943,has scheduled extra performits history in America and shows how 000 paid admissions in the previous
ances beginning Friday, with
doors opening at 7:30 A.M.,
it must be fought," said the company. year. There were 632 community enBranch managers throughout the
terprises operating in 1951 as comSaturday at 8:00 A.M., Sunpared with 586 in 1950. Total receipts
country will screen the picture locally
day, 11:30 A.M., and Monday
for all leading exhibitors who, in turn, amounted to $1,500,000, an increase of
and Tuesday, 7:30 A.M.
will be asked to hold special showings nearly 20 per cent, while attendance
at these halls was 4,861,000.
(Continued on page 5)

WASHINGTON, Dec. 22.-Jack Bryson, legislative
representative
of the
MPAA, reports that 44
state legislatures will
meet next year, with no
indication
so far of
any unusual legislation
threatening the industry.
Only Kentucky , Louisiana,
Mississippi and Virginia
do not have sessions
scheduled for 1953.
e
PORTLAND, Ore., Dec.
22. — One of Evergreen
Theatres' three Seattle
houses will be equipped to
show Natural Vision three
dimension films, reports
Frank L. Newman, Sr.,
president of the circuit.
Evergreen will also install the NV system in 10
other cities in the Northwest area.
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Daily

$111,600,000

in

Mention

EORGE SCHAEFER will return
to New York today from Hollywood.
Robert Gruveu, Glenburnie, Md.,
exhibitor, has been discharged from
Mercy Hospital, Baltimore, but is still
confined to bed as the result of injuries received in an• auto accident.

Eaul Revoir, Allied Artists assistant treasurer, and Miss Frances
Ramey will be married Christmas
Day at Clinton, Md. Tbey will then
go for a brief trip• to Bermuda.
Howard Stubbins, Allied Artists
West Coast franchise co-owner, accompanied by Mrs. Stubbins, left
Los Angeles yesterday to spend the
holidays in Phoenix.
•
United Artists
Krim,
Arthur
president, has delayed his return to
New York from Europe until after
Tan. 1. He is currently in Italy.
•
Merle Oberon and Harold Russell arrived here over the weekend
from Europe aboard the 5. S\ Queen
Marx. .
•
Arthur Davis, president of the firm
bearing his name, will leave here today
for Detroit and Chicago.
•

Washington,
Dec. 22.Fil
— The m
U. S. Investments
eign
For
motion picture industry had $111,- Set Variety Mexico
600,000 invested in foreign countries
at the end of 1950, the Commerce
Meet for May 18-22
Department " reported today.
The report was based on a census
The Variety Clubs International
of film companies, the first since the
convention in Mexico City will be
end of World War II.
Of the total, $56,400,000 was in- held on May 18-22 next year instead
vested in Western Europe, Commerce of in April as previously planned, acto word received from Louis
said. The next largest area invest- Montes, cording
of the convention,
ment was $22,900,000 in Canada. in Mexicochairman
City.
U. S. film companies reported a $16,400,000 stake in Latin America. All
The change was' necessary, it was
the previous date conother parts of the world accounted said, because
flicted with several events being
for the remaining $15,900,000.
Commerce officials said that by far staged by other Tents throughout the
country and also because it would be
the largest part of the foreign investtime for the "goodments was owned by foreign-incor- a morewill"suitable
milk train for Mexico that is
branches. porated subsidiaries, rather than now being organized by William
Koster of Tent No. 23 of Boston.
Plans for a scrap book contest and
a photo contest at the convention
were also disclosed. A scroll will be
Perle
See Mayers,
awarded to the Tent having the best
scrap book containing all published
Posts
In Top NTFC
material collected from June 1, 1952

to April 1, 1953 pertaining to club
and Heart activities. In the photo
contest a prize of $300 will be
awarded for the best photograph of a
Variety Club activity or personality
which has been reproduced in a
recognized newspaper, magazine,
trade paper or other periodical after
1, 1952 and before April 1, 1953.
Steve Broidy, Allied Artists presiAccording to Melvin L. Gold, June
In addition, it was disclosed that
dent, has returned to his office at the NTFC president, who is completing
Broadcasting will broadhis third term in office, the posts of American
studio after a four-day illness. cast over its entire radio network a
president and vice-president for 1953 special Christmas Eve program salutare assured to the above-mentioned
head of M-G-M's ayBrit- nominees
Goetz, left
Benish studios,
ing Variety Clubs International on the
due to other candidates
here yesterd
by
plane for the Coast.
charitable
work. of the organization's
25th
anniversary
dropping out of the race. At Friday's meeting, the offices of treasurer
Ray Milland and Mrs. Milland and secretary will also be filled, as
will sail from here today for Europe well as positions on the board of
directors.
34 Features
Are in
aboard the 5\ 6*. Queen Mary.
Arche Mayers, president of Unity
Television, and Sally Perle of the
Mesal Organization, are expected to
be elected president and vice-president, respectively, of the National
Television Film Council at the oron Friday. ganization's annual luncheon-meeting

Special

for

Display

At Victoria lonight
'fthevba' PrenTr?
A full-color 40-by-80-foot displayhas
been Theatre
erected over
New York's
Victoria
announcing
Hal
Wallis' "Come Back, Little Sheba,"
which has its premiere there tonight.
The sign, designed by the Paramount
art department and constructed by
Artcraft-Strauss, is said to be the
largest ever to use concealed shadowbox illumination through lucite. The
lights are located behind the letters
spelling out the names of the stars —
Burt Lancaster and Shirley Booth —
and those of Terry Moore and
Richard Jaeckel, along with the title
of the picture.
Miss Booth's debut as a motion
picture
"Little Sheba"
will
receive actress
special intelevision
recognition
this morning on the NBC-TV "Today
with Dave Garroway" show.

Lapkin,

Moss

Federation

Aid

Drive

Nat Lapkin, of Fabian Theatres, and
Charles B. Moss, of the B. S. Moss
Corp., have been named co-chairmen
of the vendors committee of the amusement division of the Federation of
Jewish Philanthropies. Barney Balaban, Simon H. Fabian and Manny
Frisch are the over-all chairmen of
the industry's campaign.
Assisting Lapkin and Moss on the
vendors committee are : Frank Angotti, RKO Theatres ; Charles Biegel,
Loew's-M-G-M ; Ethel C. Black, Universal International ; Jules Catsiff ,
Skouras Theatres ; J. P. Friedhoff ,
Monogram ; Milton Green, Republic ;
George Hornstein, J. Hornstein, Inc. ;
Stanley Kolbert, Interboro Circuit ;
Fred Lakeman, RKO Theatres ; Herman R. Maier, Wrarner Brothers ; Ben
Work
on the Coast
Lester Cowan left here for Holly- Trustees to Rule on
wood yesterday.
Perse, Capitol Motion Picture Supplies ;Leslie Schwartz, Century CirHollywood, Dec. 22. — The produccuit ;Robert Schwartz, United ArtOperators' Benefits
ists ;Max Seligman, Columbia ; Al
tion chart lost a point for a total of
San Francisco, Dec. 22. — FollowStreimer,
Frisch and Rinzler.
34
pictures
in
work.
Six
new
ones
Capitol Books UA's
weland
health
a
of
on
incorporati
ing
plan
fare
in
the
contracts
between
were
started
and
seven
were
com'Moulin Rouge'
ists, a board
s
"Moulin Rouge" will have its New exhibitor and projection
York premiere at the Capitol Theatre of trustees has been set up to sit in
Started were : "Jalopy," Allied Arton all health and welfare cases where pleted.
ists ;"Conquest of Cochise" (Esskay NEW YORK THEATRES
following the engagement of "An- payments are to be made for death
drocles and the Lion," it was disclosed or illness.
Pictures), and "Forty-Nine Men,"
here yesterday by William J. HeineColumbia ; "A Lion Is in the Streets"
Members include theatremen Graman. United Artists vice-president in
(Cagney), Warner Brothers; "China
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
charge of distribution. The Romulus
ham Kislingbury, North Coast The- Gold"
( Wisberg-Pollexfer) and "The
atres district manager ; Ben Levin, of
production was directed by John
Rockefeller Center — ^— ^—
Man" (Wisberg-PollexGeneral Theatrical, and Paul Williams Neanderthal
Huston.
fer) both independent.
of Golden State Theatres. RepresentCompleted were : "The Sword and
ing projectionists and the local are the Rose" (Disney-British), Inde"MILLION
DOLLARVictor
MERMAID"
Kaye Has Texas Date
Esther
WILLIAMS*
MATURE
business manager John Forde, secrependent "A
;
Slight Case of Larceny"
tary-treasurer Frank W. Costello and and "Give
Hollywood, Dec. 22. — Danny Kaye
Walter
PIDGEON
•
David
BRIAN
a
Girl
a
Break,"
Metrohas been signed for a personal ap- auditor Rexford Elder.
Goldwyn-Mayer ; "Arrowhead" and
by TECHNICOLOR . An M-G-M Picture
pearance engagement b e g i n n i n g
"Little Boy Lost," Paramount ; !i Color
& The Music Hall's Great ChristmasORCHESStage
Christmas Day at the State Fair in Rites for Widow of Katz
TRA Show
"Nearer My God to Thee," 20th
Dallas. He is also booked for the
; "The System," Warner
Chicago, Dec. 22. — Services were Century-Fox
Palace in New York opening Jan. 18.
Brothers.
held here for Mrs. Sonia Katz, 80,
widow of Morris Katz, one of the
Hollander in New Post
founders of the Balaban and Katz
Elmer Hollander, for the past three circuit, who died here at her home on
ON'S
TV Bid
DAMONaw RUNY
years film buyer for the St. Cloud Friday. She is survived by a son. Jefferson's
», WARNER COLOR
Washington, Dec. 22. — The Jef- •stop*
ferson Amusement Co. has applied to
Amusement Co., has resigned and will Sam, also one of the founders of B.
BROOERICK CLAIRE
assume a new connection after Jan. 1 and K. and more recently chairman of the Federal Communications Comwith Florida States Theatres in Jack- the board of Stanley Kramer Producmission for a license to build a telef
CRAWFORD ■ [8
sonville, Fla.
vision station in Beaumont, Texas.
tions, two daughters and two brothers.
Midnight Feature
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Customs
Foreign

Motion

Picture

to ExpediteFilm

Release

Changes in procedure for clearing
foreign motion picture film designed
to more completely utilize government facilities here, as well as expedite the release of such imported films
here, are announced by Harry M.
Darning, collector for the Bureau of
Customs, New York.
The changes, to be made effective
next month, contemplate that commercial and feature films arriving by
air which do not require screening,
or with regard to which screening is
waived, will be cleared and completely released at the airport where
entry is made.
Films requiring screening will be
Stores or to
the Appraiser's
sent
the to
Custom
House Building. In
either case, prompt action will be
taken to examine and release the
films.
a good deal of comAt present
mercial film is examined and screened
outside the Customs buildings at the
request of importers. In many instances, itwas found, the film would
have been released more promptly had
to the Appraiser's Stores.
been sent
it
the government facilities be
Should
overtaxed to the extent that undue
delays might result, consideration will
importers' requests for
givens to
be
at private preview rooms,
screening
it was stated.
Also, under a new procedure, imported film requiring processing or
printing will be released to recognized
film laboratories for necessary work
on assurances from importers and the
laboratories that the printed or
processed material will be submitted
to Customs for examination when the
"lab" work is completed.
Selznick Finds
(Continued from page 1)
films to television following their reissue theatrical run.
The SRO executive explained that
the reissue value of the films would
be depleted at this time if the same
films also appeared on home television.
He declined to estimate how long it
would take SRO to reissue the package theatrically, but said that the ordinary run for complete distribution
of a reissue is about two years. He
said it has not been decided as yet
how many reissues would be released
at one time.
Selznick arrived here yesterday
from Rome, where his latest producfilmed. tion, "Terminal Station," is being
High Court
(Continued from page 1)
coff Co., Inc., had brought the suit
before its business really was threatened with regulation.
Wycoff contended that all film
carrying was part of interstate commerce and that even its routes wholly
within Utah could not be regulated
by the Utah Commission. It asked
for
a "declaratory
judgment"
to this
effect.
A District court
ruled against
it, but the Court of Appeals upheld
the company.
In the Jackson
high court's
today,
Justice
said opinion
the company
offered "no evidence whatever of any
past, pending of threatened action by
the Utah Commission touching its
business in any respect."

'Stars

and

Stripes'

5

Daily

Premiere

Roxy
Reopens
(Continued from page 1 )
"Voice of America" and the Armed
Forces Radio Service, beaming the
show to listeners around the world.
Despite cold weather and a threat
of rain or snow, thousands of spectators jammed a three-block area flanking the 50th Street and 7th Avenue
entrances to the theatre to view the
arrival of celebrities. Robert Q.
the
30-minute
ABC
Lewis
and Maggi
theatre which had
installation of the
Citation

video show"M.C'd
at the
McNellis
been closed for the
ice equipment.
to Webb

Following the theatre-front festivities, ceremonies were held on stage at
which Clifton Webb accepted a citation from the U. S. Marine Corps to
20th-Fox for its many films depicting
Marine Corps life and traditions. The
citation was made by Col. William
F. Santelmann, conductor of the U. S.
Marine Corps band which played a
medley of John Philip Sousa marches
after the ceremonies.
Preceding the presentation of "The
Stars and Stripes Forever," the
Roxy's corps of dancers-on-ice performed the theatre's initial "Ice Color ama"
program,
teeing Aoffpreview
the theatre's
new ice show policy.
of the
ice show was presented on Ed Sullivan's "Toast of the Town" CBS-TY
program Sunday night.

Al Lichtman, director of distribution for 20ih Century-Fox, and Mrs.
Lichtman join with show business luminaries and notables from the

Report Changes
(Continued from page 1)

mon, increasing his direct holdings to
32,400 shares. Greene bought 2,400
political and social world at the world premiere of John Philip Sousa's shares of common through the
"Stars and Stripes Forever," at the newly refurbished Roxy Theatre Chemical Bank and Trust Co. for
here last night.
Dorothy Greene, increasing the total
to 36,500 shares.
Elmer C. Rhoden, a director of
National Theatres and president of
April 13-14 Tentative Fox Midwest, purchased 3,000 shares
'Hoaxters'
MGM's
Dates for KATO
Meet of common, increasing direct holdings
(Continued from page 1)
to 8,900 shares. He also has indirect
Louisville, Dec. 22. — Tentative holdings of 2,025 shares.
in their own projection rooms, where
dates of April 13-14 have been set for
Warner vice-president Albert Warpossible, and arrange for representa- the annual Kentucky Association of
ner made gifts of 3,200 shares of
l
-educationa
tives of the press, clergy,
Theatre Owners convention, according common, decreasing holdings to
institutions, American Legion, Vet- to president Ralph McClanahan, who
erans of Foreign Wars and persons in also disclosed that Bob Cox of Schine 329,350 shares. Warner also purchased 5,600 shares of common, reprelocal, public and civic life to attend. Theatres, Lexington, succeeds Harold
senting additions to holdings in a
In connection witli the distribution Sliter as a KATO director. Schine
trust
in
which
Warner is a beneficiary
plans for "The Hoax- has transferred Sliter to Ohio.
and releasing
ters," Charles M. Reagan, general
of 26,000 shares.
sales manager, stated: "It is the company's desire to get the widest possible Underwriters
List
Drive-in Convention
circulation of this picture in the belief
(Continued from page 1)
that there will accrue to theatres in Fire Safety Films
particular and the industry at large a
The
National
Board
of
Fire
Undernational drive-in chairman ; Oliver
result that cannot help but be oi the
writers has made public its new 1953 Trampe, Cudahy Theatres, treasurer
listing of 22 current fire prevention of Wisconsin Allied, acting as state
greatest benefit to all concerned."
films that are being offered free. The chairman ; Robert C. Peck, Keno and
films, several in color, run from five Westgate Drive-in theatres, Kenosha
to 20 minutes. All emphasize the need
an
Reim
and
Hughes
publicity chairman ; Edfor increased fire prevention in the and Racine,
ward E. Johnson, Roosevelt Theatre.
UA Posts
In New
face of today's record annual loss of Milwaukee, advertising chairman.
11,000 lives and $770,000,000 worth of
Peck states that the convention is
John Hughes and Arthur Reiman
have been promoted to head the property.
strictly for drive-in theatre owners and
that the invitation is extended whether
newly-established dual contract dean exhibitor is affiliated or not with
EasternArtists'- Canadian
ofUnitedWestern
Baron
Southern partmentsand
Harold with
Baron 'Redbook'
has been named Allied.
divisions, respectively, it was an- articles editor of Redbook Magazine
nounced by B. G. Kranze, general
Wade H. Nichols, editor. He
sales manager. The reorganization by
succeeds John B. Danby who was
dedoes away with a single contract
recently appointed executive editor.
partment.
formerly
Today's
Hughes has been assistant to East- Baron
Woman was
Magazine
where with
he served
as
ern-Southern division manager Mil- feature editor for four years before
ton E. Cohen. Reiman has been
assistant to Joseph Sugar, who had free lancing as a magazine writer for
been head of the over-all contract the past year. He also was associate
department until his appointment last articles editor for This Week Magazine and a manuscript scout for the
week as branch manager of United
Thomas Y. Crowell Publishing Co.
Artists' New York exchange.
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21st century-just as my gran
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enjoury.
have
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pily married ballet dancer show us a Kaye
better than ever before.
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new one, "Hans
It is Samuel Goldwyn'sring
s felt
Danny Kaye,
that I am, I've alway
Unfeeling slobpossi
Christian Andersen," star
ble exception of opera
the
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with Farley Granger and a stun
balthe most inept way to tell a story is by toes,
lerina named Jeanmaire. Moss Hart magicher
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a
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y
sight
The
let.
stor
ally built a durable and touching
a
no matter how delicately, has always made
of sheer gossamer; Frank Loesser wrote
me wince like a quince. I keep thinking the
barrel of sprightly and moving music;
off-stage castanets are toes snapping like
-factual
Charles Vidor directed thiss, demi
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and
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fable with the sure
popcorn. I have an occasional nightmare of
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Petit
excruciating pirouettes, at a certain point
looked up the meaning of the word.
of which I break both ankles and babble the
To begin with, it is not an easy task to
H-Bomb plans to the mad man.
is.
make a moving picture as lush as this one
is more aware of teleArtful Blend
Nobody in Hollywood
vision and other causes of a falling off of
movie attendances. But Goldwyn put more
Getting back to the ballet, however, the
the whimthan $3,000,000 into this story of
flouncing in "Hans Christian Andersen" is
sical, semi-tragic, wonderful cobbler who
blended into the story as artfully as Kaye's
almost made good in the big city of Copensong cues. This Jeanmaire is something to
hagen. His confidence should be rewarded
see. She would have set grandpaw's musfor years to come, for this is an effort that
tache a'twitter, just as I predict she'll cause
man's hearts
ver
dwhene
back
ht
broug
be
can
rotors on my great-gran
the jet-propelledbeanies
need lightening.
to whir happily in 2052
children's

Kaye's Best
It must have been a tough one to write
too. But Hart has put together a story
which, while not a biography of Andersen
in the strict sense, leaves the viewer with an
unusually well-defined memory of an eccentric Dane whose wan, sad, happy, explosive
fairy stories have won the rapt attention of
children throughout the world for more
than a hundred years.
This is the best thing Kaye has ever done.
He is as nimble and believable as Andersen's stories are to children. His handling

A.D.
If you're still with me, you may ask,
"Won't her clothes look as out of place in
the 21st century as Lillian Russell's now
do?" Nope. Jeanmaire's costumes in
"Hans," or lack of same, have no^ more
style than Eve's.
chance of going out ofsometh
ing nice about
I wanted to say
music. But the
and
words
's
Loesser
Frank
man who sat next to me said it better by his
applause at the end of almost every Loessera
number. The man who sat next to me was
fair hand at that profession himself. Fellow
named Richard Rodgers.

a
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Bankers
Sets

New

Loan
Calls for
Maximum,

NEW

Trust

116

Film

In

Policy
A $500,000
50% of Cost

By AL STEEN
Bankers Trust Co. of New York
has evolved a three-cornered policy
in making production loans to film
producers, a policy which is said by
the bank to be "about as foolproof as
you can get in a business that's definitely not foolproof."
The policy in brief is (1) no
loan of more than 50 per cent
of production cost will be made,
(2) no loan beyond $500,000 will
be granted on a film and (3) no
single-picture loans will be made.
This means that a producer
must come in with a program
of at least two and preferably
three pictures.
The loans are cross-collaterized so
that in the event one film proves to
be unprofitable, there is some assurance of success for the producer via
profits on the others, ft is explained
(Continued on page 5)
Say
Over

Dietrich
Status

Balks
in RKO

Hollywood, Dec. 23. — Failure of
the RKO Pictures board of directors
to elect Noah Dietrich, former board
chairman, to the company presidency
earlier this week, as had been expected, isattributed by observers here
to a situation similar to that which
impelled Ned E. Depinet, former company president, to decline the post
two weeks ago, that is, unwillingness
of the Howard Hughes' controlled
board to delegate complete autonomy
to the chief executive of the company.
Dietrich, it is believed, has balked
at taking the post without assurances
(Continued on page 5)
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$15,000

For

Opener

Roxy

The best non-holiday business since Aug., 1951, was
being chalked up by 20th
Century - Fox's "Stars and
Stripes Forever," with "Ice
Colorama" on the Roxy Theatre stage yesterday, its opening day, it was announced by
David Katz, managing director. At 3:00 P.M. the boxoffice recorded $3,097 and
Katz estimated that $15,000
would be in the till before the
theatre closed last night.

Majors

Making

System

12-15

MOVE

Hopes for Repeal Bills
In Hopper in 5 States

to

Chicago, Dec. 23.— Mixed reaction
came at the unveiling of the Tri-Opticon third dimensional system in the
Tel enews Theatre here before an invited audience of the press and others.
The program consisted of several
short subjects, including a ballet, a
visit to a zoo and aquarium, a British
travelogue and cartoons. Some viewers though the pictures caused severe eye-strain, particularly in the
(Continued on page 5)

CENTS

CENSORSHIP

Estimate

Sees
Tri-Opticon

«o

PICTURE

M-G-M will release 16 pictures during the four months starting Jan. 1
instead of 12 as previously announced,
it was disclosed here yesterday by
Charles M. Reagan, general sales
manager.
Under the tentative schedule announced several weeks ago, M-G-M
had three pictures a month listed for
the same period. The new program
of releases will make available five
pictures in January, four in February, of which two are in color by
Technicolor; three in March, one in
Technicolor, and four in April, one
in Technicolor.
"Lili" and "The Story of Three
Loves," both
color,
5) will be
on page
(ContininuedTechni
Mixed

Gfcnstmas

in NV

in

'53

By J. A. OTTEN
Washington,
Dec. 23. — The
Motion
Picture
Association of
America will swing into action for
legislation repealing existing film
censorship laws in five states when
their legislatures meet next year. An
MPA A spokesman said here yesterday that the association hoped repeal
bills would be introduced in New
York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Kansas and Ohio.
A sixth state, Virginia, has set no 1953 sessions.
The MPAA's projected move
for censorship
repeal is regarded here as the next step in
the
association's continuing
drive against state censorship.
The manner in which action
will be taken has not been defined, but it is presumed that it
will be done through contacts
with legislators. The association, itself, could not introduce
the repeal bills.
ft is expected
attention
also
(Continued that
on page
5)

Hollywood, Dec. 23.— Estimating
that 12 to 15 features will be produced by the majors in Natural
Vision three-dimension during the next
12 months, NV president Milton L.
Gunzburg has allocated $40,000 for
the expansion of his plant and an experimental laboratory to keep pace
with developments.
ACLU
Suit Would
With orders already placed with
(Continued cm page 5)
End Chi. Censors
99

Chicago, Dec. 23.— Abolition of the
Chicago censor board is sought in an
action for declaratory judgment filed
in Circuit Court here today by the
ALL
OF THE COLOR, excitement and energy of a rich seg- Chicago branch of the American Civil
ment of life has been captured in this portrayal of Henri de Liberties Union and Charles Liebman,
Toulouse-Lautrec, the famed French artist of the Paris streets. who holds local rights to "The
His personality as depicted by Jose Ferrer under the imaginative
The action follows unsuccessful efdirection of John Huston electrifies the screen. This is a picture
forts over a period of months to obtain a reversal of the local censor
which is among the best of the year and some of those participating
Miracle."
in its production should be candidates for Academy Awards.
board's ban on "The Miracle."

"Moulin

Rouge
[Romulus- U nited Artists]

Paris of the 1880's, or more exactly, the Paris familiar to Toulouse-Lautrec, comes alive in this Romulus production, illuminating
a tragic life against the gay, savage, emotional background of Paris
nightlife. There are many entertainment values in this picture and
Skouras Is Due Back they should pay off at the box-office.
The Can-Can girls, the night-life scenes, the prints of horse races
In New
York Today
and circuses, all of the familiar artistry of Toulouse-Lautrec, are inSpyros P. Skouras, president of
terwoven inthe story, and the color by Technicolor enhances their
20th Century-Fox, is scheduled to
reproduction.
There is sweep and depth in this picture which, in its
arrive here from Paris today by
123
mintes,
ranges
through the life of a talented, sensitive individual
plane, concluding a three-month,
round-the-world survey of company who was swept by the currents of his period.
and film industry conditions. His
The tragedy of Toulouse-Lautrec
was onthat
(Continued
pagehe5) was dwarfed by a childhood
(Continued on page 5)

Projectionists Put
Theatre TV
Bid

Off

Thewithhold
IATSE special
projectionists'
union
will
wage demands
for theatre telecasts until the medium
proves
terday. itself successful, a spokesman
for Local No. 306 said here yesHe explained that the union has
alerted exhibitors owning theatre TV
equipment that it would enter negotiations on wage demands at some
later date.
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'Met'

Finds

Mention

Favoring

ARNOLD M. PICKER. United
Artists vice-president in charge
of foreign distribution, arrived in New
York by plane yesterday from the Far
East.
•
,
Harry Lamont head of Lamont
Theatres, and Mrs. Lamont will leave
Monday for a month's vacaAlbany
tion in Key West, Fla. Robert W.
r of Lamont's Sunset
manage
Case, n,
Kingston, and Mrs. Case
Drive-i
any
them.
will accomp
e

An "overwhelmingly favorable response" by the public to theatre telecasts of operas was recorded in the poll taken by the Metropolitan Opera
Company on the "Carmen" telecast, according to preliminary tabulation,
it was learned here from a Theatre Network Television spokesman.
Thousands of persons who saw the
Dec. 11 event — the first theatre TV
entertainment program offered to the
public — said they would like to see Improved
Tri-Color
more of such telecasts, it was stated.
o
e
Tub
Shown
In addition to the favorable responses Vide

Theatre

recorded on a questionnaire distributed to the audiences of 30 theatres
from Coast-to- Coast, there was some
adverse comment too. It was exRobert W. Coyne, COMPO explained that some individuals executive director, and Charles E. Mcpressed
criticism of the picture telecast.
Carthy, information director, were
hosts to trade press representatives at
A complete tabulation of the results
an informal luncheon at the Astor of the survey is expected shortly.
Hotel here yesterda•y.
The spokesman for TNT, which acted
as the production-distribution organization for the telecast, said the reMorgan Hudgins of M-G-M'sled stuto
schedu
is
dio publicity staff
sults
were very encouraging. He deon
clined to state whether TNT would
arrive here from Nairobi, Africa,
Jan. 2 and will return to the Coast offer additional operas this season.
shortly thereafter. •

Pickman, Paramount vicein charge of advertisingwill leave here today by
Hollywood.
•
Milton Sperling, Warner Brothers
producer, and Hugo Fregonese, director, have returned to Hollywood
from Mexico City.
•
Jerome
president
publicity,
plane for

Martin Friedman, head of Paramount's playdate department, has returned to his desk here from a twoweek vacation.
•
Arthur Lubin, Warner Brothers
director, has left Hollywood on location scouting down the coast of Southern California.
•
R. M. Savini, president of Astor
Pictures Corp., will fly to Miami
Beach from here today.
Nat

Cohen

Here

from

London; to Coast Sun.
Nat Cohen, managing director of
Anglo-Amalgamated Film Distributors, Ltd., has arrived here from
London and will leave for Hollywood
on Sunday to turn over to William
Nassour a print of their joint production, "Street of Shadows," starring Cesar Romero. He will also
discuss further joint Anglo-American
production there.
Cohen will also discuss American
distribution here for "Ghost Ship"
and "Noose for a Lady," both recently completed in England.

'Daily' Not Published
Tomorrow or Friday
Motion Picture Daily will
not be published tomorrow,
Christmas Day, a legal holiday, or on Friday because of
the extended observance of
the holiday.

AMPA
Packed

Party
House

Draws
Here

Public
TV

An improved model of the Lawrence
tri-color tube, now called the Chromatron Tube, was demonstrated here yesterday by Chromatic Laboratories,
Inc., in which Paramount Pictures
owns a 50 per cent interest.
The tube, currently designed for
home television sets, gave an excellent
performance within the limitations of
the demonstration. The color definition and the color depth were excellent. Specially-made Kodochrome
slides, used by the television industry for testing purposes, were utilized.
The' transmission was from a neighboring room.
Dick Hodgson, Chromatic president,
said the purpose of the demonstration
was to awaken interest in color TV
and to show ithe television industry
the type of tube available for mass
production. The industry currently is
under government controls rigidly confining the use of color television.
Hodgson said the tube, now made to
operate in harmony with the Columbia
Broadcasting color system, would be
compatible with any color system
adopted by the TV system. He estimated that the additional price to the
consumer for a Chromatron tube set
would be $50 over current TV set
prices under a mass-production set-up
and using the CBS color system. He
said such a set would offer color and
black-and-white reception.
M. H.

Frivolity and good fellowship
reigned at the Piccadilly Hotel here
yesterday when the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers held its annual Christmas party for members
and guests. The party played to a
packed house in the Georgian Room
of the hotel where everybody received
a door prize which ranged from liquor
to bars of soap to gloves and back
to liquor again.
Chairman was Chester Friedman.
The guests were entertained by such
personalities as Benny Fields, Boris
Karloff and Joe E. Brown. Numbers
for the prizes were drawn by Brown
and Fields, the latter tying in the VI TV Subsidiary
drawings with amusing episodes experienced in the filming of Para- Cuts Production
mount's "Somebody Loves Me," which
Hollywood, Dec. 23. — United
depicted the lives of Fields and his
wife, Blossom Seeley. Karloff thanked World Films, a TV production comAMPA for what it had done for himi
pany owned by Universal-International, has decided to cut-back on propublicity-wise.
duction plans due to what was deThe grand prizes were restricted
scribed as the financial uncertainty of
to AMPA members only, the prizes the television
market.
consisting of vacations in Miami, DayU-I
executives
were said to have
tona Beach, Atlantic City and at
found production costs substantial in
comparison to the earning potential
Grossinger's.
of TV films. Members of the production staff are being laid off or
Herring
to Roses
assigned to' other work.
In RKO
Press Play
The opening of "No Time for Flowers" at the Normandie Theatre here
tomorrow has been preceded by a
courtship of newsmen by RKO Radio
publicists. One day they came bearing knockwurst, another day, herring; another, preserves. Yesterday
they came with flowers.
The explanation : background of the
picture is Behind the Iron Curtain.
There, swains woo not with flowers
but with food, rarer and more highly
prized. The switch to flowers yesterday, the publicists explained, is to
impress in the American manner.

Doubles

Guarantee

For 'Moulin Rouge'
New York's Capitol Theatre, outbidding all competitors for "Moulin
Rouge," doubled its "African Queen"
guarantee for the latest John Huston
production, a spokesman for United
Artists, the distributor of the picture,
disclosed here yesterday.
"Moulin Rouge" will bave its New
York premiere at the Capitol following the engagement of "Androcles

Approve TV Stations
For Idaho, Nevada
Washington, Dec. 23. — The
Federal Communications
Commission today authorized
the first television stations in
Idaho and Nevada, approving
applications for stations in
Boise and Reno. They were
among 12 approved today,
bringing to 169 the number
approved since the freeze was
lifted early this year.
today's grants
were
forTwonewof Pittsburgh
stations.
Others were for Bakersfield,
Calif., Neenah, Wis.; Lafayette, Ind., Muskegon, Mich.,
Buffalo, N. Y., Watertown,
N. Y-; Lawton, Okla.; and
Meridian, Miss.

Set Spots for Three
20th-Fox TV Series
Sales in key markets of three 20th
Century-Fox video series, "Three
Guesses," "Crusade in Europe," and
"News Adventures for Young America," were announced here by Phil
Williams, national sales executive for
20th
tions. Century-Fox Television ProducStations contracting for "Three
Guesses" are WSM-TV, Nashville
and WTVR, Richmond. "Crusade
in
Europe" will
seen KGNC-TV,
first-run on
KROD-TV,
El bePaso;
Amarillo, and Beaumont, Texas;
with third-run showings set- on
KPRC-TV, Houston ; WFIL-TV,
Philadelphia, and WEWS-TV, Cleveland. "News Adventures for Young
America" has been set for showings
in Beaumont, Texas.
20th to Hold Party
The 20th Century-Fox Family Club
will hold its annual Christmas party
today at the City Center Casino,
here, with all home office employes,
members of the New York exchange
and Movietone News personnel invited. Ted Shaw, president of the
club, will greet the guests. Harry
Reinhardt is chairman of the arrangements committee.
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WRITTEN BY JACK ROSE and MELVILLE SHAVELSON
1|.
Musical Numbers Staged and Directed by LeRoy Pnnz
Song "April in Paris", Lyrics by L Y. Harburg, Music by Vernon Duke
Original Songs, Lyrics by Sammy Cahn, Music by Vernon Duke
Musical Direction by Ray Heindorf
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"The Clown"
Hollywood, Dec. 23
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
7 CLOWN" of 1952 is "The Champ" of 1931 with Red Skelton and
1 Tim Considine batting for the late Wallace Beery and the grown-up
an
Tackie Cooper, and with the star playing an alcoholic comedian instead of
durprogressed
has
production
film
of
science
the
alcoholic boxer. Although
ing the 21 -year interval, and although there are differences in emphasis and
incident it "is still in essence the Frances Marion story, adapted this time by
Leonard Praskins (who wrote the dialogue for the 1931 picture), and scripted
by Martin Rackin. There is, therefore, no good reason for doubting that the
new picture will exert the same prosperous tear-jerkmg influence the old
one did The Hollywood preview experience argues that it will. The film
was previewed blind at the Village Theatre in Westwood, a college community and the flashing of the title and credits on the screen didn't get a
ripple, ' but the tragic finish collected fervent applause. It would seem to
follow that persons attracted by a Skelton billing would eat it up.
comedian, has drunk himWhen the story opens, Skelton, a once-famous his
son, played with simple
self out of job after job but still is the idol of
directness by young Considine. Fired from an amusement park, Skeltonout.is
offered a minor booking but shows up drunk at the audition and loses
The boy appeals to his former agent, whom Skelton has avoided since a
break of his own making, and gets the comedian another booking which
ntingly. On this occasion the boy's mother, divorced from
winds up disappoi
Skelton some years and now remarried and well off, shows up and tells the
_ her
boy her identity. Skelton is at first resentful but accepts money from in
a
new husband for letting the boy see her, and then loses the money
nce,
crap game. After being arrested for participation in a stag performa
Skelton forces his son to go to his mother, but the boy refuses to stay
away, and is happy again as he helps Skelton prepare for a television program' which is to open up for him a new career in show business. It does
so (the program being, of course, identical with the real Skelton TV show),
strain proves too much and the comedian dies following his successbut the
.
.
TV premiere.
full
by Lorm Smith,
The boy's mother is played by Jane Greer, the agent
and the cast also includes Philip Ober, Lou Lubin, Fay Roope, Walter Reed,
Edward Marr, Jonathan Cott and Don Beddoe.
Although Skelton has two or three occasions in the course of the story
to go into his typical comedy routines, these sequences are secondary to the
straight-line story of comedian and son. William H. Wright produced, and
Robert Z. Leonard directed.
Running time, 89 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
William R. Weaver
jan. 16.
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Ruby
Gentry
(Bemhard- Vidor— 20th Century -Fox )
JENNIFER JONES plays her role as Ruby Gentry, the compulsive, savage
young lady of the swamplands, to the hilt, rendering a striking, though
stylized characterization which should win this film a receptive audience.
The accent of the story is on love, passion and violence. Although there is
much unexplained in the delineation of the characters, there is sufficient
action and violence on the screen to capture the interest of most audiences.
With proper promotion, especially aimed at women, this film should do good
business.

Impetuous Jennifer Jones is deeply enchanted with Charlton Heston, who
plays the role of a young North Carolina gentleman whose family background blocks him from returning Ruby Gentry's love. Despite the clandestine affair between the two, Heston marries a young lady of social standing. In her loneliness and grief, Jennifer turns to an old friend and benefactor, Karl Maiden, and marries him. Maiden, almost twice the age of his
of Ruby Gentry through the utilizaacceptance
socialfails
to gainThis
attempts
wife, tion
of his wealth.
and the failure is doubly compounded by
Maiden's accidental death while boating with his wife. In revenge on the
town that turned against her, Jennifer uses her deceased husband's wealth
to wreck the leaders of the community, among them her ex-lover, Heston.
The closing tempestuous scenes find Heston almost killing her in his wrath.
However,
is hecast
whoinclude
is shotTom
by Tully,
Ruby Gentry's
Others init the
Bernard fanatical
Phillips, brother.
James Anderson,
Josephine Hutchinson and Phyllis Avery. Joseph Bernhard and King Vidor
produced, while Vidor directed from a screenplay by Silvia Richards based
on a story by Arthur Fitz-Richards.
Running time, 82 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release date,
Dec. 23.
M. H.

"My
Cousin Rachel"
Hollywood, Dec. 23
(20th Century-Fox)
p HE readers of best-selling books, among which this novel ■ by Daphne
du Maurier recently was a distinguished leader, and the fans of Olivia
de Havilland, a numerous and constant contingent, are the target groups
likeliest to respond with enthusiasm to this fastidiously produced story about
some landed gentry in England about 1840. For these, and for whatever
other especially conditioned groups there may be within box-office range,
this doubtless is an eminently satisfying motion picture. But for plain
admission-buying Americans (Britishers may be different) the attraction
stacks up as an extremely well made picture of little or no moment, a pleasant
thing to look at but only in the mildest sense a dramatic experience. Its prospects for financial success on this side of the Atlantic, save in the class
situations, are far less brilliant than the workmanship lavished upon it by
the studio.
The production is beneficiary of the skilled hand of Nunnally Johnson,
both as producer and as writer of the screenplay, and of the masterly direction of Henry Koster. The numerous and costly sets are of top calibre, and
the photography by Joseph La Shelle makes the most of them. Miss de
Havilland's performance is fine, as usual, although she is called upon for
nothing that could be called a challenge to her art, and the many others in
the large cast, none of whose names have marquee value of consequence, do
well enough with the singularly colorless portrayals assigned them.
The production's damaging weakness is, oddly enough, the du Maurier
story itself, which seems to have been one of those not infrequent instances
of good reading which does not translate into good viewing. It concerns
primarily a young Englishman whose cousin and guardian has died abroad
after marrying a remote family relative and after writing a couple of letters
during his last illness which arouse a suspicion that his wife may have done
him in. Later on, the widow (Miss de Havilland) comes to England and
the young man (Richard Burton) invites her to the family estate, despite
his suspicions, and proceeds to fall in love with her. From this point on
the tale piles up hints that (1) she is a murderess and (2) she is not a
murderess, which is where matters stand when she falls to her death through
a bridge on the property. The inconclusive ending is said to have been a
characteristic of the novel, although handled a little differently, and it therefore has at least the virtue of fidelity to source. It is not, however, what
may be termed "good movie," in this reviewer's opinion.
Running time 98 minutes. General audience classification. For January
release.
W. R. W.

"The I Don't Care Girl"
(20th Century-Fox)
Hollyzvood, Dec. 23
of the scintillatingportrayal
dazzling
a
gives
MITZI GAYNOR herein meteoric
manner and footlighted showmanship
Eva Tanguay whose
brightened the Broadway and the hinterland of these United States in the
infancy of the present century. Due to the march of science and invention,
Miss Gaynor's music numbers are colorful and resplendent far beyond Miss
Tanguay's originals, and ditto her costumes, etc., but this is all on the plus
side of the balance sheet. The production is strictly in the tradition of the
20th Century-Fox musicals with color in Technicolor — light, glib, swift, tuneful, frankly fabricated as to story and neatly in the groove as to score — and
figures to give traditional satisfaction. Besides Miss Gaynor and David
Wayne, both of whom earned "Top Ten" ranking in Quigley Publications'
"Stars-of-Tomorrow" poll of exhibitors for 1952, the cast supplies the name
and talent of Oscar Levant for a showman to exploit. Likewise George
Jessel, who is down as producer of the picture and plays himself in it (as
producer of the picture), as well as sharing some of the song credits.
The prime strength of the production is in the musical numbers, which
cover a wide range as to kind and presentation. First on the screen (before
the title, even) is a chorus handling of the all-but-forgotten "Miss You."
Later on "Beale Street Blues" is utilized in one of the hottest production
numbers yet seen on the screen. At a couple of midpoints the pace is slowed
down for the camera to closeup the keyboard while Levant performs classical
solo numbers in his best concert manner. Anybody who doesn't like music
in large and assorted doses has no business attending this picture.
Walter Bullock is credited with writing the script, which is a loose outlining of the era of show business in which Miss Tanguay was a reigning
luminary, and it serves the purpose without getting overly earnest at any
point. The cast, in addition to those named above, includes Bob Graham,
Craigh Hill, Warren Stevens, Hazel Brooks, Marietta Canty, Sam Hearn,
Wilton Graff, Dwayne Ratliff, Bill Foster and Gwyneth Verdon. Seymour 'Jazz Singer9 Fla.
Felix staged three of the production numbers on a scale and in a fashion Premiere on Jan. 1
he'll
be hard
to top until and unless they start making musicals in
Natural
Color pressed
three-dimension.
Warner Brothers' "The Jazz SingRunning time, 81 minutes. General audience classification. For January
er," starring Danny Thomas and
release.
W. R. W.
Peggy Lee, has been set for a special engagement day-and-date at the
Paramount Theatre, Miami, and the
New Coast Transmitter
WB's Utica Dark Again Beach Theatre, Miami Beach, over
Hollywood, Dec. 23. — Construction
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 23. — Warner's
has begun at Santa Barbara on TV Utica, Utica, which reopened in Octo- New Year's. The picture will beber after a summer shutdown, has
gin this special engagement immedistation KEYT's 4,100-foot mountain
ately following the Dec. 30 world
peak transmitter. The station is due discontinued the exhibition of motion
on the air in May. Ronald Colman pictures but will continue boxing and premiere at the Fox Beverly in Bevwrestling matches.
erly Hills, Cal., with a midnight show
is one of the station's owners.

on Dec. 31 and the regular engagement starting Jan. 1 for an indefinite
run at both houses.
New York's WJZ-TV is broadcasting 12 daily spot announcements on
the local benefit premiere of "The
Jazz York
Singer,"
which
its
New
debut
on will
behalfhave
of the
National Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis
theon New
Yorkevening,
Paramount at
Theatre
Tuesday
Jan. 13. The announcements, which
are being telecast for four weeks in
advance of the premiere, are also bebroadcast participation
over the station's
six
daily ing
audience
TV shows.
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THE January issue of Seventeen
is written and illustrated entirely
by young people. Patricia Perrin, 17
years old, who attends high school in
Warwick, Va., conducted the "At the
Movies" department. Contrary to
popular belief, Patricia says "teenagers are capable of intelligent criticism of a movie even when Tony
Curtis is in it." A full-color page ad
on "Hans Christian Andersen" also
appears in this issue.
•
A Gilbert and Sullivan film biography recently completed received a
five-page story including full-color
pictures in the Dec. 22 issue of Life.
Also in this issue is a four-color ad
on "Hans Christian Andersen" and
a one-half page ad on "Come Back,
Little Sheba."
•
Tzvo of Hollywood's best-known
stars t are living refutations of the
fable that there's no room in one
home for two careers, writes Ruth
Harberth in the January issue of
Good Housekeeping. June Allyson
and Dick Powell, each in the top
echelon of motion pictures, have no
conflict over their careers. Their
home life with four-year-old Pamela
and not-quit e-two Richard is warm
and delightful. June Allyson s latest
picture is M-G-M' s "Battle Circus"
and Dick Potvell is directing "Split
Second" for RKO e Radio.
Loretta Young, star of UniversalInternational's "Because of You," tells
a very enlightening story about St.
Anne's Maternity Hospital for Unmarried Mothers, in the Jan. 4 issue
of American Weekly. Loretta is
president of St. Anne's. The same
issue of the magazine carries a onehalf page full-color ad on "The MisPower. sissippi Gambler," starring Tyrone
•
Hal Wallis' "Come Back, Little
Sheba" has been greeted by fan
magazines with sweeping praise,
including predictions that the film
will figure prominently in the
Academy Awards running. In the
January issues of Photoplay, Modern Screen, Motion Picture Magazine, Screenland and Movieland the
reviewers for these publications tap
Wallis on the shoulder when presenting their accolade for "Little
Sheba."
•
Walt Disney's "Peter Pan" will be
the first motion picture distributed by
a major studio to be represented on
"Omnibus," CBS Television s Coast■ to-Coast program on Sunday. Full
and one-half page color ads will
j appear in Look, Life, Saturday Evening Post, Woman's Home Companion, Good Housekeeping, McCall's,
Cosmopolitan, Redbook, American
Magazine and American Weekly.
•
Chosen as "very fine films" by the
movie department of Redbook in its
January issue are "Million Dollar
Mermaid," M-G-M ; "Breaking the
Sound Barrier," United Artists ;
"Stars and Stripes Forever," 20th
Century-Fox, and "The Last of the
Comanches," Columbia. However,
the picture winning top honors in the
issue is Paramount's "Come Back,
Little Sheba."
Walter Haas

Rouge"
{Continued from page 1)

accident which stunted the growth of his legs. The accident turned him
away from his aristocratic heritage, sending him into the streets of Paris
where he sought refuge and a milieu in which his artistic talents could
flower. Constantly thwarted in love because of his deformity, he takes up
with a trollop, superbly played by Colette Marchand.
Toulouse-Lautrec, the midget who was a giant of a man, finally does find
a woman who accepts him completely, but by this time he is so steeped in
bitterness that he realizes it is too' late. The woman who plays that role is
Suzanne Flon, a model who takes to Toulouse-Lautrec out of loneliness and
respect for his genius.
The impact of the final love tragedy proves too much for Toulouse-Lautrec,
who destroys himself by intensifying his drinking. His death comes at a
moment when the greatest recognition of his talents is given him in France.
Lightening the dark overtones, weaving in and out of the story, are the
delightful dancers and singers of the "Moulin Rouge," the cafe made famous
by Toulouse-Lautrec in his posters. Among them are Zsa Zsa Gabor,
Katherine Kath, Rubert John, Muriel Smith and Walter Crisham. Jose
Ferrer, in addition to playing the dwarfed artist, portrays the father of
Toulouse-Lautrec, while his mother is portrayed by Claude Nollier.
Others in the cast include Georges Lannes, Mary Clare, Harold Gasket, Lee
Montague, Jill Bennet, Maureen Swanson and Jim Gerald. The screen
play was by Anthony Veiller and John Huston, while the associate producer
was Jack Clayton.
Running time, 123 minutes. Adult audience classification. For March
release.
Murray Horowitz

16 from M-G-M
(Continued from page 1)
given special handling, although not
listed on the regular release schedule.
For January, there will be "Above
and Beyond," starring Robert Taylor
and Eleanor Parker ; "The Clown,"
starring Red Skelton ; "The Bad and
the Beautiful," slated to be the next
attraction at Radio City Music Hall,
with Lana Turner, Kirk Douglas,
Walter Pidgeon and Dick Powell;
"The Hoaxters," with narration by
Dore Schary, Robert Taylor, Howard
Keel, George Murphy, and others.
This is a 36-minute subject.
For February the following will be
released: "The Naked Spur," Technicolor, starring James Stewart, Janet
Leigh ; "Rogue's March," starring
Peter Lawford; "Ivanhoe," Technicolor, starring Robert Taylor, Elizabeth Taylor, Joan Fontaine and
George Sanders ; "Jeopardy," starring Barbara Stanwyck.
The following are down for March :
"Dream Wife," starring Cary Grant,
Deborah Kerr and Walter Pidgeon;
"Confidentially Connie," starring Van
Johnson, Janet Leigh and Louis Calhern ; "I Love Melvin," a musical in
Technicolor,
starring Donald
O'Con-of
nor, Debbie Reynolds
and a group
guest stars including Robert Taylor,
Howard Keel and V era-Ellen.
For April the following are scheduled :"Battle Circus," starring Humphrey Bogart, June Allyson and Keenan
Wynn;
"Small Town
Girl,"
musical in Technicolor,
starring
Janea
Powell, Farley Granger, Ann Miller
and Nat King Cole; "See How They
Runi," starring Dorothy Dandridge
and Robert Horton, and "Never Let
Me Go," starring Clark Gable, Gene
Tierney and Richard Hadyn.
"Above and Beyond" is slated to
open at the Capitol here about the
middle of February.
12-15 in NV in '53
(Continued from page 1)
Polaroid Corp. for 7,000,000 NV
spectacles, which he figures will take
"Bwana Devil" through January and
February and also provide enough for
Sol Lesser's Tri-Opticon run in Chicago, Gunzburg expects requirements
will exceed 50,000,000 within the
year. "Bwana Devil," in its fourth
week here, still is the biggest draw in
town.

Policy

(Continued from page 1)
that while interest rates to major
companies are generally at or near the
prime three per cent, independent producers pay six per cent or close to it.

It is pointed out that despite "headache powders that are standard equipment" for the bank's Amusement Industries Division executives, losses
over the years have not been out of
proportion to the apparently high interest rates charged, so that the business has been satisfyingly profitable.
It is disclosed that Bankers Trust
has loaned approximately $120,000,000
to the film business over the years.
And now, with television making
rapid strides, the company has moved
to maintain its position as a leading
show business bank. The Amusement
Industries Division also has been
delving into the financing of new TV
stations. Permits for around 1,500
additional transmitting outlets eventually will be issued by the Federal
Communications Commission. It is
estimated that the cost of setting each
one in business will average more
Censorship Move
than $500,000 and Bankers Trust
(Continued from page 1)
plans to get them started.
The bank admits that all banks on
will be given to the situation in
both coasts dealing with independent
Massachusetts where a Sunday censorship law exists. While the law production were "clipped" in the
1947-48 era and that Bankers Trust
there technically applies only to Sun- was among them. However, it is
day deletions, it has become a sevenday law in practice, inasmuch as a pointed out that because of a conscene ordered deleted for Sunday
loan policy,
was hurt
less than servative
most
of the"itothers
and
showings usually becomes a perma- wasn't, like some of its colleagues,
nent cut.
scared right out of show business. It
In Ohio, where newsreel censorship merely trimmed its sails to meet
repeal is in effect only in Toledo,
efforts are expected to be continued Hollywood's new economic weather
and the
wentfollowing
right on."
to make the reels exempt from cen- conditions
In 1947 and
year, the
sorship state-wide. The newsreels are
industry suffered an unlookedpaying the censorship levy under picture
for slump and Bankers Trust claims
that part of it was due to TV and
protest.
An attempt will be made to have
the Virginia censorship law repealed
"In any event," the bank asserts,
when its legislature convenes in 1954. "loans
it wasn't.
part of that
had to be paid in the
future were being based on the ex-'
perience of the past, and it just did
not work out for some of the banks
Dietrich-RKO
(Continued from page 1)
For that reason, the new policy was
that it carries with it authority match- instituted, it is disclosed in an
ing its responsibilities, including au- involved."
article prepared
the bank's
The for
Pyramid,
by house
Herb
thority over production or the desig- publication,
nation of a production head. Hughes
Golden of the bank's Amusement Industries Division.
retained the latter authority in his earlier regime in control of RKO.
The presidency is the only company Tri-Opticon System
post still vacant. Hughes has been
(Continued from page 1)
elected chairman of the board ; J.
Miller Walker, vice-president, general transitions from one scene to another.
counsel and secretary ; William Clark Others thought that the program was
is treasurer and Garrett Van Wagner, too "arty," without enough sensational
comptroller. Should Dietrich for- demonstrations of the third-dimenmally decline the post, as Depinet
sional illusion to give it mass appeal.
did, Hughes has given no indication However, the various subjects were
what his next step would be.
well-produced and there was a definite
feeling of depth throughout.
The Tri-Opticon program, which
Skouras Is Due
requires special glasses, will open at
the Telenews on Christmas Day for
(Continued from page 1)
an indefinite run. The theatre will
trip included a visit to the Korean charge 98 cents during mornings,
fighting front, accompanied by Gen- $1.25 after 1 :00 P.M. and 50 cents at
eral Van Fleet.
all times for children.
London, Dec. 23. — Questioned on
prospects for introduction of the
Eidophor large screen television in
which his company is interested, Spyros Skouras while here said the system has a long way to go before it
can be commercially applied on any
wide scale. He predicted that large
screen TV will serve one day in a
manner which, if properly used, will
treble previous theatre profits.
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Danny
March

Thomas, Ike in
of Dimes Film

Danny Thomas will be the
first film actor to appear on
the screen with Presidentelect Dwight D. Eisenhower,
according to Warner Brothers.
Thomas will go to Washington shortly after Jan. 1 to
make a March of Dimes newsreel with Eisenhower. The
reel will not be released until
after the Presidential inauguration.

Gala
Para's

Premiere
'Little

for

Sheba'

New

By JAMES

CUNNINGHAM

^$-$^-$4

SIG COHEN, our Boston Brisbane, nominates Abraham Spitz of Providence, Rhode Island, as the nation's oldest living motion picture theatre
owner. "Abe" is observing his 100th birthday. Hearty Congratulations. . . .
Young Frank Freeman, a pretty responsible person in Hollywood, speaking as
board chairman of the Association of Motion P'icture Producers, denounced, the
other day, "irresponsible personal publicity agents" for "descending to the
lowest level and bad taste" in causing publication of "salacious" photographic
material in "some trade papers and some fan magazines." Mr. Freeman,
name 'em ! ! ! ! !
&

Sees

Developments

Boosting

Business

Hollywood, Dec. 23. — National
Theatres president Charles P. Skouras today told 234 Fox West Coast
Theatres executives, department heads,
managers,
"We
are enteringbookers
a new and
era inbuyers,
the motion
picture theatre industry. It is one
filled with optimism and one that will
certainly bring people back to the
movie
going habit."
Pointing Ediphor,
out the
potentialities
in Cinerama,
three-dimension and large screen theatre TV, with
Skourasconfidence
said "We tocanbetter
look
forward
business in line with all these new

Memo to Management: In Puerto Rico, employes have been given a
FWC general manager George
six-day New Year's holiday. New Year's Day is a natch; Luis Munoz
Marin will be installed as Governor on Jan. 2, another natch; Jan. 6 is a developments."
Bowser distributed checks representnational holiday, natch; Jan. 3 and 4 fall on Saturday and Sunday.
ing bonuses, awards and insurance
dividends to various members attending the annual Christmas meeting at
&
&
W. »
the Ambassador Hotel here, and presented the Charles P. Skouras NaTo Kay Norton, vivacious publicity manager of RKO Radio Pictures' home
office, zve are indebted for the information that researchers working on the
tional Showman's plaque, together
company s "Blackbcard the Pirate" (opening on Christmas Day at New with a check for $250, to Robert
York's Loew's State — free ad) — found that pirates zvere not battered and Apple, manager of the Crest Theatre,
bewhiskered wrecks they are usually depicted as being. They didn't live that Reno, Nevada.
Prior to the meeting FWC perlong; their average age was 19. . . . The bookkeepers at 20th Century-Fox
sonnel received spiritual blessing at
were so close to hitting a mammoth mathematical coincidence: The corporation's gross income for the 39 zveeks ended on Sept. 27. 1952, zcas $119,120,- Saint Sophia's Orthodox Cathedral,
437. The gross income for the same period in 1951 was $119,120,446.
built largely under Skouras' leadership,tifical
and witnessed
liturgy service.a 90-minute pon-

More than 600 celebrities of Hollywood and Broadway, social and civic
leaders, and others attended the Victoria Theatre here last night for the
world premiere of Hal Wallis' "Come
Back, Little Sheba," starring Shirley
Booth and Burt Lancaster.
As crowds pressed against police
arriving headguard rails to glimpse
liners, newsreel and press cameras
recorded the event.
Theatrical celebrities and newspaper by-liners and publishers were
guests of Paramount president Barney Balaban at a later party at Sardi's honoring- Miss Booth on the occasion of her motion picture debut in
We are making progress in this great motion picture industry. Universal,
"Little Sheba." The 150 guests had the other day, announced it will produce 36 pictures during 1952-53, and, we
earlier attended the premiere.
quote, "with entertainment values." ... At RKO Radio Pictures' home office,
the choir which has been practicing, "He's Back in the Saddle, Again," has
Defer Decision on
worn out, oh, so many saddles. . . . The National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures made these observations in reviewing Sam Goldwyn's splendiferous
Denver TV Channel
"Hans Christian Andersen" : "Audiences will find this film too full of schmaltz
Washington, Dec. 23. _ — Federal ... it includes some mildly pleasing songs and some well-photographed ballet
Communications Commission examFrance called Jeanmaire)."
iner James Cunningham said he would (with a tough baby from
probably rule early in January on two
competing applications for a Denver
television channel. One of the appliThe Schines of Gloversville, New York, are installing RCA- Victor TV
cants is Aladdin Radio and Television sets
in each room of their$hotels,
& theMRoney'& Plaza and Gulfstream in
Co., in which Frank Ricketson, Jr., Miami Beach and the McAllister
in downtown Miami. Meanwhile, the
and Harry Huffman of Fox Intertheatres.
mountain Theatres, and Ted Gamble popcorn will continue to pop at the Schines' Upstate New York "The
best
observation:
Harvey's
Rotus
California
of
us
reminds
Which
are the main stockholders. The other
company seeking the station is Denver way to jingle coins in your pocket is to shake a leg."
Television Co., in which Denver ex-&
#
$
hibitor John Wolfberg is the main
stockholder. Extensive hearings on
A zwrd of encouragement to all yon industry stalwarts zvho have been
the competing applications have been fighting so strenuously to haz'e controls completely lifted from the blanket
concluded and Cunningham has the covering new theatre construction: The Government has lifted price controls
case under advisement. His decision
will have to be confirmed by the Com- from juke-boxes, pinball games and "strength-testing" machines. . . . Hendermission itself.
son Rickey's definition of mixed emotions: Witnessing one's mother-in-law
Hearings on competing applications going over a steep cliff in your brand-new, white-walled., super-duper Cadillac.
for another Denver channel have been
€3t
«2
recessed until Jan. 13. One of the
firms seeking this channel is KMYR
Broadcasting Co., whose principal TO to serve
YOU, with
Mr. you
Robert
J. O'Donnell,
we nominate
co-chairmen
on your
committee may
dedicated
to make three
memorably
happy
stockholder is Bob Hope.
the Golden Jubilee tribute to that Grand Old Man, Adolph Zukor :
Mary Pickford, who, after many bit parts in and around her native
Set Palace Openings
Toronto, under her family name of Glady's Mary Smith, and after more important parts in Belasco productions and some screen work for David Wark
By opening its weekly eight-act
vaudeville show on Thursday begin- Griffith, in New York, became Mr. Zukor's first great star ;
ning this week, the RKO Palace will
Cecil Blount DeMille, Mr. Zukor's first great producer, who went from
offer new programs Christmas Day, "The Squaw Man" in 1912 to "The Greatest Show on Earth" ; and,
New Year's Day and on Jan. 8. The
Jesse L. Lasky, who became one of Mr. Zukor's first business associates
latter will be the last of the combina- after
he combed out from his then very full hirsute adornment the gold-dust
tion vaudeville-first-run film policy at from the gold-rush to Alaska in the early 1900's, and after he put down the
the Palace for this season; Danny horn that he tooted with a Honolulu band.
Kay and his "All-Star International
Variety Show" takes over at the
theatre starting Jan. 18.
NTFC
Luncheon Dec. 30
The National Television Film Council will hold a luncheon-meeting Tuesday at the Warwick Hotel here. It
was previously stated that the meeting
would be held on Friday.

Skouras

Greetings to ALL: To those persons
industry; and greetings, too, to those
the New Year, someone, somehow, in
down hatchet-burying hole, on top of
let's say, olive trees. With the kind of
Spread among exhibitors, and among
over the place. Could be.

Drive-in
Rates

Insurance

Increased

Albany,
Dec. 23.
— Drive-in
owners
have N.
beenY.,advised
that
casualty
insurance rate increases, effective
now, include a minimum hike of $5
on property damage ($1,000 dollar
policy) and a minimum jump of $25
oh liability ($5,000-$10,000) , for mechanically operated amusement devices
and pony rides, whether conducted by
the owner or a concessionaire.
It is presumed that the number of
damage claims made and paid on such
devices and rides led the board of underwriters to ask for the increases.
New York is not the only state affected, according to information here.
40 'Invasion* Dates
Set Before Jan. 1
"Invasion U.S.A.," Columbia exploitation film dealing with an Abomb attack on the United States,
has been set in more than 40 situations between now and Jan. 1, with
virtually all of them scheduled to receive full-scale exploitation treatment.
Telenews

at Inauguration

Plans for Telenews' TV news coverage of the Jan. 20 inauguration
ceremonies of Dwight D. Eisenhower
have virtually been completed, it was
announced
by Genock.
Telenews editor-in-chief
Edward P.
He disclosed
that the Washington bureau staff will
be
supplemented
camera-sound
crews. by several full

Levy, Allegret in Mexico
Raoul Levy and Yves Allegret,
French
producer and director, respecwho have done so much for this
tively, are in Mexico from New York,
who have not. Could be that, in to produce a French film to star
some place will discover a deep- Michele Morgan, Gerard Phillippe
which might rise some seeds of, and Mexican actor Pedro ArmenIt will be co-produced with
branches that are spread around! dariz.
distributors, and just spread
Salvador Elizondo, head of Reforma
all Films.
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Bankers
Sets

MOTION

M-G-M will release 16 pictures during the four months starting Jan. 1
instead of 12 as previously announced,
it was disclosed here yesterday by
Charles M. Reagan, general sales
manager.
Under the tentative schedule announced several weeks ago, M-G-M
had three pictures a month listed for
the same period. The new program
of releases will make available five
pictures in January, four in February, of which two are in color by
Technicolor ; three in March, one in
Technicolor, and four in April, one
in Technicolor.
"Lili" and "The Story of Three
Loves," both
color,
(Contiin
on page
5) will be
nuedTechni

CENSORSHIP

Estimate
For Roxy

$15,000
Opener

Hopes for Repeal Bills
In Hopper in 5 States

By J. A. OTTEN
Washington, Dec. 23. — The
Motion Picture Association of
America will swing into action for
legislation repealing- existing film
censorship laws in five states when
their legislatures meet next year. An
MPA A spokesman said here yesterday that the association hoped repeal
bills would be introduced in New
York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Kansas and Ohio. A sixth state, Virginia, has set no 1953 sessions.
The MPAA's projected move
for censorship repeal is regarded here as the next step in
the association's continuing
Sees Majors Making
drive against state censorship.
The manner in which action
will be taken has not been dein '53
12-15 in NV
fined, but it is presumed that it
will be done through contacts
Hollywood, Dec. 23.— Estimating
with legislators. The associathat 12 to 15 features will be protion, itself, could not introduce
duced by the majors in Natural
the repeal bills.
Vision three-dimension during the next
12 months, NV president Milton L.
ft is expected
attention
also
(Continued that
on page
5)
Gunzburg has allocated $40,000 for
the expansion of his plant and an experimental laboratory to keep pace
with developments.
With orders already placed with
(Continued on page 5)
The best non-holiday business since Aug., 1951, was
being chalked up by 20th
Century - Fox's "Stars and
Stripes Forever," with "Ice
Colorama" on the Roxy Theatre stage yesterday, its opening day, it was announced by
David Katz, managing director. At 3:00 P.M. the boxoffice recorded $3,097 and
Katz estimated that $15,000
would be in the till before the
theatre closed last night.

By AL STEEN
Bankers Trust Co. of New York
has evolved a three-cornered policy
in making production loans to film
producers, a policy which is said by
the bank to be "about as foolproof as
you can get in a business that's definitely not foolproof."
The policy in brief is (1) no
loan of more than 50 per cent
of production cost will be made,
(2) no loan beyond $500,000 will
be granted on a film and (3) no
Mixed
Reaction
to
single-picture loans will be made.
This means that a producer
must come in with a program
Tri-Opticon
System
of at least two and preferably
three pictures.
Chicago, Dec. 23.— Mixed reaction
The loans are cross-collaterized so came at the unveiling of the Tri-Opticon third dimensional system in the
that in the event one film proves to
Telenews
Theatre here before an in,be unprofitable, there is some assurvited audience of the press and others.
ance of success for the producer via
The program consisted of several
profits on the others, ft is explained
short subjects, including a ballet, a
(Continued on page 5)
visit to a zoo and aquarium, a British
travelogue and cartoons. Some viewers though the pictures caused seSay Dietrich Balks
vere (Continued
eye-strain, particularly in the
on page 5)
Over Status in RKO
66
Moulin
Hollywood, Dec. 23. — Failure of
Rouge
the RKO Pictures board of directors
to elect Noah Dietrich, former board [Romulus-United Artists]
chairman, to the company presidency
earlier this week, as had been ex- ALL
OF THE COLOR, excitement and energy of a rich segment of life has been captured in this portrayal of Henri de
pected, isattributed by observers here
to a situation similar to that which
Toulouse-Lautrec, the famed French artist of the Paris streets.
impelled Ned E. Depinet, former com- His personality
as depicted by Jose Ferrer under the imaginative
pany president, to decline the post
direction
of
John
Huston electrifies the screen. This is a picture
ftwo weeks ago, that is, unwillingness
which
is
among
the
best of the year and some of those participating
of the Howard Hughes' controlled
|board to delegate complete autonomy in its production should be candidates for Academy Awards.
to the chief executive of the company.
Paris of the 1880's, or more exactly, the Paris familiar to TouDietrich, it is believed, has balked
louse-Lautrec, comes alive in this Romulus production, illuminating
|at taking the post without assurances
a tragic life against the gay, savage, emotional background of Paris
(Continued on page 5)
nightlife. There are many entertainment values in this picture and
Skouras Is Due Back they should pay off at the box-office.
The Can-Can girls, the night-life scenes, the prints of horse races
In New
York Today
and circuses, all of the familiar artistry of Toulouse-Lautrec, are inSpyros P. Skouras, president of
terwoven inthe story, and the color by Technicolor enhances their
20th Century-Fox, is scheduled to
arrive here from Paris today by reproduction. There is sweep and depth in this picture which, in its
plane, concluding a three-month, 123 mintes, ranges through the life of a talented, sensitive individual
round-the-world survey of company who was swept by the currents of his period.
tod film industry conditions. His
The tragedy of Toulouse-Laut
rec was onthat
(Continued
pagehe5)was dwarfed by a childhood
(Continued on page 5)

Chicago, Dec. 23. —
Abolition of the Chicago
censor board is sought in
an action for declaratory
judgment filed in Circuit
Court here today by the
Chicago branch
of the
American Civil Liberties
Union and Charles Liebman, who holds local
rights

to "The Miracle."
•
A spokesman for the
Motion Picture Machine
Operators Union, Local
306, IATSE, said here yesterday that the projectionist s
' union will
withhold special wage demands for theatre telecasts until the medium
proves itself successful
enough financially.
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Met'

Favoring

Mention
ed
ARNOLD M. PICKER, Unitge
Artists vice-president in char
of foreign distribution, arrived in New
York by plane yesterday from the Far
East.
•
Harry Lamont, head of Lamont
Theatres, and Mrs. Lamont will leave
Monday for a month's vacaAlbany
tion in Key West, Fla. Robert W.
er of Lamont' s Sunset
Case, manag
Drive-in, Kingston, and Mrs. Case
will accompany them.
•

Robert W. Coyne, COMPO executive director, and Charles E. McCarthy, information director, were
hosts to trade press representatives at
an informal luncheon at the Astor
Hotel here yesterday.
•

Morgan Hudgins of M-G-M'sled stuto
dio publicity staff is schedu
arrive here from Nairobi, Africa, on
Jan. 2 and will return to the Coast
shortly thereafter. •
Pickman, Paramount vicein charge of advertisingwill leave here today by
Hollywood.
•
Warner Brothers
Sperling,
Milton
Hugo Fregonese, diproducer, and
rector, have returned to Hollywood
from Mexico City.
•
Jerome
president
publicity,
plane for

Martin Friedman, head of Paramount's playdate department, has returned to his desk here from a twoweek vacation.
Arthur Lubin, Warner Brothers
director, has left Hollywood on location scouting- down the coast of Southern California.
•
R. M. Savini, president of Astor
Pictures Corp., will fly to Miami
Beach from here today.
Nat

Cohen

Here

from

London; to Coast Sun.
Nat Cohen, managing director of
Anglo-Amalgamated Film Distributors, Ltd., has arrived here from
London and will leave for Hollywood
on Sunday to turn over to William
Nassour a print of their joint production, "Street of Shadows," starring Cesar Romero. He will also
discuss further joint Anglo- American
production there.
Cohen will also discuss American
distribution here for "Ghost Ship"
and "Noose for a Lady," both recently completed in England.

'Daily* Not
Tomorrow

Poll

Published
or Friday

Motion Picture Daily will
not be published tomorrow,
Christmas Day, a legal holiday, or on Friday because of
the extended observance of
the holiday.

Picture

Public

Finds

Theatre
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Daily

TV

An "overwhelmingly favorable response" by the public to theatre telecasts of operas was recorded in the poll taken by the Metropolitan Opera
Company on the "Carmen" telecast, according to preliminary tabulation,
it was learned here from a Theatre Network Television spokesman.
Thousands of persons who saw the
Dec. 11 event — the first theatre TV
entertainment program offered to the
Tri-Color
public— said they would like to see Improved
more of such telecasts, it was stated. Video Tube
Shown
In addition to the favorable responses
aire distribrecorded on a questionn
uted to the audiences of 30 theatres
An improved model of the Lawrence
from Coast-to- Coast, there was some tri-color tube, now called the Chromaadverse comment too. It was ex- tron Tube, was demonstrated here yesterday by Chromatic Laboratories,
plained that some individuals expressed criticism of the picture tele- Inc., in which Paramount Pictures
cast.
owns a 50 per cent interest.
The tube, currently designed for
A complete tabulation of the results
of the survey is expected shortly. home television sets, gave an excellent
The spokesman for TNT, which acted performance within the limitations of
as the production-distribution organ- the demonstration. The color definiization for the telecast, said the retion and the color depth were excellent. Specially-made Kodochrome
sults were very encouraging. He declined to state whether TNT would slides, used by the television indusoffer additional operas this season.
try for testing purposes, were utilized.
The transmission was from a neighboring room.
Dick Hodgson, Chromatic president,
AMPA
Party Draws
said the purpose of the demonstration
was to awaken interest in color TV
Here and to show the television industry
House
Packed
the type of tube available for mass
production. The industry currently is
Frivolity and good fellowship under government controls rigidly conreigned at the Piccadilly Hotel here
fining the use of color television.
Hodgson said the tube, now made to
yesterday when the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers held its an- operate in harmony with the Columbia
nual Christmas party for members Broadcasting color system, would be
and guests. The party played to a
compatible with any color system
packed house in the Georgian Room
of the hotel where everybody received adopted by the TV system. He estimated that the additional price to the
a door prize which ranged from liquor consumer for a Chromatron tube set
back
and
gloves
to
soap
to bars of
would be $50 over current TV set
to liquor again.
Chairman was Chester Friedman. prices under a mass-production set-up
using the CBS color system. He
The guests were entertained by such and
said such a set would offer color and
personalities as Benny Fields, Boris black-and-white reception.
M. H.
Karloff and Joe E. Brown. Numbers
for the prizes were drawn by Brown
and Fields, the latter tying in the U-l TV Subsidiary
drawings with amusing episodes experienced in the filming of Para- Cuts Production
mount's "Somebody Loves Me," which
Hollywood, Dec. 23. — United
depicted the lives of Fields and his
wife, Blossom Seeley. Karloff thanked World Films, a TV production comAMPA for what it had done for him
pany owned by Universal-International, has decided to cut-back on propublicity-wise.
duction plans due to what was deThe grand prizes were restricted
scribed as the financial uncertainty of
to AMPA members only, the prizes the television
market.
consisting of vacations in Miami, DayU-I
executives
were said to have
tona Beach, Atlantic City and at
found production costs substantial in
comparison to the earning potential
Grossinger's.
of TV films. Members of the production staff are being laid off or
Herring
to Roses
assigned to other work.
In RKO
Press Play
The opening of "No Time for Flowers" at the Normandie Theatre here
tomorrow has been preceded by a
courtship of newsmen by RKO Radio
publicists. One day they came bearing knockwurst, another day, herring ;another, preserves. Yesterday
they came with flowers.
The explanation : background of the
picture is Behind the Iron Curtain.
There, swains woo not with flowers
but with food, rarer and more highly
prized. The switch to flowers yesterday, the publicists explained, is to
impress in the American manner.

Doubles

Guarantee

For 'Moulin Rouge'
New York's Capitol Theatre, out
bidding all competitors for "Moulin
Rouge," doubled
"African
Queen"
guarantee
for the its
latest
John Huston
production, a spokesman for United
Artists, the distributor of the picture,
disclosed here yesterday.
"Moulin Rouge" will bave its New
York premiere at the Capitol following the engagement of "Androcles

Approve TV Stations
For Idaho, Nevada
Washington,
Dec. 23. — The
Federal
Communications
Commission today authorized
the first television stations in
Idaho and Nevada, approving
applications for stations in
Boise and Reno. They were
among 12 approved today,
bringing to 169 the number
approved since the freeze was
lifted early this year.
Two of today's grants were
for new Pittsburgh stations.
Others were for Bakersfield,
Calif., Neenah, Wis.; Lafayette, Ind., Muskegon, Mich.,
Buffalo, N. Y., Watertown,
N. Y.; Lawton, Okla.; and
Meridian, Miss.

Set Spots for Three
20th-Fox TV Series
Sales in key markets of three 20th
Century-Fox video series, "Three
Guesses," "Crusade in Europe," and
"News Adventures for Young America," were announced here by Phil
Williams, national sales executive for
20th Century-Fox Television Productions.
Stations contracting for "Three
Guesses" are WSM-TV, Nashville
and WTVR, Richmond. "Crusade
in Europe" will be seen first-run on
KROD-TV, El Pasoi; KGNC-TV,
Amarillo, and Beaumont, Texas;
with third-run showings set on
KPRC-TV, Houston ; WFIL-TV,
Philadelphia, and WEWS-TV, Cleveland. "News Adventures for Young
America" has been set for showings
in Beaumont, Texas.
20th to Hold Party
The 20th Century-Fox Family Club
will hold its annual Christmas partytoday at the City Center Casino,
here, with all home office employes,
members of the New York exchange
and Movietone News personnel invited. Ted Shaw, president of the
club, will greet the guests. Harry
Reinhardt is chairman of the arrangements committee.
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Clown

Hollywood, Dec. 23
(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)
<<T"HE CLOWN" of 1952 is "The Champ" of 1931 with Red Skelton and
1 Tim Considine batting for the late Wallace Beery and the grown-up
of an
Tackie Cooper, and with the star playing an alcoholic comedian instead
durd
progresse
has
n
productio
film
of
science
the
alcoholic boxer Although
and
ing the 21-vear interval, and although there are differences m emphasis
incident it is still in essence the Frances Marion story, adapted this time by
1 eonard Praskins (who wrote the dialogue for the 1931 picture) and scripted
by Martin Rackin. There is, therefore, no good reason for doubting that the
ing influence the old
new picture will exert the same prosperous tear-jerk
it will. Ihe him
that
argues
e
experienc
preview
d
Hollywoo
The
did
one
in Westwood, a college comwas previewed blind at the Village Theatre
munity and the flashing of the title and credits on the screen didn t get a
ripple, ' but the tragic finish collected fervent applause. It would seem to
follow that persons attracted by a Skelton billing would eat it up.
comedian, has drunk himWhen the story opens, Skelton, a once-famous
self out of job after job but still is the idol of his son, played with simple
Skelton is
directness by young Considine. Fired from an amusement park,
loses out.
and
audition
the
at
drunk
up
shows
but
booking
offered a minor
since a
The boy appeals to his former agent, whom Skelton has avoided
which
booking
another
n
comedia
the
gets
and
making,
own
his
of
break
up disappointingly. On this occasion the boy's mother, divorced from
winds
Skelton some years and now remarried and well off, shows up and tells the
boy her identity. Skelton is at first resentful but accepts money from inhera
new husband for letting the boy see her, and then loses the money
performance,
crap game. After being arrested for participation in aboystag
refuses to stay
Skelton forces his son to go to his mother, but the
away, and is happy again as he helps Skelton prepare for a television program' which is to open up for him a new career in show business. It does
so (the program being, of course, identical with the real Skelton TV show),
n dies followin
the comedia
too much and
proves em
but
. g his successre
ie
full the
TV strain
pr
.
the agent by Lorm bmith,
The boy's mother is played by JaneLouGreer,
Lubin, Fay Roope, Walter Reed,
and the cast also includes Philip Ober,
Beddoe.
Don
and
Cott
Jonathan
Marr,
Edward
Although Skelton has two or three occasions in the course of the story
to go into his typical comedy routines, these sequences are secondary to the
straight-line story of comedian and son. William H. Wright produced, and
Robert Z. Leonard directed.
Running time, 89 minutes. General audience classification. Release date,
William R. Weaver
jan 16
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Ruby
Gentry
(Bemh ard- T 7 id or— 2Qtth Centu ry-F ox )
savage
JENNIFER JONES plays her role as Ruby Gentry, the compulsive, though
young lady of the swamplands, to the hilt, rendering a striking,
stylized characterization which should win this film a receptive audience.
The accent of the story is on love, passion and violence. Although there is
much unexplained in the delineation of the characters, there is sufficient
action and violence on the screen to capture the interest of most audiences.
With proper promotion, especially aimed at women, this film should do good
business.
Impetuous Jennifer Jones is deeply enchanted with Charlton Heston, who
plays the role of a young North Carolina gentleman whose family background blocks him from returning Ruby Gentry's love. Despite the clandestine affair between the two, Heston marries a young lady of social standto an old friend and beneing. In her loneliness and grief, Jennifer turns almost
twice the age of his
factor, Karl Maiden, and marries him. Maiden,
through the utilizaGentry
wife, attempts to gain social acceptance of Ruby
' his wealth. This fails and the failure is doubly compounded by
tionof
Maiden's accidental death while boating with his wife. In revenge on the
town that turned against her, Jennifer uses her deceased husband's wealth
to wreck the leaders of the community, among them her ex-lover,_ Heston.
The closing tempestuous scenes find Heston almost killing her in his wrath.
fanatical brother.
Ruby Gentry's
by Tully,
is shotTom
is hecastwhoinclude
However,
Others init the
Bernard Phillips, James Anderson,
Josephine Hutchinson and Phyllis Avery. Joseph Bernhard and King Vidor
produced, while Vidor directed from a screenplay by Silvia Richards based
on a story by Arthur Fitz-Richards.
H.
Running time, 82 minutes. Adult audience classification. Release M.date,
Dec. 23.

Hollywood, Dec. 23
x)
ry-Fo
(20th
hel'
Cousin Rac
My Centu
readers of best-selling books, among which this novel by Daphne
pHE
du Maurier recently was a distinguished leader, and the fans of Olivia
*■
de Havilland, a numerous and constant contingent, are the target groups
likeliest to respond with enthusiasm to this fastidiously produced story about
some landed gentry in England about 1840. For these, and for whatever
other especially conditioned groups there may be within box-office range,
this doubtless is an eminently satisfying motion picture. But for plain
admission-buying Americans (Britishers may be different) the attraction
stacks up as an extremely well made picture of little or no moment, a pleasant
thing to look at but only in the mildest sense a dramatic experience. Its prospects for financial success on this side of the Atlantic, save in the class
situations, are far less brilliant than the workmanship lavished upon it by
the studio.
The production is beneficiary of the skilled hand of Nunnally Johnson,
both as producer and as writer of the screenplay, and of the masterly direction of Henry Koster. The numerous and costly sets are of top calibre, and
the photography by Joseph La Shelle makes the most of them. Miss de
Havilland' s performance is fine, as usual, although she is called upon for
nothing that could be called a challenge to her art, and the many others in
the large cast, none of whose names have marquee value of consequence, do
well enough with the singularly colorless portrayals assigned them.
The production's damaging weakness is, oddly enough, the du Maurier
story itself, which seems to have been one of those not infrequent instances
of good reading which does not translate into good viewing. It concerns
primarily a young Englishman whose cousin and guardian has died abroad
after marrying a remote family relative and after writing a couple of letters
during his last illness which arouse a suspicion that his wife may have done
him in. Later on, the widow (Miss de Havilland) comes to England and
the young man (Richard Burton) invites her to the family estate, despite
his suspicions, and proceeds to fall in love with her. From this point on
the tale piles up hints that (1) she is a murderess and (2) she is not a
murderess, which is where matters stand when she falls to her death through
a bridge on the property. The inconclusive ending is said to have been a
characteristic of the novel, although handled a little differently, and it therefore has at least the virtue of fidelity to source. It is not, however, what
may be termed "good movie," in this reviewer's opinion.
Running time 98 minutes. General audience classification. For January
release.
W. R. W.

"The I Dont
Care Girl"
Hollywood, Dec. 23
(20th Century-Fox)
of the scintillatingportrayal
gives a dazzling
MITZI GAYNOR herein meteoric
manner and footlighted showmanship
Eva Tanguay whose
brightened the Broadway and the hinterland of these United States in the
infancy of the present century. Due to the march of science and invention,
Miss Gaynor's music numbers are colorful and resplendent far beyond Miss
Tanguay's originals, and ditto her costumes, etc., but this is all on the plus
side of the balance sheet. The production is strictly in the tradition of the
20th Century-Fox musicals with color in Technicolor— light, glib, swift, tuneful, frankly fabricated as to story and neatly in the groove as to score— and
figures to give traditional satisfaction. Besides Miss Gaynor and David
of whom earned "Top Ten" ranking in Quigley Publications'
Wayne, both
"Stars-of-Tomorrow" poll of exhibitors for 1952, the cast supplies the name
and talent of Oscar Levant for a showman to exploit. Likewise George
Jessel, who is down as producer of the picture and plays himself in it (as
producer of the picture), as well as sharing some of the song credits.
The prime strength of the production is in the musical numbers, which
cover a wide range as to kind and presentation. First on the screen (before
the title, even) is a chorus handling of the all-but-forgotten "Miss You."
Later on "Beale Street Blues" is utilized in one of the hottest production
numbers yet seen on the screen. At a couple of midpoints the pace is slowed
down for the camera to closeup the keyboard while Levant performs classical
solo numbers in his best concert manner. Anybody who doesn't like music
in large and assorted doses has no business attending this picture.
Walter Bullock is credited with writing the script, which is a loose outlining of the era of show business in which Miss Tanguay was a reigning
luminary, and it serves the purpose without getting overly earnest at any
point. The cast, in addition to those named above, includes Bob Graham,
Craigh Hill, Warren Stevens, Hazel Brooks, Marietta Canty, Sam Hearn,
Wilton Graff, Dwayne Ratliff, Bill Foster and Gwyneth Verdon. Seymour 'Jazz Singer' Fla.
Felix staged three of the production numbers on a scale and in a fashion Premiere on Jan. 1
he'll be hard pressed to top until and unless they start making musicals in
Natural Color three-dimension.
Warner Brothers' "The Jazz SingRunning time, 81 minutes. General audience classification. For January
er," starring Danny Thomas and
release.
W. R. W.
Peggy Lee, has been set for a special engagement day-and-date at the
Paramount Theatre, Miami, and the
New Coast Transmitter
WB's Utica Dark Again Beach Theatre, Miami Beach, over
Hollywood, Dec. 23. — Construction
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 23.— Warner's
has begun at Santa Barbara on TV Utica, Utica, which reopened in Octo- New Year's. The picture will beber after a summer shutdown, has
gin this special engagement immedistation KEYT's 4,100-foot mountain
peak transmitter. The station is due discontinued the exhibition of motion
ately following the Dec. 30 world
on the air in May. Ronald Colman pictures but will continue boxing and premiere at the Fox Beverly in Bev
wrestling matches.
erly Hills, Cal., with a midnight show
is one of the station's owners.

on Dec. 31 and the , regular engagement starting Jan. 1 for an indefinite
run at both houses.
New York's WJZ-TV is broadcasting 12 daily spot announcements on
the local benefit premiere of "The
Jazz York
Singer,"
which
will have
its
New
debut
on behalf
of the
National Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis
Yorkevening,
Paramount at
Theatretheon New
Tuesday
Jan. 13. The announcements, which
are being telecast for four weeks in
advance of the premiere, are also bebroadcast participation
over the station's
six
I daily ing
audience
TV shows.
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THE January issue of Seventeen
is written and illustrated entirely
by young people. Patricia Perrin, 17
years old, who attends high school in
Warwick, Va., conducted the "At the
Movies" department. Contrary to
popular belief, Patricia says "teenagers are capable of intelligent criticism of a movie even when Tony
Curtis is in it." A full-color page ad
on "Hans Christian Andersen" also
appears in this issue.
•
A Gilbert and Sullivan film biography recently completed received a
five-page story including full-color
pictures in the Dec. 22 issue of Life.
Also in this issue is a four-color ad
on "Hans Christian Andersen" and
a one-half page ad on "Come Back,
Little Sheba."
•
Tvdo of Hollywood's best-known
stars are living refutations of the
fable that there's no room in one
home for two careers, writes Ruth
Harberth in the January issue of
Good Housekeeping. June Allyson
and Dick Powell, each in the top
echelon of motion pictures, have no
conflict over their careers. Their
home life with four-year-old Pamela
and not-quite-two RicJtard is warm
and delightful. June Allyson s latest
picture is M-G-M's "Battle Circus"
and Dick Powell is directing "Split
Second" for RI\0 e Radio.
Loretta Young, star of UniversalInternational's "Because of You," tells
a very enlightening story about St.
Anne's Maternity Hospital for Unmarried Mothers, in the Jan. 4 issue
of American Weekly. Loretta is
president of St. Anne's. The same
issue of the magazine carries a onehalf page full-color ad on "The MisPower. sissippi Gambler," starring Tyrone
•
Hal Wallis' "Come Back, Little
Sheba" has been greeted by fan
magazines with sweeping praise,
including predictions that the film
will figure prominently in the
Academy Awards running. In the
January issues of Photoplay, Modern Screen, Motion Picture Magazine, Screenland and Movieland the
reviewers for these publications tap
Wallis on the shoulder when presenting their accolade for "Little
Sheba."
•
Walt Disney's "Peter Pan" will be
the first motion picture distributed by
a major studio to be represented on
"Omnibus," CBS Television's Coastto-Coast program on Sunday. Full
and one-half page color ads will
appear in Look, Life, Saturday Evening Post, Woman's Home Companion, Good Housekeeping,
McCall's,
Cosmopolitan,
Redbook, American
Magazine and American Weekly.
•
Chosen as "very fine films" by the
movie department of Redbook in its
January issue are "Million Dollar
Mermaid," M-G-M ; "Breaking the
Sound Barrier," United Artists ;
"Stars and Stripes Forever," 20th
Century-Fox, and "The Last of the
Comanches," Columbia. However,
the picture winning top honors in the
issue is Paramount's "Come Back,
Little Sheba."
Walter Haas
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Rouge"
(Continued from page 1)

given special handling, although not
listed on the regular release schedule.
For January, there will be "Above
and Beyond," starring Robert Taylor
and Eleanor Parker ; "The Clown,"
starring Red Skelton ; "The Bad and
the Beautiful," slated to he the next
attraction at Radio City Music Hall,
with Lana Turner, Kirk Douglas,
Walter Pidgeon and Dick Powell ;
"The Lloaxters," with narration by
Dore Schary, Robert Taylor, Howard
Keel, George Murphy, and others.
This is a 36-minute subject.
For February the following will be
released : "The Naked Spur," Technicolor, starring James Stewart, Janet
Leigh ; "Rogue's March," starring
Peter Lawford ; "Ivanhoe," Technicolor, starring Robert Taylor, Elizabeth Taylor, Joan Fontaine and
George
Sanders
; "Jeopardy," starring Barbara
Stanwyck.
The following are down for March :
"Dream Wife," starring Cary Grant,
Deborah Kerr and Walter Pidgeon ;
"Confidentially Connie," starring Van
Johnson, Janet Leigh and Louis Calhern ; "I Love Melvin," a musical in
Technicolor,
starring Donald
O'Con-of
nor, Debbie Reynolds
and a group
guest stars including Robert Taylor,
Howard Keel and Vera-Ellen.
For April the following are scheduled :"Battle Circus," starring Humphrey Bogart, June Allyson and Keenan
Wynn
; "Small Town
Girl,"
musical in Technicolor,
starring
Janea
Powell, Farley Granger, Ann Miller
and Nat King Cole; "See How They
Run!," starring Dorothy Dandridge
and. Robert Horton, and "Never Let
Me Go," starring Clark Gable, Gene
Tierney and Richard Hadyn.
"Above and Beyond" is slated to
open at the Capitol here about the
middle of February.
12-15 in NV in '53
(Continued from page 1)
Polaroid Corp. for 7,000,000 NV
spectacles, which he figures will take
"Bwana Devil" through January and
February and also provide enough for
Sol Lesser's Tri-Opticon run in Chicago, Gunzburg expects requirements
will exceed 50,000,000 within the
year. "Bwana Devil," in its fourth
week here, still is the biggest draw in
town.

(Continued from page 1)

that while interest rates to major
companies are generally at or near the
prime three per cent, independent producers pay six per cent or close to it.
It is pointed out that despite "headache powders that are standard equipment" for the bank's Amusement Industries Division executives, losses
over the years have not been out of
proportion to the apparently high interest rates charged, so that the business has been satisfyingly profitable.
It is disclosed that Bankers Trust
has loaned approximately $120,000,000
to the film business over the years.
And now, with television making
rapid strides, the company has moved
to maintain its position as a leading
show business bank. The Amusement
Industries Division also has been
delving into the financing of new TV
stations. Permits for around 1,500
additional transmitting outlets eventually will be issued by the Federal
Communications Commission. It is
estimated that the cost of setting each
one in business will average more
Censorship Move
than $500,000 and Bankers Trust
(Continued from page 1)
plans to get them started.
The bank admits that all banks on
will be given to the situation in
both coasts dealing with independent
Massachusetts where a Sunday censorship law exists. While the law production were "clipped" in the
1947-48 era and that Bankers Trust
there technically applies only to Sunwas
among them. However, it is
day deletions, it has become a sevenday law in practice, inasmuch as a pointed out that because of a conscene ordered deleted for Sunday
loan policy,
was hurt
less than servative
most
of the"itothers
and
showings
nent cut. usually becomes a perma- wasn't, like some of its colleagues,
scared right out of show business. It
In Ohio, where newsreel censorship merely trimmed its sails to meet
repeal is in effect only in Toledo,
efforts are expected to be continued Hollywood's new economic weather
and the
wentfollowing
right on."
to make the reels exempt from cen- conditions
In 1947 and
year, the
sorship state-wide. The newsreels are
picture industry suffered an unlookedpaying the censorship levy under for
slump and Bankers Trust claims
that part of it was due to TV and
protest.
An attempt will be made to have
the Virginia censorship law repealed
"In any event," the bank asserts,
when its legislature convenes in 1954. part
it wasn't.
"loansof that
had to be paid in the
future were being based on the experience of the past, and it just did
not work out for some of the banks
Dietrich-RKO
(Continued from page 1)
For that reason, the new policy was
that it carries with it authority match- instituted, it is disclosed in an
involved."
ing its responsibilities, including au- article
prepared
the bank's
The for
Pyramid,
by house
Herb
thority over production or the desig- publication,
nation of a production head. Hughes
Golden of the bank's Amusement Industries Division.
retained the latter authority in his earlier regime in control of RKO.
The presidency is the only company Tri-Opticon System
post still vacant. Hughes has been
(Continued from page 1)
elected chairman of the board; J.
Miller Walker, vice-president, general transitions from one scene to another.
counsel and secretary ; William Clark Others thought that the program was
is treasurer and Garrett Van Wagner, too "arty," without enough sensational
comptroller. Should Dietrich for- demonstrations of the third-dimenmally decline the post, as Depinet
sional illusion to give it mass appeal.
did, Hughes has given no indication However, the various subjects were
what his next step would be.
well-produced and there was a definite
feeling of depth throughout.
The Tri-Opticon program, which
Skouras Is Due
requires special glasses, will open at
(Continued from page 1)
the Telenews on Christmas Day for
an indefinite run. The theatre will
trip included a visit to the Korean charge 98 cents during mornings,
fighting front, accompanied by Gen- $1.25 after 1 :00 P.M. and 50 cents at
eral Van Fleet.
all times for children.

accident which stunted the growth of his legs. The accident turned him
away from his aristocratic heritage, sending him into the streets of Paris
where he sought refuge and a milieu in which his artistic talents could
flower. Constantly thwarted in love because of his deformity, he takes up
with a trollop, superbly played by Colette Marchand.
Toulouse-Lautrec, the midget who was a giant of a man, finally does find
a woman who accepts him completely, but by this time he is so steeped in
bitterness that he realizes it is too' late. The woman who plays that role is
Suzanne Flon, a model who takes to Toulouse-Lautrec out of loneliness and
respect for his genius.
The impact of the final love tragedy proves too much for Toulouse-Lautrec,
who destroys himself by intensifying his drinking. His death comes at a
moment when the greatest recognition of his talents is given him in France.
Lightening the dark overtones, weaving in and out of the story, are the
delightful dancers and singers of the "Moulin Rouge," the cafe made famous
by Toulouse-Lautrec in his posters. Among them are Zsa Zsa Gabor,
Katherine Kath, Rubert John, Muriel Smith and Walter Crisham. Jose
Ferrer, in addition to playing the dwarfed artist, portrays the father of
Toulouse-Lautrec, while his mother is portrayed by Claude Nollier.
Others in the cast include Georges Lannes, Mary Clare, Harold Gasket, Lee
Montague, Jill Bennet, Maureen Swanson and Jim Gerald. The screen
play was by Anthony Veiller and John Huston, while the associate producer
was Jack Clayton.
Running time, 123 minutes. Adult audience classification. For March
release.
Murray Horowitz
16 from M-G-M
(Continued from page 1)

Policy

London, Dec. 23. — Questioned on
prospects for introduction of the
Eidophor large screen television in
which his company is interested, Spyros Skouras while here said the system has a long way to go before it
can be commercially applied on any
wide scale. He predicted that large
screen TV will serve one day in a
manner which, if properly used, will
treble previous theatre profits.
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Danny
March

Thomas, Ike in
of Dimes Film

Danny Thomas will be the
first film actor to appear on
the screen with Presidentelect Dwight D. Eisenhower,
according to Warner Brothers.
Thomas will go to Washington shortly after Jan. 1 to
make a March of Dimes newsreel with Eisenhower. The
reel will not be released until
after the Presidential inauguration.

Gala
Para's

Premiere
'Little

New

5J$^~$4^

By JAMES

CUNNINGHAM

SIG COHEN, our Boston Brisbane, nominates Abraham Spitz of Providence, Rhode Island, as the nation's oldest living motion picture theatre
owner. "Abe" is observing his 100th birthday. Hearty Congratulations. . . .
Young Frank Freeman, a pretty responsible person in Hollywood, speaking as
board chairman of the Association of Motion Picture Producers, denounced, the
other day, "irresponsible personal publicity agents" for "descending to the
$- & of "salacious" photographic
lowest level and bad taste" in causing publication
Mr. Freeman,
fan magazines."
some
and
papers
trade
"some
in
material
name em I I 1 1 I

Business

Hollywood, Dec. 23. — National
Theatres president Charles P. Skouras today told 234 Fox West Coast
Theatres executives, department heads,
managers,
"We
are
enteringbookers
a new and
era inbuyers,
the motion
picture theatre industry. It is one
filled with optimism and one that will
certainly bring people back to the
movie
going habit."
Pointing Ediphor.
out the
potentialities
in Cinerama,
three-dimension and large screen theatre TV, with
Skourasconfidence
said "We tocanbetter
look
forward
business in line with all these new

Memo to Management: In Puerto Rico, employes have been given a
FWC general manager George
New Year's Day is a natch; Luis Munoz
six-day New Year's holiday.
Marin will be installed as Governor on Jan. 2, another natch; Jan. 6 is a developments."
Bowser
distributed checks representnational holiday, natch; Jan. 3 and 4 fall on Saturday and Sunday.
ing bonuses, awards and insurance
dividends to various members attendW W.
W
'M.
W.\
5K
SK
ing the annual Christmas meeting at
the Ambassador Hotel here, and presented the Charles P. Skouras NaTo Kay Norton, vivacious publicity manager of RKO Radio Pictures' home
office, we are indebted for the information that researchers working on the
tional Showman's plaque, together
company's "Blackbcard the Pirate" (opening on Christmas Day at Nezv with a check for $250, to Robert
York's Loew's State— free ad)— found that pirates were not battered and Apple, manager of the Crest Theatre,
bewhiskered wrecks they are usually depicted as being. They didn't live that Reno, Nevada.
Prior to the meeting FWC perlong; their average age was 19. . . . The bookkeepers at 20th Century-Fox
sonnel received spiritual blessing at
were so close to hitting a mammoth mathematical coincidence: The corporation's gross income for the 39 zveeks ended on Sept. 27, 1952, was $119,120,- Saint Sophia's Orthodox Cathedral,
437. The gross income for the same period in 1951 was $119,120,446.
built largely under Skouras' leadership,tifical
and witnessed
liturgy service.a 90-minute pon-0- -0- $-

More than 600 celebrities of Hollywood and Broadway, social and civic
Vicleaders, and others attended the
toria Theatre here last night for the
world premiere of Hal Wallis' "Come
starring Shirley
Sheba,"
Back,
Lancaster.
and Burt
Booth Little
As crowds pressed against police
arriving headguard rails to glimpse
liners, newsreel and press cameras
recorded the event.
Theatrical celebrities and newspaper by-liners and publishers were
guests of Paramount president Barney Balaban at a later party at Sardi's honoring Miss Booth on the occasion of her motion picture debut in
We are making progress in this great motion picture industry. Universal,
"Little Sheba." The ISO guests had the other day, announced it will produce 36 pictures during 1952-53, and,_ we
earlier attended the premiere.
quote, "with entertainment values." ... At RKO Radio Pictures' home office,
choir which has been practicing, "He's Back in the Saddle, Again," has
the
Defer Decision on
worn out, oh, so many saddles. . . . The National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures made these observations in reviewing Sam Goldwyn's splendiferous
Denver TV Channel
"Hans Christian Andersen" : "Audiences will find this film too full of schmaltz
Washington, Dec. 23. — Federal ... it includes some mildly pleasing songs and some well-photographed ballet
Communications Commission examFrance called Jeanmaire)."
iner James Cunningham said he would (with a tough baby from
probably rule early in January on two
A
A
A
A
competing applications for a Denver
television channel. One of the appliThe Schines of Gloversville, New York, are installing RCA-Victor TV
cants is Aladdin Radio and Television sets
in each room of their hotels, the Roney Plaza and Gulfstream in
Co., in which Frank Ricketson, Jr., Miami Beach and the McAllister in downtown Miami. Meanwhile, the
and Harry Huffman of Fox Intertheatres.
mountain Theatres, and Ted Gamble popcorn will continue to pop at the Schines' Upstate New York "The
best
are the main stockholders. The other Which reminds us of California Rotus Harvey's observation:
leg."
a
shake
to
is
company seeking the station is Denver way to jingle coins in your pocket
Television Co., in which Denver exhibitor John Wolfberg is the. main
stockholder. Extensive hearings on
$ stalwarts who have been
industry
to all you-$A word of encouragement$
the competing applications have been
fighting so strenuously to have controls completely lifted from the blanket
concluded and Cunningham has the covering
nezv theatre construction : The Government has lifted price controls
case under advisement. His decision
will have to be confirmed by the Com- from juke-boxes, pinball games and "strength-testing" machines. . . . Hendermission itself.
one's mother-in-law
son Richcy's definition of mixed emotions: Witnessing super-duper
Cadillac.
Hearings on competing applications going over a steep cliff in your
*A" brand-new,
*A' W zvhite-wallcd,
for another Denver channel have been
recessed until Jan. 13. One of the
firms seeking this channel is KMYR
we nominate three co-chairmen
Broadcasting Co., whose principal TOto serve
J. O'Donnell,
Robert
Mr. you
YOU, with
dedicated to make memorably happy
committee may
on your
stockholder is Bob Hope.
the Golden Jubilee tribute to that Grand Old Man, Adolph Zukor :
Mary Pickford, who, after many bit parts in and around her native
Set Palace Openings
Toronto, under her family name of Glady's Mary Smith, and after more important parts in Belasco productions and some screen work for David Wark
By opening its weekly eight-act
vaudeville show on Thursday begin- Griffith, in New York, became Mr. Zukor's first great star ;
ning this week, the RKO Palace will
Cecil Blount DeMille, Mr. Zukor's first great producer, who went from
offer new programs Christmas Day, "The Squaw Man" in 1912 to "The Greatest Show on Earth" ; and,
New Year's Day and on Jan. 8. The
Jesse L. Lasky, who became one of Mr. Zukor's first business associates
latter will be the last of the combina- after he combed out from his then very full hirsute adornment the gold-dust
tion vaudeville-first-run film policy at
the gold-rush
to Alaska
in the band.
early 1900's, and after he put down the
horn that
he tooted with
a Honolulu
the Palace for this season; Danny from
Kay and his "All-Star International
Variety Show" takes over at the
theatre starting Jan. 18.

Sees

Developments

Boosting

for

Sheba'

Skouras

Drive-in
Rates

Insurance

Increased

Albany,
Dec. 23.
— Drive-in
owners
have N.
beenY.,advised
that
casualty
insurance rate increases, effective
now, include a minimum hike of $5
on property damage ($1,000 dollar
policy) and a minimum jump of $25
on liability ($5,000-$10,000) , for mechanically operated amusement devices
and pony rides, whether conducted by
the owner or a concessionaire.
It is presumed that the number of
damage claims made and paid on such
devices and rides led the board of underwriters to ask for the increases.
New York is not the only state affected, according to information here.
40 'Invasion* Dates
Set Before Jan. 1
"Invasion U.S.A.," Columbia exploitation on
film dealing
with an
Abomb attack
the United
States,
has been set in more than 40 situations between now and Jan. 1, with
virtually all of them scheduled to receive full-scale exploitation treatment.
Telenews at Inauguration
Plans for Telenews' TV news coverage of the Jan. 20 inauguration
ceremonies of Dwight D. Eisenhower
have virtually been completed, it was
announced by Telenews editor-in-chief
Edward P. Genock. He disclosed
that the Washington bureau staff will
be supplemented by several full
camera-sound crews.

Levy, Allegret in Mexico
Raoul Levy and Yves Allegret,
French
producer and director, respec$&
Greetings to ALL: To those persons
who $
have done so much for this
tively, are in Mexico from New York,
NTFC
Luncheon Dec, 30 industry; and greetings, too, to those who have not. Could be that, in to produce a French film to star
The National Television Film Coun- the New Year, someone, somehow, in some place will discover a deep- Michele Morgan, Gerard Phillippe
cil will hold a luncheon-meeting Tues- down hatchet-burying hole, on top of which might rise some seeds of, and Mexican actor Pedro Armenday at the Warwick Hotel here. It let's say, olive trees. With the kind of branches that are spread around! dariz. It will be co-produced with
Films.
was previously stated that the meeting- Spread among exhibitors, and among distributors, and just spread all Salvador Elizondo,. head of Reforma
over the place. Could be.
would be held on Friday.
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Radio City Music Hall comes
to its 20th anniversary, marked
in this issue of Motion Picture
Daily as has been its earlier anniversaries at each five-year milestone in the theatre's history, the
Music Hall's claim to the title
lace
"Showp
Nation" is more
secure than of
everthebefore.
AS

CELEBRATING
20th

ANNIVERSAR

THE
Y

OE

Red
Pro
be
Fil
ms9Aid
Cites
Un-American

RADIO

CITY

In many ways the Music Hall is
unique. A glance at some of the
facts culled from its records shows
why.
IM)
HALL
In 1951, a poor business year for
most theatres, the Music Hall
established a record gross of
$6,811,769. On the basis of still
incomplete figures, the gross for
■
this year probably will set a new
high for the theatre.
The average annual attendance
is nearly 7,000,000 persons. The
20-year attendance at the Music
Hall by the end of this year will Martin
and
Lewis
Voted
be in the neighborhood of 123,000,000.
The 20-year gross for the theatre
is estimated at $104,425,000.
Stars
Money-Making
Top
One picture, "The Great Caruso," grossed $1,392,943 in 10 weeks
The team of Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis were the top "Moneyat the Music Hall.
Four others
Making
Stars of 1952," having been voted into the No. 1 position by
[Continued on page 2)
exhibitors in the Motion Picture Herald-Fame's 21st annual poll. Theatre operators — both circuit and independent — voting by confidential
ballot strictly on box-office revenues
U. S. Sees Theatre
had placed the duo in second place in
the 1951 audit.
Martin and Lewis were followed by
O'Donnell
Heralds
Building Prospects
Gary Cooper, John Wayne, Bing'
Crosby, Bob Hope, James Stewart,
Doris Day, Gregory Peck, Susan Hay\\lovietime"
Train,
Washington, Dec. 28. — A Comward and Randolph Scott, in that ormerce Department survey of the ecoOther Com po Aids
der, on the list of Money-Making
nomic outlook declared that "the largest
Stars. The single newcomer to the
volume of unfilled requirements" in
"Top Ten" is Susan Hayward, althe private building field was for
Dallas, Dec. 28. — The 22-car
though some of the others are resocial and recreational facilities such
streamliner ''Movietime'' train, which
turnees. She rose from 19th place in
as theatres, dance halls, broadcasting will
tour the country in 1953, and the 1951 poll
to ninth position in 1952.
studios, community bouses and other
other pre-selling projects of the Counstructures.
Gary
Cooper,
is on the
cil of Motion Picture Organizations list for the 13th runner-up,
time, a record tied
The need for recreational facilities
were heralded by R. J. O'Donnell, only by Bing Crosby.
John Wayne,
is due largely to government building vice-president
(Continued on page 11)
and general manager of
1 curbs, the survey stated. It estimated Interstate Circuit and national direcover $3,000,000,000 of deferred buildtor of "Movietime, U.S.A." as reing in this field.
flecting faith and confidence in the
industry for the coming year.
Additional expressions of optimism Appoint Regional
Lamont
Sees Drive-In
(Continued on page 11)
NCCJ
Chairmen
Boon Also from 3-D
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 28.— ThirdRegional exhibitor chairmen for the
dimension projection will prove a box'amusement'
'52
industry's participation in
h's
office boon not only to indoor theatres Ear
20t
rtgs
Repo
nin
Higher
Brotherhood Week, Feb. 15-22, on bebut also to drive-ins during 1953,
half of the 25th anniversary of the
Harry Lamont, head of Lamont Theaforecast that 20th Century-Fox's National Conference of Christians and
tres and president of the Albany TOA, netA earnings
for 1952, based on pre- Jews were disclosed at the weekend
believes.
liminary reports for the fourth quarter, would be in excess of those of by Sol A. Schwartz, national c^aiman.
Citing "the sensational business"
Serving under Walter Reade, Jr..
being done by "Bwana Devil," Lamont last year was made here at the week- national exhibitor chairman, will be .
said he expected it and two other
end by a 20th-Fox official.
A decrease in amortization would Albany: Charles Smakwitz and Harry
third-dimensional films to be "availLamont ; Atlanta : Boyd Fry ; Boston :
able for drive-ins during the next help take up the "slight decline" in
(Continued on page 2)
(Continued on page 2)
year."

Committee

Activities

Reviews

Year

By J. A. OTTEN
Washington, Dec. 28. — The
House Un-American Activities
Committee said today that if Communist efforts to infiltrate Hollywood had not been exposed, the screen
would have become a medium for
Communist propaganda.
The statement was made in
the Committee's
year-end
report to Congress,
reviewing
recent hearings and investigations. It noted that in its film
hearings last year and this
year, it had received much better cooperation from individuals in the industry than during
the earlier 1947 hearings.
The Committee report carefully
avoided giving the industry too great
a pat on the back, but at least it did
not criticize the industry as did earlier reports.
In 1951,
when hearings
(Continned
on page 2) were re-

NY

lst-run

Climb

for

The end of
office lull came
along Broadway
robust business

Grosses

Holidays

the pre-holiday boxwith Christmas Day
heralding a week of
that will be climaxed

by the New Year's weekend. The
lively box-office performance in New
York was also experienced by theatres
in many other sections of the country.
At Radio City Music Hall, the
fourth week
of "Million
Mer(Continued
on pageDollar
2)

Sees Fewer Gov't
Controls in '53
Dallas, Dec. 28. — Less governmental control as a result
of the recent general elections was forecast by Karl
Hoblitzelle, president of Interstate Circuit, at a meeting
here of the Texas Council of
Motion Picture Organizations.
He said
controls
"will
mean
the fewer
salvation
of many
types of business including

our own."
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30 Cleve. Theatres
In Pre-Xmas Closing

Cleveland, Dec. 28.— Thirty
48 features, for 94
independently owned subseg-rossed more than $1,150,000 in United Artists,
quent run houses, representweeks ; Warner Brothers, 28 feaES, Republic runs of eight to 11 weeks.
ing 50 9r of the theatres in
tures, for 67 weeks ; Universal, 20
H ERBERT J. YAT
in
w
are
s-Ne
s
this classification in Greater
During the last Christma
. president, and Mrs. Yate
features, for 36 weeks and three
Cleveland, closed Monday
New York from othe Coast.
Year's holiday week, "I'll See You
Paramount, 14 features, for
days;
d
recor
a
through
Wednesday before
sed
gros
ms"
Drea
in My
55 weeks.
Christmas. This is the first
Walter Gould, executive vice,"
nhoe
"Iva
. , grossed
Film in
time such a wide sweeping
in seven
,068 nonweek
$180one
holidayclays
Pandro Berman is the leadingpresident of International-United
producer of pictures booked by the
policy including the largest
Corp., left here for the Coast by
e he will $175,
and newest theatres, has ever
958.Music Hall has played 42b Music Hall, with 28. David Selzplane at the weekend wherJanua
The
ry.
10.
Freed
0 le of
Arthur
11;
has
nick
remain until the midd
been adopted. In previous
g
feature pictures since its openin
is
,
pictures
17
with
l,
years
many theatres closed
Cromwel
John
were
Wash- 20 years ago. Of these, 317
Christmas Eve to give their
Allen Hodshire goes to nt
years
10
for played during the first
the 11,Hall's
employees one holiday night
and
ington on his first assignme
er Hallon has
the leading director
and 108 during the second 10 years.. books. Alexand
with their families.
comthe
ing
join
r
afte
o
Radi
RKO
In 1946, the Music Hall used John Ford, 10.
The three-day closing was
pany's exploitation staff here today.
Katharine Hepburn and Ginger
not a concerted action on the
only eight feature films ; in 1945,
and this year. 10; in Rogers are tied for first as the
part of exhibitors but was
David O. Selznick, president of the nine; in 1944
female stars of the greatest number
1951, it used 1.1.
and
1947
will
1943.
,
instituted on the basis of inSelznick Releasing Organization plane.
dividual theatre lack of at• London by
In its early years, before its of pictures to play the Hall — 22
leave here today for
tendance. All reopened Christished,
Garson's
establ
Greer
been
had
However,
each.
present policy
mas Day with new programs.
at the Hall had
War. ner is in New York the1: Music Hall used almost four 11 starring vehicles
JacktheL.Coast
the longest playing time for any
from
•
times as many films as in recent female
star, 65 weeks.
me
. In 1933, it used an all-tiand
years
FlorGrant ranks as the male
in
Cary
is
43,
r Albert Warner
high of 46 ; in 1934, it used
Majo
ida on vacation.
has appeared in the most Grosses Climb
who
star
the
on,
1936
From
40.
1935,
in
(Continued from page 1)
pictures, and for the
Hall
Music
drop in feature film consumption
most playing time — 21 pictures maid" and the traditional Christmas
was sharp and continuous.
Red Probe Aid
o pro- which ran 68 weeks. Walter Pid- stage show is expected to top $180,000,
{Continued from page 1 )
Numerically. RKO Radi
vided the Music Hall with the geon was in eight which ran 45 the sturdy figure realized last year
and Spencer Tracy in 12
sumed, "the Committee experienced most films over the 20-year period ; weeks
during Christmas week. The estiwhich ran 41 weeks.
much fuller cooperation and assistance
mate is based on pre-Christmas busiconwhich
res
featu
115
with
of
iated
total
a
ness at the Hall, which- unlike most
These wholly statistical facts are
from individuals in and assoc
sumed 221 weeks and five days of
rethe
but one phase of the story that other theatres, picks up a few weeks
the motion picture industry,"
has furnished
a result, the Complaying time. MGM have
port declared. "As that
holiday with the introduc319
proves the Radio City Music Hall beforetion ofthe
used
t
unis
the Comm
71 features which
the Christmas show.
mittee ascertained
had
ortry
great
ding
the
indus
is
inclu
other
this
The
time,
trate
ng
unique.
infil
plavi
efforts to
weeks of
At the Victoria, a tremendous
ganization, directed by Russell V.
been a full-scale and carefully planned the '■■ run, to date, of the current
$12,500
was chalked up for the
t
unis
Comm
mainthe
meticulously
that
which
Downing,
operation and
ion Dollar Mermaid."
"Mill
iting
recru
m
first
two
days of "Come Back,
ssful
Party had been succe
tains the high standards of enterOther product suppliers and their
tainment and service in the Music
Little
Sheba,"
individuals in important and strategic
mount officials toleading
predict Parathat
mbia,
Hall's
distinguished
setting.
That
positions in almost all phases of motion playing time include: Colu
the
first
week
of
the
film
will
ing
runn
s
week
these Com- 63 pictures; 131
on. Had
uctigone
prodefforts
is told elsewhere in this
break the house record of
story
picture munist
issue.
unexposed, it is
fea62
Fox,
time; 20th Centuryalmost inevitable that the content ol
tures, for 104 weeks and four days ;
inset by "Joan of Arc."
been
$57,000
have
d
woul
res
pictu
motion
Other sturdy product, highlighted
and a special credit of $1,077,755.
fluenced and slanted and become a
This compared with net earnings of by "Ruby Gentry," at the Maymedium for Communist propaganda.
20th's Earnings
(Continued from page 1)
In Paris," at the ParaFinancial Reservoir
$2 147,628 for the 39-week period fair; "April
mount, and "Hiawatha," at the Bijou,
ended Sept. 29, 1951.
was
introduced
along Broadway for
The Committee said it also felt that worldwide 1952 revenues from film
the
holidays
with
a commensurate
as a result of its hearings, the extenrentals, it was said. Foreign film
boost in business. Other holiday fare
exhad
which
NCCJ
Chairmen
voir
sive financial reser
for the calendar year are runwhich drew many customers was the
isted in Hollywood for Communist rentalsning about eight per cent higher than
(Continued from page 1)
in-person appearance of Johnnie Ray
purposes has been greatly diminished. last year, also absorbing some decline
s.
enrental
of
s
film
Ben Domingo ; Buffalo : Arthur at the Capitol, coupled with "Against
d "all field
in 1952 domestic
The reporttertainmenturge
and culture to maintain a
the income from film Krolick; Charlotte: H. D. Hearn ; All Flags" as the screen attraction,
year,
Last
avoid
to
steadfast vigilance in order
Rivoli."My Cousin Rachel" at the
rentals was $92,489,357, both domestic Chicago : John Balaban ; Cincinnati : and
the possibility of further Communist and foreign. Theatre receipts for Rube Shor and Jerome Shinbach ;
Thousands of couples, accompanied
infiltration into them." It announced 1951 were $58,169,152. Net profit was Cleveland: Frank Murphy and Max
witof
ber
"num
Mink
;
Dallas
:
Julius
Gordon
and
a
by their children, flocked to see "Hans
$4,308,431.
that it still has
Christian Andersen" at the Criterion
nesses" to be called in connection with
the company sphtup as ot last James O. Cherry ; Denver : Hall Baetz and
With
the off-Broadway Paris. Also
ion.
tigat
the Hollywood inves
and
William
Hastings
;
Des
Moines
:
isseparate production-d
doing
brisk business was the newlyThe Committee listed the names of Sept. 27 into
tribution and exhibition firms accord- Myron Blank; Detroit: Jack Sharkey; reopened Roxy, currently featuring
me
one-ti
been
Indianapolis
:
Howard
Rutherford
;
had
who
ns
perso
30
of the consent deing to the terms
members of the Party and who, m
cree, there are no comparable figures Jacksonville: Leon Netter ; Kansas "Stars and Stripes Forever," _ and
before the Committee, "have for net earnings this year. In its last City: Howard Burkhardt and E. C. "Icecolorama" on stage. "Limelight"
testimonv
been of invaluable assistance to the report for the 39 weeks ended Sept. 27, Rhoden ; Los Angeles : W. O. Srere at the Astor and at the two-a-day
Committee and the American people in which covered operations before the and H. A. Anderson ; Memphis : Jack 60th Street Trans-Lux also did quite
Katz.
supplying facts relating to Communist
well.
company disclosed conefforts and success in infiltrating the split-up, the
solidated net earnings of $2,768,191
Also : Milwaukee : Harold Fitzry."
gerald and A. D. Kvool ; Minneapolis :
motion picture indust
Harold Fields, Ed Rubin and Harry Moe Silver ; Portland : Jack Matlack ;
The list included Elia Kazan, LdRaksin,
David
n,
Hayde
Marion,
ing
Paul
Sterl
Levy,
vin
ward Dmvtryk,
Weiss ; New Haven : Harry Shaw St. Louis : Harry Arthur, Jr., and
and H. Feinstein ; New Jersey : Frank Kuss Bovim ; Salt Lake City : Ray
Larry Parks, Budd Schulberg, Frank Stanley Roberts, Meta Reis Rosenberg, Bernard C. Schoenfeld, Leo Damis ; New Orleans : Henry Plitt ; Hendrey ; San Francisco : Joseph
Tuttle and Clifford Odets.
Others on the list were George Townsend, Owen Vinson and Eliza- New York City: Sam Rinzler, Spyros Blumenfeld and Mark Ailing; Seattle:
beth Wilson.
Skouras, Jr., and Michael Edelstein ; Frank Newman ; Tampa : Herman
Bassman, George Beck, Martin Berke-,
Collins
rd
Richa
The report noted that Bridges, Jan- Oklahoma City : Morris Lowenstein ; Silverman ; Washington : A. Julian
ley, Lloyd Bridges,
Eugene
,
Fleury
d for- Omaha : Robert Livingston, and Larry
Eve Ettinger, Bernyce
ney and Keating had all admitte
Brylawski and Orville Crouch.
mer Party membership in executive
HugFleury, Anne Ray Frank, RoyKeatin
Kaplane
;
Philadelphia
:
William
Goldtestheir
The regional distributor and publicg,
that
and
nts,
Fred
session stateme
man ; Pittsburgh : Bert Stearn and
gins, Leon Janney,
ity chairmen will be announced shortly.
timony had not yet been made public.
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Examine Paramount's
product for the next

A

CONCEPT
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Every picture
flects Paramount's
only

top -quality
vantage ofwhich
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presented
intention

attractions,
is proved

by

in '53 reto make
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the
Cecil

B.

by

TCCHNICOiOR
starring

CROsmr

hope

DORomr

Produced by HARRY TUGEND- Directed by HAL WALKER
Screenplay by FRANK BUTLER, HAL KANTER and WILLIAM MORROW
New Songs -Lyrics by JOHNNY BURKE -Music by JAMES VAN HEUSEN

Cecil

B. DeMille'S

Color by
starring
TECHNICOLOR

BETTY HUnON

CORNEL WILDE CHARLTON
1

HESTON
E

HENRY WILCOXON-LYLEBETTGER
LAWRENCE TIERNEY ■ EMMETT KELLY ^
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'Look' Features
'Herald-Fame' Poll
The Jan. 13 issue of Look
Magazine, which will be on
the newsstands tomorrow,
will carry a three-page pictorial layout on the Motion
Picture Herald-Fame 21st annual exhibitor poll results of
the top box-office stars of the
year. Titled "America's Favorite Movie Stars," the three
pages are devoted to photos
of present and past winners,
with their ranking positions
in previous polls.
Martin and Lewis
{Continued from page 1)
after holding the No. 1 spot in the
two previous years, was in third place,
possibly due to the fact that he was
seen less often during the year than
was good for his poll standing. Bing
Crosby climbed a notch from his 1951
position, taking fourth place, but he
shares with nobody the record of five
consecutive years in the No. 1 slot
(1944-48 inclusive).
Hope jumped from sixth to fifth
place and is on the "team" for the
12th time, taking first place in 1949.
Stewart is in the Top Ten for the
second time, finishing sixth, while
Miss Day, in seventh place, is up two
stations from last year's ninth, which
was her initial appearance on the list.
Peck, finishing eighth, duplicates his
standing in the 1947 poll.
The Herald observes that the fluctuations of box-office fame are singularly slight from year to year. Bud
Abbott and Lou Costello, 11th in the
1952 poll, although eighth in the independent exhibitors' column, have
seven Top Ten placements, including
a No. 1 in 1941. Esther Williams,
12th in the present listing, although
10th in the circuit theatres' column,
was eighth in both the 1949 and 1950
polls. The most striking shift of poll
positions is that of Betty Grable, who
was third in 1951, and dropped to 20th
this year. The repeated suspensions
she drew from her studio are reported
to have accounted for the dip.
Winners in the Western film
category are Roy Rogers, Gene
Autry, Rex Allen, Bill Elliott,
Tim Holt, Gabby Hayes, Smiley
Burnette, Charles Starrett,
Dale Evans and William Boyd.
Fluctuations in this department
are even slighter, with Rogers
leading the parade for the 10th
consecutive year.
British exhibitors participated in the
poll, casting votes in three groups ; the
top money-making- British players, international players, and Western stars,
respectively.
The British performers ranked in
the following order : Ronald Shiner,
Alastair Sim, Alec Guinness, Anthony
Steel and Jack Hawkins (tied), Richard Todd, Nigel Patrick, Jack Warner, Anna Neagle, Trevor Howard
and Glynis Johns.
In the international bracket, the
winner was Bob Hope, followed by
Gregory Peck, Betty Hutton, Martin
and Lewis, John Wayne, Mario Lanza,
James Mason, James Stewart, Doris
Day and Humphrey Bogart.
The Westerns' leaders were Gary
Cooper, Randolph Scott, James Stewart, Roy Rogers, John Wayne, Rod
Cameron, Alan Ladd, Gene Autry,
Jeff Chandler and Clark Gable.
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Warner Theatres Set
3-D N. E. Premieres

Television--Radio
with

Pinky

Herman

WHAT
will probably be the only Chinese Christmas Carols on
TV, will be heard on "Letter to Lee Graham" ABCast 3 :00 to
3:15 P.M. Christmas Day, when Father John Moore and ten children
from the Kung Wah Cantonese settlement on Mott St. will guestrill.
. . . For the first time in the 19-year history of the Sugar Bowl game,
the contest on New Year's Day between Georgia Tech and U of
Miss, will be telecast. Jim Britt's play by play will be heard and
seen on the five owned and operated ABC-TV stations while Bob
Finnegan will radiorate the classic for indie co-sponsors. . . . March
of Time's interesting Film Series, sponsored by Miller Brewing Co.
in about 60 key cities, moves from ABC to NBC, and will be telecast Weds., 7:15 to 7:30 P.M. There was quite a to-do last week
when someone stated that "New York's Finest WEREN'T." That
may or may not be so but local gendarmes have certainly proven
themselves "the smartest." On Dec. 9, Patrolman Robert R. Maloney
(paired with Joyce Robinson of Omaha, Neb.) split the record sum
of $2,835.00 on NBC-TV's "Two For The Money," and on the same
day Stanley Chappie, New York traffic cop, gave the right answers on
"The Big
himself
and Payoff"
his wife.and copped a mink coat and a trip to Paris for
Tom Slater, Ruthrauff it& ,Ryan
& v.p.,"ftwho was recently named
director of that firm's radio and TV dep't., has enjoyed a wide
and varied career. Upon graduation from College he served on
the faculties of Northwestern U, Miami U. and Western College
for Women at Oxford, 0. From 1934 until he
joined R & R in 1946, Slater was a writerprodncer-performer and for several years
headed special events and sports for MBS. His
"Contacting the Moon By Radar," in 1946
won him the coveted National Headliners
Award for "Radio's outstanding special events
broadcast of the year." He is chairman of the
TV committee for the broadcasting and filmcommission of the National Council of the
Churches of Christ in America, and some few
weeks ago succeeded his brother Bill a<s emcee
Tom Slater

and host of the "Luncheon at Sardi's," series
via WOR. . . . After a recording-breaking p.a.
tour of theatres in Montreal and Toronto,
The Four Aces paused in New York for a

guestint on Kate Smith's program, then left for another theatre
date in Chicago. . . . Bob Monroe's "High Adventure" and "John
Steele" MBShows resume next month. . . . The Wendell Coreys
due back in town next month and are mulling an offer to do a
"Mr. & Mrs." program on TV.
it ' -fr #
Jack Lescoulie who has been doing a CBSwell announcing
job on the "Jackie Gleason Show" these past two months, added another chore to his busy schedule when he subs for Dave
Garroway on "Today," the NBC-TV early bird series, from
Dec. 25 through the 29th. . . . George F. Foley's adult science
fiction TV series, "Tales of Tomorrow," ABCast for the past
two years, will also become a radio series over the same network starting Thursday Jan. 1. Clark Andrews will direct the
radio version. . . . "Wild Bill Hickok" has been MBSigned to
continue on through 1953. . . . Deejays will latch onto Jerry
Cooper's newest Anchor platter of two nostalgic ballads,
"Have You Ever Been Lonely" and "I'm Sorry I Made You
Cry." The former Monogram Pictures lark is headed for a
comeback. . . . Maggi McNellis turned in one of the finest
femceeing jobs we've ever seen last Tuesday nite via WJZ-TV
for the special premiere of the 20th Century-Fox musical,
"Stars and Stripes Forever," at the Roxy Theatre. In fact well
coin a word and say her charm, wit and graciousness made this
a Magginificent telecast. . . . Charles Sanford, musical director
of "Your Show of Shows," has nixxed offers from two Broadway producers to NBContinue with Max Liebman, with whom
he's been associated for a decade. . . . Telenews Exec Milton
Weisman sails Jan. 7 for a six-month world tour to set up
world news coverage facilities. . . . Abbie Greshler has started
his own music publishing firm and will publish songs written
and recorded by the new singing sensation, Jimmy Boyd, whose
current platter of "I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus"' has
already reached the three MILLION sales mark. . . . Sotto
Voce to Alice Heinecke : Durn purtiest birthday card we ever
received. Merci beaucoup. . . .

Hartford, Dec. 28.— Warner
Bros. Theatres have scheduled
the first northern Connecticut
booking of "Bwana
Devil,"
three-dimensional
film, for
the
Warner Strand, Hartford, in
either late January or early
February, according to Harry
Feinstein, Warner circuit zone
manager.
Similar bookings are being
lined up for Warner houses
throughout the territory.

O'Donnell Heralds
{Continued from page 1)

came from members of the executive
board of Texas COMPO, who attended aspecial meeting here. Among
them were Karl Hoblitzelle, founder
and president of Interstate Circuit ;
Col. H. A. Cole, chairman of the
board of Allied Theatre Owners of
Texas and national chairman of the
COMPO tax repeal campaign; Ed
Rowley, president of Rowley United
Theatres; H. J. Griffith, president of
Theatre Enterprises, and Claude
ciates.
Ezell, president of Ezell and AssoCole stated, "We have every
reason to believe that our efforts in the tax repeal campaign will bear fruitful returns
to the industry during the coming year, but this will represent
only a partial solution to our
problems. The new year will
see our thoughts directed toward establishing inter-induswith the introductry
tion ofharmony
an incentive selling program which will benefit both
exhibition and distribution.
This will require a cooperative
experia period
spirit and mentation
to prove of
its value,
and I feel that Texas will be the
testing grounds for this important cited
project." Cinerama as "a mileRowley
stone in the progress" of the industry
and envisioned the need for a transition in the industry to harness the
new medium.
Griffith forecast that a successful
outcome of the tax repeal campaign
would mean the salvation for thousands of theatres and a more stabilized industry. Ezell predicted that
drive-ins were headed for the most
prosperous year in their history.
president of Isley TheaPhiltres Isley,
and president of Allied Theatre
Owners of Texas, condemned the Desuit seek16mm.films
partment ofJustice's
ing the release
of feature
to TV
stations, among other things.
Mother of Bucky Harris
Mrs. Lena Harris, mother of
Maurice "Bucky" Harris, Universal
Pictures exploiteer, died here Friday
at the age of 93. Funeral services
were held the following morning.
Mrs. Harris is survived by two other
sons and several grandchildren.
D. Kaye

Advance

Sale

"in person"
Danny atKaye
The opens
which
the RKO
Palace show
here
Jan. 18 had racked up an advance
sale of $201,322 at the end of last
week. Seats are now being sold eight
weeks in advance.
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f WO decades ago comedians in a Broadway musical review were making merry over what they referred
7
*

to as "Young John D's Folly." Their reference was to the institution created through the vision and enterprise of Mr. John D.
Rockefeller, Jr., which has since become world-famous as the
Radio City Music Hall.
The Music Hall was inaugurated in the midst of the Great
Depression and the inaugural program, unhappily in tune with
the spirit of the day, was not without various depressive aspects.
But that was only the starting point. The best laugh — the last
laugh — was yet to come.
An the succeeding years this institution, endowed with a
physical plant and character never previously realized, and enjoying a sponsorship of vision, taste and initiative, has gone on to
establish for itself a unique status in the amusement world. It is
doubtlessly the most widely known theatre of the day. It numbers
among its public an army of regular and devoted patrons residing in the New York area, and it is the top-of-the-list place to

20

th

Anniversary

MUSIC

of

HALL

go for great numbers of visitors from points throughout this
country and from overseas. It has solidly built a reputation of
even greater value than the physical values of the enterprise.
CJ The rise of the Music Hall to its position of eminence was
first under the guidance of the masterful hand of the late W. G.
Van Schmus, and ably continued by his immediate successor,
Mr. Gus S. Eyssell, who went on from the Music Hall post to his
present position as president of Rockefeller Center, Inc. The
successful tradition is now continuing under Mr. Russell V. Downing, president and managing director.
The Music Hall is an institution of the amusement industry
which reflects substantial credit upon the industry at large. Its
twentieth anniversary is an appropriate occasion for an acknowledgment of this obligation and for the offering of hearty congratulations to-the management and to the numerous personnel
which constitute the Music Hall family.
— MARTIN
QUIGLEY
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.he twentieth anniversary
of the Radio City Music Hall is a signal
occasion for all the institution of the motion

through

TERRY

RAM

tht

two

decades

SAYE

picture, art and industry. Standing there in
New York's mid-town, its event of Now,
taking provocation from the yesterdays, constructively pertains more importantly to encouragement for the tomorrows.
When the Music Hall was opened December 27, 1932, those two decades ago, with
much pomp and ceremony, it was the world's
biggest theatre. In the years since, it has
come by ordeal and experience to be the
world's greatest theatre.
Through steps of evolution and the adventures ofthe hectic career of the problembeset motion picture, this theatre has become
and is today a looming beacon on a headland, shining through the pessimism and questioning that float
across an industry burdened with
adjustment to the new order,
and disorder, of the day.
There are facts.
The Music Hall's flowing successes, continuous across the television invasion, its accompanying fevers, and other rising competitions for the entertainment
dollar, have set significant tide
marks of motion picture boxoffice values in genuine ledger
figures:

It is to be noted chat these pictures, along
with the rest of the presentations of the
Music Hall screen, were selected out of projection room judgments, inevitably in pursuit of a policy. It is a firm policy which
pertains as much to maintaining an institution for its continuing career as to selling
the seats for tonight's show.
Those high gross figures are impressive and
important as denoting that flow of seven to
eight millions of customers which come each
year to fill those 6200 seats, often to the capacity of the house.
While we are among the statistics, it is
appropriate to record again that
the Music Hall has the biggest
indoor screen, 70 by 40 feet, a
throw from projection ports to
screen of 190 feet, and a stage
so long that it takes a row of 46
precision dancers, the Rockettes,
to stretch across it. Also after
twenty years of operation, it is
the newest of theatres, with an

J. D. Rockefeller, Jr
Founder of
Rockefeller Center

"Sunset Boulevard," 195 0 — 7 weeks, $1,015,000 . . . "Show Boat." 1951
— 8 weeks, $1,160,000 . . . "The Great
Caruso," 1951 — 10 weeks, $1,392,000 . . .
"The Greatest Show on Earth," 19 5 2—1 1
weeks, $1,3 3 5,000 . . . "Ivanhoe," 195 2—
8 weeks, $1,290,000.

interior of luxury and unostentatious elegance, with sheer size
and scale the principal assertion
of grandeur. If the gregarious

impulse and the sense of audience participation are factors of
a show, in the Music Hall they get it. It
was built big, but it had to grow great.
This quality of newness is maintained by
a continuous process of modernizations and
refurbishments in detail. The patron gets
nowhere a suggestion of obsolescence, no

spots worn through, nothing obviously repaired. It maintains the perfections of an
opening night, from the lush carpet trod
by those millions of feet, to an overall spotlessness. Incidentally that carpet runs between the seats with its tactile impress
of luxury — and probably subtle satisfaction
to the foot-tired ladies who like to slip off
their shoes and yield in relaxed comfort to
the entertainment.
The operation and all its policies start
with the customer, addressed at the big
middle class of solvent Americans, observant
of their tastes and public proprieties, when
assembled under each ether's eyes.
Exploiting

Distinction

The process of address to that Music Hall
public became conspicuous to the observer
in its avoidance of the promotional antics
and publicity high pitches which so often
and conspicuously affect the metropolitan
scene and the frenetics of Broadway.
There are no parades with prancing drum
majors, no balloons, no skywriters, no sniping, window cards and throwaways. The
Music Hall's large staff of creative artists
of note and fame do not have their names
bestrewn across the gossip columns, nor are
they photographed at the night clubs and
hot spots.
The basic audience is drawn from a fiftymile circle around Rockefeller Center, and
[CONTINUED
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USSELL V. DOWNING, president and managing director of Radio City Music Hall,
^

Picture

has spent his entire career in show business

as an officer of the world's premiere theatre. As the
Music Hall marks its 20th anniversary, Downing's personal 20th anniversary in show business and in the
service of the theatre is not far distant.
Downing joined the Music Hall executive organization as treasurer in October, 1933. In 1942 he
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MAN
ing at Columbia University. His early business experience included the posts of

treasurer of the Prudence Co., assistant
treasurer of Holmes
Products, assistant
treasurer of Magazine

was elected vice-president and treasurer of Radio
City Music Hall Corp. and Center Theatre Corp. He
was named executive vice-president of both companies on June I, 1948, and became president and managing director of the Music Hall last March. In November he was elected a member of the board of
directors of Rockefeller Center, Inc., in addition to
his other positions.
Apart from the brief, early period during which
the operating policy of the Music Hall was in a state
of flux, when S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel and Harold B.

Repeating Razor Co.
and assistant to the

Franklin, successively, were in charge, the world's
greatest showplace has had but three managing directors. Preceding Downing in that capacity were the
late W. G. Van Schmus and Gus S. Eyssell. The latter is chairman of the board of the Music Hall Corporation now and also holds the post of president of
Rockefeller Center, Inc.
Downing was born in Yonkers, N. Y., Aug. 1 1, 1900.
He attended local public schools; then the Wharton
School of Commerce of the University of Pennsylvania.

Hall's high standards for bookings. In both film and
stage presentations the Music Hall's cardinal policy
may be described as clean entertainment for the whole
family. That, and an inflexible policy of good, honest
service to the public have been the keys to the great

He was in officers' training at Camp Zachary Taylor
for a time during World War I and returned to school-

[CONTINUED

FROM PAGE 16]

a very considerable proportion comes from
all that endless flow of some three or four
hundred thousand visiting out-of-towners.
It is probably as much a Center influence as it was the late

Hall, Downing makes frequent journeys to
for the purpose of previewing the best of
completed film product and also to view
other productions which promise to meet

Hollywood
the newly
rushes of
the Music

theatre's 20 years of success.
In both his long service to the Music Hall and his
still brief tenure as its chief executive officer, Downing
has proved himself an able custodian of those policies
and an administrator eminently capable of ensuring
the further success of the Radio City Music Hall as
the world's pre-eminent theatre.

for that debacle program of the opening
all the night of the December 27, 1932.
The bill, which included most everything

the people in person. There is stature and responsibility not shared by any other theatre.
It is to be remembered that

from Ray Bolger to extracts from Carmen,
complete with horses on stage, ran on till

the great theatre now known as
the Music Hall went into the

3 o'clock in the morning of December 28th.
At the final curtain there were as many on

Rockefeller Center-Radio City
design originally to create a sort
of splendid boutonniere for the
big real estate project. It was, as
many know, to have been a
new home for the grandiose
Metropolitan Opera. That went
a-glimmering in social politics.
Radio influences, with ill-fated
design to become important in
the motion picture through the

stage as there were in the audience.

G. S. Eyssell, president
of Rockefeller Center,
chairman of Music Hall

somewhat more than atmospheric influence of the institutionally of the House of Rockefeller, so extensively integrated with far flung and extensive
financial, industrial influences and participation in social causes all over the globe. The
impress is upon it. Also it may be observed
that the Music Hall constitutes the most

As part ofministrative
hisdutiesadas
head
of the Music

vitally intimate, direct and daily contact of
the Rockefeller institution with the public,

Fiorello La Guardia who sought to
make Sixth Avenue the Avenue
of the Americas. If that name is
ever actually accepted by the
public it may be credited to the
Music Hall. It daily makes that
Fiftieth street corner the center
of an international concourse.
They come from everywhere,
with the Music Hall the best
known theatre around the world.
Back of the Music Hall is the

president of Tidewater
Oil Sales Corp.

much merged RKO — remember
that "Titan" advertising campaign— found opportunity. It took over the
theatre as it emerged from blue prints and
therein installed the great Roxy. It was
Roxy, grown too great for the screen
who gave the house its initial vaudeville
policy, when vaudeville was all but dead,

From

Bust

to Business

One of the amazements of the occasion
was the fact that this vast, chaotic, costly
opening program had never been put
through a rehearsal !
It is to be recorded today that the management of the theatre as of then could not
reach a bookkeeping accounting of that
opening show. It was conceived in a chaos
of dreams, and bought free-hand, without
budget, without requisitions, authorizations,
by telephone and across luncheon conversations, from here to the capitals of Europe.
Today the cost of that opening is un[CONTINUED ON PAGE 28]
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LEON LEONIDOFF, Vice-Pres.
Senior Producer

RUSSELL MARKERT, Vice-Pres.
Producer & Rockettes Director

RAYMOND PAIGE
Director of Music

IRVING EVANS. Vice-Pres.
Asst. Managing Director

CxecuWe

OF

THE

MUSIC

HALL
JAMES GOULD
Treasurer

MARGARET SANDE
Ballef Director

HATTIE ROGGE
Costume Dept. Director

JOHN JACKSON
Stage Manager

EUGENE BRAUN
Stage Lighting Director

FRANK SPENCER
Costume Designer
FRED L. LYNCH
Adv. & Publicity Director

EDWARD SERLIN
Press Representative

CHARLES HACKER
Manager of Operations

SYDNEY M. GOLDMAN
Theatre Manager

ARTHUR CLARY
Box-Office Treasurer

JAMES STEWART
Art Director
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Seat» 6.200 people. Averages four complete shows, five
feature film showings daily;
increases on holidays to five
complete shows, six and occasionally seven feature showings. Regular price scale, 90
cents to SI. 50, tax included.
Mezzanine has 950 reserved
seats priced at SI. 80 to $2.40.
tax included.

Operates from about 10 to
11:40 p.m. daily. Midnight
show usually on Saturdays.
Doors open as early as 7:30
a.m. on major holidays.
•
Total
persons
employe
It has a

permanent staff 622
(equivalent to one
for every ten seats).
service staff of 141

persons — 59 maintenance
workers, 53 stage department
I
employes, production staff of
to. 21 hox office employes, accounting department, 9; executive ntaff assistants, 8; advertising-publicity, 6;poster department. 2;organists, 3; proectionists, 14.

known and always will be. It has been
deemed absurdly unimportant to analyze the
details of what required a single entry —
"A bust complete."
Several things happened in sequel. RKO
was in other difficulties a-plenty, and an
expedition the next morning, right after
breakfast, raised half a million dollars assistance from a Rockefeller office, the sympathetic but perturbed landlord. Presently,
while it was still a leasehold operation, a
grey haired gentleman, W. G. Van Schmus,
appeared about back stage and elsewhere
silently observing. Word percolated in time
that he was "a Rockefeller man." He was,
in fact, an industrial and public relations expert of Chicago background, recommended
into the picture by the late Ivy Lee, of
public relations counsel and much fame
thereby in the Rockefeller service.
That vast Rockefeller operation could not
accept such a conspicuous debacle in the
limelight of the Center's greatest challenge
to public attention. With understandable
reluctance Mr. Rockefeller was defensively
brought into the show business. One may be
assured that in so coming, he was not trying
to get rich.
Metaphorically, the Music Hall was still
tremendous, but like an iceberg — mostly
under water.
It is necessary to have this recalled to give
perspective to the status of the Hall at this
anniversary of 195 2. The way up started
with many difficulties. The situation had
been precipitated by undisciplined ardors of
showmanship and the collaborations of men
and forces with designs of personal glory
and profit, with small measure of the larger
scene.
Soon it was clear that only the motion
picture was big enough both in physical
dimension and supply to continuously serve
that tremendous auditorium and its vast proscenium. Ranking pictures was a problem.
The Music Hall and RKO shared the hostility of a film industry which looked askance at radio and its leadership bent on
invasion. There was no sympathy.
The situation was to be met only by quiet
strategy and the application of the patient
genius of commonsense. With "The Bitter
Tea of General Yen" the week of January
1 1, 1933, the Music Hall entered upon a
motion picture policy, with more policy
than pictures. Prestige and buying power
were far in the distance.
March 13, Mr. Van Schmus took over.
The Rockefeller interest had acquired its
lease of the Music Hall by a quiet process
tantamount to a foreclosure, and RKO was

going through that benevolent order of
receivership
known
as "77-B".
The problem
in hand
was the building of
the creative departments relating to the
stage numbers and all the complex of functions behind them, and the establishment of
a supply of screen entertainment. The quest
of films was a large problem for a theatre
with no status. It was to take years for the
Music Hall to establish, by performance,
the standing which gave it call on top rank
pictures from skeptical and jealous production-exhibition competitors. It was no
royal road.
Enter Two

Young

Men

Two young men in the reconstituted
Music Hall organization in that difficult
1933 were to prove figures of destiny. The
canny Van Schmus found his concept of
policy ably aided by Gus S. Eyssell, who
joined in January of 1933, bringing experience of exhibition on major assignments
across the land from his native Kansas City
to Los Angeles, to New York and way stations, under Paramount auspices. He knew
a lot about who and what and why within
the esoterics of movieland — if you know
what I mean, and you do. He spoke softly
and passed the ammunition.
Concurrently there appeared most unostentatiously what the industry would call
"a figure man." This was, and surely is,
Russell V. Downing, who came to what is
a highly important desk in any Rockefeller
organization, treasurer and comptroller, in
1933. To borrow a phrase from Ben Franklin, those Rockefellers are positively superstitious about figures. So is Mr. Downing,
possibly more then than now, because there
were so many ghosts among them way back
then.
About Gus Eyssell you know, and how
he came along to succeed the late Mr. Van
Schmus to become president and managing
director of the Music Hall and has since
moved on to become president of Rockefeller Center, Inc., becoming the while
chairman of the board of the Music Hall
Corporation. That made him unique as a
big business executive, alumnus of movieland. This recognition that capacity for the
functions of weighty concerns of widebased American enterprise can evolve in and
be demonstrated against the complex and
frenetic background of movies and entertainment was reiterated only the other day,
November 7th, when Mr. Downing was
[CONTINUED ON PAGE ,32]
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this and

are scenes from
Scene from MGM's "The Great Caruso," which established,
during a 10-week run, beginning May 10, 1951, the Music Hall's
high gross for 20 years — $1,392,943. The run included a holiday.

some

in

an

truly have
Hall

right to call itself Showplace
Nation.

screen

following

the

of the
pages

of the outstand-

ing attractions of the Mosic Hall's
20-year career, and of the organization
and functions of the theatre itself.

MGM's "Ivanhoe," (below) grossed $1,255,070 in an eight-week
run, which gave it third place in the Music Hall's record holders.

Scene (above) from
Paramount's Cecil B. De
Mille production, "The
Greatest Show on Earth,"
runner-up for the 20-year
gross record, with $1,335,835. It ran eleven weeks.

The RKO Radio-Leo McCarey production, "The Bells of St. Mary's," ran nine
weeks, grossed $1,195,147, standing fourth
among

MGM's "Show Boat," with a gross of $1,160,048 in an eight-week run, ranks fifth among
the Music Hall's 20 -year all-time record-holders.

The 20th Century-Fox production "Anna and
the King of Siam" ran eight weeks and is among
the top 10 grossers in the Music Hall's history.

the

Music

Hall's

record holders.
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flatten

cathedral pageant, "The
o^f Easter" (above), is
ear of that
Music Hall,
'The Great White <?Way"
reproduced (at left) on

V

world's largest stage as a setting for one of the Rockettes'
sophisticated precision routines.

y ( l^onidoff.

An underseas ballet (above)
provides another example of
the Music Hall's lavish spectacle productions >imh un- -^r
usual effects
popular with

annual stage spectacle produced with a huge cast at
the Music Hall each year
just before and during the
Christmas - New Year season.
Mmle Hall production and staff photos by Cosmo-Sileo, N. Y.
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continued

The MusicBHall's Rockettes (above) are renowned
the world Iver for their precision dancing. There
are 36 gin on stage at a time. Choreography is
by Russell Markert, troupe originator and director.

The art of the ballet is brought to Music Hall audiences in all its phases — classic, modern and character— by the only resident ballet in the United
States. It is under the direction of Margaret Sande.
Forty ballerinas and outstanding dance soloists present such ballets as "The Romance of Giselle" and
Ravel's "Al Valse" mi "Bolero" to name a few.

ft
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Music is given a major part in all the
Music Hall's programs through the large
permanent orchestra (above) and the
male Glee Club (right). Both groups are
under the direction of Raymond Paige
(shown on podium in picture above).
The Glee Club is composed of 30 singers, who furnish a wide variety of vocal
music from opera to swing. Associate
Director Ralph Hunter is pictured at
right conducting a rehearsal. Further
regularly contributing to Music at the
Music Hall is the pipe organ, at which
Richard Leibert (below) is featured, with
Ashley Miller and Raymond F. Bohr, Jr.,
as associate organists.
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The Music Hall's symphony
orchestra of 75 members is
shown above in rehearsal under the baton of Raymond
Paige, the director of music.
While a Rocltette awaits
cue, John Jackson, stage manager, and assistant, stand
ready at the complex stage
lighting and rigging controls.

£kmplace
continued

e{ the

tfatieh
Leon Leonidoff, senior producer, confers
on a production with James Stewart Morcom, art director, before a model of the
Music Hall's huge stage used to create facsimile patterns of production set designs.
The Roclcettes, celebrated
dance ensemble, are shown below
ing a routine under the leadership
world famous director, Russell

Motion pictures are projected by a battery of four Simplex X-L mechanisms with RCA sound reproducers, and condenser lamps operated at 175 amperes for 30-foot feature
pictures. Projection is under the supervision of Charles
Muller (in background of projection room photo below).
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A between-shows snack is enjoyed in the Hall's cafeteria by
jnembers of the Rocltettes, Corps de Ballet and Glee Club.
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elected a member of the board of Rockefeller Center, Inc.
This Downing, like the Van Schmus, came
from the outer world of industry with an
abundant background of varied industrial
and financial experience in posts which denoted his capacity as a man of facts, deliberation and action. He was by temperament
and position a specially well placed observer
of what went on and why and who did it,
with what consequences. He was on his way
up — vice-president in 1941, executive vicepresident in 1948. Then Gus Eyssell, brought
to recognition for his participation in the
rise of the Music Hall, was made the president of Rockefeller Center, Inc., and moved
into the observant post of chairman of the
Music Hall board.
So it came that this man-with-the-facts,
Russell Downing, moved into the presidency
of the theatre corporation. This came about

the
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Scenes"

at

the

Music

Hall

Girls of the dance troupes resting in dormitory between shows, rehearsals and costume flttings. The dormitory is supervised by a registered nurse on the Music Hall's staff.

GREATEST

by a process as suave as an overlap dissolve
in the films.
Those million dollar statistics of his incumbency, cited at our beginning, are attest
to the most conspicuous aspect of the operation. They do not convey report directly,
however, on the painstaking process of selection, those studies of production in process,
inquiring excursions to Hollywood, endless
screenings and evaluations, and the problems
of availability-dates and timing which concern this tireless pursuit of facts, facts,
facts. All this to be carried on, mind you,
with executive attentions the while to the
co-ordination of sensitive creative departments in such matters as stage craft, choreography, agreat orchestra, and the very
important and exactingly continuous functioning of theatrical housekeeping.
Mr. Downing, like many deliberative men,
smokes a pipe, a slow burning briar, in inter-

continued
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ludes of long thoughts. He has more on his
mind than on his desk. He has to take measure of several million minds — the customers,
also a staff of 600, and I.B.M. has no machine for that, yet.
With the
eleven shows
be as sound
comingthem.
up.
make

operation dependent on ten or
a year, the estimates have to
as the judgments of fact can
That word fact seems always

And on this anniversary occasion it is appropriate, too, to make note that what comes
out in type and printed word from the
Music Hall, emanates from the advertising
and publicity department presided over ever
since when by a quietly blithe optimist, Fred
Lynch, one time newspaper man. He has
been there nearly since the beginning, getting the publicity and advertising put on
paper, in the careful convincing manner
and spirit of this all-American Music Hall.
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Wyoming"

Cleveland, Dec. 28. — The Ohio
Association of Film Haulers will be
is offered in Leonard Goldstein's pro- glad to meet with state exhibitor orWINDUP battle scene
AN EPIC duction,
lifting this Western somewhat above standard formula lines.
ganization
representatives
or with film
individual
exhibitors
to discuss
The color by Technicolor aids, too, in the appreciation of the excitement
furnished by the final lengthy battle scene. The acting is adequate, none of hauling tariffs, L. C. Gross of this
the characters developing, mainly because of the dialogue. Lee Sholem directed, city, a member of the Film Haulers,
and Herb Meadow, working from a Polly states in commenting on a recent anby Polly James
screenplay or
from a st
y.
James
.
.
nouncement bythe ITO of Ohio that
it
is
conducting
a study of such tariffs.
up
girl set
The story has Maureen O'Hara, pretty and trusting yet shrewd buyer.
No request for a meeting has been
The
cattle
and
proprietor
house
gambling
a
as
town
Wyoming
a
in
he said.
setting up is done by an old associate in such matters, William Bishop He received,
Gross said exhibitor customers were
her
tell
t
doesn
he
What
governor.
become
to
ambitious
he's
her
tells
notified in advance of the proposed
The more 'overstuffed' merely
the patron.
per row, the better theatre is that he has gunmen m the hills rustling cattle from a nasty cattle baron to
chairs
changes in tariffs and that the rates
,
owners liked them.
townspeople
the
on
war
will
baron
add to her herd ; and that he hopes the
end
the
at
in
step
will
gunmen
his
are
file at
carriers'
offices, with
that
and
;
champions
"Now, however, sleek, comfortable and
ostensibly
he
whomtake over.
.
the on
Public
Utilities
Commission
of
seating, with ample space to sit in, is
her
Ohio
and
with
the
Interstate
Comas
posing
still
murder,
theatre
a
consistently preferred by the
He also frames her for both the rustling and
merce Commission.
sheriff,
customers'
his
understands
who
This nefariousness goes awry because a lowly, ill-paid
owner
champion.
"The
tariffs have been approved by
needs.
and
Hara,
O
Miss
with
Alex Nicol, becomes curious. He also falls in love
Modern Design
pair succeed in having the towns- both of those commissions," Gross
she unwillingly returns the feeling.doThe
battle with the gunmen.
said, adding that both are on the lookpeople and the cattle baron unite to
out for any significant discrepancies
"Luxurious chairs, featuring modJeanne Cooper, Claudette
include Alexander Scourby,
the cast
Others, inPalmer
in the tariffs charged by haulers.
y.
ern design and modern comfort have Thornton
-c- T
, -l \Lee and Jack Kell
come into their own, just as modern
January
Running time, 80 minutes. General audience classification. For
architecture and construction have ad- release.
vanced over the last 20 years. ImLawler Heads KMTA
provements inchair design have eliminated frivolous ornamentation. New
Target Hong Kong
ways of providing comfort without
Public Relations
overstuffed bulk give greater space (Columbia),
for relaxed sitting. Better upholster- ALTHOUGH ROUTINE in theme, "Target Hong Kong" packs enough
ing methods and materials have vastly
action to satisfy the adventure fans. A series of episodes leads up to a
Kansas City, Dec. 28. — Senn Lawreduced costly reupholstering.
set afloat through, Hong Kong s sewers,
suspenseful climax in which a bomb,
ler has been appointed chairman of
nick of time. _
"Experimentation in design, backed is located and disposed of in the
the
public relations committee of the
le
commendab
in
roles
by laboratory testing have proved
Richard Denning and Nancy Gates share the starring
Kansas-Missouri Theatres Associae
atmospher
an
supply
characters
sinister
of
cast
supporting
the
while
conclusively that cast-iron aisle stand- fashion
tion. Other committee members are
ards can be streamlined and still per- of intrigue which is the basis of the story. Denning portrays an American George Baker, R. R. Biechele, Glen
fighting
the
in
finds himself involved
form their
functions without failure," soldier of fortune in Hong Kong who ts.
He lines up with the Nationalists, Hall, Joseph Redmond and Homer
declared
Dickinson.
between the Nationalists and Communis
Strowig. Louis Higdon has been
pitting himself against all sorts of Red villainy and intrigue At a spy appointed chairman of the special
Herman
thus
and
Gates
Nancy
meets
Denning
casino,
hanoout in a gambling
MacDonald produced events and promotion committee. The
To
Seek Review
of Purdum's screenplay has its romantic angle. Wallace
appointments were made by C. E.
and Fred F Sears directed. Others in the cast are Richard Loo, Soo Yong,
Weaver
Yung,
Sen
Victor
Kulky,
Henry
Ahn,
Philip
(Doc)
Cook,
president,
in conjuncPate,
Ben Astar, Michael
tion with
the board
of directors.
Jackson Pk. Ruling
Other
committee
chairmen
are:
.'
.
Lee.
Tong,66 Robert
Kam time,
Levy,
minutes.W. General audience classification. Release date
Running
not set.
Membership : Kansas, Homer StroChicago, Dec. 28. — Commenting on
wig ;Missouri,
Hayob
; drive-in,
Stanley
Durwood,LeoEarl
Jameson,
Jr. ;
a Federal Circuit court opinion leavToronto
Joins
Zukor
exhibitor-distributor
relations-arbitraing the door open for distributing
Variety Tent
London
tion-trade practices, J. A. Becker ;
companies to ask the Towne, MilwauJubilee Celebration
Legislation, R. R. Biechele; theatre
kee, and Jackson Park Theatre, Chicago, to bid for pictures, attorney Raises $90,000 The
Hollywood, Dec. 28. — A dinner in television, Dale Danielson ; film salesin '52
London
London, Dec. 28.—
men's co-ordinating committee, RayThomas C. McConnell, representing
honor
of Adolph Zukor's 50th year in
year
third
mond McKittrick.
the industry and his 80th birthday
the two theatres, said he intends to Variety Tent in 1952, the
for its chari- will be held in Toronto on a date in
petition for certiorari in the U. S. of its existence, raised
the proceeds March to be designated later, R. J.
with
which,
£26,673
ties
Supreme Court.
just before
given
show
special
a
from
McConnell interprets the Circuit
Harry Warner
O'Donnell, national chairman of the Name
avail- Zukor golden jubilee celebration, an£29,086
makes
end,
year's
last
court ruling not as making it mandaable for distribution.
nounced here.
'Man of the Year'
tory for the two theatres to bid for
NaPrincipal beneficiaries are the
The
Toronto
dinner, like those
Hollywood, Dec. 28. — Harry M.
pictures, but as permitting bidding or
tional Playing Fields Association, of scheduled earlier for Dallas, Feb. 6 ;
Warner, president of Warner Brothers
any other selling method which will which the Duke of Edinburgh, an
fulfill the provisions of the Jackson honorary Barker, is president, and the New York, March 4, and Mexico Pictures, has been named "Man of the
Park and Towne decrees requiring
City, March 21, will be under the Club.
Year" by the Woodland Hills Men's
Central Council of Physical Recreadistributors to offer pictures to the tion.
sponsorship of Variety Clubs InterThe announcement was made by
The lead-off banquet to
two theatres at "fair and reasonable
D. E. Griffiths, president of the Zukor will national.
be
held
at
the
Palladium
Harry Martin, president of the club,
Kinematograph Renters Society, has
rentals."
In other words, according to Mc- been chief barker for 1952. His suc- here on his 80th birthday, Jan. 7. who presented Warner with a scroll.
Connell, the Circuit court overruled
cessor will be appointed on New Zukor will attend each of the events, Major Raymond Harvey, Congressional Medal of Honor winner, gave
following which he will make a tour
Year's
Day.
the District court's opinion that bidof Europe.
the principal address. Comedian
ding is outlawed by the decrees, declaring that the end result, rather than
O'Donnell is here completing plans Dick Wesson was master of cerefor the celebration at meetings with
monies. Warner, as a resident of the
the means of providing the two thea- To Raze 'Cincy's' Lyric
tres with film at fair and reasonable
Charles Skouras, Hollywood chair- community of Woodland Hills, has
Cincinnati, Dec. 28.— The 1,400- man.
prices, should determine whether the seat RKO Lyric Theatre, located in
been active in promoting and assistdefendant distributors are meeting the a building containing stores and
ing in the development of civic projrequirements of the decree.
ects, including the new American
offices, has been closed. The building 114 Stations Are
will be razed and the site used for a
Legion town hall which serves as a

The opening of Radio City Music
Hall started a new era in theatrechair design and construction, according to Keith Dickinson, theatre product manager of American Seating.
"Our research and development on
theatre seating gathered impetus as a
result of the success of this show
place," Dickinson said. "Until then,
the emphasis was on the ornate, with
restricted spacing and width of seat
inflicting their measure of suffering on

large parking lot. The house played Now
Telecasting
legitimate attractions years ago prior
A
microwave
installation making
to its acquisition by RKO.
network television service available to
York, Pa., has been placed in operaName Essanjay Manager
tion, the long lines department of the
Chicago, Dec. 28. — Essanjay Films American Telephone and Telegraph
of this city has appointed Jack H. Co. has announced.
was levied four years ago. Two of Harris of Jack H. Harris ProducWith the addition of the new teletions, Philadelphia zone manager, and
the. four remaining Lancaster houses
vision station at York, network programs are now available to 114 tele"will barely break even" this year, Lewis Hanna of Hanna Theatre
vision stations in 71 cities
the attorneys told the Council.
Service, Pittsburgh zone manager.

Ask Town to Repeal Tax
Columbus, O., Dec. 28. — Attorneys
for Lancaster, O., theatres have asked
the City Council to repeal the municipal three per cent admission tax
because
of "declining
local theatre
has closedrevenues."
since the One
tax

meeting place for Woodland

Hills

groups.
Texas Lauds Chill Wills
Dallas, Dec. 28. — A holiday message to Chill Wills from Texas
COMPO for
expresses
the organization's
gratitude
his representation
of the
industry on many public occasions
and his willing cooperation in local
and national public relations activities.
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Congratul

your management, Mr. Russell V. Downing, The
Radio City Music Hall, has demonstrated to the industry
the pattern for consistent success . . . fine entertainment,
unmatched showmanship, top-quality equipment, and the
best in service.

• Under

RCA Service Company,
A Radio Corporation
of America Subsidiary
Camden, N. J.

RCA Theatre Equipment
Engineering Products Department
Radio Corporation of America
Camden, N. J.
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Still the premier theatre of the world ; far ahead in conception, construction, and instrumentations; leading all others
in the magnificence of its presentations; Radio City Music
Hall offers a standard in show business difficult to surpass.

on

Extensively provided with Kliegl stage and auditorium
lighting — the original lighting equipment is still in use
after twenty years of constant service, testifying to the
advanced design, enduring qualities and satisfactory performance of Kliegl products.
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Long Island City 1, N. Y.
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Reviews

"Last of the Commanches"
(Columbia)
ACTION AND SUSPENSE, combined with effective outdoor scenery
The newly developed Chromatic
and color by Technicolor, compose the necessary ingredients to satisfy
tri-color home television tube was the most demanding outdoor action fans. The story concerns the tragic advenunderscored here by Adolph Zukor,
tures of a group of soldiers and Western travellers who are seeking to escape
board chairman of Paramount Pic- to a fort after having been beset by Indian attacks.
Six tattered U. S. Cavalry men, under Broderick Crawford, are the sole
tures, as in keeping with Paramount's
eye-on-the-future policy. Paramount survivors of a renegade Commanche raid on a Western village. In their
owns a 50 per cent interest in Chro- trek across the desert to reach the haven of a fort, they come upon a stage
matic Laboratories Inc.
coach in which Barbara Hale is a passenger, thus offering the slight romantic
The occasion for Zukor's comments angle. Two additional members of the caravan are picked up en route, Hugh
was the induction on Christmas Eve Sanders and Johnny Stewart, the latter a young Indian. When the . party
of 32 Paramount employes into the takes refuge in an old Spanish mansion, the Indians start their rounds of
company's 25-Year-Club at the home attack and Crawford sends Stewart through the lines to get cavalry help.
office in the presence of Barney Bala- With the arrival of the horsemen, the party is saved — just as ammunition and
ban, president, and scores of other water are about to run out.
Paramount executives.
Buddy Adler produced and Andre DeToth directed, from a screenplay by
Following welcoming remarks by Kenneth Garnet.
Balaban, in which he signaled 1953
Others in the cast are Lloyd Bridges, Mickey Shaughnessy, George
as the most important year for the Matthews, Ric Roman, Chubby Johnson, Martin Parsons, Jack Woody, John
industry, Zukor presented to the 32 War Eagle, Carleton Young, William Andrews.
inductees gold watches to mark their
Running time, 85 minutes. General audience classification. For February
entry into the club. In presenting release.
Zukor to the inductees, Balaban
pointed out that the occasion was
doubly auspicious in that Zukor, in
Importance
of Being Earnest"
1953, will mark the 50th anniversary "The
(J. Arthur Rank Organisation-Universal)
of his association with Paramount,
and its predecessors.
THIS FILM VERSION of Oscar Wilde's play is made-to-order for art
theatres ; its chances for commercial success in regular houses are somewhat remote. It is strictly adult fare, smartly directed and produced, capably
New Members
acted and further enhanced by rich tones of color by Technicolor. The subtle
Those admitted to the 25-Year-Club
lines of Wilde's original play have been augmented by equally fine dialogue,
were : Louis Phillips, Robert Denton, made
to conform with film requirements. By American standards, the picture
A. J. Richard, Edgar H. Fay, Mary
A. Turner, Jack Pearley, Henry De- might be considered by some to be "too British," and yet it is the British
comedy. At times the
Siena, Fred Pelbinger, John Oxton, touch that brings out the full appreciation of Wilde's
rapid, clipped English dialogue becomes difficult to follow, but such instances
James Pelkey, George Pavlonis, Urban Santone, John Ahern, Arthur are in the minority. For those who like sophisticated comedy, "The Importance ofBeing Earnest" should have strong appeal.
Auspaker, Charles Bade, Charles O.
The story concerns two eligible bachelors, Michael Redgrave and Michael
Bonaria, Philip U. Bonaria, Oscar
Geyer, Russell Higgins, Edward Denison, the former in love with Denison's cousin, Joan Greenwood, and
Denison with Dorothy Tutlin, Redgrave's ward. Anxious to keep his freedom
Moltje, James Kaudelky, William as
a playboy, Redgrave creates an imaginary brother, Earnest, and in that
Kuntz, George Lewis, Michael Menwins Joan's affections. Denison learns of Redgrave's deception and
ditto, D. S. Mnngillo, Fred Stederoth, guise
pretends to be Earnest in wooing Dorothy. Thus, each girl believes herself
Edmund Theise, Frederick Zech, to be engaged to the non-existent Earnest. The resulting entanglements and
Anna Schneider, Minnie Treisner, the untangling of the situations form the basis for the improbable and yet
Robert Seaton and William Piper.
highly amusing episodes.
The stars and supporting players turn in excellent performances under
Anthony Asquith's direction and the production guidance of Teddy Baird.
Others in the cast are Edith Evans, Margaret Rutherford, Richard Wattis,
Dana
Presiding
at
Miles Malleson, Walter Hudd and Aubrey Mather.
Running time, 95 minutes. Adult classification. December release.
Al Steen
4IT Sales Meeting
P. T. Dana, Eastern sales manager
TV, Radio Coverage
of Universal Pictures, will hold a Inaugural Job to Maine
sales meeting in Pittsburgh today and
The President's Inauguration Ball
tomorrow of the managers and sales- Committee of Washington has commissioned Bruno Maine to design and Of 6Stooge' Preview
men of P. F. Rosian's district which
includes the Pittsburgh, Washington, decorate the Armory in Washington
Cleveland and Detroit branches.
Hollywood, Dec. 28. — Coast-tofor the inaugural of President-elect
Next Monday and Tuesday he will Eisenhower. Maine was formerly on Coast radio and television coverage
hold a similar meeting in Boston of the Radio City Music Hall staff for will spotlight the press preview today
the managers and salesmen of John 18 years as designer, and created the of Hal Wallis' new Dean MartinJ. Scully's district which includes the Nativity and Easter stage settings Jerry Lewis comedy, "The Stooge,"
Boston, Albany, Buffalo, Philadelphia which have been part of the Music at Hollywood's Carthay Circle Theatre. National Broadcasting Co. will
and New Haven branches.
Hall repertoire.
cover the event with a 25-minute
radio show from 9 :05 to 9 :30 p.m.,
Pacific time, followed tomorrow by a
Coast-to-Coast television presentation
Best of Wishes to
of the preview via NBC Newsreel.
Color

Tube
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Study

3-Dimension
The executive committee and the
board of directors of the Theatre
Owners of America will devote an
entire day
to the
three-dimensional films
whenstudy
the ofTOA
leaders
meet here next month. Future possibilities of tri-dimensional pictures at
the box-office will be discussed thoroughly, according to Herman Levy,
TOA general counsel.
Levy said that the TOA executives
would view Cinerama at the Broadway Theatre on the night of Monday,
Jan. 26 and efforts would be made to
obtain
print offeature,
"Bwana soDevil,"
the
Naturala Vision
that they
can witness a demonstration of that
project on Monday afternoon.
TOA'santi-trust
position suit
on the
16mm.
willgovernment's
be decided
at the sessions, which will be held
Jan. tion
25-27,
Levy said.
The organizawill determine
whether
to try to
intervene in the case, and, if that step
is vetoed, what other action should be
taken. Other subjects, such as arbitration and admission taxes, also are
on the agenda.
said 'that
betweenthe50meetings
and 60
areLevy
expected
to attend
which will be held at the Pierre
Hotel.

U.K.FilmMen,BB.€.
To

Air

TV

Ideas

London, Dec. 28. — An exploratory
meeting to discuss, among other
things, British Broadcasting Company's need of films for television and
what's to be done about it, has been
scheduled by the British Film Producers Association for Jan. 1.
Invited to the meeting at BFPA
headquarters,
in chief,
addition
to B.B.C.'s
television
service
George
Barnes,
are William Speakman, president of
the Cinematograph
Exhibitors
Association ; Edward Hinge,
treasurer,
only.
and Walter Fuller, general secretary.
They will be present as observers
BFPA Policy
Sir Henry French of B.F.P.A. is
understood to have prepared a document setting forth the conditions on
which BFPA members would like to
use large screen TV. British exhibitors remain opposed to cooperation with television but it appears that
producers might be willing to discuss
some method of making TV films for
BBC in return for theatre TV privimonopoly.
leges from the government video-radio

Significantly,
Norman
former BBC television
serviceCollins,
head, who
is now identified with High Definition
New
Type Screen for Films and Associated Broadcasting
"Jazz" Premiere
Development Co., both of which are
partly backed by J. Arthur Rank and
Hollywood, Dec. 28. — The new Sir Alexander Korda, is discussing
enlarged Walker high-intensity screen arrangements for making his film
was installed at the Fox Beverly
BBC. have
His BritTheatre here over the weekend for supply available
ish-made films to
already
been
the world premiere tomorrow night made available to American and Canadian TV services.
of Warner Brothers' "The Jazz
The premiere will be given worldwide radio coverage, with plans to On A.B.-Pathe Board
beam
the
London, Dec. 28. — W. A. Fielder,
Singer." program to foreign countries
in their own languages. Tape record- for many years general manager of
ings later will be broadcast to coun- Associated British-Pathe, has been
elected a director of the company.
tries behind the Iron Curtain.
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Radio City Music Hall comes
to its 20th anniversary, marked
in this issue of Motion Picture
Daily as has been its earlier anniversaries at each five-year milestone in the theatre's history, the
Music Hall's claim to the title
place
"Show
Natio
. n" is more
secure than of
everthebefore

AS

CELEBRATING
20th

THE

ANNIVERSARY

OI

Probe
Red
Films'Aid
Cites
Un-American

RADIO

CITY

In many ways the Music Hall is
unique. A glance at some of the
facts culled from its records shows
why.
In 1951, a poor business year for
most theatres, the Music Hall
established a record gross of
$6,811,769. On the basis of still
incomplete figures, the gross for
this year probably will set a new
high for the theatre.
The average annual attendance
is nearly 7,000,000 persons. The
20-year attendance at the Music
Hall by the end of this year will
Voted
Lewis
and
be in the neighborhood of 123,- Martin
000,000.
The 20-year gross for the theatre
is estimated at $104,425,000.
Stars
Money-Making
One picture, "The Great Caru- Top
so," grossed $1,392,943 in 10 weeks
The team of Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis were the top "Moneyat the Music Hall.
Four others
[Continued on page 2)
Making Stars of 1952," having been voted into the No. 1 position by
exhibitors in the Motion Picture Herald-Fame's 21st annual poll. Thet— voting by confidential
atre operators— both circuit and independen
ballot strictly on box-office revenues
had placed the duo in second place in
the 1951 audit.
Martin and Lewis were followed by
O'Donnell
Heralds
Gary
Cooper, John Wayne, Bing
WASHINGTON, Dec. 28.-Crosby, Bob Hope, James Stewart,
"The largest volume of 'Movietime' Train,
Doris Day, Gregory Peck, Susan Hayward and Randolph Scott, in that orunfilled requirement s " in
Aids
der, on the list of Money-Making
building Other Compo
the private
Stars. The single newcomer to the
field was declared to
"Top Ten" is Susan Hayward, alexist for recreational
Dallas, Dec. 28. — The 22-car
though some of the others are reties
ce
in a Commer
facili
turnees. She rose from 19th place in
etime" tram, which
streamliner "Movi
tour the country in 1953, and the 1951 poll to ninth position in 1952.
Department economic out- will
projects of the CounGary Cooper, runner-up, is on the
look survey. The need for other pre-selling Pictu
re Organizations list for the 13th time, a record tied
cil of Motion
such construction was
Crosby.
John Wayne,
O'Donnell,of only by Bing
R. J- manag
ded by genera
heralnt
were reside
(Continued on page 11)
er
l
said to be due largely vice-p
and
to government building
Interstate Circuit and national direc." as retor of "Movietime, U.S.A
curbs, with over $3 bilflecting faith and confidence m the
lion of deferred building.
industry for the coming year.
Regional
Additional expressions of optimism Appoint
(Continued on page 11)
NCCJ
Chairmen
ALBANY, N. Y. , Dec. 28.
Regional exhibitor chairmen for the
— Citing the "sensational
'amusement
industry's participation in
2
'5
>ser
thgh
business" being done by Rern
rtgs 20Hi
Brotherhood Week, Feb. 15-22, on beEa poin
half of the 25th anniversary of the
"Bwana Devil," Harry LaCentury-Fox's National Conference of Christians and
mont , head of Lamont TheaA forecast that 20th based
on pre- Jews were disclosed at the weekend
tres, stated that third net earnings for 1952,
quar- by Sol A. Schwartz, national c^aiman.
h
fourt
the
for
reports
liminary
dimension projection will
ter, would be in excess of those of
Serving under Walter Reade, Jr..
prove a box-office boon last year was made here at the week- national exhibitor chairman, will be .
Albany : Charles Smakwitz and Harry
end by a 20th-Fox official.
not only to indoor theaA decrease in amortization would Lamont; Atlanta: Boyd Fry; Boston:
1
tres but also to drive{Lontlnii~d on page 2)
" in
"slight
ins during 1953.
up the
help take(Contin
ued on
page decline
2)

Committee

Activities

Reviews

Year

By J. A. OTTEN
Washington, Dec. 28. — The
House Un-American Activities
Committee said today that if Communist efforts to infiltrate Hollywood had not been exposed, the screen
would have become a medium for
Communist propaganda.
The statement was made in
the Committee's year-end report to Congress, reviewing
recent hearings and investigations. It noted that in its film
hearings last year and this
year, it had received much betterin the
cooperation
uals
industryfrom
than individduring
the earlier 1947 hearings.
The Committee report carefully
avoided giving the industry too great
a pat on the back, but at least it did
the industry as did earnot criticize
lier reports.
when hearings
In 1951,
(Continued
on page 2) were reNY

1st -run

Climb

for

Grosses

Holidays

ay boxof the
endcame
The lull
office
withpre-holid
Christmas Day
along Broadway heralding a week of
robust business that will be climaxed
by the New Year's weekend. The
lively box-office performance in New
York was also experienced by theatres
in many other sections of the country.
At Radio City Music Hall, the
fourth week
of "Million
Mer(Con tinned
on pageDollar
2)

Sees Fewer Gov't
Controls in '53
Dallas, Dec.
28.—asLess
governmental control
a result
of thetionsrecent
general
was forecast
by elecKarl
Hoblitzelle,
of Interstate president
Circuit, at a meeting
here of the Texas Council of
Motion Picture Organizations.
He said
controls
"will
mean
the fewer
salvation
of many
types of business including

2

Personal

Motion

Tradewise

Picture

.

30

(Continued from page 1)

Mention

grossed more than $1,150,000 in
J. YATES, Republic runs of eight to 11 weeks.
RT
ERBE
H
president, and Mrs. Yates are in
During the last Christmas-New
New York from the Coast.
Year's holiday week, "I'll See You
in My Dreams" grossed a record
Walter Gould, executive viceoe,"
"Ivanh
in seven
$180,0
lidaydays.
in one68 non-ho
week,
grossed
president of International-United Film
by
Corp., left here for the Coast
he will $175,9
plane at the weekend where
The58.Music Hall has played 425
of January,
remain until the middle
e
feature pictures since its opening
20 years ago. Of these, 317 were
Allen Hods hire goes to Washfor
played during the first 10 years
nment
assig
first
his
on
ington
during
secondHall
10 years.
RLvO Radio after joining the com- and"In1081946.
used
thetheMusic
pany's exploitation staff here today.
1945,
in
only eight feature films;
David O. Selznick, president of the nine; in 1944 and this year. 10; in
Selzniek Releasing Organization, will 1943. 1947 and 1951, it used 11.
leave here today for London by plane.
In its early years, before its
present policy had been established,
Jack L. Warner is in New York the Music Hall used almost four
from the Coast. •
times as many films as in recent
years. In 1933, it used an all-time
Albert Warner is in Flor- high of 46; in 1934, it used 43, and
Major
ida on vacation.
in 1935, 40. From 1936 on, the
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United Artists, 48 features, for 94
weeks ; Warner Brothers. 28 features, for 67 weeks ; Universal, 20
features, for 36 weeks and three
days; Paramount, 14 features, for
55 weeks.
Pandro Berman is the leadingproducer of pictures booked by the
Music Hall, with 28. David Selzniek has 11; Arthur Freed 10.
John Cromwell, with 17 pictures, is
the 11,Hall's
directorHallon has
books.
Alexander
and
the leading
John Ford, 10.
Katharine Hepburn and Ginger
Rogers are tied for first as the
female stars of the greatest number

Cleve.

Theatres

In Pre-Xmas

Closing

Cleveland, Dec. 28.— Thirty
independently owned subsequent run houses, representing 50% of the theatres in
this classification in Greater
Cleveland, closed Monday
through Wednesday before
Christinas. This is the first
time such a wide sweeping
policy including the largest
and newest theatres, has ever
been adopted. In previous
years many theatres closed
Christmas Eve to give their
employees one holiday night
with their families.
The three-day closing was
not a concerted action on the
part of exhibitors but was
instituted on the basis of individual theatre lack of attendance. All reopened Christmas Day with new programs.

of pictures to play the Hall — 22
each. However, Greer Garson's
11 starring vehicles at the Hall had
the longest playing time for any
female star. 65 weeks.
Cary Grant ranks as the male
star who has appeared in the most Grosses Climb
(Continued from page 1)
drop in feature film consumption Music Hall pictures, and for the
was sharp and continuous.
most playing time — 21 pictures
Red Probe Aid
and the traditional Christmas
which ran 68 weeks. Walter Pid- maid"
stage show is expected to top $180,000,
(Continued from page V
Numerically, RKO Radio provided the Music Hall with the geon was in eight which ran 45 the sturdy figure realized last year
sumed, "the Committee experienced most films over the 20-year period; weeks and Spencer Tracy in 12 during Christmas week. The estimuch fuller cooperation and assistance
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berg, Bernard C. Schoenfeld, Leo Damis ; New Orleans : Henry Plitt ; Hendrey ; San Francisco : Joseph
Others on the list were George Townsend, Owen Vinson and Eliza- New York City : Sam Rinzler, Spyros Blumenfeld and Mark Ailing ; Seattle :
beth Wilson.
Bassman, George Beck, Martin BerkeSkouras, Jr., and Michael Edelstein ;
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New Songs-Lyrics by JOHNNY BURKE -Music by JAMES VAN HEUSEN
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CUCCIOLA- ANTOINETTE CONCELLO
Produced and Directed by CECIL B. DeMILLE • Produced with the
cooperation of Ringling Bros.-Barnum & Bailey Circus • Screenplay
by Fredric M. Frank. Barre Lyndon and Theodore St. John • Story by
Fredric M. Frank, Theodore St. John and Frank Cavett
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FOR

FUTURE

SCARED

A Hal Wallis Production.
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis,
Lizabeth Scott, Carmen Miranda.

A William Wyler Production.
Gregory Peck, Audrey Hepburn,
Eddie Albert.

ARROWHEAD
Charlton Heston, Mary Sinclair,
Jack Palance, Michael Keith.
Produced by Nat Holt
Color by Technicolor.

SHANE
A George Stevens Production.
Alan Ladd, Jean Arthur, Van Heflin,
Brandon de Wilde.

HOUDINI
Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh
Produced by George Pal
Color by Technicolor

FOREVER

HERE

17

COME
THE
GIRLS
Bob Hope, Arlene Dahl,
Rosemary Clooney, Tony Martin
Produced by Paul Jones.
Color by Technicolor.

Produced by Billy Wilder.
William Holden, Don Taylor, Otto Preminger.
From the Broadway stage success.,

LITTLE

BOY

THE

LOST

CONQUERORS
John Payne, Coleen Grey,
Jan Sterling, Lyle Bettgei .
Produced by Pine and Thomas.
Color by Technicolor.

A Perlberg-Seaton Production
Bing Crosby, Claude Dauphin.

N
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LEADING

FEMALE

Ginger Rogers, William Holden,
Paul Douglas, Pat Crowley.
Produced by Pat Duggan.

Color by Technicolor.
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Irving Berlin's WHITE
CHRISTMAS
Fred Astaire— Rosemary Clooney
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'Look' Features
'Herald-Fame' Poll
The Jan. 13 issue of Look
Magazine, which will be on
the newsstands tomorrow,
will carry a three-page pictorial layout on the Motion
Picture Herald-Fame 21st annual exhibitor poll results of
the top box-office stars of the
year. Titled "America's Favorite Movie Stars," the three
pages are devoted to photos
of present, and past winners,
with their ranking positions
in previous polls.
Martin and Lewis
(Continued from page 1)
after holding the No. 1 spot in the
two previous years, was in third place,
possibly due to the fact that he was
seen less often during' the year than
was good for his poll standing. Bing
Crosby climbed a notch from his 1951
position, taking fourth place, but he
shares with nobody the record of five
consecutive .years in the No. 1 slot
(1944-48 inclusive).
Hope jumped from sixth to fifth
place and is on the "team" for the
12th time, taking first place in 1949.
Stewart is in the Top Ten for the
second time, finishing sixth, while
Miss Day, in seventh place, is up two
stations from last year's ninth, which
was her initial appearance on the list.
Peck, finishing eighth, duplicates his
standing in the 1947 poll.
The Herald observes that the fluctuations of box-office fame are singularly slight from year to year. Bud
Abbott and Lou Costello, 11th in the
1952 poll, although eighth in the independent exhibitors' column, have
seven Top Ten placements, including
a No. 1 in 1941. Esther Williams,
12th in the present listing, although
10th in the circuit theatres' column,
was eighth in both the 1949' and 1950
polls. The most striking shift of poll
positions is that of Betty Grable, who
was third in 1951, and dropped to 20th
this year. The repeated suspensions
she drew from her studio are reported
to have accounted for the dip.
Winners in the Western film
category are Roy Rogers, Gene
Autry, Rex Allen, Bill Elliott,
Tim Holt, Gabby Hayes, Smiley
Burnette, Charles Starrett,
Dale Evans and William Boyd.
Fluctuations in this department
are even slighter, with Rogers
leading the parade for the 10th
consecutive year.
British exhibitors participated in the
poll, casting votes in three groups ; the
top money-making British players, international players, and Western stars,
respectively.
The British performers ranked in
the following order : Ronald Shiner,
Alastair Sim, Alec Guinness, Anthony
Steel and Jack Hawkins (tied), Richard Todd, Nigel Patrick, Jack Warner, Anna Neagle, Trevor Howard
and Glynis Johns.
In the international bracket, the
winner was Bob Hope, followed by
Gregory Peck, Betty Hutton, Martin
and Lewis, John Wayne, Mario Lanza,
James Mason, James Stewart, Doris
Day and Humphrey Bogart.
The Westerns' leaders were Gary
Cooper, Randolph Scott, James Stewart, Roy Rogers, John Wayne, Rod
Cameron, Alan Ladd, Gene Autry,
Jeff Chandler and Clark Gable.
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Warner Theatres Set
3-D N, E. Premieres

Television
with

Pinky

- Radio
Herman

will probably be the only Chinese Christmas Carols on
WHAT
TV, will be heard on "Letter to Lee Graham" ABCast 3 :00 to
3:15 P.M. Christmas Day, when Father John Moore and ten children
from the Kung Wah Cantonese settlement on Mott St. will guestrill.
. . . For the first time in the IP-year history of the Sugar Bowl game,
the contest on New Year's Day between Georgia Tech and U of
Miss, will be telecast. Jim Britt's play by play will be heard and
seen on the five owned and operated ABC-TV stations while Bob
Finnegan will radiorate the classic for indie co-sponsors. . . . March
of Time's interesting Film Series, sponsored by Miller Brewing Co.
in about 60 key cities, moves from ABC to NBC, and will be telecast Weds., 7:15 to 7:30 P.M. There was quite a to-do last week
when someone stated that "New York's Finest WEREN'T." That
may or may not be so but local gendarmes have certainly proven
themselves "the smartest." On Dec. 9, Patrolman Robert R. Maloney
(paired with Joyce Robinson of Omaha, Neb.) split the record sum
of $2,835.00 on NBC-TV's "Two For The Money," and on the same
day Stanley Chappie, New York traffic cop, gave the right answers on
"The Big
himself
and Payoff"
his wife.and copped a mink coat and a trip to Paris for
ft
ft
ft
Tom Slater, Ruthrauff & Ryan v.p., who was recently named
director of that firm's radio and TV dep't., has enjoyed a wide
and varied career. Upon graduation from College he served on
the faculties of Northwestern U, Miami U. and Western College
for Women at Oxford, 0. From 1934 until he
joined R & R in 1946, Slater was a writerproducer-performer mid for several years
headed special events and sports for MBS. His
"Contacting the Moon By Radar," in 1946
won him the coveted National Headliners
Award for "Radio's outstanding special events
broadcast of the year." He is chairman of the
TV committee for the broadcasting and film
commission of the National Council of the
Churches of Christ in America, and some few
weeks ago succeeded his brother Bill as emcee
Tom Slater

and host of the "Luncheon at Sardi's," series
via WOR. . . . After a recording-breaking p.a.
tour of theatres in Montreal and Toronto,
The Four Aces paused in New York for a

guestint on Kate Smith's program, then left for another theatre
date in Chicago. . . . Bob Monroe's "High Adventure" and "John
Steele" MB Shows resume next month. . . . The Wendell Coreys
due back in town next month and are mulling an offer to do a
"Mr. & Mrs." program on TV.
.ft
ft , ft
Jack Lescoulie who has been doing a CBSwell announcing
job on the "Jackie Gleason Show" these past two months, added another chore to his busy schedule when he subs for Dave
Garroway on "Today," the NBC-TV early bird series, from
Dec. 25 through the 29th. . . . George F. Foley's adult science
fiction TV series, "Tales of Tomorrow," ABCast for the past
two years, will also become a radio series over the same network starting Thursday Jan. 1. Clark Andrews will direct the
radio version. . . . "Wild Bill Hickok" has been MBSigned to
continue on through 1953. . . . Deejays will latch onto Jerry
Cooper's newest Anchor platter of two nostalgic ballads,
"Have You Ever Been Lonely" and "I'm Sorry I Made You
Cry." The former Monogram Pictures lark is headed for a
comeback. . . . Maggi McNellis turned in one of the finest
femceeing jobs we've ever seen last Tuesday nite via WJZ-TV
for the special premiere of the 20th Century-Fox musical,
"Stars and Stripes Forever," at the Roxy Theatre. In fact we'll
coin a word and say her charm, wit and graciousness made this
a Magginificent telecast. . . . Charles Saj#ord, musical director
of "Your Show of Shows," has nixxed offers from two Broadway producers to NBContinue with Max Liebman, with whom
he's been associated for a decade. . . . Telenews Exec Milton
Weisman sails Jan. 7 for a six-month world tour to set up
world news coverage facilities. . . . Abbie Greshler has started
his own music publishing firm and will publish songs written
and recorded by the new singing sensation, Jimmy Boyd, whose
current platter of "I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Glaus" has
already reached the three MILLION sales mark. . . . Sotto
Voce to Alice Heinecke : Durn purtiest birthday card we ever
received. Merci beaucoup. . .

Hartford, Dec. 28.—Warner
Bros. Theatres have scheduled
the first northern Connecticut
Devil,"
three-dimensional
film, for
the
booking of "Bwana
Warner Strand, Hartford, in
either late January or early
February, according to Harry
Feinstein, Warner circuit zone
manager.
Similar bookings are being
lined up for Warner houses
throughout the territory.

O'Donnell Heralds
(Continued from page 1)

came from members of the executive
board of Texas COMPO, who attended aspecial meeting here. Among
them were Karl Hoblitzelle, founder
and president of Interstate Circuit;
Col. H. A. Cole, chairman of the
board of Allied Theatre Owners of
Texas and national chairman of the
COMPO tax repeal campaign; Ed
Rowley, president of Rowley United
Theatres; H. J. Griffith, president of
Theatre Enterprises, and Claude
ciates.
Ezell, president of Ezell and AssoCole stated, "We have every
reason to believe that our efforts in the tax repeal campaign will bear fruitful returns
to the industry during the coming year, but this will represent
only a partial solution to our
problems. The new year will
see our thoughts ; directed toward establishing/ inter-induswitK the introductry harmony
tion of an incentive selling program which will benefit both
exhibition and distribution.
This will require a cooperative
a period
spirit and mentation
value,
its experito prove of
be the
will
Texas
that
and I feel
testing grounds for this imporproject." Cinerama as "a mileytant cited
Rowle
stone in the progress" of the industry
and envisioned the need for a transition in the industry to harness the
new medium.
Griffith forecast that a successful
outcome of the tax repeal campaign
would mean the salvation for thousands of theatres and a more stabilized industry. Ezell predicted that
drive-ins were headed for the most
prosperous year in their history.
Phil Isley, president of Isley Theatres and president of Allied Theatre
Owners of Texas, condemned the Department ofJustice's 16mm. suit seeking the release of feature films to TV
stations, among other things.

Mother of Bucky Harris
Mrs. Lena Harris, mother of
Maurice "Bucky" Harris, Universal
Pictures exploiteer, died here Friday
services
at the age of 93. Funeral
were held the following morning.
Mrs. Harris is suryv* by two other
sons and several giTtatichildren.
D. Kaye

Advance

Sale

"in person"
Danny a 'Kaye
The opens
hen ?Palace show
the RKO
which
advance
an
up
Jan. 18 had Tacked
sale of $201,-522 at the end of last
week.
Seats
are .now6
being sold eight
weeks in
advance
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ETTY HUTTON • CORNEL WILDE • CHARLTON HESTON • DOROTHY LAMOUR • GLORIA GRAHAME and JAMES STEWART
Henry Wilcoxon ••Lyle Bettger . Lawrence Tierney Emmett Kelly • Cuccioia • Antoinette Concello • Produced and Directed by Cecil E. DeMille • Produced with the cooperation of Ringling Bros,
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CITY

WO decades ago comedians in a Broad7w
way musical review were making merry over what they referred
to as "Young John D's Folly." Their reference was to the institution created through the vision and enterprise of Mr. John D.
Rockefeller, Jr., which has since become world-famous as the
Radio City Music Hall.
The Music Hall was inaugurated in the midst of the Great
Depression and the inaugural program, unhappily in tune with
the spirit of the day, was not without various depressive aspects.
But that was only the starting point. The best laugh — the last
laugh — was yet to come.
In the succeeding years this institution, endowed with a
physical plant and character never previously realized, and enjoying a sponsorship of vision, taste and initiative, has gone on to
establish for itself a unique status in the amusement world. It is
doubtlessly the most widely known theatre of the day. It numbers
among its public an army of regular and devoted patrons residing in the New York area, and it is the top-of-the-list place to

ZOth

Anniversary

MUSIC

of

HALL

go for great numbers of visitors from points throughout this
country and from overseas. It has solidly built a reputation of
even greater value than the physical values of the enterprise.
<I The rise of the Music Hall to its position of eminence was
first under the guidance of the masterful hand of the late W. G.
Van Schmus, and ably continued by his immediate successor,
Mr. Gus S. Eyssell, who went on from the Music Hall post to his
present position as president of Rockefeller Center, Inc. The
successful tradition is now continuing under Mr. Russell V. Downing, president and managing director.
The Music Hall is an institution of the amusement industry
which reflects substantial credit upon the industry at large. Its
twentieth anniversary is an appropriate occasion for an acknowledgment of this obligation and for the offering of hearty congratulations tothe management and to the numerous personnel
which constitute the Music Hall family.
— MARTIN
QUIGLEY
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i
he twentieth anniversary
of the Radio City Music Hall is a signal
occasion for all the institution of the motion
picture, art and industry. Standing there in
New York's mid-town, its event of Now,
taking provocation from the yesterdays, constrnctively pertains more importantly to encouragement for the tomorrows.
When the Music Hall was opened December 27, 193 2, those two decades ago, with
much pomp and ceremony, it was the world's
biggest theatre. In the years since, it has
come by ordeal and experience to be the
world's greatest theatre.
Through steps of evolution and the adventures ofthe hectic career of the problembeset motion picture, this theatre has become
and is today a looming beacon on a headland, shining through the pessimism and questioning that float
across an industry burdened with
adjustment to the new order,
and disorder, of the day.
There are facts.

By

TERRY

twa

decades

RAMSAYE

spots worn through, nothing obviously repaired. It maintains the perfections of an

Music Hall screen, were selected out of projection room judgments, inevitably in pursuit of a policy. It is a firm policy which

opening night, from the lush carpet trod
by those millions of feet, to an overall spotlessness. Incidentally that carpet runs between the seats with its tactile impress

pertains as much to maintaining an institution for its continuing career as to selling
the seats for tonight's show.
Those high gross figures are impressive and
important as denoting that flow of seven to
eight millions of customers which come each
year to fill those 6200 seats, often to the capacity of the house.
While we are among the statistics, it is

J. D. Rockefeller, Jr
Founder of
Rockefeller Center

"Sunset Boulevard," 1950—
7 weeks, $1,015,000 . . . "Show Boat." 19 51
—8 weeks, $1,160,000 . . . "The Great
Caruso" 1951—10 weeks, $1,392,000 . . .
"The Greatest Show on Earth," 1952—11
weeks, $1,3 3 5,000 . . . "Ivanhoe," 195 2—
8 weeks, $1,290,000.

through

It is to be noted chat these pictures, along
with the rest of the presentations of the

The Music Hall's flowing successes, continuous across the television invasion, its accompanying fevers, and other rising competitions for the entertainment
dollar, have set significant tide
marks of motion picture boxoffice values in genuine ledger
figures:

Hall

of luxury — and probably subtle satisfaction
to the foot-tired ladies who like to slip off
their shoes and yield in relaxed comfort to
the entertainment.
The operation and all its policies start
with the customer, addressed at the big
middle class of solvent Americans, observant
of their tastes and public proprieties, when

appropriate to record again that
the Music Hall has the biggest
indoor screen, 70 by 40 feet, a
throw from projection ports to
screen of 190 feet, and a stage

assembled under each other's eyes.

so long that it takes a row of 46
precision dancers, the Rockettes,
to stretch across it. Also after

The process of address to that Music Hall
public became conspicuous to the observer
in its avoidance of the promotional antics

twenty years of operation, it is
the newest of theatres, with an

and publicity high pitches which so often
and conspicuously affect the metropolitan
scene and the frenetics of Broadway.

interior of luxury and unostentatious elegance, with sheer size
and scale the principal assertion
of grandeur. If the gregarious

impulse and the sense of audience participation are factors of
a show, in the Music Hall they get it. It
was built big, but it had to grow great.
This quality of newness is maintained by
a continuous process of modernizations and
refurbishments in detail. The patron gets
nowhere a suggestion of obsolescence, no

Exploiting

Distinction

There are no parades with prancing drum
majors, no balloons, no skywriters, no sniping, window cards and throwaways. The
Music Hall's large staff of creative artists
of note and fame do not have their names
bestrewn across the gossip columns, nor are
they photographed at the night clubs and
hot spots.
The basic audience is drawn from a fiftymile circle around Rockefeller Center, and
[CONTINUED
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USSELL V- DOWNING, president and managing director of Radio City Music Hall,
has spent his entire career in show business
as an officer of the world's premiere theatre. As the
Music Hall marks its 20th anniversary, Downing's personal 20th anniversary in show business and in the
service of the theatre is not far distant.
Downing joined the Music Hall executive organization as treasurer in October, 1933. In 1942 he
was elected vice-president and treasurer of Radio
City Music Hall Corp. and Center Theatre Corp. He
was named executive vice-president of both companies on June I, 1948, and became president and managing director of the Music Hall last March. In November he Was elected a member of the board of
directors of Rockefeller Center, Inc., in addition to

Daily
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MAN
ing at Columbia University. His early business experience included the posts of

treasurer of the Prudence Co., assistant
treasurer of Holmes
Products, assistant
treasurer of Magazine
Repeating Razor Co.
and assistant to the
president of Tidewater
Oil Sales Corp.
As part ofministrative
hisdutiesadas
head
of the Music

his other positions.
Apart from the brief, early period during which
the operating policy of the Music Hall was in a state
of flux, when S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel and Harold B.

Hall, Downing makes frequent journeys to
for the purpose of previewing the best of
completed film product and also to view
other productions which promise to meet

Franklin, successively, were in charge, the world's
greatest showplace has had but three managing directors. Preceding Downing in that capacity were the
Tate W. G. Van Schmus and Gus S, Eyssell. The latter is chairman of the board of the Music Hall Corporation now and also holds the post of president of
Rockefeller Center, Inc.

Hall's high standards for bookings. In both film and

Downing was born in Yonkers, N. Y., Aug. 1 1, 1900.
He attended local public schools; then the Wharton
School of Commerce of the University of Pennsylvania.
He was in officers' training at Camp Zachary Taylor
for a time during World War I and returned to school-

[CONTINUED

FROM PAGE 16]

a very considerable proportion comes from
all that endless flow of some three or four
hundred thousand visiting out-of-towners.
It is probably as much a Center influence as it was the late

theatre's 20 years of success.
In both his long service to the Music Hall and his
still brief tenure as its chief executive officer, Downing
has proved himself an able custodian of those policies
and an administrator eminently capable of ensuring
the further success of the Radio City Music Hall as
the world's pre-eminent theatre.

the people in person. There is stature and responsibility not shared by any other theatre.
It is to be remembered that
the great theatre now known as
the Music Hall went into the
Rockefeller Center-Radio City
design originally to create a sort
of splendid boutonniere for the
big real estate project. It was, as
many know, to have been a
new home for the grandiose

ever actually accepted by the
public it may be credited to the
Music Hall. It daily makes that
Fiftieth street corner the center
of an international concourse.
They come from everywhere,
with the Music Hall the best
known theatre around the world.
Back of the Music Hall is the

stage presentations the Music Hall's cardinal policy
may be described as clean entertainment for the whole
family. That, and an inflexible policy of good, honest
service to the public have been the keys to the great

vitally intimate, direct and daily contact of
the Rockefeller institution with the public,

Fiorello La Guardia who sought to
make Sixth Avenue the Avenue
of the Americas. If that name is

G. S. Eyssell
Center,
of Rockefell erpresident
chairman of Music Hall

somewhat more than atmospheric influence of the institutionality of the House of Rockefeller, so extensively integrated with far flung and extensive
financial, industrial influences and participation in social causes all over the globe. The
impress is upon it. Also it may be observed
that the Music Hall constitutes the most

Hollywood
the newly
rushes of
the Music

Metropolitan Opera. That went
a-glimmering in social politics.
Radio influences, with ill-fated
design to become important in
the motion picture through the

much merged RKO — remember
that "Titan" advertising campaign— found opportunity. It took over the
theatre as it emerged from blue prints and
therein installed the great Roxy. It was
Roxy, grown too great for the screen
who gave the house its initial vaudeville
policy, when vaudeville was all but dead,

for that debacle program of the opening
all the night of the December 27, 1932.
The bill, which included most everything
from Ray Bolger to extracts from Carmen,
complete with horses on stage, ran on till
3 o'clock in the morning of December 28th.
At the final curtain there were as many on
stage as there were in the audience.
From

Bust

to Business

One of the amazements of the occasion
was the fact that this vast, chaotic, costly
opening program had never been put
through a rehearsal !
It is to be recorded today that the management of the theatre as of then could not
reach a bookkeeping accounting of that
opening show. It was conceived in a chaos
of dreams, and bought free-hand, without
budget, without requisitions, authorizations,

and across luncheon conversaby telephone
tions, from here to the capitals of Europe.

Today the cost of that opening is un[CONTINUED ON PAGE 29]
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LEON LEONIDOFF, Vice-Pres.
Senior Producer
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RUSSELL MARKERT, Vice-Pres.
Producer & RockeHes Director

Daily

RAYMOND PAIGE
Director of Music

IRVING EVANS. Vice-Pres.
Asst. Managing Director
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OF

THE

MUSIC
JAMES GOULD
Treasurer

MARGARET SANDE
Baflet Director

HATTIE ROGGE
Costume Dept. Director

JOHN JACKSON
Stage Manager

EUGENE BRAUN
Stage Lighting Director

FRANK SPENCER
Costume Designer
FRED L. LYNCH
Adv. & Publicity Director

EDWARD SERLIN
Press Representative

CHARLES HACKER
Manager of Operations

SYDNEY M. GOLDMAN
Theatre Manager

ARTHUR CLARY
Box-Office Treasurer

JAMES STEWART
Art Director
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!.' people. Averrompleie shows, five
■iitur<« film showings daily:
increases on holidays to five
complete shows, six and occasional!; seven feature showing*. Regular price scale, 90
tents to $1.50, tax included.
Mezzanine has 950 reserved
seats priced at $1.80 to $2.40,
tax included.

Operates from about 10 to
11:40 p.m. daily. Midnight
show usually on Saturdays.
Doors open as early as 7:30
.m. on major holiday*.
•
Total
persons
employe
It has a

permanent staff 622
(equivalent lo one
for every ten seats).
service staff of 141

persons — 59 maintenance
workers, 53 stage department
employes, production staff of
i(>. 2 1 hox office employes, accounting department, 9; executive staff assistants, 8; adverlising-puhlicity, 6; poster department. 2;organists, 3; projectionists, 14.
•
The Rocketles comprise the
second largest numerical
group within -he Music Hall
stage organization. There are
!6 Rocketle* with a director,
captain, assistant captain and
ffrcomprmislt. The Corps de
llf?Uf>t f$ only slightly smaller >
«/ $6 girts, nine
- ••clor. assistant di-
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known and always will be. It has been
deemed absurdly unimportant to analyze the
details of what required a single entry —
"A bust complete."
Several things happened in sequel. RKO
was in other difficulties a-plenty, and an
expedition the next morning, right after
breakfast, raised half a million dollars assistance from a Rockefeller office, the sympathetic but perturbed landlord. Presently,
while it was still a leasehold operation, a
grey haired gentleman, W. G. Van Schmus,
appeared about back stage and elsewhere
silently observing. Word percolated in time
that he was "a Rockefeller man." He was,
in fact, an industrial and public relations expert of Chicago background, recommended
into the picture by the late Ivy Lee, of
public relations counsel and much fame
thereby in the Rockefeller service. ,
That vast Rockefeller operation could not
accept such a conspicuous debacle in the
limelight of the Center's greatest challenge
to public attention. With understandable
reluctance Mr. Rockefeller was defensively
brought into the show business. One may be
assured that in so coming, he was not trying
to get rich.
Metaphorically, the Music Hall was still
tremendous, but like an iceberg — mostly
under water.
It is necessary to have this recalled to give
perspective to the status of the Hall at this
anniversary of 195 2. The way up started
with many difficulties. The situation had
been precipitated by undisciplined ardors of
showmanship and the collaborations of men
and forces with designs of personal glory
and profit, with small measure of the larger
scene.
Soon it was clear that only the motion
picture was big enough both in physical
dimension and supply to continuously serve
that tremendous auditorium and its vast proscenium. Ranking pictures was a problem.
The Music Hall and RKO shared the hostility of a film industry which looked askance at radio and its leadership bent on
invasion. There was no sympathy.
The situation was to be met only by quiet
strategy and the application of the patient
genius of commonsense. With "The Bitter
Tea of General Yen" the week of January
11, 1933, the Music Hall entered upon a
motion picture policy, with more policy
than pictures. Prestige and buying power
were far in the distance.
March 13, Mr. Van Schmus took over.
The Rockefeller interest had acquired its
lease of the Music Hall by a quiet process
tantamount to a foreclosure, and RKO was

to
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going through that benevolent order of
receivership
known
as "77-B".
The problem
in hand
was the building of
the creative departments relating to the
stage numbers and all the complex of functions behind them, and the establishment of
a supply of screen entertainment. The quest
of films was a large problem for a theatre
with no status. It was to take years for the
Music Hall to establish, by performance,
the standing which gave it call on top rank
pictures from skeptical and jealous production-exhibition competitors. It was no
royal road.
Enter Two

Young

Men

Two young men in the reconstituted
Music Hall organization in that difficult
1933 were to prove figures of destiny. The
canny Van Schmus found his concept of
policy ably aided by Gus S. Eyssell, who
joined in January of 1933, bringing experience of exhibition on major assignments
across the land from his native Kansas City
to Los Angeles, to New York and way stations, under Paramount auspices. He knew
a lot about who and what and why within
the esoterics of movieland — if you know
what I mean, and you do. He spoke softly
and passed the ammunition.
Concurrently there appeared most unostentatiously what the industry would call
"a figure man." This was, and surely is,
Russell V. Downing, who came to what is
a highly important desk in any Rockefeller
organization, treasurer and comptroller, in
1933. To borrow a phrase from Ben Franklin, those Rockefellers are positively superstitious about figures. So is Mr. Downing,
possibly more then than now, because there
were so many ghosts among them way back
then.
About Gus Eyssell you know, and how
he came along to succeed the late Mr. Van
Schmus to become president and managing
director of the Music Hall and has since
moved on to become president of Rockefeller Center, Inc., becoming the while
chairman of the board of the Music Hall
Corporation. That made him unique as a
big business executive, alumnus of movieland. This recognition that capacity for the
functions of weighty concerns of widebased American enterprise can evolve in and
be demonstrated against the complex and
frenetic background of movies and entertainment was reiterated only the other day,
November 7th, when Mr. Downing was
[CONTINUED ON PAGE 32]
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Scene from MGM's "The Great Caruso," which established,
during a 10-week run, beginning May 10, 1951, the Music Hall's
high gross for 20 years — $1,392,943. The run included a holiday.

ing attractions of the Music Hall's
20-year career, and of the organization
and functions of the theatre itself.

MGM's "Ivanhoe," (below) grossed $1,255,070 in an eight-weelt
run, which gave it third place in the Music Hall's record holders.

Scene (above) from
Paramount's Cecil B. De
Mille production, "The
Greatest Show on Earth,"
runner-up for the 20-year
gross record, with $1,335,835. It ran eleven weeks.

The RKO Radio-Leo McCarey production, "The Bells of St. Mary's," ran nine
weeks, grossed $1,195,147, standing fourth
among

MGM's "Show Boat," with a gross of $1,160,048 in an eight-week run, ranks fifth among
the Music Hall's 20-year all-time record-holders.

The 20th Century-Fox production "Anna and
the King of Siam" ran eight weeks and is among
the top 10 grossers in the Music Hall's history.

the

Music

Hall's

record holders.
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cathedral
pageant,
"Theis
Glory
$f Easter"
(above),
Music Hall.
nidoff.
"The Great White 'Way"
reproduced (at left)
i 1 onJ
world's largest stage as a

a^as
c"fhe
set-

ting for one of the Rockettes'
sophisticated precision routines.

An underseas ballet (above)
provides another example of
the Music Hall's lavish spectacle productions /with un-^
usual effects
popular with

annual stage spectacle produced with a huge cast at
the Music Hall each year
just before and during the
Christmas - New Year season.
Mllile Hall production and staff photos by Cosmo-Sileo, N. Y.
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The MusiclHall's Rockettes (above) are renowned
the world Ever for their precision dancing. There
are 36 gijs on stage at a time. Choreography is
by Russelr Markert, troupe originator and director.

The art of the ballet is brought to Music Hall audif.

ences in all its phases — classic, modern and character—by the only resident ballet in the United
States. It is under the direction of Margaret Sande.
Forty beilerinas and outstanding dance soloists present such ballets as "The Romance of Giselle" and
Ravef's "A! Valse" and "Bolero," to name a few.
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Music is given a major part in all the
Music Hall's programs through the large
permanent orchestra (above) and the
male Glee Club (right). Both groups are
under the direction of Raymond Paige
(shown on podium in picture above).
The Glee Club is composed of 30 singers, who furnish a wide variety of vocal
music from opera to swing. Associate
Director Ralph Hunter is pictured at
right conducting a rehearsal. Further
regularly contributing to Music at the
Music Hall is the pipe organ, at which
Richard Leibert (below) is featured, with
Ashley Miller and Raymond F. Bohr, Jr.,
as associate organists.
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The Music Hall's symphony
orchestra of 75 members is
shown above in rehearsal under the baton of Raymond
Paige, the director of music.
While a Rockette awaits
cue, John Jackson, stage manager, and assistant, stand
ready at the complex stage
lighting and rigging controls.

continued
Leon Leonidoff, senior producer, confers
on a production with James Stewart Morcom, art director, before a model of the
Music Hall's huge stage used to create facsimile patterns of production set designs.
The Rockettes, celebrated
dance ensemble, are shown below
ing a routine under the leadership
world famous director,
Russell

precision
rehearsof their
Markert.

Motion pictures are projected by a battery of four Simplex X-L mechanisms with RCA sound reproducers, and condenser lamps operated at 175 amperes for 30-foot feature
pictures. Projection is under the supervision of Charles
Muller (in background of projection room photo below).

Costumes for Music Hall productions are made in the theatre's own
costume department, which operates under the direction of Hattie Rogge.
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Scenes"

at

the

Music

Hall

I's staff.
A between-shows snack is enjoyed in the Hall's cafeteria by
members of the Rockettes, Corps de Ballet and Glee Club.

Girls of the dance troupes resting in dormitory between shows, rehearsal s and costume fittings. The dormitory is supervised by a registered nurse on the Music Ha

Free time between shows being spent by Rockettes
in some sketching in recreation area on the roof.
Members of the service staff line up for inspection
each day (left) before they begin their duties.
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elected a member of the board of Rockefeller Center, Inc.
This Downing, like the Van Schmus, came
from the outer world of industry with an
abundant background of varied industrial
and financial experience in posts which denoted his capacity as a man of facts, deliberation and action. He was by temperament
and position a specially well placed observer
of what went on and why and who did it,
with what consequences. He was on his way
up — vice-president in 1941, executive vicepresident in 1948. Then Gus Eyssell, brought
to recognition for his participation in the
rise of the Music Hall, was made the president of Rockefeller Center, Inc., and moved
into the observant post of chairman of the
Music Hall board.
So it came that this man-with-the-facts,
Russell Downing, moved into the presidency
of the theatre corporation. This came about

GREATEST

by a process as suave as an overlap dissolve
in the films.
Those million dollar statistics of his incumbency, cited at our beginning, are attest
to the most conspicuous aspect of the operation. They do not convey report directly,
however, on the painstaking process of selection, those studies of production in process,
inquiring excursions to Hollywood, endless
screenings and evaluations, and the problems
of availability-dates and timing which concern this tireless pursuit of facts, facts,
facts. All this to be carried on, mind you,
with executive attentions the while to the
co-ordination of sensitive creative departments in such matters as stage craft, choreography, a great orchestra, and the very
important and exactingly continuous functioning of theatrical housekeeping.
Mr. Downing, like many deliberative men,
smokes a pipe, a slow burning briar, in inter-

continued

from

page

20

ludes of long thoughts. He has more on his
mind than on his desk. He has to take measure of several million minds — the customers,
also a staff of 600, and I.B.M. has no machine for that, yet.
With the
eleven shows
be as sound
coming
up.
make them.

operation dependent on ten or
a year, the estimates have to
as the judgments of fact can
That word fact seems always

And on this anniversary occasion it is appropriate, too, to make note that what comes
out in type and printed word from the
Music Hall, emanates from the advertising
and publicity department presided over ever
since when by a quietly blithe optimist, Fred
Lynch, one time newspaper man. He has
been there nearly since the beginning, getting the publicity and advertising put on
paper, in the careful convincing manner
and spirit of this ail-American Music Hall.
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O. Carriers
Says
Will Discuss Rates

Era

The opening of Radio City Music
Hall started a new era in theatrechair design and construction, according to Keith Dickinson, theatre product manager of American Seating.
"Our research and development on
theatre seating gathered impetus as a
result of the success of this show
said. "Until then,
place," Dickinson
the emphasis was on the ornate, with
restricted spacing and width of seat
inflicting their measure of suffering on
The more 'overstuffed'
the patron.
per row, the better theatre
chairs
owners liked them.
"Now, however, sleek, comfortable
seating, with ample space to sit in, is
consistently preferred by the theatre
owner who understands his customers'
needs.

from
"The
( UniversalRedhead
International)
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Wyoming"

battle scene is offered in Leonard Goldstein's proEPIC WINDUP
duction, lifting this Western somewhat above standard formula lines.
The color by Technicolor aids, too, in the appreciation of the excitement
furnished by the final lengthy battle scene. The acting is adequate, none of
the characters developing, mainly because of the dialogue. Lee Sholem directed,
James and Herb Meadow, working from a Polly
by Pollyy.
screenplayor
from
Tames a st
„
.
,
.
AN

The story has Maureen O'Hara, pretty and trusting yet shrewd girl set up
in a Wyoming town as a gambling house proprietor and cattle buyer, lhe
He
setting up is done by an old associate in such matters, William Bishop her
tell
t
doesn
he
What
merely tells her he's ambitious to become governor.
to
is that he has gunmen in the hills rustling cattle from a nasty cattle baron le
townspeop
the
on
war
will
baron
the
hopes
add to her herd ; and that he
the end
gunmen will step in at
; and that his
.
ostensibly champions
er
whomtakehe ov
,
.
and
her
as
posing
still
murder,
a
and
He also frames her for both the rustling
shentt
ill-paid
lowly,
a
because
awry
This nefariousness goes
champion.
and
Alex Nicol, becomes curious. He also falls in love with Miss O Hara,
Modern Design
townsthe
having
the feeling. The pair succeed in
she ' unwillingly returns
people and the cattle baron unite to do battle with the gunmen.
"Luxurious chairs, featuring mode
Others in the cast include Alexander Scourby, Jeanne Cooper, Claudett
ern design and modern comfort have Thornto
ly.
n,
t,™^™
' .„ .
Palmer Lee and Jack Kel
come into their own, just as modern
For January
Running time, 80 minutes. General audience classification.
architecture and construction have ad- release.
vanced over the last 20 years. Improvements inchair design have eliminated frivolous ornamentation. New
Target Hong Kong
ways of providing comfort without (Columbia)
overstuffed bulk give greater space
enough
for relaxed sitting. Better upholsterKong" packs
leads up
to a
t Hong
in theme,
of episodes
ROUT
A series
e fans. "Targe
/\ LTHO
adventur
theINE
to satisfy
action UGH
ing methods and materials have vastly tA
reduced costly reupholstering.
through
bomb,
_ 'Hong Kong s sewers,
suspenseful climax in which a the
time.
nicksetof afloat
"Experimentation in design, backed is located and disposed of in
able
Richard Denning and Nancy Gates share the starring roles inancommend
by laboratory testing have proved
re
atmosphe
supply
rs
characte
sinister
of
cast
ng
supporti
the
conclusively that cast-iron aisle stand- fashion while
n
America
an
portrays
Denning
ards can be streamlined and still per- of intrigue which is the basis of the story.
in the fighting
involved
himself
finds
who
Kong
Hong
in
fortune
of
soldier
functions without failure,"
form their
sts,
declared
Dickinson.
between the Nationalists and Communists. He lines up with the Nationali
spy
a
At
.
intrigue
pitting himself against all sorts of Red villainy and
Herman
thus
and
Gates
Nancy
meets
hangout in a gambling casino, Denning
ld [produced
of Purdum's screenplay has its romantic angle. Wallace MacDona
To Seek Review
SooYong,
Loo,
Richard
are
cast
the
in
Others
.
directed
Sears
F.
Fred
and
Weaver
Yung,
Sen
Victor
Kulky,
Henry
Ben Astar, Michael Pate, Philip Ahn,
Lee.
W.
Jackson Pk. Ruling
Robert
Release
date
Tong,
Kam
Levy,
General audience classification,
minutes.
66
time,
g
Runnin
not set.
Chicago, Dec. 28.— Commenting on
a Federal Circuit court opinion leaving the door open for distributing
Variety Tent Toronto Joins Zukor
London
companies to ask the Towne, MilwauJubilee Celebration
kee, and Jackson Park Theatre, Chi52 n
Hollywood, Dec. 28. — A dinner in
cago, to bid for pictures, attorney Raises $90,000 in 9Londo
London, Dec. 28.— The
Thomas C. McConnell, representing
honor
of Adolph Zukor's 50th year in
year
the industry and his 80th birthday
the two theatres, said he intends to Variety Tent in 1952, the third
chariits
for
will be held in Toronto on a date in
petition for certiorari in the U. S. of its existence, raised
ties £26,673 which, with the proceeds March to be designated later, R. J.
Supreme Court.
just before
McConnell interprets the Circuit from a special show given
O'Donnell, national chairman of the
6 avail- Zukor golden jubilee celebration, an
£29,08
makes
end,
year's
last
court ruling not as making it mandaable for distribution.
nounced here.
tory for the two theatres to bid for
the NaThe Toronto dinner, like those
Principal beneficiaries are ation,
pictures, but as permitting bidding or
of scheduled
Playing Fields Associ
earlier for Dallas, Feb. 6
any other selling method which will which tional
an
rgh,
Edinbu
of
the Duke
fulfill the provisions of the Jackson
New
York,
March 4, and Mexico
and the
Park and Towne decrees requiring honorary Barker, is president,
City,
March
21, will be under the
Central Council of Physical Recrea- sponsorship of Variety Clubs Inter
distributors to offer pictures to the tion.
The lead-off banquet to
two theatres at "fair and reasonable
D. E. Griffiths, president of the national.
Zukor
will
held at the Palladium
ograph
Renters Society, has here on hisbe 80th
Kinemat
rentals."
birthday, Jan. 7,
In other words, according to Mc^
barker for 1952. His sucConnell, the Circuit court overruled been chief
cessor will be appointed on New Zukor will attend each of the events
following which he. -will make a tour
the District court's opinion that bid- Year's Day.
of Europe.
ding is outlawed by the decrees, declaring that the end result, rather than
O'Donnell is here completing plans
for the celebration at meetings with
the means of providing the two thea- To Raze 'Cincy's' Lyric
tres with film at fair and reasonable
Charles Skouras, Hollywood chairCincinnati, Dec. 28.— The 1,400- man.
prices, should determine whether the seat
RKO Lyric Theatre, located in
defendant distributors are meeting the a building containing stores and
requirements of the decree.
offices, has been closed. The building 114 Stations Are
will be razed and the site used for a
large
parking lot. The house played Now
Telecasting
Ask Town to Repeal Tax
legitimate attractions years ago prior
A microwave installation making
Columbus, O., Dec. 28.— Attorneys to its acquisition by RKO.
network television service available to
for Lancaster, O., theatres have asked
the City Council to repeal the muYork, Pa., has been placed in operanicipal three per cent admission tax Name Essamjay Manager
tion, the long lines department of the
Chicago, Dec. 28. — Essanjay Films American Telephone and Telegraph
because
of
"declining
revenues."
One
local theatre has closed since the tax of this city has appointed Jack H. Co. has announced.
was levied four years ago. Two of Harris of Jack H. Harris ProducWith the addition of the new teletions, Philadelphia zone manager, and
the. four remaining Lancaster houses
vision station at York, network proLewis Hanna of Hanna Theatre
grams
to 114 tele"will barely break even" this year,
visionare now
stations available
in 71 cities
the attorneys told the Council.
Service, Pittsburgh zone manager.

Cleveland, Dec. 28. — The Ohio
Association of Film Haulers will be
glad to meet with state exhibitor orinor with film
ganization
representatives
dividual
exhibitors
to discuss
hauling tariffs, L. C. Gross of this
city, a member of the Film Haulers,
states in commenting on a recent announcement bythe ITO of Ohio that
it is conducting a study of such tariffs.
No request for a meeting has been
received, he said.
Gross said exhibitor customers were
notified in advance of the proposed
changes in tariffs and that the rates
are on file at carriers' offices, with
the Public Utilities Commission of
Ohio and with the Interstate Commerce Commission.
"The tariffs have been approved by
both of those commissions," Gross
that both are on the looksaid, outadding
for any significant discrepancies
in the tariffs charged by haulers.

LawlerHeadsKMTA
Public

Relations

Kansas City, Dec. 28.— Senn Lawler has been appointed chairman of
the public relations committee of the
Kansas-Missouri Theatres Association. Other committee members are
George Baker, R. R. Biechele, Glen
Hall, Joseph Redmond and Homer
Strowig. Louis Higdon has been
appointed chairman of the special
events and promotion committee. The
appointments were made by C. E.
in conjuncpresiden
(Doc)
.
of t,directors
the board
tion withCook,
Other committee chairmen are :
Membership : Kansas, Homer _Strodrive-in,
Hayob;
wig ;Missouri,
Stanley
Durwood,LeoEarl
Jameson,
Jr. ;
exhibitor-distributor relations-arbitration-trade practices, J. A. Becker;
Legislation, R. R. Biechele; theatre
television, Dale Danielson ; film salesmen's co-ordinating committee, Raymond McKittrick.
Name

Harry

Warner

'Man of the Year*
Hollywood, Dec. 28— Harry M.
Warner, president of Warner Brothers
Pictures, has been named "Man of the
Year" by the Woodland Hills Men's
Club.
The announcement was made by
Harry Martin, president of the club,
who presented Warner with a scroll.
Major sional
Raymond
Harvey,
CongresMedal of Honor
winner,
gave
the principal address. Comedian
Dick Wesson was master of ceremonies. Warner, as a resident of the
community of Woodland Hills, has
been active in promoting and assisting in the development of civic projects, including the new American
Legion town hall which serves as a
meeting place for Woodland Hills
groups.
Texas Lauds Chill Wills
Dallas, Dec. 28. — A holiday message to Chill Wills from Texas
the organization's
expresses
gratitude
his representation
of the
COMPO for
industry on many public occasions
and his willing cooperation in local
and national public relations activities.
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• Under your management, Mr. Russell V. Downing, The
Radio City Music Hall, has demonstrated to the industry
the pattern for consistent success . . . fine entertainment,
unmatched showmanship, top-quality equipment, and the
best in service.

RCA Service Company, Inc.
A Radio Corporation
of America Subsidiary
Camden, N. J.

RCA Theatre Equipment
Engineering Products Department
Radio Corporation of America
Camden, N. J.
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Still the premier theatre of the world; far ahead in conception, construction, and instrumentations; leading all others
in the magnificence of its presentations; Radio City Music
Hall offers a standard in show business difficult to surpass.

on

Extensively provided with Kliegl stage and auditorium
lighting — the original lighting equipment is still in use
after twenty years of constant service, testifying to the
advanced design, enduring qualities and satisfactory performance of Kliegl products.
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"Last of the Commanches"
{Columbia)
ACTION AND SUSPENSE, combined with effective outdoor scenery
The newly developed Chromatic
and color by Technicolor, compose the necessary ingredients to satisfy
tri-color home television tube was the most demanding outdoor action fans. The story concerns the tragic advenunderscored here by Adolph Zukor,
tures of a group of soldiers and Western travellers who are seeking to escape
board chairman of Paramount Pic- to a fort after having been beset by Indian attacks.
Six tattered U. S. Cavalry men, under Broderick Crawford, are the sole
tures, as in keeping with Paramount's
eye-on-the-future policy. Paramount survivors of a renegade Commanche raid on a Western village. In their
owns a 50 per cent interest in Chro- trek across the desert to reach the haven of a fort, they come upon a stage
matic Laboratories Inc.
coach in which Barbara Hale is a passenger, thus offering the slight romantic
The occasion for Zukor's comments angle. Two additional members of the caravan are picked up en route, Hugh
was the induction on Christmas Eve Sanders and Johnny Stewart, the latter a young Indian. When the party
of 32 Paramount employes into the takes refuge in an old Spanish mansion, the Indians start their rounds of
company's 25-Year-Club at the home attack and Crawford sends Stewart through the lines to get cavalry help.
office in the presence of Barney Bala- With the arrival of the horsemen, the party is saved — just as ammunition and
ban, president, and scores of other water are about to run out.
Paramount executives.
Buddy Adler produced and Andre DeToth directed, from a screenplay by
Following welcoming remarks by Kenneth Garnet.
Balaban, in which he signaled 1953
Others in the cast are Lloyd Bridges, Mickey Shaughnessy, George
as the most important year for the Matthews, Ric Roman, Chubby Johnson, Martin Parsons, Jack Woody, John
industry, Zukor presented to the 32 War Eagle, Carleton Young, William Andrews.
inductees gold watches to mark their
Running time, 85 minutes. General audience classification. For February
entry into the club. In presenting release.
Zukor to the inductees, Balaban
pointed out that the occasion was
doubly auspicious in that Zukor, in
Importance
of Being Earnest"
1953, will mark the 50th anniversary "The
(J. Arthur Rank Organisation-Universal)
of his association with Paramount,
and its predecessors.
THIS FILM VERSION of Oscar Wilde's play is made-to-order for art
theatres ; its chances for commercial success in regular houses are somewhat remote. It is strictly adult fare, smartly directed and produced, capably
New Members
acted and further enhanced by rich tones of color by Technicolor. The subtle
Those admitted to the 25-Year-Club
lines of Wilde's original play have been augmented by equally fine dialogue,
were : Louis Phillips, Robert Denton, made
to conform with film requirements. By American .standards, the picture
A. J. Richard, Edgar H. Fay, Mary
A. Turner, Jack Pearley, Henry De- might be considered by some to be "too British," and yet it is the British
comedy. At times the
Siena, Fred Pelbinger, John Oxton, touch that brings out the full appreciation of Wilde's
English dialogue becomes difficult to follow, but such instances
clipped
rapid,
James Pelkey, George Pavlonis, Urban Santone, John Ahern, Arthur are in the minority. For those who like sophisticated comedy, "The Importance ofBeing Earnest" should have strong appeal.
Auspaker, Charles Bade, Charles O.
The story concerns two eligible bachelors, Michael Redgrave and Michael
J3onaria, Philip U. Bonaria, Oscar
Geyer, Russell Higgins, Edward Denison, the former in love with Denison's cousin, Joan Greenwood, and
ward. Anxious to keep his freedom
Moltje, James Kaudelky, William Denison with Dorothy Tutlin, Redgrave's
as a playboy, Redgrave creates an imaginary brother, Earnest, and in that
Kuntz, George Lewis, Michael Menlearns of Redgrave's deception and
ditto, D. S. Mungillo, Fred Stederoth, guise wins Joan's affections. Denison
Dorothy. Thus, each girl believes herself
Edmund Theise, Frederick Zech, pretends to be Earnest in wooing Earnest.
The resulting entanglements and
be engaged to the non-existent
Anna Schneider, Minnie Treisner, to
the untangling of the situations form the basis for the improbable and yet
Robert Seaton and William Piper.
highly amusing episodes.
The stars and supporting players turn in excellent performances under
Anthony Asquith's direction and the production guidance of Teddy Baird.
Others in the cast are Edith Evans, Margaret Rutherford, Richard Wattis,
Dana
Presiding
at
Miles Malleson, Walter Hudd and Aubrey Mather.
Running time, 95 minutes. Adult classification. December release.
Al Steen
6U* Sales Meeting
P. T. Dana, Eastern sales manager
of Universal Pictures, will hold a
sales meeting in Pittsburgh today and
tomorrow of the managers and salesmen of P. F. Rosian's district which
includes the Pittsburgh, Washington,
Cleveland and Detroit branches.
Next Monday and Tuesday he will
hold a similar meeting in Boston of
the managers and salesmen of John
J. Scully's district which includes the
Boston, Albany, Buffalo, Philadelphia
and New Haven branches.

Best

of Wishes

to

TV, Radio Coverage
Inaugural Job to Maine
The President's Inauguration Ball
Committee of Washington has commissioned Bruno Maine to design and Of 'Stooge' Preview
decorate the Armory in Washington
Hollywood, Dec. 28. — Coast-tofor the inaugural of President-elect Coast
radio and television coverage
Eisenhower. Maine was formerly on
will spotlight the press preview today
the Radio City Music Hall staff for
18 years as designer, and created the of Hal Wallis' new Dean MartinNativity and Easter stage settings Jerry Lewis comedy, "The Stooge,"
which have been part of the Music at Hollywood's
Carthay CircleCo.Theatre. National Broadcasting
will
Hall repertoire.
cover the event with a 25-minute
radio show from 9 :05 to 9 :30 p.m.,
Pacific time, followed tomorrow by a
Coast-to-Coast television presentation
of the preview via NBC Newsreel.
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Study

3-Dimension
The executive committee and the
board of directors of the Theatre
Owners of America will devote an
entire day
to the
three-dimensional films
whenstudythe ofTOA
leaders
meet here next month. Future possibilities of tri-dimensional pictures at
the box-office will be discussed thoroughly, according to Herman Levy,
TOA general counsel.
Levy said that the TOA executives
would view Cinerama at the Broadway Theatre on the night of Monday,
Jan. 26 and efforts would be made to
obtain
print offeature,
"Bwana soDevil,"
the
Naturala Vision
that they
can witness a demonstration of that
project on Monday afternoon.
TOA'santi-trust
position suit
on the
16mm.
willgovernment's
be decided
at the sessions, which will be held
Jan. tion
25-27,
Levy said.
The organizawill determine
whether
to try to
intervene in the case, and, if that step
is vetoed, what other action should be
taken. Other subjects, such as arbitration and admission taxes, also are
on the agenda.
Levy said that between 50 and 60
are expected to attend the meetings
which will be held at the Pierre
Hotel.

U.K.FilmMen,B.B.€.
To

Air

TV

Ideas

London, Dec. 28. — An exploratory
meeting to discuss, among other
things, British Broadcasting Company's need of films for television and
what's to be done about it, has been
scheduled
the British
Producersby
Association
for Jan. Film
1.
Invited to the meeting at BFPA
headquarters,
in chief,
addition
to B.B.C.'s
television
service
George
Barnes,
are William Speakman, president of
the Cinematograph Exhibitors Association ; Edward Hinge, treasurer,
and
only. Walter Fuller, general secretary.
They will be present as observers
BFPA Policy
Sir Henry French of B.F.P.A. is
understood to have prepared a document setting forth the conditions on
which BFPA members would like to
use large screen TV. British exhibitors remain opposed to cooperation with television but it appears that
producers might be willing to discuss
some method of making TV films for
BBC in return for theatre TV privileges from the government video-radio
monopoly.

Significantly,
Norman
former BBC television
serviceCollins,
head, who
is now identified with High Definition
New
Type Screen for Films and Associated Broadcasting
"Jazz" Premiere
Development Co., both of which are
partly backed by J. Arthur Rank and
Hollywood, Dec. 28. — The new Sir Alexander Korda, is discussing
enlarged Walker high-intensity screen arrangements for making his film
was installed at the Fox Beverly
BBC. have
His BritTheatre here over the weekend for supply available
ish-made films to
already
been
the world premiere tomorrow night made available to American and Canadian TV services.
of Warner Brothers' "The Jazz
The premiere will be given world- On A.B.-Pathe Board
wide radio coverage, with plans to
beam
the
London, Dec. 28. — W. A. Fielder,
Singer." program to foreign countries
in their own languages. Tape record- for many years general manager of
Associated British-Pathe, has been
ings
will
broadcast
trieslater
behind
thebeIron
Curtain.to coun- elected a director of the company.
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Deals

Brokers Note Upswing
In Sales and Leases

U.S.A., TUESDAY,

Expansion
Ka

Imus

for

industry institutional TV show immediately after the new
year, so that the project
can be formulated quickly, even though the show
may not hit TV screens until late in the year. Preliminary details are expected to be perfected
within the first three
months of the year, it is
reported.
•
OTTAWA,

an

Dec. 29. -A government trade survey reports that the total revenue of Canadian film distributing companies
reached a new record of
$29,225,867 during 1951
from all bookings, as compared with $26,800,789 in
the preceeding year.
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THEATRES

Abroad,
Reports

Hollywood, Dec. 29. — With a Technicolor expansion campaign already in
progress in Hollywood, prospects .for
expansion abroad are being studied by
Dr. Herbert T.
Kalmus, presidentmanager
and general
of

By AL STEEN
Activity in theatre buying and
Technicolor Motion
leasing has increased at least 50 per
Picture
"PressCorp.
ure is
cent in the last year after about a
two-year slump, according to Berk
being put on
and Krumgold, theatre brokers here.
Technicolor to
establish centers
Two years ago, the brokers said, "you
in France,
couldn't give theatres away," but the
situation has changed to such an exItaly and Gertent that it is becoming difficult to
many similar to
supply the demand.
that in EngWhile some newcomers are coming Dr. Herbert Kalmus
land," Dr. Kalinto the field, most of the activity
mus stated.
stems from exhibitors with one or
"Centers in the European capitals,
two theatres who are seeking to ex- such
as Paris, Rome
and Berlin,
pand their holdings. However, it was
(Continued on page 4)
pointed out that the expanding theatre
owners are aware of the fact that-they
must become accustomed to lower
N. Y. Critics Name
existed during the "lush"
grosses than
years.
The spurt in theatre leases
and sales, the brokers said, is a sign
of renewed optimism in the industry. •High Noon' As Best
Deals for drive-in theatres are
(Continued cm page 5)
Stanley Kramer's production, "High
Noon," a United Artists release starring Gary Cooper, was voted the best
picture of the year by the New York
Film Critics in their 18th annual
balloting, conducted yesterday at the
New York Newspaper Guild clubrooms here.
The MPAA will seek exAt the same time, the critics voted
(Continued on page 4)
hibitor reaction to its
plan

DECEMBER

B'WAY
Dr.

Estate

YORK,

IN

HOLIDAY
Hall,

UPT Tells of 20%
Holiday Upswing

Allied

Slated

Reelection

Victoria,

Capitol,

Roxy Break Records in
Post-Christmas Business

Business for the four-day
Christmas weekend was about
20 per cent higher this year
tnan last year at houses affiliated with United Paramount Theatres, a UPT
spokesman disclosed here yesterday. He credited the rise
to a multiplicity of factors,
including strong product.

Snaper

BOOM

for

Booming Broadway business for
the four-day Christmas holiday sent
first-run New York grosses spiraling this week amid reports from
other sections of the country of robust
holiday
through grosses,
Sunday. certain to continue
Records were broken at the Radio
City Music Hall, Victoria, Roxy, and
Capitol. Most New York neighborhood circuit houses reported grosses
either on a par with Christmas week
last year or better. Other favorable
reports came from the extensive
United Paramount Theatres circuit
and the smaller Shea circuit.
At the Radio City Music Hall, a
20-year record gross of $187,000- is
estimated for the fourth week of "Million Dollar Mermaid" and the Hall's
traditional stage show. The Hall's
last previous high was set during the
Christmas week of 1951, when $180,068
was racked up.
Another house record was broken at
the Victoria Theatre, featuring the
(Continued on page 4)

Wilbur Snaper appears to be in line
for reelection as president of national
Allied when the board of directors
meets in New Orleans next month.
With the exception of Al Steffes and
James C. Ritter in the early 1930's,
every president has served at least
two terms. Steffes and Ritter headed
the organization for only one year
each and Col. H. A. Cole was reelected for a third term, serving from
1939 through 1941. Abram F. Myers, Order
US to Clarify
general counsel, was president in the
early days of the association, heading
Case Charges
Allied from 1929 through 1931. Un- 16mm.
less Snaper rejects the nomination,
it is believed among Allied members
Hollywood, Dec. 29. — Federal
(Continued on page 5)
Judge William Byrne today granted
two among 12 requests made by counsel for the defendant companies in
the 16mm. case, and gave the govern3-Di m ensio n a I Films
Here
ment 30 days in which to file • an
amended bill. The court ordered the
government to clarify and particularize the meaning of the phrase
Lesser
Irving
Stay:
To
"among other things" in the language
of the original charge that defendants
Three dimensional motion pictures are the next major development conspired to withhold 16mm. films
outlets, including telein the history of the film industry and are here to stay, it was stated here from certain
(Continued on page 4)
yesterday by Irving Lesser who, with Seymour Poe of Producers Representatives, will supervise the distribution of Sol Cesser's Tri-Opticon
project. The tri-dimensional picture Grainger Heads New
is in the same position that talking RKO
Studio Unit
pictures were in 1927 and exhibitors
'52 Hall Record of
Hollywood,
Dec. 29. — Edmund
might as well prepare for the in- Grainger, who has
been working on
evitable, he said.
$6,855,000 Seen
the RKO Radio lot, will head a new
Lesser explained that Tri-Opticon
As 1952 draws to a close, a
was launched officially in Chicago on production unit at the studio, with prorecord 12-month gross of
ducers Sam Wiesenthal and Irwin
Christmas Day at the Telenews Thea- Allen assigncu to him, it was an$6,855,000 is indicated for
tre where it is heading for a $30,000
Radio City Music Hall. This
nounced here today by C. J. Tevlin,
week. The house average is between
vice-president in charge of studio opyear's estimated figure tops
the record set in 1951 of
$4,000 and $5,000, he said. The inerations, following a meeting
itial program consists of five short chairman Howard Hughes and with
the
$6,811,769, the previous high
subjects, running approximately an board of directors.
in the 20-year operation of
hour. The next opening will be at
As previously stated, the company
the Hall.
(Continued on page 4)
the ' Pilgrim
Theatre
in 4)
Boston on
(Continued
on page

2
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Industry

Mention

About

rman of
ADOLPH ZUKOR, chai
the board of Paramount Pictures,
will leave here for the Coast over the
weekend.
•
Maurice Greenberg, owner of the
Parsons Theatre, Hartford, and Mrs.
Greenberg are grandparents for the
first time, with the birth of a girl,
Roberta, to their daughter-in-law,
Mrs. Leonard Greenberg, also of
Hartford.
•
Irwin Allen, producer and writer
of "The Sea Around Us," is due here
Washearly next month and will visit
ington to discuss a world premiere of
the picture with National Geographic
Society officials. •
Herbert Ochs, U. S. and Canadian
drive-in operator, added his sixth
grandson and 11th grandchild to the
family tree with the birth of a boy to
his daughter, Mrs. Peter Hill of
Dayton, O.
•
Neil Hellman. Albany theatre
owner, announces the engagement of
his daughter, Joyce, a Cornell Uni-t
versity student, to Navy Lieutenan
Sanford A. Bookstein, also of Albany.
•
Arthur Gottlieb, president of
Audio Pictures, Ltd., and Film
Laboratories of Canada, Ltd., both
of Toronto, is hospitalized as theinre-a
sult of serious injuries received
fall.
•
Lazarus Phillips, a director of
Empire-Universal Films, Ltd., and of
Consolidated Theatres, Ltd., both of
Canada, has been elected a director
of the Montreal Life Insurance Co.
•

Minneapolis, Dec. 29. — Exchangemen in this Northwest area are up
in arms over what is described as a long and needless delay in returning
prints to film offices, complaining that prints requiring only one day to
deliver to theatres are delayed three days on the return trip.
They charge that the problem has
become so acute it may have to be
placed in the hands of the U. S. Interstate Commerce Commission and
'The Jazz
Singer'
the Minnesota Railroad and WarePremiere
Tonight
house Commission to force the creation of a film and theatre supply delivery service run independently of
Hollywood, Dec. 29. — The stage existing haulage concerns. The probis all set for the world premiere tolem is in getting the film back to the
morrow night of Warner Brothers' exchange in time for adequate inspection and reshipment within a short
Fox Bev"The Jazz Singer," at the
erly Theatre in Beverly Hills. Scores time. At present the slow returns
of stars and celebrities from all walks sometime mean that a badly-needed
of life will join with fans from nearly print
is out of circulation for as long
every section of America in giving a period as two weeks.
19S2 a film season farewell at the
The bottleneck is said to be on
premiere of the Technicolor musical hauls where shipments are subject to
starring Danny Thomas and Peggy truck relay. If a print which closes a
Lee. As a result of the influx of weekend run on Sunday night misses
holiday visitors, the theatre was sold a pick-up at the relay point, it is
out days in advance of the event, with sometimes three days before it makes
the studio announcing an all-time its way back to the exchange.
record in out-of-town reservations.
Film companies state that under the
The uniforms of the Armed Forces
present
of contract carriers
also will be plentifully represented. there is system
no central point where a
numerous
trace can be made and that if the film
Congressmen, governors of
states and mayors of many cities have is delayed in transit either to or from
reserved seats for service men and the exhibitor, neither the exhibitor nor
women from their respective com- the film company can check its wheremunities. Members of the first "Jazz abouts.
Singer" cast and crew, including
A previous appeal to the ICC for
William Demarest and May Mac- help in regulating the shipments failed
Avoy, two of the stars, will attend. because the ICC pointed out that the
News syndicates and radio networks shipments were a matter of contract
have arranged to carry the premiere between the trucking firm and the exceremonies around the world, even hibitor.
penetrating behind the Iron Curtain.
Although the film companies are reluctant to enforce it, there is said to
The globe-girdling radio broadcasts
will be made in foreign languages, as be a clause in film contracts providing
well as in English.
penalties against exhibitors for the
In New York, a special premiere late return of film. Distributors doubt
of "The Jazz Singer" for the benefit that such drastic action will be taken
of the National Foundation of Infan- but said that in cases where film is
tile Paralysis will take place at the habitually late in return exchanges
Paramount Theatre on Tuesday eve- may refuse to sell film or impose
ning, Jan. 13.
rigid regulations covering pickup and
return.
Rites Tomorrow
for
Rites Tomorrow
For
William C. Smalley
Theatres
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 29. — Funeral Roth, RKO
services will be held Wednesday
A solemn requiem mass will be held
afternoon in Cooperstown for William tomorrow at St. Aloysius Church in
C. Smalley, 63, head of Smalley Thea- Great Neck, L. I., for James Roth,
tres, who died last night in Mary RKO Theatres' operating department
Imogene Bassett Hospital, Coopers- executive, who died Sunday in Nastown, after a long illness.
sau Hospital, Mineola, L. I. Roth
had been with the company since
The circuit, which currently com- 1929.
prises 12 theatres, has been headquarSurvivors are his widow, Florence,
tered in Cooperstown since 1921.
Survivors include the widow, Mrs. and two children, William, 10, and
Hazel Smith Smalley, for years treasurer of the circuit.
Joann, six.

Myron J. Hayes, vice-president
and general manager of Eastman Kodak's Camera Works' Hawk- Eye
plant, and Navy Ordnance division,
will retire on Jan. 1.
o
Frank Schilken, Jr., has been reelected business agent of the MinneMachine Operapolis
MotionNo.Picture
ators Local
219.
•
Geraldine Flood, secretary to
Phil Gravitz, M-G-M New Haven
branch manager, is recuperating from
virus.
o

Loew's TheE. Landers,
Georges
division manager, has
atres Hartford
returned there from Boston.
•
Oscar Howell, president of Capital
City Supply Co., Atlanta, has returned
there from a Nashville vacation,
o
Harry. Feinstein, New Haven
zone manager for Warner Brothers
Theatres, is in Pittsburgh.
•

Ben

Shipment

Jacksen

Dies

On Coast at 67
Hollywood, Dec. 29. — Ben Jacksen,
Jack Share, United Artists sales- formerly studio and general producman in Cleveland, is vacationing in
tion manager of 20th Century-Fox,
Miami for the holidays.
died here on Thursday at the age of
67. Associated with the company for
Jimmy Hobbs, Allied Artists At- more than 25 years, Jacksen started
lanta branch manager, has left- there with William Fox as a manager of
for New Orleans.
theatres in New York.
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Delays

Father of Peter Geiger
Funeral services for Jacob Geiger,
father of Peter Geiger, who is associated with the motion picture department of the New York office of the
Bank of America and formerly was
with Goldwyn Productions, were held
yesterday at the Schwartz Brothers
Funeral Home, Forest Hills, L. I.
Also surviving is the widow. Geiger
died Dec. 26. Burial was in Maple
Grove Cemetery.

Four to Close for
4-Day Weekend
M-G-M, 20th Century-Fox,
Allied Artists, and United
Artists will remain closed on
Friday, giving their employes
a four-day weekend for New
Year's as they did for Christmas. Paramount, RKO Pictures, RKO Theatres, United
Paramount Theatres, Universal-International and Warner Brothers will be open on
Friday. Still undecided about
possible Friday closings are
Columbia, Republic and the
Motion Picture Association of
America. Most companies will
close earlier than usual tomorrow.

Liehler

Is Named

To Monogram
Post
Walter Liebler has been appointed
assistant treasurer of Monogram International Corp. by Norton V.
Ritchey, president of the company.
Liebler succeeds James J. Tierney
who occupied the position, for many
years and who resigned for personal
reasons. Tierney has, however,
agreed to postpone his departure for
a number of weeks in order that he
may work with Liebler and familiarize him with
Liebler
was operational
with United-routines.
Artists as
foreign controller.
Extra
'Hall' Shows
Friday and Saturday
To accommodate holiday audiences
Radio City Music Hall has scheduled
extra performances of its Christmas
show on Friday, with doors opening
7 :30 A.M. and Saturday, with doors
opening 8 A.M.
Ralph Redmond Dies
Cleveland, Dec. 29. — Ralph Redmond, manager of the Jewel Theatre
and affiliated for more than 20 years
with the Associated Circuit as theatre
manager, died here Friday.
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Here
'Moulin Rouge' Tops
'African Queen' Bow
Hollywood, Dec. 29.— With a
five-day gross of nearly $22,000 racked up as of last night,
John Huston's "Moulin Rouge"
is running well ahead of his
last film, "African Queen,"
which opened in the Fox Wilshire Theatre here at Christmas time a year ago.
"Moulin Rouge," playing the
same theatre, grossed well
over $5,000 yesterday for the
single day's
biggest
in
the history
of thebusiness
house.
Gross for the first week, ending tomorrow night, will be a
record for any United Artists
release ever to play the Fox
Wilshire.

N.

Y. Critics
(Continued from page 1)
Fred Zinneman the best director of
the year for his direction of "riigh
Noon."
Shirley Booth was voted best actress of the year tor her role in the
Hal Wallis production, "Come Back,
Little Sneba, ' a Paramount release.
Ralph Richardson was voted Dest
actor of the year for his performance in the English-made, "Breaking
the Sound Barrier," a United Artists
release here.
French Film Wins

The French production, "Forbidden Games," released here by Times
Film Corp., was voted the Dest foreign picture of the year.
Under the critics voting method, a
two-thirds majority is required to
designate a winner on any one of the
first five ballots. A simple majority
is sufficient on the sixth and nnai
ballot, it one is necessary. "high
Noon'' won on a sixth ballot, witn
"African Queen," also a United Artists release, the runner-up.
bhirley Bootn was named on the
first ballot, with the task of the 15
voting critics simplified as a result
of their being only one other nomination, that of Katharine Hepburn
for her performance in "African
Queen.'
Zinneman won on the second ballot, kichardson won on the sixth
by a vote of 10 to Charlie Chaplin's
hve for his performance in "LimeThe critics
six
ballots tolight."
decide
theiralso
besttook
foreign
film of the year, "Forbidden Games"
winning over "The White Line" by
an eight to six vote. One critic abstained on the ground she had not
caught enough foreign films to be
eligible to vote.
Technicolor Plans
(Continued from page 1)
would have a number of advantages
for the European motion picture industry. They would make possible
more prompt service and reduce costs.
"As it is now, cameras and crews
to operate them have to be brought in
from Hollywood or from England.
Rush prints would be available at the
end of each day's work, instead of
after appreciable delay.
"Financial exchange problems would
be minimized and payments of duty
would be eliminated, and, of course,
employment opportunity would be afKalmus. forded citizens of the country," stated

Holiday

to

Stay

Grosses
(Continued from page 1)

first week of "Come Back, Little
Sheba," which is expected to register
a sturdy $57,000. At the reopened
Roxy, the initial week of "Stars and
Stripes Forever" and the "Icecolorama" show set a new Christmas week
record of $157,000.
At the Capitol, the initial week of
Johnnie Ray on stage and "Against
All Flags" on the screen is expected
to hit a terrific $110,000. The holiday weekend at the Capitol saw the
greatest number of admissions in the
theatre's history.

Outlying business was spotty, being
in some locations and medigood
very ocre
in others.
'Road' Leads Boston Parade

(Continued from page 1)
Jan. 15. After these two engagements, Lesser and Poe will evaluate
the presentations before additional
bookings will be taken. However, the
Victoria Theatre here has asked for
a Tri-Opticon run after the closing
of the current attraction, "Come Back,
Little Sheba." No deal has been set.
Three more short subjects are now
in production on the Coast and a
script for a feature length picture,
"The Runaway Train," has been completed, Poe said.
Four-part Package

Boston, Dec. 29. — The Metropolitan, featuring "Road to Bali," and the
Astor, now playing "Hans Christian Andersen," led the holiday field
among first-run theatres here. The
Metropolitan is expected to gross
$40,000 for the six day holiday period,
ending tomorrow night, while the
Astor is due to hit $40,000 for the
Christmas holiday week, with ad'April in Paris' Excellent
Tri-Opticon is delivered to theatres
vanced admission prices. Other thea four-part package, consisting of
The first seven days of "April in
atres reported business ranging from ain metalized
screen, the film, a coupling
Paris" at the Paramount, which also excellent to fair.
features Sarah Vaughan on stage, is
device for interlocking the projectors
due to hit an excellent $108,000. A Cleveland Spotty
and the polaroid glasses. Unlike
very nice $42,000 is expected for the
other tri-dimensional processes, TriDec. 29!. — Christmas Opticon furnishes permanent glasses
opening week of "Blackbeard the Pi- DayCleveland,
business was very good to fair at instead of cardboard throwaways. The
rate" at Loew's State. "Hans ChrisDowntown first-runs. However, most glasses are sterilized after each use.
tian Andersen" at the Criterion and neighborhood
theatres reported The depth effect cannot be achieved
the off-Broadway Paris also is doing
top business. A big $60,000 is due grosses slow except the Fairmount on an ordinary beaded screen, it was
for the fifth week of the Samuel Gold- where "The Promoter" is featured. explained.
wyn production at the Criterion, while Exceptionally good business at the
Distribution will be handled by Max
a terrific $23,500 is slated for the majority of out-of-town theatres was Roth, headquartering in Chicago, for
Paris, also a fifth week for the picture. reported. Good business was reported the Central territories, while Jack
At the Rivoli, a pretty good $50,000 by the Loew and Warner Downstate Thomas will head up the distribution
and by the Select Theatre
is forecast for the first week of "My houses
chain with theatres in various parts in the Far West, with headquarters
Cousin Rachel," while at the Mayfair
in Los Angeles. The major initial
a fine $25,000 is indicated for the ini- of Northern Ohio. Weather was clear task in launching the project is the
with scattered snow flurries.
advertising and publicity. Because
tial seven days of "Ruby Gentry."
"Limelight" at the Astor and the twothe
public and the trade must be eduday-a-day 60th Street Trans-Lux did Up in Chatanooga
cated to the scope of the new medium,
quite well, with $20,000 indicated for
Chattanooga, Dec. 29. — With the extensive campaigns are being planned
the tenth week of the picture at the Tivoli probably going strongest with for newspapers and the trade press,
Astor and $7,500 at the 60th Street "Million Dollar Mermaid," the Rogers Lesser said.
Trans-Lux. A fairly good $15,000 is
seen for the second and final week of with "Meet Captain Kid" and the
State with "It Grows on Trees,"
"Pony Soldier" at the Globe, where Chattanooga theatre managers say Grainger Heads
"Eight
Iron
Men"
will
have
its
bow
(Continued from page 1)
"this year's holiday business easily
Thursday.
Circuits Report
Among the New York neighborhood
circuits reporting business good were
RKO Theatres and Loew's Theatres.
The Brandt circuit reported that
grosses werebusiness,
on a par
witha number
last year's
Christmas
while
of
Trans-Lux houses reported holiday
business less than anticipated.
The Broadway upswing was also felt
by first-run houses off the main stem.
"The Importance of Being Earnest"
set a record of $12,000 for its first
week at the Baronet. At the Fine
Arts, a big $10,800 is due for the tenth
week of "The Promoter." The initial seven days of "No Time for
Flowers" at the Normanide is expected
to rack up a fine $9,000, while a fairly
good $5,800 is indicated for the final
six days of "The Four Poster" at
the Sutton. The Sutton's new attraction which opens today is "The Member of the Wedding."
With extra holiday showings, "This
Is Cinerama"
thehitBroadway
Theatre is forecastat to
a tremendous
$42,000. "O. Henry's Full House" at
the Trans-Lux 52nd Street is predicted to do a nice $6,000 for its 11th
week.
Tri-Opticon Premiere
Hailed As Success
Chicago, Dec. 29. — The U. S
premiere of Tri-Opticon at the Telenews Theatre here was a resounding"
success, breaking the single day record at the 600-seat Loop house with a
gross of $5,000. Tri-opticon is expected to turn in the biggest week in
the 13-year history of the house.
_ Elsewhere in the Loop, business
picked up nicely to wind up much
better than Christmas Day last year.

Knoxville
Grosses
topped 1951."
Knoxville, Dec. 29. — With "Operation Secret" moving over to the Bijou
for a holdover after an unexpectedly

will make a minimum of 20 features in
1953, with starting dates now set on
the first two ; five others are ready to
follow.
"Arizona Territory," with Grainger

and "Second
Chance,"
good run at the Tennessee, "Million as
withproducer,
Wiesenthal
as producer
and
Dollar Mermaid" opened at the Ten- Grainger as executive producer, have
nessee with a full house, topping last
given
January
dates. are
year's holiday business. Knoxville has been
Also
headed
for starting"
early starts
no television.
producer Robert Sparks' "The Son
Best in 3 Years
of Sinbad" ; "The Silver Horde," a
Rex Beach story ; a Park Ranger
Nashville, Dec. 29. — With "Meet story to be made in one of the NaMe at the Fair" at the Tennessee and
tional Parks, titled "High Frontier" ;
"Stars and Stripes Forever" at the Harriet Parsons' "Size 12," and several stories recently submitted that the
Paramount, Crescent houses in Nashville scored the best holiday business studio is considering" purchasing.
in three years. Sales of theatre ticket
It was also announced again that
books for gifts went well, with an "the studio will consider any indeautomobile as the top prize in a sales
pendent productions which are of top
contest.
calibre which are submitted, although
the present schedule of 20 films is
'Hans' Sets Records in sufficient to meet the distribution organization's demands."
Beach
Boston, Miami
16mm. Case Charges
Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
(Continued from page 1)
Andersen" broke box-office records in
Christmas Day openings at the Astor
Theatre in Boston and the Colony
to define the phrase "limitTheatre in Miami Beach, it is re- vision,ing and
conditions,"
as applied
to terms
under
which
16mm.
films
were
ported, with the first four days at the licensed.
Colony grossing $11,500 and the same
Defendants will have 30 days in
period at the Astor drawing $26,000.
The film will outscore by more which to answer the amended complaint following its filing.
than 50 per cent the previous recordWilliam C. Dixon, Western chief
holder at the Astor, Goldwyn's "The
Best Years of Our Lives," it was said. of the anti-trust division, and James
At the Colony, the film has played to M. McGrath, who has handled the
capacity audiences at every perform- 16mm. case directly, represented the
ance. Meanwhile, in New York, the government in the all-day session.
Ten defendant requests which the
picture begins its sixth week at the
Paris and Criterion theatres, with the court denied pertained principal^ to
fifth week reportedly almost equalling fendants.
relationships between individual dethat of the opening session.
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Exchangemen
Federation

Motion

to Aid

Drive

Len Gruenberg, of RKO Radio
Pictures, has been named chairman of
emen's committee of the
the exchang
amusement division of the Federation
of Jewish Philanthropies, it has been
announced by over-all co-chairmen
Barney Balaban, Simon H. Fabian
and Manny Frisch.
In the process of completing organization- ofthe industry in support
of the current $20,000,000 city-wide
maintenance effort on behalf of Federation's 116 hospitals and social service
agencies, the co-chairmen also announced a Federation committee _ in
film exchanges consisting of the following :
Alex Arnswalder, Abe Dickstein,
Tom Feeney, 20th Century Fox;
Da\id uurican, Keaiart; William
Murphy, Robert Fannon, Republic ;
Charles PenLoew's;
Levy,Radio
Howard
ser, liKU
; Samuel Rifkin,
United Artists ; Saul Trauner, Columb.a ; Louis Ailerhand, Loew's ;
Jack Farkas, Allied Artists ; Myron
E. Sattler, Paramount; Philip Hodes,
RKO Radio; George J. Waldman,
United Artists.
Denied
New

Relief

Mexican

from
Law

Mexico City, Dec. 29. — Exhibitors
have partially lost their litigation
against enforcement of the recentlyenacted cinematographic controls law.
Two hundred exhibitors in the provinces, of the syndicate that Manuel
Espinosa Iglesias heads, were denied
a temporary injunction against the
law's enforcement by Federal Judge
Ignacio Burgoa here. These exhibitors contended that the law is unconstitutional in that it gives the government almost complete control of
the film trade. They also attacked
the measure on the ground of violation of the constitutional precept of
free trade by demanding 50 per cent
playing time for Mexican pictures.
Judge Burgoa, who last year
granted a group of exhibitors a permanent injunction against enforcement of a cinematographic law then
impending on the ground that it was
unconstitutional, explained that he
refused the 200 exhibitors an injunction because they had failed to make
out a clear case of the unconstitutionality of the present law.
Denney
to Study
TV for Paramount
Charles E. Denney, Jr., will join the
staff of Paul Raibourn, president of
Paramount Television Productions,
immediately. Denney, who was formerly an account executive with National Broadcasting, will conduct a
survey of the social and economic
aspects of local, as compared with national programming in television.
Denney's first assignment will be a
study of the factors in the Los Angeles market under the supervision
of Klaus Landsberg, general manager
of Station KTLA.

'Bali' at Astor
Paramount's "Road to Bali," starring Bing Crosby, Bob Hope and Dorothy Lamour, has been booked by the
Astor Theatre on New York's Times
Square as its next attraction.

Newspapers,

Wire

Picture

Services

5

Daily

Here

and

Abroad

Carry Herald Poll of 'Money-Making Stars'
London, Dec. 29. — Newspapers throughout the British Isles gave
unusual prominence to the Motion Picture Herald-Fame polls of
American and British box-office champions of 1952, voted by exhibitors of the two countries. Results of the polls also were featured on British Broadcasting Co. programs.
Special comment was given to the survey's disclosure that eight
British pictures figure among the 12 top-grossing films on this side
in 1952. Responsible industry executives here commented that the
to the poll stories connewspaper space and radio time devoted
stituted avaluable contribution not only to British production
but to the whole industry here as well.

Newspapers and magazine supplements throughout the United
States, as well as national and foreign wire services, also featured
the 21st annual Motion Picture Herald-Fame poll of "Money-Making Stars of 1952" over the past weekend, from Friday through
Sunday.

Eastern
Starting

Film
Pact

Group
Talks

The newly-formed Eastern Motion
Council, set up by the InternaPicture tional
Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes, will start negotiating for
its first contracts with New York
television film producers shortly after
Jan. 1, it was reported here yesterday.
The Council, patterned after the
American Federation of Labor Film
Council in Hollywood, has completed
its preliminary groundwork and is expected to get into full operation within a month.
Purpose of the Council is to obtain
basic pacts for the various production crafts in the TV film and independent commercial picture production fields. The group's constitution, recently drafted, has been approved by a majority of participating
unions.
Masselli, Robinson,
Finn in New Posts
Hartford, Dec. 29. — Michael Masselli, formerly on the staff of the
Webb Playhouse at Wethersfield, has
been named manager of the Plainfield
at Plamfield, replacing Edward Moranski, resigned.
Earl Robinson, former manager of
the Warner Regal at Hartford, is
now
managing
the circuit's
Norwalk.
He succeeds
Joseph Palace,
Sfeir,
who has left the circuit.
Jay Finn, house manager at E. M.
Loew's Theatre, Hartford, has been
circuit's
of theMass.
appointed manager
Winchester
at Winchester,
He
is a son of Max Finn, E. M. Loew
circuit home office executive.

Expect
Coast

1,000

at

Breakfast

Exchangemen

to Aid

"Brotherhood

Week'

Regional distribution chairmen for
the amusement industry's participation
in "Brotherhood Week," Feb. 15-22,
on behalf of the 25th anniversary of
the National Conference of Christians
and Jews, were announced here yesterday by Ben Kalmenson, national
chairman of the distribution committee, as follows :
Albany: Jack Goldberg; Atlanta:
W. Gordon Bradley; Boston: J. M.
Connolly ; Buffalo : Manuel A. Brown ;
Charlotte : J. W. Greenleaf ; Chicago :
William J. Devaney ; Cincinnati : Edwin M. Booth ; Cleveland : Harry S.
Buxbaum ; Dallas : Mark Sheridan,
Jr.: Denver: Marvin Goldfarb; Des
Moines: Donald R. Hicks; Detroit:
Joe Baringhaus ; Indianapolis : Claude
W. McKean.
Also, Jacksonville : Paul Hargette ;
Kansas City : Tom Baldwin ; Los
Angeles : A. Swerdlow ; Memphis :
Louis C. Ingram ; Milwaukee : Low
Elman; Minneapolis: J. T. McBride;
New Haven : Jules Livingston ; New
Orleans : Luke Conner ; New York
City : Phil Hodes ; Oklahoma City :
R. B. Williams; Omaha: D. V.
McLucas ; Philadelphia : Joseph G.
Leon; Pittsburgh: Al .Levy; Portland: I. R. Beale; St. Louis: C. C.
Hill; Salt Lake City: C. R. Wade;
San Francisco : Jack M. Erickson ;
Seattle : Paul McElhinney ; Washington :Pete R. DeFazio.

Hollywood, Dec. 29. — More than
1,000 Catholics of the Hollywood film
industry are expected to attend the
second annual all-industry Communion
breakfast here on Sunday, Feb. 1 at
the Hotel Statler, according to George
Smith, Paramount Western division
manager, who is general chairman
of the event. James Francis Cardinal-designate Mclntyre will celebrate
Mass at St. Vibiana's Cathedral preceding the breakfast.
Similar breakfasts will be held in
New York,
and To- Mono. -Inter national
ronto on the New
same Orleans,
day.
Names

Chairmen

Committee chairmen here were announced by Smith as follows : Song
writer Jimmy McHugh, tickets ;
Thomas H. Lewis, special arrangements ;William Wall, 20th CenturyFox, ticket distribution ; Pat McCarthy, Paramount, church contacts ;
M. J. E. McCarthy, Allied Artists,
ushers and parking ; Bob Fennell,
Family Theatre, entertainment ; Mildred Bocklage, National Theatre Supply, arrangements, and William Mooring, The Tidings, religious press publicity. Miss Bocklage will also serve
as administrative aide to Smith.
50%

Increase
{Continued from page 1)

especially active, the brokers said.
This is due not only to the fact that
the car theatres are doing big business in the warm months but because
many of them are operating in the
winter even in cold areas. Locally,
the Bronx Whitestone and the Route
S-3 drive-ins are currently in operation despite the low temperatures.
Ferrer Pledges Aid
The Route S-3 is furnishing car heaters to its patrons.
In Anti-Red' Drive
The brisk business in sales and
FIollywood, Dec. 29. — Jose Ferrer
confined to any one terdeclared his support of the American leases isritory,not
it was said. The boom is
nationwide.
fight issued
againstat communism
aLegion's
statement,
the weekend,in
following picketing here by LegionSlated
naires of Tuesday night's premiere of Snaper
(Continued from page 1)
"Moulin Rouge," the John Huston
production starring Ferrer.
Declared Ferrer in a telegram to that the two-term custom will prevail.
Other items on the board agenda
Legionan officials,
"It is function
my conviction
that
artist cannot
under will be the all-important subject of
communism. ... I want you and the arbitration, with a decision expected
responsible leaders of the American as to Allied's future position on the
Legion to know that I invite oppor- issue ; the admission tax repeal campaign and possibly action on the retunities to join in the anti-communist admittance
of the former Eastern
fight when and where, time permit- Pennsylvania unit to the national orting, my abilities can be effectively
ganization's fold.
utilized."

Deals Are Renewed
Renewal of distribution deals in
Latin America
for Monogram-International were negotiated
by Norton
V. Ritchey, president, during his recently completed tour of the Caribbean
circuit. Renewals include those with
Caribe Films in Medellin, Colombia,
and British and General Film Distributors ofTrinidad.
Conferences on forthcoming Allied
Artists product were held in Mexico,
Rico.
Panama,
V enezuela, Cuba and Puerto

Loew's Dates 'Limelight'
Charles Chaplin's "Limelight" will
open throughout the country on the
Loew's circuit during January and
February, beginning with engagements
in 20 cities, it was announced by William J. Heineman, vice-president of
United Artists. Loew's will launch
"Limelight" on Jan. 15 in five key theatres : the Vendome in Nashville,
Loew's in Rochester, N. Y., the State
in Cleveland, the Midland in Kansas
City and the Penn in Pittsburgh.
Gets Hettinger Rights
Les Hafner and Co., Inc., has completed negotiations for the acquisition
of the radio, television and motion
picture rights to all Mark Hellinger
short stories, with an option to renew
for an additional five years. The
stories number 4,500, it was said.
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Deals

Brokers Note Upswing
In Sales and Leases

Hollywood, Dec. 29. — With a Technicolor expansion campaign already in
progress in Hollywood, prospects for
expansion abroad are being studied by
Dr. Herbert T.
Kalmus, presidentmanager
and gen-of
eral

IN
UPT

HOLIDAY
Tells of 20%

Holiday

Upswing

Business for the four-day
Christmas weekend was about
20 per cent higher this year
than last year at houses affiliated with United Paramount Theatres, a UPT
spokesman disclosed here yesterday. He credited the rise
to a multiplicity of factors,
including strong product.

By AL STEEN
Activity in theatre buying and
Technicolor Motion
leasing has increased at least 50 per
Picture
Corp.
"Pr
ess
ure
is
cent in the last year after about a
two-year slump, according to Berk
being put on
and Krumgold, theatre brokers here.
Technicolor to
establish centers
Two years ago, the brokers said, "you
in France,
couldn't give theatres away," but the
situation has changed to such an exItaly and Gertent that it is becoming difficult to
many similar to
supply the demand.
in Engtha
t
While some newcomers are coming Dr. Herbert Kalmus
Slated
for
land," Kal- Snaper
into the field, most of the activity
mus statedDr..
Allied Reelection
stems from exhibitors with one or
"Ce rs in the European capitals,
two theatres who are seeking to ex- such nte
and Berlin,
as Paris, Rome
pand their holdings. However, it was
(Continued on page 4)
Wilbur Snaper appears to be in line
pointed out that the expanding theatre
for reelection as president of national
owners are aware of the fact that they
Allied when the board of directors
must become accustomed to lower
N. Y. Critics Name
meets in New Orleans next month.
than existed during the "lush"
grosses
With the exception of Al Steffes and
years. The spurt in theatre leases
James C. Ritter in the early 1930s,
and sales, the brokers said, is a sign
president has served at least
of renewed optimism in the industry. 'High Noon' As Best every
two terms. Steffes and Ritter headed
Deals for drive-in theatres are
(Continued on page 5)
Stanley Kramer's production, "High the organization for only one year
Col. H. A. Cole was reNoon," a United Artists release star- each and
elected for a third term, serving from
ring Gary Cooper, was voted the best
picture of the year by the New York 1939 through 1941. Abram F. Myers,
Film Critics in. their 18th annual general counsel, was president in the
Exhibitor Reaction
balloting, conducted yesterday at the early days of the association, heading
New York Newspaper Guild club- Allied from 1929 through 1931. Unrooms here.
less Snaper rejects the nomination,
Sought on TV Show
At the same time, the critics voted it is believed among Allied members
(Continued on page 5)
(Continued on page 4)
Exhibitor reaction to the Motion
Picture Association of America's plan
for an industry institutional television
show will be sought by the MPAAFilms
Here
immediately after Jan. 1 so that the 3 -Dimensional
project can be formulated as quickly
as possible. While the proposed TV
program may not hit home screens
Stay:
Irving
Lesser
until late in 1953, preliminary de- To
tails are expected to be perfected within the first three months of the new
Three dimensional motion pictures are the next major development
year, it was reported here.
in the history of the film industry and are here to stay, it was stated here
Exhibitors will be informed that
yesterday by Irving Lesser who, with Seymour Poe of Producers Reprethe proposed telecasts are being
sentatives, will supervise the distribution of Sol Lesser's Tri-Opticon
designed as a business-builder for theproject.
The tri-dimensional picture
atres and not as ,a form of competiis in the same position that talking
tion. It is reported that Hollywood
pictures were in 1927 and exhibitors
'52 Hall Record of
guilds will not be contacted until after
might as well prepare for the inexhibitors have given their approval.
evitable, he said.
$6,855,000 Seen
Lesser explained that Tri-Opticon
As 1952 draws to a close, a
was launched officially in Chicago on
Report Rise in Film
record 12-month gross of
Christmas Day at the Telenews Thea$6,855,000 is indicated for
Rentals in Canada
tre where it is heading for a $30,000
Radio City Music Hall. This
week. The house average is between
Ottawa, Dec. 29.— The total revyear's estimated figure tops
enue^ of Canadian film distributing
the record set in 1951 of
$5,000, he said. The inandprogram
$4,000itial
companies reached a new record of
consists of five short
$6,811,769, the previous high
subjects, running approximately an
$29,225,867 during 1951 from all bookin
the
20-year
operation
of
ings, compared with $26,800,789 in the
hour."; The next opening will be, at
the Hall.
preceding year, it is reported by the
the Pilgrim
Theatre
in '4)
Boston on
(Continued
on page
government in a trade survey.

BOOM

Hall,

Victoria,

Capitol,

Roxy Break Records in
Post-Christmas Business
Booming Broadway business for
the four-day Christmas holiday sent
first-run New York grosses spiraling this week amid reports from
other sections of the country of robust
holiday
through grosses,
Sunday. certain to continue
Records were broken at the Radio
City Music Hall, Victoria, Roxy, and
Capitol. Most New York neighborhood circuit houses reported grosses
either on a par with Christmas week
last year or better. Other favorable
reports came from the extensive
United Paramount Theatres circuit
and the smaller Shea circuit.
At the Radio City Music Hall, a
20-year record gross of $187,000 is
estimated for the fourth week of "Million Dollar Mermaid" and the Hall's
traditional
Hall's
last previousstage
high show.
was set The
during
the
Christmas week of 1951, when $180,068
was racked up.
Another house record was broken at
the Victoria Theatre, featuring the
(Continued on page 4)
Order

US

to

16mm.

Case

Clarify
Charges

Hollywood, Dec. 29. — Federal
Judge William Byrne today granted
two among 12 requests made by counsel for the defendant companies in
the 16mm. case, and gave the government 30 days in which to file an
amended bill. The court ordered the
government to clarify and particularize the meaning of the phrase
"among other things" in the language
of the original charge that defendants
conspired to withhold 16mm. films
from certain
outlets,
including
tele(Continued
on page
4)
Grainger

Heads

New

RKO
Studio Unit
Hollywood, Dec. 29. — Edmund
Grainger, who has been working on
the
RKO Radio
head
production
unit at lot,
the will
studio,
witha "new
producers Sam Wiesenthal and Irwin
Allen assigntu to ,him, , it was ah-,
nounced here in
today
by C.
J. TevKn,
vice-president
charge
of studio
Op- "
following Hughes
a meeting,
chairman erations,
.Howard
and with'
the
board of directors.
As previously staled, the company
(Continued on page 4)
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Daily

Delays

Minneapolis, Dec. 29. — Exchangemen in this Northwest area are up
in arms over what is described as a long and needless delay in returning
prints to film offices, complaining that prints requiring only one clay to
deliver to theatres are delayed three days on the return trip.
They charge that the problem has
become so acute it may have to be
placed in the hands of the U. S. Interstate Commerce Commission and
4The Jazz
Singer'
the Minnesota Railroad and Warehouse Commission to force the creaPremiere
Tonight
tion of a film and theatre supply delivery service run independently of
Hollywood, Dec. 29. — The stage
existing
haulage concerns. The probis all set for the world premiere tolem is in getting the film back to the
morrow night of Warner Brothers' exchange in time for adequate inspection and reshipment within a short
'The Jazz Singer," at the Fox Beverly Theatre in Beverly Hills. Scores time. At present the slow returns
of stars and celebrities from all walks sometime mean that a badly-needed
of life will join with fans from nearly print is out of circulation for as long
every section of America in giving a period as two weeks.
1952 a film season farewell at the
The bottleneck is said to be on
premiere of the Technicolor musical hauls where shipments are subject to
starring Danny Thomas and Peggy truck relay. If a print which closes a
Lee. As a result of the influx of weekend run on Sunday night misses
holiday visitors, the theatre was sold a pick-up at the relay point, it is
out days in advance of the event, with sometimes three days before it makes
the studio announcing an all-time its way back to the exchange.
record in out-of-town reservations.
Film companies state that under the
The uniforms of the Armed Forces
present
system of contract carriers
also will be plentifully represented. there is no central point where a
Congressmen, governors of numerous trace can be made and that if the film
states and mayors of many cities have is delayed in transit either to or from
reserved seats for service men and the exhibitor, neither the exhibitor nor
women from their respective com- the film company can check its wheremunities. Members of the first "Jazz abouts.
Singer" cast and crew, including
A previous appeal to the ICC for
William Demarest and May Mac- help in regulating the shipments failed
Avoy, two of the stars, will attend. because the ICC pointed out that the
News syndicates and radio networks shipments were a matter of contract
have arranged to carry the premiere between the trucking firm and the exceremonies around the world, even hibitor.
penetrating behind the Iron Curtain.
Although the film companies are reThe globe-girdling radio broadcasts
luctant to enforce it, there is said to
,
will be made in foreign languages as be a clause in film contracts providing
well as in English.
penalties against exhibitors for the
In New York, a special premiere late return of film. Distributors doubt
of "The Jazz Singer" for the benefit that such drastic action will be taken
Myron J. Hayes, vice-president of the National Foundation of Infan- but said that in cases where film is
tile Paralysis will take place at the habitually late in return exchanges
and general manager of Eastman Kodak's Camera Works' Hawk-Eye Paramount Theatre on Tuesday eve- may refuse to sell film or impose
ning, Jan. 13.
plant, and Navy Ordnance division,
rigid regulations covering pickup and
will retire on Jan. 1.
return.
o

rman of
ADOLPH ZUKOR, chai
the board of Paramount Pictures,
will leave here for the Coast over the
weekend.
•
Maurice Greenberg, owner of the
Parsons Theatre, Hartford, and Mrs.
Greenberg are grandparents for the
first time, with the birth of a girl,
Roberta, to their daughter-in-law,
Mrs. Leonard Greenberg, also of
Hartford.
•
er and writer
produc
Irwin Allen,
is due here
Us,"
of "The Sea Around
Washearly next month and will visit
ington to discuss a world premiere of
the picture with National Geographic
Society officials. e
Herbert Ochs, U. S. and Canadian
drive-in operator, added his sixth
grandson and 11th grandchild to the
family tree with the birth of a boy to
his daughter, Mrs. Peter Hill of
Dayton, O.
•
Neil Hellman, Albany theatre
owner, announces the engagement of
his daughter, Joyce, a Cornell University student, to Navy Lieutenant
Sanford A. Bookstein, also of Albany.
•
Arthur Gottlieb, president of
Audio Pictures, Ltd., and Film
Laboratories of Canada, Ltd., both
of Toronto, is hospitalized as theinre-a
sult of serious injuries received
fall.
•
Lazarus Phillips, a director of
Empire-Universal Films, Ltd., and of
Consolidated Theatres, Ltd., both of
Canada, has been elected a director
of the Montreal Life Insurance Co.
•

Frank Schilken, Jr., has been reelected business agent of the Minneapolis Motion Picture Machine Operators Local No. 219.
•
Geraldine Flood, secretary to
Phil Gravitz, M-G-M New Haven
branch manager, is recuperating from
virus.
•

Rites

Tomorrow

William

for

C. Smalley

Albany, N. Y., Dec. 29. — Funeral
services will be held Wednesday
afternoon in Cooperstown for William
C. Smalley, 63, head of Smalley Theatres, who died last night in Mary
Imogene Bassett Hospital, Cooperstown, after a long illness.
The circuit, which currently comTheLoew's
E. Landers,
Georges
division manager, has
atres Hartford
prises 12 theatres, has been headquarreturned there from Boston.
tered in Cooperstown since 1921.
•
Survivors include the widow, Mrs.
Oscar Howell, president of Capital Hazel Smith Smalley, for years treasurer of the circuit.
City Supply Co., Atlanta, has returned
there from a Nashville vacation.
•
Harry. Feinstein, New Haven Ben Jacksen Dies
zone manager for Warner Brothers On Coast at 67
Theatres, is in Pittsburgh.
•
Hollywood, Dec. 29. — Ben Jacksen,
Jack Share, United Artists sales- formerly studio and general producman in Cleveland, is vacationing in
tion manager of 20th Century-Fox,
Miami for the holidays.
died here on Thursday at the age of
•
67. Associated with the company for
Jimmy Hobbs, Allied Artists At- more than 25 years, Jacksen started
lanta branch manager, has left there with William Fox as a manager of
theatres in New York.
for New Orleans.

Rites

Tomorrow

Four to Close for
4-Day Weekend
M-G-M, 20th Century-Fox,
Allied Artists, and United
Artists will remain closed on
Friday, giving their employes
a four-day weekend for New
Year's as they did for Christmas. Paramount, RKO Pictures, RKO Theatres, United
Paramount Theatres, Universal-International and Warner Brothers will be open on
Friday. Still undecided about
possible Friday closings are
Columbia, Republic and the
Motion Picture Association of
America. Most companies will
close earlier than usual tomorrow.

Liebler

Is Named

To Monogram
Post
Walter Liebler has been appointed
assistant treasurer of Monogram International Corp. by Norton V.
Ritchey, president of the company.
Liebler succeeds James J. Tierney
who occupied the position for many
years and who resigned for personal
reasons. Tierney has, however,
agreed to postpone his departure for
a number of weeks in order that he
Liebler and familiarwithoperational
may izework
him with
routines.
Liebler was with United Artists as
foreign controller.
Extra
'HaW
Shows
Friday and Saturday
To accommodate holiday audiences
Radio City Music Hall has scheduled
extra performances of its Christmas
show on Friday, with doors opening
7 :30 A.M. and Saturday, with doors
opening 8 A.M.
Ralph Redmond Dies
Cleveland, Dec. 29. — Ralph Redmond, manager of the Jewel Theatre
and affiliated for more than 20 years
with the Associated Circuit as theatre
manager, died here Friday.

For

Roth, RKO
Theatres
A solemn requiem mass will be held
tomorrow at St. Aloysius Church in NEW YORK THEATRES
Great Neck, L. I., for James Roth,
RKO Theatres' operating department
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
executive, who died Sunday in Nassau Hospital, Mineola, L. I. Roth
Rockefeller Center — — —
had been with the company since
1929.
Survivors are his widow, Florence,
and two children, William, 10, and
Joann, six.
Father of Peter Geiger
Funeral services for Jacob Geiger,
father of Peter Geiger, who is associated with the motion picture department of the New York office of the
Bank of America and formerly was
with Goldwyn Productions, were held
yesterday at the Schwartz Brothers
Funeral Home, Forest Hills, L. I.
Also surviving is the widow. Geiger
died Dec. 26. Burial was in Maple
Grove Cemetery.
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Here
'Moulin Rouge' Tops
'African Queen' Bow
Hollywood, Dec. 29.— With a
five-day gross of nearly $22,000 racked up as of last night,
"
John Huston's "Moulin Rouge
is running well ahead of his
"
last film, "African Queen,
which opened in the Fox Wilshire Theatre here at Christmas time a year ago.
"Moulin Rouge," playing the
same theatre, grossed well
over $5,000 yesterday for the
business
single day's
biggest
of the house.
the history
in
Gross for the first week, ending tomorrow night, will be a
record for any United Artists
release ever to play the Fox
Wilshire.

N.

Y. Critics
(Continued from page 1)
Fred Zinneman the best director of
the year tor his direction ot '"nigh
Noon."
voted best actShirley Booth was her
role in the
ress of the year for
Back,
"Come
ion,
Hal Wahis product
Little Sneba, ' a Paramount release.
Ralph Richardson was voted best
actor of the year for his performance in the English-made, "Breaking
a United Artists
Sound
the
release
here.Barrier,"
French Film Wins

The French production, "Forbidden Games," released here by Times
Film Corp., was voted the best foreign picture of the year.
Under the critics' voting method, a
two-thirds majority is required to
designate a winner on any one of the
first hve ballots. A simple majority
is sufficient on the sixtn anu final
ballot, it one is necessary. "high
Noon" won on a sixth Dallot, witn
"African Queen," also a United Artists release, the runner-up.
bhirley Bootn was named on the
first ballot, with the task of the 15
voting critics simplified as a result
of their being only one other nomination, that of Katharine Hepburn
for her performance in "African
"
Queen.
Zinneman won on the second ballot. Richardson won on the sixth
by a vote of 10 to Charlie Chaplin's
hve for his performance in "Limelight." The critics also took six
ballots to decide their best foreign
film of the year, "Forbidden Games"
winning over "The White Line" by
an eight to six vote. One critic abstained on the ground she had not
caught enough foreign films to be
eligible to vote.

Holiday

to

Stay

Grosses
(Continued from page 1)

first week of "Come Back, Little Outlying business was spotty, being
Sheba," which is expected to register very good in some locations and mediocre in others.
a sturdy $57,000. At the reopened
Roxy, the initial week of "Stars and 'Road' Leads Boston Parade
Forever" and the "IcecolorStripesshow
ama"
set a new Christmas week
Boston, Dec. 29.— The Metropolirecord of $157,000.
At the Capitol, the initial week of
tan, featuring "Road to Bali," and the
playing "Hans ChrisAstor,
Andersen," led the holiday field
tian now
Johnnie Ray on stage and "Against
All Flags" on the screen is expected among first-run theatres here. The
to hit a terrific $110,000. The holi- Metropolitan is expected to gross
day weekend at the Capitol saw the $40,000 for the six day holiday period,
greatest number of admissions in the ending tomorrow night, while the
theatre's history.
Astor is due to hit $40,000 for the
Christmas holiday week, with ad'April in Paris' Excellent
vanced admission prices. Other theThe first seven days of "April in
reported business ranging from
atres
Paris" at the Paramount, which also
features Sarah Vaughan on stage, is excellent to fair.
due to hit an excellent $108,000. A Cleveland Spotty
very nice $42,000 is expected for the
Dec. 29. — Christmas
opening week of "Blackbeard the Pi- DayCleveland,
business was very good to fair at
rate" at Loew's State. "Hans Christian Andersen" at the Criterion and Downtown first-runs. However, most
the off-Broadway Paris also is doing neighborhood theatres reported
top business. A big $60,000 is due grosses slow except the Fairmount
for the fifth week of the Samuel Gold- where "The Promoter" is featured.
wyn production at the Criterion, while Exceptionally good business at the
a terrific $2'3, 500 is slated for the majority of out-of-town theatres was
Paris, also a fifth week for the picture. reported. Good business was reported
At the Rivoli, a pretty good $50,000 by the Loew and Warner Downstate
and by the Select Theatre
is forecast for the first week of "My houses
Cousin Rachel," while at the Mayfair chain with theatres in various parts
a fine $25,000 is indicated for the ini- of Northern Ohio. Weather was clear
with scattered snow flurries.
tial seven days of "Ruby Gentry."
"Limelight" at the Astor and the twoday-a-day 60th Street Trans-Lux did Up in Chatanooga
quite well, with $20,000 indicated for
Chattanooga, Dec. 29. — With the
the tenth week of the picture at the Tivoli
probably going strongest with
Astor and $7,500 at the 60th Street "Million Dollar Mermaid," the Rogers
Trans-Lux. A fairly good $15,000 is
seen for the second and final week of with "Meet Captain Kid" and the
State with "It Grows on Trees,"
Pony Soldier" at the Globe, where Chattanooga theatre managers say
"Eight
Iron
Men"
will
have
its
bow
"this year's holiday business easily
Thursday.
Circuits Report
Among the New York neighborhood
circuits reporting business good were
RKO Theatres and Loew's Theatres.
The Brandt circuit reported that

grosses
on a par
witha number
last year's
Christmaswerebusiness,
while
of
Trans-Lux houses reported holiday
business less than anticipated.
The Broadway upswing was also felt
by first-run houses off the main stem.
"The
of Being
set a Importance
record of $12,000
for Earnest"
its first
week at the Baronet. At the Fine
Arts, a big $10,800 is due for the tenth
week of "The Promoter." The initial seven days of "No Time for
Flowers" at the Normanide is expected
to rack up a fine $9,000, while a fairly
good $5,800 is indicated for the final
six days of "The Four Poster" at
the Sutton. The Sutton's new attraction which opens today is "The Member of the Wedding."
With extra holiday showings, "This
Is Cinerama" at the Broadway Theatre is forecast to hit a tremendous
Technicolor Plans
$42,000. "O. Henry's Full House" at
the Trans-Lux 52nd Street is pre(Continued from page 1)
dicted to do a nice $6,000 for its 11th
would have a number of advantages week.
for the European motion picture industry. They would make possible Tri-Opticon Premiere
more prompt service and reduce costs. Hailed As Success
"As it is now, cameras and crews
Chicago, Dec. 29. — The U. S.
to operate them have to be brought in
from Hollywood or from England. premiere of Tri-Opticon at the TeleRush prints would be available at the news Theatre here was a resounding
end of each day's work, instead of success, breaking the single day record at the 600-seat Loop house with a
after appreciable delay.
"Financial exchange problems would gross of $5,000. Tri-opticon is expected to turn in the biggest week in
be minimized and payments of duty
would be eliminated, and, of course, the 13-year history of the house.
Elsewhere in the Loop, business
employment opportunity would be afpicked
up nicely to wind up much
Kalmus. forded citizens of the country," stated better than Christmas Day last year.

Knoxville
Grosses
topped 1951."
Knoxville, Dec. 29. — With "Operation Secret" moving over to the Bijou
for a holdover after an unexpectedly

(Continued from page 1)
Jan. 15. After these two engagements, Lesser and Poe will evaluate
the presentations before additional
bookings will be taken. However, the
Victoria Theatre here has asked for
a Tri-Opticon run after the closing
of the current attraction, "Come Back,
Little Sheba." No deal has been set.
Three more short subjects are now
in production on the Coast and a
script for a feature length picture,
"The Runaway Train," has been completed, Poe said.
Four-part Package
Tri-Opticon is delivered to theatres
in a four-part package, consisting of
a metalized screen, the film, a coupling
device for interlocking the projectors
and the polaroid glasses. Unlike
other tri-dimensional processes, TriOpticon furnishes permanent glasses
instead of cardboard throwaways. The
glasses are sterilized after each use.
The depth effect cannot be achieved
on an ordinary beaded screen, it was
explained.
Distribution will be handled by Max
Roth, headquartering in Chicago, for
the Central territories, while Jack
Thomas will head up the distribution
in the Far West, with headquarters
in Los Angeles. The major initial
task in launching the project is the
advertising and publicity. Because
the public and the trade must be educated to the scope of the new medium,
extensive campaigns are being planned
for newspapers and the trade press,
Lesser said.
Grainger Heads
(Continued from page V
will make a minimum of 20 features in
1953, with starting dates now set on
the first two ; five others are ready to
follow.
"Arizona Territory," with Grainger

and "Second
Chance,"
good run at the Tennessee, "Million as
withproducer,
Wiesenthal
as producer
and
Dollar Mermaid" opened at the Ten- Grainger as executive producer, have
nessee with a full house, topping last
been given January starting dates.
year's holiday business. Knoxville has
Also headed for early starts are
no television.
producer Robert Sparks' "The Son
Best in 3 Years
of Sinbad" ; "The Silver Horde," a
Rex Beach story ; a Park Ranger
Nashville, Dec. 29.— With "Meet story to be made in one of the NaMe at the Fair" at the Tennessee and
tional Parks, titled "High Frontier" ;
"Stars and Stripes Forever" at the Harriet Parsons' "Size 12," and several stories recently submitted that the
Paramount, Crescent houses in Nashville scored the best holiday business studio is considering purchasing.
in three years. Sales of theatre ticket
It was also announced again that
books for gifts went well, with an "the studio will consider any indeautomobile as the top prize in a sales
pendent productions which are of top
calibre which are submitted, although
contest.
the present schedule of 20 films is
'Hans' Sets Records in sufficient to meet the distribution organization's demands."
Boston, Miami
Beach
16mm. Case Charges
Samuel Goldwyn's "Hans Christian
Andersen" broke box-office records in
(Continued from page 1)
Christmas Day openings at the Astor
Theatre in Boston and the Colony
to define the phrase "limitTheatre in Miami Beach, it is re- vision,ing and
conditions,"
as applied
to terms
under
which
16mm.
films
were
ported, with the first four days at the licensed.
Colony grossing $11,500 and the same
Defendants will have 30 days in
period at the Astor drawing $26,000.
The film will outscore by more which to answer the amended complaint following its filing.
than 50 per cent the previous recordWilliam C. Dixon, Western chief
holder at the Astor, Goldwyn's "The of the anti-trust division, and James
Best Years of Our Lives," it was said.
At the Colony, the film has played to M. McGrath, who has handled the
16mm. case directly, represented the
capacity audiences at every performance. Meanwhile, in New York, the government in the all-day session.
Ten defendant requests which the
picture begins its sixth week at the
Paris and Criterion theatres, with the court denied pertained principally to
fifth week reportedly almost equalling fendants.
relationships between individual dethat of the opening session.
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Exchangemen
Federation

Motion

to Aid

Drive

Len Gruenberg, of RKO Radio
Pictures, has been named chairman of
of the
en' s committee
the exchangem
amusement
division
of the Federation
of Jewish Philanthropies, it has_ been
announced by over-all co-chairmen
Barney Balaban, Simon H. Fabian
and Manny Frisch.
In the process of completing organization ofthe industry in support
of the current $20,000,000 city-wide
maintenance effort on behalf of Federation's 116 hospitals and social service
co-chairmen also anthe
agencies, nounced
a Federation committee in
film exchanges consisting of the following :
Alex Arnswalder, Abe Dickstein,
Tom Feeney, 20th Century Fox ;
David burKan, Kealart ; William
Murphy, Robert Fannon, Republic ;
Loew's; Charles PenHoward
ser, KKOLevy,Radio ; Samuel Rifkin,
United Artists ; Saul Trauner, Columbia ;Louis Allerhand, Loew's ;
Jack Farkas, Allied Artists ; Myron
E. Sattler, Paramount; Philip Hodes,
RKO Radio ; George J. Waldman,
United Artists.
Denied
New

Relief

Mexican

from
Law

Mexico City, Dec. 29. — Exhibitors
have partially lost their litigation
against enforcement of the recentlyenacted cinematographic controls law.
Two hundred exhibitors in the provinces, of the syndicate that Manuel
Espinosa Iglesias heads, were denied
a temporary injunction against the
law's enforcement by Federal Judge
Ignacio Burgoa here. These exhibitors contended that the law is unconstitutional in that it gives the government almost complete control of
the film trade. They also attacked
the measure on the ground of violation of the constitutional precept of
free trade by demanding 50 per cent
playing time for Mexican pictures.
Judge Burgoa, who last year
granted a group of exhibitors a permanent injunction against enforcement of a cinematographic law then
impending on the ground that it was
unconstitutional, explained that he
refused the 200 exhibitors an injunction because they had failed to make
out a clear case of the unconstitutionality of the present law.
Denney
to Study
TV for Paramount
Charles E. Denney, Jr., will join the
staff of Paul Raibourn, president of
Paramount Television Productions,
immediately. Denney, who was formerly an account executive with National Broadcasting, will conduct a
survey of the social and economic
aspects of local, as compared with national programming in television.
Denney's first assignment will be a
study of the factors in the Los Angeles market under the supervision
of Klaus Landsberg, general manager
of Station KTLA.

'Bali' at Astor
Paramount's "Road to Bali," starring Bing Crosby, Bob Hope and Dorothy Lamour, has been booked by the
Astor Theatre on New York's Times
Square as its next attraction.

Newspapers,

Wire

Picture

Services

5

Daily

Here

and

Abroad

Carry Herald Poll of 'Money-Making Stars'
London, Dec. 29. — Newspapers throughout the British Isles gave
unusual prominence to the Motion Picture Herald-Fame polls of
American and British box-office champions of 1952, voted by exhibitors of the two countries. Results of the polls also were featured on British Broadcasting Co. programs.
Special comment was given to the survey's disclosure that eight
British pictures figure among the 12 top-grossing films on this side
in 1952. Responsible industry executives here commented that the
newspaper space and radio time devoted to the poll stories constituted avaluable contribution not only to British production
but to the whole industry here as well.

Newspapers and magazine supplements throughout the United
States, as well as national and foreign wire services, also featured
the 21st annual Motion Picture Herald-Fame poll of "Money-Making Stars of 1952" over the past weekend, from Friday through
Sunday.

Eastern
Starting

Film
Pact

Group
Talks

The newly-formed Eastern Motion
Picture Council, set up by the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employes, will start negotiating for
its first contracts with New York
television film producers shortly after
Jan. 1, it was reported here yesterday.
The Council, patterned after the
American Federation of Labor Film
Council in Hollywood, has completed
its preliminary groundwork and is expected to get into full operation within a month.
Purpose of the Council is to obtain
basic pacts for the various production crafts in the TV film and independent commercial picture production fields. The group's constitution, recently drafted, has been approved by a majority of participating
unions.

Expect
Coast

1,000

at

Breakfast

Hollywood, Dec. 29. — More than
1,000 Catholics of the Hollywood film
industry are expected to attend the
second annual all-industry Communion
breakfast here on Sunday, Feb. 1 at
the Hotel Statler, according to George
Smith, Paramount Western division
manager, who is general chairman
of the event. James Francis Cardinal-designate Mclntyre will celebrate
Mass at St. Vibiana's Cathedral preceding the breakfast.
Similar breakfasts will be held in
New York, New Orleans, and Toronto on the same day.
Names

Chairmen

Committee chairmen here were announced by Smith as follows : Songwriter Jimmy McHugh, tickets ;
Thomas H. Lewis, special arrangements ;William Wall, 20th CenturyFox,
ticket distribution ; Pat McM asset I i, Robinson,
Carthy, Paramount, church contacts ;
M.
J.
E.
McCarthy, Allied Artists,
Finn in New
Posts
ushers and parking ; Bob Fennell,
Hartford, Dec. 29. — Michael Mas- Family Theatre, entertainment ; Milselli, formerly on the staff of the
dred Bocklage, National Theatre SupWebb Playhouse at Wethersfield, has
ply, arrangements, and William Moorbeen named manager of the Plainfield
ing, The Tidings, religious press publicity. Miss Bocklage will also serve
at Plainfield, replacing Edward Moras administrative aide to Smith.
anski, resigned.
Earl Robinson, former manager of
the Warner Regal at Hartford, is
50% Increase
now
managing
the circuit's
{Continued from page 1)
Norwalk.
He succeeds
Joseph Palace,
Sfeir,
who has left the circuit.
especially active, the brokers said.
Jay Finn, house manager at E. M. This
is due not only to the fact that
Loew's Theatre, Hartford, has been the car theatres are doing big business in the warm months but because
circuit's
of theMass.
appointed manager
Winchester
at Winchester,
He
many
them are operating in the
is a son of Max Finn, E. M. Loew winter ofeven
in cold areas. Locally,
circuit home office executive.
the Bronx Whitestone and the Route
S-3 drive-ins are currently in operation despite the low temperatures.
Ferrer Pledges Aid
The Route S-3 is furnishing car heaters to its patrons.
In Anti-Red' Drive
The brisk business in sales and
Hollywood, Dec. 29. — Jose Ferrer
confined to any one terdeclared his support of the American leases isritory,not
it was said. The boom is
Legion's fight against communism in nationwide.
a statement, issued at the weekend,
following picketing here by LegionSlated
naires of Tuesday night's premiere of Snaper
{Continued from page 1)
"Moulin Rouge," the John Huston
production starring Ferrer.
Declared Ferrer in a telegram _ to that the two-term custom will prevail.
Other items on the board agenda
Legion
officials,
"It
is
my
conviction
will
be the all-important subject of
that an artist cannot function under
communism. ... I want you and the arbitration, with a decision expected
responsible leaders of the American as to Allied's future position on the
Legion to know that I invite oppor- issue ; the admission tax repeal campaign and possibly
the retunities to join in the anti-communist admittance
of the action
formeron Eastern
permittime
fight when and where,
ting, my abilities can be effectively Pennsylvania unit to the national organization's fold.
utilized."

Exchangemen

to Aid

'Brotherhood

Week'

Regional distribution chairmen for
the amusement industry's participation
in "Brotherhood Week," Feb. 15-22,
on behalf of the 25th anniversary of
the National Conference of Christians
and Jews, were announced here yesterday by Ben Kalmenson, national
chairman of the distribution committee, as follows :
Albany : Jack Goldberg ; Atlanta :
W. Gordon Bradley ; Boston : J. M.
Connolly ; Buffalo : Manuel A. Brown ;
Charlotte : J. W. Greenleaf ; Chicago :
William J. Devaney ; Cincinnati : Edwin M. Booth ; Cleveland : Harry S.
Buxbaum ; Dallas : Mark Sheridan,
Jr.; Denver: Marvin Goldfarb; Des
Moines : Donald R. Hicks ; Detroit :
Joe Baringhaus ; Indianapolis : Claude
W. McKean.
Also, Jacksonville : Paul Hargette ;
Kansas City : Tom Baldwin ; Los
Angeles : A. Swerdlow ; Memphis :
Louis C. Ingram ; Milwaukee : Low
Elman; Minneapolis: J. T. McBride ;
New Haven : Jules Livingston ; New
Orleans : Luke Conner ; New York
City : Phil Hodes ; Oklahoma City :
R. B. Williams; Omaha: D. V.
McLucas ; Philadelphia : Joseph G.
Leon land:; T.Pittsburgh
Al Louis:
Levy ; C.
PortR. Beale;: St.
C.
Hill; Salt Lake City: C. R. Wade;
San Francisco : Jack M. Erickson ;
Seattle : Paul McElhinney ; Washington :Pete R. DeFazio.
International
Deals Are Renewed
Renewal of distribution deals in
Latin America
for Monogram-International were negotiated
by Norton
V. Ritchey, president, during his recently completed tour of the Caribbean
circuit. Renewals include those with
Caribe Films in Medellin, Colombia,
and British and General Film Distributors ofTrinidad.
Conferences on forthcoming Allied
Artists product were held in Mexico,
Rico.
Panama,
Venezuela, Cuba and Puerto

Loew's Dates 'Limelight'
Charles Chaplin's "Limelight" will
open throughout the country on the
Loew's circuit during January and
February, beginning with engagements
in 20 cities, it was announced by William J. Heineman, vice-president of
United Artists. Loew's will launch
"Limelight" on Jan. 15 in five key theatres : the Vendome in Nashville,
Loew's in Rochester, N. Y., the State
in Cleveland, the Midland in Kansas
City and the Penn in Pittsburgh.
Gets Hellinger Rights
Les Hafner and Co., Inc., has completed negotiations for the acquisition
of the radio, television and motion
picture rights to all Mark Hellinger
short stories, with an option to renew
for an additional five years. The
stories number 4,500, it was said.
SPEED!

SPECIAL
TRAILERS

SHOWMANSHIP!
QUALITY!
CAN'T BE BEAT!
1327
S. WABASH
CHICAGO
S, ILL

OXOFFICE

...a raging torrent of emotion

...a magnetic

fascination

...a new

that even

drawing

high-water

sometimes
a man can
learn too
much about
his wife !

Starring

POWER!

mark

nature

a man

can't control!

to murder!
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in suspense!

Century-Fox presents

Color by

oseph Gotten Jean Peters Technicolor
np Monroe
with CASEY ADAMS • DENIS O'DEA • RICHARD ALLAN • DON WILSON • LURENE TUTTLE • RUSSELL COLLINS • WILL WRIGHT
Produced by
Directed by
Written by
CHARLES BRACKET! • HENRY HATHAWAY • CHARLES BRAGKETT, WALTER REISCH - RICHARD BREEN
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$7,229,000
Net
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Profit
Year

Earnings

I A

Foreign

Business

Up

Below 1951's Figure
Warner Brothers Pictures and 100%,
Reports
Picker
subsidiary companies report for the
year ending Aug. 31, 1952, a net
United Artists' income from foreign distribution during the fiscal year
profit of $7,229,000' after provision ended Nov. 1 was approximately double that of the previous 12-month
of $7,700,000 for Federal income period, according to Arnold M. Picker, vice-president in charge of fortaxes and after a provision of $550,000
eign distribution. Picker, who has returned from a four-week tour of
for contingent liabilities. The net
the Far East,
profit for the year ending Aug. 31,
said here yes1951, amounted to $9,427,000 after
terday that the WB
Theatre
Sale
provision of $9,100,000 for Federal inrise in business
come taxes and after a provision of
was due not
Is Due
$700,000 for contingent liabilities.
only to the Extension
Included in the current operating
product but a
renewal of faith
profit is a profit of $878,000' from
A "substantial" extension in time
in the company
sales of capital assets, before provifor the divestiture of 54 Warner
sion for Federal incomes taxes, which
by exhibitors.
Brothers theatres, in line with the
compares with a corresponding profit
Picker, in re- terms of the company's consent decree,
of $1,189,000 for the previous year.
viewing his lat- is expected shortly, it was learned
The net profit for the year is equivaest overseas here
yesterday.
lent to $1.46 per share on 4,950,600
trip,
revealed,
{Continued on page 2)
Negotiations between company atamong other
Arnold Picker
torneys and Department of Justice
things, (1) the
officials, looking toward an extension
appointment of new executive person- from the Sunday deadline, have been
nel in the Far East, (2) signing of imHoliday
Grosses in
portant circuit deals, (3) plans for the going on both here and in Washington. Documents authorizing such an
distribution' of a picture made in extension, the duration of which was
Los Angeles
Top
Manila, (4) plans for the opening of not made public, are due here any day.
the company's own branch in Indonesia
1951 by 20 Per Cent and (5) improved business conditions
A company
spokesman
saidwith
the extension had nothing
to do
the
throughout the area.
Picker said the foreign department recent deal between Fabian EnterHollywood, Dec. 30. — The concen- still is in the process of reorganizaprises and the Brothers Warner,
tration of Academy-contending piction, the task he assumed when he took under which Fabian acquired the
tures combined with ideal theatre- over the post a year ago. He said he
brothers' theatres.
projected stock interest in
going weather and a minimum of
Warner
{Continued on page 3)
competitor amusements to< give firstrun houses here the biggest holiday
week in recent seasons. Over-all estimates had the total take up nearly
Grainger to Preside
20 per cent from the first holiday 6Jazz Singer' Closes
{Continued on page 2)
At 4 Sales Meetings
The Industry's Year
M. Fox
Gets Loan
Beverly Hills, CaL, Dec. 30. — Top
James ecutive
R. vice-president
Grainger, and
Republic's
stars and notables of the industry
director exof
For TV Expansion
turned out here tonight for the world sales, will preside at a series of four
A $1,525,000 loan has been con- premiere of Warner Brothers color in regional sales meetings, the first of
cluded between the amusement indus- Technicolor musical "The Jazz Singwhich will be held at the company's
try division of Bankers Trust Co. and
er," starring Danny Thomas and North Hollywood studios on Tuesday
and Wednesday, to be followed by
the Western Television Corp., it was Peggy Lee.
The last film world premiere of others in Chicago, Jan. 19-20 ; New
announced here yesterday by Matthew
Fox, president and chairman of the 1952, the event held at the Fox Bever- York, Jan. 22-23, and Miami, Jan.
board of Western TV.
ly Theatre, Beverly Hills, provided a 28-29.
The loan, said to be the first of New Year's warmup for record
Company president Herbert J.
address all meetings, which
such magnitude made between a com- ihrongs of street spectators. With the Yates will{Continued
on page 3)
{Continued on page 3)
{Continued on page 2)
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$3,200,000
Up
S hour as Sees $5 -Million
Foreign Rise in '53
Twentieth Century-Fox gross
earnings from foreign film rentals
in 1952 will be $3,200,000 greater
than in the pre vious year, Spyros
P. Skouras,

president, disclosed here yesfollowreturn
ing histerday
from a threemonth global
tour.
Skouras, underlining the importance of the
foreign market,
said he anticipates that in
1953 20th-Fox
Spyros Skouras
foreign
reven-be
ues would
$5,000,000{Continued
greater on
than
page1951
3) foreign

(900,000
In
Cut

20th

Saving

Salary

Plan

Forecast

A potential saving of $900,000 for
20th Century-Fox under the comnew andsalary
more cut
drastic
tarypany's
executive
plan, volunwhich
will be introduced as of the first of
the year, was estimated here yesterday by Spyros P. Skouras, president.
The 1953 plan calls for a 50 per
cent salary
reduction
of top
{Continued
on page
3) execu'Brotherhood'

Ad

Men Are Appointed
Si Seadler, national publicity and
advertising chairman for the amusement industry's participation in
"Brotherhood Week," Feb. 15-22, on
behalf of the silver anniversary of the
National Conference of Christians and
Jews, has{Continued
announced
the 3)following
on page

ffintteb

3rtt£te
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Motion

Personal
Mention

pHARLES BOASBERG, r,RKO
and
Radio general sales manage
Walter Branson, assistant sales
manager, were in Chicago yesterday
for conferences with• company officials.

J. Miller Walker, RKO Pictures
director, vice-president, secretary and
general counsel, has returned to New
York from Hollywood conferences
with Howard Hughes, board chairman.
•

Picture

Willie A Chairman
For Zukor Banquet
Dallas, Dec. 30.— Raymond
Willie, general manager of
Interstate circuit, has been
appointed general chairman
for the Adolph Zukor Golden
Jubilee banquet here. Willie
succeeds Paul Short who had
been serving as temorary
chairman.
Willie announced that the
new date for the Zukor celebration in Dallas has been
changed from Jan. 28 to
Feb. 6 at the Adolphus Hotel.

Eric A. Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Association of Amer- BVay
noica, will be the guest on the "Chro
TV program over CBS Mon- Year's
scopeday" night.

New

Set

for

Eve

Trade

Virtually all Broadway first-run
Rube Jackter, assistant general
sales manager of Columbia, and Mrs. theatres here have set New Year's
plans, designed to take care of the
Jackter announce the engagement rdof Eve
holiday trade.
their. daughter, Minna, to Leona
As a special treat, the Roxy will
Kahn
present its new Icecolorama stage
"Crystal Circus," in addition
Walter Lantz returned to Holly- show,
York over the week- to the screen attraction "Stars and
New
from
wood
end.
Stripes Forever" as its late show tonight. Other late shows, to take care
of the New Year's Eve crowd, include those of Radio City Music Hall,
Net Profit
WB
the
Capitol, Loew's State,
{Continued from page 1)
AstorParamount,
and Victoria.
shares of common stock outstanding.
The net profit for the previous year Charles Drayton in
was equivalent to $1.67 per share, on
785 shares of common stock New RKO
Radio Post
5,619,
outstanding.
then
Charles
G.
Drayton
has been elected
Film rentals, theatre admissions,
assistant
treasurer-assistant
secretary
inter- of RKO Radio Pictures.
sales, etc., after eliminating
company transactions, for the year
Drayton joined the company in 1940,
ending last Aug. 31, amounted to
9,$116,90
and
for some years prior to his elecwith
ed
2,000, compar
$112,42
tion now acted in the capacity of
000 for the previous year.
Loss and damage claims resulting assistant to the comptroller.
from the two fires at the Burbank
studio were settled with the insurance
companies subsequent to Aug. 31, for M. Fox Gets Loan
$4,515,690. Because the insurance
(Continued from page i)
carried was based on the replacement
cost rather than on the depreciated mercial bank and a corporation distributing films for television, was
book value of the properties, the insurance claims were for a substan- negotiated by Harry Watkins, Ray
tially greater amount than the book Andersen and Herbert Golden representing Bankers Trust, and Fox and
value of such properties. Final determination of the assets to be re- Henry Zittau, treasurer of Western
placed and the treatment for Federal Television.
income tax purposes of the excess of
Western distributes all of its prodthe insurance proceeds over the book
not
uct through Motion Pictures for Telehas
yed
destro
assets
value of the
vision, Inc., "which does the largest
yet been made and, accordingly, no
of business in film in the televolume
has been reportion of such excess
year.
the
vision industry today," said MPTV,
flected in the net profit for
which
Fox. is also headed and owned by
The operating results of the company for the quarter ending Nov. 29,
Purpose of the loan is for the ac1952, are not yet available but it is
quisition of new product by Western
expected that the profit before capital and to provide
for the expansion of
Fedandincomebefore provision for ncies
gains eral
distribution facilities of Motion Pictaxes and continge
tures for Television.
will be considerably lower than the
corresponding profit of $4,170,000
distribuy MPTV
Currentl
York, Chicago,
in New operates
tion offices
earned for the same quarter last year.
Boston, Dallas and Los Angeles. The
location of additional offices will be
announced in the near future.
No Paper Tomorrow
Motion Picture Daily will
John Dimichele, 70
not be published tomorrow,
Hartford, Dec. 30. — John A. DiNew Year's Day, a legal
michele, 70, owner of the Star Theaholiday.
ter at Poultney, Vt, is dead. The
widow, Lucia, survives.
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(Continued from page 1)
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Republic TV
Deal
Draws Allied Fire

week a year ago.
As a result of Republic's
sale of pictures for TV, naSeven attractions declaredly pointed
tional Allied issued the folat Academy consideration, and exday:
lowing statement here yesterploited on a grand scale accordingly,
"It is with regret that we
stacked up roughly as follows :
view the action of Republic in
"Hans Christian Andersen," Warner's Beverly Hills Theatre, $45,000;
its sale of pictures made for
motion picture theatres to
"Member of the Wedding," Beverly
television. One of the most
Hills Canon, $7,500 ; "My Cousin Raimportant factors in the sales
chel," Fox Ritz, $14,500; "Moulin
Rouge," Fox Wilshire, $25,000;
equation
goodwill may
and with
one move isRepublic
very
"Star," Four Star, $12,500; "Come
Back Little Sheba," Fine Arts, $9,000 ;
well have destroyed that factor. They certainly can do
"The Bad and the Beautiful," United
Artists and Vogue theatres, $30,000.
nothing but harm to the inSharing in the prosperity wave are
"Road to Bali," likely to gross close
dustry as a whole."
to $100,000 in seven area openings,
Holidays
Bring
Big
"Million Dollar Mermaid," lookingin two, and "Blackbeard Cincinnati Business
$33,000 aiming
for Pirate,"
the
for similar figures
Cinncinati, Dec. 30. — The tradiat two others.
tional slump in holiday theatre attendance here failed to materialize this
Chicago First-run Holiday
year, with first-run theatres racking
Grosses Called Phenomenal
up the highest grosses in many weeks
Dec. 30. — First run busi- and subsequent runs cashing in on the
Chicago,
ness here since the middle of last week
has been little short of phenomenal, upsurge.
Heading the list was the RKO
with some houses racking up their Albee, which did an estimated $16,000
highs for the year. The Telenews with "Million Dollar Mermaid."
probably will go over $30,000, a house Average at this house is $11,000. The
record, for the opening week of Tri- RKO Palace, with "Blackbeard, the
Opticon's premiere showing.
Pirate," was second with $14,000,
The Chicago, with sidewalk hold- compared with a $11,000. average. A
outs all week long, showing "April in double bill at the RKO Grand, "ThunParis," plus an ice show on the stage, derbirds"
and "Battles of Chief Pontiac,"
reported
a plus-average figure
Bali"
to
"Road
$75,000.
top
should
appears to be headed for $40,000 at
gross. "Thuna $10,000
for East"
the State Lake, as does "Million Dol- of $3,000
der in the
accounted
for an
lar Mermaid" at the Oriental, with average figure of $10,000 at the RKO
"Stars and Stripes Forever" and
"Against All Flags" racking up $30,- Capitol, where returns have been under par in recent weeks, "Stars and
000 at Eitel's Palace and the RooseForever"
Stripes plus
figure ofgave
aroundKeith's
$10,000 a;
velt, respectively, and "Invasion healthy
U. S. A." and "Red Planet Mars" average is $7,500.
winding up a big session of better
than $20,000 at the RKO Grand.
Average Holiday Grosses in Capital
At the art houses, "One Summer
Washington, Dec. 30. — Downtown
of Happiness" is going strong at the
and
neighborhood theatre business
prosin
$8,000
with
Playhouse
World
during the holiday season so far has
pect for the first week, and "The Pro- been just about the same as last year,
moter" isrunning ahead of "Lavender
Hill Mob" and "Man in the White "nothing exceptional," according to
Suit" at the Surf and could top "Kon- local exhibitors.
with a boost from the New Year
Tiki"
holidays.
They said there had been the usual
pre-Christmas slump and a little pickup over the Christmas week-end.
Total Christmas Week Gross in
Baltimore Business Spotty
Kansas City Same as in 1951
Baltimore, Dec. 30. — Business is
Kansas City, Dec. 30. — The total
gross for Christmas week of area the- spotty during this week between
atres appears on present data to have Christmas and New Year's with major attractions drawing substantial
been about equal to that of 1951
with numerous reports of gains. grosses and film fans neglecting less
Christmas Day receipts were called important features. Some Christmas
shows proved insufficiently strong to
year's.
of last
ahead was
to or week
Attendance
strikingly
generally up that
over for New Year's. Brighter
better than the average during the hold is from J. Lawrence Schannews
previous months in many situations
who thestates
Keith's are
berger
since
best "Road
Bali"of grosses
when patronage seemed lagging be- to
hind commodity buying.
1948 and 25 per cent above last year.
Several executives suggested that New Theatre reports "Stars and
Stripes" business 25 per cent above
the fact of theatres on the whole get- the
same week last year.
ting not far from their full tradioftional share of holiday spending
fers a fair index for expecting good Portland Up 25 per cent
health for the theatre business in the
Portland, Ore., Dec. 30.— With the
selecmarked
cities
In
coming year.
of Oregon's drive-in theatres,
tivity of feature was evident, some closing
Christmas business made a decided
theatres getting substantially above swing to downtown. Theatres reported
average grosses, others substantially grosses 25 per cent above normal,
below, indicating that the public was
above managers' predicsoaring
not merely going to a show.
the week.
tions forwell
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Skouras
At Green

Hits Back
Criticism

The management of 20th
Century-Fox stands on its
record, Spyros P. Skouras,
president, said here yesterday
when asked to comment on
charges of "mismanagement"
made by financier Charles
Green, who has acquired at
least 20,000 shares of 20thFox stock.
Skouras said "we welcome
any kind of honest criticism,"
adding that "we have nothing
to fear." He pointed to profitable current operations of the
company and questioned why
Green should choose 20th-Fox
of all motion picture companies at which to level his
criticism.

20th

Salary Plan
(Continued from page 1)

tiv/es earning more than $500 per
week, with recovery of the reduction
contingent on the company earning
more than $1 per share on its common
stock, Skouras explained. With 2,769,484 shares of stock outstanding, the
company would have to net more than
that number in dollars before any
restitution of voluntary salary cuts
is made. Skouras said the plan affects
about 87 executives in New York and
in Hollywood and that all are cooperating inits execution.
Unlike the previous voluntary cut
plan, instituted two years ago, which
hedged recovery of salaries on the
basis of losses, the 1953 plan is based
on earning at least $1 per share on
outstanding stock, Skouras pointed
out. He emphasized that the more
drastic plan was adopted to point up
the need for economy.
Skouras said he hoped the plan
would serve as a guide to Hollywood
production executives and to talent,
whose salaries, he said, are not geared
to the current box-office level. He
called present salaries of stars "very
high." Twentieth-Fox, he said, is trying to meet the situation in some degree by offering participation deals.
Due to many competitive factors,
Skouras said, it is difficult to bring
production costs down with the demands of the public currently, as compared to years ago.

Motion

Foreign

Picture

Gross

(Continued from page 1)
earnings. He credited the worldwide
acceptance of American films as the
reason for the growing rise in foreign
revenues, which, he said, currently
account for about 38 per cent of 20thFox's income.
■On the basis of his trip to the Far
East, Skouras said he would forward
a recommendation to the Motion Picture Association of America to encourage theatre construction in that area.
The 20th-Fox president said that countries such as India, Indonesia, Thailand and the Philippines could utilize
at least three times the number of
theatres currently existing.
Skouras, who visited 22 countries in
his 10-week trip which also took him
to Europe, said his recommendation
would be contained in a report which
he will submit to the MP A A.
On his stop-over in Zurich, Switzerland, Skouras said he learned of further improvements made on the company's Eidophor CBS color theatre
TV system. Current improvements,
Skouras added, are aimed at simplifying the operation of the unit so that
it will not require more skill in handling than is required of a projectionist. He estimated that within six
months, a number of models of the
improved Eidophor system would be
available and, following a 90-day test,
the equipment would be ready for production underElectric.
the company's contract
with General
Cites Growth

The growth of the international motion picture industry was cited by
Skouras. The following is a rundown of the status of the industry in
various countries as described by the
20th-Fox president :
Japan : Production and exhibition
is extremely prosperous. At present
there are 3,000 theatres, with many
under construction. About 250 Japanese films are produced yearly, making Japan the second largest film
producing country in the world.
Philippines : Three hundred theatres
have been built since the liberation of
the islands, putting the number of
theatres in existence today at about
500. Domestically, 60 to 80 pictures
are produced yearly, although domestic films are not nearly as financially
successfuly as those produced in Japan.
Thailand : Progress in theatre construction isslow.
Indonesia: Needs many more theatres to aid in its spiritual develop•
•
ment as a nation.
Australia : American films extremely popular, with the public being
—FLY
TO—
the most theatre-conscious in the
world, having the largest per capita
LOS
ANGELES
attendance of any country.
New Zealand: Development of the
on United's Luxurious
theatre-going habit is as high as in
Australia.
India : Native film production is
"OVERNIGHT
very high, but the need for new theHOLLYWOOD"
atres to serve India's 500,000,000
population is acute.
Only 1 VA hrs. one -stop!
Wherever he went, Skouras said, the
majority of people expressed proThe fine service of United's "Hollywood"
American sentiments. He maintained
flights is you;., on the "Overnight Hollythat pictures sent abroad should not
wood" to Los Angeles. You leave New
be hand-picked for purity or depiction
York after midnight, stop only at Denver,
of only the good side of American
enjoy a delicious breakfast aloft, and
life. Skouras said all types of films
arrive in Los Angeles at 8:20 a. m., givshould be sent abroad and foreign
ing you a full day for business.
populations will recognize the honesty
and courage of American producers
United
air lines
who show all, not only the nice currents in American life. Skouras said
COMPARE THE FARE AND
that while the U. S. Government
YOU'LL GO BY AIR
' should encourage
theatre construe-
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Guilds Force 20th
Out of TV: Skouras

UA

Business
(Continued from page 1)

Blame for 20th Century-Fox
not entering the television
film production field was
placed on the demands of the
various TV guilds by Spyros
P. Skouras, president, here
yesterday. He said the guild
'requirements for extra payment money for repeat TV

was "happy over the results" and that
planned improvements are " continuing.
Ron Michaels, formerly sales manager for Australia and New Zealand,
has been named co-managing director
of the same territory, sharing the post
with Walter Thorburn. Constantin
Goldin, formerly with UA and recently
with M-G-M, has been appointed manager for Indonesia where the company
film showings was "stifling"
TV production.
is preparing for the establishment of
Skouras claimed that if
its own exchange. UA product cur29th-Fox and other major
rently is being handled there by. Instudios would engage in TV
traport under a franchise arrangement.
production, as well as the
While in Manila, Picker arranged
production of theatrical films,
for the worldwide distribution of
it would tend to bring down
"Genghis Khan," which was produced
the cost of theatrical films.
by Manuel Conde on a multi-lingual
scale. Further commenting on Far
East production, Picker said that the
Shaw Brothers in Malaya were increasing their producing schedule,
'Brotherhood*
(Continued from page 1)
turning out 18 pictures a year. The
are large theatre operaregional publicity and advertising Shaws,tors,who
formerly operated on a smaller
chairmen for the drive :
scale but now are expanding their proAlbany : Jerry Atkin ; Atlanta : Roduction schedules and studios, Picker
bert Moscow ; Boston : Paul Levi, said.
James King ; Buffalo : Ed Meade ;
A deal to play UA product throughCharlotte : Everett Olsen ; Chicago :
out the Amalgamated Circuit in New
William Hollander, Ansel Winston ; Zealand was closed by Picker during
Cincinnati : Joseph Alexander ; Clevein Aukland where UA picland : Ted Barker ; Dallas : Frank his stay
tures will play for the first time in the
Starz ; Denver : William Hastings ; Civic Theatre. By the end of the
Des Moines : A. Don Allen, Jerry first week in February, Picker said,
Bloedow; Detroit: Mrs. Alice N.
Gorham ; Indianapolis : Dale McFar- Charles Chaplin's "Limelight" will be
land ; Jacksonville : Howard Petten- played in all of the circuit's 50-odd
Twelve prints of "Limegill ; Kansas City: Senn Lawler, theatres.
light" are being made available for
Lawrence Lehman ; Los Angeles :
New Zealand whereas five prints forThornton Sargent, Ed Meek ;
merly was the maximum for a picture.
In Australia Picker met with the
Also Memphis : Richard Lightman ;
Milwaukee : Hortense Brunner ; Min- Hoyt circuit executives, his visit beneapolis : Robert Whelan ; New
ing the first by a UA foreign head
Haven : Lou Brown ; New Jersey :
since 1934. Picker said that "High
Ward Farrar; New Orleans: Mau- run
Noon"at had
a 10-week
the just
Plazafinished
Theatre,
Sydney,
rice Barr, Ross McCausland ; New
the
longest
engagement
of
a
picture
York City : John A. Cassidy ; Oklahoma City : Roger Rice ; Omaha : at that tator"house
11 years since
ago. "The Great DicWilliam Miskell, Larry Kaplane ;
Pointing
out
that
both theatre and
Philadelphia : Everett Callow ; Pittsburgh : William Elder ; Portland : general business were continuing on
Keith Petzgold ; St. Louis : Bob John- a high level throughout the Far East,
son ;Salt Lake City : Helen Garrity : Picker singled out Manila as a parSan Francisco : Fay Reeder, William
good "movie-minded"
city.
theatres
are opening there
Blake; Seattle: Willard Coghlan ; Five new ticularly
Washington : Jack Foxe, Jerry Baker. in January. On Quezon Boulevard,
a principal thoroughfare, 12 theatres
are doing a thriving business, he said.
Picker reported that after careful
'Jazz
Singer'
(Continued from page 1)
study, UA planned to enter the 16mm.
distribution market in 1953, teeing off
arriving stars were scores of service- in Brazil and Australia. He said the
men who attended the premiere as perwere although
now "ripe"
for plans
such
sonal guests of governors and Con- markets
development,
concrete
gressmen of their home states. Also have not been completed. He also disattracting cheers were arriving guests
closed that there had been "conversawearing the colors of the University
tions" in regard to the pooling of
of Wisconsin whose football team
^.'arious . companies' operations in the
meets the University of Southern Cali- foreign field but that the move had
fornia Trojans in the Rose Bowl to- not gone beyond the discussion stage.
morrow.
Early arriving fans had six sections
of bleachers facing the theatre across Grainger to Preside
(Continued from page 1)
Beverly Drive filled before dark. By
8 :00 P. M., when forecourt ceremonies started and the parade of stars will be highlighted by discussions of
began ariving, the crowd had formed promotion plans for "Fair. Wind To
a mass through which Beverly Hills Java," starring Fred MacMurray and
Vera Ralston, in Trucolor; John
police were hard pressed to keep theatre-bound traffic moving.
Ford's "The Sun Shines Bright," with
Adding a touch of nostalgia was the Charles Winninger, Arleen Whelan
introduction of stars from the first
and
JohnDennis
RussellO'Keefe,
; "The Ruth
Lady Hussey,
'Wants
Mink,"
"Jazz Singer," with which Warner Eve
Arden
and
William
Demarest,
in
launched talking pictures.
Trucolor;
"Sweetheart
; Trucolor musical
starring RayTime,"
Middleton,
tion in the Far East, it should not be Lucille Norman, Eileen Christy ^ Bill
underwritten by the government.
Shirley and Estelita ; and "San AnDuring a three-day visit to Korea, tone,"
. with Rod . Cameron, : Arleen
Whelan,
Forest Tucker and Katy
the 20th-Fox president was the guest
of General Van Fleet.
Jurado.
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"On the basis of exhibitor reaction to
pictures that have been announced for the
year and to plans the company has for
providing intensive point-of-sale, local and
regional promotion activity for the 1953
program, I hesitate not at all to forecast
one of the greatest business years in Paramount's long history," Schwalberg asserted.
Jerome Pickman, vice-president in charge
of advertising-publicity-exploitation, elaborating on promotion plans for the year,
declared that this year more than ever will

Paramount "gear to local level operation."
"It is on that level," he explained, "that our
customers — and consequently our company
— can derive the greafest benefits."
To Use National Media

A. W. Schwalberg
tainment tastes and

Jerome Pickman
demands

of their

patrons." He added that the pictures
Paramount is offering the showmen in I 953
"are a synthesis of every element in the
entertainment spectrum. And every picture reflects Paramount's determination to
make only top-quality attractions and add
new names to its long list of ticket-selling
Pickman explained, too, that rad'io and
television also will be employed where possible to get the biggest local returns on
stars."
the pictures and stars. Local and national
spot announcements and interviews will be
widely employed. "No media, no method,
no technique," he added, "will be overlooked in our determination to exploit
every box office potential for our customers in every selling area."
Meanwhile, Schwalberg and Pickman reminded, the tours which they, in company

For Initial Pre-Selling
Pickman said that national magazines,
supplements and fan magazines will be
used in 1953 "to the limit of potential returns on every picture on which their use
can be integrated into the over-all campaign as initial pre-selling. Where possible,
these national media will be keyed to
regional release dates."
Both Schwalberg and Pickman emphasized the extent to which Paramount's 1953
releasing plans have come to reflect the
exhibitor viewpoint. The year's line-up,
said Schwalberg, has been based on information gathered in face-to-face talks with
exhibitors in every region. Pickman said
the 1953 promotion programs "are based
in large degree on conferences with exhibitors inall parts of the country, aimed
at achieving the greatest possible direct
value to local box offices from all company
expenditures and efforts in promotion.
Confer with Exhibitors
On Production Schedule

TO

SCHEDULE

BE

ADDED

playdates are ahead of it in 1953 even
though some 6,000 playdates were covered in 1952 and, therefore, the DeMille
picture is regarded by the company as one
of its outstanding 1953 releases. Starring
in it are Betty Hutton, Cornel Wilde,
Charlton Heston, Dorothy Lamour, Gloria
Grahame and James Stewart.

Half,

picPARAMOUNT thus far has slated 23
addiwith
953,
1
in
se
relea
for
tures
tional pictures to be announced as soon as
arrangements have been completed with
the studio, according to A. W. Schwalberg, president of Paramount Filrn^ Distributing Corp. Fourteen of these will be
released during the first half of the year,
and of that number 10 will be in Technicolor.
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with O'Shea, have been making will be
continued in 1953 so they may keep informed on how promotion policies can be
set up to conform to the individual needs
of each territory.
Schwalberg described the Paramount
studio's approach to production as "embodying intensive research into every requirement of exhibitors and their customers." Thus, he added, "when Paramount
breaks new entertainment ground it does
so with full assurance that box office
strength is firmly fixed in the 'departure'
Release Schedule for
First Half of 1953
picture."
The Paramount line-up for the first six
months of 1953 is as follows:
January — "Road to Bali," in Technicolor,
starring Bob Hope, Bing Crosby and Dorothy Lamour (this is the sixth in the famous
"Road" series and the first to be made in

February — Hal Wallis' new Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis comedy, "The Stooge,"
and Wallis' "Come Back, Little Sheba,"
starring Burt Lancaster and Shirley Booth.
The latter picture had its premiere openings as 1952 drew to a close, so that it
could be considered eligible for the Academy Awards next March.
March — Two Technicolor productions,
"The Stars Are Singing," starring Rosemary Clooney, Anna Maria Alberghetti
and Lauritz Melchior, and "Pleasure
Island,"
starring Don Taylor, Leo Genn and
Elsa Lanchester.

Is SetHope's
for April
Bob
'Off Limits'
April — Bob Hope's new comedy, "Off
Limits," co-starring Mickey Rooney and
Marilyn Maxwell,
and "Pony
Express,"
Technicolor,
starring
Charlton
Heston,in
Sterling.
Rhonda Fleming, Forrest Tucker and Jan
May — George Pal's Technicolor production, "War of the Worlds," based on H. G.
Wells' classic of science-fiction, and "JaCorey. maica Run," also in Technicolor, starring
Ray Milland, Arlene Dahl and Wendell
June — "Alaska Seas," in Technicolor,
and Pine-Thomas' "The Conquerors," also
in Technicolor, starring John Payne, Coleen
Gray, Jan Sterling and Lyle Bettger.
The schedule for the rest of the year
includes the following and others to be
announced later:
June Releases Include
Wyler's 'Roman Holiday'
"Roman Holiday," produced in the Italian capital by William Wyler, and starring
Gregory Peck, Audrey Hepburn and Eddie
Albert; "Arrowhead," produced in Technicolor by Nat Holt, and starring Charlton
Heston and produced
Mary Sinclair;
"Shane,"
Technicolor,
by George
Stevensin
and starring Alan Ladd, Jean Arthur and
Van Heflin; Billy Wilder's production of
the Broadway
stage success,
"Stalag
17,"
with
William Holden,
Don Taylor
and Otto

Technicolor); "Thunder in the East," starring Alan Ladd, Charles Boyer, Deborah

Preminger in starring roles; "Little Boy
Lost," new Bing Crosby vehicle produced

one
BarPicE. K.

Kerr and Corinne Calvet; "Tropic Zone,"
produced in Technicolor by William Pine
and William Thomas, and starring Ronald
Reagan, Rhonda Fleming and Estelita.

by Perlberg-Seaton.
Also, Hal Wallis' Martin-Lewis comedy,
"Scared Stiff"; George Pal's "Houdini," in
Technicolor, starring Tony Curtis and Janet

(Ted) O'Shea, vice-president of Paramount
Film Distributing Corp., Pickman, myself
and others, has at various times met with
theatremen to learn at first-hand the enter-

Also, Cecil B. DeMille's circus epic in
Tech nicolor, "The Greatest Show on
Earth," is to all intents and purposes a
January release.
Approximately 10,000

Leigh; "Forever Female," starrring Ginger

Schwalberg explained that "every
of the company's executives, including
ney Balaban, president of Paramount
tures; Adolph Zukor, board chairman;

Rogers and William Holden; "Here Come
the Girls," in Technicolor, starring Bob
Hope, Arlene Dahl, Rosemary Clooney.

Motion
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1

A BOVE,

Burt Lancaster

and Shirley Booth

in a scene

from the Hal Wallis production, "Come Back Little
Sheba," which has attracted wide acclaim from trade
and lay press reviewers. At right, a scene from the
popular "Road to Bali," starring Bing Crosby, Bob Hope
and Dorothy Lamour. Produced by Harry Tugend and
directed by Hal Walker, it is in color by Technicolor.

A BOVE, a scene from George Pal's "The
War of the Worlds," in color by
Technicolor. At right, Betty Hutton in a
scene from Cecil B. DeMille's hit, "The
Greatest Show on Earth," which also stars
Cornel Wilde, Charlton Heston, Dorothy
Lamour and Gloria Grahame. Technicolor. At left, Rosemary Clooney, Lauritz
Melchior and Anna Maria Alberghetti,
starred in "The Stars Are Singing."

//

THE STOOGE," at left, Hal Wallis's comedy starring
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis. Shown with them is
Polly Bergen, who is co-starred with Marion Marshall and
Eddie Mayehoff. Above, Charlton Heston and Forrest
Tucker

in Nat

"Pony Express."

Holt's color by Technicolor

production
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